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PREFACE TO THE AMERICAN EDITION.

The attention of the American Editors, in this reprint from Clark's " Foreign Theo-

logical Library," has been chiefly confined to the translation of the Hebrew, Greek, and

Latin words occurring in the pages—which very often render the meaning of the author's

comments wholly unintelligible to the English reader, and to the correction of many
erroneous and inelegant phrases which had escaped the notice of the translator and

proof-reader in the Edinburgh edition. They have occasionally, but rarely, appended

(within brackets) a very brief foot-note illustrating or modifying the author's views.

Beyond this they have not deemed their legitimate province to extend. These features,

however, together with the more compact and cheap form of the work, will, it is believed,

be found to be material improvements in this edition.

Dr. Ewald Rudolph Stier was born at Fraustadt, March ll, 1800 ; he died at Eisleben,

smitten by paralysis, December 16, 1862. From his birth to 1815, when he was matri-

culated at the University of Berlin—" the only examination to which he submitted in all

his life"—his years were passed in straitened circumstances, since his father was com-

pelled to move from place to place, in the agitated condition of German affairs. But he

early showed great zeal in learning, lie began his academic career as a jurist, but soon

renounced the law, under Schlciermacher's influence, and studied theology at Berlin and

Halle. His ardent temperament made him prominent in the Barschenschaft, and for a

long time he fell under the influence of the prevalent rationalism. His first literary pro-

ductions were Poems and Tales, in which he followed the lead of the romantic school,

as represented by Tieck and Jean Paul. A severe family affliction, and a renewed study

of the Bible, with the aid of Bengel's Gnomon and Von Meyer's Bible-Work, effected a

total revolution in his views, and he burnt an immense quantity of youthful manuscripts,

and devoted himself henceforth to the investigation of the Word of God.

In Berlin his faith was strengthened by intercourse with the Baron Von Kottwitz, Von

Bethmann-Hollweg, Tholuck, and Neander. From 1821 to 1823 he studied in the

Preachers' Seminary at Wittenberg, under the guidance of Nitzsch, Schleusner, and

Heubner. Krummacher, Tholuck, and Rothe were here his companions. Dr. Heubner

said that " the Seminary had never before had such an interpreter as Stier, nor such a

philosopher as Rothe." To relieve Krummacher's doubts about the canonicity of the

Song of Songs, Stier in one week wrote out a striking commentary upon it, afterwards

published in the first volume of his Andentungen fur gldubiges Schriftverstiindniss, 1824.

After teaching a year in a Seminary for Teachers in Karklcne, he went to Basle in 1S24,

to the Mission Institute, having previously been married to a sister of Karl Immanucl

Nitzsch. Here he remained four years ; among his pupils were Gobat, Isenberg and Leupolt.

Compelled by impaired health to quit this post, and opposed for his pietism, he passed

some time in comparative seclusion, still pursuing his Biblical studies, until he was called

to be pastor at Frankleben, near Halle, in 1829. Here he preached and labored with
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ardor; though bitterly opposed by the rationalists, he was encouraged by the friendship

of such men as Tholuck, Guerike, Von Gerlach, Harnisch, and Bunsen. He developed

his views upon a more Biblical style of preaching in opposition to current theories in his

Biblische Keryktik. In 1833, he published a Lehrgebiiude der hebruischen Sprache,

and his Siebzig ausgewdhlte Psalmen. He read the Old Testament in Hebrew twice

through, "without points." In his Gesangbuchsnoth he criticised with severity the preva-

lent hymnology. In 1838 he was ealled from his secluded parish to Wichlinghauscn, in

Barmen ; and here, in the Wupperthal, he preached and began to publish that series of

commentaries which has made his name famous— on the Epistle to the Hebrews, on

James, and on the Words of the Lord Jesus, and also the first volumes of the well-known

Polyglot Bible, which he edited in conjunction with Thiele. Here, too, he lost his first

wife, who had been to him a constant solace and faithful help. His zeal for reform led

him into conflicts with his presbytery, which, however, were all adjusted before he was

compelled by bodily prostration to give up his parochial charge, and again seek in Wit-

tenberg a place of comparative retirement. During a residence here of three years he

wrote his commentaries on the Epistle to the Ephesians, on the Second Part of the Pro-

phecy of Isaiah, three works on the Proverbs of Solomon, and a volume on the Epistle

of Jude, besides completing his great work on the Words of our Lord. In 1850 he

became Superintendent in Schkeuditz (between Halle and Leipsic), and in ]859 he was

transferred to the same office in Eisleben ; in both places he was earnest in his labors,

and especially blessed in the " Bible Hours," which he devoted to comments upon that

divine Word in which he found his chief delight. In 1857 he published his Words of

the Word, extracted from his larger work, which were supplemented in 1859 by Words

of the Lord from Heaven, and in 1860 by his Words of the Angels. His projected

works oit Job, and on the Prophecies of the Old Testament in Word and Type were not

completed.

His literary activity is also attested by several other volumes. In 1825 he published

a volume of Hymns and Poems, and another in 1845. In 1851 appeared his Private

Agenda, now in its fifth edition, containing forms for all ecclesiastical services; in 1854 a

volume of Evangelical Discourses. One of his main objects in life was to edit a

revised translation of the Bible, on the basis of Luther's version. In 1828 he wrote on

the Old and New in the German Bible ; in 1836, Ought Luther's Bible to remain Unre-

vised? in 1842 he aided in a new edition of John Fi\ Von Meyer's translation, and, after

the death of the latter, he published in 1836 still another edition, with manifold correc-

tions, defending it in 1861 by a pamphlet on the Correction of the German Bible. He
was an ardent adherent of the Union and opponent of the revived extreme Lutheranism,

writing in this controversy Aphorisms to Greet the Militant Church, 1847 ; A Confession

from the United Church, 1848; and Unlutheran Theses, 1854. He also maintained

that the Apocrypha should be retained in the popular edition of the German Bible.

During all his life he struggled with many corporeal infirmities. His death was sudden.

After a day spent in his usual labors, he was struck down by apoplexy at midnight,

Dec. 16, 1862, and soon afterwards expired. A widow, and eight children from his first

and second marriages, survive him. A few days before his death he said, " That it was a

good thing for man to bear the yoke even in advanced life. So much better will it be to

rest from our labors."

His chief work is his Words of the JLord Jesus. It has been widely circulated in

Germany, in England, and in other lands, not only quickening the faith of believers, but

also instructing scholars by its depth, its originality, its fervor, and its variety. His per-

sonal Christian experience, and his devout reverence for God's word, shine out on every page.
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Many of the above facts have been derived from an instructive article in the JVeuc

JSvangelische Kirchenzeitung (March 14, 1863) which says of him, that "he is known as-

an interpreter wherever the Evangelical Church extends." u He suffered much for tlie

sake of Christ and that truth, which he fearlessly preached in word and writing. The
words in 1 Cor. ii. 12 may be applied to him with entire justice ; for that full assurance

of knowledge, which God gave him in rich measure, was his strength, and laid the basis

of his peculiar cheerfulness and confidence in respect to doctrine, and of that straightfor-

ward purpose in action, with which he walked in the way prescribed by hi* inmost

spirit.**



TRANSLATOR'S PREFACE.

The work which is now introduced to the English reader has heen for fifteen

vcars in high esteem among the divines of Germany, as well as of several other

countries. The respect which occasional extracts have received, and the ample

references to it among recent expositors, warrant the expectation that it will be no

less cordially welcomed among the British churches.

No one will read it, as such a book should be read, without feeling that he is

under the guidance of one who is profoundly imbued with the mind of Christ.

The author's aim is the loftiest that mortal man can set before himself— to unfold

the meaning and harmony of all the recorded words that fell from the lips of the

Word made flesh. That the Lord's own sanction is manifestly given to the attempt,

is the highest tribute we can pay to it.

The form of the work may possibly be in some respects repulsive to the reader

unaccustomed to German theology. The minute subtilty of its analysis, its keen

inquisition into the secret thread of every discourse, with some occasional novelties

of theory or exposition, will not disparage it to the student who keeps the original

text always before his eye, and understands the rare value of criticism which com-

bines deep thought with deeper devotion. The very frequent vindication of the

true meaning against fanciful or infidel interpretations sometimes interrupts the cur-

rent of the exposition ; but it must be remembered that the work is throughout -

an unwearied protest against Rationalistic opinions. These bring its own distin-

guishing excellencies into relief ; and every work of orthodox German Theology

has, as such, a strong preliminary claim to our favor.

Finally, as the Translator is not necessarily responsible for all the opinions of the

original ; so neither ought the original to be absolutely judged of by the transla-

tion, which but faintly reproduces its peculiar qualities of style.

London, April, 1855.
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Discourse—the revelation of the inner man by utterance to others—admits of a
wide variety of gradation and method ; and one kind of revelation may be more direct

and distinctively such than another. As this is true of man, so is it also of God the
Lord. He had spoken TroXv^epoJ^ nal TroXvrponcog, " at sundry times and in divers man-
ners," in' past time, before as yet the Eternal Word Himself was made flesh ; but now
the human exegesis of the Xuyta rov deov, " oracles of God," can have no other or
higher, nor propose to itself a loftier aim, than to repose with John, the eagle of the
Church of the last times, upon the full assurance : Qebv ovdtlg ewpa/ce TruTrore' 6 fiovo-

yevrjg'vlbc., b &v elg rov icoXiov rov ixarpbg, entivog t^yijaaro, " No man hath seen God
at any time : the only begotten Son, which is in the bosom of the Father, he hath
declared him."

In hearing him, and his Spirit, who takes of the things of Christ in the Apostles, we
find the only sound principle for the interpretation of the ancient Scriptures which bear
witness of him, and pointed to him. No historical or psychological eiriXvoLC, " interpre-

tation," of ours, may ever avail to empty or invalidate for us one single it.tt? -ncx nb or

rrrrSNS, "thus saith the Lord," but, on the other hand, whatever is recorded in the

inviolable ypac^rj, or " Scripture" though without this preface, is regarded by us who
discern the power of God in such Scripture, pr]div rjpZv vnb rov Oeov, " spoken unto us

by God," Matt. xxii. 31. But then we also at the same time perceive the distinction

which still subsists between all the former revelations of God, and the last by his Son :

a distinction which is indicated in the prophetic Scripture itself In the very centre and
heart of the revelations of God by Isaiah, which are yet waiting for their true interpreta-

tion, that, namely, which shall accord with the word of Christ and his apostles, the God
of Israel promises (Isa. ii. 6), that when his people's true and everlasting redemption

shall come, lie himself, who spake, would be there, and evidence his presence by a new,

then first openly proclaimed *S»n, "Behold, it is I!" (comp. ver. 7 with ch. xl. 9). But
the perfect theophany thus promised was to be accomplished, according to the uninter-

rupted testimony of Isaiah— a testimony which grows in clearness from that first Vn 'JftJ?,

' Immanuel" and V.sa ?k, "Mighty God" shining out of the darkness, like a faint star

of hope, to the very end of his closely-connected and ever soaring predictions—by him
'who is at once the Servant of the Lord and the Lord himself. The twelfth and thirteenth

verses of ch. ii. are inseparably united, but the "i?~>2~ «'" "0*, "I am he that doth speak,"

of ver. 6 refers back to ch. xl. 5, and also to ch. xlviii. 16. From this latter point— the

transitional termination of a second main division of the entire Isaiah-prophecy— the

Messianic vision emerges clear and distinct from the type out of which it grew, and be-

comes absolutely independent of it. Whatever system of interpretation wilfully turns

back into the type again, must necessarily lose the full and entire sense of the letter

itself; in which beneath Israel's deliverance from Babylon the true and everlasting

redemption is prctypificd, and in Cyrus the builder of the Temple is indicated that one

rr.rv< -I2£, " Servant of the Lord," to come. Then cries the prophet, as the type and in

the name of That coming one : From the time that it was, there am I ; and now the

Lord God and his Spirit hath sent me ! Here, for the first time, the eternal Sent of the

Eternal, came forward in the first person to announce himself ; an announcement which

grows progressively more distinct ill the third great division, from ch. xlix. onwards. The
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emphatic suffix in »nV«n ms, "from the time that it was," refers back to the creation of

heaven and earth, ver. 13 (comp. ch. xiv. 18-19), and the proper antithesis of rns "from
the time," is the anticipatory ntvf, "now" and van, "Behold it is I!n of the Revelation

in the flesh. I, the self-same «;n >«, " I am He" ver. 12, who was present at the begin-

ning of the existence of all things, at that first ift?i "w, "Let there be ! and there was,"

when the Eternal Word was with God (Prov. viii. 27 has also ii* cb, "there was I"),

come now as Sent, and also as ^Vnj n}rp, " the Lord thy Redeemer," ver. 17. Thus he ia

truly "is^Jsn, the Eternal Word, He that speaketh, not merely here by the prophets, but

in the most absolute sense from the beginning and from eternity. To both these places

in Isaiah,* the Lord refers in John xviii. 20 and viii. 25. The sublime and mysterious

answer, in the latter passage particularly, to Ei> rig el, " Who art thou ?" of the Jews, is

only rightly understood when we regard the Lord as asserting himself in the absolute

t'yo> elfj.1, xtn ">3N, "I.am He!" to be the XaXdv, or "speaker," and as referring to his

words, which all must hear.

Oh that all those, who, like these Jews, are still for ever putting questions, could

understand and hear this answer, and all that the Truth sent from the Truth had to say

and to judge concerning them and the world. Had it not been too bold, I would fain

have prefixed this title to my book, The words of the Word. If, as one of the Fathers

says, every act in the history of the Eternal Word incarnate, is itself Word and Doc-
trine— how great is the claim upon our attention, when we hear it said of him: He
opened his mouth and spake ! There is deeper significance in any one word of the Lord
Jesus, which he himself spake (Acts xx. 35), than in all the sayings of the Apostles and
Prophets. His Xoyoi, " words," are the most express outbeamings of the Xoyog,
" Word."

But have we these words, just as he spoke them ? This is the question of modern
criticism, which refuses to take for granted what should, however, be taken for granted by
all who believe in a revelation of the Son of God ; namely, that his words cannot have
fallen to the ground, cannot have dropped and been lost through the sieve of erring human
composition.! Yes, we possess what he spoke. Not, indeed, in the letter of the verba

ipsissima, but through the mediating witness of the Evangelists, elevated in the Spirit. Yet
are they truly and essentially the ip)sissima (identical), as his teaching for the world and
the Church. Thou shalt know them to be such, if the same Spirit under whose influence

the Gospels are written, shall explain to thee and illustrate their letter. John, the fourth

Evangelist, who adheres with the least tenacity of all to the literal, original expression,

gives us nevertheless, as is manifest to every one, the words of the Word in their most
spiritual and living reality. Each Evangelist has his peculiar gift from the Lord, his own
peculiar plan and aim in his Spirit-moved spirit; but, through the combination of all, the

Holy Ghost has so wrought out one wonderful scheme, that the whole of what these four

Evangelists present to us as the utterance of the Son of God incarnate, carries with it ita

own evidence in its perfect harmony. Alas, that it should be said of us, " Sed nos non
habemus aurcs, sicut Deus habet linguam " (but we have not ears as God has a tongue) !

—Oh that we could but read and hear !

We must assuredly read as men, what the Lord has humanly spoken, and consigned

to human record. But to every man who reads as of the truth (John xviii. 37), it is given

to hear and to see the glory of the incarnate word ; for in these Gospels his manifestation,

his life, his teaching, are truly transfigured into an ever-living and life-giving Spirit-word-.

It was necessary that the Word should first be made flesh, but equally so that the flesh

should become spirit again ; and it is as such that the Word now speaks to the world.

This is the essential principle of life ; from which — as an incorruptible seed— the Faith

and the Church derive their being. Could we imagine— I speak as a fool— the Church
of Christ utterly vanquished, and expelled from the face of the earth

;
yet, if one of these

four gospels—and let that one be even Mark's—were to fall into the hands of conscien-

tious and sincere readers, out of this that Church must of necessity, and assuredly would,

spring up anew.

The theological investigation and exposition, even of the orthodox, has to this very

day been far too much occupied with inquisition into the tradition-threads that bind

* For the exposition of which, I may appeal to my Jesaias, nicht Pseudo-Jesaias (Barmen, 1830).

f To borrow Hase's expression, a " supernatural preservation of these archives " must be classed

among " those unknown propitious circumstances" which establish the authority of the Gospels.
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together the human and the divine, with the harmonizing of the histories and so forth,

leaving tar too much in abeyance the task of penetrating to the substance— the words of

the Lord Jesus. We are too much disposed, if not to ravel what God has woven into its

thread again, at least to pry too curiously into warp and woof, into its minutest fabric and

texture. But just as this answers no good purpose, generally speaking, in the Kriaig, or

" physical creation," so will it not avail in the ypa<pr\, or " Scripture," which itself is a

Kacvfj ktioic, or " new creation." It is because this is not sufficiently remembered, that

while we have commentaries enough upon the Gospel of Matthew, Mark, etc., we have

very few indeed upon the words of the Lord which they contain.

The latest, most extravagant criticism of the Gospels—which to many thousands of

those who hang upon the lips of their Master, and live from day to day upon his words of

eternal life, is nothing less than sheer madness; this frenzied infidelity is utterly unable

now to hear, by reason of the raging of its fever-fantasies. Could these victims of delu-

sion but begin to give heed to what he soys to them, from his first METavoeirc, "Repent!"

to all that he signified in that great cry 'Eyw dpi, " I am He !"—then would the history

itself in this light soon become clear and self-convincing. All right understanding of the

origin of the Gospels, so far as we may understand it, must rest upon the living, believing,

apprehension of their contents, which are unlike aught else in the world's history. With-

out the most profound exegesis of the words of our Lord, all the labor of the harmonists

must be exposed to perpetual error. We find, for example, in the latest and best of them,

that of Ebrard, an occasional separation of things essentially united, or sometimes an in-

correct identification of discourses uttered at various times.*

To my believing brethren, therefore, I would fain administer a useful hint: Look well

at what now lies under your shears ; take heed lest sometimes, if not often, you be

tempted incautiously to clip it even as others do. And as to these others? Unhappy

men, they will be likely enough to say concerning me and my book, if it happens to meet

their eyes : Here is one coming out of his dark corner again with all hardihood, who
seems to know nothing of what we have long since made plain, who is bold enough and

simple enough to put faith in the so-called discourses of our Lord—that marvellous medley

which has been compounded under the inscriptions Kara MardaXov, Mdpitov, " according

to Matthew, Mark," etc. (we know this and can explain it all, as if we had been there) !

Yes, dear sirs, you may indeed say this ; but what conflict it would cost your conscience

to read for yourselves, let your conscience answer. Permit me, on the other hand, to tell

you in all friendliness—There are those who have given patient and industrious attention

to every thing that has sprung from the lofty wisdom of your unbelief, but whose faith in

* Once more, and more earnestly than ever, must we in the second edition protest against Rnuh's

method of defence against Baur {Deutsche Zdtschrifl fur Christl. Wiss., etc.), which, with its homoeopathy,

is little likely to euro this criticism run mad. It is itself merely the same sophistry, though practised on

the other side; the same perverse method of dealing with the word— first rending it asunder, then

patching it together again. Poor Synoptics! how must they suffer for the honor of John ! "The con-

tused and fortuitous synoptical narration—evidencing but faint traces of any connection—broken threads!"

Such is the style iu which they are spoken of. " In helpless, perplexing nakedness " this thing or that

appears in their account. A " perfectly misleading answer of the Lord, following some external sound,

has wandered away " to the place where it now stands, and the Johannaean connection is absolutely

necessary in order to our "understanding, in any degree, the Synoptical narrative." " Things somewhat

similar are easily enough joined together," and so many things are "drawn cne to another, which havo

no internal connection." We are told of " reminiscences, which have passed out of buried controversies

into the traditional form of gnomic sentences, or rather, these sayings have been collected together out

of traditions, true in particular cases, but widely dispersed." The "traces of connection" which are

allowed to exist, are just enough to bind together the whole into one mechanical conglomerate. Let me

be laughed at or not, let men shrug their shoulders or not, I rebuke, in the name of the Spirit of Truth,

that license of our youngest licentiates which lends thera so far astray as to censure and sit in judgment

upon the Recorders on whose word the whole Church rests. Does not all ecclesiastical experience down

to this very day demonstrate that precisely this mechanical conglomerate, these broken threads, these

helpless, perplexed and naked relations and sayings which in themselves are so inexplicable, do most

mightily take hold of the living and simple believer, and so inexhaustibly instruct him, that he needs no

help of any of the theologians? Therefore, we hold it better to say, that wherever there is any actual

deviation from specific historical truth, any transposition, dislocation, etc. (of which instances do occur,

but far, far less frequently than is now-a-days generally supposed ; always occurring, moreover, in non-

essentials, and never involving the slightest falsification)—the Holy Ghost, the true and only traditor of

this tradition, has intentionally and significantly so ordered it, with that Wisdom which we, the learned,

should be willing to learn from, since it is continually and most undoubtedly justified of those simple

ones, its children. I may presume, that some little theoretical and scientific justification of it, a.so, for

the learned, may be derived from my books, if their suggestions and views are admitted by unprejudiced

minds.
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the testimony of God's Spirit in Holy Writ, lias not seldom found its most effectual

invigoration and its most convincing argument in the self-contradictory folly of your books

—the darkness of which has only served to make the others' light the brighter and more

precious.

It will now be once more made evident that I, for my own insignificant part, belong

to the number of those who, themselves enjoying the kernel, and inviting others to its

enjoyment, will not allow themselves to be involved in the contests that are everywhere

raffing about the .mere shell ; who would rather sit as convives (guests) than as investi-

gating and over-curious coqui (cooks), at the Lord's well-spread table ; who rather take

the medicine than chemically analyze it. Let others inspect the swaddling-clothes of

Immanncl with even greater anxiety than the wise men of the East, my regard is fixed

upon Himself, who is folded within them. But in saying this, I cannot forget that both

swaddling-clothes and manger, though woven and built by sinful hands, were consecrated

for him and through him. That I, in like manner, hold fast the rigid inspiration of the

word in which we find and possess the Christ, yet not in the mechanical fashion of that

orthodoxy which seems sometimes to gaze in blank amazement at him who was born of

woman, as if he had fallen from heaven in his swaddling-clothes : this I must finally and

most earnestly beg every one to observe, on account of the persevering injustice with which

J have been treated in this jyarticular.*

To construct a detailed historical harmony of the Gospels I regard as a thing impos-

sible,! inasmuch as the testimony of the Spirit leaves behind and transcends the mere
common and subordinate historical truth ; and has something far better to teach us than

merely when and where, and with what relations one to another, this and that was spoken

or done. Who ever asks with such fond pertinacity about the date of any saying of

Plato or Goethe? But to acknowledge this, and in consequence to concede willingly to

sound criticism more than they at any cost are willing to do, is certainly a better defence

against that pseudo-criticism which now rushes in to the assault, laboriously seeking out

untruthfulnesses, in that which to all essentials is pure truth itself, and contains not a single

iota of what is actually false. Ingeniously and diligently to investigate that historical

element of which we have no record, may, in profane literature, be a blameless pastime

of learned curiosity ; but to neglect and perplex that which is given us in Holy Writ
through such bye-play of inquisitiveness, must ever be a perverted ndpepyov, " by-work"
(work of secondary importance), where man ought earnestly to seek what he has to do.

So also while adjusting and arranging the minute specialities which are before us, to sacri-

fice the contemplation and ever-growing knowledge of those great momentous matters

which are plainly revealed, and thus with the best intention through too much labor upon
the shell, to neglect to taste, or to be diverted from enjoying the kernel, is scarcely a less

perversion. There is for thoughtful criticism an uncontroverted and real basis of fact in

which we have ample scope ; so ample, that our very reason requires, and much more
our faith, that we should not adventure upon further subtle investigations until that which
we have— I do not say is fixed upon its sure external foundations, for it is given to us for

a higher purpose than that, but— has passed into our whole knowledge and life. Seek
we, in this matter also, the kingdom of God and his righteousness, so shall the needful
critical knowledge be added unto us ; and our position with relation to the Great Fact of
Redemption in Christ be more like that of the Apostles.

That Jesus of Nazareth, as the Son of God come in the flesh, did, in his generation,

so live, so teach, so suffer, so die, so rise again, as the four Evangelists with all their differ-

ences unite perfectly in relating, is a truth, attested to be the most certain of all certain

truth by the whole history of the world before him and since, by Israel's permanence
among the nations, as well as that of Christianity itself. The entire mystery of all history
finds in this its centre and only solution. Similarly the longing, and questioning, and
seeking of every man's inner spirit, finds here its simple fulfilment and answer—here,

where all the lines so wonderfully converge, and every thing significantly tells us that the
Revelation of the Divine penetrates all human individuality. Simply to accept this is no
lalse simplicity but the highest wisdom, which reverently hearkening, in obedience of faith,

* That unjust treatment still continues—eight years after this was first written. Probably I may be
able to exhibit, after a while, more clearly, in what way my rigid and yet not mechanical view of Inspi-
ration is on either hand distinguished from the old and "the new doctrine.

f [The author evidently means that all such chronological arrangements must rest in part upon con-
jecture, and therefore cannot have the absolute certainty throughout of explicitly connected history.

—

Am. Ed.]
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to the Eternal Wisdom, is rewarded by the right perception of the truth which is unto

salvation.

From this point of view it appears to be in most cases altogether a matter of indiffer-

ence, whether this or that was spoken and done here or elsewhere. Wherever it is matter

of importance, the providence of God has ordered that it shall be authentically plain

before us, and be easily found by that modest and earnestly-seeking investigation, for

which in his condescension scope has been left. But, otherwise, we should thankfully

receive what through God's grace is written for us, remembering that the true meaning,

which the Eternal Wisdom calls us to seek, lies rather in the how it is written than in the

bow it took place.

The spirit and design of this exposition is purely and properly exegetical ; and all who,

like myself, adhere firmly to this may be justified in making it their glory. To be

inveighed against bv enemies, and blamed by friends, for reading and understanding the

Old Testament as Christ and his Apostles read and understood it, is an honor for which

one may meekly thank his God. When theology shall direct its aim to that point where
** Prophecy and Fulfilment " meet together and are united in their interpretation (more

entirely and firmly than in Ilof'mann's book, which does not fulfil the sounding prophecy

of its title) ; then will it find no more reason- to blame any simple apostolical iva tcXt]-

ou)6rj, " that it might be fulfilled," or any such reading of the ancient Scripture, as those

of the Epistle to the Hebrews. But to be rebuked and set aside, as if acting upon one's

own caprice and imposing the meaning instead of expounding it, when one only aims to

let the King of Truth speak, as he is pleased to speak with evidence which breaks through

all obscurity and concealment; to be rebuked for this, that one would rather take to his

ears and to his heart the wonderful words of the Eternal Word in all their immediate

power as they are uttered and beam forth from himself, instead of their so much prized

translation into the poor and narrow language of man, with all the concomitant perver-

sions, and eudless disputations (through which process of so-called exposition the very

essence of the text is ofttimes lost) : to be blamed for this would be indeed a most grievous

affliction, and yet one must be prepared for it.

That discussions and treatises concerning the recognition of the one object of exegesis

should be exceedingly in vogue among those to whom that all-holy object as exhibited in

the Gospels is not yet established as such, is as natural as it is useful. Let every man
labor according to his call. It is quite necessary, indeed, that the decision as to the object

of faith

—

u here speaks the Son of God, who preserves and illustrates to us through his

Spirit, all that he spoke in the flesh "—should precede the exposition of those sayings as

his. Then only when this criticism has reached its positive goal, does e.ver/esis properly

begin. But we find naturally enough among those who take the other position with

respect to the Word, a system of compromise with doubt, through which even orthodox

men sometimes are led to deny the faith in particulars which they acknowledge on the

whole, and to mix matters with their exposition, which have no more relation to it than

philosophical prolegomena on the being and attributes of God would have to the Lord's

Prayer; and then to speak upon the word and round about the word, in a spirit of con-

fused and undecided half rejection and half acceptance of its contents. But it is natural

enough, on the other hand, that we should decline to term this exegesis, which speaks out

of the word is given to us.

Our exegetical stand-point is not that of seeking and finding, still less that of missing

here and refecting there: but that of having. The great «»*}, "Behold it is I!" of the

revelation of God in the flesh, of the spirit in the letter, has become to us of all certain-

ties the most certain. Let us be permitted on our part, while so much license is given,

to speak as we believe and because we believe ; out of the word, not round about it

;

according to its own peculiar system, not according to the system of any science, theology,

or philosophy, nor of any dogmatics or confession ; not translating it into any heteroge-

neous form of speech or of thought, and not raising again upon every point the discussion

of the possession of our sure and certain foundation. Nor let it be thought unbecoming,

that in order to such hearing and acceptance, we offer with all solemnity what should be

heard and received bv the entire man. All sound exposition of the Divine word of salva-

tion must, at least, have a hortatory element, for that word itself is hortatory throughout:

in these pages there is not the smallest paragraph which simply ministers food to our

critical curiosity. Nothing seems to us more unnatural than a certain dead, dry handling

of the Word of life— never speaking from the heart to the heart— which is called the

"purely scientific." But just in this manner does our falsely-boasted science in its latest
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fashions—winch, after all, are more or less scanty and pitiful, with their u
7ri<TTif

n
(faith),

and their "Jahve"—run along its course side by side with the living confession of the

Lord in the faith of his church. The Bible has never failed, since it was given, to speak

for itself without the assistance of the learned ; and it produces in its believers a believ-

ing apprehension of itself, without which it would long ago have gone the way of aW

waste paper. In its application to preaching in the church, it has ever preserved its liv-

ing power, and ever will : there is the exegesis of the Spirit at home. If the mere
professor (who sits so comfortably upon his master's chair, whereas he ought to feel him-

self obliged to stand in the pulpit before "the Established Church " [sic] of the only

Master and Lord) cannot use his wisdom in preaching, nor minister therewith to those

who do preach, then is that very fact the most decisive testimony against such wisdom.*
For the Bible is not, once for all, a mere old document for the learned, but a text for the

preacher to the church and the world, ever and inexhaustibly new. Here do those

emanationes scriptural, which Bacon referred to, flow freely forth ; not in the wranglinga

of commentaries, whose Mishna and Gemara confound and obscure the student with the

text itself, so that the word, before it can be read, is utterly prevented from speaking by
its own exposition.

I have not, as already said, neglected commentaries, whether believing or heterodox
;

but I have, with still more diligence, for now about thirty years, sought out, collected

and put to the most living use in my own heart and ministry, the immediate emanations
of the living word. I avow publicly before God and the world that all the theology and
criticism of the age, whether infidel, or one-fourth, one-half, three parts orthodox, has

since then only served to strengthen and confirm me in my joyful boast : I know in whom
I believe. I know that what I read and possess in the word will remain when the world

passes away ; and that its slightest sentence will prove a better dying pillow than all else

that man could conceive or possess. I know that to interpret to the world the words of

the Lord Jesus is the loftiest task of human teaching or writing. The Lord is my wit-

ness that I approached it, in the publication of this book, with solemn diffidence, being

deeply conscious that here and there error might too probably have intruded. Much
even now may have escaped my most conscientious revision, which found (I must confess)

little to retract ; but these " Discourses of the Lord Jesus " have, as a whole, since then
received the confirmation of a large circle of the faithful, whose acknowledgments in

many ways rendered, of the grace and truth which they contain, I can thankfully lay at

the Lord's feet.

In his name, then, let this book once more go forth, and let all men everywhere, who
cannot accord with what they deem my too rigid adherence to the written word, hear
once more a testimony, which, thank God, is still unchanged : I read the canonical text

of the Bible as written through the Holy Ghost ; but I so read it, not because I have
framed for myself beforehand any inspiration dogma about, or have devoted myself as a

bond-slave to the old dogmatic theology ; but because this word approves itself with ever-

increasing force as inspired to my reason, which, though not indeed sound, is through
the virtue of that word daily recovering soundness. It is because this living word in a

thousand ways has directed and is ever directing my inner being, with all its intelligence,

thought, and will, that I have subjected to it the freedom of my whole existence.

The great and fundamental deficiency of nearly all learned exegesis, with which mine
must for ever differ, is its misapprehension of the depth and fulness of meaning which,
in accordance with its higher nature, necessarily belongs to every word of the Spirit.

Though believed to be the word of God, it is treated superficially and on principles of
partial and one-sided deduction, just as if it were the word of man. In the endeavor to

understand it that depth is not explored where, from the one root of the "sensus simplex,"

the richest fulness of references spring up and ramify in such a manner, that what upon
the ground and territory of its immediate historical connection, presents one definitely

apprehended truth as the kernel of its meaning, does nevertheless expand itself into an
inexhaustible variety of senses for the teaching of the world in all ages, and especially in

the Church, where the Holy Spirit himself continues to unfold his germinal word even to

* "A minister who for many long years has drawn edification from the Word of God for his people,

may well have sometimes a stray thought, of which a professor of theology need not be ashamed "—so

says Theremin in his Abendsiunden, with significant irony. I will be more bold and severe, and maintain,

that the professor of exegesis ofi.cn puts forth notions at which the preacher instructed in the living use
of Scripture must blush.
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the end of the days. While this applies to every word of the Spirit in its several meas-

ures, to the words of the Word it applies without measure to an extent which eternity

only will disclose. Many of Christ's utterances make upon the most obtuse mind the

overpowering impression of a mysterious, superabounding amplitude of meaning. If

others, even the most part of them, appear in their slight drapery of proverbial, Rabbini-

cal, parabolical forms of language so humanly simple
;
yet approach them closely, con-

template them in their ever new applications to various times, and they will be so trans-

figured before you, that you will cease to deem it incomprehensible that the Church
through the process of centuries of reading and preaching, has never grown weary of

them, or that this word, in its unchangeable might, has triumphantly lived down all the

fleeting words of men. If all that enlightened preachers have found for their preaching,

or believing readers have found for their edification, in any one parable or any one single

ecclesiastical Pericope (lesson) could be collected and comprised in fit words—that would
be the entire exegesis—so far as this might be possible before the words in futurity shall

unfold perfectly its own yet more perfect meaning.

In the words of Christ all the scattered and intersecting rays of truth extant in

humanity are collected and blended into the full and perfect light of day. 'Eyw ttjv

dkrjdeiav Xeyw, tyw eifti r/ dkrjdsicu, " I speak the truth, I am the truth "— he cries,

standing in the midst of Israel, and in the centre, therefore, of all nations. The prepara-

tory, prophetic word, finds its end and goal in the word of Christ : the apostolical word
rests upon him as its foundation, and is in him already in its rudiments performed. To
grasp and illustrate in all their significance the entire relations of his perfect revelation

—

to Judaism, such as it was when the Lord came, compounded of the truth of God and
man's inventions ; and to the elements of truth scattered in heathenism which he con-

firmed, as well as to all the errors of the Gentiles which he condemned—is the right

province of sound theological science. True philosophy, that is, the self-consciousness of

humanity and its history, can only reach its perfection through a profound understanding

of these. For Christianity, or to speak more correctly Christ, is not indeed that Deus ex

machinA (mechanical Deity) which inspires the false speculation of historical inquiry with

so much affected horror ; but that to which old Hippocrates, with all his art, was after

all constrained to do homage (at the close of his treatise nepl lepijg vooov), as the point

to which all the eminent in science come back, though without at first understanding

what he meant—that iravra deia ical dvdpumva navra, "all divinity and all humanity,"

finds its full realization only in him, who is the God-man; whose n'.KS'vc, "goings forth'

(Mic. v. 1), according to his humanity mount upwards to Adam, as according to his

divinity they go up to the bosom of the Father. The Son of God enters into history as

the Son of man ; and all history has been made by the finger of God to prepare for

him, and to aspire towards him. But to embrace this wider field in our comprehension,

which indeed before the fulfilment of the mystery of God and the second revelation of

all the secrets of that which we too readily dignify with the name of "history," can only

approximately be done, is not the more immediate design of exegesis in its stricter sense;

although this alone will ultimately set the seal of completeness upon the interpretation of

the entire manifestation of Christ, and more especially of his word. In the mean time

true exposition suffers the light which is concentrated in the sun of personal truth to shine

immediately upon it, and understands Matt. iv. 17 without the help of any Rabbinical

c:*:»n nrVic, " Khvjdorti of Heaven" as also Matt, xxviii. 19, John xvi. 13 to 15, with-

out 'tiie ^tt-tg c-in ,
" first man," or the g->-,x and v^** "V>»* (rpMJ "V**,) " long-suffering

and quick-tempered" of the Cabala, and without the Triad of Plato or Philo. Hearken-

ing with open ears, it immediately attests that only which Christ testifies: and every

man can then, according to his ability, go forth from Christ to understand the world and

history, and returning back again find rest in him. Let this be understood as spoken in

explanation to those, who find wanting in our book the usual derivations into Christianity

from its connection with the teachings of the age. We deny not that connection, but

we much prefer to regard the derivation as proceeding in the opposite direction, not from

the age, but into it.

Let the word of Christ explain itself. This is and must ever be a matter of funda-

mental importance, and we would fain hope at least to assist many a reader to gain this

central point for its understanding. But that for sinful man with his infirm reason, there

is now no other understanding of divine things than that of faith, in the sense of the

scholastic Fides prweedit intellectual (faith precedes intellection), and of the Pauline
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at^;juoAfc>T/'$?<v nav vorjfta dg tijv vrraKo^v rov Xpiarov, " bringing- every thought into

subjection to Christ," so that the private judgment must submit itself to the bean's experi-

ence through faith— let him dispute either with God or the devil who is inclined to do so;

let him contend against it in his Edom-wisdom who has a mind to be dashed to pieces by

this stone of stumbling. To show that on the other hand faith also has an ever-increasing

understanding of its own, and need not be abashed before any pseudo-reason whatever,

(which, indeed, it alone can help out of its irptirov tpevdog, u original falsity," into the

yivutoneiv rr\v dXijOeiav, " knowledge of the truth "), is the proud design of this little

contribution of ours—a design which, in the name of the Most Lowly, known to heaven

and earth, and in opposition to all the proud, we dare openly to avow. But as to those

who believe in the Lord, and yet through a pernicious and false science, either cannot or

will not bow to that miracle of the Holy Ghost—the sure transmission of his life and

words in the Gospels, which are the central word of the whole invisible Scripture, may
the Spirit of Truth bear more and more convincingly his own witness to his own testi-

monv, which tolerates no correction of man !

They are but hints, after all, which are now offered—with all their diffnseness they

are nothing more. For the author is deeply conscious that upon no one single word has

he done more than very partially draw out that fulness of meaning, which is vaster than

the ocean and deeper than the abyss. Yet it may be hoped that the reader will find

many things that will abide with him, and bear to be further worked out. The apology

which in the first edition here stood for the imperfect form and presentation of the work

on account of little and fragmentary leisure, may be repeated, so far at least as concerns

the first part ; for this second edition goes forth amid the duties of a very unpropitious

official situation. Yet have I, as it will be seen, done my best to review, revise, and

supplement the whole, with especial reference to what has appeared since or was over-

looked at first, so far as this could be done without too much altering or enlarging tie-

book.

To those of my dear readers who call the Lord Jesus their Lord in faith, I give my
brotherly greeting. All others may the Lord himself greet at the outset with his own
most solemn words, words which blend his loving kindness with their severity : 'Edv ydp
iir] moTevorj-e, on ey« elp.i, cnzoOavelade iv rate dpapriaig ifiCm, "For if ye will not

believe that I am He, ye shall die in your sins." Do they still ask, Xv rig tt,
4

* Who
art thou !" there is both answer and advice in his reply : Tijv apxhv *>» Tl Ka^ ^-aAw vpuv^
" The same that I said unto you at the beginnin'g." Hear these his words to you, so shall

you apprehend who he is, and what yon are, ami further learn to cry— Lord to whom
shall we go? Thou hast the words of eternal life, and we believe and are sure that thou

art Christ, the Son of the living God ; that thou art indeed Christ, the Saviour of tka

world.

Isa. mi. G:

:-:;.n ns-^ttn K?n-''.s—
•

^

I am He that doth speak : behold it is X.



PREFACE TO THE GOSPELS OF MARK AND LUKE.

When wicked men were about to condemn the Holy One of God, with intent to

murder the Prince of Life, he, whom the Father had sanctified and sent into the world,

with deep humility putting himself on a level with us, appealed to the principle of their

divinely-given law :
" In the mouth of two or three witnesses shall everything be estab-

lished." He did so as if even he, when lying under a weighty criminal charge, must
yield to such a testimony, should it be found consistent. He refers, however, much more
to the double and yet single testimony borne by himself on behalf of his own person

and cause ; the testimony, viz., of the Father and of the Son. For of course it is only

God himself, in the person of the God-man, who convincingly attests himself to the world.

When this testimony was, after the resurrection and ascension, completed and glorified by
the Holy Spirit, it re-appeared still as a divinely human testimony in personal forms.

First and foremost, every one was such a witness who had received power from on high
to see and hear, in whom the risen Saviour lived. But even at this early period the

Apostles occupied a place of special prominence : We are his witnesses. They spoke
what they had seen and heard, as those who had been with him from the beginning, dur-

ing the whole time that the Lord Jesus had gone out and in among men, until the time
that he was taken up into heaven. From this time onward they told of his deeds, they

reproduced his sayings; the Church of believers received the impress of the life and word
of her Lord with increasing zeal and enjoyment, in the full strength and depth and
.assurance of the life which it had received in and from him through the Holy Ghost.

Then the Evangelists and teachers particularly were confirmed in their office—an office

bordering on that of the Apostles, and the object of which was to retain sure possession

of a treasure which they guard with tenderest reverence and warmest affection.

This is the brief first period of the fresh stream from the opened fountain— apostolical

tradition held in the strength and assurance of the Holy Ghost as he brings to remem-
brance, and explains the truth ; dwelling as he then did in the whole Church ; teaching

some to recount and teach, and others to retain and preserve. This is the ground and
soil out of which our four Gospels grew. For, inasmuch as this first fresh life in the

earthen vessel of erring sinful humanity was exposed to the constant danger of perishing,

without an objective navuv, " canon," it was fitting certainly that the revelation of the

Eternal Word which had taken place in flesh should also be made in writing, for the

Church of all ages, and for the whole world. The Lord who is the Spirit, therefore, chose

and prepared special witnesses in order that his cause might again stand, for all faith, and
against all unbelief, in the mouth of two, three witnesses ; nay, he added yet a fourth

witness, thereby superabundantly completing his plan. The Church was enabled by the

same Spirit to recognise the gift thus bestowed upon her; and she has continued to

possess ever since the self-testimony of her Lord in the writings of Matthew, Mark, Luke,

and John.

These sacred writers did not avail themselves of each other's works according to the

common practice of book-making; but they drew from the one common fountain of the

stream which was still flowing on mightily in them and around them. It is thus exactly

in accordance with the principle which appeared in the God-man himself, that in them
also the Divine is at the same time individually human. This fourfold composition sets

before us, in inseparable connection, the two things : viz., the most perfect unity of the
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facts related, through the inspiration of the Holy Spirit, on the one hand, and the most

perfect freedom, and personal life of human composition, on the other.*

So far as we are concerned, we abide by the ancient conviction that the order of
sequence of the Evangelists, which has scarcely ever varied since their writings were put

together, depends upon the order of time; in this order of time, however, there is

involved the order of the Spirit, progressing and developing as it advances to the close.

In propounding the view which we take of this matter, we find that on the whole we
agree with Lange, who has in this case, to a certain extent, the merit of having been the

first to point out the right way. Would that he had not, in particular instances, by the

arbitrary procedure which influences so many of his views, again extinguished the light

which he had kindled !

The publican, called to be an Apostle, is the first who was raised up to testify, against

the scoffing Scribes and Pharisees, that Jesus had been proved to be the Christ, and had

entered by suffering into glory. The first word is in the exercise of long-suffering

patience addressed to Israel the first-called : Matthew writes for the Jews in their own
language. He takes care, however, within a longer or shorter period, by furnishing a

free spirited translation, of equal value with the original, that no interpreter shall, on his

own responsibility, translate his Gospel into that language of the world by which the

Hebrew was to be so soon supplanted.f This is our Gospel according to Matthew, in

which the Apostle and eye-witness, so ingenuously confident, so free in spirit, and yet

without making one mistake even in the smallest word, fashions into form the first firm

kernel out of the living tradition ; a Gospel which no criticism, except one wiiich knows
how to penetrate in faith to the depth of this origin, can avail either to own or to under-

stand. " He is the first who played upon the sacerdotal trumpet :" this expression of

Origen has more in it than is at first apparent. The current appropriation of the cheru-

bic figures to the four Evangelists is certainly false : that introduced by Lange is alone

correct, according to which Matthew is represented in the sacrificial cow, and Luke in the

man
.J

The first evangelist shows us the Messiah ; but this means the great deliverance,

redemption, and expiation of a lost people and world in the person of Him who has come
(chap. i. 21, viii. 17, xx. 28). This is the fundamental thought lying behind all; here,

at the same time, we may freely say that Matthew royally sublime, majestic and unbiassed,

wielding imperial sway, testifies of the King. But we shall immediately have more to

say of him who (chap, ii.) was rejected in Israel : this tragic conflict and issue, related

in the light of Christian faith, the existence of which is taken for granted, is the first

history which leads us out from the Old Testament into the New.§
Israel proceeds to reject his King ; and the kingdom is given to the Gentiles. For

the election's sake the seed of Abraham still has its right given to it ; after that the Gos-

pel goes to the heathen. The same Peter who uttered the first word in Jerusalem was
here also the first to be employed in this work of transition. He himself, who represents!

not so much the Jewish Christians as the transition and exodus from them, was less called

to write than to speak the Gospel ; he merely furnishes, therefore, his son Mark with the

apostolical material for a second Gospel, intended in the first instance for the use of the

* Or, as Lange says: The relation of the four Gospels to each other is a mystery, on which criticism
has expended much hard labor, and which can be understood only when we come to acknowledge that
the most perfect inspiration is one with the most perfect freedom of the individual ; so that the unity of
the different witnesses demauds, in its highest strength, the purest individual difference of the testimonies.

f The idea that Matthew himself translated his Gospel is in itself not a very absurd one, as is evident
from the example of Josephus. Thus vvriies Delitzsch in the Luthtr. Zeitschrifk, 1850, 3. He very truly
remarks, that in the well-known passage of Papias it is manifest that at the time of that account, no one,
so far as he knew, was any longer under the necessity of translating for himself the Hebrew Gospel;
The whole treatise, thoroughly understood, leads to the above-mentioned result : viz., that a Hebrew
original had been authentically translated.

% The sequence referred, in the first instance, to the life of Jesus, " the cow, the man, the lion, the
eagle," according to Oetinger (in Auberlen, page 284 ff., 319 ff., 465), is a complete blunder—the subject
spoken of being the " labor of the ox."

§ It is amusing to true Protestants to read, that Sepp, a man of no real scientific acquirements, not-
withstanding his immense superficial knowledge, degrades the first Gospel and assigns it to Philip—all in
the cause of the Romish suppression of the Bible, and with a view to give Peter the first place (Leben
Christi, vii. 71 ff).

||

Finally, however, in his second epistle, and when in the prospect of death, he testifies his oneness
with the beloved brother Paul, the Apostle of the Gentiles. Scripture torn to pieces by pseudo-criticism,
and history turned upside down, teach now certainly something different ; but it is not real scripture and
right history.
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Romans. Mark is Peter's true son in power; corresponding to the figure of the lion of

the cherubim, he exhibits before his readers the mighty acts and works of the Son of God
—in clearly defined and on that account more powerful forms; in lofty contrast to

Roman might, which knows nothing and effects nothing except what is earthly—a style

of composition in accordance with the genius of the Roman mind. As Matthew, partly

owing to his disposition for argument, and partly on account of the task assigned him,

had already given prominence to the sayings, these in Mark's Gospel retire into the back-

ground. Still, there is many a striking particular introduced from the more exact know-

ledge of Peter for the sake of elucidating those sayings, and to heighten the pictorial

effect of the histories already recorded in Matthew ; for, with these the reader is supposed

to be acquainted. Mark, therefore, is not to be placed after Luke :* he relates as the

second, yet unbiassed witness, along with and next to Matthew, drawing his incidents

from the one fountain of apostolic tradition.

Luke occupies another, and also in the development a later stage ; although we are to

conceive of the sequence of time in this first development as following in quick succes-

sion. We refer with pleasure to the well-grounded statements of Lucke,f which are very

striking, at least as regards the point from which they set out, and which we accept in

order to draw from them more definite conclusions. The Gospels of Matthew and Mark
certainly belong to the first kind and grade of evangelic composition, the pure collection

of tradition ; here, however, we claim the really " pure " collection for the authors of

these Gospels. " The Gospel of Luke occupies a higher grade :" here, again, we make
our own reservation in regard to the little word "higher," which other people, perhaps,

understand differently. " Here more attention is paid to connection of time and event

;

here we find a fruitful commencement of ecclesiastical research and description." All

very true, so far as I see ; although I must conceive of the " Gospel formations " of these

grades very differently from Liicke. Suffice it that the third Gospel shows an advance

upon the former two; it therefore justly occupies the place after Mark in genuine histori-

cal order, even though the commencement of the new arrangement may have taken place

altogether at the same point of time. We find here a leaning on Paul, corresponding

to that on Peter ; for it was needful that the two of the Evangelists who were not Apos-

tles should stand upon a sure apostolic basis. Here the transition to the Gentiles is, for

the first time, quite completed ; for, to write for Greeks (as all the Gentiles at that time

were designated, in opposition to the Jews) was a still further advance towards general

humanity. Now Luke, a Greek by birth and by nature, wrote, as is evident, not merely

for Theophilus (he may have lived" either at Rome or anywhere else), but for the Greek

Gentile world. Thus in the third Gospel there is completed the progress of the testimony

for the world onward from its commencement at the first rejection of the Messiah by
Israel, as narrated in the first; up through the intervening member, the imposing mani-

festation of might, as detailed in the second ; and thus this third Gospel, a r.vayyeXtov

acJuariKov, " bodily Gospel," became acknowledged as a sure foundation. The Evangel-

ist to whom must be given the appropriate cherubic figure, the human form, shows us

the most beautiful and the most gracious of the sons of men, the Saviour born to us, the

Friend of Sinners, the Physician of Men, the grace which appeared in him calling and

alluring all nations. The character of Luke corresponds in a peculiar manner to what is

now called the human character ; this principle being that which was represented by

ancient Greece.

At the same time, at this stage we find manifest evidence of an active appropriating

inquiring spirit. The researches of Luke, which, bearing as they do the new stamp of

the Apostle Paul, and now no longer rooted in the tradition of the first chosen Apostles,

take a deeper hold upon the Gospel of the past infancy of the Church, and a wider grasp

of the era then just commencing; an era in which it was of importance to blend firmly

the subjective conviction of the individual, won over as a catechumen, with the tradition

of the Church, which was already losing its unbiassed character, and when an do<pdXet.a

rrep) u>v KarvxrjOnc Xoyojv, "certainty of those things wherein thou hast been instructed,"

because necessary for the erriyvcoaic, " knowledge." This is exactly the historical and no

* As Clemens Alexandriuus, alone against the unanimous voice of antiquity, asserts, and as Guericke

again maintains. Many in the present day follow them in this (Thiersch, in his Versvch zu Herstelhtng,

etc., which recently he has not retracted in the Kirche im Alterihum); Delitzsch assumes it as a "cer

tain admitted result;" we, however, do not agree with them, but claim for Mark the second place, though

op other grounds and in another sense than tlilgenfeld. We cannot say more in this preface.

f Kommentar iiber das. Ev. Johannis. 3d ed. voL L, p. 201.

2
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less the symbolical character of his dedication to Theophilus and his prologue. These

Xoyoi, words, as the subject matter of ecclesiastical Karrixqaic, " instruction," are not a

mere system of doctrine, which must, of course, rest upon a history, but also and especi-

ally the history itself, which had been handed down by tradition, including, of course, the

words of the Word. They are the TTpdy^ara, transactions (" things "), which might cer-

tainly be called to the end of time TttTt'kr\po§opi]\itva in r\pXv, " most surely believed

among us," but whose 6ir\yr)aic, " declaration," even at the time when Luke wrote, had

beo-un to be multiform, and therefore uncertain.* Still, Luke does not in reality blame

(it is only the Spirit that does so inferentially through him) those who had begun what

they had undertaken ; his design in his edotje Kafxoi, " it seemed good to me also," is to

clear himself and to add to what had already been done. "He has found in general that

these treatises agree with this tradition" (Lange). He is therefore, on his part, less con-

scious than the others are of the inspiration which guides him in his inquiries and his

composition." So far is he from desiring to be henceforth regarded as " the first censor

and critic of the Gospels previously existing," that he has even " conceded the imperfec-

tion of the synoptical Gospels !"f No, he is well acquainted, especially with Matthew
and Mark, and fully acknowledges them, the avronTrjg and vtttjpettjc, " eye-witness " and
" minister " (for these are the very classes which they respectively represent). But, be-

cause other avronrai Kal vTtrjptTai had also irapedooav, "delivered," what was not

equally authentic ; and further because the accounts of this additional matter had already

begun to be of various kinds, he brings forward his contribution with the most scrupulous

assiduity ; and the Spirit elevates it to the rank of a third Gospel, and allows the other

productions to disappear in the Church. He has investigated d/fpf/3uic, "perfectly,"

everything (naoiv, scil. Trpdyfiaotv, as is manifest from the TrapanoXovOeXv, the usual

expression for this), even up to the dvojOev of the apxi], '- the very first." In him wo
make acquaintance with the evidence of criticism : and he himself, in his continuation of

his npcoTog Xoyoc, " former treatise," in the Acts of the Apostles, has given to all later

criticism a sure safeguard ; directing it to conceive of Church history, down to the

present "day, as growing out of the life of Christ as we have it in the Gospels : this is the

origin of the Church, and the producing cause of the apostolic foundation of the Church.

Even at the present day it is found that the Gospel according to Luke and the Acts of the

Apostles are the portions of Scripture most suitable for Bible classes, where the object is

to re-establish the aotydXeta -rrepl u>v KaTTjxrjdrjc. X6yo)v, or certainty of catechetical

instruction.

These are the Three ; who after a long period were joined by a fourth, bearing the

indisputable seal of the Spirit. Matthew had given special attention to the sayings of

the Lord ; and John completes these by such sayings as it was competent only for him
who lay on the breast of Jesus to hear and to preserve. Mark had used the appellation

Son of God,^ with marked emphasis, after Son of David ; and John gives us, therefore,

the deep direct self-testimony of the " only begotten Son," in words which make a deeper

* The ?.6yoi in Luke are exactly the same as the 'Aoyia which, according to Papias, Matthew avvf
ypuxJHiTO, "compiled." It is the fixing in writing by selection and arrangement that is meant. The explana-
tion given by Lange (Leb. Jes. i., 161) after Lucke, holds its ground, when understood aright and
explained, in spite of Ebrard's Reccnsirende Zurechtweisung (Tholuck's Lilt. Anz. 1844, p. 502. Compare
Stud. undKrit. 1833, 2. 501). Certainly Aoyiov, Aoyia cannot mean "oral, running, historical communi-
cations; evangelic history still found in the stream of conversation," as Lange precipitately and inexactly

says. But from the idea of "'sacred utterance, revelation" there might very well arise a tbrm of speech,

which might not exactly signify a " sacred book, a revealed scripture." Here, it would be in the plural

tu 7.6yia, equivalent to " the things, as well the sayings as the deeds and events, in which God revealed
himself through Christ," and naturally equivalent at the present day to the above, with the addition, '• as
they were circulated in their yet unwritten form." For oweypurJHiTo denotes a certain opposition.

Delitzscli is wrong (Luth. Zdtschr., 1 850, 3) in understanding the expression as denoting " chiefly the

utterances of the Lord." The most correct view, in our opinion, is that of the Catholic Schwartz (Neue
Untersuchungen iiber das Vemandtschajtsverhullniss der synopt. Ev. p. 114 ff. Aoyia is the Greek word
corresponding to the Hebrew en~» ', and it follows from the nature of Christianity that a revelation of

fact applied to the purpose of instruction is what is meant. Papias places himself in the same relation to

tradition when he writes the Aoyovc of the Apostles. The whole of Christian truth, says Schwartz, is

called sometimes Aoyia Kvpia/cu, sometimes Abyoi or didaanaXia, sometimes dKnuvrj/xovevfiara or eiayye'Aiov.

In Ignatius ad Smyrn. c. 3 (larger edition), Aoyia Btands for " the Acts of the' Apostles." Very right, we
say, as Luke's prologue with its npdyfiara and Abyoi belongs to the second treatise as well as the first

seeing that the noiuv re Kal iiddoneiv (mark this consequence) was only the beginning of the whole.

\ As may be read in Sepp, vii. 211, 212.

t Compare Matthew i. 1 with Mark i. 1; next at Mark i. 24, also further chap. iii. 11, xv. 39.
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impression on the spirit of man than is made even by his mighty deeds. After- he had

labored during a whole apostolic life, quietly and deeply ; had even suffered for the testi-

mony of Jesus, and had sent forth the Apocalypse from his place of banishment in Pat-

mos ; after Jerusalem had been destroyed, and the prophecy given by the Lord of his

first comiuir had been fulfilled in earnest of that of his second ; then at last, and not till

then, does John write his Gospel, as the higher and highest Apocalypse for all who believe

and shall believe on the name of the Son of God, irrespective whether they are Jews or

Gentiles, Romans or Greeks.* As Luke, indirectly and in the sense of Paul, opposes

Jewish narrow-mindedness ; so now the last controversy of John is one in which he

strikes down all unbelief and every heretical infidel opinion. But he does not, properly

speaking, lay down, in order, a collection of carefully investigated historical data ; though

he too, on his part, supplements his predecessors, and, for example, introduces some mighty

deeds, such as the healing of the man born blind and the resurrection of Lazarus. But

he looks like the eagle upon the " Light of the World." His prologue begins with the most

appropriate commencement in the bosom of the Father, and his Gospel unveils for all

genuine speculation the deepest basis of fact.

We have here the latest help against all the misconception and mistakes of the latest

times, prefigured as these were by the rising xpevd^vvfioc yvojaig, " science falsely so-

called,". of early Christian times ; against all Idealistic and Pantheistic perverted specu-

lations.! For— though it can only Ixe indicated— the four Evangelists, in their fourfold

cherubic figures, correspond finally and prophetically to a historical process of develop-

ment of the Church throughout its entire history. The idea has before this been thrown

out,J that the cow, the lion, the man, and the eagle, symbolize the apostolic, the Roman,
the Reformed, and the last Church ; if we reflect upon it we shall find that the four-

formed Gospels admit of being applied in the same way. On this subject, however, we
prefer not entering at large.

These are the four witnesses, whose varied testimony agrees with marvellous harmony.

Thus has the Church accepted it ; having rested securely upon this testimony from the

beginning.§ Is there to be now for once no more agreement? Far from it ! Rather, as

it is written that before the Sanhedrim two and three witnesses were not to be brought

too-ethcr at once; so at this day wherever such a procedure is adopted, false witnesses

never do agree. By separating the Gospels from each other, we obtain a brilliant proof

of their unity. And certainly the accusation is groundless precisely where it is well-

founded ; for it must first falsely assume that the Evangelists intended to write as if they

were writing chronicles or minutes, in order that the differences which certainly do exist,

the apparent contradictions which mark the Life, may, along with this vicious assump-

tion, make out a charge of real contradiction.

These volumes have already shown, and will still further show, that the person and

history—that the word of the Lord Jesus—remain essentially the same in all the Evan-

gelists. That, on the other hand, a chronologically arranged harmony which shall (in all

cases and conclusively) exhibit the particular circumstances and words is scarcely possible,

we have also admitted and avowed. The design of our Commentary is to invite all

readers, but especially all learned readers, to apprehend the deep reason why the wisdom

of God has denied us such a history of the wonder of wonders in history ; and to per-

suade them in the midst of all the laborious disputings and demonstrations about the shell,

not to lose the kernel. Let it not, however, be said that we must be contented to remain

in a state of pure uncertainty and perplexity as to the external course of the life of Jesus

* Or even Germans—we say against Lange, for here every peculiarity ceases.

\ In so far there is a remarkable presentiment of what is right in the preposterous remark of Fichte,

which tells much more than he designed it should do, and than the awkward clause itself really expresses :

"It is only with John that the philosopher can come to terms." (Anweisung Zcrn sd. Lebm, p. 155.)

X Meyer has a beautilul poem on this subject in his own way, in the BLMer fiir hiih Warh. iv. 71.

§ The fundamental thought to which we gave expression in the preface of the first volume, " that

by all who believe in a revelation of the Sou of God, it must be taken for granted that his word cannot

have fallen to the ground : cannot have dropped and been lost through the seive of erring human com-

position,
1
' depends upon the yet more general position, taken for granted, also, as implied in believing,

and applicable to the life and works, as well as the sayings; viz., "that the image of Christ, as it is

handed down to us in the four canonical Gospels is genuine." The 126th § in Martensen's Dogmatik

contains an admirable statement expressed in a few striking words against the new criticism; and con

eludes with the following unanswerable seutence :
" Even the conviction of the internal truth and original

perfection of the testimony of the Gospels, is a fundamental experience which is renewed at every age

in the (Juurcb. and in every individual believer."
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in the Gospels. That we may not be thus misunderstood, we now give, in a tabular form,

our view of the harmony. We do not arrange the materials in this table with any degree

of dogmatism ; but with the conviction that many particulars may reasonably be

arranged differently by others. We append it for the purpose of showing that we have

not expounded the sayings blindly, and at random ; and also that an investigation con-

ducted in a spirit of dogmatism, which will not allow of anything remaining undetermined,

will meot with enough in the first place to bring it to a pause. This table will at the

same time serve as an Index to a considerable part of this work, so as to enable the reader

at once to turn to any particular passage which we have expounded. The continuation

of this table, applicable to the rest of the work, will appear in due course in the sub-

uequent volume

:

Annunciation of the Births of John
and Jesus

Visit of Mary to Elizabeth

Appearance of the Angel to Joseph,

Birth and Circumcision of John. .

.

Birth of Jesus in Bethlehem, and his

Circumcision

Presentation in the Temple, Simeon
and Anna

Visit of the Magi; Flight to Egypt;
Abode at Nazareth

The Child twelve years old in the

Temple
The Appearance of the Baptist

(September or October), and his

Work
Tht Baptism and Temptation of Jesus

(December)
Immediately upon this : the Mes-

sage to the Baptist and his Testi-

mony
The first Disciple and the first Mira-

cle in Galilee

Brief abode at Capernaum
; first

Passover; Purification of the

Temple, and Miracles in Jerusa-

lem, Nicodemus
Longer Residence and Baptiziug in

Judea, Controversy and Testimony
thereon

Journey to Galilee through Samaria
(the end of December) ; the "Wo-
man of Samaria

Second Miracle in Galilee

Preaching in Galilee ; Rejection at

Nazareth

Imprisonment of the Baptist

Jesus in Capernaum and Galilee

;

Continues the Preaching of John.
Calling of the Fishers of Men, Pe-

ter's Draught of Fishes

Powerful Teaching and Healing in

Galilee

Tlw. Choosing of the Apostles, and
Sermon on the Mount

The Leper and the Centurion's Serv-

ant

Capernaum : the Demoniac in the

Synagogue, Peter's Wife's Mother,
Many Sick Folk

Jesus withdraws from the Crowd,
Visits other Cities

Matthew.
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One Day: The Calumny about Beel-

zebub, Reply to it, the Woman
who pronounced Him Blessed,

Mother and Brethren

On the same Day (on account of

Matt. xiii. 1, Mark iv. 35), Inten-

tion to Cross the Sea

Still before this : the Offer of a cer

tain Follower.

(A later Incident of the same Kind
and Parallels to it of uncertain date)

Further A.bode in consequence of the

People : Preaching in Parables.

.

.

Actual Passage : Stilling of the sea,

Gadarene Demoniac
After the Return (another day) : the

Sick of the Palsy, Matthew's Call

and Entertainment, Question on

Fasting

The Daughter of Jairus, and the

"Woman with the Issue of Blood.

.

Two blind Men and a Demoniac.
Some Time after : new Attempt and

Second Rejection in Nazareth. .

.

.

Raising of the Young Man at Nain.

.

Message and Question of the Bap-
tist

(Undefined incidents of this early

period) : Anointing by the Wo-
man who was a Sinner ; another

Entertainment in a Pharisee's

house
Journey to Jerusalem at the Feast of

Purim (in Adar); Bethesda
Plucking of the Ears of Corn

;

Withered Hand; Deadlier Enmi-
ty. (Beginning of Nisan, again

in Galilee)

Sending out of the Twelve

Narrative of the Death of the Bap-
tist ; Fear of Herod

Return of the Apostles from their

Mission (after a few days)

First Feeding, Five Thousand.

About the Time of the second Pas-

sover
Miraculous Passage over the Sea.

Temerity of Peter

Discourses in Capernaum about the

Bread of Heaven ; Offence and
Confession

Many Sick People Healed
Discourses about human Traditions

to the Scribes

Departure to the Phoenician Coasts,

the Canaanitish Woman
Once more many Sick People

Healed ; before this (by the way),

the Deaf and Dumb Man
Second Feeding, Four Thousand

;

Demand for Signs ; Warning
about Leaven

The Blind Man at Bethsaida

Journey to Jerusalem at the Feast

of Tabernacles (September)
;
proba

ble Residence till the Feast of the

Dedication of the Temple (Decern

ber)

Matthew.

xii. 22-50

viii. 18.

" 19, 20

" (21,22)

xiii. 1-53

viiL 23-34

ir. 1-17

" 18-26
" 27-34

xiii. 54-58

xi. 2-30

xii. 1-21
ix. 35-x. 42

(xi. 1) xiv. 1-12

xiv. 13-22

" 23-34

xiv. 35, 36

xv. 1-20

" 21-28

" 29-31

" 32-xvi. 12

Mark. Luke. John.

iii. 20-35

iv. 1-34

" 35-v. 20

ii. 1-22

v. 21-43

vi. 1-6

ii. 23—iii. 12

vi. 7-13

" 14-29

" 30

" 31-45

" 46-53

" 54-56

viL 1-23

" 24-30

" 31-37

viii. 1-21
u 22-26

xi. 14-36 )

viii. 19-21 f

(ix. 57-60

viii. 4-18 |

(xiii. 18-21) J

viii. 22-39

v. 17-39

viii. 40-56

vii.' 1*1-17

" 18-35

" 36-50 )

xi. 37-54 f

vi. 1-11

ix. 1-6

" 7-9

" 10

" 10-17

v. 1-47

vi. 1-15

" 16-25

" 26-71

vii. 1-r. 39
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Matthew.

Cesarea Philippi : What do the Peo-

ple say of the Son of Man ? First

Intimation of his Sufferings.

Transfiguration, Lunatic. Second

Intimation of his Sufferings...

.

Tribute Money and Stater (in Adar?)
Controversy about Precedence, the

Little Child. Sayings of wider

Import ' ' . .

.

Last Journey to Jerusalem. Luke's

Account of it (with incidents and

sayings of a somewhat earlier date

interspersed) ,

Of Divorce ; Blessing of the Child

ren

Resurrection of Lazarus

Good Master, What shall I do?
Forsake all 1 What shall we have

then ?

Parable of the Laborers in the Vine
yard

Up to Jerusalem ! Third Intimation

of his Sufferings

Petition of the Sons of Zebedee. .

.

The Blind Men at Jericho

Zacchseus; Parable of the Pounds.

(Jesus in Ephraim)? The date

quite uncertain

Six Days before the Third Passover

:

Anointing by Mary
Sunday.—Eutrance into Jerusalem,

Weeping over the City

The Lord begins to Inspect the Tem-
ple

Greeks, Voice from Heaven, Sayings,

(General Summary of the Testimony

of Jesus)

In the Evening to Bethany
Monday.—Cursing of the Fig-Tree.

.

Proper Cleansing of the Temple, at

the end as at the beginning

Tuesday.—The Fig-tree is Withered.
Vindication and Parables

Ensnariug Questions by the Phari-

sees and Sadducees
Woes on the Pharisees and Jerusa-

lem
The poor Widow
Prophecies and Parables
(Residence in these days)

xvi. 13-28

xvii. 1-23
" 24-27

xviii. 1-35

(xix. 1)

1-15

" 16-30

xx. 1-16

" 17-19
" 20-28
" 29-34

xx vi. 6-16

xxi. 1-11

12

" 17
" 18, 19

" 12-16
" 19-22

" 23-xxii. 14

xxii. 15-46

xxiii. 1-39

xxiv. 1-xxv. 46

Mark.

viii. 27-ix. 1

ix. 2-32

" 33-50

(x.l)

" 1-16

" 17-31

" 32-34
" 35-45
" 46-52

xiv. 3-9

xi. 1-10

" 11

" 11
" 12-14

" 15-18
" 19-26
" 27-xii. 12

xii. 13-37

" 38-40
" 41-44

xiii. 1-37

Luke.

ix. 18-27

" 28-45

" 46-50

" 51-xviii. 14

xviii. 15-17

" 18-30

" 31-34

"' 35^43
xix. 1-27

28-44

45

" 45-48

xx. 1-19

" 20-44

John.

45-47
xxi. 1-4

" 5-36
" 37, 38

,

.

x. 40-42
xi. 1-53

" 54-57

xii. 1-11

" 12-19

" 20-37
'

" (44-50)

A few explanations may be added to this table, for the purpose merely of guarding
against the contemptuous charge that we have not thoroughly weighed what has been
advanced ; and these, at the same time, from the aphoristic form in which they appear,
may direct and stimulate to deeper inquiry. We confine ourselves to individual remarks,
where they seem especially needed, or to references to what will be found treated of in

these volumes ; we shall, after that, take a comprehensive view of the course of each
synoptical Gospel in reference to the order of time.

That the angel appeared to Joseph previous to Mary's visit to Elizabeth, appears to us
not to be in accordance with real decorum, or with the delicately conducted progress of
the history.

We hold it extremely arbitrary to regard Luke iii. 1, 2 as speaking not of the first

commandment from God to enter upon the duties of his office, but as a " later call'

addressed to the Baptist shortly before his imprisonment (according to Wieseler). That
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the baptism and temptation of Jesns occurred in summer or spring, appears entirely

unfounded ; the winter seems to us the far more suitable time,* parallel to his birth and in

accordance with Luke iii. 23. From his baptism till the passover there are few occur-

rences ; but the period would be an extremely long one, according to Wieselcr, p. 258,

during which we have no notice of any occurrence having taken place. On the other

hand the commencement of Jesus' work in Galilee is naturally very rich and full.

In placing the events related from Matt. iv. 12, to xi. 30 so early as before the feast

of Purim, we again differ from Wicseler ; who, however, has by no means shown that

the journey of John vi. 1 is identical with that of Matt. iv. 12. To carry out such a

view will involve us in many difficulties in regard to particular points in the narratives of

the synoptical Evangelists, since John vi. must harmonise with Matt. xiv. Matt. iv. 12

itself intimates that a period of time must have elapsed to which the events related down
to John iv. 54 belong; then Matt. v. 1 is still more manifestly connected with chap. iv.

25 by the rove ox^ovg, "the multitudes;" the Sermon on the Mount, therefore, cannot

have been brought in from a later period, or be made up of portions of later addresses,

as some would have it.

Mark i. 21 is by no means to be regarded as following in immediate connection after

ver. 20 ; ver. 22 rather intimates a preceding powerful teaching {for, generally applicable

to his teaching), and that in the same expression which Matthew uses to denote the im-

pression made upon the people by the Sermon on the Mount. We do not consider it

necessary to show that iv rale i]fiepan; Tavraic, " in those days," Luke vi. 12, is not a

formula of sequence, but a general expression applicable to the first rich period of the

work of Jesus.

The definite statement in Matt. viii. 1, 2, 5 (which again agrees with Luke vii. 1), is

quite sufficient to fix the place of Luke v. 12, notwithstanding the indefinite form in

which it appears.

Matt. viii. 18, with its indefinite noXXovg ox^ovc, " great multitudes," is by no means
in immediate connection with the preceding verses, the 16th and 17th ; for Mark i. 35,

and Luke iv. 42, agree in giving an entirely different conclusion of the evening spent at

Capernaum. For the arrangement in Matthew, see page 138. From this we are to

understand that his statement in chap. viii. 23 is to be referred to the day, if, according

to chap. xiii. 1, the parables had preceded ; as the definite statement of Matt. iv. 35, must
remain unbroken. This was certainly one of the richest days ; of these, however, there

must have been many, occasioned by the great crowding of the people and the unwearied

activity of the Lord in the first period.f Matt. xiii. 1 is to be understood in & pluperfect

sense, as giving a repetition of the discourses spoken of as having already begun to be

delivered, in chap. xii. 22, and the delivery of which had taken place before the multi-

tude of the works narrated in chap. viii. and ix. The calumny about Beelzebub may have

occurred in the early part of the same day, at the commencement of his work (notice

also in Mark iv, 1 the ndkiv r/p^aro). And the offer of the man to follow him (as to the

others who made a similar offer see p. 139 ft".) when he was preparing to cross the sea;

after that, the preaching in parables to the people as they pressed upon him (chap. viii.

18, Luke viii. 4), still before he actually departed ; on the passage the stilling of the sea,

on the other side, the Gadarenes, who immediately forced him to return (still on the

same day, or more probably after a night's rest, for according to Mark iv. 35, it was

already evening) ; all this is not too much for one day. And when in Matt. ix. 2 the

same day appears to have embraced a multitude of events—Mark v. 21, and Luke viii.

40, 41, present the same appearance—the explanation is to be found in the peculiarity of

the Evangelists, who do not pay much attention to divisions into days when, in filling up

some magnificent, comprehensive scene, they hasten on from one event to another by a

Kai, "and," or a nal Idov, "and behold." It is not only the evening, Mark iv. 35, that

gives light here, the entertainment of Matthew requires at all events an invitation and a

preparation ; and yet this entertainment undoubtedly occurred between the return from

Gadara and the raising of Jairus' daughter.

* On the appearance of the Baptist in October, Sepp, among many very strange things, gives some

hints not to be despised (Lelen Ckristi, p. 118 ff.).

f Sehleiermacher speaks of the very wonderful appearance presented by the life of Christ when we
notice the striking contrast between a great day in which everything is heaped together, even to the

highest degree of improbability, and a great and almost empty intervening space. But such great days

occur in every great life ; and should not the history give us an account of some of these? Yet it does

not affirm that the intervening empty spaces were in reality empty.
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Matt. ix. 9 hangs quite naturally upon what goes hefore, exactly as does Luke v. 27.

In like manner Matt. ix. 14 is a natural continuation of the narrative, and Luke v. 33

gives a comprehensive view of the whole scene. We cannot see why, in opposition to

the express statements of these two narratives, Ebrard places the question about fasting

before the entertainment. A clear reason,»however, is contained in Matt. ix. 18 for plac-

ing the healing of the man sick of the palsy, and the matters connected with it, before

the daughter of Jairus ; indeed, the formula?, Mark v. 21, Luke viii. 40, leave no room for

hesitation.

Matt. xi. 2 does not carry forward the narrative in regular order, but, after the general

closing formula, ver. 1, steps backward into an earlier period, as is manifest from the

loosely connecting clause, ch. xii. 1, at the end of this chronological parenthesis. Mat-

thew desired to reserve the contents of ch. xi. as an important conclusion to a first part of

his description of the Messiah establishing his claims by works and words.

On Matt. ix. 25, see page 213.

Matt. xii. 1 again comes in correctly in chronological order, with the exception that

the journey at the feast of Purim is omitted. We have the rubbing of the ears of corn

placed, not after the Passover, but fourteen days earlier : see p. 218. There thus remains

before the time when the thousands were fed about the Passover (John vi.), sufficient

time for the sending out and the returning of the twelve ; whose journeyings, moreover,

we are not to consider as having lasted any length of time. They came back in their

simplicity very soon to the Lord, as may be seen in Mark vi. 30, and still more manifestly

in Luke ix. 10. The idea of Gemberg, that they spent nine months on their missionary

tour, is to us inconceivable.

That Matt. ix. 35, till x. 42, has anticipated the chronology is again in accordance

with the plan of the Evangelist to conclude with chaps, viii.—xi. a first cycle of the works
and sayings of Christ.

By placing Matt. xii. 22 so early (we arc compelled to do so by the other Evangelists),

the Tore, " then," certainly loses every special chronological import. In constructing a

harmony, however, it frequently occurs that we cannot avoid either giving up the most
manifest data in one Gospel for the sake of another, or abandon the task altogether of

reconciling apparent contradictions, in any other way than by taking such a view of

indefinite formulas :* and it is well known that Tore, when it stands alone, is usually

employed throughout the first Gospel as a particle of this kind. We have already seen

that chaps, xii. and xiii. are connected together, and we have proved (p. 249) that the

parables could not possibly have been spoken before the Sermon on the Mount.
On the rejection at Nazareth, which, as related in Matt. xiii. 54, we are to regard as

having occurred a second time, see our exposition of that passage.

Matt., chaps, xiv. and xv., hang quite well together, and fall into the time generally

indicated in John vii. 1.

We protest on behalf of Matt. xvii. 24-27 against Wieseler's chronology, on tho

ground that his exposition of the didpaxfia, or " didrachm" as denoting the civic tribute

money paid to the Roman Emperor, is quite untenable. See what has been said on this

subject, p. 327.

In Matt. xix. 1 we find the last journey of Luke pointed out. See our remarks in

the exposition.

Although the connection between Matt. xix. 15, 16, and also that between Mark x.

16, 17, appear to be close, we do not know where else to bring in (and here for once we
agree with Ebrard) the resurrection of Lazarus—an event for which it is very difficult to

find a place. Here there is peculiarly a great non liquet (it does not appear) for the

special point of time of this mighty event ; still a poor harmonist must even for this put
down at least something that is possible. We require only not to read (and we are

not compelled to do so) the 15th and 16th verses of Matt, xix., in immediate sequence

;

but ETTopevdr] tutidev, " he departed thence," as the concluding formula, and then tho

Kot Idov, " and behold," as beginning a new paragraph.
Mark does not arrange his pictures in his first part up to chap. vi. 7 in exact order.

This is an axiom which requires certainly to be well proved against many critics. In

* Every one knows this who has had the least experience in such matters. Many a result laboriously

wrought out lias been dashed to the ground by some intervening statement; for every example the whole
proof must be examined on every side. The author has given such proofs for many of his positions

'

whoever examines his results will find it to be so.
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chap. ii. 1, for example, the wide expression di' ijpepCbv, "after some days," certainly

allows our transposition.

Mark iii. 20, 21 cannot possibly, as Ebrard expounds, be a special occurrence after the

Sermon on the Mount (aud after the leper). The tpxovrai elg olitov, they come home

(" they went into an house "), is an indefinite beginning of a new picture, whose frame is

not finished till we reach ver. 35. Ol Trap' avrov, those about him (" his friends "), must

be his relatives, for ver. 31 is manifestly connected with ver. 21 by an ovv, u then ;"

referring back to something going before, after the nvevfia duddaprov e^ei, " he hath a

unclean spirit," of the Scribes had been put down as parallel to the on i%ioTi\, " he
'

beside himself," of his relatives. See the exposition of that passage. The short notice

in Luke viii. 19-21 is in its right place, at least so far as that what is related took place

on the day of the parables.

Luke gives in chap. iv. 31, 32 only a general formula, which, therefore, does net

immediately connect ver. 33 with ver. 30 : still the general foundation for the particular

miracle here has the same weight as at Mark i. 21, 22.

In Luke vi. 6 it is the following Sabbath, probably the Sabbath immediately following,

that is meant ; and thus the passage agrees with Matt. xii. 9, and we obtain an explana-

tion of the ndXiv, " again," in Mark iii. 1.

In Luke vii. 11 the reading iv tu> ij-rjc, "the day after," is the only correct one, and

is merely an indefinite formula for a really later occurrence.* For the raising of the

dead recorded by Matthew, ix. 24-26, as having taken place alone, is certain ; this selec-

tion itself leads us to this supposition—indeed the whole history looks like it, especially

the former case. See p. 162, and our remarks on Luke vii. 13, 14. Ebrard has over-

looked this, p. 144. According to his arrangement the young man at Nain was

brought to life immediately after the daughter of Jarius ; and yet this event must be

connected (on account of the iv rg e£«p) with the whole section containing the Sermon

of the Mount and the events down to Peter's wife's mother, which, as we have proved

on satisfactory grounds, must have taken place before the raising of Jarius' daughter.

Luke ix. 57, 58 is probably a very conceivable repetition of the event and the word,

Matt. viii. 19, 20, in the real life of Jesus. We can scarcely, with Ebrard, refer the fierd

ravra, " after these things," of Luke x. 1, merely to the sending out of the twelve, and not

also to what had been immediately related at chap. ix. The history of the other indi-

vidual may in this case have been anticipated by Matthew as a parallel case.

We must, in opposition to Ebrard, place the whole contents of Matt. xv. 1 to xvi. 12,

before the journey to the feast of tabernacles, John vii., and all matters connected with

that journey as far as chap. x. 39 ; for otherwise the two feedings would be too far

distant from each other, not to speak of many other considerations. Bengel's simple

and probable idea is, that the Lord remained at Jerusalem from the feast of the taber-

nacles till that of the dedication of the temple. We have already expressed ourselves

doubtful (p. 284) whether the "Scribes which were of Jerusalem," Matt. xv. 1, Mark vii.

1, had returned from the feast of the passover, John vi. 4. That, according to Mark,

the confession of Peter followed immediately after the conversation about the leaven,

is not true ; Mark viii. 2 V, opens a new scene with an indefinite formula.

How then, according to the above assumptions, does each of the synoptical Evangel-

ists stand related to the chronological order of his contents ? We shall now take a

glance at this, for the purpose of making manifest at least the possibility of our

table.

Matthew passes over between the 11th and 12th verses of chap. iv. the following

matters of which we have the record given us by John ; viz., the provisional engag-

ing of disciples, the first miracle at Cana, the first passover at Jerusalem, a residence

in Judea, the journey through Samaria, and labors in Galilee, which are as yet rather

divided into separate portions, and do not possess any very public character, as far as

the imprisonment of the Baptist. Still there remains in his Gospel, chaps, v.-vii., what

is really the proper commencement of the Lord's ministry ; the first solemn preaching

of his real public appearance, the tone and scene of which were anticipated by a pre-

paratory work and collecting of disciples. In chap. viii. 13 he passes over the demoniac

* If we adopt tgJ, there is no reason why we should also adopt Kadel-rjc, as at chap. viii. 1 ;
since the

fact of the passage' being the only one w ere the phrase occurs is not sufficient to prove that phrase tc

liave been one commonly used by Luke : there is as much reas n for altering the rci e^c in that passage

to make it conform to this one.
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in the synagogue ; and ver. 17 is consequently, in the first instance, a concluding formula.

In ver. 21 he appends, as has been already observed, a later parallel to an event which

occurred at that time, vers. 19, 20. The parables delivered on the day mentioned ver. 18

when the Lord was still on the sea, and before he set sail, Matthew reserves for his chap-

ter of instruction, as he confines himself in the first instance to the Lord's works. See

p. 164. He relates, therefore, immediately, the stilling of the storm, and the story of the

Gadarenes, together with what follows it, as far as chap. ix. 34. After he had given, in

vers. 35, 36, a general transition-formula, he opens a new scene : the programme of the

teaching on the Mount is entered upon ; disciples are called ; miracles in abundance are

wrought, though the hostility only of the Pharisees is excited ; then he sends out the

twelve : to this paragraph we have a general conclusion in chap. xi. 1, similar to the one

already noticed, and which is again repeated in chap. xiv. But now he goes back, chap,

xi. 2, to the message from John which had been sent at an earlier period (when accounts

of the works of Christ first reached him)
;
passes over the feast of Purim, yet inserts, in

correct historical sequence, chap. xii. 1—21, what had taken place previous to the sending

out of the twelve. With chap. xii. 22, he still goes further back, using his indefinite

tots, " then," in order to exhibit the origin of the hostility now mentioned for the second

time, and to narrate its first outbreak ; he consequently introduces here what had hap-

pened before the stilling of the storm. Chap. xiii. 1, therefore, has this meaning: even

then he had, after such sayings addressed to his enemies, spoken the following parables to

the people. Finally, after all these transpositions he restores chap. xiv. again ifito the

chronological order left off at chap. x. ; brings up from an earlier period the imprisonment

and beheading of John, vers. 3—12
; and, with the single exception of the passage, chap,

xxvi. 6-16, which also belongs to an earlier period, carries on the chronological order till

the end. He thus passes over the feast of Tabernacles and that of the dedication of the

temple between the 12th and 13th verses of chap. xvi. ; in chap. xix. 1, also, he passes

over the incidents and sayings of this last journey, which Luke has preserved ; the

resurrection of Lazarus also is not mentioned.

Mark, who begins at a later period of the history than any of the other Evangelists,

passes over, like Matthew, the first year—which bears the character of a year of gradual

quiet preparation—and begins chap. i. 14, 15 exactly as Matthew does chap. iv. 12-17.

But then, for the purpose of pressing forward in medias res, and ev6£u)c, "immediately,"

opening up before us with imposing effect the great scene of the works of Jesus, he deals

in nothing but chronological transpositions, and heaps picture upon picture without the

least concern about the sequence of time. He falls all at once, chap. i. 21, into the events

which took place after the Sermon on the Mount; and these events follow each other in

chronological succession down to ver. 39 ; again in vers. 40-45 he brings in what hap-

pened at an earlier period and passes over the Centurion altogether. In chap. ii. 1-22

he anticipates, in like manner, the events that took place after the journey to Gadara

;

and from ver. 23 to chap. iii. 12 he brings in matter of a still later date. Now for the

first time, chap. iii. 13 (referring by the elc to opoc, into the [Engl. vers, "a"] mountain,

to the well-known tradition), he goes back and begins with the Sermon on the Mount; of

which, however, (except by the allusion to it in "the mountain"), he gives no account

except as regards the choosing of the Apostles.* He has already related what happened
immediately after this ; he therefore passes over it, and proceeds in exact chronological

order, through chap. iii. 20, 21 ; till he mentions the calumny about Beelzebub, and from
that point again, in exact order (according to our harmony), to chap. v. 20. He bad
already anticipated in chap. ii. wh&t followed this (Matt. ix. 1-17) ; he therefore proceeds
straight onward in chronological order from chap. v. 21 to chap. vi. 6. He then passes

over the young man at Nain, the sending out of the twelve, the feast of Purim (as well

as what he himself had previously related, chap. ii. 23—iii. 12), and continues the narra-

* Because, as our Table shows, the sending out of the twelve followed immediately after Mark iii. 5,

G, it occurred to the Evangelist immediately to go back to their choice. There is a relation of combination
of the same kind in Luke vi. 12; and another in Matt. xi. 2, where, instead of what followed chronologi--
cally in chap. xiv. 1,_ 2, there i3 introduced for the first time a statement about John of what had occurred
at an earlier period. Gemberg gives an entirely different combination, which, proceeding from the idea
that Mark narrates according to the order of time, leads to very peculiar results (Stud, unci Krit. 1845, 1).

We do not feel inclined to allow our system to be overturned by this; wo must not, however, confute i*

at length. Meanwhile it is enough that our view of Mark's Gospel agrees with the oldest view we have,
that of Papias.
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tive after chap. vi. 7, exactly as Matthew does, putting in, also like him, at the wrono-

place, the death of the Baptist and the anointing at Bethany.

Luke, after having narrated the appearance of the Baptist, and the baptism and temp-
tation of Jesus, passes over, like Matthew and Mark, the first year, except that he relates

our Lord's first sermon at Nazareth, and his rejection by the inhabitants of that city. (In

chap. iii. 19, 20, he has appended at once the imprisonment of the Baptist, the account
of which the other Evangelists have introduced at a later part of their Gospels.) In

chap. iv. 31-34, he anticipates the progress of the history as Mark does; in chap. v. 1-11

he brings up from a former period a special example of the early calling of disciples; it

chap. v. 12 he introduces a narrative which he manifestly avows to be wholly indefinite;

the portion from chap. v. 17 to vi. 11, is of the same character, all the events there

recorded having happened at later periods. lie now brings up, chap. vi. 12, from an
earlier period, exactly as Mark does, the solemn choosing of the disciples and the Sermon
on the Mount; appends to this, chap. vii. 1-10, an event which happened not long after;

with chap. vii. 11-50, again he springs forward, and with chap. viii. 1-3 introduces ?>

general description as a resting-point. From this he turns back in chap. viii. 4-39 to the

discourse delivered in parables, to the storm and to the Gadarenes; the proper connection
at this point appears to have been unknown to him ; hence he brings in, vers. 19-21,
what took place before the paratles, and in ver. 22 a phrase implying want of knowledge
is used in manifest opposition to iv. 35.* Finally he has introduced the Gadarenes quite

correctly after the storm. What happened upon this, according to Matthew, he has, like

Mark, already anticipated ; he, therefore, proceeds with the narration of Jairus and of tho
woman with the issue of blood, down to ver. 5G. Again, he has already given as
account of the young man at Nain, of the message of John, and also of the rubbing of

the ears of corn, and of the withered hand ; he therefore advances in chap. ix. to the

sending out of the twelve, and from this point onward abides by the chronological order.

The only peculiarity is that in chap. ix. 17 he omits much that happened after the first

miracle of the loaves, as is seen in the Table, and does not join the other two Evangelists

till he reaches the matters related in the passage from the 18th to the 50th verse.

With chap. ix. 51 he begins the portion which is peculiar to himself, and which has
been called the journey-narrative. This name, as applied to this portion of the Gospel,

may be justified a parte potiori yf as at least the greater part of it manifestly rises out of

the last journey to Jerusalem, i. e., out of a journey and tour in connection with the deter-

mination expressed at its commencement, "Now to Jerusalem, there to suffer and to die."

We may see from chap. xiii. 22, 33, xvii. 11, xviii. 31, 35, xix. 11, 28, that this thought
was at every point brought to the remembrance of our Lord. The sequence is not indeed

perfect in every particular; the Lord is not in reality always approaching nearer; but for

example, even in chap. x. 38, he has already advanced from the neighborhood of Jerusa-

lem, though not when approaching it for the last time. In like manner, perhaps, Luke
inserts here and there some sayings from a preceding period ; certainly this is not the case

with chap. xii. 22 (as we saw in our exposition), or with x. 21. It may be so, for exam-
ple, with chap. xiii. 18-21 ; and most certainly it is so with chap. xi. 14-36, where we
have a narrative of what, according to Matthew and Mark, happened at a much earlier

period. With what are we to connect the expression of the 37th verse, incapable as that

expression is of having any more definite aspect given to it, ei> de ru XaXfjaai, " while he
was speaking?" We certainly are not to read it as if it were followed by ravra, these

things; it can be understood only as meaning, "when on one occasion (at that time), he

was saying such and such things.''^ Nothing more satisfactory can with any degree of

certainty be made of these Singularia Lucai ; although ingenuity may make the attempt

and—lose its way. From chap, xviii. 15, again, Luke agrees with the other two Evangelists.

* We may remark, however, on this most instructive example, that Luke, even when he had not

ascertained everything exactly, yet remains free from positive inaccuracy. His phrase nal hyhero iv flip

TtJv ii/xepuv, although, in the same breath, he had related the events of that very day, borders on a direct

contradiction of Mark's authentic and definite expression, iv ekum) t>j ij[xepa oipiac yevo/xtfru—but it does

nothing more.

f At least better than that other description which finds here a " Gnomology," a corpus doctrinal,

formed out of all kinds of fragmentary sayings without any regard to the history; as, for example, was

at one time maintained by Vertling against Bengel; Collectanea Lucai, as Roos called it. We find it

impossible to admit that Luke ix. 57, after the significant intimation of ver. 51, does not refer to the jour-

ney to Jerusalem.

X See what is said on this subject in our remarks on the above passages.
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Such is onr unbiassed view of the chronological relations in the synoptical Evangel

ists ; in the defence and confirmation of this view there is much that we could say. Those

who do not feel any interest in harmonies may drop the subject. Any one, however, who
desires seriously to enter upon the subject may studij diligently what we have thrown out

in the form of brief hints, and as incentives to study. We can have nothing to do with

those who quarrel and vex themselves about these matters under a twofold false hypothe-

sis ; as if the fixing in every individual case of the chronology, which is left so undeter-

mined by the sacred writers, were the very first thing to be attended to in the life of

Jesus ; and, further, as if our wisdom could, must, and should arrive at unquestionably

certain results in this matter. The man who begins his studies in this department with

such a state of mind will never end them ; the man who has not, first of all, thoroughly

examined and understood the words and works of the Lord in themselves, and as they lie

before us, had better not touch with hasty hand the subject of harmony. A thorough

exposition of these words and works should come first ; and, after that, their arrangement

in chronological order ; first, let us get the picture, and then frame it. The reverse prac-

tice, so much in vogue, receives the punishment due to it for being contrary to nature.

The intention and aim of all who are conscious of their own duty and the limits of their

own ability, and therefore of all really scientific men, can only be to make attempts at

harmony ; and in the midst of the different possible attempts that may be made, to resent

the imputation of unanswerable inaccuracies, and to maintain a correct theory of inspira-

tion. If the Son himself did not know the time of his second coming, should we be sur-

prised that the Spirit has allowed his Evangelists to remain in much ignorance (significant

and salutary) as to many matters of detail connected with the times and the days of his

earthly life ? But that positive and essential mistakes, even as to a day or an hour, have

anywhere been made, has never yet been proved : the most keen-sighted scrutiny has

rather issued in unexpected solutions. How much, according to John xxi. 25, might still

have been written ! But the wisdom of the most holy accommodation to our capacity

has meted out what is felt to be at present an abundant fulness out of this inexhaustible

wealth. Although x^pr\oai in that passage does not mean ability to comprehend in the

understanding, yet the hyperbolical expression, " That the world itself could not contain

the books," is a judicious figure and a proverbial saying, meant to express the sentiment,

that " human nature could not completely comprehend and apply the whole."

To show, finally, why each of the three Evangelists has left the chronological order as

he has done, is a question which belongs to the last and most difficult department of real

Gospel-criticism ; that, namely, which has for its object to ascertain the plan of arrange-

ment which must have been adopted by the Evangelists according to fundamental thoughts

and important real connecting links. Wc think it right to abstain in this Preface from

making any remarks on this subject, and have, in the course of our exposition, only occa-

sionally thrown out a remark or a hint, where the text or the contents of the passage

naturally suggest a thought. According to the design of our book, we to a great extent

omit discussing the peculiar character of each individual Evangelist, that we may not be

drawn aside from the simplicity, above all other things necessary, which receives what is

related as really the works and the words of Jesus. The selection and arrangement of

events, though much less the exhibition and classifying of documents, belong to the indi-

vidual plan : to expound this latter plan is probably a prize reserved for simplicity in

future times ; for, at present all with much, too much 16ia imhvotc, " private interpreta-

tion," are occupied with it. Even what Lange has prepared for the construction of this

plan, correct though his fundamental views are, appears to us to be by no means conclu-

sive ; on the contrary, he is, often enough, not exempt from the danger which he is well

aware is incident to the attempt of making a harmony, viz., of becoming entangled by a

prying curiosity in the enchanted forest, and in the depths of some more " secret order

for here this danger is certainly greater than it is anywhere else.

DE UT. XIX. 15.

At the mouth of two witnesses, or at the mouth of three witnesses, shall this matter be established.

LUKE I. 4.

"Lva eruyvwc Trepl uv KaTi]xr\Qf\^ Aoyoiv ttjv aocfxiXeiav.

That thou mightest know the certainty of those things, wherein thou hast been instructed.
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THE FIRST WORDS

Not, indeed, absolutely the first words. The
child-words of that most marvellous, most
holy childhood, in which the Divinity, gradu-

ally beaming through the veil of pure, lovely

humanity, comes forth from its profoundest

mystery into manifestation, an ever-continu-

ous birth of the eternal Spirit into the human
spirit, the human soul ; who could compre-
hend, retain, record ? Joseph stood at rever-

ent distance, Mary felt and anticipated all

that the purest, most simple faith was capable

of—and yet very little. The angels more
remotely learned the wisdom of God, while
they worshipped before the swaddliug-clo'hes

in which the Lord, who should bruise the ser-

pent's head, first moved. Satan began to

inquire and make the experiment whether
he has nothing in this One too ; and could not
understand this new thing. The mighty One
grew up secretly into the consciousness and
possession of his inherited dignity—secretly

even, at first, to himself. Just as Christ

first fully understood the development of his

youth, when he looked back upon it from his

manhood, after he had come to the full know-
ledge of himself; in like manner will it be

vouchsafed to his Church, arrived at maturity,
to understand the first earthly history of her
Lord, which is reserved for her heavenly
study. For nothing befell him, which was not
to be fully and perfectly known. Then will

Mary remember and relate all. But for the
time that now is, we have the mature Christ
in his word, fulfilling his office among us. One
word of the child we have' recorded for us, as
a note and witness of the hidden portion of

his growth and development—that one word
of great moment, in which his self-recognition
first distinctly breaks forth from the depths
of his childhood's unconsciousness. Thus it is

the last peculiar word of his childhood, but at
the same time, the first, which the Son of the

Father speaks. In this we find much, here
below, to meditate and observe upon—both as
to what preceded and what followed it—so
far, that is, as we may now understand it. It

was entrusted by Mary's lips for record to

Luke, whose gospel in its first two chapters
already goes beyond Matthew and Mark,
reaching forth towards John's introduction
concerning the Word made flesh.

THE FIRST WORDS OF JESUS TO HIS PARENTS CONCERNING HIS FATHER.

(Luke ii. 49.)

Solitary floweret out of the wonderful en-

closed garden of the thirty years, plucked
precisely as the swollen bud, at a distinctive

crisis, is bursting into bloom. To mark
this, is assuredly the design and meaning of

the present record. The child Jesus sought
to know himself, and his whole life of child-

hood was this seeking : here he begins to find

out his own mystery, and it is not merely a

fir.*t word to his parents and to us, but also

a first word of the eternal Spirit in the human
spirit of the person of the God-man. This is

attested in ver. 50, which intimates that this

was the first " My Father" that had fallen

from the lips of the child.

The history connected with this word must
be recalled, in order to its being rightly un-
derstood. It is pre-eminently objective,

simply traces the occurrences as they trans-

pire, and thus says in the best manner, and
exhibits most lucidly, what on this occasion

was to be said and exhibited. It is not even
mentioned at the outset that his parents took
the boy Jesus with them to Jerusalem

;
yet

there is a latent proof in the " twelve 3
rears,"

as indeed the whole narrative, that this was

the first time. Scripture is very sparing of

words, where the right reader is able to catch
the right meaning. We learn from other
sources, that the youth of Israel in that
period were reputed minn "03, {sons of tlu

law). All things from his circumcision on-
wards proceed in the ordinary course with
this extraordinary child.

Luke simply relates that the child Jesus
remained behind, without imputing blame to

the parents or vindicating him: the sequel
sufficiently explains all. They were justified

in leaving the youth to his own discretion in

Jerusalem, as they had often done elsewhere
;

and supposed quite innocently, that he would
be found in his own place in the company:
their error lay not in this. But that the
youth wholly absorbed by the Temple and all

that was to be seen and heard there, would
give his thoughts to nothing else, that he now
would belong to it, they considered not before,

nor even when it should have been obvieus to

them, upon their seeking him. Hence we may
again collect that it was both for him and for

them the first time.



2 THE FIRST WORDS.

The mistaken idea that Jesus taught, con-

trary to the appropriate order of human life

generally, and much more of his lowly life, is

refuted by ver. 46. He tat as a learner, hear-

ing those who taught and asking them ques-

tions ;* strictly, indeed, and properly, as one

who yet knew not, but whose progress and

learning went on into ever-increasing wisdom
(vers. 40-52). His questions were the pure

light-questions of innocence and truth, which
keenly and deeply penetrated into the con-

fused errors of the Rabbinical teaching.

Rightly to question is the highest wisdom
which the learner, as such, can possess. For

one genuine question of him who seeks in the

right direction itself contains, more realized

truth than a thousand disjointed answers of

the false wisdom of books and words. Thus
does the Galilaean youth in his divine-human

simplicity confound the masters in Israel sit-

ting in the loftiest chairs of the erudition of

the age, and the seat of the learner predicts

the future throne of the teacher.
-

}

- His light

shines forth upon the world now at the first

with such simple conviction, that many of

those who were susceptible were astonished

at the understanding displayed in his ques-

tions, aid in the answers which he gave when,
as would naturally enough follow, he was
questioned in return ; at least all who gave

heed to him—which many who were "of-

fended" at him might not as yet, strictly

speaking, be disposed to do.

Jesus brings with him a knowledge and un-

derstanding of the written word of God de-

rived from the school of home : he finds this

to some extent reproduced in Jerusalem, but
only as falsified and overlaid by the errors of

human teaching. This contradiction, which
at the very first so glaringly manifests itself,

6tirs mightily his truth-seeking spirit. He
had innocently expected to receive from the

masters in the house of God the full and
much desired answer to his accumulated ques-

tions, and nothing but truth and wisdom ; but
he finds it otherwise, and detects the dis-

Earity by that sense of truth which from the

eginning recoiled from every error. He
could already have taught, but it enters not

his mind that he could ; he rather ai-ks ques-

tions. And what questions, did we but know
them ! Many a preintimation, we may sup-

pose, of his later manner of asking—How is

it written, then, in thjs or in that Scripture ?

Thus by Holy Writ he presses hard upon the

precepts of man, even as babes and sucklings]:

* Not as Sepp (Leben Christi), who supposes that

a chair of instruction had been instantly given him
„n the midst of the teachers, in order to resolve

questions and propose them.

f " To answer children is indeed an examen rigo-

rosum," says Hamann. But there is herein fore-

shadowed the future wisdom of Jesus, as Hamann
says again :

" He who will stop the mouths of

scribes and sophists, must—know how to put
questions" (Edition of Roth, ii. 424).

t Hence the Rabbins themselves know, that the

have done by his Spirit in all ages since ; and
thus without designing it, or being even con-
scious of doing so, he opens out the meaning
of Scripture. The main subject of their com-
munications is the Messiah and his kingdom •

this theme arouses most fully the ready pre-

sentiment with which he came there, and in

the course of this questioning, which is but
the asking after himself, he finds that great
answer which the Spirit alone could give him,
he makes the discovery of himself, in the first

consciousness, not yet mature but now truly
beginning—I am He! This he conceals, in

deep and pure humility, from the astonished
ones around him; but this first reproof of his

parents, now least expected, extorts from its

profoundest sanctuary this great utterance.

It was the first reproof which he received.

They had all along addressed him as " child "

with many a direction and admonition, but
had never found anything to reprove. The
foster-father even now remains standing, as

ever, at reverent distance ; the mother alone
ventures with a mother's right to speak, yet
at the same time in the father's name. She
indeed only ventures upon a question appeal-

ing to his tested integrity as a child, as if she
would say—What thou hast now done, I

understand not for the first time! Done to

us,—this gave an unanswerable pathos to her
question ; for he had never given them pain

before. Thy father—thus had Joseph till

now been spoken of. Never, indeed, had
Mary's lips as yet been bold to say to the
"Son of the Highest" (Luke i. 32) concerning
the Most High : Thy Father ! Yet are her
words—not We, thy parents, but, Thy father and
I—a most exquisitely delicate expression of

that sacred secret which had almost faded
away in her soul, but the consciousness of

which is already prepared to anticipate the
great word which her son is about to utter.

And he said unto ih^m—How is it that ye

sought me ! Wist ye not .not I must be about my
Father's btisiness ? Instead of acknowledging
any error or uttering any regret for their sor-

row and anxiety, he gives them a kind and
earnest lesson, though without appearing to

do so, concerning their whole parental rela-

tion, especially in time past. There are two
counter-questions in answer to the two ques-

tions of his mother. First of all, he puts

another wherefore against hers, as he becomes
conscious of the feeling with which they had
sought him. It had been so natural to him tc

be and to abide where he was, that he had not

thought of their seeking him at all ; and he

shows that he regards it as quite needless, at

least to seek him sorroicing in grief and anxie-

ty, as if it were possible for him to be in

wrong or in danger. The reproof is thus

given back, and in such a way, that the blame
(as is too often the case, alas ! in the human

word of God out of the mouth of childhood is to be

received as from the mouth of the Sanhedrim, of

Moses, yea of the "blessed God himself {Bammidbar
Babba, 14).



LUKE II. 49.

education of children of sin) is reflected upon
the parents.* But he speaks without any de-

sign to shame or correct them ; he innocently

asks the question of his parents, as he had done
before of the doctors ; and all the shame
lay in the circumstance itself. Incomparably
and inconceivably artless, as elevated as it is

childlike, is that Wist ye not? That which
he here now, while he utters it, begins for the

first time to conceive and understand clearly,

becomes at the same time so natural to him,

.that it is as if he had ever known it, as if it

could not be otherwise than it was, as if it

must be equally self-explained to every one
else.

Mary and Joseph assuredly knew who the

child of their charge was. But so naturally

had the human side of his development pro-

ceeded before their eyes, and so accustomed
had they been to this alone, as time passed

on, that they may well have sometimes
nearly lost sight of that which was higher
and peculiar in him. Even now, when they
were reminded of it by this impressive cir-

cumstance, they do not rise above their- mere
human ideas. And thin was their fault : not
that they for a while trusted him, uncared
for, out of their own hands, and not that they
at first supposed that he would re-appear in

his right place ; but that afterwards, when
they found it otherwise, they could sorrowing
seek him in any other than that which was his

right place.

The opposition between his own " My
Father'''1 and Mary's "Thy father," referring to

Joseph, is very distinct. In this designedly
spoken and well-weighed expression, lies the

deep significance of this whole word. No hu-
man lips had hitherto pronounced it, for the
approximations to it in the Old Testament
and in the Apocrypha! are clearly to be dis-

tinguished from this my Father. Here al-

ready, as ever afterwards, only my Father—
never conjoined with us, our Father ! This
my deepens into a most exclusive, personal

appropriation, when the Son of the Highest
thus responds to his parents—Ye—sought me!
Wist ye not that I—? The great truth rises

before him out of Joseph's name of father,

that his own true Father is he, whom no one
in Israel had ever addressed by that name,
and himself never till now : He, in whose
house and Temple he now stands.J

* Joseph and Mary had scarcely heen quite free

from such blame in the bringing up of the holy

child. " They often treated him a* only their

child, and probably afflicted him many times by

an inappropriate exercise of their paiental au-

thority" (Roos, Lebeusgesch. J. Chri. New edition).

f Isa. Ixiii. ; Mai. ii. 10; Wisd. xiv. 3; Ecclus.

xxiii. 1 ; not so much in the sense of a personal

relation, as in that which is indicated by Deut.

xxxii. 6; viii. 5; Psa. ciii. 13.

% With this first word, which was spoken, withal,

in the presence of the doctors of Israel, K nig

(Menschwerdung
,

p. 305) combines that last one

also spoken to them, Matt. xxii. 42. From be-

ginning to end Jesus thus sets aside the pater-

Yet he does not simply say, in my Father's
house, but according to the more extensive
and undefined er rots of the Greek, in my
Father's matters.. The Spirit in the youth
speaks at once in the later manner of the
man,—with profound meaning in concise ex-
pression. The first and most obvious mean-
ing refers certainly to the place, the house,

namely, where they should at once have
sought him, or, rather, supposed him be, with-
out seeking him at all ; but when we thought-
fully penetrate through the surface to the
heart of the expression, we find much more
than this included in it. The next sense
is that of a conclusive justification of his

remaining behind in the temple without ref-

erence to his parents' knowledge and per-
mission—In my Father's will, by his guid-
ance and inward direction. When hitherto
any specific objection in his mind, conceived
rather as a presentiment, had come into collis-

ion with the parental will or the ordinary
subordination of childhood, he had subjected
and denied himself; but now, his full age
commencing, this also must begin to cease,
and from this time forward they must, as
he now shows by a virtual injunction to be
his will, leave him without any further guid-
ance of theirs, knowing by tlHs token that he
is about his Father's business. But this

emancipation from his earthly parents takes
place only as springing from a most firm
adherence to his heavenly Father. To be in
any thing, as a common expression among
men, denotes the occupation of the whole
life in it, the being wholly given up to it.

Viewed thus, the phraseology gives a yet
further answer, how it came to pass that he
remained behind, and is a disclosure of the
most secret self-justifying reason of the cir-

cumstance : I thought of nothing else, it was
my meat, the instinctive aim and impulse
of my being, that higher law within me, by
obeying which I was not disobedient to you,
—I must ! Here already is the germ of that
sacred must, which the Lord so often utters in

the subsequent way of his obedience. The
contrary among other children might have
been more or less marked—dissipating atten-
tion to the wonders of the great city, visi-

tations among friends and acquaintances,
thoughts about the journey and the return.

But both the thoughts and the actions of the
holy child were entirely absorbed and wrapped
up in this one thing. Thus, as Von Gerlach
observes, this first utterance is even thus
early " a word of stlf-reunnr.iation, of self-sac-

rificing surrender to God, in holy zeal for Him
and His House."

Again, if we yet more deeply penetrate into

the meaning of this word in relation to the
occurrence to which it refers, the question
arises, What drew and impelled him as the
youth (for such as yet he was) to the Father?
The parents found him occupied in learning

nity of Joseph, and testifies his own consciousness

of a supernatural origin.
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and asking questions in the place where God's
wwd was co be learned. Then he tells them
once more, why he remained, and must have
remained there—I am in my Father's school

for my own instruction. Inasmuch as he does
Hot say, Among the doctors, masters, and wise
man, but instead of them names only the
Father; his word maybe regarded as contain-

ing that great and weighty disclosure of his

own previous and subsequent inner education,

for the sake of which principally this record
is given to us. Just now, when he begins to

be a "son of the law," he first calls God his

Father—his master, teacher, educator.* Je-
sus was most inwardly taught of the Father,
although not without external and human in-

strumentality. Life, instruction, holy writ,

awakened what was within him ; he seeks his

God in the Temple, in order to find him as his

Father ; among the masters in Israel he asks
questions, in order that through them he may
receive from on high the true answers; and the
Father's inner guidance even connects itself

with the custom to take the youth of twelve
years' old first up to the feast to present them
before the Lord. Thus it was the Father
slone who taught him when his mother early
recited or read to him out of Scripture ; and
not otherwise was it with the youth, the'

young man, and the man in the sj^nagogue at
Nazareth. And what was it that he learned,
upon what were his questions and investiga-
tions set, in that secret education wherein he
" heard of the Father" concerning all things,
but especially concerning the Old Testament
Scriptures and dispensations ? That one word
was the rudimental object of his study, which
at the close of his life's development was un-
folded to him by the Spirit in all its clearness
and power

—

Thou ait my Son! He inquired
concerning himself with vehement desire to
know the mystery of his own being and the
problem of his life, and concerning the will of
Him who had sent him to finish His work
(John iv. 34). In the " labor of his childish
spirit, to admit into itself and rightly adjust
all things," divine things according to the
word of God in the Old Testament were of
chief concern to him. " Therein lived the
childish consciousness of Jesus, in all the pro-
fundity of his secret presentiments."f As he
himself had ever, from the beginning, pos-
sessed a consciousness of the object of his life,

but as yet concealed in his childish capacity ;\
and as this first disclosure (to be followed it-

* As Henry Alford says very excellently in his
Commentary on the New Test. (London, 1849)—he has
so repeatedly mentioned my Eeden Jem, that I am
bound in gratitude to make similar reference to
him.

t So Braune, in his admirable Auslegung der
Evangclien, which we shall now be glad often to
compare and cite.

\ The divine-human self-consciousness under the
form of youthful presentiment, present from the
beginning, not in any wise superadded later. See
Liebner, Christologie, i. 311.

self by many such, in advancing clearness and
assurance) seems to him at once as natural aa
if it had never been otherwise than clear
to him ; so in like manner does he in childish
confidence ask his parents

—

Wist ye not then
every thing concerning me long since 1 And
assuredly, however much such a saying must
have astonished them, there was so much in it

that was right and true, that they could not
but take shame to themselves that they had
been troubled about the Son of the Highest,
as if any evil could befall him before the ac-
complishment of the mission of his life ; that
they should have thought it needful to guard
him, as if, when out of their immediate care, he
could possibly stray beyond his Father's hand,
and guidance, and protection. With this last

meaning his inquiring word comes round again
to the obvious reply which the occasion de-
manded, and gives the reason of his first

question: How is it that ye could seek me
sorrowing ? Considered ye not that I am al-

ways in my Father's hands and care 1 But
yet once again was this altogether forgotten,

under the cross, by the deeply-stricken mother
—I am not alone, for the Father is with me
(John xvi. 32).

Let the whole fulness of this significance be
once more gathered into this question, which
sublimely presupposes the profoundest mys-
tery as manifest

—

Knew ye not all this long
ago concerning me 1 Thus his word contains
an impressive reference to the past, in order
to point the view to the future ; an explana-
tion concerning the whole life of the child,

and its development into the youth, the
young man, the man.* Not as if the mind ol

the child had specifically conceived all that
we deduce from his word, but he speaks pro-

phetically of himself. The Spirit of Christ

in himself spreads its wings, and that word
which spontaneously gushed from the deepest

source of his life in the Father, becomes to

the Son a holy text, which he, too, may
search into yet more diligently (1 Peter i. 11).

Yet is it a pure and genuine child-word, the
immediate and unstudied utterance, on the

border of childhood, of child-like simplicity
;

and thus it discloses the first independent
acting of him who, passing the limit of child-

hood, abides still in his Father's business.

And they understood it not. This is re-

corded concerning the first word of the Word,
and of those who, as being nearest to himself,

had every advantage for understanding it !

They pondered the sacred mystery, and
thought not that in catching its most ob-

vious sense, they understood it in its fulness.

Even Mary herself, like the rest, appears not

yet to understand, before the day of Pente-

cost, the mystery of the person of Jesus

—

and who is there below that fully understand*

it ? Thou, vain expositor, hast not the heart

* Just for this reason we cannot a«ree with

Braune, that any " calling to activity in the king-

dom of God" is here signified—this would oveisteji

the limits of childhood.
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of Mary probably nothing of the Pentecostal

spirit ; and yet art thou so ready to cry
out—I understand the words which he has
spoken ?

Luke's supplement in vers. 51, 52 was neces-

sary, in order to obviate misunderstanding.
As soon as tl:at word of holy righteousness

was uttered—the Son of the Father is free !

it was again in a sense annulled or suspended,
in order to his fulfillment of all righteousness

in obedience. The Father's teaching was ever
a discipline of obedience (Heb. v. 8) ; as the
Father had inwardly said to him—Tarry here !

so now he says—Go down with them, and be
subject to them ! Hence he is not from this

time forth placed in another relation even
to Joseph (for the last time referred to in the
little saying " to them"), who is not " his

Father," and yet for the sake of his mother
and his true Father, was still to be honored
as such. The mystery folds itself up again
in the self-denial of eighteen years, till the
time when a new word brings out its other,

mighty significance—" Thus it behoveth us
to fulfill all righteousness !" till the time
when, on the open assumption of his Messiah-
ship, the mother has become "woman," hav-
ing no longer any authority, and his " my
Father" publicly resounds in his house, and
before his people, no more to cease till that
laet word, which coincides with this first

—

u Father, into thine hands !"

And Jesus increased—so that his self-con-

sciousness was not yet strictly speaking per-
fected and fully developed. As in age, so also
he increased through the teaching of the
Father, in wisdom, in his obedience through
the grace of God which descended upon his
humanity before it came, through him, upon
us all. The bud now burst unfolds itself from
within ; in the heart of this child there is no
foolishness bound up (Prov. xxii. 15) ; no folly

in Israel or Nazareth has power to affect him;
he advances into all that belongs to manhood,
but contracts from it none of its iniquity or
sin ; all things are constrained to serve "him
and minister to his wisdom. The displeasure
of God has never rested upon his holy One,
but the complacency of God, his favor goes
on ever increasing with his increase in wis-
dom, until it is consummated at his baptism.
Even his favor with men increases likewise,
for he forbears entirely as yet from testifying
against their folly and their sin ; and there-
fore the world as yet hateth him not (John
vii. 7). "Let us go on in friendship to-
gether," said they in Nazareth. 0, what
gracious words may have issued from his lips

during those eighteen years, which are not
recorded ! But the words which, by the
Father's ordination, he was to testify to the
world, are sealed up till his hour was come.
Then one after another burst forth, each, as

it were, a deeper stream from the long pent-
up fountain of eternal wisdom and truth. ,

THE FIRST WORDS OF CONSECRATION TO HIS OFFICE.

(Matt. hi. 15.)

The history of our Lord's baptism, like that
of his cross, is contained in all the four Evan-
gelists ; but the word which he then uttered
is preserved by Mathew alone, as being
strictly a word of fulfillment, and therefore

belonging especially to the fundamental idea

of the first Gospel.

John knew the Lord and yet knew him not.

He knew him not, according to his own testi-

mony (John i. 31), as the Messias and the Son
of God ; but he knew him as one, whose
whole life from the beginning had silently

cried, Which of you convinceth me of 6in 1

Since he had been in the deserts, he had
probably seen him but little, yet often

enough, as his life could not have been al-

together recluse, to awaken within him the
presentiment which now deepens into con-

viction. His saying in ver. 14 proceeded from
the Spirit, who then descended upon him, and
is not to bo explained on the ordinary princi-

ples of human thought. It is a word which
marks the transition at that moment taking
place within him from presentiment to inward
insurance. The question at the same time
oreaks out in it, which had long lain deep
in the heart of the humble Baptist—But
who will baptize me, who am also myself a

sinner? Certainly, acccording to the ordi-
nance of God, his office and function extended
over all, whether they were worse or better
than himself, for his mission was to baptize
with water ; and therefore he baptized with-
out hesitation every Simeon or Nathanael as

he came. But here was One greater than
Nathanael ! John knew this not, indeed, until

he saw the Spirit descend, according to the
sign which had been given him; yet his spirit

goes out towards him with that anticipatory
and presentient feeling, which had moved him
in his mother's womb towards the mother
of his Lord. Jesus comes in all the spiritual

grace of gentleness and humility with sinners
to the baptism of repentance ; as John be-
holds him, he sees shining through this deep
humility the high majesty of the holy One;
and that he has an iuward token of this, con-
stitutes his own dignity. He has baptized
many, has seen and in some sense seen
through men of all kinds ; but no one like

this had as yet come before him. They have
all bowed down before him; but before this

man, bows down in the irrepressible emotion
of his own most profound contrition, the sin-

ful man in the greatest prophet. It might
well have prompted him to cry: Art thou
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then a sinner, a man ? To that point his

question ventures not to go, it remains sus-

pended between the thought of the man, and
the superadded presentiment of the Spirit.*

Enough, however, is clear to be uttered thus:

Who am I in thy presence, that I in the office

and ministry of baptism should be placed over

thee?
Then answers the Lord with equal grace

and majesty, with as much simplicity as ful-

ness of meaning,! by another of his distinctive

first words—the first official word, with which
he prepares himself for his anointing, and con-

secration to his office. He first of all gently

sets aside the prohibition and refusal of John,

and utters with dignified grace that single

word, Safer it now ! Had he said no more,

that would have suffioed to the Baptist, for its

plainness and dignity were such as to silence

all further questioning. It at once intimated,

—I know what I now do ; I am taught from
above to submit to baptism, as thou art taught

to baptize. Now for a time thou seemest to

be the greater, who consecrates the less—soon,

as it is fit, will our relative position be re-

versed ! Now—it is only a transitional rela-

tion (as Neander has well observed)—now :

My hour is come, is the Lord's thought for

himself: Perform thy function upon me, thou
shalt afterwards learn what I do, is his mean-
ing with regard to John. This promise, indeed,

is already and instantaneously fulfilled, when,
in order to remove all the scruples of this up-

right man, and to terminate this holy conflict

of humility in him, by the sublimest and most
commanding humility in himself, he proceeds

to testify

—

For thus it becometh us to fulfill all

righteousness.

First of all, we cannot but be profoundly

impressed by the lofty contrast between this

avowal of righteousness, and the confession of

sin of all the others, who came to be baptized,

ver. 6. And it is strange that theologians in

their search for testimonies of the sinlessness

of Jesus, do not find here the first and most
luminous dictum probans from his own mouth.
This was to John the decisive declaration,

which set him perfectly at rest—Thy presen-

timent was true, in a deeper sense than thou
canst now comprehend ; I am He who know-
eth no sin, but for that very reason come I in

the likeness of sinners to this baptism. And
it is to all the world, that shall receive this

word, an all-inclusive testimony of the Lord,

concerning his own office and ministry as the
restorer of righteousness to sinful men.

* Presentiment, not lull revelation as in Luke i.

43. So far, therefore, Braune is not quite correct,

" As formerly the mothers, so now the sons stand

before each other." Many suppose, contrary to

the whole connection of the text, that the Baptist

sooke this after the baptism and manifestation !

CAcpiT/tiiv, "suffered," Jerome dimisit, which Sepp
ridiculously maintains against Luther's false trans-

lation).

f Certainly with no such " arbitrariness, depart-

ing from simplicity and intended for reproof"—as

Sehleiermacher finds here.

To fulfill all righteousness : this has a large

and lofty sound in the lips of a man, of an
Israelite, who will speak the truth. And it

shall be our righteousness, if we observe to do
all these commandments before the Lord our
God, as he hath commanded us (Deut. vi.

25). For no man ever in Israel could say,
that on account of sin, which yields not to the
commandment, therefore is the baptism of re-

pentance for the remission of sins at the end
of the economy of the law. He who now
comes to this baptism, is not a sinner, but a

righteous man who neither needs repentance
nor pardon. It is he who for us fulfills all

righteousness, who, born of a woman and
made under the law which was given to the
unrighteous, has already hitherto observed
and performed all the commandments of the
Lord to Israel ; and for that very reason now
subjects himself also to that baptism which
was ordained of God as the concluding com-
mandment of the old covenant, through which
is the transition to the new. He received cir-

cumcision, though born without the foreskin

of the heart ; he was redeemed as the first

born, though himself the Redeemer ; in all

probability he offered every sacrifice which
was required of an Israelite (as we see in one
instance, at least—that of the Passover),
though himself the propitiatory and paschal

Lamb, the archetype and substance of all

these shadows ; he visited the temple and the
synagogue, he humbly submitted to every
custom and ordinance in Israel, and even,

when no sin attached to them, to those which
were not ordained of God ; so likewise must
he be baptized " into the coming Messiah,"
which is nevertheless himself, just as he is the
prophet to prepare his own way. In this

now, therefore, there is a terminating point,

not yet absolutely the last, but certainly a
typical and preliminary terminating point of

his obedience to the Law. In this baptism,

inasmuch as it was the last external com-
mandment of God to Israel, all righteousness

was fulfilled by him.
The Lord might now have said again, as he

said before— / must ;—for the same innate ne-

cessity, in the obedience of the Father,

prompted him now, it belonged to the same
unity of his whole life. Because, however,
the question is now especially concerning an
external transaction, and because he would
obviate the scruple of John as to the propriety,

the fitness, the becomingness of that which
was about to take place ; he adopts this ex-

pression, It becnmtth us by all means \ This
embraces, besides the obvious reply to the
plain question, a concealed testimony to the
final principle of the whole course of his self-

renunciation and self-substitution in the like-

ness of sinners. For all the first words of our
Lord, especially, have so profound a back-

ground of meaning. The Ttpiitov, it hcoweth,

is not simply used as it often stands in the New
Testament (Eph. v. 3 ; 1 Tim. ii. 10), but in the

full and sublime sense of Heb. ii. 10, vii. 26. It

seemed Jit to the righteous Father, that the
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Sv.l .ti the sinner's stead should in a human
obedience bring back their righteousness

:

within this boundary of thought did the

Son himself in his humanity ever reverently

confine himself, beyond it he knew and tes-

tified nothing. Thus it was also here, when
the Baptist, who might not himself become
his disciple, but only send disciples to him,

was counted worthy to receive an early tes-

timony of the mystery of his atonement which
he then afterwards repeated, John i. 29. The
preacher of repentance unto the kingdom of

heaven expected, indeed, no earthly Jewish
Messiah ; he understood, as Zachariah's son
and the pupil of the Spirit in the wilderness,

whatever might be understood by any Israel-

ite, from the word of prophecy concerning

him who was to come. But here at the very
first does the Lord openly announce to him

—

Placing myself in the likeness of sinners,

taking their sins upon me, I shall and will ful-

fill righteousness for them. So might he have
given back the Baptist's word literally

—

I

have need {xpeiav ex 00 ) to be baptized of thee,

I must be baptized with the baptism which is

prepared for me (Luke xii. 50). And so

would he have spoken, if he had wished to

speak to himself alone ; but he says not now :

Thus it becometh me—but us.

But how can he say this, and what does he
mean 1 we ask, and all the more earnestly be-

cause we have seen that the profoundest sig-

nificance of this saying concerns himself alone.

The most obvious answer is that he thus re-

plies to the separation between them which
the humble scruple had expressed— / of thee,

thou to me ! He designs now, first of all, to

induce the doubter not merely to suffer him
to go down into the Jordan, but also to fulfill

the external function of his office upon him,
and baptize him, even as others. Thus it has
this meaning as it regards John—Who art

thou then ? The preparer of the way, the
forerunner. Now I am He that cometh after

thee ; thy presentiment is right ; we appertain

to one another, each in his office and ministry.

In baptizing me, thou fulfillest all righteous-

ness, and closest thine office : to be baptized

of thee, is my righteousnes, and belongs to

my ministry and the design of my life. What
majesty in this word, which immediately
silences all scruple ; and, at the same time,

what a marvellous emulaion of humility
between the Lord and his servant

;
just as

afterwards in the eleventh chapter, where
the Lord who was to come, places his ser-

vant by his side as one who was also come,
and of whom the Scripture had also spoken !

But even this does not yet exhaust the
mean : ng of this great word. The baptism of
which it speaks, is only in an external and
typical sense the concluding point of obedience
for the fulfiller of all righteousness ; it is truly
and essentially the true beginning-point of that
obedience, the consummation of which, in the
death of the cross in order to the resurrection,

it pretypities. The Lord does not say

—

Herein,

htrtby it is incumbent upon me finally to ac-

complish all righteousness—but thus ! That
is an expression of comparison, which points
forward to the thing compared. This baptism
to which the mature man comes, who till now
has loved righteousness and hated iniquity, is

his anointing to that sacrifice of himself for

sinners which now first properly begins (Psa.
xlv. 7). As in this baptism by prophetic figure

the righteous one places himself among sin-

ners, so was he afterwards baptized with the
baptism of death, in which he as the Lamb of

God bore our guilt ; which was not to him the
wages of sin, but the highest meritorious
righteousness for us all. As now the Father
confirms his righteousness by a voice from
heaven, so then in the resurrection the Father
justified him as his Son again (Rom. i. 4;
Acts xiii. 33). It follows further, that as

now the Spirit descends upon him, so then
also descended the outpouring of the Spirit
for us all ; that baptism with the Spirit to
which John alluded, without obtaining it

below, and concerning which he unconsciously
spoke when he said—I have neen to be bap-
tized of thee. All this our Lord clearly saw
when he came to the Jordan ; and as he fin-

ally spoke of his sufferings as a baptism, so does
he now already contemplate in baptism his

sufferings. For now his wisdom is perfect,

and he no more needs to increase in it. In
that last word of his childhood the beginning
of his consciousness concerning his own person
broke forth ; when this was grown perfect and
finally sealed, this decisive word of his man-
hood utters his full consciousness concerning
his work. This honour is reserved for him, to
testify of himself, before the sign from heaven
seals his testimony. He presents himself,
saying—Behold I come, to do Thy will ; be-
fore the Father's response—This is my be-
loved Son ! This acceptance and obligation
are to him what the confession of sin is to the
sinner. Therein our sins are confessed as done
away in his righteousness, and the future bap-
tism for the true forgiveness of sins, which
should be ours by virtue of his baptism, pre-
announced.
And because, finally, the baptism which he

this prepares for us, finds its consummation
only in the essential, actual fellowship of his
death and resurrection ; we remark, that the
" us " in which he includes himself in his hum-
ble condescension before John, means in its

deepest signification, us all. He utters it as
the Son of Man in the name of humanity, as
the forerunner in the name of his own, with
whom he here, at the very beginning contem-
plating the uttermost end, most entirely unites
himself.* He indeed is, pre-eminently, the
Fulfiller; but all who become participators of
his righteousness, fulfill in him and through

* ' He desired and received baptism in tho
name of the people," says Nitzsch (Prakt. Theol. i.

167), but too concisely. Mark, moreover, what is

said there with pei:*ect truth, that he who comes
with water and the word of the prophet to fulfill

all the types, must also come with blood, then fin-

ally and fully with the Spirit.
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him the same righteousness and in the same
way. Thus it became us to become like

him, as it became him in our likeness to

overcome sin, and render obedience. This

will immediately become manifest iu the wil-

derness of temptation, where the Son of God
not as the Son for himself, but as man, as the
second Adam and the true Israel, spoils, by
faith in the word, the power of Satan.

THE FIRST WORDS OF VICTORY OVER THE TEMPTER.

(Matt. iv. 4, 7, 10 ; Luke iv. 4, 8, 12.)

These three words are, in their ascending

connection, to be reckoned as one ; and, indeed,

as a third first word, approaching still nearer

to the goal of his being, and drawn from the

yet more profound depth of the mystery of

God the Father and his Son. As the Son's

first word of all concerning the Father, Luke
ii. 49, embraced the whole inner life of his

own most essential personality ; and the se-

cond concerning his righteousness, Matt. iii.

15, the entire work of his active and passive

obedience for us ; so now the fulfillment of all

righteousness in its three great branches, is

maintained and asserted against the tempter

to unrighteousness. His obedience approves

itself in the renunciation of all enjoyment, of

all honor, of all possession, in opposition to

the prince of this world : thus does he over-

come him in the abasement of faith, to which
he had descended from his divine power ; and
leads human nature back to God again,

through the selfsame way, by which it had
fallen from him. Concerning the temptation

of Christ in itself, its innermost ground in the

Father's holy justice, its redeeming might and
typical signification for us, and especially the

Satanic unity of design in the three tempta-
tions of the wilderness ; we shall enter into

no detailed description here. It is our pur-

pose only to expound the words of Jesus, and
to direct particular attention to that which is

unfolded in them.
But the words of Jesus on this occasion are

not new, nor distinctively his own ; they are

God's words long ago uttered, and taken from
the ancient Scriptures, which he as the ful-

filler appropriates to himself. This is, at the
outset, of great significance. The child had
grown and become strong in spirit, had in-

creased in wisdom ; the man, arrived at the
mature priestly age, and anointed for the
inauguration of his office, is now full of the
Holy Ghost (Luke iv. 1). But as afterwards
the first word of the Spirit at the Pentecost
was a proclamation of what had been said

by the prophet Joel, so here the first words

of the Lord spoken from the Spirit are only

Quotations from the Huly Scriptures. He has
now learned them entirely, he is a master
in the use of them, and will prove himself
such first of all, against the enemy, whom
the word of truth, which he has perverted
into a lie, must again beat down. What
virtue and dignity in the holy letter, which,
filled with the Spirit of Christ, now becomes
only life and truth ! Christ makes his appeal

when that old "yea, hath God said" is brought
against him, not to the heavenly voice which
he had just heard, but to the word of God,
written in the book of Moses. The living

eternal Word himself vests himself in the
written word, which in its deepest founda-
tion is written by him and for him. Let men
think upon this ! Let this be remembered by
that theology, which refuses to accept, even
from the consciousness of Christ, the entire

and full authority of that which was Holy
Scripture to him.
But he does not confront Satan with any

of those many and clear words of prophecy
which are written concerning the future

bruiser of the serpent's head. Satan well
knows these, but does not understand the
mystery hitherto folded up in them, the hu-
man abasement and self-renunciation of the
Son of God, which is indeed the central mys-
tery of all Scripture, and the essential secret

of his victory over the enemy. That enemy
must first perceive this in its fulfillment.

Here in the wilderness for the first time, he
earnestly scrutinizes it, at once doubting and
trembling; but does not thoroughly pene-
trate it, for he came again at the cross

with his temptations, and once more fool-

ishly brought forward his already repelled " art

thou the Son of God, then save thyself!" The
Lord does not permit himself to meet him
with an express

—

I am He: he was indeed,

and would thus have shown himself Satan's

Lord, but would not then have been his con-

queror for tis. The first word which he op-

poses to him, sajrs rather

—

Alan ! It is taken,

as is also the second, from the temptation of

Israel in the wilderness ; for Israel is a type of

the Son of Man, the servant of God for right-

eousness, that One to come, in whom alone
that nature is consummated into perfect

righteousness, which in all men else is ever
sinking into deeper sin. Adam 'stood not

;

Israel after the flesh stood not, when the Lord
his God tempted him, but rather like Satan
tempted his God: but now comes the second
Adam, God's true servant Israel, through
whose obedience the way of life is made
known, and actually thrown open—that man
truly lives by the power and in the strength
of the eternal word.
As Eve in the beginning rightly opposed

the tempter with '' Qtd had said,'' but alas

did not persist therein ; even so now the Lord,

but he holds firm. Satan knows well the

word of God, and must admit its force ; when
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»n full faith and entire obedience it is used in

answer against bun, the might of his lying

delusion is broken. Satan will challenge the

wonderful power of God in nature ; and his

Son, if he be truly such, should make stones

out of bread: but this is not the power which
drives him out of that human nature, in which
he now sees with doubting astonishment the

eternal Son standing before him. That at least

the bold challenger knew full well, and he
knew it still better, who was come to be victor

in this fight. Christ answered and said, placing

himself as man in the obedience of faith.

Thus and not otherwise does God reply to the

Devil, and indeed through Christ, the Son of

God and the Son of Man. He himself in his

humility—submitting to be tempted in order

to conquer—is that living answer of God to

Satan, which in holy right resists and casts

out Satan's right to humanity. Satan must
now learn this, and has not finished learning

it yet ; for he has not even yet betaken him-
self to his darkness again, but continues, and
will continue to tempt the members of the

Head with the same temptation, until he shall

also in them all be overcome and condemned.
The first temptation, which through our

earthly body is most obvious to universal

human nature, is that of seeking the enjoy-

ment and nourishment of life against the will of

God and independently of his gift ; to make
for ourselves our bread in the misuse of God's
power, entrusted to us over the lower nature
and the creature. Our own age exhibits the
development of this in those mimic miracles

which seek the world's dominion by the in-

dustry which conquers nature. Man enter-

ing into this temptation, would eat, as the son
of God, that of which God has said—-Thou
shalt not eat of it. That was the case in

paradise, even without hunger, and in the
midst of the enjoyment of all the fruits of

the garden of Eden which were not forbid-

den ; and in the first fall every other was
wrapped up. It was exhibited again, especi-

ally, when Israel cried in the wildeness, If we
are God's people, why have we not bread and
flesh at his hands according to our desire 1

Then did God humble his son Israel, and suf-

fered him to hunger, to show him what was
in his heart. The true salvation from this

unbelief could not then yet appear, it was
only typically made known to the unbe-
lievers, that man doth not live by the

creature—bread, but by the word of God.
Here in Christ, who abundantly makes good
what fallen man has turned to evil ; who
in voluntary abnegation fasts, in entire obedi-

ence hungers, and is thus released from the

creature, in which Adam was sinfully held cap-

tive ; here in Christ does that ancient word
written concerning manna, find its new and
complete significance—that for the sake of

which it was before provided in the Holy
Scripture.

Man doth not live by bread only, but by every

word that proceedeth out of the mouth of the Lord
doth m.an live. Continually, and in a thousand

ways, has the Spirit since then used and ap-

plied these words among the children of God,
and every interpretation which the Spirit

truly puts upon it, is included in its meaning.
For this he caused it to be written in the

prophecy of Moses, and then to be used in

reply to the arch-liar by the lips of the Ful-

filler. We seek now only to indicate briefly

the leading principles of its interpretation.

Bread is in its general acceptation the food

of man's life, regularly appointed for him as

the creature instrument of the Divine word of

creation and preservation—Thou shalt live

thereof (Gen. i. 29 ; iii. 19 ; Psa. civ. 14).

(The Book of Wisdom [xvi. 26] says instead,

—It is not the growing of fruits that nour-

isheth man). To this stands opposed K¥iQ-?3,

ITiiT-^S every (toord) that proceedeth out of the

mouth of the Lord (Deut. viii. 3) ; that is, most
obviously, as was demonstrated in the case of
Israel in the wilderness, any particular word
of commandment or will issuing from the
power of the Creator and Preserver, which
becomes what man may live upon ;—any kind
of food given independently of the established

order of things, as was the miraculous manna.
But such manna itself, again, is only a veil of

God's power; a pledge and symbol which
is condescendingly reached forth to weak
faith, in order that there may be something
in man's mouth. Wherefore does God work
miracles, and not leave man only and entirely

to live upon ordinary bread, but thus often-

times create a new thing for him ? That ho
may make man know that even in the ordi-

nary and natural course it is by no means
nature and the creature which have and give

the life, but Himself alone. Even in bread

man lives not by bread only ; for is not the
life more than meat ? Is not the word, the
will, the power of God in everything ; so that

we do not inhale our very breath from the air,

but from the breath of God ? " Word'''' does

not stand as such in the Hebrew text, but is

taken here from the old exegetical transla-

tions (the Septuagint). What is the XVIO,

nin , -,D that proceedeth out of the mouth of the Lord,

of which Moses wrote 1 The breath of the

creating effluence from the eternal Power and
Godhead, the Spirit, in and of whom all life,

even bodily life, consists (Num. xvi. 22 ; Psa.

civ. 29, 30). But the Spirit goes out indeed

only in one prepared form, and that form
is the word. In the deepest meaning of the
essential and only truth, which ever contra-

dicts the lie of Satan, all things in the world,

after their kind, are only variously embodied
words of the Creator, inasmuch as by his

mighty word alone they are upheld in being.

(Hence 121 and pffjua, word, in the Scripture

signify also thing.) " God does not speak
grammatical vocables, but true essential

things. Thus sua and moon, heaven and
earth, Peter and Paul, Thou and I, are noth-

ing but words of God" (Luther). Thus the

creature lives not by any other creature, any
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more than it lives of itself, but because, and
how and of what God will. Therefore the

first meaning of the saying of Jesus here

—

obvious in its profoundness—is :
" I commit

the sustentation of my life entirely into the

hands of God." Moses in the presence of

the Lord needed neither bread nor water for

forty days (Exod. xxxiv. 28). The man Je-

sus died not in forty days' fast ; but then

only at length, when the strength of the

Spirit returned to him that there might be
place for temptation, felt he hunger.

But we penetrate deeper with the question,

which is not always one of simple unbelief

—

How may this be f and how is this to be under-

stood ? Then we may reasonably ask—What
is man ? Not the body with its earthly,

animal soul, but the true and proper man,
that is, the living spirit which came forth

from God, Avhich only lives in and by the

Spirit of God, which continually goes forth as

"Word for the preservation of the creature.

Even as the body—the abiding product of its

soul—only subsists through a continual for-

mative impulse of corporeity, so do the body
and soul of man, as of a living soul in the

moulded dust of the earth, subsist only by
the Spirit. The outer man lives by the inner,

as this again by the word of God. Shouldst
thou say—By bread, and determine in any
case to have it, and in thy hunger to procure

it for thyself, even at the cost of disobedience

—any way thou canst or the tempter places

it at thy hand ; then art thou captive in that

idolatry and delusion, which serves the crea-

ture with and instead of the Creator (Rom. i.

25). Then art thou in the way to worship
the arch-liar, who promises to gire that of

which God ever continues the sole giver and
Lord.

Nor think that thou livest at all as man,
that is, according to thy pure creation as a
son of God, in his image, if thou art finding a

so-called life of thine own hand in the great-

ness of thy way (Isa. lvii. 10). For thou art

dead in trespasses and sins, although the
bread and the pleasures of the world should
plentifully abound to thee. Here belongs,

further, that most true sense of this sacred
saying, according to which it is preached to

those who only labor for the perishable
bread of this world, and seek not the ever-
lasting bread of God. But this leads us fur-

ther and further ; and " not alone''1 vindicates
again the true life of man in God, against
such as in their error cleave to any institution

of the means of life, as if it was not God
alone in them that gave them efficacy. As a
general rule the word of God, externally writ-
ten and preached, is given for the food of the
inner man ; but inasmuch as the living word
of God in the word, is the true word, thou
mayest, if it be his will, without Scripture
and preaching, live by his Spirit; without in-

tercourse with brethren, be connected with
the Church ; even without the physical bread
of the sacrament, receive nevertheless the
heavenly bread. Every manna given by God

in the creature form, is a witness that points
beyond itself to the immediate outgoing of

God's life for the life of man, out of God's
mouth into the believing mouth of man.

So does the letter of the writen word tes-

tify here in the believing mouth of Christ, to
its own most essential Spirit. And the Lord,
at the same time that he avows himself to be
man in the life of God, gives to Satan the true
and mysterious answer as to who himself is

;

and that is the last and profoundest sense
which makes the old word his own, and trans-
forms it into a new word, now fully for the
first time exhibited in its truth. Christ, verily,

is the original man, recovered from the fall,

Adam and the Son of God in one. The Son
of God gave himself to human nature, and in

corporated himself with it ; Satan's tempt-
ation would (for he now first half understands
this) detach him from it again, and thereby
destroy his mediatorial nature through some-
thing, which for it would have the nature of sin.

Art t'bou, poor hungry child of man, the Son
of God 1 Then use thy might ! But he has
wrapped up his might in entire self-renun-

ciation, in order to overcome the enemy, and
thus he does overcome him in simple human
faith. He is himself the bread come down
from heaven to give unto the world everlast-

ing life, and shall he make for himself bread
out of stones for his own proper life ? Against
the tempter's challenge—Art thou—he only
binds himself more firmly to us all : I am
man, I am humanity, I am mankind ! (Just
as that us is used in Matt. iii. 15.) There is,

indeed, a twofold nature in humanity, the
earthly Adam and that which came forth

from God in him ; but both in their insepar-

able unity constitute the proper man, and as

such he is re-established in Christ, the God-
man. That in him Adam lives entirely by the

Logos—is the last and super-abounding fulfill-

ment of the meaning of this word, which
thus goes far beyond its application for the
instruction of poor fallen man.

Satan has not yet fully apprehended what
was said to him ; for it penetrates too deeply
into that eternal original truth, from which he
is fallen, and which he no longer desires to

understand : yet he is not repelled, but rather
stimulated to a renewed and more earnest at-

tack. The tempter comes again—for this is

his manner, and the second temptation pro-

ceeds very much like the former. The de-
ceiver had taken his position upon' a word of

God (Thou art my beloved Son !), though only
to pervert it as the deducer of false conse-
quences ; he still persists in this method.
Holdest thou so firmly to that which is writ-

ten ? Then I know yet another word, which
will suit thee well. Dost thou expect, strong

in thy faith, the miraculous help of thy God,
even as only man ? Then, instead of waiting
and hungering here in the wilderness—for

thou art, nevertheless, the Son of God, and to

that I hold—wilt thou not spring down from
the pinnacle of the temple among the people,

as if thou earnest down from heaven,.and thus
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announce thyself with becoming dignity ?

Thus both the half-mocking audacity, and the

impious enticing cunning of the tempter be-

came more intense. He knows the letter of

Scripture, and may also use it for temptation,

just as he has free access to the Holy City and
the Taniple. He takes his word from that

Psalm of faith's offence and defence against

his own hellish might (Psalm xci. 5, (3, 13),

which may have already in times past done
him much injury ; and designs in his malice

and presumption to turn that well-known
promise of angel-protection for mortal man, to

the destruction of this wonderful Son of Man,
who in this conflict will assume to be nothing

more. But the Lord answers him, in words
which are for ever the true defence and reply

to every one-sided perversion of a saying of

Scripture: It is written again ! This izdXiv,

again, does not mean contra, on the other hand ;

for no one word of the Bible contradicts any
other : but it simply signifies that one Scrip-

ture teaches us how to understand and use

another. We are only fully armed against

the cunning of Satan, who presses upon us
with isolated and wrested sentences of the
Bible, when we are thoroughly grounded in a

clear perception of the inner unity of the
whole Scripture, which supplements itself and
explains its own meaning. Our Forerunner
teaches us here to use the word as our weapon
in our own succeeding warfare, and teaches us
especially to lay hold upon this " again it is

written !" Moreover, Satan's perversion con-
sisted not in this, that he would have the
figurative expression taken literally, for that is

here actually permitted to faith in God's word,
and Jesus acknowledges without contradic-
tion this interpretation ; but the again in-

structs us in the qualification which averts
its abuse.

Jesus continues near to his first quotation.
The Lord proved in the wilderness his people
Israel (Deut. viii. 2), whether they would
tempt him or not, and alas ! Israel many
times tempted his God ; so that afterwards in

warning reference to the past, it was said to

him by Moses

—

Ye shall not tempt the Lord pater

God (Deut. vi. 16). Wherein consists the
tempting of God on the part of man ? It is

the complete opposite of the seeking in faith,

of the waiting upon God in the obedience and
confidence of trust, a self-willed demand of
the mighty help of God ; and, consequently,
unbelief, disobedience, and distrust are its in-

nermost principles. Thus did the children of
Israel demand flesh for their souls (that is,

according to their own lusts), and said, Can
God furnish a table in the wilderness 1 So
limited they the Holy One of Israel (Psa.
lxxviii. 18, 19, 41), and put him arrogantly to
the test :—as now, if he does this according
to our will, it shall be well. The manna was
before their eyes, and further supplies might
come from the word and command of God :

but they anticipated, by the word of their
own self-will, the word of God upon which
they should wait ; and this is tempting God.

This would the Lord have done now, if he had
challenged the angel-guard of his God ac-

cording to the promise, in order to his pas-
sage through the air, which was not his pre-
scribed way according to the divine guidance.
As he might not himself make bread for him-
self, so neither could he seek such a way.
Satan's cunning omitted " in all thy ways:"*
our Lord, however, did not think fit to point
out and dwell upon this omission ; but instead
of such discussion, he set another decisive word
of Scripture over against that which had been
quoted. The Lord knows his own way, the
way of humility and not of vain-glory ; the
way of waiting upon his God, and not of pre-
mature running and apticipation of his will

:

therefore, the word that is written, remains
ever a lamp to his feet.

Every sin in its innermost principle is,

properly speaking, a tempting and challeng-

ing of God : since he, who should obey, tests

the Almighty whether the way of his own
self-will shall not prosper. But then, par-

ticularly, when the unbelief and disobedience
of self-will presses forward in what is false

presumption, though seemingly only a firm
confidence in promised assistance, as if God
must and should hearken to it; this is the
masked aggravation of sin, to which Satan
here allures. Uncalled reformers, daring en-
thusiasts, even actual miracle-workers of their

own will and for their own honor, have all

fallen into this sin, because they have for-

gotten the word of the Master spoken here
in faith and obedience. What if before the
eyes of men they have prospered at first in

their airy way, it is not because angels have
borne them up, but the prince of darkness
(who would, it may be, have carried the Lord
also in safety down, even as he had lifted him
up), yet only to their final fall into the abyss.

Christ remains Lord over Satan in the sim-
plicity and assurance of his human wray ac-

cording to the word of God. Power over his

body may the tempter exercise by the per-

mission of the Father, his spirit remains free

and firm in obedience to the truth. If, as we
perceived, the first answer struck the right

point, and protested against Satan's funda-
mental lie, that in the creature of itself a life

was to be sought ; the second answer advances
still nearer to the crisis, even as the tempta-
tion advanced nearer. If the first answer
had already sharply and clearly defined the
boundary between the Lord God and his

creature (in whose stead, and in whose na-

ture, the eternal Son here stands); the second
defines it still more sharply, and gives to

Satan a further lesson and one peculiarly

appropriate to him, which indeed he may
not be able to receive. For it is Satan him-

* Luke omits this, though he has rov SiacpvXci-
£,<xi de, to keep thee. When Von Gerlach supposes
that this omission should have no stress laid upon
it, as it was only meant to say, " wherever thou
guest"—he most injustifiably presses clown the

everywhere profound word of Scripture to the

narrow limits of our ordinary human speech.
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self who in the permitted abuse of his angel-

power, for deceit and destruction against the

word and will of God, absolutely and now in

the most unreserved manner, tempts the Lord
his God. Therefore did Christ change the

letter of the. Scripture, and say, Thou shalt

not; although it is written in Moses, Ye shall

not tempt. This is the very power of the

Spirit in the weakness of the tempted one,

that while he only thinks to cover himself

and to hide himself in the sheltering, defend-

ing word ; that same humble word approves

itself as a sharp weapon of attack and ofjudg-

ment against the tempter's pride-

Then does the evil one begin finally to

mark that in this man he has to do with
the Lord his God, who will maintain over

him his right : yet is he unwilling to admit
it. He gathers all his might and greatness

for one more last and decisive onset ; but the

result is that he hears more decisively and
openly pronounced that which befitted his

own true character. Probably the Lord
knew not immediately himself with what
kind of person he had directly to do.

In manifest bodily appearance Satan cannot,

indeed, appear, for such corporeity in him,

if it may so be called, would be for us the
most frightful horror. Therefore does he
disguise and mask himself, now as he had
from the beginning—yet still comes as a

person. Probably the tempter drew near

the first time in human form as a good friend

and adviser ; the second time it may be he
showed himself as an angel of light who might
bear him up in his hands.* The Lord, with-
out much questioning, had both times replied

to the Satanic design in the temptation, and
mediately therefore to Satan himself; but
now the " God of this world " comes for-

ward in his naked grossness with the hor-

rible and undisguised demand—Worship me !

If thou altogether declines t to be the Son
of God, then 6erve me for that recompense
which is in my power, and which I will give

thee ! He promises to give that which is

not his, that which at least, when held and
received from hirn, is perverted from glory
into ruin ; and the price which he demands
is what belongs only to God. Then does
the Lord recognize the prince of darkness,

the archfiend, whom he has come to eject

out of a world that he had usurped ; and

* Lange, indeed, thinks that such mask-work
and illusion must have been quite ineffectual upon
Christ, the pure One, just as children are not
deceived by such jugglery in tales. But the self-

renunciation of Christ, and the Father's counsel
to give him up to temptation, are on such a
supposition quite forgotten. Might not the same
argument be used against the anguish and the
obscuration at Gethsemane and at the cross'? To
show all the kingdoms of the world at one glance
was, undoubtedly, an illusion, for the letter of
Luke's account knows nothing of "highly colored
description, which turned a high and extensive
prospect in the wilderness to a symbolical ac-

count."

to whom he can now reply in his own might
and dignity, as peremptorily as the demand
was plain : Get thee behind me, Satan I This
is necessarily the last temptation and victory

;

for the order observed by Luke, while it has a
meaning of its own, must not regulate here
the order of time. For the first and the
second are so immediately and strictly con-
nected according to Matthew, that we cannot
imagine anything intervening: and the re-

pelled one cannot be supposed to have re-

turned again immediately after the third.*

This "awayfrom me" might have been enough.
But the humility of the Lord, which itself

must have been the keenest condemnation
of the father of pride, does him a superflu-

ous honor, and even adds a reason from Scrip-
ture. This word is found, again, near to the
former (Deut. vi. 13, 14), but is here, in its

entire appropriation, more severed than that
from its literal connection. In the words
which had before fallen from the Lord's
lips, Ye shall not tempt, had become, Thou
shalt not tempt, for himself and at the same
time for the Devil ; but now it refers especi-

ally and in all significance to the Devil alone

;

according to Christ's conscious purpose, when
he fell back in this encounter, upon that great
central word and fundamental commandment
of the whole Old Testament, yea of the whole
Scripture : Thou shalt worship the Lord thy

God, and him only shalt thou serve.] This
answer forms one of the sublimest, most com-
prehensively significant critical moments in

the history of his kingdom : and is the most
distinctive and definitive explanation with
Satan. Luther ventured with a good inten-

tion to add his well-known little word alone

to the sacred text (Rom. iii. 28) ; and in jus-

tification of this addition, the Lord's exam-
ple has been appealed to, who here does the

same. But it is not entirely the same, even
apart from the difference between our Lord
and Luther as to supplementing the word
of God. The false emphasizing of " faith

alone " wrought much evil in the Church
from that time, till men learned to acknowl-

* The apostolical authority of Matthew decides

the literal truth of his connection ; Luke arranges

the events, evidently, according to another poiut of

view. Tore icapaXafifidvEi, icdXiv itapa-
XapfidvEt, tot E depa/div {then—again— then),

in Matthew import something more than Luke's
mere uai, and. He, in his account, has the two
places in his view and joins them—first wilderness

and mountain, afterwards returning to the second:

—and he had brought him (already between the

two) even to the pinnacle of the temple ! The
well-considered omission in Luke of the vitixye

ktX., get thee, etc., is worthy of notice ; for (as

Alford remarks) he could not well have left these

words in his inverted account.

t See the connection Deut. vi. 4, 14: and Sam-
uel's " Serve him only !" (1 Sam. vii. 3). Hence it

is in the LXX. and Vuls : dvTcp jiovgo, illi soli.

Even if this povcp, only, of Luke originated in

the LXX., yet we have it also authentically in Mat-
thew.
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edge, that James' not " strawy " epistle is also
' right " with its enforcement—not through
faith alone. But to worship the Lord alone,

to serve one God alone is absolutely necessary

to the high and stern truth of this Scripture
;

and this alone can never be too rigorously

brought forward in the contest with the lie

of idolatry in all its forms. It rejects all the

pleasures, power, and glory of the whole

world* as soon as this rises against its

Creator; and here, at the close, upholds the

worship of the one Eternal independently of

and above the world. In the beginning of

toe temptation this distinction between God
and his creature was not so express, but
in the " not by bread alone" the creature holds

its proper place through the immanence of

the creating Word.
One of the most profound among the many

views of the process and connection of the

history of the Temptation, (all of which may
be more or less right according to its many-
sided truth), or the most essential extract of

its spirit, appears to us that of Zinzendorf,

who deduces lessons from it concerning the

mysteries, the right understanding, and the

fundamental tmths of the word of God.f The
mystery—If thou be the Son of God—is

brought forward at the wrong time and in

a wrong application by the tempter; therefore

the Lord opposes to it that other mystery,
which was suited to the occasion. The ap-

prehension of the promised angel-protection,

though right in itself, is used partially and
turned to temptation ; therefore the Lord
shows the truth in its completeness, by ex-

hibiting its other side. Finally, when the

arch-liar overturns the fundamental truth,

that God alone is to be worshipped ; the

Lord can only re-erect it by asserting it

simply again. For, to quote Hamann :
" The

victory of men over Satan is then most easy,

when he most plainly reveals himself. The

ten commandments, if they are written in

our heart, and we use them in defence against

him, will ever drive him away.

"

Thus, for this reason, do the conqueror and
the conquered separate—symbol and type of

all future temptation ofthe Head and the mem-
bers. The original fundamental truth, in

which Satan stood not fast, and which he
never more will learn or can, conies to him, as

his judgment from the mouth of this humble
Son of Man. While the Son of God as man
worships and serves with us, he reveals him-
self as the Lord and God of the god of this

world, who, instead of worshiping has tempted
him in vain. From this time forward the

Devil knew Jesus (Mark i. 24-34, iii. 11, v. 7.)

Thus also is the distinction established

between the Redeemer from Satan's power,
the rightful King of the whole earth, to

whom the ends of the world had been already
given by the Father (Psalm ii.) ; and that

false Messiah whom carnal Israel, through fel-

lowship with the deceiving idolatry of the
world, had learned toexpect. What an earth-

ly-glorious Jewish Messiah would then have
been, Antichrist, the Man of Sin, will in the
last days actually exhibit, and with an open
rejection of the name of God. The time is

come and now is, when the worship of the

ancient, secular Jehovah, as he revealed him-
self in the Old Testament should cease, he hav-
ing through his incarnate eternal Son wrought
our redemption ; the father of lies offers to

men the glory of this world, and all who con-

sent to his lie, thereupon abase themselves to

worship him, concerning whom, nevertheless,

they desire to know nothing. But he has
here thus early exposed and discovered him-
self, constrained by Christ ; and all who abide

in the way of Christ, are equipped with the

sure armor of that word of truth which he
himself first victoriously proved.

THE FIRST WORDS OF THE MASTER TO THE FIRST DISCIPLES.

(John i. 38, 39, 42, 43, 47, 48, 50, 51,)

All this was certainly spoken and done

after the temptation, for the baptism recorded

by John, ver. 32, was immediately followed

by the Spirit's leading into the wilderness.

This also was now past, and the mission to

the Bapt'st in ver. 19, did not take place until

the fortieth day at least, because the testi-

mony, vers. 20—-27, cannot, have been uttered

before the baptism of Jesus. John deems
' imself not yet authorized to announce pub-

licly him who was to come ; but waits till that

* Not excluding even the remark, that enjoy-

ment entices the youth, honor the man, and pos-

session or power, finally, the old.

f In th» Discourses, which he delivered in 1742 as

Pastor at Philadelphi i in Pennsylvania.

mysterious one who had retired from the Jor-
dan into the desert returned to him again,
which he probably did as soon as the victory in

the wilderness was achieved. When he saw
him once more, he could point him out, ver. 29.

Further, those pregnant words, " There stand-
eth One among you, whom ye know not,"

obviously imply, I know him now as erewhilO
I knew him not. So clearly is established the
real harmony of the Gospels when they are
rightly read. Ty eitavpiov, the next day, in

vers 29, 35, 43 successively, can only retain

its consecutive and unbroken sense wrhen we
regard them as following, not only the day of

the baptism, but the forty days of the tempt-
ation also. To forget this, as the most recent

expositors have glaringly done, and insert
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them between vers. 28 and 35, is entirely to

contradict the chronology of our evangelist,

which preserves the strictest coherence.*

The vanquisher of Satan, to whom the an-

gels ministered—the Lamb of God and God's

own Son, walks in sublime silence by the Jor-

dan, waiting for the future guidance and di-

rection of his Father. He has come back to

the Baptist, for he knows that himself must
not first utter

—

I am He—in the presence of

the people of Israel ; but that his forerunner

must bear witness of him, and that his tes-

timony was now ready. The first day passes

—John points to him as he thus walks, and
directing attention to his whole appearance
and bearing said, Behold—This is he ! Not
one of the marvelling and inwardly musing
hearers, however, ventures to follow him.
But when on the next day the testimony to

Jesus still walking thus, is repeated—Behold
the Lamb of God !—its meaning is then under-
stood—the two disciples at that time with
John begin to follow the Lamb. Only two
indeed at the first, but in them we see the
first strivings of the great impulse of all after

following. Another new and sublime initiatory

crisis ! Beginning of the congregation of dis-

ciples, and inauguration of the great teacher
into his office ; not indeed as yet in public

ministration to the people, but according to

the appointed and unostentatious procedure
of his course, in gentle words to those who
are first gathered around his presence. These

first words of the teacher and master bear upon
them that express and wonderful stamp of

majesty in lowliness and lowliness in majesty,
which is impressed upon the whole of his sub-
sequent speech and action. They commence
with the most simple utterances of human
language, springing up, apparently, from the
circumstances of the moment. What will ye ?

come, then, and see ! But when we think
whose mouth uttered these words, we perceive
the beginning of the shining forth of his glory
in them : and soon, indeed, does the word of
the Master rise to its full dignity in giving
the new name, in piercing the hidden heart,

in disclosure of what was secret, and in the
promise of yet greater things. The whole,
moreover is brief and sufficing, simple and
clear, wiih no more words than arise out of the
occasion. But these are spoken in lowliness
as profound as their majesty is sublime : while
they have their simply human and external
aspect, they have a profoundly significant and
majestic background. These first words to
the seeing and hearing disciples have their
own glory, full of grace and truth—before the

* Hence the unbelieving criticism of this method
of harmonizing protests that John makes the in-

-ertion of the history of the temptation after the
baptism impossible. There is but one true answer
to this : the baptism and the temptation precede
ver. 19. The evangelist confines himself here, as
before in vers. 7 and 15, to the subsequent testi-

mony of the Baptist. Compare Gemberg's re-

marks, in allusion to Schleirmacher {Stud u. Krit.

1845, i. 105).

days of mighty miracles and preaching. These
also verily are spirit, and they are life.

John saw Jesus walking, in silent medita-
tion ; waiting for his hour, and his Father's
command ; in full preparation for the world
and its sin ; equipped for his testimony to the
truth with that armor, which has been tested
and approved in his first great conflict, and
for the utterance of those new words of God,
which the Father has given him. The two
disciples had heard the Baptist speak of him,
and have so far understood his words, that
they now vehemently desire to be the disci-

ples of the true, the higher Master. They
follow him in silence, venturing on no address,

nor any introduction of their own. But Je-
sus is conscious in his spirit of the hour that
has now come, and turneth—beautiful* picture
for the devout pencil of the artist ! Will not
some one now come to me 1 Such a question
la}r in that turning—springing from his con-

sciousness that the time was now come, and
from the longing of that love which would
soon call all men to himself. Then looketh

he upon the two, as the first given him of the
Father, and opens his mouth in affectionate

words. But however humanly and humbly
he may begin to speak, yet must what he says
become at this crisis and from his lips, an m-
voluntary revelation of the deep significance which
lives in the high and peculiar passage of this

crisis. He cannot, and he will not avoid

this : he knows full clearly with what deep
meaning he speaks. If we may so stammer
our human thoughts concerning him, in whom
all is human as well as divine—a certain

struggle between his dignity as God and
his humility as the Son of Man, resolves itself

into a most profound concert of both. Like a
true master, he will not at the very first

speak words of instruction to his coming
disciples, but rather awake and excite their

own consciousness. Thus will he commence
their training as disciples. The question-tcord

with which he begins will be found to have a

latent fulness of meaning, conveying an
essential truth which is applicable to all who
ever come to him ; and leading immediately to

that word of invitation which is the germ and
type of all his future exhortation and teach-

ing.

Ti ZtiTElvt; What seek ye ? What will ye ?

that is, though he designedly omits to say so,

of me 1 with me ? Wherefore come ye thus be-

hind me ? Spoken with any other tone and
look, this question would not have had r.iore

than the ordinary meaning with which we maj
suppose a man asking it in such circumstances

;

it would have been even repulsive—What
would you seek in my footsteps 1 leave me to

my own way !* With his look and tone, on the

contrary, it already glides by a gracious tran-

sition into the following Come ! Yet is there

*As a late bishop of the Moravian Brethren,

when one following would join him as he walked,

with the question, " Wherefore thus alone V made
answer, " I would rather be so." Not so th«

Lord.
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a distinction between them. That first word
of all contained a solemn question, designed to

penetrate the hearts of those who are coming :

and this must not be lost sight of in the

invitation. He whom they seek, and who is

the object of the unconscious seeking of all

humanity, he who afterwards stands before

the whole world and testifies, " Come ye all

unto me and find rest to your souls "—he says

not now, Whom seek ye? For whom do ye
take me, that ye thus seek to be near me ?

Although this is involved in the matter, he
does not express it, but as yet conceals that

great "I am He" (which might have been the

response to the Baptist's " this is He !"); and
speaks apparently as if there were nothing in

him to seek, in order that they, again, may
bethink themselves how all is to be sought
and found in him. He thinks not first of

himself, but first of those who are coming to

him. Those only who seek come truly to him,

but as they come they are met by the testing

word

—

What seek ye? And wherefore from
me ? First must we in some degree know, by
the revelation of the ground of our hearts

through the face of the Searcher of hearts

turned full upon us, and be taught by the
question which he asks, What it is that we as

men and sinners seek and need: then shall we
more and more discover that it is only himself
whom we seek, because in him all that man
6eeks is found. It is our Lord himself, in

general ever seeking the lost till he finds them,
who meets us in our own way, with that first

word of the divine manifestation, which
would not give the sinner up : Adam, where
art thou ? Strive not so hard after death in

the error of thy life ! Seekest thou to live ?

Thou shalt not find it in departing from me
;

return therefore to me as I return to thee.

But here are Israelites coming to him, disciples

of John, prepared in the old covenant of

preparatory grace, by the hidden Christ, for

the Christ revealed, when he should come.
And now that he is come, they come to meet
him, and should know well the fit answer to

the first question of the Lord. John and
Andrew heard it, too, but they reflect not
immediately upon the inner significance of this

startling question, as John may have under-
stood it, from their subsequent report. They
simply reply as well as they can to its

most obvious meaning. They could not yet
say—" We seek the Messiah, thyself"—until

they had already begun to find him. That
remained secret in the depth of their con-,

sciousness. But because Jesus stands so

humanly before them, they are bold to speak
in human language—" Rabbi," that is, we
would be thy disciples. This would have
sufficed as their self-dedicatory profession,

Thou art our Master. His question, however,
was so gracious, that they gather confidence

to go farther— Where lodgest thou ? That is, we
would this day enter into thy nearer fellow-

ship, we would be with thee, hear thee, and
learn of thee. The direct answer is concealed

in their words, and it is from a right feeling

of mingled reverence and shame, that they
hold it back—Behold, thou art the Lamb of

God, and the Son of God ; we are sinners of

the world, Israelites who wait for thee, and
expect from thee all that our souls yet need.
If their counter-question seems to hwve in it

somethingof uncourteous abruptness—yet how
profoundly humble is it, and how full of trust !

He said unto them, Come and see ! If that
first word might have been construed by one
who was excessively timid, or one who was
insincere, into a repulse ; this second carries

with it its immediate tone of permission, and
friendly acceptance—Ye are welcome to me ;

—

but its deepest tone is much more than merely
permission. He who has come speaks in

gracious invitation and with the gentle com-
mand of love : Come ! and we catch here
already the key-note of his preaching and
doctrine. Behold—the Baptist had said—and
now they shall behold. The challenge to come
and see was an ordinary manner of speech in

common life : but in some circumstances used
with great solemnity, as of the grave of
Lazarus (John xi. 34); with great majesty in
the Canticles (iii. 11) concerning the magnifi-
cence of King Solomon ; as in the Revelation
(vi. 1, 3, 5, 7) of the heavenly visions—and in

the Psalms (lxvi. 5 ; xlvi. 9) concerning the
wonderful works of God. It was at the same
time the common saying of the Rabbi to his

disciples (as frequently in the Talmud.
rifcO} **i3> i. e., Come and let it be explained

to thee). They came and saw where he abode

—but their Lord had more than merely wht.re

in his view. They tarried with him, as John
adds with emphasis, and saw all they might
see in him, his glory full of grace and truth,

they tasted and saw that the Lord was
gracious (Psalm xxxiv. 9); they beheld in

faith the heaven open upon the Son of Man,
ves. 50, 51. All this the Lord promised them
in that lowly-sublime invitation, which con-
ceals his majesty, yet permits some rays of it

to pierce through : Come, and ye shall see,

experience, receive, and find all that ye seek.*
That is the rule and process of his discipleship

;

the immediate and self-evidencing testimony
of the truth in Christ, as Philip, an apt
scholar, begins at once to use it against
Nathanael's doubt, ver. 46. This is the sum
of the apologies, the missionary appeal to all

the world ; the testimony of every true divine,

of John the evangelist, as of John the fore-

runner, who having himself seen, can bear his

witness against all the perverse blindness of

unbelief.

What the two who came so readily, found
or saw or heard at that time, is buried in

silence ; it was so much, however, that Andrew
can already testify to his brother Simon—We
have found the Messiah ! When this third,

afterwards to be first, comes forward, we hear
another word of the Master, still more author-

* Bruno Bauer's cunning eye detects hero
" feeble pomp, empty supeifluity," and is sure that

Jesus never could have spoken thus.
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itative and majestic. Jesus looked upon him
and said

—

Thou art Simon, the son of Jonas—

I

Know thee, who and what thou art, from thy
birth till thy present coming to me ! The
allusion which has been over-critically de-

tected in the etymology of the old name in

its allusion to the new, we mention and leave

undecided : the hearer, disciple, heretofore son

of the timid dove, which flies among the rocks,

shall become the sheltering rock of the dove.

So lately, again, Lange,* although the reading
'I&hxvov, 'Iaoavvov is not lightly to be re-

jected. Enough, that in this place, the design

and reference is especially to the new disciple-

name, and such allusion and antithesis can
scarcely be deemed consonant with the dignity

of the occasion. Thou shalt be called Ce})has

—I now give thee thy new name ; for I know
what I shall make thee in my discipleship and
for my kingdom ! Be my " disciple " hence-

forth, and out of what thou art, thou shalt

become something new. The new name which
he gives is, first of all, the revelation in the

light of his own countenance of Simon's pe-

culiar and natural character, as in the case of

the sons of thunder (Mark iii. 17); it specifies

his danger and the temptation of his inborn
nature, and also its transformation and sancti-

fication in the new birth. Thus it is given as

a promise as well as a warning. He who
receives his new name from the Lord, and
well sustains it, will become that to which he
is called. As in the Old Testament, Jehovah,
in his supreme authority, gave the new names
of promise, Abraham and Israel ; so also now
does the Son in his Father's power, and marks
out Peter here as an originator, to lay the
foundation, and as a spiritual progenitor of

the new people of God in the similitude of
those two great public persons. As "Israel"
indicates penitent, wrestling praying faith, so
" Peter " refers to the confession, and the
building of the church upon the profession

and testimon)^—although it is the Lord him-
self who makes Peter, and all who are like

him, the foundation upon which he himself
builds.

Rising still higher in its tone of authority, is

the word of the Master to Philip ; whom he
finds and to whom he forthwith gives a direct

summons—Follow me ! It appears, at first,

like a second " Come and see," but has a
farther reach of meaning. It expresses in

one word the whole disciple-life of all who
have come and have seen, and is the early
type of all that is wrapped up in the same
oft-repeated call, and of that which is con-
nected with it when it is last heard at the
close of the gospel of John (xxi. 19, 22).
And now comes the fifth in this rapid for-

mation of the first circle of disciples f
—

Nathanael. He is not placed in the first rank

* Better, at least, than Sepp's J]2\*. imbecilhtas
T

opprestio.

f How and by what means 1 " Nothing but
personal influences, few words, trust awakening
trust." (So Nitzsch, Prediaten, vi. Select.)

of influence, but coming as he now docs in

virtue of the preparing grace which he had
received, he may be regarded rather than
Peter, or even than John (who has here
faithfully recorded the praise with which his

Master's lips greeted him) as the fittest type
of all disciples—such as the Lord will receive

and greatly rejoice over when they come to

him. Ah that they all were such ! The pre-

cipitancy of this hasty question which only
catches at the last word—Can any good thing
come out of Nazareth ? was redeemed from
its error by its very sincerity. The error

of prejudice, though indeed indirectly con-
nected with sin, does not deepen into the sin

of offence as in the case of the other Israel-

ites. Nathanael in Cana, two hours from
Nazareth, had no personal knowledge of Jesus
—that was certainly not his fault. Jesus
now sees him coming just as man should come,
seeking, seeking earnestly without guile. O,
how few such earnest seekers are there

!

Here is a true Israelite in whom there is no guile,

whose sin is already covered, and his iniquity

not imputed to him. It is not the humble
man himself whom the Lord addresses, for

that would not have been as appropriate as

in the other instance

—

Thou art Simon—which
involved a warning. He spoke to the others
concerning him (somewhat as the Baptist had
spoken about Jesus himself)—Behold, those
who come like this man are my joy, these are

the disciples whom I would have, thus might
and thus ought all Israel to be prepared for

me their Messiah.* Though still far from
recognizing in the Nazarene the King of Israel,

this upright man hears not in vain the " Come
and see ;" he goes at his friend's suggestion
that he may see, and soon is his prejudice lost

in his happy experience. This is the sure and
direct way to that end. But he who would
walk in it to Christ, like Nathanael, must
first have gone, through grace, in penitent,

wrestling, seeking faith the way of Jacob-
Israel : in Jacob's nature, before this first new
birth, there is yet deceit and guile. If a

sinner, like Zacchajus, believes, the Lord says
of him—This also is a son of Abraham. When
one who, like Nathanael waiting in preparatory
grace for the perfect grace to come, frankly

receives what is freely offered to him, the
Lord terms him an Israelite indeed, in the
purest sense of the word and name. So
blessed a commencement of his ministry has
the Father prepared for the Son, that in two
days five seeking souls are gathered around
him—the last, however, the loveliest, whose
first misapprehension is at once requited with
commendation from his Master's gracious

heart.

Nathanael is ashamed and embarrassed

;

and the more so as he, in his tranquil life, had

* Nazareth was even among the Galilseans held

in small estimation, nay, despised. More surely is

this kind of depreciation signified than—as Alford
supposes—out of so frmall a place so great a thing!

for it is added

—

ti dyaSov, what good thing ?
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been intimately known by only a few such as

Philip. Whence knowest thou me ? The doubt
and scruple of his pure spirit which shrinks
from the Searcher of hearts, is still less dis-

pleasing to him than the first surprise on
account of Nazareth. If he has seen and
spoken to thee, and thou ask him the same
question in the same spirit as Natbanael ; he
will rejoice thereat, and thou shalt soon ex-
perience, how entirely he knows and has ever
known thee. The inferior human life of the
Lord reflects even now the relations of his ex-
alted state, and we see in it even his omnis-
cience and omnipotence ; although he was not
actively, in his estate of self-abnegation,

either omniscient or almighty, any more than
every where present. Whence knows he Na-
thanacl ? May it have been through an
instantaneous revelation of the Father, even
as on other occasions, for instance in the case

of the Samaritan woman, whose husbands he
reckons ? Was it, besides this, through that
knowledge of man which belongs to the first

man, every where penetrating, by a true phys-
iognomy, through the outer into the inner
being, and which knows individual men
because it knows what was in man ? (ch. ii.

24, 25). Neither of these must be entirely

excluded here, yet the expression of the Lord,
[ saw tliee, points in its simple meaning to

something past. As the eyes of the crown
prince have been wont silently to seek out
the true men in the land, that he may collect

them around himself when he ascends the
throne ; so also had Jesus, during his long
eighteen j

rcars at Nazareth, the seclusion of

which must at least have been broken by the
festival journey to and from Jerusalem, most
observantly looked around upon men. Hence
he knows Simon, to whom he gives his name

;

Philip also, and Matthew, whom he calls to

follow him : so did he also actually with his

bodily eyes behold Nathanael under the fig-

tree, but at the same time he read the
thoughts of his heart with eyes opened by
the Father. Therefore does he plainly tell

him—I see thee not now, as thou comest,
for the first time ; reminds him, by the ex-
pressive before that Philip called thee, of the
prejudice against Nazareth which he had man-
ifested (at least thus does Nathanael feel, as

the Lord knew); and thus gives him an
answer to his question which mightily demon-
strates his own divine dignity ; a miraculous

word which goes straight to his heart, as if

the all-knowing One himself should speak—

I

know thee from everlasting, I penetrate
thee through and through. And here is pre-

typified how ncno "Christianity grounds the
claim to be entirely trusted in for the revela-

tion of the divine treasure to faith, upon the
immediate experience of every conscientious

man ; since as soon as it is known, it seizes

him by a glance that penetrates him through
and through."* Nathanael's exclamation,
" Rabbi,'"' thou art more than Rabbi, more

* Beck, Einleitung in d. System der Christl Lehrc.

than many in Israel deem the Messiah to be,
" thou art the Son of God,'''' is uttered with a
feeling akin to that in Psalm cxxxix—Lord
thou hast searched me and known me ! Thou
knowest all that pertains to me, that which
even Philip knows not, what I thought known
to God alone.

An Israelite in the kingdom of the king ot

Israel was said to dwell under his fig-tree

(1 Kings iv. 25). But in speaking thus dis-

tinctively of the fig-tree under which he had
seen Nathanael, the Lord's meaning went
beyond this proverbial use of the expression,

and signified more than merely—In thy habi-

tation in Israel. Nathanael understands, as

is obvious to remark, something special and
mysterious, connected with a time when be
had repaired to his fig-tree, not for refreshment
and solace, but according to the pious custom
in Israel, as a place of meditation, reflection,

and prayer. There had been a solemn trans

action with bis God—quite alone as he thought

;

the prayer of repentance which left him
without guile, the prayer of deep longing for

the consolation of Israel, and what else Na-
thanael will reveal to us, when all that has
been kept secret becomes known. I saw thee

—said the Lord—thy inner man before God,
the true Israelite in thee. We may receive

his word, each one for himself, as the assur-

ance : I havek nown thee from the begin-

ning in all thy ways ! Let every one think of

bis fig-tree, of the places of his pleasure and
bis prayer, before he was called to Jesus. He
whom his Lord can meet with the testimony

:

Thou art an Israelite indeed,—may and indeed
shall cry out in joyful response: And thou
art my King !

Then does the King and the Master, in the
last and the sublimest of these his first words
of kingly authority, bestow a still further

commendation upon Nathanael: he distinctly

specifies and praises that one thing, for which
his eyes have looked upon from the beginning
and ever shall look (Jer. v. 3), with which
man must come to him, in order from him to

learn it still better—faith.* New, great word
of bis mouth

—

Thou believest ! Well, thou art

come in the right way ; thou hast longed, and
thou hast sought; thou art come, just as

Philip asked thee, to come and see ; thou hast

seen and heard, and because I have said to

thee what only I could say, thou believest ;

—

then I say for thy further faith : Thou shall

see greater things than these! Yes, verily, this

promise holds good in its widest sense for all

believers who abide with him: greater and
yet greater things shall they continue to see.

even up to the last "Blessed art thou who
hast believed !"

And now that all the relations of the Mas-
ter to his disciples may, in this first history

* No shadow of "slight blame" here (Von
Gerlach)—for such "swiftness" to believe as this,

is a precious simplicity, which should not be sup-

posed capable of considering all at once the " ne-

cessity of higher evidences."
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be shadowed out, his words advance another

Btep in sublime elevation ; and we hear his

first " Verily, verily 1 say unto you." But he

utters it as the Son of God in the unity of

the Father, and not like the prophets—Thus

Baith the Lord. He utters it with his highest

dignity, combined with the gracious condescen-

sion of the Son of Man. Hence he appends,

as a testimony against unbelief, the "Verily"

of swearing by himself; though without it

all that he may say must be believed, even

because he has said it. What follows is spoken

to Nathanael, but yet he says " to you," for he

addresses in the person of Nathanael all his

disciples, and gives a promise which is record-

ed for all who, like Nathanael, come, see, be-

lieve, and in that faith abide with him.

Henceforth—after ye have thus become my
disciples—shall ye see, more and more inti-

mately and gloriously experience, the full

meaning of my first word, Come and see.

The coming in faith leads to the seeing, yea
ultimately to the highest vision of all glory

;

but this is only through the being seen, the

being penetrated by his eye. The genuine

disciple-faith of the true Israelites, to which
his praise and his promise are given, is that

which needs no other miracle for its confirma-

tion than the miracle-word of the Searcher of

hearts—such was found also in Samaria (ch.

iv. 29).

But what is that miracle which, neverthe-

less, the Lord does here predict? Ye shall see

heaven open, and the angels of God ascending and
descending upon the Son of Man. Was this

externally and literally fulfilled to those who
heard these words first ? By no means, as-

suredly, else would it have been recorded.

We know, however, that both had just oc-

curred—the heaven had been opened upon the

Son of Man when he was baptized, and the an-

gels had ministered to him in the wilderness.

But the former was seen only by the Baptist

;

the latter by no man. They were secret and
mysterious introductory miracles, designed as

testimonies for the Lord himself and not for

the world ; the visible attesting seals of the

Father's voice, which by the Spirit evermore
said to his spirit—Thou art my Son. One in-

cludes the other as a natural consequence
;

there, where he now is, is heaven open upon
him and for him (John iii. 13) ; but where
heaven is, there must also be the service and
commerce of angels. At least we thus un-
derstand, that the Lord himself, with all his

humiliation and self-renunciation, must have
had, since his baptism and temptation, an
unveiled view of his Father in heaven, and
a sure experience of the presence of the
angels around him. What further voices and
manifestations from above ; what further ap-
pearances and interpositions of the minister-
ing spirits occurred to him in the mystery
of his solitude, it is beyond our province
to determine ; but we are justified in pre-
suming that there were such by what is

recorded in connection with the mount of
transfiguration (Matt. xvii. 5) and the garden

of anguish (Luke xxii. 43). But of that
transfiguration only the three were the wit-
nesses—not Nathanael, Andrew, or Philip,
not all his disciples ; and that angel-mani-
festation was, when it took place, witnessed
by no one. The notion that the disciples may
have often seen appearances of angels around
their Lord as he prayed, or slept, or retired

into secret from his enemies, which they have
not recorded, belongs to some imaginary and
poetical Messiah. When the Lord here prom-
ises in general terms that those who had come
to him should from that time forrcaid (that is,

withal, since they occurred to himself at the
Jordan and in the wilderness) see these things
with him ; we must not suppose him to have
intended it externally and literally, but sym-
bolically. He takes from the first secret

miracles (especially from that first one of all,

which the Baptist had made known to the
disciples, and which the other followed as a
consequence), the expression by which he sig-

nifies all the miracles in general which they
should behold with him ; and were these

not, too, heaven-openings and the service of

angels ? He teaches them that they are

so to be regarded ; for they are signs and
tokens of that open communication which
subsists between this Sim of Man upon earth,

and the heavenly powers and messengers.

For that reason it is that he terms himself

the Son of Man, in the full and pregnant sense

of that name, which he henceforward com-
monly assumes to himself; thereby at the
same time responding to Nathanael's confes-

sion, ver. 49— " Yes I am the Son of God in

humanity." He had made latent reference

to Jacob-Israel's history when he spoke of the

Israelite without guile ; he recurs to it once

more, and refers to what once symbolically

occurred at Bethel. It is written in Moses,

concerning the ladder of heaven, that the

angels of God ascended and descended upon it;

and the disciples could not but think of

it when the Lord uttered these well-known
words. The first word of instruction, con-

sequently, which begins to unlock the Scrip-

ture to them, was designed to teach them
in the symbolical style of Holy Writ, " Where
I am, there is the reality of its fulfillment,

the house of God and the gate of heaven
;

and this ye shall all see and experience by
faith." He who in the old time stood above

that ladder with his elect Israel upon the

earth below, has now descended as the Son
of Man, himself the true and proper Israel,

in whom the calling and regeneration of all

Israelites is perfected. The angels of God,

who were wont to hover about man upon
earth (wherefore it was there said—They
ascended and descended), are all now gathered

together around the person of the Son of God
and the Son of Man, through whom heaven is

once more opened to all who believe in him.

how often may we suppose them afterwards

at sublime critical moments of the revelatioD

of his glory, and not merely when signs and
miracles are wrought, to have iecalled these
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words ; how often was it to their faith, as

if they had seen that which he had spoken
of! But what our faith thus sees, is truly

and really more distinctly seen than with

the bodily eye it could be. Fellowship with
the unseen world is opened up once more
in Christ. This is the first of all the prom-
ises which he gave to his disciples.*

THE FIRST WORDS OF DIVINITY AT THE FIRST MIRACLE.

(John ii. 4-8.)

What was Mary's design in mentioning that

the wine had failed ? What would she there-

by signify to her son ? Assuredly notf the

expediency of now breaking up the company,
in order to save their kind hosts from being

thrown into embarrassment. Such departure

before the customary and appointed time

would have been still more unbecoming and
offensive : besides, our Lord's answer, which
certainly must correspond with Mary's
thoughts, bears a different application. Nei-

ther does so decisive a rejection of his

mother's interference befit a single sugges-

tion as to the propriety of departing; nor
concerning that can we suppose him to have

said—My time is not yet come. Further-

more, Mary says not expressly—They have
no more wine ; but simply—Wine is wanting.
But this is only to be understood as con-

veying a hint, question and supplication

:

Shouldst thou not have resources and help

for this emergency ? Is not this the fit

hour, to manifest thyself in might of mira-

cle ? (By supplying, may it be, the mar-
riage-present omitted by us in our poverty?)
Mary has verjr long, and with constant desire,

waited for such a manifestation of her son.

He has not yet accomplished any miracles,]:

though greater than Moses and Elias ; and
she is amply justified in expecting them,
especially since the testimony of John and
his own public presentation of himself. If

the first disciples (in whose company they
were at this time) had spoken aught of

the promise—" Hereafter ye shall see"—this

would have stimulated her expectation to

the highest intensity. She is even warranted
to infer, from his acceptance of the invita-

tion to the wedding, that he would not deem
such a first use of his miracle-working power
unseemly: she perceives, indeed, with ex-

quisite discernment, the intention of the

Lord ; bis will responds to her prophetic

wish. It is her prerogative alone, to be ca-

pable of conceiving—before it takes place

—

the amazing grace and condescension of his

first miracle.^

* See Oetinger, Schrift von Auberlen, p. 537.

f Though even Bengel thought so.

% For the Apocryphal legends concerning earlier

miracles are utterly discredited by a word of John

(ver. II)—This beginning of miracles did Jesus in

Cana. Tavrtjv—who would have imagined (Am ?

$ Thus much we admit—but no more. That

Jesus had previously given a hint of his inten-

And does he, nevertheless, repel her ? Does
he, nevertheless, rebuke her suggestion, and
in such wise as to prevent her from ever
so speaking again? He actually accomplished
afterwards, what she by gentle insinuation

had asked of him—because she divined his

thought as no other did ; and yet, beforo
he does so, there is this severe, sharp word
instead of the glad acknowledgment—Yes,
thy thoughts are also my thoughts. Where-
fore was this ? Because with all that was
sound and right in her motive, there is

yet mingled a certain human impatience,
an over-curious intermeddling with a mat-
ter, about which even his mother must now
keep silence and wait ; the slightest pos-

sible touch of the purest womanly-motherly
complacency (we know no other word)
prompting in her the desire to see her son

honored in her presence. Because, also,

from this time forward, he, in his office and
function, may no more be her son ; and
therefore takes the first occasion to tell

her so once and for all. Here lies the deep
significance of this another first word, by
which, conformably with that meet dignity
with which his heavenly Father had in-

vested him, he releases and disengages him-
self from every relation of regard and de-
pendence which, as child, he had sustained
to his mother according to the flesh. The
holy woman who, after having borne him
as virgin, became Joseph's wife and widow,
is nothing more than this throughout : nor
ever may be more ; as in heaven she is not,

so neither upon earth. He who is not Jo-
seph's son, but the Son of God, at the very
assumption of his prophetic office, and through
all its functions, shows that he deems himself
not the son of Mary, but him whom the
Father had sanctified, and sent into the
world. How does the idolatrous fancy of
his mother's interposition with him in heav-
enly mediation, fade away before this clear

utterance at the outset ! Yea rather, even
when she approaches nearest to the inner
comprehension of his divine-human purpose,
even there will her fallible humanity betray
its want of perfect harmony : and the Spirit

of the Father in him, provident for futurity,

prompts this solemn, and earnest, and deci-

sive utterance, as a witness against all the

tion. of which Mary only too prematurely re

minded him, we hold to be quite improbable

as unsupported by any intimation whatever.
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Mariolatry of his future grossly-erring Church.

Further on, this error is again most distinctly

aimed at, in that other word—Who is my
mother '£ whosoever shall do the will of my
Father which is in heaven, the same is my
brother and sister and mother (Matt. xii. 48,

50). And again : Blessed indeed is she

whose womb bare, and she whose breast

bath nourished me ; but only blessed be-

cause she hath believed, in common with
all who hear the word of God and keep
it (Luke xi. 27, 28). In what way he ad-

dressed and how he honored his mother,

as her child and son, the Scripture does not

record ; but it is recorded, that his first

word to her in his ministry, and the last

to her upon the cross—though the testa-

ment of his filial love—terms her woman
and nothing more.
The translation " Woman, what hast thou

to do with me ?" fails in many ways to con-

vey the spirit of the original text. First of

all, the appellation should close the sentence,

because the reason why she is not termed
mother, must at the beginning be indicated in

order that such a repulse might be justified to

all other women. The Greek yvvoa bears

quite a different meaning from the " Woman !"

of our day ; it is an appellation by no means
derogatory, but, under the circumstances, very
affectionate, as in John iv. 21, xx. 15. Lastly,

ti h/JLoi xoci dot *—more correctly : What
have / in common with thee ? since his person
by right and honor must have precedence

—

involves no more, no less than this : When my
office and its ministry are concerned, is it not
for thee to retire, and forget that thou art

my mother ? " That which in me works
miracles was not born of thee " (Augustine.)

This is the first part of our Lord's word,
ever solemn and severe as a testimony for the
truth in all its near and remote futurity. But
no sooner has he, in holy submission to the
Father, thus denied the affections of his hu-
man filial heart, than he changes his voice,

and so modifies his speech, as to console her
with all affection for the restriction and re-

pression to which his words had subjected
ber. The other part of this saying, which is

now adjoined, tends to assure her: Thou hast
understood me, as I understand thee; I will
do what thou meanest. That Mary has so
understood him, her own next words to the
servants (clinging as they do to his last word,
persisting in expectation of a miracle, and
more confident than ever) most decisively at-

test : Whatsoever he saith unto you, do it

!

Yet it becomes the holy dignity of the Lord
to prescribe a set -time, in order that Mary,
and with her whoever may read this first word
at the beginning of his miracles, should observe
and take good heed, that all his works are

* This formula e.g. also 2 Sam. xvi. 10; 1 Kings
Kvii. 18, signifies nothing hard or severe. Whether
it was a common phrase of men towards women in

general, and not at all for worthy gentlewomen, a3
Lange supposes, I much doubt, and can find

nothing to corroborate it in yvvai.

done, only in the manner and at the very
time when the Son, under the authority of

the Father, wills ; that their time and their

hour are fore-appointed, independently of hu-
man will and wish—My hour is not yet come !

And though it were not even a matter of a

day earlier or later (as afterwards when
he repeats the same saying to his brethien

concerning going up to the feast), but, as
here to all appearance, about something still

less important ; nevertheless, he doeth all

things great and small alike, at their own
critical moment. That is a word of divine
value, which is written in Ecc. iii. 11. Hence
did the evangelist derive it, when he once
and again testified : His hour was not yet
come (John vii. 30; viii. 20). He himself
knew and bore witness when his hour had
finally come (John xii. 27; xiii. 1; xvii. 1

;

Matt. xxvi. 45).
That was the last great hour of the glorifi-

cation of the Son of Man in his sufferings :

but here he speaks not of that. Of what hour
then ? Does he refer merely to the right hour
and moment for the performance of the mir-
acle at the marriage in Cana 1 If we have
felt the depth of meaning in all the other
first words of the Lord, wo shall scarcely be
induced to believe that th's sublime expres-

sion, so solemnly repeated hx himself at his

passion, "My hour is not yet onreo," means no
more now when he utters it first than just to

intimate for the present occasion- -A few min-
utes more and then is the right; time. Ni>

for we observe finally, that the error whief
was checked in Mary involved something
more than the before-mentioned forwardness
of motherly longing and interference. There
was fundamentally mixed up with it the notion
which was to the last shared by all the disci-

ples, of the earthly glory of his kingdom. The
error of supposing that he was come to supply
all their need, to defend then from all want,
to create around them happiness and joy, had
in some degree contributed to the expectation

that he would now furnish the wine. It is to

this that the Lord's wisdom, which looks

through the immediate occasion into the

widest connections of his truth, and contem-
plates in the individual circumstances of the

present the last futurity which they pretypify,

addresses itself now. When he says, My
hour is not yet come, he is thinking, we may
presume, in his secret mind (we dare so boldly

to penetrate the depths of his thought) of

that time when all shall be fulfilled, which
the wredding-feast at Cana, and the cheerful

wrine—the first gift of his saving power and
kindness—symbolically foretold. That hour
of his established kingdom, wrhen the fruit of

the grape shall be drunk new, is not yet come
—we must say this even yet ;* but as surely

as the sufferings of Christ did come, and in

* And also learn, that the very la^ hour of need

must previously come, when the Church will ap-

pear ready to give up the ghost. See the. beautiful

reference to the impatience of the ".English

apostles" in Botticher's essay upon them, p. 102.
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ft(s Church continue, the hour of glory will

»rae after them.
Mary's confident faith after this humiliation

hastened the hour; so that it was probably
for the sake of her word that he turned to the

servants. We may say generally concerning

the words recorded as having been spoken to

the servants, that they are an example of

those altogether external, earthly, and merely
human words which the Lord must have
often spoken amid the circumstances of his

life in the flesh, but which are in general not

preserved. Yet when we look more narrowly
into them, we find the reason why the evan-

gelist who relates so concisely, and with so

much omission, the history of the miracles,

has not passed them over
;

yea, rather this

example begins to impress upon us the con-

viction that the Lord can have spoken scarcely

any thing without some deeper meaning un-

derlying the manner and matter of his words.

He calls the water to bear witness of the

existing gift and creature of God, which he
will wonderfully change ; for every miracle

designedly attaches itself to something nat-

ural, which it may elevate and transfigure.

Only Dr. Paulus' infatuated perversity could
suppose, that for a true miracle the wine ought
to have been drawn immediately from the
empty pitchers. Jesus commands that the

whole of the six water-pots which were there

for the Jewish purification (out of which the
first manifestation of the glory of his new
grace should come forth) should be filled, in

order that not a little of the miraculous wine
should remain over as a dowry ; for this was as

befitting on the present occasion as in Elijah's

gift out of God's fulness, when the oil ceased
not, till there was no longer a vessel to receive
it. The servants fill them to the brim—

•

strictly complying with Mary's direction,

that they should do whatever he said unto
them ; and now they wait, looking at him and
not at the water, which in the meantime is

made wine. Then speaks he majestically,

precisely defining the instant of the creating
miracle : Draw out note*—and nevertheless
in his humility discloses not what was tran-
spiring. It would not have been possible
for him to say : Draw out now the water, it

shall have become wine ; or, The water which
has now been made wine, as John afterwards
says. Finally, his directing the servants to

carry the wine to the governor of the feast,f

apevtains to the entire and gracious condescen-
sion of the whole. It stands a solitary ex-
ample in the evangelical history, of his most
full and benignant approximation to human
order and custom ; and that in a matter which
be.ongs to the slighter things of life, rather
to its hilarity than its earnest work.

THE FIRST PUBLIC OFFICIAL WORDS TO THE HOSTILE GUARDIANS OF THE
TEMPLE.

John ii. 1C-19.

The Lord spoke more than the world itself

could have contained, had every one of his

words been written in books. Which, then,

out of the multitude, should be committed to

record for the world and the church 1 Those
which bej^ond the rest had a special import-
ance, although no word of the Word upon
earth could be deemed unimportant. The se-

lection and arrangement were not left with
man, but were the prerogative of the Holy
Spirit, concerning whom the Lord's promise
was, "He shall glorify me, for he shall take of

mine and show it unto you." That Spirit

took a historical picture out of the Lord's

whole life and work from his birth to his ascen-

sion, and so shewed it to the evangelists that

in their mutually supplementary records, the

glory of the only begotten Son shines forth to

us full and unimpaired. The Spirit of inspira-

tion in his mysterious control over those

records has also so ordered it, that we have like-

wise received through the remembrance of

Matthew and John, the careful investigation

of Luke, and the simple ministry of Mark
combined, the substance of our Lord's dis-

courses, in a true and genuine abstract. The art

and truthfulness of all historical writing,

which aims to condense out of an abundance
of events a succinct narrative.^ consists, among

} Schmieder has some important remarks upon

other things, mainly in this, that the begin-

this in its relation to Scripture in his Rraliminarien

zu einen gr'undlichen Rechtfertigung der biblischen

Geschichte (Naumburgh, by KlafTenbach, 1837).

* This now manifestly indicates the critical mo-
ment: After ye have filled, look at what ye will

draw forth ! So that by no means merely what was
drawn became wine. Let the text be looked at,

in which ro vSoop in ver. 9, is parallel with

vSaroS of ver. 7. And why else the specification

of the quantity 1

t For we must insist that this dpxirf)tH^-tyo^

is by no means a table-server or kitchen-master
(which for Cana is not to be thought of), but the

6vf.tito6id.pxV'' or magxster convivii, chosen from
among the guests to be president of the banquet,
in order to regulate the quantity of the drinking,

and to administer all the various usages of social

festivity (Ecclus. xxxii. 1-3). How does this

graceful mention and acknowledgment of the title

of such an office put to shame all our pedants!

This man, who is in no marvelling humor, and
whose ignorance of the miracle warrants the good-
ness of the wine, even as the knowledge of the

servants does the reality of the miracle (according

to Richter's striking observation), makes a light

remark upon it—half praising, and half in jocoso

blame. From this, as well as from our Lord's dis-

guising manner of speech, ver. 8, we observe, of

course, that all the guests were not likelv to be
acquainted, and were not acquainted with tho

transaction.
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nings and turning points, the buds and germs
of development, should be made prominent
with as much fidelity to their truth, as skill

in their presentation ; for instance as we see

it realized in that perfect pattern—the Acts

of the Apostles. But where beginnings and
turning points occur in the earthly history of

the Lord's life, we may expect that his words
will have an especially outbeaming character.

Accordingly we find in the gospels a prelimi-

nary series of first words, which the Spirit

has selected as the most critical in their oc-

currence, and most distinctive in their expres-

sion.

These are together the critical moments
of our Lord's development until he reached the

time of his proper teaching and testimony be-

fore the people and his disciples : each one of

them is indicated by a profound word which
expresses the true nature of the crisis. The
Lord did actually thus speak them, but his

Spirit alone could with perfect fidelity re-

produce them in the Scripture, and hand them
over to the Church. What he spoke to his

parents as their child when he ceased to be
their child and entered into the developed
consciousness of his being the Son of the

Father; what he spoke to the forerunner as

a man at his anointing to his office, and what
to Satan in that first conflict which immedi-
ately followed ; how he received the first

disciples, and at his first miracle released him-
self once more from his mother according to

the flesh, as he had before done in that word
of his childhood, and gave himself entirely up
to that eternal Spirit who ordered all tilings

in him their time and hour ; all this we have
already seen. Now follows his first public

official word spoken to the present adversaries

of his life and teaching, to the desecrating

occupants of the Temple, whom he is con-

strained by his zeal for God's house to chas-

tise, and who therefore crucify him, by that

very act paving the way for the resurrection

of the new temple out of the old ; another
great turning-point in his life, in which we
discern, through the light thrown upon it by
the accompanying word, the infolded germ
and symbol of a future glorious development.
How great is the contrast between the

manifestation of his loving kindness before his

mother and disciples at the humble Galilaean

wedding-festival, and that of his judicial se-

verity before the Jews and their rulers in the
temple at Jerusalem. The glory that was full

of grace was also full of truth. He who came
to diffuse joy, is come also to fan the thresh-
ing-floor, and vigorously to correct all that is

ungodly in God's people and house. Not here
where the desecration reigns did he give the
first of his signs ; but before he begins in Je-
rusalem at the Passover to work miracles, he
announces himself with ad his holy severity
in his Father's house, by an act of testimony
and, authority. And with that act, which is

itself, equally with the miracles, a sign, he
speaks a prophetic miracle-word, which till

this beginning had reached its end in the

building of the new temple of the new Church
through his resurrection—points to that great
miracle as the end and aim of all others.

The messenger sent before his face had
prepared his way. Now came to his temple
the Lord whom they had sought there in

all their worship, the Angel of the Covenant
whom they desired; but, they could not
abide the day of his coming. He began
his refining and purifying by an act of zeal

which every true zealot in Israel, whether
with or without office, would have been
justified and indeed was bound to execute

;

but no man performed it, the traders and
money-changers sat in the temple, palpable
signs of its decline and perversion. Then
is his spirit stirred by the holy indignation

of chastising truth ; he does not merely
speak, for no simple word alone would have
said enough duly to denounce this omission

of duty ; he begins himself to act, drives

with the scourge the men and their cattle

out of the temple,* pours out their mam-
mon, overturns those unsanctified tables in

the sanctuary, which exhibited to him at his

very entrance the Jewish nation of traffickers

;

then in full self-possession, and by design

he softens his utterance, and passes, after

affectionately sparing the doves (in which
he sees not mere sacrifices as in the sheep
and oxen, but also the symbol of the Holy
Ghost) to that word which illustrates and
explains the deed: Take these things hence;

make not my Father's house a house of merchan-

dise.

In this first decisive command, beginning
with three majestic words, he neither men-
tions the temple nor the objects which
desecrate it, but merely accompanies the
self-explaining act with

—

These things hence I

He speaks the language of emotion and
holy, divine-human anger, which must have
excited within the minds of all who heard
a response that would carry its own convic-

tion—Belong these things here ? Remove them
hence ! This indignation has gathered in

his soul from one festival to another, as the

disorder met his eyes: the time is now
come, and it breaks out in an act, which
may partly be regarded as long before pro-

jected and prepared for, partly, as the in-

stantaneous product of a sudden internal

resolve. This first severe word is followed

(as in Cana, to his mother) by one more
gentle, which gives ample explanation oi

his conduct. It is not without a silent re-

membrance of that word which his Fathei

gave him on his first entering the temple
eighteen years before, that he now publicly

calls God his Father. He does not reveaJ

himself before the world, however, with an

independent and self-asserting testimony

—

* He never drives into the temple with the

scourge—as it is very thoughtfully remarked in

the Evang. Kirchenzeitimy, 1845, p. 93. That ho

moreover, did not merely drive out the cattle \vit>

the scourge is expressly stated in ver. 15.
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1 am his Son ! He avoids every appearance

of bearing loftily his own honor, and utters

it as the unpremeditated and self-under-

stood expression of his inner being; aris-

ing, as in the former instance when he was
a youth of twelve years old, out of the cir-

cumstances of the present occasion. It was,

indeed, and must ever have been to all

who heard it, a word of new and mighty
significance, that any son of man should
call the Jehovah of Israel simply and dis-

tinctly his Father. It should have been
tor all the scribes, who, like Nathanael, had
learned in prophetic Scripture concerning the

Son who was to come, a full €*md distinct

answer to the question—Who art thou, and
by what authority dost thou thus act and
command? But they who now first heard
this word, the most important of all that

he said, appear remarkably enough to have
scarcely seized its significance, in the heat
of their vexation and in the confusion of

what was taking place. They stood, in-

deed, in silence, and listened to every word,
when the Lord after his silent act began
also to speak ; but it was only afterwards
that they found calmness rightly to reflect

upon the word which they had heard. The
Lord had withal referred to a passage of

Scripture, to that rebuke which the Lord
of Hosts had administered to His people in

Jer. vii. 1-11 : "Trust ye not in lying words,
saying, the Temple of the Lord are these !

Is this house which is called by my name,
become a den of robbers in your eyes ? " But
it is only at the second temple-cleansing at

the close of his ministry that he quotes this

saying in all its severity ; for the present
he softens the expression, and says instead
—Make not my Father's house a hoitse of
merchandise ! Whether they detected there-
in the tone of that prophetic saying, must
remain a question. We read that the Jews
(as John always pointedly designates the
rulers of the people in Jerusalem) do not
as yet lift up their contradiction—How
callest thou God thy own peculiar Father?
This declaration they pass over for the mo-
ment ; they must examine it again and again:

it must first excite opposition in the re-

luctance of their rebellious hearts, before

they can strengthen themselves to oppose
it in words. We do not read, further, that
they committed themselves to any justifi-

cation of the commerce in the temple, for

which subsequent reflection might have
placed many arguments at their command.
For the impression of his sudden act, and
the irresistible conviction of the words which
followed it

—

Take these things hence ! have
so entirely overpowered them, that they can
find no words of defence. But how this

man, rabbi, zealot, prophet, or what else,

should have the power to assail the time-
honored abuses which they themselves had
tolerated and even established, and that so

summarily, not merely in word but in act

;

tiiis, although the most superficial part of

the whole procedure, absorbs their thoughts,
because it is an injury to themselves, an in-

vasion of their official prerogative. Forget-
ting the word in the act, and in the act for-

getting the right of the thing done in tho
right of the person doing it—as always hap
pens in similar circumstances—they speak
in pitiable folly while thinking themselves
wise

—

What sign shoicest thou unto us, seeing

that thou doest these things? Not: Is it

then true that merchandise and money-chang-
ing become not the temple ? but : Who art

thou, who bearest such vigorous witness to
this truth ? (Acts vii. 35). Though he has
already told them: I am the Son of God,
whose house this is, they come as the offi-

cial temple-police and rulers of Israel with
their question: Wilt thou arrogate to thy-
self the right of a prophet ? Not further
than this, but so far at least, must the
Lord's act have moved them, that they
were constrained to bring back to their
thoughts those long-gone times when men
of God appeared before Israel, condemning
even kings and priests, and vindicating their
right to do so by signs from heaven. John
the Baptist had already brought the times
of the prophets near to them ; but he did
no miracle, and his word, as the voice of
a preacher in the wilderness, had left their

temple-trading undisturbed. If now this

man (who had been with the Baptist, and
many reports of singular incidents in con-
nection with him were circulated) assumes
the right to go so much further in reproof
than he, his pretension must be justified

in our presence, according to the law of

Moses for the testing of prophets. Thus
their question had the appearance of a pru-
dent and righteous restraint within lawful
bounds, when dealing with what was wrong

;

and 3
ret it was full of folly and blindness.

A right was conceded at that time to every
zealot or earnest man for the removal of

abuses and corruption in Israel, without any
miraculous assertion on his part of prophet-
ical dignity : but what the Lord had now
done, spoke sufficiently for itself; his neg-
lected word was with the act itself a mighty
and miraculous sign of divine authority.
The Lord did not now, as he never after-

wards did, show the Jews a sign at their
demand : he gives them a sign instead, which,
according to the word of Moses (Deute. xiii.

1, 2), should come to pass in its own time;
and thus fulfills all legal righteousness, so
far as their question was actually grounded
upon that. He leaves unanswered the evil

of their question, and yet says to them—
Destroy this tentple, and in three days I will

raise it up. A second word of mystery, in

which his enemies found much food for their

speculation, even till under the cross, and at

the stone of the sepulchre.*

* Pity that HauiF {Stud. «. Krit., 1849, i., p. 106)
should spoil his beautiful and tolerably correct

confirmation of the Johannean interpretation, by
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That the comment of the Evangelist—" He
spake of the temple of his body"—must
through the Holy Ghost he the true one,

admits of no doubt to a believing student
of Scripture, however hard it may be to

understand it. That the Lord when he said
" this," should have pointed to his own body,

is in itself a strange idea, and is refuted

by the instant apprehension of the Jews

:

Forty and six years was this temple in build-

ing—rather, so long has it already been in

building ! They could not possibly have
overlooked so manifest a finger-sign. It is

equally certain, on the other hand, that the

Lord must have spoken of that temple, of

that desecrated house of his Father, about
which the question then was : for he pro-

ceeds now as ever, from the present circum-

stance to the deeper truth which he at-

taches to it ; he speaks to the understanding
of his hearers, so that they might under--

stand, even where they will not. But no
man could have immediately thought of the

temple of his body at that time, as even
the disciples perceived that latent meaning
only after the resurrection. How can the
question be solved but thus, that the Lord
speaks of both at the same time ?

And so, indeed, it was. This mysterious
wonder-word has not a misleading double
sense ; but the two sides of its deep meaning
are in reality one. For what is the new temple

built by Christ, after that old one, new-built
by Herod, was destroyed, but his church, the
new people of God, the house of the Father
and the Son, the sanctuary of the Holy
Ghost ? And is not this church his body,

raised up and nourished out of his risen body ?

Again, did not the Jews, in destroying his

body upon the cross, cast down their typical

temple, and effect and work out its destruc-

tion ? For this temple on which they in hy-
pocrisy rely, while they honor not its Lord
and receive him not when he comes to it, is a
shadoto and type of the body and the church of

the Lord. This is the plain key to the mys-
tery which the Lord's saying, in its sublime
and profoundly simple wisdom, gives to the
foolishly wise in Israel to think upon. His
word points impressively, and as it ever does,

in strict harmony with the occasion, from the
thadow to the substance, thus opening up the
mystery of that substance. He prophesies
in the beginning, while they are asking him
for proof of his prophetic office, concerning
the end ; he unveils to them, if perchance
they might apprehend it in subsequent reflec-

tion, the entire relation of his sanctified per-

son to them and their temple-service ; tells

them, as the Searcher of hearts, how well he
knows that they themselves, who should be
the defenders of the temple, would be guilty
of its destruction ; and yet, that by the mar-

maintaining at the outset, that inspiration did
not so far secure from error, as to make the
meaning of the words of Jesus perfectly plain!

To wish to be better instructed than the apostles,

is now-a-days the incorrigible folly of the learned.

vellous pre-arrangement of the counsel of Ood,
the evil which they should do to the temple
of his body would subserve at the same time
the removal of all shadows, and the resurrec-
tion of the new and abiding, out of the death
of the old:—I know what I have to expect
from you, and whither things will tend, better
than ye yourselves now know : my zeal will

still irritate your anger till that takes place

for which I came into the world ; till through
my death at your hands the veil is rent asun-
der, and in my resurrection through the hand
and power of God, the foundation of the true
and real temple is laid. For I am indeed not
come merely to punish, but to renew

;
yea, to

restore again what ye destroy.

As the obvious literal sense of the restora-

tion of the destined temple in three days
involved what was utterly inconceivable, and
it was not possible that they could consciously

and intelligently ascribe such a meaning to

the Lord, as he now and henceforward mani-
fested himself to them,—it was necessary that
they should think out some solution, and for

that very purpose was this word given to

them. That they did so, is evidenced by their

recollection and use of it at the cross and the
sepulchre, where they show themselves to

have finally approached very near to a right

understanding of its meaning.* Yet there

they distort it, and conceal the testimony of

their conscience, by perverting the former
part of his words in the testimony of the

false accusers, as if it was himself that pro-

posed to destroy, whereas he said "Destroy
ye /" and in this conscious perversion they be-

trayed that they had marked whither the

Lord's words had tended. Therefore do they
clamor in bitter mockery that he be hurried

to the cross, thus actually performing what he
had predicted.

Destroy ! This was spoken prophetically

and perniissively : I know that it will be in

your hearts, and that ye will be permitted to

do it—then be it so and let it be done ! That
their persisting in opposition to the truth ol

God might lead so far as to bring upon them
yet another destruction of their temple, as

the due punishment of their own act and
guilt—so much at least must immediately

have touched their conscience, and it was that

which the Lord addressed. That this might
take place as the consequence of their putting

him to death, became more and more plain to

them in the after time. But that his death

would issue in a 'resurrection, and thereby in a

demolition of the typical temple in order to

* What they affirm in Matt, xxvii. 63, the Lord

had never uttered in their hearing in so many words;

but it may be regarded as their right interpretation

of the discourses concerning the building again in

three days, and the sign of Jonas, taken together.

Lange has well observed against Hase (ii. 8, 1625)

how" natural it was that they should understand

earlier and better than the apostles the Lord's

hint that they would put him to death, and how
then ex opposito Ihe saying concerning his resur-

rection would make itself plain to them.
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the building of a new one, nay rather to the

specific building again in its fulfilled design of

that which had been abolished (" I will raise

it up")—this is the great prophecy which the

Lord utters to them here ; this is already the

self-same sign which he afterwards gives at

their demand, the sign of the prophet Jonas,

that one last sign which was chosen as appro-

priate to the wicked spirit that demanded it.

There now remains only the question

whether the Jews then perceived a connection

between this temple and the temple of his body,

as the central idea of the entire saying ; and
thence were capable of understanding the

double meaning of his word. We must here

take into account the whole nature of the

case, and the lone of feeling between the

Lord and the rulers of the people must be

pre-supposed. John had announced the Mes-
siah's kingdom as nigh at hand ; afterwards

boldly proclaimed that he who was to come
after him was already in the midst of the
people; and at last had publicly pointed

out Jesus of Nazareth. Even if the heads
of the people in Jerusalem had received no
intelligence of this last open indication of

Jesus (which is improbable), yet must that
which preceded it have been sufficient to raise

in them such a degree of expectation, that if

any one should follow the Baptist and strik-

ingly announce himself with the authority of

a divine call, this must be the Messiah. To
such preparation rightly to hear and under-
stand it, did the first word of Jesus—" My
Father's house "—make its appeal ; and yet
that word is, in the unthinking excitement of

their anger, and not without a wanton disre-

gard, utterly overlooked. For it was most
clearly and significantly spoken. But when
their counter-question, losing sight of the
" Son of God," only asks after his prophetical

authority ; such a reply as this was in the
highest sense natural : I am more than a
Prophet, as I have already told you, if ye had
been willing to hear aright. This is the gen-
eral tone of the second word, as it strikes

their conscience in order to open their ears.

It was not spoken to be understood at the
moment precisely, but for their subsequent
consideration, when calmness should return

;

yet the scribes in Israel might well under-
stand how the Messiah should speak of the
temple and his own person in connection, as if

in a certain sense they both were the same.
For it was a doctrine that was familiar in the
more recent orthodox Biblical learning of
the Jewish writings,* founded particularly

upon Dan. ix. 24, as generally upon that deeper
understanding of typical relations which was
not altogether wanting—that the Messiah
himself was, and should be called the Holy of

Holies. Consequently our Lord speaks, how-
ever enigmatically for the present moment,
yet plainly enough for after reflection ; and-

* Here must be sought the historical ground of

it—and not in those Gnostic reveries, to which e g.

Hilgenfehi amusingly refers this vaoS, (Klemeniiii.

Jtekognitionen, p. 111).

admonishes the wicked guardians of the tem-
ple to think, in connection with the type and
shadow—to which indeed its own honor is

due—of that higher significance of meaning
in them of which they were not altogether

unaware. He deals with the scribes by their

theology, with the men by their conscience.

The process of thought, which would be ex-
cited by this striking and not-to-be-forgot

ten word, was somewhat as follows: "What
meant this mighty one, who acted and spoke
before our eyes and ears in so marvellous a
manner, that we had no spirit to reply to him
otherwise than by the demand of a sign—by
that strange saying which he so undisguisedly
and with such dignity spoke to us ? Assur-
edly he spoke not as a builder, who could
build anew the temple ! That we should
destroy the temple ! Its ruin to be our guilt

!

Did he mean that it would be through our
opposing him, and laying hands upon his holy
person ? What if he were truly the Messiah !

For he spoke before indeed of his Father's

house. But can then the Messiah be put to

death, may his holy body—itself a temple of

God—be destroyed ? That second word, again,

was so peaceful, so resigned to all that we
might do to him and through him to the tem-
ple ; he appeared not with all his anger and
zeal, as if he would oppose us with force.

Well, we understand it ; it is that he himself
is the archetype of the temple, and he signi-

fies, that if we destroy the temple of his body,
this that is made with hands will fall with
him ! " Had their thoughts proceeded so far,

then indeed the remaining sentence would have
intimated to them : Do this ; J shall nevertheless

conquer, and in a short time the destroyed
temple will be erected anew ! I myself, by
my own authority will raise it up. But this

was more than their theology of the person of
the Messiah was wont to attribute to him.

In three days—is by no means a proverbial

expression for a short time : but the Lord
thus early declares, although like most other
prophecy, it was only understood in his ful-

fillment, what he knew in its spirit from
the Scripture ; that he should rise again,

in order to raise up the Church from his

body, on the third day (1 Cor. xv. 4; Matt,
xii. 40, xx. 19 ; Hos. vi. 2). How clearly did

he see the future from the beginning ! How
deep a consciousness had he of the way and
goal of his life and death, what an insight

of consummate wisdom into the whole coun-
sel and plan of his Father ! He knows his

relation to the masters of the present temple
who opposed the truth, and with whom by
this public signal he now begins the appointed
warfare of his testimony ; he knows, that he
himself is the true temple of which that
typical one prophesied in its time ; that he
must yield himself up to receive death at the
hands of the Jews, in order that the true

sanctuary, after the shadow has in natura.

consequence passed away, may rise up from
his resurrection. He is, finally, prepared to

yield himself up; for he knows that thus
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he shall bear the sins of those who slay him,

and who thereby fulfill the design of the Old

Testament in order to a new and everlasting

covenant of grace, in which the essential

truth of the old covenant comes forth to

perfection. This still, calmly-sublime pre-

paration for the dedication of himself to that

warfare—through blood leading to victory

—

with the blind ministers of that divine coun-

sel which indeed he only as yet penetrates

;

this clear all-comprehensive consciousness of

the near approach of the end, and fulfillment,

and glorification of the Old Testament econo-

my, as also of the inner, essential relation of

his own sanctified person to the whole ; this

is the central spirit of the word which he

utters at this crisis of his life. He utters it,

assuredly, rather for the hearing and under-

standing of the disciples who stood around

him, and who afterwards, when the sign had
come to pass, should think upon it, and should

believe the Scripture and his words drawn from
the depths of Scripture; than for his enemies,

who neither would nor could understand him.

But he utters it, at the same time, with the

highest dignity, for the satisfaction of his own
consciousness of what was just sufficient to

that end. What the later teaching of the

New Testament fully developes in the Epistle

to the Hebrews, is already wrapped up as a

germ in this early word of our Lord.

To prove them, whether they would under-

stand, the Lord spoke this to the Jews ; but
they would not. They break out again in

petulent, hasty, and vexatious objection

—

which only touches the surface of the matter;
and treat the mysterious word, which had
been spoken in such majestic calmness, as un-
worthy of their silent attention and subse-

quent thought. He therefore keeps silence,

in order, if possible, to force them to reflec-

tion. They seem to desire no specific second
reply ; therefore he gives them none, and for

this time they separate : he lets them remain,
they let him go. Thereupon he actually per-

forms, after their arrogant demand had been

repelled, those miracles in his humility which
might bring many to believe on his name, al-

though he knows that the faith which hangs
upon miracles is not the true one. There-
upon one comes out from among the rulers,

who has ingenuously pondered what he had
heard and seen

;
gives his confession instead

of all the rest of his colleagues, who had sup-

pressed it as it was rising in their consciences *

and receives as the gracious recompense of his

coming in the night, that new and impressive
word of the Light of the world. Then the
Lord retreats with his disciples from the capi-

tal into the land of Judea, and baptizes them,
as John had done, with a transitional baptism.
When the enmity of the Pharasees begins to

be excited, he returns back again to Galilee

the second time since his appearance to Israel.

He speaks in the way with the Samaritan
woman, perfoi'ms in Cana that other miracle,

and begins at last publicly to teach and preach

in Galilee, having his abode in Capernaum
after his own Nazareth had evil entreated
him, and thence making the circuit of the
land and the synagogues. So that the strict

chronological order would require the con-

tents of the third and fourth chapters of

John, and even of Luke (iv. 16-30), to be in-

serted before we return to the Gospel of

Matthew. But we are disposed to leave the

order of time, which soon becomes indistinct

in the details, and is seldom of much import-

ance fur the understanding of our Lord's dis-

courses ; and for the present to follow each
Evangelist singly, with references merely to

the parallel places in the others, in orue. iO

anticipate in their connection the whole of

these profoundedly significant first words.

The Lord had already taught in their syna-

gogues all round before his rejection at Naza-
reth (Luke iv. 15) ; after that, he went forth

still verging towards Capernaum. Matthew
briefly indicates this (iv. 13) ; and condenses

the whole Galilean preaching into one general

expression, as what Jesus from that time began

to preach and to teach.
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TIIE SUBSTANCE OF THE FIEST PREACHING TO THE PEOPLE.

(Matt, iv.17 ; Mark i. 15.)

Again therefore another first word—the

seventh so far as it may be connected with the

sixth already touched upon—the first public

word of preaching to the people. There inter-

vene, however, occasional testimonies to indi-

vidual men, recorded by John ; and the first

preaching in Nazareth, which Luke gives us,

runs nearly parallel with it. It is not, fur-

ther, so much a single utterance, once spoken
on a specific occasion, as a compendious sum-
mary of his first preaching, which were re-

peated in words of which these are a type.

Thus it may be regarded as an introduction

of that connected series of discourses, which
Matthew gives us first of all, and with him
Mark and Luke.
The Lord commences his preaching with the

same words which ths forerunner had already
uttered (Matt. iii. 2) ; in order that he may
prepare the way for himself and his announce-
ment of the kingdom of God which had now
appeared—the Glad-tidings revealed to faith.

For he is ever and throughout his whole
preaching and prophetic office his own pecu-

liar forerunner ; the preparer of his own medi-
atorial and kingly office. This is the first

thing which Matthew records, in order to in-

dicate that same transition from John to Jesus,

which we discern also in John's history of the

baptism (iii. 2G; iv. 1). It is not immediately
said—I, the King of this kingdom, am come

;

nor is it, My kingdom : the Lord preserves

the first utterance of this lofty expression for

his disciples, in his humiliation (Luke xxii.

30), and before Pilate ; leading the way to it

by the expression—The Son of Man and his

kingdom (Matt. xiii. 41 ; xvi. 28 ; comp. xx.

21). The kingdom of heaven—an expression

which was then hardly extant among the
Jews, but probably originated in the Baptist's

words as a most decisive protest against falso

notions of an earthly kingdom, and thence

passed over into the later Rabbinical doctrine

to denote the idea of the Messianic kingdom,
which had indeed existed from the beginning.

This expression does not occur in all the Old
Testament, but is prepared for in such pas-

sages as Dan. ii. 44. The word of expectation

which had been hitherto familiar

—

the kingdom

of God—was taken from the prophets, and in-

deed transitionally developed in the Apochry-
pha (Ecclus. x. 10). This continues to be tho
expression in the Gospels of Mark, Luke, and
John (only John iii. 3, 5), and throughout the
New Testament, with the exception of Mat-
thew, who, bringing into prominence the op-
position between the true fulfillment and the
Jewish expectation, joins with " the kingdom
of God " the kingdom of heaven, in his record of
our Lord's discourses. But the apostles use
this word no more, as the prophets have it not
at all.*

It is at hand, says the Lord again, as the
Baptist had said, and as his messengers were
to say at their first mission in Israel, ch. x. 7.

It is exhibited as just descending from heaven
to earth, where a state of imperfection exists

as well as the dominion of sin ; afterwards it

is said more decisively—The kingdom of God
is come to you (i*q>5a.6£v, ch. xii. 28.), is in
your midst, present within you (Luke xvii.

21). But where the expression kingdom of
heaven is used, the word always includes a
reference, to the future of its true consumma-
tion, in connection with the secret prepara-
tions for that future, as will be more fully
seen in Matt. v. 3, 10, 20.

It comes otherwise than Israel has sup-
posed ; therefore is the necessary condition of

repentance prefixed. It demands a new and
heavenly mind, with -the rejection of the old
spirit; it requires and brings with it, a new
heart and a new spirit (Ezek. xviii. 31). That
was the impressive, unexpected preaching of
the Baptist ; but only unexpected, because
Israel had forgotten what was the substance
and result, the tenor and conclusion of all the
prophecy and preaching of the prophets. The
last and greatest prophet before Christ utters
at the close of the Old Testament this great
and comprehensive word ; and Christ himself
as the prophet of his new kingdom of grace,
takes it up again, for it is the essential word
of connection between the Old and the New
Testaments. It remains also the ever-recur-

* For 2 Tim. iv. 18 is a quite different form of

expression.

27
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ring word of preparation for faith, and the re-

ception of grace ; for the kingdom of heaven
belongs only to the spiritually poor and mourn-
ers in heart. All the apostles preach repent-

ance and faith
;

purification from all former
sins may never be dispensed with till the final

entrance into the everlasting kingdom (2 Pet.

i. 9-11): and even from heaven the Lord cries

to his church below—Repent ! (Rev. ii. 5-1G
;

iii. 3, 19).

Mark further this "for"
1

"

1 between the two
phrases, which is the true link between the
preaching that demands, and the promise
that bestows : " The desire for the kingdom
of heaven should be the motive of repent-

ance."* No true and perfect repentance can
spring merely from the terror of the law ; the
law preaches no distinctive repentance, but
life for the righteous and death to all sinners.

But all the prophets and John had, on the
ground of promised grace, exhorted to repent-

ance ; thereby, as in a word of mercy, offer-

ing also the gift of repentance unto life, even
as the Lord and his apostles do (Acts, v. 31

;

xi. 18). Thus is folded up in this introduc-

tory word of the Lord the whole substance,

the essential principles of all the exhortations
of God to sinners. It binds in indissoluble

and inscrutable connection the divine gift and
the free acceptance of man : Will ye and
Grace! That is here foreshadowed which the
Sermon on the Mount only further develops.

But he who hears not and does not this, who
is not made willing to repent in sincere pov-
erty of spirit for the sake of the kingdom of

heaven—to him the kingdom of heaven comes
only near, alas ! without being his portion and
consolation (Luke x. 11).

Mark gives us another compend of this first

preaching of our Lord ; and announces more
fully what the Lord had said on another occa-
sion, when he had advanced a step further
into his own more distinctive preaching. The
publican Matthew stops at the preaching of

repentance, which the Baptist had made so

emphatic to himself. He would now lay stress

upon it for the people of Israel as the Mes-
siah's preaching also. Mark, on the other
hand, takes up that addition which he had
received from Peter, the man of faith, and
represents the Lord as -saying: Repent, and
believe the Gospel. In that first brief exhorta-
tion, indeed, in which Christ and John hold
the same language, faith was understood as

the unexpressed middle-term
;
just as in the

believe of the later purely evangelical preach-
ing repentance is always pre-supposed without
being mentioned, as preceding, accompanying,
and following faith. Both are inseparably
and essentially joined in the true ne.ravof.lv

,

repentance, which in the very abandonment of

sin presses on to lay hold upon mercy.* Yet
Christ's ministry of grace more manifestly
exhibits itself in this advancement in the ex-
pression, for the announcement of the king-
dom of heaven comes forward into the fore-

ground by this addition, especially, Believe the

Gospel. This is a new, fundamental, and prin-

cipal idea. The icord which denotes it is found
in the Old Testament in a general human
sense (2 Sam. xviii. 25) ; and in a prophetic
prefaratory allusion (Psa. xl. 10, pHV 'WliS'a

—

Isa. xl. 9, Hi. 7, lxi. 1 ; Luke iv. 18) ; but as

the most distinctive designation of the last

and finished tidings of grace to human faith

it is first found in the "lips of Christ. That
was also glad tidings which the Baptist an-

nounced (Luke iii. 18 EvrjyytXiZaro) : but
it is the Lord who first preaches the Gospel
of the kingdom, by proclaiming its actual ex-

istence (Mark i. 1 ; Matt. iv. 23, xi. 5 ; Luke,
iv. 43 ; xvi. 16). For it was his alone to say :

The fulness of the time is come (Gal. iv. 4).

The design of the old covenant is accomplished

;

the set time of waiting and preparation, which,
according to the hidden counsel of God, was
necessary for the sake of humanity at large,

has expired. The Son is born, has grown to

maturity, has been anointed and tempted.
The testimony of him who was to bear him wit-

ness has been uttered, and now he bears wit-

ness to himself. Now begins that last speaking
of God by His Son (Heb. i. 2), the Gospel,

which henceforth is to be preached in all the
world till the end cometh (Matt. xxiv. 14).

What a glance into the past and the future is

this ! What an announcement is this, wrap-
ping up in mystery the deep things of the

counsel of God (casting down every unlawful
question—Why not before ?), and yet reveal-

ing to the penitent sinner all that is necessary

for his faith ! The time is fulfilled, the hour
is come. I am come—come, then, all to me
and see ; but come with repentance, taste and
see in faith ! He does not, indeed, say openly

at this beginning, Believe in me ! but that this

is his meaning was plainly to be understood.

For what else could be faith in the coming
fulfillment of all that had been promised ?

THE CALLING OF THE FISHERS OF MEN..

(Matt. iv. 19 ; Mark i. 27 ; Luke v. 4, 10.)

the necessity of distributing in portions whatThe Evangelists, according to the wisdom of
the Holy Ghost, whose influence and direc-

tion they only unconsciously felt, were under

* Synod of Bern : "Orders for the regulation of

the doctrine and the life of ministers ind preachers
in the town and canton of Be<rn," tic, 1682. A
most weighty encyclical

!

* It is not a .proper use of the Lord's woid,

though otherwise applicable enough to a memorial

of Luther, and only too significant for our own age,

that upon the monument at Wittenberg the inscrip-

tion is curtailed : Glaubet an das Evangelium (Beljpva

the Gospel)—without the little word that precedes

—Repent

!
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was allotted to them to recorl. So here in the

calling of the two pairs of brothers from their

fishing-nets to the permanent following of the

Lord. That their release from their earthly

toil and calling was gradual and progressive,

as we gather from John, Matthew, and Luke
together, might have been pre-supposed as

more natural and likely ; although Mat-
thew's call afterwards appears to present an

example of an almost instantaneous enlight-

enment and separation from all. Matthew,
when he mentions Simon with the addition,
" who was called Peter," pre-supposes the

giving of the new name at his former confes-

sion, of which he could scarcely have been
Ignorant ; but Luke's account (ch. v. 3-5),

requires no more than that some such earlier

relations between the Lord and these fisher-

men should be understood by his readers.

That Peter, especially, was designed for a

distinctive personal position in this approach-

ing kingdom of God—that the Lord purposed

to form him into something especial, his new
name, according to the analogy of such nam-
.ngs in the Old Testament, had sufficiently

foretold. The preparation for this was indi-

cated in the early beginning of the formation

of a circle of apostles and disciples around the

Lord in such a manner, that the command—
Follow me ! now developed a still more compre-
hensive meaning. Yet those, who already

surrounded the Lord as " his disciples " at

Cana, went back in the interim to their fish-

ng again ; and it is at a subsequent critical

moment that the Lord clearly reveals to them,
that the time is come when they must leave

their ships and their nets as an ordinary occu-

pation. Then they folloiced him altogether,

remained wholly m his company ; as in past

times the servants and disciples of the pro-

phets had done according to custom and pro-

priety, and in a later age the scholars of those

who were called Rabbi among the Israelites

{Aevze o7titia) jhov, iinx w, Cjme after me; 1

Kings xix. 20, 21). This Matthew signifi-

cantly records, without relating more con-

cerning the* external occasion of it, than
6imply that Jesus walking by the sea saw
them ensting their net into the sea, and after-

wards the two others mending their nets.

Had anything more occurred at the time (as

in Luke v.), his account, as we now read it,

would bear upon it the mark of actual un-
truthfulness. Thus the distinctive signifi-

cance of this critical turning-point lies alto-

gether and only in that internal glance of our
Lord, which, regarding them as fishermen,

contemplates in this lower calling which is

revoked, that higher one, which he now for

the first time clearly unfolds to them : From
henceforth leave this net

;
ye shall in my dis-

cipleship be prepared to cast the net of the
Kingdom of heaven into the sea of the na-

tions (ch. xiii. 47) ; remain fishermen still,

but in a higher style—henceforth ye shall

catch men !

Two things claim our attention here : how

the Lord's profound wisdom lays hold of
every thing lower and external to become
the image of things and relations in the king-
dom of heaven ; and also how familiarly his

thought and language attach themselves to

those Old Testament typical expressions in which
the Spirit had already prophetically exhibited
all the germs of the New Testament consum-
mation. There is in the discourses of Jesus
much more of such reference to the language
of the Old Testament than is discerned by or-

dinary exposition ; so much, indeed, that we
have never finished tracing it. It is not a

casual matter, but a real though secret pre-

lude of the Holy Ghost, that the Lord named,
in Jeremiah (xvi. 16), those who were sent
forth for the restoration of Israel fishermen ;

and again in Ezekiel (xlvii. 10) spoke of the
fishers who should gather exceeding many
fishes into the new waters of the living.

That which there pointed into the most re

mote futurity of the kingdom of God, is here
beginning to be manifest ; and the previous
fisher-condition of the first apostles was it-

self a pre-intimation
;
just as it has pleased

divine Providence in the case of many other

important persons to shadow out their future

calling in their earlier relations in life
;,
in

David's sheepfold, for instance, his own king-

dom and that of his greater Archetype.
Finally : I will make you fishers of men

This signifies not merely, I now by my pre-

rogative appoint and call you to this ; nor
simply, I will from this time forwards, as your
new master, train you for this ; not merely
even, I will qualify you for it, by creating you
into some new thing, which I only can do.

But there is included the promise : Ye shall,

with success and blessing, labor in the minis-

try of my word, which shall catch men, even
as your nets the fish. This latter meaning
comes out with especial prominence in the

two prophetic draughts of fishes ; at the out-

set in Luke v. more remotely, but with per-

fect clearness ; and in the latter after the res-

urrection, the symbolical import of which
John points out in his own manner, in all its

full significance (ch. xxi. G—11). I will make
you into fishers of men, thou shalt catch men
—these words are uttered by the Saviour of

mankind with the same emphasis of love, with
which he afterwards testified, " I am not come
to destroy men's lives, but to save them

"

(Luke ix. 50). How infinitely more excel-

lent and lofty a calling ! Whatever else his

grace made of these Galilean fishermen, them-
selves sinful men who had just been by him
gathered and saved, even up to their thrones

and crowns of apostolical dignity in the re-

generation of the world ; this one thing re-

mains the climax and the crown of their

honor and dignity, that they were made min-
isters and helpers of the grace which saved
mankind.
Now they who would regard Luke v. 1-11

as merely a more specific account of the samo
circumstance which Matthew has more gener-

ally narrated, do it at the peril of dealing with
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the Scripture as if it were not the holy word
of God. This we cannot do. The positive

expressions of the latter Evangelist (Matt. v.

18, 19), mark out definitely a situation which
cannot be made identical with the account of

Luke, without imputing to a fellow apostle

actual ignorance of these special circumstan-

ces ; or actual incorrectness, and not merely
concealment, to the Spirit who inspired the

Gospels, exercising a divine supervision and
moulding the human element in them. The
latter to us is still less conceivable even than

the former. Peter continues to hold his house

at Capernaum (viii. 14), and thereby his con-

nection with his property. He must not be
supposed to have sold and given this to the

poor, but only given up his ordinary occupa-

tion. Jesus many times afterwards sailed in

his ship, sent hiin away as a fisherman with
his hook, when there arose a necessity (Matt,

xvii. 27) ; even after the resurrection Peter
still speaks quite naturally of going a fishing

(John xxi. 3)—though nearer indeed than he
then thought to the final call which released

him from it for ever. All this makes Luke's
account sufficiently plain.

The Lord prayed Simon* {^poart]6Ev, as in

Luke iv. 38, vii. 3-3G), an interesting indication

of the human lowliness with which the Master
was wont to speak to his disciples on even such
matters. His language only becomes impera-
tive—though it would always befit it to be so

—when he is about, in his wonderful promise,
to bless and reward the service which he
asked : Launch out into the deep, yet further
from the land, cast your nets down e£$ aypav,
for a draught., i.e. not as on ordinary occasions,

with the design to catch ; but it is a promise
as in John xxi. 6 : xai svptjdere, and ye shall

find (comp. Luke v. 9). Simon was already a
disciple of Jesus, and calls him Master: now
whether the Master better understands fish-

ing, too, he can scarcely determine ; but he
soon turns away from all natural considera-
tions, to simple faith in the word of him who
had just been speaking the word of God from
his ship. The great multitude of fishes, since
the whole night before they had taken noth-
ing, rightly appears to him a miraculous sign

;

he feels his sinfulness, and shrinks before the
power of God; calls his Master now also his
Lord ; and would as simply as foolishly remove
himself in fear from his fellowship.! Yet is

* This does not indicate, as Rods supposes, a
slight alienation from Peter ; for the Lord had cer-

tainly many times made requests of his disciples.

t The incident in Luke iv. 33-41, had not taken
Vlace just before in order of time, though in Luke's

his meaning better than his language ; he ut-
ters " the noblest feeling in the most unskillful

words."* It pleases the Spirit of God to give
him just at this instant such a deep conscious-
ness of sin as for the time he could not control

;

and that is the characteristic moment which
the Lord seizes for repeating, in order to its

further and decisive confirmation, what he had
once before said to him : From henceforth thou

shall catch men ! Now is the promise contained
in the word that called them first, made more
plain by the miraculous sign ; which, occurring
at the end of the Lord's sermon, was a fit type
of that preaching itself. Now also U Simon's
unworthiness and unfitness for what the Lord
designed to make him, revealed out of the depth
of his heart ; and therefore further is that sub-
limely gracious word added, which the Lord
has since then spoken to so many besides the
fii'st apostle, which indeed he speaks to us all

;

that pecaliar word of New Testament mercy,
with which the angels in the time of consum-
mation begin anew : Fear not ! This word in

his lips raises to its highest fulfillment of force

and meaning, what had from the very begin-
ning begun to be uttered in the old covenant,
where the angels thus speak to terrified and
sinful men (Dan. x. 12-19) ; and the revealing
and witnessing Lord himself, from the calling

of Abraham down to the latest encouragement
sent by the prophets (Gen. xv. 1, xxvi. 24,

xlvi. 3 ; Deut. i. 21 ; Josh i. 9, viii. 1 ; Judges,
vi. 23 ; 2 Kings i. 15 ; Isa. vii. 4, x. 24, xli 10,

13, 14, &c, down to Hagg. ii. 5 ; Zech. viii. 13,

15). Thus then is this word now uttered by
Jesus, at once a word of divine majesty to the
" sinful man " Peter (Fear not, Peter ! as be-

fore, Fear not, Abram !) ; and a word of kind-

ness from the Son of Man, the Sinner''s Saviour,

as if there had been already added, Be not
afraid, only believe ! (Mark v. 36 ; John xiv. 1).

But when the Evangelist Luke, further re-

moved from the event, closes the history with
—They forsook all and followed him ; he may
be well supposed to have designed to record
their special and distinctive ctll, without a
clear knowledge of that earlier one ; although
his history itself obviously implies relations

between the Master and these fishermen which
must previously have begun.

Gospel it occurs just before. Then would Simon's

conduct have been strange indeed, as Schleirma-

cher says quite correctly.

* So far riahtly Lange. But that Peter only feared

for himself the continued oppressive enjoyment of

this present blessing, does not appear. There is

rather an actual putting away of the Lord's society.
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THE SERMON ON THE MOUNT.

(Matt. v.—vn. ; Luke vi. 20-49.)

Wi* deem it our duty conscientiously to ab-

stain from bewildering ourselves in the strife

of the critics, as to whether these sayings of

our Lord uttered, according to Matthew's tes-

timony, when he was set upon the Mount, were
indeed spoken as one connected discourse.

We may not unite with those, who, losing the

simplicity of their attention to the one only

Teacher in their oblique regard to this doctor

on one side and that rabbi on the other, and
sacrificing more or less the humility of disci-

pleship to their overmuch learning
;
yet are

skillful and sharp-sighted enough in their own
eyes to come forward with their decisions upon
what the Holy Spirit has written for the

Church, and to decree—" Here there is con-

nection, and here none "—This or that cannot

be accepted because inconsistent with the

Lord's own style of thought."f We, for our

own part, judge not those of our faithful

brethren and friends who suffer themselves

to be led by an unfaithful system of interpre-

tation, so far from the firm foundation ; but to

us it must ever be matter of conscience and
honor before the supreme judicial throne of

the highest criticism, to abstain from putting

our own self-willed construction upon that

word which we read in common with the

Church, and which should be jealously kept
inviolate as the holy text of our preaching to

the Church. Had not the chair and the pul-

pit in the present day been so unhappily sun-

dered, the perception of theologians otherwise

faithful could not have become so blunted as

to allow them to rise from Matt. v. 1, 2, vii. 28,

20, viii. 1, without asking themselves : " Can

* Not a formula merely ; for we speak indeed in

the name of many like-minded with ourselves.

t On revision we retract not one iota of this.

Wieseler, indeed, very summarily decides, that the

first glance of the eye gives authentic evidence of

its having been collected from many several dis-

courses ; but the glance of our eye beholds it very

differently. Let the incorrigible sophistry of such,

alas! as Lange persist in asserting—"This or that

would be in this way or the other more appropriate

—the Evangelist intended or wished, &c, &c." :

I know by the testimony of my life-long reading,

that every thing is there alone appropriate, where

the Holy Spirit, who well understood and truly

glorified the words of Jesus, has written and placed

it. [The author, however, seems to overlook the

fact that at least one of the inspired Evangelists,

namely, Luke, himself omits precisely the appar-

ently irrelevant matter here, and gives the most of

it in other connections. The difference in point of

authority which he intimates as obtaining between

the Gospels is a hazardous doctrine. His argument
as to the arrangement of the words of Christ in

Matthew is untenable, because equally applicable

to that of Christ's acts.—Am. Ed]

I expect the simple laity, the believing congre-

gation, to believe me when I tell them,

—

TM* is

not true in its seeming sense ! Will they be
either willing or able to conceive, that Mat-
thew or any other could deliberately collect

together into one, various discourses uttered

by our Lord at various times, and then in

venting an imaginary frame to the picture, re-

port it in so many words, as one discourse

uttered in one place and at the same time ?

"

Let him believe this who may ; to us the

thought is incredible ; and that as we are per-

suaded, not through wilful opposition to the

light of the truth which would enter, but
through a true perception in our inmost
minds of the self-evidencing truth of the holy

word ; not through our dulness which cannot
understand the grounds of critical evidence,

but from that clearness of discernment which
sees into their groundlessness.

Yes, the Lord's Spirit so brought the Lord's

words to the Evangelists' remembrance, that

though they might not write them down
always according to the strict letter and word,
yet they were enabled to give us their sub-

stance and contents with perfect truth : but
the Spirit of truth could never have permit-

ted the slightest untruthfulness to have oc-

curred in their record. Matthew and Jolt?.

had the Spirit in apostolical measure , Mark
and Luke, ministers to the word, stand indeed

at one remove from them. But even they,

although liable occasionally (by way of dis-

tinction) to transfer or confuse things of no
importance, have never—especially in refer-

ence to the time, place, and connection of the

longer discourses—in the very slightest degree

possible fallen under any such imputation.

This every one must be constrained to admit.

Much less can Matthew and John be thought
to have presumed to treat in any such way
the words of the Word, whose eye-witnesses

and ministers they were—arranging, adjusting

and working them up, contrary to actual and
absolute fact.* The deeper we penetrate into

the relation which here subsists between the

human and he divine, the clearer we discern,

having any measure of faith in our interpreta-

tion of Scripture, the miracle which must have
been wrought by the Spirit in the furnishing

of the Evangelists for the task of handing
down the discourses and the acts of our Lord

;

so much the further must we recede from the

unseemly thought that this or that was put in

*Even though the nun of Diilmen afiirms it

(Sepp, ii. 261), it is not true ! and though men of

the highest repute have for a long time past (e. g.

Kleuker, Memchlicher Vertuch, &c, p. 223) main-

tained it—I will protest from the deepest convic-

tion!
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order simply by man ; or rather shifted and
deranged, in order that we, learned investigat-

ors of later times, might be needed to set it

right again.

We cannot conceive that Matthew could

have wrought up sayings of our Lord uttered

at various times into one connected whole, as

if they had been spoken at one time ; for as

the apostolical humility of his own spirit was
incapable of such an impropriety, so neither

was it possible that the Holy Ghost should
guide and instruct him to record any untruth
whatsoever for the Church. That which Luke,
ch. vi. 20-49, gives us as the Lord's discourse,

with essentially similar notification of place,

vi. 17, and concluding asseveration, vii. 1, as

Matthew's, is manifestly the same Sermon on
the Mount in another epitome : whence we
should gather that we have only in Matthew
also an abstract, though his is more complete.
The passages of the Sermon on the Mount
which we find repeated elsewhere in Luke are

simply repetitions : the Lord did indeed re-

utter them at the time and place which Luke
mentions ; and a sound exposition will prove
that their mention there is quite consistent

with the connection. That the Lord should
have uttered more than once, not simply his

briefer moral sentences, but also his longer dis-

courses, is not unworthy of the great Teacher
in any point of view ; is conformable both to

his human condescension and his divine wis-
down, and puts to shame the vanity of many
a poor preacher who is ever striving to bring
forth what, at least in words, will take a novel
form. "Within the individual Evangelists such
recurrence is incontestible. For instance,

M?.tthew repeats what was already in the Ser-

mon on the Mount in ch. xii. 33, xv. 14 (comp.
Luke vi. 39), xviii. 8, 9, (Mark ix. 43-47). xix.

9 (yet again in another place, Luke xvi. 18),
xxii. 5. Further repetitions are to be found
in Luke : xi. 2-4, the prayer given in the
same words, but with a more impressive de-
sign and meaning ; xii. 22-34, the longer dis-

course against care ; similarly ch. viii. 1G
(Mark iv. 21), xi. 33, xi. 9-13, 34-36, xii. 58,

59, xiii. 24-27, xiv. 34, 35 (Mark ix. 50), xvi.

13-17: finally, in Mark ix. 24, xi. 25, 26.

These very repetitions, which the expositor
must first read in the place where they are
found, and then refer to their connection in

the original discourse, serve to indicate to us
the Lord's Sermon on the Mount as what it

really is, the preliminary abstract of his doc-
trine : and he himself, in repeating them,
points out to us the especial significance of
this his first sermon for the instruction of all

people.

The Lord spoke from a mountain—upon one
of the level platforms of which he stood sur-
rounded by his disciples—to his disciples and
to all the people from among whom he would
call his disciples. The choice of a mountain
had reference to something more than merely
a fitting pulpit ; as the mind of the church
has testified in the fidelity with which this

circumstance has been retained to designato
the sermon itself. As the Mediator of the
new covenant bringing grace for the fulfillment

of the law, opens here his mouth to preach to
us for the first time salvation (Heb. ii. 3) ; wo
involuntarily and naturally think of that
mountain of" the law, which preached con-

demnation. The Old Testament placed fore-

most the curse ; the New, being glad-tidings,

begins with blessing. It is not a " second
law" which proceeds now from the Lord

—

who as he then gave his testimonies amid the
tempest and darkness of Sinai, now in his

love to man, sits down among them that they
may sit at his feet and learn his words (Deut.
xxxiii. 2, 3)—but is the fulfilling of that one
unrepealed law which is here offered by grace,

and which is now required through the ac-

ceptance of that offered grace (ch. v. 17, 18).

Thus the fundamental principles of this com-
pendious first sermon are found in that mys-
terious word, "the fulfilling of all righteous-

ness," as also in that first public requirement—"Repent ye /" We may further say that the
Sermon on the Mount teaches us wherein that
repentance consists, whereby alone we enter
the kingdom of heaven. It preaches it, how-
ever, as a Gospel, since it commences with
most gracious 'promises, with blessings pro-

nounced upon the poor, and those who hunger
after righteousness ; but it deepens into a spir-

itual and strict interpretation of the letter of the

law (its only true interpretation as authorita-

tively established by the Lawgiver, the time
being now fully come) ; and requires, on the

ground of the promised grace, the righteous-

ness of God for the kingdom of God : yea, it

closes with warning and threatening announce-
ment of a future judgment before him who
here speaks, and who thus already bears sub-

lime witness to himself as Lord ; before him
who comes to the meek and miserable with
grace as their Saviour, and the power of grace

as their Sanctifier, but will then as judge re-

ceive such only into his kingdom as have been
restored by his grace to the performance of the

will of God. This general view suffices to show
us that the Sermon on the Mount embraces in

its summary one connected design from its be-

ginning to its end ; and teaches us to perceive,

between its most attractive commencement,
where the kingdom of heaven is opened wide
to all the meek, and its fearfully threatening

close, where the strait gate is shut for ever

against all evil-doers, the progressive advance-

ment of a deeply significant development. The
gradation of all preaching is here reflected

—

from promise through requirement to warn-
ing ; to which corresponds the progress of tho

life of the disciples of Christ, the children ot

God. All apostolical preaching of the Gospel
must begin with the gracious commencement
of this sermon, the conclusion of all apostolical

warning and announcement of judgment must
coincide with its awful conclusion ; but inter-

mediate lies all that progressive teaching and
exhortation, which through faith in its fulfiller

establishes the law in the believer. This ar-
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rangement of the Sermon on the Mount has

been seized and reproduced to us with such
simplicity and clearness by Matthew—through
the Spirit who, besides bringing to his remem-
brance what he had heard, now gave him to

understand it likewise—that we can only
ascribe the anixety of expositors to find an-

other connection, or their inability to find any,

to a lack of simplicity in reading and appre-

hending him. We may suppose that the Lord
did not utter the individual weighty sayings

in a manner quite so detached, but, as was
necessary to the hearers of an oral discourse,

that he assisted their comprehension by add-
ing many explanatory and connecting remarks

;

and probably not without pauses at the turn-

ing points which woidd leave time for impres-

sion. But the Spirit has taken an exact epit-

ome of its essential contents, and constructed
it for the Holy Scripture into one new, and, as

it were, glorified word ; so that we have, after

all, through the intervention of the Holy
Ghost, the entire actual Sermon on the Mount,
which we may hear and understand even as it

was spoken by the Lord himself.

The whole contents of the three chapters of

Matthew fall, as we have said, into three sec-

tions. The fulfilling of the law—that perfect

righteousness of those who, in becoming the
disciples of Christ, may and. shall become
again the children of their heavenly Father
(ch. v. 48), and only through such righteous-

ness shall enter the kingdom of heaven—is

alike promised by him who announced himself
as come for its fulfillment (ch. v. 17), and de-

manded by him who will only have such dis-

ciples, and only bring such children to glory,

as receive and retain what he brings and im-
parts, even to the consummation and perfec-

tion of all. But both to the inner, gradual
development, and the external patient pro-

gress of the disciples, there corresponds a pro-

gression in the teaching of the sermon

—

according to its three main gradations. First

of all, there is the general attracting promise,

then law with its specific demands (now indeed
the law of the Spirit, through the life of grace

which has been received), and finally the
warning) which in its stern restrictions, rejects

the impure and the disobedient. Thus the
discourse proceeds from the foundation of sanc-

tilication offered as a gift at the outset, through
its outward manifestation in the life, demanded
as the acknowledgment and evidence of that
gift, to the test and proof at the close of the
disciples' course, which is exhibited as the
most pressing of all motives.
The first division embraces ch. t. 3-20; in

which the same three-fold progression already
reveals itself as an undertone running through
the general promise. Hence we have absolute

and special promise, as the origin and founda-
tion of all, in the benedictions (v. 3-12) ; then,

on the ground of their assurance (ye are ! ye
have !),the evidence and manifestation of that

new life and light are demanded (v. 13-16)
;

finally, there is here also a warning, which in

its emphatic restriction and rejection, points

3

forward even now to the test at the end of all

(v. 17-20). Even this last rigorous test

indeed is still under the high note o. promise :

I am come to fulfill

!

At this point, viz., in v. 20, is the transition

to the second division, which now proceeds to

trace out, in the form of a spiritual law, the
outward manifestation of that righteousness,

the foundation of which is the gift of grace,

ch. v. 21, vii. 14. This is pre-eminently the

main body of the Sermoh on the Mount. Here
the Lord sets forth the righteousness of his

disciples through three great contrasts, as they
exhibit themselves in their inward organic

progress. The first and most obvious contrast,

which at the same time is a representation of

the spiritual fulfillment of the law : Not as the

Pharisees, the men of the letter of the law,

and of external appearances—which are, nev-
ertheless, hypocritical. This is, in accordance
with the fundamental principle with which
the Sermon on the Mount set out, most strictly

impressed and most amply illustrated from
ch. v. 21 to vi. 18. This is the basis of a

spiritual, correct, and cordial understanding of
the law. The second contrast springs with
still sharper severity of truth out of the
former

;
just as John the Baptist had placed

Pharisaic Judaism on a par with heathenism :

Not like the Gentiles, the self-seeking men of the

flesh and of that good which is earthly and
therefore perishable. In the former it had
been already premised that the Pharisees were
like the publicans, yea, like the heathen (ch,

v. 46, vi. 7) ; this is now more fully established,

and in such a wa)- that we can only under-
stand heathen in a spiritual sense as the oppo-
site of the new, true Israel of the Messiah,
ch. vi. 19-34. This is the procedure of an
obedient, undivided and heartily believing en-

deavor after the kingdom of God and his right-

eousness. Finally, what can the third contrast

to true discipleship be, but its opposition to

the imperfect, insincere disciples themselves,

who even in the following of Christ bring with
them their Pharisaism : Not as the half disci-

ples and mere professors, the censorious ones

who shamefully desecrate that which is holy,

ch. vii. 1-14. This is the perfection of pure
love, as humble as it is wise ; it is obviously,

at the same time, the most stringent and
severe utterance of Christ's law for his own
people, and thus forms a fit transition to the
third division which is wholly admonitory.

The spiritual fulfilling of the law, the perfect

righteousness, has at length found its simplest

expression (ch. vii. 12) in a principle most
easy to be apprehended, and which indeed our
conscience confirms from our natural love of

self; yet is this self-renunciation but the turn-

ing of nature to the strait gate in order to do,

and to the narrow way for continuance in

doing. This leads, by a connection not very
manifest, but very express and emphatic, to

the third main division of the whole sermon,
in which the solemn learning against every
bye path, and the threatening of judgment
upon all who at the end shall be found not to
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have been doers of the words of spirit and of

grace, reach their highest severity.

Here is shown the test of true or false pro-

fession and life, and not all who have said,

Lord, Lord, and done many wonderful things,

stand in the judgment. The fruits of the

grace so freely and graciously offered in the

beginning, are inexorably demanded ; the one
Lawgiver, who wills that every man should
submit to judgment and judge himself in

order to salvation, appears also as the con-

demnor of all to whom he has not become a

Saviour (James iv. 12). But here also, al-

though all has the sound of solemn warning
and severe threatening, there is yet heard
once more a note of the fundamental promise
in the planting of the good tree for good fruit

(v. 15-20). Then once more is the law of the
divine will stamped as a requirement (v. 21-

23). The exhibition of the certainly impend-
ing trial, awful in its simplicity, closes the
whole ; and the fearful fall of the house built

on the sand forms a striking contrast with the

invitation at the beginning. For the funda-
mental threefold progression evolved in the
organism of life as of doctrine, is repeated at

every stage, as will be more manifestly shown
in a closer investigation of the particulars

from the beginning.

The seven benedictions with an eighth (ch.

v. 3-12), which contains the entire original

foundation and beginning of promise, are also

arranged in their order so as to advance from
the first fundamental principle, through a pro-

gressive path marked out, to the full assurance

at the end. The Lord lifts up his eyes on his

disciples (Luke vi. 20)—beholding in these
immediately around him, the type and earnest
of all those future disciples whom he would
call out from the mass of the people—and pro-

claims what kind of men they must be whom
he will receive, and by his further directions

prepare for himself ; or what they must be-
come who shall enter the kingdom of heaven.
Thus first of all there is the internal state of
mind, which is the only, the indispensable
condition of the regeneration that grace pro-
vides, and therefore the basis of discipleship.

The promises, with all their perfect fulness of
promise, are presented as the objective stipply

of a felt necessity, the sincere acknowledgment
of which, together with the outgoing after

help, gives already the certain right to receive

them : the kingdom of heaven comes to the
poor as a free gift. The susceptibility for this

reception consists in the knowledge of need, in

the mere knowledge and discernment of it

first of all—a conscious poverty of spirit ; to
which must be added the grievous feeling of
that knowledge quickened into life, and the
instant and urgent outgoing of the will for

help, this again being viewed as the mere
willingness of a negative resignation (v. 5), and

as raised into positive longing, the hunger and
thirst after righteousness.*

Hence in the second place, inasmuch as they
who thus earnestly desire it are invested with
righteousness, the outward and inward deport-

ment follows, which when that righteousness
has been imparted, may be demanded as the
xcitness and proof of our discipleship in our
after course. In the former series we have the
strait gate of the kingdom of heaven, in the
latter the narrow way ; as Von Gerlach has so
far well said. In this second series the prom-
ises become more definite as conformable to a
corresponding condition of mind, the actual at-

tainment of which, with its manifestation in

acts, alone makes good the claim to keep, in-

crease, and receive in all its fulness, that
promised grace. The kingdom of heaven es-

tablishes itself in the heart as the likeness to

God of those who seek that kingdom and ex-
ercise themselves unto it. The outward and
inward quality of this advancing righteous-
ness of life consists, first, in this holiness of de-

portment itself,—as well as in its acts, rendering
to others, without the mercy which has been
received; that laborious love which resembles
God's, and is the beginning and end of all ful-

fillment of the law ;—as also in that purity of
heart, which alone from the very beginning
gives truth and value to every action, and in

the deeds of mercy re-acts within upon itself,

to its own perfection ;| and then, secondly, as

its result, in the efficiency of such a holy de-
portment (concerning which it is both prom-
ised that it shall never be wanting, and com-
laanded that it should be diligently sought),
namely, in their diffusing peace as God dif-

fuses it, when his children love as he loves,

and are pure as he is pure. Thus have the
spiritually poor become so rich in the posses-

sion of the kingdom of heaven that they are
qualified to bring its peace, or at least to offer

it, to the world ! (2 Cor. vi. 10). Can it be
true, as it has been maintained, that there is

no progression to be detected here 1

Such are the seven benedictions, which em-
brace the entire Christian discipleship, regen-
eration in its development from poverty of
spirit into all that is contained in the true and
essential filial relation to God. But in this

peace-making there was already pre-supposed
a transition, finally, to the conflict and opposi-

tion of an evil world. There is added, there-

* The transposition uf the fourth and fifth verses

in Lachinann's text, which Neander accepts as
" logical " and " suitable to their aim as instruc-

tion," and which Von Gerlach and others liave

approved, we hold to be altogether incorrect. For
the meekness here signified follows upon a mourn-
ing that has received consolation

; and the poverty

passes naturally into such mourning.

f Here so soon, as afterwards in his exposition

Kienlen's hardihood contradicts itself, in transpos-

ing to suit his own scheme, the seventh and eighth

verses. The fault of " slight failures of memory "

imputed to the evangelists may be exchanged
ratber in this case, for great failure of understand-

ing in their expositor.
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fore, in conclusion, thirdly, in the form of an
eighth benediction extending beyond its imme-
diate object, a declaration of the heavenly re-

ward of God's children presented on earth,

which is admonitory, testing, and points for-

ward to the final ratification of blessing at

the end of all. The promise which here also is

the predominant note, refers only to the con-

finned assurance of that first one—The king-

dom of heaven is and ever shall be yours: it

is at the same time the contrast of victory

with warfare, a reward confyrmable to a worthy
qualification for it. Indeed the persecution
of the righteous by the unrighteous is the due
and the authentic way by which the goal of

persevering love is attained. This is further
exhibited in the first transition to an applica-

tion to the disciples

—

Happy are ye—persecu-

tion injures you not, but is rather the proof
that ye are true peace-makers, and not false

prophets crying, Peace, peace (Luke vi. 20) :

yet here also we cannot fail to hear the under-
tone of wanting—So they do it all falsely!

Finally, the encouragement : Your reward is

sure ; then be ye, like the prophets before

you, and now much more, the salt of the
earth and the light of the world ! (The tran-

sition to what follows.) Thus have we exhib-
ited our view of the order of the benedictions :

the reader himself must test it. and prefer, if

he will, any other of the multitude of arrange-
ments which have been essayed.* We think,

however, that enough has been said to show
that it is not our "preconceived determination,
that the seven-number shall play their part
here " (Kienlen), but that the eighth is really

only supplementary to the seven.

We have already begun in these observa-
tions to pursue the whole into its parts, to
point out the true position and the profound
meaning of ever}' single saying. In the light

now thrown upon them the holy words will,

even to their minutest detail, clearly and
transparently unfold their meaning.

lie opened his mouth.\—Disciples and people

solemnly waited for the first word which, un-
der God's heaven, with his eye upon the holy
land upon earth, and after such a preparation for

such preaching as had never before been heard
among men, he would proceed to utter. And
they were gracious words which here also at
the first proceeded out of his mouth (Luke iv.

22), although followed by those solemn and
impressive utterances which brought the
power and authority of God more plainly
home to the sensual man for his conviction.

* Spi> c. g. Zeller in the MonitsHatt von Bcuqgen,

1847, No. ii. ns before. 1839, N<»s. 9, 10. Compire
therewith Kienlen (Stud. u. Krit. 1848. 3)—who
indeed prefers quoting Lisco to Stier—where much
is to the same effect and equally strange.

f Whereupon Laujie says beautifully in his own
wiy, " Man is the mouth of the creation Christ is

the mouth of humanity."

The first word of his mouth is, Blessed!—and
again and again he cries, Blessed, before he
could proceed to speak in that other style to

which sinners and the ungodly constrained
him. For who is this that here speaks 1 He
who is come to give ble*.-edness. But he also,

who in speaking and dispensing blessedness

from stage to stage, at the same time and by
that means sanctifies. How shall we poor sin-

ners be made happy unto holiness at the be-
ginning, and holy unto happiness at the end ?

Here is the answer, here is the doctrine of all

teaching for all people upon earth. The bless-

edness goes ever progressively increasing along
that way, which the Saviour here points out
to his disciples, if they continue by walking
in it to become more and more capable of that

blessedness.

Verse 3. This first word of the Sermon on
the Mount is, again, pre-eminently the " funda-
mental formula of the Gospel : " it demands
faith in so joyful a message, without mention-
ing the word ; it awakens, rather, and attracts

that faith through its confident and encourag-
ing assurance. And how can any one who is

truly poor in spirit fail to apprehend and be-

lieve this message of mercy concerning the
kingdom of heaven, as soon as it resounds in

in his ears ? If the poor are altogether unable
to believe in their being made blessed through
grace, it is proof that, in spite of all appear-
ances, they are not yet fundamentally poor
enough. On the contrary, it may sometimes
appear as if a man could not believe, while
there is actually, in his complaining before

God, in the seeking and longing after faith of

his wretched heart, a secret faith already pres-

ent : such mourners, indeed, have pressed for-

wards already into the second benediction. In
the first nothing more is as yet spoken of than
perfect poverty of spirit, which maybe so poor
as not to have even a feeling of need, not even
a becoming sorrow for sin. And this is indeed
that one thing which the Lord at the beginning
of his dispensation of blessedness may and
must presuppose ; nothing can the sinner

bring with him when he is called by grace,

but a sincere consciousness of his wanting before

God every thing that avails in His sight, of
having no righteousness in himself, no life of

the Spirit. Simple and easy is this one condi-

tion and requirement ; but hard enough, alas !

to the pride of nature. All the further re-

quirements and conditions, which now follow

as the objects of gracious benediction, are al-

ready fulfilled out of that first gift of grace to

the poor—one after, and arising out of, the
other. The quickening of the feelings into a
deep and sorrowful penitence comes not from
mere nature : he who can pour forth the tears

of his eyes or of his heart, that is, the tears of
sincere contrition for his sin, and not only for

its shame and punishment, has previously re-

ceived, though himself might not as yet be con-

scious of it, as one who has become poor, the
spirit of grace and supplication for that pur-

pose. And so further through the whole pro-

gressive series every succeeding condition js
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only required, because the preceding consola-

tion lias brought it. But no one step may be

overleaped. We cannot begin in the middle
;

we can neither enforce a godly sorrow by any
efforts of our own in order to bring this first

to the Giver of blesseduess, nor before the

contrite surrender of sin attain unto the fer-

vent hunger and thirst after righteousness

;

we can neither become pure in heart without

the practice of mercy, nor again can we exer-

cise mercy before we have received the Com-

fort of mercy ourselves. The new life of the

sinner derived from grace is indeed a living

plant, which contains folded in itself at every

stage of developement all that is to follow;

and as soon as the kingdom of heaven begins

to sink into the needy soul, awakened to a

sincere consciousness of its poverty, and
aroused by the Spirit's influence in it, the

germ of the peace of God for the making of

peace among men enters with it.* But that

one follows the other, as the Lord here speaks,

even to the full unfolding and formation of the

whole, takes place through the growth of time
;

and the field of man's heart, in which all such

fruits by degrees through grace may grow
up to maturity, is ever in itself nothing but

poverty.

The /MXHccptoi, blessed, which with such

gracious emphasis stands first, has not, down
to ver. 11, either si6i, ore, or sdovrai, shall

be, connected with it, although the translation

gives it correctly enough for the obvious sense
—Blessed are ! In the sacred text it is a sim-

ple proclamation (like the Heb. 'HCJ'N)? and

contains as such the whole fulness of what
mercy offers for the acceptance of faith, with-

out any further definite announcement or

qualification. It embraces alike, they are

now immediately blessed, and shall, he so ever

more and unto perfection. Then as the prom-
ises attached look forward to the future from
the second saying onwards, so does it also in

the first : The kingdom of heaven is yours

;

it shall be, and will be ever more perfectly your
own. The kingdom of heavtn and blessedness

are but one, so that the first for is a sublime

assurance which bears its own witness to itself.

Poor in Spirit, Iltoaxoi rc3 itrevpazt , rn~l ,5Jy>

Isa. xli. 17 ; lxvi. 2 ; especially lxi. 1, to which
Scripture the Lord here refers, as again at his

first preaching in Nazareth (Luke iv. 18) ;
yet

it'r ooxoi
' , poor, answers rather to the Old Testa-

ment D'0i ,2N, needy, (Isa. xxix. 19), so that

outward poverty is actually included in it, as

is manifest in the not incorrect version of

Luke. Yet it is not merely the externally

poor and wretched who are referred to, as the
rc5 TtvEvpari, in spirit, which is added em-
phatically shows ; by consequence the rich

and the exalted also, if they are only poor in

spirit. But it must be observed, that the per-

* Lange says further, " And in the blessed
| o lce-

raaking is still poverty of spirit, in its es>#nlial

excellence, transformed into the most blessed hu-
mility."

sons pronounced blessed are not the subject of

the promising proposition ; it is not they (as

afterwards in ver. 20) who enter and attain to
the kingdom of heaven, but the kingdom of
heaven comes to them, and enters into them !

—

its whole fulness into every one, whose poverty
opens to receive it. Yes truly, here is it come
near, quite near to those who have it not. The
first, bare commencement of pevdroia, or re-

pentance, may dare already to appropriate all te

itself, in order to receive all ; and thus through
the shining of the beams of mercy into the
soul, for the first time, and immediately, it

becomes awakened to a more lively perception
and feeling its own darkness.

Verse 4. The Lord has further in view Isa.

lxi. 2, 3, and proclaims the great year of free-

dom and of grace

—

to comfort all that mourn.
Were the poor (Matt. xi. 5) to whom he
preaches the Gospel, actually in the most
comprehensive sense of the general invitation

all the miserable and the unfortunate, the

toilworn and the heavy laden under the bur-

den and need of life ; so has this announce-
ment of a general consolation a like unre-
stricted and extensive introduction : Come
unto me, all who suffer affliction

;
ye may and

ye shall find help. But in drawing nearer

to receive this comfort, it becomes evident

that there must be added—But be ye irrdy

mourners, sorrow on account of the inner-

ground and first cause of all evil, sin ! The
outwardly poor are far from being always and
in their inner spirit so poor, as to allow the

heavenly gift of God room to enter into empty
and destitute hearts : therefore is the impres-

sive rc5 rtrsvpoLTi, in spirit, added, which,

like the kingdom of heaven, manifestly casts

down all Jewish expectation of the Messiah
and points within. The same—as a kind of

superscription to the whole discourse—is nat-

urally to be understood also of the mourning
(or something similar, as " godty," xaid
Ssov, 2 Cor. vii. 10) ; it is not, however, re-

peated, partly because what preceded lias

made it sufficiently plain, partly because every

mourner, i-n the pure sense of the word, as ono
humbled beneath the mighty hand of God,
necessarily retreats within himself, and is

very near at least to the susceptibility of re-

ceiving the true consolation. Seest thou one

weeping, thou mayest securely address to

him the heavenly message of a merciful salva-

tion, in the sure hope and confidence of a

hearing for your message. For "mourning
and sorrow are in reality the acknowledged
and felt contradiction of the nature that is in

us, to the divine life which will be revealed

in us" (Nitzsch, Prtdigten, v. Selection). The
mourners shall be comforted, (which well ex-

presses the future itapaH\7}^rj6ovrai,') if they

only will, if the consolation that comes only

finds them true mourners, who will suffer

themselves to hear comfortable words. Yea,

as surely as the high and lofty One, who de-

clares himself, in his loving condescension to

all misery and need, to be the Holy O'w,

dwelleth with those who are of a contrite
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And humble spirit (Tsa. lvii. 15), so surely is

the merciful comfort of God immediately nigh

to every troubled one in his affliction. It is

but a commencement of blessedness, a specific

beginning of consolation in the very sorrow
itself, as even the world seems to suspect

when it sings about the " sweetness of grief,"

and in its own way pronounces happy those

who can weep. But this is only the shadow
and slender beginning of that comfort which
the Lord intends, and brings with him. And
if his unfading and true spiritual consolation

is brought to those who sorrow in the world,

it, alas ! soon becomes manifest that those are

very far from being willing to turn in sincere

sorrow to the right consolation, they are not

found to be meek mourners, who have [not]

broken down and given up their self-will,

pride, and opposition. It is quite true as

Nitzsch sa}^s, " I cannot be man, and not have
the beginning of sorrow within me " ; but
the beginning follows, alas ! very evil courses

in degenerate humanity. There is a sorrow
which is very lightly comforted with nothing

;

there is, on the other hand, a superstitious

and proud sorrow, which refuses to take comfort

with the consolation of God. To all such
mourning as springs not from poverty of
spirit, this promise is assuredly not given.

For the Gospel which the Lord here preaches
pre-supposes the work of the law and the dis-

cipline of preparatory grace upon the soul.

Verse 5. Our previous general view and the

immediate connection have already shown how
itpaslSy meek, which is commonly interpreted

falsely or a least superficially, is here to be

understood. The mere external exhibition of

a passive, unresisting mind is not spoken of

here ; it is to be understood (as Neander this

time sees) only of the internal disposition of

heart, into which the Lord's word penetrates

deeper and deeper. Still less may we think

of an anticipation of the entire and complete

virtue of Christian meekness ; for the gradual

process of the inner preparation of mind is

marked out here from ver. 3-6, before the con-

duct to which it leads is described ver. 7-9.

The " patient endurance of earthly affliction " is

not, as Kienlen supposes, immediately spoken
of here ; but passiveness, and the breaking

down of natural opposition, regarded strictly

as an internal condition of mind. As the

poor become mourners, when the consciousness

of their need passes from conviction into feeling,

so now is it, further, of still more importance,

that they in their misery bend and incline

their will to the coming consolation. The
willingness to be comforted and helped, is

indeed better than all outcry on account of

necessity, if that go no further. It is, in a

certain sense, as we have seen, the test of true

mourning, which without it cannot be genu-

ine ; but then this resignation is more distinc-

tively developed, when the Spirit Comforter,

in order to make the mourner entirely submis-

sive begins at the very commencement of his

consolation thoroughly to correct and chastise

him. UpocEli, meek, is found in the Septua-

gint version of the Old Testament, for the
D ,I

IJJ?) poor, of the Psalms and Prophets ; and in

the New Testament, icpaoZ, TtpcivS, itpaorrji,

indicates mostly (as besides in the Greek
7tpavSvjno?, itpavvooZ) an inner quality of

mind. Observe carefully 1 Cor. iv. 21 : Gal.

vi. 1 ; 1 Pet. iii. 4; and especially Eph. iv. 2.*

Thus is it a willingness and plasticity of spirit,

in opposition to the proud, opposing obstinacy

of the natural self-will. If those who are

poor in spirit, and mourners, are found humbled
and broken with the beginning of such a dis-

position, then shall they, when comforted by
their reception of consolation, advance yet far-

ther in this meekness of soul. For he who
has experienced kindness is by it made gentle,

so that he has become willing to be content

with every thing, as Braune excellently says.

Here Rambachf hits the right sense, much
better than many later expositors: " This is a

fruit of the Spirit which is found upon the

soil of spiritual poverty, contrition and mourn-
ing ; a noble flower, which grows out of the

ashes of self-love, upon the grave of pride.

On the one hand a man sees his own utter

ruin, his unworthiness and misery, on the

other he contemplates the kindness and be-

nignity of God in Christ Jesus (Titus iii. 2-4).

The internal characteristic is a disposition

of heart, which, through the keen perception

of its own misery, and of the abounding mercy
of God, has become so pliant, gentle, mild,

flexible and tractable that no traces of its

original ruggedness, of its wild and untamed
nature remain." Such meekness^ taking to

itself the word of grace which dispenses bless-

edness unto holiness, in its correction as well

as in its comfort, does James also require (ch.

i. 21) ; but only of those who are already new-

born, in whom this word is already engrafted.

With the requirements of this the Saviour

could by no means have commenced ; that

would not have have been the right message

for poor sinners which should begin with

—

Blessed are the merciful, or the pure in heart

;

so neither could this willing resignation be

demanded from the natural man, before he

has advanced to that point out of his poverty,

which is all he has, through mourning and

consolation.

With inconceivable grandeur does the prom-

ise which corresponds come forward, in order

to allure our proud and stubborn natural mind
to submit to that death from which it shrinks :

* Where to walk vvorihy of our vocation in long-

suffering, forbearance, love and peace, is indicated

as its end, but the internal fundamental stat^ of

mind by which it is aimed at is rcnt?.ivoq>po66vr)

and Ttftaorrji just in thesame sense as Malt. v. 3,

5. .MaxpoSv/nia and cx.yd.itri are then the pass-

ive and active expression of such a disposition of

mind.

f Betrachtungen uber die acht Scligheiten.

% Not merely (according to Lange) " before

men " as the result of mourning beforo God, but

also and especially meekness before God. For are

they not the " mourners " of the Psalter
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For they shall, they will, possess or inherit the

land, the earth ! Is not this worth the sacrifice

of self, to be enriched with the free gift of

such a possession, of such riches? It is an

Old Testament promise, which, while it there

clings to the typical land of Canaan, extends

much further in the design of the Holy Ghost,

(see Psa. xxxvii. 11 ; xxv. 13 ; Isa. lvii. 13 ; lx.

21 ;) even to the new earth which, with the

new heavens, God declares that he will make
(Isa. Ixvi. 22). It is the ultimate and full

meaning of the promise to Abraham—to be

the heir of the world (Rom. iv. 13). With
reference to the hope of their faith, to the

dominion of their spirit, it is already said of

God's children—All things are yours (1 Cor.

iii. 22). But what will it be in the full fulfill-

ment ! The first promise was altogether for

the present, the second already points to the

ever-following consolation, the third stretches

far away into the most distant futurity. The
kingdom of heaven, ver. 3, which appears not

at first in eartly power and glory, but comes
into the hearts of the wretched for their con-

solation and righteousness, is nevertheless in

As future, as it here at once openly proclaims,

a kingdom of the earth. Thus does the great

Fulfiller teach his docile hearers in his very
first discourse, how the promises of the pro-

phets, which cannot be broken, are to be un-

derstood ; and at the same time teaches what
it was the design of the law to create in their

hearts, and that it is only given to drive the

needy to divine grace, in order that their hun-
ger and thirst after righteousness should find

its satisfaction. For already in these seven
sayings of blessedness the Law and the Prophets

are compendiously unfolded.

How manifestly are all these utterances of

divine truth, which bears its simple and ma-
jestic testimony to itself, opposed at once to

the Pharisaic delusion and pride of self-right-

eousness, to the Sadducee contentment with
the present, sensual delight of this world, and
to the perverted thoughts of the world and
the natural man ! Verses 3-5 are three para-

doxes, which with all their gracious invitation

and promise, are nevertheless to carnal Israel,

to the earthly, self-seeking and sensual man,
a stone of stumbling thrown in the way. For
grace can only bear the testimony of truth to

itself, and the Saviour conceals not, from the
beginning, what kind of salvation it is that he
brings. Happy the unhappy ! Well for the
mourners ! This does violence to the world's
sentiments, and constrains it, either to pre.-s

into the true experience of so wonderful a
doctrine, or even at this early point to pass it

by for the broad gate, because this door is too
strait. " Thou must assuredly be converted

unto the blessedness which the Lord pronoun-
ces, as much as unto the righteousness "—so
pi eaches Nitzsch. The very first word teaches
us that there is a blessedness which consists

not in pleasant sensations, or joyful emotions,
but that which is to nature most displeasing.

The Lord points impressively from without to

within from the present time to the future,

I from the self of man to the gift and grace of
God. that the richly endowed and worldly
blessed of our day, to whom the beginning of
the Sermon on the Mount must come with the
full force of most direct contrast and contra-
diction, would but meekly hear it, and give
up their hold upon " this side " for the sake
of that which ia on " the other side," that
kingdom of heaven which, in its time, shall

also be upon earth, the inheritance of the de-

spised, quiet and patient ones of the land, the
humble and meek of the " Preacher upon the
Mount !" Self-renunciation is the way to world
dominion. Give thyself up in passive obedi-
ence to divine grace, and it will present thee
one day with a crown of glory, after having
previously forgiven thee all thy sin, and healed
all thy infirmity. But not otherwise 1 Think-
est thou in thine heart to rule and possess, to

sway and enjoy, all things upon earth, at thino
own will and in thy unrighteousness, under
the eye of the God of heaven and earth ?

Thou wilt be put to confusion, and bearest

about thee already the silent witness thereof.

The vir fortis ac strenuvs, the hero or genius,

the worldling or conqueror may strut in lordly

pride with his evil conscience for a while upon
earth, until he is doomed to go down into

Sheol to all the other uncircumcised ; but the
meek in the school of Jesus have a title oj

heirship upon this earth, which no slanderer

or persecutor will be able to cancel in the book
of their Father and their King : and the day
shall come when the lambs shall feed after

their manner in their pastures and waste
places (Isa. v. 17). The kingdom of heaven
is a free gift for the poor, but only for the poor
in spirit ; a comfort for the mourners, but only
for those who sorrow with the right sorrow

:

it must ever be, and will prove itself also as a
kingdom, a dominion, but only for the meek.
Verse 6. Out of humbleness, sadness, meek-

ness (to use the words of Nitzsch once more),

grows, finally, greatness of soul, the sanctified

and right loftiness of desire which aspires

earnestly towards that which alone is right.

The future possessors of the earth, and its

now rightfully installed heirs, whose is even
now the kingdom of heaven with all its rever-

sion, including the ruling upon earth, these

hunger and thirst throughout their whole
course, even as they did at the beginning

;
just

as the poor to whom the kingdom of heaven
is imparted, mourn in the first repentance

unto life which they receive as a bestowment
of grace, and oftentimes after. But the Lord
more and more comforts the mourners, more
and more fills the hungry and thirsty soul

with the good things of his righteousness

(Psa. cvii. 9, cxlvi. 7, lxv. 5, xxii. 27 : Isa. xli.

17 [Bar. ii. 18}). He who created this hun-
ger, shows by creating it that its appropriate

food is also provided. There is a hunger and
thirst in man which God did not create in

him, and for that there shall be, after the
brief semblance of gratification, the pain of an
eternal famishing. But there still is deep,

deep in fallen man, a little spark of longing
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and desire after righteousness ; this faintly-

glimmering flax, grace kindles into a clear

flame, and that is the hunger and thirst which
bears in itself the certain assurance that its

supply will not be wanting. It is not, indeed,

the being made blessed in itself and first of all,

or "felicity" as man's doctrine runs, after

which the souls that have been shown the

way to happiness through self-denial, the

strait gate of the doing of God's will, should

seek and struggle ; but righteousness, the vic-

tory of the eternal and just and good will of

God upon earth and in humanity, especially,

however, in themselves. Deliver us from evil

!

comes not till the last petition ; but the first

again and again cries out in longing, Hallowed
be thy name ! thy kingdom come ! and utters

in meekness, Thy will be done ! They who
thus pray receive the daily bread of their

souls, and as much as they require it, of their

bodies too. No willing and running, no laboring

chase after it in our own strength and in our

own way, attains unto righteousness : ours

is to desire it; it is for God to give it. Yet
observe, that as far as the kingdom of heaven
is already set up in these poor, they in their

new and inner man naturally, regularly, daily—"with the full force of the instinct of the

sustenation of life "—hunger after righteous-

ness, just as the old and outward man hungers

after that bread, of which the man, however,
does not essentially live. This hungering and
thirsting is the sign of life of the new-born
inner man, quickened from the sleep of death :

hence it is the last thing by which the Lord
can indicate the internal spirit and disposition

of the children of God. The discourse now
passes over* to the evidencing of that right-

eousness, which has been given to those that

have desired it, and shall be more and more
fully given even till their full and complete

satisfaction, till the purifying of their hearts

in love, till that is fulfilled which is written :

As for me, I will behold thy face in righteous-

ness, I shall be satisfied when I awake with thy
likeness (Psa. xvii. 15). In the new earth

dwelleth righteousness (2 Pet. iii. 13), and
they who one day inherit it, shall then hunger
and thirst no more. He who now as a pilgrim

citizen of the city to come, earnestly prays

over the table of his house and his heart

:

Make us partakers cf thine eternal, heavenly

table, which thou hast graciously promised to

us in the kingdom,—he shall be satisfied with

the kingdom of God and his righteousness,

even until the great feast with all the fathers

made righteous in faith ; nay, he shall be

filled here with the supply of both soul and
body from day to day : for whatever the ne-

cessity of his body requires shall also be given

* As in the seven petitions of the Lord's prayer

the middle one concerning daily bread effects the

transition between the first and second table, be-

tween God's good and man's need ;
even so here

the inirtnof the benedictions mediates between

their '.wo- parts, and is the transition, inversely,

from the need of the poor to the grace, which trans-

forms and glorifies itself in them as righteousness.

him, just as the soul's necessity, the special

plague of every day, is provided for. Thus the
hunger for the bread of the soul shall never
cease, until the perfect righteousness has come.

Verses 7—9. Up to this point the promises

have corresponded to conditions ; but these

conditions have been no other than the same
need developing itself from step to step in in-

creasing urgency, and outgoing fervor of de-

sire: in each case, therefore, that which is

promised is most essentially a gift. Be poor,

and the kingdom of heaven shall be thine !

Mourn, and thou shalt be comforted ! Give

up thy will, thou shalt dwell in, and inherit,

the everlasting sufficiency ! Only hunger and
thirst, thou shalt be filled! But now begins

the unfolding of a new series. The beginning

of this does not simply pre-suppose the end of

the former and carry it on, but the outward
expression and evidence of the inner princi-

ples, the fruits of these hidden feelings mani-

fest themselves alread)' simultaneously in the

life ; so that they who in their poverty ac-

knowledge their need of mercy, and taste

the first-fruits of the divine compassion, begin

already to exercise mercy ; the mourners be-

gin, while they mourn, to wash their hearts

clean; the meek also spontaneously to make
peace, the hungerers after righteousness to

give themselves up to persecution, on account

of that righteousness which they as yet only

long for. Inasmuch, however, as all can-

not be spoken in one word, which pertains to

the many-formed unity of the development of

the increasing life from its germ to its matur-

ity, it is right to take the ascending order in

which the discourse describes it. The eight

benedictions, with their conditions, are in a

certain sense found united in every child of

God, and no member of this wonderful series

may be altogether wanting from the time that

the first poverty of spirit has received the gift

of grace
;
yet there is an actual and gradual

growth of one out of the other. And here the

law applies in all its significance, that the gift

received must be preserved, exercised, and in-

creased ; and that to him only who has, shall

more be given in order to his having all, while

from him who guards it not, and does not ex-

ercise and increase it, shall be taken away
that which he has. Consequently the prom-
ises of the second series take now the form of

reward, the recompense of grace to those who
are faithful to what they have received. Be
merciful, and thou shalt have mercy shown to

thee !* Be pure, so shalt thou behold the

pure One ! Make peace, so shalt thou be the

manifest child of the God of peace ! Such re-

quital, such recompense is no less itself mere
mercy and the reward of free grace

,
the divine

gift is only in it going on to its superabundant
fulfillment ; and the qualities, which are the

object of recompense, were previously bestowed

* As Lukein another, briefer epitome of the whole

Sermon on. he Mount, in its few fundamental ideas,

exhibits to us, blended with other sayings, ch. vi.

36-39 (Mat,, v. 48, vii. 1, 2).
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as a gift. For who can show mercy, without
having first received mercy? who can be pure

in heart, without having contemplated the

purity of God? who can diffuse peace, except

through that peace of God unto which he has

entered ?

But—and this is most important—there is

here a possibility of the with Irawal of grace,

from those who have received it, but are not

faithful to its corresponding exercises
;
just as

the parables, Matt, xviii. 23-35, xxv. 14-30,

also teach. Therefore do the promises even

now begin to sink, secretly warning against

such a loss, while the conditions rise.* To the

merciful, God has been, indeed, at the outset,

merciful ; but only they who thereafter for-

give also as they have been forgiven, and love

as God has loved them, shall obtain mercy, that

is, at the final testing of their fidelity, finally

and securely retain it. The pure in heart have
purified themselves in the sight of God, have
drawn nigh to him in living acquaintance

with his name ; but only if they preserve and
increase that knowledge unto the end, shall

they who have come to God finally and fully

come nigh to him. Only they who as peace-

makers have proved themselves to the end
God's children, shall in the coming " manifesta-

tion of the sons of God," in the separation be-

tween the persevering and the apostates, ac-

tually be called the children of God, be acknow-
ledged as such (which pre-signifies, ch. vii. 23).

Thus does the gate become straiter and
straiter, as afterwards throughout the whole
discourse. He who sets out, may in poverty
of spirit confidently believe—I have it ! but the
nearer he approaches the goal, the more will

he utter another cry—Not that I have already
attained !

Not a word is needed to prove that iXeifrio-

vei, merciful, in its compendious sense indi-

cates the practical love of our neighbor, all

that is done to our brethren from the inward
principle of a communicating and helping-

charity. It is necessary, however, to observe
that such rudiments of regeneration, as were
to be found even among the heathen—who,
though they knew not Christ, yet through
the pure impulse of a latent grace, exercised
towards others what they sought for them-
selves—must be included here ; in opposition
to that narrow dogmatic limitation, which
would despise the good works of such as Cor-
nelius, though God nevertheless esteemed
them. Mercy rejoiceth against judgment
(James ii. 13) : this impartial and holy law of
eternal love graciously throws open the king-
dom of heaven to many coming from the east
and the west ; even as it rigidly closes it

against those children of the kingdom who,
with all their vaunted faith, have never
learned or retained love. This mercy, how-
ever (as Nitzsch excellently preaches), is not
that weak and sickly sympathy which ungodly
selfishness cannot but feel, and is too willing

* Let a glance be taken backwards through the
benedictions in order fully to observe their orgauic
connection.

to plead in evasion as the true Christianity

,

not that false kindness to one's neighbor which
goes hand in hand with the most unbridled
indulgence of one's own fiesh. Therefore is pu-
rity of heart nex spoken of as the test of true
mercy ; not the re.erse, as if this presumptive
mercy were the guarantee of purity in heart.

Pure in heart, KaSapoi zrj xapSia, 33^3 v^g

(Psa. lxxiii. 1, comp. Psa. Ii. 12, xviv. 4-0)—
not merely pure in the Levitical typical sense,

not merely of clean hands in a Pharisaical or
carnally moral sense, but in the inner being
before God, who desireth truth in the inward
parts (Psa. Ii. 8). In the position where we
find this here, it cannot be a disposition of

mind that desires and seeks it, not even the
struggle after it out of a deep sense of need,
but an actual inner quality, a condition of the
inner man that is ever advancing to perfection.

The heart is purified through faith (Acts xv.

9) ; and in love out of a pure heart (1 Tim. i.

5), in faith working by love—to the perfection

of which faith works co-operate (James ii.

22)—the purified heart goes on to the con-
summation of purity. The stimulant and
impulse of practical mercy is the mercy
of the pure One towards my yet impure
heart : the more diligently I now wash my
heart in this mercy of God, and my hands
by exercising it in return towards my neigh-

bor, the more fully the sentiment of love

within me is confirmed by the acts of love
;

so much the nearer do I come, in the way of a
priestly entrance into the holiest (which is, in

its degree, an appearing before God already, a

beholding of his face), unto the final and con-

summate fulfillment of that type

—

To see God,

as it is expressed in 1 John iii. 2, 3. Just in

the degree that we are inwardly and essen-

tially purified as God is pure, are we capable

of a living perception of him. But that per-

ception, when perfect in the glorified, shall be
also the actual vision of God ; that is, be it

understood, of the face of God in the Son, who
has ever been from the beginning the face of

God turned towards the creature (1 Tim. vi.

16).* Peacemakers, Elprfvortoioi, /JovXojuevoi

lipyvjjY, Di^ ,Xy< (Prov. xii. 20j—and more

than that, for it is the last description of

the high aim of discipleship, beyond which
there is no higher step to be taken, since

this makes the disciple as his Lord. Not
merely are they contrasted with those who
are contentious, IS ipiBsiai (Rom. ii. 8),

not merely do they keep and preserve peace,

as much as in them lies, with every man
(etprjvEvovre?, Rom. xii. 18 ; Heb. xii. 14),

but they make, they mediate peace, they

bring and offer to the world out of the treas-

ure of a pure heart, the peace of God. Thus,

finally, every disciple of our Lord is in his

place, in design if not in in effect, a messenger

* So that we may not limit the meaning of the

promise to the manifestation of Christ only in this

world: "The pure, the upright, perceive in Christ

a manifestation of God" (Lutz, Bibl. Dogmatik,p.

48). Quite true, but not enough.
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of grace, in word, in work, and in life, to all

intents aud purposes a bringer of peace in the

ministry of the great reconciliation. Such

shall, in the final separation and demarcation,

be called the children of God, for they have
been such in truth and worthy of the name

;

but not they who have proudly and unlovingly

gloried in the testimony of truth against a

miserable and sinful world, and just as little

they who have, contrary to truth and right-

eousness, spoken peace where there has been
no peace in God's sight.

Verse 10. To the seven benedictions, per-

fect in themselves, there is significantly added
yet another supernumerary eighth, which pro-

ceeds no further with the development, but

confirms and seals their seven-fold blessedness

to the righteous, whose character is perfected

through their peace-making in this evil world,

against all the never-failing enmity and scorn

of the unrighteous. And though ye also

suffer for righteousness' sake, yet are ye, and
shall ye be, blessed notwithManding (1 Peter

iii. 14). Here is wonderfully blended the

fundamental tone of promise and consolation,

Fear ye not, rather rejoioc ! with the earnest

note of requirement, that they remain faith-

ful under so severe a test, yea, even of warn-
ing against hypocrisy and apostasy : For that

righteousness'' sake which has now been at-

tained—by retrospect to ver. C ; and there is

also a connection with ver. 7-9—Mercy out of

a pure heart uiUo peace. The world will for

the most part requite that love with hatred,

will thrust this peace from them ; and the Lord
would by no means conceal this from his dis-

ciples in this most gracious first sermon to

them The essential idea of persecute, here, is

to persist malevolently in seeking to with-

stand them ; to transfer and carry on enmity
against God's righteousness, to its possessors

and witnesses and ambassadors also. Thus is

SeSi&yjusvoi, " the persecuted " not only the

highest honor of the children of God who are

so conformed to Christ, but also a condition of

entrance into the kingdom of heaven not less

absolute than the preceding (1 Peter, iv. 13,

14 ; 2 Tim. iii. 12). It is the last and surest

token of discipleship ; and the tribulation of

time becomes to those who persevere, a con-

firmation of their title to eternal joy. Here-

by discern the peace of God in thyself and in

others, that the world as such is opposed to

it; yea, even rejoice in this, for as it is the

natural consequence of thy charitable and
peaceful walk, so it is also the testing proof

which is needful to its consummation (John

xiv. 27 ; xv. 18-21). According to Luke vi.

26, the Lord further made this plain by a

warning contrast. Thus does the Lord set

the seal to this discourse, binding together

its beginning and its end : The kingdom of

heaven is (and abides) yours, even as it was
yours at the commencement in poverty of

spirit. The lGriv
y is, presents a contrast

with the outward and passing show of persecu-

tion, which indeed is more easily apprehended

by faith than that first contrariety between

the strong assurance and the inward poverty
to which it was given. The kingdom of heaven

is transcendantly elevated above all the tran-

sitory circumstances of this lower world.

Verses 11, 12.—The sentences which pro-

claim blessedness, are ended. There is now,
through a final " Blessed are ye," a transi-

sion made to their appropriation; and the ad-

dress to the disciples begins, which continues

down to ch. vii. 20. That this direct address

was not used before, resulted from the tone of

general invitation which marked the com-
mencement of the discourse. The disciples of

Jesus must not be supposed to be separated or

distinguished from the other hearers ; but the

discourse, in a manner, saw in them all, from
the beginning, future disciples—graciously

taking this for granted. Whoever, among the

people that heard the first sentences, is able

and willing to appropriate them to himself,

is referred to throughout what follows in the

general Ye, my disciples ! All other men, in

sharp distinction from the children of God
and mesesengcrs of peace who have been de-

scribed, are included in the unexpressed sub-

ject of ovetSidcodiy, shall revile, etc. Quite

correctly, therefore, though needlessly, does

Luther insert, on revision, men (comp. ver. 1G

with ch. x. 17). The children of God are in

contrast with men, just as Israel, God's peo-

ple, with the nations. For my sake; this is,

likewise, the first coming forth of the person-

ality of Jesus, the Master and Lord, which
corresponds to that first ye; and its identity

with " For righteousness' sake," is, at the

same time, very significant. The persecution

before referred to, is now more clearly traced

in three stages : first, reviling with bitter and

hateful wrords generally, then more specific

persecution in acts, and finally the pouring

out upon the objects of their hate, in wanton
falsehood and slander, itav novypov pt/pa,

whatever their wicked malice can invent.*

The Lord manifestly refers to Isa. li. 7, 8 ; in

which chapter we find ver. 1, beginning with
_" Ye that follow after righteousness;" and
immediately after in vers. 4-8, this is changed

into uMy people, my nation, my judgment, my
salvation, my righteousness." Consequently,

our Lord here already in this lofty " For my
sake" speaks in the person of Jehovah, just

as at the end of the sermon he reveals himself

as the future Judge of mankind. The ipsvSo-

jiievot, fabely, about which there has been so

much needless dispute, must not be connected

inertly with evsKEv ipov, for my soke, (as

Tholuck thinks) ; but indicates in itself that

most wanton wickedness and unrighteousness

wdiich has just been spoken of; though at the

same time it contains, in order to obviate tho

too hasty confidence which this might pro-

duce, an undertone of test (as we observed

above in the analysis), sounding thus—But

* The daring disregard ot truth with which the

world is wont calumniari audaciter the children of

God, the Satanic canning with which its lies are

woven, would be altogether incredible, if it were

not matter of fact.
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look well to it in every case, that they do speak

falsely ! This expression, to return, exhibits

the fundamental principles of all their hatred
;

which has its origin in the lie that ever opposes

the truth of God, though the adversaries may
not always be conscious of this. Ye must know
it, however, and be firmly assured, that they

speak falsely ; or the benediction can avail

you nothing. For, alas ! all the way up to the

high elevation, of the reproach of Christ, a man
may deceive himself, and too readily reckon

that as slander, redounding to his own honor,

which is but deserved blame. But if ye are

surely convinced in your heart and conscience,

that the reproaches of those who hate the

righteousness of God, are falling upon you for

its sake, then rejoice and be exceeding glad !

(In Luke, " leap for joy," spring upward in

joyful hope toward your reward in heaven !)

There is in this, as it were, a most emphatic
command, Be happy ! for which " Blessed are

ye," in the previous verse, prepared the way.
It is befitting that the Lord, in his gentle

condescension, should speak of recompense
and reward (excluding, be it understood, all-

idea of merit from those words), oftener and
more strongly than his apostles might after-

wards do.* For your reward : that is, not
merely the general reward of grace which in

the kingdom of heaven awaits you; but in

addition there shall be, for every affliction and
for every wicked word which you have to en-

dure as expedient for the confirmation of your
faith to yourselves, a distinct, and precisely

apportioned requital and compensation—the

mare ye suffer, the more the reward. For thus

royally will one day that righteous Lord and
Judge requite his own, who on the other hand
will not forget a cup of cold water that has

ever been given to one of them ! Finally, there

is here graciously given to our weak faith an-

other ground of joy in persecution, in that we
perceive ourselves by this practical token to

be companions of the prophets, the witnesses

of God who have been before us ; and thus
become more and more assured of our citizen-

ship in the kingdom of heaven, in contrast

with the prevailing decay and destruction of

all things. Christ gives, indeed, in these
words an early explanation, that the kingdom
of God was not among the people of Israel, as

a whole, in the state in which it then was;
that it was not what they thought it, after

their way and manner ; but that it was with
the persecuted prophets, and as as they taught
it, in the misunderstood former revelation.

The reward is reserved in the heavens, tv vols
ovpctvoi6S, which is not quite the same with
" in the kingdom of heaven ;" but rather sig-

nifies the interval from the gathering of the
righteous to the former prophets, till the in-

heriting of the earth, ver. 5. Him whom they
tolerate no longer under the heaven, heaven
will receive into itself! Heavens, in the plural,

refers to the many mansions of John xiv. 2,

* See Roos, Die Lehre Jesu Christi, new edition,

p. 7G4.

and helps our anticipation of the greatness
and glory of the reward.

Verses 13—16. The promise here already in

the first part, as we have seen, advances into
a demand, that the gifts of grace which have
been received should exhibit and approve
themselves. The danger of not persevering
in persecution has been just before pointed
out ; but now the discourse strengthens its

tone, and insists upon an indispensable contin-
uance of active influence and testimony in the
midst of an evil world. Ye—who have been
described in vers. 3-10, who in your poverty
have hungered for and have obtained right-

eousness, in order to the exercise of charity
and peacemaking

;
ye—who have been ad-

dressed in vers. 11, 12, as having to expect,

like the prophets before you, the ingratitude,

scorn and persecution of this world as your
earthly reward, but an everlasting compensa-
tion for all this, as your reward in heaven

;

ye are, what grace has made you

—

be, and in

joyful confidence continue to be, all that your

new nature requires! Let no hindrance prevent
this ; look well to yourselves, that ye become
not again incapable and unfit ! In these verses

the three main ideas, with reference to which
the whole sermon moves on in regular grada-

tion (promise, requirement and warning), are

reversed—from the point of their connection

with the preceding. First, altogether warn-
ing—Woe to the savorless salt ! Then again,

though in part a promise—The light must not
and shall not be hid ! Finally, with fuller

grace—Let then the light which is given you
shine forth !

The discourse, after having looked back upon
the prophets of former times, turns at once to

a prophetic contemplation of the entire destiny

of the new church—the city set on a hill ; an-

nounces here preparatorily, what comes more
plainly before us in the 10th chapter at the

first sending forth of the messengers of peace
;

and just as at the close of this Gospel (ch.

xxviii. 19), embraces the whole earth—tho

whole world. But what is the distinction

which our Lord, who begins here to disclose

the essential truth of those natural images

which were originally provided for all human
language, and to use them as the elementary

letters of his own superhuman utterance,

makes in this passage between salt and light ?

It would be superficial to regard it as a mere
abstract distinction between life and know-
ledge. Rather in salt the inner essential pow-
er and virtue from which the efficacy proceeds

by natural laws ; light, on the contrary, is the

outicard expression of testimony viewed in itself.

Therefore the earth is opposed to the former

as a dead, corrupt mass which must be per-

vaded by it; the world is the object of the

latter, as a dark region in which it must as-

suredly shine. The middle term between the

two is fire, (Mark ix. 49, 50, and Psa. i, 2, 3;
compare Levit. ii. 13.)

The salt in itself is properly the power of

life in its essence, the imperishable permanence

of an abidiug essence, inwrought into things
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as their principle by the Eternal. It can
therefore no more become corrupted into salt-

lessness, than the light can become darkness,

either in nature, or in that spiritual kingdom
of which it is the symbol. Yet, inasmuch as

our Lord has graciously condescended to say

of those who have salt in themselves (Mark
ix. 50), that they are the salt; and vo name
those light who are only lamps or lightbearers

;

in this sense the salt may become indeed sa-

vorless, and the light in us become darkness
(ch. vi. 23) ; that is, if we again lose the salt

and the light. Salt alone averts corruption,

and gives a good and savory taste (Job vi. 6),

hence it appears in the sacrifices as the sea-

soning, and a sign of the covenant of God.
Without salt the earth is corrupt before God
(Gen. vi. 11), and all who live upon it foul and
offensive, an abomination in his sight (see Psa.

xiv. 3, irpiO ; comp. Job xv. 1G.) But God

gives to the corrupted mass a new salt, has

checked the corruption from the very begin-

ning by his grace, and will now in the fulness

of his mercy and of his truth, salt again the

whole earth—if it will receive it—-unto life.

The instruments of this great restoration are

the children of God through Christ. They
are the salt of the earth, for they bear God's

truth living within them, which is made their

salt, by which they should salt and season

everything around them
;
just as in v. 1G it is

also said Your light. They bring and they
make peace, that is, in the full sense of the

Hebrew Di^K** for the healing of all corrup-

tion ; for they bring the only living and abid-

ing truth in righteousness ; and only in truth

is peace (Col. iv. G; Mark ix. 50 ; Zech. viii.

19). Now, the healing influence of this sharply

piercing truth, is foolishly resisted by human
nature, and if it should therefore intermit its

piercing, through unbelief and indolence in

its possessors, and give way before the resist-

ance which it meets ; if its point should be-

come blunted in the attack, and that which
through the might of God ought most power-

fully to bear testimony to and approve iwlf,
should in the bye-ways of false peace degen-

erate by degrees into a thing which only re-

tains the outward appearance of that truth

which is for man's peace, but from whence the

power has fled ; then is the salt again become
saltless, as church history has shown in the

darkness of Roman Christendom, and more
recently in the no less profound darkness of

nationalism.
The salt without savor has indeed the obt'i-

ous appearance of being doctrine which has

become impotent and unsound
;
yet, since this

can only be the consequence of the loss of

power and life in the salt bearers, who them-
selves are termed the salt, it would be a very

false exposition to say that the Lord does not

speak here also of persons. That he does speak

of them, the treading under foot manifestly

* What 1 hive said concerning this in John xiv.

27, and elsewhere (also in Isaiah), may be consulted

and compared.

shows. It would be wrong to say, that though
men once endued with grace may become weak
and impotent for external influence in the
awakening of others, yet they cannot them-
selves again be quite lost. That would bo
through prejudice to do injustice to the word
which here, as elsewhere often in Scripture,

expressly and incontrovertibly warns against

relapse as only, alas ! too possible. He only
can salt the earth who is himself salted, has

become salt; the abiding virtue within, and
its energy without, are strictly inseparable.

Now he who ceases to salt others, loses also

the salt which preserves himself; and after

such loss of the heavenly gift no second re-

newal is possible ; there remains only the con-

suming tire of judgment, which is by no
means the same with the salting fire of puri-

fying, saving affliction (Heb. vi. 4-6, x. 2G, 27

;

Mark ix. 49.) Only for the sake of the child-

ren of God who prevent its judgment, and
co-operate unto salvation, is the earth pre-

served, though corrupt and full of wickedness,
in order that it may be their inheritance
of the Regeneration. But those who persist

in their wickedness, will not abide that
spiritual severity which would work out
their welfare, that mighty testimony of the
truth which is for their peace. Such salt

is too fiery and biting for them ; they perse-

cute the righteous, and fight against the
ambassadors of peace. Now, herein lies the
temptation of these latter to become saltless

;

and the Lord teaches his own not lightly to

despise this temptation. Contemplating the
future of his church, he lifts up his warning
cry, and proclaims what has since so often

taken place. Yet our translation here and in

Mark ix. 50, is quite correct ; rather than

—

With what shall one salt ? Wherewith will

ye season 1 That would have seemed to refer

to a universal apostasy, and have given to the
question such an unsuitable meaning as this—

.

If ye fall away, where will be God's children
for the world's good ? What the Baptist said

(Matt. iii. 9), is the fit rejoinder to such view
of the question.* No, the Lord most assuredly
means : If the salt loses its savor, wherewith
shall it, the worthless salt, be salted again?
What follows proves this

—

It is thenceforth
useful or fit or good for nothing. The casting

out is the lot of that which is useless, which
can serve no purpose in the house, and the
treading under fool further marks the perfect

contempt of that which is thus cast out. No
'• mending of the way as by manure " is here re-

ferred to (as Lange thinks) ; but the Lord God
casts the corrupt out of his house and kingdom
again, and thereby gives them over to the

scorn of men. The judment upon Eli (1 Sam
ii. 30) has been ever fulfilled again and again

in an unfaithful priesthood ; and what the

* Hence with reference to Luther's rendering

Hamann writes this vigorous application (f it:

The salt of learning is a good thing ; but if that

becomes savorless, what shall we season with 1

With what but the poopioc xov mjpvyparoS,
the foolishness of preaching 1 (1 Cor. i. 21.)
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Lord here denounces has been true of entire

apostate churches as well as of individual

faithless men. If the world persecute®, it is

because i ; feels the power of truth and right-

eousness but when the saltless salt comes in

its way, it despises it beyond measure, treads

it under loot with scorn—and that deservedly !

He who alone is in an absolute sense " the

Light of the 'world? vouchsafes also to call his

disciples so, who yet are only bringers and
bearers of the light (q>codrr/pei, Phil. ii. 15;
Xvxvoi, John v. 35 ; i. 7-9), only lights kin-

dled from above. (Hence also presently ver.

15, xaiovdi Avxvov). The light itself can no

more be thought of as first lighted, than proper

salt as salted. The children of light, hereto-

fore of darkness, are light in the Lord (Eph. v.

8) : the light of the world is the sun, and the

Messiah is termed by Malachi (iv. 2) at the

close of prophecy, the Sun of Righteousness.

As such the Lord now proclaims himself to all

who hear him even in this word, and before

that great I am come ! which follows ver. 17.

But as instruction in the law is termed in the

Talmud "salt, and many a Rabbi a light of the

world, the Lord may be regarded as taking up
the Jewish doctrinal language which was al-

ready prepared for him and as announcing in

dignity that he, the highest Master, designed

to make his disciples also true masters and
teachers. Yea, in his mouth alone is that

quite true, which from human lips appears

presumptuous ; the testimony and doctrine of

his disciples should actually fill the world with
clearly shining, true light of the Light. The
city on a hill is not by any means a mere com-
mon figure of speech ; the Lord derives the

expression from Psa. xlviii. 2 (comp
v

. 1. 2,

lxxxvii. 1) as afterwards that of ver. 35 from
Psa. xlviii. 3. He speaks not of Safed (as Sepp
again says idly) nor of any other such hill-

town in the land ; but of his Church or con-

gregation hereafter to be built, of the new
Jerusalem, to which will be given the light of

the sun, when the old Jerusalem, become salt-

less, the city upon the hill and all her depend-
encies around, shall be given over to be trodden
down of the Gentiles. Now, however, in this

period of development with reference to which
the Lord is immediately speaking, his mean-
ing includes all the true citizens of the city

of God then living in the Aia6nopd, or disper-

sion. Although as yet scattered abrcad, they
can no more with their united light be hidden,
than if the new city were already built upon
the hill, and reflected God's light upon all the
lands. Where light really is and continues
to be, it must from its very nature, shine forth.

The same God, who founds and builds for him-
self the heavenly citjr

, and kindles for himself
its lights, places them moreover upon fitting

candlesticks, each one upon its own. We
must take the expression, Do men light, and
place, in ver. 15, in conformity with the gen-
eral scope, as the action of men figuratively

used for the action of the wisdom of God.
The Church of the Lord is to be no secret in-

stitution, like the heathen mysteries. The

light of the pure word and of holy life is to
burn brightly and loftily in it for the dark
world, which also itself is, and shall be made
a house of God. No human ordinance, no
false shame or fear, may place this light under
a bushel, which is designed to shine forth from
word and work combined. What God has not
done, man ought not to do ; though, alas ! it

has too often been done in various ways, but
only where God's light and salt are lost.

Man's worst bushel upon the light of God is

the bar and covering of " temporals "—the
bread and pay dealt out too richly or too spar-

ingly for the mystery in the Church. Indi-

vidually indeed the Lord will often cover up
in his wisdom some small fresh-kindled light,

that it may burn up in its time and order

;

but he who cannot tolerate that, and would
himself prematurely ascend the candlestick,

may easily chance (as St. Bernard reminds us)

to be blown out by the wind of temptation.
This remains the essential matter, that the
placing of the light be left to him who kindled
it. He will do it, assuredly, at the right time
and in the right manner ; for it was never his

purpose, when he kindled the light, that it

should be hid. Now he who, through fear of

persecution or else through sluggishness, leaves

his candlestick, and, becoming unfaithful to

his calling, wilfully covers his light, shall have
his light extinguished : yet conciming that the
Lord says nothing further now (as in ch. vi.

22, 23) ; for he has already referred to this in

what he says of the savorless salt. It is now
his purpose, less as a warning than in promise,

to encourage our shining, as that for which we
were kindled. God only covers so long as is ne-

cessary for the better burning. But our short-

sightedness, which we still retain though
lights of the world, may often confound, when
self-will blends with our testimony, the bushel

with the candlestick. A proverb says very
strikingly—The true light will burn, never-

theless, through the bushel.

It is of importance to observe, that it is not
said, we must wish ourselves to shine ; but as

the translation well expresses it, that we
should let, freely, without covering or hind-

rance, our light, that which has by grace been
given to us, and exists within us, shine before

men, according to its own nature and the will

of him who kindled it. The Lord says liter-

ally—So let your light shine, and thus ex-

pressly distinguishes the true, and only shin-

ing light of the Father, which has made us to

shine, from ourselves, these bearers of the
light. There is a promise in his requirement
that we must without any co-operation of ours

leave the gift of God to its own self-evidencing

power, as if he had said: It will of itself shine,

if you cover it not ! That spurious desire to

shine brings only darkness within and around
us. It is not—Shine ye, but—Let your light

shine ! Before men ; as the explanation of

the expressions earth and world—even before

the men who persecute and revile you ; for*

this must be your only retaliation—love and
truth for hatred and lies. And now as to the
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good works! Are not these especially the

word of testimony and confession of doctrine?

This is not excluded, as will appear presently
;

but our Lord immediately refers to the life,

because the good word without the good walk
is of no avail ; a lie before God, it can bear
no testimony to truth before men ; with the

appearance of light it has no power of fire

;

it tends rather to the temptation of the world,

and the dishonor of God. That which, ac-

cording to Kom. ii. 23, 24, befell Israel, is also

repeated in the Christian community. The
expression " good works," which explains the

figurative "light," forms also the transition

to what follows from ver. 17 onwards, where
the righteousness of the disciples comes for-

ward as the fulfilling of the law in act and in

teaching. What kind of works? Here is

already laid down beforehand, as it were, the

theme, which is then developed from ver. 20.

The external lustre, which proceeds from the

inner light, and which alone can be seen, shines

forth in genuine good works, that is, in works
of light, of love, of mercy ; so that here the

salt may correspond to the peace, and the light

to the mercy, of that pure life of love which
was described before (ver. 7-9). And cer-

tainly the shining together of all the works in

the entire walk is here signified ; which ac-

cording to Eph. v. 8-13, neither should nor

can conceal its revealing, witnessing, light-

nature. Of the individual good deeds as such
it is said on the other hand—Do them not

before men ! (ch. vi. 1.) Isolated works or

deeds do not properly shine ; they are rather

as flashes in the night, which make the dark-

ness appear the darker ; but the entire and
persistent doing of all works of pure light and
love, is a bright light upon the candlestick of

the office and calling. Again, to men, natural

men, are these works principally and first of

all to be shown : the brother already born of

God understands our simple word, and God
alone set* the faith in the heart, the inner

light itself as such (Rom. xiv. 22). That

men should see our works is indeed the most
immediate end of our letting the light shijie

;

but the important end within this end follows

immediately: And glorify your Father which
is in heaven.* Not you yourselves, against

which chapter vi. presently lifts up a severe

voice—Ye may yourselves be no more praised,

than yourselves shine. Not that men, instead

of all manner of evil (ch. v. 11), are to say

nothing but good of you ; but that the Father

in heaven, (who is here named for the first

time) may be acknowledged as your Father

through your light, your good works ; and
that ye may be thus termed his children even

now before the world. Whence arises a new
and beautiful sense of the promise in ver. 9

—

as already ver. 7 had implied : They shall re-

ceive mercy from those, who, acknowledging
their love, love them in return.

* Roos has remarked among others, that here

the Lord, after having hitherto spoken of his

Father, for the first time appropriates the Father

name of God to men.

But now since men are wicked and for the
most part so remain ; as they reject the salt

and hate the light ; as they acknowledge or

honor neither the Father nor the Son (John

xvi. 3) ; as they consequently refuse the

Father's honor in his children, by ascribing

that incontrovertible righteousness in them
which cannot be defamed, on the one hand to

human virtue which they praise, or to the gift

of God which they acknowledge ; therefore,

with the good and shining works the testifying

word must not be wanting, which acknow-
ledges the grace of the Giver, and cries out

—

This is my Father's light through Christ, in

whose name I do all this (Col. iii. 17). Then
are the clothes rent, and they cry to the peo-

ple—We also are sinful men like yourselves,

but the grace of God is with us (Acts xiv. 14
;

1 Cor. xv. 10). The life without the word is

not enough, although the backwardness to

confession often brings falsely forward this

expression of Christ, as if to prove, that it

is enough to let the light of good works shine

before men. Thereby God's honor is not

desired but our qwn ; but when we glorify

our Father in our life and in our profession,

then we constrain men, at least so far as in us

lies, to glorify him also : first of all and at

once, by praising the grace which has been

vouchsafed to us, and then, receiving that

grace also for themselves, by the selfsame

good works and light.

Verse 17. " Finally, there is here also a

warning, which in its emphatic restriction and

rejection, points forward even now to the test

at the end of all." As we indicated previously,

this conclusion of the first head, so we dis-

cern now, again, the close of this conclusion

in that most earnest warning—Without a

much better, a perfect righteousness, there is

no entrance into the kingdom of heaven !

(Here, beforehand, just as in ch. vii. 21, though

not yet so fully established, but rather set

down first as a paradox in order to be fully

proved.) This strongly protesting warning

(either all the commandments of the law done,

or no entrance by any means into the kingdom
of heaven) is preceded by one more gentle

—

Not one of the least of these commandments
must be broken, either in teaching or in doing,

by any man, or he will be least in the kingdom
of heaven ! And whence then such righteous-

ness in poor miserable man, to whom a Gospel

is preached, yet with such a demand as this ?

The introduction of the sermon has sufficiently

assured us, that he, ir< whose coming the king

dom of heaven and his righteousness come to

the poor as gift, consolation, and food, himselt

brings with him his righteousness as his salva-

tion : consoquently we have here at the out-

set, as the true foundation of promise, on

which alone the requirement is erected, that

great, emphatic and critical word

—

I am come

to fulfill the Law and the Prophets, as first in

myself, so also in you, my believing and right-

eous ones !* Because, moreover, this whole

* It is true, but not by misunderstanding it, to
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conclusion of the first main division of promise

is the transition to the severer tone of demand
and warning which follows ; therefore to this

especial and distinct promise of the whole Ser-

mon on the Mount (by which the benedictions

are first made intelligible) there is appended a

warning and exclusive declaration

—

Think not

that it is otherwise, that the saving grace

which hath appeared may remit or relax any-

thing of that whole will of God, which has

been testified from the beginning, and waits

for its full establishment and performance !

Finally, that the whole section (vers. 17-20),

may fall into the same threefold form which
has become familiar to us, we have between
its commencement of promise and its exclud-

ing close, the natural middle term of require-

ment in the simple words—All must be ful-

filled (ver. 18). Each least thing, every most
isolated precept of the great whole (the Law
and the Prophets, ver. 17) must receive its

fulfillment.

Thus it will be observed how the whole dis-

course, constantly rising and reaching forward,

evolves gradually its deep meaning—each new
utterance springing from the preceding as its

immediate consequence. Truths ever new and
fundamental, clothed in human language for

human apprehension, proceed from the living

organ of the one all-embracing truth (I am
he, who bringeth to you righteousness) which
bears in it the mind of the Lord, and here
gives an epitome of its first testimony. This
(ver. 17) is the true and essential marrow of

that testimony—its immovable foundation of

rock. Its clear and luminous declaration is

essential to the right understanding of the
whole Sermon on the Mount. It prevents us
from being terrified by its succeeding require-

ments into a fear of condemnation ; and teaches
us in poverty of spirit to seek and find, to ask and
receive from him who is come to fulfill all right-

eousness—who, while he demands, promises like-

wise, and when he promises demands—all needful

grace for the fulfillment of righteousness in our-

selves.

And yet how wantonly do those err, who
assert that the Lord's sermon contains only
the mere so-called morality which he taught,
and would thereby get rid of what they call

the- dogmatic teaching of faith in his person,
its divine dignity and sole merit ! As they
contradict their own heart and conscience, and
will not feel that the benedictions at the com-
mencement set aside all righteousness and ful-

fillment of the law in our own strength, and
speak only of grace for the miserable ; so now
they entirely renounce their own understand-
ing, shut their eyes and their ears, that they
may not perceive and read and hear the in-

scription that is written upon the sublime
portal which is once more erected in ver. 17 :

he too straitly limited, that the Saviour here " indi-

cated the object of his own life" {Beugg. Monattbl.

1847, 9),—for lie designs at the same time to say

—

The law must also by you—though only indeed
through me—be fulfilled.

It is I alone who bring in and accomplish all.

Yes, verily, the testimony which is found in

John's Gospel, is anticipated here : I am He !

Are not all who hear his first word constrained
to ask—Who can this man be but the Messiah,
who thus announces blessedness, and thus by
his own immediate authority administers the
kingdom of heaven 1 His first words are in

clear and profound accord with the most ex-
panded predictions and promises of prophecy.
And then that lofty and unrestrained—For my
sake, ver. 11, which is so naturally uttered !

So again immediately that first attribution to

his disciples

—

Your Father, ver. 16—springing
from the communicating grace of him who had
already openly called God his Father, and
continued throughout the entire sermon (all

being comprised in Our Father ch. vi. 9), until

that most impressive My Father of ch. vii. 21,

closes it ! In conjunction with this is the sub-
lime—Verily, I say unto you—which similarly

pervades the whole, (ch. v. 18 and onwards)
placing him who utters it in divine majesty
above all the prophets, in the unity of that
only Lawgiver and Lord who spake by the
prophets ; until at last, he who thus speaks
announces himself to be the world's Judge in

that day (ch. vii. 21-23), as he had in the be-

ginning announced himself as the giver of the
world's blessedness. In ch. v. 17, we have the
ground of all that high authority which speaks

in the preceding and subsequent discourse, in

the undisguised answer to the question : Art
thou he that should come? (ch. xi. 3).

Twice with the emphasis

—

I am come—to

wit, as one who was in being before he came,
and cometh into the world (John iii. 19 ; xi. 27

;

xii. 46), knowingfrom whence he came : who is

come forth from above (John viii. 23, iii. 31),

from heaven (vi. 33, 38), from God (viii. 42,

xiii. 3), as the Father (xvi. 27, 28). This is

much more than Nicodemus, drawing back in

the paroxysm of his fear the confession which
was springing to his lips, attached to it when
he strangely enough called him only—Teacher

and Prophet. For all the prophets are but
sent, he of whom they prophesy and he only

cometh from God. As elsewhere there is often

appended to this expression—I am come ! the

aim and result of his coming in a variety of

aspects (Matt. ix. 13, x. 34, xviii. 11, xx. 28
;

Luke ix. 56, xii. 49 ; John vi. 38, ix. 39, x. 11,

xviii. 37), so here also it is directly given

:

I am come to fulfill.

This, however, is attested with the negative

warning

—

Think not, or firj vojuidj/re: by no
means be deluded into imagining that I am
come to destroy the Law or the Prophets.

Such an utterance pre-supposes testimonies

concerning his person already received, and the

existence of misunderstanding and false expec-

tations in relation to it. Wherein did these

consist 1 In a twofold error, as the Lord after-

wards shows—in false hope and in false fear.

Especially, and first of all, the Lord testifies,

in immediate connection with the requirement

ofgood works (ver. 16), against the delusion that

the Messiah [himself who assumed to be the
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rtfessiah) would dispense with the fulfillment

of the holy law ; for such a delusion more or

tess consciously pervaded the entire expecta-
tion of a carnal Messiah's kingdom, which
might instantly be set up with its temporal
prosperity and splendor, without repentance
and regeneration unto holiness. (Hence once
again the ftf) vo/uidi/rs of ch. x. 34). The
kingdom of God consists only in obedience to

the will of God, only in and with God's right-

eousness : hence (ch vi. 33) the law remains
inviolate—Be ye therefore holy, for I am holy
(ch. v. 48). But for the other side of the error

which understood not the Scriptures, whether
of the Law or the Prophets, he who was come
found existing a false fear of innovation, and
the destruction of established and ancient in-

stitutions. In their blindness to the Law
which must abide ever, they forget the dis-

tinction between it and the types and the
shadows which God's commandment appointed
for their own time, and even between it and
the precepts which had been added by man

;

they consequently inferred in their delusion

that a Messiah who should invade the then
extant Judaism, could not be the true one of

whom the prophets had written ; for they un-
derstood the Prophets still less even than the

Law, and had utterly marred their promises
by a carnal interpretation. Both kinds of

delusion were in manifold ways mixed up in

carnally blinded Israel
;
yet in the mass of the

people the false hope of the relaxation of the
Law, in order to their supposed fulfillment of

the Prophets ; and in the Pharasaic heads of

the people, the false fear of innovation rather
predominated. There lay, in fine, in the hidden
consciences of all the people—whose will and
not their knowledge was at fault

—

an absolute

dread of the true fulfillment of (he Prophets in

order to the true establishment of the Law. The
Lord's mighty protest against each fallacy that

ignorance or opposition of will might beget,

embraces all this in its inmost connection,

so that everyone might take his own reproof;

and exhibits the Laic and the Prophets in their

inviolable unity, as one great prediction of
himself, which waits for its fulfillment ; as one
great preparatory institute which reaches in

him, only in him, but certainly in him, its end
and consummation, that is, its perfect, fulfill-

ment and realization. Now as this preparatory

institute was of God, of the self-same God
whom the Messiah calls his Father, he could

not speak of anything like a dissolution or

destruction of that which was essential and
true therein.

The superabounding fulness of meaning in

this sublime testimony of Christ to himself—
whereby he places himself between the Old
Testament and the New as the living unity

and truth of both—embraces thus the whole
"loctrine concerning his person and his work,
•s the epitome of all that Christologij which is

to be developed from them, as the substance

of all theology, the sum of all true understand-

ing of Scriptures and revelation. To deduce
this in all its amplitude is not the design of

these our hints
; we can only affirm and indicate

how the understanding jof such a saying as this

requires an understanding of the whole Old
Testament, as it goes back to its very begin-
nings and roots ; and of the whole New Testa-
ment as well, inasmuch as it looks forward by
anticipation to the entire fulfillment of those
of its last predictions which have not yet been
accomplished.

" The Law and the Prophets, 1
'
1 taken together,

are the name of the Old Covenant (as after-

wards, ch. vii. 12, xi. 13, xxii. 40) ;
yet not

merely in the sense of the current manner of
speech which divided the external body of the
Scriptures under the titles min and D^QJ

;

but with reference to those two aspects of the
Old Covenant upon which such a division was
based—viz., commandment and promise. These
two fundamental elements, however, so thor-
oughly interpenetrate one another, that the
whole, the legal as well as the prophetic word,
the legal as well as the prophetic institution,

may be regarded as comprising both ; the one
element commanding the fulfillment of the
fore-announced will of God, and the other
pointing in prophecy to that future which
alone will bring this fulfillment. He who does
not thus understand the Old Testament, has
not yet even begun to understand it ; its dou-
ble name is its only right name ; it is a law,
which has not yet found its corresponding
obedience, and yet which must and shall be
done ; it is a promise, which yet waits for its

fulfillment. AVhen this has come, it becomes
an Old Testament, and gives place to the New.
But this New Testament again is no other
than the truth and reality of the Old, its ful-

filment, which can alone bring it, as old and
precusory, to an end. O that our critics of the
present day would understand this ; whose
entire but idle toil is expended upon the vain
endeavor to rend asunder the two Testaments
of God, to unbind the Law and the Prophets,
and then to regard indeed Christ as one who
has come, but who fulfills nothing and brings
nothing !* Let the Old Testament first be
broken, then is broken also the New ; as we
have seen in the progress of Rationalism into

all unbelief; let the Christ be taken away, who
has come as he was to come, then is there no
longer a revelation, and no more a living

God.
To proceed, however, with a more specific

examination of this subject—What is the Lair,

of which the Lord here speaks ? Assuredly
not merely the unaptly so-called moral law of

the ten commandments ; for Israel had learned
nothing in Scripture of any such improper di-

vision of that one, entire law, which the Lord

* Instead of explainirur away with their triflinrr

the ahsertion of our Lord, they had better deal with
it as the old heretic Marcion did, and reverse it at

once: zi SoKSlte / uri j/\2>ov nXrjpai6ai rov
vonov Tf zovi 7tpog37Jra? ; ?/?*Bov xara\v6oa,
a/lA.' ov TcXrjpaidai : What think ye 1 that I

came to fulfill the Law or the Prophets'? I came
to destroy, but not to fulfill

!
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had given them in various commandments,
moral precepts and statutes. To that same
law belongs, in inseparable unity with it, what
we term the ritual or civil law; all is together
but the one will of God, which is to be es-

tablished in the obedience of his holy people.

The typical ceremonies of the service of God,
with all that appertains to them, are all ap-

pointed with reference to sin, just as they
pre-announce its atonement; the external

regulations of the polity of the people and the
state, which are not less typical than the
former, are for the correction of disobedience,

while they foretell the coming of a people and
commonwealth of God, which should be the
realization of these forms. The command-
ments of Sinai, again, with all their condemn-
ing severity, rest upon the ground of that
word of covenant mercy—I am the Lord thy
God, who redeemeth thee ; and thus direct

the hope of faith to go beyond their letter,

and wait for that spiritual fulfillment, in

which the law will not be given unto death
but unto life. The law itself, as such, se-

cretly testifies and predicts a righteousness of

God, which should be made manifest (Rom.
iii. 21). On the other hand, the language and
testimony of the prophets, especially those who
spoke after the law, with Moses himself at
their head, is always in strict unison with all

that word, which from the beginning had
been a word of prophetical promise (Acts iii.

21). They speak of the law, as the expositors
of its spiritual meaning which the flesh cannot
fulfill, and as most inexorable preachers of re-

pentance, of woe, and of judgment—Elias and
John the Baptist being their prominent types:
but they also with most benignant consolation
point to a coming grace

;
yea, to a grace which

already began to be in some measure experi-
enced, but reserved its full proof for the great
futurity.* The law requires the righteousness

of God in us (Rom. viii. 4), and at the same
time predicts, as being given by a God of grace,

that he will bestow it. The prophets promise
the kingdom of God, and the advent of one as

its king, who will fulfill all, yielding a true
obedience to the law as a servant, such as no
individual servant of God, and much less the
whole people had been ; offering a true propi-
tiation for sin as a Priest ; bringing in the fel-

lowship of God's covenant in all its fulness
and reality as the Mediator of the covenant,
and the Lord our righteousness ! but at the
same time every word of the prophets requires,

as given by the God of truth, the coming of
that future One, and the fulfillment by him
and through him of all that was written con-
cerning him. The law is a prophecy pointing
to Christ; prophecy is a law, a will of the
Father for Christ to do. Of both together
in their unity he who was to come speaks :

What is written in the volume of the book i3

* Thus the benedictions themselves wore all of
them taken out of the prophetic word : see Isa.

lvii. 15, lxvi. 2, lvii. 18, lxi. 3; Psa. xxxvii. 11,
cvii. 9; Isa. xli. 17, lvi. 2, Ixv. 13; Piov. xi. 25;
Psa. xxiv, 4, 5, xxxiv. 19 ; Isa. li. 7, lxvi. 5.

written of me, and all is obligatory upon me;
I must come to do the will of God (Psa. xl. 8,

9). Did no such Christ come, then would the
entire Old Testament, which declares itself to
every candid mind to be the marrow of the
world's ancient history, and to contain the
revelation of the most essential truth of hu-
manity, remain a beginning without an end, a
before without an after, a riddle without its

key ; not merely a longing of the human spirit

without is fruition, but a testimony of the
spirit of God without truth ; an incompre-
hensible nothing, making an incomprehensible
pretension to contain in itself a living germ

—

a germ, however, that never knew develop-
ment, withered up in this modern Judaism,
the miserable and worthless remains of the re-

ligion of that man, who once believed in God,
and sought after righteousness in vain !

But Christ is come, and as he now at the
first by this most sacred " I " bears true and
absolute witness to himself as the end of the
Old Testament, so has the history of his king-
dom and of his work since then, of the institu-

tion founded in the New Testament down to

the present day, borne witness to the truth of
his word. The actual and surely progressing

fulfillment, in the history of the world and the
Church since Christ, of all that waited for ful-

fillment in the old world, cannot be entirely
mistaken, but by such a delusion from the
abyss, as knows of no fulfillment either of
man's longings or of God's commands and
promises, simply because it dissolves all things

in the Indian Maja, or swallows up all things
in a bottomless grave: or rather would dis-

solve and swallow up, but cannot ; for the law
of God still abides, testifying against sin, and
urging men ever to the words of the prophets
concerning the fulfilling and atoning obedience
of one man for all. Yea, Christ nimself is still

in his Church, and asks most earnestly: If I

am not come to fulfill, what then is humanity,
history, God?
Has Christ, then, in any sense, brought a

new, a better, a more perfect law, than the

law, to fulfill which he avows himself to be
come ? By no means ; as the whole Sermon on
the Mount, his whole word, and the virtue of

that law itself in our consciences, attest. All

the prophets representing the conscience of the

people, which again represented the conscience

of humanity, knew of none other than the one,

eternal law. But through the Spirit of God,
they went on to predict, that one was coming,

whose salvation should consist only in the es-

tablishment of this law, and its righteousness,

and further also, in the establishment in its

true meaning and fulfillment of the entire

typical, ceremonial and political law of Israel.

The Law and the Prophets are at all points in-

ternally one. Therefore the Lord does more
than merely place them in juxtaposition—The
Law and the Prophets ; but with deep em-
phasis—Think not that I am come to destroy

the Law or the Prophets, that is, neither the

one nor the other, neither of the two which
arc yet but one. The requirement points to
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the promise, the promise to the requirement

;

the latter predicts the Spirit, as the Spirit en-

forces the latter. But inasmuch as the first

and most immediate delusion, to which the en-

tire connection of his discourse is opposed, was
only that of supposing that he would relax the

Law, he orders his words for their conviction

upon that subject : No more will I destroy the
Law than I will destroy the Prophets ! If ye
expect a Messiah, such as the prophets pre-

announced, and yet suppose that he will come
as a relaxer of the law, ye do greatly err, not
understanding the prophets in their central

harmony with the law. If I did not fulfill the
Law, then would the Prophets also fail in their

fulfillment.

Thus does the Lord disclose the deep com-
mon foundation of all that delusion and error,

which withstood himself by a perverted expecta-

tion of the Messiah. It was simply the Jews
who destroyed the prophetic word, by a car-

nal interpretation of it. It was simply the
Pharisees, who likewise destroyed the Law:
by teaching it without performing it them-
selves (ch. xxiii. 3, 4), b}~ sacrificing one part

of it to another, omitting the weightier mat-
ters, judgment and mercy, while they cared
for the externals of its ceremonies (xxiii. 23) ;

by neglecting the spirit that was required,

while they were exact in the letter and work
of their conscious hypocrisy ; finally, by mak-
ing the most important fundamental com-
mandments of God of none effect through
their superadded traditions (ch. xv. 3-6).

Therefore he is no Messiah to these Pharisees,

who in their evil imagination call destroying
fulfilling, and fulfilling destroying. Therefore
must the righteousness of his disciples, and of

the subjects of his kingdom, be something ex-
ceedingly dilferent from the so-called right-

eousness of these Pharisees ; it must spring

from the power and grace of his own true''ful-
fillment, which has come, and is ever coming.
What is this, in tine, and how does the Lord

fulfill the Law as well as the Prophets ? He
fulfills the law as its first perfect teacher and
performer (ver. 19) ; who releases the Spirit,

which though in it was bound in it, by the

confirming testimony of a spiritual interpreta-

tion, and the living exhibition of it in word
and work ; who, as man, made of a woman and
made under the law, as minister of the cir-

cumcision bound to all the ordinances of Is-

rael (Gal. iv. 4; v. 3), fulfills in perfect obedi-

ence all righteousness, and satisfies every
righteous obligation which human nature and
the creature sustains in relation to God (rd
itpoS tov Osov, Ileb. ii. 17). But because
this obedience, which was freely undertaken
in the incarnation of the eternal Son, is fully

accomplished in his sacrifice for us sinners who
could not render it; an obedience not merely
imputed to us, but implanted in us through
our actual union with his humanity ; therefore

Christ in his entire obedience, Buffering in do-

ing from the beginning, and doing in suffering

to the end, is the one meritorious and living

sacrifice finally and fully presented in death,

4

the true object of the whole typical law,
which testified of the necessity of such a sac-

rifice between God and man on account of sin.

He is the righteous one, who bears and over-

comes in enduring love the sin which rages
against him in temptation

;
yet the curse of

the law is withal fulfilled in him through his

mysterious substitution in our stead, but only
in order to make way for the blessing. In
this is realized the true use of the law, that
for which it was given to sinners ; that they
through the law may die to the law ; that the
power of sin may be broken in its conflict with
inviolable righteousness ; that God may con-
quer in judgment, and yet man not be lost,

but be redeemed to a new life in living right-

eousness. In Christ's flesh, which is our sinful

flesh, and which yet through the eternal Spir-
it is without sin, the flesh is put to death
the enmity is abolished, sin is judged, the
judgment of God against sin is executed even
unto the securing of a new holiness. He sanc-
tifies and offers himself for us, and in this act
of obedience unto death he is the servant of

God, the Prophet and the High Priest whom
the Law and the Prophets foretold. As in his

death sin is abolished and its curse is repealed,

so also every vain delusion of erroneous expec-
tation in which the blindness of sinners have
enveloped the promise, is revealed and de-
stroyed as such ; his cross is the death of Is-

rael's carnal hopes of a Messiah. The covering
falls from the eyes of those who refuse not to

see this, the shadows fade away, the veil of

the figure is rent, for its reality is come and ;3

set up. Its further consequence and efficacy

is immediately fulfilled in the risen Redeemer,

the servant is glorified as the Son, the king-

dom of the King and the Lord, of which also

all had foretold, begins to appear. The Lord
who died especially for the fulfillment of the

law, though to that also the prophets con-

tributed their testimony, Uveth now especially

for the fulfillment of prophecy in its stricter

sense; although the promise of the law—Ho
that doeth these things shall live ! is realized

also in him, who as the righteous One has

voluntarily accomplished in himself the com-
mand of the law—For thy sin shalt thou die !

even to the attainment of a superabundance
of righteousness. This life, thus by right as

well as grace obtained for us, is one with the
blessing of the first promise to Abraham ; and
thus the righteousness of the law itself, which
was for ever beyond our own attainment,

turns in Christ into a righteousness of faith

for us (Gal. iii. 8-14). The circumcision of

the heart which the law required, the pro-

found truth which was testified by the whole
sacrificial economy of the tabernacle (for the

veil and the foreskin are the same in the inner

spirit of the man before God) is, through the

obedience rendered by Jesus in his perfect

humanity, brought nigh and within reach of

us all (Rom. x. G-10). The law is far from

being relaxed, and our being released from it

is eternally impossible. We are delivered,

rather, from the curee of the law in order to
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its being established in its due honor. For
the power of sin in the flesh is taken away,
and the influence of the life-giving Spirit is

shed upon us in unrestrained abundance from
the glorified God-man (Isa. lix. 19).

When the Lord, in the Sermon on the

Mount, said—I am come for such fulfillment

as this, all was not yet accomplished in him-
self which was incumbent upon him ; he had
within him as yet but the resources of power
and willingness for all. His whole work is de-

veloped and consummated in and with his per-

son. When he cried upon the cross—It is

finished—then was his great work truly ac-

complished, and all that remained, even up to

the ascension, was but the manifestation and
completion of the victory which he had ob-
tained. When he had risen again and reached
his consu nmation, he fully explained all that
the prop jets had spoken of him, and in what
sense all had been imposed upon him as a sa-

cred necessity (Luke xxiv. 25-26). But that
which is in him accomplished and established

for us, must from this time be also accom-
plished and established in us; in order that
the righteousness demanded of the law may
be fulfilled in us, and the law be established
through faith (Rom. viii. 4, iii. 31). He who
has thus shown himself the end of the law and
of the prophecy, has become thereby the new
and living beginning of a new covenant and
kingdom, the old covenant and the old king-
dom of Israel having risen again in their great
and high reality. There remains yet for ful-

fillment in the new Church no less than all

that is written in the Law of Moses and the
Prophets and in the Psalms (Luke xxiv. 44)

;

and since the time that the heaven received
Christ, he intermits not the influence of his
spirit, nor will he till the restitution of all

things which God hath spoken since the world
began (Acts iii. 21). The new creation of the
Spirit begins immediately upon the day of
Pentecost, in simple and gradual fulfillment
of what had before been written ; the whole
typical history of Israel is reproduced in its

essential reality in the true Israel of God, and
will go on till the new heaven and the new-
earth are created, wherein dwelleth righteous-
ness.

The ordinances of men, however, which were
not. the Law, are utterly abolished, as well all

the mere human expectations which answered
not to the meaning of the Prophets. And not
only so, but the actual fulfillment of the old
Scripture is at the same time to some extent
an abolishing fulfillment, inasmuch as that
•which was preparatory ceases through its com-
pletion, the shadow retires before the sub-
stance, and the shell which enclosed and con-
cealed the kernel, drops from it, The servant
of Tsrael, the minister of the circumcision, the
Messiah of the Jews, becomes a Saviour of the
worid, as was indeed most plainly predicted
(Rom. xiv. 8-12). That which through the
imperfection of the prophetic vision was only
uttered with restriction and limitation, is now
expanded into most abundant and glorious

universality, and thus alone fully corresponds
with the meaning which the Spirit in their
letter had signified from the beginning. Yet
more : as the prophecy has found its end when
fulfilled in Christ, so that no more prediction
shall go forth concerning him, and we are re-
leased from all expectation of another than ho
who is already come, and of anything else
than what we now have, from all the imper-
fection of fragmentary prophecies which have
not yet found their unity ; so also is Christ,
as the fulfillerof the law, likewise its end, that
is, the law in contradistinction from its ful-

fillment (and as such only secretly predicting
a future righteousness of grace, while con-
demning present unrighteousness) has alto-

gether lost its force for those who are justified

in Christ through faith. We are no longer
under the law, for through Christ it lives

within us and works its own accomplishment;
its requirement no longer presses upon us as a
commandment from without—Thou shalt

!

whosoever doeth not all these things, let him
be accursed and die ! The punishment of the
law is no more contemplated than its rewards
by those who, through the Spirit of grace in

Christ, are made meet to be the people and
temple of God.

Finally, there is another sense in which both
the Law and the Prophets continue still, and
cannot fail till all things be accomplished.
Grace itself retains the office of correction, and
Christ as the living and life-giving law of the
Spirit, chastises sin, indeed, even in his own,
until he finds it no longer ; but his chastisement
is only unto life and peace (Tsa, liii). The old

law viewed as preparatory, also, has not gone
out of the world ; but still exercises, as ever, its

open or secret office wherever the Christ who
has come is not yet preached ; and even in

conjunction with the work of the Spirit in

evangelical preaching, the work of the letter

continues upon all hearts and consciences in
'

the outer congregation, before Christ comes
into it. The Lord himself as prophet preached
the law, to prepare the way for himself, and
his servants follow his example.* Siniharly

Christ himself, in his person and history l«-om

his birth to his ascension, is a still-continued

prophecy of the fulfillment of his work, of the
reproduction of his person in his Church ; as

the Church again, in its beginning and pro-

gress, is still a prophecy of his matured body,

of the temple finally completed at the end of

the world. This is, indeed, a living prophecy,

bearing in itself the power and security of its

own fulfillment, but still a prophecy pointing

to the future. Waiting has no more ceased i han
duty ; but for all who are in Christ, the form-

* The law and the Gospel co ever hand in band,

and jointly increase in the clearness and piofwdity

of their revelation. The law reaches iis fulfillment

in Christ, not only in his bearing its cuvse, but

also in his more perfect revelation of its demand,
through his own word and act—even till tli<* final

judgment and the kingdom of grace are at once

and together fnllv brought to light. So Schober-

lein, Stud. u. Krit. 1847. 1. p. 20, 27.
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er is a progressive possession and attainment,

the latter a progressive ability and willing-

ness. In like manner the prophetic word con-

tinues to be a standing witness to all who have
not acknowledged the Christ as come, even
till they acknowledge him. And all things

thus go on, till the law and the prophets have
reached their fulfillment in the perfect Church,
the body of the great Head ; until the final

decision and separation of the judgment has

come, which is every where attested to be the

goal of all law and prophecy ; and thereby the

end returns back to the beginning again, the

entire Old Testament appears spiritually yet

yisibly in the tabernacle of God among men,
eternally new ; and after the last rejection of

the unbelieving, and the glorification of the

faithful, nothing more remains to be command-
ed or threatened, and nothing more to be fore-

told.

Thus we have, to some little extent, pointed

out the meaning of our Lord's utterance in

Matt. v. 17 ; the enlightened reader will dis-

cover how little of its inexhaustible fulness.

But we have not once as jet fixed our atten-

tion upon the -second sentence of this great say-

ing, in which he so emphatically repeats

—

I
am not come to destroy but to fulfill. Is this really

a repetition only for the sake of emphasis ?

Assuredly so in part, so far as it is the Lord's

design to impress a more vivid conviction of the

infinite contrariety of these two things, and
to place in a more striking light the folly of

that delusion which expected any abrogation

from him. But there is also something new
in his meaning, something wider and greater,

when he now omits the " Law and the Pro-

phets," and testifies in general and compre-
hensively : I am altogether and absolutely not

come to abolish anywhere any thing that is

right and true, but my coming is throughout
ami entirely to conserve, to expand and to

fulfill all the rudiments, preparations and ten-

dencies toward the kingdom of God in human-
ity. Hereby likewise he throws his unre-

strained glance over Israel even into the whole
world of heathenism, for which also he is come,

and in which there will be found elements of

preparation for his coming, which his new rev-

elation may seize upon ; for he comes not ab-

solutely to create anew, but rather to fulfill.

He looks into the deep things of humanity in

relation to God, and surveys its history as pre-

senting a universal aspiration towards himself,

and waiting for his coming. And do not these

very Scriptures concerning the future Christ,

which were given by God to Israel, that copy

of humanity, also disclose the self-same pre-

paration for him, though more hidden and
darkened, in the other nations of the earth ?

Is there not something in them all, which we
may also term vo/.ioS ?/ npoqjijrai eiS Xpidrov,
Law or Prophets to Christ! The heathen have

a law in their conscience, a worship of God
through sacrifice in their religions, codes of

morals and rights in their political economy,
longings and presentiments in their wise men
and poets who are also their prophets (Tit.

i. 12; Acts xvii. 28). The Lord brings its ful-

fillment to every such expectation in the
ancient world, and destroys nothing in all this

which testifies to the righteousness and tiuth

of God ; through its sins and its delusions he
destroys every where as being the work of the

devil, in order that he may help forward to

its development, every, the most secret, gerra.

implanted of God which still existed among
them. How gracious and full of encourage-

ment is this word for all in the world, who, as

poor as they are sincere, are waiting for right-

eousness ! How solemn and admonitory is the

instruction which it gives to all the Lord's

servants, his missionaries among the heathen
and his preachers in Christendom, that in

every relation, internal or external, they must
not teach and labor in the spirit of such entire

abolition as their Lord here signifies, but bring

in every where a universal fulfillment through
him who came to be the Spirit of all forms, the
consummation of all beginnings, the answer
of all questions, the satisfaction of all neces-

sity !

But lei not the world'think, even the Christian

world down to .this day, that he came for any
other end than to establish the whole will of

God, as the Law and the Prophets in Israel

especially enforced and foretold it : let this be
declared to the world continually in the Lord's

own words, both for its encouragement and its

warning. Fear ye not this new thing which
Christ brings, as being a subversion of all es-

tablished customs, a casting down of your own
vain righteousness, and an interruption of your
own cherished peace : he does indeed destroy

inexorably the old, which was not from God
and avails not before him, yet only as the ful-

filler of all aspirations towards a true right-

eousness in God's sight ! But hope not for

that grace as bringing a false freedom from
law, wait not for his kingdom with expecta-

tion that savors in any degree of the blind de-

lusion of the Jewish expectation of Messiah

:

he does indeed make all things new in the

spirit, brings grace, peace, life and blessedness,

yet only in order to righteousness in the obe-

dience of God's will. Would you rather have
a Saviour who should not establish the law of

Sianai, because jour evil conscience recoils

from it; a Saviour who should leave behind
much of the Jewish word of prophecy, because
your foolish fancy in the unbelief of a sluggish

heart opposes it ? then does he most decisively

answer you, Swh a one am not I

!

Verse 18. For all must and will he fulfilled,

that is written in the ancient Scriptures, even
to the tittle. Of this the Lord gives his yet
stronger assurance, and confirms with his

Amen, which was first heard in John i. 51, and
had since then often been used to individuals

as in John iii. 3, v. 11, but now for the first

time occurs in his public teaching of the peo-

ple. The prophets, who testified of him
who was to come, and Moses, the mediator

of the law, might only say—Thus saith the

Lord ! But here that Lord himself is speak-

ing, whose way they all as servants had
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prepared ; who, greater than a prophet, ex-

pound the true meaning of the law which

himself had given (vers. 21, 27) ; withdraws

those condescending concessions which it had

nade to the hardness of their hearts (vers. 31,

33, 37), and re-establishes and re-imposes it in

all the perfection of its original integrity

;

who, indeed, thus early declares himself (vers.

19, 20) to be the one Lawgiver and Judge, who
-eceives into or rejects from the kingdom of

neaven. He it is who thus preliminarily as-

serts his own authority and the authority of

the whole subsequent discourse: I say unto

you ! Here at once his peculiar method of in-

struction begins to become more distinctly

manifest, in which he excites the deaf ear to

attention by striking proverbial sayings which
have the appearance of hyperbole, and yet

utter nothing but the actual and literal truth,

of which no tittle shall be abated, and which
he can seal with his Amen !

We perceive immediately, if we will only

give heed, how far-reaching had been the

Lord's preceding word concerning the ftdfill-

meat of the Law and the Prophets ; since the

fulfillment is to take place not merely in his

own person, but further and ever increasingly

through him in all who are his, through the

whole future history of humanity in all its

ages down to the end of the days of heaven
upon earth (Dcut. xi. 21). He now mentions
only the Law, as the more common name in

popular usage, which employed both inter-

changeably ; but its connection with what has

gone before shows that it embraces also the

Prophets, whose prophecies must as certainly

be fulfilled as the commandments of the Law
(see the repetition of this at a later period in

Luke xvi. 1G, 17).* Yet when we mark what
follows, we perceive that there is a transition

in this expression, and that the Lord is pro-

ceeding now to bring into prominence the law
in its narrower sense, the commandments of

righteousness. Heaven is not the heavens of

yer. 12 ; as earth, here, is not the same which
is promised in ver. 5, as an inheritance; but
the present heaven and the present earth,

which await a passing away, 7tapepx^d^ai, a

vanishing, a growing old (as 2 Cor. v. 17 ; Jas.

i. 10; Rev. xxi. 1), the being changed and re-

newed, according to the predictions of the
Scriptures, which clearly announce this in

such places as Psa. cii. 27 ; Isa. xxxiv. 4, li. G,

Fxv> 17 ; and even in its earliest revelation had
occasionally made it known, as in Gen. viii.

22 ; Job xiv. 12. The first till is just as cer-
tain and as necessary as the second—compare
the direct assertion in Luke xxi. 33. Thus
the substance of the word of God, written
before Christ and in him to be fulfilled, with
the development of this his kingdom and work,

* Schlciermacher would very erroneously (on
Luke, \). 207) strike out of the Sermon on the
Mount ver. 18 as an interpolation from Luke—be-
cause it makes the whole uncertain and ambigu-
ous ! vers. 17 and 19 immediately connected are
so very plain ! Surely Schleiermacher finds some
6Hav8a\ov here to remove.

stretches forward to the final passing away oi

all that is perishable and the changing of all

that is mutable ; then first, when the world
passes away, will the fulfillment of all be com-
plete and established !

Heaven and earth, the form of this present
world, are but a transitory creation to endure
for their season (1 Cor. vii. 31 ; Heb. xii. 2G,

27) ; but the word of God abideth for ever
(Isa. xl. 8). The world passes away entirely
and as a whole ; there is coming another heavea
and another earth ; but the word of God, the
slightest minutiaj of which are here compared
with the whole universe, must remain even to
the smallest point. There is in that word,
rightly conceived of, neither small nor great

;

nothing in it can be lost, for it is, and must
ever be, a living whole. And this applies to
the word ichich is written in the letters of hu-
man language, to the Scripture which cannot
be broken (John x. 35), as the /c5ra sv j) pia
Hspaia, one jot, or one tittle, incontrovcrtibly
declares. The iota is the smallest letter ; the
tittle, little horn or point, is the smallest part
of a letter, which appertains to the true and
established Scripture.* That this strong ex-
pression refers figuratively in its special mean-
ing to the least important of its contents, is

plainly to be understood : and this saying
therefore teaches us that while with the
change of the heaven and the earth there will

follow also, finally, a change of the form of the
word of God, a passing away of the letters and
points in which it must till then be contained,

its full accomplishment yet remains—Till ail

he fulfilled. This all comprehends every ev Mai
jiiia, tvery individual thing, which now exists

in the letter, and shall remain in its reality
;

and assures us of such a fulfillment of every-

thing in Scripture, whether great or small
first or last, in its pure and actual truth, as we
cannot now apprehend. The mamitr of this

establishment of the written word in the eter-

nal permanence of the new world, our Lord
leaves in obscurity, even as he does the nanner
of the old world's passing away. Thus much,
however, he says, in passing to his subsequent
discourse, that this fulfillment begins in his dis-

ciples' performance of it unto righteousness.

Verse 19. He therefore now turns more
particularly to the commandments of the Scrip-

ture, and asserts their inviolable continuance

as a whole and in their individual precepts, in

opposition to the destructive error of the

Pharisees. They are obviously referred to

here, though without being named, as he pres-

ently afterwards places his disciples in direct

contrast with them. The Pharisees under-

stood not that the law is a living whole (Jas.

ii. 10], although the many threads united in

one border upon the fringes which Moses ap-

pointed (Num. xv. 38 ; Matt, xxiii. 5), might
have pretypified it to them. They counted

the single commandments as single, just as

* And by which alone many Hebrew letters are

distinguished, as ") and *]. The yod is often super-

fluous, ye,t even then the Jews ascribed to it a

peculiar signification.
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even yet a blind misunderstanding has nothing
better to say than—This God has commanded
to us, and this also, and yet further this. They
investigated with subtility which were the
greater and the greatest commandments ; and
which as being the least might be left unper-
formed : just as even now dead systems of

spurious morality and ethics speculate about
a collision of duties, in which one must give

place to another ; and dream furthermore of

grosser and more venial sins. It was their

custom to compare what they regarded as the
least, commandments with the smallest letters

of the Scripture, * or 1, and to this folly the
Lord had alluded in the previous remark.
They at last, in the excess of their perverse-

ness, treated the especial precepts of holiness

(which the Lord himself, more strictly defin-

ing his present expression, certainly terms
to. fiocfjvrepa. rov ro/iov, the weighler matters

of 'the law) as slight and insignificant in com-
parison with the external ordinances and cus-

toms, in the frivolous fulfillment of which they
sought their righteousness (Matt, xxiii. 23, 24).

In opposition to all this, the Lord asserts the

equal validity of the smallest of these com-
mandments also, as being always uttered with
a like " Thus saith the Lord," and from among
them he presently takes his examples. By the

admonitory

—

Whosoever, therefore, shall break
one of these, he does not so much aim at the

Pharisees, as at his own disciples, appointed to

office in his kingdom, who are warned against

doing as these did. This breaking takes place,

as the connection shows, through a spurious,

enervating exposition which teaches it as some-
thing unimportant, leading as a consequence
to an entire disregard of it, so that the require-

ment of the commandment is annulled, and it

is left altogether unperformed. Whoever of his

disciples deals in any such manner with the

law, in this or the other department of its pre-

cepts, and teaches the people so, let him know
that he is a bad teacher, who himself has un-

derstood and received but little of the perfect

righteousness of the kingdom of heaven. Since

he has not scrupled to term some command-
ments the least, he shall in just requital, here

In the true records of the Church, and hereaf-

ter, when every man's praise or blame shall be

righteously dealt to him, himself be called the

least. This is obviously not to be taken in a

good sense (it is severer than /.uxporFpoS, ch.

xi. 11), but has an almost scornful tone, and

verges upon not entering the kingdom at all,

though it is not altogether the same.* For

the Lord does not refer to full and absolute

Pharisaism, but to an intermixture of it in his

disciples with error of judgment. But who-
ever of them, on the other hand, is zealous

with all his might and before all things, to do

the apparently least commandments of God,

* There is to ns more of irony in the tone, than

(as Braune thinks) of love and gentleness, such as

might yet consider the object of it to be in the

kingdom of heaven. More correcly Von Gerlach :

" To be called the least, is generally au expression

of contempt and rejection."

and in this spirit teaches the law, shall be called

great, in the kingdom of heaven, shall be
acknowledged as a genuine teacher and master
(Ral)bi is equivalent to great) in the final and
just judgment which shall give to every man
his due. Ye must be Rabbis, in a better sense

and in the highest truth of the name. Mark,
then, accordingly, who are in the sight of

Christ the little Rabbis, and the untaught
doctors ; and who are the great and genuine

expounders of Scripture and masters of the

law ! But art thou disposed to press the mat-
ter so far as to cleave to the minutest letter

as such, or even to accept this most important
expression of our Lord so strictly in the letter

as to deduce from the perpetual, external obli-

gation of all those Mosaic precepts, which he,

nevertheless, elsewhere has by his Spirit an-

nulled—then hast thou not 3*et rightly under-
stood the Master, who speaks, indeed, of an
abrogation or establishment of the command-
ments, very different from that which may
take place in the letter. We shall hencefor-

ward find many more such paradoxes in the
Sermon on the Mount, which penetrate into

the profounder meaning and harmony of truth.

He who, in his exposition of any one command-
ment, which was written for Israel in the

books of Moses, has nothing else to set out
with than, " This is now obsolete "—is one of

those who destroy the law. But he who dis-

covers in the whole, for himself and for others,

an inner abiding meaning and import which
even yet applies to us all, is the genuine teach-

er of Holy Scripture.* He only is a true inter-

preter of the New Testament who interprets

it in harmony with the Old.

Verse 20. How great is the contrast be-

tween this declaration, which closes the first

part, and the promises which commenced it in

vers. 3 and 6! The Lord utters it by way of

transition, as a general superscription for the

whole development of the second part—Let

yours be a sound and genuine and perfect

righteousness; and it is especially now said

for the first time—Not like that of the Phari-

sees ! If that contrast between the beginning

and the end is rightly regarded, and the en-

tering of the kingdom of heaven into us is

taken in connection with our entering the

kingdom of heaven, we cannot but perceive

that even this severe utterance has an essen-

tial promise within it. For it then runs thus,

being reversed—Unless the kingdom of heaven

enter into you with its gracious gift, ye can

have no righteousness at all. If ye receive it

in your poverty, ye shall be filled with right-

eousness. But just at this point the discourse

passes over to a more rigid requirement that

this gift of righteousness be both received and
preserved. The strong expression, ov u>'/, in

no case enter, goes further than the previous

comparison of least or greater in the kingdom
of heaven. It is similar to ch. xviii. 1-3.

* Wichier's Family Bible aska, "Artthou not afraid

because of thy past treatment of the Old Testa-

ment 1"
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Not all the scribes were at that time Phari-
sees likewise, or the reverse ;* but the Lord
blends them together according to their in-

ternal points of union, and thus exhibits un-
der two aspects the absolute opposition be-

tween every kind of insufficient and false

righteousness, and the perfect, genuine right-

eousness of his own disciples. This opposition

is the same to the present day, in all ages and
in all places ; for the developments of the

Jewish people down to the age of Christ, are

but a mirror of that humanity into which he
enters as a whole. The scribes are every
where those who are learned in the letter

(ypajujuarelS) and who teach it; and the
worst delusion is that of supposing that such
knowledge, without corresponding action, is

righteousness ; it therefore stands first. But
it is no better, when even such doing is added
as that of the Pharisees. These are in all

times the doers of the work in appearance but
not in reality, retaining now as ever the dis-

position to add the ordinances of men to the
commandments of God, to substitute their

opera supererogationis and eSfAoSpr/dxe/a {will

worship) for the weightier matters which they
lightly dispensed with. The book-learned
and letter-sifting ypamiarelS reckon up the
precepts of God, as if they were no more than
mere letters and points ; they determine with
keen subtilty which are the greater and
which the less ; and it is all that they can do,

to give instruction in these matters. The
Pharisees are zealous, also, in the work ; but
with the same formal, blind, dead, cleaving to
the mere work without any life in it, as that
of the former to the letter without any spirit.

Though the two are sometimes distinct, thejr

generally run one into the other ; and there-
fore the Lord here unites them together.
What then is the righteousness of the Scribes and
Pharisees? First of all, knowledge and teach-
ing without doing; then the doing without
heart, as in the accustomed offerings, tithes,

their own self-invented washings, etc., and
even in the case of the commandments—Thou
shalt not kill ! thou shalt not commit adul-
tery ! And yet shall this, wherein all is hy-
pocrisy and the lie of pride without any the
slightest approach to poverty of spirit, be
termed a " right.ovsness.'''' The Lord so terms
it indeed, but with that severe scorn of sharp-
ly penetrating truth and love which he must
ever feel towards all such as they were, down
to the end of time. These reghteoiis one*,

these especially holy—as the name " Pharisee"
signifies!—think that they exceed other people,

* At least not according to the more general idea
which holds good here. But it will be seen to fol-

low from ch. xxii't. 2, that only the orthodox Phari-
sees held the seat of Moses.

t CKTlQj according to the Rabbinical writings,

those who assume to be separate and holy, so that
it might be seen from their very garments that they

held themselves different from p~iXn DJ?> the com-

mon people.

and possess abundant righteousness : but the
Lord casts them down from their eminence,
when, in ironical allusion to this, he cries to
his disciples—Let your righteousness exceed;
let them be the common people and sinners in
comparison with you! The tone of this is

more severe than what was said in ver. 19;
for it means no less than that their righteous-
ness is none at all, since it gains them not even
an entrance into the kingdom of heaven.* Oil'

the other hand, that first righteousness which
is attained by the justifying faith of those
poor and wretched ones to whom mercy gra-
ciously inclines, is a true righteousness, although
the mourning and the hungering strictly speak-
ing should come after, and their hearts be not
yet purified in all holiness. The Publican
goes down from his first prayer of penitence
justified rather than the Pharisee; and if he
proceeds in this righteousness, if he, now that
the kingdom of heaven is come into him, con-
stantly seeks the full establishment of the
kingdom of God and his righteousness within
him, then will the Fulfiller fulfill all in his ex-
perience, until he is perfect, as his Father in

heaven is perfect. All this is effected through
asking and receiving (ch. vii. 7), through that
process of self-denial before God and before
men, which, though easily apprehended by the
mind, is anly possible in act through divine
grace (ch. vii. 12, 13). The spiritual law of

our Lord, as it now proceeds on from ver. 21,

ever anew casts down throughout the whole
way to its full accomplishment, every pre-
sumption of perfection already attained ; re-

veals the still-existing heathenism of nature
in the hearts of the children of God

;
puts to

shame all precipitate judgment of others, while
self is not judged, all rebuking of the Phari-
sees without the much better righteousness
than theirs, as sheer hypocrisy ; and cries to

all disciples from step to step, for their en-

couragement and warning, in order that all

Pharisaism maybe extirpated—Let your right-

eousness be still better; let it more and more
exceed, until it become absolutely perfect !|

This let us do and teach even as our Master
did, and take good heed that we abate not
his word by a single tittle any where, nor in-

validate his " verily I say unto you " by any
falsehood of our own.

Not like the Pharisees, the men of the letter

of the law, and of hypocritical outside appear-
ances ! This is the first great contrast, by
which the perfect righteousness of the disci-

ples of Christ is further delineated, that right-

eousness which is required as the fruit of the

* Similarly in Heb. xi. 4, Abel's better or greater

offering than Cain's.

f At the utmost possible distance from the pic-

ture which Zeller (in the Monatsblatt) draws of the
proud saints who imas'ne that the paper-money ot

their own good works must be current, also, in

heaven, and be reckoned there at par, at least, il

not indeed above par.
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grace winch has been previously received.

The two other contrasts, as we said above,

develope themselves out of this—Not as the

heathen ! Not as the half-disciples, who, being

disposed to remain in an imperfect righteous-

ness, fall away again entirely as a consequence,

and are put to confusion as hypocrites and
evil-doers. Not like the Pharisees ! The Lord
thus, in the manner of the prophets, connects

his teaching with the characteristics of the

men of his age, embracing and illustrating

by them general and permanent relations.

But how is this seen ? As the development of

these words proceeds in detail, they evolve

three other contrasts which disclose and ex-

plain themselves organically, advancing from

the original principle of Pharisaism to its con-

sequences, and tracing that right understanding

of the law which is opposed to theirs into

its essentially voluntary and actual obedience.

His disciples' understanding of the law is

spiritual ; to this is opposed the merely literal

understanding of the Pharisees : that of his

disciples is consequently correct, and is opposed

to the false exposition of the Pharisees ; their

right understanding approves itself, finally, in

a voluntary and heart// reception of the law in

order to do it, in opposition to the hypocritical

legality of the Pharisees. This is the internal

arrangement of the discourse from ch. v. 21 to

ch. vi. 18 ; which cannot, indeed, be viewed
otherwise, since it corresponds with the most
profound relations of the matter upon which
the discourse dwells. The error of the Phari-

sees proceeded from their merely literal ac-

ceptation of the law (ch. v. 21-32) ; and in its

origin was to some slight extent excusable,

inasmuch as the letter of the commandment
was obviously most prominent before them.

But if man's sinful heart would sincerely and
humbly permit the law to enter, it would
soon reveal its spiritual and inner meaning as

designed for the conviction of the spirit; it

would thus spiritually expound itself, just as

all sincere souls have ever understood it: for

we must not suppose that Christ gives now an

altogether new publication of its meaning.*

But in the wickedness of the Pharisaic mind, on

the contrary, this literal understanding of the

law produced, and, indeed, had for its foun-

dation, a false interpretation (ch. v. 33-48),

which, finally, in the progress of perversion,

annulled it entirety; so that—Thou shalt love

!

became in the destroying gloss—Thou mayest
hate ! In the detection of their error we find

its principles becoming more evident as we go
further into its outward exhibition. The law is

literally understood from the beginning be-

cause it has been falsely interpreted. And,
finally, as to the third? The law has only

been falsely interpreted because it is read and
heard not with a view to' the simple and sin-

cere doing of it ; since the design is not to

* To suppose this, is most fundamentally to mis-

understand the relation of the Sermon on the

Mount to the law. Christ says even here, only

what Moses and the Prophets have alrce/ly said.

obey the law in spirit and in truth before God
who seeth in secret, but only for the sake of

man ! Hence, thirdly, and quite correctly, we
have the hypocritical seeming-legality of the

Pharisees, which developes itself from this

false interpretation, and is also found to be its

source (ch. vi. 1-18). With this is brightly

contrasted the genuine, internal fulfillment of

the children of God before their Father in

secret ; which alone prevails and will receive

reward.
If after this general glance we enter more

into detail, we find that the Lord further

illustrates each of these three contrasts by
three examples taken from the precepts and
duties of righteousness, and evidently accord-

ing to a fundamental and necessary order of

selection. And here we are met by the divis-

ion of the law into moral, ceremonial, and
civil ; a classification which, notwithstanding
the essential unity of the three, is based upon
truth, and will now be exhibited in its pro-

priety. From the ceremonial law, or the law
of the sanctuary and divine service, the Lord
takes no particular leading example, because
that was given not so much for the conviction

of sin, as for the typical satisfaction of an
already awakened sense of need of a propitia-

tion. He contents himself in relation to this

with merely adding to the first example an
impressive caution, referring back to the in-

stance of Cain, against the unhallowed offering

of gifts with an angry and implacable heart.

On the other hand, he very distinctly brings

forward, in connection one with the other,

the civil law or the law of the political economy

of Israel, and the more distinctive law of holi-

ness, as we prefer calling it, instead of the
moral law. He begins naturally 'with the
latter, with the commandments of Sinai, the
heart of the whole divine legislation; and pre-

sents as the three examples of the first con-

trast, two from Sinai and one from the civil

code. In the second contrast this is reversed
;

two are taken from the civil code (concerning

swearing and judicial retribution), and one

returns again to the summary of the moral
law, the love of our neighbor. In the third

contrast, finally, he very significantly aban-
dons the written precepts of God's word, and
takes his illustrations from the three main
works of righteousness according to the hu-
man Pharisaic idea : almsgiving, prayer, and
fasting. The details of this arrangement will

exhibit and justify themselves, when we ex-
amine them more narrowly.
We now proceed in our more direct exposi-

tion to vers. 21-32. The two commandments
of the law given from Sinai, are such as exhibit
the literal and spiritual acceptation in their

rudest collision, and Christ, by his full disclos-

ure of the latter, lays open the very ground
of man's evil heart. The civil enactment
which follows, concerning the Utter of divorce,

is one which exemplifies the preparatory char-

acter of the Mosaic ordinance, its accommoda-
tion to men's hardness of heart; and Christ
exhibits his fulfillment of this law, to those
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who possess his spirit, as being a canceling of

1hat which was imperfect, and a re-establish-

ment of the original and right ordinance. The
first two commandments are united—Thou
shalt not kill ! thou shalt not commit adultery !

for the pride of self which towers above all

others (involving the denial of all that is not

I), and the sensuality of entire devotion to the

flesh, are in their essence just the two poles of

the same sin. Hatred or murder and lust are

forms of corruption in the heart, mysteriously
reciprocal and interwoven one with the other,

which the two keen commandments of the

letter, Do no murder ! comm t not adultery !

penetrating to the secrets 01 the heart, will

draw forth and reveal. (Let Lamech of the
race of Cain be called to mind, Gen. iv. 19-23.

Reflect upon the sensuality of vengeance and
the murderousness of sensuality, and that both
constitute the perfect opposite to that unsel-

fish and pure love, which the holy law of God
requires.) But the civil regulation, which per-

mitted divorce, is plainly shut out by the pro-

hibition of adultery, inasmuch as every divorce

pre-supposes an act of adultery which is either

committed in it or revealed by it. Conse-
quently the essential spirit of the command

—

Thou shalt not commit adultery ! testifies

against the letter—Thou mayest practice di-

vorce ! so that the law of Moses in its integrity

and unity itself contradicts the temporary
imperfections of its own ordinances, and at the
same time demands and predicts in its fulfill-

ment their establishment in perfection. Thus
much for the outset, and now for the details.

When the Lord designs to cast down the
delusion of a legal righteousness, resting only
upon a literal and false apprehension of the
law without understanding its spirit which
judges the inner disposition of mind, he begins,

here as elsewhere, with the second table of the
Decalogue (ch. xix. 18). For our conduct to

our neighbor lies most accessible to conviction,

and he who feels that he loves not his brother,

may deduce from that conviction that all is

not right when, before the Searcher of hearts
he says, " I love God." That the discourse in

its further progress does thus penetrate to the
revelation of the heart's idolatry, will be mani-
fested from ch. vi. 24. On another occasion,

when the Lord points out the annulling of
the commandments of God by the traditions of
men, he uses for that purpose the last precept
of the first table, which is the middle term of
transition to the second (ch. xv. 4). Here,

where the whole discourse, according to the
note which ver. 7 had already struck, is to
reach its climax in—Be perfect in love, as God
loveth (ver. 48), the first commandment of the
second table naturally takes the lead, the spir-

itual significance of which is no other than
tJiis—Thou shalt not hate ! The Lord lays down
first the letter of the command, and its merely
literal apprehension, ver. 21 ; in opposition to
this, he expresses the spirit of this letter, and
yet, in order to awaken and excite a spiritual

apprehension of it, he employs figurative lan-

guage which cleaves to the letter still, and is

not to be understood in its literal import, ver.

22. From this follows, finally, the direct
exhortation to love, without which even the
offerings upon God's altar are nothing worth

;

expressed first, in terms of simple exhortation,
vers. 23, 24, and then vers. 25, 2G, of solemn
denunciation, in the figurative exhibition of
the judgment which is taken up and continued
from ver. 22. This judgment, however, can
o\\\j be fully understood when referred in its

higher sense, as the preceding intimation in

the " offering " shows, to the highest and only
Judge.

Verses 21, 22. The Lord by this Ye ad-
dresses his disciples as before, but at the same
time all the people, in as far as they belong to

him, may learn what his teaching will be, and
this is in a sense the beginning of discipleship.

Ye have heard, not read ; this latter could only
have been spoken to the Scribes ; and the Lord
does not now at the first address them at all,

but warns the people, to whom he speaks,

against them. The people only heard out of

the law which was read and expounded in their

hearing ; but, alas ! were obliged also to hear
their teacher's manner of apprehending and
interpreting it (John xii. 34 ; Rom. ii. 13, 18).

That it was said—By whom ? According to

the earlier and customary acceptation, which
Luther follows, this was regarded as designedly
left indefinite, because the Lord's—But I say
unto you ! was intended to oppose all false

teaching generally, from whatever source it

might come ; and it was only defined as the
doctrine which had come down from antiquity :

hence, that it was said to them of old. Others
think that these ancients were the contempo-
raries of Moses, and that the Lord places his

own word in direct contradiction to that of

Moses. This supposition is conclusively re-

futed by vers. 17, 18, after uttering which it

is not to be imagined that the Lord would
immediately say : Moses has said thus, but
I now say otherwise ! For that purpose,

also, the standing form of speech, " to the

fathers,'
1 '' would have been used (Luke i. 55,

John vi. 31 ; Acts iii. 22, vii. 38; Ileb. i. 1),

from whom the apxaloi (those of old lime) here

are clearly distinguished. Does not the Lord
cxprcsslj' confirm, in ch. xxiii. 2, 3, all that

the Scribes, who sit in Moses' seat, teach con-

formably with the word of Moses? Does he
not every where throughout this Sermon pru-

dently avoid stating in contradistinction to his

own words, that Moses had said—even, for ex-

ample, in ver. 31, where this is actually meant
(comp. ch. xix. 7, 8), where a preparatory, im-
perfect ordinance of Moses is abrogated? But
here it is God himself, not Moses, who spoke
the inviolable word, Thou shalt not kill ! The
Lord does not say any thing in opposition to

this word in itself, but it is against the merely
literal interpretation which was immediately
attached to it that he contends—" This means
no more than that whosoever kills, or inflicts

a death-blow, shall be in danger of the judg-

ment." Just as in ver. 43 it is not the com-
mandment of Moses, but its altogether au-
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nulling interpretation, which is spoken of

—

Thou shalt love thy neighbor, and hate thine

enemy! We quite agree with Lange, that
" the first corruption of law is exhibited in its

not being developed according to its spirit, but

bound down to its literal meaning." Our Lord
enters into conflict with all such glosses and
teaching as tend to relax the commandments
(ver. 18) ; whatever has been said beyond the

word of God, and in false exposition of that

word, he contradicts by his own sayings ; and
thus by the same divine truth and authority

he confirms and establishes the true meaning
of all which before him had been written or

spoken as the word of God.
The notion that Christ contradicts Moses,

could only be endured by such orthodox the-

ology as that of our day, which holds so feebly

to the Old Testament as immediately divine.

The most tolerable presentation of this view,

which is very generally embraced, and, alas !

has been latterly maintained by the sainted

Neander, in the u Deutschen Zeiteckrifl•"—that
which could alone recommend it for a moment
to our consideratiqjgps the notion that Christ

only designed to oppose the law as law, the
" legal relation and expression " as such. But
the truth of this view must be much more
clearly and appropriately unfolded than, e. g.

it is by Dietlein ;* and, moreover, the discourse

does not deal distinctively with this point at

all, but speaks, rather, in more rigid terms of

an unconditionally necessary fulfillment of the

law and its commandments—and, indeed, with
a j'et more exacting rigor of legal expression

of its own. The old Fathers with whom
Neander briefly declares himself (in the "Life

of Christ ") to agree, meant their correctio legis

in a very different sense from that of the Socin-

ians and moderns, as Tholuck (on the Sermon
on the Mount) has very properly observed.

Most certainly it is not the design of the
Sermon on the Mount, if we only hear it and
read it aright, to contradict the law, but to

expound and glorify it in its fulfillment. Hence
it is not said : Ye have heard that it has been
read in the law. The common people, whose
knowledge of the law was only indirect, would
have said with regard to whatever they heard,

even though not found written there—We
have heard out of the laic; that which was
written, and that which was said, being blend-
ed together into what was popularly valid as

"law." But it is our Lord's design now to

put a final end to all such intermixture. By
the expression which he uses he indicates

the entire system of erroneous interpretation^

which not merely might have, but actually

had to the greatest extent crept in between
the true meaning of the letter (ver. 18), and

* Das Reich Gottes (Berlin, 1846) —What Rauh
also throws out {Deutsche Zeitsch. 1850, p. 360) is

more apparently profound than it is well-grounded

f The Pharisaic caricatures of the Old Testament
—which they made not as opponents, tut. as the
exponents of the law—as Richter's Family Bible has
well said on this point.

this hearing of what had been said concerning
it. 1 he Scribes read the word " kill," as if it

simply meant murder, and as if the limiting

addition was strictly proper : but thus they
read not aright either what was written, or

how it was written ; as the Lord elsewhere, in

referring to the right .manner of reading the
law, emphatically expresses himself—What is

written in the law? how readest thou? (Luke
x. 2G). Further, they did not sincerely tell

the people even what their own awakening
conscience, in spite of their s}'stem, must oft-

times involuntarily have perceived in the law.
In like manner the people, on their part, did
not listen to all that was said to them, but
received just what pleased their ears ; and
thus they limited and weakened it still more,
so that the error which understood not the
Scripture (ch. xxii. 29), increased as it passed
from the saying of the Scribes to the hearing
of the people, just as it has ever happened even
down to our own time, wherever the people
may be said only to hear out of the Gospel.
Thus, after having given his assurance that he
will not destroy one tittle of the law, if the
Lord should say anything different from what
thou hast hitherto heard " out of the Scrip-

ture," look well to it, and see where the error
lay, whether in thy hearing, or in what thou
hast heard ; and then in the right spirit of

hearing let Jesus himself tell thee what is truly

written in the Scripture.

ToiS apxccioii must certainly be translated
as meaning that it was said by or among them
of old time,* namely, that it had been handed
down by the masters and doctors in Israel, by
the Rabbis of a former age, with the false sem-
blance of antiquity as an immemorial statute,

For thus runs the Talmudical formula of teach-

* As the ablative, equivalent to vito tgjv dpx<xi-
oov, which construction is preferred by very many,
indeed by most expositors. Tholuck regards it

as supported by " reasons which deserve notice,"

though he himself does not accede to it. For our-
selves, we regard it as the only possible one, and re-

joice that now, in the corrected German Bibles at

least, it stands

—

bei den alten. These ancients are not
" the fathers " (Heb. i. 1) to whom God had spoken.
It was not Moses (whom the Lord, moreover, would
not have referred to by a mere general EppiSrf)
that had said : Thou shalt not kill, commit adul-
tery, etc. but tho God of heaven upon Sinai.

(Comp. Matt. xv. 3-6, and all those passages in

which Christ places the " commandments " so high,

and confirms them so strongly.) We cannot con-
ceive why, as De Wette thinks, our interpretation

would have required itpEofivrspoiS to have been
written for " elders," (which, however, does not
exactly correspond with D'OIO'I!?)* a"y more than
why, as Von Gerlach thinks, our view would have
been expressed—" Ye hear, that it is said in the
schools and synagogues." Did they not then refer

in those synagogues to the 7tapa8odiS of antiqui-

ty 7 Alas that Alford also, in his penetrating work,
should have failed here ! Of a contrasted " imper-
fection of the law and its ancient exposition" (what
an unseemly conjunction, as if the latter necessarily

sprung from the former), he cannot havo spoken
who had just asserted ver. 19.
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ing adopted by the learned caste, under cover
of which they transmitted from age to age
error and truth united, under the seal of their

own supreme authority :—irJOTp VlOXj "Our
forefathers have said," or merely ~)DJ<mK>
"IOrPfr?> It has been said; which was then as

firmly established as if *it had been the eter-

nally valid yeypcxTtrai,* " It is written. In
opposition to all this, and rooting out all tradi-

tion and precepts of men which God hath not
planted, stands the mighty ^Eyao ds Xeyco
vfiir, " But I say unto you," which is one with
the niiT ION* i"b or rriiT DfO, " Thus saith the

Lord," of the Law and the Prophets. Had
the contrast been instituted, not with those

who had said, but with those to whom it had
been said, it would have been vulv as. Xeyco,
'* but I say to yo?n."

The false teachers declared to the people
the commandment of God—Thou shalt not
kill ! but with an explanation which coupled
the law of Sinai with a mere criminal statute

concerning the execution of a murderer (Lev.

xxiv. 17 ; Ex. xxi. 12), and made the two
parallel : as if the Lord God did not in the
first place speak of that which came before

his own special tribunal, and signify by thou.

the true murderer, the inner man ! Thus
they lower the commandment of holiness to

the level of a civil statute, just as, on the
other hand (ver. 38), they improperly elevate

what was only spoken with reference to hu-
man judicature, into a commandment of moral
obligation. To this exhibition of the literal

interpretation of a law degenerating into gross

error, our Lord now sets in sharp contrast his

own explanation of its spirit and meaning;
yet in a manner as attractive as it is emphatic.
He most emphatically declares the concealed
anger against a brother to be no less criminal
than the open offence; or as it might be
further illustrated in the popular catch-word

:

Thou hast heard it said, and supposest that
the gallows is the end of a thief; but know
that he who only covets his neighbor's goods
already deserves the gallows ! But he speaks
this also to conciliate and win t.b?m to the
spiritual understanding of the law, since the
impossibility which was immediately dis-

cerned of carrying this principle into civil

jurisprudence must have tended to direct
their views to the higher government of

* Correctly and beautifully it is observed by
Lange: " This corruption of the Law was gradually
and slowly produced by the joint errors of ages
which engendered this fatee tradition. It was not
the work of any particular person, but of a general
spirit of interpretation (IppeSr/) ; but this tradi-

tion was ever received and gathered up with dili-

gence by the elders, or those who were antiquity-

minded." Correctly as to the matter in hand,
though we cannot but regard this so convenient
construction of an absolute kppi^rj with a dative, as

too artificial. It is a strange, and almost impossi-
ble construction. It was so said to the ancients

—

by those yet more ancient 7 Who then were the
first of all these ancients, the especial depositaries

of this tradition ?

God, and to the spiritual law of the Searcher
of hearts, whose prerogative alone it is to con-
vict the sinner of his secret guilt before his

own judgment-seat. More-over, the Lord here
utters nothing that is actually new; it had
already been written by Moses in the same
sentence, from which he afterwards extracted
the summary of the second table (Lev. xix.

17, 18 ; comp. Deut. xix. G). Brother is an in-

tenser word for neighbor ; Moses used it as

such in the passage referred to, and by no
means with that restricted meaning of the
Pharisees which our Lord condemns in ver
47. It has been hotly disputed whether tiny,

(whosoever is angry with his brother without

a cause, needlessly, to no purpose*) is or is not
the true reading ; such contention, indeed, is

needless. The proposition is correct with
Eixrj, if this is rightly understood ; and, in-

deed, without this qualification, if opyi^ofii-
voi is rightly understood, that is, as signify-

ing that a righteous and holy indignation

(Mark iii. 5; Eph. iv. 26; James i. 19) is not
only not forbidden, but commanded (1 Sam.
iii. 13). It is observable, that such a various

reading just here was designed to teach us,

that the matter of essential importance is the
spiritual understanding of the sense and not
the mere letter of the word. Bengel's ex-

pression: " This gloss plainly sounds human "

—is not satisfactory, since critical authorities

are in favor of this gloss. It appears, indeed,

more conceivable that a rigorist should have
struck out this little word, than that its so

frequent addition should have been permitted.
We rather hold with Grotius (who quotes
Aristotle on unrighteous anger) : Merito elktj

additum (the eixt) is properly added). As
also Euthymius before him: r) yap EvxccipoS

opyi) GjpeAijuoS (for seasonable anger is use-

ful). To be angry and to hate are not indeed
one and the same, though Bengel confounds
them. He who hateth his brother is assuredly

a murderer (1 John iii. 15), and Moses said

directly. Thou shalt not hate thy brother in

thine heart. But there is an anger springing

from holy and jealous love, existing as in God
so also in men of God ; and we may suppose

that our Lord in his severe declaration left

room for this by an express word, in order not
needlessly to harass the consciences of his dis-

ciples He does not concern himself with the

possibility of a still further perversion on the

part of the Pharisees, who would never be at

a loss to find adequate cause for their unright-

eous wrath: for all that follows must also bo
spiritually understood. The letter even of

Christ's word demands an interpretation

which adhores not to its letter ; for a letter

that may not, without the Spirit, be misunderstood,

is a thing impossible, as is manifestly showrn by
such subsequent sayings as vers. 29, 30, 34, 37

39-42. Whoever should literally follow out
all these, would be at the furthest distance

from the Lord's meaning. James addresses

the fool, who boasts of his faith without works,

I * Lange :
" ins Eitle hinein," i.e., frivolously.
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with an avSpoorts keys, Vain man ! (James
ii. 20), which is literally equivalent to this

forbidden paudi* Jesus, like John, termed
the Pharisees a brood of vipers, and the Jews
even children of the devil (as Paul did Ely-
inas), which goes beyond j.tcop6i, ?2J, godlers.

Thus it may be seen that eixrj, which it is

sought to take away from the anger, must be
supplied in this case also—He who, out of the
anger of hatred, and not in love, calls his

brother Raca or fool (vain fellow, scoundrel,

madman, heretic). The Lord designedly con-

joins the slightest invective of a rash but
half-jesting petulence,f with the worst and
indeed most malignant insult that the lan-

guage afforded
;
yet it is not his design to

bring this word itself into judgment, but the

word as springing from the evil heart. The
Pharisee, indeed, asks when he hears this most
plain and evident saying: Who is then my
neighbor ? and goes on with his abatements
and qualifications till no one is included whom
he thinks his enemy. In like manner he asks

—What, then, is anger without cause? by the

same process finding means to stipulate for all

his ungodly wrath. The Quaker, at the other
extreme (to which he has come, notwith-
standing his boast of the Spirit, through the
selfsame want of the true Spirit), also re-

duces the spiritual law to a letter again,

swears not at all, lets his coat and cloak be
taken, and fulfills the Sermon on the Mount
in all external gestures and acts. But all this

is no more right than Origen's mutilation of
himself as a safeguard against adultery, or the
unconditional rejection by our latest zealots

of any divorce, however necessary still in the
Christian state for the people's hardness of

heart. But he who will read and hear aright,

cannot fail by this first precept of Jesus to

learn what relation the directions of the Ser-

mon on the Mount bear generally to the ex-

ternal laws of the state and the Church ; that
they are given only for free and most spiritual

fulfillment in those who have the Spirit within
them to that end. Was it the Lord's purpose
to erect any human tribunals before which
secret anger and the saying of Raca may be
brought? where only a brother might always
Bit in judgment upon a brother concerning the

anger tcithout cause ? He does not reduce the

spiritual law of divine judgment to a criminal

code after the manner of men, as the Jews of

that time did ; but rather elevates all the ex-

ternal ordinances which Moses gave at God's
command, into the region of their most cen-

tral truth, not in the letter, but in the spirit,

even as Christians should now do.

Thou shalt not kill; that is, Thou shalt not
hate .' This is the fundamental meaning of our
Lord's words, according to the saying of Moses
to which he tacitly referred. He does not,

however, once directly express it, but would

* Which Mattbai thinks proper therefore to inter-

pret " Griizkopf," blockhead!

t Which " lias nothing at all to do with the mo-
rality of one's neighbor " (Braune).

awaken in his hearers' consciences the remem-
brance of that word, and the consciousness of
his meaning. He therefore points out three
degrees in the expression of the spirit of

hatred or murder. First, the inward expres-

sion, if we may so speak, the rising up of

hatred in the heart, 'as an unrighteous and
unloving anger* selfish and self-willed (for it

means, Thou thyself shalt not hate!); and then
the progressive outbreak of it in the mildei

and in the severer word. But the Lord does

not go beyond the word of anger; for even the

Pharisee would admit that the laying a vio-

lent hand upon a brother was amenable to

judgment—although he interpreted to "kill"

as merely signifying the act of murder, yet
was he compelled by reason and conscience to

extend the literal meaning so far at least,

even at the expense of contradicting himself.

Judgment, high council, Gehenna, were the

three degrees of penalty in Israel. We read

that in the tribes there were inferior courts

of judgment (Deut. xvi. 18) ; in the hoi}' city

the so-called council of the Sanhedrim (Deut.

xvii. 8), which might cast out of the congrega-

tion ; and, finally, as the deepest ignominy,

the being cast out into the valley of the dead
and of all abominations (valley of the chil-

dren of Hinnom or Valley of Hinnom, where
had been the service of Moloch (2 Kings xxiii.

10; Jer. vii. 31). The corpses of malefactors

were burnt subsequently, and all the most
filthy refuse thrown there ; whence in the

prophets we find it used as a type of the place

of condemnation without the city of God (Isa.

xxx. 33, lxvi. 24) ; and the symbolical Jewish
style of teaching, the truth in which our Lord
always appropriated to himself, had yet fur-

ther carried out the figure. But these three

degrees of punishment are, as the Lord here

utters them,| on'y intended to convey an in-

creasing emphasis of assurance in the expres-

sion (he already deserves the judgment, yea,

even more than that !), and by no means the

idea of degrees in the actual guiltiness.J For
how could the word be more guilty than the

disposition ? A sincere though forward Raca,

which might escape from a Peter, might well

be a less evil than secret wrath concealed be-

hind the blandishment of words ; and in ver.

25 we hear only of one punishment, and that

* Which he certainly does not " pre-suppose as

something unavoidable by the sinful subjects of his

kingdom," as Dietlein ventures to maintain, so that

this intensification of the law would only lead to the

acknowledgment of our sinfulness, and not also to

its fulfillment.

t Who does not (as Von Geilach thinks) merely
follow here the usual forms of the judicature of the

time, in order to make himself intelligible to the

ppople who expected from him the establishment

of an external kingdom; but speaks figuratively,

in the long established Jewish manner of teaching,

as we observe in the use of Gehenna.

X Against which Roos (Zehre Jes. Chris. ^138)
very well protests ; and also speaks with full cor-

rectness of the " heavenly Council" of the divine

judgment which was typified in the "Sanhedim."
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the highest, for the implacable. So that most
assuredly there is here onty an advancing en-

ergy of expression (though degrees of guilt

are not necessarily denied) : npi6ii, judgment,

and 6vviSpiov, council, cleave more closely

to the transitional figure; eti rr)v yeevvav,
into the Gehenna, points to the ultimate and

fearful signification of all these figures taken

from human judicature.

Verse 23, 24. Who is my brother ? Every

fellow-man from Adam downwards, every

Abel to whom I must not act the part of Cain,

and who is called to glorify the Father in

heaven (ver. 10) if I let the light of His love

shine before him. Yea, even my adversary,

who has, whether justly or unjustly, any

thing against one in the highway of life

(though he were as Cain himself), and who at

the end of it will bring his charge against me
before the highest tribunal, If I should have

retained any thing against him in my own
heart. Thus does the Lord explain his own
meaning in the strict connection of his words

;

and it wonld be a great mistake to think that

vers. 25, 20 do not belong to this place, simply

because they are repeated elsewhere. The

Lord here lays the deep preparatory founda-

tion for what is fully set forth in vers. 43-48,

where the general conclusion reverts back

again to the commencement of the discourse.

It was observed above that in vers. 23, 24,

the entire ceremonial service, the law pertain-

ing to which is here referred to, is denoted by
the offering, which is its centre. It is not, as

Luther has it, upon the altar, but, If thou now

(consequently, in a state of condemnation be-

fore God on account of the anger in thine

heart) bringest thy gift to the altar, and unre-

flectingly preparest to offer it, as if it could

then be acceptable. This is spoken once more

against the Pharisees, who omitted the weight-

ier matters, while exact in ceremonial observ-

ances, and violated the most sacred rights of

filial obligations and love to man through their

own superadded Corban, (ch. xv. 3-0). The
Lord only re-utters what all the prophets had
said, especially that most important passage

which he more than once quoted (Hosea vi.

0) ;
yea, what Moses had already testified in

his history of the first offering. He reproves

all ideas of palliating the lack of charity to

man by attention to the service of God, as a

remnant of Pharisaism in his disciples. Until

he has brought in by his offering of himself

the abrogating fulfillment of all types and

shadows, he retains in his language to the peo-

ple the altar and its gifts, but his meaning goes

forward to the reality which was implied in

these figures. It is not rr)v $v6iav 6ov, they

xacrifice, but to Sdopov dov, thy gift, because

„n the New Testament the offering up of our-

selves in spiritual consecration is continually

realized. This is now the true Christian ser-

vice of God, with prayer as its centre ; the

fundamental petition of which for a perpetual

sense of reconciliation is a self-contradiction

unless there accompany it a placable disposi-

tion towards our brother. Hence our Lord at

a later period (Mark xi. 25, 20) illustrates his

present words, or more fully in this New Tes-
tament meaning repeats them. " And there

remembercst :" before thine and thy brothers

Father, with a collected and self-examining
mind, in the sacred place of atonement and
forgiveness, thinking of the way of life and
the end thereof—this being the germ of the
thought in ver. 25. Its being first there re-

membered is notj indeed, approved, but rather
censured. " That thy brother has aught against

thee:" designedly put thus instead of—That
thou hast something against thy brother. For
as I must ask—Whose neighbor am 1 1 in order
to know who is my neighbor (Luke x. 30) ; so
it is not enough quickly to justify one's self

with hypocritical inconsiderateness—I have
nothing against thee ; while possibly my broth-
er may have well-grounded cause of complaint
against me. Probably I have too easily for-

gotten that there rankles in his mind some
Raca of mine uttered yesterday or the third

day ; or there may be some anger in my heart
against which he would complain if he knew
it, as that God knows it who looks into the
heart which I have brought before him. Yea
even if my brother had any thing against me
hxrj, without cause, had spoken against me as a
tpevdujuavo?, falsely, (ver. 11)—this also I

should remember in my charity before God
(though Braune improperly denies this), and
show myself, as a disciple of Christ, in the in-

tention of my heart an EipyvoTtoioS, peace-

maker, (ver. ; Rom. xii. 18). The significa-

tion of this " aught against me "* thus grows,
as the sensitiveness of my conscience increases

;

and the letter of this declaration which fully

expresses its own spiritual meaning, tolerates

no hasty and partial dispatching of the mat-
ter, but pierces to the ground of the heart,

and rigorously looks for that pure spirit of love

with which alone I can abide in the presence

of the Lord, and erect in the consciousness of

an accepted offering, behold his face with joy.

These are fundamental principles embodied in

the history of Cain and Abel, to which un-
doubtedly our Lord here directs our thoughts :

so profoundly one is his new word with the

most ancient revelation, and so manifest is the

folly of those vain enthusiasts who impute to

him, in contrast with Moses a new and purer

ethical system of charity.f Leave there thy
gift before the altar, and lay it not thereupon !

Without any delay leave everything lying, if

it may be possible, in the holy place ; there is

such danger in deferring it that even the ser-

vice of God, which till then is worthless, must

* Compare tl;e Apostle's word (Col. iii. 13):

aysxopeyoi aA.X?}?LG)v xai xocptZopevoi kav-
zoli e ex. v rzS it p 6 i r i v a £ XV M°M (P?? y j

" forbearing one another, and forgiving one another,

if any man have a quarrel against any."

•f-
Which folly now again finds acceptance with

Christian theologians and expositors—a lamentable

sign, whither this crypto-rationalistic, yea this

crypto-pantheistic treatment of the Old Testament
must infallibly lead.
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be interrupted. Thou standest as Cain before

God, if only this might justly cries out against

thee in thy brother. How inconceivably strict

does the law of love thus become, though only
fulfilling its own original meaning ! What
we wrongfully call a little thing, condemned
equally with the great! By the same Spirit

of Christ John likens him who only loveth not

his brother to the first murderer (1 John iii. 10-

15). Many a disciple might be disposed to

rebel against this precept of the Fulfiller, and
mitigate it by saying: How can I answer for

every matter that any man may bring against

me ? am I my brother 's keeper ? Assuredly men
(ver. 11) have many things to say against

Christ's disciples falsely; and the Lord of

course does not mean that we must be answer-
able for all that they may perversely say. But
it is nevertheless true on the other hand, that

it is our precious vocation to be our brothers'

keepers in love, and to be messengers of peace
to them ; that in Christ not only should the
world be crucified unto us and we unto the

world, but in the selfsame cross the world
should be reconciled unto us and we unto the
world. Go thy way ! Thus speaks the Father
to that child of his who would approach with
an offence in his heart against his holy love :

Away fi om me, thou mayest not thus see my
face ! So will the Lord dispense, as it were,
with his own service and honor until we have
rendered to our brother what love demands as

due ! "First be reconciled to thy brother "—

-

the imperative requirement that for ever recurs

as long as there is any, the slightest fiaw in

this reconciliation. dia\\dy?[Si, be reconciled,

forgive or obtain forgiveness, do at least thy
best, that so nothing may be set against thy

account by the great Judge. For to " mitigate
thy neighbor's wrath "* may not always be in

thy power, and is not always to be attained.

Pray for them which despitefully use thee and
persecute thee, when thou bringest thine otter-

ing, that so thou mayest have a vital fellow-

ship with that dying settlement of a great
reckoning—Father forgive them ! which ac-

companied the one Offering through the virtue

of which alone we may bring our offering to

God.
"And then come and offer thy gift." The

lirst coming avails nothing 5 now first thou
contest aright. The offering itself, however,
must not be omitted. The Lord expressly
guards against that other aspect of Pharisa-
ism, the Pharisaism of practical virtue; which
with equal impropriety sets the duty we owe
to our neigbor above the requirements of

God's worship, and supposes that this may be
dispensed with, if that misconceived charity
to man be not forgotten. f Whence hadst

* As Von Gerlack at Rom. v. 10 explains tins

place.

t Over the door of a Dessau church is incribed
" Preiset Gott hier und durch gute worke" (Praise
God here and in good works); but there are many
who not only altogether leave out the " here and,''

but " God's praise " also ; inasmuch as their hypo-
critical way of speaking of good works as being the

thou then thy mercy towards thy neighbor,
supposing it to be genuine, but from the mercy
of God? Thank Him that thou canst love,

and let that be thy ofteiing ! The Lord also

discountenances every attempt to compound
for a deficiency in the worship of God, by
deeds of charity to our -jeighbor: such char-

ity, indeed, being no mo •« genuine than the
divine worship was in t;\e opposite kind of

compromise already refers d to. For "that is

not the most acceptable* homage, which is

offered to God by a mat. vrho loses night of

his neighbor altogether, i\fcd seeks to sink
wholly and entirely into 1\ conscioum^ss of

naught but the highest B^iiv, , forgetUm - alto-

gether the testimony utj".0i against IiIm by
the whole time past of h>3 I»\V, in all rel.uions

of right, propriety, and love" (Braune).

Verses 25, 26. The repudiable aiV in

himself reconciled God, to wftovt we bring our
offering, becomes a Judge, or is.f.hcr continues

to be only a Judge to all tlwvo who would
fain be merely the objects of hh holy love

without receiving it in their hi arts, and ren-

dering it back in charity to their J.eighbo's.

This is that rending of his one law which ia

the last and most subtle Christian Pharisa-

ism. There is an economy of judgment and
punishment at the end of the way, corres-

ponding to the provision for offering and ri

conciliation in the way itself. The penal law
of ver. 22, which are explained in what now foi

laws, being referred to the tribunal and period

their award, assume there their full severity

Now they only hang thre'ateningly over 011

heads, to drive us to that grace which wil

take away all our guilt, and extinguish all

our hatred and anger. And when after the

mention of appearing before God (though God
is designedly not named, but only the altar,

before which man's conscience should think of

God himself), the language of ver. 22 is re-

sumed, we are assisted to perceive its meaning,
and the due relation between grace and jus-

tice. The adversary {dvridixoS, accuser, a

judicial term which had been received into the

•Jewish phraseology) is by no means the Devil

(who presently appears for the first time as

the keeper of the prison), but simply and ob-

viously the exoov xi Marti. 6ov, the "one hav-

ing aught against thee," my fellow-man in

the journey of life, whom I must regard as a

brother (ch. xviii. 35) whether he reciprocate

it or not. But inasmuch as every man who
may charge me with omission of the rights of

love, does not this by any right of his own
(being himself equally guilty), but by the au-

thority of the divine law which takes up and
corroborates his complaint ; this complaint

and this complainant may be regarded as

representing the accusing Moses (John v. 45)

or the law. Hence in the repetition of the

parable (Luke xii. 58, 59), this meaning ap-

only worship of God, must be understood in the

same sense as when they say : Cease from revela-

tion, reason is the only "revelation,"—that is, none

at all is necessary

!
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pears more distinctly shadowed out. Be dis-

posed to agree, ready on thy part for reconcilia-

tion, and proposing it to him; thus is the pre-

vious SiaX.Aay?j3t now fully explained. Ac-
cording to the Roman law, which the Lord
thus recognizes in Israel, the complainant
carries the defendant before the judgment-
seat

—

in jus rapit; on the way thither, how-
ever, an amicable accommodation, trausactio,

being possible. So is it with us all on our
way to the highest tribunal ; and inasmuch as

this way is short and precarious, the exhorta-
tion has a most urgent fulness of meaning:
Agree with thine adversary quickly, before it

may haply be too late ! If I have done my
best towards my brother in the advances of

reconciliation, the amicable disposition will be
set to my account, even though the other
would not respond to it. It is not always
possible to go actually to my brother and
speak to him ; in that case this inward recon-

ciliation will avail for me at the very place of

offering and of prayer. But when this is neg-
lected to the last, then comes in the rigor of

the righteous law ; the just complaint of the
complainant, even though himself guilty, has
its force, and the blood, not of Abel but of

another Cain, cries out against Cain. So,

finalty, adversaries mutually bearing testi-

mony against each other meet in one common
prison.

Who is then the officer, if God is the Judge ?

In ch. xviii. 3-4, (5<x6avi6rai are mentioned in

the plural, but here it is Satan, the chief of
the tormentors, the minister and executioner
of the divine judicial wrath—a profound inti-

mation, though only thus given by the way !

Verily—here comes in the second great Amen
of the Sermon on the Mount, the first having
previously confirmed the law, ver. 18. But
as the prison of the Devil and of those de-
livered over to him has its threatening Amen
appended to it, so has also the kingdom of the
Father in heaven, and of those who are re-

deemed into it from all evil, with all its power
and glory, its Amen of promise (ch. vi. 13).

The Amen which confirms the fulfillment of
the Lmo and the Prophets unites both. Be-
sides the three main Aniens, there „is only
found the threefold Amen which seals the re-

compense of the hypocrites (ch. vi. 2, 15, 1G).

(A contribution, this, of internal criticism in

favor of the genuineness of the doxology, as
well as testifying to the connection of the
whole discourse.)

"By no means come out thence''''—an eheISev
which forms an antithesis with eksi, there, in

ver. 23. If the Judge and the executioner of
his wrath were not so manifestly before us,

and if the whole was not a representation of
strict justice in opposition to grace, the <pv\a-
Jii], or prison, might have been here as else-

where regarded as Sheol ; and in the admoni-
tory " till " an actual period might have been
traced when the sins carried forward into the
other world would find forgiveness (ch. xii.

32). But the connection will not permit us
to regard the Lord as here speaking of any

such prospect. Though not to be excluded in
other connections, here it would be quite out
of keeping. They who thus interpret the
paying of the uttermost farthing, pervert its

meaning; for if there be any deliverance in
Sheol it can take place only through grace, in

the way of forgiveness and atonement: it is ab-
solutely impossible that needy man, possessed
of nothing in the sight of God, should ever
legally pay the slightest installment towards
the extinction of his debt. He has not even
the first farthing, to say nothing of the last

(ch. xviii. 34, 35 ). Bengel wonders that the
uttermost farthing is not urged in the argument
by those who think otherwise, rather than
the till /.but when we closely look into it, the
reality of the former, the drtoSooS rov £6xocrov
is immediately withdrawn by the latter, the
eoaSav, and marked as an impossibility in

such terms as we are wont popularly to ex-
press what is impossible. To be cast into

prison remains therefore just equivalent to the
entering in no case the kingdom of heaven
(ver. 20).

In the discourse upon the second command-
ment of Sinai, which now follows in its order
in the second table (according to Matt. xix. 18,

not as reversed in Mark x., Luke xviii., Rom.
xiii.), we find the same process observed.
First, we have the. letter of the law, the
merely literal acceptation of which does not
need to be more particularly pointed out

;

against this is set the rigorous vindication of
its spirit which judges the heart, now ex-
hibited more briefly and plainly than in the
former case ; finally, the corresponding ex-
hortation to an earnest endeavor after purity
of heart (as before to love or mercy ver. 7, 8),
with the warning once more of the prison of
hell for the unclean, in which verses 22 and 25
are blended into one.

Verses 27, 28. The doubtful reading " by
them of old time " is, by the authority of in-

ternal criticism, now more properly left out

;

for thus there becomes evident a descending

abbreviation of the words down to " it hath
been said " in ver. 31 ; after which the new
section begins again (ver. 33) with icdXiVy

again, and the full formula. "Ye have heard

that it was said," is immediately understood
as in the former case to signify that they had
been taught the divine law in its merely
literal acceptation ; as if he only was guilty of

adultery who committed the act of carnal un-

cleanness. Such conciseness in Christ's words
was adapted to open the ears of his hearers,

and would test them, so to speak, on the
second occasion, whether they understood the
first aright. Those, however, who were dull

of apprehension must have understood clearly

enough what had been intended by the "said"
and " heard," when the Lord uttered his own
contrasted words : But I say unto you, that who-

soever only looketh upon a woman hath commit-
ted adultery already. Job long ago declared,
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In making a covenant with his eyes (Job xxxi.

1, comp. Ecclus. ix. 5-8), that the first provo-

cation to carnal lust was in the eye full of

adultery (2 Peter ii. 14). The first spiritual

adultery, which was the principle and type of

all carnal adultery, began with looking (Gen.

iii. 0). In fiXe-Jtoov yvvctiKO. rcpoi to kiti-

Svp?}dai dvrijv, looking upon a woman in or-

der to lust after her, is condemned that active

lust, into which the will enters. This, indeed,

only is sin, not the passive involuntary impulse
of that flesh which is our nature, not the "spon-
taneous observation of the greater beauty of

another man's wife"—as I)e Wette expresses

himself.* He who experiences at a first glance

this desire, and then, instead of turning away
and withdrawing from sin (2 Peter ii. 14),

throws a second glance with lustful intent and
in order to retain and increase that impulse,

commits the sin. He has already committed
adultery in his heart ; for the proper deed be-

gins earlier than the Pharisees suppose. It is

in word or look before the act itself is per-

formed, yea in the heart before the look is

cast ; for it is there that that inner act of the
will takes place, which alone gives its signifi-

cance to the outer deed. This is a stronger
and plainer utterance than in ver. 22, where it

is not directly said, " he hath killed him al-

read}^ in his heart." It is the perfect formula
applicable to all the commandments, and it was
not necessary similarly to quote those which
followed, as : Whoso ctesireth his neighbor's
house, has already stolen it in his heart. But
so profoundly internal is its application, that
it goes yet beyond this: Whoso, only in

thought, by a glance of the imagination, look-

eth on a woman in his heart, who is not present
to his eyes ! The Lord says simply " a woman "

(even if not the wife of another), and " whoso-
ever " looketh (even if himself not any woman's
husband). Just as conversely Job (xxxi. 1)

speaks of a maid when the married woman is

also signified. (In like manner it must neces-
sarily be understood: Whatsoever woman thus
looketh upon man, &c.) Has committed adul-
ter;/—how then, if both man and woman are
unmarried? The Lord speaks according to

Old Testament usage, in which adulter
tf,

in the
sixth command and everywhere, indicates and
includes lewdness in general. f Marriage is

the making one flesh, and consequently every
carnal lust which seeks its gratification inde-
pendently of the union which God has ap-
pointed in marriage, is a breach and offence

against this sacred order. He who has not re-

cognized a spiritual meaning in the law geuer-
ally,J must at least discern it here, where the

*Matthai has further and rightly mentioned, that
as we must in order to marriage, look upon a
woman to desire her; so only the adulterous, sinful
" desire" can be referred to.

f As in ver. 32, fornication stands, conversely for

adultery.

t Although the last Sinaitic commandment al-

ready and expressly forbids coveting. No one but
Ernst Meier, with his uuiversal perversion, could

Lord evidently includes every concupiscence
under the letter of the commandment. And
the unmarried by this offence commits adultery
by anticipation, sinning against that future
marriage for which he should reserve Irmself

;

and further in the deepest sense he is guilty
of infidelity to himself, and to the Lord to

whom his body belongs.

Verses 29, 30. Contemplate it now more
closely and observe that there is a desire which,
springing indeed entirely from the body, be-
comes an offence which thou must involuntari-

ly endure: but that, at the same time, there
must be a continual victory over this desire
and casting away of this offence, or a consent
to it which implies the actual sin of positive

and active lust. The commandment stands
in terms which already explain its meaning
(Deut. v.) rnxnn t&> Suffer thyself not to de-

sire ! The Lord mentions the eye and the hand,
and means, as he explains himself, one of our
members. This he does, partly for the sake of
a decorous concealment of the member to be
further alluded to afterwards

;
partly on the

ground of what had just been laid down, that,

the impulse of lust usually begins with the
eye

; and partly, because of the general im-
portance of these two chief members in every
impulse to every kind of act. (For in the
profoundest sense all sin is here included as

being uncleanness, spiritual impurity ; hence
the repetition of this saying with this wider
meaning in ch. xviii. 8, 9.) The eye is both
the organ of reception through which sensual,
and therefore already spiritual, enticement
enters, and the most certain betrayer of that
conceiving lust wdiich will bring forth the act
of sin ; the hand is the general organ for its

performance and practice. Casting the eyes
upon a forbidden but desired object leads di-

rectly to the stretching out of the hand towards
it (Gen. xxxix. 7, 12, 13), and the rest follows.

The eye—the light, the lamp of the body, its

most precious and dearest member (l)eut.

xxxii. 10.) ; the hand or arm—the strength,
the support, the defence of the body, its most
indispensable instrument. Now it is quite
evident that objects and persons around us
may be, through our close connection with
them, like an eye or hand, or one of our own
members ; and that if any of these should
become a stumbling-block to us, they must be
resolutely cast off (Deut. xiii. 0-10; xxxiii. 9).

But it is folly to take that as the only mean-
ing, which is only a right application of it;

since this very application must rest upon the
internal, intrinsic truth itself. This first and
most obvious meaning of the expression is

doubtless to be sought in the words u looketh

upon to lust " (to long for, and then to reach
forth towards), with which it is directly con-
nected, as well as in their manifest antithesis

have concluded that because Christ broupht in & purer
morality than the Old Testament, therefore he could

not have spiritually understood this "ibnn K?t

Thou shalt not covet ( Dekalog, p. 73).
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—thy whole body. The expression which is so

readily termed figurative, is, as usual, very-

literal and real in its meaning, though obvi-

ously not in the bare literality of an external

accomplishment. It is not the eye or the hand
that we are to pluck out and cut off", but the

offending eye, the offending hand, and this leads

our thoughts to those members of that inner

body, of that internal organism of sin, which
corresponds to the external members, and
which might continue all the more vehemently

to look and to lust and to strive, if those exter-

nal members were actually plucked out and cut

off. (As a eunuch embraceth a virgin, and
sigheth, Ecclus. xxx. 20.) They are itpd£,ei<Z

rov doojuaroi, deeds of the body (Rom. viii. 13),

which we are to mortify, and this, indeed, is

only possible through the Spirit of life, without

whom the body of this death brings us into

captivity to the law of sin in its members
(Romans vii. 23, 24). How it is to be accom-
plished, we are taught by the experience of

grace—of that grace which, preparatorily given,

had taught men before the coming of Christ

;

having from the beginning placed enmity be-

tween the woman and her seed and the ser-

pent, and from the time of Cain downwards
provided, in the very exhortations which it

uttered, a certain gracious power to resist sin

in the will, and conquer it. But that such

inward mortifying of the members which in

idolatrous, adulterous desire mind and aim at

the things of earth (Col. iii. 5), is demanded
by the rigorous voice of the law

—

Thou shedt

not

!

—and that the ceaseless process of sin

from within outwards can only be checked by
the suppression of that lust which is the root

of all its acts, must be manifest to every sin-

cere hearer of the law who observes that his

eye is not himself, and yet that the command-
ment of God says

—

Thou shall not! The im-

portant word is not e'ZeXe or exuoipov, jiluck

out, cut off, which are figurative, but that which
is attached to both, the flaXe and tiov, cast

from thee—renounce in thy will and deny the
6<pSaA[i6i 6 o v and 8e$ia 6 o v, thine eye,

hand, declare thy member to be not thine, place

thyself as far as may be in contradiction to

thy member, hate thyself, that is, thy flesh,

thine own life, so far as it is bent upon sin !

Yet cast from thee with earnest detestation the

offence of thine own dear body and life ! Every
unconditional Thou, shalt not ! is accompanied
by the tacit addition—Not even if thou must,

d'ie !*

But because every creature in every condi-

tion, and fallen man also in hia ruined estate,

cannot and may not cease from loving self, so

that even the self-murderer only destroys

* Which might literally be the result of an in-

stant cessation from some accustomed vices. How
profoundly spiritual, moreover, the application of

this mortifying of our members may be made, and
how comprehensively it may meet every man's dis-

tinctive individuality, may be seen in Oetinger's

exposition of plucking out the eye : Does thy

studying offend thee, lay it by for a while
;
just as

Paul was blind for a season.

himself from a conviction that it is better for
him to die, and the diseased man will undergo
amputation rather than that his whole body
should perish ; therefore to the commandment
—Hate thyself ! there must be appended

—

Only by so doing dost thou love thyself in truth 1

The requirement to cast from us an eye or a
hand must derive its force from

—

It is better

for thee. Not merely—" It is good for thee "

(dvjucpepsi carries with it a comparative sense)

;

still less is it merely—" It will hurt thee not."
Thy whole body shotdd be enst into hell—that
fearfully greater evil, to avoid which the lesser

evil becomes an advantage ; that essential

death in death, from which Onty a " dying to

sin " before death can redeem us. Thy whole
body

;
just because thou regardest it with

false kindness as thine own, and wouldst not
kill its sinful members. Cast out thyself from
Jerusalem", because thou wouldst not cast from
thee thy offending members. One sin developed
into dominion draws the whole man after it.

The body is the organ of sensation for future
punishment at the last, when the prison of

Gehenna opens to receive the eternally cor-

rupting and burning, who in dying shall never
die ; even as it is now the organ for the com-
mission of their sin. Hints are here given us

in passing, the far-reaching significance of
which we can only now forecast. In everlast-

ing life even the body has become spiritual,

and enjoys the life of God received through
the Spirit; in everlasting torment even the last

remains of spirit are entirely absorbed in the

body, and thus the condemned man experi-

ences bodily that death, which is the wages
of sin. This death is something very different

from that perishing of our members, by which
the casting them from us is immediately ex-

plained. Their present perishing is the means
of avoiding that eternal death. And the
member which has offended in the sinful life

withers away, but is spiritually given back as

in a present resurrection.

Finally, let it be observed that the sacrifice

of " one of thy members " is demanded, defi-

nitely and inexorably it is true, but yet with
a certain forbearance towards cases in which
man's soft nature would shrink from the exac-

tion of an eye or a hand. He who does not

shrink, but accepts it in all its rigor, will ever-

more experience that it is through many such
acts of mortification that the way of life is

won. He finds, indeed, at the same time,

that this exaction does not proceed once for

all from the eye to the hand, but that it is

ever beginning anew. As it is intimated in

these words, which simply mark the com-
mencement of it, it advances from the hand
to the arm, from the arm to the heart, and
thus all the members and the whole body must
submit, lest as the body of sin it should bo
cast into hell. And yet such dying is not
death, but tends to true life in the overabound-

ing restoration of all that is thus sacrificed.

What the Lord says in chap, xviii. 8, 9, con-

cerning the entering into life maimed or with

one eye, is spoken in yet stronger and more
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striking proverbial language, and with yet
more condescending accommodation to the po-

sition of those addressed ; but it has its own
deep truth which may be viewed under two
aspects, as the hearer may accept it. The old

body, as the old, must undergo entirely the pro-

cess of healing destruction : thus viewed, the

language is that of severe irony—Shrink not,

at the beginning of thine entrance from becom-
ing maimed or from losing one eye ! The new
bod}r

, however, will be perfectly restored, for

all who inherit eternal life: and thus viewed,

the language assumes a character of affection-

ate appeal to their shame—Art thou then
foolish enough to think that thou wilt remain
halting in the resurrection, or that anything
will be wanting to thee in the kingdom of God,
which thou mayest have given up in order to

enter it?

Verses 31, 32. When our Lord turns from
a commandment given by God upon Sinai to a

civil ordinance connected with it—-which latter

may be regarded as given by Moses in God's
name, but the former rather as given directly

by God through Moses—when he passes into

another region of law, where its precepts in

the nature of the case assume a more transi-

tory character, he designedly adopts that most
general and concise expression

—

It hath been

said. Neither Moses is mentioned nor the
apXaioi, those of old time; although Moses
actually spoke what is here briefly quoted from
Deut. xxiv. 1. Thus vers. 31 and 43 stand in

conjunction : in the former a Mosaic law, and
in the latter a human ordinance immediately
attached to God's commandment and entirely
perverting it, are joined under one general,
" It hath been said." For the Lord's saying
is opposed in the most comprehensive sense to

every kind of false reading, or teaching, or
hearing, out of the law. We have observed
above that the Mosaic precept concerning the
letter of divorce was closely connected with
the Sinaitic prohibition of adultery, and by it

alone could be rightly explained, the fulfill-

ment of the Mosaic ordinance in its spirit,

being itself the abrogation of its letter. Mar-
riage is the most sacred of human relations,

in which pure love, that in which one person
loves another as himself (Eph. v. 28), finds its

highest expression ; and impure carnal lust,

which conceals in itself the spirit of hatred
and destruction of another's personality, its

most perfect cure and prevention. So that
this question of divorce most appropriately
follows in strict connection with ver. 27, as

well as with vers. 21 and 22. Marriage is the
foundation and nursery of all social relations,

and therefore the bond of that civil order which,
deranged by sin, is to be re-established through
Christ according to the design of the Creator
at the beginning of the creation (Mark x. 0).

It was quite natural that the letter of the
Mosaic law in relation to this would be miser-
ably perverted by sinful men, since every law,
in proportion as it descends more directly into
the details of common life, becomes more lia-

ble to abuse through the spirit of literal inter-

5

pretation. And here we are encountered by
an actually false exposition of the law, in addi-

tion to the merely literal acceptation of it
;

the transition being thus effected from the
iirst to the second department of examples.
For what was only a permission is regarded as

a law, as if it had been said, Thou shalt, and
not merely, Thou mat e>t, be divorced (ch. xix.

7, 8) ; whereas divorce was in no other sense

tolerated than that in which polygamy was,
which is still more directly opposed to the

design of God's original creation. The precept

was read, expounded and practiced as if it had

been written "121-? 3, every cause {Mara ita6av

alriav, ch. xix. 3), instead of 131 T\)~\Vy some

uncleanness (Deut. xxiv. 1) ; and thus it was
altogether falsified, every thing being made to

depend, according to the mind of Moses thus
interpreted, upon the the observance of the
mere formality of divorce. But as Moses at

the beginning took care, in immediate connec-
tion with his precept, to prevent that wanton
and abominable divorce and remarrying be-
tween the same persons which would have
been the worst consequence of such perversion

(Deut. xxiv. 2-4) ; so also the last prophet
Malachi, who at the close of the Old Testa-
ment (iv. 4) enforces the whole law of Moses
writh its statutes and judgments till the com-
ing of him who was to come, bears similar

witnesss against polygamy and divorce, alleg-

ing the high example of Abraham. Deal
not treacherously, he says, with the wife of

thy youth, wrho is thy companion (helpmeet)
and the wife of thy covenant, for the Lord
hath been witness between thee and her ; that
is, in effect, what God hath joined let no man
put asunder ! (Prov. ii. 17). Take heed to

your spirit, he says, that ye apologize not by
the letter of the law for your sin against its

spirit. " If he hate her, let him put her away,
saith the Lord "—that is the wicked language
of your own spirit, but it is also said, " Evil

will defile his garment, saith the Lord " (Mai.

ii. 14-16). Mark here again, that the Sermon
on the Mount utters or lays down nothing
new, even where it seems most to do so ; but
where in any sense it annuls the command-
ment, actually fulfills it in its harmony with
the prophets.

As, further, in the Sinaitic commandment
the letter of the law was first laid down, which
expressed the extremest development of the
evil in act (kill instead of hate, commit adultery

instead of /*«s£),thus manifesting a condescension

to the position of that hardness of heart which
would only thus apprehend it at first ; so do
we also find it in the further statutes and ordi-

nances of the civil law. The spirit of the
ordinance to which its letter must give place,

is not an abolition of it, but rather its re-

establishment in the spirit of the original com-
mand—Thou shalt not commit adultery !

Hence we shall sufficiently understand in

what sense the Lord speaks when he pro-

ceeds—It hath also been said (by Moses), but
I say unto you : Divorce either pre-supposes
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past adultery, or contains and involves it
;
ye

shall not in any case practice divorce ! (in the

absolute manner of ver. 34, to which indeed this

is a transition). He who is divorced from his

wife, saving for a Xoyoi (equivalent to ")2^ in

Moses or atria) icopvtiaZ, that is, the cause of

fornication in the woman which had already

taken place, not only himself commits adultery

by his unjustifiable divorce (which is not men-
tioned, as being self-evident), but is the cause

that she also commits adultery through an-

other marriage or illicit intercourse without
marriage ; especially, however, in the former

case, which therefore is additionally explained.

The man himself sins who puts away the

divorced woman, the woman so divorced sins,

and, in addition, the other man who marries

her thus divorced ; so that from this wanton-
ness of divorce nothing but perpetual fornica-

tion can follow—nothing but the weakening,

annulling, and contempt of the inviolable sanc-

tity of marriage, which is the essential and dis-

tinctive meaning of "adultery."* It is clear

that the Lord here designedly says fornication

instead of adultery, just as in ver. 28 adul-

tery, on the other hand, included fornication.

Yet the expression has a wider scope, and
does not, for example, exclude the incon-

tinence of the wife before marriage, if she

should not be found a virgin by her husband,
or impose upon his paternity an illegitimate

child.

But let us see to it that we rightly under-

stand the Lord, and fall not into the same
error of a too literal understanding of his new
law. Let us take heed that, while he in abol-

ishing fulfills the old law, we do not conversely,

in thinking that we fulfill it, abolish the new
law which he has given us. What then is the

relation of the New Testament age to that of

the Old Testament in regard to the law of out-

ward ordinances ? It belongs to the perfection

of the New Covenant that it contains no long-

er any external statutes immediately given by
God, no theocratic constitution for society and
the nation. And wherefore not ? Because
those who are in the fellowship of the New
Covenant stand and live in the Spirit. Thus
for these his disciples, so far as they are, or aim
to be, perfect, the Lord lays down the original

commandment of God's pure ordinance as his

own new commandment, doing away with all

that conventional license which had been given
in condescension to an imperfect state. But
only for these, as they have his spirit for its

fulfillment. Now if any should pervert the
letter of the new legislation for God^s spiritual

commonwealth to an external use, instead of

spiritually subjecting himself to its judgment
and rule ; if he should impose it as a yoke

* It is clear to us, that dito\E\.vfxivr}V , " di-

vorced," signifies only the unlawfully divorced; and
thus that the re-marriage of one put away because
of adultery, lies under no prohibition here. We
find in this no such " obscurum." as Augustine in the
place here cited by Alford, Be fide atque oper. c.

ziz.

upon the neck of those who have not yet re-

ceived the requisite spirit, and thus transform
the law of liberty into an ordinance of bond-
age again ', could he be said to deal with it on
New Testament principles, and according to

that love, which is the abiding and true spirit

of all fulfillment of the law and application of
the commandment ? That would be rather

the re-appearance of a New Testament Phari-

saism, the Quakeiish observance of the Sermon
on the Mount, which, in the corresponding
aspect of the opposite extreme, coincides with
the Catholic externality of the church of Christ.

And the well-meaning zealots who would ele-

vate the Lord's command into a church ordi-

nance, have by no means escaped the Catholic
error, which goes only one step further beyond
the express letter of the Lord's word, and
holds every marriage to be indissoluble, for-

bidding every re-marriage. Wherefore then
do they not expound the whole Sermon con-
formably ? Is it the Lord's design then, as

the letter of his word plainly seems to run iu

ver. 34, to abolish swearing as a necessary reg-

ulation in imperfect human society ? He him-
self swore ! Is it his design in ver. 38 to ban-
ish the jus talionis, which' is the divine basis

of all requiting justice, from the tribunals of

Christendom ? No, he will not abolish in mat-
ters to which it must ever appertain, the rule laid

down in Lev. xxiv. 19, 20, any more than what
is said in Exod. xxi. 12: He that smiteth a
man, so that he die, shall surely be put to

death. As the law in its Sinaitic letter con-

demning sin continues its function in the Gos-
pel, so also does the law as wisely restraining

sin in the Mosaic ordinances. Is it the Lord's

design to forbid to his disciples in his discourse

(vers. 39-42) all protection of themselves, their

interests, or their property ; and to impose
upon them such all-endurance and all-abandon-

ment as would require them to go out of the

world in which they must nevertheless live ?

He has himself obviated this gloss, for he did

not turn the other cheek ! and as all this is to

be understood, so also is his word concerning
divorce. The unconditional ordinance, which
the Mosaic account of the creation reveals,

runs in simple terms

—

Let no man put asunder !

(ch. xix. G). Now, if sin or fornication has
sundered, may not enduring patience and for-

giving love join them together again ? God
himself in his covenant of grace takes back
again that which was separated from him.
Or, if adultery has been committed, may not

the unoffending consort retain the offending

one in the bond of love, and receive her back
if penitent 1 The Christian church from the
beginning has determined that he may, and
practiced accordingly.* And God himself takes

* Though not always, for in the Const. Apost vi.

15 we find : 'O Harexwv ti)v 7tapaq>Bapei6av
(pvdscai Sedp:ov napd.vo/.ioi. Luther on the

other hand confidently urges that the unoffending

party should forgive. Hengstenberg (on Hosea)
speaks of great criminality on his part, if he do not

use every means to bring about repentance and
reconciliation.
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back his adulterous people to himself, becomes
anew the husband of the adulteress (IIos. ii.

1-201, and continues to do himself what he
has forbidden in his precept (Jer. iii. 1). But
we should, and we must love perfectly, as our
Father in heaven loves. So if thou wiit. be per-

fect, thou must not dioorce even on account offor-
nication. Wherefore, while we find once more
in Matt. xix. 9, " except for fornication," naps-
wroS Xoyov icopveiaS (in another expression),

it is wanting in the parallel passage (Mark x.

11, 12) as well as when the Lord a third time
alludes to it (Luke xvi. 17, 18). This is not
accidental, but an intimation of the Spirit

which goes beyond the letter. The Lord con-

strains us, by this change of the letter, to

understand its meaning spiritually : for both
are true ; on the one hand that fornication, or

any infidelit}', gives the right of divorce, since

that has already in effect taken place ; but
that also on the other, neither the man nor the

woman in the church of Christ ought, gener-
ally speaking, to exercise that right. When
the apostle, again, having the Spirit of God,
quotes the Lord's word with emphasis in ver.

10 of 1 Cor. vii., and then immediately after,

in ver. 15, gives his more liberal decision (not

by commandment., but, on account of sin and
infirmity, by permission), that a separated per-

son, having been left and repudiated by the

unbelieving partner, might marry again ; is

not that also,a no less manifest intimation how
this commandment of the Lord is to be under-
stood, and that it is not to be carried out lit-

erally in all its rigor and literal compulsion in

the external church, mixed up as it is with
heathenism ? What then, finally, is fornica-

tion and adultery in our Lord's mouth 1 Shall

we be willing to limit the word just in this

place to the gross act, after he himself has in

ver. 27, 28, immediately preceding, expounded
it otherwise 1 Will the Lord abate from the

"I3T niiyj " some iincleannts*" which is written

in Moses, one jot or one tittle ; will he not

rather provide for its being retained, like the

whole law, but for right use? \tciv rz? aurw
voti/'poj? xij tj r<xi ) 1 Tim. i. 8.) What other
shameful things of various kinds might not in

Christian matrimony be brought forward as

a ground of divorce equally valid with the ac-

complished act of infidelity !*

Our Lord's new law of marriage, conse-
quently, like all the laws of the Sermon on
the Mount, is not uttered with design to
abolish the wholesome relaxation contained
in the Mosaic institution of divorce, viewed
according to its original spirit. It does not
intend to do away with it once for all by a
compulsion which works from without in-

wardly, but by a fulfillment of its design
working gradually from within outwardly.

* Maintaining this. we. are not perplexed by any
suclt rigorous views as Sixt has lately once more
defended (Stud. u. Kr. 1845, 3.) The Kirrhliche

Vierteljahrtochrift declares its agreement with us,

and Rothe's Ethik often quotes us with approba-
tion.

This is its true relation, oonformably with
God's will, in every external national church
down to the present day. The secular law of

the state (albeit Christian), and no less the
ecclesiastical statute also (which should not be
violently sundered from the state), not only
may exercise a Mosaic forbearance, but must

do so, where the same reasons are pre-supposed
as those for which the Lord by Moses exer-

cised it.
' ; Divorce may no more be removed

than the oath." It is impossible that Christ

should command marriages sinfully contracted,

such as were properly no marriages and there-

fore dissolved themselves, to be made binding

by force ; and equally so that he should in-

tend to oppose the sin which might afterwards
break in, by any thing but the power of the
Spirit. When severity, through the infirmity

of the flesh, might aggravate the evil, he still

may relax the law. For such ordinances of

nature, as this—Man shall not divorce ! are in

their externality not on a level with the com-
mandments of holiness uttered on Sinai, which
are fulfilled inwardly in the spirit, and which
alone unconditionally admit of no relaxation.

The external church, which in a sense is still

partly after the spirit of the Old Testament,
condescends, like Christ himself, to sinners in

many ways, with all its severity of testimony
;

and has for the unconverted a confirmation,

for the unworthy (whom she in most cases

has not the power to judge) a Eucharist, a
marriage service for those who come in wanton
carnality to marriage ; but she must give up
all this, and by a licensed civil marriage sepa-

rate herself in this also from the state, if her
doctrine of divorce were otherwise. A pres-

bytery, synod, or consistory, standing to medi-
ate between the law and the Gospel, bears wit-

ness of the commandment of Christ, with all the
spiritual force of his words, to the consciences

of those who should hear it; but those who
insist upon separation, even when no future

marriage can take place, are sundered and
granted a bill of divorce—for their hardness of

heart ! and the Church under certain circum-
stances may have a blessing for the second
marriage of those who are thus separated, be-

stowed upon them in the hope that now the
true grace of matrimony may find its true

New Testament entrance into their hearts.

The false interpretation of the law more dis-

tinctively considered now follows, as the devel-

oped result of this literal acceptation of it. Of
the three examples which are given in illustration

two are taken, as we have already shown, from
the civil code, and one from the law of holiness.

Viewed yet more closely, the first two deal

with our words and deeds, the third with our
disposition of mind. Thus the error is ex-
hibited as advancing from a too close and in-

sincere straining of the letter of the precept
first, onwards to the complete perversion

and destruction of its meaning, such as is

seen in the antithesis which is unscrupulously
added in ver. 43, and which entirely subverts

the precept of love with which vers. 21-26 set

out. The first example concerning our words
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goes back in its ultimate allusion to the Si-

naitic precept—Thou shalt not bear false wit-

ness, not speak falsely; but conjoins this with
the commandment of the first table which
forbids the taking God's name in vain ; and
mentions particularly swearing or a protesting

use of that holy name. The false exposition

or application of this Mosaic ordinance borders
upon a too strict adherence to its letter; but
the perfect disciple of Christ in reality stands

by that ordinance. In ver. 33, we have the
letter of the ordinance, with an intimation of

that abuse which being well-known is not di-

rectly mentioned ; as was the case in vers. 27,

31, after the pattern of ver. 21. Against this

is set vers. 34-37, what in a certain sense may
be considered a new and severer rule, yet per-

fectly in the spirit of the old one : The disci-

ple of Christ need not in general swear at all !

although he may, o» account of evil (having to

do with the sin and untruthfulness of the
world), swear by God, yet is he never to do
this without strict necessity and solemn earn-

estness. By things independent of God (and
here was the Pharisaic abuse of swearing most
manifest, particular examples being named of

their perversion) he may not swear at all I

Neither by things out of himself (heaven, or
earth, or Jerusalem, the place in which both
meet), which are altogether God's ; nor by
any thing in himself since his head (his life)

and even his hair (the highest individual

thing belonging to him) is also and only
God's. For the disciple of Christ must speak
the simple truth in its most simple possible

expression.

This general analysis would give a clue to
thinking minds for all that should follow

;

but however, anxious we might be to keep
these hints within concise limits, they must
become here a little more diffuse, on account
of the evil of false interpretation, which un-
derlies, even in Christendom, the word of
Christ.'

Verse 33. The itdXiv which now meets us,

equivalent strictly to again in English, indi-

cates the commencement of another series of

examples of a different kind, as an arrange-
ment of the discourse has already shown. It

speaks once more of our words, as ver. 22 did
;

for in word as well as in deed our holy dispo-

tions must manifest themselves, and perfection
excludes every sinful word as well as act
(James iii. 2). Our speech must be sanctified

in truth, as our deeds in love. But that which
the dpx<xioi, "those of old time," in this

matter taught the people, as if out of the law,
did not immediately and directly refer to the
decalogue, but to the Mosaic ordinance con-
cerning oaths and vows given to the holy com-
monwealth of Israel. This, indeed, is yet
more closely connected with the second (pro-

perly the third) commandment of the first

table, than the ordinance concerning the letter

of divorce was with the seventh—Thou shalt

not commit adultery ! Yet the Lord does not
directly cite Exod. xx. 7 as he had done Exod.
xx. 13 and 14 ; but he makes what we may term

a collective-citation of the Mosaic ordinances,
designedly changing the expression* in doing
so—because it is not what was written there
that he opposes, but its incorrect apprehen-
sion. He refers to Lev. xix. 12 ; Numb. xxx.
3 ; Deut. xxiii. 21, of which the last two
places deal more especially with promissoriis

or vows. The first passage connects itself im-
mediately with the decalogue—Thou shalt not
desecrate the holy Name ; in the other two
also rcJ Kvpicp, " the Lord," is expressly in-

serted ; hence arose the false interpretation,
that an krciopxElv, "forswearing," consisted
only in the express mention of the divine name,
and the consequent shameful abuse of other
kinds of frivolous and deceitful protestations.

This unrighteous limitation our Lord indicates
in the concluding sentence which he cites

;

'A7to8Go6EiS ds t c5 K v p i od rovS opxovi
dov, " But shalt perfom unto the Lord thine
oaths ;" i.e.—Thus you have heard it said out
of the law, as if only to the Lord was signi-

fied! If we place ovx Eniopxr/deis, "thou
shalt not forswear," in juxtaposition with
ov cpovsvdEii, " thou shalt not kill ;" ver. 33
will here have a meaning similar to that of

ver. 21 : Ye vainly think that killing only is

murder, and that only a lying and faithless

abuse of the holy Name is perjury. But as

the letter of the law in the former case had
reference in its spirit to perfect love in dispo-

sition, so in the latter it refers to perfect truth
in word.

Verses 34—36. Mr) ojuodai oXcoi, "Swear
not at all," that is, assuredly, by all means,

generally or absolutely swear not. To ex-

punge the comma between o\a>S, " at all,"

and y"7^«j "neither," and read: Absolutely
not by heaven, earth, Jerusalem, or the head
—is, whether we regard the language or the

matter, extremely forced, yea, decidedly false
;

for it overlooks the sharply defined antithesis

between M ?) oXooi, " not at all," taken by it-

self, and the simple ovx kni-opxr/dEii, "thou
shalt not /w-swear." And in any case there

would still remain in ver. 37 the unconditional

prohibition of every word that went beyond
Yea and Nay—consequently of any oath. To
say with Staudlin (GescJiiclhte tier Vortslellimgen

nnd Lehren vom Eide) that the apostles after-

wards in their permission of the judicial oath

deviated from the Lord's interdict, does not

touch the point. But what, then, is the rela-

tion of these, one to the other 1

That Christ forbids to his disciples as such,

and in their intercourse one with another,

every form of protestation, including God's

name ; that he abolishes them al" as useless,

because without their aid his disciples should

speak the truth, is most manifest, in spite

of all invalidating misinterpretation; hence

James (ch. v. 12) thus repeats tht Lord's

commandment : jurf rE dXXov nvd opxas,
"nor any other oath;" yet more irrefragably

* 'Eitiopxeiv is not found in the LXX. canonical

Old Testament—only in Wisd. xiv. 28. SimHnrly

for D'TIJ* the LXX. never have upxoi but, evxai
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Ktrengthening his Master's ny oAgjS, " not at

all" But are we therefore, with a Quakerism
which is only the re-appearance of Pharisaism
on the spiritual side, to set up externally the
spiritual law of Christ alone and contrary to

its spirit in the midst of an evil world ; to ap-

ply the perfect ordinances of Christ for his

perfect ones to the regulation of churches and
states which are in a condition in which im-
perfection so largety mingles ? and may we,
similarly, thus summarily send abroad peace in

the earth (ch. x. 34), where yet the angels'

word (Luke ii. 14) must excite conflict among
men ? The Christian should not divorce, but
on account of fornication he does it, and it is

then not a divorce which proceeded from him-
self, but the outward expression of one that

had already unhappily taken place. The
Christian should not utter "Raca" or " Fool,"

as the language of hatred or anger, but, nev-
ertheless, on account of the vileness and fool-

ishness of men, he maj', in his holy hatred of

sin and in the anger of his zealous love, term
them what they are, even children of the
devil. So also he swears and confirms his

word by oath on account of the deceitfulness

and incredulity of men, and the strife which
thence arists ; and this he can all the more
readily do, as all his words should be and are

Yea or Nay—words of truth spoken before

God, that is to say, oaths. Consequently in

the perfect kingdom of God the oath-ordi-

nance ceases simply because the oath has no
longer a distinctive or special force, beyond
any other utterance of a man's mind. Hence,
again, it is written by the apostle, and his

words are not a relaxation of the Lord's pro-
hibition, but when rightly understood actually
include it, just as that prohibition itself in-

cludes some such abatement as the apostle's

seems to be :
" Men verily swear by the greater,

and an oath to them is an end of all strife "

—

a confirmation of truth and love, only the Yea
and Nay more effectually said (Heb. vi. 1G).

That can by np means be wicked or sinful in

itself, since God himself, on account of our
unbelief, oftentimes swears by himself (Heb.
vi. 13, 17, vii. 21 ; Isa. xlv. 23, &c.) ; since the
Son of God incarnate not only takes a judicial

oath (Matt. xxvi. 03, 04), but even in this

Sermon on the Mount, as also elsewhere, ap-
pends his Amen to his words ; since the holy
angels (Rev. x. 0) swear by him that liveth for

ever, and the apostles frequently by the Lord
whose coming they announce. As Christ, ac-

cording to ver. 17, does not destroy the Law
and the Prophets, so neither does he abolish
that unconditional toleration of the oath
which we find in the Old Testament. The
Sinaitic commandment permits and enjoins the
right use of the name of God, in that it con-
demns its profane abuse ; in Dent. vi. 13, x.

20, the swearing by his name is actually com-
manded to Israel as the avowal of his worship

;

in Psa. xv. 4, swearing and changing not, is

attributed to the true and spiritual Israel

;

and, finally, in the prophets, Jer. xxiii. 8, Isa.

ixv. 10 swearing by the God of their deliver-

ance, by the God of truth, is vindicated for the
distant future of his kingdom. Consequently
the eixfj, in vain, too harshly rejected in ver.

22, may be added also in this connection, if it

be rightly and spiritually understood. As
pure love would prefer to say "Brother" only,
if for that brother's sake " Raca" is not neces-
sary, so pure truth would prefer the simple
Yea and Nay, if stronger confirmation were
not necessary in order to its overcoming the
falsehood to which it is opposed.
We should certainly be very far from dis-

cerning or exhausting the full meaning ot

Christ, if we regarded him as merely prohibit-
ing that profuse and frivolous swearing to
which the Jews were addicted in common
life, in contradistinction to judicial swearing.
That might be the preparatory instruction for

catechumens, whose apprehension could go no
further. There might, indeed, be light swear-
ing even in a court of justice, and the Christian
man "in common life" may stand and make
his appeal to the judgment-seat of God, if

there be need. Yet assuredly Christ in what
follows does take account of the customs of

his age, and draws his examples from them.
It is his design to exhibit and to condemn
Pharisaism in the aspect which it assumed
before his eyes. " As heaven and earth pass
away, so pass away all vows by heaven and
earth," was a saying uttered in Israel at that
time. Thus while they abused the name of

his throne and footstool, yet because they
barely evaded the name of God itself, they
dared to think that they avoided the lie and
the sin ! Thus they forgot that heaven and
earth should be changed but not pass away

;

that they were rather to become more plainly
manifest, the heaven as the throne of God's
glory, this lower earth as his footstool, before
which all his enemies should be bowed down.
Hence Christ, designed^ sustaining his word
by Scripture (Isa. lxvi. 1), traces back all such
formulas, here as in ch. xxiii. 16-22, to the
name of God ; and by so doing gives us in his
wisdom much else to reflect upon (let Isa. lxvi.

be read careful^ again). After heaven and
earth have embraced the whole universe of the
first creation, he most significantly mentions
further the holy Jerusalem (Rev. xxi. 1, 2), as
the type of the new creation of grace which
brings heaven down to earth, designating it

out of Scripture as the city of the great King,
which is himself.* It is in direct contradic-
tion with the rightly understood meaning of
the oath generally, if I, instead of mentioning
his name, by ichom ice swear, simply because
heaven and earth, and Jerusalem especially
(as a citizen of which I know his name), are
his ; if I, instead of naming this great Ruler of
the creation and King in his city, make men-
tion of some particular portions greater or less

* Hamann contra Mendelssohn (see his Workr,
by Roth, vii. 120), found, and not without some
grounds for it, a far-reaching meaning of general
significance in this prohibition to name JtnmUtm
needlessly and irreverently.
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of hi6 kingdom, and think that I thereby avoid
mentioning him, and that this effects him not

!

As if aught could have significance when con-

ceived of independently of God, so that to

swear by it without thinking of God were rea-

sonable and right, or that such an oath might
innocently be trifled with ! The God of truth,

who will not let his name be falsely used, will

not permit any particle of dust in all his uni-

verse to be thus dealt with. If I indeed know
his name, then must I also know that heaven
and earth are his, as well as I know that my
head and its hair belong to me, though not es-

sentially and only'to me. When I pass from
things out of myself (things which in their

true sense are holy, being sanctified by God),
to myself, and swear by myself; there is more
significance in this than the former, though
that significance is altogether godless, since I

thus regard myself as my own, pluck self from
the authority of God, and wickedly usurp
God's own prerogative—to swear by himself.*
" By my head "—borders closely upon—" By
my life ! By my soul ! As I live !

" and then
the sin becomes most manifest, for none of us
liveth to himself. But even the smallest hair
of the head or the beard (by which they also

swore in the East) is not mine, as I may soon
discover if I attempt to change its color by my
own power, though this is still less than mak-
ing one hair grow.t I may, indeed, with de-
ceitful dyes give it a brighter or darker tinc-

ture, but nature reasserts its original color in

the hair which grows afterwards. I can no
more make other hair grow the length of a
line, than add a span to the measure of my life

(ch. vi. 27). We see, consequently, that Christ
here interdicts to his disciples first, all swear-
ing generally, even by the name of God, inas-

much as it is enjoined upon them as their per-
fection to speak perpetual truth in the name
of God, without the necessity of any confirm-
ing appendage whatever. As the consequence
of this, the oath which protects truth is sup-
posed to be abolished in the intercourse of

Christians by an influence working from within
outwards, just as the locks and bolts which pro-
tect against thieves. Secondly and especially
is forbidden all swearing by things indepen-
dently of God, be they appertaining to our-
selves or otherwise ; because we should think
of God and give his name its honor in the men-
tion of all his creatures ; because he only has
and he only is the confirming Amen of all

truth ; because his name only is above the
Yea of any creature.]: Finally is prohibited
all inconsiderate and useless swearing, all con-
firmation and corroboration of our Yea and

* As Caesar by the " Fortuna Ccesaris," and the
young Doria in Schillei's Fiesco with his " Donner tend

Doria !

"

f But we much doubt whether this is to be re-
garded (with Sepp) as meaning that they swore:
" iMay I become gray, if it be not so !

"

% To swear by the life of the king, Pharaoh or

Solomon, was in a sense tolerate! in the d Testa-
ment as being a type, which refined to the greater,

the only King (Psa. lxiii. 12).

Nay without cause. As this was miserably
current in the Pharisaic Israel of that age, so
it attests the hypocrisy of men in every age •

for by adding such strengthening appendages
to our discourse, we confess ourselves to be,
without them, untrustworthy.* But when
adequate reason for an oath occurs, it is not
only permitted but even commanded, as a ser-
vice to God and our neighbor, to corroborate
our plain words by such confirmation as may
maintain the truth and advance the cause of
charity. Consequently the judicial oath of
the Christian citizen is justified under such
circumstances, as well as the oath with which
the apostle, the preacher, the disciple may
solemnly confirm his testimony.! He who, in

what he is constrained to say before man,
looks up in his spirit to God as his witness
may and indeed ought openly to avow it. The
true New Testament oath, however, must ever
retain its own formula

—

I call God for a record

upon my soul (2 Cor. i. 23). On the other hand
the formula—" So help me God"—if it mean,
"Otherwise may he not help me! May God
punish me!" though under the old covenant
of the law's severity it might have been tol-

erated (" The Lord do so to me ! "), must
under the covenant of grace be absolutely
avoided as being a self-willed invasion of the
future, like the language of Cain (Gen. iv. 13).

Verse 37. Our communication should be
Yea on the lips where Yea is in the heart, Nay
on the lips where Nay is in the heart, and
therefore sincere, not like the devil's or the

liar's, or what according to Shakespeare is " no
good divinity," consisting of Yea-nay and Nay-
yea. This is the first and most obvious mean-
ing. But then it must be only Yea or Nay,
that is, of course, not just necessarily this

little word, but affirmative or negative without
nepiddov or " more," without any superfluous

corroborating additions, therefore simple and
definite: What I say I say and believe, and
let me be trusted ! James' expression em-
braces both (ver 12) : The more sincerely we
speak, the more simply also shall we be able

to speak, since others will have learned to rely

upon our word. Further there should only be
Yea or Nay in our speech and in our hearty

where there is Yea or Nay in the thing itself,

as it is before God, as the eternal truth of God
says Yea or Nay : consequently our communi-
cation must be true, according to the reality

of the matter we speak of, so far at least as

with our best ability and in good conscience

we can discern it. Finally, for this cannot be
excluded, more particularly as the discourse

* It is worthy of remark that the tniopuEi-y

which is here used meant originally to swear merely,

or to swear often, and thence naturally passed in its

signification to false swearing—just as oaths, the

more frequent they are, the more frequently are

they perjuries also.

f Indeed "the sanctity of the solemn adjuration

is exalted by the prohibition of common and gratu-

itous swearing," as Von Gerlach says. Compare

also Rothe's theory in his Ethik, iii. 576-586, which

agrees with my exposition.
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bad just run upon the keeping our word and

vow ; we may not afterwards say Nay, where
we had previously said Yea, or the reverse,

and consequently our communication must be

ciuisttnt and steadfast and trustworthy (2 Cor.

i. 17). Thus does the Lord set before us, him-

self using the simplest possible form of words,

the ideal model of what the holy speech of

God's children might be and should be, if the

sin that is in the world and their own remain-

ing sinfulness be left out of the question. It

does, indeed, exclude even the oath by the

name of God, and relatively abolish it ; but it

is not unconditionally done away, for after the

preceding words /<?/ 6f.io6ai 6\qdS, "swear
not at all," this, as being the only oath per-

missible, was not expressly mentioned. What
then is the meaning of the following position ?

It evidently modifies the former part of the

sentence. The literal observance of the former

clause is necessarily connected with a false in-

terpretation of the latter, as if the Lord had
said

—

Whatsoever is more than these is sin. But
this he did not say, nor could he have said it,

without subverting the system of the world
as arranged since the entering in of sin, and
reflected in the law of Moses; nor, indeed,

without condemning himself. Not only is

every oath a 7tept6d6v, "something more,"

but so also is the Amen of Christ which
strengthens the Yea (2 Cor. i. 20), and even
that second Yea which on this occasion the

Lord adds to the first. Every confirming ad-

dition of any kind may be said to be only a

second, more emphatically repeated Yea. All

this Cometh of evil, the Lord says: and we are

not to understand 6 novr/fjui, the wicked we,

as immediately referred to in this place. (As

also not in ch. vi. 13; John xvii. 15; comp.
Horn. xii. 9 ; 1 Thess. v. 22.) Often enough it

does, indeed, spring from the sin, the evil that

is in the speaker himself, just as "Raca"
springs from his malevolent anger, and divorce

from his own infidelity. But not always : the

speaker may thus utter in truth and in love,

what is forced upon him by the world' s sin, with

which he has necessarily to do ; just as the mani-
fold and incessant protestations which pervade
the entire Holy Scripture must be accounted
for. Such conformation is consequently per-

mitted and necessary, that is, where and so

far as it is directed against evil. The " Yea,

yea " and " Nay, nay " of God, which his ser-

vants must maintain and protest against the

Nay-yea and the Yea-nay of wickedness, comes
not, therefore, in an evil sense from the evil of

him who utters it, although it is spoken on
account of evil and therefore may be said to

originate in evil ; it is essentially good in itself

and cometh of good, even of the very zeal of

the good to overcome the evil.

The second example, passing from the word
of truth to the work of love, has reference to

the Mosaic judicial ordinances concerning re-

venge, which had been subject to a still worse
interpretation and application than the former.

For although before the tribunal of the sin-

ner's Judge a strict and righteous requital or

retaliation of evil inflicted will take place
;
yet

it is both perverse and perverting to appropri-

ate to oneself the prerogative of such requital

in private life. The Lord gives a fundamental
example, which illustrates strikingly the rela-

tion of the external, legal ordinance, to the

internal fulfillment of the law according to its

spirit—Christian love. The disciple of Christ

should, in patience or passive love to his enemy,
rise superior to all revenge for the evil inflicted

on him : and this forms the wisely preparatory
transition to the injunction which follows, of

active love towards our enemies, as being the
sum and end of the spiritual law, loving as God
loves The Lord first specifies the falsely apli

ed and wickedly misunderstood law of Moses,
by simply quoting its letter just as in ver. 31

,

pre-supposing and intending that misunder-
standing and perversion of it, as the contrast

which follows makes evident. He commands
his disciples rather to endure evil or injustice

;

first, by a general prohibition of resistance,

and then by a corresponding command, which
expressly and precisely indicates the spirit

which he requires, by the act which is the
test of it. To do this he lays down three sig-

nificantly chosen examples, and closes by a
requirement, ver. 42, which being in its letter

incapable of being fulfilled, draws our minds
from the literal to a spiritual acceptation of

it, and leads the way to the active love of our
enemies.

Vei'se 38. These words occur thrice in the
law of Moses: first, among the first funda-
mental precepts given to Moses immediately
after the Decalogue and still upon the mount
(Exod. xxi. 23-25); where it is defined by
what rule the arbitrators shall be guided in a
particular case (and the proverbial maxim goes
on—Hand for hand, foot for foot, wound for

wound): then in Lev. xxiv. 19, 20, where the
general judicial law for injuries, and their com-
pensation is laid down—If a man cause a blem-
ish to his neighbor ; as he hath done, so shall

it be done to him : finally, once more in Dent,
xix. 21, where this principle is laid down with
reference to a particular case, not being one of
injury, as a rule of proportion to be rigorously
applied—Thine eye shall not spare! Toad-
minister this compensation of like for like, is

entrusted to the judges as DwX or "gods;"

for it is and must ever be the fundamental law
of the eternal and divine government of the
world, and as such is confirmed afterwards by
our Lord in ch. vii. 2. Consequently it is not
our Lord's design in what he now says to con-
demn the application in every commonwealth
of this perfect rule of justice,* which provides
against all excess or deficiency in punishment

,

for judgment and justice are to be adminis-
tered in the name of God by the magistracy

* Especially, of course, directed against the at-

test, though not that alone as Augustine supposed
N«n fomes sed limes furoris est (Contra I'atist. xix
25).
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in every human society, and the pattern of

that administration in every state must be
sought for in the government of the great King
over his people. What he designs to condemn
is the reading and enforcing and obeying the

statute, as if it had been written

—

He, the in-

jured man, may exact like for like from his

neighbor, in the exercise of a private revenge
which is guided by hatred and anger. As even
king Solomon in his time, though not unmind-
ful of what appertained to magisterial author-

ity and judgment, knew how to teach it in his

exhortation

—

Say not, I will do so to him as he
has done to me ; say not thou, I will recom-
pense evil : but wait on the Lord, and he shall

save thee (Prov. xxiv. 29, xx. 22; compare
Ecclus. xxviii. 1-3). So that the Lord here

again utters nothing new, but that which
Moses and the prophets had already uttered

;

in confirmation of which consult further Lev.
xix. 18, and mark what is there said in con-

nection with that other law which the Lord is

about to bring forward in ver. 43. Our expo-
sition may now become more and more brief,

since this example has found in part its illus-

tration in the two preceding ; and the three

great fundamental principles for the under-
standing of the Sermon on the Mount are now
firmly established in our minds ; viz., that the
Lord does not abolish the law, but fulfills it

;

that he only demands a perfect obedience to

it from his own, through the power and grace
which his fulfillment of it has obtained ; and
that his requirements to that end are by no
means to be externally and literally put in

practice in this evil world and mingled Christ-

endom, but all the Mosaic laws and ordinances
continue also to hold their place. And if in

these we find the idea of law as opposed to

Gospel, and of strict right as the antithesis of

patient, forgiving love, made prominent ; so

also will it be made clear that in the present
condition of this world, love can only very
gradually and in restricted measure have its

perfect exhibition ; nay, rather, that while the
children of God are supposed to possess the
spirit of patience, they must, even for love's

sake, maintain and enforce punitive and pro-

tective law.

Verses 39—41. TcZ itovr}p<Z is not to be
understood as in the masculine, the evil one,

the Injurer, any more than in ver. 37. The
expression is indeed related in the two verses,

but it advances the meaning here, for to ito-

vrjpov is not so much evil or sin, as the evidence

of it in the injury and injustice actually in-

flicted upon myself. We must of course op-
pose the sinner as such, and his sin, even as
we resist the Devil, the wicked one whose
malignity shows itself in each individual sin-

ner (James iv. 7). To rtovijpov is the funda-
mental principle generally of that evil which
opposes, injures, oppresses and burdens the
children of God in the world. Thus is chap,
vi. 13 to be understood, where misery, and sin

its cause, are united in one grand and compre-
hensive expression ; as, on the other hand, in

Rom. xii. 21 to xaxov makes prominent the

evil distinctively, as sin, yet not withwt in
eluding its consequent suffering. The funda-
mental words and ideas of Scripture must be
apprehended in all their depth and universality
of meaning first, and then their distinct and
critical meaning in individual passages will

obviously and natural^ present itself. To
resist not evil ! So does the Lord absolutely,
in the infinitive mood, lay down the law of his

kingdom for his disciples. What means this

dvTidTfjvai, to resist or to oppose ? Were
the word expunged, we should probably, look-

ing at the connection, supply its place and its

meaning by render back like for like, or retali-

ate ; and this is the actual signification of

the passage. As we might say : Ye shall not
put yourselves in opposition (dvTiTd6d£6$ai,
James v. G), not strike again, not revile

again, not take again (ver. 38), not inflict

injury, in retaliation for injury, or in defence

against it. This latter is necessarily in-

volved, inasmuch as he who thus defends
himself, anticipates the functions of the mag-
istrate. (If we could requite without refer-

ence to self, not in our own person but in the
stead of God, then might every man be his own
blood-avenger and arbiter.) The th> et examples,

which illustrate the general position, are so

selected as to descend from the worse evil to

the less : actual personal assault, spoliation

of property, forcible constraint to a service

not due. The Lord, indeed, refers only to

things comparatively unimportant, in order
that his words may find their easy application

to ordinary life. He does not begin, for in-

stance, with the dashing out of the eye or the

teeth, or with any such wounds and bruises ;*

for the sentiment and conscience which his

word necessarily awakes, testifies against the
instant exercise of private personal vengeance
in such cases, as being sinful and like the

haughty violence of Cain (Gen. iv. 23: I have
slain in my retaliation a man who wounded
me !) : but he would teach us, that we must
also patiently receive the smiting on the cheek,

without permitting ourselves even in things

so slight as this, any measure of self-revenge or

retaliation. This is one side of the case : ac-

cording to another view, however, the slighter

injury is oftentimes more irritating and more
fraught with temptation than the greater,

since we are led by the natural impulse of fear

to retire before the enkindled rage of one who
would assault us, unless our own rage be as

hot and violent as his. In this case it is not
so much the pain which is to be taken into

account, as the shame of a scornful insult

:

hence among all people, and in all times, smit-

ing upon the cheek has been in proverbial use
in such a sense as this (see in the Old Testa-

ment, Lam. iii. 30; Job xvi. 19 ; Isa. 1. 6 ; and
in the New 2 Cor. xi. 20). The general usage

which puts the members of the right side first,

* Hence Branne speaks at least without sufficient

precision when he says that bodily injury stands

first, because it is hardest to bear and most swiftly

provokes reveDge.
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will explain the cucumstance that the right

cheek is mentioned first, and not the left,

which would receive a blow administered by
the right hand : in Luke the one and the other

are used instead. Immeasurably more import-

ant than such a remark as this is the rigid and
most impressive contrast which must be no-

ticed between the requirements—Turn to him
the other also ! and that heathenish law of

honor, which will not accept the very slightest

indignity, but even in the midst of modern
Christendom, demands the duel itself. To
this point aVhomieur stands opposed the patient

acceptance and endurance of insult, as the

genuine Christian courage and knightly honor.

Offer him the other also—that is, in thy heart,

and in the disposition of thy mind ; calmly

and patiently wait if he may strike thee an-

other blow, and be ready to receive that also

;

so far let thy spirit be from opposing, or de-

clining or avoiding it ! This is all that the

Lord intends to say by this emphatic express-

ion, the figurative, proverbial letter of which
must be understood in its spirit, just as we
saw in a similar case before ; for the actual

turning of the other cheek might be no other

than a challenge to continued sin, consequently

itself sinful, and opposed to the love of our
neighbor. There might even be a proud des-

pite in it, or a mere hypocritical affectation.

Christ interprets his own word by his own act,

in John xviii. 22, 23, where he gives to the

rude officer a gracious word of gentle admoni-
tion in return for his blow, which, according

to Isa. 1. G, the Lord's Spirit would, however,
have suffered him to repeat. The inquiry in

the next example is of little importance as to

the relation between the xira> v >
" coat," and

the ii.ia.ziov, "cloak," used conversively in

Luke vi. 29, which gives a slightly different

presentation of the discourse. We must re-

gard Matthew the apostle as giving the more
precise words of our. Lord ; the Spirit in Luke,
in another grade of inspiration, teaches us that

literal exactness in such details is not strictly

necessary. Luke's view is more general, re-

ferring to an actual seizure (ai'peiv), and this

begins from the outside garment (Mic. ii. 8, in

the Heb.) ; but Matthew's refers to an un-
righteous process at law (xpi$ijva.i), to obtain

possession of the property ; and the closer

body-garment is therefore first mentioned, be-

cause the law of Moses contemplated the tak-

ing of the outer garment also, as the last and
most aggravated evil* (Exod. xxii. 26, 27).

So that it means : If any one would unright-
eously rob thee (r&5 SeXovn), and aims to do
it under the impudent guise of right; even if

it touches thy necessary clothing as nearly as

the blow on the cheek touches thine honor,

thou must rather be entirely stripped than
manifest a disposition, in the spirit of discord

and violence and personal enmity, to defend

* Roos thinks, that perverters of the law having
no conscience, might have taken away the lesser

garment, imagining that so the letter of the Mosaic
law would not be transgressed.

thy rights at law. We cannot but under-

stand, however, that this speaks of express

outward conduct (which could not always be

externally maintained), only as the figure and
the test of an inward disposition, which should

ever be prepared so to act. To every one who
would go to law revengefully, selfishly, stub-

bornly, or out of a weak devotion to this

world's good, it may be said, as the apostle

wrote to the Corinthians, " There is yet utter-

ly a fault among you {rjzTrjua) ; why do ye not

rather take wrong ? why do ye not rather suffer

yourselves to be defrauded?" (1 Cor. vi. 7).

But if thou art conscious of the indwelling of

forbearing love in thy heart, that very con-

sciousness will enable thee, with all the more
propriety, to withstand the sin which would
wrong thee by defence of law, and hold fast

thy property, as God's steward, for a better

use.* The dyyapeveiv, again (to demand
service as messenger or guide, to lay claim to

it by force as the only right ; a word which
passed from the Persian usage and speech into

other languages, since the same thing every

where takes place, Matt. xxii. 32, where this

word occurs, being an example), violently

trespasses upon personal rights, so that a high

spirited and unloving man might well defend

himself against it with all his might, on the

common principle—Thou hast no authority to

demand this of me, I am not under obligation

to render thee this ! It might indeed, in some
circumstances, interfere exceedingly with one's

own wishes and business. But yet it is, in

comparison with the blow on the cheek and

the robbery of one's garment, the lesser thing,

and therefore the Lord's injunction is more
imperative—Art thou compelled to go one

mile, go with him twain ! shouldst thou serve

any one for an hour in any matter, add yet

another hour! This goes beyond the mere
negative endurance that went before, and with

ver. 42 begins already the transition to the

exhibition of active love, ver. 44. Say to the

impetuous maker of the demand, but say it

with thy heart as well as with thy lips—Al-

though I am not bound by any obligation ot

external right or law, yet am I, according to

the spirit and law of love, both willing and
obliged to serve thee and every man; that

which thou art disposed to enforce from me, 1

will do for thee in free will and in double

measure, preventing thy sin by my kindness !

Such conduct is actually practicable in many
cases ; and how effectual is the rebuke it

administers, how it tends to peacemaking and
the prevention of sin !

Yet it is not the Lord's will, when such a

motive is out of the question, or anything

else might stand in the way, to impose it upon

*Kieuker: "Where Christ's aim is attainable,

there the means to it becomes a duty—that is,

though Christ specifies it not, where such means are

means really to that end ; and where the spirit of

Christ's aim cannot be attained, the mere mockery

of the means to it, is unreal and unnatural, even

though seemiDgly coming under the Lord's specifi-

cation."
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his disciples as <*in absolute necessity to render

every service that may in this evil world be

demanded of them, any more than he requires

them to allow all their property to be taken

from them, or to tolerate every kind of per-

sonal insult. He enjoins only the requisite

disposition of mind. As he himself often be-

fore his hour was come, withdrew from the

sinners who assailed him and hid himself; as

he counseled his disciples to flee before perse-

cution (ch. X. 23) ; as Paul availed himself of

his rights as a citizen, and made his appeal

unto CaCsar ; so it is permitted also to us to

do in all respects the same, and even indicated

to us as better so to do, for the sake of the

world's sin, even though we would sincerely

prefer to suffer. The Jews made the regula-

tions of public justice the rule of private life
;

but Christians must not elevate the sacred

private prerogatives of love into statute law
before the time. The spirit which this would
require being absent, nothing but disorder can

follow. As the office of the magistrate con-

tinues in existence for punishment of evil and
protection from wrong, it is our right and our

duty to avail ourselves of it. However willing-

ly I might suffer myself to be smitten, so far as

myself and my cheek are concerned, yet I must
maintain also the honor of that office, and not

let presumptuous outrage go unpunished. I

have not the less fulfilled the Lord's command
in its spirit, though I make my appeal and go
to law for my right, being compelled thereto by
another's wrong, and resigning myself patient-

ly to litigation, which is directly opposed to

my principles of forbearance.* Even absolute

self-defence is not excluded, where a man as-

sumes the office of judge himself: it is observ-

able that the Lord did not say—If any man
will kill thee, defend not thyself, but let it be

so ! There remain cases quite sufficient in

which patience may have her perfect work,
and Solomon's word may have its force—Wait
on the Lord and he shall help thee ; as well as

Christ's example, who committed himself to

him that judgeth righteously. " A father

says to his children : Bear what your brothers

or sisters may do to you, and hurt them not

in return ; will one of them take away your
fruit, give him your bread also rather than en-

gage in quarrel with him. But it is tacitly

understood that the father means—I will pres-

ently compensate the patient child, and visit

the wrong upon the other."f The Lord will

* Rud Matthai :
" The disposition to reconciliation

must be as strong as life, unquenchable as the soul

—the act of forgiveness should be as discriminating

as the distributing of any pearls. If thou wouldst

actually heap coals of fire on the head of an enemy,
and thus confirm the neighborhood in faith and love,

thou mayest also literally turn the other cheek, and
go the two miles, &c. But where thou wouldst

only cast thy wheat amid the hemlock which would
choke i , keep it for better soil, and stand upon
thy right."

•f
Thilosophische Yorlemngen uber das sogenannte

Neue Testament (Leipzig, pub. by Junius, 1785); an
original book of Plenninger, too much forgotten.

render judgment and justice to all who suffer
wrong ; vengeance is his, he will repay, and
that in the full measure of the most rigorous
jus talionis.

To these three examples of deepening wrong
which is inflicted upon us, the Lord adds yet
another word, which requires a more profound
consideration than at first sight appears. Ask-
ing seems obviously after demanding to be an
inversion of the order ; for it is the gentlest
kind of desire, which acknowleges my right
and submits to my volition. The Lord's say-
ing, indeed, is in the same strain with that of

Moses in Deut. xv. 7-11, where it is command-
ed to lend and give to the poor brethren, and
forbidden to harden the heart or shut the hand
against them

;
just as it is commanded by the

apostle, 1 John iii. 17. Compare also Ecclns.

iv. 4, xxix. 2 ; Tob. iv. 7 ; in harmony with
which passages we have here the admonitory

:

Turn not thou away ! Yet this asking may be
in an imperative style; and many ungodly
ones are eager enough to borrow, who never
think of repaying (Psa. xxxvii. 21). Must I

then be ever giving and giving, contrary to all

propriety, encouraging every hardy beggar

;

and must I suffer to be begged and borrowed
from me all that I have for mine own proper
use, to the glory of God and the true service

of my neighbor 1 Here becomes most mani-
fest the utter impossibility of a literal accom-
plishment of all this. He who should thus
give, would indeed give no good gift to such
unrighteous ones, but would violate the law of

love to individuals and to human society at

large. Consequently we must regard our Lord
as only laying down this saying of Moses and
of Sirach, in order that he may point out and
enforce the spiritual and not the literal fulfill-

ment of this commandment of love, which has
become a maxim among all nations : he speaks

figuratively as in the former instances. The
transition from them to this is plain in this

obvious connection : Do to him who violently

compels thee, what he asks, just as if he had
requested it.* Whom does the Lord, in his

deep meaning, intend by him who askcth of

thee ? No other than the " whosoever " of vers.

39-41, just as the "adversary" of ver. 25 was
the "brother" of ver. 24. Not merely he
who expressly and in words asks of me ; that

would be a Pharisaical cleaving to the mere
letter: so interpreting I might let my benev-

olence wait till asked, and keep the command-
ment by not turning from one who never asked
me ; or with hypocritical, proud or heedless

dispatch send him away with " There, thou
hast it," which could onl}1" do him harm.
(Give also to him who asketh not of then—is

as valid against this as, on the other hand,

Give not to every one who asketh of thee !)

The asking, which I must be accessible to, is

need itself; the seeing my brother in want.

The needy one speaks by his very presence to

* Which connection in Luke vi. 29-30 is yet

more obvious : Let the taking away and robbing

be like asking from thee.
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my heart—Help me to the best of thy ability !

And, finally, in the spirit of the word, what is

it that he who injures and constrains me seeks

of me. without saying so or being conscious of

it? Nothing less than the best and highest

gift I could bestow, the proof of my love,

which he in his hardness of heart so gressingly

needs as an example for his reproof and amend-
ment. And that I should give him in the form
which may seem best to the wisdom of my
charity ; either by enduring or resisting, by
giving or withholding. Thus much remains
certain after all is said ; whoever opposes the
evil which comes against him by any the slight-

est exhibition of evil, that is, does any thing
to the evil-doer which is opposed to the spirit

of enduring, forbearing love, himself commits
evil, so far as in him lies—aggravates instead

of amends it on the other, and denies that ex-

ample of righteousness and of love which his

neighbor's unrighteousness and uncharitable-

ness demanded at his hands. That is the most
profound significance of the " but " in ver. 39.

Oppose not rtovtjpov to itovrjpov, evil to evil.,

but good to evil, patience and love to evil-

doing ! Every enemy as an enemy asks of me
to overcome him with love, to heap coals of

fire on his head ; that thus I may take away
his enmity by the requital of abounding love,

according to the highest examples of my Fa-
ther in Heaven (vers. 44-48 ; Isa. lix. 17, 18

;

Psa. xli. 11). It may probably be found to

be only a lending of love, which will come
back to me in rich return : but I should be
disposed to impart it also to the ungodly, who
would borrow it without ever repaying; and
unweariedly to impart to every one from the
inexhaustible capital of my love, and that
without hope of interest in the return of love.

Consult Luke vi. 32-35, which, in a more ex-
tended discourse, perfectly confirms the view
that lending is a figurative expression for love.

How abundantly has the Sermon on the
Mount hitherto drawn out of the depths of

eternal wisdom its fundamental far-reaching

principles of truth ! In what luminous words
of its own has it set before us its new teach-

ing, which is yet only the kernel of the al-

ready extant word of God in the Old Testa-

ment released from its shell, and in the unity
of fulfillment is one with the Law and the
Prophets ! How majestic in its independence
does every isolated word stand, and yet how
does one hang upon another, and spring from
it in a living, harmonious organic progression!

Could the publican Matthew, or any other
hand, successively have woven together this

fabric from detached and single words, after

the manner of men ? Or could the Spirit of

Christ himself have blended them together by
the apostle's instrumontality under the untrue

superscription: He went up into a mountain,
opened his mouth, and taught them saying—

?

No, the Lord did verily speak from the moun-

tain, and in this very manner did he open his

mouth for his first most solemn discourse.

It may be hoped that we are now more able,

the further we proceed, to enter into the
meaning of the Lord's words and manner of

teaching. The two examples taken from the

Mosaic statute and penal law were intended, in

opposition to the Pharisees' false exposition of

the law, to point his disciples to such a fulfill-

ment of it in its spirit as should, by working
from within outwardly, render those ordi-

nances useless ; while at the same time it

should assign to the legal, judicial element in

them, its proper place, and vindicate for it its

true use. Now follows the third example,
which returns again to the moral law, or law
of holiness. As this is to close the distinctive

reference to the commandments, it is not one
of the individual commandments of the deca-

logue that is introduced, as the first quota-

tions had been ; but the epitome of the whole
second table, as Moses had already specified

it; viz., the law of love, of that one central dis-

position of mind, which should :vidence itself

in every word and every work. In this case,

in which the wicked principle of natural self-

ishness not willing to understand the law,

comes into direct collision with its clear and
unmistakable terms, the mischievous perver-

sion takes the form of an arbitrary addition,

which mutilates the precept and entirely

annuls its meaning. The misinterpreting ap-

pendage at ver. 21 was actually a precept ol

the Mosaic ordinance ; the error consisted only
in bringing down the Sinatic—Thou shalt not
kill ! to the level of a mere sentence upon
homicide. But the daring addition to the
divine precept

—

And hate thine enemy! is no
where found in Holy Writ. This human and
wicked selfishness, which would assert its

hatred in the very face of the commandment
of love, is met and opposed by the fresh dis-

closure in its clearest expression of the central

spirit of the old law. Thou shalt love just as

God loves, that is with the love of mercy, with
the active love of thine enemy. That is the holi-

ness which is to be established in thee. The
whole aptly fits in with that which began in

vers. 21-20 ; where the adversary was mani-
festly a brother, with Avhom I should be recon-
ciled in the love of God. Ver. 44 merely lays

down the command to love our enemies with
its evidences, as the express opposite to the
perverted addition; ver. 45 immediately fol-

lows with its foundation in the example of
our heavenly Father ; then the importance of

the subject demands a reference once more to
the contrast of those who, with all their self-

ishness, yet make their talk and their boast of

love (vers. 4G, 47). This, however, is no love
;

but the Pharisees prove themselves to be n<?

better than the publicans, the arrogant, self

righteous ones in Israel no better than the
despised sinners

;
yea, even, the heathens (this

latter paves the way for the second main con-
trast in ch. vi. 19-34: Not like the Gentiles!).

These are two convincing questions, which pre-
*

supppse, notwithstanding all their hypocriti-
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cal pervc Von, a right understanding in their

conscience.; the one points forward to the re-

ward, whL.ii will presently be discussed (ch.

vi. 1, 4, 6, v.5) ; the other points back to the

exceeding righteousness which in ch. v. 20 was
required. Ver. 48 forms the sublime conclu-

sion—the fi~st of those three fundamental laws

(or in the superficial language of modern
times, principles of morality) which are laid

down by the Sermon on the Mount ; the

second and tlie third being found in ch. vi. 33

;

vii. 12. This first one points towards heaven,

and the fountain of mercy in the divine love

to enemies (Rom. v. 10), as the source whence
our love should flow. It also at the same time

prepares the way, in passing, for that which
ch. vi. introduces : Let your righteousness be
in the sight of the Father, who looks to the hid-

den thought of the heart ; and not terminate

in hypocritical acts in the 6ight of man.
Verse 43. The beginning of that wicked

and wanton misunderstanding which is here

condemned in Pharisaic Israel, was their re-

striction of the commanded love of our neigh-

bor to their oxen people only, and their contempt
of the heathens as enemies whom they might,

and indeed should hate. This was the all-

pervading false interpretation which their un-

circumcised hearts put upon God's revelations

and institutions for his own peculiar people.

But as the Jewish, like all other national

pride in general, is only an expansion of the

nelfish haughtiness of the I into that of We,

the limitation did not tarry at that point, but
the "neighbor" became more narrowly inter-

preted even within their own bounds as a peo-

ple. It has been assumed that Moses does

indeed often so speak as if the neighbor were
only the fellow-Israelite ; but this was only

so far the case as such was naturally the most
obvious application of the term in common life

among a people so isolated and self-contained.

Let it be noted, moreover, how expressly, in

the very chapter from which our Lord derives

the compendious law of brotherly love (Lev.

xix. 18), the strangers are included in that law
(vers. 33 34), just as in ver. 10, they are

coupled with all other poor.* And does not

the constantly recurring ^JT), " thy neighbor,"

point back to the decalogue, the command-
ments of which are recapitulated in the be-

ginning of this chapter (Lev. xix)? But
where is the expositor who would venture to

say that it was lawful for Israelites dwelling
in heathen lands to bear false witness against

the heathen man outside the land of Israel, or

to covet his wife or his house ? Thus in this

chapter (Lev. xix. 18), " the children of thy
people " and " thy neighbor " cannot be one
a-nd the same ; but the latter part of the sen-

tence is the general law upon which is based
the more limited application in the former:
Thou shalt not bear grudge against the chil-

dren of thy people, for thou shalt love every

* Zech. vii. 10 includes the stranger among
others, who are called brethren.

man ! and no less than as thyself!* It is in

the highest degree characteristic that the Lord
imputes to Pharisaism the omission of just this
word ; although the doctors of the law tolera-

ted and included it in the dead letter, they
utterly disregarded it in effect. What means
it other t^ian this—that I should place myself
in thought in the place of the other, and do
to him what I would desire to have done to
myself? (ch. vii. 12). Thus apprehended it

gives of itself an immediate and sufficing an-
swer to the cavilling question—Who is my
neighbor 1 Every one, assuredly, by whom I

would be loved ; and would not the Jew,
needing charity and its kind offices of help,

desire them even from Samaritans and Gen-
tiles ? (Luke x. 29-36).f But here, instead of

this rejected appendage, which condemns all

selfishness and opposes all limitation of the
precept, another is substituted which abso-
solutely sets self upon the throne, above our
neighbor and agaimt him, with all its bitter

wilfulness

—

And hate thine enemy! Who then
is my enemy ? Every one, in fine, whom it

pleases me so to term ; for some cause of en-

mity sinful man will never be slow to discovei

or invent. But the law says rather—Thou
shalt not hate ; that is, on thy part thou shalt

have no enemy, thou shalt regard and treat no
man as such. Thou shalt not hate thy brother
in thy heart (even when he sins against thee),

but rebuke his sin in the spirit of sincere

love :J thou shalt not bear grudge nor avenge

!

(Lev. xix. 17, 18). Even the adversary in

judgment is continually spoken of as a " neigh-

bor" (Exod. xviii. 16; Lev. xix. 15). But
the Pharisee who will insidiously evade the

law without tampering with its letter, gives

its meaning a rash and narrow interpretation,

until, finally, nothing remains but—My neigh-

bor is he, who loves me (ver. 46). And since

this love, so eagerly desired, very easiljr ad-

mits of any cause of interruption, he is only
my neighbor so long as no offence causes me
to declare him my enemy. Thus is the god-

less perversion of the precept perfected in an
express contradiction of it

;
just as now-a-days

the proverb too often runs among Christians

—Every man is his own neighbor

!

Verse 44. In sublime contrast to this is the

mighty re-asssertion of the law which must
be fulfilled : But I say unto you ! What terms

* There can be no more mischievous perversion

of Scripture, or slander of the Old Testament, than

what Diellein maintains : that the law commanded
hatred of an enem}7

, not merely permitted it—and
that the enemy whom the Mosaic institute com-
manded to hate was every stranger ! Formerly the

Rationalists only spoke thus, and every Christian

man contradicted it.

•f
Observe hence once more, how falsely Christian

theologians impute hatred of an enemy to the Old
Testament law. Against Von Gerlach let the great

difference be remembered between hating " the ene-

my " and " thy enemy." Where in all the Old Tes-

tament is the latter found 1

^ The enemy is just so far our neighbor, as he
most of all harasses and occupies us " (LaDge).
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more entirely harmonize in the natural mind
than enemy and hate? It is the full, undis-

guised heathenism of the carnal mind which
the Pharisees condensed into an express pre-

cept, a genuine essential precept of man, and
then appended it to a commandment of God
as its exposition ! But when that command-
ment said—" Love thy neighbor," it also sig-

nifies no less

—

Love thine enemy ! impossible as

it may still be to human nature to reconcile

the two. All heathens have been conscious,

that the love of an enemy was a beautiful and
a noble thing : and it is actually asserted

throughout the Old Testament, in its histories,

proverbs and precepts ; see, for example, Exod.
xxiii. 4, 5; Job xxxi. 29; Prov. xxiv. 17;
xxv. 21, 22. Thus it is not anything new
which the Lord announces as his law. He only

brings new grace for its right fulfillment, as

he thu« erects brotherly love into a new spirit-

ual commandment. After having, in the im-
pressively simple antithesis

—

Love your enemies !

laid down first of all the internal sentiment,
which was of chief importance ; he exhibits

its progressive operation in three degrees,

which through word and act lead back to the

inner disposition again. As enmity advances,

the maintenance and proof of love must keep
pace with it. Bless them that curse you, op-

pose words of love and peace to words of scorn

and insult ! If the word of blessing suffices

not (which is mostly the case), proceed fur-

ther, to deed answering deed ; do good to them
that hate you, that show themselves by more
than a single curse, by persistent conduct, to

be your haters ! And when the good deed is

not sufficient (which again, when rightly un-
derstood, is always the case), continue never-
theless to preserve that disposition before God,
which was the love spoken of at the begin-
ning : Pray for them which despitefully use
you* and persecute you ! Bless them not
merely in words but in acts—which is more
difficult : the answer of kind words might be
in vain without the proof of deeds. Let it

not be thought enough to say—I will not
revile again, but will speak affectionately

;

yea, not enough to dispatch it quickly by say-
ing to God—Let them curse, but bless thou !

But there must be a real earnestness in the
prayer, as it is uttered in the prophetic Psalm
(cix. 28) : Bless thou through me, by my well-
doing to them ! and when even this docs not
overcome the enmity, and cause the despiteful

treatment and persecution to cease, continue,
nevertheless, in intercession : Bless thou ! This
is the last and severest test of the pure spirit

of love, without which the blessing and the
doing good could never in God's estimation
bear the name of love at all. The putting

* 'E7Cr/psd^ovdiy is not "slander" or " revile,"

for that would be no advance in meaning upon
cursing and hating, but according to Hesychius it

is equiv. to JiiaZeiv, inflict injury. The persecu-
tion points back to ver. 10. Or we should have
with Lance (iii. 386-380) to oppose the secret in-

tercession to the secret and quiet vilification—but
how could this be philologically established 1

one who hates to confusion by abund* *,t

deeds of kindness might even be a matl -r

of Pharisaical and hypocritical pride, a swe ^

revenge under another form ; but he wh •

can pray for his enemy, loves him indeet

This penetrates that secret region of which cl

vi. 4-12 speaks more at large, and is the trans

ition to what immediately follows concernin)

the Father in heaven, who looks in his child-

ren's hearts for love like his own.
Verse 45. That which in vers. 9 and If

was preparatorily spoken, is summed up in on«

word—The children of your Father which is

in heaven ! The regeneration that underlie?

this, and is procured through the grace of the

Son (John i. 12), is, in the Sermon on tin

Mount, a mystery unspoken, but which be-

trays itself to our notice, or at least to oui

anticipation, in the very foundation of the dis-

course. For the faith of any one who heard
it might have concluded: He who discloses

and condemns with such severity the sin of

the heart, and exacts such lofty acquire-

ments, himself designs to bring the king-
dom of his Father to the poor, and with it

satisfy those who hunger and thirst after

God's love as their righteousness. That the
Lord sets up the perfection of merciful well-

doing after the example of the Father, as the
high aim of an ever-growing exercise and a])pro-

priation, was already intimated in the progress-

ive series of the benedictions, as it is now
again in the ascending stages of ver. 44. The
mercy of the Father comes to us freely and
preparatorily : he who exercises to others that
which he has obtained, experiences thereby
more and more the purification of his heart
from every thing which is contrary to that
mercy ; as we there apprehended and expound-
ed it. So that we may here also, without hes-

itation or fear, lay the stress either upon the
onooi— in order that ye ma}r be so ever more
and more, that ye may approve yourselves
more and more fully, and at last in absolute
perfection as children resembling their Father

;

or unon the y£vr]6^t—in order that ye may
be so. Our Lord designedly does not refer to

the spiritual exhibitions of mercy to sinners

as the pattern of the divine and fatherly be-

nevolence ; but, in order to work a more
instant conviction, appeals to that general tes-

timony of nature which was as open to the
heathen as it was to Israel (Acts xiv. 17) : for

it is his purpose to reduce Israel and the hea-
then to the same level, in relation to the law
and to grace, even as the Baptist had done
before him. Moses and the prophets had
demonstrated the goodness of God from his

sending down rain and the blessing of heaven
which made fruitful the earth (Deut. xi. 10-
15 ; Psa. lxv. 10, 11 ; Jer. v. 24, xiv. 22). The
heavens cannot rain of themselves, and \vn-

should not be content with an unmeaning " it

rains," which places Nothing in the place of

the living God ; for it is God who rains, or who
causes rain (as Israel sadly learned in the fre-

quent shutting of the heavens), even as it is

his sun which he causes to rise. His manifes-
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tation of himself as the mighty Creator and
Lord, is also, as such, the revelation of his

goodness :
" for he is mighty and despiseth not

any ; for he is mighty also in strength of

heart " (Job xxxvi. 5). His loving kindness in

nature is further the type and the promise of

the spiritual gifts of his grace for the inner-

most necessities of the heart of man. Rain,

in the prophetic Scriptures, is often referred

to with this meaning (Psa. lxxii. 6 ; Isa. xlv.

8; Ezek. xxxiv. 20; Hos. vi. 3, x. 12), and also

the light of the sun, as the Lord had already
intimated in ver. 14. Christ himself, accord-

ing to the concluding promise of the Old Tes-

tament (Mai. iv. 2), is the sun of righteous-

ness, and in him beams forth in its fullest radi-

ance the divine love toioards enemies (Rom. v.

8-10). We who now know this, detect such
meaning in his words ; but he then spoke, even
while the light of grace was graciously beam-
ing in his face, only of the light of the natural

sun. He did not say: That ye may be my
disciples and my brethren (as afterwards John
xiii. 34, 35, As I have loved you ; and the

apostles, Eph. v. 1)—but in his labors and his

lessons of love glorified his Father in heaven.

He blessed those who reviled him,—even in

rebuking he blessed them ; he persisted in

works of benevolence and healing in spite of

all opposition ; and he openly prayed for the

evil-doers, who inliicted upon him the last

injury, as he had prayed for them all his life

long in secret (Psa. xxxv. 12-14, cix. 4). That
he here magnifies the Father's goodness to the

evil and the good, the just and the unjust, is to

be understood partty as referring to the rela-

tive proportion in a mixed multitude between
the seeming good and bad ; and partly as if it

had been said—On the evil and the unjust,

who deserve it not, as if they were good and
just, without any reference to merit and wor-
thiness.* For who is just and good in his

sight ? We are none of us worthy that his

sun should shine upon us. Hence Luke briefly

expresses the fundamental idea—He is kind
unto the unthankful and to the evil.

Verses 46, 47. Returning once more to the

contrast of the Pharisaic spirit, we have an
advancement in the idea, a full revelation now
for the first time of their unrighteousness and
want of love. Before, it was—they hated
their enemies, thinking that that was lawful,

provided only they loved their " neighbor."
But they really love not at all, in strict truth,

these their so-called neighbors, friends and
brethren. They have so far narrowed the
circle, that not merely those who hate them
are excluded from their love, but also those
who love them not. But if ye only love those
who love yon, can this be indeed called love,

which is in its very nature anticipating, and
abundant, and universal, like the shining of
the sun ? Is it not rather a seeking of your
own, and in its principle simply a loving of

* Which is also indicated by the interchange of
the leading word—the evil are mentioned first in

the former, the juttt in the latter.

yourself? This question the Lord presses upon
their consciences, which cannot refuse to give
back a true answer. If he speaks of this as
" love," it is with that severe irony which he
may use towards hypocrites ; they are said to
love, in the same sense as they are called

righteous and have righteousness attributed to

them (ver. 20). This is, indeed, the sense of

all mankind: no man ever yet hated his own
flesh ; he that loveth his wife loveth himself,

and seeks his own personal comfort (Eph. v.

28, 29) ; he that loveth friend and brother is

not impelled by any voluntary disposition of

his mind, but by the mere natural feeling that
it is his own friend and brother that he loves.

This is the so-called love of his neighbor which
the natural man is said to entertain. If he
attempts to plead it in justification, however, in

the presence of strict law, the mask of ' : more
than others " is plucked away by the Lord,

who shows it to be only the common Pharisa-

ism which extends even to publicans and
heathens. No man is so wicked and abandon-
ed, no sinner is so essentially devilish, as not

to have some objects of his selfish election, of

whom he may say—I love them because they
love me. Do not even the publicans the same ?

In Luke this saying is expressed in another

form, which simply gives the general principle

involved in it—Sinners also do even the same.

But here the Lord's expression deepens its

emphasis in the second question—Do not even
the heathens the same ? (which reading is both
on external and internal grounds to be pre-

ferred.) For the Pharisees always placed the

publicans on a level with the heathen (Matt,

xviii. 17) ; as they were seen to be no better

than the publicans, the second contrast (after-

wards again in ch. vi. 7) is ready to be intro-

duced, by which the Lord will teach his

righteousness—Not like the heathen ! There-

fore he had not said that the Father caused

his sun to rise and sent hie rain upon Jews
and heathen ; because this Pharisaically-ap-

prehended antithesis is merged in the one,

true distinction of just and unjust. '-4tf7ra-

£e6Sat, to "salute," to count worthy of

greeting and friendly intercourse, attaches it-

self to the cvloysiv, "blessing," of ver. 44;

not without allusion to the fact that a Jew

only gave his Di^KS "Peace!" to a Jew, a

Pharisee, certainly never to a publican. Your
brethren is ironically spoken, even as the love

here apparently conceded is to those whom
you regard and acknowledge as such ; whereas

(vers. 22-24), from the days of Cain and

Abel every man is every man's brother! Alas

that the disciples of Christ in the present day

should need so much to be warned against a

Pharisaism still extant—Let not your broth-

erly love fall short of love universal ! (2 Pet.

i. 7, rifv dydnrfv simply, which is alone the

truly catholic love.) What reward have ye?

A precarious and transitory reward in man's

praise and in his fleeting favor, but none from

the Father in heaven: which prepares the

way for ch. vi. 1, even as it looks back to ch.
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f. 12. Similarly ri itepddov, what more?
refers to ver. 20, where a nepiddeveiv, or

superiority of righteousness was required, be-

yond that false one of those "saints" who
were like all other sinners. Thus progressively

the inner connection of the fundamental idea

of the Sermon on the Mount exhibits itself

to our view.

Verse 48. Te'XeioS, " perfect," is primarily,

according to the usage of the LXX. equivalent

to DWl, but GodTtcp, "as," gives it such an

elevation of meaning that it becomes equiva-

lent to the £TJp, " holy," of God. It is used

here in the sense of that fundamental com-
mandment which comprised within itself the

whole law of Israel, as well the external ordi-

nances as those moral precepts with which
they were inwardly bound up : Ye shall

therefore be holy, for I am holy ! (Lev. xi.

45, xix. 2, xx. 7, 20.) It is to this that the

Lord now refers en closing his citation of sep-

arate commandments, reducing the sum of the

second table to the sum of the first table and
of the whole law. This is the distinctive ne-
piddov, " more," of the children of God (Deut.

xiv. 1), through which they are sanctified and
separated from an evil world to the honor of

the ever-praised Father. But what is that

virtue of his holiness, of which he will make
his children partakers? God is holy as the
condescending and merciful One ; his highest,

most perfect praise is that it must be said, He
is love, in a sense in which it is not, and can-

not be said, He is omnipotence, he is justice.

Love is even in him the bond of perfectness,

the essence of all his other attributes and
perfections. We may be, and we should be,

not almighty as God is, but merciful as he is
;

and Luke with perfect propriety used this

word instead. This is our perfection, this is

our being entire and complete before God and
in God. For children are indeed only perfect

as children. This is set up by our Father as

the goal of our attainment

—

Be ye therefore
;

and as this command contains a latent pre-

announcement that the holy One designs to

make us holy, the perfect One to make us
perfect, so now in the Son is the fulness of

the Godhead, the plenitude of divine love

brought down, in order that it may enter our
needy souls through the Spirit. If we believe

on his name, we are already regarded, through
the imputation of righteousness to our faith,

as it ETtXrjftoo/.i e vot ev avroo, "complete in

him" (Col. ii. 10). If, apprehended of Christ,

we press towards the mark with full earnest-
ness of spirit and walk according to the rub*,

we are now reXeioi, " perfect," in the princi-

ple of our mind and will, though not yet
TErsXEiaa/xivoi, "perfected," in consumma-
tion and attainment (Phil. iii. 12-15). But
the living law of our Lord gives us a sure and
comforting security in this ededSe— Ye shall

he perfect, if ye abide and increase in love.

This, however, does not set before us a general
prospect of an unending progress towards per-
fection, without a definite goal of completed

perfectness ; but the God of peace will sancti-

fy us until we are actually oXoreXeli, wholly

perfect (1 Thess. v. 23), until in the perfect

work of patience we have become ev pydevi
Xeiitofxevoi, icauLing nothing (James i. 4.) To
that end it is said, El 8e rii Xeinerai vt-n. ?,

dirsiroj napd tov 8i86vvoS, If any man lack

any thing, let him ask of him that giveth (James
i. 5)—as also in the Sermon on the Mount our
Lord opens to us the path of prayer, which
leads to the fulfilling of all the command-
ments.

The discourse, which set out at first with
the most deep-drawn, fundamental principles

of truth, the pregnant language which em-
bodied them demanding most rigorous atten-

tion for its exact interpretation, becomes
henceforward more easily intelligible in its

phraseolog}r
, and descends to a more popular

style of teaching. There fellow, however, at

intervals, sa3rings the meaning of which is

somewhat disguised in figurative and obscure
expressions, and is not immediately obvious,

such as ch. vi. 22, 23 ; vii. G. The section ch.

vi. 1-18, may be termed a sacred example of

popular reformer-polemics—if it is allowable
thus exactly, though in unidiomatic language,

to express our meaning.
The third contrast with the Pharisees fully

d scloses, as our general survey showed us,

their hypocritical and external legality, as the

complete development of that false system of

exposition which originates in an adherence t©

its mere letter. This is exhibited, that is to

say, as the original internal principle, and es-

sential quality of their pseudo-righteousness.

There is designedly and appropriately no fur-

ther reference to individual commandments of

the divine law and their fulfillment ; the ap-

pealing reference to that which is written, and
to what they of old time substituted for it or

perverted it into, was brought to an end in ch.

v. by a most searching and comprehensive con-

trast. The three leading examples, however,
which are now to follow in conformity with
the Lord's prescribed plan, are taken from the
three meritorious works of righteousness, so to

speak, the highest acts of all so-called right-

eousness according to universal human estima-

tion, heathenish as well as Pharisaic. For this

whole section aims, in transition, to exhibit
the Pharisees as, in their natural state, hea-
thens in the true sense of the word. These
examples are the three works which even
Christian Pharisaism, especially in the Romish
cl urch, has on similar grounds reproduced

:

Almsgiving to our neighbor, prayer to God,
fasting for ourselves. See them thus united
in Tob. xii. 9. It may probably be thought
that prayer would have more fitly been placed

last, as thus the contrast between the hypo-
critical and the sincere performance would
have been more direct, and the transition more
immediate to the fundamental idea which foi-
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lows in vers. 19-23, viz., the single-minded

aim and pursuit after God's own righteousness.

But the order in which the Lord places them
is, nevertheless, that of their natural develop-

ment, whether in the good or evil intention of

man. He who seeks righteousness, begins

with external good works (instead of the right

commencement, which is directly in prayer)

;

then proceeds to prayer, that his God may re-

gard his good deeds, pardon their deficiency,

and be pleased to strengthen him for their

performance ; and finally, in order to further

the devotion of prayer, he fasts and exercises

himself in keeping under the flesh. Thus we
find it with Cornelius. Acts. x. 2, 30, 31 ; and
precisely the same with hypocrites, although
in caricature of the truth. Yet at the same
time almsgiving was most immediately in-

cluded in the divine statutes for Israel (ch. v.

42; Deut. xv. 11); fasting, on the contrary,

was for the most part optional, since there

was only one fast-day appointed to Israel, the

day of atonement, to which very early were
added other times of general fasting (Zech.

viii. 19), till in process of time came the fast-

ing twice in the week of the individual Phari-

see (Luke xviii. 12).

In ver. 1, there is laid down a general warn-
ing against such a performance of the duties

of righteousness, such a righteousness of works,

as consists only of hypocrisy and semblance,

inasmuch as it is exhibited only in the sight of

men, and to be seen of them ; an apparent
contradiction to ch. v. 16, which, however,
really explains it. The preliminary

—

Your
righteousness of ch. v. 20, here recurs. The
reference to the Father in heaven, and the

only standard of worth and of reward in his

sight, is here continued, following ch. v. 46,

48. He who was there in ver. 45 exhibited as

the highest exemplar of perfect holy love, is

also the Reicarder of all true righteousness,

which consists in similitude to himself (" Be-
fore Thee nothing else has any value, but thine

own likeness "). He is merciful to the merci-

ful, and gives the pure in heart to see his

face. Hereupon follows in order, first of all

almsgiving, distinctively by the Pharisees

termed " righteousness," but here taken as a

general designation of good works towards our
neighbor. Now occurs for the first time the

expression

—

The hypocrites—so often cast in the
teeth of the Pharisees down to ch. xxiii. For
they are no better, who arc like the publicans,

and yet arrogate to themselves a special and
exceeding righteousness, throwing the veil of

an apparent sanctity over the wickedness of

their hearts. The same is uttered again, in con-

nection with prayer, ver. 5, and fasting, ver.

17. Thus it is the leading idea of this section,

although in the central part of it concerning
prayer, ver. 7, the reference is extended—Like
the heathen. In opposition to this our Lord
tells his disciples, that they should, so far as

possible, perform their good works in secret

even to themselves, to avoid all imagination of

having by the deed in itself done any thing.

For deeds of charity by their very nature

neither can nor should be altogether con-
cealed ; they cannot indeed admit of conceal-
ment at all. It is somewhat less so with
prayer to God ; hence afterwards, Enter into

thy closet, and shut thy door! Finally, exer-
cises of self-restraint and discipline cannot by
their nature be concealed from ourselves, and
they should on that account be all the more
closely hidden from others, for here is the
greatest danger. Ascetic discipline, not hid-

den, loses all its value ; consequently, in ver.

17, there is commanded even a holy disguise

of fasting, as the only and effectual antidote
to a wicked hypocrisy. These are the three
stages of concealment before man, of which the
righteousness of Christ's disciples admits.

Prayer, again, is the centre and soul of all

acts in general that pertain to the service of

God. In connection with this, as the point of

most importance, the contrast developes itself

more plainly as twofold : not before men first,

but also not before God and men together,

which is the consummation of these Pharisees'

hjpocrisy, and of the wretchedness of the
blind people who follow them

—

By much speak-

ing! Word-making, instead of prayer from
the heart, whether before men or only in the

closet, is ever the direct opposite of true
prayer. Our Lord sets against this his own
sacred model of prayer for the children of the

Father; which teaches that thev must in

the simplest terms, before and after, and in

connection with all their earthly necessities,

pray for the establishment of his kingdom, in

the doing of his will, to his own glory (the ful-

filling of his late), as the gift of his grace ; that
thus through prayer they may fulfill the com-

mandment. AVe see this in a very different

light from Neander, to whom it appears evi-

dent that vers. 7-16 are altogether foreign to

the organism of the Sermon on the Mount.
To ?ts, on the other hand, it is manifest that

this prayer, inserted in the very midst of the

second division of the discourse, is its proper
centre, the key to all the mysteries of its de-

mands, by which the way to their fulfillment

is pointed out. To ask is all that is required

of vs in order to the performance of every
requirement (ch. vii. 7-13), and the command
thus to pray, with the promise involved in it, is

the heart of the evangelical law. Hence the

Lord's Prayer, as we shall see, is arranged as

the counterpart of the ten commandments.
Here does our heavenly Father exhibit him-
self the third time as the hearer of prayer and
giver of righteousness ; as in ch. v. 45 he had
shown himself to be its pattern, and in ch. vi.

1, 4, 6, its rewarder. In vers. 14, 15, the fifth

petition is again repeated with the most sol-

emn emphasis, for in it is especially fulfilled

the law of love through the asking and re-

ceiving of the love of God
;
yet, as is strictly

appropriate here, with a warning against the

hypocritical conceit, which might lead them
to imagine that such prayer as this is already

heard even without any such condition.

Finally, in vers. 16-18, concerning which we
have almost said enough already, we have
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fasting as significant of all asceticism and ab-

stinence of every kind. There is a simple repe-

tition of the terms of the first contrast, which
thus, after the apparent interruption of the

pattern-prayer, closes the section as it was
begun.

Verse 1. Aixaio6vvtf, righteousness, for

which IXeypodvvr/, almr, has been substituted

as a well-intentioned but mistaken gloss, does

not here convey the meaning of liberality or

almsgiving ; as the equivalent, npIV, does in

the Pharisaic usage which pervades the whole
Talmud, though never in the Scriptures of the

Old Testament.* The Lord speaks assuredly

according to the Scriptural usage only, and
8ik<xio6vvt} itjiiQjy, " your righteousness," can

be no other than that of ch. v. 20, to which
this fundamental position looks back before it

is followed out into more specific detail. It

is consequently quite similar to ch. xxiii. 5 :

All their works they do for to be seen of men.
Therefore is added the admonitory rtpodsxerE,

take heed ! as this was also contained in ch. v.

20; and the third contrast with the Pharisees
now deepens, according to the general funda-
mental plan of the sermon, into a tone of warn-
ing. Yet the Lord at the same time addresses
himself generally to the poor misguided peo-

ple who blindly followed these hypocrites, as

well as to his own separated disciples, in order
that he may open their eyes to the cunning
treachery of their guides and examples, and
thus awaken and secure their desire for his

discipleship and its better righteousness. A
slightly ironical ambiguity in the expression,

which rather lay in the word as understood by
his present hearers, than in the Lord's own
design, paves the way for the mention of that
i\srfjiiodvy7fov almsgiving, which to the Phar-
isaic Jews was the most eminent 8ixaio6vvr/
or righteousness. It is not the " before men "

which is forbidden as such, but making that
the improper aim, in opposition to the proper
aim in ch. v. 1G. Hence $eaS)}vai, "to be

seen," is quite different from onaoi i'8oo6iv,

" that they may see," in that, and contains a
bye-reference of an evil kind to Ssarpov and
the like, a mere show before the world. Hence
afterwards, in vers. 5 and 1G, the yet more
severe oitooZ <pava56i, which plainly expresses
an empty appearance without any truth within.
But the reference to the everlasting reward of
the Father in heaven detracts not by any
'means from righteousness, but rather belongs
essentially to its reality, since it is wrought
for God^s sake, for his approbation, and in order
to blessedness in communion with him.
Verse 2. As the you had already in ch. v.

23, 29, 36, 39, passed over into the thou of a

* The transition is seen in apocryphal passages,
such as Tob. xiv. 9, <pz\e\E?}jua)v xai Sixaioi,
xii. 9, eXsrjpodvvaZ xai 8ixa.io6vvaS, where
also in ver. 8 the whole three occur together, pray-
er with fasting and alms.

more specific application, so does it uniformly

now in each part of this section. The Jewish
over-estimation of almsgiving begins already

to show itself in certain otherwise well-intend-

ed Apocryphal sentences, such as Tob. iv. 11,

12, xii. 9 ; Wisd. iii. 28, xxix. 14, 15, which
themselves seem to lean on such canonical say-

ings as Prov. xix. 17 ; Dan. iv. 24. The truth

which lay at the foundation of this error, but
which was, alas ! perverted and altogether lost

in Pharisaism, Christ himself acknowledges,
for instance in Matt. x. 42, and also his apos-

tles, 2 Cor. ix. 9. The sounding a trumpet or

letting it be sounded cannot, in harmony with
the connection, be regarded as a mere figure,

denoting, it may be, " loud and shrill begging-

litanies " (according to Lange), but also an
actual custom of that age, of which nothing
further is distinctly known to us :* for the

Lord is now describing the hypocrites and
their work strictly after the life. Before thee,

the saintly man, the great benefactor—as de-

scriptively as it is scornfully spoken—that thy
name and fame might be trumpeted forth !

This were then also thy reward, dismissed

with which no other awaits thee.

Verses 3, 4. But when thou, a child of God,
doest alms—which must no more be omitted
than the offering of the gift according to ch.

v. 24—let it not be with ostentation, but keep
it rather, so far at least as the act of giving

will admit, a secret from the world ; no artifi-

cial concealment is necessary, however, or that

thou shouldst show that thou art ashamed of

it by false anxiety or affected modesty. Es-

pecially take care—for that is the main point

—not to glory in thy act, which should be as

natural to thee as shining is to light. The
saying concerning the right hand and the left

is manifestly proverbial ; forget it, if it may
be, even while thou doest it ; let it be far from
thee, while the right hand is giving, to hold

in thy left a trumpet, or to stretch it out for

reward and praise. If the hands know nothing
of it, the soul knows nothing—we may say
with Von Gerlach. That is at least more sim-

ple than to regard it, with Lange, as referring

to the solicitous counting from one hand into

the other before the gift, and the clapping of

hands afterwards. Take ch. xxv. 37 as its best

exposition. Be not afraid that thy good work
will be done so secretly, that even God will

not know it and find it again for its reward.

He forgets no work of love (Heb. vi. 10). If

thou thinkest of this, and at the same time of

the strong temptation on thy part to forget

and to lose it while receiving the praises of

men, thou wilt prefer ever to do thy work in

secret : thus shalt thou be' more sure of that

secret and true estimate in the sight of God
which alone gives its value to what may be
termed good. Not as the Chinese proverb
runs : Give thy alms in the day, thy reward

* Compare, however, Sepp, Leben Christi, ii. 183.

Moreovev 6aXTti8,tiv is not merely tuba canere,

but tuba cani curare also, according to a general

usage, which Meyer cannot well deDy.
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will come in the night—but just the reverse:

Give in secret, and thou shalt openly re-

ceive the true divine recompense, partly even

in this world (Eccl. xi. 1), but in all its ful-

ness at the resurrection of the just (Luke

xiv. 14). Ah again the Mohammedan proverb

eays : Hast ;hou done a good deed, cast it

into the sea ; if the fish finds it not, yet will

God see it. He reckons to thee capital and
interest in rich return; for every deed of love,

done from a pure heart, as unto him, bears its

fruit unto everlasting life.

Verses 5, 6. Sincere worshippers pray, in-

deed, in the synagogues, and there is nothing

wrong in that ; but they who prefer to pray in

the congregation, instead of the closet, are

thereby convicted as hypocrites. How much
more so when it is in the streets, to which, with

rare exceptions, prayer is not appropriate

—

and even at the corners of the streets, where is

the greatest concourse of passers by. There
stand they, the wicked ones, who pervert the

most holy act of secret, interior communion
with God—concerning which, therefore (ac-

cording to Braune's deep and striking remark),

Moses gave no direct precept—into a mere
matter of ostentation before the world. They
have artfully so watched their opportunity as

to be at the street-corner at the hours of

prayer ; they then continue standing there as

if it were a matter of conscience not to omit,

even there, the holy hour. For without any
such pretext and occasion, to stand in the

street for prayer would appear even to the

world to be such frenzy as the essential, indeli-

ble feeling of the truth in the most wicked
hypocrite would be ashamed of; manifest as it

is that prayer is out of place in the street,

hypocrisy itself require's another cloak to hide

the same which clings to it. They have their

reward : they pray not indeed to God, and seek

not to be heard ; therefore they have only

just what they desire and seek. But thou, if

thou truly prayest to God, must know that

while the temple is a house of prayer, and the

synagogues places of prayer also, this does not

prevent the equal sanctity of all other places,

where the Lord may be near to all who cali

upon him, and dwell in the heart of the con-

trite ones. Thou shalt not be ashamed of the

public prayer under fitting circumstances, but
shalt in addition especially and habitually retire

into solitude, where nothing must interrupt,

hinder or tempt thee in thy devout abstrac-

tion. Go into thy closet, if thou hast one
(Judith ix. 1, viii. 5; Tob. iii. 12); or else

seek one under God's own Leaven, which may
become to thee a Bethel. Shut to the door,

if thou canst and it should be necessary (2

Kings iv. 33) ; but in any case the door of thy
senses and thoughts, that no distraction may
interpose between thee and thy Father. So
pray to thy invisible Father, himself con-

cealed to thy sense {too kv r&5 xpVTtrcp as

before in ver. 18), and he who out of his

secret place looks into secret, will openly re-

ward as well thy prayer as thine alms, each in

its kind. Reward is here the common middle

term between the ideas of recompense and
simple grant.

Verses 7, 8. Frightful and shameful, but
alas ! true, was it that the Israelites, the holy
Israel, in their very prayer to their God, have
become like the heathen, because they actually
do not pray to him at all ! The heaping up
many words is essentially the manner of all

heathenish prayer, which supposes that God
must be awakened by human cries (1 Kings
xviii. 27), as all the babbling of the heathen
shows to the present day. This is, however,
so deeply rooted a mischief in the heathen
mind of the natural man, that it may follow
the disciples of Jesus even into their clos-

ets. Therefore it follows: And when ye > our-

selves p'iay in the closet, before God and not
before men, beware of this same folly, which
would convict you either of hypocrisy in your
own hearts, or at least of unbelief in a present
and living God. Even Sirach (vii. 14) said

long ago :
" Make not much babbling when

thou prayest !" and the Jewish teachers
abounded in good maxims to this effect, though
they were neutralized by others of opposite

tendency, such as—He who multiplies his

prayers, is sure of a hearing—Whoso lengthens
his prayers will not return empty—Everyman
should daily repeat, at least eighteen prayers
—and so forth. To these clung the hypocrites

of that age with their long prayers (ch. xxiii.

14): but the same evil breaks out in every age
where simplicity and truth decline, as the con-

fusion of Paternosters, Ave-Marias and Rosa-
ries among the Catholics bears witness ; and
no less the pious babbling of many a pietist

keeper of the hours, of many a devotee in the

closet, relying on his enforced opus operatum.

Nothing indeed is farther from the Lord's

meaning than to repress the prayer which is

ever welling from the full heart, the spirit of

persistent wrestling with God. But the multa

loaitio wherein there is not multa precatio (to

quote Augustine), the icords which are not

urged from a vehement and overflowing heart,

he esteems a vain heathenish work ; and con-

demns as an idle delusion the imagination that

any words, as such, might contribute to the

acceptance of prayer (Isa. i. 15). For our ob-

ject in prayer is not to inform the Omniscient

of what he knew not before. The universal

subject and matter of our prayer is—that

which we have need of for body and soul, in

general and in specific things. This the Fa-

ther knoweth before we ask him, j'ea better than

we can ever ask or conceive ; for poor fallen

man knows no longer tchat he is in need of first

generally for his soul, and then in particular,*

at least very often for either soul or body
(Rom. viii. 26.) While we are thinking before

God what he may know to be our real need,

we shall also remember to trust it entirely to

his hands. In this utterance, finally, so stern

in its condemnation of all that is not simple

in prayer, and j
ret so encouraging to all that

is so, the Lord solves that ever-recurring

doubt: Will God, in deference to our prayer,

interfere with the order of the world ? Ho
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has already in its arrangement provided for

the answer of every prayer, as generally for

every foreseen expression of human freedom,

and for every necessity of his creatures known
to him from eternity. Superstition, which can

onl}r take root in hypocrisy, supposes that

words must do this ; unbelief into which su-

perstition ever degenerates, for it is essentially

one with it, expects no help to acceptance

from the words of prayer. Neither knows
aught of the living God, in whom true faith

only can confide for the knowledge of its need
and the willingness to help it, and therefore

alone can truly pray, even as children ask of

their father.

THE LORD'S PR1YJJR.

(Matthew vi. 9-13).

Verses 9—13. But where shall we begin
and where shall we end with the exposition

of the Lord's Prayer ; not his own, that is,

(" after this manner pray ye ! ") but our prayer
who are and would be the Lord's, given to us as

the children of the Father, by his Son our
Lord ?* What has exposition to do, we had
almost said, with the words in which the wis-

dcrmof God descending upon us in perfect love,

has condensed and enshrined for us neither

more nor less than all, all which ever has as-

cended, does now or ever will ascend from
human hearts in prayer to heaven? Yes,
verily, whatever may not be included in this,

cannot be fit subject of prayer, and may not
be asked. Such unlicensed prayer is indeed
no prayer at all in spirit and in truth, for

Sod's Spirit has not prompted it; neither can
it be real communion of the heart with the
living God, for presumption and error have
never the confidence of faith. Think of and
utter aught which it is in thy will or thy
power to ask, and thou wilt find it already
spoken for thee in this prayer of prayers.

Whatever from the beginning, since men first,

on account of sin and evil, lifted their hearts

and hands to heaven, has been in their minds
to ask, is here reduced, in the simplicity of

the new and everlasting covenant, the last

utterance of God to us in his Son, to one word,
which will remain man's last utterance also to

God, until heaven and earth are divided no
more. All the cries which go up from man's
breast upon earth to heaven, meet here in

their fundamental notes ; and are gathered
into wrords which are as simple and plain for

babes as they are deep and inscrutable for the

wise, as transparent for .the weakest under-

* How Biaune can suppose that the Redeemer
himself often used this prayer is to us inconceiva-

ble
;

particula' ly on account of the fifth petition,

and also on account of the sixth and seventh—for

"evil" musr be preeminently sin. from which
Christ redeems us, but he never needed himself to

be redeemed from it.
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standing of any truly praying spirit as they
are full of mysterious meaning for the mighti-

est and last struggles of the spirit into" the

kingdom and glory of God. Whatever Israel

may ever have prayed in words given by the

Spirit of God or shaped by the spirit of man';

whatever there was of just and sound in the

contents of any Jewish formulary or collec-

tion, any Kaddish or Machsor, which was ex-

tant in the time of Jesus, was but the prepar-

atory aspiration towards this most living of

all formulas, full of spirit in its letter ; this

most comprehensive of all epitomes so marvel-
ous in its brevity; into which our Lord and
Master condenses now for his own, all that

those words imply : When ye pray, say ! Thus
has his Spirit expounded it for nearly twTo

thousand years to those who have prayed in

his name ; and all that it has ministered to

their thoughts and they have derived from it,

is the comprehensive fulness of its real con-

tents. Learn to make it thy prayer, and it

will interpret itself to thee with ever-deepen-
ing impressiveness, from the Father-name
which it places upon thy lips down to that
Amen of faith, which having first impressed it

upon thy heart, it draws to thy lips, that out
of thine own mouth thy heart may be strength-

ened ; but all through the power of God the

Spirit, without which the most consummate
words to those who resist it—remain but
words. Let the reader receive the exposition

which will now be given, only as a finger-post

to indicate where the paths of profound
thought go on to their endless development

;

especially as giving some very necessary hints

for the unity and the harmony of those paths,

which as the individual petitions open them
up, proceed in compact and harmonious pro-

gression towards the one great end.

After this manner then pray ye—the Lord
says, in immediate connection with the prohi-

bition of heathen babbling. In the most ob-
vious meaning, therefore,—thus briefly and
simply, embracing in plain and sound words
whatever thy heart prompts thee to utter be-

fore God ; not going round and round for the
mere sake of saying many words, as if he did!

not understand. But when we see presently
after, that the Lord, in giving a pattern of its

form, incorporates in it at the same time the
substance of all prayer for which words can
ever be required ;* and in so doing goes
entirely out of and beyond the immediate con-
nection of his discourse in order to condense
the whole meaning of the Sermon into this

prajrer as its kernel ;—we shall not be disposed
to agree with many who unwisely think that
he only designed to commend to us by an ex-
ample simplicity and brevity in the expression.

He who should cordially assent to this might

* " Not so much a sacred formulary, as for divine

instruction as to what petitions are universally

good, universally necessary, universally accepta-

ble," says the Beuggen Monatsblatt with perfect

correctness, although it cannot be gainsaid that the

Lord set out with the immediate design to inculcata

simplicity and brevity in the expression.
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well despair of matching this by any other

prajrers, and therefore rest entirely in the

given form itself. Did the Lord by, " after

this manner," signify these very words, or

only their substance and their manner? No
rational man can think that it was his mean-
ing that we should use these words exclusive-

ly. But that it was his design that they

should be adhered to and used, as his church

has understood him and acted accordingly, we
have most decisive proof in the repetition of

the same words upon a subsequent request of

his disciples for a farm of prater (Luke xi. 1-

4.)* For there they wished for a directory

and form for daily use—As John also taught

his disciples. The Lord did not refuse it, but
most emphatically referred them in their need
to that which he had given a long time before

:

he knew nothing and had nothing better for

them, and now says more distinctively than
on the former occasion—When ye pray, and
have need of prescribed expressions, then say

ye the same words ! There is a prayer of the

heart without word, but let him who should
think himself so qualified and capable for that

at all times, as to be able to despise the prayer
of words, reflect upon this saying of our Lord :

When ye pray, say.] Further, the Spirit of

prayer does give the special and ever new and
appropriate words of prayer : yet this does not
remove the necessity of the weak to fall back
upon a given form of words, yea, even of the

strongest who are, sometimes at least, equally

weak, and know neither what they ought to

ask nor how to ask it. In any case, there

remains, finally, the great necessity of a com-

mon prayer of general consecration and prom-
ise. Therefore, the Lord's commandment

—

Pray thus, and say ! is the actual appointment
of a letter sanctified and blessed for the
church's spiritual prayer, the institution of an
almost sacramental word-element resembling
that other

—

Do this! For as we have need of

the Lord's Supper, well nigh in like manner—

I

6ay not more, for there is yet assuredly a dif-

ference—have we need of a word of prayer full

of promise to be placed in our lips, that we
laying hold of it may by the word excite the
Spirit, in the name of Jesus, who has himself
commanded us thus to pray ourselves from the

poverty of receiving faith into the full confi-

dence of being heard and accepted. And this

confidence is especially strengthened by the
fact, that we offer the same prayer in fellow-

ship one with another, whether an external or

* As certainly as ihe Sermon on the Mount was
spoken by our Lord in the form in which Mathew
gives it, and the Our-FatLer is an esssntial part

of it, so certainly Luke's is not merely a 'more
particular account of the circumstances under
which the prayer was given." Alas that the
excellent Harms should thus express himself upon
it, from whose valuable expositions in his Sermons
we have elsewhere received much that is useful

!

'The same view, however, is taken by a large class

of evangelical divines.

—

Am. Ed.]

-f-
As Dr. Schurf answered some such one.

internal communion. In that request of the
disciples a purely human need uttered itself^

which the Lord could not have left unsatisfied,

yea, well knowing what they needed, he had
already provided its satisfaction. If, on the
one hand, alas ! this most sacred prayer has
been desecrated into a most profane formality
of babbling by the misuse of it in endless
Paternosters and Our-Fathers in the many
tongues into which it has come

;
yet on the

other hand an unlimited experience attests

the gracious and condescending will of the
Lord to bless these words, with which he has
connected, and into which he has inwrought,
a sanctity beyond that of any other prayers
that we may use. In them the little child

begins to spell out the rudiments of its prayer,
and when the church unites, in its loftiest

festal assemblies, to pray, these words and
none but they are still its most perfect con-
certed utterance, sufficient for the most sub-
lime occasions, and beyond which nothing can
be expressed. All that is needful for every
act of divine service, and all that any man
may have especially in his own heart, is

comprised in this prayer; as the ecclesiastical

formulary (which we do not blame although
Nitzsch does) so excellently says.

Thus the Lord over and above the how
teaches us abundantly the what, and not mere-
ly teaches it, but gives us the petitions which
he commands us to pray, as simple promises,

for the encouragement of our confidence in

asking, if we laid hold upon them in faith

But it is indeed only a prayer for us poor sin-

ners, who have need of forgiveness and deliver-

ance. He himself, as the Son, prayed other-
wise to the Father, and has opened a way
whereby we, having become children of God
through him, may have liberty to pray to his

Father as our Father too. Thus does he turn
our asking into receiving, and makes our
prayer the way and means of our fulfilling /he

commandment. This is the meaning of its

position here in the Sermon on the Mount.
•Jehovah cried upon Sinai amid the thunders of

his majesty—Thou shalt be holy ! Jesus on
the Mount of Beatitudes gives to the people,

who sit down at his feet and receive of his

words (Deut. xxxiii. 3), the word of living

power from his own mouth : Ask and it shall

be given j
rou to become holy, yea, finally to

be holy for ever in your finished redemption
to the glory of God !

Honce it may be presumed that this central

word, containing the very heart of the Gospel
as the life-giving, selffulfilling law of grace,

would stand—through the marvelous wisdom
of the Holy Ghost which has so ordered it, that
all things in the great whole of revelation cor-

respond and are fitly joined together—in

immediate relation with the decalogue, the

authentic expression of the law of commandment
for all ages. And so it manifestly does. First

of all, it is obvious to every one that in this,

as in that, there are two tables, and indeed in

a similar manner referring to God and man.
As the commandment begins—I am thy God
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thou shalt consecrate thyself to me alone, but

not in any forms of thy own devising, and
regard as holy my name, my day, and my repre-

sentatives (my image, in their united human
life, thy father and mother), and then descends

into the circle of man's relative duties and
obligations ; so also in the prayer, after the

invocation come first the petitions, which, as

they ascend to the Father, utter only "Thy,"
and afterwards the others which may also say
" Our." If even there the gracious covenant-

word—Thy God—preceded the command-
ments, how much more must all the petitions

here have that first word of appropriating

faith before them

—

Our Father ! Further, as

there the precept concerning parents (accord-

ing to right reckoning the fifth), while it

essentially belongs to the first table, is yet the
middle-term of transition to the second, so

also here the fourth makes such a transition

from Thy to Our. It does, indeed, say " our

bread," but at the same time

—

Give it to us as

thy good; while in the following petitions we
ask only for the turning away of our evil. To
honor God in the person of men, is the internal

principle of the loving our neighbor as our-

selves (submitting one to another in the fear

of God, in honor preferring one another) ; the
filial feeling is the foundation of family life,

from which society and the community grow
as a more extended home in which thou
shouldst do thy neighbor no harm, because
he is thy brother. So also the filial petition

for the true bread from the true Father, is the
beginning and foundation of all further peti-

tioning for all our need, as will presently be
shown. Finally, as there we have ten words
(D^SIH rnL*'y)> so here, though the petitions

—to distinguish the new above the old—are
contained in the holier number seven (repeat-

ing the most holy three)
;
yet the prayer itself

is found to be also comprised in ten words, or
sentences, if we include not only the invoca-
tion and doxology, its commencement and its

close, but also, as is fitting, the single vow,

which appears as the condition of the fifth pe-

tition. It is that "as we forgive," which is in

itself something distinctive, as the Lord's

immediately following repetition teaches us

;

yea, in this member of the prayer is its essen-

tial heart to be found, for we attain to this

love, which is the fulfillment of the laic, only in

the way of asking and receiving from the love

of God.
Thus the one praj^er runs through both :

Be our God and give us all tin/ good ; take from
us all our evil, in order that in us also thine

may be the glory ! give thy grace, take our
sin

;
give thy glory, take our evil away. But

as the prayer bears the relation to the com-
mandments of an abounding fulfillment of

them, the invocation does not merely corres-

pond with that first word of the covenant

—

I am thy God, but at the same time trans-

forms the first two commandments into a

prayer which fulfills them. Every other God,
and every self-invented likeness and image, is

already excluded, when we cry in faith—Our
Father which art in heaven ! The first peti-

tion for the hallowing of the name embraces in

itself the true principle or beginning and the

final end of all prayer, but it aptly corres-

ponds also to the next commandment—Thou
shalt not take the name of the Lord thy God
in vain. The New-Testament order of con-

ception, however, enters here. Now in the

great fulfillment we pray down from heaven
to earth the kingdom which is come and is

coming, and we pray the good and gracious

will of the Father into the hearts of ourselves

and all his children. The first three petitions

are inseparably triune. The Old Testament
already contained at the law-giving, in the

hidden back-ground of its word,* reference to

the sacred Three in God ; but now there comes
into clearer prominence the name to be hal-

lowed, of the Father just now invoked, of the
Sun whose kingdom is to come, of the Spirit

through whose inworking the children of God
are disciplined to do his will. The three pe-

titions are inseparable, while each introduces

and includes that which follows
;
yet do they,

at the same time, exhibit the development it

which they are fulfilled, through beginning,

middle, end. For the first invocation and pe-

tition already hallows the name, then comes
the kingdom more and yet more, until in its

perfection the will is fully done.

Such is first and essentially " that which we
have need of" (ver. 8). The following suppli-

cation is grounded on this, and follows from it,

as Olshausen rightly seizes the connection be-

tween them :
" In order that this may be, give

us daily the bread of life." Thus may we un-
derstand the true meaning of the fourth peti-

tion, which mediates between the two tables,

though so often, alas ! wrested from its con-

nection : Give us thy good ! It is, in some
sort, as a condescension that it begins with
the expression of our earthly, bodily need; it

designs to signify more than that, however,
elevating bodily need into the figure of spir-

itual : Impart that to us whereof we live
;

give thyself to us for the good of our hunger,
for the satisfaction of our desire. This is es-

sentially the central word of all prayer : Sup-
ply our need ! Here is also the proper meaning
of the much contested kitiovdoi, " daily" in

its plain position before us ; that which is ne-

cessary to our ovdt'a, or existence, the suste-

nance of the creature derived from the power
and gift of him, who alone is himself 6 &>v y

the Existent. But man lives not by bread
alon^ ; and as the Lord has spoken at the
commencement of the Sermon (ch. v. 6) of a
hungering and thirsting of the inner man, so

*Namely first: mrp ^itf, IJehovah, the Father;

fpr&K* thy God, in the Son, TpriKSin "1E?N, who

brought thee out, through the Spirit's power. Then
again: No other Gods before me, the Father; no
likeness besides the Son, in whom my name is ; the
Sabbath for a sign that I sanctify thee, and will carry

on in thee the work of my Spirit (Ezek. xx. 12).
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now in its centre, yea, in the innermost heart

of the prayer which is its very kernel, he most
assuredly does not bid us pray merely for the

need and nourishment of the body, but speaks

also of the bread, which the Father giveth from

heaven, just as in John vi. 27-33, iv. 34. The
details will follow upon the individual* peti-

tions.

We also see plainly how the three petitions

of the second table further describe and ex-

plain that bread of life, for which we, on our

soul's behalf, must pray. As the first table

of petitions is from above downwards, invok-

ing all from heaven, to which he who prays his

risen in his invocation, until the earth in re-

established obedience becomes like heaven
;

so now the prayer returns back, rising from

the confessed and expressed necessity, into

which the Lord's merciful answer descends,

towards full satisfaction and accomplishment,

and, indeed, in the order of a sacred three,

corresponding to the former : our trespass is

that we have not done the will of the Father,

and reconciliation is the bread which we first

and most inwardly need ; then comes tempta-

tion, opposing, through the might of the wicked
one, the coming of the kingdom ; then the evil,

under which we sigh, to the very last opposing

of the full glorifying and hallowing of the

name of God in his saints. All that we here

pray for is indeed embraced in order in the

kSon : the true wisdom of the children of God
which is to pray for bread from their Father

(in the first four petitions, but especially ex-

pressed in the fourth), is taught in the doctrine

and life of Jesus ; this leads us to his dta'h,

which is our justification from guilt ; then to

his resurrection in order to our sanctification

against all temptation ; finally, to his ascension

and return for our full deliverance from all evil.

Yet are these petitions on the other hand insep-

arably three-one ; so that in the first we already

perceive the last, and each prayer petitions for

a spiritual sacrament, in which there is for-

giveness of sins, and also victorious life, and
salvation to blessedness in hope. Thus we
pray for health and life in place of decay and
death, for that true and only deliverance, in

which the Father forgives his children for his

name's sake (1 John ii. 12) ; the Son strength-

ens those who are his against the evil one ; and
the Spirit perfects the deliverance unto glory.f

*It may be taken for granted that it is no design

of ours to exhibit the initial petition for bodily ne-

cessity as a " common petition among the other more
elevated " (Rothe's £thik, p. 339), but we admit, at

the outset, its full significance and justness as such.

Yet the position of Karrer (our Lutheran critic, to

whom we shall again revert) that the true meaning
is only the earthly bread, and that it is perpetrating

robbery upon poor Christians if they are not allowed

to use the prayer in that individual sense, seems to

be pushing the matter to an extreme. I am en
tirely misunderstood, as if I only tolerated the

most obvious and bodily reference, with little ap-

proval.

f The reader must consider whether this dis-

position is the logical construction which Theremin

As, consequently, the fourth sets out with
the expression of bodily need, which is to be
developed into a spiritual meaning ; so the
seventh petition obviously first of all refers to
spiritual evil in its principle, sin and tempta-
tion (as the connecting d\Aa, bat, evidently
intimates) ; but it also includes all the exter-

nal, bodily evil which sin has brought and is

bringing, and authorizes us in this legitimate
way to pray for deliverance from it.

Thus has this general view placed thf* two
petitions concerning which opinion has been
divided in the true light, harmonizing all differ-

ences ; and it has pointed out our way for the
right understanding of the particulars, to
which we must now direct our attention.

How much more is that which the Son now
puts into our mouth—Our Father I than that
former—I am thy God J He graciously tells

us—Thus say ye ! well knowing that the per-

mission—Thus may ye say ! would have been
by far too little for our diffidence. Would the
disciples have been able after the Sermon on
the Mount to lay hold of that permission and
diligently avail themselves of it 1 It appears,

from Luke xi., that every one would not; and
therefore must the Lord repeat for all, what
that one had not heard or had not understood
and embraced. We may place our little child-

ren's hands together, and teach them

—

Say ye.

Well for every one, for whom this is early

done : it is not too soon, as early as the child

can cry-—My father and my mother I (Isa. viik

4), and lifts up his eyes to heaven as a child

of humanity. How perfect is the simplicity of

this beginning of all prayer, descending to the
root and principle, already naturally present

in the heart, of all sense of love, and trust for

gift and help ! In " Father" the Creator is at

once included, but the glance towards heaven
immediately adds : Who hath made all these

things ! Me, with all other creatures ; this be-

ginning of all prayer given by our Lord him-
self should be proof enough to all, that it is

his will to build up his church in families and
in nations from the very commencement of

life, and every Our-Father in the mouth of a

child of Christianity (and should we then by
any means suppress it ?) asks the question

—

Can any man forbid water, that these should

not be baptized, who are already taught by
the Spirit to cry Abba? But again, if the

simplicity of childhood has departed in after

time, and sin has broken out, how hard is the
return to it and the becoming again as little

children ! We might almost without qualifi-

cation say that he who has never trembled at

the invocation, and confessed that he dared

not take it upon his lips, has never yet learned

to utter it from his heart. Then does the

deprecates (Abenshmden, p. 439, 3d ed.). and also

whether, besides this not absolutely necessary ar-

langement, other quite different combinations are

snpj;osablp,as is there conceived. But we very much
doubt whether thp parallel with the commandments,
which our critic Karrer gives (Zeit sch. fur die luth,

Theol. 1818. 3) can be regarded as preferable.
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word of grace attract the spirit and over-

come—Have I not brought it down to thee in

thy sin and misery, do I not give it up to the

common use and even desecration of all men,
in order that those who receive it in faith and
are willing, should learn to use it in spirit and
in truth ? Then we hear the appeal to those

who are parents—If ye then, being evil, know
how to give good gifts unto your children, how
much more shall your Father who is in heaven

!

And then comes that knowledge which can
never be enough learned, that we, through the

Son, have also a Father, who is never weary of

coming and laying hold of us through the pow-
er and impulse of his Holy Spirit. Only begin
with this encouraging assurance, and let every
Our-Father anew from your lips to your heart
declare—that he who hath given thee the
word, gives also the faith, the grace and the

spirit of prayer to use it. Thus the Gospel
goes forth among the heathen in this prayer,

laying hold of their innermost and first nat-

ural feelings after God—" On high above the

stars a good Father dwells!" and transforms
the presentiment into assurance, in every one
who receives it to his heart.

Further, what an inexhaustible meaning is

there in the conjunction, in this first glance
towards heaven, of the Father-name, which is

inborn and sweet to every child of man, with
the universal compass of all things and the
hosts of the universe ! He whose are all the
heavens, and not thy own earth merely, is the
Father, is thy Father ! All true prayer from
under heaven goes up to him, even though
eyes and hands be not lifted up, even though
the heart should return into itself to seek the
Thou of prayer. Yet whoever would in the
wilful delusion of his spirit seek it there alone,

is at the very first appealed to by this prayer
of our Lord: Not so! Not in thyself! every
good gift cometh down from above ! The
heavens give not showers ( Jer. xiv. 22) ; the
sun, and the moon, and the stars have no pow-
er in themselves and can impart nothing, but
the Living God in his own world. By this is

all pantheism condemned, which, having first

miserably compressed and shrivelled up this

universe of things, knowing no other spirits

than the spirit of man, knowing nothing of

secret things beyond the history of the earth
;

then proceeds to make this scanty " all " into

the god of its idolatry. Every child who can
utter " Our Father which art in heaven," may
put to shame such vain thinkers, and teach
them a lesson of faith (Heb. xi. 3).

But the Lord at the outset does not teach us

merely to say—In heaven, as afterwards in

the third petition it is used in contradistinc-

tion to earth (Matt, xxviii. 18) : this would
have been ill adapted to inspire the confidence
of prayer, and would have rernoredhim who is

nigh at hand to a far distance again. But he
teaches us to speak according to the language
which described the creation : la the heavens.

It would be well if the Lutherans would take
that again from the Reformed. Where God
is, there is heaven ; and where is God not ?

When these first words are more deeply pon-
dered after this first upward glance, there is

found to be no antithesis in them to the here

below of him who prays, but they rather sug-

gest a responsive descent of heaven to earth,

and into the heart of the petitioner. I dwell

in the high and holy place, with him also that

is of a contrite and humble spirit ! Here is the

heaven of prayer, which opens to the petition-

er when the high and lofty One, whose glory

is sung by all principalities and powers in his

temple, and in his house of many mansions,

bows down in his holy mercy to the abject

ones, who otherwise could never by any strug-

gles and endeavors rise to him. He whose are

the heavens is the Almighty Father ; as he
can help as God, so will he help as Father. He
is the true Father, in a sense beyond that of

his faint images—the fathers upon the earth

He is the universal Father ; high and extendec
as the heaven is above the earth, so universal

is his presence to praying hearts, opening up
in them every where the countless heavens of
his manifestation, like the suns in the drops
of dew. The Lord had, however, previously
said : But thou, when thou prayest, enter into

thy closet, and pray to thy Father—for the
" thy " must have its own prior claim, and it

is obviously understood that he who prays,

first of all prays for himself. Yet he now
gives us a common prayer

—

Our Father ! And
even in the most essentially personal supplica-

tion and wrestling, which would only cry

—

My bread—My trespasses—Deliver me—we
must ever bear in mind that we do not alone
thus pray. If faith utters the word '• Father,"
then love, without which faith cannot be, im-
mediately associates with it " our,'

11 that all its

prayer may go into the great fellowship of

supplication, and all its petitioning be inter-

cession also.* There is here an anticipation of

the subsequent—As we forgive our debtors
(Mai. ii. 10). If with all others, but also all

others with me and for me, in the presence of

the one common Father of us all. Just as if

thou wert to enter in diffidence and fear the
audience chamber of thy king, and foundest
there hundreds else with whom his majesty
was kindly speaking ; so should thy closet be
large enough for all to enter with thee who
pray under heaven, that thy faith may thus
gather strength : Where all are will I be, I

will wait with them and with them be heard
and be blessed

!

But now to the petitioning. Between every
word of true prayer, which does not remain
the mere conversation of the heart before him,
but becomes communion with him, God speaks
in answer. Listening to these answers the
soul is moved to the most inward progress of

its utterance. Thus now, after we have boldly
uttered the invocation, the first voice of Ma-

* As Lange says :
" Even childhood is not with-

out its distinctive filing of human brotherhood,"
though this expression seems to embrace too much,
when " all good spirits " are incorporated into this

great brotherhood.
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jesty speaks from his throne—Am I a father,

where is mine honor 1 (Mai. i. G). Then comes
the confession, in common with all who pray,

and on behalf of all who pray not : Alas we
are not yet thy true children ! we are yet un-
der the heaven, and where the "Holy ! Holy !

Holy !
" of the highest heavens fills not yet all

lands and all hearts. Holy is the first word,
which we are taught to learn in the Lord's

Prayer, the vocabulary of all fundamental and
elementary ideas in which man must speak of

God and to him ; and it can only be learned in

speaking to him, out of the invocation that is

first uttered. He has not made us shrink

back terrified by his—I am holy ! He has in-

deed by anticipation impressed this upon our
hearts in the Father-name, but he now de-

mands that which he has given, not indeed as

yet by his solemn—Be ye holy ! but by the

prayer of his own Spirit proceeding from our
spirit : We would be holy— ! that we were
60 ; that we may be, help us, good Father in

heaven ! Hallowed be—the race of thy fallen

children, mankind, upon earth ; they who call

upon thy name, as well as they who do not
call upon it, yea know it not as yet. This
is its meaning, but it is not so said. Not for

our own sake do we pray, so much as for his

name's sake. We have taken it into our lips

with all the boldness of permitted and com-
manded confidence, and now meets us the
solemn—Not in vain ! Befitting lowliness and
reverence are joined with this childlike confi-

dence, and we only pray for the honor of his

name. Not unto us, Lord, not unto us, but
to thy name give the glory ! By this is the

6elf of the natural man, which even in prayer
would ask and have for its own sake only, cut

up from the roots ; and the first and last prin-

ciple of all prayer, is laid down in the first pe-

tition which so far includes all the rest. The
prayer proceeds from the individual heart, and
then goes forth, with a—Hallowed in us—
which must be understood, over all the world,

even as far as the " Our-Father" reaches. It

has its degrees of meaning, and three in par-

ticular : for children who begin to learn it, as

for heathens and all who know it not—Reveal
thy name that we may know it, and utter it

!

for all who know it, but hold that knowledge
in error and human delusions—Take away
man's lie, which hangs around thy name

!

finally for all, who know it but deny it in act,

who acknowledge it, but not from their hearts
—Take away that most grievous dishonor of

thy name, that those who call upon it, sanctify
,

it not in their lives ! Thus do we here for our-
selves and for all the world lift up our confes-
sion and our vows : Glory be to God in the
highest ! In this all is included in one com-
pendium ; and the Pharisaical

—

Mine be the
glory! which has a tendency to rise in God's
children's hearts, is for ever condemned. For
the name is, indeed, not merely the word of
appellation by which we address God; neither
is it (as a false catechetical tradition in its

pretended wisdom runs) God himself in his

being and nature, but the acknoxcledgment and

the praise of God, revealing himself to us and
in us.* But he reveals himself through him,
in whom his name is (Exod. xxiii. 21), the Son,
in whom the Father himself is honored, in
whose coming God's* kingdom comes.
The kingdom is come, as the Lord's first

preaching announced in another sense ; but he
here teaches us also that it is not yet come,
but ever continues coming until the time
when there shall be no more room or reason
for such a prayer upon earth. The kingdom
of God, by which he rules the world, is not
here signified: that stands immovable and
admits of no coming. But it is his kingdom
of grace, which not only judges but extin-
guishes sin, and re-establishes his honor, his

Father-honor again in the sinner. It comes,
indeed, of itself without our prayer, inasmuch
as, if it did not descend as a free gift for the
poor in spirit, they could never have prayed for

it, much less have drawn it into themselves by
their prayers ; nevertheless it comes not with-
out our prayer, but in it and with it. The
supplication which is excited and nourished
upon earth

—

Thy kingdom come ! is itself the
evidence of its coming, its fruit at once and its

seed in continual mutual co-operation between
God and man. Thus it begins to exist, and
goes on progressively until the kingdom of
grace is consummated in the kingdom of

glory. Until this is accomplished, the prayer
thus given to us retains its value and force as

a promise. Again, as it is not we who are hal-

lowed but the name of God in us, just so it is

not—Help us that we may come into thy king-

dom ! but—Let thy kingdom come to us ! Who-
ever with a kind of selfishness supplies in his

heart—To me—and seeks even in the kingdom
of heaven his oxen blessedness as his, is at once
and always condemned by the language of this

petition, which does not here mention "to
us " at all. It does indeed belong to it, and
not mereljr in the sense of the narrow " even
to «s," but, in earth, yea upon the whole earth,

where as yet far other than thy will reigns !

That Christendom has prayed this second peti-

tion so long, and prays it now so much, with-

out the corresponding missionary impulse, and
missionary work, is the most mournful evi-

dence that could be adduced of the great

blindness which opposes every where this

prayer and its clearest words of light. Where,
however, this blindness is only that of the un-

derstanding, the horizon over which the eye
may range being limited upon this subject,

the prayers for the coming of the kingdom
which have issued from believing hearts may,
notwithstanding, co-operate to the good of the

* Assuredly Hie first petition gees out from the

previous invocation—" Our Father," continuing its

invocation and adoration
;

yet it is not the same
with it, in the sense of being its application, or, as

it were, a customary doxology appended to it. It

has an actual petition of its own. We cannot

concur with Laufs {Rheinischc Monatsschrift, Nov.

1847), who, following older precedents, would deny
this, and refuse to admit that vtneratio and laudatio

may be made, in any sense pctitio.
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spoken of the honor of God, to unfold our own
need, and our own plague. The prayer, which
aims to lift us up to heaven, does not accom-

plish this at once, but we still sink back in our

misery

—

still on earth ! it therefore sets out

again afresh, taking its stand on earth. Well
might we in the former have essayed—" I

would go up to thee in faith !" the attempt

could not be in vain and without profit ; but
its best effect was to strengthen and excite us

still more urgently to proceed—" Come down
to me on earth in love ! " This is the central

turning-point of transition between the two
halves of this prayer ; the fourth petition in

the heart of it indicates that transition.

How runs it ? Give us this day what Ave

need, the bread which pertains to our being

and life ! Bread as such? Poor man in the

flesh upon earth thinks immediately of the

wants of his bodily life, the supply of which it

is not in him to create; he may think of it,

for the gracious dictator of our prayer designs

not to prevent this petition, nay rather puts

it in his mouth. Yet is it, according to man's
fallen nature, the first genuine prayer, with
which we all begin, whereas the prayer for

God's glory should be the first. With a pro-

found reference to our earthly condition and
our earthly need, does the second portion of

the prayer commence ; and sets out afresh, by
teaching us, as the first elevation of man's
head toward heaven, the table-prayer, as

Claudius incomparably lays it down :
" Man is

not a cow or a horse, but he is among cows
and horses, and must eat with them ; there-

fore when he is fed, he rightly lifts up his

head above them, conscious that he is thus

fed and in order that he may never forget

that he is." Are ye not, in your heavenly

Father's sight, much better than they ? They
who would altogether take away the earthly

meaning of the fourth petition, scarcely know
what they say: is it not necessary that they

should thus pray, and can we suppose the

Lord not to have included so necessary a peti-

tion in his all comprehending prayer ? In this

sense the simple words have a large and pro-

found meaning. It is at once evident that

"bread" here means what man absolutely

needs, excluding the slightest superfluity, and
as opposed to all " not being content ; " in-

cluding, however, according to its proverbial

use, food and shelter, in addition to nourish-

ment sufficient or suitable for our subsistence,

(1 Tim. vi. 8). 'Eitiovdioi, substantial (impro-

perly "daily" in our version), i. e. trtl rrj

ovdia rfUcSy avrapxT/$,cipMo£Gov, sufficientor

suitable for our subsistence, is not the daily

(Chrysostom k<pr/).i£po$) bread which is already

included in dr)/.itpov, this day ; hence it is

in Luke, ro ko.S' r/jiepav, day by day. We
may not care for the morrow, and never

pray into the future. Still less,, therefore,

is it to-morrow's bread, aproi riji t-xiovdi]i

r^iepai (as in Gospel of the Hebrews, iriD)-*

* Hainann to Herder calls iliis ' Fiat voluntas ttta " * Conip. upon this Delitzsch in the Luther. Zeit-

the true lapis philosopherum in tie Pater- Noster. schrift, 1850, 3, p. 469.

heathen. From the beginning they may have
been sowing secretly and unconsciously the

seed of future harvests, even as the children's

Hosanna contributed to the destruction of the
Adversary.

Finally, where is the kingdom, and where
does it come ? Where the will of the King
is done. The three petitions, without any
" and " interposed, are inseparably three-one,

as was said above ; and as we pass from one to

the other, we become more and more con-

vinced of the deep principle that underlies

them all. Thinkest thou that his name is

hallowed at least in this place or that, so that

one might confidently cry out concerning it,

Lo here or lo there ? then look narrowly
whether the kingdom of honor and glory be
indeed fully come, and pray on ! Thinkest
thou that the kingdom, too, is come here or

there ? then question profoundly whether it

be indeed inicardly set up in the children of

the kingdom, whether they do the will upon
earth as it is done in heaven, voluntarily, and
entirely without any evil will or device openly
or secretly contradicting it, and pray on : As
it is in heaven ; where there is no disobedience,

nothing disorganized, nothing but the will,

the kingdom, the honor of God. As in the
courses of suns and stars, so among the morn-
ing stars and sons of God (Job xxxviii. 7),
there is the festal service of those who, active

in rest, shout for joy in the ranks of blessed-

ness. So should it be upon earth ; vast is the
meaning which carries the promise in this

pra3rer far above all the stir and tumult of

humanity, inviting and urging all the children
of God to unwearied wrestling in praying and
receiving, and fervor in doing his will ! By
this petition, if he ventures to take it into his

lips, the Godless man condemns himself ; with
it the sufferer comforts himself, and is assured
that through the gracious will of God all evil

shall lose its hold upon the meek, who already
have in hope the earth for their inheritance

;

by it the slothful man invigorates himself, the
self-willed rebukes himself, and by it the will

of the Spirit, which must conquer, prays itself

through all the impediments of an imposing
flesh, to perfect victory. The Forerunner
himself, in the weakness of our flesh, prayed
this prayer before us, yet without sin.*

In this manner have we, arrived thus far,

prayed down and prayed away through the
invocation and right confession of God the
Father, all false selfishness of mine and ours,

though without naming it, from the most
impious and devilish pride of self-glory which
reigns in the world down to the slightest and
merest volition of poor individual humanity.
Let him who has not in this sense used this

prayer, beyin it entirely anew. In the first

three petitions all that follow them were pro-

foundly included ; where then was the need
of these after the former were fulfilled? The
gracious giver of our prayer permits and re-

quires us to speak move plainly, and, after having
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But it is just a translation of ">|3n Dn?> " food

convenient for me," as it runs in Prov. xxx.

8,* except that here in the Greek t7tiov<5ioS,

the idea of need is somewhat more prominent
than that of appropriateness, proportion and
sufficiency. Both, indeed, concur in one, ac-

cording to the parallel cited by Lange out of

the Gcmara : " To every man what he needs for

life, and to every body as much as is needful for

it." We are also, in addition to this, reminded
by 67//.upov, to day, ««£>' ijjuepav, day by day,

of the uncertainty of our earthly life, that we
might with every to-day reach the term of our

course, and know no morrow : and thus there

is even here reference to a need that goes be-

yond our earthly life. But that we need our

food for every to-day, the tniov6ioS,for subsist-

ence, boldly acknowledges. The Father gives it

without prayer, even to the evil, and adds to

it much more besides ; but his own children

may not only thus receive it, they bring with
them tin; prayer to which they are bound as

the expression of their thankfulness, as ac-

knowledgment of their obligation. They
also should remember that God may at any
moment withdraw what he has given, and
consequently their "Give" includes—Con-
tinue to us and preserve ! Thus poor and rich

are alike petitioners before God's gate, all the

care of poverty, and all the security of posses-

sion alike dissolved in this daily f.eking and
receiving. Finally, the "our" in this more
outward meaning, gives rise to two very im-
portant thoughts. It points to necessary
labor, the true way of asking and receiving

according to God's original appointment for

man in Gen. iii. 19, independently of which
we eat not our own bread (2 Thess. iii. 12 ; 1

Thess. iv. 11, 12) but another's.f Similarly, it

points to the obligatory communication and
fellowship, since as we in "ow" and "«s"
pray with and for one another, so we may not
hold any thing that we receive exclusively

and covetously for ourselves alone. (Isa. lviii.

7, "Deal thy bread to the hungry;" comp. 1

Sam. xxv. 11.)

But with all this it is not admitted, .that

earthly bread is included in this petition ; and
by no means, that the children of the Father
are not to think of more than this in the word
of Jesus. A petition only for earthly bread,
we insist, would stand alone, interrupting the
course of the whole prayer for spiritual gifts

;

and would neither have connection with the
preceding, nor be a fit transition to the follow-

ing, petitions. What the Lord says in Matt,
vi. 33, must be the key to the exposition here :

it is in the sense of that saying that he com-
mands us to pray for bread. As certainly as

the weak beginners begin with the earthly
bread, a prayer which is granted to us all ; so
certainly must the petition have a wider mean-

* Which Meier too {Die urspr'ungliche Form ties

Dekaloys, p. 42) has this time lightly seized.

f Man lifts his imploring, empty hands to

heaven, and God lays work upon it—Thus hast

thou thy bread!

ing for such as no longer, at least in many an
"Our Father," ca:e for or ask for earthly
bread, because they know that it already falls

to their portion. Or are there none who thus
petition, and who find out what further the
Lord intends, their hunger and thirst after

righteousness interpreting the word—Give us
the bread of thy strength, the gift of thy
grace, which we need that we may live in thee
and to thee ! To them indeed the distinction
between the one and the other vanishes, and
this may indicate the truest and most consis-

tent use of this petition ; they care only to
say, Give us thy gifts, Father, that we may
possess and enjoy them ; fill thou all our hu-
man need, whether of body or of soul ! But
as much as the soul is more than the body, we
should learn to give the pre-eminence to the
spiritual in our thought and in our praj^er.*

Thus are we taught by the sacred three
of the following petitions, strictly united as

they are by " and :" they assuredly are de-

signed to give us a more detailed explication,

and individual exhibition of the general " Give
?(«" which preceded.

This "a?*tf," which from this petition for-

wards, unlike the first three, forms a link

between each (in the concluding one passing
into the still stricter conjunction, but), thus
appears to have in the first instance a twofold
sense of connection, and that whether the one
or the other meaning of bread is assumed. If

thy thoughts rested simply in the idea of bodily

necessity, this " and " comes immediately to
excite the acknowledgment which is needful

in order to the humility of that prayer—But
Ave are altogether unworthjr of what we ask,

Ave have not deserved to receive, but must ex-

pect it only from thy mercy. Thus the prayer
placed in thy lips constrains thee, immediately
after thou hast paid thy bodily need its trib-

ute, to bring to God thy soul's need likeAvise :

the continuous " and " becomes a self-recollect-

ing " also," penetrating forcibly the heart and
conscience. But of what avail—shouldst thot.

say in thine heart—is the food which perisheth,

if thou didst not in in addition and more espe-

cicdly heal the hurt of my soul, in order to life

and refreshment of my inner man 1 But if

thou hast, on the other hand, as a disciple of

Jesus, lifted up thy prayer, according to his

instruction and exhortation elsewhere, for the
" bread which cometh down from heaven,''

then is the " and " Avhich follows a mere trans-

ition to the more express acknoAvledgment and
specification of that which thou meanest, and
requirest, and prayest for, and receivest by
that prayer for the bread of the soul.

The forgiveness of sins is and must ever be
the first nourishment and refreshment, the

first gift of God's grace even to his children.

To them indeed the whole prayer is properly

given, for only they can truly say " Our Fa-

* We cannot understand how, as Alfoid thinks,

this higher, mystical meaning of aoroS, bread, ii

excluded by the addition of ?}jugdv, our. for it it

just the inner man, who prays lor himself, even in

the case of bodily need.
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ther." The first cry and supplication of a

returning prodigal son, does not so appertain

to the Lord's Prayer as to find its place first

of all in this fifth petition. That has been
uttered before and independently of it. I am
not worthy to call thee Father ! The confi-

dence of an enjoyed reconciliation is presup-

posed in the invocation, and the first three

petitions which are developed from it. He
whose conscience is first- aroused to repent of

and turn from his sins and misdeeds by the

fifth petition (though it may, indeed, conde-

scend to the exertion of this influence), has at

least uttered all that precedes without sincer-

ity and truth. This itself has added to his

sin, and it would have been better for him to

have begun with "forgive me " before and in

the first " Our Father," in order that he might
truly be included in the " our." Hence the

Lord does not here say, Our sin and iniquity

or our transgressions (napa7trco/.iara, as after-

wards in ver. 14) ; but he uses the much mild-

er expression, ocpeiX)}/-tara, debts. We may
indeed strictly say that his first forgiveness

every man must supplicate alone, for himself
(my sin, my sins !) ; he may not include his

own absolution in the wide and general "our,"
and should not cast in his sin at once with the

petition which the congregation of God's child-

ren here present. This refers rather to a daily-

recurring need like the fourth petition, and all

that daily repentance in order to daily forgive-

ness which is needful even for the children of

God. Here then the prayer comes close home
to that which is our own, that evil in us, which
the Father alone can take from us, while he
imparts to us his own good ; for sin is essen-

tially ottr own, and must be considered as our

guilt, before we can speak of a further healing.

Under these " debts " is included all that over
which the saints have yet to mourn, down to

the minutest shortcoming and intermission in

doing good and the practice of mercy, down
to the most secret defect of unholiness or im-
perfection in good works. It teaches us to

ask forgiveness even for our " secret faults,"

and for that very reason, because they are *ecitt

to ourselves. And if we should imagine that

overlooking of such infirmity in us is neces-

sarily to be supposed and taken for granted,

this petition strikes down all such rising

thoughtlessness, presumption and pride at

once, by teaching us that the remains of sin in

us require the same forgiveness through grace

that we received at first. Hence the Lord,

when in Luke xi.,he repeated the prayer, sol-

emnly explained his meaning by substituting

d/.iap:iai, sins, and it would be well for us

sometimes to impress it upon our memory by
changing the term : Forgive us our sins !

And now, in the very heart of this prayer

for that mercy on which we all daily live, and
that acquittal which we all daily need, stands

the single vow, which the Lord has inserted in

direct contrast to all the vain and precipitate

condition-prayer of man's invention. It is

only in the spirit of gross and presumptuous
misunderstanding and perversion that a name-

less author (Die Evavgelien, ihr Geist una ihr4

Verfasser, Leipz.) maintains that no subtilty

can explain away the Pharisaic self-righteous-

ness from this appendage to the prayer. For
it is not anything that we bring with a view
to merit forgiveness when we say we forgive,

but our purpose, and that we are now willing

to forgive. While in all the petitions such
vows lie concealed—We would fain have it

so, we will let thy name be hallowed in us,

we will do thy will in thy kingdom ; there

is here, though only here, an openly ex-

pressed—We will ! That acpisjus r, we forgive,

is in this place, first of all, such a vow, viz., to
render the mercy we receive to others, and
to do to others as God to us, is quite evident

;

for who ever forgave his brother from his

heart, who had not previously learnt by re-

ceiving it, what forgiveness is ? But the
promise further, even while we are praying,
becomes a present fulfillment, in the joyous
avowal—Yea, we do forgive. Whoever brings

his sins before the mercy-seat of God in gen-
uine contrition, consents by that very act to
the death of all his revenge and all his wrath,
and is already reconciled to every one, who
might be termed his debtor. Here is the root

of the Law's fulfillment in us through the
power of divine grace entering our souls ; this

love, thus forgiving, can do no evil to a brother
which he would have to forgive. This is so

entirely and essentially necessary in itself,

that it required no express statement or reso-

lution to be uttered, no legal—I will because I

should, I will not what I should not. As the
first invocation put away all idolatry and
image-worship, so is all murder and anger,

adultery, stealing, slandering, and whatever
other evil to our neighbor there may be, put
away from the heart and will of him, who
prays the fifth petition, and abides in it.

But that abiding is of the utmost importance,
and thus, finally, the added sentence assumes
the character of a warning condition : If ye
forgive not, neither will your Father in heavei
forgive! Here lies the emphasis of

—

As we
forgive. In this all living, dogmatic theolo-

gy, which has faith in order to justification

through grace as its vital heart, and all living

moral theology which knows only of love, are

joined together and harmonized in that one word
which the heart utters to the Father in secret, a

word so simple that the weakest may under-
stand it, yet at the same time a word of inex-

haustible meaning, the applications of which
know no end. Who has sufficiently admired
the wisdom of the Lord's love in the placing
of this petition? A little child, who has just

learned to distinguish between good and evil,

and to feel sin in the conscience, may appre-
hend it ; again, the congregation of the saints,

having sin and discord within it, needs only
to urge the fifth petition in all the fulness of

its meaning—peace is re-established, and the
sin put away. On the other hand, he who
forgives not his brother, testifies against him-
self that his " as " must be turned against him-
self into a frightful imprecation—Forgive not
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me also ! Dares man, then, pray to God

:

Forgive me my sin, but this man or that, mine

enemy, forgive not 1 If we say : Forgive n*—
we have already included all for whom God's

mercy waits, and have therefore prayed for

our enemies, as the Lord requires. And should

we refuse that love to those, whom we acknow-

ledge to be prepared with ourselves to receive

the common mercy of God as his enemies and
debtors 1 It is only, however, in condescen-

sion to our estate, that they are regarded as

cur debtors. Sin is not committed against us,

but against God alone, with whom forgiveness

is ; and he who duly remembers this, will only

say to his enemy in accommodation for the

sake of his importunity : I forgive
1

thee—but
he must also at the same time say, in effect,

with Joseph : Am I in God's stead ? (Gen. 1.

19). Finally, if thy heart be thus rightly

affected, and yet thou art troubled with weak-
ness of faith, doubting whether God will for-

give thee this thing or that, then does the

fifth petition give thee strong consolation
;

assuring thee that there is forgiveness with
him in heaven, even as there is with thee on
earth, and that God's heart is not harder than
thine own, which, indeed, his grace only has

made so soft (1 John iv. 7, 1G).

Have we now reached the end of our peti-

tion ? We might have put this question at

each petition, for every one in a certain sense

includes all the rest in itself. We should,

indeed, have reached the close now, after hav-

ing received mercy from the Father, and ren-

dered it again in love to our brethren, were it

not that sin, as it is guilt, so also is corruption

in ourselves and in the world. What lies in

the past we have put away, and may forget it,

even as God no more remembers it ; and so

even for the future, we have pledged ourselves

to a continuance in the life of love, wherein
sin shall no more find place. But, however
sincere the heart that has done this, there

still remains the sin, harassing us from within

and without, so that we may yet again fall

into a state of guilt before God, and again tres-

pass against that neighbor witli whom we had
confirmed our peace before the mercy-seat.

We extend our thoughts towards what awaits

us in the future, and that same sincere heart
is constrained to acknowledge that God's grace

alone can protect, preserve and sanctify us.

The evil world in which we live is full of

temptation ; the tempter is its prince : and in

ourselves there is yet the evil concupiscence,

the treacherous infirmity, the fleshly suscep-

tibility : should we not fear the world, the
devil and ourselves ; should we not betake
ourselves to urgent prayer for help and salva-

tion 1 The more fully we experience, day by
•Jay, that we yet need the fifth petition, the
more fully do we press forward, in watching
and prayer, into the realization of the mean-
ing of the sixth.

But how does the Lord ascribe temptation
to the Father, who tempteth no man to evil ?

Partly, because all things which may befall

us are under his dominion and permission, end

then because he would have the uncontested
right to permit our falling, to subject us to

tests which we could not sustain, and trials in

which we could not stand. This right we
humbly concede to his justice, but we know,
that while we ask according to his command
and promise, his mercy, the same which for-

gave our sin, will not leave us to our corrrup-
tion, to contract fresh guilt. Although he
sees fit to prove, to discipline, and confirm his

children through conflict with sin, so that we,
as his children, may not altogether pray against
and deprecate temptation

;
yet may we say in

humble confidence and encouragement—M?/
etdEveyxr/S, Lead us not so deeply into tempta-
tion, that we must succumb to it ; not beyond
what we are able, so that no way shall be
made for our escape (1 Cor. x. 13). (Comp.
'iva fii) £i6i\Sr}TE, Matt. xxvi. 41.) And in

our thus praying we are secured. This prayer

suppresses all that presumption and pride

which threaten us, and which Avould say with
Job—When he hath tried me, I shall come
forth as gold (ch. xxiii. 10) ; but it also re-

moves all despondency lest confidence and
strength should fail : the Lord knoweth how
to deliver the godljr out of temptation (2 Pet.

ii. 9). Further exposition of this comprehen-
sive and significant petition, would lead ue

away from our object (which is here only tc

exhibit the connection and train of thought),

into all the depths of the Christian doctrine

concerning sanctification and its appointed

means. We make only a few further remarks
which are obvious, and immediately derived

from this petition. He who thus prays, yields

not himself up to temptation, but, when it

comes, uses the armor which God provides
;

he who thus prays for himself and for others,

desists from all condemnatory judgment of

others' sin, since he in himself only too well

knows, that the Searcher of hearts alone can

estimate the might of temptation.

Thus has the sixth petition at length led us,

in language increasing in plainness and signifi-

cance, to the root of all our misery and cor-

ruption, the eradication of which alone will

make us perfectly sound, and holy and happy
;

for the most internal, persistent temptation,

without which no temptation from without

could do us harm, is the lusting of the flesh

against the spirit. Now at last does the Lord
comprise in one finished concluding petition,

which is itself the sum of all prayer, our sin

and the whole world's, with all its connections

and consequences ; one great word embraces

all

—

to Ttovrjpov, the evil—and from it we are

taught to pray to the Father for full salvation

and deliverance.* The aXXd, but, which close-

ly connects this petition with the preceding

(Lead us not into, but entirely out of), teaches

us, indeed, so much as this, that the real evil

which is first of all referred to, is that sin

which is still present in temptation ; but it

* Our request to be preserved from temptation

rises into the longing for full redemption, as Laufs

well expresses it.
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docs not by any means forbid us to extend our

view further. The Reformed divines, in reck-

oning six petitions, not only break the sacred

number seven which should certainly be held

fast, and the yet more express arrangement of

the prayer, as we saw above, in relation to the

Ten Commandments ; but they further intro-

duce an unacceptable tautology in making the

two sentences one. When, further, they un-
derstand Toy itovi'jpov in the masculine as

the evil one, I trace the same lack of liturgical

feeling and perception which attaches so much
in other respects to their church. This is the

liturgy of all liturgies, and here it reaches its

sublime close, which through the deep lowli-

ness of the believing

—

Deliver us! immediately
passes on to the heavenly doxology—Thine is

the kingdom ! And just at this point must
the conqueror confer that honor upon the van-
quished enemy, to name him with his threat-

ening power ? Are the believing children of

tho Father, already redeemed, for ever to be
subjected to the contumely, at the end of

every private and common prayer, of mention-
ing him? Let him believe this who can; our
inmost sense of holy propriety' recoils from it.

The Redeemer has left his own name unmen-
tioned. though himself the ground, and medi-
um, and end of every prayer ; and can he be
thought to have expressly mentioned Satan?
We may and we must, indeed, have thought,

as at first, of the Devil's kingdom and will,

so now of the tempter and original of evil ; but
none of this was uttered in word. I would
suggest to such interpreters : Try the experi-

ment, close your prayer at any time, let it be
in the most joyful festival of the divine ser-

vice and at the sacrament, but uttering in plain

words the cry of distress—Deliver us from the

Devil ! and would you not instantly feel how
harshly that sounds. Further, there is noth-
ing personal in the whole of the second part of

the prayer, the itovrjpov, evil, must corres-

pond with the aproi, 6ipeiA?}p.ara, Ttt.ipa.6-

Hoi, breai, trespasses, temptation. Should we be
disposed to understand thus also roc no-
vrjpov, the evil one, in John xvii. 15, against

the accompanying in, out of (other than 2
Thess. iii. 3), and the internal connection of

the discourse in that place? We rather look
there for the true explanation of this last pe-

tition, as also yet more definitely in 2 Tim.
iv. 17, 18, where, according to our conviction,

the apostle, just after he had mentioned the
raging lion, passes on to the all-embracing
and rtavroS epyov itovvpov, from every evil

-work ; and (as ihe pvd£Tai,will f/Woer, shows)
quotes actuall}'- and expressly the last peti-

tion of the Lord's Prayer with the Doxology
and the Amen pertaining to it.*

What is then the evil which we finally

name ? We can only apprehend it in the
same way as mo, SavaTot, death elsewhere

in the Scripture are understood : it is sin it-

* Lange has recently very cheerfully and disin-

terestedly, admitted the interpretation of to ito-

vrjpov which we have espoused.

self and all its consequences, from the first

pang that it inflicts, through all the necessi-

ties which it creates so long as it remains, to

the damnation where it rests for ever ; no less

than the whole of this combined. Th Tis it is

the fit conclusion and sum of all petitions, and
the deliverance which is asked for is a full re-

demption into the heavenly kingdom (6odZeiv

«?S tj)v fiadiXsiav tt)v enovpaviov). It tells

us that only by the taking away of all sin can
this evil be taken away (as the position of the

prayer after all the others also indicates) ; it

points us most impressively, when the aXAci,
but, is rightly understood, to the fundamental
evil of all, bids us think of that, and to ask no
other deliverance than the being delivered

from it. But does there not follow from this

the deliverance from all guilt, all need, all care,

all strife, yea from every kind of pain and
suffering? And could an all-comprehending
prayer, which gives a place to every petition

of human infirmity, exclude that ?—Make us

happy ! save lis ! Take all need from us, and
every plague ! This is a prayer equally per-

mitted and equally indispensable to God's
children upon earth, as that for daily bread.

The natural selfishness and blindness of men
lead them to begin with this prayer, without
reflecting how and in what way it cun alone

be answered : in his wisdom the Lord has,

therefore, placed it at the close. And as he
in the weakness of our flesh used this prayer

for the taking away of his bitter cup, so will

he give words to his disciples which shall ex-

press their weakness, their sighs, and their

sorrows. But when a member of the Re-
formed Church cries to his Father in any
lesser, though violent, trouble—Take it away !

and finally in the agony of death—Put an end
to my pain ! where does he find such a per-

fectly justifiable prayer in his Our-Father ?

Moreover, we Lutherans know as God's
children the prayer which preceded : Thy will

be done ! We know full well, that happiness

and rest before the time, without the Mania
or " evil" of every day (ch. vi. 34), might be an
evil, which the Father would not and will not
give us, even though in our ignorance we
should ask it ; that good days may well be
more full of temptation than evil ones, and we
have prayed against all temptation. We do
not therefore say : Father, be no Father to us !

chastise us not for our profit, that we may be
partakers of thy holiness (Heb. xii. 10). We
know that external, temporal, salutary evil

both is and brings deliverance from evil pro-

perly so called, eternal evil ; and we are ahle

to give such a meaning as this to the petition

—Strike hard that we may be saved, give us
the cup of our healing which we must drink
to the dregs ! But this does not prevent us

from rejoicing in the prospect of deliverance

from all need, leaving it to our heavenly
Father's righteous will with perfect confi-

dence ; in our infirmity we may with his per-

mission offer it with our thought fixed especi-

ally, at some seasons, upon our sufferings ; we
may boldly give expression in these words of
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our prayer to that never-absent prayer of the

heart of all, which cries for help, and longs for

perfect rest and peace within and without the

soul.

Thus have we in the seven petitions—and
not beginning with the seventh—prayed our-

selves gradually up from the depths of our

ruin and misery. We ascended at once to the

Father in heaven ; we further called upon his

name, before we spoke of our own sin and
earthly need, for the coming of his kingdom
and the accomplishment of his will ; then first

we came down to earth again, and drew down
by our supplications the gifts of the Father's

mercy—forgiveness, strength and deliverance.

If the last petition had been placed first, the

tone of lamentation

—

From evil! would have
predominated ; but because it is the last, the

joyful emphasis falls rather upon the equally

confident and humble

—

Deliver us ! as if we
should say .* Yea, thou wilt deliver us ! or

:

Deliver thou us in the right time, according to

thine own counsel ; other deliverance than
that we desire not. We acknowledge that

evil remains, and that we feel it to be evil,

(woe to the man, who is so well with the

world and the flesh that he can deride Luther's
" Jammerthal," the valley of woe, and dispense

with the longing look towards heaven !) we
acknowledge also that we neither would nor

could deliver ourselves ; but we rest upon the

prayer which the Redeemer himself has given

us, and are already saved in hope.

And now, can it be that the thanksgiving

and ascription which sets the crown upon all

prayer, is not genuine, that is, that it was not
given by the Lord as he gave the petitions ?

Euthymius so early was of this view. But if

there is anywhere an internal criticism which
may maintain its prerogative over the exter-

nal testimonies of the manuscripts which we
have directly received as historical monu-
ments, it is in this place, as similarly in 1

John v. 7. All the orthodox, who, submitting
to the apparent results of all external criti-

cism, concede that the Lord did not himself

append this conclusion, yet give it place in

their exposition as if it belonged there, find it

most excellently appropriate, and involuntari-

ly confess how aptly and profoundly it con-

nects itself with the petitions of the prayer.

For ourselves we rest calmly in hope, that one
day, when all that is lost is found again, and
the patchwork of history is a completed whole,
it will be made clear how it has come to pass

that this doxology early fell away, and was
omitted from the manuscripts and the fathers,

which now certainly confound us. Then will

the verbal correctness of the Peshito be con-
firmed, and the abbreviation in the Apostoli-

cal Constitutions be seen to be manifestly an
abbreviation of the words given by the Lord,
just as Paul, according to 2 Tim. iv. 18, re-

' ceived them, and yet does not quite exactly
reproduce them. In Luke yet more is want-
ing, and probably not by Luke's fault ; it is

at least quite as conceivable that similar

causes have been at work in the case of Mat-

thew's Gospel, as it must be in every view
inconceivable that the Lord actually closed

with—Deliver us from evil !
" Such a conclu-

sion comes naturally to the praying heart;"*
the church has ever possessed it, and will

never more let it go ; this is to us an irrefra-

gable argument that the Lord has given it to

every heart and to the whole church. f If we
were disposed to go so far as to say that the
Lord had to that end subsequently given it by
his Spirit to the church, yet must we pause
doubtfulty before we hazard such a view. For
apart from the question, why should the Lord
have left this as an afterthought of his Spirit,

we cannot bring our minds to think that he
could have given a form of prayer without at
least an Amen. (We have previously discov-

ered the Amen of the prayer to have aptly
counted into the Sermon on the Mount.) But
the true Amen, according to the custom of

all the Jewish prayers, which found their

originals in the Scriptures of the Old Testa-

ment, carries with it invariably an expressed

ascription of praise ; similarly, according to

the New Testament canon (Phil. iv. G), no
prayer is complete with prayer alone, without
giving of thanks. This may be an answer to

Bengel, who does not think the thanksgiving
appropriate to the period at which the Lord
gave the prayer. His prayer would have in-

deed had its introduction without it, but not its

fit issue and outgoing ; it would not have been,

strictly speaking, a complete prayer, and the
joyful concluding petition, if it did not issue in

such an Amen, would lose its joyousness again,

and would become an unanswered, resultless cry.

Use the Lord's Prayer thus for a quarter of a
year, evil being its last word, it will become
intolerable to thee, and its conclusion will

victoriously force itself upon thee. Yet once
more, if such internal criticism may not main-
tain its prerogative, where is its place, and
where are its rights 1 It may be matter for

consideration, whether it be only an illusion,

that with the doxology the Lord's Prayer in-

cludes ten words ; that with it the «f and our

flow back again into thine, as thine flowed from
our ; that only with it the whole is rounded
off' and finds its true close. It may be asked,

whether David's prayer (1 Chron. xxix. 11, 12)

was not here by the Lord taken up, and for

ever sanctified 1

This conclusion manifestly unites the two
tables of the prayer, once more presenting the

sacred three-number, which could not be varied

from. The kingdom embraces the first table

by that one word which occurs in the middle
of it ; the power signifies the transition which
we found in the gift of bread; the glory or

honor is the end and goal of the fulfillment of

the petitions of the second table, the <5o'<?a or

glory of God shining from his redeemed and

* Harms, Das Vaterumer in Predigtcn.

f [The author argues as a theologian, rather than

as a critic. The genuineness of this doxology can-

not be sustained against the evidence of the MSS.
and versions.

—

Am. Ed. J
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sanctified creatures. When all is finally ful-

filled, evil, temptation and guilt done away,
all desires gratified, the will done, the king-

dom come, the name hallowed ; then will there

remain on earth as in heaven naught but ever-

lasting praise. With this he who prays re-

turns to the first invocation, which included
the Amen of all petition for faith, as in the
preparatory trusting confidence which said

:

Art thou then our Father? before the particular

petition broke forth : Be so to us, show thy-
self to us as our Father ! Now again, and
with the fullest confidence of strengthened
faith, it is more openly spoken : Yea, verily,

thou art our Father !
" By this little word

for, we set as it were, our foot upon one step

of the throne, upon which he sits, reminding
him of his matter, for it is his, and not ours

alone !" Thine is, and can and will be in us,

too, the kingdom, the power and the glory

—

will be in us, if we in harmony, acknowledg-
ment, and obedience give it to thee, and this

we have done in this our prayer. So, although
we yet see it not (Heb. ii. 8), faith cries in

defiance of all evil that yet remains, of all

wicked devices and contradictory will: Thine
is the kingdom even now, as it will be for

ever ! Thus does the Amen of prayer, every
time it is uttered, anticipate the great universal

Amen of all creation.

After all that we have hitherto discovered,

there remains much more. The seven peti-

tions, besides the full meaning of each sepa-

rately, indicate, at the same time, the progress

of human Ufa in individual man, and the history

of mankind as a whole. The child cries out to

his Father, and learns his name, that it may
be sanctified in him ; the kingdom begins to

come in him, the will begins to be revealed to

him in instruction and discipline, that it may
be done ; then grows up the adult into life, to

eat his own bread, who should not forget, in

praying for it, his spiritual necessities—rather
should all the more fully discern the gift of

God which is infinitely necessary ; then fol-

lows, commonly, first in the second half of life,

the thoiough seeking for forgiveness, the war-
fare of temptation ; finally in old age the long-

ing, evei -increasing till death, for deliverance

from all cril, which is the closing petition of

tire dying man that emerges into the doxology
of heaven. In the history of mankind at large

began similarly the calling upon God's name
(Gen. iv. 1C) ; then came the kingdom in the

beginnings of its preparation, the will was
revealed in the law. In the midst of the years
the Lord revived his work (Hab. iii. 2), when
he who once spoke from Sinai came in the glory

of his grace, and descended in Christ as the

living bread of heaven for the hungering
world. Then came the preaching of the word
of reconciliation in all the world, then the

hour of the great temptation upon all the

world (Rev. iii. 10), specially upon the Church
of the saints ; finally, in the end of days will

be the universal, closing deliverance, when
suffering and pain and lamentation shall cease,

all shall have bocciuo the kingdom of our God

and the dominion of his Christ, and the glory
of his glorifying Spirit shall shine from the
redeemed.*
Such views may not .be despised, for the

wisdom of God exhibits strange phases in the
word. We should be disposed, further, to in-

vestigate to what extent the fundamental
principles of all divine doctrine, especially of

New Testament preaching, may be developed
from the simple ideas of the Lord's prayer.

This would be better apprehended, if we could
realize the conception of a people to whom
nothing but this pray'er had been at first given.

Let us be permitted yet once more, and in con-
clusion, to parallel the seven petitions with the
seven benedictions. The name of the Father is

hallowed when the poor and wretched receive

as little children the kingdom of heaven as a
gift of prevenient grace. The kingdom of the
Son, as such, is now made fully known to them,
when they as mourners find comfort. The
divine will is done already through the Holy
Spirit, when the meek know themselves by
the will of God to be the heirs of the earth.

The bread is given for the supply of all who
hunger and thrist after righteousness. The
trespasses are forgiven to those who forgive,

for the merciful receive mercy. Temptation
is overcome by all those, who have no other
will than to see God's face, as pure in heart.

Evil, finally, is done away, when the children
of peace, as children of God made manifest,
dwell for ever in eternal peace with him in

glory.

THE SERMON ON TEE MOUNT CONTINUED.

(Matthew vi. 14—vii.)

Verses 14, 15. The Lord recurs now to the
subject of the fifth petition, because, as we
have already said, the prescribed prayer leads
through it to the establishment and fulfillment

of the Law. Will theologians never come to

read in simplicity, and perceive here a key to
the whole of it ? The centre of the Lord's
prayer regarded in itself is the fourth peti-

tion, as Ave have seen ; but it is in the fifth that
that fundamental truth, which is its root in the
Sermon on the Mount, first finds its full ex-
pression. That which in eh. v. 7, 23-26, 44-
48, became more and more clearly prominent,
and afterwards in ch. vii. 1, 2, is repeated as
the head of a new section, stands here, as it

were, in the very middle of the whole discourse,

piercing into and laying hold of the central
heart and living source of all true love, dis-

closing to us that point of union in which " to
love as God loves " is seen to be as certainly
given to us by his grace as it is demanded of
us by his holy righteousness. This saying,
which is so perfectly easy in its literal mean-
ing, is at the same time so important and so in-

* Compare Von Meyer's Blatter fur Itihcrt Wei*-

heit, v. 388.
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exhaustibly to be learned anew, that our Lord
in Mark xi. 25, 26, when he is speaking of the

gift of faith, inserts it again in similar words.

But it is also so deeply engraven on the con-

science of men, that the son of Sirach, for

instance (Wisd. xxviii. 1-5), could expressly

gay the same thing.* Forgiving on our part

is so absolutely an indispensable condition of

God's forgiveness, that it must not be viewed
as the mere fruit which results from it, but

rather as indicating the necessary internal dis-

position and feeling of our heart at the moment
in which we actually seek and find his mercy.

God forgives us, when we, receiving his mercy,

are at the same moment disposed and in the

frame to forgive others. Although he, on the

one hand, knows before the thoughts of the

insincere, and the stiff-neckedness of those

who will afterwards fall from his grace (Deut.

xxxi. 21, 27, 29), yet, on the other, he says in

his preventing and anticipating faithfulness

—

Surely they are my people, children who will

not lie (Isa. lxiii. 8). He intrusts, as it were,

the gift of his love even to those who will not

retain it, in order that he may justify his own
goodness against the unthankful and the evil.

From those, indeed, who afterward forgive not

as they are forgiven, that which they received

shall be again taken away ; as the parable of

Matt, xviii. 23-35 once more inculcates at

large.

Verses 16—18. This has been as a whole
already explained and shown in the light of

its general connection ; it only remains now
to refer somewhat more particularly to the

details. The Lord by no means rejects fasting

in itself, the humbling of the soul (K'DJ T\SlV>

Lev. xvi. 29, xxiii. 27 ; Num. xxix. 7, xxx. 14)
by taming and reducing the body, as an aid to

repentance and prayer; any more than he re-

jects almsgiving as the demonstration of love,

or uttered words for the exercise and realiza-

tion of the inner spirit of prayer. Although
in ch. ix. 14, 15, he opposed a new and free

manner of fasting for his disciples, to the fast-

ing oft not only of the hypocrites, but also of

the well-meaning disciples of John
;
yet did

he himself fast forty days at the beginning,

as certainly many times afterwards, and re-

commend prayer and fasting for such emer-
gencies as required thorough earnestness for

the overcoming of evil spirits (ch. xvii. 21),
just as the apostle in 1 Cor. vii. 5 pre-supposes
as well known, and confirms, its Christian
exercise. The early church laid much stress

upon fasting, but should have left it to the
freedom of every individual without any eccle-

siastical ordinance ; we Protestants, alas ! have
slighted it altogether too much, and have
scarcel}' more than the iiame of our fast-days

remaining. The prudence of freedom is neces-
sary, however; hence comes forward the warn-
ing again: Not like the hypocrites! See it

* Yet, indeed, when we look more closoly, not
without one of those errors in the expression which
betray ihe apocryphal—as if we forp.ive first and
then should pray.

already in the word of prophecy (Isa. Iviii. 5).
Pharisaism had here also perverted all into a
specious external work,* forbidding among the
rest any greetings during the time of a fast:

with such things in his view the Lord here
paints the hypocrites from life, and sketches
their whole character by one vigorous trait

—

They would appear unto men 6irv^pooTtoi, of
a sad countenance, and therefore disfigure their
faces ! Such as this in our day is the pietistic

sour look, downcast head, and penance-wrin-
kled face, which, while they mar the shining
of the true light of piety before men, also

betray too much of the Pharisee remaining in

those who make such exhibitions. The Lord
unsparingly condemns all affectation in its mi-
nutest form, and counsels his disciples, in order
that they may more securely avoid this sad
danger, to adopt as a defence against it, where
they have only to do with themselves in the
sight of their Father in secret, a certain

directly opposite dissimulation of face. This,

however, is no hypocrisy, but the simplest
truth

;
purer, indeed, in its principle of love

than its faint type in the social life of the
children of the world, the courtly and gracious

external demeanor covering a different dispo-

sition within. The children of God should
ever through faith rejoice in their God; and
it should be their systematic habitus to exhibit

this pleasant aspect to men. Feelest thou
within thyself a necessity and constraint to

afflict thy flesh by mortification and absti-

nence of any kind, do it if possible without
any interruption of thine external cheerful-

ness. Yea, rather than detract in the slight-

est degree from the reality and the efficacy

of thy secret humiliation before God, by any
such external evidence of it as but too easily

glides into ostentation ; thou shouldst with
more care than ordinarily anoint thine head
and wash thy face.f Before trusted brethren

thou mayest, even as before God himself, ex-

hibit what tli on' art secretly aiming at ; but
men, as they are found in general, understand

it not, and would only mar thy fasting by
their censure or their praise. Finally, let it be

well noted, that this rule, in its present con-

nection, is only laid down for an actual, bodily

fasting, in the ordinary sense of the word
;

such as a man himself, though under the

influence of the Spirit, imposes upon his own
flesh. Quite otherwise is it, when God ap-

points to us a day of fasting, for the weep-

ing of the soul (Psa. lxix. 11, in the Hebr.),

when the bridegroom's presence is withdrawn
;

then wre fast in the deepest sense of the word
(Matt. ix. 15), and it is obvious of itself, that

the stranger in our company must perceive

that we are 6xvSpa>itoi (Luke xxiv. 17, in the

Greek). In this there lies no danger of hypo-

critical seeming before men. But if thou hast

already oft experienced, that by it he who was

* See Buxtorfii Synagoga Judaica, cap. xxx.

y The Essenes never anointed fhersselves, which

may be mentioned in contradiction of the old folly

that would make Jmus an Essene.
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vakon from thee is restored again, and if thou

wilt be perfect, then hold such weeping of thy

bouI also, through the power of faith, in secret

places (Jer. xiii. 17), and let not thy counte-

nance cease to be outwardly anointed, or thy

mouth to utter peace and love through the

whole of that conflict which thou shouldst

gradually learn to regard as joy. Thus shalt

thou find consolation in thy secret mourning
before God, and experience the fulfillment,

even in this respect, of the beautiful and preg-

nant words of the hymn :
" A stage of blessed-

ness it is—the secret place !"

" And thy Father, who seeth in secret, shall

reward thee openly !" This the Lord utters

three times, vers. 4, 6, 18, and designedly indi-

cates in this third instance the similar appli-

cation of his discourse concerning the three

works of righteousness, the uniformity ofwhich
the interposed prayer only seemed to break.

This he does before he begins, by a striking

interruption of the external connection, a new
line of remark which, however, is internally

in strict harmony with it.

Our former general arrangement of the

whole has already disclosed to us this internal

transition from ver. 18 to ver. 19. The op-

position between Christ's disciples and the

Pharisees, is closed with that most absolute

contrast between the hypocrite who mortifies

himself before men and the child of God who
humbles his soul in secret—the seeming de-

votee and the earnestly devout. There now
follows (what had been prepared for in the

preceding, and was a strict development of it)

the second great contrast

—

Not like the heathen !

The better kind of Pharisee (or rather the

Israelite, inasmuch as Pharisaism took its rise

in the true Israelite position), did, indeed,

seek at first to establish, like Saul, a right-

eousness before God derived from obedience to

the Law ; in this there was earnestness and
sincerity, and so far this Old Testament pre-

paration led the sincere and upright to the

new covenant of grace, even as his almsgiving,

fasting, and prayers prepared the proselyte

Cornelius for the reception of forgiveness and
the Holy Ghost. But Pharisaism proper, as it

was further developed in the evil hearts of

men, performed its works of righteousness

only to be seen of men, and not at all in the

sight of God : thus the Pharisee has inwardly

become like the heathen, while abhorring him
in his pride (Rom. ii. 22) ; through dependence

on earthly good and attachment to earthly

pleasure, an idolater as well as he. It will be

borne in mind, how often in the Oospcls the

covetousness of the Pharisees is made promi-

nent ; and this will help us to understand

why it is that with which our Lord begins

when he is about to exhibit his own new
Israel as in contrast with the heathen. It is

not merely the heathen so called among men,
r
;vhp are to form the second link in this pres-

7

ent discourse, but also, as is now sufficiently

plain, the heathen in Israel (Psa. ix. 5, 15, 17,

x. 16).

The discourse now passes more directly to

the internal disjyosition of mind, which is at last

shown to be the region of separation and dis-

tinction. There is now no more distribution of

special commandments and good works, class-

ified according to their principles. Yet it

proceeds in a threefold order, though in a dif-

ferent manner. This is seen in the three lead-

ing ideas: Distinguish clearly between per-

ishable treasures and possessions upon earth,

and the incorruptible treasure of heaven ! (vers.

19, 20). Seek this alone, walk with thine eyes

singly fixed upon the true treasure ! (vers. 21-

23). Thus surrender thyself up to God's un-

divided service and trust, seeking first his

kingdom, without care for your earthly need !

This has the most extended treatment (vers.

24-34). Herein there is exhibited an.inverted

reference to the three fundamental ground-

tones of the whole Sermon. The first imme-
diately casts a warning glance forward to the

test at the end, where all shall be put to shame
who have not put their trust in the living God,
and all heathens, or earthly-minded men (these

are in their deepest principle one and the

same) shall perish. The second demands and
urges, a sincere progress towards the goal.

The third speaks in language of promise and
encouragem nt, presents to faith the internal

principle and commencement of a life not

heathen, and thus most plainly indicates who
arc the true people of God, who the true heirs

of the promised kingdom. But this whole
section carries on and developes the principle

which we have seen in the beginning. For it

was absolutely necessary that a firm founda-

tion should be first of all laid, in the right

understanding of the Law according to its in-

ternal spirit and true meaning; in the full

perception that naught would prevail but the

strict practice of righteousness before God in

secret (Psa, li. 8). Upon this foundation, is

now built the devotion of the heart to God alone,

and then we have further (for the develop-

ment of the principle makes the principle it-

self more plain, and at the close the rigorous

warning becomes strongest) the most urgent

dissuasive from the attempt to join another

service with his ; the turning away of the

heart, and the turning away of the eye from all

that appertains to earth, in order to our living

for the heavenly kingdom.

Verses 19, 20. A strong contrast is here

seized and exhibited in the two wrords, earth

and heaven. The Lord is standing in the midst

of Israel according to the flesh, and his glance,

which penetrates through the type into its

reality and hidden truth, discloses to us another

and a sure distinction : they who live for the

earthly and the perishable, they are the

heathen ; they who live in faith with refer-

ence to the future, heavenly and eternal, are

the children of the Father, the subjects and

the heirs of the kingdom. In this deep gen-

erality, fully set forth at the close in vera. 32,
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33, we have the commencement of a new dis-

course, which unfolds the germ, and includes

all the principles of the apostolical sayings in

Col. iii. 1-4. It was to his hearers of that

time a clear testimony to the character and
nature of the Messiah's kingdom, as the king-

dom of heaven, spiritual, hidden, and looking

for a future manifestation ; the kingdom which,

then only perfected when the seven petitions

are fully fulfilled, begins in the heart with the

first look towards heaven, and cry to the

Father. Now it is before the Father in se-

cret, then will the reward be open. The em-
phatic expression of this general view is to be

rightly sought in the plain words which, for

every man's conviction, distinguish between
the earthly and the heavenly mind, describing

him as laying up for himself treasures, posses-

sions, goods, and seeking his enjoyments and
happiness either here or there. In heaven: that

is, by contrast, as the place and region where
the true, eternal riches, the deposit against

the day of revelation, are laid up, but also as

the place and region, in which the heart that

lays up this treasure already lives in heavenly
aims and conversation : for where your treas-

ure is. there will your heart be also. The
better and enduring substance in heaven, we
already have in our own possession and in our
own hands (Heb. x. 34).

Perishableness is the quality of every thing

earthly, hence, as Bengel critically saw, the

little word oitov, where, has a distinctive em-
phasis as upon the earth, where nothing either is

or can be other than corruptible. He who
heaps up silver as the dust, and prepares rai-

ment as the clay (Job. xxvii. 16), shall find

out, that all the earthly and transitory pos-

sessions of mortal man pass away as they
themselves who dwell in clay, whose founda-

tion is in the dust, which are crushed before

the moth (Job. iv. 19). The getting of treas-

ures by a lying tongue is a vanity tossed to

and fro of them that seek death (Prov. xxi.

6). The proverbial and popularly used expres-

sions, moth and rust and thieves, men have been
disposed to refer to the three main kinds of

layed up goods in the ancient world—cloth-

ing, gold, corn. They have been referred, also,

respectively (as by Braune) to that which is

hostile in the inanimate world, in the animal
kingdom, and among men ; for which, how-
ever, a transposition would be necessary. It

is only in the former reference that any truth
lies ; the moth which consumes garments is

among the Scriptural figures. (See Job xiii.

28; Isa. 1. 9, li. 6, 8; James v. 2.) But, as

regards the next, the question rises, what
/3po5diS, rust, is distinctively and to what it

appertains. But since gold and silver receive

no specific injury from rust, it has been sup-
posed that the thieves (who Siopvddovdi,
dig through houses [Job. xxiv. 16], breaking
through walls) are the enemies of the treas-

ured gold, and consequently that fipdodiS must
be referred to the granary and full barns

(Luke xii. 17), being the 73ix or "devourer"

of Mai. iii. 11 (where the LXX. have ftptZdii),

weevil or some other enemy ^f the corn.
James, however (ch. v. 2, 3), evidently quot-
ing the Sermon on the Mount (as we saw
above also, on ch. v. 34), attributes the moth
to the garments, but the rust, ioi, to the gold
and the silver, having previously used the
general expression—" Your gold is cankered "

(6 nXovroi dedr/ne). This gives us the right
clue, and teaches us that we must not lay so
much stress upon the threefold distinction of

worldly goods (save that the breaking through
may be especially referred to the underground
a7toS?'/K<xS of ver. 2G), as upon the general
idea of perishableness which they together
convey. BpcodiS is thus simply the consum-
ing away, corruption, mildew, rotting of any
kind which takes its rise from within the
nature of this world's goods, as dt}s, the moth,

on the other hand comes from without. Then
rises before us the deeper meaning—all earthly

good is subjected to corruption. It is essen-

tially perishable, since either the moth comes
upon it as upon a garment (echoing those well

known Old Testament passages), or it finds

within itself the element of another kind of

blight. And what worm and rust consuming
from within or without may spare for a while,

is still insecure in the possession, not guaran-
teed against the thieves, who know how to

break through the firmest defences. Thus
James appropriately laid down his dedr/ns

first; then he introduces the Lord's words,
which he fundamentally explains, while say-

ing in the style of oxymoron and in apparent
contradiction with the reality of things, that

gold and silver are cankered and rusted, by
showing that this rust signifies in a wide
sense that corruption of everything earthly

and earthen, which like a fire shall eat the
flesh of the rich men themselves. If we thus
expound it, not overlooking the connection of

the figure with the reality, yet giving its let-

ter a spiritual interpretation, we may extend
its range of application further, and think of

honor and human glory (whereof the discourse

had been speaking) as having its moth, and
rust, and thieves. All this is obliquely aimed
at, although the first glance, which gives char-

acter to the expressions, turns towards the

Mammon which is afterwards especially named,
and therefore points to earthly treasures in

the narrower sense. And how impressive, in

this view, is the contrast which is now first

instituted between all these and the imper-

ishable, and secure treasures of heaven, which
are be}'ond the reach of corruption and the
thief! (1 Peter 1-4; Luke xii. 33): paXd-
vria. f.n) n<x\iuov/>i£va, S?/davpuv dvexAei-
xrov, bags that wax not old, a treasure thai

faileth not. That first, again, we have treas-

ures in the plural, is simply a transition to the

next sentence in which it is significantly said

—Your treasure ; for in earthly good there is

multiplicity, and variety, the heavenly pos-

session alone and especially is a unity, a great

whole (Matt. xix. 21).

Verse 21. What then is, thus considered
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treasure in heaven 1 The future reward from
the Father, for this is the whole of vers. 1-18

collected and condensed into one ; thus also it

is praise, honor, and gh>ry in God's presence,

in opposition to all that <ain show before man,
in which the hypocrites found their reward.
That giving which was commanded (vers. 2-4),

is itself the true laying up ! So spake, in old

time, Sirach and Tobias concerning the fruits

of righteousness and good works (Sir. xxix.

14; Tob. iv. 10). We may, moreover, regard
this verse under two aspects: Are j^our treas-

ures upon earth, then will your heart also rest

upon the earth. This lies, however, more in

the transition from the last sentence than in

this passage itself, which dignifies only the
heavenly reward and the heavenly good, with
the title of treasure, properly so called (Luke
xvi. 12, to v/ters/joy, the true and only pro-

perty, in distinction from which all other
passes away as another's). Alas for those,

who become thieves against themselves, to

rob themselves of their own eternal and en-

during substance ! Do not ye so, men ! is

the Lord's warning entreaty here. Have ye
truly begun to apprehend what and where your
true treasure is, then never take away your eyes
and your hearts from it again, to turn them
upon that which is naught! *E6tai f will be,

following Idriv, is, here, has the force of a con-

trast, and contains requirement and promise at

once in itself, similarly as etiedSe, ye shall be,

in ch. v. 48. Your treasure is, safely laid up,

perfectly ready for you, in heaven ; let then
your heart ever more and more perfectly and
undividedly be fixed upon it and absorbed
with it there ! (See the continuation, Luke
xi. 35.) Has the kingdom of the eternal in-

heritance of grace come to you poor, then let

your heart, your whole heart, rest upon it and
upon nothing else with it ! That great word
heart (which in ch. v. 8, 28 was regarded as

the seat of holiness or unholiness before God)
comes before us now in all the fulness and
depth of its Scriptural meaning.* In the
heart dwells the individual guiding principle

of a man's life ; his perception, feeling, and
will in their indivisible unity: the heart de-

termines how, for what, and for whom a man
is living. Determine and devote your heart

towards the measure, the inheritance, the re-

ward of heaven ! This most impressive re-

quirement, which in the former part of the
sentence (o Sr/davpoS v/igjv, your treasure)

brings with it its own foundation of promise,
is in the following two verses more fully es-

tablished in its principles ; in positive encour-
agement and promise ver. 22, but then ver.

23, in warning contrast, which forms a transi-

tion to the subject which follows.

Verses 22, 23. In the heart is the life of

the whole body, Prov. iv. 23. But the medi-
ating instrument between the central princi-

ple and all-regulating direction of life in the
heart, and the outward life of the body, is the

* Which Beck lately, in his Jfiblitchen Seclenlchre.

ha« plainly assumed.

eye, as it immediately follows in Prov. iv. 25,

26 ; compare, besides, Prov. xxiii. 26. The
body lives and moves according to the guidance

of the eye, by its light as a lamp ; even as the

eye sees according to the desire and impulse

of the heart. When Eve beheld the tree, that

it was a pleasant tree, the lust after it had
already commenced in her heart, and as the

result of that, her eye had become a traitor.

Hence there might have been interposed be-

tween our Lord's former saying and this, the

thought—And where your heart is, there does

your eye turn also. This is as true with regard

to the beginning of every sin, as it is that in

its progress, the heart, in return, follows the

eye (Job xxxi. 7) : the one is tested and known
by the other. But such an intervening thought

the Lord could scarcely here have more cir-

cumstantially expressed ; the natural process

of his discourse led him, in order to ricet the

mcakened attention, and to excite preparation

for his heart-penetrating word, rather to pre-

sent striking and vivid figures to the mind.

First came the very simple saying concerning

the treasures in earth and in heaven, the mean-
ing of which would be most obviously appre-

hended ; then followed the equally simple and
deeply convincing injunction—If your treasure

is in heaven, then let your heart be there also!

(which is grounded upon the principle taken

for granted, and assented to in every man's

breast, that the heart hangs upon that which
it reputes its good and happiness.) And now
follows the unconnected and emphatic

—

The

light of the. body is the eye. This indeed is obvi-

ously true in external things, but the immedi-

ate application which the Lord makes of this

to the inner man (he spoke indeed from the

heart), involves in it profound mystery, which
does not instantly yield up its fulness of mean-
ing. Our version has used " light " for Avxvo $>

wiiich signifies the instrument of illumination,

as a lamp or candle ; but that does not help the

matter, since the Lord presently after inter-

changes this with <pa>S, which means the light

itself: that translation does no more than carry

out the same interweaving of the figure and
its meaning which pervades the whole dis-

course.

The light of the world and of each body in it,

is, indeed, properly speaking, the sun and its

effulgence ; but, this shining becomes the light

of any individual body, by and in which it

may live and move, only through the medium
of the eye, formed for the reception of the

sun's light. This is its light-organ, not so

much here for the purpose of beaming forth

light from within (ch. v. 14-16), as for that of

receiving the light first from above and around,

in order that by it the body may be enlight-

ened. Of what avail is the sun to the blind

man, the light of day to him who shuts his

eyes ? Every thing, then depends on the eye,

when we speak of light. Even in the bodily

eye there lies much mystery, as natural phi-

losophers know full well, to whose researches

light is a wonder and an enigma on the con-

'ines of the material and the spiritual world
;
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and so also the interior eye which corresponds

to it in the body of the living man, the most
perfect mystery of the soul's influence on the

mechanical organism.* In the eye also there

is an actual inner light which corresponds to

the outer : hence its not fully explained glim-

mering through the material fabric. It is, at

the same time, the outshining manifestation of

the soul in the body : we read in the eye what
no word utters, the hypocrite can only in the

least degree, yea, not at all disguise his look
;

a right confronting glance looks through him.

Hence is not this the natural image of the

manner in which the inner man is reflected in

the outer ? The heathens termed the under-
standing the vovi, or intellect the light in

men,f as also Solomon more correctly and truly

says :
" The spirit of man is the candle of the

Lord, searching all the secret chambers of the

inner man " (Prov. xx. 27). In this general

sense the expression of Jesus here may well

admit of an applicatim : If thy understand-
ing receives rightly the truth of God, it will

enlighten thee ; if thy understanding is un-
sound, how foolish and ignorant will thy whole
being be ! Yet we should much mistake in

making this our Lord's meaning in its present

connection : he is speaking, indeed, of the medi-
ating instrument between the heart and the

body, or the most internal, fundamental direc-

tion of the being and the walk, the life and
the deed. Thus the eye of the inner man is

tiore correctly that which determines the main
a'jope of the whole section (vers. 19-34), the

pi'actical understanding, s'o to speak, which
•egulates the whole conduct, the fundamental
design which is kept in view in the most proper

sense of the word, what a man seeks (vers. 32,

33). The body, inasmuch as with hands and
feet, and other members it stretches forth,

moves, acts and exhibits all the energy of life,

is consequently the further figurative express-

ion for the whole action of the man. (Just

as, according to missionary reports, the same
word in the dialect of the Sandwich Islanders,

signifies both body and action.) As thou look-

est and towards what object, so will be the
ct and movement of thy body.
But the Lord, further, with profound dis-

crimination does not say—If thine eye be open

or shut : for this is. a point which has nothing to

do here with the inner man ; and the Lord, as

we have already seen, entirely blends together
the figure and its meaning in this discourse.

The eye may indeed be already, or may be still

more, opened in many senses, but here it is

not dnXovi, single, that is not sincere, not
true, sound, not rightly measuring or seeing,

* Hence recently Hanne ( Vorhbfc zum Glauben.

etc.,) points his rigorously convincing application

of the peinciple of life in organism, to the forma-
tion of the eye in the foetus.

f Aristotle :
" As sight in the eye, so the intel-

lect iu the soul." Galen : "Just as the eye in the

body, such the intellect in the soul." Philo :
" For

what the intellect is in the soul, that the eye is in

the body." See in Grotius.

what is in the light visible to it. Seeing is

sound, if both eyes (which is also itself a phys-
ical wonder atid mystery) see together pre-
cisely as it is, the one object at once which is

before them : hence we say, the eye—although
we have two eyes. The first note of unsound-
ness in the eye is the seeing double, or looking
athwart (ver. 24), and that leads to blindness.
" If we see in singleness, the soul is light ; if

we double see, we lose our sight." Ah ! well
it is said—" Sacred simplicity, wondrous grace !

Not soon is this perfected in us. Alas ! much
is required to this, and long, long do we some-
times wait before this is reached !" Ver. 22
contains a description of the goal towards
which we must struggle, and not merely a con-
dition and requirements insisted on at the out-
set. In a certain sense and measure, indeed,
must our eye singly, from the very beginning,
be fixed upon God, his kingdom, and righteous-

ness, upon the treasure in heaven ; but is it

not consummate holiness when this is pei-fectly

realized, and there is no oblique or other re-

gard ? Yea, by such simplicity of the eye
shall the whole body be <pa>reiv6v, full of
light, that is not merely tmlightened, in the
true light rightly living and moving (John xi.

9) ; but in its inner meaning—illuminated,

glorified, all its actions sanctified in the light

of God's truth (which is very emphatically
expressed in a supplementary manner by Luke
xi. 36). Hence, finally, the otherwise dark mass
of the body shall in this gloritication become
all eye. Thus again the £6rai, shall be, is here

as in ver. 21. And on the other hand : if thine

eye sees altogether falsely, thy whole body
shall be full of darkness. The Lord sets the
extremes in contrast, as they are consummated
in perfection, on the one hand, and in entire

blindness of heart (xajpa)6i$ rij% xaSia'i, Eph.
iv. 18: Rom. i. 21) on the other; m ordei

that he may exhort us urgently to seek the

one, and warn us against the other ; in ordei

to point out to us the way, in which our eye
should ever be becoming more and more sivgh.

He once more speaks of the eye as the light

of the body, in order to indicate the peculiar

significance of the image in regard to man's
nature generally

—

The light that is in thee, that

which should be thy light, indeed in some de-

gree ever is so, that is, in the ordinary, general

condition of mankind, before it has become
totally darkened. This is not said to the

new-born child of God from the beginning of

his state of grace (Acts xxvi. 18), but actually

in a certain sense to the natural man. For
"the natural light extends just so far as to

reveal the natural darkness." Even the un-

converted has some degree of sincere respect

to everlasting good, and regard for that which
avails before God

;
just as the converted man

long retains some degree of unsoundness and
obliquity in his ej^e. But if thine eye is

entirely (this must be our Lord's meaning)
rtovijpoi, evil, the light in thee become utter

darkness : then indeed is the whole body dark,

as much so as if thou never hadst an eye> as if

it were wholly shut : yea, rather worse than
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that, in the case thouthinkest that thou seest.

and reckonest thy darkness for light! Then
wilt thou by all means and always err, and go
astray, confounding far and near, good and
evil life and death, and thus grope thy way
into the abj^ss ! Once more we have a mourn-
ful oxymoron: the light become darkness, just

as in ch. v. 13 the salt becomes saltless, to

which saying this seems as it were a supple-

ment. This is the condition of heathenum at

the worst ; alas ! also of many apostates, who,
not advancing in singleness of internal eye,

have lapsed through impurity into the opposite

ruin. Of this the Lord cries in language of

lamentation and terror: To dxoroS ic66ov,

How great is that darkness ! what a total dark-
ness of the whole body, if its light becomes
darkness ! In this there lies yet another spe-

cific thought which Luther's " the darkness
itself" (after the Vulg.), aptly brings out.

To (jKoroi, that darkness, (with the article) is

opposed to ru q>65i to kv 6oL, the light that is

in thee ; and the Lord distinguishes two parts

of human nature, which he terms light (at

least relatively so), and darkness. As the
body viewed as a mass dark in itself, has yet
its light in the eye, just so is it with the cor-

responding sensual animal life of man, which
eats and drinks, receives pleasure and disgust

in close connection with the lower creation.

This dark dominion of the life of man sunk
into gross matter, into the flesh, may itself,

through the seeking after righteousness,

through spiritual aims, become spiritualized,

illumined, sanctified. But if this light is

darkness, how great must then the entire

darkness of the sensual life become . Com-
pare such passages as 2 Pet. ii. 12 ; Jude 10, 19.

It remains that we endeavor to lay hold of

the point of connection and transition between
this word of warning against total darkness,
and what follows in ver. 24. We find it in a

partial application of the rigorous word which
we have just read, and it is expressed in Lu-
ther's translation " ein Schalk," roguish, which,
however, softens the full and proper meaning
of TtovrjpoZ, evil. We cannot regard the Lord
as having designed in his rigid contrast vers.

22, 23, to teach, contrary to all experience,

that by an unconditional alternative man must
live altogether in light or altogether in dark-
ness, that the eye must be either quite sound
or quite evil. It is his design rather to excite

men by that contrast to earnest striving after

the one, and diligent defence against the other.

He proceeds, indeed, to lay down another
equally definite and rigid alternative, and tes-

tifies : No man can serve two masters. But
literally true as this must ever be for every
individual moment of our internal disposition

of mind, and of the action which flows from
it and is estimated by it. as well as for the
final distinction in the judgment

;
yet we also

know full well that we all are too long tainted

with this double-service and doubleness of

aim. Thus the expression in ver. 23, standing
in manifest connection with ver. 24, likewise

includes in itself such a mournful, twilight

middle-.state, though it only indicates the
frightful end of such a state if it be continued
in, or, since that is impossible, if the by-service

of Mammon, instead of being struggled against

and given up, issues in entire apostasy from
God. He recommends to us, in this manner,
the simplicity of the inner eye, and urges us

most impressively to an even more and more
decided decision ; not designing to condemn
and frighten us back on account of our short-

coming, but graciously and mercifully to pluck
us out of a state of wavering and halting be-

tween two sides. Such words must often be
received, and are ever exerting new influence:

all is not ended with the first declaration of

the great alternative, though it must be ut-

tered every time as if it were so. This is the
nature of the word of exhortation which our
necessities require.

Give up yourselves then in pure and undi-
vided surrender, with the devotion and trust

of yoi>r whole heart, to your Lord and God, to

your Father in heaven, who promises to give

you the kingdom and its righteousness, as the

food and raiment of your new and inner man.
As he gives, so also he exacts. Empty your-
selves, and he will fill you (Psa. lxxxi. 10, 11).

The fundamental promise—I am the Lord thy
God ! bears with it the fundamental command
—None other shalt thou serve ! Neither can

this be otherwise, whether in respect to God
or to man : the majesty of God, which will not
tolerate any rival near him, demands the whole
heart as its due ; and again the need and the
desire of the human heart can only find satis-

faction in the simplicity and purity of depen-

dence upon the highest, perfect, and only

Good. This section (vers. 24-34) which as

part of the greater one beginning with ver. 19,

has in it the emphatic tone of requirement, will

nevertheless, as we saw above, lead us back to

that of promise, and set forth the first com-
mandment of the first table in the spirit in

which it was given to Israel

—

Thou shalt not

!

but based upon the foundation of that re-

deeming, condescending, prevenient

—

I am he

(just as we saw in our earlier expositions ot

the individual commandments of the second
table). Again we perceive a threefold division

in the discourse which thus leads back to-

wards the promise. First is the command-
ment itself in the testing, warning expression

of its cxclusiveness ; but even here the—" Ye
shall not" assumes the gracious form of—" Ye
cannot.'''' However dexterously, and with what-
ever subtilty ye may act on the persuasion

which you may reach, that God will tolerate

somewhat beside him, on which the heart may
hang and which the life may serve—it must
ever remain a thing impossible. Idolatry,

which Pharisaical Israel abhorred in its ex-

ternal forms, is shown to be present in their

hearts. The service of Mammon, in other
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words, is the most universal note of true and

proper h sathenism, and that service is noth-

ing else than the devotion to earthly good and

earthly enjoyment* Then follows a transitional

paragraph, which enters more into the spirit

and detail of this, for the poor to whom the

Gospel is now especially preached: Take no

thought for life and the body (vers. 25-30).

Thus the language of requirement leads on to

that of encouraging promise, which assumes

its full tone in the concluding words (vers.

31-34).

Verse 24 contains a fundamental declara-

tion, which is as deeply rooted in the context

here, as it is again at Luke xvi. 13, where the

Lord repeats it after a parable concerning the

children of the world who live for the earth, and

the children of light who care for and. live for

the eternal, with application to the covetous

Pharisees. In this passage we have the basis

of all our catechetical instruction on the first

commandment. Comp. Col. iii. 5 (there as

here it is after the general distinction laid

down in vers. 1-4). Matthew has prudently

left jiDD or NJIDO, Mammon, untranslated ; a

word of obscure derivation in the later Jewish

language, which is not found in the pure He-

brew of the Old Testament, but is used in the

Targums for JTC2, lucre, 133, ransom, *inb>> gift,

fin, wealth, equivalent to riches, possessions,

money. When our catechists tell our chil-

dren that the name was derived from a Syrian

god of riches, they say what is not historically

true indeed, but would have an appropriate

sense ; for the Lord designedly makes the word
the name of an Idol, giving it a personality in

contradistinction to God, in order that his

words to the hypocritical Pharisees might
have this force: Ye are verily idolaters, ye

serve another besides God—will ye hear his

name? It is Mammon! And as the truth

and justification of this personification, there

lies in its back-ground an allusion to the

Prince and God of this world, the false god
who is concealed in the enticements and de-

ceitfulness of the creature. hVy^t Belial, has

a similar allusion in the Old Testament. The
discourse very strikingly begins with a simple

proverb", which is exalted to its most elevated

meaning, that the wisdom of the sanctuary

may be illustrated and confirmed by the wis-

dom of the street. Whether men may ever

be obliged or be able to serve many masters at

once, is not the question here. That proverb,

universally used where the true devotion of

the whole service is meant, finds here its

highest truth. (The Chinese even have their

sayings : Lay not two saddles on one horse
;

A true subject serves not two sovereigns ; A

* " The fundamental characteristic of heathenism

is the living for the present." Tlioluck quotes this

expression of that great heathen in Christendom,

(Jothe, but without notinsr how beautifully it illus-

trates our Lord's sermon at this place.

virtuous woman takes not a second husband.)
Here that which is taken for granted as an
essential truth, admitted in the proverbs of

all, is urged in its highest application ; viz.,

that individual actions flow from the charac-

ter, from the inner disposition of mind of the

entire man, and receive from that their value

as actions. Hence there is no such thing as

an undefined " freedom " of determination by
which a man may turn now to the right, now
to the left, or could depend upon and serve at

one time this master and at another time
that.* An emphasis of deepest meaning is in

master and serve; but the two following sen-

tences of alternative are by no means tauto-

logical, nor is the distinction between them,
properly speaking, to be sought in the ad-

vancement from loving to holding to, from
hating to despising (which is only an explana-

tion of the former, by a deeper disclosure and
more convincing enforcement of its meaning in

the latter) ; but in the alternative itself, which
indicates, by the transposition of the two ex-

pressions, a changing of the persons served.

Either at any one time, in one course of con-

duct and action, in one performance of service

to hate God and love Mammon, or at another

time again, to hold to God and despise Mam-
mom. This gives us, without affecting the

permanent, inmost condition of the heart gen-

erally, a softened sense of the word to suit the

exhortation which follows, to the people, the

children of God: Ye are not like the Gentiles !

This is the exhortation to those who halt be-

tween two opinions (1 Kings xviii. 21 ; 2 Cor.

vi. 14). Here we have the deep significance

of ^Q-^i?, before me, in the first commandment,

literally, " over and above me.''
1 For every

thing out of God is a "besides me" which he

will not tolerate in his presence—yet finds he

much of that idolatry even among those who
address him with Our Father.

Verses 25—30. After such severity the dis-

course now turns to a most gracious appeal

:

Act not thus, for your God and Father is es-

sentially enough for you, and will give you all

you need ! This exhortation, which convinces

and puts to shame, stands first (ver. 25).

Then follows the proof of the Father's care of

his children's earthly need, derived from his

providential care, as their Creator, for the

lower animals around us
;
just as in ch. v. 45

his love was proved from his general benefits in

nature. This is shown according to the order

of the two leading words

—

soul and body, where
the soul in the body signifies, according to the

correct language of old times, which did not

give it two meanings, the sensitive, earthly

I ft in the body.j Verses 26, 27 treat of the

.Compare Jul Miiller. The Christian Doctrine of

Sin (in Clark's Foreign Theological Library).

-j- That is, according to the natural language of

the sensualist, which the Lord adopts ; as if the soul

were not much more besides, as if to care for the

soul must not necessarily lead to the caring for the

higher life, the <$a>// ipvxr* or life of the soul.
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life and its nourishment (Psa. lxxviii. 18, 73X

DB*3J/> "meat for their lust," lit. food for their

soul) ; verses 28, 29, of the body and its cloth-

ing. Whence we directly gather the only
true signification of ver. 27, according to its

necessary connection, in opposition to a false

reading which has closely adhered to it.

Thus is this the plainest and most popular
part of the Sermon on the Mount, just where
it goes into the depth of the heart: there is end-
less matter of preaching here, but little of ex-
position. Once more we hear the lawgiver's

emphatic—/ say unto you ! of former sections,

which seems, as it were, to have its faint echo
in ver. 29. It is not found again, not even at
ch. vii. 12, where the exposition of the Law
is closed in one final sentence, still less at ch.

vii. 7, where the decisive concluding promise is

given—it is reserved in this discourse to mark
the requirements of his laws as he teaches them.
I say unto yon—that is, to the disciples of the
Lord, the children of the Father, with all, who
by his instruction, would become so. Nour-
ishment, rpocpt) (all that is included in eating

and drinking together), and raiment—the two
main necessities for the life and the body ; see

Gen. xxviii. 20; (so that it almost seems a

redundancy, if the apostle, 1 Tim. vi. 8, includes

in his duena.6iJ.aTa, covering, the shelter of a

dwelling, as well as the defence of raiment.)

Any one who is disposed to look for its inner
meaning, may understand without exposition
what the thought is, which is forbidden ; in-

asmuch as it divides and distracts the soul

(as /A£(itj.ivav etymologically shows), while
thought and prevision without care are not
forbidden. The best interpretation of it is

found at Luke xii. 29 : /<?/ juETEoopi^EdSE, let

not yourselves be restless, driven, wavering
hither and thither. There it is the antithesis

to the soul's rest, here the contrast is with
the soul's unity of aim, for only in unity is

rest.* Just as evident and convincing is the

3ense of the two question-positions: Will he
who gave life and body as the greater gift,

keep back the food and clothing which those

gi fts need ?

The birds of heaven, the flowers of the field

—how simple, how beautiful this contempla-
tion of nature, as Adam before the fall beheld
it in Paradise ! A single eye thus beholds the

creature as bearing evidence of its God ; the

evil-eye, on the contrary, perverts all it sees

to its own lust. Bird and flowers agree to-

gether harmoniously, though they are distribu-

ted between heaven and earth. The birds of

the heaven, Q^t^H f]iy, often referred to as such

from Gen. i. 30 downwards, unsubjccted and
free (like the flowers of the field), for whom

* Tlie common interpretation, which Luther also

adopts, is false; viz., that proud exhaltauon, pre-

sumption is intended, as 2 Mace. v. 17. The idea

of rpstless tos.sir.s is not only found in Wisd. xxvi.

9, kv /xsrsajpidjuoiS 6q>^a\/xwv , by ogling (yes,

but also among profane authors, e. g. Thuc. lib. 2.

liereoapoS i)v ij "EXAaS, Greece was in a troubled

state.

no man generally cares, in their pure life and
song have more affinity with heaven than the

flowers, point more directly than they, above.

Sowing, reaping, gathering into barns : the

three main points of husbandry, which is to

man in a state of nature the immediately

appointed labor (Psa. civ. 23, rfQJN "work,"

as also Neh. x. 38 ; 1 Chron. xxvii. 26). The
fowls of the air are not like you: in which
words, to avert all misunderstanding and per-

version, labor for man is manifestly enough
confirmed as his lot. Your—not the Father

of the fowl : which forms a transition to the

question that follows—Are not ye, even as

men, as the lords and laborers of the earth,

especially as children of the Father, much
better than they ? Toil then according to your
human dignity ; be not, however, contrary to

that dignity, subject to care, but know, that

without the gift of God all that you can do is

in vain. Of what avail would food be with-

out the life 1 Do ye suppose that man lives

of bread, if he have enough of it, and that he

will live longer for the forethought that he
takes ? As God gave you life at the begin-

ning, must not he also, in whose hands your
breath is, preserve it to you by his care ? Is

it in your power, with all your forethought,

to live one moment longer than God wills ? Thus
verse 27 fits well here, and connects itself with
verse 26 concerning the nourishment of the

life ; verses 28, 29 proceeding with the cloth-

ing of the body. This decides the meaning of

rjXixia, which certainly here means length of

life, as in John ix. 21, 23 ; Heb. xi. 11 ;* not

the body's "stature," as only in Luke xix. 3.

(For at Luke ii. 52; Eph. iv. 73, stature and
life are comprised in one.) The common trans-

lation introduces something altogether inap-

propriate, and even monstrous into the plain,

well-arranged discourse of our Lord ; so that

one is tempted to ask in reply to it—Whoever
took thought about such a thing as that, to

add a cubit to his stature ? To change the

color of the hair (ch. v. 36), or, at most, to

think of growing an inch, would be another

matter. The stature of the be dy is altogether

unsuitable to the meaning in Luke xii., for in

the supplementary explanation the addition

wished to the yXixia is termed iAaxidrov,
least, though to add a cubit is so monstrous, in

* Theophylact, in his time, on Luke xii. has

riphtly: ^oorji jne'rpa rtapd jiovcp 3£&J, xai

ovx oevroi rzS sxadroZ savrcp opidri/S tt}$

ZoDT/S, the measure of life is with God alone, nor is

any individual the determiner of his own life. Many
exegetical writers have always been of the same
mind, and anions our more recent practical exposi-

tors, Von Gerlach, Kichter, Braune, whom Alford

has not reckoned. Lange is disposed to mediato

between the two opinions by ingeniously uniting

them both into one: r/Xixia neither age simply,

nor stature simply, hut " the full unfolding of every

individual in every respect according to its capacity

—the mature manifestation of itself in general."

We much doubt if this popular gnomic say nig will

admit of so deep a meaning.
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the proportion of human stature, that it is a

very rare thing for a fool to lift his wish so

high. The Lord must be supposed to signify

some common matter of care to the children of

men, and what is more frequent than the vain

wish of the dying to protract their lives, at

least a little longer. Is it thought that life

should have come after cubit ? our answer
is, that it is omitted just as distance in John
xxi. 8 ; and in this most natural image iti)xvv
eva, mie cubit, stands as if we should say—

a

few paces, a span longer—and as in Psa. xxxix.

6, a nandbreadth.*
And now first, as the newly commencing and

indicates, the discourse turns to the body, to

which the ingenious structure and growth of

the flowers correspond, and to which the cloth-

ing belongs. KarapaSsre, learn, this second

time is stronger than ejufiAeibare, behold ; look

attentively, study diligently ! No species of

fowl was mentioned (as at Luke xii.the ravens,

and Matt. x. the sparrows), but now the em-
phasis is more specific—the lilies, which name,
proverbial already in the Old Testament, em-
braced many kinds of white and colored flow-

ers, and was specially connected with the

crown imperial. Lilies of the field (not of the

garden), growing of themselves, innumerable as

the birds of heaven, like the grass (to which
they belong, ver. 30), little regarded, bloom-
ing but a brief space, presently withered away
and burned. For that reason overlook them
not. See how they grow up without your aid

to their slender height ! They toil not. Agri-

culture was referred to before, as the funda-

mental toil of men ; now a glance is cast upon
that further toil of man in art, which provides

for itself out of the material of nature.f Fur-

ther, there lies in the words toiling and spin-

ning a reference to men and women respective-

ly ;X the former {xoitiav) is rather every kind

of energy put forth in acquisition, the latter

(vi)Seiv) naturally has a specific reference to

clothing. The lilies have leaves and texture

so finely spun, as no human cunning can coun-

terfeit ; and yet they spin it not in human
fashion, but are clothed therewith by God.

In the growing spoken of previously, there is

hinted a question concerning the body corres-

ponding to that in ver. 27 concerning the age:

Who among you can by any care or effort of

personal will grow a fingerbreadth higher !

Not the slightest stalk can man raise up !

* In Stobanis (xcviii. 13), from Mimnermus:
i(t')Xvl0V t

'Ki XP° V0V > for an ett long time; in

Alcaetis (Athen. x. 7) : SduryXoi dpe'pa, afinger-

Itngth day.

f By spinning men supply what the field may not

give—Hamann writes his pithy application to his

friend Herder about his winter-study : that he

would take in the summer, and repair by spinning

what he may not have been able to get by sowing

and reaping.

+ With far greater propriety may vers. 26, 27 be
»ttributed to the men, who till the field for the sus-

tenance of the household ; and vers. 28, 29 to the

women, who particularly provide for the clothing.

But this is passed over unsaid, in order that
the words may go on to rebuke the vanity of
man, who makes out of his clothing, which is,

properly speaking, the mere modest covering
of his nakedness, matter of personal ostenta-
tion. Su/omoiSs glory was in the Israelitish

proverbial language the ideal of magnificence
in apparel ; but why is this not like the beauty
of the lilies 1 The Lord leads us by the last

Xeyoo vpttv, I say unto you, to a profound
thought which we must not fail to discern in

it: the flowers grow directly with their essen-

tially connate, not merely put on and invested,

clothing (7t£pie(itiXETo, arrayed, is in slight

contrast with dju<pi£vvv6iv
} clothe) ; this is

the beauty of nature and innocence, which in

the slightest object shows more beautiful than
the most magnificent array, that must be fast-

ened on. " Thy lily belongs to the paradise of

God, Solomon's glory to the hothouse of art

"

(Kleuker). that men would understand
what is signified in this ! O that they would
learn from the flowers, the beauty of growing
silently, by the internal law of their nature
operating through God's gifts and power, up
into a full preparation for that blooming in

future glory, which is set before us as the goal

of our glorification !

When man is once more elevated by the

words 7toA.A.&) /.idXXov, much more, above the

grass and flowers of the field, which to-day

are and to-morrow are cast withered into the

oven, we discern in this a sublime appeal to

faith, inasmuch as, to all appearance, man's
sensitive, earthly life is just on a level with the

withering grass. The Lord literally refers to'

Psa. xc. G. And here he makes the transition

to the full assurance and promise of eternal life

in the kingdom of God, by that henceforward
oft-recurring, and graciously admonitory

—

O
ye of little faith! nflOK |Ep or H3DK, Uttle of

faith, was also an expression of the Rabbies,*

but what power and significance it assumes in

the mouth of our Lord, requiring only faith

and yet again faith, great faith, large and wide

as the grace and goodness of God himself!

Here this once in the Sermon on the Mount
does the Lord touch lightly that great word,

and that in the right place and with deep

earnestness.

The end leads us back to the beginning, in

order to embody in most clear and simple ex-

pression the whole of what has been meant
from ver. 24, nay from ver. 19. The command-
ment is once more repeated, but now most
plainly : Seek ye obediently, undistractedly

and trustfully the kingdom of God ! Trustful

for what? The general and inviting promise

is given of the supply of all earthly need, as

being necessarily included in and added to the

promise of the free gift of the kingdom of

heaven. The contrast with the heathen or

* Eg. Rabbi Elieser th« great: He who has a

morsel of bread in his basket, and asks—" What
shall I eat tomorrowl " is one of the men of littlo

faith.
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Gentiles, which has been contained in this

whole part of the discourse, is now fully ex-

pressed ; but we find it at the conclusion, not

as in the contrast with the Pharisees (ch. v.

20), where their description came first. For
the Pharisees, so terming themselves, were
visibly before his hearers; but the internal

heathenism of the heart must first be detected

and disclosed. Here again, as always, we have
three positions. The first reiterating at the

conclusion: Therefore take no thought, for thus

do the Gentiles! The second: For ye are

God's children, his people, the chosen heirs of

his kingdooi ! The third, once more : Take

therefore no thought ! Yet with a weighty
qualifying reference, appended to the promise,

to the indispensable and wholesome necessities

of every-day life even in the case of the chil-

dren of God.

Verses 31, 32. The ovv is not simply such
a therefore as wu had in ver. 25 (did rovro),

but it is a very emphatic deduciiun. Else this

is a repetition of ver. 25, with a strengthening
addition of saying to taking thought ;* and
this is connected with the saying—For after

all those things do the Gentiles seek ; which
has a ver}r comprehensive reference. For it

means first, that in God's presence there is

such a distinction : Ye are not as the Gentiles !

Then, with lcproachful test, reversing the
words—Who seek after these things are Gen-
tiles : therefore, should ye not be like them !

Will ye then retain heathenism in your
hearts ? Finally, it is a gracious exhortation,
which becomes a permission: Leave all such
care to the Gentiles, who have no Father in

heaven ; who know not, that they have a

Father ! For your heavenly Father kuoweth that

ye have need of all these things ; an intenser re-

petition of what had been preparatorily ut-
tered in ver. 8, following ver. 7. The stress

of emphasis falls upon the knoweth : Ye have a
living God, who knoroeth ! But in addition to

his knowing, his willingness is already secured
in the name of Father ; so that we may say,

every single word in the whole sentence ut-
ters a ground of assurance and strong consola-

tion.

Verse 33. This is the middle one of the
three, great fundamental laws of the Sermon
on the Mount. The first (ch. v. 48), pointed

up to the Father of love in heaven. This sec-

ond bears witness to, and assures us of the
descent of heaven to earth in that kingdom,

which is already come, and is open to violent

entrance. But it adjoins the condition of
seeking in order to the laying hold of the
treasure held forth (Phil. iii. 13, 14), namely,
through the righteousness of God which alone

avails in his kingdom, the actual having and

* The Lord forbids two things : taking thought
—and then saying, giving open utterance to the
same; because the taking thought weighs down and
dispirits the heart of one only, but the saying in-

fects others also with despondency (Zeller, Monatt-
blatt). Or is laying here only a Hebraism for think-

ing f

performing of which remains ever the straight
gate of entrance to it. This paves the way
for the third great law (ch. vii. 12). Let us
observe and weigli well the retrospective

view, comprehensive and concentrated, which
is taken from this vantage point of the dis-

course ! The kingdom and righteousness to-

gether remind us of the petitions, ver. 10.

The kingdom of God embraces the entire in-

troductory ch. v. 3-20, where at first the king-
dom of heaven came down to the poor and
remained at last only righteousness. God's
righteousness—comprehends all from ch. v. 21
to ch. vi. 18, with especial reference to ch. v.

48 and ch. vi. 1. For ch. v. 48 closed the first

part ("Not like the Pharisees") by way of
anticipation just at the point where the in-

duction of the commandments ceased ; and
found in the following chapter only its further

development : Before the Father in secret.

It has been made matter of wonder that the
Lord only says "first" and not l

' alone"—ex-
clusively. He says, indeed, elsewhere—One
thing is needful; and in its profoundest prin-

ciple this Ttpootov, first, is also a juovov, alone,

But here we discern a certain softening of his

gracious utterance at the outset ; experience
will bring out its rigorous strictness after-

wards. Only begin to aeek the kingdom of

God first ; and ever let it be first ! If thou
hast ever thought in thy heart that when
thou art fully furnished with this, every thing
else will be superadded, it will become evident
to thee in due course that thou canst never be
thus fully furnished. This one great concern
will so fill up the heart, that no room will be
left for aught else. The righteousness of God
is to be understood here strictly according to

its subsequent Pauline use, as indicating both
that which he requires and which alone avails

before him ; and also that which he imparts,

since he himself feeds us with the establish-

ment of his will in us, as with the true bread
(ver. 11 : Rom. xiv. 17).* In Luke's repeti-

tion of the discourse (ch. xii.), the express
promise is connected therewith: Fear not,

little flock ; for it is your Father's good pleas-

ure to give you the kingdom—with the right-

eousness which appertains thereto. Which
promise is here included in meaning and prob-
ably, as Matthew does not record absolutely
every particular, might have been uttered by
our Lord on this first occasion also. Is not
this heavenly feeding more than the earthly,

even as much so as the true, eternal life of the
soul is more than that of sense ? Is not this

clothing of the inner man more than the cover-
ing of the mere body '? Consequently, further,

in the highest application of the former con-
clusion : Will he who gives you the eternal
good, suffer you to lack that which is tempo-

* Thus much, at least, as Roos remarks, is now
clear, that man must not make for himself a right-

eousness, but by hunger and thirst seek it ; and that

such a righteousness as will cause him to be re-

puted, not only by the council-chamber of his city,

but by his God, a righteous man.
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ral? Faith answers this

—

TlpodreSyderai,

it shall be addi-d* It is only the wantonly
presumptuous who, in mockery of God, would
reap without sowing; and seeking tirst the

perishable riches of earth, fondly imagines

that the eternal good will be added to him
over and above.

Verse 34. This closes once more with the

original word (ver. 25). All undue care goes

over the immediate present into the future
;

but we can only be said to be assured of this

day (ver. 11) in this uncertain life, and for

to-morrow have so little to care, that it is not in-

cluded in our prayers. That applies even to the

spiritual life : be only every day faithful, obe-

dient and righteous, no more is wanting. How
much more for the earthly life, as the daily

manna in the wilderness daily sent foreshad-

owed. You might lose the very last day of

your time of grace, taking anxious thought

about a morrow that is not to be yours. If

the morrow comes, it will provide for its own.

Are we to understand that God, who sends

the day and all that it bears with it, arranges

all things rightly and forgets not one of its

necessities ? This is in part the meaning, but

the words go further and are still stronger

:

Let the morrow care ! Further does not the

Lord refer to a care of* every day as it passes,

and with the same expression ().i£pi).ivi)6£i)

which has hitherto denoted the forbidden anx-

iety ? Assuredly, and this forms the transi-

tion to the final saying, containing allusion to

that necessity of human life which, for sin's

sake, even the heirs of the kingdom will not

shake off till the days have reached their end.

The word is thrown out, as it were, enigmati-

cally, as we here find it; probably the Lord

added some further elucidation and develop-

ment of it. We catch its meaning in all its

depth, with the progress of the inner life.

Kaxia, " eoil," is in general just what to

itovrjftov, the evil, is in the seventh petition,

and serves for its interpretation ; the evil and
the trials of life upon earth, the ills and in-

firmities of the body in the flesh, all troubles

external and from within. So that this evil

must be taken into the account with the daily

bread of the body and the soul, and is equally

with that your need, better known as such to

your heavenly Father than to you, and may
in no case be put away by taking thought

!

Be not so foolish as to double and multiply
your plague and disquietude ; every day's evil

* What Braune advances is superficially correct,

but goes not to the depth :
" How is that"? Quite

naturally. For they who seek the kingdom and
the righteousness of God, are not careless, thrift-

less, idle, spendthrift people," &c. Certainly, but

the meaning goes far beyond that labor, and thrift,

and economy which save God's people from want.

An apocryphal saying of our Lord extrasts its

meaning more fully: AirsTrs rd /isydXa, xai
rd juixpd i>jiuv 7tpo6rES?)(3£rai. xai airsirs
rd Eitovpdvia, xai rd EitiyEia 7tpodr£$?'}6'e-

rai v/xlv—Ask the great things, and the little things

shall be added unto you ; and ask the heavenly things,

and the earthly things shall be added unto you.

is enough for itself; will you add to it that of
to-morrow, and the third day, and yet further?
But the more fully we learn to cast away that
jj.Epij.ivdv, " taking [anxious] thought,^ for

earthly things which is conceded to the weak-
ness of t'j-day, and give up all disquietude
about all that pertains to eating and drinking
and clothing, health and sickness, and all

things bodily and of earth—so much the more
does it become impressed upon us that there
ig a deeper, unexplored meaning yet in the
Lord's utterance. That very seeking God's
kingdom and righteousness, that ever-nevT de-

votion and sacrifice of the will to an entire
obedience, must be to the children of God,
while they live in the flesh and in the world,
the trial of every day, the daily cross of self-

denial (Luke ix. 23). With this we are con-

tent ; we would not presumptuously burden
ourselves beyond the will of our Father in

heaven, nor throw off any of his load. This is

the perfect spirit that should be aimed at by
all who are pilgrims to the kingdom, till they
finally enter it (Acts xiv. 22).

Ch. vi. 19 showed an apparent break in the
discourse without any expressed connection,

and this is much more the case with the begin-

ning of the seventh chapter. It appears, in-

deed, as if down to the fourteenth verse, it

was composed of successive,unconnected frag-

ments ; and hence many, who are incapable of

tracing the mind of the Spirit and of supply-

ing what is left to be understood, are rash

enough to say that all connection is here

entirely lost, and that the Evangelist has un-
doubtedly only strung together the sayings of

various times. Yet as the connection has not

hitherto eluded us, we shall find it still even
to the end. Let our preliminary view be
brought to mind, which laid it down that after

the two contrasts—Not like the Pharisees

Not like the heathen ! were exhibited there

followed a third, viz., Not like those of my
disciples, and those of God's children, impure
and imperfect, who instead of carrying on in

their own inner life the pursuit of God's king-

dom and righteousness, and regulating their

outer life in accordance with that pursuit, fall

back into that Pharisaism again, the roots ot

which were not eradicated, and thus either

unrighteously judge or improperly proselyte

others ! Is not this the last and most stiff-

necked Pharisee remaining yet in the Chris-

tian man ? Yet let it be observed whethei
the statement (vers. 1-6) concerning censori-

ousness and desecration of that which is holy,

does not perfectly adapt itself to the natural

progress according to which the delineation

of the perfect righteousness of a disciple ol

Christ is yet to be completed. Are they not

half-disciples (we know not how better to

term them), who act thus in a manner against

which the Lord warns, and who thus- are ia
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danger of relapsing into mere hypocrites, mere
Pharisee-Christians ? And does not the law of

Christ for his own people rise into its most
rigorous and restricting expression, in these

warnings which follow, in harmony with the

internal progression of the Sermon on the

Mount in its dealing with the needs of man's
life?

We must look closer, that our observation

may be both developed and confirmed. The
goal of discipleship which, as we advance to-

wards it, rises ever higher before us, is after

all that has been said, no other than the per-

fect righteousness of pure and unselfish love, as

it will be announced in ver. 12. This goal of

pure love is now indicated by means of two
warning opposites ; it is love as humble as it is

wise (vers. 1-6). These together form the first

part of the section. And as to the way, or

rather the ever-repeated beginning, by which
this goal is to be reached—what is it, as we
have already seen, but prayer to God for his

grace to that end ? This is, therefore, rightly

the second part (vers. 7-11). And what may
and must be the third (for every where we
find triplicity), but the condensed compen-
dium of the whole great middle portion of the

Sermon, containing all that is made obligatory

for fulfilling the law, as we find it in the last

all-comprehensive requirement : Therefore walk
in this way to reach that goal ! which is the
actual and literal meaning of vers. 12-14?
Let this be pondered well, and it will be found
that it is not an imposition of ours upon the
text, but an exposition of it.*

That the Lord's requirements should now be
indicated by warning contrasts, we have more
and more prepared for since ver. 19, and indeed
it naturally corresponds with the character of

the close as containing the rigorous exclusion

of all the impure and imperfect. Thus through
the opposite error is first discriminated that

pure love, in virtue of which every disciple of

Christ is according to his capacity to become
a peacemaker, a witness of the truth and am-
bassador of the kingdom (ch. v. 9, 13). This is

first exhibited as an altogether humble love for

the salvation of others, after and in connection

with a thorough judgment of self. We should as-

suredly judge, but only for others' benefit, from
a principle of love, not in the spirit of condem-
nation, and never forget ourselves in the same
regard. Whether we can do this in general is

first of all and most rigorously to be tested

and proved within the circle of discipleship:

hence the mirror is here held up for the rela-

tion of brothers to one another in a more re-

stricted sense. First, the fundamental princi-

ple itself, expressed almost as an absolute

prohibition, yet with some slight recognition

of the opposite and not excluded duty of the

* That holds good for New Testament criticism

also, which the departed Drechsler so keenly and
clearly laid down against " unscientific treatment:"

The "''eat problem is to perceive the object of what
is transmitted and testified. But here the authen-

ticity and unity of the Sermon on the Mount is the

before-attested object which we have to discern.

disciples—Judge not ! (ver. 1.) Then follows

the ground and confirmation of this warning,
which at the same time encourages us to mete
with the right measure, that of mercy (ch. v.

7), and thus to the judgment of charity, which
tends to amendment, like that of God's mercy.
In ver. 2 this prohibition or command is yet
more clearly placed upon its true foundation,

in the intuitively convincing explanation of ver.

3-5, which presses home with thou instead of

ye. Here again we have warning first, then
requirement. The warning (against judging
without humble charity) puts two keen ques-

tions: Is not the principle of such censorious-

ness, that thou forgettest to judge thyself?

(ver. 3.) Comes not hence the utterance of it,

thy proud and presumptuous saying—Let me
pull out? (ver. 4.) May we not then point

out and correct a brother's fault ? Certainly,

but only after and with a searching judg-
ment of ourselves. Thus there now follows

the reqniremtrit of a true exercise of our broth-

erly obligation, the pulling out the mote (John
xiii. 14), not merely the seeing it ; with the
necessary title to do so added : First judge
thyself; after that with wisdom—look well,

how thou pullest it out! (ver. 5.) Here we
may narrowly observe the transition which is

interwoven in these words, to the following

remarks concerning the wisdom of charity.

The Lord's discourse suddenly turns from the

most internal principle of the sincerely seeking,

faithfully devoted heart, the clear and single

eye, to the external deportment, and—inasmuch
as we have only to do with God or with men
—to our deportment when we are constrained

to see around in our fellow-men and our own
brethren, imperfection and sinfulness. Did
the Lord orally interpose, at such points of

transition, any words of connection ? we have
a right to presume generally, and a comparison
with Luke, whose report of so important a

discourse the Spirit could never have left open
to falsification, drives us to the conclusion,

that our Lord uttered more than is recorded

here. But it may very well be doubted wheth-
er any additional words would take the form
of our modern way of discoursing, which takes

care to show the process of the thought, and
aims to lay it bare in its internal arrangement.
This is opposed to Orientalism generally, and
ta the genius of the Hebrew in particular,

which, as it exhibits but little conjunction of
individual sentences, so also it has but little

expressed logical connection of its discourses

as a whole. It is opposed, also, to the neces-

sary, and more highly natural character of

prophetical utterance, that language of the
Spirit, as is meets us every where in the Old
Testament, even where the discourses were
written by the prophets themselves. This

manner of speaking, indeed, as it came down
from Solomon's original use of it, to tho Rab-
binical style of teaching and laying down their

sayings as the Lord found it, is essentially tho

natural and universally human method. The
thoughts of the teacher who speaks from the

fulness of his heart, when art (or artifice) has
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not yet learned to adjust them to the limita-

tions of words, flow forth livingly in their own
simplicity, and are bound by no obligation to

give a strict account of their sequence and
order. .And, finally, such discourse is more
likely to be understood by the right kind of

hearer, for it makes a rigorous claim on his

attention, it excites his own thought and
keeps it on the stretch. As a book exacts

something from its reader, and leaves some-
thing for him to supply, so also does a discourse

require something from the hearer. Our Lord's

Sermon on the Mount presents in this respect

a reproving example to our occidental and
modern style of sermons.

In consistency with this our Lord at ch. vi.

19 assuredly did not say :
" The Pharisees, as

it has been shown, are in their hearts before

God no better than Gentiles ; therefore I say

to you further—Live }
re not after the man-

ner of heathens an earthly life, but deposit it

before all things in your hearts, as a funda-

mental principle, and in order that your
righteousness may exceed theirs, that ye must
depend upon God supremely, according to the

first commandment, and seek only the treas-

ure and reward of his kingdom." We feel how
human and unlike himself such explanations

and deductions would be in our Lord's lips.

Consequently he does not say here : " And if

ye are now decided and entirely devoted, de-

termined for yourselves to seek first the king-

dom of God and his righteousness ; see to it

hat ye do not blunt the keen edge of your
telf-judgment and self-renunciation, and finally

altogether lose it, by hasty and unholy, that

is, uncharitable judgment of those without you,

by censure and correction of others, seeing

that not only in the world but among your
own brethren, sin and shortcoming enough
will obtrude itself upon your notice and be

your temptation. The more clearly you see

this, the more earnestly guard yourselves

against sacrificing your charity ; for if ye
would be my perfect disciples, then must your
righteousness, as perfect love, be ever humble
in bearing and forgiving, wise and thoughtful

to heal and take away the sin that it sees."

That we lightly seize the connection in this

place, we are additionally assured by an ex-

planator}' saying of our Lord recorded in Luke
(ch. vi. 40) similar to this but more detailed.

But we may be assured that the Lord did
thus unconnectedly set out with sudden ap-

peal—Judge not ! just as Matthew has abrupt-
ly recorded it. He spoke indeed not for his

disciples and that people, then on the moun-
tain, but for the Church of all ages, which
should afterwards investigate his words. But
even a hearer of that time, who should recall

to mind those words, which from their pro-

verbial form would cling tenaciously to the
memory, would well understand how they
were intended.

Verses 1, 2. It is in
4
consequence of the

evil-eye of the natural man, that he ever pre-
fers to apply the rule of right, which he per
fectly knows, to that which is without rather
than to that which is within, himself ; that
he seeks out and bemoans the sins of his
neighbor instead of thinking upon his own

;

and thus losing his charity towards his bro-
ther, loses also his humility and sincerity be-
fore God. Every one knows, and vindicates
for himself, what men should do to him : and so
far this beginning is internally connected with
the concluding word at ver. 12. Further, to
judge others and not ourselves, is the spirit of
Pharisaism as developed from this natural
principle of evil, the spirit of that misappre-
hension and misuse of God's law which the
Lord had before disclosed, and against which
his whole discourse, even in the second and
third contrasts, which only more fully removed
the mask from what was the Pharisee still,

had from the beginning been directed.* Read
Rom. ii. 1-3, 17-23. The Pharisee, himself at
heart a heathen, would yet condemn all the
world ; himself no better than a publican,
would yet uncharitably censure and cast from
him the poor people around him. And this

Pharisaism pursues the disciple of Christ, ad-
heres to him long, even as worldly care and
the worship of Mammon do. Therefore

:

Would ye be perfect, then put this utterly
away ! The very perception and experience
which the new man has of the evils of his old
heart brings with it a revived temptation and
tendency to such an evil : hence censorious
judging, as the usual transition-weakness of

the new-converted, breaks out now though it

may not have been manifested before.

In vers. 1, 2, then, as a maxim expressed in

general terms, the object of this censorious
judgment is the whole evil world without us,

from whom we feel ourselves to be separated
as the children of the kingdom ; but in ver. 3

there is a manifest restriction of the refer-

ence to our brethren in a narrower sense (to

whom in ver. 6 those who are without stand
opposed). For otherwise we should not hear
of motes in the eye, but of a more entire blind-

ness and wickedness.

That the Lord in this prohibition ofjudging
refers to a disposition and posture of the heart,

and not to the utterance of it as such (as pre-

viously in ch. v. 22), is obvious of itself,

especially since he has (in ch. vi.) penetrated

so deeply into the heart's sentiments. For
we are, as the witnesses and ambassadors of his

kingdom, to preach his truth, which condemns
the sin of the world—his Gospel, according to

which unbelievers stand condemned before

God. But it is one thing to testify as his

* Generally speaking, as Braune says, the judg-

ing others is the foul stain of social life. Hence
the otherwise innocent expression " jemanden bere-

den" (" to speak of one") has come to mean "to
speak ill of him." For the falseness of all men
(Rom. iii. 4) reveals itself, at the same time being

unchai itabhness, in their intercourse with one

another.
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tumble ministers the Lord's word in Mark xvi.

16, and altogether another thing to say pre-

sumptuously, yea even to think in our hearts :

This or that man is condemned, or to address to

him the direct appeal—Thou art condemned !

This is ever forbidden to us on the simple

ground that we can never say, as searchers of

the heart: Thou believest not, thou wilt

never believe, though the love of God by us

or by others may continue to strive with thee.

Sin itself Ave should term such, when we per-

ceive it and where it concerns us, as well for

our own sake as for the sake of others ; for the

Lord also requires of us, that we judge right-

eous judgment (John vii. 24), and the apostle

says: He that is spiritual judgeth all things

(1 Cor. ii. 15). But this dvaupiveiv or judg-

ing of is very different from that Harxapiv f.iv

or judging against, which belongs only to God
(Rom. xiv. 4). We, who are sinners and ex-

pect ourselves the judgment of God, may not

judge before the time, until the Lord come, who
will bring to light the hidden things of dark-

ness in us and all the world ( 1 Cor. iv. 5). Let
us only be ourselves doers of the law, the Law-
giver himself will be the judge, according to

his own supreme authority and righteous dis-

tribution (James iv. 11, 12, which is again

an inwardly and spiritually apprehended gen-

eral citation from the Sermon on the Mount).
What is then in itself, as the prohibition

stands in its literal severity, the judging that
is forbidden ? The Lord pre-supposes the cog-

nizance in our own minds of the sin which is

to be condemned, but it is his will that in all

the judgments which we pass upon it, we
should not condemn the individual for the in-

dividual's sake and as such, that is, that wo
should not regard and deal with our fellow-

men and brethren independently of'theforgiving

love of God, which is free for them as well as

for ourselves, so long as that goal is not
reached when he will say—Depart from me !

(ver. 23). Beware of men, beware of false

prophets, yea, of dogs and swine (ver. G) ; that
is judgment severe enough, and yet which in-

volves no judgment unto condemnation, out of

our own assumed authority, no rejection on
our part, as if we already were assessors with
him upon his judgment seat, and the final

separation were alrcad}r come. This sense of

his words our Lord himself has more fully ex-

plained in Luke vi., since there he adds as an
an epexegesis

—

Mi) xaradixd^ere, condemn
not ;* and then lays down the opposite

—

Fur-

give rather (dnoXvETF.) and give, that is, out
of the treasure of grace which is in your-
selves : and Luke in his epitome wisely puts
this in close connection with the preceding
—Be ye therefore merciful, as your Father
also is merciful ! For does not the Lord here

* Not, indeed, as a climax, according to Allord's

still more subtle distinction, who concludes that

HpivEiv in this passage of Matthew is by no
means fully equivalent (according to generally-re-

ceived opinion) to xaraxpivEiv, but that it is for-

bidden, in general, to form authoritative judgments
of others.

actually point back, though according to Mat-
thew he had said much else in the interval, to

ch. vi. 14, 15 and ch. v. 42-48? Is it not his

purpose to teach just here in all its fulness

that perfection of pure love which he had there

enjoined upon his disciples 1

That yi be not judged! as in ch. vi. 15. The
fundamental principle of this is here pre-sup-

posed: As ye have not been judged, as ye
have been forgiven, and as ye are ever being
forgiven. But in addition to this there is the

threatening of the withdrawal of the mercy
which had been received, as had been already
gently intimated at ch. v. 7, in the opposite

case (James ii. 13). Consequently the requital

here referred to signifies of course requital from
God ; although its type and beginning, the meas-

uring again on the part of man, is by no means
excluded, nay, rather, is used for the sake of

founding upon it a convincing warning. That
sinful man should requite upon his fellow man
the evil that he has done to him, is in itself

sin (ch. v. 38, 39) ; and yet this right of re-

taliation thus wickedly arrogated, is but the
utterance and reflection of that eternally valid

principle of justice which the Lord God has
given to those who are judges in his name,
and which he himself observes. So that he

who unrighteously judges another in his own
name must, when he is thus judged in return,

reflect in his conscience: This injustice of man
is only my due in the sight of God, and one
day he who has the right to do so, will thus
deal with me ! The maxim which the Lord
lays down in ver. 2, is a fundamental lata, so

universally recognized, so fully exhibited in

the perverted estate of the world, so well

known in man's natural conscience, that all

the heathen express it in the same way; it is

found variously laid down in the Old Testa-

ment, and even the Jewish Talmud, in other

respects the very perfection of perversion, has
retained it as an indelible proverb.* But
when our Lord takes it up, an dsays : 'Ev cp

xpij-ictri, kv gj juerpco, With Avhat kind of

judgment and measure—he gives us, in transi-

tion, to understand that we should indeed
judge with right judgment, and measure again
with the righteous measure of truth in the
spirit of love. For the xpiv ere, judge, which
is admitted in ver. 2, has manifestly another
and a wider meaning than that which is for-

bidden in ver. 1. Forgive, and ye shall be
forgiven : give, and it shall be given unto you.
Verses 3—5* This more specific figure of the

mote and beam the Lord found also ready prepar-
ed, as we see it in the Talmud in the form

of a Rabbinical ?$D or "oaraWe." He whose
T T *

word of truth gathered to itself all the antici-

patory, preparatory truth in the world and
especially among Israel—he, who in all things
came not to destroy but to fulfill, disdains not,

in his holy love and wisdom, to speak some-
times as a Rabbi what other rabbies had
spoken. He after their fashion constructs his

* Countless times we have TT1B DINE? m03
"6 p"HD m or the like.
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own parables and figures

—

new, intelligible to

the people, and taking fast hold of their minds.

This he could always have done, but he rather

condescends sometimes to use their unsavory

similitudes of beams in the eye, and camels

through the needle, in order that his word
may enter their minds, and direct the fools to

the yet extant remains of their own wisdom.

How does the great Teacher put to shame us

the under teachers, who must fain speak in

original, and elegant and characteristic words
of our own ! Yet the old becomes new in the

lips of our Lord, and the extant words of man
are replenished with a higher spirit. Thus
here the beholding a brother's eye derives a pro-

found meaning from its reference to what had
been said concerning the eye in ch. vi. 22, 23.

An entirely single eye has no mote, no beam
in it ; in the eye are to be sought the peculiar

faults both of the judged and of the judging

brother. The Lord reproves such beholding

another as is proved to be wicked and severe,

by the very fact that it does not see what
should first have been seen, personal evil in

self. (See Luke vi.) BXenEiv, to see, and noc-

ravoelv, to perceive, are used together with

their distinction. One sees without himself

the mote in the brother's eye, but marks not

the beam in himself, which lies nearer to him,

and is even to be felt. (Kocravoelv is to be

cognizant of, to observe accurately, rightly to

take account of.) A keen and critical eye for

the veriest mote, the slightest trifle, in the

brother's eye, where (which the Lord leaves

unmentioned) there may be no mote present

;

but the same eye, so keen in looking without
itself, is obtuse and insensible for self-scrutiny !

The gnat is strained at, the camel swallowed.

Is it not so '? Is it not made manifest that it is

so too often among brethren ? This is the

meaning of the convicting or, by which the

discourse passes from the principle to its ex-

hibition ; comp. the subsequent ver. 9. If it

were not so, how coiddst, how icouldst thou,

whom I now signify, and with whom it is

thus, proudly and imperiously and dictato-

rially say : Stand, and let me pull out the mote
out of thine eye ? I will do it and I can ; I

demand that thou submit obediently to me !

Why else is the appearance and language of

such assumption ? Yea, the beholding was al-

ready a blamable, unjustifiable thing: thou
shouldst first have cast thine eye inwards, and
beheld what thou in thy blindness hast overlook-

ed ; the beam is in thine own eye ! The definite

article is used in each case in connection with
mote and beam : the existence of the mote is

not denied—but what is the beam 1 Just what
thou now so actest ; thine incompetent, hasty,

uncharitable, assuming judgment is this beam.
Let this be well noted in opposition to that
superficial exposition which supposes that in

order to lie under the sentence of this saying,

one must have a great failing in himself, and
know himself to be guilty, in a higher de-

gree, of the sin which he condemns. Rather
the supposing that I am in this matter better

than thou, and therefore may bear myself re-

provingly towards you—is just what is here
termed a beam. The figure goes enormously
beyond actuality, but the Lord retains it, for

it suits excellently well the idea of proportion

which he designs to give.* In Luke vi. 39,

blindness is spoken of, and certainly a beam in

the eye makes blind. Rut if the blind man
will yet lead others, and will keenly think to

search out motes, then is he more than blind

(John ix. 41). Hence: Thou hypocrite I This

is cast into the face of the disciples, much
more severely than in ch. vi., where it only

stood—Re ye not as the hypocrites ! The dis-

ciple of Christ, so far as he is in this sad state,

again becomes a true Pharisee. The itpdizov,

first, in part reminds us of that great itpdorov

in ch. vi. 33. First become thjrself righteous

before God, stand thyself sincere and lowly
before the judgment-seat of God (Sir. xviii.

19; Gal. vi. 3, 4). Art thou so well able to

pull out little motes, use thy skill upon thine

own greater ones ! Rut it may be said, in

what sense can our Lord ascribe to us the puri-

fying our own eye 1 We answer, that he is

not here speaking to the merely natural man,
but to his disciple, who, as such", has the re-

quisite grace, though' he will not use and seek

its increase. It is no other than if He should

say : Let me pull out, first, the beam out of

thine own eye !

Kai tote—and then comes the time to dis-

charge the brotherly duty of rebuke for amend-
ment. That duty is imposed bj" love, only that

it may be effected in love, with spiritual author-

ity, yet in the spirit of meekness, so that he
who has been overtaken in a fault, may truly

be restored (Gal. vi. 1). Now comes out first

the deep and hidden significance of the figure

that has been used. As the beam in the eye
is found in the internal sight and direction of

the heart, not in this or the other manifest

vice ; so also we should there seek out and find

the motes and beams of our brethren. Seneca

(De vii. beat. c. 27) addresses the censorious

thus :
" Papulas observatis alienas, obsiti ulce-

ribus," You observe others'
1 pimples, yourselves

covered with ulcers. This is directed to the

outward appearance, though well intended

:

but the disciple of Christ must not, in his

neighbor's case, and especially in his brother's,

* Braune :
" Mote aud beam, are of one matter

and of one kind ; the one is not a precious metal

:

the only distinction lies in the greatness." That is,

not that the censor has the same fault greater in

himself, but, first of all, he has only such acuteness

in detecting the failing of another, because he

knows it well from the monition and sting of his

own conscience; and then, again, it becomes to

him a greater fault, a beam, inasmuch as he " would
appease his own conscience by censorious judg-

ment, and repel the word of God, which comes to

his own heart, as the cold rock gives back the

echo." Alford further observes upon men's false

estimate, who would discover in others beams only,

in themselves only motes. Daub, again, different-

ly :
" The perception of a mote is rendered more

acute by the feeling of a beam " {Judas Jsch. ii.

349).
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look at the external countenance, mien, and
appearance, at the movement of hand or

foot, and applying the standard of his own
deportment, pass judgment upon his brother

lor differing from himself—dictatorially say-

ing : This man acts thus, and consequently his

heart must be evil, acts differently from me,

he must be wrong ; for the outward appearance
deceives, and there is much variety of manner,
as there is much variet}' of circumstance, to

be considered in judging of the actions of men.
Look with a single e}re into thy brothers eye,

that is in a brotherly spirit, and if thou canst

not but see a mote there, help him from it !

Here our Lord's commandment (Matt, xviii.

15) out of the Law of Moses (Lev. xix. 17), is

placed in its true light. Tore, then—all before

this is also before the time, before the Lord's

coming in judgment to thyself. But tote
SiafiXeipeii, then shall thou see clearly, not pro-

perly speaking, as a command, but as a permis-

sion, as is sufficiently obvious ; a permission,

however, further accompanied by promise : So
wilt thou, with purified eye, see clearly and
rightly how the matter is. {dyx., in composi-
tion, literally through, is intensitive, but not
in the sense of an artificial carrying out of

the figure, such as Bengel's :
" Thou wilt see

through, after the removal of the beam that
intercepts." But see what ? Merely the
mote ? But the true discernment and wisdom
lie not in that, though many seem to think so,

and consequently lay more stress upon the
saying—Let me pull out ! than upon the actual

pulling out itself. And yet this latter is the
main concern. Luther's interpretation, seiz-

ing the spirit in the letter has it : Look, how
thou pullest it out ! For the kKfiaXtlv or
citing out the beam, the thing successfully,

tenderly, and prudently accomplished, is now
the real object of the SiafjXeneiv or seeing

clearly, as previously ro xdptpoi, the mote, was
simply of the (iXiittiv or seeing. He who lives

by the grace of God in the continual exercise

of self-judgment, he who has retired from the
footstool of mercy, delivered from the old and
evi' beam, knows well how tender an opera-
tion such purification of the inner eye is ; and
it must be attempted by man with such ex-
quisite delicacy that the diseased brother,

marking the hand of God, may submit with-
out any command of thine ; that thus the evil

may not be increased by unskillfulness on thy
part and opposition on his, for the one, alas!

provokes the other. Begin not at once with
that saying ; the surgeon only does this when
he is obliged : help thy brother rather, if pos-

sible, from his mote in such a manner that he
may not discern thy hand and will ; say to him
afterwards what thou hast to say, or not at

all. But if without thy bidding him, he will

not submit, take good heed, that in thy bid-

ding no little mote of pride may glance upon
him from thine eye, but the pure light of love

beaming upon him from a brother humble be-

fore God. Is not this certainly the highest

and severest test of the spirit of a disciple,

only to be demanded within the narrow circle

of brotherly fellowship ? If the children ol

God thus acted always in relation to one
another, the motes and beams would finally

be all for ever done away.

With this the transition is made to the

other main property of that charity which
would compassionately save the world and the

brethren from their sin ; to that wisdom, which
accompanies humility. But on that account

the mirror is held up to the disciples in their

relation to those that are without (Eph. v.

15; Matt. x. 1G). Within the circle of the

disciples themselves friendly correction takes

place according to and in connection with a

thorough judgment of ourselves ; in our inter-

course with the* wicked world, however, the

opposite test is brought in as to whether we
can also keep silence, or can speak, exhort and
rebuke under proper restraints, according to

and in connection with a true perception of sus-

ceptibility in others and calling in ourselves.

Then follows, again, a severe prohibition of

the contrary, exhibited in most mischievous

and striking examples.

Verse 6. Bengel says quite correctly: " Here
comes in the other extreme "—but this obser-

vation must be more strictly defined. The
Lord here turns from the brethren, in exhort-

ing whom, the more lovingty it is done the

more effectual it is, to the dogs and swine,

who only repel the mild words of love. These
are to be first rebuked and disciplined to re-

pentance, by those who are called and quali-

fied from above so to do ; and the Gospel is

not to be directly thrust upon their accept-

ance. To do this by misapplied and inappro-

priate preaching of it, is the general error of

the newly converted, inclined as they are to a

too easy and unwise proclamation of it to all

the world. It is by no means contrary to hu-

mility, but only righteous judgment, when we
discern how evil the state of mind of the

wicked is, and regulate our deportment to-

wards them accordingly. There are to be
found dogs and sioine among men ; this is the

Lord's own assurance even in the midst of his

gracious preaching ; and he gives us his in-

junction to mark them and distinguish them,
between the warning against censorious judg-

ment and the encouragement to prayer. Dogs
in the East are not esteemed as they are

among us, they belong with swine to the un-

clean and contemned animals (2 Peter ii. 22).

It was a proverbial way of speaking among
the Israelites (and is now among the Turks),

that those who are without are dogs ; and this

is referred to its right meaning in the New
Testament (Matt. xv. 26 ; Phil. iii. 2 ; and,

finally, Rev. xxii. 15). Thus the sense is:

Such as in their present condition are unsus-

ceptible of good influence, grossly sensual,

proudly contradicting sinners. What then is

meant by that which is holy, and which is not
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to be given, nay. not to be offered to such peo-

ple, remaining in such a state? It is essen-

tially explained by the opposite: Give that

which is holy to the holy, or at least to those

who acknowledge its holiness, and accept it as

such. But this apparently abstract expres-

sion must also have here a sensible founda-

tion, which will make it appropriate to the

figure; just as the holy flesh of the offering

(Hag. ii. 12 ; Jer. xi. 15), was not to be cast

to the dogs, but to them was to be thrown
that which was carrion, or torn of wild beasts

(Exod. xxii. 31).* The saying blends pro-

foundly the figure and its signification : hence

pearls are introduced, with a latent allusion

—

These are not acorns for the touch of swine.

The holy thing is God's, and that it may not

be desecrated, preserve it from the profane

!

But it has become also our treasure and prop-

erty ; hence it is added in the second place,

your pearls, partly in the same sense as ch.

xiii. 45, 46, partly with a specific design in

the plural form. So act for the sake of God's

honor that the holy things may not be des-

pised ; take care that your treasure and the

good that is in you be not evil spoken of (Rom.
xiv. 16), for your own sakes ; exhibit your
special experiences, the precious things of

your inner life, before God, and not before

such people as understand no more about
them than swine do about pearls. This warn-
ing of our Lord thus condemns many things in

one word, with an advancing meaning and
heightening application. It forbids, first of

all, the imprudent, unprofitable, yea, injuri-

ous preaching of the Gospel, where the law and
its discipline are first required ; it further

goes on to condemn all reckless pouring out of

the secrets of the life of grace before the
world, without discriminating reference to

time and place, with all unseasonable rela-

tions of conversion, and confessions, and ex-

periences, and colloquies of the devout. The
latter, however, is less referred to since it is

the practice of the hypocrites, with whom the

preceding

—

Thou hypocrites ! already connected
them. This vilest mockery of devotion our
Lord leaves unmentioned, just as before the

seeing of motes not existing : he pre-sup-

posed, there, the presence of the mote, and
here that they are our own pearls which are

in our hands.t But he warns against that
thoughtlessness, which is rebuked by its con-

sequences ; the evil that is done itself crying
out—Fool, thou shouldst have thought that
this was not appropriate here ! He tells us

this, in his wisdom, in order to anticipate and
prevent the evil.

* Alford reminds us of the primitive Christian

u>e of the expression to. ayioc to denote the ele-

ments of the Eucharist.

f Lange's interpretation of the hypocrites, who
thus desecrated the good things of the Church in

their dealing with them (iii. 85), is a more widely

extended application, true enough in itself. The
Lord, however, speaks to his own actual disciples,

when he says : Ye shall not do in like manner, as

the Pharisees ! ye with your pearls

'

A wise man's heart discerneth both time and
judgment (Eccles. viii. 5), and doth not in-

struct a fool, when his incorrigible folly re-

fuses instruction (Ecclus. xxii. 5--7 ; Prov. ix.

7, 8). Many of the children of the world
remain altogether thus till their hour comes,
many at least are such at times. Who would
preach the Gospel to a drunken man, or make
the gentle appeal to a man raging with the
frenzy of wrath, and ask him to be reconciled

to God? There is much that is analogous to

this, albeit in cases not equally monstrous,
and the spirit of wisdom must decide them as

they occur. The mournful results show us
that there are more dogs and swine than we
had supposed, and this should ever teach us
the lesson of prudence. The figure has been
further interpreted as if the swine more partic-

ularly trod thoughtlessly the precious thing
under their feet ; the dogs, on the contrary,

turn again and rend us. In this case the
former would be the worse ; but the latter

would indicate, as all opposition does, that
there was some understanding of the thing
rejected. Btit in 2 Peter ii. 22, the dogs are

regarded as unclean inwardly, the swine as

outwardly unclean ; a distinction which the

Lord does not make.* In the concluding sen-

tence he adheres only to the swine and the
pearls (as the avrovi referring to juapya-
pirai shows), and his twofold saying con-

cerning trampling under foot, and rending
(for the swine may be as ferocious as a dog)

contains something much more important for

the meaning of the whole—They despise and
destroy both the precious gift and the well-in-

tentioned imprudent giver. Ye have then need-

lessly handed over the holy thing to prostitu-

tion, and exposed yourselves to mockery and
persecution ! Finally in the 6rpacpevTES, turn

again, which is certainly not the mere finish

of the figure, lies the inmost point of the dis-

course. They would have remained at rest,

had you left them alone ; but you have pro-

voked them to sin against God and man, ye
have through imprudence multiplied offences,

whereas they ought to have either been si-

lently tolerated, or more wisely attacked.

This word of our Lord therefore puts, as it

were, a limiting restraint upon the universal

zeal of our charity, which would without
further condition be disposed to let the sun
of grace and truth shine upon all the evil ; so

that it is also a limitation of the law given in

ch. v. 48. It is not for us, indeed, to do as

men, what God in Christ has done. Luther,

in answer to the warning—Give not that

which is holy unto the dogs ! cries out Atque,

O Domine, jam habent! (But, Lord, they now
have it). And Zinzendorf thinks that the

Father in heaven has himself given that which
is holy to the dogs, and cast his pearls before

swine, in surrendering his beloved Son into

the hands of sinners. That is true, but hence

* That the dogs (according to Lange) signified

the " untrustworthily servile," is quite opposed tc

ike fidelity universally imputed to them.
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came the world's redemption, and the sancti-

fication of the Father's name through the

determinate counsel of the highest wisdom.
Therefore says also the Lord—who exposed
his own silent meekness to the contempt of

the soldiers and his bitter cry to the scorn of

the bands of the wicked

—

Ye shall not do
thus, for ye are not saviours of the world. But
though in a certain sense the children of

the world are dogs and swine, yet no man is

to be given up by us, and cast out as repro-

bate ; and it is, indeed, clear that they who
sometimes fall under the application of this

prohibition, yet may have the holy things

offered them through the grace of God, and
that we may be required to offer it to them,
we who are never directed, in unconditional

rejection of any fellow sinner, to retain our

pearls merely for ourselves. Thus this prohi-

bition touches rather the time and manner,
than the testimony of the truth itself, which
we are ever bound by obligation to all men to

utter; the emphasis lies upon the inconsid-

erate, indiscriminate giving and casting about

of these treasures, in such manner as itself to

hinder their being accepted. But wherever
we find susceptibility, our duty is to utter the—" Peace be to this house !" (Matt. x. ; Luke
x.). And at all times should we speak God's
word, as sinners are able to hear it (Mark iv.

33); yea, our enforced silence bears in it a con-

cealed love and mercjr
, of which in due time

they may become sensible. That Pharisaical

perversion of this word, which makes hypo-
crites keep the holy things so entirely holy

and hidden, that there is no place in the

wicked world, as they term it, and no time
found for offering them, to any, was at the ut-

most distance from our Lord's thoughts.

Have we been cast down by this paragraph
(vers. 1-G), and driven almost to the anxious

question : How shall we poor Christians attain

such perfect humility and prudent love, as to

hit the precise and narrow way between the

evil judging on the right and the squandering
of blessings on the left, among our fellow-

disciples and in the evil world ; how may we,
without exalting ourselves over our brethren,

yet put them right, and while not provoking
the dogs and the swine, yet take all stumbling

blocks out of their way ? The Lord answers
the question with his never failing grace, and
calls upon his disciples once more to pray, to

petition ! This is the open way to the goal of

perfection, unbelief and lethargy in prayer are

the one only secret of our unperfectness. This

gives a supplementary illustration of the sense

and meaning of the prayer (ch. vi. 9-13) ; this

gives the beginning of the discourse (ch. v. 3-

6) its full explanation, and brings out in its

clearest expression what was intimated there.

Persevering prayer will assuredly conduct every
one who has begun in sincerity, through this

way of earnestness, to perfect righteousness

and wisdom.* Fiut, there is a general prom-

* This is the profound connection here, and it is

the only one. Alfoid exhibits in a very strange

ise, which follows in strong contrast with the

rigorous law, vers. 7, 8 (and, indeed, ver. 7

is requirement with promise, ver. 8 conversely

is promise under the condition of the asking

which is enjoined). Upon this we have, once

more (just as vers. 3-5 followed upon vers. 1,

2) a convincing analogy, which pointing to our

own love even ichile evil, by the highest possible

elevation of the argument forbids us to doubt
the all-perfect Father's willingness to give,

vers. 9-11. Who among you repels his asking

child? How much more will the Father in

heaven hear prayer I There is much that might
be preached to the heart from this word of our

Lord, so transparently clear in its overflowing

grace and condescension, but there is little

room for exposition to the understanding
We might, indeed, have said no more upon it.

but that there is much misunderstanding which
needs to be rectified, and the profound mean-
ing of every one of the plainest sayings of the

eternal Word in this so entirely human dis-

course requires to be pointed out.

Verse 7. Most sublime is the simplicity

of this repeated

—

Ask (not like James i. 8).

Whom we are to ask is self-understood—him,

who knoweth all that we have need of (ch.

vi. 32. 8). The Father in heaven is first men-
tioned at ver. 11. Neither do we hear at once

for what we are to ask; that being obvious in

itself—for the grace needful for righteousness,

for the good gifts of the Holy Spirit (Luke xi.

13), that we may attain to this humble and
prudent and sincere love. This great utterance

was not given in the foregoing chapter, where
the discourse was of earthly need, but was re-

served for this place. It is understood, more-
over, that having now received it, we may
apply it in all its universality* (as Mark. xi. 24)

with every other reference besides that which it

has especially here ; as for instance, in the case

which we have before us, when we pray for

those wicked men (ver. C), to whom we are not

able to give more than our prayer. The Lord
gives a threefold encouragement and promise

:

there is the one general strong assurance first,

and in the subsequent seeking and knocking

there is no heterogeneous element introduced

(as seeking in the Scriptures, &c), for the
similitude that follows unites them all in ask-

ing simply. The three expressions refer less

to three distinct apprehensions of our general

need (although that has its truth*), than to

an advancing, persevering asking, which makes

way : that we should not be terrified as if God
would keep back from us in our impurity and un-

worthiness his holy things, but should ask in full

assurance.

* Menken : Ask what ye need and have not

;

seek that which is lost and hidden; knock, ye
that are without. This last is scarcely expressed

aright, for so viewed it should have been placed

first. Somewhat better is that of th« Beuggener
Monatsblatt : He who has not should ask ; he who
has had, but has lost again, should seek; he to

whom the way out or in is shut up, should knock.
But seeking (ch. vi. 33) does not signify just what
haa been lost again.
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it a labor, to the process of the internal wrest-

ling (comp. Psa. xxvii. 4, t6xK> and #j5»3K).

The seeking points back to the ZrjTelv of ch.

VI. 33, and reminds us of that fundamental

promise to Israel : Then shall ye find me, when
ye seek me with all your hearts (Deut. iv. 29).

The discourse has all its significance in the

seeking generally, in the seeking again of the

highest good which was lost (as Lange says) :

as to the opening to those who knock, who
seeking already have come nigh, we have it

fully disclosed afterwards at ver. 14 ; and it is

the appointed gate of life, the entrance into

the kingdom of heaven, the strait gate that is

referred to. Our Lord's teaching knows noth-

ing of that Quietestic abandonment and still-

ness which finds rest in God before the time,

without asking and seeking, as having already

entered and no more needing to knock ; the

injunction to ask goes forth over all the way
of life, unrelaxed and unceasing prayer is itself

alone the way to that high end. The promise

stands fast : Ask, and it shall be given you

—

though it be first but the impulse and power
to inward seeking I Seek and ye shall find—
first, it may be, only the strait gate to knock
at!

Verse 8 seems to be a repetition, but adds
much to the strength. The itaS, every one, is

designed to encounter the specific unbelief, by
which men may except themselves and their

own present prayer. It leads further to the

following similitude, inasmuch as that is made
to concern all men, even the wicked. Hence
in Luke xi., it is placed between two parables,

showing how importunate petition, and the
prayer of children, avail with men. It is very

needful that men should be exhorted to give

to those who ask (ch. v. 42) ; they do not

always do this ; but in most cases the defect

lies rather in the lack of persevering urgency
in the asking. " Asking wins " is in things

generally a proverb of encouragement to per-

sist even among the children of men.
Verses 9—11. Or, is it not so 1 Is not

that true 1 The same turn to the discourse as

in ver. 4. Alas ! proud men are not disposed

to ask and ask much, in the full sense of what
we mean by asking ; but children, at least,

feel not thus, the renvoi of ver. 11, they ask.

What man is there among you, who would not
give to his son (or daughter) who asks him ?

that is, if there be such, he is not to be called

man. With special graciousness does the Lord
work out the moving similitude, but there is

not a touch or a word, that is merely pictorial

and without its spiritual meaning. Bread and
fish are taken from the Galilean manner of

life (Mark viii. 6, 7 ; John xxi. 9). The bread is

unconditionally necessary for their hunger, the
fish is the additional good which the children's

confidence asks. (In Luke's repetition of this,

ch. xi., the children venture to go further, and
would have an egg, as it were for gratifica-

tion.) Will the father, instead of bread, reach

&ut (l7tiSoodet, give away) a useless stone, sim-
ilar in appearance but uneatable, or the ser-

pent, resembling the fish, but hurtful ? (Yet
stronger in Luke—Instead of an egg, a scor-

pion !) What man would thus bitterly and
unfeelingly mock his asking children? Thus
ye know how to give good gifts unto your
children ; oi'Sare, equivalent to—You have
learned it from the instinct and impulse of

nature, implanted in you by God; ye are able

thus to treat them, comp. Phil. iv. 12. The
ostrich, which is hardened against her young
ones, as though they were not hers, is also

without the wisdom of animal instinct (Job
xxxix. 1G, 17). There is more, however, in

this, inasmuch as it contains the transition of

the reference to God: Ye know how to dis-

tinguish good and evil for your children, so

that you freely give, and indeed only good,

gifts, which only are truly gifts—how much
more your Father in heaven ! This has a

deeper significance than might first appear.

The not hearing, and not giving, might at first

have seemed to be analogous to the offering

stones and serpents ; but now the wisdom of
God's love does not always give that which is

asked, for his foolish children often ask, in

matters pertaining to the soul, what would be
only the stone and the serpent—and should
the Father answer such prayers ? He no
more does this than a father upon earth

would in such a case, which is lightly hinted.

He gives us always dyaSci, good tilings, the

true bread of the soul, the only wholesome
food to accompany it ; and were it to assume
a form of scantiness, this must be steadfastly

believed. He gives to them that ask him ! not
merely the words which would have corres-

ponded

—

to his children, or to you ; for his Fa-
ther-love extends so far, that every one who
prays to him is by that circumstance as a child

in his regard. Consequently, from this there

arises the great conclusion, the strong argu-

ment and assurance : He who thus gives, is

your Father, and if ye ask him, shall it be in

vain?
But the inconceivably important i5//£?S ito-

vijpoi ovzsi, you being evil, comes into strong

contrast with this address to the disciples as

distinguished from others. The praying chil-

dren of God are, as to their nature, placed

among the av^pwnoi or men generally, and,

in the midst of his most affectionate tender-

ness, he testifies to them, that they are in

themselves evil and niggardly (for good is com-

municative), and thus that all natural goodness

and love are only the contradiction which an
equivocal instinct makes to the corruption of

our ruined nature—and not genuine and pure

love. Thus, as was before said, our own evil

love (which in children loves only our own
flesh and blood), is merely a figure, which
through the antithesis of Tto6cp /idWor, hoio

much more, points to the pure love of God.
Was it possible to bind together the testi-

mony to God's mercy and the essential testi-

mony to our own utter corruption, more ex-

pressly and emphatically than is here done 1

Thus does the Most Blessed, with all his

grace, yet speak concerning us men, concern-
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ing our human father-and-mother love ! This
word cuts deep and inexorably into all the
beautiful soft sentimentality which talks

about " good men ; " yea. this word appears

to me the most rigorous dictum probaus in all

Scripture,* for original sin ; and, at the same
time, one of the strongest testimonies to the
superhuman dignity of our Lord, who, except-
ing himself from the whole race, can say to all

mankind : Ye being evil ! (John viii. 23, 24).

From this point let a general view be taken
of the manner in which the person of the
" Preacher on the Mount " exhibits itself and
bears its own witness, in ever increasing ma-
jesty throughout the whole discourse, so that
all that the Lord afterwards uttered concern-

ing himself (Matt xi. 27, 28), and all that

John has recorded from his lips, seems al-

ready involved and asserted in till.- sermon.
Its first words distribute blessedness, impart
the kingdom of heaven. Who is he, that hath
such authority? He says in ch. v. 11

—

For
my sake, as quite one with

—

For righteousness"
1

sake. He calls his disciples the. light of the

world, the salt of the earth—what must he be,

their Lord and Master! He begins in ver. 10

the oft-recurring : Your Father in heaven
;

but he avoids, here as well as throughout all

his discourses in the Gospels, placing himself

by any—"Our" in conjunction with them,
before the Father. It is only—Pray ye—Our
Father ! He remains the only One who can,

by his own high authority, give them this

command. He is come, to fulfill all things
;

he utters his testimony as no prophet had
ever done

—

Verily, I say unto you ; he knows
what will take place till heaven and earth
pass away, who shall enter the kingdom and
who shall not, who shall be called great or
small therein ; he opposes his own

—

But I say
unto you, to every other saying ; he knows the
entrances to hell, and the laws of the everlast-

ing prison house ; he lajrs down requirements
which enter the heart, and go far beyond
man's ability whether to do or to bear, while
he gives corresponding promises of grace from
his Father in heaven, which embrace the
whole heart and the whole life, all time and
all eternity. He gives (ch. vii. 7) full assur-

ance of the answer of every prayer ; remains,
while among men in most gracious condescen-
sion alone, above, and apart from the whole of
humanity, being evil ; testifies, as if he saw at
one glance the whole of mankind as viewed
by God, how many are in the way of perdition,

* And, indeed, as a matter of pre-supposition,
and not now to be first asserted and maintained!
(Coinp. 1 Kings viii. 4<i.) The same who were
before directed to say Our Father, are in them-
selves evil children, though themselves fathers.

Clirysost'im in vain denies, that the Lord speaks
this as SiaficxXXcov rijv a.v^pwitivr]v cpvdiv,
uoiuiSyOav to yevoS, accusing human nature, depre-

ciating the race and in vain would merely under
stand it of the dvnSiadroXr/ riji dya^orTjroi,
interval in point of goodness, between us and God :

for itovrjftoi, evil, admits of no d^oc^orr/i, good-

MH , at all.

how few are in the way of salvation. He arr

rogates, finally, to himself the right to receive

the name of Lord from men, and presents him-
self as the judge of all the world, at last ; who
will at that day utter the words of final decis-

ion for eternity, even as he now utters his

present words that, hearing and doing them,

men may not fall into fearful, irreparable ruin.

ye Rationalists, who take so much com-
placency in the morality of the Sermon on
the Mount, hear and appreciate its dogmatic
teaching too

!

Or will ye have nothing but its pure ethics ?

Then here you have it at once in nuce (ver.

12). It appears a very simple saying, and 3^et

the Lord cries : This is the Law and the Prophets!

But the same Lord requires also hearing and
doing for this his so ethical, so intelligible

sajnng. Be it so

—

do ye it in very deed 1 O
beware, ye false prophets, of the false prophet

in your own evil hearts, of the arch-liar, who
beguiles you into the deluding supposition

that you do this, that yem can do it—with-

out Christ, without the righteousness of God,
which comes through faith in Jesus Christ, as

it was before testified by the Law and the

Prophets. The Lord places this great require-

ment, so well understood by all, yet only

through him by any to be fulfilled, between
that one word

—

Ye men being evil, and that

other—Here is the strait gate, the narrow way :

it is here that asking, seeking, knocking avails.

This is, as we may see, the distinctive and
comprehensive final expression of the law of

Christ, which perfect love imposes upon us, who
even in our love are evil (in our love as parents,

ver. 11, as brothers, and as enemies, ch. v. 46,

47) ; but onl}r through the life-giving grace

which is both promised and imparted. This

is the concluding requirement at the close of

the whole great section of the requirements:

Walk in this way towards this end, the only way,
narrow but sure ! The goal is contained in

ver. 12, the way thereto in ver. 13, 14. The
Lord here lays down in the simplest manner
the sidistauce* of the law of perfectness in re-

gard to our neighbor ; for it is only another
expression of the Mosaic command—to love

thy neighbor as thyself-—passing from the love

itself to the confirmation and approval of it

in deed. It embraces in one the whole second
table of the decalogue (as that from which all

the rest proceeded, ch. v. 21); in the same
manner ch. vi. 33 embraces the first table

;

and ch. v. 48, both in their central unity. It

is uttered with respect to the outer and the
inner life (for, as we saw in ch. vi. 1, the Lord
accounts no doing of the law as genuine but
that which is internal), for the greatest and
the slightest cases in which the general law

* The particle ovv, therefore, on which much ex-

position has been expended, is just the indication

of the result of all, summing up what had gone
before. In this sense it does not merely connect

the sentence which it begins with the immediately

preceding, but takes a sweeping retrospect of the

whole.
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becomes a specific commandment. It refers

to our own self-loving sense of duty, in which
that which is most difficult to do is yet easily

seen to be right. It is the expression of the

third fundamental law, which points us, and
urges us to that self-denial which can only be

attained through the grace of God, to the de-

liverance from that internal, deep-rooted self-

contradiction of evil human nature which would
desire from others what to others we deny. (See

Lev. xix. 18, in its connection with this.) And
it is just at this point that the great—Enter

yo in ! (ver. 13), is attached, embracing the

promise of the opening of the gate, nay, the

assurance that it is already opened. And im-

mediately upon this, as the ground of that

solemn and simple sentence which had just

been uttered
;
for there is no other gate, no

other way, all beside this is the broad way
that leadeth to the wide gate of destruction !

(vers. 13, 14). This immediately paves the

way to the remaining third main division of

the Sermon, which draws the final limits

between the good and the bad, setting forth

the great tests and separation at the end of

all.

Verse 12. Is this any thing new, to teach

which, as a higher and more perfect morality,

the Lord must come down from heaven 1 By
no means, rather is it the primitive command-
ment, extant among all nations, by which
every man who sincerely looks within his own
soul, must utter his own condemnation. It is

found in the Talmud : for example Rabbi
Hillel thus speaks to one who would become
a proselyte :

" Whatsoever is hateful to thy-

self, that do not to thy neighbor: in this is

the whole law, all else only comes oat of this.

Go and be perfect." We find it in Sirach : Noei
ra rov TtXr/diov in deavrov xai kid itecvvi

itpciy/tari dtocvoov, "Judge of thy neighbor

by thyself, and be discreet in every point"
(Ecclus. xxxi. 15), and in Tobit: "O juidc7S

HtjSevl KoirfdyS, " Do that to no man, which
thou hatest (ch. iv. 15). In Isocrates Ave find:

*A 7fddxovrEi vcp eripoov opyi^Ed^E, ravta
rots aXXoiS j.u) TtoislTe , " Whatever things you
are angry at experiencing from others, these

do not to the rest of men ! " But the tenden-
cy of our selfishness to extract the keen sever-
ity from the testimony which it is constrained
to bear against itself, is betrayed in this, that
in nearly all cases the negative only is seized

:

What thou wouldst not have thyself, do not
thou to thy neighbor ! The Lord on the con-
trary fetches it up from the depths of conj

science as an inexorably positive demand :

" Whatsoever ye would that men should do to
you, do ye also to them"—as unlimited a re-

quirement, therefore, as the will and the de-
sire of self-love itself. We said rightly: our
own self-loving feeling of duty—although this

is just as much a contradiclio in adjecto, as

our own love, being evil, in ver. 11 was. It is,

as it were, the theoretical and practical side
of that self-contradiction, which is our natural
condition. With strict propriety has Luther
said :

" Here Christ lays the Bible upon thino

own bosom, and so clearly, moreover, that
thou needest no gloss." But to how many lim-

iting, apologetic glosses and imaginations hast

natural conscience resorted, to silence, in un-
righteousness and self-delusion, the great
accusing gloss : I am not thus ! I cannot do
this I Selfishness perverts the relation between
me and my neighbor, so that, notwithstanding
all, the most-loved I conies before and comes
after my neighbor, and remains above him.
Why am I to do good to my neighbor ? That
he may do mo good in return—this clings to

the evil heart. So runs the common proverb :

First comes myself, then my neighbor, then
myself again—or more plainly: By my neigh-

bor I mean only myself. The Lord refers not
to this perversion, but to the great truth that

lies at its foundation. He goes back to the
Mosaic SjtoS* as thyself, in unconditional equali-

ty without any before and after ; confirm-

ed as it was by an nirp ,JX, " I am Jehovah, 1 '

for in the sight of God no self of the creature

can have place.

The Lord's meaning is not that which a

superficial misapprehension of his keenly pene-

trating rule would make it—as if he only

spoke " of the external, material, obvious

actions of life," and consequentl}1- " had not in

his purpose to set up a principle of morality "

(Neander). The Lord, in all that he lays down,
will be understood according to the internal

principle, and never gives " external tests,

merely, of character and life." He neither

acknowledges nor alludes to any other act

than that which is truly such, springing from
the heart. It is his aim, that the conscious-

ness of equality and of mutual need (as Braune
better says, though without fully reaching its

depth of meaning) should exhort and urge us

to the practical lave of our neighbor.

In this itccvTci oda av , whatever, is included

and summed up with most significant definite-

ness every individual case that could prompt
the question : What is here my duty to my
neighbor? It is this—Let the relative posi-

tion be changed, conceive thyself in his place,

and he in thine ! That fellow-feeling and sym-
pathy which naturally is excited by the sight

ofanother's sorrow, which may be almost called

the conscience of our physical nature, will

show me the way, since it makes me feel as if I

were in his place. Then do to him, what thou

wouldst desire him to do to you, were. you
in his case ! But who is there that does not

stand mid-way, instead of going the whole way
and entering through the door

—

who doeth tli is ?

Who doeth it before God, as the genuine and

true acting of love, which would do no ill to

his neighbor, nay, not by the omission of any
good that he might and ought to render him ?

He who thus loves, has fulfilled the Law, the

whole Law, for the fulfillment of the second

table is only possible through the fulfillment

of the first—who can love independently o\

the love of God ? The commandment requires

love out of a pure heart ; a pure heart omies
only through a good conscience, and a good
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conscience through a faith unfeigned—in the

fulfilling grace of the great Fulhller in us (1

Tim. i. 5). Hence the Lord does not merely
say : This is the Laic (of both tables)—but in

addition: and the Prophets! In the same sense,

that is, as ch. xxii. 40. For he means to tell

us that all the preparatory, prophetic Scrip-

ture which pointed to him who was to come,
took its rise from the requirement of the Law,
and is one with it : he refers back to ch. v.

17, and all which that word disclosed to us

;

his design is that we should now at the close

connect with it the beginning and understand :

This is the Law and the Prophets, to fulfill

which in your righteousness, I am come.

Verses 13, 14. By a false disposition these

verses are generally placed at the beginning
of the subsequent paragraph ; whereas they
only form a transition to it, and are in them-
selves most distinctively a conclusion., which
plainly enough refers to the parallel conclu-

sion of the first division (ch. v. 20). Now is

that righteousness, which must be better than
the Pharisees', exhibited ; now it is said, Re-
ceive it, that is, Seek for it in prayer with full

earnestness of spirit, and thus enter into the

kingdom of heaven ! Through the strait gate ?

Yes verily, for your knowing all that is in ver.

12 will avail nothing ; that I point it out to you
and teach you, will avail nothing: but your own
prayer and your own laying hold must proceed
from self-denial to self-denial, until the whole
of perfect righteousness is established within
you.
How then are the way and the gate related

to each other in the following discourse ? The
late Von Meyer thought this an idle question,

inasmuch as the figures are here not connected
with each other, but parallel : I cannot, how-
ever, agree with him. It is an error all but
universal to understand the Lord, because the
6trait gate emphatically stands first, as having
placed a strait gale of conversion, or however
else it may be expressed, to be pressed

through before the way is entered on. Thus
do most preachers apply the spirit of the text.

But this entirely contradicts the simple char-

acter of the figure, the connection of the whole
sermon, and much other illustration of the

Lord's own meaning ? Doois lead not to

ways* but a way leads to the gate of the

town or the house whither I would go : when
I reach the gate I am at the end of the way.f
If I have entered through the gate, my point

is gained definitely, I am either in security,

peace, and joy, or—in the prison of eternal

* As we see it figured, unnaturally enough, in

old books of devotion.

T Thus quite appropriately in the passage of

Cebes (quoted also by Olshausen) : Gvpav rivri

uiHpdv koll 686v ziva itpo rfjS SvpaS,
" Some little gate and a road before the gate."

Lange's reason for placing the gate first, that the

fundamental idea is that of a departure from a city,

of decision in the choice of the riant way. is quite

opposed to the letter of the text, which lather

speaks of an entrance, and of a way leading to this.

ruin. The narrow way is that which, the

whole sermon has pointed out, the gate or the

door (for tcvXj; is a general expression, which
includes, as here, the widest gate and the

straitest postern) is no other than the entrance

into the kingdom of heaven, which as the close

and crown of all their struggles and endeavors,

is thrown open to those who knock ; see vers.

7, 21 ; ch. v. 20. Thus does the Lord explain

himself (Luke xiii. 24, 25). So also he speaks
again of the needle's eye (Matt. xix. 24). In
the preliminary Ei6eXBEre, enter, the Re-
deemer has certainly brought near to us the
gate, as if it were directly before us, but only
in the same sense as the future kingdom of

heaven is come nigh to us, in the same sense

as we now continually stand knocking at the
gate of heaven, as we are now already saved

through the asking and receiving of prayer,

which brings heaven into the heart. The
Lord, to be more particular, includes in his in-

vitations the way and the gate, in one ; since

the way is already the gate to those who,
walking in that way, are sure to reach that
gate. When he would summon us to walk in

the right way, he prefers at once to take his

language from the decisive goal to which it

leads : Enter ye in. ! For all our walking in

the way is but the beginning of our final en-

trance. And in this lies the truth, and the

justification of our customary way of speaking
about the strait gate. It would be even exe-
getically right, if it were simply derived from
the first part of the verse, and confined to it

;

but if the remainder is thus read, and the gate

is placed before the way, it is at least exegeti-

cally incorrect, and would be inapplicable in

speaking and preaching about the inner life.

This exegetical error, alas ! may become the

occasion of much misapprehension of the plan

ofsalvation, both in theory and in practice. The
Lord acknowledges those who are entering,

who are struggling to enter, but none as hav-

ing entered till the end comes. And what
then would become of the wide gate, through
which the children of the world would have
already entered ; since in their case there is no
distinctive beginning or passing through a
gate, no passing out from any state whatever
into the broad way, in which by nature and
by their birth they walk. Rather is the wide
gate the gaping pit of hell, opening her mouth
without measure (Isa. v. 14 ; Hab. ii. 5 ; Prov.

xxx. 15, 16)—into which men walk, and dance
and stagger and fall by crowds.
The Lord lays down the eternally decisive

alternative and contrast—damnation or rather
destruction and life ; this great antithesis, and
the others connected with it—wide and broad,
strait and narrow, many and few : he further

strengthens the whole, however, by the words
which we must not overlook. Many there be
which go in thereat, few there be that find it.

Et6Epx6nevoi Si avrr/i, which go in thereat—
it may be asked, whether 68ou, way, or nvXrji,

gate, be signified. Obviously and primarily we
are to understand as the word itself and the

previous e£<je\Sete show—Who go through
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the wide gate into hell
;
yet Luther has under-

stood it of the way thither, and rightly so far

as the Lord includes this likewise. The am-

biguous 67 avrrji, thereat, most significantly

confirms the view we have given above. The
Lord's glance beholds the way and its termi-

nation as inseparable, and the many who walk

in the broad way, he warningly and lament-

ingly describes as entering in to destruction !

This " going in thereat " is sorrowfully, cata-

chrestically spoken ; as if they were entering

into theirown eternal house, instead of entering

into life ! (which is lost in Luther's text). To
this is opposed in solemn tones of exhortation,

the EvpidHovrsi, that find, for to this seeking

is first of all needful. The broad way to the

wide gate no man needs to seek ; it is broad

as the world (evpvx°°P oS marks rather a great

country than away) ; thou standest and walk-

est upon it already : thou canst not fail, swim
only with the current, live only according to

thy inherited custom and after the impulse of

thine own nature ; the gate of hell will then

receive thee, to which all ways converge as if

one single broad way by the side of the one

only narrow way. But this narrow way and

this strait gate must be perseveringly sought,

till it is found throughout and to the end. It is

"a mountain-path, narrow, insignificant and

not obvious to the eye" (Tholuck). Few
there be that attain to its end, for even to

those who are seeking to pursue it there are

by-ways issuing from it to the right and to

the left (Isa. xxx. 21 ; Deut. v. 32), and many
who have come near to the gate, fail of it at

last ! (Luke xiii. 24). What the Lord here

says of the many and the few, is similar to

Matt. xx. 16 ; xxii. 14. Only the doing of the

divine will leadeth unto l>fe (afterwards, ver.

21) ; for the word of Moses (Lev. xviii. 5) still

holds good, and the grace of our Lord estab-

lishes and fulfills it in us. Life and destruc-

tion are set before us. "Who regards the way,

its agreeableness or its difficulty, when his

eye is on the goal ? "Who would be guided

by the number of those who walk in any way,

instead of thinking whither they tend, and

whither himself? The foolish world, indeed,
" loves the wide, and the broad, and the num-
bers "—delights in the majorities ! But who
ordinarily investigates the door, its width or

its straitness, instead of the place to which

the door conducts him who enters ? Look
only at the goal and the end! This is the

emphasis of the twice-repeated if udui r) aitd-

yovda, "the way that leadeth [away]," in-

stead of which Luther has constructed anoth-

er antithesis which is not in the words; the

one leading away to destruction, the other

leading to life. Could the Lord then have
meant to speak of a leading away into life (con-

versely as entering into destruction); and how
might this be taken ? It would be hard to

find a meaning: we should have to understand

it as leading away from all need, from all evil

and danger and temptation into perfect secu-

rity ; as in the other case from all pleasure

and security into everlasting torment. But

then the emphasis is alike in both, and it simply
denotes the eternal decision, the sure result.

Bengel seizes the meaning exactly in his preg-
nant—a'Ttccyov6a, ex hac brevi vita, " from this

short life" Then there is no middle-path,
thus there is an irrevocable and fixed alterna-
tive ! Tholuck seeks in one of his sermons
over-critically to soften this ; as if the Lord
sayS nothing of the eternal fall of these many,
but speaks now only of their present walking
in the wicked way that leads to it—many of

them might yet turn aside from it. Assuredly
they might, but the dnctyEiv, leading [away],
signifies the complete result, the £i6tpxc6B<xi,
entering, is not their present walking, accord
ing to the weakening translation of the Ger-
man Bible.

We have now to give our view of the re-

markable reading: Ti 6rsvt/, how strait is the
gate ! for which certainly the external evi

dence of manuscripts is favorable, whence even
Von Gerlach declares it the true reading. We
cannot, however, agree with this : and if Tho-
luck with a delicate and true perception says:
" Wherefore so strait ?" would be a human,
sentimental pathos which does not accord with
the whole discourse ; we also say the same of

the wondering appeal— how strait ! The
Lord is here speaking in a tone of simple asser-

tion and keen testimony ; the ri y how, by no>

means suits that tone, and must have origina-

ted from the transcribers, who understood not
the point of the second striking on, because.

This is justified by internal criticism, but
what is the meaning of the expression as here
used? We should expect a simple " and " of

contrast, as Luther has translated it ; at fur-

thest a " but " or "on the other hand." Yet
on can be made to mean none of these, by
any art. We understand it that the Lord has
the former injunction—Enter ye in through
the strait gate ! still in his thought, and con-

nects with that the two sentences which fol-

low, as if it had been in each case repeated

—

" Enter ye in I for wide is the gate— ! (once

again : Enter ye in I being understood), For

strait is the gate— !

And yet it is and must ever be a gate, which
is not shut, but stands open and wide enough
for ever for those who would enter it by the

right way. " The narrow way to life is broad
enough, for men who carefully, gently, evenly

walk in it." That is the consolation, which
even this rigorous saying contains. What
more is wanting than a way wherein I may
have room, and a gate that will let me through ?

To this end the Lord stands in fulness of

truth and grace, calling and inviting us with

all earnestness : Enter ye in ! meets us, as it

were, with " Enter in " before we knock—

•

prays us that we ask—commands us to seek,

encourages us himself that we may knock !

Connect with this his other great word : I am
the way ! I am the door ! and thou sha!t in

thy experience learn to unite Matt. vii. 13, 14,

with ch. xi. 28-30, and find that both are

truth, that both sayings are essentially one in

his meaning.
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The requirements which are enjoined upon us,

on the foundation of a promised grace, are

now ended, being condensed into that one
appeal : Enter ye in ! This speaks as encour-

agingly and graciously of a free admission, as its

appended statement speaks severely of all that

belongs to the successful prosecution of the way
till, the final enhance. It is through the strait

gate, the straitness of which is previously

proclaimed in the narrowness of the way that

leads thereto. Its meaning is just what a

later explanation of it says : 'AyGaviged'&e

£i6eXS£lv, Strive to enter in (Luke xiii.)—ad-

dressed to those especially who already walk
in this way, to the disciples, who would be
and who may be perfect. Whether they shall

find the way directly to the gate, the " few
there be " makes matter of solemn thought.

This of itself is a warning appeal : Beware !

and thus the discourse passes over to its con-

clusion, showing the dangers of the way ex-

ternal to ourselves, and lifting the curtain

from before the final judgment-seat.

The third division of the Sermon, as it was
defined in the distribution which we made at

the outset, may not appear to correspond im-

mediately with our preconceived expectations

of what it would be
;
yet it will exhibit itself

to a closer observation as quite consonant with
the nature of things, and the whole course of

thought throughout. Its beginning seems to

fly off abruptly from the subject which had
been treated, the way, namely, of a progress-

ive advancement towards the goal : but it is

not so. For just because at the close of the
whole of the requirements, the "Enter ye in !"

had been so closely connected with a strait

gate, and the bye-ways to right and left of in-

ward unholiness which leave the narrow way,
had been so fully and clearly disclosed ; on
that account the section of warning was not
required to make any distinctive and express
reference to the internal state. But this did

not render unnecessary a glance at the dan-
gers of the way which rise from without,
through the false teaching and guidance of a

specious deceit. Thus the introductory warn-
ing against false prophets, is first introduced
strictly in its right place (vers. 15-20) ; with
which, nothing now being withheld that is

requisite for distinguishing the right way, the
discourse has free scope to pass on to the re-

maining fundamental warning (vers. 21-23) of

the final judgment, in which no evil doer will

be able to stand. We are wont to preach
about the false prophets in ourselves, and
that application is indeed permitted, yet it

wrenches the passage from its place in this

connection. The Lord simply means such
prophets as are the opposites of those men-
tioned in the beginning (ch. v. 12, and again
v. 17, vii. 12); so that the beginning and the
end agree in one. According to Luke he had

previously cast a side-glance upon the false

prophets. The reference in the discourse to

ourselves is to be sought not in this, but in

something else, namely, in the specification of

the fruits as marks, not merely of the office of

prophets, but as the judgment-day presently

shows, of discipleship generally. It is a per-

version of the sense to regard these fruits, as

is commonly done, as the proofs by which true

guides must legitimate their claims ; the fruits

are, as the reference to the Baptist's words in

ver. 19 shows, no other than what the com-
mon usage of the Old and New Testament un-

derstands by them. In the whole section vers.

17-20 those fruits, by which the Lord will

distinguish his own, are at the same time de-

manded of all his disciples, and, as befits the

tone of this concluding division, with all se-

verity; though the first tone of promise is once

more gently heard in the reference to the

good tree which bears those fruits—a tree

planted in us by the grace of God. Where-
upon, secondly, in ver. 21, the doing of the will

of God is required of lis in the final utterance

of law; and finally at the minatory conclusion

the warning against not doing it is heard in

the last stern tones of all. Thus we find that

the fundamental principle of trichotomy, as we
laid it down at the beginning, is preserved

and justified down to the end.

We subdivide vers. 15-20 thus: 1. The sim-

ple appeal—Beware of false prohets ! 2. The
detecting reference to the contradiction be-

tween appearance and reality—Wolves in

sheep's clothing! 3. The laying down of a

mark to distinguish them, which, however, is

and can be no other than the same which will

avail us now and ever before the Lord—the

fruits of righteousness, the fulfilling of all the'

commandments from that new nature which
grace creates in us. Let it be observed how
that which is here said was foreshadowed in

ch. v. 19. This further resolves itself into, (a)

The general position : The tree is known by
its fruit

;
put in ver. 16 in a convincing man-'

ner in a double similitude of natural and Scrip-

tural symbolism, (b) An emphatic repetition

of this, which however in its generality now
includes the disciples generally, and the key-

note of promise is heard in the " good tree."

The good and the corrupt tree are contrasted

;

twice positively (ver. 17), twice negatively

(ver. 18). Conclusion of both : the corrupt

tree is cast into the fire ! (ver. 19), which di-

rectly leads over to the judgment that follows.

Yet to complete the organization of the dis-

courses, (c) we have once more the truth re-

peated: Wherefore by their fruits ye shall

know them 1 (ver. 20). That is, at the same
time, according to the intimation that lies in

the words (in accordance with the nav, every,

of vers. 17 and 19) : By the same mark will

ye be known, as ye know others. This is the

verification of discipleship before men in the

time of the present life (the shining before men,
ch. v. 14, 16) ; and with it the transition is

strikingly made to the impressive sequel.

In vers. 21-23, follows the approval of thoir
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discipleship in the presence of God in eter-

nity, or rather on that day, which divides time

from eternity, and the days of grace in the

way from the goal of eternal decision and
doom

—

the judgment. And now we find not

—Before God ; but—Before Me, the Lord, the

Judge! Not—Your Father will know you;
but—I ! The same who at ver. 11 excepted

himself alone from the whole evil race, now in

language simple and sublime, presents himself

as the Judge at the end of the way, even as he

now exhibits himself the Lawgiver in the way.
Presumption, if he also belonged to the men
who are evil and to the corrupt trees; quite

natural and necessary, however, to this testi-

mony of truth, from him who may speak to us

from the judgment-seat and say (as it now for

the first time breaks forth in majesty)

—

My
Father, as the eternal Son, the Lord. All

this is but the consummation of what had
been prepared for in ch. v. 22, 25, and still

earlier in ver. 20. He determines now, for

the first time, who shall enter the kingdom of

heaven, and who be cast into prison. The end
goes back to the beginning; the whole sermon
is a building, of which every stone, from the

first to the last, is laid in its place according

to a pre-arranged and wonderful order. It

says already, as the beginning of sermons,

what every other discourse proclaimed

—

1 am
He ! for the conviction and assurance of every-

one who hath ears to hear, though without
specifically and in so many words proclaiming

it.

His words are now more closely compressed,

as their force becomes more solemn. They
lay down three positions. The first (ver. 21)

begins gently with the mere—" Not every

one," and mentions, affirmatively and with a

tone of promise pervading this last require-

ment, the " doing of the will " as the sure

and certain way into the kingdom of heaven.

In this is embraced, as in the most simple pos-

stirte compendium, the whole middle division

of the Sermon, from its preface (ch. v. 20)

down to its close (ch. vii. 14) ;
particularly

the three critical precepts (ch. v. 48, vi. 33,

vii. 12), as they are condensed in that central

petition of ch. vi. 10. The second sentence (ver.

22) strengthens the negative—"Not every
one" by a threatening "many"; the third

(ver. 23), is the inexorable conclusion: Depart

from me ! although the " then " leaves us

a period of grace for the doing of those say-

ings, which we now hear from the lips of the
Lawgiver who came to fulfill them, and will

come again to be our Judge. Thus—He who
hath ears to hear, let him hear ! Let him
who is a hearer, be also a doer of the work

!

(John vii. 16, 17).

Then ends the mighty Sermon with a cry of
most direct and urgent warning, with t£,ov6la
(authority) seizing the heart and conscience
before the judgment-seat of God: Whosoever
heareth these sayings of mine and doeth them
not, is a, foolish man, has his own destruction
to impute to himself, because he has not re-

ceived and applied my gracious—Enter ye in !

my faithful—Beware ! It is in gracious con-
descension from its highest dignity, a winning
tone being mingled with the threatening, that
even such a conclusion as this takes the form
once more of a popular similitude', the bal-

anced and contrasted members of which bring
directly home to us the great alternative of

everlasting decision, exhibiting the final judg-
ment in warning preparatory judgments, and
the test of the last day in manifold tests,

which are applied upon earth, and within the

day of grace. For this alone is the true mean-
ing of the figure (vers. 24-27), which generally
and indefinitely comprehends in one the ap-
proval of the house (before exhibited) in time

and in eternity ; in strict conformity with the
apostle's meaning

—

The day shaH declare it,

time present and future (1 Cor. iii. 13). In
many cases the morrow, but in every case the
last day ! The reference to the wise man
who built securely, comes graciously first

;

although no longer (for every turn of the
word and thought is significantly adjusted)

in the form of an express appeal and injunc-

tion, but with a decisive

—

Whosoever thus
heareth and doeth ! The last appeal to the
warned occurred at vers. 15 and 20, but in

ver. 21 the warning and threatening remain
only in the third person, just as the discourse,

in its great promise, had commenced (ch. v.

2-20). The fearful fall (ver. 27), preaches
condemnation at the close, as blessedness had
been announced in the beginning.

Let the process of our Saviour's preaching
and teaching according to the Evangelists be
compared with the process of the Sermon
on the Mount ; and the procedure which is

marked out here, will as a whole be found
reproduced throughout. We refrain from
this comparison in detail, and will only ex-

hibit the analogy, as it is strikingly shown
with respect to the conclusion. The warning
against false prophets recurs at the end of his

ministry for his disciples and the people, in

Matt, xxiii. (comp. Luke xx. 40), for his disci-

ples particularly in Matt, xxiv., as also at the

close of the New Testament, in the epistles of

Peter, Jude, and John. The fruits are de-

manded at last (an evidence this, also, of the

soundness of our exposition here) in Matt. xxi.

34 ; John xv. The judgment, the rejection

and casting out, is threatened in all the final

parables to the disciples that we know of, in

the last discourse to the people (Matt, xxv.),

as in the Apocalypse we find it closing the
whole New Testament. The reference to the

word of the future Judge, heard in order to be

done, is found also in John xii. 47-50 ; com-
pare, for the disciples particularly, John xiii.

17, and the final conclusion of the whole Bible

Rev. xxii. 6-21.

Verse 15. The Lord here bears witness to

himself as the true Prophet, who should come
into the world (John vi. 14; 1 Mace. xiv. 41,

Ttpoqjijxrj'i itidroi) • the whole series of her-

alds and witnesses of God from the first

prophecy of Moses downwards, converging

into the one, last, perfect utterance of God's
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will, through him whose prerogative it is to

nay—" My Father," and concerning whom the

Father responds

—

Him shall ye hear ! even as

Moses in the beginning had testified (Deut.

xviii. 15). Hear, and bear well in mind, what
I now say unto you: After me will many
other voices speak to you ; beware of them all.

In this lofty generality his warning is to be
understood ; and what the Lord declares for

the hearing of all ages, must not be shrivelled

into a narrower application to this or that
emergency, to any present or following time.

It is altogether the same as if he had now also

said—All who come besides me, not genuinely
in my name, all who shall teach anything
other than J say to you, are thieves and rob-

bers, whom the sheep may not hear (John x.

8). As comprehensive as was the word in ch.

v. 12, concerning the true prophets of former
ages, is the contrast to them in this passage

—

as universal as that contrast had been already

exhibited by the Lord himself in Luke vi. 26

;

with this let Matt. x. 41, xxiii. 34 be also

compared. For the sake of the people and
the disciples, who then heard him, the scribes

of ch. v. 19, 20 ; Luke xx. 46, are first of all

intended; but then all are included, against
whom Matt. xxiv. lifts up a warning voice,

from the last days of Israel to the end of
time. It may be taken in connection with the
words which had just preceded ; and they are

then false guides. This must not, however, be
restricted by a one-sided limitation to those
who would make the narrow way broader to

you; for there are false guides who would
make the narrow way, apparently at least,

narrower than the Lord has made it.* They
come to you—there is a slight contrast hinted
in this ; they come though they are not sent,

by their own authority : thus pointing to such
ancient warnings as Jer. xiv. 14, xxiii. ; Ezek.
xxxiv. God sends them not, but he permits
them to come, for the trial and confirmation
of his people (1 Cor. xi. 19 ; Deut. xiii. 1-4).

What then is the sheep's clothing ; does the
genitive itpofidxoov mean—with Ev8vpa6i

;

Clothed like sheep, as if they were sheep, or
•—With sheepskins ? Men contend about
this with idle pains, for both are one and the
same ; and the word is chosen for its twofold
reference. It is assuredly clear at once from
the simple tone of the words (especially with
reference to the Old Testament warnings
against false pastors and prophets, which is

connected with the discourse), that it should
mean : They demean themselves as guides and
shepherds, going before you, as if themselves
belonging to the flock ; but it is only a counter-
feit and mask, for they are not sheep as ye are,

to whom they come. In this we have a prelude
to what is more strongly expressed soon after

in ch. x. 16 ; it is an early note of our Lord's

manner of describing his own as his sheep, as

it appears in John ; a usage which is rooted

* Indeed only apparently ; for the heaviest yoke
of hunun impositions is always lighter to us and
more agi :eable, than the true and narrow way.

also in Matthew, as we see in such sayings,

derived from the prophetic style of language,

as ix. 36, x. 6—and in the shepherd-similitudes

(ch. xviii. 12, xxv. 32, 33). But this alone

does not exhaust the expression as used here;

for these first hearers were not sufficiently

prepared for this view, and there was yet
needed some intermediate point of connection.

This lies certainly in the £v8vpa6i, clothing,

which to Israelitish ears would immediately
carry a reference to the prophet-costume, known
to all of them, in their proverbial language,
and of late brought before their very eyes by
John the Baptist. That this included also

sheepskins, /^AaraS, we are taught by Heb.
xi. 37 ; comp. 1 Kings xix. 13-19 (in the
Sept.). If it is asked, whether the sheepskins
and goatskins, the rough leathern garments
(iyb% 2 Kings i. 8) of the prophets, were the

symbol of innocence and the natural character

of sheep, we answer by again asking—May
not the Lord give the figure this application,

and extend it from its historical use so far?

His word is certainly directed to this point,

that the prophet's garment is made a pledge

and pretence of an honest design, and thus
their lie is cloaked under the appearance of
truth and sincerity

;
just as the prophet has

it (Zech. xiii. 4). We thus see that the Lord
comprehends in their inner unity the symbol-
ism of nature and the Bible, combines the Old
Testament phraseology (even in the Rabbini-
cal which sprung from it) with the well-un-

derstood usage of the Gentiles, so that his

words are equally intelligible to the Scribes in

Israel and to all people who dwell upon the

earth even to the distant D'MSn ^X, " Isles of

the Gentiles." The iEsopic wolf in sheep's

clothing, and the Jewish perverter in the garb
of a prophet, are united in one similitude which
comprehends the idea of both, and combines
what had been true as a historical fact with the
common truth of nature. The apTtayeS, rav-

ening, added to Xvkoi, wolves, does not mere-
ly strengthen the figure, but makes emphati-
cally prominent the destruction and ruin of

the poor, deluded ones ; as subsequently in

John x. 10, 12, and again by the apostle (not

without reference to our Lord's word), Acts
xx. 29. How, then, shall we strictly define the
shcop's clothing ? A fair show generally, as far

as it is a mere evdvpa, clothing, striking the
eye of those who are said edaoSev eivai, " to

be without:" then, further, it includes on the
one hand the specious discourses (rtiSavoAoyia,
Col. ii. 4; kevoi Xoyot, Eph. v. 6 ;

xpi]<iro-
Xoyia xai EvXoyia, Rom. xvi. 18) of an
attractive doctrine and counterfeit orthodoxy,
and, on the other, the simulated walk of right-

eous and devout spirit, p-6 p<poo6ii Ev6efieiai,
"form of godliness" (2 Tim. iii. 5). Although
in the latter case the deficiency of the
Sv vanily " power," is perceived by those who
look searchingly, and it is scarcely possible

(as Nitzsch preaches) to counterfeit the stamp
of godliness to the eye of those who are well-

grounded in the experience of Christian self-
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denial. As manifold as is the form which their

hypocrisy assumes, so comprehensive is the

Lord's meaning with regard to them. It must
be observed, however, that what it is attempt-

ed to impose as pure and true doctrine, must
bring with it also false doctrine and error, else

how were they false prophets? And further,

that what appears to be a righteous and blame-
less life, can be no genuine fruit of righteous-

ness, els?5 how could the Lord have specified

fruits as the tokens by which they should be

known? With the most perfect propriety of

truth, he places fruits in opposition both to

the word and the work of these hypocrites.

Verses 16, 17. Once more a universally ap-

preciable natural emblem, which at the same
time finds its deep significance in the symbol-
ism of Scripture ; for the Bible explains to us

from its rudiments the book of creation. (James
cites once more the Sermon on the Mount in

ch. iii. 12.) The fig tree and the vine, the
noble productions of the Holy Land—the vine,

indeed, the noblest of all lands generally

—

are in the language of the prophets, the em-
blem of Israel ; thorns and thistles indicate

(rather under a theological than a physical

presentation) the weeds of sin which have
sprung from the curse, as may be seen particu-

larly in 2 Sam. xxii. 6 ; Mic. viii. 4. What,
then, are the figs and grapes, the good fruits ?

So far as the reference is here especially to

the prophets, certainly not pure doctrine sim-

ply as such ; as an exposition would maintain
which springs, however unconsciously, from an
evil principle : for that would contradict the
whole consistent usage of the Scripture when
speaking of fruits, and especially the words of

the Baptist, to which the Lord here refers,

and which must have occurred to the minds of

all his hearers upon the Mount. If appeal

is made to the context and connection of

Matt. xii. 33, 34, with equal appropriateness

at least may we refer to the disavowal of the
mere saying, Lord, Lord, afterwards in this

same discourse (ver. 22). Confession alone,

doctrine however pure, is by no means a deci-

sive mark, may be no more than a hypocriti-

cal pretension, which itself must be brought
to the test. Still less may we, further, limit

the words, as has been done, to the fruit

which the false teachers may produce in their

disciples : Look well, what kind of people they
create out of their adherents ! Although this

view is not altogether excluded ; as in John xv.,

among the much fruit of the disciples, their
so-called ministerial fruit must be included
with the rest. But still this refers to the
teachers and guides themselves: they cannot
make their disciples what they are not them-
selves. Thus is it the life of these prophets,
by which we are to take knowledge of them?
Certainly mainly this : for while they for the
most part speak fairly, their error is manifest
enough in their life; their sheep's-clothing is

mostly woven of words. Yet there are, again,
though not in such numbers, deceivers of an
opposite kind, who come the more boldly, the
more they appear to be authenticated by the

well-ordered, decorous, resplendent character
of their deportment. Hence the Lord's words
must be rightly understood, as fastening upon
these likewise : we are not to look only at th«

superficial cast of thoir words and works, then
walk and their teaching, which is far from i

sufficient test, but we are to learn by it to dis

tinguish, what are genuine grapes and figs, fron;

the thorn-sloes and thistle-heads which might,
whether nigh at hand or far off, be mistaken
for them. This is the inmost point in the
meaning of the Lord's words, this is the only
true sense of the Tiapitoi, fruits, in which he
by no means lays down a merely preparatory,
external test, while John afterwards goes
deeper into the matter (1 John iv. 1-3) ;* for

though John refers there to a fundamentally
sound doctrine, yet this note itself requires,

in order to its not deceiving, the complement
to it which is here given : Fruits and tcork de-
cide alone at last unerringly.f But let this

be rightly understood ! The question might
be put in reply: But, Lord, thou who speak-
est of fruits, how should we then distinguish,

the fruits, the true and the genuine, such as

thou callest such, and as will avail before
thee ? For there is many a vine of Sodom,
which produces its grapes and wine, but gall

and poison are therein (Deut. xxxii. 32, 33).

And this question he has already answered in

the whole sermon, in which he has defined the
fruits of righteousness so clearly, that we can-
not err therein. He who lives and acts before

us after this standard, can be no false prophet,

can be no corrupt tree. The criterion is an
objective, absolute moral law ; not as if, in en-

tire ]jerversion of the order and relation, "the
peculiarity of the individual " should be the
measure and standard of appreciation, accord-

ing to the crafty Wallenstein :
" Let me first

search out the nature of the man, and I will

tell his will and his deed." Who can search

into that, but from without inwardly ? al-

though it must not be forgotten that a sound
eye is requisite for rightly seeing what is visi-

ble before it. If we ourselves stand in the
living apprehension and inward experience of

the Sermon on the Mount, then, but only then,

can we be on our guard, and discern all the
counterfeit of hypocrisy. The kniyvo6(jE6^Ey

ye shall know, repeated in ver. 20 is less im-
perative than a promise : Ye shall know them,
that is, ye who are my disciples, who live and
abide in my words. For, as we saw above in

our general glance, the fruits which are want-

* So Olsbausen in his frequently overbold man-
ner.

f In which we are not misled by the strange as-

sertions of Lobe (Von der Xirche, p. 93) who, rely-

ing on Luke vi. 45, would actually have all other-

wise illusory holiness of life tested by doctrine and
confession alone. A sad misunderstanding, exposed
to yet sadder abuse! If possible stranger yet i.j the
well-intentioned explanation of the Biagyencr Mon-
atsblait—that the fruits are the aim and tendency
of their actions, since we have regard to the fruit

in the planting of a tree. Who can discern that,

and use it as a test 1
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ing even to external observation in the false

teachers, as certainly as they are inwardly
evil, are the same which the grace of our Lord
produces in all his disciples, and which there-

fore the judgment of our Lord will exact
finally from all his disciples, sheep and shep-

herds alike. Such a general meaning is ren-

dered incontrovertible by the sequel.

Verses 18—20. What in ver. 17 was ex-

pressed with Ttdv, evert/, as a natural law ex-

hibiting itself in things generally—that the

inwardly good man bringeth forth truly good
fruits, the evil man on the contrary, evil fruits

(in which the tcoieIv HccpitovS, n3 Dit^y*

of the original brings out the doing of the work
more fully than we can express it, see for ex-

example Psa. i. 1, 3)—is now confirmed by
a negative ov Svvarai, cannot. He who is

born of God cannot commit sin, according to

John's meaning (1 John iii. 9), although he
hath sin and weakness arising from within him
and from without. But the natural, sinful

man, ver. 11 above, cannot do any thing good,

in the sense in which grace only is effectual,

however much he may simulate it ; they who
are living in a state of grace can well distin-

guish it. It is indeed possible for a while
that the wild tree should be graffed into grace

through faith (Rom. xi.), but there follows a

judgment which finds the tree as it then is.

And this is said here equally for the good
of the disciples themselves. We have this

same expression of the Lord in Luke (ch. vi.

43-45), independently of any connection with
the warning against the false prophets, but in

the closest connection with the reference to

the pefection of the disciple (vers. 40-42), as

also with the judgment upon all who call

him Lord without obeying him, and hear him
without doing his words (vers. 4G-49). In
this Luke, though in a briefer extract, has

rightly seized and preserved the leading idea

of the discourse. But whether the Lord actu-

ally then upon the Mount uttered what Luke
appends in ver. 45, or whether it was trans-

posed from the repetition of the Lord's •"! is-

course in Matt. xii. 33, 37, where regard is

rather had (after the precedent of Ecclus.

xxvii. G), to the words as springing from the

heart, we venture not to determine. But as

this particular reference to words can scarcely

be made to suit the sermon according to Mat-
thew, either as a mark to distinguish the

prophets, or as to the doing of the will (ver.

21), we might be led to suppose that in this

instance Luke, standing at one remove from

the event, has slightly departed from the

original text and its meaning, which would, in

that case, be the only instance of the kind in

his exhibition of it.

The being 'hewn down and cast into the

file" is literally according to the words of

the preacher of repentance in ch. iii. 10. From
which we may perceive that the fruits de-

manded by the Lord are no other than the

fruits meet for lepentance required there in ver.

8 (Kaprtoi aS,ioS riji HEravoiaS). Butwhat

/xtzdvoioc, repentance, in its full and ever-

deepening sense is, the Sermon on the Mount,
as the development of that compendious an-

nouncement of ch. iv. 17, fully expounds to us ;

and in such a manner that this first require-

ment must always recur, whether it be at the

close of the sermon or the close of life—or to

speak more definitely, whether it be at the

close of the Gospel, or of the life of grace.

That which as a legal threatening and before

the consolatory message of grace, impelled to

a first repentance, afterwards impels with all

the might of the Gospel to the perfecting of

holiness. It is a fixed decree—the Lord ut-

ters it as strongly as it could be uttered—God
wills inexorably the doing of his will : I am
not come to relax the Law, but to fulfill and
establish it. In the judgment there is no re-

spect of persons ; the tree must bear its frail,

each one, be he whom may ! If he produces not

good fruits, then must he assuredly produco
evil fruit ; this follows as a necessary conclu-

sion from vers. 17, 18. But that only the lack

of good fruit is expressedly mentioned (just as

ch. xxv. 42-45), has its severe meaning for the
wilful blindness which asks: What evil can I

do, that deserves damnation? Finally, in

these sentences we have a criterion indicated

for the two most obvious classes of false

prophets: the one speaking of fruits without
planting the tree, the other speaking of the
tree without its fruits. As for that most
dangerous middle-class between these two ex-

tremes, including those who teach faithfully

the fruits of the tree which the Lord plants,

and also seem to possess such fruits, not merely
in saying, Lord, Lord, but in mighty works
and deeds ; for them the Lord's word, with
apays, wherefore, emphatically repeated, has

its keen force : By their fruits ye shall know
them, namely, by those same proofs by which
the Lord knows you yourselves to be his own,
when you walk sincerely before him, and for

the lack of which he will judge you in common
with all who persist in wanton self-blinding.

Verse 21. Let it be carefully observed, for

this alone gives the conclusion of the whole
discourse its true meaning, that the Lord de-

signedly interweaves together the judgment
upon the deceivers and the judgment upon all

generally who cannot then stand before him.

He continues to speak in vers. 21-23 of false

prophets ()^et not now as known hypocrites

and wolves, but by a transition as self-de-

ceived) ; but generally also of all who know,
proclaim, and call upon his name. KvpioS,
Lord, is here, as it mightily announces itself

to be, infinitely more than the usual title of

reverend men (John xii. 21 ; Acts xvi. 30) ;

he who now in the highest and only sense arro-

gates as befitting himself the name of " Lord,"

never from sacred propriety bestowed that

title on any one in the inferior sense, even in

his lowest subjection.* To call me Loid in

* Ipse neminen, ne Pilatum quidem, Dominum
vocavit, " He himself never called any one Lord,

not even Pilate " (Bengel).
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life, to call me Lord in the clay of judgment

—

is the claim of him, who now at the close of

his sermon, every word of which (even in

Matthew) is strictly measured, pronounces

that great and all-comprehensive—" My Fath-

er." That perversion of the Lord's words in

the mouth of the nationalists, which repre-

sents him as laying no stress upon the calling

of him Lord, or on the honor of his own name,
provided only the doing of God's will is se-

cured*—is the most wilful perversion that

can possibly be imagined. Does the Lord,

then, lay such emphasis upon the contrast

between the saying, Lord, and the doing the

will of the Father ? Assuredly not, he only
says : Not every one that saith unto me, Lord,

Lord (however earnestly and repeatedly he
may say it, to hide his deficiency, as the repe-

tition of the word indicates), // it be no more
than saying, if the evidence of the sincerity of

this profession in holy life is wanting. More-
over, he expressly exacts in John xiii. 13, at

the moment of his deepest humiliation, not
merely the slighter Rabbi, but the fall and
unlimited " Lord." When he prophesies in

Matt. xxv. of such among the nations of the
earth as shall stand before his great tribunal,

on the evidence of their works of mercy, with-
out having lived in the conscious knowledge
of his person, he yet represents them as ad-

dressing him at the last with nothing less

than " Lord." His Spirit testifies afterwards
in the apostle, that every tongue shall confess

that he is Lord (Phil. ii. 9-11)—as also that
to call him Lord is precisely the same as to

belong to him, and possess his Spirit (1 Cor.
xii. 3). Only, however, when this profession

is a reality of the heart and of the whole life,

the serving, depending upon, and obeying him
as the Lord, in the absolute and most distinc-

tive sense of the word, as it was found above
in ch. vi. 24. Hence the perfectly appropriate
question (Luke vi. 46), which was probably
added by our Lord (between ver. 23 and ver.

24 of Matthew). With such generality is the
saying of Lord, Lord, laid down with reference
to the semblance of discipleship, which may de-
ceive many, even as many deceive themselves

;

and now comes in for the sake of the reality
of that profession the simple

—

He that doeth the

will of my Father which is in heaven. Which
indeed does not merely mean—He who keeps
the Ten Commandments—but the command-
ment of faith, the revealed will and council of
the Father in the Sermon (John vi. 39, 40

;

I John iii. 23) is essentially included in it.

Not otherwise does the Lord speak elsewhere,
when he is defining the limits of his own, as
for example in ch. xii. 50 ; and his Spirit in the
apostles similarly promises eternal assurance
and salvation, the final possession of the pro-
mised kingdom, only to such doing of God's
will (1 John ii. 17 ; Heb. x. 30).

* Ficlite led the way by maintaining that " if

Jesus should only find obedience and fruit, he
would ask very little about the connection which
his name or his person had therewuh !

"

Verses 22, 23. The concrete individuality

of the preceding ov ndi aX\' 6 itotd5v y not

every one but he that doeth, is now followed by
Many ; which introduces in its sad and warn-
ing severity, a more convincing application of

his words, and lifts, as it were, already the
curtain of the judgment-seat. Many again,

as in ver. 13, but still more definite and strict

;

not merely the many who run with a wicked
world in the road to hell, but many even
among those who appeared to honor me, to

walk as mine in words and works, who thought
themselves to be such ! In that day : accord-
ing to the exact language of prophetic Scrip-

ture, the so frequent fcttiin DVQ. The worst

development of hypocrisy, the result and ju-
dicial self-punishment of deception, is at last

seen in the deluded belief of its own lie, self-

deception become hardened into reprobation.

Hence the Lord represents as the extreme
contrast to those who stand before him ac-

cepted in judgment, those who at that day
will vainly imagine that they also shall find

acceptance.* For that is indeed all that is

meant by the saying to him ; and of course
not any actual so speaking. There is a self-

deception which holds out to the end ; a fright-

ful truth, of which the Lord once again reminds
us, in the discourse Luke xiii. 25-27—a dis-

course closely related to this. We ask in our
curiosity—Is there then a self-deception which
continues through Hades, even to the last day ?

The Lord's word answers, Yes ; but we dare
not ask further how that may be. The word
of Revelation does not lift the curtain from
this intermediate state. We may forecast

and anticipate, but nothing certain is told.

Theosoph}' alone teaches and understands (al-

though with no small danger of being over-

wise) the continuance in the empire of the dead
of the errors carried thither.

The threefold progressive exhibition of their

word and deed, upon which the evil-doers

relied, advances, according to their conception,
from the less to the greater ; but in reality

and in the Lord's estimation, the progression
is downwards, and the order must bo reversed.
JvvdpEii, wonderful works or miracles, are

the least of all attestations according to the
general doctrine of Scripture ; there are many
signs and wonders ascribed to the false Christ,

and the false prophets (ch. xxiv. 24). More
plausible are profitable miracles, by which the
devils are really cast out, as we find the Lord
himself evidencing by them, in ch. xii. 25-28,
the divinity of his miracles. Yet it is requis-
ite, in order that this token may not deceive,
that the accordant, confirming evidence of all

the works which spring from an inner life,

good frnits, should be added ; the spirits are
subject to the name of Jesus even when pro-

* They are as thoroughly assured of their right-

eousness and salvation, as the Pharisee, Rabbi
Simeon, in the Talmud, who says: " If there aro
only two righteous men in the world, my son and
m3 8elf are the two; if there is only one, it is I

myself!"
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nounced by such as have not their names
written in heaven, though it be by Judas
found among the twelve. It is indeed a kind

of faith, by which they are produced, but not

the faith which saves and sanctifies the soul

(1 Cor. xiii. 2). Finally, the most specious is

the first mentioned Xpocprfrsvsiv, prophesying,

not merely the revealing futurity, (which be-

longs rather to the dwdpni or miracles), but
according to the use of the expression in

the Old and New Testament, the speaking
and teaching from inspiration. But there is

even an inspiration, which consists in the being

transitorily possessed by the Spirit of truth,

without penetrating to the regeneration of

the heart and will. Alas ! how many a pow-
erful preacher of Christendom falls into this

condemnation, that of preaching thus to oth-

ers, himself remaining or becoming reprobate !

There is such a self-deception which con-

tinues to the end, but it is detected at the last

;

and the detection is as righteous as it is fear-

ful, for this self-deception is only hypocrisy
made perfect in its own guilt. If then—for

this is the conclusion which the Lord designs

to produce in the minds of his hearers—such
as can point to the evidence of prophecy and
miracles are rejected; how much less will the
unfruitful trees of a commoner kind be saved
from the burning ! If even their thrice-pro-

tested—Lord, Lord, in thy name ! is insufficient

for their salvation, how much less will the say-

ing Lord, Lord, with their lips only, avail for

the multitudes of the utterly idle and un-
profitable, in the day of his wrath ! Let it be
observed how significantly the Lord maintains
the honor of his name, by thus declaring that
it is not a mere empty external honor that it

requires. Let our hearts feel, without many
words, the inexpressible lB,ov6ia (authority)

of the judicial tots 6juo\oy>'/6a), then will I
confess, which scattering to the winds the de-

lusion of lies, pronounces the truth against all

imaginations and self-delusion ! There, is no
'Eya prefixed, and yet in these most simple

words it is most solemnly implied

—

I, the

Judge, will say unto you ; I, the Searcher of

hearts, will reveal to you your long-hidden
heart and conscience, will only confirm to you
what )

rou should have known, and must now
know. If all the world, if all God's children

have held you for my people, I never knew you,

that is, as truly and effectually mine: the

words say nothing more, that is enough. It is

remarkable that in pre-announcing his final

judicial sentence, the Lord appropriates a word
of his great ancestor and type, King David

;

and not any such royal utterance as is found in

Psa. ci. 3, 4, 7, but that which occurs in Psa.

vi. 8 ; which was given to David after he had
cried in deep, personal, most lowly penitence-
Rebuke me not in thine anger ! This is intended

to intimate (for it cannot have been chosen

without signification) that whoso hath not learned

tfius to speak with David, will be constrained to

hear it from another mouth. From the mouth
of him whose Depart from me! (ch. xxv. 41)

is cause enough for condemnation ; of him,

who needed to have said nothing more, yet in

his righteousness makes the explanatory addi-

tion: Ye that work iniquity I This is, further,

a solemn expression taken from the Old Testa-

ment, |1K ^y.Sj workers of iniquity, as for ex-

ample, in Psa. v. 6, xiv. 4, xxviii. 3, xxxvi. 13,

xcii. 8-10, xciv. 4-16, ci. 8, cxxv. 5 ; Job xxxiv.

8-22; Prov. x. 29, xxi. 15 (1 Mace. iii. 6, comp.

Luke xiii. 27). Ye have named my name,
but ye have not departed from iniquity ! (ac-

cording to 2 Tim. ii. 19, where there is mani-

festly an echo of the Sermon on the Mount,
whether by the conscious design of the apostle,

or by the inspiration of the Spirit). In rr/v

dvopiav of the Greek expression (literally,

the [i. e. your] laxolessuess) we may detect the

great truth—With all your other appearances,

your life and work, judged by its internal

principle, was one great dvopia, nothing but
unrighteousness, lawlessness and transgression

in my sight.* Whether the Lord did thus

keenly express his meaning is questionable, on

account of the Old Testament JIN vV3, workers

of iniquity.

Verses 24—27. From his utterance at the

day of judgment the Lord suddenly turns to

what his lips, the same lips now utter, in the

day of grace, and with the judgment yet in

the future. These sayings of mine : these

words, utterances, testimonies, as I have now
given them in one entire and perfect harmony
of connection. This requires us to regard
zovvovi, these, as implying a fundamental ser-

mon of peculiar solemnity ; and it forms its

sublime conclusion as such, its direct and au-

thoritative dixi, by which the whole discourse

makes its appeal to the conscience as the word
of the future Judge even before its Xoyot,

words have ceased to be spoken.f It is with
the hearing of these sayings as with the say-

ing Lord, Lord ; it avails not of itself, but
must not be omitted. The hearing, indeed, is

the first necessary condition ; for faith and
supplication, asking, receiving, obeying and
doing, come all from the previously received

and accepted word of grace and truth, Heb.
ii. 1, xii. 25. Yet compare with this Rom. ii.

13 ; James i. 22-25. Again there is the con-

crete antithesis : a wise man, a foolish man ;

as in vers. 17-19, tree set against tree. The
very popularly conceived and condescending
similitude that follows, is found in similar

terms, though more superficially, in Sirach

(Ecclus. xxii. 1G, 17), who points, as the Lord
does here, to passages in the prophetic Scrip-

tures ; to Isa. xxviii. 16-18, namely, where
the great foundation is more especially referred

to, and Ezek. xiii. 10-15, where the falling of

the untempered wall as well as of the whole

* Hence Lange would translate boldly—" Ye who
pursue lawlessness as your calling.

t TovS X6yov% rovrovS, these words, seems
to bind together the Sermon, and preclude, as in-

deed does the whole structure of the Sermon, the

supposition that these chapters are merely a collec-

tion of sayings uttered at different times (Alford.)
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building, is threatened in similar figures.

Kzekiel may rather refer to the temporal judg-
ment (comp. Ecelus. xlix. 11), Isaiah to the
final fall into death and hell. Our Lord's
words here embrace both, as we showed above.
The house which a man builds for himself as a
secure abode, as a defence and protection
against wind and weather, signifies the abid-
ing and standing before the judgment of God
both in time and eternity, the salvation of the
soul into perfect security : in this sense Solo-
mon also says—The wicked are overthrown
and are not ; but the house of the righteous
shall stand (Prov. xii. 7). If the house falls,

which thou hast built for thyself, then wilt
thou thyself be overwhelmed and buried in

its ruins. The Lord speaks not directly con-
cerning those who think nothing about all

this ; who have no concern where or how they
shall stand ; who built not at all : their fate is

understood without being mentioned. They
also who, having laid the right foundation at
first, yet have neglected to build fast and firm
upon that foundation, will find their condem-
nation in the simple word which afterwards
makes prominent the extremest contrast of
folly, with those, namely, who seem to think
mere hearing without doing to be foundation
and superstructure enough. (As before in ver.

22, the uttermost extreme was contrasted,
designedly to embrace all else.) If, however,
we look narrowly and hear attentively, we
shall find that all are actually included who
fail in the persistent doing of the will of God

;

for these sayings speak directly of this, and
require of all, who hear and do them, perse-
verance and consummation of their holiness:
and we might add, taking this similitude gen-
erally to ourselves, that a foundation is not
itself a dwelling, there must be something
built upon it. This, however, is contrary to
the close connection of the figure with all these

sayings. Rather the Lord regards the entire
and full performance of his whole will as itself

the foundation of rock, on which all depends
;

the superstructure thereupon is understood
without any specific mention, in both cases
alike.

A house must be built with direct reference
to protection against wind and weather, for the

rain, the floods, the winds will not fail or cease

:

this is the significant meaning of the article
here designedly used. Specially does this ap-
ply to eastern countries, with regard to the
physical character of which this figure is

chosen, where these commotions are more sud-
den and more violent than ordinarily in our
own land. The rain descends from above
(Harefir/), the floods come side-long, washing
their way to the very foundation beneath;
when in addition to all this the winds blow
and violently beat upon the building, none but
a foundation of rock can sustain the whole.
This has been pursued into more exact detail,

as referring to the sorrows and afflictions

which God sends from heaven like heavy rain
;

to the current of the spirit of the age, of
temptation or persecution, which presses

around and shakes the foundation ; to the
additional storms or marked judgments of
God, in which he blows with his breath, to
separate and make manifest what is only flesh.*
We leave this to the judicious application
which every word of Holy Writ will easily
admit ; but the generality of the final tone of
the whole discourse will not permit us to de-
duce such specific views from the text. In
Luke, where the whole reads somewhat differ-

ently in the freedom of the variable letter, the
winds and the rain are wanted, a simple nXtj/j.-

/ivpa, stream, is all that is spoken of. On
the other hand he brings into more prominence
the fundamental idea of the parable, which is

the firm foundation—He digged deep, till he
could lay his foundation upon a rock. There,
further, our Lord's first ujnotoJda), I will liken,

is made strongly emphatic, in entire harmony
with Matthew's meaning : 'TitoSei^oo vjulv
rivi idriv djuotoS, I will show you to whom he

is like. For the sovereign authority of the
Master employs here, as emphatically as con-
descendingly, a customary mode of speaking
among the Rabbies, comp. Mark iv. 30. In the
second member of the sentence it is merely
6juozGo2t/derai or o/lioioS tdriv, he shall be

likened or he is like. The conclusion, with its

solemn tone of threatening, is the same in

both, though expressed in different words: a
manifest token that we have in Matthew and
Luke one and the same discourse of our Lord,
pursuing its course of instruction from the
same beginning to the same end.

Matthew conclusively and irresistibl3r con-
firms this by the postscript (vers. 28, 29),

which points back to the superscription in ch.

v. 1, 2, and we, for our part, can never accede
to the position that this is a collection of say-

ings uttered at various times. How mischiev-

ously a hypothesis may beguile is shown by
Olshausen, who finds clear evidence of Mat-
thewr

's having formed such a collection in his

expression tovS XoyovZ rovrovs, these words
J

since a connected discourse could only be
spoken of as XoyoS, or word, in the singular

;

while the dvvsreXedev, he had finished ; wdiich

contradicts this supposition, is altogether

passed over. As if Matthew had not received

this very expression, which he designedly re-

peats with great emphasis, from the Lord's

* Braune's interpretation is just like this, so far

as concerns the first reference ; but when the winds

are made only human temptations attacking us

sideways, and the floods of the ocean, " the ebb
aDd flow of the despairing and then froward heart,"

this seems to us to be more subtle than skillful.

Father Zeller, of Beuggen, speaks again of the

heavy rains and floods of revolutions, the wind of

false doctrine, storms of the "judgments of God,"

agreeing in this last point with what we have given

above, which is the best exposition, after all, if we
must make these distinction.
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Tn mouth in vers. 24 and 20 ! Oi Xoyoi
>vtoi, these words, cannot there be "extracts

from several discourses,

'

? but have the same
meaning as rd pijuara a lyoo XeAcxXi/hoc

vjhiv, the words that 1 speak unto yon, in John VI.

G3, and oi Xoyot p.ov, my words, in Matt, xxiv
35.

What the apostle remarks of the impression
of the discourse upon the oxXot, or multitudes,

appears to be one of those unfrequent reflec-

tions of his own which he inserts in the simple
narrative ; but it is evidently, when closely

examined, itself only narrative, a record once
made in the most appropriate place, just as

Luke afterwards says the same thing (ch. iv.

32). Indeed, what Matthew says in ver. 29
may be almost received as the actual express-

ion of the people's feeling, as an epitome of all

their sa}ungs concerning it; just as in a simi-

lar manner he gives in ch. x. 36, a word prob-

ably spoken by the Redeemer himself.* This

was, in any case, most naturally the necessary
impression upon the minds of the multitude,
whether they thus uttered it or not ; this was
the inward ground of that outward IkkXtj<j-

tisdSai, astonishment, of which they were
thoroughly conscious in themselves. It was
so : the apostle himself remembers it well,

for his own emotion at the first hearing was
living yet in his soul. Not as the scribes 1 In
this is summed up yet once more the great

contrast which pervaded the Sermon from ch.

v. 20. But alas the mere zB,f.it\i)66ovTo,

in which the whole terminated with regard to

most (Luke ii. 18, 19), transmits to us a mel-
ancholy example of that hearing and not do-
ing, with warning against which the Sermon
closed.

luke's summary of the sermon on the mount.

(Luke vi. 20-49.)

We have already shown, in passing, that

Luke's report of the Sermon on the Mount per-

fectly agrees with Matthew in every thing es-

sential, that there is not only no contradiction

between their several statements and view of

it, but that the comparison tends to their

mutual confirmation and elucidation. Luke
gives an epitome of the Sermon, like Matthew;
hence it is natural that each gives something
which is wanting in the other, even in the

case of Luke, who gives a much more concise

presentation of it. What we read as given

by the apostles and ear-witnesses, was brought
to their remembrance, selected for them, and
set in order by the promised Spirit (John xiv.

* Roos: g5s iB,ov6iav e'xoor, "as one having

authority," one who was, though incognito, the King
in his kingdom ! Chry.sostom earlier : Ilavzaxov
kocVTOV EvStlKVVpEVOS EIVO.I TOV TO XV/30<3

e'xovra, " Everywhere showing himself to be the

One having the dominion "—on account of the " I

Bay unto you," and the assertion of the judgment
at the close.

2G, xvi. 14) ; the historical writer Luke, wins
derived his information from the original wit-
nesses, and whose testimony (in relation to

John xv. 26, 27) is humanmediate, although he-

is not without the spirit of truth, yet may
naturally be supposed not to have caught so

central a view, and to ha.e spread out the
whole amplitude of a long discourse, which
was poured forth at once in such depth and
fulness. For as the syanagogue admitted do
grees of inspiration in the Old Testament, so

we must allow in the New, a difference even
between Matthew and John, and how much
more between both these and the two other
Evangelists. All proceeds naturally with each,

in the miracle which yet approves itself as

nature ; how otherwise would the higher and
lower nature come together as a true and liv-

ing reality ?

Here we are constrained in a second edition

more decidedly to oppose a view propounded
in Lange's Leben Jesu. That excellent man
having thoroughly entrenched himself (his

work is pervaded with it) in the notion at

first broached by Augustine, and since his

time sometimes emerging into notice, of two
discourses delivered at a short interval, en-
deavors to convince us that there was a ser-

mon on the mountain-level in addition to the
Sermon on the Mount, a platform sermon be-

sides the hill sermon, a sermon for the people
after the sermon for the church :* but few we
think will concur with him. The reason*

which are adduced, more confidently main-
tained than well-grounded against the long

prevailing view, are indeed actually very weak,
and provoke our instant opposition. Apart
from the ingenious turns of thought and forced

interpretations which Lange in this as in all

his hypotheses has abundant^ at command,
the arguments for this view are reduced to

these two positions : that the Evangelists them-
selves indicate separate localities and circum-

stances, and that Matthew's discourse could

not from its intrinsic nature have been openly
and publicly delivered.

We are to understand (Matt. v. 1) that the

Lord at the sight of the great multitude of

people, retiied into the narrower circle of his

own disciph s ! But what man in his senses

and not aire idy pledged to a hypothesis, can fail

to see that the connection with ch. iv. 25 will

not allow of a retreating from the crowd, but
rather requires that that crowd is itself

taught? (comp. ix. 36, xv. 29, 30, xix. 2)
Thus the disciples are either those who in a
narrower circle more immediately surrounded
him ; or more generally and in a wider sense,

all who were disposed to hear him and followed

* Since the Lord, in contrast with the second and
more bare redaction of the law by Moses (!), reduces
the first form of the Sermon on the Mount which
only his devoted disciples could apprehend ; and in

tender consideration of the people's weakness,
gives a second, more concrete, and easily appre-

hended. Against all such distinction see the testi-

mony of John xviii. 20.
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him for that purpose. This is rendered more
certain by Matthew's own declaration (vii. 28)

that the ox^oi, multitude*, were hearers of this

discourse ! Further, the stiry, stood, of Luke vi.

17 is not to be pressed (as Braune takes it) to

mean, that Jesus delivered this discourse stand-

ing upon the plain, but it simply signifies as

coming after the nax aficci , token he was come

down, that then he stood still, halted at the

place which he would choose for his sermon.

The roTtoi Tcedivoi, or plain, the "Jiigh or

mountain-level," a platform of the opoi, or

mountain, was naturally selected as adapted

for the gathering together of the people.

But the very doubtful exegesis in favor of

distinct locality is supported by an internal

criticism, which comes to its aid with the bold

affirmation that Christ could not have deliv-

ered the Sermon on the Mount to all the peo-

ple indiscriminately ! It cannot receive a view

which would indiscreetly put to the utmost
peril its whole design, for this discourse has

altogether an esoteric and confidential type !*

The common people were not yet ripe to re-

ceive such an illuminating criticism upon the

precepts of the Pharisees ! We appeal against

this to our whole exposition, which has seized

and exhibited the spirit of the whole discourse

as a public programme of doctrine for the

whole people. We think we can decisively

overturn this whole position by three brief

questions. First : did not the discourse which
the Lord might utter before his formed circle

of disciples (which, however, could not possi-

bly be a closed circle, since whosoever would
might go up to them) instantly and necessarily

and always become public—especially a dis-

course so strikingly delivered as this ? As
to its being confidential, a mountain in the

very sight of the following crowds would not

have been chosen for a discourse which was to

be withheld from the people. Can we sup-

pose the Lord to have commanded them to

remain below, until he should come down and
speak also to them ? Secondly : where do we
find in the Gospels the slightest trace of any
such delicacy and consideration, of any such

disposition to spare the Pharisees, in the first

period of his ministry ? Finally, was John
the Baptist's public and unsparing and severe

opposition to the Pharisees in the presence of

all the people an imprudence, which the Lord
can be supposed to have desired to repair, or

to have been in a condition to do so ?

Enough ; no further detailed refutation is

necessary. We, at least, observe not in Luke
any such " dim and exhausted representation

of the discourse " as the supposition of its

identity is thought to involve: he gives an-

other extract of it, and indeed each Evangelist

can be supposed to have given the longer dis-

courses of our Lord only in such extracts.

But we hold it a far worse evil than even a

* It is even said that in the midst of a gathering

of thousands of people Jesus could not have
preached sitting, " tarrying so patiently and com-
posedly."

dim presentation at a second remove by a
collator, if such language may be used

;
yea,

we reckon it the worst possible evil, and one
that decisively condemns and overthrows the
whole hypothesis of Lange, that untruthfulness

is thus necessarily imputed to an apostle and
eye-witness. Is it said that by his ' : inexact

concluding words " concerning the astonish-

ment of the people, he has in some degree
weakened his own first " more exact state-

ment " in ch. v. 1 1 Assuredly not ; he tells

us only at the close himself, how his words at

the beginning are to be understood. It is

said that " he has allowed the sermon to the
people to mix with the sermon to the church ;"

nay, that " minute transpositions from the one
sermon to the other may have taken place

through evangelical tradition." We have a
quite different opinion of Matthew's Gospel,

and of his narration, so simple in its truth,

and exhibiting so entirely as it does the marks
of an eye-witness. He is said, finally, to have
taken the popular and lucid similitude at the

conclusion of the exoteric discourse, and at-

tached it to the esoteric : but what assertions,

what imputations are these ! and how, then,

did the Lord close his confidential sermon?
Was it not also with the rejection of the

workers of iniquity, ch. vii. 23 1 And how
did the fit and appropriate conclusion pass into

oblivion, the other taking its place ? Then
must the wisdom of the Great Teacher, which
led him to deliver two sermons, and which
could not have spoken the Sermon on the

Mount to the multitude, have remained hidden

from the Apostle Matthew as well as from all

" evangelical tradition," so that they mixed
together in early times what it was left to our

later skill to discriminate. Against all these

absurdities we have our consolation, reading

the sermon to the people even in Matthew's
account ; and regarding it as returning to us

again abbreviated in the derived Gospel of

tradition. " Devoted " disciples—how became

these such so early ? were they not rather

made so by this sermon, which was designed

to call out and to separate those disciples from

the mass of the people 1

Luke hands down what his sources gave

him,* and arranges more after the manner of

human skill and wisdom the words which his

reporters had seized and preserved as then

spoken by our Lord. Thus in his case there

may be something of that which is improperly

imputed to Matthew, a working up, if we
may so call it, of his materials. He con-

structs out of the details a whole of his own,

and in doing so we must suppose that the

original letter may have been departed from

in some cases by his vouchers, as well as that

he may in some cases have departed from it

himself, just in order to give it more closely.

He gives his own spontaneous expression

sometimes so as to make his narrative move

*Not, however, just a " postscript"—as Schleier-

mach«i- once said, as if talking about his Berlin

sermons

!
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more harmoniously
;
generalizes the concrete,

for instance, in order that it might lose any
fragmentariness or indistinctness, being con-

scious in himself that in some cases he had
not received the ipsissima verba of the Lord.

We concede all this, for it lies before our
eyes ; and yet we, on our side, maintain with
equal confidence, that Luke could not in this

manner incorporate any thing of his own, or

any thing that by others before him had been
falsely attributed to our Lord. For that the

Spirit of Truth miraculously guided him also,

preserving him from all essential error in the

matter of his Gospel, is most evident, how-
ever more or less conscious his Prooemium
shows him to have been of this. It is mani-
festly stamped upon the very character of his

whole Gospel, and is proved by the many dis-

courses of our Lord which he alone gives in all

their self-evidencing truth. Consequently we
have in the Sermon on the Mount even of

Luke nothing but the Lord's word actually

spoken by himself: even where for once he
may be thought to have transgressed the
bounds of his own faculty by introducing a

saying from another place (ver. 45) ;
yet even

this is a saying of our Lord, actually spoken
on another occasion.

The more closely genuine criticism exam-
ines the contents of the two Evangelists,

laying them side by side and subjecting them
to a comparative exposition, the more incon-

testibly does Matthew's evince itself to be
the original, according to which Luke's is to

be understood. For what the latter gives us,

bears the natural character of having been
transmitted and derived from hearers at a

second remove.* To make this the proper
original, and Matthew's a deviating and
expanded collection and compilation, is not
criticism but folly, which heedlessly and
superficially talks about what has never been
thoroughly investigated. This is our avowal
and testimony; the detailed grounds of which
appertain not to this book, though we hold
them in readiness.

Let the entire arrangement, closely com-
pacted as it is in Matthew, down to its slight-

est details, be now surveyed ; and let the ele-

ments of the discourse as given by Luke be
assigned to their place in it. The commence-
ment and the conclusion fit well together,

although the great bulk of the expansive
middlepart is wanting. Of thefirst main divis-

ion we have the benedictions, apprehended in

their starting-point and in their essence, and
illustrated by distinctive contrasts. f Of the
second part we find little, yet that little is

well-ordered and correct. Of the first con-

* Not, however, in the sense in which Schleier-

macber saj's, " that the reporter had a more unfa-

vorable place for hearing."

fNot as if (according to Schleiermacher) the
reporter appended the woes, in order to fill up a gap
which he felt, but knew not how to complete ! but
in the sense in which we shall afterwards explain
ourselves.

trast as opposed to the righteousness of the
Pharisees, we have the commandment of the

love of enemies which annuls their wicked
gloss upon the falsely interpreted law ; as

well as the acccompanying reference to the
perfectly merciful benevolence of God. The
express polemic against their apprehension of

the law in individual precepts is wanting at

the beginning, as also that against their spe-

cious corformity to the law in alms-giving,

prayer and fasting. The whole of the second
contrast as against heathenish care is preter-

mitted, probably with the Evangelist's know-
ledge and design, certainly under the Spirit's

direction, since the Gospel (ch.xii. 1) contains
a record of it afterwards as having been
spoken by our Lord. The third contrast, on
the contrary, as against judging and mote-set-

ing, comes forward with tolerable fulness,

even enlarged upon the main idea. On the
other hand the profound observation directed
against the imprudence of charity in exhort-
ing and preaching, is wanting; and so, indeed,

is the whole close of this division, viz., the
injunction to prayer and to enter through the
sh-ait gate, but only for the reason given
above, that both are to occur in a later repe-
tition (chs. xi. and xiii.) ; as well as the pre-

ceding Lord's Prayer. Finally, in the third

part of the discourse, only the warning
against false prophets is passed over, as before
the general controversy with Pharisaism. In-

stead of this the requirement of the fruits,

the exhortation to doing, and the warning
against not doing, follow immediately next, in

strict harmony with the fundamental course

of thought. And now we ask any man whe-
ther, in Luke's extract also, the characteristic

element of every section is not preserved
;

the heart of the provdse at the commence-
ment ; the point of the requirements in the
middle, piercing the heart of every hearer
who keeps them not (in ver. 40 these require-

ments merge into that of a perfect discipl.e-

ship) • and finally the conclusion with its no
less emphatic and solemn warning. We have
fresh evidence in this, that we have rightly
seized the course and order of the discourse
in Matthew, since it is not contradicted here
but confirmed. We find a reason and justifi-

cation of Luke's omission of the reference to
the Law and the Prophets (Matt. v. 17-19),
as well as of the subsequent controversy with
Pharisaism upon its interpretation of individ-

ual commandments, in the relation which his

Gospel bears to the first : he has less directly
than Matthew a Jewish interest and aim, but
the Spirit uses him as a witness for the Greeks
and the Gentiles.* Thus in the marvellous
domain of inspiration, where human con-
sciousness and divine direction most wonder-
fully unite in concert, even deficiencies ap-
prove themselves as parts of a well-ordered
arrangement.

* Von Gerlach simultaneously concurred with
me in this reason for regarding Luke's discourse
as " without doubt the self-same " which Matthew
gives more in detail.
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Verses 20—23. In the benedictions as here
given according to the conception of a less

immediate report, we do not find recognized

Matthew's internal progression through the

number seven into its close and confirmation

in the eighth, and the complete systematic

view of the inner and outer life of discipleship

which he has stamped upon them. Hence
not only is the second part (Matt. v. 7-9)
quite wanting, but also the previous benedic-

tion of the meek, as it stands at the turning-

point of the development. But so much more
sharply comes out in striking paradox the
contrast between the promised blessedness and
the present external circumstances of the dis-

ciples, as Luke's main point of view : Blessed
are ye who are now miserable, needy and per-

secuted ! In this view the transposition

which places those who hunger before those

who weep, is fully justified ; and thus viewed
the benediction of the persecuted and sepa-

rated ones (vers. 22-23) was all the more
indispensable. It is in harmony with this

point of view, further, that the discourse just

here assumes the direct address of Ye (which
in Matthew first begins at ver. 11) ; and the
preceding observation that the Lord thereby
signified 7m disciples, is so entirely correct,

that we cannot but suppose in connection
with Matthew's form of expression such a

direct turning of the Lord's eye upon his

immediate and near disciples. To give this

idea, as a human illustration which, however,
is faithful to the true reference of the dis-

course, vvv, now, is now appended: for if a
present internal satisfaction and consolation
are promised to those who hunger and those
who weep, yet does the full contrast as here
viewed stretch its futurum onwards to that
time of which such a passge as Rev. vii. 16,

17, speaks. Then will the consolation which
now begins be consummated in laughing in

its highest sense (Psa. exxvi. 2).

But here a false criticism and exposition

—

even that of Neander,* to our great regret

—

will have it that the Lord's word is misunder-
stood, as if he had spoken of the physically
and externally hungry and poor. Assuredly
it is not ! Let it be observed narrowly and it

will be seen that as in Matthew the

D*0V3X> needy, are by transition included, so

also in Luke internal poverty, hunger and sor-

row are not excluded but implied. He had
already (ch. iv. 18) quoted Isaiah's evayys-
\i6a6$ai Ttvooxoli, to preach the Gospel to the

poor, and now indicates the true meaning of
that expression, the only one which it will

bear in the prophetic Scripture ; viz., that
which includes both senses in the indetermi-
nate language of the Spirit. Are mendicants,
as such, inheritors of the kingdom of God '?

Only so far as their external poverty becomes
true poverty of spirit ; as on the other hand
the externally rich may be truly poor before
God. The rca itvEvp.ot.Ti, in spirit, is want-

* Who sees here only narrow-minded misunder-
standing combined with rhetorical painting.

ing to itrooxoi , poor, and r?}v 8tx<xio6vv?/r f

after righteousness, to tceiviavteZ, that, hunger,
but that they are to be understood in the
Lord's word follows necessarily from its being
his word.*

In the sequel we have as a mere change of
expression, instead of persecute, its principle
sharply defined in jutdelv, hate, and with this,
its manifestation in 6c<popiB,Eiv , separate; the
Lord may have uttered both ; let his corres-
ponding concluding discourse to the disciples
be compared with this, and let the probable
allusion in John xyi. 2 to Isa. lxvi. 5 be duly
noted.f The ixfiaAAeiv to ovoj.ia gjS novt).
pov, casting out one^s name as evil, is probably
the same as jn DE> JTiffcl (Deut. xxii. 19). Yet

is knq>ipEiv ovopa Ttovrjpov, as the Sept.
translates there, somewhat difterent from the
stronger kxfidXAeiv of our text (which rather
includes the idea ofexcommunicating or putting
under ban), and from the just as much stronger
to ovofxa vjuaiv caS novyjpov. This ooi

and this to point rather to the Name which
they preach and glory in ; which they thwi
make their own and bear ; see, again, the
Epistle of James, which is pervaded with the
spirit of the Sermon on the Mount (ch. ii. 7).

where we the rather find a lusion to our text, as
the poor and the rich, vers. 5, 0, had just been
spoken of. In the intense 6xiprdv , leap for joy,

Luke only remains true to his fundamental
aim, to make prominent the contrast between
the future and the now ; but inasmuch as not
a future but an imperative stands connected
with "in that day," (comp. Matt. vii. 22, j.

prelude of which we may have here), it must
be taken with dyxWtaOSe, rejoice : Lea; -1

up joyfully in faith and hope, in anticipation
of your future joy.

Verses 24— 26. Just in these word? the
Lord assuredly spoke, though they may be
reported with more or less literal exactness.

It is not conceivable that any reporter could
have falsely appended such contrasted woes to

the distinctly marked benedictions ; even
leaving out of view the Spirit's guidance of

Luke. Matthew, who makes prominent the
progress of development as the main idea of the
Sermon, has omitted these as well as much
else that is similar ; here, however, they take

their place with the full force of perfect

contrast. Here, still less than before, the

externally rich, and full, and laughing, ara

intended as such ; and we have new confirma-

tion of the spiritual interpretation of the

preceding. These sayings of our Lord find

their type in the prophetic Scripture, Isa

lxv. 13, 14. James, in whom we discern so

many elements of the Sermon on the Mount
(as found whether in Matthew or Luke), to

* Alford remarks very truly that a comparison of

other passages in Luke without reference to Mat-
thew, would render a spiritual sense necessary.

f Though there ift£> jyjpfj is to be construed dif-

ferently from Luther, as my commentary on Isaiah

shows.
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which he immediately went back through the

medium of living tradition, manifestly refers

to it not only inch. iv. 9, but also in ch. iv. 1; with
which he also in vs. 2, 3 combines (as we saw be-

fore) an allusion to what is found in Matt. vi.

19, 20. Both in the former and in the latter

passage he designates the externally rich, but
as they are at the same time rich and self-

satisfied in the sense of Luke xviii. 24, 25
;

Rev. iii. 17 ; Hos. xii. 9. Ye have received

your consolation—once more an anticipatory

note of Matt. vi. 2, comp. Luke xvi. 25. Very
significant also is £/u7rc7tXr/dju£voi, fall, in-

deed, but not properly satisfied (Luke xv. 1G
;

Psa. xvii. 14). They are the rich and the full,

who, because they have the good things of the

world and earthly consolation, think them-
selves also contented in soul : such are imme-
diately spoken of, but they are taken only as

a most striking type and example of those

who are spiritually satisfied and at ease, of

whom there are many, indeed, who have no
external abundance of earthly goods and
earthly joy. But he whom earthly good does

not content, belongs to the hungry ones who
were before blessed, even though he may
abound in provision for his earthly life.

The four woes correspond, as they are here
arranged, to the four benedictions ; hence the
laughing has no bye-meaning of mad earthly
exuberance of joy (as in Eccles. ii. 2, v. ii. 3,

6) ; it is only the exact converse of ver. 21.

In reality it includes not onty that wicked
laughter, properly so called, which being a
mere convulsive excitement of the animal
nature is exhibited as unworthy of man, but
also and more than that, the malevolent
laughter of those who hate righteousness and
triumph over the righteous, which is referred
to again in John xvi. 20, but not in the same
terms. Thus it forms a good transition to
the mention of hatred and persecution, which
follows presently in contrast. How apt is the
proleptic allusion to the /(Use prophets in the
Lord's discourse, which in the first part
already shadows out its whole course, we have
noticed already upon Matthew. What James
eays in ch. iv. 4 may refer to this expression
as directly as to Matt. vi. 24, probably to both
together ; his main idea, at least, is certainly
an echo of the Sermon on the Mount.
The whole of our Lord's discourse, from Matt,

v. 21 to ver. 48, this account compresses into

that one pointed and prominent saying: Love
your enemies ! which here commences as it there
closes all, with condensed and emphatic brev-
ity. Here we find it again in ver. 35, and thus
at the beginning and at the end it is the boun-
dary of the whole discourse upon this subject.

Hence the transposition of vers. 29, 30, which
according to Matthew were spoken before, and
formed the appropriate transition to this topic.

Similarly ver. 31 was probably placed here in-

stead of later, as in Matt. vii. 12, since to an
inexact remembrance this seemed its point of
connection. According to their sense and mean-
ing the two sayings are strictly connected, for

the one explains the other. Instead of the

many contrasts in which the Lord so emphati-
cally spake his But I say unto you ! we have
only now the i)/.uv Xeyoo, I say unto you, re-

maining ; which does not so much indicate a
contrast of his words with other sayings and
teachings of the scribes (the false prophets of

ver. 2b, with which the dXXa, but, in ver. 27
may be a slight link), as the absolute authority,

which, even thus abridged, they emphatically
announce, of him who now speaks. We ob-
serve here also how thoroughly Luke's account
brings the earlier portion of the discourse into

connection with the fundamental idea of its

conclusion, the vjuiv Xeyoo with vers. 40, 47
afterwards. It is partly to express this that
roii ctHovov6tv , to you that hear, is added;
and partly as equivalent to itadi roiS
axovovtiii', to alt that hear—in contrast with
the avrois, them, of ver. 39, which specially

points to the juaSr/raS, disciples, of ver. 20.

This is precisely in conformity with the Lord's
meaning, who, beginning with his disciples in

particular, then included all people universally

in his address ; finally, again, returning espe-

cially to those who were his own d sciples and
stood in his presence.

In vers. 27, 28 there is a transposition which
disregards (as in the benedictions) the inner

sequence of blessing, doing good, praying for,

as Matthew preserves it, the contrasts merely
being aimed at. In ver. 29, the concrete going
to law for coat or cloak is generalized as a
mere al'peiv, taking array ; hence, naturally, as

we saw before, the cloak comes first. The es-

sential power and truth of our Lord's words
do not lie in these specialities ; and this the

Holy Spirit designs to teach us by the more
exact or inexact expressions found in parallel

places of the Evangelists. The ai'pstv is even
not necessarily now robbery by force, but,

generally speaking, a taking away without ask-

ing, which should, however, be regarded as

equivalent to asking it ; and so we find ver. 30
carrying on the idea, in conformity to its pe-

culiar fundamental design as we discovered it

in Matthew. LToia vplv ^afpzS kdxi, tchat

thanks hare ye?—another form of Matthew's
riva f.ud'sov e^ere, tchat reward have ye? We
might almost say that it embraces in its gener-

ality the rj ne/jiddov it oi el rs, what do ye more?
which is there found hard by. Frr sinners

also do—a general idea instead of the concrete

Publicans and Gentiles. Matthew says no-

thing of the lending, but the Lord probably, as

we there saw, added this, since it most strik-

ingly represents the vrtovoia, or hidden sense,

of all Scriptural teaching; unselfish love, with-
out regard to its return, or to previous love in

its object, a readiness to lend without interest,

even at the peril of not receiving again even
the principal, at least from men. Let Moses'
prohibition (Lev. xxv. 35-37) of usury and
increase be reflected on, and the commandment
to lend to a poor brother, without hope of the
principal, even though the year of release was
nigh (Deut. xv. 7-10). Td Ida, the same, in

effect, refers rather to principal than to inter-

est, as the antithesis pr/Siv dnEXiti^ovre^y
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hoping for nothing again, afterwards more di-

rectly declares.* Ver. 35 corresponds in its

threefold expression clearly enough to the

three sentences vers. 32-34. The form vioi

v^)i6rov, children of the Highest, here used, is

after the Old Testament (see Ecclus. iv. 11,

uai ~e6tq gqS via? vipidrov) and might have
hcen used by the Lord, as well as the other, in

a more detailed and copious discourse. The
XfiTjtiroS £6x1, is good, once more generalizes

the sense, if we compare Matthew, and ax&-
pidtovi, unthankful, is a human illustration at

the close, corresponding with the context.
" Ingratitude is the world's recompense "—this

also experiences the most high God, the mer-
ciful One to all ; let it not overmuch grieve

you to bear the like. In this we have, and
must not overlook, a keen exposition of the
word which Matthew uses. God maketh his

sun to shine and sends his rain upon the evil,

that is, not merely upon those who were before

evil and therefore deserve it not, but who re-

main so afterwards also, and thank him not.

Although so much that is intermediate is

omitted, how spiritually correct and true to

the whole harmony of the discourse is the
condensation which attaches ver. 37 imme-
diately to ver. 36. Matthew commenced a

new subject with these words, but the thought
was closely connected with what had just been
said concerning a God-resembling, forgiving,

blessing love of our enemies : and the funda-

mental idea of the whole section (Matt. vii.

1-6, 12) is pure, unselfish love. Matthew sets

down the simple and impressive fxrj npivsre,
judge not, but here we have a more detailed

commentary upon his word, one which cannot
be thought to have been added by any one ex

propriis, for it is too definite, and striking, and
appropriate. The Lord assuredly uttered these

words, nor could that conception of the dis-

course, which has found " Love ye !" to be the

centre and heart of the whole second part of

it, willingly dispense with them. We have,

further, in Luke a gradation, a threefold pro-

gression in the thought: Judge not, even for-

give, and finally (as practical evidence of the

same) give, impart, do good, that is, as the pre-

ceding verses require, to all alike without dis-

tinction, enemies as well as friends. The having
it measured again, is, as in Matthew, an unde-
fined promise, which in part finds its fulfillment

from man, assuredly in full from God. This
latter we hear in the jue'rpov holXov, good
measure. The threefold detail of the figure

(Bengel : In aridis, mollibus, liquidis, " in dry,
soft, liquid things ") is so familiar and accept-
able to all, and clings so fast to our hearts,

that ws strongly suspect, though we cannot
positively affirm it, that the Lord actually

* This d.TtE\rtic$Eiv, which is only found here in

the N. T., is explained hy its context : hoping for

nothing of it, for it, again. Nullo modo desperantes

(a signification which is found in Diodorus and
Polybim as also in a var. reading of Eph. iv. ID)
would be altogether inappropriate ; but the transi-

tive sense which the Syriac gives it, is quite con-

trary to the language.

added these very words,* and all the more aa
eti rov xoAitov, into yourbosom, with a changed
application, however, from threatening to
promise, comes from the same chapter of the
prophet (Isa. lxv. 6, 7), to which vers. 21, 25
referred us, as ver. 22, to Isa. lxvi. 5.

Verses 39, 40 are peculiar to Luke, but suit

very aptly the connection of Matthew. The
significance of the subsequent beam is before
indicated by the idea of blindness ; the ground-
thought of Matt. vii. 1-6, as we showed be-
fore, is then emphatically made prominent:
Be perfect as disciples ! Even if it were an ex-
pository addition, we would think that it

penetrated the depth of the Lord's meaning.!
But the Holy Ghost has expressly provided
against this, by inspiring the Evangelist t:> in-

sert Elite 8e Ttapa(5oXr)v avroi?, and he spake

a parable to them—which remark certainly can-
not signify that here a parable spoken else-

where is interpolated ;\ for the exvroiS, to them,

is only to be interpreted by ver. 20 and was
used here to show (in contrast with ver. 27)
that the disciples were particularly addressed.

Luke also (ch. vii. 1) asserts beyond all doubt
that it was a connected discourse which he
had given. The Lord consequently uttered it

at this place, and by a significant parable more
decisively taught what in Matthew we find

him teaching without it : that a censorious

disciple is still, or has become no better than
a Pharisee. For he has repeated the same
words, afterwards, concerning the Pharisees,

(Matt. xv. 14, xxiii. 10). Let it be noted that
in this one word Luke also has given some in-

timation of the general tendency of the dis-

course to oppose the Pharisees.

When expositors and preachers refer ver. 40
to ver. 39 in such a manner as to interpret the

words only that a blind teacher makes also

blind disciples §—they entirely pervert the

text. That would be too keenly-expressed

iron}', I! and Harr/pridjuEvoS, he that is perfect,

then would be an altogether unsuitable word.

No, the discourse passes into a severe contrast,

and opposes to these false and yet-blinded

teachers and censors, the one true Master, that

perfect SidddxaAoS, Teacher, who now speaks

* If others thick, rejecting Bengel's interpreta-

tion, that the same measure is designated only with

the climax of full rising into overfull ; we accept

this as a subordinate sense, yet must cling to the

threefold application of the figure.

f As G. K. Rieger's Herzcvspostille on Luke vi.

3G-42 (the Gospel for iv. Sund. after Tiin.) takes

from this verse the comprehensive theme, ein

ganzer Christ—a whole Christ.

\ In Luke v. 86 the Evangelist inserts the same
before a strictly connected discourse ; similarly also

ch. xii. 16, xxi. 19, xiii. 6, xix. 11, xx. 9.

^Ililgenfeld thus drivels: The Pauline " Lucas-

Evangelium " could only have intended in this dis~

torted saying thus patched in—according to the

connection (in the expositor's brain!)—to have con-

demned the Jewish-Christian teachers.

||
According to Von Gerlach : Even in the best

case the disciple is only as his Master.
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to his disciples. That meaning which has been
incorrectly imported from Matt. x. 24-25

;

John xiii. 1G (where the Lord places the sig-

nificant Maschal, or " parable," in an unusual,

and altogether new application of his words),

as if he meant that the disciples must suffer

like their Master, is foreign to the discourse,

where the TtapafioXrj, parable, occurs in a gen-

eral, and well understood sense. The irony,

which indeed adheres to the first sentence
(ovx cdri vnip) though not to the second, lies

deep, and the Lord intends to say : Take care

that ye do not in your rash and unmeasured
condemnation of your brethren, exercise a se-

verer judgment than I, in my love and forbear-

ance, have exercised upon you ! For does not
the censorious judge place himself, as it Avere,

above his forgiving, graciously-correcting, long-

suffering Master? HaS in its position here is

not " every," but tolas quantus eaft—when he is

perfect, has learnt all as paS^rr/S, a disciple,

will he be altogether whole and perfect, as his

Master. The edrat, shall be, is a hortatory

promise just like edsdBe, ye shall be (ver. 35).

We have already seen that, in conformity
with the spirit of the section, vers. 43, 44 omit
the false prophets, and require from the disci-

ples themselves the good fruits of the good
trees ; we now only observe, so that nothing
may be unmentioned, the change of expression
in (idrov rpvyaidi, of a bramble bush men
gather, and the transposition of duxa, Jigs, and
draqjvArfv, grapes, as well as the generalization

here suiting the thought: exadrov SevSpov
yivmdxErai, every tree is knotcn, instead of

Matthew's tTtiyvoodedSE avrovi, ye shall

know them. The Lord signified that, though he
tuay have only said this.

Of ver. 45, we have spoken again and again
;

we may point out that we are unjustly charged
with maintaining a stiff mechanical theory of

inspiration, since we here (though with the

proper reservation, that it is only till we
obtain a deeper insight) are willing to allow

that this passage has been transposed from
another place, and that it does not harmonize
with the connection (not even with ver. 4G).

We may have frankly to concede the same in

the case of Luke. We regard this, however,
as possible only in his case and in Mark's ; not

in that of the apostles. But with equal con-

fidence do we discern and assert the wisdom,
correctness, harmony of the whole residue of

Luke's report of the Sermon on the Mount,
down to this one word : would that all criti-

cism penetrated into the depths of the whole
context, before making assertions of the same
nature so abundantly and hastily as it does !

Ver. 40 gives in few words what we find in

Matt. vii. 21-23, condensing the Lord's teach-

ing after the manner of the shorter extract.

As the original concrete presentation has been
given up throughout, we have it here in a gen-

eral position, which corresponds most perfectly

with our Lord's meaning, as we find it later

explained by himself in a parable (Matt. xxi.

28-31) which Luke has not. Finally, we have
the same generalization in the rttis o lpx6pt~
voi Ttpoi jus, every one that cometh to me, which,

though probably not thus spoken by our Lord,

yet indicates at the close and fitly illustrates,

the universal and all-comprehensive character

of this first Sermon on the Mount, in which

all other sayings were already bound up. Is

there nothing but " dim and weakened exhibi-

tion" in an extract like this, so wisely selected,

so skillfully knit together, according to its own
independent point of view and aim 1

THE LEPER.

(Matt. vm. 3, 4; Mark i. 41-44; Luke v. 14, 14.)

The first miracle of healing which Matthew
records in detail, after the general statement

of ch. iv. 23, 24, belongs assuredly, so far as

regards its time and place, to the position

which the " behold " of an eye-witness here

assigns it. That the Lord's Sermon on the

Mount had only resulted in a vague unimpor-
tant, and uninflucntial impression—That was
a mighty discourse ! the Evangelist has just

informed us. Nor is there more significance

in the following of the multitudes, when the

Lord had ended speaking. What inwardly
passed in individual souls at the time, or after-

wards recurred, to the conviction and salvation

<>f the inner man, the sacred narrative does not
reveal ; this belongs to the " secrets of men "

{xpvTtrd tqov avSpoDTtaoy, Romans ii. 16).

There was a poor leper, having ventured to

approach or actually to mingle (probably, at
least), with the o^AozS itoXXo'iZ, or great mul-
titudes,^ they listened at first and afterwards
as they followed, whom the final close of the
discourse, stern and severe as it was, had not
discouraged from laying hold upon the loving-

kindness of its first promises to all the poor
and wretched ; nay, rather by the very i.B,ovdia

or "authority" of its severity had given
ground to his confidence. A wonderful type
for us all in this respect, the truth and appli-

cability of which are manifest in the narrative
as given by the Spirit, even though the leper's

prayer had no immediate connection with the
influence of the sermon. This leper tells us
parabolically what the true and entire result
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of that sermon is to be in our minds : Lord, if

thou wilt, thou canst make us clean ! This is the

right " Lord, Lord," which will not be cried in

vain. As God sends the leprosy, so God only

can heal it—said the Jewish proverb ; and

Moses cried to the Lord concerning Miriam

—

Heal her now, God! Above in ch. iv. 24

lepers are ~\ot as yet expressly mentioned
;

but in any case, even if such had been already

healed by Jesus, and it had come to this man's

ears, and still more so on the likelier supposi-

tion of the contrary, it is a strong faith which

his words utter—Thou canst make me clean !

(unlike Mark ix. 22). This faith it is that

urges him further, even to the fearless ap-

proach and falling down before the Lord ; even

as to his willingness he does not really doubt,

but his " i/v is the becoming expression of an

humble supplication,* which by this word
6eems to tarry afar off, as it was prescribed to

the leper bending under the plague of God.

Verse 3. The Lord is now, as ever, ready to

help. No sooner is the request uttered, than

it is heard. The hand anticipates the word
(Mark adds, d7t\ayx vt(i^ E^f having compas-

sion), he stretches it forth down towards the

leper, who scarcely knelt quite close to him

;

ne touches him, as Elijah and Elisha touched

the dead without defilement,! the word and

deed are one, an immediate moment of most

immediate answer. Alas ! the majestic utter-

ance may not be fully rendered into our own
tongue, as the three Evangelists unanimously

preserve it in those two only words so full of

grace and authority : OeXoo, xa$api6SyTi, I

will, be thou clean ! The first is not merely an

instant echo of his mercy to this present single

request : I will do it. No, the Lord, who ever

contemplates and perceives in his Spirit the

whole in each, inclines himself to this man, as

to that entire unclean humanity which he only

can cleanse, with an avowal and testimony

which comprehends everything—/ icill ! The
appealing "if " awakened the whole full tone

of love in the depth of his heart—If I will

heal and help 1 Yes, verily, it is for this that

I am come ! It is the same great I will with

which he came into the world, and with which
he leaves the world, which is consummated in

that I will uttered to his Father on behalf of

his sanctified ones, in John xvii, 24.

And now is added that word of authorita-

tive command which was essentially contained

in the former, but is now expressly uttered as

a testimony to man

—

Become clean! Be thou

clean! (comp. Luke xiii. 12; xviii. 42). Be-
cause I will ! Therefore I can ! I say not, I

can ; faith, awakened by my discourse will

confide in me for that. My power is necessa-

rily included in my willingness. In this man-
ner never prophet before him healed, and he

* But not unbelieving, for, as Von Gerlach has

well put it: "Faith always says, if thou wilt! not,

if thou canst ! The opposite of Mark ix. 22."

f The contagion of pestilence is overcome and
kept off from the Lord, and can as little attach

itself to him as sin (Braune).

thus speaks only in the power of God who
speaketh and it is done. An imperative this,

which human language had never known be-

fore. The leprosy of the body must visibly

and instantly obey him. The leprosy of the

soul, indeed, not equally so
;
yet is there in

the word of our Lord's authority, which speaks

clean, at once both the power and the will on
his part, to make clean also.

Vei>e 4. It was for the sake both of an in

ternal and external propriety, that the wisdom
and consummate prudence of the Lord added
to lis first utterance, which had sprung from
the mighty impulse of his authority as well as

of his love, something more, viz., a prohibition

and a command, both wholesome and expedient.

The prohibition, to tell no man of it. is not
simply to be taken in connection with what
follows—Delay not by so doing, but hasten to

the priest ! It is certainly to be understood
in the same sense as many other similarly re-

curring prohibitions, in connection with one oi

which (when it was imposed upon all the
healed together), Matthew (xii. 16) gives its

most immediate signification and cause in the
prophetic word—He shall not strive nor cry,

neither shall any man hear his voice in the
streets. The Lord's design is—not indeed to

suppress all that we may call rumor or noise

in connection with his works, for he knew that

his prohibitions were in most cases to no pur-

pose ; but to testify most expressly that it was
not desired or demanded by himse f. A deeper
cause which is (in Mark viii. 2G for example
and elsewhere) more distinctly intimated, was
the wise aim of his love to direct the healed
ones themselves into the seclusion of thank-
fulness before God, to a profounder penetra-

tion of the matter where the injurious talk

about it might not dissipate their thoughts,

in order that, if possible, what had -taken

place in their bodies, might lead to their inner

healing. This, however, our Lord seldom at-

tained, but he continues in every new case to

impose it with unwearying patience. On the
present occasion he spoke the prohibition all

the more emphatically, because of the pub-
licity which already had attended his healing

word of authority". (Mark—tpf5pipr}6d)XE-

voiy strictly charging—evSe'goS ££e/3aAer av-
to v, sent him away—thus as it were, strength-

ening the /.irjdsvi j.uj8iv EiTtyS, tell no man).
With this is connected the recognition of

the Levitical regulation, the reference to the
priest's authority and prerogative, upon which
the true High Priest meekly falls back, even
at the moment when he has exhibited most
impressively his own supreme authority, in

order that we should not offend against it (ch.

xvii. 27). Go thy way instantly, that if pos-

sible the fame of what has taken place may
not outstrip thee, and give occasion to the
evil-disposed to interpret my act of power into

an invasion of their office. What lowliness oi

the mighty One ! What condescension of the
righteous One on account of unrighteousness i

This healed one, forsooth, might have been jus-

tified in thinking himself released from the
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offering: but just because he might so think,

the Lord reminds him of it, and will not have
that which he has done, otherwise regarded
than as what God does Avhen a leper is healed

of his plague (Mark v. 19). The article in rcJ

ispsi, to the priest, and to doopov, the gift,

points plainly to what was written in Moses;
which Mark and Luke, having said indefinitely

a irpo6£ra$£, k<*3(»S npo6era^E M.oov6iji,

what things, as Moses enjoined, supplement and
complete tej the addition of ittpl tov xaSa-
pid/iiov 6ov, for thy cleansing. We may not
regard to ScSpov, the gift, as being the offer-

ing especially prescribed by Moses for the first

day in Lev. xiv. which was followed on the
eighth by another, but it comprises the whole
obligatory duty in one word.

I» the conclusion eil /laprvpiov avToT?,

for a testimony unto them, which all the three

Evangelists have in common, there lies a com-
prehensive meaning: that they, these priests

so especially malevolent against me (this is

signified in the transition from the singular to

the plural, in the emphatic ocvtoH, to them\

may learn at once both the miracles which I

accomplish, and that I do not invade their

office by them (comp. farther on Luke xvii.

14). The former, however, is the special sense

of that solemn expression, which recurs in ch.

x. 18, xxiv. 14, where the general rejection of

his testimony is pre-supposed. We must fur-

ther guard against the error of many well-

meaning persons (who are here unconsciously
following Roman Catholic precedent), in inter-

preting this commandment to show them-
selves to the priests, as referring to our pres-

ent spiritual guides, who must inspect and sit

in judgment upon souls.

THE CENTURION.

(Matt. viii. 7, 10-13 • Luke vii. 9.)

A second, equally prompt I will ! A believ-

ing proselyte of the Jews from among the

heathen placed in opposition to that unbelief

of Israel, which the last word of the Lord had
just indicated. Did the reader suppose that

the stretched out hand and the touching were
necessary in connection with the mighty
QeXco, xaSapitiSt/Ti, " I will, be thou cleans-
ed !" it takes place now through a simple
re vtj St'/ too, So let it be, spoken at a distance.
But he who can do this, yet graciously and
condescendingly complies in every case with
man's request. That request, as Luke ex-
presses it more definitely, was onooi £A.$gjv
8ia6oo6ri tov SovXov, that he icotdd come and
save his servant—and the Lord does not in-

stantly utter his revrjBifTa), " So let it be !"

but 'Eyoo iXBoov ^epanev6co avTov, I will

come and heal him. Whether the centurion
came himself and spoke, or only by those
whom he sent, can scarcely be determined
with certainty, and affects the question but
little. Without Luke's account we should un-
hesitatingly understand the former from the
Utter of Matthew, but the exceedingly definite

account of Luke must have as much weight as

the prerogative of Matthew as an eye-witness.
Both have been united in the supposition that
the man, in the unrest of his great desire, had
sent once and again, and at last had come him-
self. This is possible, but appears to be con-

tradicted by Luke (ver. 7). If, according to

Luke, the first request was not urged in per-

son, yet must vers. 5, G of Matthew be under-

stood in connection with this, and Luke ver.

10 admits most assuredly of no other coming
and going than that of those who were sent.

Therefore we, for our part, would concur with
Bengel, who holds Matthew's account to have
been written sublimiore divinaquam historiae hu-

mance lege, " after a more sublime law than hu-
man history." That is, not that it is indeed im-
material whether any man speaks by himself
or by messengers (for there would be no justi-

fication of untruthfulness in this) ; but it is no
untruthfulness to place one instead of the other,

as the authoritative language of Scripture elso-

where teaches. How often in the Old Testa-
ment does speaking by the medium of others
assume all the living reality of speaking in

person ! Compare in the New Testament Mark
x. 35 with Matt. xx. 20. Thus Matthew's
rtpo6i)\$Ev, he come, with its sequel may well

be regarded as a living representation of Luke's
arte'dTeiAe, he sent; the Xeyoov, saying (con-

tinued afterwards as ditoHpiSei'i, answering),

equivalent to the Old Testament "ibxp in

countless instances. So also in the tintv , ht

said, of Matt. xi. 3, and in this very place Luke
uses kpooTwv, asking, in ver. 3, of the sending
and saying by others, and in ver. 6 uses Aiyoov,
saying, also. Let what we have elsewhere
said be remembered, concerning the just dis-

tinction between the represented and the
acted narrative, the historical writing which
gives us the very life of the events, and the
mere recital of the events themselves. In
accordance with this let the higher grade
of freedom of spirit in Matthew be here ob-
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nerved as it is contrasted in this external cir-

cumstance with the more human exactitude of

Luke.
This freedom, however, proceeds not so far

as to place a word in the mouth of our Lord,

which he might not in such a sense have

spoken. Thus when Luke (ver. 6) only inti-

mates that Jesus went with them, but Matthew
announces a word of willingness and promise

as spoken by him, they mutually supplement
each other. So he who reads Luke, thinks

almost necessarily of such an utterance in an-

swer. Here also the word and the action are

immediately united.

The humbly believing words of the centu-

rion which follow, and which Luke records as

having met the Lord when he had approached
near to the house, appear in Matthew's living

presentation of the whole circumstance as the

answer of the man himself; so on the other hand
even Luke in his external particularity has rep-

resented a similar approach of the man as if in

person, who yet was not present. He writes in

ver. 9 £$avjuace}ov dvzov, he marvelled at him,

and then gives the commendation of his faith, just

as Matthew does (yet without 'Ajuyjv, verily

;

which, as it was so often spoken by the Lord,

is not by all the Evangelists, and by Luke
especially, mentioned with uniformity). He
also more definitely states (with drpacpeiS,

turning) what Matthew does not neglect to re-

cord, that the Lord spoke this praise rolS duo-
XovBovdiv, rep cckoXovSovvti avraj ox^-°?i

ty those, tlie crowd that followed him ; that is, not
so much to the centurion in commendation,*
as to the Israelites for their shame, and as a
testimony against them.

It has been said that this is the first time
that we find the word " faith " in the New Tes-
tament ; but the Lord had not only given
utterance to it in the Sermon, ch. vi. 30, but
on many occasions from Mark i. 15 downwards
(comp. John i. 50, iii. 12, 15, &c, iv. 48 ; Mark
vi. 6). He everywhere seeks and demands
faith, not only as a susceptibility which his

miracles and wonders must meet, but as that
without which he cannot confer that blessing
which he is so willing to bestow. Much else

was to be praised in this eminent man, his

amiable care of his servants, the humility so
unwonted in a Roman, the profound recogni-
tion of God's revelations manifested in his re-

treating behind the despised people of God

—

but the Lord only makes prominent his faith.
He even marvelled at his strong faith, as it is

only once elsewhere (Mark vi. 6) said that he
marvelled—but in that case it was at unbelief.

He muKt have in some way given express ut-
terance to this, else how oould the Evangelists
have veutured to record it? But let not this

* Bengel's remark that the Lord would not thus
have praised the man if present—appears to us a
refinement, almost in direct contradiction to Mat-
thew, who felt nothnig of the kind. The word
would assuredly be very soon reported to him, and
thus was just the same as if spoken to him and in

his presence.

be hastily read and passed over ; let us
thoughtfully penetrate the depths which that
wonder at faith or unbelief in the Spirit of the
Son of Man discloses to us.* So great faith

—

he saj's ; so strong, so great (Matt. xv. 28), by
which this man, a man under authority, abso-
lutely and nakedly trusts in me, confiding that
I have power to command sicknessf by a word
without coming or laying on of hands in the
name of God, just as he himself can command
his servant in the name of Caesar ! I have not
found it in Israel, I who come to seek it, and
to seek it there first of all, where it should
have been found. For is not Israel— the
Lord while he puts them to shame in his lan-

guage of reproof, yet uses the glorious and
honorable title of their calling—beyond every
other people the people of faith, called by God
from the time of Abraham, and prepared, and
through long ages trained unto faith ? The
Lord thus, as manifestly as expressively, indi-

cates the great leading idea of the divine deal-

ing with his people, the essential aim of all

the institutions which had preceded his own
coining.

Verses 11, 12. Luke, who elsewhere makes
prominent the calling of the Gentiles, and for

this reason records in detail the history of the
centurion directly after the Sermon on the
Mount, yet contents himself here with the
Lord's first saying, which indeed involved all

the rest. The extended development of it into

that clear and ample prediction which now
follows as taken from the prophets, he intro-

duces in another place, (ch. xiii. 29,) where
the Lord uttered it a second time (just as we
found in the Sermon on the Mount). Ample
occasion, however, was given by the retiring

humility of the Gentile, and yet more by the
self-complacent obtrusion of " our nation

"

(Luke ver. 5) in the saying of the elders, for

such an utterance of our Lord—probably the

first such testimony that fell from his lips, as

probably this was the first heathen who ever

came to be admitted into the kingdom of

God. It was nothing new that he spoke, for

it was only the blindness of Israel that failed

to read it in the prophets, and to find in the

promise of Abraham. Yea, it was only the

remains of this blindness which rendered it of

* Julius Miiller seems to us to pass over this

deep meaning in a loose and unconsequential man-
ner, thinking that goodness can only astonish us,

because we have participation in sin. The ground
of Christ's marvelling at the centurion's faith lies

only, as his own words show, in its contrast with

what the Lord was accustomed to find ; not also

generally in its contrast, with the " evil unbelief" of

mankind, since the Lord knows its sin without par-
ticipation therein.

•f-
Certainly his meaning was simply—Command

the sickness that it depart (comp. Luke iv. 39)

;

somewhat as the modern fashion of aiming to speak
to, and drive away, bodily evil. What Lange says

of " Genii of recovery and health, powers of life, a
genius of healing sent as a servant," sounds very

beautiful and delicate, but is an importation from
another quarter altogether.
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necessary to the Apostles of the Circumcision ,

with Peter at their head, even after all that
the Lord had said down to Matt, xxviii. 19.

and after the uncomprehended testimony of

the Holy Ghost in Acts ii. 39, to receive an-

other and distinctive revelation of this mystery
(Eph. iii. 5). The Lord expresses himself, as

it were, euphemistically ; avoiding the word
" heathen," as also in Luke iv. 21-27. But he
uses the prophetical expressions, probably al-

"uding to the apocryphal passage (Bar. iv. 37
;

v. 5, 6)*— or directly to that fundamental
promise (Gen. xxvii. 14) which the book of

Baruch seems also to have in view, and the
echoes of which are heard in such prophetic
passages as Isa. xlix. 6, 12 ; lx. 4, &c. In con-
trast with Israel, and comprehending those
gathered from all the nations of the earth,

they are regarded as many who come into the
kingdom of heaven. The sitting doxon at table,

a.v<XH\iv£6$ai, is not to be specially referred

to the last futurity, although it points as far

as that ; it is obviously and first of all, the

general Scriptural metaphor, firmly established

in the phraseology of Israel (Luke xiv. 15), for

the enjoyment of all the blessings and benefits

of the kingdom of God. It has the same sig-

nification as in Isa. xxv. 6, and as it has in all

the parables of our Lord concerning marriage
feasts and suppers. The Israelites would not
eat with heathens ; the Lord puts them to

shame by the express contradiction of this.

We also see that the coming of these many
signifies their first entrance into the fellowship

of the kingdom of heaven set up on earth, by
the contrasted simultaneous rejection of Israel

in ver. 12. The children of the kingdom : this

is not ironically spoken, as if meaning those
who vainly thought themselves such (comp.
ch. xiii. 38, where we find the expression in its

most distinctive sense) ; but those who are
already the authenticated heirs, the guests

already called, those who were born in the
typical kingdom of God in order to the inher-

itance of the Messianic, promised kingdom

;

they who as the children of Abraham stand
already in some sense in its possession and en-

ioyment. With this sense only does the ex-
pression used in the later parallel accord : The
kingdom of heaven shall be taken from you (ch.

xxi. 43).

Let it be observed, further, how the Lord
proclaims faith in his person, confidence in his

divine power and authority, as the distinctive

condition of entrance into the kingdom of

heaven : throughout and entirely this and no
other. For the whole discourse proceeds from
this point, beholding in this one heathen the
type and earnest of many, who in point of

faith shall be like him. I have not found such
faith in Israel, that is, at the same time—

I

have not been hailed and received with faith :

a general and indefinite faith in God (John

* Where, indeed, the discourse is only of the

children of Jerusalem returning, yet the Vulg.

reading " Sicut filios reg-.iV remarkably suits our
j

passage. That the Lord elsewhere has apocryphal
places in his mind, is undeniable.

xiv. 1) is no more in question, sinco he makes
his appearance ; and when he proposes his

claims, the evidence of such faith is to be

sought and found as faith in him. But just as

little as we ace to seek the Lord's meaning in

a more far-reaching, free development of faith

as to its object; as if the insight into the per-

son of Christ, as the Lord of spirits, from the

heathen stand-point, is placed in advantageous

contrast with the limited and straitened Mes-

sianic ideas of the Jews ! (as Neander imposes

his meaning, contrary to all Scripture). When
Christ and the apostles speak of the measure,

the greatness, the strength of TtidriS, or faith,

they never refer directly to its extent of per-

ception and acknowledgment.
Let it be observed, further, that the Lord

gives those who are to be cast out their full

rights at first as " Israel," and " the children

of the kingdom," as also that he describes even
the entrance of the strangers from the east

and the west as only an opening to them of

fellowship with Abraham, Isaac and Jacob (quite

in harmony with the prophets) ; but that yet
the casting out of the unbelieving on account

of their unbelief is, on the other hand, most
definitely and decidedly pre-announced. For
the outer darkness which is opposed to the feast

of light and joy, although it seems in part to

have its accomplishment in the blindness and
obduracy of Israel upon earth, yet stretches

its warning and threatening meaning to no-

thing less than what the Lord afterwards by
similar expressions indicates (ch. xxii. 13;
xxiv. 51 ; xxv. 30 ; xiii. 42). For as all the

Lord's legislation does no more than fulfill and
unfold what had before been written and
spoken, so in all his prophecies he only illus-

trates, and perfects what the preceding pro

phets had included in their field of vision and
range of utterance. Darkness in the Old Tes-

tament is equivalent to the prison (Psa. cvii.

10-14 ; Isa. xiii. 7 ; Eccles. xviii. 4). But finally

to the kingdom of heaven stands only opposed

the kingdom of him, who keeps bound in the

everlasting bonds of death. The article before

nXavBpui, weeping, and fipvyndS tgSk 686-

vto3v, gnashing of teeth, docs not simply op-

pose emphatically the future torture to all

pains of time,* but points obviously to the

prophetic word, in order to connect the whole
discourse with that in its conclusion. Isaiah

Ixv. 14 is indicated (as elsewhere ch. lxvi. 24
is brought forward), and placed in connection

with such passages as Psa. cxii. 10, with
which, again, Judith xvi. 21 may be compared.
Whether in the significant contrast, weeping
and gnashing of teeth (not chattering as with
cold), a farther antithesis between the softer

bewailing, and the mad fury of anguish is inti-

mated,! we leave undecided ; we prefer taking

* " The article is noteworthy : in this life is not

yet anguish " (Bengel).

f According to Von Gerlach :
" Probably the

former represents the grief of the softer natures,

the latter that of the more rugged." He also ob-

serves the more obvious contrast with the songs ot

the blessed.
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the description as a simple Scriptural emblem
ofself-engendered, useless sorrow ofevery kind.

But let it be noted, finally, that the Lord,

with wise discrimination, does not proceed as

we might have expected— The children of

Abraham shall be cast out. For in the back-
ground of this saying he designs to leave room
for the second historical fulfillment of the great
relative change between the far off and the
near, those who are there within and those
who are without—as it is prospectively an-

nounced by the prophets. Twice must the
children recede, that those who were before

strangers and afar off may enter into their

place ; the second great change is when the
Gentile-Christians have become ripe for rejec-

tion, and the seed of Abraham dispersed
through all lands shall return again from the
east and the west, from the north and the
south (Isa. xliii. 5, G). The Lord does not say
or signify this immediately, but he leaves room
in the prophetic perspective, for this second
and inverted fulfillment of his word.
Verse 13. Matthew's representation, which

from ver. 5 has more and more clearly set the
nobleman before us as if present, now passes

from a spiritual intercourse between him and
Christ, to what would seem to have all the
vividness of a bodily intercourse. He who
may think that the vitayz, go thy way, spoken
as if to a person present, departs too far from
the reality of the occasion, may suppose, with
many, that the centurion himself came after-

wards ; whereby, however, the greater inac-
curacy of Luke, nay the only irreconcilable
inconsistency, in the whole narrative is imme-
diately involved. The signification of the word,
whether we regard it as thus immediately
spoken or not, lies in two critical points,' which
now recur in their relation, and which the
Evangelist now points out and makes emphatic
for the analogy of similar cases. Faith, with
the praise of which the discourse began, is

ever the ground of help, as the Lord now tes-

tifies, with joy that he has found faith and
therefore may help, but keeping back in his
lowliness the mention of his own power which
is ever spontaneous and ready to help. Be it

done unto thee, as thou hast believed, namely
to thee in thy servant, for whom thy affection-

ate faith may avail. This expression is a uni-

versal word of mercy and of power, which the
Lord had for every one who came, and may
have spoken to many unmentioned ones, with

the same meaning in various expression. It is the
design of the Evangelist to record this, and in

this lies the truth of his narrative according to

the mind of the Spirit. As to the external his-

torical letter of our Lord's words, we may
safely resign that, while the Spirit continues
from age to age to illustrate its living meaning
in the world through the holv Gospels. More-
over we know not in any case, at least know-
not in the most important discourses, nor is it

necessary for us to know, in what language
they were uttered by the Lord.

THE TWO DIVERSE FOLLOWERS.

(Matt. viii. 20, 22; Luke fcr. 58, 60.)

The chronological connection, which has been
preserved hitherto, begins now to fail us. It

seems, indeed, as if Matthew placed this trans-

action expressly between ver. 18 and ver. 23,

yet Luke's account from ver. 51 has certainly

the appearance of having; adhered very strictly

to the order of time. Who shall decide this ?

Thus much in general we may regard as cer-

tain, that, as Luke often collects into one
homogeneous whole, events occurring on va-

rious days of our Lord's eventful history, so

also Matthew by no means makes it his design

to relate every where every thing acoluthisti-

cally, or in the strictest order (to quote the

recent eminent critic Ebrard). It must remain
undecided, also, whether the two incidents

occurred in succession, as it appears in the nar-

rative.* The sayings of our Lord are the mar-
row of the Gospels. Much stress is laid upon
the connection of the more connected and
longer discourses, but little or none upon the
date and sequence of single incidents and

* It is our unbiassed judgment that according to

the express words of both Evangelbts the former

of these examples occurred twice.

shorter sayings, the beginning and end of our
Lord's history being excepted. A comparative
harmony maybe very serviceable as it regards

these. Here Matthew, who gives us in his

eighth and ninth chapters a selection of the
earliest and most remarkable miracles arranged

on the whole in strict order, but while doing

so is preparing the way for the mission of the
Twelve in ch. x. (hence ch. ix. 9), gives us in

connection two solemn sayings of our Lord
concerning the following of himself, which
contain a most highly significant contrast.*

This is exhibited in the different treatment of

the different cases, as the Lord's wisdom, in the

most impressive manner, speaks to each what
his all-seeing eye discerned to be necessary.

* See, generally, the contrasts in Matthew as thev

are shown in Lange's Biblisohen Dichtungen, second

part. We cannot, however, discover with him any
dispositions or preparations for the apostolic office;

or find Judas Iscariot, Thomas, and Matthew, in the

three candidates for following, though Rothe too

was not thus in the selection of the apostles; and
(Ethik, iii. 419) appears to take such a view. Ii

the Lord had, moreover, other close j'oiloutrt be-

sides the Twelve.
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For to this we may refer John ii. 24, 25. The
enthusiastic one, who offers himself at once

and with so much alacrity, is repelled almost

abruptly; the considerate, reflecting, linger-

ing one is quickened to his duty by a word of

power which in his case dispenses with every

other permitted and bounden duty.

Scribes do not offer themselves in great num-
bers, and this Matthew seems to intimate in

the usual eiS, a certain. But nothing was less

aimed at by our Lord than to have followers,

anless they were genuine and sound ; he is far

from desiring this, as it would have been easy

to attain it. He tests the scribe severely,

whether this was a matter of solemn earnest-

ness to him. That he did not offer himself as

tempting Christ is manifest ; for in such in-

stances it is generally either stated in the ac-

count, or detected immediately and exposed

by the Lord. The man's speech sounds honest

and decided, like Ittai's word to King David

(2 Sam. xv. 21),* yea, as if he wa6 prepared to

reap the reward promised in Rev. xiv. 4. But
it springs, probably, from a momentary par-

oxysm of feeling not uncommon at that time,

and is not without a certain affectation of

promising much ; he by no means understood

(like Thomas afterwards, John xi. 16), whither
matters would tend with the Lord and his fol-

lowers. Therefore the Lord tells him the rug-

ged and naked truth which he little expected,

that with him it would be otherwise than

might have been usual in the case of a teacher

so honored. This presses upon him the unex-
pressed question—Wilt thou still go with me ?

^ast thou understood and pondered all this ?

Probably the consequence was as in ch. xix.

22.f
The Lord's accompanying word has all the

terseness and strength of a proverbial saying,

and is in the highest degree vivid. Every
thing living upon earth, even among its wild

beasts, has its home, its secret place of rest

and protection ; not thus provided for am I !

Places of abode are generally upon the earth
;

but the Lord designedly makes the variation :

Even under the earth and above it the animals

are cared for. The foxes are set against the

more familiarly and proverbially used birds

of the air, with this distinction, that while

* With which we may compare Ruth to Naomi
(Ruth i. 16, 17). Thus the expression, " Whither-

soever thou goest," assuredly does not refer to the

various roads the Lord may journey in ! (according

to the great Schleiermacher's very small interpreta-

tion) .

f " The book-learned are generally fastidious and

love warm housing: Thus on this account as well

as on account of their burrowing in dialectical sub-

tilties and the dust of books, they are least useful

for the practical work of life, and for laboring in

the Lord's vineyard—hence is the first immediately

rejected as unfit !" So Sepp after his manner, rather

too express in his anachronism about book-dust,

yet with some ground of truth. As to the general

sentiment Braune says excellently, " Many would

be pious, but would keep their nests—houses, rich-

es, honor, and respectability."

the former are among those beasts of the earth

which are most secret and native under it

;

the latter are, on the contrary, free, unre-

stricted, and apparently homeless and un-

settled. Nevertheless, just as the foxes have
their cunningly prepared and secure holes, so

have (and on this word the emphasis lies)

even the birds their xa.Ta.6x7/vc06EiS, nests,

at least, and this contains the general idea

which was appropriate to the occasion : nests

are not meant, as such, but some little branch

on which they may sit, or some tree or shrub

under the shade of which they may find re-

fuge. See ch. xiii. 32 ; Mark iv. 32; and Psa.

civ. 12; Dan. iv. 18 in the Sept. But the Son

of Man—and here first occurs in Matthew
that name of deep meaning by which tho

Lord is wont to designate himself, and which
has already been found in John i. 51. That
it is a name which indicates and avows the

Messiah, is certain from Daniel's prophecy

;

but it is equally manifest that it is most im-

mediately a name of humiliation, of humble
self-renunciation (a lowly S^n of Man) : which
meaning holds also in Daniel, where it is used
(as in John i. 51) in contradistinction to the

angelic nature (ch. vii. 10) ; as the invocation,

"0 Son of Man," Dan. viii. 17, shows, and the

repeated use of it in Ezekiel. Other signifi-

cations are not excluded, as further, the Uni-

versal Man, the Second Man, the Son of God
who yet has become man, and for man's sake

will ever be such. Now the one meaning and
now the other is prominent, according to the

ever-varying connection. Here we have the

identity of the Messiah-name with the name
of a lowly, neglected son of man, and the

second meaning holds good

—

Men usually are

better and more commodiously sheltered than

beasts, but I am one of them of whom even

this cannot be said ! Again, in strong and
proverbial expression—Not a place where he
may lay his head, no pillow for his weary
sleep. Is there here allusion to Jacob's stone

for a pillow, as in John i. Bethel had been re-

ferred to? Certainly the Lord does not merely

say—I know not even for the coming night

where I shall lay myself down (Herder). He
speaks of his entire homeless and needy life,

and lodgment, and wanderings since he entered

upon his ministry ; and if in his abode at

Capernaum, or any where else for a short

time, this expression might appear too strong,

it was a great truth on the whole, and was
even more and more literally working out its

full accomplishment, till he bowed his head
on the cross. This has the Lord most dis-

tinctly in view when he gives the answer to

the avowal, I will follow thee whithersoever thou

goest

—

Thither go i, that is my way and my
goal ! Wilt thou still go with me 1 If we
take Luke's chronology, this would have a yet

deeper significance, see vers. 51-53. But the

Lord could well have said the same at an

earlier period, conscious beforehand of the

whole course of his career; and would do so,

doubtless, when necessary, in order funda-

mentally to repel all Jewish expectation.
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Not improbably the scribe or others who
heard these words would say : Is this language

for one who assumes to be Messiah ! Is tliis

Daniel's " Son of Man ?"

The second belonged already to the dis-

ciples, as Matthew expressly remarks ; that

is, in the more comprehensive sense to those

who, coming and going, attached themselves

to the Lord: with this Luke's account that

the Lord uttered to him a special dxoXov Sei

fj-oiy "follow me," perfectly agrees; for this

Bummons might, in its higher and additional

meaning, be repeated a second time, as we
find in the case of the apostles. The hitherto

disciple is required to attach himself yet more
entirely and inseparably to his Lord, and
probably it was his intention to include him
among the Seventy (Luke x. 1). Even in

Matthew's account a second summons of our

Lord is evideutly pre-supposed, since the words
of ver. 21 can only be understood as an an-

swer to such a summons : Suffer me first— .' The
lord, however, qualifies not his cckoXovSei
'tot, and speaks to this wavering lingerer who
was in a danger that he knew not of failing to

return, with such keenness and urgenc}'-

as he
.vould not have been likely to use in the case

>f an entirely new disciple. For the rest, it

,s entirely inconceivable that the meaning of

the request was simply—Let me first go and
await my aged father's death and burial.

This is contradicted less by the letter of the
petition,* than by the spirit of our Lord's re-

fusing answer, which lays the stress of the
emphasis upon the burying. The entire mean-
ing of the expression, as we shall unfold it,

would then be entirely displaced, and an in-

comprehensible severity unnecessarily infused

into it, by refusing the attentions of an affec-

tionate son to a yet living father. The man
could not thus have come to Jesus from a

house of death ; the affliction and legal un-
cleanness would have forbidden this ;f but
having recently come to him, he received the
intelligence of the death which summoned
him home, while the Lord required him to

remain. By this obvious supposition alone
the whole is disengaged of difficulty, especially

the command of Jesus—Therefore go not, but
follow me ! The man thought indeed that he
might with propriety ask to perform the
duties which nature and religion exacted,
especially as in Jewish law the obligation of
burying released from most other engage-
ments. Hence it is with modest submission
that he says

—

Suffer me first! Or should we
rather say, with a wavering tendency ? Cer-

* Yet as Alt'ord well remarks (against Theophy-
lact) : itpairov (XTteXSElv xai Bccipai, "first

go and bury," must lefer to a specific act to be
previously performed.

f Such left not the house of mourning before the
entombment

tainty the position of this man's conscience,
vibrating at that critical moment between re-

turn to his old relations and a persevering,

yet closer adhesion to the Lord, manifestly
betrays itself here: if he did not suspect dan-
ger in returning, would he have put the ques-
tion

—

May I go '? 1 Kings xix. 10 is generally
compared, but this still more closely applies

to Luke ix. Gl. And in connection with that,

the difference between the Old and New Tes-
tament is referred to, between the relaxation
of requirement and its strong enforcement;
but this does not apply here, since our Saviour
also can in fit cases relax his demand, even as

Elias did to Elisha. His expression has prima-
ry reference to the individual instance before
him, and only applies in all its rigor to those
who shall be found in the same precise posi-

tion of mind. That is, he makes available in

its literal significance a truth and a principle

which, though in themselves perfectly general,

are not always applied in a manner so directly

interfering with human life.*

There is at first sight a tone of rigor and
of harshness in this word of the Son of Man,
who ordinarily is very far from breaking in

upon any human ordinance, and certainly is

at the utmost distance from a condemnation
or violation of the most natural exhibitions of

human love. The dead must be buried, ac-

cording to the very ordinance of God (Gen.
iii. 19). If it be said that burial is a matter
which affects not the dead, and therefore that

it is immaterial who performs it, whether a
son or any one else ; such a cold thought,

which our Lord has not in his view, is con-

tradicted by the recognized and universal

right feeling of man. Is it not a duty of loot

which a son might be supposed to have per-

mission to discharge without asking for it at

all '? And yet he who directed the cleansed

lepers to the priests, refuses to concede to a

son the duty and the right of burying his own
father! Assuredly it is because he had said,

Follow me ! and to the same extent goes

that other word—Whosoever loveth father or

mother more than me, is not worthy of me.
We may be tempted to regard this require-

ment as being too high and strained for hu-
manity, we may find it difficult to reconcile

this saying of our Lord with his ordinary

manner of speaking; but this should lead us

all the more diligently to seek that hidden
meaning which is concealed under the inten-

tional paradox: and if we seek it we shall

find it.

We set out with the literal burial of the
literally dead ; for the request referred to

* Very true and discriminating is Goschel's ob-

servation, that Luke ix. 61, 62, explains the fore-

going, and that the Lord in both cases condemns
the looking back {Zur Lehre von den letzten Liny en,

p. 70. On the other hand, what follows in pp.

71, 72, concerning reference here to the mutual
care of the dead in the church beyond—to the per-

formance of obsequies in the name of Jesus—may
be set down as ingenious wanderings beyond the

letter of the text).
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this, and the refusal must, first of all, have re-

ferred to it likewise. But that the dead who
are to be buried must be figuratively under-
stood, admits of no doubt, and needs no proof;

for it can occur to no man to impute so mean-
ingless a saying to the Lord as that the bury-
ing must be deferred, till one dead man shall

bury another—Let the already dead care for

the companions who join them ! Who then
are the dead? Not those who, being only
mortals and soon to die, are reckoned as being
dead ; for then the contrast here would be
lost. The disciple to whom it is forbidden, is

himself one of such. No, the Lord speaks
here as in John v. 24, 25, of spiritual death,

according to the Spirit's usage throughout
the whole New Testament. Thus the "bury-
ing," as an external work belonging to the

things of this world, should, in regard to per-

sons and circumstances where the doing of

something more important is involved, be left

to the children of the world, who can perform
such matters, are good enough for them, and
are in their generation better adapted for

their performance. Thus far we have light

arising in this dark word, and observe by this

increasing light that the Lord goes still fur-

ther, and taking the present circumstance as a
similitude, designs that wc should also under-
stand the burying itself, and even the dead to

be buried in their figurative meaning. Here
we discern himself and his manner of teaching
once more. How often do we find in study-
ing his words, that his penetrating glance be-
holds the most internal and general signifi-

cance of individual occasions and circum-
stances ; and then, elevating the particular

circumstance into an example and emblem,
connects with it sayings of sublimest, and
most far-reaching application. It is not
otherwise here. When one called to be his

follower has mentioned a " burial " which he
must first take charge of, which, however,
may very probably lead to the withdrawal
from him of this called disciple, the profoundly

wise Master gives him as an answer, not pre-

meditated, but issuing at once from the depths
of his spirit—an answer which at the same
time opens up a wide field of thought.

But to perceive this, we must think of the

still more harsh and mysterious saying: Let

those who are dead in sin, perform their burial

work one for another ! This may appear to

sound like what many loveless ones in their

Eride say in their thoughts or with their lips

—

et the evil world perish, let it remain in its

ruin ! For a moment it may so sound, till we
reflect who thus speaks. Did he then leave

the dead in their death and burial 1 Did he
not come for the very purpose, that whosoever
believeth on him, should not remain in death?
and is it not for this very object, that the great

work of revivification should proceed upon earth,

that he called his disciples, and sent them
forth among the dead as his witnesses, with
the word and spirit of life ? And here we re-

mark that his words to the disciples whom he
called, contain a very impressive contrast be-

tween the work to be left to others, and the
work which he himself must with his utmost
diligence engage in. We should find this an-
tithesis in the occasion and in the person, even
if it was not expressed in word, but it i3 s:.

In Matthew we have the Follow thou me, that

is, Hear the words of eternal life which will

give life to thy soul ; and again in Luke—But
go thou and preach the kingdom of God, that is,

Arouse those who are dead, being called to

this, leave burying to others, who alas ! do it

naturally enough, so long as they themselves

are as dead as their dead. (JioiyyeXXE, cry
aloud everywhere, far and wide, as in Horn. ix.

17.) The dead, indeed, are not to be thus left,

but to them the true word of life is to be
preached. The very reverse holds here. The
Lord's stern saying is one which springs from
the consuming zeal of his love for the world's

salvation. He will have the one thing pur-
sued without distraction and intermission. He
holds fast his messenger of life, that the life-

giving work may take no harm through his

attention to the " burying." As in a great

hospital, where many are hourly dying, the

physicians' sole concern is healing and sav-

ing; others may charge themselves with
burial, they have no time for that. So is it

with the followers of the Lord in this world.
When separation to this great calling is con-

cerned, every thing else must give way. The
proper burial of a father, even, is not excepted

;

although generally it is fit and right that a

mourner should bury his own dead out of his

sight (Gen. xxiii. 4, as here

—

their dead), and
the Lord himself, Matt.xxvi. 12. gives us proof,

in what estimation he held such a service ren-

dered by love to its object. Much more must
all that give place, which the Lord likens to

such burying. Luther says very appropriately

on this place :
" Some there be who allege good

works, for their not following and believing,

but Christ regards them as only dead and lost

works." how much of such lost and value-

less work is there under all kinds of forms and
names, and with very specious pretension, but
which bring no service to the kingdom of God,
bring no dead to life, and from which the Lord
not simply by permission but by express com-
mandment gives his people dispensation

—

Leave

these things to others ! Much of this mere
burial-work passes under the title of political

or generally human obligations, yea, is to be
found in the holy ceremonies of an ecclesias-

tical death. These things not only make no
dead soul live, but bury the dead yet more
deeply in their death (Rom. vi. 4). Thus do
the dead bury each other ! For all things in

men's mutual commerce have the effect and
influence either of burying or of raising from.

death. But this difference does not so much
lie in any external act as such, as in the man-
ner and spirit of its performance. The bury-

ing may be so ordered, as to conduce to awak-
ening from death; men may so ' preach the

kingdom of God," as that the people who hear

be preached into death.

This is the far-reaching, universally applica-
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ble meaning of the word, in which it has its

truth and force for all his disciples every where

:

Ye are called, as the living, to diffuse life
;

leave everything else as burying-work to the

dead !* " Take with you who is fit to go ; but
miss not a step of your own way" (Zinzen-

dorf ). But when does this general principle

lay hold of the soul in its full severity, and cut

off from us by an unconditional prohibition,

things otherwise permitted, and even demand-
ed by the very instinct of life, such as the

burying of a father in the present case 1 In
cases of collision and critical times of decision,

known to be such by the Lord's inward moni-
tion in the conscience. This man was in actual

danger of burying himself again, while bury-
ing his father; and the third example in Luke
ix. 61, 62, is an explanatory parallel of the
eecond. lie who felt in himself, while he put

the question, the waverings of his spirit, per-
ceived in his spirit more clearly than many ex-
positors have done, the true meaning of the
Lord's stern answer. Suppose it thine own
case, should any the holiest obligations of life,

even that of showing thy filial affection at the
dying bed or the grave of thy father, call thee
away at the critical moment when thy Lord's
service most imperatively claims thee ; tell it

to him in the sincerit}^ of thine heart : Lord,
suffer me first to go and discharge this obliga-
tion ! and if this first should not be approved
of by him, as involving danger to thyself; then
art thou released from all, hold thyself bound
to follow him ! What thou thoughtest thyself
bound to do will be done by others, and no
more will harm result from thine omission,
than that the dead will fail to bury their dead.

THE STILLING OF THE SEA.

(Matt. viii. 26; Mark iv. 35-40; Luke viii. 22-25.)

The significance of this history belongs not

simply to the place where we find and expound
the words. The whole human life of the Son
of God is in all its circumstances and details

altogether symbolical, because he who is the

image of the invisible God in the flesh, appears

in commerce with the world, with nature, and
with men ; and this symbolical, typical, pro-

phetical character meets us with special signi-

ficance on some most striking occasions. The
passage over the sea is human life generally,

disciple-life in particular ; the ship in which

he protectingly and savingly voyages with
them, as it is the heart of his disciple, so it is

also his Church, the antitype of the Ark. The
three Evangelists note three sayings of our Lord
in connection with this event: Matthew onty
records the central and most important word,

to the right understanding of which belongs

the right understanding of the whole narrative,

inasmuch as in that word the Lord regards

tho occurrence prophetically and symbolically.

Ho stills the storm, in order to teach by signs,

how he could and will still all storms ; he re-

buked the little faith of his disciples, in order

to speak in doing so a permanent word for all

pimilar conjunctures and circumstances in all

time to come. The Spirit secretly teaches

this in the concise and measured words of vers.

23. 24, in Matthew. The disciples followed him,

when he, evening being come (according to

* As typically the consecrated Nazarite might
not defile himself even at the death of his father,

mother, &c, though the high-priest was not forbid-

den to do bo (Num. vt. 7 ; Lev. xxi. 1-4).

Mark), summoned them to the voyage by en-
tering the ship, and announcing his will. And
hthold, where he voyages with his disciples,

there arises the storm !

The first word (in Mark and Luke) is the
Lord's purely human—Let us pass over unto
the other side ! On which we have on y to

remark that the Lord who so often is under
the necessity of opposing his majestic I to all

other men, all the more condescendingly on
that account speaks of the we and the us in

the external things of ordinary life :* yet as

the whole tenor of the Gospels evinces, the
Lord, in his own pre-eminent dignity only thus
speaks in such relations. All the more im-
pressively does the third word follow, with
which he, the only one, and concerning whom
the question is forever rising anew

—

Ilovanoi
idriv ovzoS ; " What manner of man is this 2"

—rebukes the winds and the sea

!

The word of main importance, however, is

that central word to the terrified disciples,

which the Evangelists remarkably enough
give us in variety of literal expression, but

* Compare 2 Kings iv. 13 (especially in the origi.

nal) with ver. 9. Just so do the apostles sppak, in

the same spirit mingling themselves and their at-

tendants, ministers aDd servants together, even in

spiritual things—though not with so much conde-

scension as Elisha showed when he spoke of retpeet

shown towards him and Gehazi.
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with the same meaning. The power and force

of such words must ever leave the mere letter

behind, and fasten upon the heart as the im-

mediate speech of spirit to spirit. " He re-

buked us that our faith was little, that we
were not ready with our faith, that we had
no faith"—this was the never-erased impres-

sion of words which in the perturbation of the

moment were not distinctly heard, but pro-

foundly understood. One thing was beyond
a.'l else plain ; that he pointed to faith as the

principle through which fear is overcome.
There was, indeed, great peril according to

human appearance, in a ship already filling

with water : Luke xoci kxivSvyEvov, and they

were in jeopardy. Four fishermen familiar

with the sea were there. But the Lord,

whose office and work was not to row the

ship, knowing no care as to the passage (criti-

cal from the beginning), slept, laying his weary
head upon the wooden railing of the ship ;*

slept so sound and tranquil, that the storm
and uproar around did not awake him,, but
only the hands and cry of the disciples. (All

three Evangelists mention distinctively the
awaking him, before they spoke to him.) And
how does the awakened wake up? In the

same majestic tranquiJity with which he had
sunk to sleep, in the most perfect self-posses-

sion and power of his spirit. Let any man
reflect how one suddenly roused with out-

cries of distress and danger of death around
him, would in the weakness of humanity com-
port himself; and it will help him to perceive
and estimate the unapproachable dignity of
this Being, even while, as one with us, he is

paying his tribute to the infirmity of our
flesh. Yes, verily, this Son of Man sinks into

leep. and wakes again even like ourselves,

and yet not like ourselves. This gives his

word, spoken at this critical moment, its

foundation of majesty, and must be consid-

ered in its exposition. That the Lord thus
speaks and thus can speak, is at least as won-
derful as that he in Adam's primeval authority
and dominion controls the element; rather
this latter is to be understood by the former.

The Son of Man slept, the Son of God in man
awakes and speaks ; for himself exhausted,
for others almighty.
Matthew gives the words of the disciples in

their simplest expression, Luke indicates more
strongly the urgency of their feeling by the

twice uttered "Master! Master!"—Mark adds
their reproachful appeal, "Carest thou not
that we perish?" Canst thou sleep tranquilly,

while we are in anguish and straits ? He ut-

ters no reproach for the violent awakening, but
perceiving instantly the whole significance of

the occasion, he penetrates to the very heart
of the matter, by speaking, as the great Mas-
ter, a great word of instruction for all who are

* For eve:a though 7tpodxE<pdXatov may sig-

nify ordinarily a second pillow or cushion, yet the

article in Mark iv. 38, seems to indicate something
belonging to the ship, which might serve as a
cushion or support.

so terrified : Why arc ye so fearful ? So fearful ?

This Mark also places first. He never enter

tains fear of any creature ; there is no trace

of any such feeling in him throughout the
Gospels. When anxiety, fear, or grief falls

upon him. it springs from quite another prin-

ciple. To fear is human, belongs to fallen

human nature in its sin and fear of death

;

but faith in God should again expel this fear.

This is the great thought in the mind of on*"

Lord ; it is only he who can speak to the ter-

rified, in perfect fearless composure, concern-
ing fearing and believing, as opposite one to

the other. The Holy Ghost revives in the
apostle the remembrance of the word, as if it

had been : O ye of little faith ! as in ch. vi. 30.

The disciples were also in unbelief, which
cried out—We perish ! Yet were they at the
same time sufficiently believing to awake and
call upon him

—

Lord help us! Even weak faith

is faith still, the trembling hand yet holds
fast the Deliverer. If others among the people
had called upon the Lord in such a storm to

help them, in them it would have been a
stronger faith. Thus the idea of little faith

is relative ; the disciples, more intimately
familiar with the power of their Master,
should not have allowed themselves so lightly

to be whelmed in distress and deadly fear by
the mere appearance of danger; to Peter, al-

ready walking on the sea, the rebuke is yet
stronger— thou of little faith, whereforo
didst thou doubt ! Mark and Luke give j.s

another form of expression : How is it that yc

have no faith, just now, when ye should have
been able to trust ? Hence equivalent to

Where is your faith? for there is in truth no
difference of meaning. More depends upon
another difference; viz., that the Evangelists,

not apostles, relate first the rebuking of the
storm, and then the word of the disciples

;

while Matthew, on the other hand, tells us,

and with a literal and express tote, then,

that the Lord spoke first the word of admoni-
tion to the disciples and stilled their dis-

quieted souls, before he turned to the winds
and the waves. In this lies the sublimest
trait of the whole : he looks not round on the
uproar of the elements, before he has dis-

charged to his disciples in severity and love

his accustomed function of Master.* Further
it is Tore EyspSeiS, then he arose—still sitting,

the awakened one in the midst of all the
tempest remaining unperturbed.
But then follows the act which sets its seal

to the word. And just as this, so also does
that carry its own meaning with it. And yet
this empire over nature is a new thing which
Matthew has to record concerning Jesus. His
narrative of selected miracles in chs. viii. and
ix., rises through a gradation of importance :

cleansing of the leper (a great thing even to

begin with)— healing at a distance by his

* " If they had awaked him, to restore their

disorder and presence of mind scared away by
danger, he would have entered on his function

without rebuking them" (Braune).
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word, Be it done !—commanding the wind and
the sea—saying to the devils, Go!—forgiving
the sins of the paralytic (more indeed than say-

ing, Arise ! or, Go hence ! more than ruling

the sea)—and finally giving life to the dead !

Matthew and Luke both give us to understand

that the Lord addressed the excited elements,

as we speak to living and conscious beings
;

Mark gives us the two words of his invocation

:

2iooTta! 7tf.cpiu<*>6o .' Peace; he still ! If we
are to seek in the repetition any thing more
than mere emphasis, that additional meaning
is not to be found by referring (as Bengel

does) the former to the sonus, and the latter

to the impetus, but by regarding the previous

words of Mark: He rebuked the wind, and
spoke to the sea. This is so significantly

echoed in the subsequent exclamation of the

astonished men, as recorded by all the three

Evangelists, that we may even on that account

readily believe that the Lord literally spoke,

as Mark records it—that he uttered one word
of authority to the storm raging above, and
another to the waves below. It surprises us

to read in Lange that, as the wind and the

billows were no "spiritual power" opposed to

him, the invocation was not " properly such,"

but a "prophetic announcement with a myste-
riously symbolical design," and to find that

with a diluted rationalism he traces the " im-

mediate causes of the stilling of the air and of

the sea to the atmosphere." no, there is an

authoritative word of God's Spirit's power,

which can speak into the atmosphere more
than was before latent in it according to the

harmonia prcestabUita. This word of authority

was not a manner of speaking which meant
only a knowledge that it would become still !

It is, moreover, generally true, as Von Gerlach

understands the passage, that " the destructive

powers of creation are for the sin of man i*.

the service of evil spirits." That profound
thinker Daub, for example (Jnd. Jschar. ii. 353),

has referred to this history in connection with
his views of the demon-element in the terrors

of nature and the war of the elements, and of

the authority of God which can alone com-
mand them to be still. Whether the Gerge-
sene devils, whose history presently follows,

were the spirits who raised this tempest against

Jesus (according to an old opinion), and thus
their ordinance is spoken to instead of the
beings who directed it, is very much to be
questioned ; and the invocation will certainly

admit of no application to the intermediate
agency in nature of angels, according to the
opinion of many. We, for our own part, are

not at all disposed to rest the simple truth of
this history upon any such inappropriate and
needless conceits ; it is quite in harmony with
the whole exhibition of the character of God's
power, thus to exert authority over nature,

Jobxxxviii.il (Psa. lxv.8,lxxxix. 10). What
that mysterious question in Prov. xxx. 4 at-

tributed to the " Son " of whom the Old Tes-
tament prophesied, now receives its manifest
realization. Here is something much beyond
Elijah's dividing the waters of the Jordan.
We have no need too elaborately to work out
the picture, and refer (with Pfenninger) to the

imperative form of the Lord seen reflected in

the instantly still water (it was, indeed, eve-

ning or night) ; we have ample foundation

already for the amazed exclamation of the men
(of the disciples themselves according to Mark
and Luke) concerning this Son of Man: What
manner of man is this ! But he remains him-
self in his high dignity amid such an outcry of

astonishment, the same as when he heard it

later from the lips of Pilate

—

Behold the man!

THE DEVILS IN THE SWINE.

(Matt. viii. 32; Mark v. 8, 9, 19; Luke viii. 30, 39.)

One single word of the Lord does Matthew
set within the margin of a wonderful narra-

tive,* which, amid all the wonders to which we
have been accustomed, stands alone and dis-

tinct in its kind. Thus much is by it clearly

designed to be taught, that this Jesus who
commanded the wind and the sea to be still,

rules also in his unapproachable dignity over

the devils, to whom his vitoiyeTE, "depart !"

mighty in its tranquility, points the way of

departure, and permits them to go
;
just as in

ver. 16 it had been already said in general that

he cast out spirits with his word. There is a

simple grandeur in the account of Matthew,
who brings forward no part of the circum-

stance which is not absolutely necessary for its

right understanding. To the other three

Evangelists there remain the individual and

* The geographical investigations about Qadara,

Gerasa, Gergesa, we gladly hand over to the learned.

more exact details, and three other words of

our Lord in connection with them.* The re-

cords agree perfectly in all essential points,

and particularly concur in placing the ia-

* Bat it is no part of this greater exactitude,

that they speak only of one possessed. We cannot

agree, either with Olshausen who says, generally,

that Matthew has confounded the accounts ; or with

Ebrard, who regards the second as taken from
Mark i. 23-27, and connected with the first. We
adhere to the simple conclusion, that according to

Matthew there were two, while Mark and Luke,
without denying that, speak more especially of one.

We have only to add that the one rnisht very nat-

urally be prominent throughout the whole proceed-

ing. He who would investigate further, forgets in

subordinate and useless questions, the main point.

Schleiermacher repudiates the second as false, be-

cause madmen never affect such close friendship

and fellowship, but there are answers enough to

that observation.
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cident immediately after the stilling of the

eea.

That truth, which had only been testified in

Matthew's Gospel by the Fatbor from heaven
(ch. iii. 17), and which Satan had in vain en-

deavored to assail, viz., that this Jesus, the

Virgin's son Immanuel, is truly the Sun of God,

—the devils have since understood, earlier and
setter than men. But while they know it

they tremble before him ! Mark, ch. i., has

tlready announced similar testimonies of the

•pirits in the possessed. We understand, with
til our science, so little of the natural history

of hell, and of that interference of its spiritual

powers with the affairs of human life which is

ever being exerted, but was specially intense

in our Saviour's time, that it might well be
accounted the most infatuated of all imagina-
ble folly to hazard the rash assertions of our
ignorance against the plain declarations of

Holy AVrit, which have their thousandfold
confirmation in our consciences, in history,

and in religious science. These Gadarenes or

Gergesenes disclose to us a dark and awful
province of humanity, as lying under the rav-

ages of the devil, the counterpart of which, at

least in moral life, if not in such horrible

manifestations of bodily possession, may be
found in Christendom to the present day—to

say nothing of its full analogies in heathenism.
But oyer this region also Jesus rules, the Son of
God I To believe and to understand this, is

the main concern, and we wonld not bury or

obscure this fundamental truth by an}r irrele-

vant discussions.

Matthew's expression, ver. 29, gives us at

first to understand that the possessed called

out upon Jesus, but it is afterwards made plain

that the devils, ver. 31, spoke through their

mouth, especially that of the one. The inci-

dent is made more vivid by the additional in-

formation of the two other Evangelists, that
the men, in their frenzy, rushed towards the
Loid, as they did towards all who were in the
way, but that in his near presence there came
a change upon them suddenly. The one devil

who unites together many in them, perceives

the great Ruler and Judge ; hence the falling

down before him, and the cry of horror against

him who is come to torment them, who has
power to bid them go away into their ab3rss.

And how came this? For (thus both Evange-
lists add in explanation) he had commanded
the unclean spirit to come out of the man, had
uttered a word which arrested the mad attack
upon him : Come out of the man, thou unclean

spirit ! I am he who can utter this command,
who am come first of all to deliver men from
the power of Satan. Unclean spirit—this was
the ordinary phrase, used l_>3r the Lord because
it has in his use a profoundly true significance.

Did he address in these words the ruler of the
host " Legion ?" He was in his hurMliation
by no means omniscient, but, unless m cases

when the Father gave him special and instant

revelation, subjected to the successive per-

ceptions of observation, like humanity in gen-
eral. He appears here to have seen in effect

10

at the beginning only an ordinary instance of
demoniacal possession. But his first

—

Comeout

of the man.'* not indeed impotent, rather effi-

cient to bring down the spirits to entreaty,

was not instantly obeyed, as we often read,

e.g. in Mark i. 26, ix. 26. Then does the Lord
discern a possession of an aggravated kind
(Matt. xvii. 21), and maintaining the sublim-
est composure in the midst of the raging fury
of the demons, condescends as his king and
judge to the being thus brought, as it were,
before his tribunal ; and enters into a most
marvellous and mysterious colloquy with the
unclean spirit.

What is thy name ? (Mark rz dot ovofA.cc ; Luke
Tidoi itin ovo).ia.) It is marvellous and quite
peculiar (the only instance recorded), that the
Lord should ask the unclean spirit concerning
his distinctive name. For that this spirit is

intended, and not the man of whom he had
taken possession, is most decidedly shown in

the context, according to the other two Evan-
gelists. It has been well urged, that a ques-
tion which would have been otherwise quite
inappropriate and unmeaning, might in this

case be regarded as quite useful, inasmuch as

it would help to bring the confused madman
to sober recollection. But the frenzy of pos-
session is not to be treated thus, and we per-

ceive at once that the conversation is not open-
ed up between the man and Jesus, but be-
tween the devil who usurps the man's mouth,f
and his Lord and Judge who commands him
to stand and render account. That the devils

as spirits are individual persons, and that
gradations and kinds obtain among them, we
already know ; and can understand the object
of our Lord's real question : What devil art

thou ? The name which he may have uttered,

was indeed only intelligible to Jesus; for

Avhat we find in the Talmud or in any other
books of ancient or modern times concerning

* By no means, as Neander thinks, a mere re-

mark of a subsequent compiler, in order to find a
motive for the words of the demons. Worse still,

we find Schleiermacher deeming it incomprehensi-
ble "that the spirits are so considerate and thought-
ful for themselves, and like children who have no
inclination to obey, make their proposals and sub-
terfuges "—and therefore holding that the itaprjy-
ysiXs ydp, for lie had commanded, is an incorrect
addition. That the devils, indeed, have no wish in-

stantly to obey, is their very nature—and in that
they are actually worse than mere headstrong and
obstinate children, who are full of cunning rea-

sonings.

t Not however as if the notions and manner of
speech of the possessed man were mingled with
those of the possessing subject. This has been dis-

covered in Mark's " adjuring by God" but incor-
rectly. For Dr. Bauer's question :

" When was
the devil so devout as to take the name of God into

his mouth V is answered most pointedly and well
by Ebrard, when he writes "die Posaune des jung-
sten Gericht8 gegen Hegel!" Von GerlaCu ob-
serves generally that the " manifold abuse of the
name of God among wicked men, shows how false

the ideas of former times were, which conceived
that the devil could not utter it."
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the names of fiends, may be regarded as con-

taining a little truth mingled with much fable.

But expositors should be content to stand

apart while the Son of God speaks to a being

out of hell ; well assured, however, that they
perfectly understood each other. The mali-

cious spirit, we further mark, made bold by
the unlooked for condescension, evades the

proper meaning of the question, and gives an
answer which is in the genuine devilish man-
ner, by a name which is only a disguise, and
says proudly, impudently, and half-mockingly,

as though a prisoner on defence—My name is

Legion, for we are many. All this Matthew
passes over, and hastens on to the request of

the devils founded upon it, for permission to

enter into the sioine. This is the turning point

of the whole narrative. The Lord who has
not hitherto exhibited to us merely " a kind
disposition to enter into the disordered fanta-

sies of a maniac " (Weiss), nor his wisdom in

the gentle, gradual, accommodating treatment
of a sick man (as, alas ! most of even orthodox
expositors, down to Lange and Braune, would
have us believe), but who has shown us, in

this the first direct and violent incursion of hell

upon him, the sublime tranquility of the Son
of God in the Son of Man—knows at this

critical moment, by the full revelation of the
Father shining through his spirit, what the
whole occasion is, and what it becomes him in

this conjuncture to do. The trial and hearing
are broken oft" abruptly, the request even of

the devil is granted, and soundness is impart-
ed to the men through the majestic and de-

cisive decree—Go ! Here the whole narrative
finds its consummation, and just at the point
where Jesus is revealed as their absolute
Ruler and Lord, our curiosity concerning the
nrysteries of the devil's kingdom and subjects
is left ungratified, and forever silenced.

Whether there lay in the request merely the
appetency for the unclean,* with a superadd-
ed disposition to destroy, or whether it was
a malicious scheme to bring the Lord into evil

repute through the death of the swine—sub-
lime over all rises his calm, sovereign word of

permission

—

Go ! What calm supremacy,
what mysterious depth is there in this one
word ! Latent within it is an answer to the
question before put, ver. 29

—

It is not yet time

for your final judgment. How much is there
intimated yet not spoken, and which we dare
not trust ourselves to penetrate, concerning
the influence of unclean spirits even upon ani-

mal life, the only examplef of which in Bibli-

* " The ancient affinity between the serpent and
swine, the union of which is exhibited in the
dragon, the affinity of the demon nature for swine,"
as Lange labors to express his idea. The mere
"inclination to the external, towards flesh, or to-

wards a bodily dwelling" (Von Gerlach), does not
beem precisely to explain the desire to enter the
swine in particular.

•f
The inhabitants of the destroyed Babylon in

the prophetic description might have been made to

illustrate this, where animals and devils are in

cal history here meets us.* We do not read
that the man or the men rushed upon the two
thousand swine, to drive them into the sea :

it is only said that the devils went out, and
entered into the swine. Even Neander here
recognizes the improbability and inappropri-
ateness of the demoniac's being let loose upon
the swine—although he then ventures to sup-
pose, in explanation of this " o'oscure point"
of the narrative, that the entering of the
spirits into the swine has been inferred from
their rushing down into the sea, and that the
permission of Christ, as it is recorded here,

has been fabricated in consequence. We al-

together protest against such dealing with the
Scripture. Braune ventures his doubtful re-

mark, that the swine were seized with this

madness from some " altogether undefined,
and unknown cause," but we must read it as we
find it-—it was the simple result of the devils

entering into them. Not indeed, only to

possess them, but to destroy them, that going
out of the men they may j^et accomplish some
work of destruction. The whole record shows
that this was the sole object of their request.

Nor were they in any special sense " stupid

devils"—as l)r. Paulus ironically solves the

mystery of their so soon forfeiting the transi-

tional bodily homes which they had just ob-

tained : they were more cunning than this

Paulus !

But now come forward the silly expositors,

orthodox and hetrodox of every shade, and
think they have a right to ask, whether the

Lord Jesus could have spoken this—Go !

Many fly from this narrative, as if the spirits

had entered into them, and driven them into

the sea of unbelief; they enter upon all kinds

of uncalled for apologies for the swine and
their owners, forgetting, or seeming to forget,

what the apologies of ages have testified on
behalf of Jesus. Others, with better views,

adduce manjr ingenious reasons for the act

:

as that the Lord would hereby give the most
convincing evidence of the entire dependence
of all spirits upon his word ; and with this to

give palpable assurance to all Sadducees of the

existence of such spirits ; so also to punish the

probably Jewish owners of these swine (which
we cannot think of) ;f further, to test the

Gadarenes, how they would receive the des-

mysteiious fellowship : Isa. xiii. 21, 22, xxxiv. 11

-16 ; Bar. iv. 35; Rev. xviii. 2.

* Even the English Trench (Note* on the Mira-

cle*) refers us to the Tellurismus of our Kieser, and
Passavant's Unters. ubcr das llelhehen, for the sus-

ceptibility of animals, to demoniac influence. Al-

ford's subtle observation goes to shew that the

same animal soul, winch man has in common with

animals, and through which tho demon exerts

influence upon him. may undergo the same influ-

ence in them.

t Sepp (ii. 393 seq.) gives us some interesting

and learned notices of the Jewish greediness of

gain which was shown in the breeding of swine,

and the employment of Gentile laborers therein,

for traffic among the Gentiles.
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truction of their property; finally, to teach

the value of the spirit of man, his healing

being well worth some two thousand swine ; or

what else !«ias ever been suggested. We have

no need whatever of any of these remarks, true

or otherwise, concerning this sublime transac-

tion, the 6K<ivSaXovj or stumbling-block of

which all three Evangelists have ruthlessly

placed right in the centre of their several

accounts ; for we fix our eyes upon the plain

fact, that the deed itself is its own, justification.

They did not then sue our Lord for any loss

t-hey suffered in the destruction of the swine
;

no more will we—we will not indeed dare to

speak boldly concerning it. The question,

why our Lord permitted the devils to enter

the swine, is already answered by another

question—Why had the Lord permuted them
to enter the men 1

But far more fearful than the hearing of this

request of the devils, is the Lord's granting to

the Gergesenes their supplication. (They
dare not, however, cast any reproach on him
concerning the swine.) He who does not

desire him, as he is and as he acts, the Ruler
of hell, the Lord of nature, the Physician and
Healer of men, may beseech him to depart,

whether courteously, or ungraciously, and
have his request granted. Yet is his depart-

ure softened by the word which, according to

both Mark and Luke, he uttered to the men
who were healed. It is not now, as some-
times, when it was forbidden to make it known

;

here upon the very outskirts of the Jew.sh land

there was no danger to be obviated. The
poor people of the Decapolis shall have, though
against their will, a testimony and living

monument of his power—one who had lived

among themselves. Not indeed to publish

abroad every where (as he actually did) is the

healed man sent back, with his brother not

mentioned ; but the command is—Go home
to thine house, (vitodrpecps,) to thy people,

from whom thou hast been so long estranged !

Not indeed with a prudent care against re-

lapse, and in order to his full recovery, which
would be prevented by his being alone : for he
wished to go with Jesus, and the devils were
clean gone from him.* But this springs from

the gentle graciousness of our Lord, which
desires the return home of this man, thus re-

stored to his family. It is in accordance with
this universal ordinance that the dvayyeX.-
Xeiv and the di^yeldSai, the "telling"

should take its beginning from the social cir-

cle, and sound out from the home. It evinces

also his constant humility, for he here speaks

of his great miracle as what the Lorrff hath
done for thee. Mark adds, " and hath had com-

passion on thee.'''' The miracles of Jesus are

ever God's acts of compassion towards men.
This is one such instante, standing alone in

its kind, and takes its place among the rest,

with a word at its close which contains an ex-

hortation that applies to this day to all who
have received God's compassion in Christ.

THE PARALYTIC AND THE SCRIBES.

(Matt. ix. 2, 4-6; Mark ii. 5, 8-11 ; Luke v. 20, 22-24.)'

The chronological order of this occurrence

is not to be obtained with full certainty from

the separate accounts: Mark's St. ?}pepo5v,

after some days, and Luke's ev p.iS. tgSv

7}/uepd5v, on a certain day, however, allow

latitude enough to permit our following Mat-
thew—as is always the most obvious and na-

tural—and to view his xoci £Sov, and behold,

as immediately hanging upon his preceding
narrative. The three Evangeiisis entirely

agree in the matter itself, although the ac-

counts of the two others are more detailed

and vivid. The words of the Lord Jesus are

repeated by them all in nearly the same terms.

We read, first of all, in all three, that Jesus
saw their faith {iSoov). It is generally, but
very improperly, supposed to be that of the

bearers, and of him who is borne—as it were
" the united believing efforts of the sick man
and his friends." For not only is the latter

distinguished from the former in the passage
itself, but it was obviously the faith of those
who brought him to the healing power of the
the Lord that made itself so manifest in the
painstaking and zealous means which they
adopted ;* and finally, the Lord's word to the

* Schleiei macher would explain ,: the uncom-

sick man, unlooked for and striking as it was,

finds its explanation in this, that he saw in

him a state of mind and feeling different from
theirs, aiming at an object distinct from that

of the bearers, who only sought for his bodily

healing. It may be understood, therefore, as

a paradox and by way of opposition—although

he perceived their believing desire, he did not

immediately gratify it, but spoke first a word
quite different from what they had desired

:

mon and almost tumultuous excitement about a

home-horn (1) sick man, whose case would have
been no worse for delay," by a festival near at

band. But how much else is to be thought and
said about that! "

* As it regards the " inner and moral healing,"

the remaining with Jesus would have been the most
effectual guarantee, as Von Gerlach remarks, in

defence of the immediate bodily healing.

f This, and ch. xiii. 20, both in Mark, are the

only places in which Jesus speaks of God, his

Father, as uvpioS, or Lord—supposing that he
is literally exact, (fcr Matt. xi. 25 has not xvpie,
absolutely.) The demoniac was not " probably

a heathen " (as Braune thinks), in which case

HvpioS would have been to him just Jehovah, the

God of Israel. The sayings are altogether Jewish
in their structure.
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or, it may be regarded as giving a profoundly

significant reason—when he perceived that

their strong faith would well bear the test of

delay. In any case the key-note of the nar-

rative is this, that he acted in a manner unex-

pected; but the secret reason of our Lord's

dealing is left unconcealed in the narrative,

even as it first revealed itself in the transac-

tion in the concluding reference. The Lord

perceived in the soul of the paralytic a senti-

ment more akin to despair than to faith, rather

a doubt whether his healing would correspond

with his friends' confidence ; for he was great-

ly troubled on account of his sins, which
probably had a particular connection with his

sickness. This penitent state of mind, on the

one hand, was more than the confidence of

the others, which had reference to bodily

healing; and the Lord, rejoicing more over his

penitence than their faith, does not fail first of

all and immediately to invigorate the troubled

spirit with the best consolation. On the other

hand, although their faith might have availed

for the healing of the man, the Lord prefers

to excite within his own heart the spirit of

faith, that so he might come to experience a

greater healing than would have been imparted

through the faith of others. When preachers

on the eighteenth Sunday after Trinity lay

down faith as a pre-supposed condition for the

forgiveness of sins, they forget, in their dog-

matizing, that the encouraging word must be

uttered first, which then faith lajrs hold of

and appropriates.

A gracious and most affectionate word of

consolation to the dejected man precedes the

utterance of the great and express word of ab-

solution. Luke has only retained the avSpa)-
*e, Man ! which marks an address to the

person himself ; and that only in general

terms, while the other two Evangelists men-
tion more exactly and literally tehvov , Son !

which is more affectionate even than Svyarep,
Daughter ! (Matt., ver. 22), and the same word
which our Lord afterwards used in addressing

his disciples. Matthew only adds Saptiei,

Be of good courage! and we feel it to be quite

natural that the Lord should utter just such
a word ; while the other two Evangelists, pre-

supposing that, give only in full prominence
the assurance of the forgiveness of sins.

We might now go on to exhibit and expound
the testimony given in this narrative, so as to

b/ing out its reference to that which is of the
highest moment, of infinitely greater import-
ance than bodily help. We might make some
remarks upon the interval, however short,

which the Lord permits in this case between
the taking away of the guilt of sin, and the
removal »f its punishment ; and show that in

the counsels and plans of the Most High, many
must be contented with hearing the first

essential word of grace, Thy sins be forgiven
thee ! while they must still continue to lie on
the beds on which those sins have laid them.
This, however, must be guarded, by bearing in

mind, that when forgiveness is received, the
punishment is in reality taken away; what

remains of suffering is no more punishment.
All this instruction, however, lies in the mat-
ter of the narrative itself; it was scarcely the
Lord's conscious design to express all thia

himself, or to give any testimony directly on
these subjects. It was so natural to him to

greet a penitent sinner with his immediate
$<xp6ei, Be of good courage ! it was so great

and so rare a joy to his own heart, that in the

sublime simplicity of his full authority, he ut-

tered the words which we find, without any
oblique or subordinate reference in them
whatever.
But since no prophet, no son of man had

ever, with power and confidence like this,

spoken to men this word of absolute consola-

tion, astonishment and prejudice are excited

against the divine voice of his authority, and
this its authoritative utterance ; not among
those who brought the sick man, but among
the Scribes and Pharisees, who, though they
were not now gathered together as a " first

inquisitorial assembly" (according to Sepp's

fancy), yet occupy there their seats of pre-

eminence, and now take occasion to vent upon
the Lord the enmity of which their hearts

were already full. They might have used
opposite language, and said : Such a word of

spiritual consolation is very easily tittered ; he
only feeds thus the sick man's confidence, but
he can do no more ! But they give it a far

more malicious turn, and say that he blas-

phemeth. Christ has not said : I forgive thee
thy sins ; but his simple word contained this

latent within it, and their spirit of opposition

did not engender in them an incorrect suspi-

cion ; they rightly understood his meaning.
They do not say it, but the}r think it, every

one regarding his neighbor with looks which
said, as Matthew tells us

—

ovro? fiXadqyrjusl,

This man Uasphemeth ! The others filled up
what they intended, by adding the obvious
position—Who can forgive sins but God only?
a perfectly true proposition in itself; and the
inference from it, that " he who assumes this

power, being no more than man, blasphemes"

was more correctly deduced by these Scribes

in the reasoning of their hearts, than by the
rationalists of our time, who leave the Son of

Man all his full honors as Son of Man, but are

not so scrupulous about his claims of divine

power and authority. The Lord saw the rea-

sonings of the Scribes,* just as he had seen the

faith of the bearers, and the penitence of him
whom they bore; for in relation to his spirit,

the penetration through the conduct or coun-
tenance to the internal heart of man was ono
and the same with his knowledge of that
which was in man, as man's great Archetype
and Head. It was not with the omniscience
of God that he pierced the thoughts of all

men's hearts, though nothing could remain
concealed from him, and nothing could deceive

* Whether we read this second time tiSooi or

iSoav in Matthew, <loes not. affect the case, for

compare ch. xii. 25. Luke has txtyvovS, and
Mark in the most express and pregnant wordy has
irtiyrovS ra5 TtvEvfxan avrov.
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him, when his spirit in the Spirit of God en-

tered into relation with man. And thus he
here exhibits himself, first as the Possessor of

all grace for the penitent sinner, and then
immediately as the Searcher of hearts and
Judge, for the proud and reprobate and self-

blinded.

He most impressively lays bare the secret

language and murmuring of their hearts, by a
piercing question which referred the origin of

their thinking to their evil heart* Mark has
only ravra, these things, expressed, Luke still

briefer, only ri, what, but Matthew is here as

before more precise ; as is seen in the con-
science-stirring ivcxri, xcherefore, as well as in

the addition of itovepd, evil. This latter would
probably refer the Scribes to Zech. viii. 17 (al-

though the Sept. does not accord). Their ap-

plication of these remarks to the person of our
Lord was as wicked as their conclusion in thesi

was sound ; so that we may regard them rath-

er as having blasphemed in charging him with
blasphemy. For first of all, they exhibit no
sense and feeling for his gracious consolation
of a dejected sinner, which every right-mind-
ed person would in its first impression have
sympathized with and understood. Then
there is the malicious, unprincipled, wilful

pre-supposition that Jesus is no more than any
other man, which stands in direct contradic-
tion to the emphatic and distinctive words of
his consolation, and which those very words,
addressed in supreme dignity to the paralytic,

were quite sufficient to have confuted. Yet
the Lord does not leave them to their folly, as

they had deserved. He would, in any case,

have effected the healing, but it is for their

takes also that he utters the other word of au-
thority which all are waiting for and desiring.

To put their perverted reasonings, however, to
shame, and profit them, he puts an enigmati-
cal question concerning the relation of the two

wo: (is which he has spoken. It is a light thing
to him to cast down all the folly and wicked-
ness which exalts itself against his acts ; but
he condescends to their weakness, in that di-

vine wisdom which knows how to accommo-
date its teaching to the folly of men. He en-
ters more deeply into those thoughts of theirs,

which he has just condemned in their wicked-
ness. Are ye not now thinking that it is

easier to sat/ (with baseless assumption, with-
out authority and without effect), Thy sins be
forgiven thee ! than to say (what would imme-
diately convict itself of impotence), Rise up
and walk ! This is manifestly the immediate
conecting meaning, with which the Lord con-
descends to their imaginings. He does not
directly express himself thus, but leaving the
question indefinite and in suspense, intimates
that the answer should be very different from
what he pre-supposes in them. In effect, the

* " A proof, how far unenlightened reason may
lead us, when childlike simplicity of heart is want-
ing !" (Von Gerlach.) In this sense, the empha-
sis in Luke has been laid with ironical meaning

:

4 and they began to reason."

converse is to be understood in his question—

•

Many have performed miracles of healing,
prophets and apostles, as well as false wonder-
workers, but to forgive sins with the authori-
ty of God is greater, nay the greatest of all.

Or to apprehend it in another way—To God
in heaven, and his representative on earth
who is now speaking and acting, both are one
and the same : the forgiveness of sins is not
consummated without the certain, though sub-
sequent, removal of all their punishment ; and
the bestowment of health is not truly making
whole without its accompanying and essential-

ly blended communication of forgiving grace.
However we take it, there is much to be pon-
dered in the question of our Lord, and a very
different answer to be found than that which
was pre-supposed in the general thoughts of
men. He intimates this himself in this enig-
matical and sacredly ironical manner, before
he proceeds, in accommodation to their foolish

thoughts, to give the evidence they need.
We have here, consequently, in a particu-

lar example, a general explanation of the sig-

nificance of the external miracles of Jesus.
The immediate self-evidencing clearnesss and
truth of his word, spoken in the power of
his spirit, should, in strict propriety, have
required no further evidence. When a soul
like Nathanael's heard from his own holy lips,

I came forth from the Father ! or a sinner
truly poor in spirit heard his great invitation,

Come unto me all who are heavy laden ! such
souls needed no further evidence, before they
would believe and follow him. The paralytic,
who embraced with a ready heart the first

word of comfort, did not put the doubtful
question—By what authority dost thou thus
assure me ? heal my frame, that I may be-
lieve in thee ! And so all Israel would have
needed no more than to hear—I am come to
bring you grace ! if all Israel had been found
in true repentance. But the less must become
evidence for the greater, to their hardness and
folly of heart, although by an inferential rea-
soning which has not always and to all, abso-
lute validity ; for the word of the Holy One,
which testifies the forgiveness of sins, is just
as much a proof of the divinity of his miracles,
as these again are the authentication of the
truth of his word. By this we may under-
stand the only sense in which the Lord might
say

—

But that ye may know, or perceive, that not
without power and authority to do so, I for-

give sins ! To the sick man, on the present
occasion, such evidence was not necessary

;

he was already comforted, and thought less

than before of the he healing of his body.
Let preachers upon this text beware, also, of
a perilous hysteron proteron into which a false

spirit of allegorizing has led many ; as if the
words, rise up and walk ! were spoken first to

the soul (renewing unto holiness), and were an
evidence to it of justification. That would b«
to reverse the evangelical order of grace, since
in a spiritual sense the rising up and walking
can only result from an appropriated for-

giveness. It is not so much for the paralytic
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as for the otherg that the act for healing

follows ; this is as evidently declared in the

whole narrative, as it is that forgiveness of

sins is essentially the greater thing, and suffi-

cient for itself. Let it be further observed,

how meekly the Lord veils his divine majesty,

even while he must testify and assert it. The
fully developed answer to their evil thoughts

might have been—That ye may know that I

do not as man invade the prerogative of God,

but as the Son, one with the Father, forgive

sins in my own divine right and dignity. He
says not this, that he may not cast a stumb-

ling block in their way
;
just as throughout

his whole testimony he ever kept back the

simple declaration—I am God ! in order to

avoid the provocation of unbelief. (Let John
v. 17, etc., x. 33-36 be noted, for example.)

He calls himself, also, here the Son of Man,
while he appropriates a prerogative of God,

and the Son of Man upon earth, which was
equivalent to saying, the fully authorized

representative of God in heaven* Quite cor-

rectly Bengel remarks : This language argues

his celestial origin. It is not admissible to

construe here kitl rtjS yi/S, upon earth, with

the following <xq>i£vca duapziaS, to forgive

sins (as at Matt, xviii 18 in a lower degree)
;

although certainly (as Richter says) the earth

is essensially the proper place where he does

forgive sins. And now he turns in the con-

cluding sentence from the Scribes to the para-

lytic, lets the immediate word of his power
speak in act, and utters, without further pre-

face, the command which he had prepared them
for—Stand up and walk ! In this change of his

word without draicing the conclusion, there is a

sublime breviloquence ; the Lord does not first

say : I will then speak what ye require—but
he speaks it ! This is proved by the dot Xeyoa y

I say unto thee, of Mark and Luke, in which
(as Alford fails not to observe) the emphasis
lies on the 6oi, to thee. To connect with this

the Key ei, in Mark, as being part of the Lord's
own words, is he saith, an unskillful forcing of

his language and meaning (" That ye may
know that the Son of Man hath power, he
saith now in your presence to this paralytic,

I say unto thee .'"). Besides which, this con-

struction is not admitted by sins, he said, in

Luke, nor by tots Aeysi, then saith he, in

Matthew, which is an insertion of the Evangel-
ist, as we infer by the use of the same narra-

tive Xe'yei, he saith, afterwards inver. 9.

It is immediately obvious in this as in all

similar instances, that the taking up of the
bed, and going to the house, was designed as

convincing evidence of perfect soundness in-

stantaneously imparted. What the Lord be-

stows, he bestows with full hand and in unre-
stricted measure : when he condescends to
attest his power in the sight of man, he will

have it worthily esteemed and magnified
;

and more worthily by us who believingly

read than by the astonished people of that
time, who in ail probability when they glori-

fied t£,ov6iav Totavrr/v, such power, in his

hands, rested upon the lesser instead of the

greater manifestation of power. But the
Lord restored soundness to the paralytic man,
in order that we might apprehend him as one
who could also say to us—Thy sins be forgiven I

This ivord may neither be criticized nor won-
dered at, but experienced.

THE PHYSICIAN FOR THE SICK.

(Matt. ix. 9, 12, 13 ; Mark ii. 14-17 ; Luke v. 37, 31, 32.)

This is another example how various is the

meaning which we should attribute to our

Lord's Follow thou me! according to the de-

velopment of circumstances. In Luke vi. we
find that Matthew had been, suddenly to him-

self, chosen into the number of the Twelve
before the Sermon on the Mount. It does not

follow because he himself relates his final call

from his secular office two chapters after the

Sermon, that therefore that final call must
have occurred later ; but a comparison of the

Evangelists indisputably proves it, since other-

wise the parables of eh. xiii. must also have
occurred before the Sermon on the Mount,
which is not to be supposed.! Matthew ap-

* Neander :
" God forgives the sins in heaven, but

Christ'as man, announces to the sinners the divine

forgiveness. Son of Man and on earth are correla-

tive ideas." This is at the same time directed

against the Pharisaic-catholic doctrine, that there

must ever remain uncertainty among men concern-

ing God's forgiveness in heaven.

t [This supposition by no mean* follows; nor, if

it did, would it be so improbable as the author's

—

pears to have returned more or less to the
business of his office, just as Peter had return-

ed to his nets ; and the Lord, who in his

wisdom regulated all things according to their

respective conditions, allowed this to be so
;

until the critical moment came when he saw
fit to repeat that first call, strengthening it

into an unqualified command to follow him
permanently. The very artless manner in

which Matthew records this final summons,
omitting the former choice of him altogether

(in which the two other Evangelists follow

him, according to the established tradition),

proceeded on the one hand from a most amiable
modesty, on the other from a deep conscious-

ness in his own memory that it was the last
" Follow me !" which came to him at the criti-

cal moment of release from all. We, however,
deny that his conversion had been, as Sepp
says, the work of a moment. We hold against

Ebrard with the profound Bengel, whose
harmony is not to be lightly and superficially

rejected. (See his § 55. " Peter and Andrew,

that Matthew was chosen an apostle before ho was
called as a disciple.

—

Am. Ed.]
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James and John, had been followers before

they became apostles ; Matthew is called to be

an apostle, before he has become a daily fol-

lower of Christ.")

Put, without any argument, such an appa-

rently sudden summons from office and func-

tion pre-supposes some previous acquaintance

and connection. It is no where written that

no one of the Twelve left the person of our

Lord after having been first called ; but the

remarkable, and. in its kind, singular proced-

ure in the case of Matthew, affords us much
Bubject of thought, which however here we
may not speak of more particularly. His
" rising and following him " is not to be under-
stood as if he left every thing as it then was,
according to the mere letter of the narrative.

It is to be understood that he set everything
in order pertaining to his house and office; and
the text itself allows us to think that he even
made a parting feast for his former compan-
ions, at which he might introduce to them his

new master and his other fellow-disciples. He
only intimates that this occurred in his own
house, because that must be mentioned in

order to explain the following sayings of the
Lord, so memorable to himself. We may
doubt whether, as Menken has it, " before

long, some Pharisees added themselves to the
company," for the Pharisees were not wont
thus to mingle, at least unbidden, with the
Publicans. We only understand by the
tSovreS, when they saw, of Matthew (even in

connection with Mark's l62iovra, eating),

that they saw it, or became acquainted with
it, perhaps, as they departed again, or some-
time afterwards. (Luke designates by oiypa/x-
parels avrcov, their scribes, the Scribes be-
longing to the place, where Jesus, always
watched closely by this kind of people, parti-

cipated in such a meal.) They do not venture
to address themselves directly to the Lord,
just as we saw in the foregoing history. In
ch. xii. 2, xv. 2, they do indeed address the
Master, but only allege, as against the disci-

ples, what their Master did or approved ; here
they mockingly attack the disciples on their

Master's account. At furthest they only pro-

ceed to utter once their murmurings in the
third person, as in Luke xv. 2.

The Lord is immediately ready with his

answer, to deliver his disciples from their em-
barrassment, and to inflict salutary shame
upon the questioners. His answer and vindi-

cation consists, according to Matthew, in three

.propositions, which indeed are one in their

fundamental meaning, but advance in a three-

fold progression of conviction in their expres-
sion. He begins in a popular and gracious
style with a well-known proverb, figuratively
to set forth a principle, applicable in this case,

which they, in their perversion, utterly forgot.

He then attaches to this a word of Scripture
for the scripturally learned scribes, which
neither the wisdom of the market-place, nor
the wisdom of the sanctuary, had yet under-
stood and learned. His conclusion gives a
most penetrating and direct ansioer, in an ut-

terance of the Lord himself, concerning himself

and the design of his coming, which at once
explains the proverb and expounds the Scrip-

ture that he had quoted, as fulfilled in him-
self. Matthew alone gives us the passage of

the prophet which mediates between the fig-

urative and direct expression, partly becaus-e

of its immediate interest as occurring at his

repast, and partly because he especially has

preserved the reference to the Old Testament;
Scriptures.

The proverb concerning the physician for

the sick, and not for the sound, which occurs

as well in the Talmud* as in profane authors,

and is of universal use, is given by Luke in

the most simple form, with the anthesis of

vyiaivovrEif whole, and xaxooi exovrei, sick:

the other two Evangelists have the more ex-

act {dxvovzEi, literally strong, which probably

made the contrast still more emphatic, as \v<

should say, the robust, who are of radically

and permanently sound constitution
;

(al-

though, indeed, to be strong and grow strong,

is a Scriptural expression for recovery and
healing after sickness, as in Isa. xxxix. 1

;

Ezek. xxxiv. 16.) Apart from the confirma-

tion of the common practice to send the sick

to the physician, which lies already in the use

of the proverb, its application here has a fur-

ther two-fold reference. First of all, being

spoken to the teachers and spiritual guides o(

Israel, it puts them to shame as bad physicians,

who, although called to strengthen the dis-

eased, and heal the sick (Ezek. xxxiv. 4), yet-

in their loveless selfishness acted perversely

as the physician would act, who should avoid

the sick man who needs his help, in order to es-

cape the danger of infection ! But then the

Lord announces himself as the true Physician

for the sickness of the soul, using thus an ex-

pression wide and deep in its meaning, which
contains at the same time an interpretation of the

miracles that he performed on the bodily sick.

The Lord speaks here in the sense in which
the Evangelist had already given that inter-

pretation by a prophetic passage (ch. viii. 17),

and it is for the sake of this that Matthew
appends these sa37 ings of our Lord, with their

occasion (and its continuation in vers. 14-17),

to the record which he had given, in the eighth

and ninth chapters, of bodily healing of all

kinds. It may indeed be said, with some pro-

priety so far as regards the first of his expres-

sions, that the Lord uses the language of

humility, and appears to place himself only in

the ranks of physicians in general
; j

ret we
cannot but perceive immediately afterwards a

more intense and peculiar meaning in tho
sing, iatpov, physician, as spoken by our Lord
in the person of him who has come (ver. 13). It

is no other than if he had said : I am the Phy-
sician, the one and only Physician for the

souls of men
;
just as he had said, I am the

good Shepherd, and as he presently afterwards

* Talm. Babyl. tit. Bava Kama, fol. 46, col. 2,

as Antisthenes in Laertius, Diogenes in Stobseus,

Pausanias in Plutarch, Ovid de Tonto.
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in ver. 15 distinguishes himself as the Bride-

groom. These are nothing but names of God
and his Christ through the whole prophetic

Scripture. Even in Exod. xv. 26 more than

merely bodily sickness is intended.

How wonderful is the union of gracious ten-

derness and supreme dignity in this as in every

other word of the Great Physician who is

come into the world ; assuring every one, who
will receive it, of forgiveness of sins in God's

authority, and of the healing of all his iniqui-

ties by the Divine power ! In uncharitable

perversion they criticise and condemn the pe-

culiar exercise of his function ; he only and
simply answers that this is, nevertheless, his

office and work. It is the voice of that com-
passionate love which brought him from the

bosom of the Father, that is heard in the

Xpsiccv ixov6iv , have need. It is the gracious

view which divine compassion takes, to pass

by the idea of guilt and to regard our sin as

sickness, which, though it does not deserve yet

needs, to be healed—it is thus often represent-

ed in the Old Testament; e. g. Jer. iii. 22, and
more particular Isa. liii. How deep and griev-

ous our injury is, we learn indeed from this,

that God only can repair it, and that only by
the wounds of his dear Son. But who are the

whole who need no physician ? We shall hear

in this, with Calvin, an ironica concessio, if we
rightly consider the subsequent explanation of

our Lord, which goes beyond the mere literal

meaning of the proverb, and tells us plainly

that the Lord never recognizes upon earth any
" righteous " and " sound " but such as think

themselves to be so.* This is opened up to us

by the quotation from Scripture, to which the

Lord refers ' the scribes with a keenly pene-

trating hint

—

Go ye and learn, what that often

read, but never yet understood Scripture

meaneth. (In the Talmud the Rabbins fre-

quently say to their disciples : "|»7l K¥> go and
learn.)

Let us also go and read the words in their

connection in Hosea, in order that we may read

and expound them aright—not reading and
expounding them, however, as the modern
scribes of our day do, who allow the prophets

to say no more than what dim-sighted investi-

gation of the present age thinks reconcilable

with the history, and the views, and the range

of thought in the times of the prophets

themselves ; and who thus remain at the ut-

most distance from that one, only exegesis,

according to which the spirit of Christ himself

who spake by the prophets, expounds and
opens to us by the mouth of Jesus and his

apostles, his own anticipative word, and bears

witness to it as now first fulfilled, and now
- Srst accessible in its full and consummate
meaning, to our understanding. We cannot
penetrate too deeply into the words of the
Holy Ghost, specially cannot we hold too firm-

* [So (he German original. But it does not ap-

pear to represent the author's real meaning.

—

Am.
Ed.]

ly by the principle that the quotations ana
expositions of the Old Testament in the New,
give to us the right key for their interpre-
tation.

Misapprehending this, even orthodox expos-
itors have missed the inmost and fundamental
meaning of the impressive d\eov SeXqo, 1

will have mercy, which the Lord has appropria-
ted out of Jehovah's word to Hosea, at the
same time carrying it on to its development,
in the person of him who was to come. It is

almost universallyunderstood, as Von Meyer's
note upon Matthew expresses it :

R as a gra-

cious condescension to teach sinners, and not
a rigid, external separation of himself from
them," thus referring to that mercy and love
which man should exercise towards man,
according to God's good pleasure. Though
this seems at the first glance to suit the con-
nection, yet might we, penetrating deeper,
already mark that the Lord, who has proclaimed
himself the physician of sick humanity in the
power of the grace of God, in the following

words refers rather to God in heaven, and
must mean the mercy which God exercises towards

sinners for their healing and salvation ; and in

effect, this is the first and only true meaning
of the word in the prophecy quoted.
The great theme of the fourteen chapters of

Hosea from the beginning to the end, is gen-
erally, as in all the prophets, an annunciation
of punishment in order to subsequent mercy,
a prediction of the dispersion and return of

Israel. His whole discourse passes from
threatening to promise, and is arranged in four

sections, ever strengthening its bold, and
widening its view, as it goes on. The second
of these sections embraces ch. iv. to ch. vi.

After long rebuke and threatening there is a
sudden transition in ch. v. 15 to that healing

mercy, which will survive the judgments, be
prepared for by them, and even effectually

work in and through them. That God only,

as his people's Physician, can heal them and
will, is a fundamental idea which runs through
the whole of Hosea's prophecy ; and our Lord's

citation therefore seizes the central idea of the

prophet. The Assyrian could not heal them,
nor cure them of their wound, ch. v. 13.

When I would have healed Israel, then the

iniquity of Ephraim was discovered (ch. vii. 1)

—finally I will heal all their backslidings, ch.

xiv. 5. But how is this to be effected? They
must acknowledge their offence, and seek my
face : this they will do, they will in their

penitent affliction say—Come, and let us re-

turn unto the Lord ; for he hath torn and
he will heal us ; he hath smitten and he will

bind us up (ch. v. 15, vi. 1). The spirit of

Christ in the prophet here glances forward
into the neio covenant, the covenant of grace ;

and in the reference ver. 2, to the third day,

after two days, as in its most obvious meaning,

the critical time of God's speedy turning from
judgment to mercy, we discover a latent

typical under-meaning, such as, despite all

modern exegesis, the Old Testament abounds
in, by which the resurrection of the Redeemer
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on the third day is foreshadowed.* Then is

the future, New-Testament grace further com-
mended and set forth in vers. 3, 4 ; where,

assuredly, MTDrij your goodness, (comp. Jon.

ii. 9 Dipn, their own mercy,) can mean no other

than, the mercy, which 1 will manifest to you,

entirely as ^piiSB'p, thy judgments, in ver. 3,

signify my judgments against and upon thee.

That other interpretation which is generally

preferred, and which Von Meyer's note also

approves as " the most immediate and obvi-

ous," is altogether to our thinking inapplicable

here ; for the passage from the first to the sixth

verse has no tone of rebuke, but is full of

promise and encouragement. The coming of

the Merciful One to heal and make alive is

foretold in ver. 3, as the full preparation of

the morning dawn, and as a fructifying rain
;

and presently afterwards it is testified in ver.

5, that through judgments and after them
light should break forth. How then could we
suitably interpose a rebuke that " your good-

ness is as a morning cloud, and as the early

dew that goeth away, that is, fleeting and
transitory." We must not, therefore, be mis-

led by the passage in ch. xiii. 3, which
designedly applies the expression in another
meaning, but take the decisive conclusion of

ch. xiv. 6 as a strict parallel : I will be as the

dew unto Israel ! Comp. Mic. v. G. The only
true exposition of ch. vi. 4 is that of Burk,
Gnomon in xii. prophetas minores, who sa}-s :

" Iram comminantem, in quam nonnulli (omnes
fere hodie) interpretes h«ec verba vertere con-

ati sunt, totus tenor textus et connexio cum
antecedentibus et cousequentibus plane ex-
cludit. Sicut nubes mane, quse aurora? corres-

ponded et in qua radii aurora? eo magis con-

spicui sunt. Tph D^^D—cito, tempore matu-

tino, summo mane ros venit. Mox ubi effica-

ciam et virtutem suam terrae communicavit
reliquitque, iterum abit videturque evan-
uisse ; revera vero prodesse non posset, nisi

abiret, et dum evanuisse videtur, quant maxime
adest et in effectibus lsetissimis, in pratis

virentibus, in herbis celeriter succrescentibus,

novo habito indutus, splendide prodit."f

We have been constrained to discuss all this

beforehand, in order to found upon it our pro-

test against the ancient and modern misappre-
hension of our Lord's citation of the sixth
verse. The fifth verse forms the transition

from the gracious promises, vers. 1-4, to this

all-comprising conclusion of the whole dis-

* According lo th eSeripture—says Paul.l Cor.

xv. 4. But where shall we find it, save here and in

the typical history of Jonah 1 This latter does
not seem to us enough of itself to sustain the em-
phatically asserted " on the third day."

f Reichel also, from whom I extracted in my com-
mentary on Isaiah, was very vehement for Luther's
translation and interpretation. In an unprinted
manuscript upon the twelve minor prophets, which
I have looked through, he complains much of the
damaging and disfiguring perversion of this pas-
sage into a threatening sense.

course ; and indicates the aim and object of the

prophetic threatenings, of the word which re-

bukes and kills, and of the chastising and pu-
rifying judgments, to be, that light should
break forth upon the people thus humbled and
prepared. For, saith the Lord, 1 desire mercy, to

show mercy and not sacrifice. This does not

immediately mean—I am well pleased, when ye

shew mercy one toward another,* but there is a

twofold contrast between God and men. Israel

would give to God in sacrifice and offering ; this

is the leading mistake ofthe Old Testament, and
it is here once more protested against: I will

take nothing from you (see Hosea v. G). I will

rather give to you, it is for you before and
above all things, first and last, to seek and to

find my compassion and my love ! This is the

true knowledge of the Lord, D\"PN J"ljn which

ver. 3 had spoken of, and which ch. ii. 19, 20
confirms. Taking this sentence, which forms,

as it were, the central point of our Lord's dis-

courses out of Hosea, let us look backwards
and forwards through the prophecy, and see

how the mercy and compassion of the Lord is

testified to be the only source of healing from
the beginning to the end. Ch. i. 7, Dri"lNj J

will have mercy—ch. ii. 4, i"IOm> mercy—ch". ii.

21 (19) D'prn^ Tprni, and in loving-kindness

and in mercies—ch. xi. 9, VDinj, my repentings—
especially the sublime conclusion, ch. xiv. 3-5,

which shows that this is the true sacrifice,

when sinners confessing their sin seek forgive-

ness, when the fatherless find mercy of God,
and he heals their backsliding.

This then is the first and most essential

meaning of the word which the Lord bids the
Pharisees study, in order that they might, dis-

cern the healing mercy of God as now having
appeared unto sinners—Your God has ever in

the Old Testament testified, as the end and
aim of all his revelations to his people and
dealings with them, that he alone is the true
physician for the healing of his sick people.

He will .impart mercy, not take sacrifice.] We
do not deny, for it is perfectly obvious, that
on the foundation of this meaning, a further
hortatory application is intended—He who has
found mercy, should be merciful, affectionate,

* As the Chald. NTpn ^S^S* h deeds of mercy,

—and the Rabbins who indeed think directly of

their np"l\,;l DS^'D Dit^J?* works of judgment and

righteousness.

f-
Lange, whose opposition cannot lead us astray,

says himself " that God only rejects sacrifice, when
it is offered to him in contradistinction to mercy,

and quite correctly, scilicet the mercy of God, that

alone is the true and deep contrast here. [The au-
thor's labored interpretation of " mercy" or " good-
ness" in Hos. vi. 4, 6, as being that shown by God,

is opposed to ihe obvious import of the passage,

and especially to the parallelism with " the know-
ledge of God" in ver. 6. The sacred writer evident-

ly means piety, and Stier's exegesis is only correct in

recognizing God as the ultimate source of this.—

Am. Ed.]
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and full of kindness towards sinners. Hosea

himself speaks, ck. iv. i. and xii. 7, of "IDn>

mere//, among men, just as Mic. vi. 8, and Zee.

vii. 9. But in this fundamental passage he
discloses the foundation of the divine compas-
sion, which mist and will itself prepare the

sacrifice which is well pleasing to him, that is

the living sacrifice. Unless we err, the apos-

tle in Rom. xii. 1 makes allusion to this same
passage of the prophet, as would appear from
the conjunction of his three fundamental ideas :

the merces of God, the sacrifice offered, and ac-

ceptable to God.

And now observe, further, how profoundly
and sublimely the Lord, continuing his words
with yd p, connects them with the words of

God in Hosea ! I have had pleasure in showing
mercy, saith God—I am come to call sinners,

saith the Son of God, in whom the God of Israel

comes and manifests himself as the promised
dawn of righteousness and grace. As Jesus
had, in the previous healing of the paralytic,

called himself the Son of Man, while assuming
to himself a prerogative of God ; so now he
directly speaks in the person and name of God
when his human action, which is also divine,

is measured by a false standard and judged by
man. He now gives full utterance, having
prepared the way by the quotation from Scrip-

ture, to his interpretation of the previous pro-

verb ; but his interpretation and application of

it must go beyond its ordinary meaning. The
proverb pre-supposessome who are whole, who
need no physician, but now the great physi-

cian who is come, the revealed God of Israel,

who will heal all sin and backsliding, finds

none but the sick or sinners, none who are

whole or righteous. Therefore the article is now
omitted which had been prefixed to idxvorrei,
whole, and uaxaJi e'xovreS, sick, and this has

a critical significance. The Lord knows no
class of men, whom he might term rouS
diKCiiovi, "the righteous," whom he is not
come to call. That great " I am come !" which
he so often repeats, thereby indeed te. tifying
himself to be the Messiah, has its application
foi all. His calling, which sounds forth to all,

regards all as sinners, not as righteous. If they
had not needed such a physician, he would not
have come at all ! This is the final and full

answer to the question of ver. 11, in words

which correspond to it—It is for sinners that I
am here

'

Yet does this simple expression, which
knows nothing of the righteous, assume, when
connected with the preceding proverb, a se-

vere tone of irony against the proud, who
think themselves sound, just as in Luke xv. 7,

there are righteous referred to, who think they
need no repentance, but there is no joy, but
sorrow rather in heaven over them. That he
speaks of a righteousness of the Pharisees,
which availed before him, no rational person
will admit. But because they perceive not
and feel not themselves to be sinners, in this

particular sense not needing the physician,
not xaxcSs txoyT£t>i or sick, the gracious Phy-
sician can only say to them, in his angry sor-

row—For you, such as you are, it is as if I had
not come at all, for ye receive me not, al-

though J call you too as sinners—ye are not
such, ye are the strong and the righteous !

And in the very fact of uttering this in their

presence, he does nevertheless call them, and
they might have known it. It is as much as

if he had said—?/ASor xaAe'dai neevzai (etS

eXeov, EiS jtisravoiav), ovx gj? dixoiovS
a'AA.' &J5 d/.iapTooXovi, I came to call all (to

mercy, to repentance), not as righteous, but as

sinners.

The question whether £ii /.lerdvoiav, to

repentance, is the right reading in Matthew
and Mark, as well as in Luke, does not affect

the case ; foron an}' supposition Luke has right-

ly completed what must be included in the
full meaning of the xaXe6ai, call. To what
does the Lord call sinners but to mercy, and
how can this be obtained but in the way of.

conversion from sin to God, that is of repent-

ance 1 We should regard it as more probable
that the Lord's words were uttered as we find

them in Luke. He thus manifestly referred

to the preaching of John the Baptist, contin-

ued as it was by himself, whose cry, Repent
ye ! went forth to all without exception.

Jesus does not merely eat with publicans

and sinners, he sanctifies this eating and com-
merce, as he sanctifies his whole life and work,
by the testimony and call which pervades it.

And not only so; his graciously condescending,

never-repelling fellowship with them, is itself

a call, and an invitation and an attraction most
powerful.

ANSWER CONCERNING FASTING.

(Matt. ix. 15-17; Mark ii. 19-22; Luke v. 35-39.)

Matthew's tote itpo6ipxovrai, then came,

which will not admit of a relation of anything
past, indicates a close connection between this

and the preceding discourse. The conversation
with the disciples of John must certainly be
conceived of as having first taken place after

the answer given to the Pharisees; and, conse-

quently, the chronology indicated in Mark v.

21, must not be so far pressed, as to leave no

room for all that Matthew relates as having

transpired before the request of Jairus. Mark,
who has related these circumstances earlier,

places the discourse concerning fasting im-

mediately after that concerning eatii>g and

drinking, though with but slight bond of con-

nection ; Luke, however, connects the one
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directly with the other, as if the subsequent

objection had been urged by the same circle

surrounding the Lord, from which the previous

one had sprung {oi 6e tlitov itpoZ avrov).

It seems nearly certain from the whole, that

the two conversations, closely related in their

matter, should be placed, according to Mat-
thew's rove, then, not merely in relation as

facts but in strict chronological conjunction
;

with which it will accord, if we perceive in

.the second discourse a reference to the former,

which was still in our Saviour's thoughts.

The disciples of John, too. who now came,
according to Matthew, to our Lord (that is,

certain of them, whom the article in Mark in-

dicates as representatives of their kind), pre-

sent themselves to our Lord and his disciples,

with their objections and scruples, just as the

Pharisees had already done. For even they
stand in part, if not for the most part, on that

footing of the old, which will not comprehend
the new as revealed in Christ. This is the

general fundamental idea, which our Lord's

discourse makes prominent. They themselves,

with great simplicity, indicate this their posi-

tion— We and the Pharisees.* Whether they
were incited to bring forward their objection

by the Pharisees, may be left to conjecture
;

we may very well suppose the impulse to have
sprung from within themselves, without any
such external stimulant. We are very far

from saying, with Schleiermacher, that "such a

question from John's disciples themselves
would ha7e savored of simplicity "—many as

wise as he, might in their case, have shown
only the same wisdom. We fast so oft (Matt.

itoXXd, Luke itvKvd , xai 8e?)deiS itoiovvrai)

does not mean that they thought it too much,
and would rather have it lightened like the
disci oles of Jesus ; it is rather the proud zeal

of their righteousness which expresses itself

thus, upon which they value themselves. Thy
disciples fast not : a slightly ironical, euphem-
istic expression for eating and drinking as

Luke has it, which is now made objectionable

in itself, as before it had been objected to for

being in company with publicans and sinner*—
almost in the spirit of sympathy with the in-

vidious meaning of Matt. xi. 19.

f

* In Mark, they speak of the practice of the two
discipleships in the third person, just as (according
to Ebrard) a Lutheran might say to a Roman
Catholic : The Lutherans and the Reformed do not
keep Corpu a-Christi-day. We may very well con-
ceive (with Von Gerlach) that after the imprison-
ment of the Baptist many of his disciples would
rather attach themselves to the better kind of Phari-
sees than to Jesus. The opinion on the other
hand, that the Pharisees proposed this question to

Jesus, only referring to John's disciples ; and that
Matthew's Gospel derived the account from a mis-
understanding and transposing tradition, is one
more of the petty shifts of Scripture dishonoring
modern theology.

T They speak, however, as Roos says, with sim-
ple hearts, and he-Id probably the disciples of Jesus
only in suspicion, as being an undisciplined people,
who would not so readily acquiescd in their Master's

We have then to do here with the contrast

of that distinctively and entirely new thing

which the Lord brings in as exhibited in him-
self and his disciples, with the entirely old,

to which Pharisaic Judaism adhered, as well as

with that intermediate position of Johns disci-

ples, which, vibrating between the old and
the new, had rather a preponderance of the old

element. We have it clearly recorded, how
the Lord openly and decidedly opposed himself

to both* If this collision is confined to the

special point of fasting, all who were suscept-

ible of faith might have perceived in his words
a token that the Messiah was come ; for it was
the Jewish teaching, as we find in Maimonides,
that " all fasting should cease in the days of the

Messiah, and that there should be then only

holidays and festivals, as it is written in

Zech. viii. 19." Resting on this, our Lord
utters in his first response the great contrast

openly and decisively expressed ; thus proclaim-

ing himself as the giver of joy now come, and
present among his di.»ciples, and designating

the period of his presence among them as the

marriage time. He had already declared him-
self to be the Physician, and this gives addi-

tional emphasis to a second title : I am also the

Briilegroom ! But the weighty significance

of this Messiah-name, pointing as it does by
the definite articie to the prophecy and its

fulfillment, would be altogether weakened
if we should limit that article to its mere
use in the figure, instead of deriving the

figure itself from the prophetic name ; and
interpret it as only meaning—So long as the

bridegroom is with them—that is, he who is,

as it were, a bridegroom to them, as being

the source of their joy. It is incontrovertibly

obvious that the Lord here refers the dis-

ciples of John to the testimony of their own
master, as we find in John iii. 28, 29.f In

that passage t> Xpi6t6i, and rvpcpioS, Bride-

groom, are strictly parallel. There the Bap-
tist named himself the friend of the Bride-

groom, paranymph, TtapdwpcpoS or itapaw-
/ncpioS, w/uq>aya)y6s, Talm. iM ,3K'i{JS he who

demands and leads the bride to the bridegroom.

He does not indeed there say 6 vvpcpioS,
" the bridegroom," but the Messianic reference

in the preceding r 77 v vv/,iq>rjv, " the bride " is

even yet stronger than that would have been,
when we consider the whole meaning of John's
demonstrative discourse. (All men come to

him ; the bride, the church the people of God
turn towards him : and this is as it should be,

for, as this proves, he is indeed the bridegroom

enforcement of prayer and fasting as they had ac-
quiesced in. John's.

* Which we find here " in a marvellous union
which is perfectly natural, but on that account full

of instruction and warning." It is thus Seyler
preaches : see his Mittheillungen uber die zehntt

Versammlung in Gnadau.

f Subordinately a not unimportant example, how
the contents of the fourth Gospel are pre-supposed
by the Synoptical Gospels, and are confirmed by
them.
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of this bride. I have no other function than to

lead her to him J But the Lord's words here

have a more extended reference ; all his disci-

ples generally appear as vioi tov vviupaivoS,
" children of the bride-chamber," friends of the

Bridegroom : and with this we may compare
ch. xi. 11. This expression, indeed, indicates

something much more intimate than marriage

company or wedding guests generally, since

vvpcpoov signifies the bridal-chamber, and
not merely the hall of the wedding-feast. It

refers already to the calling of the apostles to

be the bringers of the bride, in the same sense

as the Baptist had intimated ; for in such in-

definite parables as these, which hint more
than they say, the narrower and the wider
meaning pass one into the other.

It remains, however, clear and important
that the Lord here, by a general citation of

the Old Testament, terms himself the Bride-

groom. This was according to a general orien-

talism, which thus exhibited the relation be-

tween ruler and people, and with a much
deeper meaning it was applied to the sacred

relation of Jehovah, the God of Israel. But
the prophets testified clearly that the true be-

trothal, the true marriage (which Psa. xlv.

and the Canticles predict) would take place

when God, the King, the husband of Israel,

should come as his Messiah. Thus are given

first of all the great promises in Isa. lii. 6, 7, 12

—I myself, who now speak, will be He ! Thy
God reigneth ! The Lord will go before you

;

and the God of Israel will be your re-reward !

Then is interposed the marvellous propheey
concerning the servant of the Lord ; but im-

mediately after follows again in ch. liv. the

prediction of the fruitful marriage, ver. 5 :

For thy maker is thine husband, the Lord of

hosts is his name ; and thy redeemer the Holy
One of Israel ; the God of the whole earth

shall he be called. Hence are to be understood
the subsequent marriage parables of our Lord,

which are already prepared for in this dis-

course to the disciples of John. It is, finally,

» very striking circumstance that the same
Hosea to whom the Lord had referred the

Pharisees, as he testifies of the Physician, so

also testities of the Bridegroom. For in Hos. ii.

19. 20 (which is to be regarded as an interpre-

tation ofthe typical conduct of the Prophet, with
an allusion, at the same time, to a meaning of the

idol-name ty%,Baal, i. e. lord or husband.) we

find it said: I will betroth thee unto me for

ever
;
yea, I will betroth thee unto me in

righteousness, and in judgment, and in loving

kindness, and in mercies. I will even betroth
thee unto me in faithfulness ; and thou shalt

know the Lord. Now this is the true explana-

tion of Tpn> mercy, and D^rpN njn> knowledge

of the Lord (Hos. vi. C), which the Lord him-
self supplementally brings, while he blends
in his answer a reference to that testimony of

the Baptist with the thoughts of his own mind,
which still linger in Hosea's prophecy. Thus
by means of both the prophet's predictions,

that of the Physician and that of the Bride-

groom, uniting in strict harmony and concert,
the Lord declares with ample clearness for all

who have ears to bear, who he himself is.

"Where I thus am present, the Bridegroom,
there can be nothing but joy for my chosen
disciples especially, who are elected to be
paranymphs, friends of the Bridegroom. To
fast now would be a plain self-contradiction,

for fasting pertains to sorrow and not to joy.
But these are glad, and rightly so, because the
long-expected is come at last, and they are
conscious of nothing but this. The Bride-
groom is come, the marriage must and will
now go on ! The presence of the Bridegroom
is already to them the beginning of the mar-
riage. Interrupt them not, they will soon
enough discover that an interval must take
place : yea, these and my future disciples shall

during many a dreary season, find cause to
fast—for the actual marriage is yet far in the
distance. Such generally is the meaning of

this prophetic discourse, though, alas, most
Bible readers accept it with difficulty, for

Luther's word, without explanation derived
from oriental biblical customs, misleads lhem
to think of the actual marriage at once.

The Bridegroom is taken from them, just as

the king first takes his journey, in order to re-

ceive his kingdom (Luke xix. 12 ; Matt. xxv.
14). The very generally announced predic-

tion which the Lord gives* concerning this,

refers immediately and first of all to the
days of his sufferings and death ; for the dis-

ciples of John, whose Master, according to

every correct harmony, was now in prison, the
words would contain a latent analogy, which
the Lord more fully utters in Matt. xvii. 12,
" Your Master, for whose imprisonment ye
would mourn and fast, is not, however, the
true Bridegroom, who will similarly, yet quite

otherwise, be taken away !" The first pre-

sence of Jesus among his disciples, however
full ofjoy it might make them, was neverthe-
less quite transitory ; there stood the cross be-
fore him, by which the Bridegroom would
become the Physician, and lead the truly

healed through deep affliction to perfect jov
(John xvi. 20-22). All this the Lord knew
from the beginning, and in the midst of his

gracious acknowledgment and approval of the

joy which surrounded him in his own disciples'

hearts, he alone looks beyond into the days
which were coming. (Wizenmann may well

cry: ''What man ever looked down so tran-

quilly, so cheerfully, from so great a height

into so profound a depth ?") Indeed the
iXev6ovroa de r/pspai, but the days will come,

and the tote, then (which Luke still strength-

ens by ev tHEivaii Tali ypepaii, in those days,

a more exact expression than Mark's singular)

stretches the prospect far into the times of the

Church, in which, as well for the whole as for

individuals, there will be a manifold and per-

petual recurrence of the departure of the

* Wheie the grammatically unusual a7fapBr},

taken away, the same in all three Evangelists, stands

alone iu the New Testament.
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Bridegroom, and the pressing through the sor-

row of the cross to the joy of the resurrection.

Nevertheless, the Lord will not permit any to

disturb the present joy of his own, however
transitory it may be, in himself and his per-

sonal presence (ecp o6ov, Mark and Luke
ir co juet ocvtcov eotiv—Mark again o6ov
Xpovov HE^i' kavraiv exov6i rov vv/i(piov)\

Although the most fearful suffering was at

hand, although the greatest of the prophets

awaited in the prison his death, yet even these

things may not suppress the joy of the disci-

ples, and make them fast, so gladdening is the

presence of the Bridegroom. It is in this that

we are to seek the peculiar contrast between
the Old and the New, which is now intimated,

and afterwards expanded more fully ; not, in-

deed, merely through the presence of the

Bridegroom (for this is limited by an iq> o6ov^

and fasting even in the new time is plainly

contemplated), but rather in the distinction

between fasting as genuine and correspond-

ing to the occasion, and fasting as enforced and
legally imposed as an external obligation.

The specific point of the Lord's saying becomes
obvious to us in Matthew (who has here the

exact word in preference to the other two),
for he speaks, first of all, of mourning instead

of fasting, and with a frank jut} Svvavrat,
cannot, asks if it be befitting and right to en-

force fasting in a time ofjoy 1 Mark strength-
ens it with a repeated ov Svvavrca ; Luke
expresses this fundamental idea through a less

direct tradition, but in a vigorous manner and
quite consistent with circumstances : Mtf dvva-
63s noiij6ai v>?6revEiv "can ye make
them fast '?" What gives truth and reality to

external fasting, is the internal mourning ; all

such exercises as outwardly imposed and en-

forced it, belong to the old and legal position,

which in the circle of our Lord's discipleship

is utterly removed. And further, what was

all the C'D3 J")i3JN even as imposed in the Old

Testament by God himself, but a preparation

for coining joy ? It was never an end in itself,

only the transitional means. And when now
he that is come inspires the joy, where is the

occasion for fasting ?

It will return, but never again in the legal,

Old-Testament, Pharisaic spirit and manner,
but in the truth and reality of the fulfillment

of its design. Then shall they fast, that is, now
conversely, they shall mourn of themselves,

naturally and truly and necessarily fast. This

is no commandment, but a prophecy of those

fast days which God himself will apoint

to souls, and not they themselves impose
voluntarily upon themselves. That which in

the time of the first fulfillment happened sym-
bolically to the disciples, who in their afflic-

tion forgot to eat and drink, though it never

occurred to them to say, " We must appoint

ourselves a fast," will have a perpetual realiz-

ation in the Church. It might indeed in a

certain sense be said that the whole time of

t&e Church during her Lord's absence, the
whole interval between the Ascension aud

the Second Coming, is a time of solemn ear-

nestness, of sorrow, and of fasting. Yet there

is a qualification of this, since for the Church,
as well as for its individual members, times of

the Lord's presence alternate with times of

his absence, the one profoundly preparing the

way for the other. There freedom and truth
must be uninterfered with in all their conduct.

If a soul has found its Saviour, let no one dis-

turb it when rejoicing as the disciples rejoiced

in the beginning : the hard ways of the cross

will come afterwards, let them be prophesied
that they may be provided for, but nothing
more. The complete consummation, which
already appears to our first apprehension, and
with truth, to be so near, is the marriage of

the Bridegroom with his own, a time of joy
and delight, in which all fast-days are lost.

Verse 16. We shall now be better able to

understand what the Lord goes on to say con-

cerning the old and the new, yet in marriage
similitudes still, for garments and wine may
well occur to our thoughts when preparation
for the marriage is spoken of. What is the
altogether new ? That freedom and sincerity

of deportment which ever correspond with
the reality of the inward state, and which
should henceforward alone avail : not, assured-
ly, a mere vain joy, as before a mere vain

sorrow, but the eating and drinking when man
is glad, the fasting when he is sorrowful ; that
is, as we are wont to say, the government of

the evangelical spirit, rule of life, and guidance.

What, on the other hand, is the old whicli the
Lord thus by the very word emphatically an-
nounces already as done away, even as his

apostle afterwards (Heb. viii. 13) must do
again ? All that pertains to the legal, Old
Testament, imperfect, preparatory, typical re-

lation, as it is opposed, in the Pharisees and
John's disciples, to the spirit of the New.
What then is the mixing and mending which
would put a new patch upon an old garment ?

It would have taken place, if the Lord in his

instruction of the disciples whom he was now
training for the entirely New, had still retained
the Pharisaical, Old-Tes-tament spirit as his

foundation ; for then nothing fundamentally
and permanently new would have resulted,
they would not hare agreed together. No one acts

thus, who will provide a durable garment, that
is, no practiced workman, for of this unintelli-

gent, wretched, and indeed (holding to the
external figure) necessitated patching, there is

abundance. It is very plain that here as
elsewhere, our Lord's word, which in its dig-
nity condescends to the meanest details of the
earthly, and common realities of life, enter?
into the history of a mended garment, eleva-
ting in his wisdom the most trivial thing into
a glorious similitude. If the garment itself is

old, worn out, and holds not together (and the
whole rests upon this supposition), no new
patch inserted will do it any service. The
irci/JArfjua, patch, which was intended to be
a 7cX?fpa}jua avrov, ("put in to fill it up"),
can accomplish that purpose only for a short

time and very badly ; it aipei and zov ifia-
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rrou, takes atcay from the garment, that is, al-

tho-_.gh it rends not itself, it does not hold to

¥m seam of the old, the new piece taketh

away something from the old;* the conse-

quence is, as Luke expresses it, xai co xaivov
dxi^et, both the new maketh a rent, in the end

the new is thrown away, inserted in vain, no

better than rent, like the old itself. The
new is not entire, the old is not firm. (Comp.

the parallel, ver. 17.) Luke gives the funda-

mental idea quite correctly, whether the Lord
now uttered it or not, ou 6vLi<poovE7, agreeth

not, the old and the new fit not, agree not

together: but Matthew and Mark say most
distinctively and decisively x£^Pov tf£z'o>a

yivtraiy the rent is made irorse, such improve-

ment only makes the evil worse. See here

in the history of an unskillfully and vainly

patched old garment the prophecy of many
injuries and schisms made worse, in souls, in

congregations, and in whole Churches ! Oh
that wicked piecing of evangelical patches

upon the old ground ! O that it were in the

thing signified as it is said to be in the figure

—No man doeth this !f Poverty constrains

us not to do this, now that he is come to pro-

vide us the new wedding garment : that we
should put on vhole and new, in the new nature

of the spirit and of liberty, the old nature of

the letter and of bondage being entirel\r cast

off. Let it be once more observed, with what
far-reaching wisdom our Lord, passing beyond
the present occasion which gives birth to his

words, makes them universal; and with what
irresistible conviction the thought thus clothed

in parable teaches us to hold fast his doctrine.

Verse 17. Are we to suppose that the Lord
is saying the smne thing in a second figure?

Many are of this opinion, though it runs
entirely opposite to our Lord's manner of teach-

ing. It is not sufficient to say that he views
the subject of his discourse under two distinct

relations ; as if he first condescends, as it

were, to figure the new " only as a subordi-

nate element, repairing the deficiencies of the

old," and then in the second similitude speaks
more definitely and strongly of the new spirit

and nature, for which an altogether new ex-

ternal form is necessary. For if the former
were true, the Lord could not have blamed
the coming to the aid of the old garment with
a new patch ; whereas he already in the first

figure requires a totally new garment. The
difference between the two ideas is certainly
not to be sought in this, for the full contrast
is the same in both. "What then is it ? We
must not take the old and new bottles as cor-

responding directly to the old and new

* Mark, according to the correct reading. ai'pEi

to itXvpaopa to xaivov tov naXaiov, see
Bengpl. an<f on the construction of a'iptiv with
a genitive, Winer's Grammattk, () 30. 6.

t" Christians should never call God's work upon
them through Christ, a mending, but a new creation

"

(Von Gerlach). But there have been sad times,

when men have talked about " moral mending and
perfecting of our nature."

garv>ent ; he who retains this notion, must
misunderstand the whole discourse. Rather
that which the Lord has compared to a gar-

ment, he now in the second instance compares
to a wine. As in the first instance, starting

from the old garment the opposite entirely new
one is intimated only by the new patch, which
is not, however, the new garment itself ; so,

in the second instance, the contemplation sets

out from the new wine (for so should it be
translated), with an understood contrast with
the old wine, which as we shall see in Luke,
is actually mentioned. Thus much is here
plain: a garment is put on from without, but
wine is received from skins or vessels inward-
ly ; and what was first viewed rather as an
external manner of life or even doctrine,

appears now as a spiritual principle, as the
spirit that moulds the habits, the life within
which shapes the life without.* The new
garment is the New Testament freedom and
truth of external life, in which man lives and
moves, the new wine is the internal spirit of

such freedom and truth itself. And what are

the bottks which contain and hold this spir-

it ? They must necessarily correspond to the
men who wear the garment ; consequently
that is true which might now be raised as an
objection, that neither " the ancient Jewish
nor the new fwms" are alluded to, but the
persons who may or may not be capable of

being used. The figure is, moreover, scriptu-

ral (see Job. xxsii. 19) ; where the " new
bottles ,; are either, as is probable, equivalent

to bottles with new wine, or Elihu, in his in-

flated discourse represents the spirit which
urges him as so mighty, that even new bottles

would be burst by it.

The expression of our Lord, which is now
shown in its completeness, has a twofold aim:
that the new must not be mixed with or in-

serted into, the old; and that rightly disposed

people must be chosen for the freedom of the

new which he inculcates. But in the nature
of things, the similitude will not absolutely

suit in every respect, inasmuch as men and na-

tions in themselves are no other than old men
and nations : it suits, nevertheless, relatively

at least for the relations of the time then pres-

ent, and for all similar relations ; inasmuch as

while many are too firmly rooted and fixed in

the old, and cannot, like old bottles, receive

and retain the new wine and the new spirit,

many, on the other hand, are found susceptible,

unprejudiced, prepared, and, as it uere, already
corresponding to the new. Men put not new
wine into old bottles—the Lord by this justi-

fies at the same time the conduct of John^ who
treated quite rightly his disciples who were
not yet ripe for the evangelical freedom and
joy, and his oxen conduct in seeking for him-

* When Seyler suggests that " garment and bottle

are the external forms of life ; the garment, to wit,

the inner life exhibited in outward things, the bot-

tle, as inclosing and containing that life on account
of its self-preservation and refinement," is there

not an inharmonious confusion between the bottle

and its contents?
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self new bottles; or rather he justifies the

wisdom of God, which sent to the men of that

generation in near connection and succession,

both the severe Elias and the benignant Sou
of Man (ch. vi. 17-19). The Lord, indeed,

received his disciples in part from John the
Baptist, but not those of them who were Phar-
isaically narrow-minded and rigid, such as

now put the question to him ; his accepted
new bottles were publicans and sinners, whom
he immediately called to himself. John in-

deed predicts the new wine, but not many re-

ceive it, as is proved by the very fact that

there are yet fasting disciples of John, even
long after their master had pointed them to

the Bridegroom. To such the Lord meekly
replies—Remain ye in the old, and leave to my
disciples the new ! Thus it is meet, and thus
will we for a while be separate.

Finally, wherefore and what means the

breaking of the old bottles, so that the good
old wine is spilled, and the bottles perish, and
thus a twofold injury arises from the false con-

junction of things that agree not together?
The new wine ferments, in order that thus it

may out of must become true wine: Thus the

wine bursts tiie skins

—

mil, as it may be fore-

seen, burst them, as we read in Mark and Luke.
As Matthew and Mark condense and break off

the Lord's expression, it seems just to hint at

this explanatory fundamental idea ; but Luke
in ver. 39 gives it plain and significant utter-

ance. Yet how have short-sighted expositors

on all sides perverted this undoubtedly genu-
ine and important addition, because they can-

not deal rightly with its meaning ; and yet
how simple and clear, how entirely appropri-

ate to what precedes, when that is rightly un-
derstood, is the thought which it expresses !

The emphasis lies in the Ev^ioai, straighticay,

for the genuine new, of which the passage speaks
(not an externally new form or mode as such,

which people readily enough seize, as they do
new garments, but a new and free and living

spirit), does not easily and immediately take
possession of people who are accustomed to

the old. Not, by any means, as if the old

wine were actually better ; but he who has
hitherto drunk it (being accustomed, that is,

not merely to " old habitudes," but to the life

and principle stamped upon them, the spirit of

legal exercise and righteousness), feels that to

him it tastes better ; he says the old is more
agreeable and pleasant. The Lord in his gra-

cious wisdom says this, partly in blame (for

men cannot and should not always tarry in the

old, the years as they roll on bring their new
growth), partly, also, in gentle apology for

them.* Thus it must be, it lies in the nature

of the case. I know well that your much fast-

ing is to you, with all its severity, preferable

Seyler calls it emphatically a " word of excuse
inexpressibly mild, and almost in

' schcrzcnder' form,"

but where the Lord seems to speak almost in this

style, he is only giving utterance to the deepest

earnestness of truth in the most affectionate manner.
Compare Luke x. 42.

to the freedom of my disciples. Length of

time makes the old habitual pleasant to us
;

the yoke, otherwise intolerable, bearable and
even easy. Here at the conclusion our Lord
is also answering the first part of the question

—

Why do we with the Pharisees fast? He teach-

es, finally, that a time will come, when the
new, which so few now relish, will better com-
mend itself. When the new wine is old, thou
shalt drink it with pleasure, said Sirach an-

ciently (Ecclus. ix. 10). This is the meaning.
Not merety as Schleiermacher says, that " he
would not find fault with them for not liking

the new wine, but holding the old wine as

usual for better ; the value of the veto wine

would come out in the taste, but this would be
the case with them only by degrees." It is not
our taste merely which is concerned here, but
the actual fermentation and clarification of the
new life and the new spirit, which, after the
manner of new wine, is unready and imperfect
within as at the first. The figures proceed
with each new turn in the discourse more ful-

ly and deeply, into the reality, and its whole
process. The bottles Avhich contain the new
wine, but should not, indeed, retain it for

themselves, are the constantly chosen bearers

and instruments of the new spirit ; the people,

who should drink it, are all others to whom
then and thus are communicated the new pow-
er, doctrine, and discipline. This distinction

must be well seized ; tj'pified in the relation

of the apostles and the first disciples, it finds

its ever recurring application to all time. Hast
thou, for thy part, received the new wine of

grace into a sincere and humble heart, into a

mind which lays aside all that is past, as into

a new bottle ; then take good heed, that thou
do not impetuously pour it out before all peo-

ple to drink, and complain if they relish it not.

Thus does the circumspection of our Lord's

word fill up its meaning—Rejoice in thyself;

no man shall constrain thee to fast; but cry
not out too soon—Rejoice all with me as I re-

joice ! The divine Spirit in the spirit of man,
when it at first approves itself a fermenting
new wine, must itself become ripened and
mild.* But when it is so, there is nothing
more lovely, more heart-rejoicing, that goeth
down more sweetly (Cant. vii. 9) to every
unperverted taste and conscience than the
thoughtful, powerful, affectionate testimony
and exhortation of such disciples as have pre-

pared themselves in wisdom and patience for

the Bridegroom's will, from their first joy
through all succeeding mourning, until his new
thing in them is fully ready to be offered to

the world. The more fully this testimony of

the whole apostolical church since Pentecost
has been published to Israel, with so much
less sincerity of excuse can they allege of their

old wine, that it is better.

*A Jewish saying (quoted by Sepp) has it: He
who seeks instruction from the young and inexpe-

rienced, is like one whe eats unripe grapes, or

drinks new wine out of the wine press : to learn

from the old, is to taste ripe grapes, and old wine.
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THE ISSUE OF BLOOD.

(Ma/t. ix. 22; Mark v. 30; Luke viii. 45-48.)

Matthew records in the most concise man-
ner in tLree verses, the incident which was
interposed on our Lord's way to Jairus. As
his recollections rise to him in more and more
rich profusion, the apostle and eye-witness

employs in his Gospel a more pregnant brevity

of style (that the book may not become too

great, John xxi. £5) ; and suffers himself not
to be diverted to the right or left from the

prescribed design of his plan. In addition, we
must regard as coming to the aid of this as

foreseen and provided by God for the first

Gospel, the Apostle's own individuality, which
is less adapted for sharply denning the small,

characteristic traits of an incident, and on that

account more fitted to arrange and combine
events and discourses under great leading as-

pects ; though never, however, contrary to the

strictest truth of facts. Mark and Luke then
fill up many things left in outline by Mat-
thew ; in perfect consistency with their char-

acteristic, that of more searching, reflective,

accurate, and most exactly faithful reporters.

Yet this filling up must also be regarded as

strictly faithful to truth. If any man, for ex-

ample, would regard the narrative of the

Ruler's daughter and the woman with the

bloody flux, so self-evidencing in their incom-
parably artless originality, and living fresh-

ness, as invented, or either with or without
design elaborated and adorned, we must la-

ment his critical failing and account him fun-

damently perverted.

But in these narratives the words of our
Lord are so interwoven with the circumstan-

ces occurring, that without understanding
these, those cannot be understood

;
yet we

must be on our guard against entering into the

history too much. In this view, we must
rather reckon upon too much than too little

in the reader himself ; that so our book also

may not grow too large.

Who totalled me ? or, more properly : "Who is

"t, who was it, that touched me? This ques-
tion the Lord asks in the midst of the press of

*.he crowd : the disciples marvel, and instead

of .answering they use that liberty to which
they had been encouraged by his lowly inter-

course with them ; and by Peter's ever ready
mouth throw out a kind of demurral as to his

putting such a question at all. According to

Mark, who may here be the more exact, it was,
Who touched my clothes ? or more properly,

Me by my clothes? A well-meaning but incor-

rect dogmatic prudently remarks here that
the Lord had well known all from the begin-

ning, but that for the sake of men, and be-

cause he would not have his wonderful power
thus experienced in secret and kept hidden,

he procured its disclosure by such a question
as this; but this springs from a purely human
mistake as to the essentially human in the
Son of Man, and plainly opposes the most dis-

tinct words of the Evangelists. First of all,

the indefinite masc. 6 dyajj-EvoS, that touch-

ed, does not favor this view ; but Mark further
reports that the Lord turned round to find him
who had done, or, as he speaks in relation to
the known fact, her* who had done this thing,

yea, that the woman came and told him all the

truth. Consequently he did not yet fully

know her from the beginning, rather nothing
more than that which his genuine question
expresses, that some one had touched him with
such longing of faith as had drawn from him
his healing virtue. Mark selects the words
very carefully and with exact propriety : the
woman eyvoa rcS doojuari, marked or felt in

her body, that the fountain of her blood was
suddenly dried up ; but Jesus puts his question
eTtiyvovi kv iavrw r?)v IB, avrov dvva/uiv
ISeXSovdav, knowing that virtue had gone out

of him ; as he not only felt in his body, but at

the same time knew in himself (ro5 nvEvjuart
avrov), what had taken place.

According to Luke the Lord himself testi-

fies this by a second word, which we should
have been required to supply in Mark, even,

independently of this, as the Lord's explana-
tory answer to his disciples' demurral, Some-

body hath touched me, and, as I think, in a dif-

ferent way from the thronging crowd ; hath
touched Mr, and not merely, like them, my
clothes : thus does the Lord defend his unin-

telligently blamed question, and explains its

reason by the same word which Mark has
woven into his narration

—

For I perceive that

virtue hathg one out of me.
,

Eyoo, I, first and
emphatically; if no one else, I at least must
well know. "Eyvoov, Anew, in the same
proper sense as Mark has explained it : the

bodily feeling with an inward consciousness

of the internal and essential import and reali-

ty of what was taking place. The e B,e\5 ovfia,

gone out, connected with the SvvajiuS, virtue,

especially with the emphatic rifY, the, tn

Mark, teaches us that it signifies more than an
ordinary miracle, as many would sophisticate

it. And consequently it remains undeniable
after the distinct evidence of this narrative,

that that power to heal (Luke v. 17, vi. 19),

which was there inherent in him, and went
forth from him, bears some analogy with that

* Which expression narrating post eventum {rrjy

rovro itoii]6a6av) should not be urged (as eg.

by Alt'oid) as a procf that Jesus, when he put
the question, already knew.
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in human nature of which we know some lit-

tle under the name of magnetism, as exerted
through the medium of a certain bodily rela-

tion ; and this is confirmed by further analo-

gies, such as that of the Apostle's handker-
chiefs in Ephesus.* But then the whole nar-

rative, with the words that pertain to it, is

especially recorded in such a manner as to

show us the difference between the higher and
the lower, between the hea ing and living

power of the God-man, and the influence ex-

erted by magnetizing physicist and physicians.

The immediate discussion of this, however,
belongs not to this place. But thus much,
the Lord's word which we are expounding
testifies, that to the efficacious influence going
forth from him which heals the body, there

must correspond a bodily virtue in himself,

which might be imparted through the hem of
his garment ; but that this did not occur in a

physical way without or against the interven-

tion of his conscious will. And it is just to

refute this very error of the woman which
would otherwise have been confirmed and
propagated, that he speaks and will not keep
silence ; and that he is constrained in all

kindness to abash still more the ashamed
woman, by bringing her into prominence.
The physical virtue which passes over does
not go from him without his will : that will is

always disponed, stands, as it were, always open
and prepared for approaching faith ; width-is is

the reason why that which occurred could
take place. Further, not without his know-
ledge, as is immediately shown : the touch
which derived the virtue from him, was as-

suredly unexpected ; but he marks it immedi-
ately, knowing it within himself, rejoicing

over the faith, by which he is well pleased to

allow himself even to be thus touched. We
can only apprehend this spiritual-physical vir-

tue through taking into account this spiritual

relation : the people generally throng and press

him, without that relation, but the timid touch
which scarcely laid hold of his garment brings
healing to the sick woman, because she has
faith to be healed. A striking figure for the
preache

, often used to distinguish the crowds
from the little few around Jesus !f

It is this faith which touched his person,

that the Lord makes prominent in his last

word, discerning what was directly needful in

this unexpected occurrence. We find it only
in Matthew, who thus in his brief narrative

retains the essential point of the whole, name-
ly, the contrast of our Lord's word with the
woman's thought as given in ver. 21. That

* [Stranee that so evangelical an expositor as

8tier, should condescend to have recourse, in ex-

plaining Christ's divine power, to the pretended
science of animal magnetii-m !

—

Am. Ed ]

t Augustine : Sic etia.m nunc est corpus ejus, id

est, Ecclesia ejus. Tangit earn fides paucorum,
pretnit turba multorum.

11

there was a certain admixture of an improper,

and in the gentlest sense, superstitious notion

in this thought, is proved by the circumstance
that she thought she might steal away unob-
served and unknewn with the healing she had
secured. There was something in her, as

Grotius on this occasion profoundly remarks,
of that idea of the Philosophers, Detim agere

omnia (pvdst ov fiovXr/dei (that God performs
all things by nature not by will), and this our
Lord could not allow to pass current, lest

wide-spreading error should arise from it.

Thy faith, thy touch in faith hath saved thee
(dedooxe de—as she had said, dao^TJdopai and
Matt, adds idcoStf), not merely thy touch
or my garment !* It was indeed, with all its

lack of perception or acknowledgment, which
does not affect the matter.f a strong faith

which trusted that the hem of his garment
could do more to heal her than the instrumen-
tality of all physicians of whom she had for

twelve years suffered many things, and was
nothing bettered, but rather grew worse.

The Lord now as ever praises such faith, and
compensates her for all the pain and shame
which his testimony for truth had required
that he should not spare her, by his gracious

Sdpdfi, Bvyarsp, Daughter, be of good coin-

fort ! (Matthew retains only the paternally

affectionate Svyarep, daughter), which waa
immediately uttered in anticipation of tho

word that praised instead of blamed her act.

0, how his love rejoices over such faith, in

whatever form he finds it; that love which
delights to give all, rather than to receive I It

is his continual manner to ascribe all that his

virtue effects to faith, since notwithstanding

his Svvocpii or virtue always ready in himself,

nidrii ov faith is yet the candi/io sine qua non

of its &%e\2ieTY or going out; (comp. Matt. ix.

29, viii. 13; Luke vii. 50, xvii. 19, xvin. 42.) Thus
does he speak in every new instance, to en-

courage others that they also may believe, as

well as to confirm those who have already be-

lieved. Mark and Luke add here his usual

Go in peace; Mark besides this gives the assur-

ance, so welcome to this poor woman, that

the instantaneous cure of this twelve years'

disease should retain its permanence—Thou
hast believed, go in the peace which this faith

brings, which hath healed thee ; and be for

ever healed of thy sad and long-suffered plague !

* Matthew does not most assuredly design to

report, in contradiction to Luke, that now first at

this word the woman was made whole. This is that

reading of a modern exegesis which beforehand

expected its contradiction.

f Alford refers very beautifully to this as being a

miracle full of the highest encouragement to all who
might be " disposed to think despondingly of the

ignorance or superstition of much of the Christian

world—that he who accepted this woman for her

faith even in error and weakness, may also accept

them.
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JAIRUS' DAUGHTER.

(Matt. ix. 24 ; Mark v. 36, 39, 41 [43] ; Luke viii. 50, 52, 54 [55, 56]).

Be not afraid, only believe ! once more the

same gracious invitation and excitement to

faith, and the same contrast between faith and

fear, which we have already seen in Matt,

viii. 26. All that is to be held as true in the

doctrine of "faith alone" is represented to us

by this fiovov, only, in the region of external

things, which the Lord himself every where
regards and exhibits as similitudes of things

internal. In Luke we have the promise con-

nected with the rtidrEvEiv, believing, of Jairus

for his daughter : nod 6co3r}derai, and she shall

be saved. This does not indicate that our Lord
doubted the correctness of the subsequent in-

telligence that, the daughter was now actual-

ly dead, as the ordinary language of man
terms dead, for the mother especially would

1 not send the sad intelligence prematurely to

the father on the way. If Jesus had hoped
'or certainly knew, as his word afterwards,

even before he saw the particulars, might
seem to say, that the maid was not dead, he

must, to preserve the truth, have contradicted
r the intelligence at once before the people,

and could not have allowed it to pass current,

as he nevertheless did. His promise does not

fully and openly announce, for so it seemed
good to his humility, that he would, because

he could, make her live again ; but under this

veil of generality it contained such an intima-

tion : Fear not—be not disconcerted by even
this message of death; let what may take

place or have taken place, thou hast summon-
ed me to be thy helper, and I will assuredly

help. Only believe—tu contra audentior Ho.

That the man had from the beginning been
aware of his daughter's death, and had attri-

buted to Jesus the power even to awake the

dead, is inconceivable in itself, would be un-

exampled in the whole evangelical history,

and is opposed by the resignation to the event

of even Martha and Mary when their brother

had actually died. The rapid condensing
brevity of Matthew at the commencement of

his narrative might lead the unwary reader

to think so, but to prevent such inconsiderate

reading we find the contrary expressed both
in this and the other Evangelists. Matthew
passes over the intermediate message, which
was certainly not unknown to him, and in his

brief and comprehensive reference to it throws

back upon the former part of the transaction the

impression and feeling of the latter. This is his

manner ; his Gospel delivers its narrative in

this unstudied style, because he can pre-sup-

pose a living tradition of the more minute de-

tails of important occurrences, before the sub-

sequent Evangelists had rendered them per-

manent. But with all this he ever writes the

truth ; for strictly considered, the aprt eteX-

evz7]6Ev,* she is now dead, means no more in

the father's mouth than in Mark's t6xdrcoi
e'xei, she lies now in the article of death,
there is the most critical danger, all haste is

needful, probably she may be, while lam call-

ing thee, already dead. Nothing else is obvi-
ously meant—and this is decisive—by Luke's
a7teSv?/dHEv, lay a-dying (as dnoSv7)<5HEiv
is elsewhere the beginning of dying, the dan-
ger and auguish of death, e. g. 2 Cor. vi. 9),
from which he himself in ver. 49 distinguishes
the teSvtjkev, is dead. Consequently S,i)6Erai,

she shall live, is not directly—she shall again
return to life, but, she shall continue to live,

survive the immediate peril of death. Mark
quite correctly: oitooi 6a>3ij, xai 2,i)6ETai,

that she may be saved, and she shall live.

And now between the hope and fear of
struggling faith, the Ruler's mind is agitated
by a new thought. He who at first pleaded
for the healing of his only daughter suspended
between life and death, has now to ask

—

If she should now be dead, can the Master's
helping power help me then? The people,
whose excitement had been increased by the
incident on the way, were now intent upon
something marvellous which would take place
in the Ruler's house ; for the circumstance
which had at first vibrated in uncertainty be-
tween life and death, has now reached its

highest interest in consequence of our Lord's
word of encouraging promise in reply to the
message of death. Common curiosity now
rules all, even to the extent of irreverent

pressing and thronging. Our lord submitted
to this as to the customary pressure of his

great work, yet no longer than to the door of
the house. Entering, he beholds the scene
which Jewish custom exhibited in bewailing
the dead ; even there where he has determined
in the power of the Father to bestow life.

What is more natural than the first cry with
which he arrests their lamentation : Give

place ! Ye weepers are not wanted yet ! Thus
we have it in Matthew : Luke, on the other
hand, expresses it, Weep not; and Mark, Why
make ye this ado and weep ? The sense in all is

the same : it is the indication of absolute as-

surance that he was bringing help,f as well as

the deprecation of all that tumult which too

commonly mingled itself with lamentation for

the dead, as unbefitting the dignity of his own
person and of the present solemn occasion.

And then he adds—let it be remembered, be-

fore he had entered in and seen the child—
that word of wonder which all the three Evan-

* Which is no false supposition of the reporter,

as Schleiermacher thinks.

•j- Bengel : Certus ad miraculum accedit.
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Relists have retained alike—For the maid is not

dead, bat, sleepeth !

This is so definite and precise that one might
at first understand it in the letter, and yet
with but few exceptions the whole chinch has
understood it otherwise; rightly indeed, for

the whole connection constrains us to do so.

It is well known that it was the caprice of the

late Olshausen to maintain the literal inter-

pretation, from which many of his friends in

vain endeavored to dissuade him.* To what
Matthew and Mark briefly intimate—And
the}' laughed him to scorn, Luke adds decisive-

ly, etSoreS on <x7teSai'£v
f knowing that she

was dead, and in the clearest manner records

afterwards, holi iit£6rpEtp£ ro itvev/iiaavrr/S,

and her spirit returned, just as it is written in

1 Kings xvii. 22. She was thus certainly dead,

though the Lord speaks concerning her as con-

cerning Lazarus (John xi. 11-15). This is his

first raising from the dead, the only one that
Matthew records, which could not have been
wanting in his Gospel because of his testimony
to the Lord's saying in ch. xi. 5.f Three

awakenings from death the Spirit has caused
to be recorded for us, although others may well

have taken place ; and these indeed in a re-

markable and significant progression, which
is in itself a corroborative testimony for this

first: the maiden is here dead upon her bed,

the .young man at Nain was carried forth upon
his bier, Lazarus had lain four days in his

grave.

But why did the Lord speak thus ? His
word has a sublime universal meaning as it

regards all who are b)r us termed " the dead "

generally, and specifically with a two-fold de-

sign as it regards his then present hearers. To
the tumultuous people without, it is veiled

and repulsive, the opposite of that lofty lan-

guage which would not have suited his lowli-

ness, such as—Even if she were dead, I nev-
ertheless can, and will raise her up ! But to

the desponding, wrestling father it would be no
other than a repetition of

—

Be not afraid, only

believe! Therefore he rejects the word of fear

and dismay—She is dead ! and substitutes

another which promises to faith a re-awaken-
ing—She sleepeth ! One whom it is his will

* Hase indeed in his Leben Jesu calls the maid
"the sleeper!" TCraune also, unhappily, will un-

conditionally contend that the Lord literally said

and meant—She is not dead. Even Neander, al-

though " all the circumstances make it probable to

him that it was but the condition of a trance," yet

concludes that the Lord (who does not know or ob-

serve thatl) spoke with reference to the result of

the awakening rather than to death. Lange, on

the contrary, rightly maintains that the decisive

account of Luke that she was dead, is the only sup-

position on which the conduct of Jesus can lie un
derstood—quite truly. If it must be taken literally,

it would he sleep merely, and not trance. Even
Yon Geilach acknowledges that Luke gives it as

his view that she was dead—but such a view of the

Evangelist we hold for undoubted testimony.

t Which we find in Luke had been just preceded
by the resurrection of the young mau at Nain.

to awake immediately as in this instance,

sleeps indeed only in a short sleep of death.

Even we have no other way of speaking it

than to call it a re-awakening, and consequent-

ly thereby confirm the right of him who re-

awakens, to speak of it as a sleep. But the
Lord does not speak now with reference only
to the present occasion. At this first resur-

rection which the Father gave him, there rises

to his soul, in one great comprehensive view,
the death and resurrection of all the children

of men, and he speaks in language of sublime
and majestic superiority over the narrow
thoughts and limited lamentations of mortal
mind. He speaks with the deep meaning of

his subsequent word, in which he says con-
cerning the God of the living that all live to

him (Luke xx. 38). Bodily death is not es-

sentially death : we know how the Lord else-

where speaks of death and destruction, and
may appropriately call to mind his words con-
cerning the dead to be buried, in Matt. viii. 22.

This the poor people understand not now, and
they show how unsympathizing their lamen-
tation had in reality been, how untouched
their hearts, by passing at a bound from weep-
ing to laughter, only seizing the manifest con-
tradiction between his assurance and what
they knew to be true. But the father, pre-

pared beforehand for faith, may well in a cer-

tain sense have felt the meaning of the dis-

guised words, as if the Lord had openly said

—

I will raise her up, as one that sleeps, so that
she, notwithstanding all, is not dead !

The curious and the laughers must all be
put out. The three alone, whom the Lord now
for the first time makes prominent among the
twelve, with the father and mother who will

receive from his grace their daughter again,

may be witnesses of the deed which was not to

be performed for idle wonder. Not as Elijah

and Elisha in old time enforced his prey from
death with effort of body and spirit, does the
Lord awaken this dead one. He utters the
same simple word, in his immediate personal

authority, with which he heals the sick ; and
takes her by the hand (Matt. viii. 15) to wake
her up, as one would take a sleeping child.

He addresses the dead as already living, so

that they must hear the voice of the Son of
Man (Johnv. 25, 28); and utters, with per-

fect confidence in the Father who hath given
him this power, that incomparably sublime
cry, which veils the loftiest dignity in the
most tender affection, Talitha cumi ! Mark,
probably from Peter's communication, pre-

serves to us this most distinctive utterance of
the resurrection-word from the all-holy lips,

which recurs once more with the same simplicity
— Young man, I say unto thee arise! (Luke vii.

14) ; and finally in the last, Lazarvs, comeforth!
(John xi. 43). Mark thus also teaches us, as

by the " Ephphatha," ch. vii. 34, that in the
ordinary intercourse of life our Lord spoke the
language of the country ; although this does
not decide the question as to the language 6f
the many longer discourses which were utter-

ed before companies composed of learned and
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unlearned, Jews mixed with Gentiles. But
the Evangelist does not translate it in its bare

literality, but adds, in order to indicate the

emphasis of the invocation and its authority
Goi Aeyoo, I say unto thee; whence we learn

further how the translation of our Lord's

words in the spirit of their letter, was intend-

ed by the Holy Ghost.

The other two Evangelists report two fur-

ther expressions
;
yet only in indirect citation,

as if with the exquisite feeling that no other

and lesser word should follow upon the great

eyetpe, Rise ! The command to give meat to

the awakened one, is not so much a confirming

assurance that she now truly lived and was
quite restored (although that might be neces-

sary for the astonished people who were
unable to realize it at all), as, if we mistake

not, an indication of an affectionate care,

which, even in the midst of the greatest things

forgets not the least, and which would pro-

vide for the necessities of the exhausted child

on her return to life. This word springs from

the same amiable regard to this child which
dictated the affectionate Talitha. He has

given back life and health, and thus imparted

help beyond the father's prayer or thought.

But at this period he restrains that miracle-

w-orking power ; it had restored a life physic-

ally healthy, of which the surest mark was
the ordinary ability to eat and drink ; and he
now points them to the restored functions and
ordinances of nature. He might, indeed, have
awakened her as already nourished ; but that
would have gone, as we feel, beyond that fit-

ness and propriety with which the miraculous
energy of Jesus ever adjusted itself to the
circle of earthly life. The second expression
is that well-known prohibition with which he
interdicts the publication of what had taken
place, and thus would prevent, so far as in him
lay, all mere vain-glorious rumor : yet the
fame thereof went abroad through all that
land—he has made even the dead to rise

!

Had this, indeed, not been the fact, he would
not only have repeated his former ovk ciiti-

Savev, she is not dead, more distinctly to
prevent error, but instead of the mere prohi-
bition to tell tovto to yeyovoZ, this that was
done, he would have given a full explana-
tion of what had been done, and what had
not.

She who touched in secret was constrained
to avow it openly ; he who publicly asked his

request, is led into secret and exhorted to
stillness. Let this be pondered well, that we
may understand our Lord's meaning in all his

wise and symbolical discourses and deeds.

THE TWO BLIND MEN.

(Matt. ix. 28-30.)

Through all the manifold variety of the ten

miracles of healing which Matthew, placing

among them the raising of the dead and the

stilling of the sea, relates in these two chap-

ters—as examples of what is generally stated

in ver. 35, recurring to ch. iv. 23—there runs

one idea, which our Lord three times distinctly

announces, and the Evangelist (ch. ix. 2) once

more testifies, viz: that faith is the great

essential, and that the Lord, in the exhibition

of his power, causes it to be done to his peti-

tioners " according to their faith." The word
to the two blind men is the same as that to the

centurion ; it was his chosen and loved ex-

pression—how often afterwards uttered by
him ! We observe, however, here even now
in this extract of the history of the first pe-

riod of our Lord's public life, the point of

transition, by which he passes from instanta-

neous fulfillment of the desire, to the keeping

of his petitioners waiting, in order to the

trial and exercise of their faith. The founda-

tion of this is, in general, that the Lord cared

not so much for the acts themselves, as for

the faith, which should afterwards seek and
find spiritual help. In this particular case it

must be added, that our Lord is fully aware of

the increasing enmity of the embittered Phar-

isees (ver. 34), which keeps pace with the

progress of his miracles, and therefore docs

not instantly respond to the cry of " Son of

David " with which these two blind most
movingly address him, as if he would at oncp
hasten to acknowledge such a title. He kept

them waiting, till they came to the house.

And now the question does not run, Believe ye.

then, that I am the Son of David? but, that

I am able to do this, that is, what you signify

bjr

3
rour i.Xir]6ov ri^di, " have mercy upon us !"

open your eyes! Believe ye this firmly and
faithfull} 1

-, is it in this faith that you have
persevered in following and in crying ? O
how his heart is rejoiced b}r the firm Yea,

Lord, which they reply ! According to your

faith be it unto you ! It is not co-operation

that the Lord requires, so much as an acknow-
ledgment and acceptance in accordance with

his power. Ever}r where beholding in the

external its internal significance, our Lord can

never too often, nor too decisively bear witness

foi posterity that thi- is what is distinctively

necessary.

The prohibition finally-

—

See that no man
know it (as in ch. viii. 4, at the beginning)

—

has on this occasion, for the reason above
mentioned, a yet deeper emphasis than before.

Matthew designedly says here first evrfipi-

prj6ato avrolS, he straighlly charged them (as
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before in Mark i. 43 in the case of the leper

—

with another meaning, Mark xiv. 5 ; John xi.

33), which certainly indicates human emotion.

Suidas explains, iuflpitza6Bnci, to straitlu

clmrge, by fierce dneiXifi ivreXXedScn, /<er'

avdrrjporyroS imrtfuxr, to enjoin with threat-

ening, to rebuke tcith ottsitriti/. Here there is

mixed with the affectionate kindness which
|

can never deny itself to faith, the vibration of I

that feeling still, which had made the crying
|

in the 6treet (Matt. xii. 19) so displeasing to i

him ; but this again bad its prudent reason

in that wise penetration of all relations, which
constrained him thus to throw a guard around
his actions. If the Lord had never again thus

forbidden and threatened, how would the

perpetual concourse of all the sick have over-

burdened him, so that neither time nor
strength would have been left to him for

preaching the Gospel (Luke iv. 43), and the con-

tradiction of the crucifiers to the people's ho-

sannas would have broken out before the time.

THE MISERABLE SHEEP AND THE GREAT HARVEST.

(Matt. ix. 36,38; [Mark vi. 34].)

A new scene is now in preparation—the first

mission of the chosen heralds of the kingdom
;

now in the first place to the lost sheep of the

house of Israel, but foreshadowing in this

beginning the future ambassage to the whole
world. Matthew introduces it by our Lord's

discourse concerning the laborers for the

great harvest, spoken actually at this time and
afterwards repeated by Luke on the sending
forth of the seventy. But he previously men-
tions (ver. 36) the Lord's compassion fur the

people, and gives us in connection with it what
we can scarcely consider his own reflection,

but (as in ch. vii. 29) an indirect citation of

the woi.ls in which that compassion may have
been uttered. The iSaov Se rovS ox^-ovi,

but seeing the multitudes, is immediately depend-
ent on ver. 35, so that Hess seizes it rightly,
" wherever he saw a crowd of Israelites " he
manifested his pity over and over again, in

these or similar words. (Hence in Mark vi.

34, wc have the same on another occasion.)

See Matt. x. 6 presently after, and again
somewhat later xv. 24. Yet may it well be,

that just at this time and to be inserted im-
mediately before ver. 37, the Lord uttered
these very words.

For the rest, the expression is evidently ta-

ken from the prophetic Scripture ; for from
the prayer of Moses before the Lord in Numb,
xxvii. 17 downwards, we find this very natural

image (by which in heathen antiquity also,

the people are called flocks, and kings their

shepherds) occurring in proverbial use through
the entire Old Testament. As, for instance,

in this its more obvious sense the prophet
Michaiah uses it, when prophesying the death
of the king (1 Kings xxii. 17). Then do the

prophets use it with a deeper meaning in

reference to the spiritual shepherds ; and, con-

demning and mourning over these shepherds,
describe in the same terms the poor neglected
people : as in Jer. 1. 6 ; Ezek. xxxiv. 5, 6

;

Zech. x. 2, 3. But its inmost significance is

6een most clearly in that leading text Isa.

liii. 6, where wandering sheep arc used as a
type of the state of sinners generally ; not

without intimation of their own fault (com-
pare ch. lvi. 11 j, but with the compassionating
reference to their misery predominant, as it is

here. The two expressions in Matthew view
the pitiable condition of this shepherdless
flock under two aspects: in themselves and as

individuals the sheep faint ; but regarded as

a flock that should be united in one, they are

scattered abroad. The true reading is 16hv1/li£-

voi from 6hv\Xo3 originally to rend, lacerate,

thence to harass, exhaust, and (especially in

long journeying) to tire out, as it recurs in a
milder sense Mark v. 35 ; Luke viii. 49, vii. 6.

Here it is stronger—sunk on the road, driven
about without pasture ; compare Zech. x. 2

MjP, " they were troubled ;" xi. 9, 16 r\l%#} and

mrQJ, " to be cut off" and <; that is broken f
Joel i. 18, njnj? pR, " there is no pasture."

On the other hand tfipi/Lifitvoi is not merely
cast away (as if a mere gradation upon the

former), but scattered one from the other here

and there, wandering sheep, a flock no more
;

compare \]}02, " they went away," Zech. x 2;

iryri, "have turned," Isa. liii. 6; nryiSnij

" and the}r were scattered," Ezek. xxxiv. 5

;

D^iDJ, ''scattered," I Kings xxii. 17; with-

out unity and connection, like the then Israel

split into sects, their fellowship in the way of

God dissolved ; one by one overdriven, as a
whole scattered abroad !

For they have no shepherds ! With such
compassion does he behold them who himself

is come, their true and rightful shepherd, to

revive them again, and bring them back to the

fold : thus deeply is he afflicted for the " poor,

misled people" whose guilt he merges in their

misery, imputing that guilt all the more se-

verely to those who had been instead of their

shepherds their deceivers. how his heart

yearns to heal and to help ! But how ? It

were a light thing for him who gave back
health to the sick and even life to the dead, to

bestow upon his people all needful earthly

good, and defend them from all external evil

;

but all this would have been unavailing, and
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have rather aggravated than lessened their

wretchedness. Quite different is the view
which his word discloses to the disciples.

The healing of their hurt must be a long pro-

cess of labor upon their souls, and to be
effected again by the instrumentality of man.
But the discourse glides into another figure

—

the invigoration and gathering together of

the poor sheep into the one fold of God, re-

appears under the notion of a seed-time and
harvest. The Lord indeed mentions, de-

finitively, only the harvest; hence many, com-
paring John iv. 35-38, apprehend here an
antithesis of the Old and New Testament
economies, according to which they are related

as seed-time and harvest. In that passage,

however, when narrowly investigated, there

is no such meaning to he found, for in vers.

37, 38 the Lord places himself, the only and
pre-eminent sower, in opposition to his apos-

tles who should only labor upon the produce
of his previous sowing. Such a notion is

especially unsuitable to our context, inasmuch
as the allusion of these words is not to any
preparation already found, but, on the contra-

ry^ to a condition of absolute neglect. We
have only, then, to understand the expression

according to the analogy of the subsequent
parables. Assuredly must the seed of the

word of the kingdom be first scattered by the

Son of Man and his succeeding sowers ; but
this entire divine husbandry upon and among
the men whom he will prepare and gather

to himself, is here embraced under this one
name of harvest, as regarded from its final

consummation. This is at once a consolatory

and a mournful view, inasmuch as it is thus

emphatically suggested, how much labor will

be needed before so wide and desert a field

can be transformed into the harvest of God :

and yet that wasto as it is, it is the Lord's

and decreed to be his harvest-field, even as

the wandering sheep are still his flock ! The
laborers are thus regarded not as at once
reapers, who would only have to bind up the

sheaves (which misunderstanding can only

derange the general sense of the allusion) ; but
their office and work embrace generally the

preparation of the future harvest from the

very beginning.

The harvest is grent or plentiful ! The Lord's

immediate reference is only to the people and
land of Israel, whose numerous and crowded
towns the apostles, as is intimated ch. x. 23,

would not very soon have gone over. He
thought of many amonp; the mass of the peo-

ple who, susceptible of.faith, should be called

and made meet, even as he afterwards saw
beforehand his much people in Corinth (Acts
xviii. 10). The laborers—genuine, and wor-
thily so called, are few, however many bear the
name ! But although the Lord had Israel es-

pecially in view, it is nevertheless impossible
to admit that the thoughts of his heart in

such a discourse did not stretch further, and
that there did not mingle with them anticipa-

tions of that great harvest of God which
should extend over all the earth ; and this is

our warrant for taking this word of his mouth
which brings before the contemplation of every
age the times then extant, as the text, also, .

of our own world-embracing missions. Is then
the labor needed in order to the harvest, in

one people, the neglected people of God, so
great ; how great will it be when extended over
all the nations of the earth ! Who is the Lord
of this harvest 7 Jesus, in his meekness, speaks
of the Father as such ; but we also understood

!

it of himself, the Son, to whom already the
Forerunner had assigned the threshing-floor

and the wheat as his, even as he himself
then forthwith sends forth the laborers, thoso
who were called to be fishers of nine.

A special emphasis has been traced in

ix/JdAr/, send forth : that he would send them
forth with vehement impulse of his Spirit, as

zealous laborers
;
just as according to Mark i.

12, the Spirit sM/JdAXei, draws, the Lord into

the wilderness. But this word, which we find

presently in Matt. x. 1, and often afterwards
down to John xii. 32, applied to the casting

out of devils, and then in other places of other
forcible sending out (as Matt. ix. 25; Luke iv.

29), has yet in all other passages quite lost

this accessory meaning.* Consult Matt. xii.

35, and more espcially John x. 4, concerning
the leading out of the sheep. We must regard I

it here as nearly equivalent to arto6re\\Eiv

,

send forth, ch. x. 5, only that here there may be
a superadded meaning in the In, " forth," in

harmony with the connection of the Avhofe

train of thought, such as—send ovt, from rest

and comfort into the heat and toil of labor,

for the performance of which none but the
Lord of the harvest can give commission and
power.f They labor not, in effect, whom he
sends not.

But the weightiest element in our Lord's

saying, the solemn key-note, the clear tone of

which we would hear ringing at the close, is

the challenge to the disciples

—

Pray ye the
Lord ! all the more emphatic, as this very Lord
himself it is who announces that he will be
prayed unto, and that he waits for their pray-

'

er in order that he may send. By such words
of the Scripture is our weak thought ever anew
confounded,while it is constrained to submit
to the thousand-fold attested, but inscrutably

marvellous mysteryr of the power of human
prayer as a condition. That the saving of the
lost sheep, the preparation of the great har-

vest, should be effected by the instrumentality

of mortal men, we have before understood:
but that the sending of such laborers, again,

should be suspended on man's prayer ; conse-

quently, that the all-merciful God should per-

mit the salvation of the world, and the gradu-

* lis use in the Sept. for n^C* i" the Old Test, is

at least doubtful : c. g. it may have, as in Exod.
xii. 33, the sense of " release and let go," or that of

actual driving out as in Psa. xliv. 3.

t Not, however, on that account to emphasize

ftdWf-iv ; to urge, to drive out— as recently Father

Zeller {Bcugg. 3fonatsll. 1851, No. 3) has explained

it.
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al furtherance of his kingdom, to be dependent
upon that compassion in men which having
been by him first excited, urges them to pray

and long for his own compassion—must ever

remain a wonderful and impenetrable mystery.
It is so—Scripture and experience attests it.

What remains for us, then, but to comply with
his command, and pray for ourselves and the

whole world around us ?

Certainly the disciples would not, nor could

they, at that time, understand the Lord as

saying—Ask of me, that I may raise up for

the wretched people true pastors and preach-

ers, who may gather out of them a people for

God ! He directed their thoughts by d£?'}$T/r£,

pray, which is obviously an expression of the

highest prayer, to the Fountain of love on high,

to the God of Israel whose will it is not that

his poor people should be left in their lost es-

tate, who regards the scattered sheep as still

his flock, and the field now waste as yet here-

after to be his harvest-field. Do ye not also

take compassion upon the people ? Pray then
the Father, with me, that he send forth la-

borers ! Whence it is necessarily inferred,

that whoever thus prays offers himself, if it

is possible, to labor too. So that is—Will ye,

my disciples, not lend your aid, when so much
is to be done 1 Thus he reminds them of their

calling to the Apostleship, which had been
certified to them already before the Sermon on
the Mount. And thus he prepares them for

the mission which immediately after followed,

when he suddenty, and in a way which even

this preparation had not led them to expect,

declared himself to be the hearer by anticipa-

tion of the prayer which he had just prescrib-

ed, and in the Father's name the Lord also of

the harvest, whose prerogative and whose will

it is to send. He now first begins their

mission, certainly, according to the common
acceptation, as a discipline, preparation, and
trial for themselves and their future Apostle-

ship: but that there was blended with this an
earnest zeal for the miserable people, yea, that
regard for them was the main impulse of this

mission, the Lord's own preface to it clearly

assures us.

THE MISSION OF THE TWELVE.

(Matt. x. 5-42; Mark vi. 8-11 ; Luke ix. 3-5.)

This longer discourse is again indicated to

us by Matthew in the most literal and decisive

manner as spoken in its integrity on one dis-

tinctive occasion (let ch. x. 1, 5, be read in

connection with ch. xi. 1). All, therefore,

that has already been said in connection with
the Sermon on the Mount, may also be used
here in refutation of that strange and wilful

opinion which imputes to the Evangelist an
elaboration into one discourse of many sayings
uttered at various times. This opinion is

grounded strangely enough upon quite differ-

ent reasons ; sometimes upon the lack of con-
nection in the whole, and sometimes, on the
contrary, on its far-reaching comprehensive-
ness, which too completely embraces all futu-

rity to be consistent with the occasion of its

utterance. This latter acknowledgment and
supposition is, assuredly, the only true one

;

hut the conclusion drawn from it is only the
more false. He who can see in this chapter a

collection of loosely-bound and inharmonious
fragments, has not yet understood it aright,

as our exposition, it is hoped, will show. But
he who is capable of feeling and marking the
deep-founded unity of the discourse, which
proceeds in its organic structure from the im-
mediate present to the most distant futurity,

from the concrete contemplation of relations

near at hand to the widest view of all rela-

tions, must also and aecessarily be driven to
the conclusion that only the Lord himself
could have constructed and given us such a

whole. Would it not have been far more un-
natural and wonderful, that an humble and

reverent minister of Christ's word, in 1ms

record of that word should have formed such
a profoundly systematic discourse out of scat-

tered utterances, than that the Lord himself
in the wisdom of his spirit should have spoken
it ? Yea, we boldly affirm, resting upon the
continually recurring analogies of our Lord's

discourses, whether lesser or longer, that on
this mission of the twelve he could not have
spoken otherwise than we read in Matthew.
It was impossible, at the critical and signifi-

cant beginning, that he should not look forward
to the futurity which was to grow out of them

;

he could not fail to mark and to seize, in all

that transpired within the sphere of his

earthly life, the germs and prophetical types
which were therein wrapped up. This we
have distinctly seen in what we especially and
distinctively called his " First Words." Now
such a first word we have here. He is send-
ing his apostles for the first time, and how
could he but see in them his future ambassa-
dors to the world ? The most cautious view
of this restricted, preliminary test-mission
through the cities of Israel (as the Lord him-
self declares it to be), cannot but attribute to
him the contemplation of the future .and dis-

tinctive career of these same apostles, involv-

ing far more solemn and grander interests, the
form and procedure of his kingdom even to the
end, the position of all his ambassadors and
followers. Nothing could, in fact, be more
natural than this. Let it not be said, that
though these might have been the secret

thoughts of our Lord in connection with this
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mission, it would have answered no end to

utter them beyond the necessity of the occa-

sion, and the ability of his hearers to under-

stand. This would be to misunderstand

utterly the essential nature of all our Lord's

discourse, which always and throughout, even

where it does not so plainly declare itself as

here, must have a prophetic character. What-
ever he spoke from time to time, he spoke for

futurity even to its utmost end, }
rea, even for

eternity itself. This will become manifest

when all the unwritten sayings of the Word
made flesh (not one of which can fall to the

ground, bo utterly forgotten or lost) shall be

disclosed and recovered, in their influence for

mercy or for judgment ; and to the believing

apprehension it is already manifest in those

words which show that they were spoken by
the Spirit which forms the Scripture, in order

that they might there be recalled and vivified.

Thus the Lord is here speaking to his apos-

tles* great words, far-reaching in their mean-
ing ; and he speaks them prophetically, just as

his Spirit had formerly spoken in the Prophets.

The progress of his internal contemplation

assumes here as every where the form of a pei-

spectlve view. The present and the immediate

are to him the type of the more remote. In

sending forth these, he contemplates all later

missions of these apostles and their successors.

The words which he now speaks to the Twelve
in such a manner that their literal meaning
can only apply to the present object, contain,

in their spiritual sense, truths applicable to

their whole future apostolical course. But
from this typical starting-point the thoughts

and their expression rise more loftily and
freely into words, which the disciples scarcely

understand at the time, much less use and
follow out, but which must at least have
awakened within them the consciousness of

extended developments to spring from them,
and which are given to them now in order
that the Spirit in his time may recall and in-

terpret them to their minds.

The discourse evidently falls into three main
masses, the limits of each of which are marked
out by a concluding sentence, and a fresh com-
mencement taken. The Lord first speaks lit-

erally and especially concerning this first mis-
sion and preaching, which may be almost
regarded as similar to the commission and
stand-point of John the Baptist (ver. 7)—save
that John performed no miracles, did not
travel up and down, could not as yet preach
the peace of the opened kingdom of heaven to
the poor. This section, which pursues its

way through simple directions having no
reference beyond the present occasion, finds

its most solemn conclusion in ver. 15, where
"finished unbelief rejecting their words, is re-

ferred to the final judgment. In ver. 16, a new
section begins, with an almost abrupt decla-
ration, which however unexpectedly replies to
the question that the apostles might rightly
ask—Does this then end all ? Behold, I send
you! that is, reduced to plainer words—

I

shall send you yet again, and amid conditions

of much greater severity, even into the midst
of contradiction and persecution. The expres-
sion, "send," corresponding to their name of
apostles, now for the first time occurs in his

discourse and it indicates that then their full

office is to be entered on, that great mission
for which the present is but typical and
preparatory. This section consequently em-
braces the apostolical period ; the view extends
to men generally, and the transition in their

preaching from the rejecting Israelite to the
Gentiles is plainly indicated (vers. 17, 18).

Now first is announced the promise of the
Spirit, and with intimation of persecutions
(as in John xv. 2G ; xvi. 4) ; in ver. 22, the
meaning is the same as afterwards, in Matt,
xxiv. 9-13 ; and ver. 23 concludes with a catas-

trophe to precede the judgment, which, accord-
in to this connection, can refer only primarily
to the destruction of Jerusalem. Yet not ex-

clusively this: for the "coming of the Son of
Man," as it is a type of a future and proper
advent, so was it also typified in his present
coming or immediately following whither his

disciples were sent before. The prophetically-

perspective vision beholds the progress of

events as they actually are, in all their inter-

nal significance and entireness: in the periods

which are formed by great epochs of develop-
ment, the earlier covers and foreshadows the
later; not, however, that the Spirit arbitrarily

makes it a type, but because it already in-

cludes the latter as a germ. Consequently as

the instructions (vers. 5-15), in the prophetical

sense of their literal meaning, have an applica-

tion to the more distinctive apostolical career
;

so does the apostolical instruction (vers. 1G-
23) find its application to all the followers of
the apostles, to all to whom the Lord may
ever say—I send you ; being thus the immedi-
ately authentic missionary-instruction for all

ages, disclosing its deeper meaning as centu-

ries, and their varied experience, roll on.

This now comes into significant prominence
in the third part of the discourse, the part

which is developed with most completeness.

The Lord's glance passes from the apostles to

the disciples generally, who were to be the salt

and the light of the world, ambassadors and
witnesses to men of the kingdom of God, as in

the Sermon on the Mount. This section began,

generally, in the third person ("the disciple,"

ver. 24), and it onljr returns once to the di-

rect style of address to the apostles (vers.

2G-31), thence proceeding to the end with
declarations quite general (with the exception

of vers. 34 and 40, where, however, the apos-

tles as such are not referred to alone

—

Who-
soever shall confess me

—

He that loveth father

or mother

—

He that findeth, etc. Here the

condition of persecution which had been pre-

dicated of the apostolic period, is predicated

as the permanent condition of his Church until

the distribution of final rewards is seen in the

farthest perspective. The continuous process

and final issue of Christ's great cause are pre-

dicted as through warfare to victory ; his king-

dom is pre-announced as to all his subjects a
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Kingdom of the Cross, before the immeasurable
rewards of glory are revealed. Such is the

true method of this discourse, exhibiting its

compact harmony, and progressive meaning
;

and it so entirely asserts its own unity, that

even Olshausen in his exposition of what he
calls this conglomeration of fragments in Mat-
thew, involuntarily forgets his own opinion,

and writes, for example on vers. 38-41, as if

the Lord himself were speaking, and as if the
" Redeemer himself were closing " a discourse

with his own impressive conclusion.

If we look at the arrangement more in de-

tail, we find that the first part (vers. 5-15)

falls into a threefold subdivision : the commis-

sion, or sending, in the first, most distinctive

sense ; then, the equipment for it ; then di-

rections for their conduct in the execution of

their commission. The sending—first of all,

naturally, whither? vers. 5. G (with which, to

indicate what is preliminary, we have at first,

whither not). Then for what purpose? ver. 7,

8. (To preach the Gospel, in the power of

miracles, and both perfectly free.) The equip-

ment (vers. 9, 10), is likewise negative
;
partly

in contrast with future times, partly as typ-

ical of them. Finally, the directions for

their conduct (vers. 1 1—15), rise in their con-

firmatory conclusion to a far-reaching antici-

pation of the issue of the judgment, which
thus forms a transition to the next starting-

point.

Verses 5, 6. This limitation to Israel is

not announced by Luke (ch. x.) as prescribed

to the Seventy ; but it is to be understood
in their case, and ver. 1 intimates it plainly

enough.* Only whither he himself would
come, could the Lord send messengers ; apart

from every other consideration, this only
would have been befitting. For could the

Messiah and the Saviour satisfy any man with
his mere representatives ? Could the true

Shepherd hand over a lost sheep to mere serv-

ants 1 Thus it is only his coming after them
(and in spirit going with them), that gives to

these missionaries the authority and ground
of their commission. What the Lord now
says is in its due time solemnly revoked (Matt,

xxviii. 19 ; Luke xxiv. 47 ; Acts i. 8) ; while,

for the' apostle to the Gentiles, the commission
is simply reversed

—

Not to Jerusalem, but to

the Gentiles! (Acts ix. 15; xxii. 18; xxvi.

17). Not beyond Israel's borders eli 6S6v
tSvoSv, into the way that leads to the Gen-
tiles

;
yet in the way of the Samaritans they

may go, which passes through the midst of

Israel, but not eii xukiv, into no town or city

of Samaria. Speaking to the Samaritans in

the way or abroad, as in the Lord's own ex-

ample (John iv.), was not interdicted to them.f

* So that Olshausen's observation, that Luke, as

writing for the Gentiles, would suppress this cir-

cumstance, seems to be incorrect.

f Although, indeed (as Braune remarks), the

apostles would have been equally at a loss, at that
time, in dealing rightly with the Samaritans as in

dealing with heathen—and would have, we may
suppose, disputed with them to no purpose.

Christ himself as the promised Messiah was
first of all a minister of the circumcision
(Rom. xv. 8), and in his own mission was sent
only to the lost sheep of the house of Israel,

as he declares in ch. xv. 24, repeating his own
words from ch. ix. 36, x. 6, with similar em-
phasis. In merciful fulfillment of the prom-
ised grace, to them must the Gospel first be
preached, and, in the same mercy, to prevent
their stumbling and rejection, to them alone.

Hence the Lord remains within their borders,

only he does not repel those heathen who
made advances, and who were not repulsed by
the Jews themselves.*

If we now ask, what is the internal spirit

and meaning of this decision, revoked indeed
in the letter, for all future apostolic missions

;

the answer is near at hand. The first consid-

eration to one who is sent of the Lord must
ever be, that the immediate sphere of his ac-

tivity should be accurately prescribed to him,
and that he should know with precision

whither he must not go, whither also he must.
The wisdom of God in sending forth his

servants (Matt. xi. 19 ; Luke xi. 49), deals

ever in various methods and degrees as was
the case with Christ, who chose for himself at

first the narrowly limited, already prepared
sphere of his influence ; who formed within this,

from among the susceptible and worthy, the
germ of his great work, and afterwards pro-

vided for its furthest and utmost development.
This is the character of the commission of his

messengers also. There are for them those
that may be called Samaritans and Gentiles,

spiritually understood; in order that they
may not transgress, presumptuously and rash-

ly, the limits of their specific mission for the
present time. Even the apostle to the Gen-
tiles, whose instructions embraced all men,
was yet aware of the measure of a rule, of a
district assigned to him by God, beyond which
he would not allow himself to wander in his

zeal eti rd. ajusrpa, without his measure (2 Cor.

x. 13). And when we closely examine these

words in relation to those who were sent to

Israel, Ave find even among the people of Israel

a selection made, and a still narrower restric-

tion imposed. It was enjoined upon them,
not only for the future, but for the first Ttopz-

vedSnr, or jouineu, that they should seek out

the susceptible and already prepared among
the people (comp. ver. 11). For such are,

properly speaking, the lost sheep of the house
of Israel (13k 7W, Psalm cxix. 176; |N¥

ni"I2X> Jer. 1. 6), which involves more than

merely wandering from home, comp. Matt, xviii.

12 with 14 ; scattered abroad, indeed, with-

* It is in perfect ignorance of the fundameEtal
ideas of Scriptural truth, that men like Gfrorer

would save the liberality of Jesus by the assump-
tion that only the Ebionitish spirit has imposed this

limitation on the Lord's words. We cannot but
observe how readily these people detect the roots

of Christianity in a Judaism and primitive Chris-

tianity of their own imagining ; how slow they are

to seek them in the Old Testament,
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out shepherds; abandoned each one to his

own erring way in which, unless sought after,

he must perish, and thus to all intents lost

;

but utteep still, who let themselves be found
by the shepherd. In a certain sense all Israel

is, by calling, the Lord's flock; yet in the
midst of Israel there are true sheep to be
sought out, who need only the shepherd. The
wolves of ver. 10, at least, have not the peace
of the kingdom at once offered to them: even
the good Shepherd distributed to them their

"woe," instead of " blessed ;" if perchance
they might hear his voice even in that. We
think then, that the Lord here in Matthew
does in reality speak of the sheep in the same
sense as in John's Gospel (chap. x. 26, 27). It

must be remembered, however, that the serv-

ant is not justified in saying of any that they
are not the lost sheep, until it is most decisive-

ly proved that they hear not the seeking
voice. Where we are constrained to suppose
that we have to do with such lost sheep,
our commission is bound upon us by the great
Shepherd, and is to be executed, as is neces-
sarily implied, in the compassionate spirit of
that Shepherd ; not in the spirit of rebuke
and condemnation, not proffering the word of
faith in the spirit of a keen and impatient al-

ternative, but in the spirit of patient invitation

and allurement, going after them without
weariness, until the lost are found.

Verses 7, 8. ITopsvo/isvoiSe urjpv66ETE,
And as ye, go, preach, is not a tautological repe-
tition of ver. G, but has its distinctive mean-
ing—Proclaim on the way, travelling round,
going further and further, from one city of
Israel to another, and announce that the king-
dom of heaven is at hand ! Afterwards in

ver. 11 it is pre-supposed that after some tar-

rying, they are always to continue their
journey. This was the case, in the most
literal sense, on their first mission ; but it was
also, in a more extended degree, characteris-
tic of their full apostolical office, which was
thus distinguished from a pastoral connection
with some particular place or district. Apos-
tles must ever be itinerant preachers ; to found
and constitute churches is their province, but
not to govern them individually afterwards.
When Paul remained beyond a year in any
one place, it is announced as something spe-
cial ; and we may assume the same with re-
gard to the others, and their continuance in

Jerusalem at the first was specially ordered.
The substance of their first preaching in the
towns of Israel, coincides, on the whole, with
that of the Baptist's (ch. iii. 2), and with the
simple, preliminary announcement of Jesus
himself (ch. iv. 17) ;

yet it is not without
significance that the heto.vou.te, repent, is

not found in it. For though they might not
yet proclaim Jesus directly as the Messiah
(ch. xvi. 20), yet the ground-tone of their
announcement was not to be the severe sum-
mons to repentance, but rather the evangel-
ical, "Peace be unto you: the kingdom of
heaven is at hand, and will come even to
you!" (Luke ix. 2, 0; x. 9, 11). The degree

of knowledge which they had then reached,
had ample scope for exercise ; with the single
restriction that they were not openly and pub-
licly to preach the name of Jesus. We may
suppose that they with difficulty restrained
themselves to that message. The confident
joy of their faith was not yet strong and free
enough to correspond with their Gospel com-
mission, and, contrary to its design, they
rather declined to the Baptist's ground, as is

intimated in Mark vi. 12. Yet more : John in

the wilderness had already announced that
the forgiveness of sins was to follow his bap-
tism of repentance (Mark i. 4; Luke iii. 3,

i. 77) ; but they made the preaching of re-

pentance predominant in the Gospel which
was committed to their charge, and thought
they gave it only its due, until they better
seized the design of their commission—repent-
ance and forgiveness of sins (Luke xxiv. 47).
These are now both embraced, for all time to
come, in the "preaching of the kingdom of
God" (Acts xxviii. 23, 31, xx. 25); and that
it is called the kingdom of heaven from the
very beginning, forbids for ever all intermix-
ture with the affairs of the kingdoms of this

world.

The additional authority to work miracles,
was needful to them as an authentication now
at the beginning; for who would have be-
lieved these fishermen and publicans without
some such credentials ? The Lord afterwards
confirmed their word by signs following, until
this in the course of time became unnecessary
for their successors, and the demonstration of
spiritual power in the cure of the soul's sick-

ness took its place. The article is not in the
original, but being inserted in our translation,

"heal the sick," etc., excites a false idea, as if

they were to heal all the sick whom they
found, whereas they were only directed, fol-

lowing their Master's example, to heal such
as desired it. In respect to the " raising of the

chad," we find this sentence wanting in [many
of] the most ancient manuscripts ; it is trans-

posed by the Vulgate and Syriac ; and is in-

serted, neither in verse 1 nor in the parallel

places of Matt, and Luke (comp. Luke x. 9,

17). It ought certainly, according to the true
gradation, to have followed as the climax
upon casting out devils (comp. ch. xi. 5) ; and
we hold it as a spurious importation from a

later time, since nothing is found in the first

part of the discourse which does not literally

hold good of the first mission, and their weak
faith could not then be entrusted with this

greatest of powers.* The direction, in a cer-

* Lange, indeed, defends the sentence by arrang-
ing the ideas thus: Help ye the poor in life (the

sick) even unto raising them from the dead ; the
impure even unto driving devils out of them !

But our main point is that here, at the outset of his

instructions, as is proved by the subsequent part,

the Lord does not only " speak symbolically," or

with symbolical reference, but rather with a direct-

ly literal application of his words. As we could not
conceive it said at ver. 1 that he gave them power
over the dead, no more can we conceive it at ver. 8.
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tain sense admonitory, freely to give what was
freely received, does not refer to the working
of miracles alone, indeed only in a leaner de-

gree to this, for none but a Judas Iscariot

would ever harbor the idea of being paid. It

embraces all that they have to impart, at once
the exercise of their power to heal and their

preaching of the kingdom, indicating both as

grace to be freely offered. No gift of God's
grace is to be bought and sold with money
(Acts viii. 20), or as Tertullian says :

" Nulla
res Dei pretio constat"—a comprehensive and
most pregnant position, which cannot be too

much laid to heart by God's ambassadors even
to the present day : condemning all impro-
per methods and commercial stipulations in

preaching God's grace, all payment that sur-

passes the limits of their need (ver. 10), and
all those unbecoming perquisites which are

ungracefully attached to the direct ministra-

tion of the word and sacraments.

Verses 9, 10. The disciples might have
supposed, after the command which they had
received, that they must amply provide and
equip themselves for such an enterprise ; but
the Lord forbids this : Make no express pro-

vision for yourselves at all
;
go forth without

any further care, even as ye now are ! This is

the general meaning of these expressions,

which in their literal sense were adapted to

this wandering mission ; and Mark and Luke,
even in their very brief statement, make very
prominent this specific prohibition of all

equipment for their journey. What each man
then had, he might take ; but purvey nothing
to be taken on the way : ju>) xrr/dydSe—
Mark /.trjSev atpcodiv eii 6S6v, so also Luke.
Equipment for a journey consists especially
of three things—money, food, raiment. In
Matthew the first is made very emphatic,
since all the three kinds of metallic currency
are mentioned (in Mark only ^ttAKoS, brass,

in Luke dpyvpiov, silver, for money gener-
ally), and the girdles also which served as

fitxXdvria, or purses, (Luke x. 4). This
Ttt'/pcx, or wallet ("scrip"), is according to

Suidas, Sr'/xt} twv aproov, a receptacU for

loaves, hence the two other Evangelists men-
tion also bread. The vnodrff-iara, snwlals, of

Matt, (not as opposed, according to Lange, to
" hard travelling-boots ") are manifestly a sec-

ond pair provided for change, in the same
manner as the two coats. (Compare Mark,
which explains Luke xxii. 35.) Finally, the

anticlimax descends to the minutest particu-

lar: He who does not possess a staff, is not to

provide himself one by purchase (for all in

Matt, hangs on the xri/dedSe). Thus Mark
and Matthew are simply at one in this, as also

in respect to the shoes.* Many incorrectly

think here (e.g. Sepp and Roos, relying on ex-

tensively circulated information) of a differ-

* We leave it altogether undecided whether (ac-

cording to Lange) Mark aimed beforehand to re-

move a misunderstanding which was likely to arise

from the literal apprehension of the original ex-

pression.

ence between the staff for defence and the
staff for leaning on ; and even (as Grotius)

of a second staff not to be provided, as in the
case of the coats and shoes ; but who ever
takes with him a supernumerary staff? The
reading pafiSovi, staves, in Matt, and Luke is

a gloss that has taken its rise from this mis-
understanding, which, not entering into the
simple sense, would thus do away with the
apparent contradiction to Mark. Their har-
mony lies in this, as has recently been right-

ly said, that the staff touches the extreme
limit of what was really necessary to be taken
with them and to be procured ; but not even
this was to be bought, if it were not possessed
already ; which is the same thing as Mark's
taking it, if it were.
But this prohibition of all provision is, if

narrowly examined, itself a glorious equip-
ment ; for he who thus forbids, thereby per-

mits and commands them to expect in faith

what they need ; and to be fully assured be-
forehand of what they afterwards (Luke xxii.

35) were constrained to confess—that they
should lack nothing. The Lord expressly
makes prominent the foundation of promise in

this prohibition—For the workman is worthy
of his meat ! The word laborer looks back to

ch. ix. 37 ; the Lord of the harvest, will not
permit the laborers whom he sends, to hunger.
It is, first of all, a common proverb, which the
Lord, as his wont is, dignifies and raises to its

highest meaning ; but then it is also a word of
Scripture, as Paul cites it, 1 Tim. v. IS, scarce-

ly meaning by his ?} ypacpr/, the Scripture, the
Lord's own words, but referring generally, as

he is speaking of reward, to Deut. xxiv. 14, 15;
comp. James v. 4. On another occasion our
Lord also uses the expression hire or reward
(Luke x 7) ; in substituting meat here for

hire, he has Num. xviii. 31 in his view, where
the reward of the Levite's service is that they
obtain what to eat; and Paul (1 Cor. ix 13,

14) appeals to the agreement and the Old-Tes-
tament right and the words spoken by Christ
to his apostles. The workman shall receive

hk meat—that which is needful and conveni-

ent to him, in order to his working, but nothing
more ; that is, hire and yet no hire. He who
does not work, mayr not eat ; but he who does
not eat, cannot work. The Lord will charge
himself with the care of this when extraordi-

nary missions are concerned ; and it is his

engagement to provide this hire for those
whom he sends, and through human means
where these may suffice. Consequently it is

a narrow perversion, and mere fanaticism of

the letter, with which the Spirit has nothing
to do, to impose upon preachers to Christian
congregations or missionaries among the hea-
then, literal obedience to these prescriptions

of our Lord.* Our Lord never afterwards im-
posed it upon his apostles in its literal sense,

as he himself explains it in Luke xxii. 36. See

* As in a book, which made much stir in its time :

Irving's Missionary School after Apostolical Institu-

tion.
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2 Cor. xi. 8 ; 3 John 5-8. Even the Gossner

missionaries have humbled themselves from
their proud humility, and been constrained in

their regulations to admit the needful contri-

butions of Christian brotherly-kindness : in-

deed they did not refuse even formerly the

guineas offered them in London, because they
might carry no money in their scrip ; and
probably many a one set out from Berlin with
his itrjpa, or knapsack packed with more
than a single xira> v s or garment. " For need-

ful use Christ himself had money, bag, and
bread-basket too " says Luther. Tbe spirit

and meaning of this first typical mission and
its accompanying instructions, as it was in-

tended to be ever developed in the Church, is

no other than what the great and disinterested

apostle teaches us in 1 Cor. ix. It tells us

ever that flesh must not be our arm, that we
must not put our confidence in any mere ex-

ternal equipment and outfit ; that we must
lean upon no other staff than that with which
the Lord furnishes us and sends us forth ; that

we must restrict our necessities as much as

possible, and go on our pilgrim and witness

way as disentangled and free as may be. Thus,
indeed, it does teach us that there should be
no rich livings in the Church for any man, no
high salaries, no gentleman-outfit for heathen
lands, but—the workman is worthy of his

meat, and there it ends. What in these first

missionary instructions is to be retained for all

times and for all altered circumstances, the

Spirit, who giveth ears to hear the true mean-
ing of Christ, will teach ; and from him may
it be learned by all preachers, and bishops,

and messengers to the heathen, and missionary

committees !

In verses 11-15, the further directions for
their conduct in their preaching office, especi-

ally for apostles or travelling evangelists with
a special call, contain prescriptions as well for

the commencement as for the issue of the testi-

mony which they are to bear for the kingdom
of God. For the commencement : Go ye—to

whom ? As far as ye know and can perceive
;

first of all even to the aB,ioi, worthy, among
whom the Lord has already been preparing
your way ! Secondly, how ? With disinterest-

ed perseverance, avoiding all abrupt change,
and restless wandering about from place to

place ! Finally, and this it the main point,

with what ? what have you to carry and to

offer ? Peace, in all the benevolence of the
sinner-greeting mercy and love of God. The
usue of this offer will be, even among those
whom ye thought to be susceptible, that some
will accept your peace and some will not. In
this issue let it be your consolation, that the
unbelief of the hearer shall do no harm to the
true preacher ; but let your action be, when
the decision is final against you, to shake off

the dust of your feet, and leave the scorners
to the full and certain severity of judgment.
Verses 11, 12. What is here"termed agio?,

worthy, the Lord afterwards in Luke x. ex-
presses as Vidi Eipyviji, son of peace, after the
well-known Hebrew usage of p, son. They

who in seeking peace already have its begin-
ning, though concealed in a sense from them-
selves—the rsray/ievoi for ni6r£vEiv

} or
prepared for belief (Acts xiii. 48)—these are
the sheep, who hear the voice ; and to find out
and gather together these, can be the only
object of the apostle's office and testimony.
These may be found sometimes afterwards
even among the scorners ; and he who has not
yet despised, may be presumed to be capable
of faith and willing to believe : but the regu-
lation of the divine wisdom absolutely re-
quires that those who are perceived to be
dZioi or strictly worthy, should be first ad-
dressed, in order that their faith may become
a good foundation for further influence upon
them. The question here is not of worthiness

as such ; they who are thus designated are
such as are fitted, adapted, disposed, prepared,
pre-arranged to hear and receive these words.
Inquire who in it are worthy ! What a dif-

ficult problem ; one which, as the Lord pre-

sently anticipates, we never can resolve with
perfect certainty : yet we should essay it, and
sometimes it may fortunately happen that we
can discover even from the world itself, who
are the children of peace concealed among
them. The prudent selection here commanded
is the other side of the same precept which in

chap. vii. 6 recommends the withholding holy
things from dogs and swine. The abiding

there till they go thence, that is, the seeking
no other lodging,* was then literally prescrib-

ed to the disciples in opposition to the run-
ning about from place to place of the Jewish
proselyte-makers ; and that for many reasons :

not to awaken the suspicion that they thought
their entertainment not good enough—to

teach them the necessity of acting so dis-

interestedly as never to leave their work
half done, and think it accomplished when it

is only begun—and to guard against their too

quickly giving up those whom they have once
addressed, as if they had not spoken to the
right purpose. In its spiritual meaning this

direction is opposed to all ito\vitpayno6vvr]
or offlcionsvess, which begins in many places at

once, holding out no where ; it exhorts at the
same time to quietness and as much collect-

edness as may be in the midst of their moving
onwards with the Gospel, and condemns and
forbids all suspicious changes of office and
station among the servants of the Lord. It

says : Abide till ye go thence, as ye were
sent

!

Salute the house, into which ye come : and
what does that mean here 1 In Luke x. 4, it

is forbidden to salute any man by the way,
that is, with such kind of empty greeting as

would cause delay and do no good : but the
case now is quite different. So presently af-

terwards Luke (ver. 5) teaches what kind of

greeting the Lord intends, just as Matthew in

the next verse indicates by the coming of

7/ ilprjvt] vjugjv, your peace upon it: rf? D17KS

* The prohibition to accept invitations (as we
read in Sepp), is not to be thought of.
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or D3?, Peace to thee or to you, was the Israel-

ite's greeting ; and this comprehensive and
beautiful expression must be a reality on the

lips of the messengers of the kingdom. They
are messengers of peace, they bring with them
and they publish peace ; they would fain be to

all, who receive their greeting, helpers of their

eternal peace and perfect joy. For where, as

among the Greeks, the salutation was xai
'-

psiv, greeting, this word also becomes a reality

in their mouth (James i. 1 ; Acts xv. 23)

:

they adopt every good custom which might be
a fit medium to express the benevolent, con-
descending love of God addressing itself to

man. They wish good day, or good morrow
with full sincerity whithersoever they come;
and with heartfelt humiliation uncover their

head, according to custom, yea, bend it more
profoundly than others do, when their lowli-

ness is understood. A servant of the Lord is

truly courteous, for he has learned to be so in

the high court of his King. When he has to

beg, as the disciples then had, reception and
entertainment, for his Lord's sake, he gives

beforehand superabundant compensation out
of the riches of the heavenly treasure which
he has to offer. This word of our Lord con-

demns all such impropriety as obtrudes itself

upon any man's house, without an amiable at-

tention to laudable customs ; all that official

severi ty wh i ch , contradicting h umi 1 i ty and love,

so often repels ; all that premature rigor of con-

demnation which has not paved its own way
by gentleness and love. It is here that we
discern the stamp of the new and gentle spirit

of Christ. A prophet of the Old Testament,
or the preacher in the wilderness, discharges
at once his unqualified psravoFirs, Repent !

over all heads and against all hearts ; but a

New-Testament evangelist begins as a rule

(for no rule is without an exception) in a dif-

ferent spirit. His whole introduction and ex-

hibition of himself, and not merely the first

words of his lips, should express the greeting

of peace ; so that wherever he goes, and as far

as in him lies, his feet may be hailed as beau-
tiful (Isa. lii. 7). This is the spiritual and in-

ternal meaning of this direction, which, as

given to the apostles at their preliminary

mission, indicated that their commission bore
the relation of an introductory, preparatory
greeting, to the subsequent paSrjTEveiv and
fiiSddxEiv, discipling and teaching (ch. xxviii.

19, 20). But it further teaches us in every
age that this latter also should always be pre-
ceded by the introduction of the greeting of
peace.

Versss 13, 14. House is in this place, as in

the former verse, equivalent to family, or the
occupants, of the house (John i v. 53; 1 Cor.

xvi. 15 ; Phil. iv. 22). That the Lord, after

having spoken in ver. 11 of an individual n'S

&B,ioS, kIw is worthy, should now enlarge the
idea to embrace the whole house, is important
as hinting to us that whenever it is possible

we should embrace men in their family rela-

tions, and make it our object to convert not

only souls, but families to Christ ; even as the
apostles did from the day of Pentecost onward
(Acts ii. 39). The Lord speaks of the house
as worthy, and thus comprises those who be-
long to it in one person at the beginning

;

although afterwards in the decisive progress
and result, he could speak the very different

words of vers. 21, 35, 3G. If it be not worthy
—for ye will ofttimes mistake, and bring j

rour
greetings of peace to those who are not chil-

dren of peace—then the error of your love,

which is always far better than mistrustful
suspicion, will do you no harm, for the peace
which they reject, ye shall retain. The Lord
does not merely promise this, but the words
iX^erco and tnidrpaqjjjroo are imperatives
which say: So regulate your conduct that
both may take place ! Let it be in your lips

sincere and earnest, that he who will under-
stand and accept it, may indeed find that
peace: take heed, also, that ye do not sin

against the unworthy, but may be able, with
a pure and unsullied conscience, to take back
the peace again. This prophecy, that such
contradiction would happen to them, conducts
us, at the close of the first division of the dis-

course, to the second period of the apostolical

labor : hence we learn that in that period the
apostles literall}r did what the Lord here pre-

scribes for such a contingency (Acts xiii. 51
;

xviii. 0). And Paul himself did likewise ; so

that, as is implied in 1 Cor. ix. 14, this instruc-

tion of our Lord to his fellow apostles was
known also to him. In those narratives we
find, at the same time, a plain answer to the
question, so difficult ordinarily in special cir-

cumstances to be decided, when it is permitted
us to give up unbelievers, and, free from their

guilt, to leave them and go on.

In this preliminary and greeting journey,
the matter was at that time more easily and
more quickly decided. The Lord says : In
case any shall not receive you, nor even hear

your friendly greeting (which pre-supposes
that the object of their mission was generally
known in Israel), depart out of that house, or,

if all the houses did the same, out of that
city entirely, and shake off the dust of your feet!

This is a symbolical action of stern testimony

(Mark vi. 11 ; Luke ix. 5), a sign, that must
have its significant meaning. First of all. it

is obvious that it declares—We take nothing
from you, break off all fellowship with you,
as Luke x. 11 explains it. That would give it

to be understood— See, we have desired noth-
ing that was yours (for this is only dust) ; we
have not sought yours, but you ! (2 Cor. xii.

14). And this meaning we may not entirely
exclude. But in the heart of this testimony
there lies, as ver. 15 shows us, the further
consideration that they, taking back their
peace, renounce all participation in the gnilt

of the contemners, and leave with them that
guilt instead of their peace—We will not be
partakers of your judgment, we have done
our part to you, and can leave you with Dure
hands. Thus we find the explanation, Acts
xviii. 6. Many have compared the symbolical
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denunciation of judgment in Nehem. v. 13,

to which the shaking of the raiment in the

Acts seems to refer; but that is quite another
case, since Luke x. 11 indicates quite decisive-

ly, as the fundamental idea, a renunciation of

fellowship, and their leaving the guilt behind
them fur judgment. (In 1 Kings ii. 5, the
guilt of blood is regarded as attached to the
shoes of the feet.) If, as it is at least prob-

able, since the Lord could have referred so

aimply only to a well-known custom, it was
the practice of the Pharisaical and proud Jews
to shake off the dust of their feet when they
came out of heathen countries, the Lord's

commandment receives a new meaning, of

most distinctive and significant force—Those
who put from them your tidings of the king-

dom -of heaven, belong no more to the house
of Israel (ver. 6), but are no better than
heathen. This admirably suits the transition

to the following division of the discourse,

which announces the publication of the Gos-
pel to the Gentiles through the Jews' rejec-

tion of it and persecution ; as it also suits the
more immediate transition to the following
verse.

Verse 15. The first " Verily I say unto

you " in this discourse, which forms the first

concluding period, in order to pave the way
for the prophecy of the future application

which it will find in Israel, points far forward
even to the day of judgment. For the ffju-ipa

xp/'deGoS, day of judgment (especially with
tuelvri, that, Luke x. 12), is evidently, even
without tdxocrrf, the last day (comp. Matt. vii.

22). Only at that day can a judgment await
the inhabitants of Sodom and Gomorrah, long-

since dead in their sins, which would be more
tolerable than that of unbelieving Israel.

(Think on ch. viii. 11, 12.) The more detailed

exposition of this pregnant expression we re-

serve for ch. xi. 22-24, where it recurs with,

twofold emphasis, and is established by the
assignment of its ground. We now remark
onty that the design here is not to say, that
all who then rejected the first message of the

apostles would thereby incur an irreparable

and fearful condemnation, but that with pro-

phetic threats he sees in the beginnings of

unbelief its consummation, without cutting
off the possibility of subsequent conversion
and mercy in particular cases. Yet those in-

stances were probably very rare in which a

house or a city (not to say a soul), that would
not listen to the first tidings of the kingdom
of heaven brought to them by the disciples,

afterwards received the Gospel as preached
by the Holy Ghost. For we must consider
that this Israel is the people prepared by God,
through long ages, for faith, and that since
the appearance of John the Baptist, the tes-

timony uttered amidst this people, had been
confirmed by an ever-strengthening evidence
of its divine truth ; and consequently, that this

unbelief, which had its root in a hereditary
obduracy, could only end generally, and as a
rule, in entire hardness of heart. It is only
over Israel that the Lord commands the dust

to be shaken off, and this may have its valid
application again in Christendom :* thus to
act in the case of the poor, blind heathen can
scarcely be justifiable on the part of any
Christian missionary.

Verse 16 very significantly marks the re-

turn of the thought from the first conclusion
which pointed to the Day of Judgment, to
another commencement in the words now first

uttered, " / send you forth ! " This expression
speaks more openly than before, of a future,

proper mission of those whom he has called

his ct7to6r6Xovc, apostles. It is to this point,

consequently, that the distinction belongs,

which the Lord himself afterwards made in

Luke xxii. 35, 36. This mission he speaks of,

from ver. 16 to ver. 23, by anticipation, and,
indeed, in such expressions, as literally taken,
could scarcely be even preparatorily under-
stood, and certainly were not yet to have a
present application ; so that there is an actual
contrast between this and the former fragment
of the discourse. This apostolical mission, as

is pre-supposed in this transition from the for-

mer and is expressly stated in ver. 23, was
designed prominently, and first of all, for Is-

rael ; yet there is intimated in vers. 17, 18, a

transition to a wider field. The simple rela-

tions of the first itineracy, the seeking a re-

ception, with the greetings of peace, are now
changed : the persecution of those whom he
sends, and the rejection of their message is

now predicted ; this, indeed, is much more
than the not receiving, and not hearing of ver.

14. Hence we find that the Lord begins now
with what in the first address came second ; he
speaks of thv'wfurther conduct on their rejection,

vers. 16-20, and then of the further issues of
his Gospel and kingdom in Israel (vers. 21-23).

In the directions for their conduct the com-

prehensive statement comes first (ver. 16), which
just hints at their commission and prepara-
tion for it ; and in such a manner that a more
definite direction is developed from it: (1) Be-
ware ! and that too, of men (ver. 17) ; for ye
shall by Israel be brought before the Gentiles,

ver. 18. (2) But take no thought! for the
Spirit of your Father will speak in you, vers.

19, 20. And what is the further and full

issue of this testimony ? Contention and
hatred instead of the proffered peace, the op-

* Even in an intenser degree, when the matter
is viewed as Roos views it: ''It those were pun-
ished more severely than Sodom and Gomorrah,
who, at a time when corrupt Judaism and Hea-
thenism waged- full war with Christianity, did not

receive and hear one or two insignificant apostles

coming to them for the first time ; what shall be
the doom of those who have had the entire Rev-
elation of God's will in their hands for years, en-

joyed both sacraments, had multitudes of calls and
exhortations to enter the kingdom of heaven, and
yet remain impenitent V On the other hand there

are circumstances in which all this loses its force,

where the Gospel finds multitudes of people who
are scarcely better than heathen, where, as Lange
describes it. " only the steeple tells that Christian-

ity is here."
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position of their enemies against the children

of peace, who have accepted it, vers. 21-22
;

nevertheless, salvation and blessedness to all

who endure, ver. 22. Finally, a continuous
and unceasing preaching of the Gospel, through
the permitted fleeing of the persecuted into

other cities, until there is once more a retri-

butive catastrophe, through the coming of the

Lord following his apostles, and putting an
end to this condition of things, ver. 23.

Verse 16. We now have presented to us

in the most striking manner, two sharp con-

trasts, which are designed to excite the atten-

tion to the full and far-reaching meaning of

the whole prophetic discourse. The former of

these is introduced by the intermediate I send

you forth, and in this the latter also finds its

solution. Both are figuratively expressed;

the former by a general human similitude,

the latter by symbols of its own, which are

taken from the deep symbolism of Scripture.

Slieep in tli.f midst of wnlces—thus is expressed
the position in which the sent will find them-
selves ; it is an iv pedoo, in the midst, which
does not however stand merely for eiS pe6ov,
into the midst. It is spoken in the style of

iEsop, but it was also a well-known proverb
among the Jews, as we see in Ecclus. xiii. 18,

and the Shir Hashirim Rabbet, c. 2, §. 14, where
God thus speaks concerning his people among
the hcatheji. To send the wolf among the

sheep sounds very perilous, but here the poor
defenceless sheep are sent, contrary, as it would
seem, to all right and propriety, into the midst
of the wolves ! and not merely to live and
tarry among them, but even to wage a war of

conquest against them.* The wolves are, first

of all, with a glance backwards to the Sermon
on the Mount (ch. vii. 15), the false shepherds
and prophets of the house of Israel, whose
enmit}' Matt. ix. 34, shows us had already be-

gun to break out against Jesus, and would be
still more furiously excited against the con-

tinual Gospel preaching of the Lord and his

apostles. But ver. 17 intimates also that it is

the nature of men generally as well as of the

wolves to oppose God's messengers with mali-

cious hatred ; and what is the safe-conduct for

so perilous a mission, what the equipment for

so unnatural a commission, as that of sheep

against wolves ? This is amply and supera-

bundantly included and promised in the single

fact, that the sheep have a Shepherd, who sends

them forth, and cannot leave or neglect them
in the mission which he imposes. He does not

6end them forth as wandering sheep, like

those whom they are to seek out, and save

from the fangs of the wolves (the mission is

not to the wolves themselves),—but as those

who well know the way wherein he would
have them go. It is here—As my sheep ! for

* According to Clem. Rom. ep. 2. ad. Cor. Peter

here asked : What then, if the wolves rend the

lambs 1 and Jesus answered : Then the lambs, when
they are dead, will have nothing more to fear

from the wolves ! an addition the apochryphal and
inharmonious character of which is apparent at

once.

that most expressive, emphatic, and majestic

'E^&j must not be overlooked, with which this

new section begins. In the preceding, the

Lord's " I " only occurred at the close (ver. 15),

in the
'

'Apr)v Xeyco vplv, Verily 1 say wto
you ; but from this point onwards, we find the

terms " I—for my sake—for my name's sake

—I say unto you—whosoever shall confess me
—I am come," etc., in increasing frequency to

the end, recurring three and twenty times.

He sends his disciples even as he is sent by
the Father : thus at last is ver. 40 connected

with ver. 10.

With an ovv, therefore, which is derived

from the critical idov, behold, and carries full

conviction with it, prudence is first of all

recommended to them ; they must consider

well in every emergency what is required.

Does the sheep put any trust in the wolf?
Then the apostles should not merely take care

of themselves like simple slieep ordinarily,

but actually unite the cunning of the most
cunning animal in nature, the serpent, with
their own simple nature as sheep. We find

q>povipo%, wise, in the Septuagint version of

Gen. iii, as the Greek of Dny> " subtile ;" and

certainly the Lord refers to that fundamental
passage for the signification of the serpent.

They have to do, in a world which is full of

wolves, essentially with that one being, who
is elsewhere called the wolf (John x. 12), pre-

eminently; with that one enemy, who is

spoken of afterwards in ver. 38 ; with serpents

and scorpions and all the power of the old

serpent, Luke x. 19. The great point then is,

to see through the cunning of the enemy, to

set wisdom against wisdom ; certainly to be at

least as wise as the serpents. Yet not simply
so, for they would- then be like the wicked,

and could not overcome them ; therefore is

the other in a wonderfully striking way con-

nected with it, to make the counterbalance

preponderate, and render them wiser unto
victory. What words are these, which ex-

press the deepest truth and wisdom by a con-

junction of images apparently contradictory,

but which by that very fact awaken and stim-

ulate the thought to understand them ! Who
can forget a saying like this, after once having
heard it? Who can but ponder and investi-

gate it, if he hold it to be of any moment that

the Lord thus spake ? First of all, they are

weak, defenceless sheep as he sends them forth
;

then he will have and make them wise as ser-

pents : no sooner are they considered such,

than he will have them also be as doves 1

What means thin 7 The tertium comparatiouis
duepaioi, harmless, has been much inspected,

though often without that single eye which
alone can see the truth in the Scripture. It

has been expounded, through a misapprehen-
sion of the gloss of Fjustath. ad Homer, pr/

rtva xepai"^ooy i. e. fiXcxTtzoov, therefore in-

nocens (Isa. xxvii. 4, " Fury is not in me,"

"h PX non). And even—a view into which

the great Bengel has been misled

—

Kepai, a.

horn, has been imagined to be the root, as if it
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meant unhorned, without defensive weapons,
which, however would be dxspadToS. (A
marvellous idea, that the doves have no
horns !) But defencelessness has been already-

hinted in the word sheep, and surely is not to

be repeated. The antithesis to cppovi/xoi,

wise, not only permits, but requires that we
interpret it, as it has been beautifully and
perfectly expressed in the German Bible,
" simple or single ;" though Luther's " with-

out guile" is not incorrect, if it is well under-
stood that it only takes away from the
cppovijuoi, wise, all wicked SoXoi, guile (John
i. 48). As sheep are opposed to wolves, so are

doves and serpents, simplicity and cunning.

It seems a necessity, therefore, arising out of

the very spirit of the words, that we thus
translate, even though there be a very ob-
scure ditocB, Xev6/-ievov (expression but once
occurring). Certainly dxe'paioSh quite equvi-

alent to dxepatiroi, both being from xapdv-
vv/ui, i. e. unmixed; in the moral sense pure
from all malice, without anger and hatred,

without malevolent cunning that inflicts in-

juries (and what there is of truth in the gloss

of Eustathius, p-i] viva xspaiZoov, is to be
regarded as no more than a consequence of
this). Hesych, xaScxpov, dxaxov—Eustath.
dnXovi 7rpaij'Sv/ioS—as also Etym. Magn. and
Schol. ad Enrip. Orest. 922, cf. Phceniss. 950,

have dnXovi.) The dove is not merely de-

fenceless, but innocent, it knows nothing but
that it is only a simple dove, which timidly
flies away, and can neither attack nor defend.

And as in the reality which alone could serve

the purpose of the figure, this attribute of the
dove becomes mere folly (see Hos. vii 11,

where Ephriam is 27 fN HJliD HJr3, " like a

silly dove without heart,") the Lord qualifies

this simple innocence by blending with it the
serpent-wisdom just as he extracts the false,

evil, devilish element from the serpent's cun-
ning by the simplicity of the dove.* Taking
both in their proper sense, we have the true
wisdom of divine love, in which however, the
dove (the Spirit of God, afterwards ver. 20) is

superior to the old serpent. The article

employed in the second simile—the serpents^
the doves—directs attention to the .profound

significance of these types impressed upon the
animal nature. And now let Rom. xvi. be
compared, where in ver. 18 we find first the
dxaxor, " simple," who are liable to be de-
ceived by fair speeches, because they are only
such ; and then in ver. 19, in the same sense
as our Lord, the dxepctioi eii to xaxov,
"simple concerning evil," who do not neglect
to be docpoi sis to dyaSov, " wise unto that
which is good;" further, Phil ii. 15, and 2 Cor.
i. 12, are also essential parallels.

But what a marvellous and is this, which
requires the union of the wisdom of the ser-

* The being; wise as serpents (not guilty in their

cunning) is something very different from being
cuDning as Satan (which should npver be spoken
of)—see upon this Daub in Judas Ischari&th, i. 179-
181.

pent with the simplicity of the dove ! This is

easily commanded, we may say, but only pur-
sued and attained with great difficulty. Dif-
ficult, indeed, it is, and requiring long practice

;

but he who requires it bestows it also

—

he alone
who, in sending his servants forth, equips them
for their mission. If thou wouldst see this
wonderful union in its perfect exhibition, con-
template him ; let him ever send thee forth
anew, that his spirit and mind may be thine

:

so will he make thee what he requires thee to
be ; he will give thee wisdom to neutralize the
cunning of Satan, and simplicity for thy single
aim in the love and peace of God—a sound and
single eye, penetrating without folly the
depths of the world's and man's corruption,
with a pure and honest heart overcoming
every where evil by good ;

" so that thy wis-
dom shall never degenerate into cunning, nor
thy simplicity into ignorance."

It is true, indeed, in one point of view, as
Rothe says in his Ethik. (iii. 345), that " the
true wisdom is the simplicity of the dove."
Y.et has the Lord, on the other hand, conjoined
them by an and, and even placed the wisdom
of the serpent first. Rothe himself acknow-
ledges this as almost the most difficult of our
Lord's requirements, modifies afterwards his

former expression, and reproduces it in another
form, that for us (who are never perfect in full

and pure simplicity) the one must ever be the
corrective and complementary test of the
other—the true simplicity of the dove can
never be, and may never be, without the wis-
dom of the serpent.

With this in view the following verses may
be thus distributed—Beware of men, in whom
the serpent fights against you, with the wis-
dom of the serpent—But take no thought,
speak what the Spirit of your Father speaketh
in you, with dove-like simplicity. Prudently
taking heed, assuredly, but yet without care :

thus the latter has the emphasis, so that we
might say with Braune, " if there be any
failure, let it be in the wisdom." It is pre-

supposed, however, that there need be no fail-

ure, even in this.—On their first mission the
disciples found but little occasion for this

preparation (although the Lord afterwards,

Luke x. 3, 4, in sending the Seventy, repeats,

not indeed the word concerning the serpents

and doves, but not concerning the lambs and
the wolves, in the same sense, connecting it

with the prohibition of purse and scrip). This

time they returned to him unhurt without
having been brought before the judgment or

scourged,* but it will be for otherwise in the

future, and our Lord gives them to know this

beforehand, that when it shall come to pass,

and he is removed from them, they may pon-
der his words (John xvi. 1-4).

Verses 17, 18. We have already seen the

significant connection of this warning and
prophecy with the whole discourse. This tak-

* Scarcely could king Herod have had an apostla

seized and brought before him as Braune holds to

be at least possible.
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ing heed of men—even among God's chosen
Israel, not merely of the open or concealed

wolves (Ttpodexzre as in ch. vii. 15), but of

human spirit and nature generally, its contra-

diction and enmity—is just what had been
spoken of as the wisdom of the serpent. True
theology teaches that all men are false. God's
last and perfect exhibition of grace to Israel,

the consummation of all his preparatory deal-

ings, has made it manifest, alas, that the Is-

raelites are only mm, like all the Gentiles.*

This expression already leads the way to the
afterwards definitely announced transition of

the Gospel to the heathen ; and it also brings

out the great truth, which, though not pre-

cisely exhibited at first in the ca^o of Cornelius,

has yet on the whole been universally at-

tested, that Israel itself, rejecting the Word,
turned it to the Gentiles ; even as it was at

the very beginning prophesied by Moses
(Deut. xxxii. 21), with a yet more distant

glance at the final re-action of the conver-

sion of the heathen upon the Jews themselves.

The Lord repeats in Matt, xxiii. 34, xxiv. 9,

and especially almost word for word in Mark
xiii. 9, etc., that which he now intimates to

the apostles for the first time, as awaiting
them in the future—compare especially Mark's
tenth verse interposed as a further explana-
tion. The delivering up to the 6vv£Spia, or
councils (comp. on ch. v. 22), refers rather to

the ordinary judicial process of the magistracy
;

but the scourging in the synagogues indicates

the excited, irregular and tumultuous rage of

the people as the impelling cause, and Acts
xxii. 19, is a voucher that this generally was
their lot :f finally, before i/ysjudvaS, "gov-
ernors " ( Proconsuls, Proprajtors, Procurators),

and even /ia-orAc??, ''•kings " (as- happened to

Paul in the Acts, and in Rome, for the Roman
Caesars, it is Avell known, we e often called

fiatiiXsii). This is, on the one hand, a pro-
phecy of persecution even unto death, which
Jie Jews could compass only by delivering
them over to the Gentile authorities ; and, on
the other hand, an anticipation of the rising-

grandeur into which his kingdom was to be
developed notwithstanding all such opposition.

Deeply significant is the antithesis, lowly in

its grandeur, between the princes and kings
of this world and that " For my sake" which
he now utters, and which would remind the
disciples of ch, v. 11. He himself, who thus
speaks, will stand before the judgment seat
and the council, before Herod and Pilate,

though he does not openly say so ; and thus
shall it be also with his ambassadors after him.

* " Sirach's counsel is very good : Take heed
of thy friends ! (Ecclus. vi. IS). But (lie WRrning
Of the Gospel goes vet l>e\<>nd that : ITpodexers
aito rc3v avSpco7ta)v " (Hn.mann).

f Thus the explanation of the 6vvayooyai
which Grotius sought in judicial assemblies, is use-
less and incorrect. Lange, however, conies nearer :

" Now in the form of solemn ceremonial, judicial as-

semblies, now in the shape of zealot tumults "

—

though this latter is too strongly expressed.

12

Their history is silent upon the fulfillment ol

these words in a multitude of special in-

stances. Eli jtiaprvpiov, for a testimony, has a
double meaning, according as it is referred to
avroii, to ("against") them, the Israelites, or

to roli e'Svsdiv, the Gentiles. To the re-

jecting accusers and persecutors it is a testi-

mony for their own condemnation, for a mani-
festation of their guilt and enmity to the

truth (as Luke ix. 5). To the Gentiles, who
thus hear the word, it will be a testimony,

instrumental in winning their conviction and
believing acceptance when in progress of time
the accused (as follows in vers. 19, 20) shall

thus boldly and explicitly uphold their em-
bassage and their preaching. In the latter

discourse (ch. x~iv.), eiS /naptvpiov takes a
wider range, and intimates the unbelief of the
great mass of the Gentiles also. Therefore
the twofold result of their testimony is blend-
ed into one, in order to teach the apostles

what their office is to be in all circumstances
—to testify before every man, whether before
kings in judgment halls, or the Gentiles gen-
erally. To hold fast this aim with steadfast-

ness is the simplicity of the dove, which knows
of nothing but the truth; and this direction
to hold fast, under all emergencies, their testi-

mony—a direction which is all the stronger
because given in the form of an indirect sup-
position-—serves as a point of transition to
what follows.

Verses 19, 20. We naturally care more
about the how than about the what ; and in the
injunction to act with the wisdom of serpents
there is included a recommendation of such a

careful, thoughtful, discreet management of

the how of our testimony as will secure its

being truly impressive and convincing. The
witnesses are bound to prepare themselves, in

greater and in lesser things, for the due dis-

charge of their official testimony; as the Lord
himself teaches by these directions and warn-
ings so explicitly given long before. The
essential what, or the substance of their testi-

mony, which must ever be the same and
unchanged, the simplicity of the dove itself

takes for granted : he who is anxious about
that, and fears that he mav not understand
and utter it aright, may well fear that all is

not right with him. Such weakness may how-
ever exist, amid the terrors of the world's
might: therefore the Lord says in his gracious
condescension, ncoi y ri, how or what, and in-

cludes both in rt, what, in his subsequent
promise.* In Luke xxi. 14. 15 this is again

* Hnmann lays great stress on the precedence of
the 7tooS, and says, '• It is not of so much conse-
quence, what, or how much, children, and we men
generally may know

; but all important how. It

shall be given you first of all, and especially, how,
and afterwards what ye should speak. This order
seems to us men to be inverted ; but it is cer-
tainly God's own, and sanctified by his use in all

his ways." More ingenious and paradoxical than
altogether true : for the what must ever be pre-
supposed, and the how follows the specific what in

every particular case.
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yet more indefinitely spoken of, and Luther

lias there made the how prominent. Both
must be pondered at certain times, the how
and the what

;
yet not in such unbelief of the

fear of man as to border on pepi/J-vav, being

anxious, "taking thought," or as it is in Mark
xiii. 11, Ttpof.iEpip.v6iv and jieXet&v, that is,

anxiously meditating beforehand for the com-

ing emergency, and in Luke xxi. 14 yet more
plainly 7tpojn£Xerdv. This is as absolutely

forbidden to those who speak in faith and by
faith are furnished for their speaking, as the

previous provision of money had been ; al-

though diligent prayer for wisdom is of course

Bupposed to be enjoined, the neglect and con-

tempt of which would be no other than a vain

presumption which blindly looks only at the

present moment. The greater the necessity,

the more extraordinary, important and un-

looked for the circumstances may be, the more
careful should be the preparation for them in

humble, believing appeal to Him, who sends

his servants, who furnishes them for their

task, and who works in them. To us poor

^nd infirm successors of the apostles it is not

only conceded that we may meditate and
even commit to memory our ordinary dis-

courses, but it is made incumbent on us as a

duty according to the measure of our infirm-

ity : but when that which is predicted of the

apostles in orav Ttapa8i8a)6iv vpaS, when

they deliver you up, shall befall us also, then

may we too, instead of our usual provision,

lay cldm to our interest in the promise given

to the apostles. It ihall be given yon in that

same hour, in which you need it. The same
had of old been said to Moses (E*od. iv. 12),

how much more confidently may Christ's dis-

ciples expect it ! Given yon from above, from

God who giveth all that which, we having re-

ceived, can only dispense (previously in ver.

8) : and it is added ri XaXjj6EVE, what ye shall

speak, in which dropa and tiocpia, month and
wisdom (Luke xxi. 15), the how and the what
are included. The Lord so unites them be-

cause the what given from above brings with it

in the confident utterance of the lips, the how
also in every case (that how not being merely
the words and their form) ; or, in other Avords,

out of the simplicity of the firmly maintained
testimony, out of the pure surrender of the

soul to the influence of the Spirit, the true

wisdom as to the medium and form of that

testimony must necessaril}r flow. The prom-
ise of the Spirit, who was to speak by the
apostles, is here again an exponent anticipa-

ting the later, and properly apostolical mis-

sion ; for in John xv. 26, 27 the same promise
is still given as for the future.* The Spirit of

* We may not, however, say simply with Joh.

von Miiller (starting from the idea of cur present

theory) :
" Here is the evidence of the divinity of

the Apostolical Epistles !" For the inspiration of

Scripture is still, according to all Scripture itself,

something more than this, in its narrowest circle

yet more unconditional than the guidance of the

Holy Ghost in common life and discourse. Com-
pare our exposition of John xvi. 13.

your Father—for in this discourse, as well as

in that on the Mount, and every where else,

the Lord can only say, Your Father or My
Father, never Our Father. The strong as-

surance—It is not ye that speak, but the
Spirit—pre-supposes as its condition their full

consecration in faith, without anxiety and
without any mixture of their own work.
Here is foreshadowed the great fundamental
idea which pervades the whole of the follow-

ing representations, and especially the third
part of the discourse, viz: that in the great
conflict and antagonism of Christ's followers

and witnesses with the world, their individual
personality vanishes. As in all their enemies
there is one enemy and adversary (ver. 28),
so in the disciples generally it is the Lord
himself, it is in their words, the Spirit who
testifies to the world—and even in their per-

sons, for their office sake, the Lord is present
(ver. 40).

Verses 21, 22. He who in ver. 8 could say,

Heal the sick, and cast out devils ! will not
ensure these embassadors against impeach-
ment and persecution. He Avho afterwards
(verse 29, 3U) assures them that not a sparrow
falleth to the ground, or a hair from their

head, without their Father's knowledge and
permission, now plainly foretells that the per-

secution of his servants and dependents will

proceed to the full extreme ; and, further, that

it will be permitted of the Father, being his

counsel and purpose that thus it should be
with his kingdom on earth. And what is

here predicted concerns not the apostles and
first witnesses merely as such, but all who
with them believe, all who are Christ's in

common ; in verse 24, this universal applica-

tion is openly expressed. Ye shall be hated,

was already spoken in ch. v. 11 to all disciples.

And see, further, the repetition of it for the
most distant future (Matt. xxiv. 9-13 ; Mark
xiii. 12, 13). The too curious investigations,

as to whether this or that single expression in

these various parallel passages, as we read
them in the Gospels, may have slipped back
from the later into the earlier discourses, can-

not affect the question, it certainly cannot in-

validate the truth of our representation given,

for it must remain certain, that the Lord in

his earlier teaching would more or less expli-

citly foretell the same things, which naturally

were condensed into one great prophecy at the

last for his apostles. In verse 21, there is a

threefold gradation: first, the brother hates

the brother even to death ; then, parents their

children ; and, finally, which most contradicts

natural ordinances, even children their pa-

rents. The martyrologies of the first age of

the Church's history give the fulfillment.

""Enav ol6tt)6ov cat , shall rise up against, pro-

bably refers to their coming forward as accus-

ers or witnesses (hence not sister and mother,
but brother and father), which follows the de-

livering them up, and has death for its result

:

yet not without the general adjunct idea that

they shall revolt against them ; and therefore

it is placed, where its exhibition would be
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most striking and fearful, in connection with

the children's delivering up their parents.*

Why, then, are they thus hated? For my
name's sake, to which ye bear witness, even

though there be no other evil thing found in

you, but rather whatever is excellent and hon-

orable (Acts xxvi. 9, iv. 17). Vir bonus, sed

mains, quia Christian us ; " a good man, yet a

bad one, because a Christian." Wherefore,
then, is this permitted ? Luther seizes the

central idea well in his translation—Ye must

be hated : for as the third part of the discourse

brings prominently forward with detail and
emphasis, the fundamental principle of his

kingdom, that the fidelity of believers must
be Usted in conliict (vers. 32, 33, 37-39; ; so is

it pre-annoiinced in this concluding period

concerning enduring to the end, which recurs so

emphatically in the subsequent discourses of

our Lord. What is the end ? First of all and
especially, though without excluding the

wider significance of the typical word (Rev.

ii. 10, 20), it is that catastrophe which comes
within the horizon of the second part of the

discourse, and is indicated as a " coming of

the Son of Man;" and therefore the 6Go^s6Bai
is the being saved from the impending judg-

ment; as it is also in ch. xxiv. 22. For that

the Lord, up to this point, makes the condi-

tion of things, as it will be developed in Is-

rael, the foundation of his prophecy for all

times, we see immediately in the termination

of this section, which leads the way to the

commencement of a discourse that has a wider
scope.

Verse 23. Verily I say unto you—this oc-

curs just three times in this discourse, mark-
ing the close of its three periods: at ver. 15

concerning judgment, at ver. 42 concerning re-

ward, and here ?—concerning a coming of the

Son of Man which promises both at once, the

punishment of his enemies, and the redemp-
tion and deliverance of his people from all

straits, and from all oppression. In ch. xvi.

28, and Mark ix. 1 may be seen a clear con-

firmation of this view, which suits the whole
context in this place, as we have traced it.

The Lord here (taking us back at the conclu-

sion to his first words, " I send you forth "),

speaks of his coming as & judicial and final com-

ing, as always when it is spoken of as still im-

pending after his first, coming ; nevertheless, he

speaks particularly of that day of the Son of

Man, which in the destruction of Jerusalem
typified the last day. Till the Son of Man
come, and put an end to Israel—that end for

which ye must patiently wait—and make
ready for his kingdom a new and free revela-

tion to the Gentiles. This great catastrophe

is in the solemn prophecy of ch. xxiv. regard-

ed throughout as a type of the final doom, so

that many of the details in both wonderfully

correspond. That great external tribulation

which then came upon Jerusalem and the

* It was taken from the place in Micah vii. 6, af-

terwards in verse 35 more fully cited—see there

the Septuagint.

cities of Israel, was already less tolerable than

the swift and instant judgment upon Sodom,

and thus furnished a historical picture of what
the Lord testified above in verse 15. In gen-

eral, Hofmann (in his Weissaguug und E>fiill-

ung, ii. 207) is quite right, in holding that only

the coming of the Son of Man in judgment,

authority, and majesty can here be under-

stood, and that thus the discourse must fore-
,

tell the opposition of Israel—Verily I say unto

you, ye shall not, thus fleeing from one city

to another, accomplish your work in the cities

of Israel (reXeiv, that is, according to the

apostolical aim, subjugate them); my (first)

judgment must precede IsraePs general conver-

sion. All very true, but the typical fulness of

the perspective figures must not exclude the

more immediate reference. As the coming of

the Lord to Jerusalem points onwards to the

last judgment, so had that coming itself its

faint type in the Lord's following his disciples

to the places whither he had sent them on

this first mission of all. This is expressly

mentioned in the case of the Seventy (Luke

x. 1), as here Matt. xi. has intimated it in the

case of the Twelve. Thus much of truth is

there in that exposition which feebly and in-

correctly refuses to find anything beyond this

in it.* How can we suppose this to suffice

for the counterpart of verse 15, for the assur-

ance of final reparation, judgment, and salva-

tion, after such things as were to precede in

verse 17-22! and indeed, strictly speaking,

the Lord was not then to come to his messen-

gers, but they were to come back to him
(Mark vi. 30; Luke x. 17). He now speaks

literally and strictly concerning the later pe-

riod (for that they could not in a few weeks
travel through, and flee through, the cities of

Israel, it was not now necessary to tell them)

;

but by obvious analogy his word would be

felt, by those to whom he promises his coming

after having sent them away, to contain some
slight reference to the immediate present.

The fundamental idea, therefore, in which all

relations, the earliest as well as the latest, re-

flect each other, consists in this—Go ye, whither

I now send you forth
;
persevere in patient

performance of your duty in preaching and
testifying through all persecution

;
ye may

comfort yourselves with the assured hope,

that / myself will come after for salvation and
judgment. For every one sent forth by the

Lord only enters again into the office of his

forerunner ; it is the Lord alone who makes
every proclamation, confirms all preaching,

and demonstrates' it with his power, whether
unto salvation or judgment.

Let it be further observed that the Lord not

merely permits but even requires the flying of

the persecuted from one city to another ;f not

* Alas, even Bengel, against whose interdum dor-

mitare we must, with all our reverence, be on our

guard.

t Bengel holds a reading for genuine which adds

to this text : And if they also persecute you in this,

flee yet to another, a third.
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indeed to keep silence and lie concealed, but

that they may again preach there also, where

new persecution will assail them. Ye shall

not have finished the cities of Israel, that is,

have been able to preach the Gospel and exe-

cute that commission in them all, for which

ye are sent (Luke iv. 43)—there is not merely

refuge implied, but that it will still be the re-

gion of official labor. That Israel remained

,
(not merely, according to the old tradition,

'twelve years after the day of Pentecost, but

till the destruction of Jerusalem) the assigned

district of the labors of the apostles of the cir-

cumcision, is here declared again in an en-

largement, for the second period, of the com-

mand given in vers. 5, 6, for the first ; and

with this agrees the arrangement of the words

in Acts i. 8 (where ecoi £6xdrov riji yij$, like

pK ""DSX in the prophets, designates, first of

all, the limits of the land, as a type of the

ends of the earth), as well as the practice of

the apostles. That only the cities, moreover

(equivalent to TtoXsiS nai ro7toi, Luke x. 1,

nal xaipai, Matt. ix. 35) are mentioned, is to

be interpreted (as it may be almost superflu-

ous to intimate again) : You cannot accom-

plish your mission in the cities, much less

with all the individual souls that dwell there-

in.* This then is true in the widest sense, in-

asmuch as no mission will thus accomplish the

design of preaching throughout the earth (and

must, after all, be content with at least bring-

ing its testimony to every people) before^ the Son

ofman comes, that yet once more, that is, in an

intermediate future time before the final com-

ing, Israel will be converted and by their

means not only the TtXvpcopa of the Gentiles

(for which alone up to this time arrangements

had been made; see Rom. xi. 25), but all their

might and multitude will be brought in.

The third division of the discourse com-

prises in its vision the remote and full end,

promising by its third ' : verily " a correspond-

ing reward to come at the same time with the

judgment. And now rises into full promin-

ence, released from the immediate present

and the nearest future, the most essential

prophecy, as concerning Christ himself, whose

cross (ver. 38) is mentioned for the first time, so

vital for all his followers in the way of their

faith and testimony, and for the great and

long enduring conflict of his kingdom nnto victo-

ry. As the second part took its commence-
ment from the conclusion of the first, so it is

with this in relation to the second. First we
have in vers. 23, 24, the key-note of the whole
— As it happens to me, the Lord himself, so

will it to my disciples ! This discourse may
be thus distributed : the war/are is noticed up

to ver. 31, but froui vers. 32 onwards the issue

through -warfare unto victory is more definitely

* As Von Gerlach also finds in this word the hint,

that we must be ever mindful how far, if not exter-

nally, yet internally, the circle of our influence ex-

tends, and that no power of man can be in condi-

tion to make us, the servants of the Lord, ineffi-

cient or useless.

indicated, in its necessity and in its security.

AVe must ask permission once more to adopt,

in our more detailed exposition, the form of

our arrangement as before given, whose subdi-

visions, thoughtful readers, who grasp the
form in the spirit when it is rightly given,

will not be disposed to quarrel with.

I. The impending conflict (vers. 24—31).

1. The following of Ch rist incumbent upon
all his disciples in conflict and opp>osi-

tion. He who was to follow (ver. 23),

also goes before; he himself opens and
closes the long procession of his peo-

ple, his true Israel, through the world

and history. (Isa. in. 12 : XSZ^tb "&h

DDSDXO> He goeth before you and is

your rere-tcard.

A. The general position precedes : a.

Negative (ver. 24) ; b. Positive dpne-
tov ro5 pa^rjry, enough for the disciple

(ver. 25).

B. A single example given for expla-

nation, taken from the past, whereby
the disciples might note what was be-

fore them: They have called him
Beelzebub ! (ver. 25). For see ch. ix.

34, xii. 24. Yret he was not diverted

by that, but continued his testimony
and sent forth his witnesses : hence
transition to

2. The imitation of Christ in vnfnlterii.g

proclamation, yea, with ever-increasing

publicity; so that after his own testi-

mony has ceased the preaching becomes
more effectual, aspiring towards, and
aiming at, the goal and end which will

make every thing manifest.

A. The fundamental note first : Fear

not ! (ver. 26).

B. But speak out ! a. The general

fundamental law, which, in every sense

(as the exposition will show) demands
this (ver. 2G) ; b. Therefore with ever-

increasing openness and clearness.

C. The same in detail : Fear not

!

Now, as the discourse progresses, it

discloses more and more: a. That one
only fear, of one only and real enemy,
is profitable and necessary (ver. 28) : b.

But in the contest with him, trust con-

fidently in the Father ! (vers. 29-31).

II. The certain is^ue unto victory (vers. 32-

42). This,' however, is not declared im-

mediately and without any enlargement,

but is exhibited in a manner to strength-

en this confident, fearless faith throughout

the hard and protracted warfare, by
showing the necessity of the warfare in

order to final victory ; and the last and

most profound answer is given to the

question : Wherefore, then, must this be

so 1 Consequently,

1. The necessity of the struggle in order to

victory, which lies in this, that the dis-

ciples must be approved as worthy of

their Master—the confirmation of the

imitation of Christ by faithful confes
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sion and adherence even under the
cross. This is the fundamental idea

which mediates between the contest
and the victory, without understanding
which we can comprehend neither the
entire prophecy of our Lord, nor its

long enduring fulfillment. From this

point onwards we have positions more
universal and of general application,

the "ye " being now omitted.
A. Embracing all in one, with a fore-

glance to the all-disclosing judgment

—

for this great end a test of fidelity is

essential ; a. Whosoever slnfll confess

me (ver. 32) ; b. Whosoever shall de-

ny me (ver. 33).

B. Returning now to the intermediate
development—The necessary way to this,

as opposed to the false idea and expecta-
tion of the kingdom of God and his

Messiah ; strife and variance, which
lead to the internal discrimination of

those who are tested (vers. 34-3G).

C. The confirmation which springs

from this, from beginning to end ; a

most clear statement of the ground on
which such conflict is necessary.

a. First special examples of this de-

rived from the preceding ver. 37.

b. Then exhibited quite generally

;

and, a. in prophetic figure, taken
from the Cross of the Forerunner
(ver. 38). b. Finally, that pecu-
liar and most profound expression,

which is the very point of the en-

forcement, of the way of conflict into

victory (ver. 39).

2. To this is appended as the. brief but
sufficient conclusion, the promise of

abounding recovery of all that was lost,

in the great reec.npense, the participa-

tion of the disciples as well in the re-

wards of victory, as in the struggle for

them. As certainly as he who is to be
crowned must first be tested, so cer-

tainly shall he who is tested be finally

crowned. Yea more than that, the
rewarding compensation as an exhibi-

tion of the divine love after so long

sorrow, will scarcely keep any bounds,

where any are fit for recompense. The
promise which winds up all is addressed
especially to the apostles, but extends
beyond them to all the servants and

. witnesses of the Lord, yea, to all the
persecuted and oppressed disciples gen-

erally, down to the very least, and to

those who have taken the part of the
least. Finally, nothing remains unrecom-

pensed (vers. 40-42).

Verses 24, 25. The common proverb, whose
immediate and distinctive meaning came be-

fore us in Luke vi. 40, is here applied in anoth-
er sense ; and there it is deduced from it as a
further consequence, that if the servant should
not think himself above his Lord, should not
be proud when his master is lowly (John xiii.

16), should not shrink from suffering, when

his master has yielded himself up to it—he
should also, and this is the meaning here, not
expect another and better lot than his mas-
ter's. It may often be in ordinary human
affairs, that the servant is above his Lord
(Eccles. iv. 14, x. 7 ; Prov. xxx. 22), and so

the disciple above his master ; but then this

is an exception to the rule, which the proverb
rightly lays down; or, to adhere to our first

view, the proverb still holds its right, for such
exceptional master was not truly such, and
such disciple did not, as a disciple, surpass his

master. Or, the evil-disposed disciple may
only think that he is above his master, as the

ironical proverb says, which Bengel quotes on
1 Cor. iv. 8 : TtoXXoi paSvzai xpeirrovES
StSadxaXGov, "many disciples are better
than teachers !" Between Christ and his dis-

ciples the word retains, of course, its fullest

propriety, for he is Master and Lord in the
only absolute sense (John xiii. 13). Passing

by the promise of victory and reward which
lies in the back-ground of this doubtful inti-

mation—for the Lord will not foil to vindicate

his servants, the Master will not deny his dis-

ciples in the never-failing victory of his truth,

the father of the household will not cease to

provide for his own—we would remark here,

upon the heightened nearness of relation thus
expressed : First, master and disciples—as

also the Rabbins had their //aS?/ra:

J ; then
Lord and servants—as the disciples of Christ
acknowledged him for their Master, and were
sent by him as his servants ; and then once
more, graciously relaxing this last relation,

master of the house and they of his household.

Just in this way was the relation developed
during our Lord's life ; they who found in him
a Master and also a Lord, finally became his

little children, the family around his table.

Contemplating this relation yet more pro-

foundly, the Lord is not merely the father of

the household while on earth, but continues
such, and is now more eminently such, in his

church (as Von Gerlach remarks here). It is

this which, with gracious consolation he now
tells them. The various etymologies of Beelze-
bub or Beelzebul, about which we may con-

tend, do not affect the subject ; for this at

least is certain, that it was a name of the
chief of the devils, and particularly contemp-
tuous, used by such as would not do him the
honor of his more respectable, name "Satan,
the SidfioXoS" (i. e. Accuser). The charge
more than once brought against the Lord, that
he too cast out devils by Beelzebub, was the
highest exhibition given before the crucifixion,

of that most bitter hatred of the truth, of that
most, daring spirit of outrage against the lofty

One, which naturally led to all the rest. Not
that they absolutely called him Beelzebub, as

the Lord here says ; but he pronounces on all

its base wickedness, as a judge, according to

truth, and with the deepest consciousness of

their insults, the true meaning of their words.
He who is in league with the devil, hath a

devil (John viii. 48), is himself the devil !

Finally, let the 7co6oo pdXXov, how much more,
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not be overlooked ; by which the Lord inti-

mates at last, that his disciples and household

must expect yet worse than he. And why 1

Because the disciple is beneath his master in

the dignity of right and truth and power, can-

not, in full innocence like him, resist and
attack the enemy, and consequently must lay

his account to be much less spared. Did they
fail to respect the Holy One of God, and push
their outrage even to the bounds of the sin

against the Holy Ghost ; how then shall we
his disciples escape that scorn, which through
our failings is seldom simply reproach for

Christ, but too often our own desert ? The
innumerable and ever-renewed names of re-

proach cast upon Christian men, have for the
most part their origin in some error or apos-

tacy of their own, and point in warning and
reproof to the guilt which gave them birth.

Verse 26. The ovv is a real therefore, de-

ducing the conclusion from the foregoing pre-

mise, though it may not immediately appear
to do so. For we must discern and extract

the promise, or at least the re-assuring intima-

tion, which lies latent in the foregoing saying
—They have hated and scorned your Lord,
and yet he is ttill your Lord, he has not suffered

his mouth to be stopped, has still built up his

household and his kingdom. The full force of

such a consequence appeared, indeed, first

when that time came, in anticipation of which
the Lord now speaks, after he himself through
shame passed to honor, through the cross en-

tered into his glory. Since then the firm
foundation of the Church's confidence in defy-

ing the threats of men has been what is ex-

pressed in the apostle's prayer, Acts iv. 27, 28.

But with this glance backward upon the Fore-
runner's way through conflict to victory, there
is instantly connected a second glance for-

wards to that certain and final termination of
all history, which finds its expression in a say-

ing that recurs elsewhere in our Lord's teach-

ing as a fundamental axiom for profitable

application in many ways (Mark iv. 22 ; Luke
viii. 17, xii. 2). The double form of the max-
im may be explained as an intensive parallel-

ism, or as referring the things covered which
are to be revealed, rather to facta ; and the
things hid which shall be made known, rather
to scibilia, as such. Or, again, what no man
could see, shall become visible ; what no man
ever heard or knew, shall become audible and
perceptible—in brief, there is most assuredly
coming a universal revelation of all hidden
things, a boundless assurance, the full mean-
ing of which in relation to particular things,
no human intelligence can exhaust or even
conceive ! But what means the For which
makes this prospect the motive cause for the
" Fear not ?" First, it expresses the obligation

to conform to this master principle of the di-

vine government in our present conduct, and
so to preach boldly the whole truth without
reserve. (It is thus applied in Mark iv. 21,
22.) Next, it is a warning given to God's
messengers, against that hypocrisy which comes
from the fear of man (Luke xii. 2); for all

I faint-heartedness, unfaithfulness, neglect of

his ambassadors, will be disclosed with the
sins of the world, when both the one and the
other shall be made manifest in the light of
truth. Finally, it is a promise and consoling
hope for the faithful, inasmuch as they may
reserve every thing fur the great day of reve-

lation, and refer every thing to it (Col. iii. 3,

4; 1 John iii. 2b And if the whole world re-

ject and misunderstand ar.d scorn you, ye shall

one day shine forth as the children of the
kingdom and preachers of righteousness (Matt.
xiii. 43 ; Dan. xii. 3) to their condemnation
(Luke x. 11 ; Ezek. xxxiii. 33). Judge ye
already, then, the wicked world by the world
which discloses secret sins in the conscience

(2 Cor. v. 11 ; iv. 2). Not merely in them-
selves before God, and in the conscience of
believers, are the ministers of God's word ap-
proved as sent by him, but in the consciences

of all men, even unbelieving men in the sight of
God; and this will become fully manifest
when the Lord shall bring to light the hidden
things of darkness, and judge zd xpvnrd zoor
avSpeon gov , the secrets of men (1 Cor. iv. 5;
Rom. ii. iG). "What a prospect and expecta-
tion is this, to enforce on the one hand, the
renunciation of all the xpvnzd zi/i aidxvT/vi,
hidden things of dishonesty, in ourselves, and on
the other, the declaring without restraint
through fear of man, the whole counsel of
God, which we are bound to preach !

Verse 27. " The Master bids his most confi-

dential disciples reveal his most secret things,

his most hidden ones to announce from the
house-top his most hidden things; house-top
and market-place are the lodgment of the vol-

untary carpenter from Nazareth" (Pfennin-
ger). What ye hear : this refers in so far as

the discourse is spoken for the future, as a
prophecy, to what they were to hear from the
Holy Spirit, who was to tell them what they
should speak, as in Acts iv. 20. For the speak-
ing of the Holy Ghost is addressed to the
opened ear (Isa. 1.5; 2 Sam. vii. 27; Job
xxxiii. 16, xxxvi. 10). It is, however, imme-
diately parallel with the former, what I say
unto yon ; for it is the Lord who ever speaks
by the Holy Ghost, and before the Spirit spoke
he spoke it himself. He, the great Revealer of

all secret things, commenced in secret his tes-

timony ; uttering, indeed, plainly enough for

all ears which could hear, much of that entire

system of truth, which without restriction

should be afterwards preached upon the house-
tops and streets (Jer. xl viii. 38). It is de-
signedly and strongly expressed, that he said

to his disciples, especially to his apostles,

much tr zfi tixoriq, in the darkness, as if shun-
ning the light, secretly for temporary secresy,

to them alone in the ear, and not }-et to all the
people.* But when these lights were kindled

* Sepp very strangely and here inappropriately
derives this form of speech from the custom of the
synagogue, where the presiding elder first whis-
pered the original text into the ear of the inter-

preter, who gave the sense in the dialect of the
country

!
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from his light, they became lights of the world

in ever-increasing diffusion of their light (ch.

v. 14, 15). Ever-increasing, say we, and right-

ly ; for this preparatory secresy of their Mas-
ter, teaches the disciples that verse 27 is not

to be followed with strict literal ness, but be-

tween the beginning of the mysteries of the

kingdom of heaven, which the disciples' ears

alone might hear (ch. xiii. 11), and the final

revelation of all hidden things (verse 20), there

must be conceived a gradual development and
advancement of revelation. All truth should
no more be preached every where and at once,

than the Lord's peace, according to verse 34,

should be cast abroad at once and instantly,

through the whole earth : that would be a

judgment of the world before the time. There
is here, again, a similar relation of the apos-

tolical preaching to the yet more public testi-

mony of later times, as the Lord forcibly and
clearly announces in Luke xii. 3, with the
same expressions as are used here. The truth
must be spoken, and nothing but the truth

;

this is enforced, against all reservations which
might spring from fear: but there is also a

wisdom of love, which knows how much of

truth to teach, and when and where and how
it should be taught.* This is not expressed
here, because it does not belong to the funda-
mental idea, and because this third section

deals in great universal principles and laws,

without giving, as in the former, preparatory
instructions of special application, which the
Spirit in due time should provide for.

Verses 28—31. Our general summary and
plan has already shown in what light we re-

gard the connection of thought in this pass-

age. In verse 2f>, the Fear ye not is connected
with them, but now in verse 28, it is critically

opposed to another fear, which is commanded
as alone profitable and necessary. In this

command that warning, which we before noted
in the reference to the revelation of all hid-

den things, comes out into fuller prominence.
A promise follows, which demands a confidence

in their heavenly Father, that should be the
counterpart and resolution of that fear. First

there is the assuring figure and example de-

rived from the slightest thing which could

compass the destruction of a living creature

(verse 29); then comes the application to

Christ's disciples, in another figurative exam-
ple of the slightest injury that might befall

them (verse 30) ; and finally, sounds out most
impressively the third

—

Fear n»t therefore! es-

tablished upon the ground of that promise
and assurance (verse 31).

Verse 28. Thus, then, they actually hU
the body—it is not merely can kill. So much
is permitted to them, and it is pre-announced
to his disciples, as it had been already in verse

21, and in John xvi. 2 This is more than
was expressly mentioned in verse 25 ; but it

is all that they do or can do: fierd. zocvra jj.i}

* According to which sense Hamann wrote to

Lindner—" One must first speak to the par, and
afterwards make the house-top his pulpit!"

e'xovdt TtEpi666r£p6v ri 7roi?jdai, after that

have no more that the;/ can do (Luke xii. 4).

And is that to be feared, and does it touch

the proper life ? The immortality of the soul,

its undying continuance when the body dies,

is here, as throughout the Scriptures, not

merely taught as a dogma, but pre-supposed

and taken for granted by the consensus gen-

tium. He only, who as ?2J, a fool, has gone so

far as to say D^X PX, There is no God I and

in denying the living God has contradicted

the inner voice which teaches even the hea-

then to know a divinity and a hades, can per-

suade himself that his death is an annihilation

of his personality. But this sense of the word
concerning killing the soul, is itself only a

foundation on which to build something fur-

ther and distinctive, that immediately follows.

The Lord already uses the rpvxJ?, soul, as we
perceive, with the same transition from the

lower to the higher meaning as afterwards in

verse 39. He speaks directly of a possible

killing or destroying of the soul. The former

member of the verse contains a perfect exhi-

bition of the utmost injury that can be inflict-

ed on body or soul. Thus viewed, the ques-

tion arises, May not wicked men, through their

malice, kill the soul by seducing us to back-

sliding and perdition? and the answer is, As-
suredly, but not of themselves, not by any
power of theirs to which ye are surrendered

as victims, as in the case with your bodies
;

they cannot do it without your own will and
concurrence. Beware, therefore, be on your
guard, so shall they not touch your souls !

Herein is the transition to the remarkable
second member of the verse, which, so far as we
remember, stands alone in Scripture ; for as to

the same word it has been, and is still con-

tested, whether God or Satan be signified.

For our own part we hold this contest to be
possible only so long as we fail to penetrate

into the heart of the passage as standing in

its connection. We have already signified

more than once our assurance that we can only

understand by him whom we must fear, the

one pre-eminent and proper enemy and de-

stroyer of the soul. Indeed, we are as firmly

persuaded of this, as of any point in all exege-

sis, that the Lord here means Satan.* And
these are our five reasons

:

First, The ground-tone and fundamental
idea of the whole of this portion of the dis-

course tends to confidence in the Fathrr, who
takes the life of the meanest sparrow under

*If possible more firmly so in this second edi-

tion, although the now deceased Von Meyer wrote

me that I had by no means convinced him—that

it was never any where said in Scripture that we
should fear the devil ! I take, however, e. g., 1

Pet. v. 8, as having the same sense: and Rom. xi.

20 ; 2 Cor. xi. 3, with some others, deeply ponder-

ed, give the same idea. Lange (p. 721) has done

justice to my argument. [Yet the mass of inter-

preters will no doubt, despite the author's argu-

ments, continue to adhere to the spontaneous refer-

ence iu this passage to the Almighty.

—

Am. Ed.J
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his charge, and much more, will not permit
any evil to befall either the bodi'y or spirit-

ual life of his children through any wilful-

ness of man. The correspondence then is

exact : Trust only in him who can protect you
;

but fear him who would destroy you, and both
can and will unless you fear him !

Second, As the two members of the sen-

tence run quite parallel, it is not permissible

to take (pofie263ai, fear, in two distinct

senses, namely, to understand it in the second
case of the fear of God, which could never in

the New Testament at least, and assuredly
not in this passage, be thus made equivalent
to (pofieitiSat dito, stand in awe of. No, the
Lord is speaking of an essential, proper fear,

similar to what might be felt in regard to

those who kill the body, but in the latter in-

stance with the more emphatic jadXXov,
rather. It is just this parallelism of the sen-
tences that is most decisive against Alford,

who thinks it a valid objection to the reference

to God that the construction is changed, and
that it is not again said cpofivSrjre dito tov
Svrajiisvov k.t.X. (The Se /xdXXov follow-

ing upon M rf makes cpo/JEidSai the same in

both cases.)

Third, Who is then the real destroyer of

the soul, just as men destroy the body ? and
so much more to be feared than they, as the
destruction of the soul is a greater calamity '?

Let it be observed that ipvx>)v dito\£6ai,
destroy the. soul, is something quite different

from dnoKTElvaiy kill; it is the casting it

into damnation on account of sin. The death
of the body as such is not the death of the
soul, but conducts it rather to blessedness, if

the soul lives in God: so that persecutors
rather benefited the martyrs than otherwise,

by speeding their way to heaven. But to des-

troy the soul : that is never throughout the
entire Scripture spoken of God, and to attrib-

ute this to him here, would be indeed a ditcxB,

XsyojiiEvov horrendum. Bengel, indeed, com-
pares James iv. 12, but the simple dno\e6ai
as the antithesis of 6oodoci (to deliver over to

condemnation and ruin) is far from being
equivalent to ipvxvv dnoXidai in such a con-
nection as we find it here. God, indeed, des-

troys all flesh by a judgment of death, but not
till all flesh has corrupted its own way (Gen.
vi. 12, comp. Rev. xi. 18). But the destruc-
tion of the soul, its death distinctively,

proceeds not from him: he cannot be said to
inflict it, but only, as in the former case, to
let that ruin manifest itself, Avhich has taken
place without him (Ecclus. i. 12-10). Further
it does not here read : Eli ysEvvav (although
in Luke it stands under another aspect, as Ave

6hall presently observe: E/ufiaXslv eiS ttjv
yiEvvoiv) but iv yssvvr/, that is, in hell as

in his province and domain. But hell is Sa-
tan's kingdom, and there, as we know from
Matt. v. 29, 30 (which should here be brought
to mind), the body will, together with the
soul, be tormented and destroyed. Should
we, finally, take objection to the Svvd/usvo?
as too strong to be applied to Satan, we may

say in answer, that this, so to speak, euphe-
mistically significant paraphrase of the horri-
ble nameless one who is yet well known, all

the better suits the character of Satan, who
has actually k^ovCiav, power and permission
from God (Luke xii.) first to hurt the soul as

a tempter, and then to destroy both body and
soul in hell as a tormentor (Heb. ii. 14). He
is, indeed, according to Matt. v. 25, the officer

who casts those who are delivered to him into

the prison.

Fourth, Thus only, inferential^, does the
true, and more profound sense of the whole
saying appear : Fear not men, the enemies of
divers kinds, Avho, if ye are true to God, can
at least but kill the body (as man in his vain
fear so terms it) ; but fear that one real enemy,
Avith whom, beneath and behind ail flesh and
blood, ye have to do (Eph. vi. 12), Avho alone
can inflict the real irreparable hurt ! the es-

sentially wicked enemy, to whom ver. 1 had
already pointed, as of most import to take
heed of and overcome. Take heed to your
soul, and save it from him; the death of the
body at the hands of men need not then be
feared.* We may conceive how such a Avord

must have smitten the heart of a man like

Judas. But Ave must also reflect that such a

Avaminjr Avould be always necessary for all the
disciples of our Lord, over Avhom is ever im-
pending the danger of treachery and apostacy,

and especially in the heat of persecution even
to death. It Avould be very strange, hoAvever

r

and inexplicable, if he had united in one the
command to fear God, Avho casts into hell, and
to trust in him as a merciful Father. Our
faithful Master and Forernnner, Avho had
himself knoAvn by experience the tempter and
destroj^er, in our flesh and amid the enmity of

the viorld, here exhibits to us in its perfection

the highest master-piece of simplicity in Avis-

dom ; that we should see in all other Avolves

the one Wolf, amid the whole generation of vi-

pers the One Serpent, and Avith so much
humble fear of the Destroyer as firm confidence

in the Saviour and Preserver, pursue and make
good our way towards the end.

Fifth and last, What Ave have found in this

place is entirely confirmed in the parallel

passage (Luke xii. 3-7), and the expressions

there used indicate to us yet more signifi-

cantly the evil fiend. Ver. 3 predicted, that
the fearless and free publicity of proclamation
would, even after the apostles' testimony, go
on to increase ; and this is spoken as an encour-
agement to them. In ver. 4 the Lord speaks
to them further as his friends, certainly Avith

an affectionate and assuring tone, Avith which
the immediate transition to fearing before

God could scarcely harmonize. As my friends,

* " Yet in the dens of the murderers, Avho can
rob them of the mantle of the body, they tremble
not ; their souls unwounded and unrestrained, soar

into the light of heaven. Another fear, of another

death, has thrown its holy protection around their

hearts, so that the wicked fiend has no power irre-

trievably to destroy their souls." Thus beautifully

speaks Lange in his Biblische Gedichten.
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my trusted household, ye have nothing to fear

either in me or the Father ; yet I say unto you,

in faithful love as your counseling friend

—

Think not therefore that ye may be above all

"fear!" The great enemy is still near, and
will desire to have you to the end—forget not

that. Ye need not indeed fear man, but—and
what now follows so emphatically and fearful-

ly might suggest already to him who has ears

to hear the frightful name of the Unnamed
One—but I toil!, forewarn you whom ye shall fear 1

(How is this a fitting lesson about the fear of

God, for ages known to the least in Israel as

essential !) Fear him, who, after he hath
killed, hath poicer (through the wonderful per-

mission and delegation of the Almighty) to

cast into hell
;
yea, I say unto you, tovrov

<po(irj^t]t£\ "We know not. with what ears

he can hear this, who can think of the Father
in heaven.* It is Satan who hath killed

wherever there has been death, for all bodily

death is from him (John viii. 4-4) ; especially

where men have killed out of hatred—and
the subject of the discourse is of such ano-
HtsTvai (1 Cor. v. 5), entire humanity in a

certain sense is concerned, over which the

destruction of the flesh impends in death :

and even as the Prince of Death is Satan con-

sidered a minister of the divine righteousness,

as Avell of its mercy as of its wrath.

Verses 29—31- 2rpovSux, ,;
sparrows,'''

1 are

TtcLvra td/iixpd. raoy opviBooy, all the smaller

birds, corresponding in the Septuagint to the

Hebrew "tfSVj and d66LXjiiov, a " farthing'''

also taken up in the Hebrew as "iD^, "VBN>

"1DX> is the smallest coin, and hence was in

Jewish as well as Latin proverbial use to ex-

press the smallest value (~)D ,N3 J "ID^ZIQ).

Now even two sparrows are only worth one
dridapiov ; indeed in Luke xii. G (spoken a

year later) the expression is made stronger,

and for two farthings the fifth bird may be
obtained over and above : yet in the providen-

tia specialissima of God not one single such
little creature, not the slightest worm, is

forgotten or left to be the sport of chance !

There shall no sparrow fall on the ground ex-

hausted or starved, or by any cause killed,f

without the knowledge and will of the Father
(not of the sparrows but of men, who are his

* Just in ihe same way as ourselves, with the

same, indeed greater zeal against the wrong appre-

hension of tliis passage, does Reichel set it forth in

his Jesaias (on Isa. xlix. 24) :
" Are not those hor-

rible notions which men are taught to conceive of

God the Father, as if he were an Apoliyon, a des-

troyer of bodies and of souls ; and which would
impute such a meaning as would make him inspire

and inculcate a real dread of his Father ! Friohtful

exposition—the Lord Jesus speaks of the devil, and
his words are referred to God the Father!—the

Father, they seem to think, is a hard man, who
strikes one, body and soul, into hell! About the

devil it is of little consequence, all is right with re-

gard to him. Is not that a sin and a shame V
't Evidently this is meant, and not a flying down

which resembles falling.

children). The Lord brings to our mind
again—we have found many reminiscences of

the Sermon on the Mount in this discourse

—

that precious word (ch. vi. 26) to which re-

joinder might be made—Yet the fowls of the

heaven do often fall upon the earth because
they have found no nourishment ; and in like

manner—Yet the confessors die, and many of

them even by the hand of the enemy ! It

does, assuredly, so happen, only not without

the Father: this is the comforting assurance

which the Lord gives. So far from your life

being taken away without the Father's coun-

sel and will, not one hair falls from your head
without him (Luke xxi. 18.; Acts xxvii. 34

;

1 Sam. xiv. 45), or as the German proverb runs
—Niemand euch ein Hiiar Kiiimmen mag, No
one shall bend a hair of your head. They are
all numbered by a providence which cares for

all and forgets nothing ; as much so as the
stars of heaven are, which man can no more
count than the hairs of his head.* Thus the

e v ample of the slightest hurt, which we should
not even spend a thought upon, is brought
into juxtaposition with the being killed in

ver. 28, in order to embrace whatever possible

injury might lie between these two extremes.
The concluding inference of ver. 31, already
found in the Sermon on the Mount, is a Jewish
proverb also,f but is here invested with a

higher meaning. The emphatic vpelS, you,

which so strikingly closes this sentence and
corresponds to the vpoov, at the beginning of

ver. 30, refers to those who are addressed,

not simply as they are men (comp. Matt. xii.

12), but as they are children of God, disciples

of Christ, heralds and witnesses of his kingdom,
suffering for his name's sake. Shall one of

these be forgotten? Shall not He, who num-
bers the hairs of }

Tour head, keep your head
and your life in the hollow of his hand, so that
whatever might befall them, shall not be with-
out him, but shall, according to the gracious

counsel of his will, be for j^our final good ?

Thus does the Lord graciously condescend to

reason them out of all fear ; and further, as

he often founds his encouragement and ex-
hortation upon that regard for ourselves which
our own pride will never allow to be contested.

Ye cannot doubt, surely, that ye are, each of

you, of more value than many sparrows ; then
ponder well what follows from that ! But the
Lord utters this word with a profounder refer-

ence to the proof and testing of the children
of God in the sight of the Father, to that in-

ternal and precious value, which is to be devel-

oped and heightened by sufferings. Apply it

thus, he intimates, and know that just because

ye are better than many sparrows, do men
encounter opposition, giving occasion for that
firm and resolute confession, in virtue of which

* The counsel and will of God are often contrary
to our thoughts. Therefore, writes Hamann :

" Let all our speculations fall like sparrows to the

ground."

t Talm. Hieroe. (tit. Shebiith, fol. 38, col. 4): A
bird perishes not without God, much less a man.
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you will one day be publicly confessed by

3
rour Lord, as is seeu in what immediately

follows.

Verges 32, 33. Just as in the Sermon on

the Mount (ch. vii. 21-23) a prophecy of re-

jection from the judgment-seat of the Son

was uttered against those who call him Lord,

Lord, yet do not the will of the Father.

There it was said, Tore 6p.oXoyi}dao avroli,

then tcill 1 profess unto them., and the word has

the general signification, to speak openly of

any thing, according to its true character,

comp. John i. 20 (cj/xoXoyr^dE uai ouH T/pv?)-

daro) ; Titus i. 16. We find it more definite-

ly in relation to Christ in John xii. 42 (kni-

drevdav si? avvov aA.X' ovx GojuoAoyovv),

comp. 1 Jo'*n iv. 15. Here in Matt. x. and
also in Luke xii., it is not followed by the

Accus. (as in John ix. 22), but by ev, which,

although founded upon the usage ofthe Greek,

answers more probably to the Hebrew min
with 2>* which first indicates acknowledg-

ment, then praise, and finally the honor and
glory which are paid to the Lord God. While
our Lord sublimely attributes to himself
judicial decision and decrees, and that highest

personality, also, on the confession or denial

of which all is suspended, he yet softens and
qualifies the assumption by equalizing the
relation and rendering it mutual : He who
confesseth me, shall be confessed by me

!

The profound condescension of this expression
is only appreciated when we reflect upon the
Old Testament miT3 min-* He confesses the

steadfast confessors as his own, that is, in real-

ity, for it cannot be otherwise, as he is himself

in them. And that, indeed, not first at the

last day—no, he confesses (or denies) at once,

and with a reward which begins, at least

when our true confession is made. The sig-

nificance of that great promise with which the
great warning must run parallel, is now, we
should hope, made so plain, and its place in

the progressive connection of this discourse so

entirely vindicated, that it will not be possible,

to persuade us that it has been transposed
from the later passages in which it occurs, to

this earlier place. The ovv, therefore, binds it

closely with the preceding, for that test of
fidelity is still the question ! Be ye only so
faithful, that the enemy may have no power
to turn you away from me ; so may ye be
also assured of an eternal recompense, and let

that be your consolation and encouragement
lefore men ! But let it be also observed, that
the discourse becomes evermore general in its

tone

—

7tdi oini, whosoever, with the "me"
set over against this as the sole substance of
all confession that is demanded. That no vain
confession of the lips is signified, but the
maintenance and consistent exhibition of
discipleship in the whole life, in spite of the
world's enmity and even unto death, is clear
from the whole discourse, as well as from the

* [This construction however does not occur in

the Old Testament.

—

Am. Ed.]

passage in the Sermon on the Mount. Conse-
quently, the denial, against which the threat-
ening is directed, is not a transitory lapse of
personal weakness, such as was forgiven to
Peter, and such as very few of the Lord's
disciples are free from, but the entire renun-
ciation and abandonment of communion with
the Lord (Luke ix. 26 ; 2 Tim. ii. 12). He who
may have denied him, yet without persistent
obstinacy, shall find grace through repentance.
" He who said to the adulteress, hath no man
condemned thee, neither do I condemn thee !

will also say to us, and be more faithful than
Peter was to him, though all men reject thee,
yet will not I !" (Baxter). It is obvious, also,

that while he requires the confession of the
heart unconditionally, he demands the confes-
sion of the mouth only where duty and use-
fulness require it ; and where its failure would
be a denial. Finally, the conditions between
us and him are in this matter the same as in

the forgiveness of sins (ch. vi. 14, 15). First,

He acknowledges us in his grace, when he
receives us with all our past unfaithfulness
and denials upon us ; then it is essential that
we confess him before men; otherwise, his
confession of us as his own, will be retracted
and denied.

Verses 34—36. What now follows down to
ver. 39 forms " a circle of ideas which," as

Wizenmann says, "never came from the mind
of mortal, before Jesus." It is the transfig-

uration of all the prophetic expectations
concerning the kingdom of God into the
transcendent and future and heavenly ; in

perfect correspondence with the true sense of

all prophecy, which never could, however, till

now be so clearly apprehended and expressed.
This is a testimony which is effectually thrown
in the way of all who would build up the king-
dom of peace on this side ; from the Jews, whose
great delusion it unsparingly overturns, down
to the last foolish builders in the last days.

In Luke xii. 51-53, the Lord once more repeats

the same saying, and in connection with the

reference to his own sufferings and death in

ver. 50, which we have here in vers. 38, 39.

Nevertheless, although every thing in his

kingdom looks forward to what is beyond and
to the future, to the finding of life, by all who
are worthy of him, this heavenly kingdom
does not give up the earth. Upon it, and in

hot conflict, must the heirs of everlasting

peace secure and prepare for their inheritance.

"I came not to send peace, but a sword!" a

terrible saying as it first sounds, but in the
lips of him, the Prince of Peace, easily to be
understood. None but he, the gracious and
meek one, the Son of the Father's love might
venture to speak so startling a saying as this.

That he does not mean the sword of Moham-
med, is declared by the consentient testimony
of his word, his life, and his death. From ver.

16 downwards, he has been speaking of noth-
ing but the violence of the world's might
directed against his own ; but not one word
has he said of their opposing force to force.

Sword, as figuratively the opposite of peace,
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signifies, first of all, war (see, e.g., 1 Mace. ix.

70, 73 in the Greek ; and Jer. xiv. 13). But
the war, which the Lord pre-announces, is the

Sixoidai, division (Peshito, JP3N) between
those who accept, and those who reject, his

peace. (In Luke xii. this term is Sux/uspi-

tijiio v , for which Tertullian in that place reads

juax<xtPav -)

First of all, the Lord gives a general decla-

ration, in opposition to the delusion which
sprang from a misunderstanding of the pro-

phecies concerning the Messiah's kingdom of

peace. He then sustains his own true inter-

pretation of the prophetic word by a special

citation from prophecy itself, using the lan-

guage of the Prophet Micah. The prophets

prophesy, indeed, of peace (e.g., Psa. lxxii. 3,

7 ; Isa. ii. 4, ix. 7 ; Hagg. ii. 9 ; Zech. ix. 10),

but you must not so understand them as to

suppose that at my first coming, and without
any further process, peace can be immediately
cast upon the earth : for this is the meaning
of the emphatic (iaXslv, with which in Luke
xii. 49, a second fiaAsTv is contrasted. " Glory
to God in the highest !" necessarily precedes
" peace upon earth !" This last can be attained

only by a contest for the glory of God ; there-

fore Christ, because he is come to bring true

peace, is first of all come to disturb all false

peace, and to excite a contest which is as

profitable as it is indispensable. The peace of
the house, family concord, is the noblest and
most precious peace upon earth ; but even
this, if it rests upon a false foundation, cannot
be left inviolate, but must be disturbed, though
our "weak household-ethics" would preserve

it at all costs. Peace is to be announced
to the house, according to vers. 12, 13 ; but
that very announcement effects the disruption

of peace. Let the whole connection be exam-
ined in Micah, where in harmony with this

(ch. v. 1-4), the Messiah is predicted as the

Peace, and his kingdom (ch. iv. 1-8) as a king-

dom of peace ; but then a preliminary war is

indicated in the travail of the daughter of

Zion, which precedes her bringing forth. The
sin of corrupted Israel (ch. vi.) is the great

obstacle, and the kingdom of peace can only
come as the late and final goal of a series of

severe developments (ch. vii.). The Lord
takes the words of this quotation from this

last chapter ; regarding rather the general

scope of the prophecy as a whole, than the in-

dividual reference of the words themselves:

for whereas the prophet speaks of sinful dis-

cord as already existing (though not without
a glance, in vers. 5 and 7, at the enmity which
God's faithful ones experience), the Lord here
speaks of that discord which his coining e.rcites,

even where peace had been before ; and hence
he adds this meaning to the words of the

prophet. He would seem thereby to express

the anomalous idea that his Gospel was to have
no new effect, putting the circumstances and
relations effected by it on a parallel with the

hatred and discord of men in their sins gener-

ally. The d ySpoonov, man, at the beginning,

has a specific reference to the close of the

citation, tx^poi rov avSpcoitov, enemies of

the man, and contains a variation from the

prophet's words which indicates a deeper
meaning. In Micah it is only j>VN "QMS, Sep-

tuagint a vdpoS, that is, of a particular man
;

but the Lord more accurately describes b\
av5poo7Toi, used as in vers. 17, 32, 33, men
generally, as he finds them upon earthy when
he comes and offers them his peace. The
dvSpooitoi, who persecute, and before whom
the confession is to be maintained, and any
individual man who will become his disciple,

and confess him, are in themselves alike. But
when the Lord comes between them, there is

a separation effected between that man who
receives him, and all other men, whether
father, mother, or any dearest relatives : and
his own household become the enemies of that
man, who, though he hates none, yet dares not
love any more than Christ; the enemies of such
dvSpGOTtov who cannot consent longer to
maintain a false peace with cir3pai7toii gen-
erally. The great necessity then is to give up
every earthly human relationship for the sake
of the household and kingdom of God ! The
widening circle of connections is just the same
as in Micah : first children and parents, then
relatives, of further degree [}'vj.iq>r] after the

Hebrew i"l?3), then acquaintances (oluiaxoi,

fl^2 ^'JS) in the widest sense. It has been

incorrectly assumed that there are here three
examples of disciples, two being of the female
sex; because the young receive the Gospel,
and maintain their steadfastness in following

Christ sooner- than the old, and women rather
than men. But the Lord takes the words di-

rectly from Micah, and consequently the sig-

nificance of the selection must be found here
as well as there, in the idea that these cases

exhibit the discord in its most aggravated
form ; and the concluding sentence of our Lord
confirms this. Once more, let it not be for-

gotten, though hasty readers of the Bible
overlook it, that the man here is the confessor

of Christ, and that this passage is the counter-

part of ver. 21, looked at from the other side.

Verse 37. Understand once more in paren-
thesis—Such division it is quite necessary to

permit, nay to occasion ; for my faithful ones
must thus approve themselves worthy of me !

*

This oft-repeated and severe saying (Luke xiv.

26, xviii. 29) is grounded upon the word of

Moses concerning the true priests and Levites
(I)eut. xxxiii. 9, 10), as this again upon the
history in Exod. xxxii. 2G-29. That which the
Lord God demanded in the Old Testament,
with a strictness that required such an out-

ward exhibition, Christ now demands for his

own self, and here again takes the place of

* No sophistry can evade this. Roos remarks
with upriiihtly truth, that the Redeemer did not

say—The ur.skillt'ulness, singularity, undisciplined
speech of my disciples will, alas, attract to them
hatred and scorn; ah that they were wi*e enough
to come off well with the world ! He rather takes

it all upon himself, that he himself excites men, etc.
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God.* Only lie who is one with God could

thus, like God, place himself above father and
mother, and demand an exclusive love, which
should sacrifice even parental instinct. The
principle of Matt. vi. 24 in the Sermon on the

Mount is strictly applicable here. The rigor

of the requirement, however, is abated by the

perfect promise involved in the <x£,i6<Z pov,

worthy of me. Christ himself is the exceeding

great reward of those who love him, the most
lovely and the most to be loved, above all

else. Because he is and ever will be such, he

can and thus must speak.

Verse 33. A new and different meaning of

the cib,i6s pov, worth}/ of me, discloses itself

here, inasmuch as the most loving one has

himself loved us even to the death of the

cross ! One thing is worthy of another by
corresponding to it (which a.B,ioi also signi-

fies) : we should therefore follow and cling to

him even to disgrace and death. We, to

whom that future, for which the Lord then

prophesied, has become past and present, un-

derstand this well ; but how marvellous must
have been the sound of this word concerning

the cross from our Saviour's lips, to his first

disciples ! This was not, like other sayings

which he applied, a Jewish proverb, and was
no where found in Holy Writ.j This was more
anxiously brooded over by his followers than
all that had been intimated in the sermon, or

expressed in Matt. viii. 20 ; it remained inex-

plicable to the disciples, as oft as he repeated

it (ch. xvi. 24 ; Mark x. 21 ; Luke ix. 23), and
they could never be induced to receive it even
figuratively in the full force of the figure.

lie who will submit to the death of the cross,

will establish also & kingdom of the cross, before

the kingdom of peace and of glory can enter

in. He might have said

—

My cross, but he

only intimates this in the word

—

Me (see ver.

25) ; he does not openly express it himself,

but leaves it to his apostles and disciples af-

terwards to speak of their cross as his. The
Tuxpfidveiv, take up, is a strong expression

derived from the custom, according to which
malefactors on the way to execution were re-

quired patiently to take up and carry the cross

on which they were to die. Even so must
every follower of Christ take up the cross,

which on that account is properly hie oicn, and
essential to his following the Lord. It is

already prepared and laid upon hirn ; that he
should make one for himself is unnecessary

* Ah that there were not an effeminate Church
discipline, and household morality for God's own
house too common among its rulers, who would at

all hazards, maintain peace, even at last, between
Christ and Antichrist!

f Neander brings forward a passage out of Plu-

tarch {Be sera numinis vindkta, cap. 9) where a

similar expression, " to bear his own cross " is

found. But we are far from concluding thence

with him, that Christ could have spoken or did

speak without any conscious reference to his own
death upon the cross—for we have other evidence

in abundance concerning Christ's consciousness.

and forbidden. But the following verse teach-
es us that something deeper is meant* than
merely bearing external afflictions for Christ.

Ver&3 39. The cross involved the idea of

the deepest disgrace and ignominy, which man
could then speak of; and the Lord therefore
made it imperative that his followers should
submit to its infliction, when the wicked for

righteousness' sake, and the unbelievers for his

name's sake, would have it so. The cross also

was the most painful death, consummated
through the most tedious agony: his will is,

therefore, that we should stand ready and
prepared to endure this or similar death, in

the steadfast confession of his name. All this

is strictly correct, but does not exhaust the
meaning of the general and unconditional de-

claration, that every follower of Christ is to

have his oicn cross which he must bear; for not
all the disciples of Christ are so evil entreated
and scorned, still less crucified or cruelly put
to death. That the Lord speaks not merely
of preparation for extraordinary conjunctures,

but of the regular, and indispensable daily

course of his disciples, is evident from the

letter of the expression in this passage, and
especially from the remarkable addition to it

in Luke ix. 23: Let him deny himself, and
take up his cross daily, naS' i/pipav. We
find such a saying only in this place, but its

genuineness is most decidedly and certainly

continued by the Syriac, Arabic and Latin

versions. What then is that daily cross, which
should never fail to await the follower of

Christ, any more than the trial of every day
(Matt. vi. 34) fails to await every man ? Ver.

6 (J gives us the answer, and by this conclusion

the former saying concerning the cross must
be interpreted, and not conversely.

We have once more ipvxv , life, in that deep-

er sense in which we found it at ver. 28, point-

ing from the life of the body to a yet higher

life. The striking declaration—He that find-

eth his life shall lose it, and he that loseth his

life shall find it—contains, if both sayings are

taken literal^, a perfect contradiction ; con-

sequently the finding and losing must obvious-

ly, in the first place, be understood in differ-

ent senses. We endeavor to extract its mean-
ing thus : He who is evpoov (one finding) to

find it, and who thinks he has found it, by
avoiding death, and who makes it his ann to

preserve his temporal life (Mark viii. 34, oSav
SeXrj 6aodaz ; John xii. 25, 6 (piXoov), shall

lose, shall forfeit it. But does this suit the

second member—is 6 d.Tto\e6a$ he who thinks

to lose it, or he who aims to lose it? Here
something that actually takes place is intend-

ed, especially through the sveksv ipov, for

my sake. Consequently, in the second place,

rpvxv, life, also must be taken in two opposite

senses—He who gives up his life in the one

sense, shall receive it again in another higher

and better sense, as his true life. Now, since

* This saying signifies very much more than that

they must be ever prepared for the punishment of

death! (S-hleiermaclier, su Luc. xiv. 27.)
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the most obvious reference seems to be the

cross immediately preceding, shall -\ve har-

monize it thus—He who loses his bodily life

through bearing witness unto death (ver. 28),

shall yet keep his life, shall find another ; for

he has only lost his body, not essentially his

life or his soul ? This will not suffice ; for

the promise would then have no distinctive

relation to those who die for his sake, since in

that sense the sonl can never be killed or be
lost. It is now time to think of Luke's xa3'
?}jaepav, duly, and of the dpvi/6a6Saj or
a.Ttapv7j6d6^a) kavrov, which is connected
with it (as also in Mark viii. 34; Matt. xiv.

24)

—

L-t him deny himself! It is in this word
that we are to seek the key and explanation

of the cross, the meaning of that life, which
must absolutely be lost, and be continually

surrendered to a painful death, in order to the

finding of the true and better life. The cross

is the death of the old life for the putting

away of sin, that the resurrection of a new life

from God and for God may follow unto holi-

ness. The tpvxr/ or life which is to be killed,

which must be crucified, is the sinful self-life

of the old man, which is truly death ; and this

dead life must be mortified and lost by an in-

ternal, continual crucifixion and self-denial

(of which the taking up of the external cross

is only an external expression), in order that

we may find the living life, our sanctified,

glorified, and eternal life. Our Lord's teach-

ing, therefore, is precisely the same as that of

Paul afterwards, in Rom. vi. 4-11 ; viii. 13.

The promise, therefore, of an abounding, com-
pensating life to all who are put to death ba-

nian for Christ's sake, however true this su-

perficial sense of it may be, is only the con-
firming sign and symbol of an inward meaning,
which has its application for all. This, then,

is the last and deepest ground on which the
necessity of the dixd^siv, variance (ver. 35),

is based. For that which must take place in

the world as a whole, must also be accomplish-
ed in the microcosm of every individual in-

heritor of peace and eternal life—the separa-

tion and abolition of what is sinful. He who
does not comprehend and submit to this, who
consequently, in the retaining of his old self-

life, regards himself as having found his

jfvjcr), is lost ; but he who gives up, in the

fellowship of the cross of Christ, all that must
die and pass away, has by such loss obtained
the gain of eternal blessedness. Thus the
great e i) pr/ 6 £ i, shall find, forms a transition

to the promise of reward and victory, after the
struggles and the pains of the great finished

warfare, whether viewed as external or inter-

nal, in the macrocosm of the world, or the
microcosm of the Christian's life.

But at this concluding point our Lord's de-

sign is to lead back his discourse to the point
from which it started, and with which it

must close, and to wind it up as one entire

whole, which, commencing with the first mis-
sion of the apostles, rose gradually to these
high prospects- After having, therefore, spo-

ken more especially, from verse 32 onwards,

with reference to all his future disciples, with
the formula itdi odnS and oS, he now returns

once more to his first apostles, in whom he be-

holds all their and his own future successors.

Hence the promise of verse 40 stands simply
as it does, addressing the apostles particularly

by the you, and yet setting forth the promise
as only implicitc for them, for he passes on to

a universal reference

—

He that receiveth you !

But he immediately generalizes what had
been said to the affoo'roAozS or apostles, dis-

tinctively, and in their highest dignity, and
descends by three stages ; confirming in the

promises which he addresses to those who re-

ceive them and believe, his ambassadors and
witnesses of every degree as those in whom
he will acknowledge himself to be represent-

ed. The fust word ascends even to the cxito-

6rEiAaS, " He that sent," from whom he came
forth into the world ; the last condescends
even to the /.nxpolS, " little ones," whom he
nevertheless regards as his messengers.

Verse 40. The dexe62ai, receive, refers

back to verse 14, and has now fully unfolded
itself as meaning no longer the mere external

harboring and hearing of those who in their

preliminary mission brought the first peaceful

greetings of the kingdom nigh at hand, but
the acceptance and following of their whole
message and preaching, with faith which leads

to full discipleship. The and is a progression

of the promise, and is at the same time equiv-

alent to as; for in John xx. 21, when the
time of special fulfillment was fully come, the
Lord repeats the same impressive words to his

apostles—As my Father hath sent me. even
so send I you. The words which we have
here, had before that been literally repeated
(John xiii. 20), and with the additional inti-

mation that the authority, which in its fullest

force appertained to the apostles alone, should
be shared in his degree by each successor (idv
viva 7T£ji.iipGD). As in Luke x. 10, the same is

said to the Seventy, with the addition of the
opposite despising, and its consequence, which
would not have befitted the character of pro-

mise which here marks the conclusion. But
the first member—He that receiveth you, re-

ceiveth me, is only true through grace; the

second—He that receiveth me, receiveth the

Father, is essentially and fully true in itself.

For no man, not even an apostle, can predicate

of his relation to Christ the words and mean-
ing of John xiv. 9, 10; it is not so much in

their case the person, sinful and infirm, that
is concerned, but the office, in which the Lord
acknowledges his heralds, and will have him-
self acknowledged in them. He himself even,

in a certain sense, demanded to be honored, not
so much in his human personality, as in being
the Sent of the Father; and thus it is that

though one with the Father, he here humbly
places himself on a level with them. He
draws his own up to himself, while as the

first and highest aVoo'roAoS. (Heb. iii. 1), he
stoops down again to them. It is the same
humility, always going side by side with his

majesty, with which he places his "Me" un-
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der the dxodreiXavra or Sender, even as he

had said (verse 32)—Him will I confess also

be/ore my Father which is in heaven. The Son
bears witness upon earth, by testimonies

which perfectly accord, both to his sovereignty

over all things, and to his dependence upon
the Father.

Verses 41, 42. The three descending stages

below the dno6r6Xoti or apostles are : first, a

servant, ambassador, witness sent of God, in

general, who might be called in the New Tes-

tament, TCpoq>rJTT]S or 'prophet., because the

new apostolical dignity had now reduced what
was once the highest, to the second place

(hence ch. xxiii. 34 ; Luke xi. 49) ; next, a

diuaioS or righteous man before God, one who
belonged to his saints (Acts ix. 13), though

without special mission; finally, a Ma^rjrr'ii

or disciple, even though he were a piKpoi
or weak beginner, for out of these pixpols

the Sixatoi and the itpcxprjraa spring, and
the Lord will have iva tovtoov ("one of

these ") received also stS o vof-icx. pocSr/rov

("in the name of a disciple.")* The pivmise is

now given to the receiving and to the received

in one, just as in ver. 22. e6e6Se pi6ovpevoi,
ye shall be hated, was pre-announced at once to

the preachers, and to those who believed their

testimony. The Se'xeGvai or receiving is also

regarded in the di lierent corresponding de-
grees, from the believing obedience which is

paid to the testimony received, clown to the
slightest refreshment which is afforded in the
love of faith to the needy man because he is a

disciple of Christ. All is embraced again

within these two extremes, as in vers. 28 and 30
we found it to be between death and the losing

of a hair of the head. ElS ovo/ua, "in the

namef means, as freqently in the Mishna

DB>j5, UV> bv_> B#D> D*#», for the sake of any

thing ; and in this that faith is pre-supposed
even in the least exhibition of love, which
makes its subjects capable of the reception of

Christ in his servants, of the acknowledgment
of his name, and only thus of the confession

which will be rewarded. He who has done
good to the confessors of Christ, from merely

* We do not feel ourselves under obligation to

give up this interpretation, so conformable to the

context, on account of Lange's opposition, whose
profoundly abstract ideal exposition we willingly

leave our readers to compare with our own, and
prefer it if thoy may. We refer, on our part, to the

digest which we have given above, of the third por-

tion of the discourse, according to which the great
conclusion, that extends to all the messengers of
the Lord, naturally requires such " various degrees
beneath the apostolical dignity."

natural feeling, quand meme not parceque
(although, not because), derives not from thence
any connection with his legitimate and finally

victorious kingdom. Yet does this " in the
name " descend in its comprehension to the
lowest grade of faith, even to that which sim-
ply fears to deny to a disciple of Christ the
cup of cold water ; and the reward, as it is ex-
pressly declared, bears a strict relation to the
reception which his disciples meet. He who
can perceive and acknowledge the prophet as a
prophet, and the righteous man as a righteous
man, will partake of his reward—for through
such reception he characterizes himself as

likeminded with him whom he receives."*

In the case of the piupoi, little ones, whose
nozi^Eiv, giving to drink, is here something
different from, and less than what is meant in

ch. xviii. 5, the Lord descends below the ac-

tual dexF.fJBai, receiving : therefore he does
not promise to such the reward of a disciple,

but simply (as Mark ix. 41), that he shall not
lose his reward, that reward which is appro-
priate to him for that act. For every deed
actually performed in love has its future re-

ward (ch. vi. 2), if the right to it is not extin-

guished by preponderating sin : which brings
to mind Luke xvi. 9 (the preparatory recep-

tion into the kingdom of peace, even though
only as a Gibeonite and drawer of water cum
spe ascendendi), as well as Matt. xxv. 40 (where
mercy will rejoice against judgment, James
ii. 13). Suffice it that though the manner of

the fulfillment of those sayings remains among
the mysteries of the last things, thus much is

clear in this most gracious conclusion of far-

reaching promise, that the Lord designs to

comfort his own with his assurance that they
are regarded by him as 2^'ecious, and that the
estimation in which they are held by man, will

be matter of man's final judgment ; that the

least thing as well as the greatest in the de-

velopment of his struggling kingdom, and in the

fates of those who struggle for it, is regarded
and recorded in their favor ! There will come
finally a day of reckoning, which will super-

abundantly reward all that shall deserve re-

ward. Against that day the Lord gives his

disciples the bond of his third, "verily I say
unto you," as the seal of his eternal Amen

—

" I Jesus have said it with mine own mouth,
I will repay it " (Philem. 19). Thus speaks

he in his grace only of recompense; but he
also leaves an undertone of denunciation to be
inferred against those who despise—ver. 15

(Luke x. 16).

* Krummacher's Elias, (third Bandchen, p. 210).
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THE REPLY AND DISCOURSE CONCERNING JOHN'S IMPRISONMENT.

(Matt. xi. 4-30; Luke vii. 22-35 [xvi. 1G, x. 13-22J.)

The opinion was first broached by Tertul-
(ian. that John himself in his prison became
subject to weakness and obscuration of faith,

and admitted into his mind doubts concerning
Christ's person,—an opinion which was often

refuted in earlier times, and, indeed, might
seem to be very easy of refutation. We might
be disposed, if it were urgently demanded, to

allow thus much as possible in fact, viz : that

the manifestation of Christ's kingdom was to

his mind too long deferred, and that he would,

by this public and solemn question, challenge

the Lord to answer him by quicker action.

Scarcely could we declare this, however, but
we must again retract it, in deference to our
own clear convictions. Pre-supposing the con-

tents of John i. and iii. 27-30 to be true, it

seems impossible, both on grounds of human
psychology and divine administration, that
tins witness to the coming Light, created by
God and sent as such, in order that all might
believe in it, should have afterwards scandal-

ized the world by his own unbelief. It is,

moreover, just as impossible, that imprison-
ment should have proved too severe for the
man of the wilderness, or that the meek and
lowly One, whom his forerunner had instant-

ly felt, when he came to his baptism, to be
the Lamb of God, the appointed atonement,

should ever have been thought by that
forerunner too meek and too lowly in his

journeyings of mercy. It is equally impossi-

ble that he who from beginning to end, bowed
in such undoubting and profound homage
before Christ, as the servant before his Lord,
as the earthly before the heavenly, should ever
have ventured to think of interfering with
the lofty One, by the slightest word of human
impatience. But let us now directly observe
how the Lord in his discourse immediately
commenced in honor of John. He disclaims

for him (not without a design to contradict

the misunderstanding of his message, which
might possibly arise), in ver. 7, all inconstancy,

and in ver. 8, all impatient desire of better

days than he then saw, with a reference to his

well-known character from the very begin-

ning. Let us go on to hear, with ears rightly

disposed, the impressive confirmation of vers.

11-19, where the testimony of the forerunner

already come, is made the foundation for the as-

surance that the Messiah is also come ; and we
can no longer permit ourselves to regard the
warning of ver. 6, as a hint which the Baptist
himself required, and which might meet his

own case. They who still think so, have not
yet understood aright the whole discourse of
our Lord, which indeed as a continuous an-
swer most decisiveby explains the meaning of

the question which had been sent. No, John

acts in the prison, where he had heard from
his disciples what he had received as no other

than the " works of the Christ ^ (Luke vii. 18),*

in precise conformity with his own great func-

tion, to point his disciples to this Christ. Be-
cause, while they are dependent upon himself,

they are not thoroughly disposed to trust his

own words alone ; he therefore sends them to

Christ that they may ask him themselves :

and for their encouragement in going, He
meekly permits them to do this as from him-
self, and by his commission ; careless of any
misconstruction which might ensue, and leav-

ing its solution to his Lord who well knows
his mind.

Nearly thus was the question viewed by
Chrysostom, Euthymius, Theophylact, etc.,

among the fathers. Now, indeed, I stand
almost alone (even since the first edition of
the present work) in the maintenance of this

opinion; since most even of the later ortho-

dox expositors, with strange earnestness de-

clare themselves for an actual doubt on the
part of the Baptist, a wavering or defeat of
his faith, a "reaction from his earlier po-
sition," etc.f They can bring many arguments
for their view, and some of them containing
much truth in themselves. As a general posi-

tion, for instance, we are willing to admit that
believers, men of God, may fail, and from time
to time have fallen, into such obscurations of

faith ; but we cannot, by any means, admit
the application of it to the present case.

This would not be a sudden paroxysm of

weakness in faith, such as every Christian

knows by experience,! but would involve the
deliberate, palpable, public scandal of the re-

traction of the testimony, officially given at

an earlier time, and of the utmost importance,
by the same person " who came for a witness "

(John i. 7) ; and such an anomaly would be
without precedent among all the prophets,
messengers, and witnesses of God.
The excellent Neander, even, expresses his

* Alford is not quite right when he says that

"this is the only place where that name (rov
Xpi6rov ), standing alone, is given to our Lord
in this Gospel." Properly speaking it is not so
given here, but it is only designed to say, that John
heard " the Messiah works (of this Jesus)."

t Lange adheres undeviatingly to his opinion
" that even the Baptist must be regarded as having
been, for a moment, among those who misappre-
hended Christ "—against which, the second verse
of Matthew, well weighed, already protests. Ficker,
in his Sermons, " The Doubters of the New Testa-
ment," devotes to our text the third of his sermons,
and places the Baptist himself among the doubters.

X Thus Hengstenburg iu his Chrisiologie.
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opinion, that while " scientific knowledge and

judgments, once obtained by logical induction,

can never again be lost, so long as the powers

of the mind remain unimpaired," the convic-

tions of faith, which spring from processes of

the higher life, are not so secure and lasting
;

but what shall we say to this, in view of the

shifting, changeable scientific positions and

logical inductions of our learned philosophers

before us ! We rather maintain, with the

fullest assurance of right, that what comes to

us from above as revelation, is far more immov-
ably rooted in the mind than our philosophy

and* logic ; and that most assuredly what is

revealed by official testimony of the highest

importance could never be left exposed to the

consequences of the human infirmity of the

witness, and thereby to the eventual public

contradiction of that testimony. The divine

permission may allow it to be so with us

preachers and theologians; but the Baptist

whose prerogative it was to be the herald of

the Messiah to the Jewish nation and the

world, occupied, in the counsels and plans of

God for his kingdom, so high an official posi-

tion, that we cannot suppose him to have been

permitted by God to sink below it for a mo-
ment. We beg that this point may be care-

fully observed, as generally, in consequence of

a want of adherence to the entireness of this

plan, it is most unwarrantably overlooked.

When John the Baptist testifies of Christ as

the Lamb of God, that testimony must rest

upon unclouded and distinct knowledge, pene-

trating into Scripture truth, and firmly held

in the spirit ; a knowledge and assurance, to

say the least, as little likely to be lost as any

logical induction. In Neander himself we
perceive traces of a suspicion that his view is

untenable, since he ventures to affirm that the

author of the report of the doubting question

could not have been acquainted with the ear-

lier testimony borne by the Baptist to Jesus,

else he would not have failed to notice it in

his account! How little disposed we are to

concede such ignorance in the Evangelists, our

readers well know.
According to Von Gerlach, " John, notwith-

standing his illumination for the earlier testi-

mony, stood yet within the economy of the

Old Covenant, and had the same internal con-

flict, as the disciples of Jesus had afterwards
;

for he found that, quite contrary to his suppo-

sition, the kingdom of God did not appear in

external manifestation of power." Actually

the same, does he think, as that of the disci-

ples while yet receiving their training and not

yet installed into their office ? And did not

his prophetic illumination, about which we
hear nothing in the case of the disciples, his

official grace and official consecration make any
difference in his favor? The ambassador and

his public character as such are too much lost

sight of in the mere personal man. Nor is

there the slightest, trace in his earlier public

testimonies of any proof that he did intend to

announce a kingdom of external authority.

It is also said that " in his temptation he lost

the traces of the divine enlightenment"—but
I would ask again whether an Isaiah in the
economy of the Old Testament would have
lost such tokens ? Now the Baptist is greater

than all the prophets before him, and stands

upon the very threshold of the New Covenant.
That single word concerning the Lamb of God
reveals to us a degree of certain knowledge,
which, while in harmony with the illumina-

tion of all former prophecy, left no room for

those Messianic expectations to which even
the disciples in some degree still clung. If the

utmost were granted, that he for a while
doubted, pondered, wavered in his prison

(which, however we do not believe); yet the

open and public question could never have
been permitted of God. Von Gerlach again

makes a concession, when he says that " it

was his desire, at the same time, to direct his

disciples to Jesus, through the resolution of

the doubt "—to this we also adhere ; but if he
had desired the satisfaction of anjr mere doubt,

for his own sake, he would not have asked, in a

plain, broad question

—

Art thou or art thou
not the Messiah ? It is rather the very strik-

ing point of the question, which appears to be
in conflict with his own previous testimony
(This is He !), that in this background it pre-

supposes him to mean (as all the people, after

the discourse of Jesus would observe)—For
my own part, I know and have borne my wit-

ness, but let him tell you himself, my disci-

ples, that ye may believe (John i. 7). Ever}r

thoughtful mind must have thus understood
this question put by this witness, must have
supposed that another meaning lay beneath
it ; somewhat as if the minister of state should

let the king be asked, if he were really king.

Finally, it is said that the "obscuration"
which befell the '' witness of the light," did

not consist in any uncertainty as to the person

of the Lord (this, however, is the literal sense

of his question, which, consequently, is given

up in its letter), so much as in a kind of "im-
patience " which could not await the critical

time:* but we have radical scruples about

this ; for not only must it necessarity have

sprung from a grievous lack of spiritual per-

ception in John, but it would further involve

a contradiction to that ever humble relation

of John to the Lord, which rendered such

reminding and prompting utterly impossible

to him. Losselt has lately put this in tho

most objectionable form :
" Scarcely was he

in the prison than the time began to seem
already long, before Jesus began to glorify

himself in him (?) : and thus failing, die not

only entertained doubts himself, but infected

his disciples also." This is thoughtless and

foolish language concerning the greatest pro-

phet, who himself well knew his fate as a

* To Hase " it was not doubt bnt monition." S<?

Lan»e thinks, " the question of John has not been

sufficiently considered in the light of an impatient

desire for Christ's open manifestation."

fin bis Wocheiillatte—a Der Fischer" (1840,

I No. 50).
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prcphet, and suffered patiently, all the more
patiently as he had announced for the Messiah

»nly the death of a victim.

In opposition to all these various hypothe-
ses, whether strongly or firmly held, of other-

wise orthodox men, I cannot but take my
stand with Niemeyer, who, in his Charakttris-

tik der Bibel (new edit., i., p. 57), firmly ad-

heres to the right, against all these untenable

views, and though not following the tradi-

tional orthodoxy in other respects, does so

with great simplicity of judgment ; and with
Schleiermacher, whosetsout with the assertion

that " John himself could not have enter-

tained doubts as to the Messiahship of Jesus,"

although he then hazards the supposition that

the words of the messengers have been by ab-

breviation placed in that false light. We
think this latter idea not at all necessary.

As those words lie in the record, John does

not merely permit a question to be asked " for

appearance," an idea that is to be instantly

rejected, but with an earnestness which both

Jesus and the people understood, bids his

disciples go and ask him th.mselves. We can-

not see any thing inappropriate in this view,

and its acceptance alone makes the whole
procedure conceivable and comprehensible.
" To direct his disciples to Jesus, nothing more

would be wanting than distinctive explanations

from their master," is the opinion of Braune
;

but we cannot agree to this, for in the case of

the greater part of John's disciples, who were
not induced to go to Christ, the direct con-

trary was the fact. Nor was it a " circuitous

way," but the only one which would succeed,

to send some of them directly to the Lord.*

But enough of preliminary polemics and
defence ; let us go to the text. What Mat-
thew communicates in this entire chapter, is

a progressive series of sayings, spoken contin-

uously, and forming one great concerted dis-

course, gradually advancing towards its climax,

which, in vers. 27-30 gives the most, complete
answer to the question that had been received.

The Evangelist plainly asserts this in vers. 7

and 20 (in both cases alike ijp^ava, began),

and in ver. 25, hv kxEivoa rqj xtxipoo aitoupi-

Seii, at that time he answered; and it is no ob-

jection to this that Luke, who, in ch. vii., gave

the greater part of this discourse in literal

unison with Matthew, has afterwards recorded

sundry repetitions of it as actually uttered

on another occasion, ch. x. and ch. xvi. 1G.

We do right, therefore, to regard the whole,

as it here lies before us, as the discourse of

Jesus on occasion of the message of John ; and

* Alford will pot altogether accept my view, but

concedes that "the idea of his faith beinji weak-

ened by his imprisonment, is quite inconsistent not

only with John's character, but with our Lord's

discourse in this place." Be it so. If he now,

being himself convinced, only desired a declaration

from our Lord's own mouth, this declaration cer-

tainly was not intended for his own sake, but for

his disciples to quiet them, to " set them at rest
"

as Alford says. Wherein, in that case, do we differ 1

shall take a general glance at the process oi

thought in its advancing development, before

we enter upon the exposition itself. The
well-disposed reader, to whom our summaries
may have already commended themselves,

will find this arrangement confirmed, by read-

ing it again after the exposition has been

read. The one fundamental theme from be-

ginning to end may be thus expressed: The
Lord speaks of the faith and unbelief of his

own generation, in the twofold testimony ex-

tant in it, which both prepared for and offered

the kingdom of heaven ; the kingdom which
was as assuredly come as the two ipxoM £^ ot

.

or comers were.
The whole resolves itself into three main

sections—for in the things of God, we find al-

most every where a trichotomy. First is the

direct answer to those who were sent (vers.

4-6), as an introductory preface, which already

intimates all that follows ; then (vers. 7-19),

the continuous discourse to the people con-

cerning John and Christ, in their harmony
with one another, and consentient testimony

;

finally, from verse 21 onwards, the conclusion

addressed to the faith and unbelief of his own
age, uttered with the highest contrasts of se-

verity and gentleness.

I. The answer to the messengers points out

the manifest signs of him who has come, both in

his digniti/ and in his humility—as shown in

miracles and in preaching, wdiose agreement

both with prophecy and with each other,

should be evidence enough for faith ; and in

that lowliness, also prophesied, at which un-

belief takes offence. In this the two follow-

ing sections are already sketched and prepared

for, which may be defined as first, exposition

of the testimony now among them, but which
so few believed, and then warninc; against un-

belief; at the close of the whole, however,

there is an additional invitation to faith, pro-

ceeding from most obvious mercy and grace.

The indication of the signs in word and wrork

is directed apparently to John at first, from

whom the question came ; as .the gracious One
was not willing harshly to unveil before the

people by any word of his the state of things

in the messengers themselves, to their shame
and effence. First, it is given generally, those

things which %e do hear and see; then follows a

specific statement, in consistency with predic-

tion. In verse 6, however, there follows an-

other sign of the appearance of the Messiah,

also the subject of prophec}r
, but which is a

stumbling-block to men ; and the Lord uses

such an expression as must refer to the disci-

pits of John, first of all (a slight contrast with
their Master being implied), and, at the same
time, to all who are unbelievers. Warning
and promise to unbelief and to faith, are here

interwoven ; and consequently we may regard

/uaxapioi, "blessed," as being a prelude to

the gracious invitation which in vers. 28-30

forms the conclusion.*

* Not that our Lord himself consciously and pur-

posely so ordered it. The harmony and signifi-
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II. In order, however, decisively to prevent
all misunderstanding of the mission, and that
he may take the question, in the sense in

which John put it, as occasion for a further
and true answer to it, the Lord proceeded,
when the messengers had departed,* to speak
to the people concerning John. But he speaks
of John as the forerunner who had come, and
consequently, at the same time, and after-

wards more expressly, concerning himself as

also come. This is, so to speak, the predomi-
nant instruction and exposition in the middle of
the discourse, which lays the foundation for

the warning and 'promise of its decisive close.

The substance of its contents is : the public,

though generally discredited, testimony of the

days of John tlie Baptist, and of Christ for their

contemporaries, in its convincing connection
and harmony. Specific instruction (vers. 7-15)
precedes, and a progressive reference to unbelief
and faith (vers. 16-19) prepare for the follow-
ing most emphatic threatening and promise.

1. The instructive comment speaks in vers.

7-11 of John, in vers. 11-15 of Christ ; but the
latter reference is veiled, as always, before
the people, so that the name " Christ " is

avoided : }
ret all who had ears to hear must

have heard in his words evidence enough as to
who that " Son of Man " (ver. 19) could be.

who came as John had come. Concerning John,
first, what he is not, convincingly to refute the
misapprehension which might arise among the
people then (and among expositors now); by
a natural figure describing the earlier John,
the unshaken man of the wilderness (vex. 7),
and then, in plainer and stronger terms, des-
cribing John as he then was, and now is, the
same man in imprisonment, who even there is

consistent with his former self and does not,

through inconstancy or desire of freedom, put
a question concerning that noio, which he had
then so fearlessly testified (ver. 8). Assuredly,
a most plain and undeniable argument ! Then
follows positively, and based upon this, what
he is: not only a prophet; like one of the pro-
phets (still in transition from the negative,
ver. 9), but the greatest among all, and after all

the messengers of God down to this time : the
forerunner of Christ (ver. 10), himself predicted
by other prophets, the only one enjoying this
honor save that One, who is emphatically
6 epxop-EvoS (the Comer), and therefore the
greatest of all the prophets, the Baptist (ver.

11). And if this man has fulfilled his func-
tion (for in his prison he is even now drawing
nigh to the end of his mission), who then am
I ? The Lord does not now utter this openly,
yet it is decisively involved in these words,
which only derive their full exposition from a

cance which are preserved in a poetical work cf art
through all its detail, is not regarded as the re-

sult of an elaborate arrangement marked out either
before or during the writing of it; but our com-
ments upon the organism of the words of the Holy
Ghost have been foolishly misunderstood, as if

some such thing as this was signified.

* As Matthew significantly does not omit to re-

mark.

general view of the whole connection and
spirit of the context.
And now, the kingdom of heaven itself arises

before us in its altogether new dignity, so that
he in it who is least, is greater than the great-

est who are without and at its threshhold, as

we find it still in ver. 11. It enters in with

power : such is the meaning of the designedly

obscure sentence (ver. 12), which is so arranged

as to embrace the mighty, constraining wit-

ness which had been borne, and its results,

both in the mighty opposition of unbelief, and
the mighty pressing in of faith ; blending the

whole into one vivid description of the great

crisis, which has plainly arrived. It is the

time offulfillment 1 The time of prophecy, of

preparation is past (ver. 13); the forerunner,

who is himself a portion of this fulfillment is

come (ver. 14) ; and therefore—but the re-

mainder scarcely needed to be expressed : He
that has ears to hear, let him hear ! (ver. 15).

This is the conclusion of the comment upon
the present circumstances which had trans-

pired.

2. There now follows a reference to the

unbelief and the faith which* responded to that

mighty testimony which was so publicly given

to the kingdom of heaven in this important

age. That reference, however, is predomi-
nantly to the predominant unbelief of the gener-

ation as a whole ; for the circumstances of the

case required this, the few who believed in

the midst of so overwhelming a majority of

unbelievers not being in the first instance

regarded at all. The universal unbelief of the

childish children of this age, which had never-

theless beheld and heard the most wonderful

things, appears as uttering its own condemna-
tion, dishonoring itself while dishonoring God.

The two who had cume are placed in opposition

to their own generation, which, in its infatua-

tion, would neither hear the law nor the Gospel,

neither submit to repentance nor accept the

kingdom of heaven ; this opposition being first

exhibited in a vivid and convincing simile

(vers. 16, 17), and then in a direct, explana-

tory declaration (vers. 18, 19). But, finally,

there is an encouraging glance at the rare and

infrequent faith, by which the childlike chil-

dren of wisdom—her truly docile and instruct-

ed scholars—justify the revelation of God in

the twofold unity of its exhibition, and are

themselves evidence and seals of the truth of

the testimony both of John and of Christ

(John iii. 3o).

III. The sublime and impressive conclusion

is now sufficiently prepared for, which is put

by the Spirit of the Father into the lips of the

Son, his soul being first moved to holy wiath,

and then by quick transition to gentle and
inviting meekness. That which, in ver. 6, was
expressed as a combination of threatening and

promise, learning and invitation, is now distri-

buted in detail ; the " blessed is he " being

resolved into woe*, denounced against those

who have been offended in him, and gracious

invitation to corresponding blessedness for sucb

as come to him and accept his yoke.
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1. The threatening of impending judgment
upon the general, unbelief is as yet confined
within the limits of Galilee (with allusion to

ch. x. 15), the immediate scene of our Lord's

first wonderful works ; the towns being named
first (two of them selected as examples, vers.

21, 22), and then the proud capital (vers. 23,

24), the specification of which contains a latent

reference to Jerusalem.
2. The invitation to blessedness and rest for

the soul, which does not cease, even in the

midst of general unbelief, to sound forth in

accents of meekness and patience, is put by
the Father into the mouth of the Son, through
an internal consolation, which he received at

the same moment, stilling the holy zeal of his

indignation b\' the view of the Father's never-
failing honor in his simple ones. Hence, the
Lord first answer* this secret inspiration (vers.

25, 26), b}r a lowly yet sublime glorification of
the Father, which submissively sees the good
pleasure of God's counsel as the ground of the

procedure depicted in vers. 16-19, and of the
resulting faith and unbelief, though its wis-

dom the wise cannot comprehend. This is fol-

lowed by the preaching of the Gospel to the
poor and the wretched (verse 5), bursting as a

stream of love from the depths of this pro-

found and mysterious principle. The Lord
descends from the high contemplation of his

eternal dignity, and the Father's eternal coun-
sel, to the wretched objects of his Gospel of

mercy. The Father hath delivered all things

to the Son, he reveals and imparts blessedness

only through him; but the Son invites «//,* all,

that is, who feel their misery and their need
of him, in order that they may find refresh-

ment and rest under his easy yoke, and his

light burden !

Here, then, the answer to John's question
reaches its fullest emphasis and expression

—

I verity am He; come unto me, and wait for

no other ! Here, also, the Gospel of Matthew
(which being the first, was yet written with
the same aim as the last, to produce the belief

that Jtsns is the Chi is', the Sou of God), reaches

its first impressive concluding point, so that
we may fitly make it the close of the lirst

portion of our exposition.! We might pause
here to remark and to adore the divine wis-

dom, also, in the arrangement of the Gospels
;

especially to observe the significant conclusion

of Matthew's cllapters, as they progressively

follow. Ch. i. closes with the most holy name
of Jesus—ch. ii. with that of the despised Na-
zareth—ch. iii. gives the voice from heaven,

which testifies of this Jesus of Nazareth, This
is my beloved Son ! Upon this trilogy of intro-

duction, ch. iv. follows at its close designating
and opening up the scene of his words and
works—ch. vii. gives the grand conclusion of

the lirst great discourse—ch. Lw, after the first

*Noi meiely the Son of David, and the seed of

Abraham (ch. i. 1).

f Although iu another, and more formal relation,

the beginning of the Parables in ch. xiii. might
have well formed the cormneucemeut of a section.

cj'cle of examples of his miraculous works,
which already excited the enmity of the Phar-
isees, casts at its close the glance of mercy up-

on the great harvest then waiting in the land
—ch. x., at the end of the first mission, di-

rects that glance into the far future, where
nothing should remain unreicarded—and ch. xi.

closes with this sublime, Come unto me! And
so also may it be seen in the same way how
ch. xii. (chs. xiii. and xiv. in contrast with
each other), chs. xvi., xix., xxii., xxiii., xxv.,

terminate respectively in the most significant

conclusions.

Verse 4 is indeed spoken, corresponding as

it does with the words of the message, as if

the Lord regarded the pregnant question as

actually the question of John himself, and di-

rected to him, also his answer. But this is

only the result of his gracious condescension
to the weakness of the messengers, with which
he sympathises even as their master had done

;

and we cannot so regard it as to say (with Al-

ford) that t lie Lord would not have thus an-
swered, had not the question come directly

from the Baptist himself. Or, are we to re-

ceive the words of Luke (vers. 18, 19), accord-

ing to their plain letter, which in npooHcxXE-
6a/.ievoi ait£j.iipEy calling to him—he sent, and
yet more in 8vo rii^d?, a certain two, seems to

intimate that the whole matter proceeded di-

rectly from John ? No, Luke, although he has
not recorded the Baptist's earlier direction of

his disciples to Jesus, and here appends an ex-
planation of the subject in all its relations

(vers. 29, 30j, yet pre-supposes, from his ear-

lier (ch. iii. 22;, as well as from the immedi-
ately following discourse of Jesus, that his

thoughtful readers will understand him aright,

when he thus objectively relates the circum-
stance. The individual Evangelists naturally

pre-suppose and take for granted rather too
much than too little in their compressed nar-
ratives, without comments ; and toe must re-

member that we now have the whole under
our e} f e. Nothing was nearer the Baptist's

heart, since the first public manifestation of

Jesus, than to direct his own disciples to him,
with an incessantly repeated— Behold the
Lamb of God ! this is He ! We perceive this

once and again in John i. 29-37, and John iii.

24-30 is an example and testimony instar om-
nium, of the manner in which John from that
time to his imprisonment, dealt with and
spoke to those of Ins disciples whose minds
were not yet clearly convinced as to the
claims of Jesus. Consequently, those who
were still his disciples, who remained attached
to him, and would rather adhere to him in his

imprisonment than go over to the Nazarene,
were eo ipso, only such as could not and would
not believe that that Nazarene was the Christ.

When Luke, therefore, writes Suo rivdi zaiv

liaBr/raiv avroii,* "a certain two of his dis.

* The reading dice roov naSrjr&v, in Matthew,
though now preferred, is to us doubtful. At most
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ciples." He takes it 4br granted, by a presup-

position natural enough to himself, though
perhaps, if we may say so, not sufficiently

mindful of Theophilus, that the forerunner

had on good grounds sent these men to Christ.

John, who had said before—But I must de-

crease ! and who had a clear perception from

beginning to end, of his one only duty to pre-

pare the way, in his own entire course, for him
who was to come, knew that he was to fulfill

his course only through imprisonment and
death, that thus he must contribute to de-

stroy all carnal expectations of the Messiah,

and then make way for him to whom his own
mission referred. It is an object deeply im-

pressed upon his heart, to send, before his own
expected d<nth, all such as were not convinced

by him of the Messiahship of Jesus, to Jesus

himself; and he selects, of his own accord,

two among the number of those thus situated,

possibly two pre-eminent doubters, for this

decisive mission. His question, like that of

the Lord himself, in Matt. xvi. 13, has the

benefit of the disciples in view. But when
the Lord makes answer—Go and shno John

o.gain those things which ye do hear and see,

he only refers them again, for their conviction

and humiliation, to what they had already

done—Tell him again, that he may again tell

you—these are the works of Christ! The
question was, Do we look for another ? are we,

by renewed weary waiting, to expect a Future

which never appears? The answer cries in

impressive response—No ! He is here, he whom
ye look for, all that was to come, is manifestly

before you, to be heard, and seen : prophecy has

become reality and history before your eyes

and ears, as well as those of all the people

(Luke iv. 21). The hearing refers first of all

to the rumor which (according to Luke vii.

17) had gone forth throughout all Judea, and
throughout all the region round about, con-

cerning the wonderful works of Jesus, and
which had been reported to John. The seeing

adds to this the then present confirmation to

their eyes ; for in the same hour, Luke tells us,

he cured many of their infirmities and plagues,

so that no further answer was in reality need-

ed than—Open your eyes, and ye find it so !

But then the words which follow, further em-
brace both the hearing and the seeing in one

;

and it is not without significance that what
they hear comes first, thus placing the last-

mentioned preaching of the Gospel before the

seeing of the miracles. (For here Maithew is

more exact than Luke, wiio inverts this or-

der.) To speak quite strictly, the seeing

must turn to hearing, the miracles must be-

come words, and the works must be witnesses,

that so, by hearing them, faith may come.
The miracles confirm the preaching, but the
preaching explains their significance: hence,
in verse 15 it is only—He that hath ears to

hear, let him hear !

Verse 5. The Lord had indeed, in a certain

it, only freely describes the circumstance as it ap-

peared—the disciples were permitted to ask as in

John's name.

sense, said all in this first word, but he gra-

ciously points with his finger to evidences oi

his mission, even in deference to their desire,

performing himself the work of the Baptist
to John's disciples. In exhibiting these in

detail he refers to passages in the prophets
as fulfilled ; but with a grandeur of applica-

tion which should be evident to our modern
scribes, in proportion as it is free frt.m any
such petty exhibition of personal marks and
signs, as their wisdom, in a certain sense,

rightly repudiates. The same Isaiah, to whom
the Baptist had appealed when his authority
was questioned, out of whose prophecy ho
had taken his testimony to the Lamb of God,
is on that very account brought forward again
by Jesus himself. He predicts in ch. xxix.
the siege and destruction of Jerusalem (but
not merely of that which was immediately
impending, comp. ver. 3 with Luke xix. 43),
then the blinding and delusion of Israel, then
the great change that will twice take place be-

tween the forest and the field, the fruitful field

and the wilderness—first in the rejection oi

Israel and the admission of the Gentiles, then
finally when Israel's hardness shall pass away,
so that the deaf again hear the words of the
book, the eyes of the Hind see, and the meek

(nrojxoi) have joy in the Lord. The same
prophecy recurs with additional emphasis in

ch. xxxv., the sublime concluding chapter of

the first portion of Isaiah's prophecies. When
Idumea is judged, the desert shall blossom
abundantly, and the salvation of God shall

appear; when the eyes of the blind shall be
opened, and the ears of the deaf shall be un-
stopp'ed, then shall the lame man leap as an
hart, and the tongue of the dumb sing praise '.

That which in these two passages, pointing

far forward to the fiaal restoration of Israel,

is obviously predicted, as we say, in a spiritual

meaning, as typical of internal spiritual heal-

ing (though the second of them includes

external prosperity), our Lord here indicates

as having received also a physical fulfillment,

or as embodied in his miracles of healing. He
quotes in the same manner as his Evangelist

does (Matt. viii. 17) ; for in the living relation

between prophecy and fulfillment there is a

reciprocal alternation, so that prophetic an-

nouncements which were delivered in sensible

figures, are illustrated in their spiritual re-

ality, and on the other hand, predictions not

intended in their external sense, are never-

theless fulfilled in physical embodiment (The
entrance of Christ into Jerusalem upon the

ass, as the Prince of Peace, is an instance in

point.) The Messiah's miracles of healing, as

such, and as physical in themselves, could not

be predicted, since prophecy deals with the

internal meaning and mystery of things ; they

could, only be contemplated beforehand in the

same signification which they bear to those

who behold them jn their external and actual

appearance, viz : as symbols of spiritual healing.

The accordance, first, between Christ's preach-

ing of salvation to the poor and the miserable,

and his beneficent miracles of healing, and
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then the accordance of both these, of what is

both heard and seen in him, with what is writ-

ten concerning him who was to come, consti-

tute his works a sign and testimony that it is

He.
The Lord, proposing; to give examples (of

course not complete) of his works—the mira-

ckUl, pmdicta, benefice/,, multa, variet, (Bengel)
which testify of him, constructs a succession

of three members, each of which embraces
two parts joined by the conjunctive xai, and
(which Luke does not observe). He mentions
the blind and the lame first, out of the prophe-
cies, one being taken from each ; he then con-

nect the deaf, found in both these passages,

with the lepers, found in neither. Isaiah's say-

ing concerning the dumb is passed ovtr, as also

much else in the detail of fulfillment ; for in-

stance, the casting out of devils (which in

Luke, vcr. 21, had just taken place before

their eyes) is included in the healing of the
sick. For the Lord who takes no delight in

the detailed relation of his own works, though
he must now condescend to it, hastens with
profound meaning to that greatest act, which
transcended all prophecy or expectation

—

the dead eire raised up—in order to connect it,

for its right interpretation, with the itveoxoi

evayye'X.iZovrcx.1, the poor have tlte Gospel

preached unto them. For it was already a pro-

verb among the Jews, that God always goes
beyond his promised grace, and gives ever in

addition something new and still greater.

There must of course have taken place more
awakenings of the dead than one, when the
Lord said this ; we read of the first in Matt.
ix., Luke has recorded the other at Nain, and
this also was included in all those things
which the disciples of John showed him of.*

Now, because the works of Jesus had gone so

far as the raising of the dead, and yet he did

nothing further for the advent of his kingdom
or the deliverance of their imprisoned master,
the disciples of John told him of these tilings

with some mixture of displeasure and offence

at such a state of things, just as before in

John iii. 20. The Lord penetrates all this. He
does not now say—And captives have deliver-

ance preached to them, according to his quo-
tation from Isa. lxi. 1 at Nazareth, where the

spiritual meaning was plain. Still less does
he say—^And the kingdom of God is made
manifest, which, uttered now, neither the peo-

ple nor the disciples were capable of under-
standing. Buthe quite unexpectedly, though
rightly, according to prophecy and fulfillment,

appends to the greatest miracle of raising the
dead that last and greatest of all testimonies,

* It is made equivalent to certainty, by internal

evidence, that the young man at Nain was raised

after the daughter of Jairus ; and so the various

leading rc5 for vr) eB,f/i, Luke vii. 11 (overlook-

ed by Ebrard). acquires a decisive significance in

the harmony. [ In this transposition of these events,

however, the author stands almost alone among
harmonists. He is still influenced by his theory

of exalting the accuracy of Matthew at the ex-

Dense or tbat of Luke.

—

Am. Ed]
13

which itself exhibits the true significance of

all the former

—

the preaching of the Gospel to

the poor !* This last is taken at once from
lsa. lxi. l,andxxix. 19: the evayyeAigovrai,
have the Gospel preached, falling at the close of
the answer, has the chief emphasis, that the
kingdom of heaven is come: the ittooxoL, poor,

are, first of all, the externally mean, to whom,
without money and without the Rabbinical
price for teaching, the joyful tidings are an-
nounced as a free gift, but also, and essen-
tially, the poor and mournful in spirit, such as

those of which Isa. lxi. 1 speaks.f The
preaching of repentance went forth also to the
rich and exalted, yea, rightly understood, to
those distinctively; the Gospel belongs to the
low and the miserable. The preaching con-
tinues ever to this day, and produces in meu's
souls all these works of Christ, of which history
is full, and more abounding and truly than
could then have been heard and seen with
bodily eyes and ears. The blind see (Acts
xxvi. 18), the dead arise, hearing the voice of
the Son of God (John v. 25), which is imme-
diately connected with the former by uai.\
Those who sit in the prison-house hear of it

when it is announced to them by those who
yet know not themselves the meaning of what
they say; or those who will not know and
embrace it: for there follows one more ra/,
which introduces the critical seventh member
of the paragraph.

Verse 6. This uai is not but—the offence of

many at the humble circumstances of the
Messiah, notwithstanding all his wonderful
works, is also a token and sign of his person
derived from prophecy (Isa. Iii. 13-14, liii. 2,

viii. 14). The Lord gives utterance, thus, to
what he had ofttimes experienced since his
first manifestation in Nazareth, to what had,
alas, become now as well known as his works
themselves

;
yet it is not included in what

they had heard and seen, and should tell John
again ; but (as if to intimate that) this manner
of speaking passes into learning, which might
be applicable to the disciples-themselves whom
he addressed :g I know well that ye have yet
somewhat in your hearts against me ; else

would ye not have come to ask, when the

* For thus must it be translated, cbmp. 2 Sam,
xviii. 31, Septuagint; and with another subject in

the passive, Luke xvi. 16. That the poor preached
the Gospel, cannot be the question here.

t Certainly not, as Schleiermacher supposed :

"Those who are not in condition in the legal sense
to shine out, nrooxoi Hard vopov uai itapai-
8o6iv.'"

% This is the truth in Schleiermacher's strange
idea that the raising of the dead is to be taken
only figuratively, since otherwise there would be a
tone of vain-glory quite foreign to the manner of
Jesus. How has this great theologian stumbled
and lost his way, when the true exposition of
Scripture is concerned

!

$ There is no ground whatever for referring this

warning to the Baptist himself, and thence to de-
rive a supposed proof that he himself had been
offended in Jesus.
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answer which ye have received had been al-

ready so plainly given. The truly poor under-

stand the Gospel message, and receive it in

faith, so that they rejoice in the Lord. To all

others the works testify aloud : This is He

!

yet the preaching which they also hear, being

no more than preaching, so that even the

raising of the dead is no more than a call to

dead souls to life in God, shows them the great

truth, that he is not suck a Messiah as they ex-

pected and would have. To him who gives

not his heart to the preaching, all miracles are

vain for its explanation, and remain themselves

misunderstood. Thus, then, the Lord gave

a plain and concise answer to a plain and
concise question—and the concluding words
touch precisely the spirit that put the ques-

tion. Instead of crying

—

1 am He ! (which

indeed would have been but of little ser-

vice), he searches out in these disciples, and
in the people (with regard to whom this last

saying was a transition to the following dis-

course) all that unbelief and delusion which
stood in the way of the acknowledgment of him-

self, in order that their faith might be excited

to overcome all offence, and respond to him

—

Yea, thou art He ! to Him who sometimes
proclaims his wonderful I in kingly majesty

over all things and over all persons, and some-
times restrains it as here, though with all his

humility it cannot but come out in the final

words of his reply; in the dxavdaXitiSfj iv
ejuoi, "shall be offended in me."

Verses 7—11. Now first, as the disciples

departed or when they had gone, Jesus began

to speak concerning John: by which the Evan-

gelist would assure us, in an undertone, that

he had not referred to the Baptist before,

especially not in his last saying touching

offence. But why did he let them first depart,

and not utter what follows in their hearing ?

The Evangelist's observation makes a latent

design perceptible, without anticipating, how-
ever, the thought of the reflecting reader by
any direct reflection of his own. The disci-

ples of John had obtained what they wanted,

a decisive answer to the desire of their ques-

tion, which, if not directly expressed, was
plain enough for their after-meditation. Any
thing further said for them or done in their

presence, would have had an evil effect.

Would it have been fitting that the Lord
should endeavor, by detailed and continued

explanations, to ripen or hasten the develop-

ment of the slowly struggling faith of these

not insignificant " men " (Luke ver. 20), upon
whom their master had already expended
much pains ? This would have been far less

effectual than the brief message with its

piercing point at the close ; and would have
assumed before the people the unbecoming
appearance of exceedingly sedulous anxiety
concerning them on his part. Or, was any-

thing further requisite to be communicated to

John ? Assuredly not, for both the angel of

preparation and the Angel of the Covenant
understood one another perfectly well, accord-

ing to a far better plan of common operation

than that which, as is the opinion of many
fools, they had concerted in the lodges of the
Essenes. What our Lord goes on to say con-
cerning John, it was needless that his disci-

ples should carry to him for his consolation
;

and its appearance would have been that of

adulation to the people. But so much the
more necessary was it that the people, in

whose minds the great question had excited

many thoughts, should have a further testi-

mony and assurance that John was not, as at

first sight it might have seemed, in doubt con-

cerning Jesus.*

The entire history of the Baptist, which at

the time caused so great a sensation, had now
to a great extent faded away and become
old ; the Lord, therefore, wisely takes this

occasion to bring it back to the people's

thoughts, and speaks concerning it in a man-
ner similar to ch. xxi. 24, 25. lie commences
by giving his due honor to the man who ir

this inconstant, childish generation had fallen

into unhonored oblivion ; and by pointing out
the permanent dignitj' of the prisoner, whom
he, however, does not release. He founds up-

on the testimony of his forerunner, which,
without miracles (John x. 41), had awakened
so universal a response, the evidence of his

own Messiahship, and of the presence of the
kingdom of heaven. The general concourse

of the people to the preacher in the wilderness,

however little permanent effect resulted from
it, was a public confession on which an ap-

peal to them might always afterwards be
founded ; they had willingly heard the an-

nouncement " Repent ye," they had for the
most part submitted to baptism, and thereby
confessed not only that they were sinners,

but that they admitted repentance to be the

otiln way to the kingdom of heacen. All this

they are reminded of by the Lord's questions,

and by the sharp sayings which recall the
scene, and vividly paint it before their mem-
ory. How was it then, when ye flocked to

the wilderness ? While he thus speaks con-

cerning John, he is in reality speaking also

concerning them, and piercing their heart*

and consciences.

Verses 7—9. These words of our Lord be-

long pre-eminently to those of his discourses

which most illustriously exhibit his wisdom
in teaching. Under a simple and popular ex-

pression, the essential meaning of which every

one who heard it must have understood, and
the strongly marked form of which would
cleave to the memory, there is concealed an
endless fulness of deep thoughts and of in-

terwoven relations, which only by degrees

would rise before the thoughtful attention.

The thrice repeated—What Avent ye out for tc

see 1 is itself a most emphatic reference to the

impulse which urged them to go forth, and also

to what they learned from thus going forth,

bringing forcibly to their minds both the one
and the other. But what follows each simi-

* This correct view is found distinctly and ex-
pressly maintained in Chrysostom (.Horn, xxxvii).
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lar question in progressive development, is

arranged with a precise and specific purpose.

The discourse proceeds from the reed of the
wilderness, from the external scene thus vividly

recalled, to the man or the person who was to

be seen there, and then advancing still further,

to the dignity of his personality, as a prophet.

The great point here to which the rest leads

is this—to mark out this man in the wilder-

ness in the well-known, deeply-stamped char-

acter of his whole life, first in his constancy in

opposition to mm, then in his self-denying
severity against himxclf, and finally, in his

high office and calling of God. Nor is this

enough—a third climax is observable. The
first question joins issue with the secret

thought and expectation of many, that the
rigor of this new preacher of repentance
would soon relax, and that he would not stand
immovably firm to his first appeal.* But the
second question, after the former has shamed
their secret suspicion, introduces by the aA/la

,

but (which thus receives its full force), another
application and turn of his challenge. The
under tone of the first was—" Is it not true,

that such was your first thought, and that it

would have well pleased you to find it so ?"

The second, on the other hand, conversely
signifies—"Is it not true, that ye assuredly
did nut, and could not have desired that, when
ye sought the man in the wilderness, having
already heard of his clothing and manner of

life?" Finally, the third question does not
like the second merely seize their external
impression of his personality as they found
him, but takes hold of the conviction , which
the preacher's words produced in all their

minds, that he was a prophet (ch. xxi. 26)—" Is

it not true, that j
7e found in him a prophet,

and were constrained to acknowledge him as

such ? But rising above all is the circum-
stance that the Lord only says they went out
to see somewhat, using, indeed, first the strong
Std6a.6Sai, to gaze (as if they had gone to a

spectacle), which is afterwards softened to the

more customary iSslv, to see ; while he does not

say, though it would have better befitted the

going out to a prophet, that they went out
dxoveiv, to hear. This is spoken with the same
tone in which the Lord formerly rebuked the

superficial, inconstant, and capricious conduct
of the people (John v. 35) ; and prepares the

way for the similitude of the sporting, childish

children given below. Men should go forth to

hear a prophet ; but this was far from their

thoughts : and here lay their great fault, in

spite of all their crowding forth, their aston-

ishment, their confession, and their baptism.

Again, taking the other side—they went to

ste, and yet did not rightly sie ; for in a true

prophet the prophet is really to be seen, and
in this case the whole manifestation of his

life showed and preached something pointing

* Roos :
'• We shall see how long this new

preacher of repentance will carry on li is preaching.

He wiJI presently become tired of it, will abate his

levcrity, and become again like one of ourselves."

to his great message. All these thoughts the
Lord's words would excite—how much he could

say with his few words ! (John vii. 4G).

The rent, shaken with the wind, in the first

question, should be understood at once lit-

erally and figuratively; for the evpression,

which is certainly taken from the locality of

the wilderness near the Jordan, just before-

mentioned, included both. Assuredly it was
not to see the reeds out in the wilderness

that ye went forth—or did you suppose, did

you wish, to find in the man that was there a

compliant, changeable prophet of the people,

a man like yourselves, and not a firm and
steadfast prophet of God? (Eccles. v. 11).

That would have been, in its kind, no better

than a mere reed. No, though there was the
appearance of this, it was, at the same time,

another impulse which sent you out, a pre-

sentiment of that which you actually there
saw and found. This first question is followed
by no such responsive antithesis as the others;

for the answer is sufficiently understood in

itself—The man in the wilderness stood like

an iron pillar, and like a wall of brass against

the whole land, against the priests and coun-
cillors as well as .against the common people

(Jer. i. 18) ; he adhered immovably to his first—Repent ye! This the people well knew.
And this of itself was convincing testimony
that this same man could not have been moved
by the temptation of persecution to exchange
his witnessing—" This is he!" for a doubtful
and questioning—" Art thou he ? " It was not,

then, from doubt that he put the question.

But that it was not from impatience to be
released from prison, what follows goes on to

show. He who was so severe against others,

was equally rigorous against himself. Ye re-

member well that as the sedges of the desert
were around him, so also his garment was of

camel's hair, with the leathern girdle about
his loins: there was no paXaxd ij.tci.Tia,* soft

raiment, no i/iandjaoi ErSoB,oi ncci rpvcprf,

gorgeous apparel and delicacy (as Luke explains).

Assuredly ye did not expect a worldly fore-

runner of a Messiah coming in worldly pomp?
Such a one would not be sought, would not be
found in the wilderness; and if the man of the
wilderness is now imprisoned by Herod, he
did not fall into this imprisonment as a cour-
tier, whose desire was upon worldly good liv-

ing (though there he would fare better than
upon his locusts), but in consequence of his

rigid preaching of repentance to the king.
Behold, yonder in Herod's court are worldlings
and flatterers enough, for king's houses are
the place for them:f there the rule still holds
good, which ordered in the time of Ahasuerus

* Which phrase appears similarly in Homer.
Odyss. d 437. Iliad m 796, and other Greek authors,

e. g., Diodor. Virgil also designates the Serica as

"molles lanas." Plautus, Bacch. i. 1, 38, speaks
in the same way.

f There is no evil in his wearing the costly gar-

ments, who is born for and called to the court.

Comp. Hamann, i. 324, and iii. 75.
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that none might enter into the king's palace

clothed with sackcloth (Esther iv. 2) ; there

cry they to the prophets as they did to Amos
—Prophesy not here, for it is the king's court!

(Amos vii. 13). But John has been the Eli-

jah of this Ahab. The Lord's words thus

graze on the edge of condemning the thought-

less court "»f the day, though without letting

fall a single expression which might have been
capable of an unseemly construction in the

minds of the people, as spoken against the king

himself, for he does not speak in the singular

at all. His only care is to obviate the peo-

ple's offence against the imprisoned John.
He only intimates briefly—Such are in kings'

houses well received, but come not into kings'

prisons ; and thus, regarding the man of the
wilderness and the man imprisoned as one,

and consistent with himself,* he paves the
way to the third great word

—

A prophet ! In
this he only gives expression to the truth
which was at last admitted by all, but he con-

firms it with his own vai Xeyoo vplv, yea, 1

say unto yon, and immediately goes beyond it

by his still greater

—

More than a prophet !

(nepiddo repov is here, as always in the New
Testament, neuter, and thus corresponds with
the threefold ri). This was something new
and unexpected, a text which instantly re-

quired further illustration. The people might
immediately, if the Lord had paused here,

have hurried his words to the conclusion—Is

he then the Messiah himself? And yet has
he sent to ask thee, and challenged thee as

the Messiah? What dost thou say, and which
is it of the two ? For what is there between
prophet and Messiah ? But the. Lord leaves

no space for their foolish imaginings, but im-
mediately adds his own impressive solution of
the mystery

—

For he is, what he himself tes-

tified in his question of deep meaning, the
forerunner who prepares the way for the Mes-
siah !

Verse 10. As such he is itEpiddorepov
7tpo(prjrov, more than a prophet, in a twofold
respect, according to the external designation
of the Scripture, in the internal relation of

his office, the one corresponding to the other.

It is his pre-eminence among the prophets,
that this is written by them concerning/ him, so

that he is also consequently an epxopevoS,
one who was to come. John had with his

uniform humility included himself in the ex-
pectant " we," and by speaking of looking for

another, if Jesus were not he, had once more
said—/ am not. He had formerly chosen of

the two passages which predict his coming,
that one in which the humble and unpretend-
ing character of the voice is given to him, not
that of a prophet or a servant sent of God.
"The Lord now graciously rewards him for this

bjr placing himself on a level with him (after-

wards vers. 18, 19), as sent like himself, and
by giving prominence to the other passage

* We cannot understand how tbis can intimate,

according to Schleiermacher, that John was not

yet in prison.

which calls him the angel or messenger of God.
'O tpxupevoi was the general expression for

the Messiah, derived from many such places

as Psalms cxviii. 2G, xl. 8 ; Hab. ii. 3, etc.; but
the fundamental passage which at the close of

all prophecy, brings into prominence and
finally seals this appellation, is Mai. iii. 1.*

The Baptist could not but have thought of this

Scripture when he framed his question, and
therefore our Lord emphatically shows that

John is there exhibited, with himself and be-

fore himself, as also a 7|N7?0> or messenger, and

in the very place where the JVGn ^vbp {mes-

senger of the covenant) is spoken of; and thus
he gives him back the ovzoS e d ri, this is He,

which the servant had formerly applied to his

Lord. But as it refers to himself, the prophe-
cy in the Lord's lips is curtailed, and its full

meaning concealed. He speaks in precisely

such a manner, as to utter the consciousness

with which he beholds himself in this Scrip-

ture, while, at the same time, his humility as

the Son of Man is involuntarily and undesign-
edly exhibited—he so changes the text that
instead of the Hebrew and Septuagint reading
,JQ^j rtp<J Ttpo6ooTtov ji ov y before me, before my

face, standing alone, it is thrice said npo itpo-

dojnov dov, 6Sov dov, tUTtpodSev dov,
before thy face, tin/ way, before thee.\ The Lord
who speaks by the prophets, in Malachi an-

nounces himself as the coming angel of the

covenant

—

My messenger shall prepare the

way before me icomp. Luke i. 16, 17, to go be-

fore the Lord their God, and also verse 76) ;

but this the Lord who is come as the Son of

Man may not as yet openly declare, it is

enough that by the threefold dov, thee or thy,

he signifies that he is marked out and refer-

red to by the Father. See how, without di-

rectly uttering it, he nevertheless announces
his iyoo tlpi, lam He, in his sublime humil-

ity ! And note how that necessary humility

by which he exalts the Baptist to the highest

point of honor, by placing him on a level with

himself, becomes the loftiest testimony to his

own dignity: for that greatest thing, which
makes John more than a prophet, consists in

nothing but this—"because he is my fore-

runner !

"

And this is the internal relation of his office,

for the sake of which the Scripture distin-

guished him and wrote beforehand concern-

ing him. The prophets prophesied from afar

(ver. 13), but this man announces the in-

stant coming of him who was already born,

testifies of him who was already in their

midst, points with his finger to the Messiah
as he walks, stands as the friend of the bride-

groom by the bridegroom's side (John iii. 29).

He prepares his way—that is the substance in

common of both passages, which were written

Compare Hengstenberg's Christology on Mal-
achi.

f The perfect harmony of the two Evangelists, in

a citation so strikingly deviating, is very remark-
able.
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concerning him. In uttering this finally, our
Lord gave the key to the preceding words
concerning the preaching to the poor, and the
offence taken against himself, and likewise

paved the way for what subsequently follows

concerning the unbelief of the present genera-
tion. Repentance ! repentance ! that is the
preparation of the Lord's way, and the way of

Lis kingdom, as the voice in the wilderness
testified loudly enough to all consciences.

They only who through 'repentance have become
fx>r take no offence against the Gospel. This
great word which recurs to the mind continu-
ally in this discourse concerning the preacher

of repentance, finally appears in ver. 21, as the
point of final decision between God and men.
Let it be further noted in connection with the
next verse, that if John, the preacher of re-

pentance Kar i£,ox*lv (by eminence), under-
stood the whole relations of his preaching
more fully and profoundly than all others be-

fore him, so also he could not have been, in

the knowledge of the humble Messiah, who
proceeded to spiritual victory through the

path of suffering and self-renunciation, less

than some of them, for example, Isaiah.

Verse 11. " The Baptist" was a cognomen
which John had soon received among the peo-

ple and his disciples, from the striking and
hitherto unheard of character of his public

function. Probably at first a name of re-

proach or blame on account of his presump-
tion (John i. 25), it had passed into a general

descriptive appellation, and among his own
disciples (Luke vii. 20), was used as a title of

honor, since their master had included his

whole mission under that term (John i. 33).

The first three Evangelists give him this name

;

but here the Lord's own mouth confirms twice

in succession, this title of honor as the highest

and best designation of this man's dignity and
position. He does not say—-The preacher of

repentance ; for this would not have distin-

guished him from other prophets, and the

Lord would leave that to speak for itself in

the consciences of the people, till, in ver. 21,

he plainly utters it himself. The baptism of

John, that to which the people submitted, in-

volved the general confession of the people,

which was forced from them by the divine

authority (Matt. xxi. 25) of this forerunner

;

and thus they justified God (Luke vii. 29).

Concerning this baptism, the Lord now utters

the impressive word, confirming it by the

single 'A/nfjv, Verily, in the midst of this dis-

course (stronger than the vai, yea, ver. 9,

afterwards vers. 22-24 only n:?u}v Xeyoo vplv,

but I say unto yon)—Among them that are born

of women (earthly, mortal men like ."Id'S "TO?j

Job xiv. 1, xv. 14), there hath not risen a
greater than he, none greater hath been espe-

cially raised up, sent and commissioned of

God;* EyeipeciBai, to rwise up, being used as

* Let the progression of the whole discourse re-

ferring to him be well observed : A man—a {no-

phet— the greatest!

by the prophets (Luke vii. 1G, John vii. 52),

hence also of Jesus himself, Acts v. 30 (as also

per catacliresiu of false prophets, Mat. xxiv. 11

-24), as itself closely connected with being

born (Mat. iii. 9), inasmuch as God provides

and appoints his servants from their mother's
womb, summons and sends them forth when-
soever he will, already qualified by nature
according to his predetermined purpose. In

this D^Hj to raise up, according to Old Testa-

ment language, both the human birth and the

divine ordination, are included. Among all

those who were born of wemen and called by
God to their office and its function, there had
been none greater than the Baptist, whoso
difference from all his predecessors is defined

by that one word. He is not simply regarded
as the greatest among them, but as standing

alone. We shall hear presently in ver. xii.

13, that " his days " ar« already the intro-

duction of a new period, and that he stands

contrasted with the law and the prophets, be-

ing beyond their circle. And yet even this

high elevation of John is only a transition, in

this discourse which rises from greater to yet
greater things, to that final and highest ut-

terance : Notwithstanding, he that is least in the

kingdom of heaven is greater than he ! Not so

much for John's own sake has all this been
said, but for the sake of the testimony to the

kingdom of heaven now come. Not that the

people were to attach themselves to John as

his disciples, when they could no longer go
forth to him, because the Lord had called him
from his work; but that they should come to

him, whose way the Baptist had prepared.

And is he then, is Christ himself, the fxixpb-

repoi, Itsser, who in regard to the Baptist is yet
more externally humble and unreputed than
he ; who coming after him is yet preferred

before him; and in his existence from the be-

ginning is in a superabounding sense pei^cuv
avrov, greater than he? The words were thus
understood by such fathers as Chrysostom and
Augustin, and by old expositors as Euthj-mius
and Theophylact. Menken also has lately

undertaken to support this view, with inge-

nious and specious arguments. But, however
this might seem to suit ver. G at the first

glance, a deeper penetration shows that it

does not in reality ; and a thorough and full

exposition overturns it altogether.

First, let it be observed that the compara-
tive may not be thus immediately and abso-
lutely taken for the superlative ; and this of
itself undermines all those views, which else-

where rightly enough, but inappropriately

here, speak of Christ as having humbled him-
self to the uttermost. Thus understood, the
comparative must, in any case, immediately
refer to John ; and it cannot be regarded as

strictly correct, that Jesus was inferior

among the people to John, who had now de-

clined, or had been so when John was the

centre of the people's concourse (for see John
iii. 26; Matt. iv. 25, viii. 27, ix. 2G, Luke v.

1, vii. 1G, 17). Further, it will commend itself
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to all right feeling, as quite dissonant from the

whole spirit and tone of this discourse, that

th* Lord should now throw off the veil of hu-

mility which he had assumed from the begin-

ning, and suddenly break forth with the open

declaration

—

Verily, I say unto yon, 1 am never-

theless greater than he ! The less can he be

supposed to say this, as this and more than

this is self-understood in the sacred dignity

which pervades the whole discourse. Again,

it is not external manifestation and repute

among the people which is spoken of in ver.

11 ; neither as it regards the Baptist nor the

uixpotEpoS, for it immediately follows

—

In

the kingdom of heaven. Thus it is an actual

position and estimation before God in that

kingdom, or in relation to it, which is referred

to. We have it significantly in Luke

—

/tei-

Zqdv it p o <p t) v t/ 5 ovdeiS h6riv , "there is

not a greater prophet" and John is thereby
not simply placed in the rank of the prophets,

but before them and above them ; consequently,

that which is placed in contradistinction and
superiority to him, must indicate an altogether

new, and yet higher, degree and dignity. It

is not the Lord's design to decide whether
John is greater, in his own proper personality,

in his nearness of communion with God, in

the degree of his holiness, than Abraham, or

Moses, or David ; he only assigns to him a pe-

culiar and pre-eminent rank as it respects his

office* as Baptist, and forerunner of him who
was to come. (He docs not say directly

—

John is greater than all these ; but merely

—

No one among them is greater than he : not
expressly—No one is equal to him.) As the

"greater" in the former part, being a pro-

per comparative, pre-supposes the less, just

so the distinctly contrasted u 8e /.uxporFpoi,

or " lesser" implies the greater with respect

to itself, and that too in tho kingdom of hea-

ven. It is decisive, finally, upon this point

that Jesus as its king could never speak of

himself (no parallel can be found of the kind),

as being in the kingdom of heaven, even the
greatest in it—just as a king might be termed
the highest in the state. He is not in the

kingdom, he comes not into that kingdom ; but
the kingdom itself comes in, and with, himself.

We have examples of the Lord's use of the
expressions concerning the greater and the
less in the kingdom of heaven, in the plain

parallels of Matt. v. 19, x. 42, with which the
question of the disciples, and this answer in

ch. xviii. 1, 4 harmonize. Consequently, 6
juixporspoi iv ry /JadiAEia does not signify

one that is externally and apparently less in

regard to the ancient prophets or the Baptist

;

but, according to its obvious and literal sense,

every one that is less in comparison with others

* Thus much, in any ca.se, must be supplied
after jueigoov in Matthew, if not just Ttpoq)i]rr)i

in the strict sense, since in the New Testament
there are no more prophets, properly speaking.
The discourse here runs upon official position and
corresponding degree of knowledge ; it is that

which is meant by 7tpo<p7/rr/S in Luke, whk;h ad-

dition, therefore, is not correct.

greater by his side in the kingdom of heaven.
Then comes in the natural significance of the
article, making the comparative equivalent to
a superlative—He that is less than all others
connected with him, must, consequently, be
the least. As we might say—AVhich is he

who is wiser (than all others) in this room?
But the emphasis falls sharply upon the con-
trast of the two comparatives : the less and
the least in the kingdom, is yet greater than
all who are without, even greater than he,

who among those without has no superior.

And thus we find the simple and weighty
thought of the whole saying, in the emphatic
lv ; in the contrast between the within and
the without. Now, but also now first, is the

kingdom of heaven come, present, and thrown
open to the entrance of all (ver. 12). Thei'e

are then two ranks—all the prophets raised

up by God, and John at the last immediately
before and at the introduction of this king-

dom ; but now also the disciples of Christ,

who are the first within this kingdom, its ac-

tual subjects and citizens upon earth. Here
comes in a new birth above the being " born
of women" (John iii.), here is that better

thing provided for us (Heb. xi. 40], here do the
disciples of Christ see, and hear, and possess all

that so many prophets and righteous men
were obliged to wait for (Matt. xiii. 1G, 17),

which John himself, who dies in prison with-
out becoming his disciple to whom he sent all

men, received not upon earth. Let the re-

markable passage in Zech. xii. 8 be compared,
to which we may almost suppose the Lord
was referring. It was the high prerogative of

Moses to hear the Lord's words mouth to

mouth, and not in dark speeches, and to be-

hold his similitude (Num. xii. 6-8) ; but now
every disciple in this respect is already as

Moses the greatest of the prophets (Matt. xiii.

11 ; Mark iv. 11). He hears and sees, how-
ever, in addition, much greater things than
ever Moses did. A Christian scholar and
catechumen, who has in childlike simplicity

learned his " Our Father," knows and enjoys

more than the whole Old Testament could

give ; and so far stands nearer to God than
even John the Baptist, whose position was
the threshold between the Old and New Tes-

taments, standing at the door without himself

entering in. This holds good, however, not
merely of knowledge" (Von Gerlach), but of

the whole position as before God, of the pos-

session of the better things of grace, even
though in connection with little knowledge.
For the having and being is here the true

knowledge.

Verse 12. By this, which is the only cor-

rect exposition of the preceding verse, we have
laid the foundation for a thorough comprehen-
sion of that which follows. The kingdom of

heaven-—this is still in continuation the fun-

damental idea, that is, the kingdom of heaven
as come, and among them. It is not doctrine

only that the Lord brings and offers to his

hearers, but a new, long-promised long-pre-

pared, now first established institution. A
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new condition of things begins with this,

the kingdom of heaven is cvme upon earth I

This is the meaning of the great now, apri,
vvvi de, which he cries from this time for-

ward. It began, properly speaking, with his

own days, the days of the Son of Man (Luke
xvii. 22) ;

yet he reckons, in his gracious low-

liness, the days of John the Baptist as included

in them, between the aito, from, and the saais
until. The days are of course the whole pe-

riod of his official activity, which now draw-
ing to its close in his imprisonment, might be
spoken of as concluded. It may, however,
be asked, whether the Lord reckons the dito

from the beginning or from the end of this

period. But when it is considered that the
Baptist appeared to Israel not very long be-
fore the Lord himself, and that for a certain

space their testimonies ran together, and that
the forerunner was distinguished from all the
other prophets as the coming one belongs to

him who was to come, we cannot hesitate to in-

clude the Baptist's term in the great new age.

It is the prelude to the opening of the kingdom,
the actual beginning of the immediately fol-

lowing now. and John's announcement of the
kingdom of heaven as nigh at hand was already
an invitation which the Lord himself, and by
his disciples, only took up and continued.
The Lord goes on to say, that in this great

era now opened, the kingdom of heaven /3id-

8,Ecai, suffeneth violence—and what is that?
Verbally, it is uncertain, whether it is in the
passive or middle voice, and in what significa-

tion it is used. First of all, /Jidgeiv or more
commonly /3id£e6Sai means to use violence
upon a person or thing, to overmaster, con-
strain, do violence to ; hence also, to pursue
any thing with the greatest earnestness and
zeal (.Elian, //. V. xiii. 32 ; Joseph us, Ant. vii.

9, 2 ; Philo, Cherub, p. 127 c). In the passive

voice,* the meaning here might be, as Luther
gives it, and either in a good or bad sense

—

The kingdom of heaven is outraged and op-

posed, or, They strive and use violence to enter

intoit. But then fiidgsdBai in the middle
voice signifies to do any thing with vehei- <-...«,

to use violence, in the accomplishment of any
thing, as Luke xvi. 1G. (Hence fdia^upsvoi or

(5ia6dnEvo<Z is connected with the verb as an
adverb

—

powerfully.) Let us now first com-
pare the parallel in Luke xvi. 26, where the

word is commonly received in the good sense

(f/S avrf/y fiid^erat equivalent to (ha^upe-
voi dpndZeiy that is, breaks into it, may press

in unhindered, as the counterpart to Exod. xix.

54 in the Sept., which Grotius refers to), and
there it must indicate an unfriendly violence

against, the kingdom of heaven. For, first of

all, the rtdS, every one, in that passage can thus
only be properly explained. The language of

John iii. 2G, that all men came to him, might
indeed be the exaggerated words of the envi-

ous, but the Lord himself could not possibly

have said that

—

every man presses with vio-

* The preference of which Schweizer (Stud. u.

Krit. lS3ti, 1) has maintained.

lence into the kingdom of heaven,* which
would ill accord with the lamentation over
the prevalent universal unbelief that Matthew
records. Further, this interpretation would
contradict the whole connection of Luke's
discourses from ch. xiv. to ch. xviii. We shall

at that place show in detail, but must now
take it for granted, that the sayings recorded
there were not unskillfully gathered together
from a variety of occasions, but were actually

connected together by the Lord himself, in-

troducing designed repetitions with new mean-
ings and connections. The parables of Luke
xv., xvi. form a complete whole, to which the
intermediate and interposed words strictly

belong. The sinner's repentance or punish-
ment, how he is either gained or is lost, is

spoken of first in parables addressed to pen-
itent sinners and self-righteous Pharisees. In
the third parable, and at the end of the first

three, the love of God in seeking the sinner

is exhibited as yet bearing with the eldest

son ; then does the householder set before tho

new and unconfirmed disciples the wisdom of

the sinner, to save him from the dangei which
threatens him even after his conversion, by a
lesson of fidelity in earthly and heavenly
good ; the last parable, finally, exhibits the
punishments which will all accrue, when the
sinner, like the Pharisees, in proud, practical

unbelief in God's '.erelation, despise the love of

God which seeks him and calls him to repent-

ance—and this last the Lord introduces by
some preparatory- words to the mocking Phar-
isees : Ye self-righteous ones are all the worse
sinners before God (ver. 15), for ye despise the

revelation of the divine love ! Law, Prophecy,
Gospel are all before you, but ye receive noth-

ing aright, ye rage, and blaspheme against the
kingdom of God which is preached to you,

because ye have for your lusts (ver. 18) weak-
ened and set aside that law (ver. 17), which
the kingdom does not abolish but establish.

With regard to you it may be said—all men
outrage and oppose that kingdom, instead of

meekly hearing and accepting it. Certainly,

even if this deeper connection is not admitted,
the but which in ver. 17 follows the ndi, every

man, decisively shows that ver 10 can only be
designed to blame the conduct of the Phar-
isees. Consequently Luke's meaning is like

Matthew's in ch. xxiii. 13; compare ver. 12
in the latter with ver. 15 in the f .mer.

But hastily to conclude that t' e (lidZsraiy

sujfereth violence, here in Matthew must conse-

quently have the same bad sense—that the
kingdom of heaven suffereth the violence of

opposition, and is mightily repelled—would be
to set out with the false supposition, that the
two places must necessarily use the expression
in one and the same sense. When our Lord
repeats his earlier utterances in another con-
nection, it is rather his wont to apply them in

* To qualify it (as Bengel does) with the adclitim—ndS /JiagojnevoS—every one of the few who
seek to ei.ter, attains it only by violence—is in the

highest degree forced.
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a different way, to exhibit another aspect of

their comprehensive and many-sided meaning.

And one of those pregnant and profound sayings

we have here in this /jidSedSat. In Matthew
the Lord proceeds immediately afterwards to

speak of the believing acceptance of the con-

vincing and public testimony then extant con-

cerning the kingdom of heaven now present

;

but the one-sided reference to the violent

resistance to that kingdom would have been
an irrelevant introduction to that topic,

would rather have diverted the thought from
it. The view which Luther takes, and which
has predominated in the interpretation of the

church, viz., that men struggle to enter into

the kingdom of heaven (as Luke xiii. 24, And
they who use violence obtain it and take it by
force—Hcsych. fhd^erai. (iialcoi xparei-
vai), suits the connection to a very great ex-

tent, better indeed than the former, but not

altogether. The essential and fundamental
thought, which pervades the whole passage,

vers. 10-15, is the mighty and convincing
witness which the kingdom of heaven bears

to itself, and not the resulting faith or unbe-
lief, which first begins to be spoken of in ver.

1G. Further, we must regard the first mem-
ber

—

r) jiadiXzia tqjv ovpavajv fitdgerai,

as referring to something pertaining of itself to

the kingdom of heaven now published ; otherwise
the second member would be only a tautolo-

gical repetition which would be utterly out of

keeping with the pregnant, pointed brevity

of these striking and new announcements.
The Lord is speaking of the great assured fact

that the kingdom of heaven has come, that it

openly proclaims a»d offers itself (ver. 15) ;

and it is this which he places in opposition to

the prophesying of the prophets, and the pre-

paration of Elias. Luke's zvayyeXiZeroa—
it is preached as joyful tidings, by deed, and
word, and all the signs of this great crisis—
is the proper parallel of the first fhd^erat, in

this place ; this is the central, all-comprehend-
ing, and fundamental idea, which would be
without its corresponding expression, if that
is not found in the fitdZerat. What, then,

is its full meaning ? The word has here no
more and no less than its active sense, which
passes into the middle—The kingdom of
heaven proclaims itself loudly and openly, bieak-

ing in toith violence ; the poor are compelled
(Luke xiv. 23) to enter in ; those who oppose
it are constrained to take offence. In short, oil

things proceed urgently with it, it goes with
" mighty movement and impulse" (as Draseke
preaches about it), it works effectually upon
all spirits on both sides and on all sides. Ben-
gel well says, though somewhat one-sidedly,
sese vi quasi obtrudit—for the (iid^EdBai em-
braces as well the drawing as the repulsion of

men's minds ; both are at once its one mighty
working.*

It may be hoped that the first member of

* Von Gerlach's expression

—

li
it spreads itself

abroad with power," adheres rather too much to

one side.

the paragraph is thus made sufficiently clear
by lexicon, parallels, and context, and the
second now remains to be investigated, nai
fiioc6Ta.i dpitdS,ovdiv cevrtjv, ai*l the vioeul
take it by foice. It is immediately evident
that the fjiadrai, violent, are not robbers by
violence (perverse expositors have actually
thought that such, converted from their for-

mer life, are intended ; for what do we not
find in exegesis ?) ; but (iiadvrji has its usua
Greek force, one who shows and uses his own
strength, one who applies violence to any thing
consequently in the obvious transition of the
continuous discourse, it is strictly equivalent
to fiiaddjusvoi* Must we then, now at least,

translate with Luther in a good sense '? But
the dpTtdZeiv, take it by force, for cupide tt

violenter arripere only in a praiseworthy and
commanded sense, will not alogether harmon-
ize ; in that case we might have expected the

more precise and distinguishing oi ftiadrai ,•

and the parallel in Luke f/5 <xvti)v fiidge-
dSai, press into it, altogether fails to accord
with this dpitdZeiv. It is our opinion in con-
sequence, as the two vocabida so entirely cor-

respond, that fiiadrai must have the same
full and double meaning as ftid^Erai, as in-

deed is indicated by the absence of the article,

which leaves it indefinite. In a case where
exegesis perseveringly disputes which of the
two views of a passage capable of two senses
is correct, it is generally found that both are

one in a third deeper meaning, and that the
disputants in both cases have both right and
wrong in their argument. Our view does not
necessitate any tautology in the two sentences.

The first speaks of that mighty excitement
which the breaking in of the kingdom if heaven

in itself occasions ; the second points out infer-

entially (and this is the tendency of the whole
discourse) the result as seen flowing from this

cause in the present age, and thus constitut-

ing signs of the time. The kingdom of heaven
breaks in upon the age with power ; and what
this signifies with regard to its first and
proper introduction, we find continually re-

peated in narrower circles, as it approaches a

land, a town, or a house, and begins to spread

its fame. Its constraining power does violence

to all ; but it excites, at the same time, in the
case of many, obstinate opposition. He who
will not submit to it, must be offended and
resist ; and he too who jnelds to it, must press

and struggle through this offence. Thus the
kingdom of heaven does and suffers violence,

both in its twofold influence : it exerts a

mighty power itself, and a mighty power
must- be put_ forth towards it, whether it be
of faith or of unbelief; for its testimony pro-

duces an instant separation between these
two. When the preaching of repentance pre-

cedes, and the Lord himself comes after, then
is the critical time for such fiidgedSat, as is

* As no article is prefixed, the two personalitips

of Jesus an I John cannot (as Lange thinks) be in-

tended, as if, by their means, the kingdom of

heaven was " violently brought to light."
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seen in the ftiadrati for and against. Then
men begin to contend about it, and no man can

keep aloof from this general movement. This

contention and strife, dpitdZeiv avnjv, is

consequently in both directions, for and
against: it is the common expression of the
enmity of unbelief and the struggle of faith

together ; and in Luke xvi. the Lord takes

only one of the sides for his immediate object.

The best translation into German is—The
kingdom of heaven braucht Gewalt, requires

force, and those who use force, seize upon it

;

and the intermediate struggle between unbe-
lief and faith, the false dp-ttd?,eiv of the Mes-
siah, John vi. 15 (as if his kingdom was to be
thus d(JTtdy8?]v set up), is also included. If

this twofold meaning (which is explained by
a reference to Matt. x. 21 and 35) is not quite

clear, we must finally consider, that not only

do both exhibit themselves in fact connected,
but that they necessarily in their mutual in-

fluence occasion one another—When some
would enter, others oppose them ; and when
those oppose, the former struggle all the more
vehemently against them. Bengel, in order to

maintain the exclusively good sense of dpnd-
gsiv (in Neander, "to struggle for it with all

the soul "), says that the lamentation over un-
belief and opposition only begins with ver.

16 ; but this is not true, inasmuch as the
whole discourse in its two aspects as exhibited
in the paragraphs beginning with vers. 20 and
25, is prepared for and given in germ, not only
in ver. f>, but also in ver. 12. Nitzsch (Si/s-

tem, § 141) will not let Schweizer keep him
from finding in this passage a commendable
violence put forth, and we perfectly agree
with him, concurring also in his position,

drawn from the depths of our Lord's discourse,

that "the seizing with violence, of which the
Lord speaks (Matt. xi. 12', pre-supposes the
days of John a.nd of Christ, or their calling "

(we would rather have said—their drawing
and seizing men, their doing violence), and that
^hus nothing Pelagian is to be attributed to

the proper power of man ; but when he dis-

cerns in the fiid^cd^ai, and dprcdZeiv on3y
this one meaning, actively and passively op-

posed, only the kingdom of heaven suffering

violence from those who seize upon it violently,*

we must demur, and assert that the Lord sig-

nifies alsi the excitement which it creates, as

seen in the opposition, and that in the fiid-

Ss63ai of the kingdom of heaven there is

first of all an active sense of it's coming and
influence, even what Nitzsch is obliged to pre-

suppose in the call of the days of John and of

Christ.

Verses 13—15 John has been from ver.

9 more expressly designated as standing alone

in his relation, now he is most decisively so;

he is not included among "all the prophets."

They have prophesied, continuing to do so after

their death, in their Scriptures ; their pro-

phecy came to an end, first of all, with Malachi,

* As Von Meyer, also, wrote to me :

decidedly the passive and good sense."

I prefer

until Zacharias the father of John, and Simeon
spoke- the last prophecies, of which the last

of all, Simeon's word, already passed over in-

to an announcement of him who was come •

thus, until John, that is, looking at the time
(as before ea>$ dpzi), until the days of the Bap-
tist; but also, looking at the substance of then
prophecies, until this point of boundary be-

tween time past and the after time, between
prophecy and fulfillment, between the Old and
the New Testaments : for the messenger who
prepares the way, the Elias in Malachi's last

words at the end of the Old Testament, is

actually its winding up and transition to tho

New, the preaching of repentance in order to

the kingdom of heaven is the internal unity
of the law and the prophets, inasmuch as both
announce the future time and him who was to

come. Hence, Mai. iv. 4 comprehends all in

the one word

—

Remember ye the law of Moses !

We have shown at length on Matt. v. 17, in

what sense the law, as well as the prophets,
pro2>hesie? ; in Luke the law precedes, accord-
ing to common usage, but here it follows,

partly because the sentence passes on from
speaking of the prophets, partly for the sake
of giving emphasis to this point—And also the
law ! The man who stood on the threshold
between the two economies represents both :

as the preparer of the way for the Messiah he
is on a level with all the prophets (to whom
in a certain sense Isa. xl. 3 already applied),

and yet as the distinctively last forerunner of

him who was to come, he is himself the begin-

ning of the New Testament, of the new time
of fulfillment (Mark i. 1, 2). Ver. 14, as the
fullest conclusion of all that had been said,

signifies this; and gives its most significant

explanation by means of and, which is here

equivalent to for. But the open declaration,

that John is himself actually (aurds) the
Elias prophesied in Malachi, is again mysteri-
ously* limited by the formula

—

et Sie\srs Ss-

£a6Bai, that is, if ye will receive it and un-
derstand it as it was intended, if ye will
receive him, as ye should, temporarily as such

;

that is. until in a second later fulfillment the
actual Elias shall come. For our Lord will no
more contradict John's negative (John i. 21),
than his own declaration (Matt. xvii. 11, 12),
where he himself testifies both that Elias will

come, and that in the person of John he has
already come once. The definite article in

Malachi (Witt H^S* ]"|X)j must indicate the

actual, historical person of the Tishbite, and
the Jewish expectation expressed in Ecclus.
xlviii. 10, has its foundation in truth. This
the Lord designedly leaves open, by not
only saying 'fi/L'aS without the article, but
also by pointing in 6 psXXooy spxsdSai to a
yet future, and proper coming of Elias.

t

* With an intimation which did not, as was for-

merly thought, contain an accommodation to Jew-
ish expectation and mode of speech, but involved
something quite different.

f Our Lord was far from intending to say—Ye
shall expect no other Messiah ! (As according to
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(Avro i tdtiv is less than ovro J l6ri, ver. 10.)

Thus much only will he say, that in the per-

son of John " the Elias to come;'' exhibited

himself for this time ; and he thereby uttered

the last word on this subject that was to be

uttered, for Elias and the Messiah pertain to

one another, as the mockers under the cross

(ch. xxvii. 47) also knew. The question had
not been expressed openly, 20 et 6 XpidroS,

Art thou the Christ? and the answer does not

openly express what was yet to be veiled

from the people on account of the carnal ex-

pectations which hung around it, but it went
far enough to enable every understanding
hearer to think the rest, and to hear, as if it

had been spoken, Kai lyoo eijui 6 XpidroS,
And I am the Christ. Then does the word break
off, saying all by saying nothing, and by expres-

sive silence crying aloud the truth—He that

hath ears to hear, let him hear ! This formula, in

common use among the Jews, and which often

recurs in the Apocalypse, does not challenge

to obedience, as many, reaching too far, would
interpret it

—

qui intclliigit, obediat ; but at

this point only qui audit, inttlligat ! Enough
is given for faith to hear, and yet something
remains for personal, voluntary hearing, under-
standing, and accepting ; for the spiritually

deaf cannot be made true hearers by any oper-

ation of power from without. All the mighty
pressing testimony of the kingdom of heaven
leaves yet room enough for that wonderful
coguntuv voltutes, which applies to the relation

between God and man, and which was previ-

ously expressed in £l SeXete, if ye will. " The
kingdom of heaven is matter of conviction,

conviction is matter of conscience, conscience

is matter of freedom" (Draseke).

Between this first pause in the discourse,

which ver. 11 in Matt, defines, and the com-
plaint and reproof which then begin in im-
pressive contrast

—

But the men of this genera-

tion will neither receive the Elias nor the Mes-
siah, have ears to hear but hear not—Luke
interposes a paragraph which is not recorded
as spoken by Jesus himself.* The eItce 8e 6

Kvpioi, and the Lord said, is at least a correct

gloss, if not the genuine reading, in order to

indicate the end of the parenthesis inserted

by Luke. It is his purpose to explain, for

Gentile readers especially, the name Banvi-
diy'/i, Baptist, and the relations of the whole
subject to which the Lord's discourse is di-

rected. He places the Pharisees and Scribes
in opposition to all the people and the Publi-
cans, or the multitudes and the private man.j"

This was the report of Luke in his third chap-
ter, and does not contradict the other account

Bengal's interpretation jue'XXoov is spoken simp 1 }-

tanquam e prospectu Veteris Testamenti in Novum—to

which Alfoid correctly opposes Matt, xvii 1
1
).

* Although Grotius, De Wette, Meyer, for exam-
ple, unnaturally maintain this.

f 'AxovdaS of course refers to the people, who
once heard htm, the Baptist.

(Matt. iii. 7), which does not say that the
Pharisees were actually baptized, but the con-
trary—compare ver. 6. A mere coming to

this baptism like that of the Pharisees, John
did not accept ; their coming proudly and hypo-
critically, and yet not truly coming, was their

rejection of the counsel of God, and their sin:

on the other hand, the common peoples hear-
ing and justifying God was good in itself, a
confession which all the more surely came
from their conscience, as the preacher of re-

pentance had without any preliminaries, and
contrary to all expectation, commenced his

severe and stern announcement of the kingdom
of heaven. Notwithstanding, if this vox populi
«/•<•.?; Dei made the unbelief of the Pharisees all

the more blamable, it only served, as regards
the people themselves, who did not persevere,

but after their first submission abandoned
John again and believed not in Christ, to con-
demn them by their own acts, as a foolish

generation, in earnest about nothing.

Verses 16,17. What kind of men are these,

what kind of a generation is this ? To go out
into the wilderness, to hear, to justify God, to
be baptized with the baptism of repentance

—

and not repent ! to be baptized with the
baptism of repentance for the remission of sins,

which the gracious Son of Man immediately
comes and preaches to all the poor as his Gos-
pel, to nock around him, to behold his mira-
cles, to hear his words—and then be offended

in him because he is not a Messiah after their

mind, and does not preach a kingdom of hea-

ven without the condition of repentance ! Is

there any thing like this by which it may be
understood, with which it may be compared 1

Thus as it were in his astonishment, the Lord
uses the Rabbinical formula of which the first

traces are found in the Old Testament (Lam.
ii. 13; Ecclus. xxv. 15. in the Greek, ver. 11)—Tin de upioioodoo, as Ave find it also in Mark
iv.30; Luke xiii. 18-20; with an echo of it in

Matt. vii. 24, and elsewhere. In Luke is added

:

Whereunto shall I liken it? for the Lord will

only use a comparison which is strictly accord-

ing to truth, and in his mouth the correspond-

ing Rabbinic phrase
(
To -what is it like ?) has its

full and perfect meaning, ilffiTX flD? or Klfl i"IO^

noh- And what is the answer in the follow-

ing similitude 1 Strictly only this—They are

like themselves, a yevea aurrj, this generation,

unique in their kind! Rut if they are spoken
of in the gentlest terms, the similitude of the

folly of their own children, when perverse and
fickle, would suit them, though far from meet-
ing the case in its deep reality : for when the old

exhibit the childishness of children, it be-

comes something far more than mere childish-

ness. It cannot but be noted, further, that

the Lord, nihil humani a se alienum putans, as

he took notice of the rending of the mended
garments (Matt. ix. 16), and the domestic
concerns of the children in their bed (Luke
xi. 7), so also observed the children's play in

the market-place, and finds in every thing ma-
terial for the analogies of his wise teaching
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As the play of tfie cfctWren represented the
actions of their elders (here counterfeiting
wedding and funeral, the merry music and the
dirge after their manner), the Lord sees in it

an instructive and real pattern and likeness

of human nature ; as we might often say,

looking thoughtfully at the doings of the chil-

dren—Even such are men !

The general reference to the common dispo-

sitions of mankind Luke retains in the a vSpai -

novs, men, but the more specific reference to

which Matthew adheres in the yevsacv xa-v
Tt/v, this generation, was to the generation
living in that then extant and most important
age. To this generation both John and Jesus
belonged as having come to it and been born
in it, and this so far justifies the simile, in

which the complaining children must signify

those, whose severe or gentle preaching was
displeasing to the residue of the age. It has
been attempted, though without any founda-
tion and with no result, to explain away this

most striking application. Olshausen under-
stands by both classes of children, those who
make advances and those who reject them,
the capricious contemporaries of Jesus ; and
will have the meaning to be, that the one-half

of this generation desires this, the other that,

and thus no concerted influence can be brought
to bear among them, for they are like a band of

peevish children : but this is in direct contra-

diction to the explanation immediately and
suitably given in vers. 18, 19. Langt* would
reconcile the explanation with the simile by
an inversion of the relation—As the one set of

children requires from the other dancing or

lamenting, according to the tune, so does this

generation desire that their prophets should be
guided by its caprice ; but this is foreign to

the simplicity of a popular similitude, and ex-

plains away the deep meaning of this simile,

which is not altered by the Lord himself in

application. To compare the preaching of

God to the world with the play proffered by
children to children, and thus to place the two
personages who had come to it in the very
midst of such a generation, is a profound exhi-

bition of their lowliness and condescension,

and is in perfect accordance with the actual

fact. Was it not thus with them both ? did

they not stand thus as men among men, each

in his own way condescending to the age, to

its need and its desire ? It was, indeed, with

full publicity that they proclaimed their offers,

tv ay opali that is, in the streets and broad
ways (Cant. iii. 2, Sept. for D ,

j?~lt^), instead

of which a various reading derived from Luke
has in Matthew also iv dyopa, in the market-
place. The fundamental idea that first strikes

us must be this—Play, foolish child's play

without earnestness or perseverance, is the

characteristic of the spirit and doings of this

age. But there follows immediately a second

* la the Biblische Bichtungen, which generally

give such admirable exegesis, more, indeed, than
many a commentary ; but on this occasion the

point is not hit.

thought—lie who has come from God to this

age, a man among men, comes into the midst
of them and offers them a most solemn ami
earnest play. Then finally comes the com-
plaining conclusion—He is, alas, only regarded
and treated as one who has invited them to

mere pastime, and on that account he is not
understood, and therefore is rejected. For it

is implied in the background, that they can-

not but observe that this dancing or weeping
is something different from, more earnest and
real than their play : therefore they are not

phased with it now, though otherwise pleased
with so much in him. The children who in-

vite, and play to the others, are not, when we
narrowly investigate it, designated as the fool-

ish and self-contradictory ones ;* but the iilame

falls upon the others, who in both instances
are displeased, to whom nothing is right, not
even their just explained self-will. We must
adhere to the plain explanation which the
Lord himself gives in vers. 18, 19 ; and must
not be diverted by the turn of the language,
which less logically than picturesquely, in-

cludes all in one—This generation is "like
unto children "—for this is only designed to
say in general, as we often find in the other
parables—It so proceeds with this genera-
tion, that this is the effect produced.

Piping and mourning, a gracious invitation
to joy and to peace, or a rebuke commanding
repentance

; these are the two alternating and
blending key-notes of all God's preaching to

man—the preaching of the Gospel, and the
preaching of the law. The preaching of the
law reached its most rigorous conclusion in

John, the Gospel began to sound forth its

richest grace from the lips of Jesus. But
both these methods approve their perfect ac-

cordance, in these two, whom the wisdom of

God sent in succession yet together, into an
age of crisis and decision. The Baptist bap-
tized unto the forgiveness of sins, proclaimed
the kingdom of heaven, and spoke of the
bridegroom ; Jesus, on the other hand, re-

frained not from crying, at the beginning,
through the process, and at the close of his

ministry, Repent ye! and denounced his woes
upon the same generation of vipers which
had heard the same denunciations from John.
The unison of the two preachings is ever this,

Through tepeutance into the kingdom of heaven!
But this internal unity of the law and the
Gospel the world understands not, and there-
fore rejects both. We have piped and mourned
unto you, according to one concerted plan

—

thus rightly speaking, they cry together; and
to this juxtaposition with John the Lord again
condescends, when he proceeds with the ?'/A.3e,

came, used alike in both cases. But why, finally,

does not the mourning stand first, as the
preaching of repentance had taken precedence ?

* As Lange (Libcn Jem, ii. 2, 7G1) has said in

opposition to me. They are not, by any means the
same individual childven in the application, but by
the " children " generally, first the former, then
the latter proposal is rejected.
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Because the offer of the kingdom of heaven has

been from the beginning the joyful ground-

note of all ; it led the people into the wilder-

ness first. God can say, now as ever, that

he begins with grace : even the Ten Command-
ments were prefaced by—I am the Lord thy

God!
Verses 18, 19. The yap, for, as demonstrat-

ing oMoi'a Idri, is like, indicates a simple and

apt interpretation of the simile, in the sense

in which we have already explained and de-

fended it. It is not now said—John the Baptist,

for th^t would have required a corresponding-

epithet for the Son of Man, which it is not his

purpose now to assume. Further, it is not

said expressly

—

Christ came. The two who had

come present themselves before us in their en-

tire personality, and according to all that had

been predicted of them, the one who should

come, before the other who should come.

This designation would at the same time as-

sure the people, if it were necessary, that the

one who had come must Certainly know who
the other is, and did not put the question from

any private doubt. 'EdSioov and nivcov, eat-

ing and drinking, in both cases the present

participle, not as in the German Bible, distin-

guished as preterite and present ; for the two
forms continue in conjoint testimony before

the eyes of this generation, just as their two-

fold preaching is in strict accordance : Now in

his imprisonment John has not become an

cater and drinker!* The hyperbolical ex-

pression—Neither eating nor drinking, proba-

bly thus spoken by our Lord, receives in Luke
the covert explanation by adding bread and

wine ; and in this we discern a reference to his

food in the desert (which Luke has not men-
tioned elsewhere), as well as to the word of the

angel which dedicated him to be a Nazarene

with spiritual power, even as Samson had been

a Nazarite with physical strength. He did not

eat and drink ordinarily like other men : No
man ever saw him eat; so that he stood as it

were, above and confronting all other men, just

as Jesus xoalked in their midst. It was the same
condescension in John as in Jesus, only in an-

other form ; the contrast and unison of both

constituted the fullest exhibition of the con-

descension of God to the need and the cry of

this generation. The legal, strict ascetics re-

ceived the man of their choice, who should

have suited them ; though it was only to

humble their pride by telling them that all

their strict severity, wherein none of them
could excel him, would not avail for the king-

dom of heaven, without repentance ! They
who were waiting and longing for the conso-

lation and joy of the kingdom of heaven
received their preacher in Jesus, who, with

all his Messianic kSov6ia, authority, in word

* To conclude from this present tense, that John

must have still been actively engaged in his bap-

tism, is entirely wrong. Yet Sepp, who knows
nothing of the harmony, brings this forward, for

the sake of casting an aspersion on the German
Bible!

and work, yet dealt with them so entirely as

the Son of Man (and not as 7JJOO, messenger),

that he must have been after their mind, if

they had been in themselves, or had been made
by John, poor in spirit and prepared for his

Gospel. But they would only play ; and that
their own old play, each one after his own fash-

ion, only seeing and never hearing! They
who, at other times, were so easily moved to

dance or to mourn at the sound of any pipe
;

now that God proposes to them the true play,

find neither the one side of it nor the other,

after their mind. Of the severe they say

—

dai/ioviov exti, He hath a devil ! Not indeed
immediately, for at first they were constrained

to say—He speaks truth, he is a prophet ! for

his words of lamentation sunk deep into the

heart. But they would not smite upon their

breasts, and therefore they soon came to say

—

But he carries it too far with his enforced and
strange mode of life, he is altogether too

gloomy; and finally, as the result of all, they
stopped not short of—He is possessed, he hath
a devil and is mad, why hear yehiml (John x.

20). We learn here, though it is not elsewhere
recorded, that such was the way in which
John was spoken of among the mass of people

after he retired before Jesus in the narrative.

As he declares it, this must have been as no-

toriously true as what he, in his patient

humility, said concerning himself, that they

scorn him as <payoS uai olvonorr]?, a man
gluttonous and a wine-bibber (with a behold, how-
ever, preceding), a friend of publicans and
sinners. Thus God could not please this gen-

eration ; what they find wanting in John, the}'

condemn in Jesus, and conversely : they de-

fend themselves against the severity of the

one by thoughtless levity, and against the

graciousness of the other they pretend to as-

sume a godly strictness ; and what befell these

two central representatives of all God's minis-

ters, has its historical parallel in all ages.

The legal element is too rigorous, too earnest,

too morbid, for the people ; the evangelical

too lax, free grace being, to all Christian Phar-

isees, a suspicious and too liberal charter for

all kinds of sinners. To this day the servant

of Christ tries now the one and now the

other in his preaching and the manner of his

life. One, according to the spirit with which

God endues him in sending him, has more
severity in his tone; another more gentleness,

though both agree in one. But those who
have no ear, no heart to receive the truth,

have all the more mouth and boldness to con-

demn its witnesses, and to pronounce their

rash verdict upon them, or upon every tiling

else—This or that is too violent and forced, too

severe or too soft, too earnest or too mild,

too narrow-minded or too expansive—and if

they have nothing else to say, too ordinary

and' human ! To such a generation as this the

true Messiah never comes, though with his

forerunner he long since came; for it eve.

thinks of still another than this true one, and

they look for this other, or do not ! It appear}
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as if, like foolish children, they know not

what they would have ; but in fact they are

not children, and know very well what they

would not have—neither repentance, nor the

grace which repentance obtains.

But are all men actually such, so that God
has sent this preaching upon earth altogether

in vain? Did no man justify God, who sent

John and the Son of Man ; did no man submit

to the truth of God ? Did all stumble at the

offence, so that none were saved ? Did not

the fiici^edSai, violence, of the kingdom of

heaven awake a corresponding good (iiciZe-

dSai in any hearts ? The parable leaves this

question unanswered; but as the preceding

discourse had already given the encouraging

answer, we must suppose, in order to harmon-
ize this sorrowful lamentation with that, that

the Lord would add some complementary
word which would intimate that he spoke

of the generation as a whole, but not, absolute-

ly without exception. With such a well-founded

anticipation we pass on to the concluding

sentence, which has been as much confused by
expositors as ver. 12 itself. First, what is the

wisdom, which is thus, in one word, so plainly

contrasted with the childish folly previously

depicted ? Assuredly as is self-evident, the

wisdom of God, or God himself, as lie is wisdom,
and therefore is personally spoken of as hav-

ing tekva, children. The whole similitude as

before viewed was a profound development of

the saying of Solomon (Prov. x\ix. 9), that
" if a wise pian contendeth with a foolish man,
whether he rage or laugh, there is no rest,"

he cannot gain his point; and our Lord's ex-
pression evidently points to that same book of

holy writ, in which so much is written con-

cerning " wisdom." (Let ch. i. 20-33 ; viii. 1,

etc. etc., be consulted.) Thus God now comes
before men, that is, in the person of those

whom he sends
;
just as in Luke xi. 49, the

wisdom of God is expressly indicated by the

Lord as the wisdom which sends the prophets.*

This is all that is meant here according to the

whole connection ; and we cannot refer the
word to the Son of God as the essential wis-

dom, however true that is in itself, for such a

reference is less suitable here than in the pas-

sage just adduced in Luke. For how can we
suppose him, who has just exhibited himself

as the eating and drinking Son of Man, who
had humbly placed himself through the whole
discourse in juxtaposition with John, thus

suddenly speak of himself, and especially in

the presence of all the people ? That wisdom
of God, which sends prophets and apostles,

Elias and the Messiah, now tSiHcuaiS?/, teas

justified. Now, though in the Greek this word
ofteh signifies to give a man his due by cor-

rection, even by condemnation (as in Piom. vi.

7), it never signifies blaming unjustly. Many
expositors have perversely forced this mean-

*This is decisive against Sepp's application,

who, combining this with Luke vi. 40, would read

—Yet the wisdom of both Oipsp masters (John and
Jesus) is justified i« »v «iv- children.

V*

ing upon it, and even Luther, who quotes tho

old adage about the egg being more cunning

than the hen—as if the lamentation still con-

tinued, and the Lord would say that wisdom
must be content to be thus condemned and

opposed by her children. The New Testa-

ment Sikcliovv, like the Old Testament
pitjVn, permits no such signification. Thus

wisdom is justified, that she is wisdom, she is

acknowledged, and her due honor given to her

(Scholium: eri/ur/S??), just as Luke (ver. 29),

had previously expressed it. And who are her

children? Solomon tells us, in whose words

wisdom so often addresses her disciples as

—

My son, my children ; and who (ch. xxvii. 11)

says, " My son, be wise, and make my heart

glad, that I vtay answer him that reproacheth

nte/" This is strictly applicable to our pas-

sage. Yet not as many turn the thought,

that she is justified and defended, and approves

herself in the end in the person of her chil-

dren ; that is, in the tone of lamentation still

—She mnst thus be justified* The emphatic
ndvToov, of all, of Luke might indeed be ad-

duced for this—It is incumbent upon them all

to stand forth in her demonstration and de-

fence,f But idixaiooSr/, as something al-

ready past, is opposed to that interpretation,

which would have required the future—They
will justify themselves, even the publicans

and sinners, whom ye now so much scorn !

Still less may it be understood as if the rsHra.

were the prophets and witnesses, on account <>j

whom the justification should follow ; for the

childi en of wisdom are her disaples, not her

preachers and teachers, and assuredly Christ

himself, could not be included under that de-

signation. The word is thus simply reduced

to this—The truly childlike, docile ziuva
(preparatory to the vr/nioi, ver. 25), are op-

posed now to the childish itaidioii ;% such

children of wisdom, who yield themselves up
to her motherly care to be nursed, and even

are new-born of her, understand Jur, acknow-
ledge her, whatever the evil world may say

:

* In which sense we might have understood

Lutber's translation, if he had not unhappily him-

self explained it otherwise—as we have mentioned

before.

t As Braune says: " Thus the weakest Christian

must help to assert the honor of his Lord, and to

stop the mouth of wickedness."

^Consequently we can least of all understand,

with Von Gerlach, and the ancient Greek expositors,

SiHcxiovv a it 6 rcov TEHvcov, as if the persons

here stood instead of their charge or accusation

—

Wisdom shall be absolved from the charges of her

children, that is, of the perverse Jewish people

!

The objection that next is not hut, has no force when
the usage of the New Testament and its Hebraiz-

ing proverbial forms are considered, although

Nitzsch, who is generally so exact in his dealing

with the word of Scripture, holds {Tredigten V.

Auswahl, p. 123) that " wisdom must justify her-

self against her children" ; but this is in opposition

to the whole context, and to Solomon, to whom re-

ference is also made.
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and the ISixaiaoSi? simply expresses this in-

ternal acknowledgment, which wisdom re-

ceives from them. It is put in the past tense

to add to its force—It has been so from the

beginning, whosoever has become a true child

of wisdom has known and acknowledged her

(thus giving the itccvroav of Luke its full

meaning) : consequently even in this foolish

generation there will not be, there are not
wanting, docile souls who give God his glory.

Thus the xai is to be taken as dX\d—but they
do not all speak thus, some there are who
wake up from the frivolous sport, and observe
God's earnest dealings, the truth of God

;

find in repentance (ver. 21), the key which un-

locks the preaching of John and the Son of

Man, experience the refreshment which is

promised to the weary and heavy-laden—in

short give wisdom her due as her true and
genuine children. There is couched in this

oBvpoopov {oxymoron), by which wisdom, that

should approve herself to all, is said to need
justification even to those who acknowledge
her—an undertone of lamentation, which by
the xai is still connected with the preceding
words, and which has confused the best ex-

positors (as Bengel's obscure and diffuse com-
ment in Luke shows). And in this is also

implied the great grievance, that those others

fas Job xxxviii. 2) have condemned the wis-

dom of God, and darkened it by their revil-

ings,* so that their offence must be pressed

through in order to that justification, which
ought never to be necessary ; and the children

of wisdom, having inwardly acknowledged
her, must outwardly also bear witness in her
defence against that opposition (for this also

as an inference is included in the Sixaiovv).

But this defence is far from being successful

in any yeved (generation) ; for the same of-

fence is taken against the texvoc or children &s

against the spxopEvov? or those that should

come, and the Pharisees ever continue their

taunt—Look at the publicans and sinners, his

only dependents ! or the Sadducees—See the

people who fast and who pray, the disciples of

the master in the wilderness ! What remains

then in such a state of things ? That one
thing which the Lord simply declares—The
docile and obedient, at least, whether many
or few, acknowledging and confessing the

wisdom of God with their hearts and their

lips, have justified that wisdom, and have
known how to discriminate all varieties of

God's preaching like true hearers, and to har-

monize like true disciples the diversified

methods of the preachers. If this is conceal-

ed from the mass of a whole generation, if

they deny it or utterly reject it, yet ;s this

kSixaiaihrj, "justified," a permanent and stead-
fast fact. Thus have we already the prelude,

. in the soul of Christ, to that consolation which
the Father reveals to him in ver. 25 ; and this

* " We must justify wisdom, though such ought
Dot to be the case, and is itself a reproach to man

;

for he who requires that wisdom should be justified

to him, is himself a fool " (Roos).

solace is the fundamental key-note of that rest
and calm which concludes the whole discourse.

Matthew has more reasons than one for not
immediately proceeding with what follows,
but interposing as it were a new heading to
his discourse—a practice which, we well know,
he very sparingly adopts. He makes here a
little more emphatic the pause which here
and there is sometimes to be understood, in

all the longer discourses: he further impresses
it upon us by the ripBaro, he began (which
is not merely a note that the suspended dis-

course goes on again, but is closely connected
with SvtidiZeiv, to upbraid), that the Lord
now assumed a tone of severity in condemna-
tion which he had never assumed before. He
thus gives an explanation, by the way, con-
cerning those many miracles which his Gospel
had not specially recorded ; and, finally gives
a very significant intimation that the /uera-
yoeIv or repentance afterwards mentioned by
the Lord was the great and essential point,

On the other hand, the tote r/pBaTo,* " then

he began," leaves no room for the supposition
that sayings uttered on other occasions aio
collected here, more especially as the interna,

connection of the whole of the chapter is en-

tirety opposed to that supposition. According
to Luke x. 13-15, 21, 22, the Lord repeated
all this on the mission and return ot the Sev-
enty, nor can we see any reason why that re-

petition might not have taken place ; for the
discourse there as well as here is consistent

and connected, and we find within the limits

of each individual Gospel, evidences that it is

our Lord's method often to repeat what he had
spoken before. We find that in Matt. x. 15 a

prelude was given of what in ch. xi. is ex-
panded in detail : now Avhen that prelude oc-

curs again in Luke x. 12, what could be moro
natural than that the same detail should fol-

low it once more? and that not in the
thoughts of the compiling Evangelist, collect-

ing together the sayings of the Lord, but in

the spirit of the Lord himself, who in his pe-
dagogic wisdom and condescension, had already
begun to repeat some of his most impressive

and important sayings.

Matthew's exhibition of this discourse would
have been without its full and perfect close,

if to the simile of vers. 1G-19, there had not
been added a yet severer denunciation of their

guilt (vers. 21-24), followed by the return to

gentle and affectionate invitation (vers. 25-30).

The Lord first lightly condemned the unbelief

* Which Alford also correctly urges, as proving

it to be "quite impossible that this should be a
collection of our Lord's sayings uttered at different

times," and regards it with perfect truth as rather
" a token of the report of an ear-witness, and as

pointing to a pause or change of manner on the

part of our Lord." [This whole theory of a repeti-

tion of our Lord's discourses, is a mere shift in order

to make out that Matthew's topical arrangement is

also a chronological one.

—

Am. Ed.]
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of the generation as childish folty; but that

must not suffice, for these unbelievers are no
children, and their deeper guiltiness he must
more severely denounce. His ovf.ibLZf.iv, up-

braiding, as it is on that account ritly desig-

nated by Matthew, is not merely a lamenta-
tion over labor expended in vain, although
that belongs to human zeal of rebuking love,

but is pre-eminently the jealous anger of holy
truth against their sin. Gracious as is the

Son of Man in his exhibition of himself as the

friend of publicans and sinners, he can also

insist upon repentance, and threatens judg-
ments upon the impenitent as severely as John
himself: yea, more rigorously and severely

than he, since he is himself the Judge. There
is no other who will come after him, but he that

has come will one day come again to judgment

!

Verses 21—24. The Lord utters a woe

which is the antithesis of the blessed in verse

6; just as in the Sermon on the Mount, ac-

cording to Luke vi. 24-20. lie gives a pre-

intimation of what the desolate end will be
(Matt. x\iii) ; but now he goes not beyond
Galilee, where the great light had hitherto

shone most brightly into the darkness. The
Choraziu here alone mentioned, and the well-

known Betksaida, are specified as representa-

tives, for the reason which Matthew gives, of

many other HooponoXeii, villages, standing in

similar case: in contradiction to these the

capital stands alone, with its more definite

and impressive xui <5v , and thou, as we said

before ; that is to sa)r
, not as the capital of

Galilee, properly speaking and in the ordinary

sense (for this was Tiberias, the residence of

Herod, whither the Lord on that account
more seldom came), but Capernaum as in real-

ity greater and more proud, which had taken

the place of Nazareth as " his own city" (ch.

IV. 13). He does not rebuke Nazareth by
name, though so malevolent towards himself;

the affectionate and sorrowful love with which
he ever thinks of it forbids that, as also his

wisdom, which would avoid every appearance
of evil. He does not rebuke such as have in-

jured and persecuted himself personally, but
such as have refused to repent. We read of

no enmity or persecution to which he was
subjected in Capernaum ; but the careless and
indifferent reception of his word and works
was yet worse, and more condemnable than
an}' eruption of malice would have been ; it

bespoke that slothful, dead, impassive indiffer-

ence, for which nothing more could be done.

The exaltation of Capernaum to heaven is gen-

erally regarded as referring to the honor
which had accrued to it from being the dwell-

ing-place of Christ ; but though this was the

immediate cause of the special allusion to its

name, we cannot admit that allusion in this

e • pression. The Lord's humility would have
prevented that ; besides which the contrasted

bringing down to hell points to another inter-

E
rotation. The words do not refer to any
onor which he had put upon this city, but

to a state of evternal prosperity which would
come to a frightful end. to the imperious and

sinful pride with which she had exalted her-

self. According to Benjamin of Tudela, Ca-

pernaum lay so high, that at first sight it ap-

peared higher than Carmel ; and Nonnus on

John vi. 59, calls it /jaSvK/j?'/7riS Kacpapva-
ovp, " deeply founded Capernaum." Proba-

bly it was not without figurative allusion to

this external pre-eminence that the Lord in-

dicated it as the Galilean Jerusalem, and in

such a manner that the unnamed city on the

hill must be thought of when he announces

its coming late. The expressions themselves,

however, are taken from prophetic Scripture,

and point back to the pride and ruin of Babel

or Babylon (Isa. xiv. 13-15; compare as to Je-

rusalem and Israel, Isa. lvii. 9).*

The Svrapeii, mighty works, which were
done in you, which were done in thee, refer

back to vers. 5-12 ; since the wonderful works
of our Lord were a most decisive testimony

and demonstration of the offered kingdom of

heaven, and they constituted in themselves a

most effectual preaching of repentance and
faith. How much that is not recorded may
the nXeidrai, most, of vcr. 20 include ! All

the works of Christ are a call to hear, a confir-

mation of the word so strong, that unbelief is

by them rendered the more inexcusable (John

xiv. 10, 11, 24, x. 37). It cannot be sophisti-

cally explained away that the Lord manifestly,

both here and there, assigns to the miracles

which their eyes beheld, the highest place

among the external means of grace appointed

of God. As he indicates in the psraroelv,

repenting, which lays the ground of the tii6xev-

eiv, belieoing, springing also from a prepar-

atory degree of it, the decisive and distinctive

turning-point on the side of man, (and this

explanation is also essential to the under-

standing of vers. 16-19), so does the judgment

take its rise from the despising of God's mi-

raculous works, a judgment, therefore, more
fearful than that which will fall upon the

heathen cities, to which no such signs were
given.

With the two cities, two others are first

contrasted ; and then one city to one of them :

Tyre and Sidon, laid waste, according to pre-

diction, by Nebuchadnezzar and Alexander,

lay in the neighborhood, and their judgment
was the less as they still stood restored in a

measure from their ruin (Acts xii. 20, xxi.

3-7, xxvii. 3).f Hence it could only be said

* Wo find traces of the once celebrated city Ca-

pernaum in the earlier records of travelers : but no

ruins of it are discernible now. (Comp. Robin-

son's Palestine on this point.) [The latest re-

searches tend to identify it with the modern Tel-

Hum. The author's reasons for abandoning the

usual reference of our Saviour's expression to the

distinguished privilege of his teaching, are unsatis-

factory.

—

Am. Ed.]

f But it is obvious that the Lord does not intend

these new cities (to which Sepp thinks he might,

in his obscure visitation of Phoenicia, have paid an

acceptable visit!), but the ancient cities, which the

prophets rebuked, and which had been laid waste •

for these are the proper parallel with Sodom.
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of Sodom afterwards, with increased emphasis,

that it would have remained to this day.

The guilt of unbelieving, contradicting Israel

had even in old time been represented as sur-

passing that of Sodom and Gomorrah, bye-
words among the prophets for wickedness

;

how much more may the Lord so speak, now
that they have consummated their unbelief!

In Deut. xxxii. 32
;
Israel is likened to Sodom,

as also in Isa. i. 10 ; but in Lament, iv. 6 and
Ezek. xvi., it is further added that Israel's

abominations were greater ! Let the pride of

Sodom, as it is depicted in Ezek. xvi. 48-50,

be especially observed ; and it will commend
the view of the exaltation of Capernaum,
which we have given above.

They would long ago, in their time, when
the judgment was coming upon them, have
repented in order to avert it ; and, indeed, in

sackcloth and ashes, like Nineveh, which thus
escaped its judgment (Jonah iii. 6 ; comp. 2
Kings vi. 30; Jer. vi. 26 ; Dan. ix. 3). Many re-

gard this latter addition, not as strengthening,
according to the tone of the whole discourse,

but as softening the expression—They would
at least externally, have humbled themselves,
and thus, like Ahab (1 Kings xxi. 27-29), made
propitiation ; but this is altogether inapplica-

ble here, for the Judge, as in Isa. lviii. 5,

locks at tho sincerity of the heart. Thus
much, however, the addition to f.itTBv6i]6av

,

repented, tells us that the penitent expression
of guilt, true penance as such, is to be made
prominent in , connection with "change of
mind," and consequently, Luther's translation
may be justified. Let it be further observed
with what absolute and sublime assurance the
Lord speaks as Judge, and therefore as Searcher
of hearts and as knowing all hidden things

:

the Father exhibits to him the coming judg-
ment, and gives him at the same moment the
glance of omniscience, so that he can speak of
what would have taken place in any age,

among any people, under any circumstances.
This is not merely a common mode of speech,
but must, like all the Lord's sayings, be pre-

cisely interpreted. It directs us to that
scientia media de futuro covditionato sive fnturi-
bili, as the schoolmen have it, which is not,

however, an invention of Jesuitical casuistry,

but the only true reconciliation of the counsels
of God with the freedom of man. The his-

tory which contains the visitations of God's
anger against Tyre and Sidon, and the des-
truction of Sodom to this day, rests not upon
any coherence of natural events simply, nor
upon the unconditional decree of God, but
upon the freedom of man ; their judgments
were drawn down upon them by their sin, and
would not have fallen upon them, if the
doomed had repented in time.
But now the Lord's words rise yet higher

—

They would have repented, i/the greater means
of grace had been afforded them ! This is a deep
saying, and of vast and far-reaching conse-
quence ; a dictum probavs that cannot be too
much pondered, against all that narrow and
bigoted dogmatism which, swifter to judge

than the merciful and righteous Lord himself,
would rashly decide the eterna.1 damnation of

the heathen, not to say of all those multitudes
of Christians, who, in their life-time, never
had what might be called a clear testimony
of the truth. To say that God is under no
obligation to give the grace of life equally to

all sinners, and that he was justified in pun-
ishing Sodom and Gomorrah in their iniquity,

does not help the case ; for God is under obli-

gation to no sinner, and he would have been
justified in punishing the whole world, in-

stead of redeeming it—but yet he did redeem
it. When the Redeemer himself, whose com-
ing into the world is itself the great, decisive

witness of all-merciful love, declares that the
failure to repent, and therefore the want of
salvation, was, in the case of many, the result

of the lack ofgreat grace—what is the irrefraga-

ble inference which must ensue ? Is it merely
that the half-permitted, half-presumptuous
question is excited—Wherefore did not God
give to them, or will he yet give to them
repentance ? No, it follows, according to the
plain answer which he himself appended,
that it will be more tolerable in the day of
judgment for Tyre and Sidon, Sodom and
Gomorrah, for heathen, Jews and Christians
who have been hurried in their sins to eter-

nity, but who, with fuller grace, might have
repented, than for those who enjoyed upon
earth the complete testimony of God's will,

but rejected it against themselves. This word
stretches far and deep. There is promised to

Sodom (in Ezek. xvi. 53-55) a bringing again
of their captivity and a return to their estate

;

but that indefinite Old Testament expression
receives here its true meaning and explana-
tion. The day of judgment can only be the
last day of final doom ;* as there will then,

however, be no more room for preaching or

conversion, but only the full revelation of

what had been already decreed, it might seem
to follow that an intermediate state of grace

and corrective judgment must be presumed,
between their judgments recorded in history

and their final judgment, between the death
of the sinners, and that damnation of unbe-
lievers which will follow the finished preach-
ing of the Gospel. Thus does the Lord speak
words which might be thought to oppose
equally the false dogmatics of condemnation,
and those of general restoration : those carried

away in their sins may yet find' space of re-

pentance, but those who rejected the full

testimony of the Gospel will find no more
salvation. There is a veil, however, thrown
by our Lord over the whole subject of the doal-

ings of God's judgment beyond time (Rom. xi.

33) : he only uses the indefinite ayf-HTorspov

* In the external judgment upon Israel, to win h
these words have been incorrectly limited, there is

only a symbolical exhibition of what is here indi-

cated. Otherwise the Lord must have spoken in

the preterite instead of the future—It would then

have been more tolerable for Sodom, than it will

be for Galilee and Israel when their calamities
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tdrai, it shall bs more tolerable, which might
be applied simply to degrees of condemnation
corresponding with degrees of salvation. lie

does not predict the damnation of any particu-

lar inhabitant of Chorazin, Bethsaida, or
Capernaum, for he speaks only of those cities

in the mass ; no more does he determine the
conversion and salvation of any individual in-

habitant of Sodom and Gomorrah. For it

does not by any means follow that they who
believed not when the long-suffering of God
waited for them in the flesh, would believe

the preaching of the Gospel to the dead ; so

far as itccXou <xv nErevorjbav, they would have
repented long ago, might be applied in general,

there would seem to be some room left for

hope in that mercy of God which never forgot

mortal man.
Verses 25, 26. Olshausen's confident as-

sumption that the formula iv tKBivao roJ xai-
pdo, at that, time—occurring in a similar way
in ch. xii. 1—indicates that what follows was
uttered on another occasion, springs from his

already mentioned idiosyncracy concerning
Matthew's collections of our Lord's discourses,

and is refuted both by the train of thought,
and by the ocXoupiStEiS, answered, which can-

not be understood of anything but a strict

connection. Every unbiassed reader must dis-

cern here something more than the mere
indefinite beginning of a discourse, equivalent
to the Hebrew njy," nor is it merely, as it

were, a third rjpSaro, or began (after vers. 7,

20), indicating a new turn in its sentiment;
but the internal contrast to the following with
the preceding words leads us to its meaning.
The Lord answers his own words, which had
passed from lamentations to threatenings of

judgment, by a quieting discourse, in which,
submitting himself to the Father's righteous

decrees, he returns back again to the language
of gracious invitation. Regarding these new
words as addressed to the Father, the answer will

be understood in all its profound meaning.
The Father had previously spoken to his Son
by a secret inspiration which comforts his soul,

and stills its holy perturbation; and the Son
now responds to that secret voice by his t£,o-

HoXoyovi.ta.i6oi, I thank thee—even so, Father,

thy counsel is right, I will only thy righteous

will and decree ! Such an internal process in

the soul of Jesus, when we concieve it aright,

prepares the way at least for the sublime
words of ver. 27 ; and on their repetition

(Luke x. 21), the consolation seems to have
been strengthened in his living remembrance,
for we read r/yaWiatiaro roJ itvtv^iOLTi, he

rejoiced in spirit.

This is, so far as we know, the first public

invocation of the Father before all the people,*

and the only one which occurred before that

final period, when Jesus twice (John xi. 41
;

xii. 28), thus spoke in the hearing of man, and
the last instance in Gethsemane, and on the

* Roos : These precious words are the first re-

cord of communion between the Son of God and his

Father, which the Evangelists have given us.

cross. It indicates an extraordinary emotion
excited by a moment of sublime and critical

solemnity. He calls him Father, but does not
add Lord, in the absolute sense, which only
became the Son under the veil of prophecy,
and in the deep humiliation of his humanity
Lord of heaven and earth—this is something
more ; it is generally the solemn invocation of

prayer, and here particularly the appropriate
reference is to that sovereign counsel which
embraces, penetrates, directs all things that
are. But what is that decree of the righteous
Father, his concurrence with which the Son
so solemnly declares, with his " even so " of
glory and praise ? That not all can be saved,
and, therefore, indeed, should not be, that sal-

vation is only given to the humble who receive

it, but denied to the proud opposers. Did the
Son find his solace in this, and shall we poor
children reject it? Let us take good heed,
that we do not likewise fall into the condem-
nation of the wise and prudent! Let us
rather endeavor, so far as we may, to enter
into the feeling of the heart of the God-man,
which blends together and reconciles the say-
ings—More tolerable for Sodom than for thee,

and—Come unto me, all ye that are weary !

The giving or deii}'ing of salvation is not ex-
pressly mentioned, yet nothing less is meant
by the revealing and the hiding, inasmuch as

all must depend upon the knowledge of the
counsel and economy of salvation. In the
deep and mysterious rtxvra, these things,

which concisely includes the impressive con-
trasts of the preceding discourse, the faith and
unbelief, the juauapioS, blessed! and ovcxi,

woe! and the things concerning them, incon-
ceivably much is said, but inconceivably more
is unspoken. The wise and prudent (6o<poi xai
dvvsroi, significantly twofold) are obviously
those who are prudent after the flesh, the
proud whose blind wisdom opposes the eternal

wisdom of God (ver. 19 ; 1 Cor. i. 19-21, 27.

According to Hagada slid Pesach, p. 5, the
Jews said every year at the Passover, We all

are wise, we all are understanding, we all have
knowledge of the law ; thus perversely ap-

propriating Deut. iv. 6-8, since they were
quite ignorant of the very essence of the law,
knowing no more of the preaching of repent-
ance, than of that which was its end and aim,
the reception of grace in Christ. In the
grandest and most general application of the
words, the Jews must appear as the falsely

wise, the heathen as the docile babes;* al-

though the word penetrates much deeper,
and found its first application in the distinc-

tion of the Scribes and the common people,
the Jews and the Galileans; indeed, in our
own day, it asserts its truth in ever new dis-

* In the ClementTies (Horn. viii. 6) it is quoted:
ort EKpviftaS ravra and doqxOiv Ttp£6fivre~
poor Koci djtexdXvipaS avra vtjnioiS Sr/Aa-
?,ov6iv, " thai thou hast hid these things from wise
elders, and revealed them to sucking babes "—in

which Hilgenfield rightly regards the Jews as the
wise elders, and opposed to them the Gentile Chris-
tians (comp. Rom. xviii. 15.)
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tinctions between the falsely wise and the

truly simple, so that the nvelation may be
concealed even from many a doctor thought to

be orthodox. It is the Father's will to reveal

his salvation to all, even as it is the Son's to

give rest to all ; but just as only the heavy-
laden can find that rest, so can the wisdom
and truth of God be revealed only to babes
and simple ones.* To give this revelation to

the wise, and to give this consolation to the
satisfied, are alike impossible, for that would
be to give to those who will not receive."!" 1°

the salvation of any man, that freedom which
is permitted to him by his Creator,tmust ex-
ercise a deciding influence : and this is the
inscrutable and unimpeachable counsel of the

Father, which must ever be adored, even when
through the opposition of a free agent, the
revelation becomes a hiding, and in giving a

withholding (Deut. xxxii. 4, 5). Thus will

the righteousness of God be justified to the
children of wisdom, even in its d.TtoxpvTttEiv^

hiding. Nt'/xioi, babes, are the D'KnS of the

Old Testament (Psa. xix. 8, cxvi. 6, cxix. 130;
Prov. i. 4, etc.), who are free and accessible to

instruction, who yield themselves up like lit-

tle children to be taught and disciplined : and
in this word the Lord has in view that great
passage (Psa. viii. 3), which he afterwards so

sublimely explained. He then rises from this

little band of j-iixpoi^ little ones, who, how-
ever, under the training of God will become
men and conquerers, to the supreme and only
Father, and subsides from his holy indignation
into the evd oxia, it seemed good, addressed to

him (comp. Luke xii. 32). It is the same sa-

cred will of the Father, which shows itself as

good and gracious to the saved, and as right-
eous to those lost through their persistent
guilt ; and it is now sealed by the Eoen so of
the Son, who would so willingly save them all.

The £$ojuo\uyov/nai (incorrectly translated
by Erasmus, gratlas ago, I thank thee ; as also

of late by Ebrard—for that would have re-

quired evxapidrai, John xi. 41), expresses
praise which springs from, and consists in ac-

knowledgment and accordance : Bengel, there-
fore, says with as much depth as truth

—

summa i^ojuoXoy}}6eooi fiiialis, nee. Pater!
This is the decisive yea, which protests against
all the contradiction of worldly wisdom, and
will be justified at the last day and through
eternity; and it forms the transition to the
following words concerning the Father and the
Son.

VerS3 27. Besides in this place, and in the
parallel of Luke, we find in the first three Evan-
gelists only once more " the Son " occurring

* " Because the babes, not perverted, are in re-

ality more cultured than the wise and prudent of
this world" (Petersen, Lehre von der Kirche, i. 135).

f Most assuredly, those who are wise in their own
conceits, are here ironically referred to, so that we
cannot say with Von Gerlach—The wise might bet
ter descend to the level of the babes, than these
rise to the level of the wise. It is, alas, far other-
wise, and that is not the Lord's meaning

absolutely, and that is in Mark xiii. 32. This
utterance of our Lord is, as men say, entirely
Johaanean ; and that it occurs in Matt, and
Luke is sufficient to show the unison between
these Gospels and the Gospel of John. Wo
find an evidence of the genuineness of these
words in their obvious correspondence, uttered
as they were immediately after John's mes-
sage, with the testimony which he had once
given to his disciples concerning the Father
and the Son (John iii. 35, 30) ;

just as we found
in Matt. ix. 15, a similar reference to John iii.

29. No exposition can exhaust, no dogmatic
speculation can penetrate, the depths of this

saying, which points to the deep things of
the Godhead. We do better to spell it out in

simplicity with the babes, and thus to yield

up our souls to the mighty and effectual reve-
lation of the Holy Spirit, who will teach us
what is the confession of the Father and the
Son. The first thing which such child-like

reading emphasizes is the distinctive " to we:"
seeking him in obedience to his subsequent
exhortation—Come unto me! we shall find

him, and in him, all that he may and will re-

veal unto his own. Then comes the itapsdo-
Stj, are delivered, as inscrutable as it is abso-
lute, which by no means applies only to the
Son of Man in his humanity, but to the Eter-
nal Son, who also as the Son hath received all

things from the Father (John v. 2Gj. JId vza y

all things, is just as comprehensive in its range
as the previously ravra, these things, to which
it corresponds ; but tne Son cannot simply say,

that all things are revealed unto him. He him-
self is the revealer, even as the Father is. It

is not all powt-r in heaven and earth (Matt,
xxiii. 18), which is immediately contemplated
here ; but the full perception and knowledge
of eternal truth, and the justification of the
supreme wisdom of God's counsel. God is

himself truth and wisdom, he knoneth himself

in the trinity of his being, reciprocally as

Father and Son in the unity of the Spirit. But
the third Person is not here expressly men-
tioned, because he was not yet manifest, as

the Son was in the Son of Man (ver. 19).

What completeness does this give to the dis-

course of this chapter, compact and rounded
as it every where is, when such a testimony to

his divine and eternal dignity is set over
against the deep humiliation of him who had
come into the generation of that age ! The
Son hath all things to reveal and to adminis-
ter, but as given him of the Father; thus, even
while he is testifying of his own supreme dig-

nity, he first gives honor to the Father, and
then proceeds to cry : Come unto me, for only
with me and in me, is every thing to be found !

The common translation " knoweth " does not
fulty correspond to the t7tiyivoo6xEi, which
signifies a perfect and living perception and
knowledge: hence we have in Luke x., yi-
voodxei tlS t6riv, knoweth who he is, that is,

what the names Father and Son would signify

ad intra* No man knoweth that—a gracious

* Thus by a true interpretation we repel a cer>
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and earnest warning for all the wise and pru-
dent, who conceive themselves qualified to

investigate what is in the nature of God, with-
out the illumination of the Spirit of God.
Well had it been if Christian dogmatics, both
before and since Athanasius, had remembered
this warning of the Son, and been content
to speak of the mysteries of the Trinity in no
other words than those which the Son reveals

to the babes, and gives to the heavy-laden
who come to him as their living and life-giving

knowledge ! It was first said,' No man know-
eth the Son but the Father. The intermediate
idea, unexpressed, but which is necessarily

deduced from these premises, is, that we must
know the Father, in order to know the Son. It

is further added—But the Father doth not
reveal himself immediately, but in the Son.

Thus it remains established, as it is testified

in John xiv. 8, 9, vi. 4G, i. 18, that the Son
alone immediately knoweth the Father as

such and in himself, all others know him me-
diately through the Son. The Son revealeth

simply, as the aTtoxaAvipai at the end (with-
out our translators' addition

—

him) is designed
to signify: He revealeth himself, and in him-
self the Father, and itavra ravra, all these

things, of eternal wisdom in the plan of salva-

tion, which have their issues in eternal salva-

tion and condemnation.* This is the mystery
of God, of which Col. ii. 2 speaks, be the true

reading whichever it may ; and this is the

internal principle contained in Rev. x. 7,

which is to be fulfilled in history. It might
have run in conclusion, after the analogy of

Scripture usage elsewhere, as Matt. xvi. 17
;

John vi. 45—And to whomsoever the Father

will reveal; but this form of expression which
was used in ver. 25, is now limited to its only
possible meaning and application, just as the

sentiment of ver. 4G immediately fo lows ver.

45 in John vi. The Father only revealeth in

the revelation of the Son. But whatever ap-

pearance of arbitrary, exclusive election in the

will of God there might be in co tdv fiovXe-

tcci, to whomsoever he will, is emphatically re-

moved by the words that immediately follow,

in which the Son himself then present calls

all to himself!

Verse 28. This sentence is as universal and
unconditional as the preceding. But it must
be attentively observed that the Lord does not

continue to speak of revelation and knowledge :

they who would know and see, must come, and
receive the revelation in the living experience

tain recent criticism, which asserts theaorist eyyoo

to be the true reading, as it was found in many an-

cient quotations of the fathers; imagining that the

Evangelists saw themselves constrained to change

the expression on account of its dangerous service

to the Gnostics (who held that the God of Jesus

was an altogether new and hitherto unknown God).

* If we were to supply avrov rov Ilare'pa—
which, indeed, seems at first to be right—we should

overlook the design for which this avro v is omit-

ted; that is, in order that the end should round off

into the style of the beginning, with a general idea.

It is revelation, generally, that is concerned.

of the draxavtiiS, rest; that only being tho
true learning of God's simple ones.* Only by
living experience of God's grace can we know
God, and this proceeds from faith to faith.

What then is the way to faith in him who has

come, in which the offence is overcome, and
salvation is attained through him ? In theory

it is the casting away of all wisdom and pru-

dence of self in order to a childlike concur-

rence with the Nai 6 Tlarnp, Evm so, Father,

which the Son utters for our example ; but in

practice, without which theory has no value,

it is the obedience to the word of that samo
Son, the acceptance of that word which tho

Son of Man in meekness and humility utters

to the children of men

—

Aevte rtpot f-is, Come
unto me.

The whole of this comprehensive conclusion

of the discourse (vers. 28-30), is an inexhaust-

ible text which can never be preached out

!

Who is it that invites, beseeches, and calls ?

The eternal Son of the eternal Father, for us

become a Son of man ! Whom does he call ?

All, all who will know themselves to be what
they are, weary and heavy-laden ! What
does he promise to them ? Refreshment and
rest for their souls ! What does he require as

the condition ? Nothing, absolutely nothing
but coming ; and when they are come and have
already received his consolation, only the abid-

ing with him, learning of him !

In Ecclus. xxiv. 19, 20, the eternal Wisdom
utters her own praise and invites men to her-

self, and the Lord here uses words which al-

most seem to be the echo of that passage in

his own spirit, for he must often have read
those words. The first Aevte npoS /us, Come
unto me, is uttered with divine majesty, pre-

cisely as the Lord God, the Holy One of Israel

cries (Isa. xlv. 22) : 'DDN-^ ty&fft ^N-US

J'TNj Turn unto me, and be ye saved, all the ends

of the earth ! This single word in the mouth
of one Son of Man, calling all others to him-
self that he may save them from all their need,
is ample and sufficient testimony that he is

more than man : this is the manner of a man
who in his greatness is even the Lord God (2
Sam. vii. 19, 22 ; 1 Chron. xvii. 18). He only
who could speak of himself as in ver. 27, could
follow it with ver. 28.f 0, how does the eternal

* As Roos has very beautifully said, " Our true
notion of the divinity of tho Son depends not upon
any hard thought, or scholastic subiilty, but upon
this—that the Son be in such sense the end of. our
coming, believing, desire and hope, that we never
go beyond him for their satisfaction." In which
connection of vers. 27 and 28, we may one* more
observe that the Son immediately reveals himself
and only in himself the Father.

f Roos again: "Clearly to perceive and to feel

this, we have only to imagine an apostle saying

—

Come unto me, etc. Would not such words in

the mouth of an apostle be meaningless and blas-

phemous presumption 1 The same may be applied

to all the sayings of our Lord, wherever he speaks
of himself. We need not so anxiously and carefully

go about to collect proofs of Christ's divinity."
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mercy of God express itself in the tenderness

and grace of the Saviour's human heart ! How-
natural it is to regard him as looking round,

and stretching out his arms and saying—Only-

come unto me, come, and wait no longer for

another ; I am he, let me not wait upon you !

How would he, after this grief over those who
were rushing into judgment and sorrow, take

his own comfort in those whom he might
solace, to whom he would all the more ar-

dently extend all that salvation which the

others had cast away or refused !

Allmen are actually weary, and heavy laden
;

laboring and dejected under the yoke of sin

and vanity, of death and destruction ; and so

far the invitation is to all. This might be our
first simple exposition, which would then
make H07tiaJvreS xai 7te<popridju£voi, that

labor and are heavy laden, only the same thing

viewed under two aspects, active and passive.

But with this it must also be observed, that

he by no means excludes those who are mis-

erable through physical and earthly external

unhappiness, though he gi'ves them no prom-
ises of help merely as such. We find no ex-

ample of his having invited to himself the

merely wretched in body ; and we must in-

terpret the words in the same sense as the

poor and the mourners are understood in the

Sermon on the Mount. Hence we have here,

at the conclusion, the true interpretation of

the miraculous works which, in ver. 6, were
exhibited as signs of the Gospel preached to

the poor. If the heavy-laden feel their bur-

den as the burden of their spirits, then shall

they find rest unto their souls. The contrast of

the yoke and the burden (vers. 29, 30), tells

us that the Lord lays his emphasis upon
" heavy-laden," as the peculiar and fundamen-
tal idea. But what is the burden of the soul,

which may be exchanged for his light burden ?

First of all, as it regards Israel, in whose
midst this cry is heard, the Pharisaical yoke
of the law (ch. xxiii. 4) ; then, further, also

the law imposed of God (Acts xv. 10), with
all its wearisome and hard observances of wor-
ship ; then again as regards all men, it is sin,

on account of which these laws are imposed
by God or man, with all the disquietude of

an evil conscience without atonement, and the

service of things that perish and satisfy not

;

yea, all that oppresses and weighs down the

bouI in the utmost comprehensiveness of these

words, from that restless, hot pursuit of sin,

which finds no peace, as the most wicked chil-

dren of the world well know, down to the
gratuitous burden which even a Martha among
the disciples of Jesus may impose upon her-

self. Thus heavy-laden in ten thousand ways
are all men every where, and so the " all " of

the invitation is an open contrast with the
" no man " of ver. 27. But why then do not
all come to him? This question leads us to

observe that xoTtiwvrei (that labor) is subject

to a necessary restriction and connects itself

with 7te<popri6ju£voi (heavy-laden), as rri

Ttvtvf.ia.ri (in spbit) with Ttrcoxoi (poor). It

means not here, according to its usual mean-

ing elsewhere, those who labor simply, and
strain their energies ; for such vehement per-

sonal labor and exertion, so long as it is fruit-

lessly put forth, effectually hinders from
coming to the only source of reinvigoration ;

but it means, according to the proper and
original idea of the word, those who are ex-

hausted and spent, who, pressed down by their

burden, can bear it no longer. (Thus the xai
is a Vav exegeticum. for "because" as in John
xi. 26.) Though he may call all, j

ret is his

call heard only by those who feel their burden
and would be freed from it : this is the medi-
ating link between the offer and the accep-
tance of salvation. Where the law, and sin,

and the world, and the flesh have so long bur-
dened the Spirit, that the soul is brought to
confess and mourn the burden, to despair of
deliverance in its own strength ; there is that
spark of longing in the spirit to which grace
can address itself, and which it comes down
to meet. The Lord stands in the midst of hu-
manity and utters his call : he who follows

him approves himself thereby as one suscepti-

ble of salvation, and whose will is rightly

disposed ; all others, who have long heard his

call in vain, will one day hear in earnest the
awful

—

Depart from me! (ch. xxv. 41). But
he does not now cry in another voice, Remai-n
at your distance from me, all ye proud and
satisfied ones, who are better pleased with the
galling yoke than with my easy burden. No,
he cries also to them, Come ye too, but come as

the weary and the wretched ! So will I give

yon rest also (compare avanav dca Isa. xxviii

12, in the Heb. and Sept., where Spy clearly

corresponds to xoiiidv ; Isa. lvii. 15, Sept.

;

Jer. xxxi. 25 in the Heb.).

Verse 29. The yoke here does not involve
the idea of subjection to authority ; this would
be actually opposed to the context, for the
Lord explains himself immediately afterwards
by learn of me ! The expression'was used pro-

verbially among the Jews for the receiving of

instruction, and discipline, as is plainly seen

in Eccles. li. 33, 35, and also in passages like

Jer. v. 5 ; Prov. i. 8, 9. The Jews speak of a

min ?ty, "yoke of the laic,
1 '' and in the Mishna

we find N&rip KniafjD bw "D^y I^ap, " take

upon you the yoke of the holy kingdom." In

the Sohar the yoke of the kingdom of heaven
is spoken of, and elsewhere the Tephillim
(prayer-fringes) are represented as the cords

of the yoke, by which God binds Israel to

himself. We find it said, "How beautiful is

their neck, which beareth the yoke of my pre-

cepts ; it sitteth upon them as the yoke upon
the neck of the ox, which ploweth the field,

and nourisheth both himself and his master."

This proverb as a Jewish one, had indeed a le-

gal origin and a legal savor clinging to it—but
the Lord speaks catachrestically of his easy

yoke, though not without intimating thereby
that obeying as well as learning, was involved

in coming to him : as a gracious teacher, whose
heart is set on having disciples, the Lord just

offers and recommends his yoke, his doctrine
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and discipline ; then proceeds a little farther,

and leaving the first simple promise xayoo
txva.ita.v6iz), and I id ill give you rest, gives all

clearly to understand that this dva.Ttav6i<i,

or rest, is not in its fullest extent to be in-

stantly secured, hut that a continuous learn-

ing in his school is essential, to which a con-

tinuous and progressive finding will corres-

pond. The former is the condition of the lat-

ter. They who seek their soul's rest out of

him, are the most heavy-laden of a'l, for they
find an ever-increasing burden of disquietude;
they, however, who come to him, will most
assuredly find what they perseveringly seek.

He encourages the proud children of men

—

who, even after finding the true teacher, learn

so unwillingly and so slowly—to progress in

his instructions, by the assurance which he
adds, that the3r shall ever find in him a meek
and lowly Master. For I am meek of heart, al-

though I spake words of such stern condemna-
tion, vers. 20, 24; I judge, because all judg-
ment hath been committed unto me of the

Father, as the Son of Man, but condemn no
man who onty cometh and learneth of me. I

am lowly of heart, notwithstanding that I have
borne witness to myself as Son of the Father,
vers. 25-27 ; I place myself among the foolish

little ones, to share in every way their expe-
rience. Both meekness and humility (not

merely the latter) are human attributes,

which only the one Son of Man so possesses

that he can fully claim them as his own, and
unconditionally proclaim them. This is indi-

cated by rj7 uapSia, in heart, which refers pro-

bably to both, and opens to us in the most en-

gaging manner the full, voluntary condescen-

sion and love of his incarnate Jisn*-heart. This

is the only instance in which KapSia is spoken
of in connection with Jesus.

Ye shall find rest unto )-our souls, is liter-

ally taken from Jer. vi. 16, and not after

the incorrect rendering of the Septuagint.

This promise, as it is finally given, comes after

the testimony to his meekness and lowliness,

in order to intimate to all who progress in the

school of Christ, that nothing else is to be
learned from him but the becoming, through
his grace, by degrees what he is (Eph. iv. 2).

For meekness and lowliness is itself the rest

of the soul, even though the burden and disqui-

etude majr not be externally removed. Anger
and pride create disquietude : he who finds

not rest with the meek and lowly One, must
be still oppressed by them ; the failing is in

him, and not in the yoke and burden of

Christ.

Verse 30. Has he then also a yoke and a

burden ? Assuredly, for the heavy-laden can
find no help without subjection to the grace

and truth of God. The one yoke only gives

place to the other: independent and gods we
can never be (Rom. vi. 16-18). But the Lord
only terms that which he opposes a yoke, in

contradistinction to the other, just as Paul

speaks of the law of faith. There it is a law,
and yet no law ; here it is a yoke, and yet no
yoke. Hence the adjectives which are ap-

pended

—

easy (or pleasant, agreeable) and light

—in a certain sense, revoke the word, in its

strict meaning. The yoke is no burden im-
posed, but actually a means by which burdens
may be rendered tolerable and easily borne.

St. Bernard cries, " What can be lighter than
a burden which takes our burdens away, and
a yoke which bears up the bearer himself ?

"

This is the gracious aspect of the words, as

they regard that new nature which, learning

from the love of Jesus to love both God and
man, can say—His commandments are not
grievous ! But for the old Adam, which, in

its stubbornness and pride, can never know
rest, and as such is never to bo revivified but
to be put to death, the easy yoke and light

burden is no other than

—

the cross, of which ho
had already spoken in ch. x. 38, 30. This is

undoubtedly the undertone of meaning which
they who learn of him will perceive in due
time ; it is contained in the thrice repeated
S.vyo'i ju ov , and <popziov jii o v—The yoke
and the burden, which I n^self bear as your
Master and Forerunner ! What fulness of

meaning does this give to .the words of the
meek and lowly One, who so graciously sub-
mitted to the uttermost self denial and tho
burden of the cross ! Thus it is only, at first

—Come unto me ! and immediately on coming
there is a first refreshment. Then comes the

continued learning of him, and finding that
only through him, through following and re-

sembling him, the rest of the soul is gained.

Finally, there is the persevering advancement
under the yoke of his cross, in all the profound
meaning of that word ; with which is connect-
ed, however, the gracious encouragement that

arms the Christian against all the opposition of

fleshly impatience and refractoriness, the as-

surance that approves its truth in sure expe-
rience

—

My yoke is nevertheless, easy, my bur-
den is nevertheless light.* And when that
day comes, which shall make manifest those
who preferred to bear the j

roke of Satan, and
the burden of sin, it will he found that the
Lord's words were truth, and that his most
burdened follower had an incomparably better

allotment in the profound peace of the soul

which he bestows, than all the slaves of lust

with the disquietude of their guilty conscience.

Dost thou not yet know this, dear reader, dost
thou not say Yea and Amen to this from thino
heart? Then take it now to thj^self, and let

the word of thy Redeemer pursue thee in all

thy ways, until thou art constrained to yield

up thy heart to its obedience: Come unto vie!

Learn of me !

* " It is not difficult to he a Christian. Only
make the earnest attempt; take not up the Gos-

pel, however, as a light thiug, hut upon both shoul-

ders" (Braune).
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THE DISCIPLES PLUCK CORN ON THE SABBATH-
THE SABBATH.

-THE SON OF MAN LORD OF

(Matt. xii. 3-8 ; Mark ii. 25-28 ; Luke iv. 3-52.)

The chronology of this incident is altogether

uncertain in Matthew, as it is not his object

to give a consecutive narration of the events,

but here in chap. xii. only to depict the enmity

of the Pharisees, as shown on two Sabbaths, in

order thus to prepare the way for the princi-

pal discourse directed against them from verse

25 onwards. Luke, however, gives a very ex-

act determination of the time, inasmuch as he

calls the Sabbath on which the ears of corn

were plucked, SevTEpdnpcorov, second-first

("second after the first"), a word unfortu-

nately found no where else, and regarded as

obscure even from the earliest antiquity, and

which, indeed, it would be most convenient to

omit, as is done in the Syriac, or to cancel as

a false reading.* It is not our object to enter

minutely into such collateral circumstances.

Along with the majority of commentators,

and last of all, Liibkert (Stud. u. Krit. 1835, 3.

C64), we are inclined to prefer the opinion

first established by Scaliger to all the other

opinions of the learned who have exercised

their ingenuity on the point,f according to

which the first Sabbath after the second East-

er-day is the one meant, 6ci.fifStx.Tov itpwrov

drto r?/? SEvrepai tov Ilatixa, because from

this day seven Sabbaths were reckoned to the

Pentecost (Lev. xxiii. 10-1G). This would

also be the time that corresponds best with

the plucking of the ears of corn. Yet we can-

not herewith decidedly dismiss the really very

plausible statement in Bengel's Ordo ttmpornm.

This, first of all, connects itself quite as sim-

ply with the most ancient interpretation of

the Church fathers (Chrysostom and Theo-

phyl.), respecting the coincidence of a Sabbath

either immediately going before or coming

after any new moon or feast day, which was
generally called also a Sabbath and was ob-

* As if some one had added dsvrepcp to itpoorai

as a gloss, and from this the monster had arisen

—

a groundless conjecture

!

fGrotius and Pareau : The 6afifiara which

followed the great festivals were npwra, or distin-

guished above the rest, or great (John xix. 31);

bete, therefore, the second of these three great

ones, the Sabbath after Pentecost ; which, however,

sterns too late a period. Capellus and Rhenferd :

There were two itpwra at the beginning of the

civil and ecclesiastical year. Wetstein : Sevrepo-
Ttpootov, iflfatil? ji^XIH, the first Sabbath of the

'second month, on which, in the section (Lev. xxi.

-xxv.), the shew bread also occurred. Hitzig

:

According to Lev. xxiii, 11, precisely the 15th of

Nisan. Wieseler- The first of the seven first Sab-

baths in the great week of years which forms the

Sabbath-year.

served as such (as the first Easter-day, Lev
xxiii. 11 ; comp. Exod. xii. 17): he thinks, how-
ever, that it is specially the Sabbath before

the new moon of the month Nisan, fourteen
days before the Passover, that is here denoted
(John vi. 4). The so-called Sabbath (feast-

day) which fell upon the new moon itself,

KHn B*JO! J12BS was called a 6afi. Ttpoorov,

or great Sabbath ; on the other hand, the fore-

going day (on which 1 Sam. xx. 18, ss., had
been read) was called enn "inft T\2& devrepo-
npoDTov, i. e. devrepuS, equivalent to secim-

darius (as in SevrepodEKccrrj in Jerome, and
8svrep6^£7tra in Tzezes). True, it may be
objected to this, that the plucking of the ears

of corn must have taken place after the waving
of the sheaf of the first fruits, for, otherwise,

the Pharisees would have found fault with it

as contrary to Lev. xxiii. 14, rather than with
the violation of the Sabbath in general; still,

as Bengel himself remarks, a reply may be
found to this in the answer of our Lord to the

Pharisees ; and the rest of the chronological

arrangement as framed by Bengel, as well as

the remarkable coincidence, that precisely on
this Sabbath, 1 Sam. xx. 18, ss. (near to which
is the passage here cited by Christ), had been
read, will not allow us altogether to reject

this view. Partly on account of this circum-
stance, partly because Liibkert (as .also Wie-
seler) has not thought the great Bengel even
worthy of being mentioned, we have deemed
it right, by way of exception, to direct atten-

tion to his interpretation. Wieseler's latest

hypothesis brings the year-cycle but too di-

rectly into the simple statement of Luke ; by
which, however, nothing is gained. At all

events, the feast mentioned in John v. must
be the Purim, which again, however, will not

correspond with Bengel's chronology, and the

whole subject remains involved in uncertain-

ty; all the more so, as philologically it is im-

possible even to determine whether Ssvrepd-
itpoarov means a second following upon a first

(as SevrepoXenra may be interpreted)—or a

first of a subordinate rank. We willingly

leave the enigma to the learned, although for

us also it has in it something attractive.*

At the time when Jesus went about in all the

cities and villages unweariedly teaching, and
preaching, and healing (chap. ix. 35), it hap-

pened also, on a certain Sabbath, that his dis-

ciples, urged by actual hunger, in walking

through the corn fields, began to pluck a few

* As a specimen of his time, Rons also could not

resist the temptation to dispute the point with the

renowned Bengel.
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ears and to cat. Innocent conduct in general,

expressly allowed by the law (Deut. xxiii.

25), in contradistinction to an act on which
any charge of theft might be founded ; it is

still done, in order thus to see the gift of God
in the harvest that is drawing near, and to

taste beforehand a little of the bread which
he causes to grow out of the earth. Here Mat-
thew, who must have best known the fact,

expressly observes that they had been hun-
gry ; which, in following their Master, for sev-

eral hours might well have been the case.

But the Pharisees (as after chap. ix. 11, Matthew
concisely designates the then representatives of

this class of men so hostile to Christ) were also

in the neighborhood, also walking upon the Sab-
bath ; for the ISovteS Etitov, when they saw it

they said, is here to be understood more di-

rectly than at chap. ix. 11, as is evident from
the iSou, rtoiovdiv, behold, they do, immedi-
ately following i)f)B,avTO, they began, and after-

wards from ver. 9. They went listening beside

or behind Christ, and would gladly also have
measured after him whether perhaps he would
walk a step beyond the allowed Sabbath-
journey. There is no Sabbath stillness in their

souls, but they are full of evil purposes to go
their own ways, to find their otcn desires, and
to speak words out of such hearts (Isa. lviii.

13, Heb.). They have no notion how the dis-

ciples walk with Christ, either hearing God's
word from the mouth, or silently offering

praise in the great temple of creation. Scarce-

ly have the disciples begun to pluck a few ears,

when they come forward with their Behold!
as if they had surprised them in a great sin. If

Luke gives their words, as addressed to the
disciples, Matthew certainly gives them more
correctly as addressed to the Master : Do thy

disciples break the Sabbath before thine eyes,

and dost thou not rebuke them ; that we, who
are fortunately here, must needs interfere ?

Is this what they learn from thee? Behold,

now, we see it! Oux 'i£,E6ri, is not Ianfid,

so in their foolish pride do they lay down their

little statute which had been added to the law
of Godj and which in reality (according to

Maimonides, Hilchoth Sxbb.) forbade* the pluck-

ing of ears on the Sabbath as a kind of reap-

ing. how might Christ have replied to these

malicious ones otherwise than he did, and in

terms befitting their character, sharply rebuk-

ing them, and patting them to shame by his

powerful censure ! But he is now in a Sab-

bath tone of mind, to which that would not

be suitable. He does not let himself be drawn
into the petty school question as to what the

rDiOQj work, which was forbidden on the Sab-

bath, means, and whether the plucking of a

few ears (or, the rubbing them also with the

hands, as Luke adds), belongs to it, although,

it only corresponded to the cutting and help-

ing oneself to meat on the Sabbath (which
belonged to the meal, see Exod. xii. 10). No,

* Comp. on this Sepp's Leben Christi, ii. 329 and

454.

he kindly recompenses good for evil, overcomes
their folly with a genuine Sabbath word of his

own wisdom, and almost obtrudes upon them
the unwished for salutatory doctrine in oppo-

sition to their whole Pharisaism, the great

doctrine respecting the significance, limits,

ground and purpose of every law relating im-

mediately to outward acts, even in the case of

that law having been given by God.

Verses 3, 4. Inasmuch as these Pharisees,

with all their looking, had yet hastily over-

looked the one circumstance which belonged

to the species facti, Christ fulfills all righteous-

ness, and mentions forthwith the fact that

they were hungry, which had not been unper-

ceived by him in the disciples, and which now
on reflection he even feels in himself; for he

says, at first indirectly, adducing the similar

conduct of David, "when he and they who
were with him hungered," in no other than a

humble spirit, " I and they who are with me
are also hungry." The ri Inoh/6 e Aavid,
what David did, "thus comes in direct opposition

to the itoiov6iv, do, of the accusation as a

suitable reply. Have you not read this '? Often

enough, indeed ; but they have never read it

ari'ght, never understood it. In Luke ovSi
rovro -nor this also—might point in general

to their being much read in the Scriptures

;

but if, according to Bengel, 1 Sam. 20 had
really been the portion read on this Sabbath,
it might also be an injunction that they should

call to their recollection a chapter further on
in the history of David. In this case, it would
be a delicate hint, how accurately Christ ob-

served the arrangements respecting the read-

ing of the Scriptures in the synagogue. Mark
has, in addition to the citation, the difficult

phrase titi A/iicx^ap, in the days of Abiathar,

which can scarcely have been added by a later

hand, and which deserves a word or two of

explanation, inasmuch as it has likewise been
magnified by those commentators who are ever

on the alert for difficulties and mistakes on the

part ofthe disciples ofChrist. The priest named
in 1 Sam., is called Ahimelech, son of Ahitub
(chap. xxii. 11), but his son was Abiathar
(chap. xxii. 20), and his father may also have
been called Abiathar (which almost corres-

ponds to the meaning of Ahitub), if it is the

same that is spoken of in 2 Sam. viii. 17. Nay,
he may have been called Ahimelech as well as

Abiathar, see 1 Chron. xv. 11, comp. with
xviii. 16, xxiv. G. In short, as often happens,

the names are used interchangably, and it is

quite possible that both father and son may
have had both names. The tni denotes the

time when the high priest flourished and held

office (Luke iii. 2; iv. 27), and which of the

two was priest or high priest, is also a ques-

tion which cannot be determined. Consequent-

ly it is not at all necessary to suppose a change

at any rate unimportant, of the name in Mark,
but either the time of David and that of the

high priest Abiathar (who soon succeeded his

deceased father), belong in general to the same
chronological epoch, or the Ahimelech who
gave the shew-bread was himself also Abia-
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thar. But enough on subordinate points, and
now to the matter itself.

You will not think of finding fault by your
ovk ege&ri, it if not lawful, with what King
David did, he whom ye laud so much ? That
David, although he came at first alone (1 Sam.

xxi. 1), yet desired the bread, at the same
time, for the young men who were with him
( Mark and Luke), and who had been '• appoint-

ed to such and such a place," is evident in the

history when attentively read (see there vers.

4, 5) ; the necessity of hunger is so naturally

pre-supposed in the whole narrative that it is

for this very reason not expressly named

;

finally, the going into the house of God, the

tabernacle at Nob, follows from vers. 7 and 9.

See how carefully Christ reads the narratives

of the Scriptures, and how he has them every

moment as it were present to his mind ! B.

D. Kimichi on 1 Sam. xxi. also expressly un-

derstands David's words : Un3N D^jn *3, "for

we are hungry ;" and treats with great ful-

ness of this remarkable incident, about the

shew-brcad, and also of its happening to be the

Sabbath when the fresh supply was laid out, as

well as about David's journej' on the Sab-

bath. It is a Kabbinical rule which is also ap-

plied to this instance : Danger of life displaces

the Sabbath (JUBVl nil DV^a pQDiT)—and the

Talmud expressly enjoins that even on the

great day of atonement, it is lawful, in the ab-

sence of pure meat, to give forbidden nourish-

ment to a man overtaken with weakness or ex-

treme hunger. Nor do we read further on in the

Scripture, that the listening calumniator Doeg
or the angry Saul afterwards made an accusation

of this, that the bread which had been given

was holy ; and what David says (chap, xxi 5)

contains an assertion and doctrine very clearly

justifying what-he had done.* Christ, there-

fore, by the ovk aviyvoazz, have ye not read,

completely refutes the Pharisees e concessis :

Here was a stronger ovk lt,6v , was not lawful,

that of a divine command for the house and
sanctuar}^ of God, than your statute which
you have brought against us—will you find

fault now with the king and the priest ?

Verse 5. Or, letting alone what these two
once did from special warrant, and in an ex-

ceptional case, will you rather abide by the

rule of the law? Well then, not merely does

the sacred history relate exceptional instances

of necessity, but the law itself ordains labor on
the Sabbath as a duty. Thus Christ takes a
step higher, from the particular instances

with which the doctrine was connected to the
development of the general doctrine : That
the mere outward working or not working,
without further reference and significance, can
never have been the aim of the divine com-
mandment respecting the Sabbath. For, as

S«ripture proves, there are exceptions to all

external law, of whatever kind it be: in the

first place, allowed exceptions of necessity

* In which Melancthon (Loci, p. 137, ed. Aug
)

finds the sau^e thing already expressed as Paul

says in Titus i. 15.

(which general idea is expressed in Mark by
the xi-> £ i'av t<5X £ > he had need) ; then, even com-
manded exceptions of duty. The first exam-
ple has respect to the disciples having eaten
(containing a repty at the same time to the
charge which the Pharisees had perhaps for-

gotten to bring against them, of eating before
the first fruits were waved), the second more
especially to the breaking of the Sabbath. The
first is taken from the life of the anointed
king, the other is from the office and law of
the priests (already named in the first) ; for he
who now justifies himself is king and priest in

the highest sense. The laying out of the
shew-bread which has just been mentioned in

the house of God, then the offering of the
double sacrifice on the Sabbath (Num. xxviii.

9), to which belongs the kindling of the fire,

otherwise forbidden in houses (Exod. xxxv.
3 ; Lev. vi. 12), and the whole temple service

in general has to be performed by the priests

in the temple on the Sabbath. This then
would be a very grievous profanation (ftzftr]-

Xovv, Exod. xxxi. 14, Sept.; 1 Mace. ii. 34),

as Christ here expresses himself, with some-
what of irony, in order immediately to refute,

it in the avaiciol zl6i y a;e blameless. For
this, also, there are Rabbinical sayings : In the
sanctuary there is no Sabbath £Hp?32 D3C* PN)

;

the killing of sacrifices displaces the Sabbath
(rQtrriN TMTW nnm). The internal truth,

however, to which Christ here points, in a dif-

ferent spirit from the Rabbinical, is none other
than that to work the works of God belongs to

eveiy place and time, and is rather the true

priestly sanctitication of the Sabbath and the
sanctuary ; for, as at another time, on a like

charge being brought against him, he rises still

higher: God himself works evermore on the
great Sabbath after the creation of the world
(John v. 17).

Verse b". To all this Christ now adds a

word pointing to the dignity of his own per-

son (ch. xvii. 25, 20), in virtue of which he is

entirely, and with the highest right of freedom,

exempted from outward law, and thereby pre-

paring the way for the conclusion of the ad-

dress (verse 8). He expresses this, however,

not by the direct form

—

zyoo zlj.ii, I am he,

but again, by the modest form of the third

person

—

Here is one greater than the temple.

The reading of the neuter juzlgov (which Ne-

ander still prefers) would only say : Here
something is reckoned greater, more impor-

tant, namely, compassionate regard to the

hungry, or however it may be stated ;* but

we cannot regard this as any thing else than

a false correction, since the comparison with

the temple instead of the temple service would
in this case not be very suitable, while, on

the other hand vers. 6 and 8 exactly corres-

pond to each other, if Christ speaks of him-

* According to De Wette, the Messianic work.

Neander at least is for referring: it to the "mani-

festation of Christ as a whole "(as itXziov Luke
xi. 31, 32)—to which we afterwards also take ob-

jection.
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self. As the Sabbath gives place to the tem-
ple, so Sabbath and temple give place to the

greater, the Lord of the temple and Sabbath.
He reminds the Pharisees of the enigmatic
word (John ii. 19), with which they would
certainly be familiar, as also of Mai. iii. 1;

and thereby declares again in his own manner
who he is—the Messiah, the true King David,
the true High Priest, himself the archetype
and Lord of the temple. His disciples, too,

who have left house and goods for his service,

that they might follow him, are collectively

priests in the sanctuary, consecrated by him,
just as David's companions in his lowly con-
dition were by the already anointed king.

This accessory idea unites the whole, and
leads over to what follows.

Verse 7. Christ, prepared in the moment
for a complete reply to the charge of the Phar-
isees, adduces the testimony of history, the

law, and the prophet* against them. If history

and the law have already spoken of particular

cases of exception, he now shows, secondly, how
the prophetical Scripture opens up the general

import, and the true spirit of the outward
law. It is a passage already brought before

the Pharisees in ch. ix. 13, but which he here
again brings to their consideration, while he
imparts to his address a severer form than
hitherto, rebuking their ignorance, and there-

fore the sin committed on their part : If ye
had understood this, ye would not have so un-
charitably found fault with the innocent. On
the import of the citation from Hoseawe have
already spoken at length in chap, ix., and we
find here also (in opposition to almost all com-
mentators), as connected with the main pre-

ceding sentiments, the compassion of God
towards men, who willeth not that any one
should hunger in order that a sacrificial Sab-
bath service may be rendered to him, a ser-

vice in which he can have no pleasure when it

goes against the love that springs from his

love. The fundamental idea here expressed,

is undoubtedly this, that the design of the
Sabbath, as of the sacrifice, is not that men
should do or bring something meritorious

;

but that God may show favor, and impart
blessing to us. But there is here to be added
the natural inference and application that the

compassionate One who makes all his laws and
ordinances only for the sake of man, will have
them observed in no other spirit, in no way
contrary to compassion. Somewhat similar,

therefore, is ch. xxiii. 23. It follows, there-

fore, although it is not merely this that is in-

tended to be literally said,* that in cases of

collision, the royal law of love, from which
alone all commandments take their rise, is su-

perior to a Pharisaic outward adherence to

* As Von Gerlach, along with the great majority

of commentators : That the entire " ritual law " is

to be subservient to the supreme " law of love."

So formal a distinction is ia» general foreign to the

Old Testament, and least of all does it lie in the

genuine sense and connection cf the prophetic

passage which Christ brings to bear on the subject.

the letter of particular commandments.* Thus
the disciples, on this occasion, in their holy
simplicity (as blameless as the priests in the
temple) had no thought, when they plucked
the ears of corn, about whether it was allow-

ed or forbidden ; their accusers, however, " by
condemning the innocent," became themselves
very guilty (verse 8). Christ concludes, third-

It/, with a doctrine of far-reaching import,
which indeed returns to the case of Sabbath-
breaking now on hand, in order to draw a de-
cisive inference with respect to it, but which,
at the same time, enlarges, almost transfig-

ures, what is special in it. He utters, in his

overflowing wisdom, which he will not and
cannot restrain, a sublime truth in addition
to verse 0, and still more enigmatic, the mean-
ing of which those Pharisees could not appre-
hend ; therefore we, for whom it has been
written, are to understand it. For the saying
that ' what a prophet speaks in the wind pos-

terity reads,"f finds its highest application in

Christ.

First of all, we must entirely set aside all

those commentators who, misled by the inter-

mediate sentence in Mark (of which we shall

presently speak more particularly), are for

understanding by 6 vioi rov dy^pooitov,
QTNn-|3, Son of Man, with the article in this

stance, man in general4 This would be con-
trary to the sense in which the expression is

every where used by Christ, who always desig-

nates by the "Son of Man" only himself,

while, in addition to this, the designation
HvpioS rov dtxfifjarov, Lord of the Sabbath,

belongs to the same person who was just be-

fore said to be rov ispov pei^oov
, greater than

the temple. But do we read in Mark an inter-

mediate clause of a highly original character,

which it is impossible to regard as spurious,

and which speaks of 6 avSpooTtoS, Man, quite

generally? How docs this agree with our in-

terpretation of the passage before us '? Well
enough ; and neither are those right who, in

the address which is fully recorded by Mark,
understand Christ as speaking only of man, so

that ver. 23 also must be interpreted accord-

ing to that view ; nor those, on the other
hand, who understand it only of the person of

the one "Son of Man ;" the two opinions about
which commentators differ harmonize when we
go somewhat deeper. Why is Christ called
the Son of Man, but because he represents hu-
manity as a whole—because, as a second Adam,
he bears in himself and sets up a neio humanity ?

This is the key to the whole statement, ac-

cording to which, in the first place, Mark ii.

27, as the words stand, contains a truth as

sound as it is simple. So in the Talmud, R.

* Which might also be applied with equal force

to so-called moial duties.

fin Knapp's Christoterpe (1838), " Funken vom
Leuvhter" [sparks from the candlestick], (by J. Fr.

v.Meyer)—would that in our time also these might
fall into many hearts for their illumination.

\ Kleuker emphatically refutes this, J)J>1. Sym-
pathien, p. 318.
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Jonathan says literally :
" The Sabbath is in

vour hands, not you in its hands, for it is said :

< The Sabbath is for you '
" (Exod. xvi. 29

;

Ezek. x^. 12). [t is, according to God's de-

sign, an ordinance and institution of mercy
for the good of man, appointed, in the first in-

stance, for rest and refreshment (Deut. v. 14;

Exod. xxiii. 12), and then, further, for bless-

ing and sanctification. This, too, is the real

ground ofthat question, which Christ addressed

to the Pharisees eight days afterwards, wheth-
er one should save life or destroy it on the

Sabbath (Mark iii. 4). While the Pharisees,

cleaving to their statutes, scarcely rose to the

level of Moses' law, and knew not at all pro-

perly what or wherefore the Sabbath was,

Christ here points them to the first and deep-

est ground and origin of it, opens up to them
the fact that the rest of the Creator on the

seventh day was a typical rest for man, and the

blessing of the day a boon for man. True it is,

on the other hand, that man, as also the whole
world, has been created for God and for the

promotion of his glory ; but the glory of God
does not demand an outward work-service

in which man may bring a gift and offering to

God, for God wills to bless, give, and gladden
also by the Sabbath—so that to inflict pain

upon a man, and, for example, to let him hun-
ger on account of the eternal so-called Sab-
bath, runs directly counter to the internal

nature of the Sabbath. But while Christ, who
gives forth his doctrines, as Moses gave the

laws in the wilderness, as they were called

out by the various occasions of life, here speci-

fies the Sabbath, he at the same time speaks

by synecdoche of all law and its institution in

general ; his statement means, as we read also

in 2 Mace. v. 19, of the temple which has just

been named here : " God has not chosen the

people on account of the place, but the place

on account of the people." The import and
order of his reasoning are therefore very evi-

dent, inasmuch as he rises from man in general

and the ordinance hitherto in existence, which
datos from the first eyevsro, was made, to

himself, the Son of Man, who, moreover, intro-

duces a new state of things to men. First pro-

position : Already in general under the Old Tes-

tament law, nay, from the creation downwards,
the Sabbath, like any ordinance of God, was
designed for man ; for which as yet general

doctrine, after adducing the testimony of history,

the law and the prophets, he, in an allusion to

the book of Maccabees, even goes beyond the
canon pointing to the echoes of the prophetical

Scriptures, and the foreshadowing of the New
Testament doctrine found in the apochryphal
writings. Second proposition : Therefore (Mark
c2<?r£), 2, as the Son of Man, being already as

man, in the state of things which has existed

hitherto, no servant of the Sabbath according
to your perverted ideas, and, moreover, being
greater than the temple in the new state of things

which begins with my coming, am much more
abundantly Lord of the Sabbath.* Upon which

* The whole discourse is jvervaded by personality,

that of man in general, of the Son of Man as repre-

the address closes again, with a most direct
application to the case in hand.
That a complete reply may be given to the

charge in ver. 2, Bthold, thy disciples do, etc.,

he now includes in this his prerogative and
freedom

—

Those who are icith him. The Son of
Man, i.e., the new man in Christ, the second
Adam, in the new order of things, in which all

preparatory institutions were fulfilled accord-
ing to their original significance—not we as

men, such as we are, are called lords of the
Sabbath ; for, although the Sabbath is made
on our account, we are yet only so much the
more for this reason bound and obliged to

keep it—but Christ also the Lord of the Sab-
bath in the proper sense, in so far as in honor
of him, the eternal Son of God, every Sabbath
from the beginning has been celebrated, brings
as the Son of Man to us, his brethren and
members, that freedom and lordship through
which, in the New Testament, every one is in

Christ exalted above all imposed law as such,

because he fulfills it not in the bondage of the
letter, but in the liberty of the Spirit. In
these words of Christ there certainly lies the
germ of that apostolical doctrine which we find

afterwards expressed in Rom. xiv. 4, 5, 17
;

Col. ii. 16, 17. Does it follow, therefore, that
they declare a complete abrogation of the Sab-
bath as a day consecrated by God for man,
above other days, and set apart for special

blessing'? By no means, and those who can
find no Sabbath in the New Testament under-
stand neither that apostolical doctrine nor the
statement of our Lord in this passage. Not
by doing away with the Sabbath, but by reno-

vating and glorifying it, does he show himself
to be the Lord of the Sabbath. We find here
rather the most emphatic confirmation of the
inviolably continuance of the dd/3/jaror in

the all-expressive kyevero. Note : Moses has
given you the Sabbath—but the Sabbath has

been from the first, when all things came into

being, when the world and man were created.

As already in the reception of this command-
ment into the decalogue, which contains only
what is original and permanent law for all

men, not what was temporarily designed for

Israel alone, so again does Christ, in the words
Sid ruv d v 3 p oaic or. for man, set forth the

universal validity of the Sabbath originating

from the creation (not like the temple, only on
account of the Israelitish people). So long as

man lives on the earth he is to have a Sabbath
of God ; the necessity 'of his nature, and the

ordinance of the Creator for 'meeting that ne-

cessity, always correspond to each other. But
in this has Christ shown himself to be Lord of

the Sabbath for his church, for the new hu-
manity in him, that he has changed the day
from the end of the old world week which
passed away for ever with the still Sabbath of

his grave, to the beginning with which an en-

senting humanity and raising it to a new elevation.

This view closing at last with the xvpioS corres-

ponds very ill with the indefinite sentimeDt, Here
is something greater than the temple ! as Neander
would explain it.
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tirely new state of things commenced, and that

he has made the day peculiarly his own, the

Lord's day, and has united to the remembrance
of the first creation, whose Sabbath was broken
and rendered servile by sin, the praise of the

new creation, effected by him who became a

Bon of man for man's sake. Thus has he given

to us the Sabbath anew, without literal com-
mandment, as in the Old Testament, but by
the free operation of the Spirit in the Church,
so that even no defect of knowledge in this

particular, no error of church doctrine has as

j'et been able to deprive the day of its Lord.*

Thus do we, sanctifying the Sabbath in Christ,

now look freely and joyfully forward to the

future 6L\/il3ocvi6f.i6i (Heb. iv. 9), in which the

rest of God in man from the redemption-work
will unite with the first rest from the creation-

work ; on the other hand, before the appearing

of Christ, the best Sabbath devotion could

only point backward in humility and repent-

ance, because of sin, to the lost peace of the

Sabbaths of Adam in Paradise.

THE WITHERED IIAND- -IS IT LAWFUL TO DO GOOD OR TO DO EVIL ON THE
SABBATH 1

(Matt. xii. 11-13; Mark hi. 3-5; Luke vi. 8-10.)

From the frequency with which the Sabbath

is spoken of in the Gospels, as it is here again,

we may infer the importance of this subject:

for, even in the narrow misconceptions of the

Pharisaical Jews, there yet lies hid the truth,

that the Sabbath which was given to them
had something great and specially holy be-

longing to it. In all the discourses of Christ

on the subject, directed against Pharisaism,

we look in vain for an expression in which it

is distinctly stated that at any period all days
are to become alike ; if the one which we have
just considered contains no such statement, so

neither does any other.

According to the account of Matthew, who
is very careless as to the order of time, we
might suppose that what follows here took

place on the same day, did not Luke specify

another, and, in all probability the next, Sab-
bath. Then, as always, Christ sanctifies the

Sabbath by going to the synagogue, then also

the Pharisees begin Ttapa.rijpt.iv, to watch him
anew, and he again, according to Luke xiv. 13

-1G, instructs and confounds them in quite a

similar way. If we had not in Luke ch. vi.

(as also again in ch. xiii. 15 the same state-

ment) the account corresponding to that of

Matthew, how would the critics have spoken
of a different report of evidently the same oc-

currence !

In the first account, also, we find this differ-

ence, that, according to Mark and Luke, Christ

himself puts the question which Matthew lays

into the mouth of his enemies. Luke observes,

besides, that Jesus knew their thoughts, and
Anticipated the question of their hearts, by
giving outward expression to it: titepoorr/tiGj

v/xdi, I will ask you, with which—probably
more correctly, for then the account in Mark
and Luke (the interrogative it,t6zi without
ri) becomes the same—is to be construed

:

lntpooty6ao vjudS rz, I will ask you something,

as in Matt. xxi. 24, era Xoyov. It is the

same as in the case of the centurion's speaking

(Matt, viii.) ; and Matthew represents as an
expressed question, in the same manner as he
does there, the diaXoyidjuovi or thoughts of

those who watched ichether he would heal on the

Sabbath.]

Mark and Luke narrate exactly that Christ,

at first acting with perfect frankness, and in

order to put it to the proof whether hostile

stubbornness will yield to sympathy with the

unfortunate, called him forth: Come forth and
stand in the midst ! Now is the disputed case

before their eyes, itself speaking and testify-

ing to the unprejudiced; now goes forth the

bold, irresistibly pressing question, to which
the obdurate Pharisees had nothing to answer.

He humbly sets them up as judges, while in

the exalted dignity of simple, invincible truth,

he puts their folly and wickedness to shame.
Do you yourselves give forth your e£,e6n, " it

is lawful," on the case, so that I may act accord-

ingly : Shall I now heal the man, or, because
it is the Sabbath, shall I not? This, however,
he expresses forcibly: Is it permitted or right

to do good on the Sabbath, or to do evil. The
answer if, of course, self-evident, and it is also

so for the next part of the question, which
comes nearer the case in hand: To save a life

{ipvxvv quite indefinite, a living being), or to

destroy it? Even yet the question represents

the case in a generalized form, but it does

represent it so far as healing is a 66o6ai, a sav-

ing and r< storing of the life-power or health,

while, on the contrary, not healing when one
has the power is an ditoXe6at, or destroying,

as every omission of well-doing on any occa-

sion presented to us is eoil-doiug. Thus.does
Christ, with simple decision, reduce all the

* We rather find that, under the pressure of ne-

cessity, the divine right of the new Sabbath is ever

more fully demonstrated in theory; to promote
which, church days, prize writings, societies, are

useful, although not yet on a perfectly clear prin-

ciple. I may he allowed to refer on this point to

wiiat I have said in my commentary on Isaiah,

lvi. 2.

t
,

AitoXi6<xi in Luke is at all events the more
correct explanation for dnouzelvai. Should the

latter be genuine in Mark, it would not do to say

that it does not belong to ipvxijv, but stands by
itself in opposition to ipvxyy oujdai.
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complication belonging to the disputed ques-

tions as to what is or is not to be done on the

Sabbath, to the highest clear law : Thou shalt

not do evil, thou shalt not hurt thy neighbor

even by the refusal of helping love. With
sufficient irony Christ thus shuts up the dis-

puters to the conviction, that doing good must
be lawful also on the Sabbath, but that doing

evil, that is, precisely their Pharisaical keep-

ing of the Sabbath, is by no means so. Upon
this follows what Matthew alone further nar-

rates as Christ's discourse.

Verses 11, 12. In these verses he discloses

the unfeeling nature of their evil thoughts,

and shows that what men will not do from
love is done from self-interest ; for, although
Christ speaks on the friendly supposition that

a man will save the life of the poor sheep, and
how much more render assistance to a man

—

yet, properly speakiug, he pre-supposes the

answer in the hearts of those whom he has

put to shame: "Yes, we would do that in or-

der not to suffer loss in our propertj^ !" Hence
he gives emphasis to oS e£ei itpoftarov ev,

that shall have one sheep. Accidents of this

kind with sheep, oxen, or asses, must at that

time have been acknowledged exceptions ; not
till a later period do we find even this forbid-

den in the Talmud, perhaps, not without occa-

sion from the words of Jesus. Whenever
Pharisees forbid works of love towards our
neighbor as unlawful, let them be put to

shame by presenting an analogous case, in

which their own profit or loss is at stake !

—

And now again with reproachful severity

comes the benevolent conclusion from the
Saviour-heart of the Son of Man : How much
better is a man than a sheep ! Thus speaks
the love of God which compassionates all men,
and will assist their distress in body and in

soul. By how much the man is better, by so

much the less is his health, the healing of a

diseased limb, to be placed in comparison with
the saving of a perishing animal. Conse-
quently it is indeed lawful to do good on the
Sabbath—whereupon the words in Matthew
point back to what goes before in Mark and
Luke. We are certainly not, however, to

confine the application of this to bodily bene-
fits, and the saving of life ; for how much bet-

ter is the soul of man than the body. Works
of soul-healing, soul-saving, alone reach the

man properly so-called ; hence all the present
operations of home missions, which have the

object of drawing men out of the pit of per-

dition are, in the truest sense, a Sabbath
work.
Verse 13. Who has any thing to say against

my doing good now to this man 1 Thus does

Christ look around, again asking, and— the

gentleness and kindness !—would have still

waited to answer any word that might be
addressed to him. But he knew, at the same
time, that they would be silent with the
mouth, and yet would hate him more bitterly

in their obdurate hearts because of the truth
;

hence (according to Mark), the holy anger
which he manifests at the same time that he
humbly puts the question—anger, which is

the same thing with grief at sin. They are

silent. Upon this he did not touch the sick

man, did not even stretch out his hand, that

he might certainly do no external work on
the Sabbath, but spake the words (as all the
three Evangelists agree): Stretch forth thine

hand! That is, as much as to say: Thou const,

do this, thou art freed from thy malady (Luke
xiii. 12). And behold, he could do it ; it be-

came, in the act of stretching it out, whole as

the other (1 Kings xiii. G). The miraculous

cure, which we might expect to be performed
after the hand was stretched out, was already

done in "the speediest and most spiritual man-
ner"—as Lange expresses it.

BEELZEBUB—CHRIST DEFENDS HIMSELF AGAINST THE CHARGE OF BEING
IN FELLOSHIP WITH SATAN.

(Matt. xii. 25-45 ; Mark in. 23-29; Luke xi. 17-36.)

It is a question, and one which must find

its answer in a harmony of the Gospels,
whether the occurrence here related by Mat-
thew, as connected with what immediately
precedes, belongs to the later period, which
Luke seems to assign to it, since the identity
of all the particular parts of the discourse,
which are as strongly marked as they are
closely connected, is too great in this case to
admit the supposition of a repetition.* But

* Alford says very strongly in opposition to Gres-
well, who maintains snch a twofold occurrence of

the same discourse, that upon such principles it

would be quite as easy to prove that there took
place four different crucifixions and resurrections.

whether the sequence of the particulars, as

given by Luke (who not only first introduces

at ch. xii. 10, the account given by Matthew
vers. 31, 32, and omits that of Matthew vers.

33-37, because he had already given some-
thing of this in ch. vi.; but also connects the

parable which, in Matthew forms the conclu-

sion with the beginning, and gives a different

conclusion), whether this arrangement in

which he deviates from Matthew be the moie

correct, we very much doubt ; for, in the con-

nection of the longer discourses, Matthew is

generally the more exact. [?] Christ has heal-

ed a demoniac whom the devil made blind

and deaf, which circumstance, as giving occa-
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sion to the discourse,* Mark does not at all

mention, while Luke mentions only the dumb-
ness. Kaoq>6i signifies deaf as veil as dumb,
(comp. Matt. xi. 5). This striking double
cure draws from the astonished people the
bold and open question: Is not this indeed
the Messiah ? Who will now contradict it any
longer ? The Pharisees feel themselves chal-

lenged by the question to come forward, and,

according to Mark, these are Pharisees who
had come down from Jerusalem, and think it

necessary to show their superiority to others in

learning. The fact stands clear before their eyes;

the powerful conclusion, however, which the

simple popular understanding draws from it,

must, on no account, be held good. Thus it is as

if the cast-out devil had just entered into them,
to make them blind with a more wicked blind-

ness, and from being a dumb devil had, for a

change, become one speaking blasphemously.
Here, probably, these Pharisees say for the
first time what, according to Matthew ix. 34,

on a similar (later) occurrence was impudently
repeated, by them outright. They maintain
it, however, at once openly, emphatically,
quickly replying with their contemptuous
ovroi, this man, to the wondering ouroS of

the people ; nay, they give forth as masters in

a learned faculty a most strongly affirmative

judgment: This man doth not cast out devils

but by Beelzebub ; ei jm), it is no otherwise,
we know it /f That is more than the daiuo-
viov %x Et > he 7/fl/A a devil (ch. xi. 18 ; John vii.

20, viii. 48, x. 20). He has not merely a

devil, but Satan himself, the prince of the dev-

ils (Mark /J£tA.e!e/Jov\ £#cz) ; he is the most
wicked of conjurors. They not only think this

blasphemous thought, but speak it, or rather
they thrust it forward without even them-
selves truly thinking it ; finally, they do this

as the leaders of this people! and, with this

clenching word as by a master-stroke, the

whole subject of the source of his miracles is

to be for ever set at rest, the power of God in

them set aside, the people, who were disposed

to believe, rather led to cherish the deepest
contempt for Christ, horror towards the ally

of Satan ! Here it was necessary for Christ to

speak, and truly he speaks as the Lord. But
he speaks only, he does no new miracles either

to prove his dignity in an overpowering man-
ner (see afterwards vers. 38, 39), or even to

rebuke the wicked blasphemers, and to make
them dumb. All those qualities that we have
hitherto admired in his discourses and answers

are found united here: the gentleness and hu-

mility Avhich no personal offence, not even
the most wicked reviling, can provoke ; the

uniformly lofty, calm temper which returns

* Who perhaps might confound it with Matthew
ix. 33, 34.

f Beelzebub (God of flies), a mocking euphemism
(from 2 Kings 1, 2) for Beclzcbul, i. e., loid of the

dwelling ; not, however, of the possessed as being

inhabited by demons, as some have thought, hut

ruler of the abyss, prince of hades [rather of the

©rial space, Eph. ii. 2J.
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not reviling for reviling, but can rise from the

most patient testifying for the truth to the

rebuke of insolent unbelief; the holy judicial

anger in harmony with love, which trachea

and persuades in circumstances in which every

other would have thought it unsuitable and
useless ; the immovable certainty and clear-

ness of his position in relation to the sin of

man and the kingdom of the devil ; the ful-

ness of wisdom which, on every occasion, at

once reaches forth from its deep treasures,

surveys the present, the past, and the future,

lets us see into the Scripture, reveals the se-

crets of hearts, the judgments of history even
to the last judgment, and then, Again, in the

most familiar and persuasive address by para-

ble and proverb, declares the truth with an

all-subduing, penetrating power ; finally, his

majestic and unique personality, which must
attest itself in every thing, which never can

nor will deny itself. Let any one study thor-

oughly this one discourse, and say whethor
any other but the Son of God in the flesh

could so speak, whether any one among men
could either consciously or unconsciously fab-

ricate any thing like this !

It is again really one discourse which Mat-
thew gives us ; the interrupting challenge ad-

dressed to him (ver. 38), is replied to by
Christ, only by continuing to express his

thoughts. He defends himself against the charge

of confederacy with Satan, by adducing first of

all most conclusive proof against such a charge

(on to ver. 30) ; from this he rises higher, and
rebukes those who insolently set aside what
he thus proved, and this is the main idea of

what is said to ver. 45. Here also he at first

warns against the highest, the unpardonable
sin, which the Pharisees at that time were in

a fair way to commit; then he threatens more
decidedly the entire perdition which will as-

suredly follow it. The former embraces vers.

31-37, and already, at the conclusion, points

to the judgment, when the repeated defying

challenge by which he was interrupted gave

him occasion, now prophesying of total unbe-
lief, to carry it out to the highest and last

sign.

He does not at once rebuke them thus: How
unreasonable are your words ? how must they,

wise as you are, proceed from bad hearts, from
wicked lying against the truth ! He does not
begin with the deserved rebuke which they
had afterwards to take before the whole peo-

ple (ver. 34) ; but from a calm elevation, as if

it were a friendly discussion upon a subject not

at all affecting his own person, he begins with
a few plain and undeniably stated general po-

sitions. These contain the first ground of his

defence : Granted, according to your own words,

that Satan's kingdom exists ; it cannot surely

make war upon and overthrow itself—a very

general proposition about every kingdom,
city, house, true in the great, the lesser, and
the least (ver 25)—and an application to Sa-

tan's kingdom as deductio ad absurdum (ver.
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26). Then comes the second reason from the

other side, which more nearly touches the dis-

puted case, and in which he declares what
they conceal, affirms what they knowingly
deny: Rather does the kingdom of God attest

itself by my casting out devils. Here also,

with the utmost humility, he first of all classes

himself with common examples (ver. 27), in

order from the general proposition

—

Where Sa-

tan yields, there God icorks, to make the higher
application

—

The kingdom of God is come (ver.

28), the conqueror of Satan, theserpent-treader
(the Messiah, ver. 23), is virtually present in

my person (ver. 29) ; to which is added (ver.

30), finally, as a transition to the now well-

founded rebuke, the proverbial saying sharply
distinguishing the two opposing kingdoms, his

and Satan's associates.

Christ sees the thoughts of the heart behind
the words which were spoken in his presence,

a circumstance which the Evangelists regularly

repeat from time to time, in order to indicate

the entire internal suitableness of his answers.
Yet, notwithstanding, he himself also teaches
and proves, even when he sees that spiteful

wickedness which will not be instructed.

How much more ought we, who know not the
heart, to follow his example in this respect;
how ought we rather to suppose ignorance to

be helped on the part of those who are hostile,

than blasphemy, and not withhold the salu-

tary doctrine ! He who, in the wilderness,
gave even to Satan the answer which he would
and could never receive, in order to render
what was due to him, does the same here, and
would have spoken thus even though the
wickedness of all who heard him had been
already incorrigible. But this was certainly

not yet the case
;
perhaps in the worst origina-

tors of the blasphemy there was still a hidden
germ of obedience to the truth, more probably,
at least, in the better or less bad among those
who joined in what was said, as such are wont
to do; finally Christ certainly could not be
silent for the sake of the poor deluded people,

among whom the worst error, if boldly spoken,
will find access. Besides, we are not to sup-
pose that between the truth and the worst
denial of it there is no common ground for ex-

planation and defence ; there is, and remains,
bo long as we speak to men, even for the high-
est truths of the humanly attested kingdom of
God, the common understanding of men to which
the Son of Man here appeals. For where the
testimony of the Spirit of God is not listened
to. there is always unreason (Mark vii. 22).

Verses 25, 26. Taking up the wordsof the
blasphemers themselves regarding the apx<*>v
T(3v 8ai/.iovioov

, prince of the devils, Christ at

once says, e concessis : On the existence of
a kingdom of Satan and the unity of it in the
one head, we are agreed ! the specious un-
reason of the vulgar rationalism, which could
and can speak here of accommodation ! With
the highest earnestness of truth, even in those
places where he maintains it against the most
contumacious denial, Christ rather confirms
the true idea which his opponents express,

even to the most complete inferences which
they do not now perceive: the fundamental
idea of a kingdom is its self-inclosed, firmly
compacted unity; by how much it fails in this,

by so much it is no kingdom in the strictest

sense of the term. A prince who puts down
and casts out his own servants and subjects, is

no prince. While Christ, descending from the
great to the small, shows upon the principles

of reason and experience that every communi-
ty is and must be dissolved by being in oppo-
sition to it, he takes it for granted indeed
that such a thing dots take place in human so-

cieties ;* so much the weightier is his assertion
that there is no such thing as this in Satan's
kingdom. The mention of the house also, the
family, as the smallest society which cannot
subsist without unity, is here so natural that
there is no necessity to find an occasion for it

in the fact that Christ at that moment was
teaching in a house (ver. 47; ch.xiii. 1 ; Mark
iii. 20). It is possible, however, that his after-

wards carrying out the analogy of the " house "

(ver. 29) instead of the kingdom, was occa-

sioned by this circumstance. Iu Luke xi. 17,

(where the middle member nuXii, city, is want-
ing), Luther translates wrongfully, "And one

house falls upon another in such a kingdom ;"

it must evidently be construed as the Synac has
it—Where there is an oixoS liti, oimov, i.e.,

a house striving against itself, divided against
\tse\(, falls, is destroyed. (The family is de-
signated metaphorically by the house in

which it dwells.) This view alone agrees with
Matthew, and corresponds to the main idea
that runs throughout the passage. Ou CtcxSt}-

derai, shall not stand, is equivalent to Mark's
ou Svvarai drctSf/yai, cannot stand; in which
the passive formf is to be particularly noticed :

the prince or head of a family will not be able

to maintain or preserve his kingdom or house
(Luke xi. 21), if he himself in his place of

power encourages division and strife. Then
it is directly said, and will soon be manifest,

that it hath an end, as Mark sa3r s, in addition.

Would that it were so with Satan's kingdom !

But Christ, by a valid conclusion derived from
the undeniably acknowledged existence of this

kingdom, denies the absurd hypothesis of his

opponents, that Satan castethout Satan—as he
purposely with emphasis sa}-s that Satan at-

tacks himself in those who are his, his own
sovereign power in his servants and subordi-

nate devils ; for then he would, indeed, be at

variance with himself; prince and kingdom
would not be one perfect unity, as Christ who
knew the fact, maintains that they are, and
therefore under the name Satan comprehends
the closely and firmly united whole.

Here, already we have a hint which helps

us to the understanding of the words which

* Qrotius cities Cicero de Amicitia : Quae domus
tarn stabilis, quae tam firmi civitas est, quae nou
odiis atque dissidiis funditus possit everti ?

fAmmonius: 6ra$r/vai fiiv edn to xxp
kripov 6rfjvai Se, to ko:t' 18Lav (too fir]v xai
rtpoaipe6tv.
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follow in vers. 31, 32, namely, that human
wickedness is distinguished from Satanic by
this, that in the former, because there is also

still error in it, and not an absolute evil will,

there is division against itself. The kingdom
of human sin here upon earth is, as such, in

reality a divided falling Babel, in which one
sinner is against another, and so the power is

broken. But in the background of this con-

fused scene, the will, plan, kingdom, and power
of Satan stand firm and united: the proof in

fact, of such another kingdom being behind
all the sin of man, discordant in other respects,

lies in the fearful, otherwise inexplicable har-

mony which appears in this Babel-confusion,

whenever it goes against the kingdom of God
in Christ. Then must those who in other

respects hate and are hostile to each other,

become friends and allies, for Satan uses them
as his arms and household stuff to accomplish
b}r their means what he will, and well he
knows what he will. He will certainly do no
hurt, on his part, to even the lowest devil in

the host of hell, for the evil counsel and will

in the head and in all his spirits is one and the
same, which cannot contradict and conflict

with itself. It may, indeed, appear in the
particular instances, when we look at the hu-
man side, as if one devil does cast out another

;

in reality, however, it is no expulsion, but the
one devil gives place to the other deliberately

and willingly, at the word of command. Beel-
zebub, or any superior devil, never does from
caprice or whim what the powerful ones of the
earth so often do, who remove their servants
from place to place, in accordance with or
against merit,* but it is, throughout, the con-
nected plan of one will, one power, in this

kingdom. In the single word: There exists

9, kingdom of Satan—much, every thing indeed,

is said. Christ, indeed, here implies (though
in the whole of Scripture this is hardly ever
stated), that Satan is a king, notwithstanding
he is an already condemned and overthrown
usurper (he receives this name elsewhere only
in Rev. ix. 11, where the writer speaks meta-
phorically with a half play upon Prov. xxx.
27. and in Job xviii. 14) ;

yet what is to be
understood here is the not to be despised
kingly power in this kingdom (hence Jude 9,

according to which Satan also belongs to the
" dignities," the kings by God's grace or right-

eousness), and there are even thrones of Satan
set up in particular places (Rev. ii. 13).

Verse 27. Christ meekly and humbly,
without the least personal pride that would
have shrunk from it, or personal anger that
would have been provoked by it, takes into

his mouth all the contempt and blasphemy
directed against himself, even the most horri-

ble part of it, that which charges him, the
Holy One of God, with being an ally of Satan.

He speaks in order to refute it, as if he were
bound to defend himself against it, and thus
assumes the monstrous hypothesis : If I cast

* Kleuker, " A Human Essay upon the Son of

God aud Man."

out dtvils by Beelzebub—in this form, willing-

\y accepting the concession, that he actually

cast out devils, and thereby, first of all, con-

descends to place himself on a level with every
other Jewish exorcist, in order to claim for him-
self at least what they concede to their children;

the casting out of devils is in every case done
only from a good, a divine power. It is a
humble, conceded analogy of the same kind
as John x. 34-36. Nay, he even shows a

kindly feeling in this, pointing to something
good in the Pharisees by bringing into notice

their acts which were wrought in God. You
so thoroughly despise me, that you cast me
out to Beelzebub ; I willingly give credit to

the Pharisees for what they perform in faith

in the name of God. For nothing is said here
of those who cast out devils in the name of
Jesus (Mark ix. 38), as, in this case, the con-
clusion from them to himself, which forms the
principal idea of the inference, would be lost;

because the Pharisees would by no means in

such cases allow any authority to the name of
Jesus. That Christ means his own disciples

and apostles (chap. x. 8), among whom, more-
over, there could scarcely be a disciple of the
Pharisees, can be the opinion of only those
commentators who read altogether without
reflection, or of the timorous ones who, ac-

cording to their somewhat narrow theory,
cannot allow that there was any casting out
of devils in Israel besides that which was done
by Christ (among whom Chrysostom leads the
way). The vjliqjv, your, stands in direct op-
position to him and all his, and the vioi, chil-

dren, denotes also not Jews in general (Jewish
exorcists, Acts xiv. 13, your fellow-country-
men ; this would be a.$?k<poi), but nothing
else than disciples of the Pharisees, Acts
xxiii. G.*

If their casting out of devils had been a
mere delusion and superstition, then indeed
Christ with all his humility, could not for the
sake of truth have placed his own on a level

with it, could not have appealed to it as a
fact of their conviction, as he does in the
tKfidXXovdi, cast out, of his question, in which
he grants that it was a real casting out, quite
as true as Ins own eH/JdXXco.f We leave un-

* Even if the discipleship had not much signifi-

cance in other respects, still the Pharisees certainly

appropriated those exorcists to themselves and their

party, appealing thereto against the Sadducees.
Accordingly Von Gerlach's question is very much
out of place, " How can we know that these were
disciples of the Pharisees ?" The Sadducees ad-
mitted the existence of no spirits whatever! Nor
is it arts learned in the schools of the Pharisees,

whereby devils were actually cast out, that are here
spoken of—hut the believing work of orthodox
Jews, which, however, was of rare occurrence, so as

not in any way to hinder the astonishment at the
totally different power of Jesus.

f Unaccountably wrong and yielding to a pre-

conceived opinion is Menken, who understands
Christ to refer to the most worthless jugglers and
to say, " Such hateful and impure conduct do ye
allow to pass without question and call it dirioe ?
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decided in what relation this may have stood

to the rpoitoiS iSopxcodscov or methods of

exercism which, according to Josephus {Antiq.

viii, 21, 5), Solomon is said to have bequeathed

to the Jews, the practice of which was at that

time also still common ; but, if Justin Martyr

(adv. Trt/ph. p. 311) appeals against the Jews
to the fact that devils yielded to the name of

the " God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob," as

they did to no name of king, prophet, and
patriarch—if Irenaeus, and likewise Origen,

acknowledged the still continuing exorcisms

of the Jews in the name of God (see the pas-

sages in Grotius), we may see with what rea-

son, and with what sense, Christ might ask:

iv rivi, by whom, and by whose power, do

your disciples cast out devils ? Certainly not

by Beelzebub, a supposition which he had just

refuted as impossible.

Verse 28. At first he condescendingly

places his acts side by side in general with

those of these disciples, but now, as was right,

he sets the eyao exfiocWoo, I cast out, far

above any such acts performed by them. Here,

first of all, express mention is made of that

kingdom which is not merely opposed to the

kingdom of Satan but which overcomes it,

notwithstanding all its power and unity,

namely, the kingdom of God, of the eternally

stronger One who everlastingly upholds the

kingdom. It is mentioned here in a stricter

sense, in so far as it was future for Israel and

now visibly come on the earth in their midst.

In general, wherever devils are made to yield,

there is the kingdom and Spirit, or powerful

energy of God ; but the kingdom of God which
comes in Christ, is something different from

what was already among the disciples of the

the Pharisees, the Spirit of God by which he

casts out means something more than what is

conceded in regard to them in the iv rivi.

Luke says : By the finger of God, an expression

which Christ in his more detailed discourse

probably used along with the other, and which
very appropriately points to the history in

Exod. viii. 19, where the magicians themselves

were constrained to acknowledge by this ex-

pression the difference between magic and the

miracles of God (comp. also Psa. viii. 4 ;
Exod.

xxxi. 18), whence it came to be a proverbial

form of expression that God's finger works
mightily. What in Isaiah (after Moses) is

called the redeeming arm of the Lord, appears

here as, so to speak, the but slightly touch-

ing finger. Strong emphasis must be laid on

These rather are the marks of what is evil and
devilish ! But I cast out without profit, out of

love, without means and formulas ; this pure divine

work is forsooth from Beelzebuh, and that which
really proceeds from him is divine!" Such an in-

terpretation is refuted by a right reading of the

text. Sepp, indeed brings it forward anew (ii. 362),

in his own manner, always hunting after something
peculiar and abusing the text itself. Neander, too,

cannot reconcile himself to the thing, and calls the

plan and concession upon which the whole dis-

course is built, a supposition holt avSpaortov—
which is retracted afterwards at v. 30.

the iyco, I, in this verse, in order to feel the
full force of Christ's inference :

" I with all

that belongs to me and that goes forth from
me, I with my holy walk and witness for truth
—can signs wrought in support of Beelzebub
help me, as I stand before you, inj whole
teaching and working which are to you well

known ? Truly, then, he would be, in the

strongest possible sense, against himst/f, and
assisting his most decided enemy. Not, there-

fore, the isolated acts of casting out devils or

miraculous acts as such, but all taken together
as attestations, which cannot but come from
God, of him who reveals and declares by his

whole being the kingdom of God, prove it

beyond contradiction: His word is true, the

kingdom is come I "Eg>^adEv, has come vpov,

as has been observed before, expresses more
than fjyyixtv , has come nigh (chap. iv. 17).

It has come upon you (2 Cor. x. 14), unex-
pectedly broken in upon you,* already present

and attested, since I am here and work.
What follows then, further? That in me, he
who was to come is come, the Serpent-bruiser,

according to the first and oldest promise, the

Conqueror and stronger One, whom the pro-

phets announce under these names—where-
with the discourse passes on to what follows.

Verse 29. Satan is the strong one, but the

stronger than he, 6 i6xvporepo<
f
overcomes

him. This name is expressed in Luke, and
reminds us, at the same time, of the Baptist's

word (Luke iii. 10 ; Matt. iii. 11) ; for, even

in these passages, it is not mereiy iOxvpore-
poS {i o v, " stronger than I," but there is in

the expression a general name by which Christ

was distinguished : He who in every com-

parison is in himself the stronger, superior to

all with him and against him, who is and re-

mains the unconditionally strong and mighty
One. Perhaps, as has already been observed,

Christ expresses himself in the parable with

immediate reference to the house in which he

is speaking, but, at all events, he speaks from

the prophetical writings, as he almost always

does when he announces himself as he who
was to come. Not merely does he look back

to Gen. iii. 15, but still more definitely docs

this testimony contain an evident allusion

to the subsequent prophecy of Isaiah. When
the Lord himself comes after the voice in the

wilderness has prepared the way for him, lie

comes as a strovg One (pirn, not quite accu-

rately rendered in the Sept. by//f rd %iio?),

and his arm rules, conquers for him (Isa. atl.

10). This is the general import in which the

words of the Baptist and of Christ agree.

The passage Isa. liii. 12 comes nearer still

to the words of Christ: He shall have the

strovg ones for a prey, bear them off as spoil

D*wihH"IX certainly the Accus., and again not

accurately rendered in the Sept. by idxvpwv

* Which lies in the iq> vjudS (comp. 1 Tliess. ii.

16), hence Wesley in his New Testament quite cor-

rectly, "Unawares, before you expected ;
so the

word implies." See also Dan. vii. 22, in the Sept.
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fzeptel 6uvXa) ; where the common supeficial

interpretation falsely places the great one
among other D'BTj and represents him as shar-

ing the booty with other strong ones and
heroes.* Finally, in that most profound pas-

sage, Isa. xlix. 24, 25, exactly answering to

the words of Christ, we find taken out from
this indefinite number the one, the strong one,

whom the Messiah overcomes and spoils. It

stands at the beginning, in the first chapter of
the third principal part of all Isaiah's prophe-
cies, where, with the greatest clearness akin
to the New Testament, the great redemption
is represented as a spiritual one, and the pre-

paration of Israel as an implanting into the
suffering and glory of the true servant Israel.

Here, we find, as a concluding assurance at
the end of the chapter, the question just as

Christ here puts it: Can the prey be taken
also from the strong one (1133, Sept. strangely

yiyaS), and the prisoners of the rightful one
(p^V, he, who although a robber, has yet a

right of property in them) be delivered 1 To
this is given in answer, the prophetic assur-

ance : Yes, even the prisoners shall be taken
from the strong one, and the prey of the
usurper ()"Hy) shall be set free, be delivered

;

for I myself will contend with thine adversa-

ry (7p
,-V, sing.), and redeem thy children ! It

is necessary to look at this passage (which
Christ has evidently in view), so thoroughly
confused in the Sept., and carefully to observe,

that here a person is mysteriously spoken of

who is called both p"iy and p^Vj oppressor and

righteous, because he now has in his power,
partly by force, partly according to justice,

the prisoners whom he has secured as prey,

and, for this reason, a process is here spoken
of which is to be successfully carried out
against this 2"HS accuser, Satan.f The close

connection between Christ's words, and those

of the prophecy, is expresssed most exactly in

Luke xi. 21, 22, not merely by way of giving

more coloring to the parable ; if Matthew
gives- more correctly the connection of the ad-

dress as a whole, Luke, on the other hand,

has in this particular instance given the ori-

ginal expression. As Paul in Col. ii. 15 refers

epecially to Isa. liii. 12, so here, Christ refers

to it and chap. xlix. 24, 25 together. It ap-

* So also Sack unfortunately, because the pre-

sent exegesis of the Old Testament imposes on the

best. The W2~) are the same as in the foregoing

verse, only differently understood. (Comp. on ac-

count of the 2, Job. xxxix. 17) [The author has

so far outrun " the present exegesis " of this pas-

sage in Isa. (or rather gone back to the most an-

cient one), that few interpreters, after Hengsten-

berg, will probably follow him in it.

—

Am. Ed.]

f Here, then, also we have the true explanation

of what the imprisonment (Isa. lxi. 1) properly is.

Observe, besides, that of this tyrant and robber

such a thing as saving, converting, gaining ennnot
be spoken, but solely the disarming, binding over-

coming.

pears, at first sight, as if he would only give
forth a general parable again concerning a
strong one, and a stronger one who must over-
come him, and this aspect of his words has
been retained by Matthew, in his 7tc3s Suva-
rains, "how can one." But even Matthew,
by the article before i6xvp6z, stronger, hints
at the proper special sense of the parable,
which then in Luke comes fully into view.
The house or the avA.ij of the strong one here
spoken of, is the world, whose prince he is

called and is, while his ohsvtj, or goods, Hebr.

Dv3 } in a comprehensive sense are men, whom
he not merely possesses as house furni-
ture, but even uses as his tools and instru-
ments, his weapons the same, therefore, as the
6xv\a in Luke. These, the robber himself,
has already taken by plunder (for the word
corresponds, also according to the Sept. to the

nippD and y?V in both passages of Isaiah),

and now they are to be, as much by right as

by force, again taken from him. They are his

possession and his property (v TtdpxovzLx), and
with them he is armed (Ha$G07tXidjueyoi).

With these he is proud in his confidence
(tTteitoi'Sti), for, without men as the vessels

of his iniquity, he could not reign and work
evil upon the earth, but would be the poor
naked devil, alone in his dark and long since

finished empire of hell. But he shall not keep
his au\?'j and TtavoitAia as his anti-paradise,

he shall not hold his goods in the false peace

of his servants, for the stronger One, the con-

queror, overcomes him, mightily destroying

this peace, so that it may become the peace of

God, and the strong ones taken from the

strong one, he now allots for his oxen service,

as his well-earned spoil, as his prey of victory

and honor in the world (the SiaSiScodiv in

Luke again parallel to the p?rp in Isa. liii. 12).

Let any one refute if he can this profound
connection of the prophetic word, as also of

this discourse of Christ, which takes it up,

with the most fundamental principles of the

Bible, in order to reduce this lofty statement,

significant even in the minutest detail, to a
general, indefinite parable ; let us rather learn

here, how the mysteries of the kingdom of

God lie every where in the background of

these parables. Let us further mark what is

also said : The stronger one comes to save only
ns men, but to drive out and to judge devils

for our salvation.

Finally, what is to be understood by the
expression, except he first, bind him., which Mat-
thew and Mark put into Christ's mouth, cer-

tainly as a word of peculiar importance 1 It

is the same as kiteXSoov viKijay, come upon
him, and overcome him, in Luke. This, again,

was evidently spoken for Jewish Scribes, since,

according to their doctrine, it was expect-

ed of the Messiah that he would bind Satan

—a true expectation, to which a passage at

the end of the Scriptures (Rev. xx. 2) corres-

ponds. The binding is effected by vanquish-

ing, through which his right, and therewith
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Lis power, is taken from the p*W (righteous).

But what is to be understood by the itpcorov,

first, upon which alone the xal tote, and then,

can follow, the binding of the strong man him-

self by conflict with him, ere his house, the

world, can be taken as a prey from him, and

his 6h€vt/, dxvAoc, men, wrested from him ?*

Christ means this, we must say, in two senses,

the one of which already shadows forth and.

contains the other. First of all, indeed, the

act denoted by the itp&Tov must already have

been done, inasmuch as Christ shows himself to

be the stronger one, by his already casting out

devils : this is true, for he came into the world

into Satan's house, as he who in himself was

from eternity the stronger, so that the depar-

ture of devils at his word and name, from such

as were possessed, was a thing of course (Luke

x. 18). But then this casting out of Satan

from those who were bodily possessed, is still

by no means the real overthrow of his work of

sin, the real redemption of those who have

been under his power (Acts x. 38), but a pro-

phetic figure and pledge of that which was yet

to be done. Consequently Christ here pre-

dicts, at once, the great conflict and victory

of his death, and his descent into hell (see

afterwards ver. 40), the TtpcoTov or first of

which had already taken place : so that his

word, in its deepest and most completely ful-

filled sense, is the great text of the Passover

discourses (see John xiv. 30, xii. 31, 32; Heb.

ii. 14, 15 ; Eph. iv. 8-10). Thus has Christ

bound the strong one and overcome him, not

properly in this his earthly house, but beyond

it (as indeed the words affirm, the npcpTov

expressly distinguishing from the il6eA3ely)

in his own most proper domain and province:

from that time forth is his house spoiled, and

Christ now does this ever more and more by

his instruments, by the same whom he has

rescued from Satan. Christ, too, will gain for

himself an army ibr this conflict and victory

which has been decided from all eternity, but

which is to be carried out gradually in time until

the end of the world ; he will gather together

vessels for his use and service to build and

adorn his house. This is the last point to

which the words of Christ, presenting some-

thing new from whatever side they are con-'

sidered, conduct ; this is the deeper reason

why Christ began thus indefinitely : Can any

one overcome the strong one? (Mark says no

one can.) In his own strength and might Christ

will say, "No one can do this but I, the

stronger one ;" with me, in my name, from this

time forth all m}r followers, all who decide for

me shall be able to do it.

Verse 30. Here is another sentence from

* Almost to the same effect Roos speaks of the

binding of Satan to himself, that he can no longer

use the powers of his angelic nature with such full

authority, or such entire might, and the disarming

hid or seizing of something else upon which he

relies, with which be covers himself. Yet, to the

latter should not be reckoned the right over men
(Isa. xlix.), which is no mere " right of war."

the holy lips of Christ which, in order to per-

ceive its depth and fulness, might be presented
ever anew to most believers with a " Go and
learn what this meaneth." It is a proverb in

use among men, applied to cases and circum-
stances in which there is no neutrality allowed
between the strictest either-or, in which every
one is to show himself, and must show himself,

as for or against. It is difficult to see how a

Chrysostom and Euthymius should have un-

derstood by him who is not with Christ, and
is therefore against him, the devil—what a

strange statement would this make ! Yet many,
even to the most recent time, are of opinion

at Christ here still speaks of the complete
unity of Satan's kingdom ; this, however, only

gives the point of conneCtien which lies be-

hind, and what Christ will say is : In the con-

test between these tico kingdoms which em-
braces every thing, and out of which nothing

is or is done on the earth, your proverb thor-

oughly holds good in reference to me, the
determined adversary of the adversary, ana
to those who are mine ; we, too, must be firmly

united and not at variance among ourselves.*

In order, however, not to misunderstand the
emphatic with me, we must take a look for-

ward to the parallel saying (afterwards to be
interpreted)— '' He who is not against you, is

for you " (Mark ix. 40 ; Luke ix. 50). In this

case, the disciples hastily and short-sightedly

added their we to the lot* Christ which alone

decides : He follows (thee) not with u*, he
follows not us! This outwardly visible fellow-

ship, founded on the fact of following Christ,

must not be the ground of our judgment, as if

he were not with Christ who casts out devils

in his name ; humility and love should rather

reckon every one a friend who does not declare

himself an enemy. Qnilibet pmesumitur bonus,

donee probetur malus (" every body is to be pre-

sumed good, till proved bad "), this principle

in law, so capable of abuse, is yet true here. He
who is not with you., is against you, that

is as much as to say against me—this Christ

will affirm of no visible church of his believing

followers whatever, he has not even granted it

to the apostles. He cannot, and will not,

thus unite himself with his followers in an
extra ecdesiam nulla solus ("no salvation out-

side the church") falling under men's judg-

ment, by saying: He who is not with u.«, is

against us—he rather in that passage places

the you in opposition to himself, as it was
right that he should. But so soon as he, in

whose person and fellowship the great alter-

native presents itself, appears, then, on the

other hand, he cannot say, " He who is i,ot

* Neander (following Schleiermacher and others)

finds that Christ in this saying also repels the Jew-
ish exorcist as those not with Christ, and who
therefore cast out devils. How can one thus, by
the very ingenuity of the expositor, hide from him-

self the great simple truth ! Bengel gave at least

a different turn lo this view, and read in ver. 30
c contrario : " Your disciples are, and gather with

me"—which, however, does not in truth belong to

this place, and would not be so expressed.
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against me, is for me." Precisely in opposi-

tion to this mischievous error, which would
suppose an impossibility, is the statement
which Christ here makes.*
The false Gamaliel-prudence thinks that it

will save itself: If only we are not found fight-

ing against God—and leaves the kingdom and
work of God to take its course, without help-

ing it by profession or by action, and thereby
coming to the knowledge that it is from God.
Let the indolent aud undecided only not mock,
only not persecute, that is thought to count
in the meanwhile for something. But this is

the middle party of whom Christ knows noth-
ing, and of whom he makes no account, but
condemns them and casts them over to his en-

emies. When Christ spoke on this occasion,

as generally when he stood testifying of the

kingdom of God in Israel, there were before

him his disciples and his enemies, between them
the class consisting of the seemingly neutral,

outwardly undecided: many whom he had
healed, who were ashamed to speak against

him, although their hearts were not yet for

him; many impressed with his preaching, who
yet could not get loose from themselves and
their position in the world; many stupidly

indifferent spectators of his works and listen-

ers to his words. Yet this middle party was
not at that time very numerous, and the more
powerfully the /Sid^edBai or "violence" of

the kingdom of God pressed upon them and
penetrated within them, it would become al-

ways less ; it, even then, became ever more
and more a matter of necessity to decide for

or against this Jesus of Nazareth, whether he
were from God or from the devil, whether he
were Christ or a deceiver. In the later peri-

ods of the church, on the other hand, the class

of people who think themselves, and appear
to others to be not against him, has become
great, and indeed the greatest; it is properly

for this state of things in his kingdom that

Christ speaks this prophetic sentence of rejec-

tion as king and judge.

The " with me," then, means the true in-

ward fellowship of the heart, of the will, and
therefore also of the life, in confessing Christ

and working for him, not the belonging to any
party formed by outward consent and disci-

pleship. It pre-supposcs, certainly, that he

has appeared with his testimony by the Spirit

of God ; in every country and among every

people on the earth, this strict separation and
decision begins whenever he comes and ap-

pears. It is his royal right to bring it. True,

the more there is of what is divinely good in

a man, the more of heavenly truth in opposi-

tion to the error and sin of the world, so much
the more will the same be approximately true

also of him, that he urges all who come into

contact with him to decide ; still, no sinful

man can presume to say : In me, in my per-

* What Elwert and Ullmann have recently said

on the relation of the two proverbial sayings, we
purpose to consider more particularly in connection

with Mark ix. 40, in the second edition.

son, the decision is made for judgment, either

for or against ! This He only can say who is

altogether truth and love itself, in the divine

royal right of the only begotten Son ; he who
now says to all " Follow me !" and declares at

the same time : Those who have not listened

and obeyed, I will not know at that day

!

Wherefore not? He tells us in his word: he

who is not with me, who does not decide for

me and yield himself up to me, who does not

become mine in the obedience of faith, although

he imagines himself and appears to be "not
against me "—I know and say it, he is never-

theless against me ! How so, then 1 Already
inasmuch as, previous to this yielding up of

himself to Christ, every sinful man is by na-

ture against him, as being against God (Rom.
viii. 1). The enmity of the heart is therefore

still there; if it were really overcome, then

must the heart be with me. Neutrality here

is no neutrality, but a remaining on the side

of the enemy ; indolence here is no mere indo-

lence, but opposition ; the merely not believ-

ing and not obeying is still resistance and re-

jection. This, however, is not all ; there is

more than this. To be against Christ is not

merely to be in opposition to God as we all

are by nature (which can and is to be atoned

for, forgiven, taken away)—but it is wilfully

to maintain and to aggravate such resistance,

it is to resist the truth of God in its last and
clearest revelation, the love of God in its

highest manifestation, the power of God in

the Holy Ghost which would win us and re-

store us. And truly that is a fearful degree

of guilt, enough for the judgment ! He who
has perceived and experienced so much that

he does not join himself to the open enemies

of Christ, and yet is not won and overcome

for him, has often all the greater resistance

to him in his heart ; so that, as regards the

furtherance or hindrance of Christ's cause by
the outward life, it is a question whether the

neutrals are not the worst enemies in the

great contest. But with all this it is to be

well observed that it is only he, the Judge, who
says this, only he knows it who knows the

heart. We who judge of the internal state of

a man only by the external marks, in which
we may be deceived, who must abide by the

other saying in Mark ix. 40 and not judge be-

fore the time, dare not say personally upon
conscience of any one whatsoever, Thou art

against Christ, because so far as ice see thou

art not with him ! lie alone speaks thus far:

He who is not with me—and applies it to the

conscience of the individual: Thou also art

meant here, I know it of thee, and thou canst

and shalt know it when I disclose it to thy

heart. This saying, severe as it is, yet leaves

room enough for charity in our judgments, as

Braune has justly observed (but giving a one-

sided prominence to this), "The most different

views respecting the dignity of Christ do not

exclude any from him, if only there be left to

him the dignity of one sent from God ; and

the feeblest pointings to him are not to be

called a scattering."
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The first clause of the saying is decisive and
incisive, inasmuch as it touches tiie principle

oftlie heart in which must be either the with or

the against; but the being with him or against

him, although first and foremost it means this

internal principle of the life, is yet so express-

ed as to embrace the outward manifestation

and expression in the whole conduct and char-

acter. For, indeed, as is the tree so is the
fruit, as is the treasure of the heart so are the
words of the mouth and the whole conduct.
Now this—as being, so to speak, the test and
proof of the striking assertion—the second

clause brings forward into the full light of the
entire truth which is here intended to be
spoken. Christ does not first require this : He
who is and would be with me, must gather
also with me ! He pre-supposes this as self-

evident in the perfectly parallel expressions :

Every one wv het avrov, that is with him, is

also a 6vvaycov, one gathering ; every one /<?/

tivvayoov (because inwardly xar avrov is

also outwardly) a 6Kopiti%Gov , one scattering.

In the expression gathereth, Christ connects
what he says slightly with the foregoing figure

in verse 29, as also with the ground-idea of

the whole discourse, namely, that there is a

unity of the kingdom of God as opposed to the

unity of Satan's kingdom; still, the expres-

sion is so general as to include also other fig-

ures, and, indeed, is itself quite independent.
What, then, will he have to be gathered ?

Not treasures for the pomp and splendor of a

Romish church-throne, not even property for

founding and establishing an evangelical state-

church, not names on the roll of those who
own his name ; but souls are to be gathered,

as vessels of honor to be used by the Master of

the house, which before were the house furni-

ture of the evil one ; fruits are to be gathered
for the eternal garner, seed which itself again

bears fruit ; sheep are to be brought to the

shepherd, which the wolf scatters not again.

They are, first of all, brought to him, led to

him, gathered around him (Matt, xxiii. 37),

but, at the same time and in addition to this,

they are brought together into unity and con-

cord, into the strong fellowship of conflict and
victory formed by his united flock and church.

What a work, what a commission for the mem-
bers and laborers of the kingdom, this gather-

ing together in one the children of God who are

scattered abroad I (John xi. 52). For this every
subject must labor and work, for this every
one who is in heart with the King will of him-
self work. To this gathering belongs also all

preparatory work of any kind of 7taidooya>yia
Eii Xpitirov (bringing as a "schoolmaster" to

Christ) manifoldly exercised in the midst of

our earthly calling, with a true eye to the
one end; then, the bringing to Christ prop-
erly so called, the strengthening and uphold-
ing of those already brought to him, the re-

moving of the stones and making a plain path
for his followers, the uniting and bringing into

connection all that is separated and isolated,

in short the entire building up of the house
which is to grow together in love, the entire

sowing, and watering, and tending for tie
great harvest.

Christ in these words designates his king-
dom as one that is indeed come in him, but the
building up of which is to be progressively
carried out by his followers. Satan's king-
dom subsists already on the earth in every
human heart, in so far as it is against God and
Christ: Christ has, indeed, first bound the
strong one, but the subsequent spoiling of his

house has since been going on from people to

people and from soul to soul, by the labor of
those who enter upon Christ's service (John
iv. 38). Shall we now, in reference to activity

in the fellowship and service of Christ, shrink
from the same strict alternative which recog-
nizes only gatherers or dispersers ? May we at
least here think, that the undecided and indo-
lent, though he may still in heart be entirely
or partially against Christ, is yet not so in his

acting, does not outwardly hinder or injure
the cause so long as he conducts himself in

this neutral way ? Neutrality is iwqwssible,

says Christ, impossible as regards the internal

state of the man, and therefore, also, as re-

gards the actions which proceed thence ; both
are one. A man who is in heart altogether
with Christ cannot but gather for him every
where and in every thing, even without know-
ing and willing it; his light illumines, his

anointing gives forth its savor, he bears right-

fully the title of the old Roman emperor: " al-

ways extender of the kingdom "—at least as

much as in him lies. No one is so much a her-

mit upon earth, even though he lives as a her-

mit, that his life is not related to others in the
connection of influence; Christ, however, will

have no hermits, but laborers, and in whom-
soever his Spirit is, he brings them to work for

his kingdom in all the work of the calling

which each one has. The same, therefore,

holds good on the other hand: he who does

not take the field with me against Satan, is

not merely himself as yet under his yoke, but
serves also in his kingdom ; he who does not
take his place and arms for the lawful king
against the usurper, is reckoned by the latter

as upon his roll, that roll which he holds up
before the people to let them see how great it

is. The unfruitful tree stands as an offence

in the way, and cumbers the ground (Luke xiii.

7). The greater the honesty and apparent ab-

sence of hostilitjr from without, so much the

more dangerous the offence, so much the more
is every suppression of the name of Christ,

when he should be acknowledged and praised,

equal to a denial of him, so much the more ef-

ficacious also in the merely not working. In
like manner, jvhere there is an outward posi-

tion in life to which the eyes of others are

directed, where, in a word, there is an office

to lead and to teach the people, such as these

Pharisees had, this saying applies in its high-

est truth : He who gathers not with me scatter*

abroad. He scatters only more and more what
is already separated from God, and is another
spoke in the wheel for the kingdom of the

wicked one, that kingdom which is also not
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yet fulfilled among men, but which ceaselessly

moves towards this end wherever the Spirit

and power of God does not interpose. He
scatters himself in his indolent standing still,

which, indeed, is not standing still, for he goes
ever further from the kingdom of God, while
he imagines himself to be only standing before

or at the door, without yielding himself up as

an instrument and workman in the house ; as

on the other hand, he who gathers in his dili-

gence and zeal, at the same time, unites what-
ever in his own soul may yet be out of Christ
into a firmer unity of faith and life proceeding
from Christ. For this sense, also, lies beneath
the general saying which comprehends all ful-

ness of truth.

Finally, for we are not yet done, emphasis is to

be laid in the second clause on : He who gathers,

but not with me, whose gathering is itselfa dis-

persing ! Nay, this is really the extreme point
of the paradoxical antithesis. No one can truly

(not merely in vain or mistakenly) gather
to him without gathering with him; hence
it is not said merely : He who does not
gather to me. To bring souls to Christ in

one's own strength and reason, with a selfish

object—how can that be possible? Thus far,

certainly, the Ttpotpadei, "in pretence," in

Phil. i. 18, does not extend. As there is a

passive, so there is also an active, false friend-
ship with Christ. Some ask: Am I then
against thee, merely because I am not for

thee? Others again: Am I not with thee?
Fee my zealous labors for thy kingdom ? But
Christ looks into the heart, and says : No, thou
art, nevertheless, not with me, thy labor is in

my sight only injury and destruction. how
many famous and proud laborers in the build-

ing up of the church and kingdom are included

in this sentence ! They gather, indeed, but
not with him, not in his mind and spirit, con-
sequently, also, not to him and for him—if not
to draw disciples to themselves (Acts xx. 30),
making merchandise of dear-bought souls (2
Peter ii. 3), yet for a form, party, church or

eect. These, in great things and in small, act

upon the maxim : Every one is to follow Christ

with us. Where this is not done they repel

and disperse, and those, too, whom they have
gathered to themselves, they have thereby
turned away from Christ. To create such con-

fusion, so tbat Babel may seem to be again

revived in Zion, is Satan's greatest art and
pleasure ; then he mocks, when that which
has no place in his empire, namely, that Satan
cast out Satan, is yet done in the kingdom of

God, when the subjects dissever the kingdom,
and Christians cast out Christ.

Thus the first clause of the saying strikes

terror into the open enemies of Christ by the

already pronounced judicial sentence : You are

against me ! in which lies, indeed, the entire

condemnation of enmity to God. But it also

lays open the heart of the externally neutral

hypocrites, to whom the same judicial sen-

tence belongs. The second clause, while it first

of all shows to these hypocrites their inward
state from their outward character, at the

same time lays open to the real disciples of

Christ all their remaining indolence, indecis-

ion, and perversity, and constantly shames
even them into being entirely, both outwardly
and inwardly, with Christ. He who is not yet

entire!}' with me, is in so far still against me
;

that in you, and belonging to you, which does

not yet gather with me, disperses ! We must,
indeed, shrink with fear from this sentence of

truth, did there not immediately follow the

gracious assurance that there is forgiveness for

all sins, except the one which is committed
only when a man has become wholly like Satan.

This comforting assurance follows somewhat
remarkably and significantly here, where, after

having adduced proof in detail as to the entire

opposition between the kingdom of Satan and
the kingdom of God, an opposition that reaches

to the heart and life, the will and conduct of

every individual, Christ declares the punish-

ment of those sinners who wilfully mistake
this. The first part of this rebuke is a warn-
ing against the unpardonable sin, in contradis-

tinction to which, with the most gracious

gentleness, the forgiveness of all others is de-

clared. This sin, which already showed itself

typically in the blasphemy against God uttered

by the Pharisees, and therefore derives its

name from this, Christ marks out (as in warn-
ings is very natural) as the fearful end of the

way upon which they then were, and as, in

some measure, coinciding with their present

sin ; hence, in vers. 34-37, the address runs as

if they had already committed it, while yet,

in vers. 31, 32, it is only indefinitely set be-

fore them by way of warning. The interme-

diate sentence, which unites these two, is in

verse 33 : Will not such fruit at last grow upon
such a corrupt tree, if it does not now let it-

self be engrafted into the good tree ? We
might also divide the passage in another way,
and say: Christ shows the unpardonable sin,

first, in its peculiar greatness in itself (more
generally ver. 31, more emphatically repeated,

ver. 32) ; then, in the source or principle whence
(by increasing persistency in evil) it must at

length result (if the corrupt tree will not
know the good, so as itself to become good,

ver. 33—the figure properly applied in the
address of vers. 34, 35) ; finally, in its conse-

quences, the inevitable condemnation according

to the general law (in ver. 3G), and according

to the more general fundamental law (in ver.

37), forjudging the internal state by the out-

ward expression.

Verses 31, 32. The Aid tovto Xeyco
v/ulv, " Wherefore I say unto you," which
Matthew puts instead of the ^Afii) v, " Verily,"

of Mark, has its own proper sense ; therefore

—because, according to what has just been
said, the opposition between Satan's kingdom
and God's, between fellowship with me, and
fellowship with the wicked one, is so clearly

an attested fact ; therefore, I say further to

you gainsayers and calumniators: It is a very

serious and dangerous thing ! Many a one

may be against me, may speak or act against

me, even for a whole life time, and yet for-
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giveness stand open to him ; but there is, even

in this world, a wilful contradiction and resist-

ance which forfeits all grace for ever—there-

fore, I have reason to say to yon, beware !

That, in the divine judgment, while inter-

nal sin as such is condemned, yet it is also

apprehended and judged in its expression, and
also that words, as the most decided evidence

of the principle of the heart, are before ac-

tions—this fundamental idea, essential to the

understanding of the whole passage, is an-

nounced in the first words ; all sin—this is

the most general, truly proper name, to which
belongs also what was before excepted. Lest

we should associate with this word first of all

(as, alas ! men are wont to do in their superfi-

cial use of words), so-called common, simple

sins, Christ immediately intensifies the ex-

pression, and puts between these common sins

and the unpardonable sin, blasphemy—not as

an isolated, casually dropped word, but as the

fruit of an evil heart. In Mark it is expressly

said: ai fJXadcpr//aiai, odaS av /JXcxdcpr/pr/-

dcodiv, blasphemies where into soever they may
blaspheme, and Luther rightly adds : Where-
with they blaspheme God; for, although fiXad-
cprjUElv occurs elsewhere in a wider sense,
here it is certainly this sin in so far as it is

committed against God, and can be forgiven
only by God, consequently, blasphemy against
God is meant, even where it expresses itself

as calumny against a man (Erasmus here, con-

vitium). 'ApeSr/dsrai, by no means merely,
Can be forgiven ; for from this can the ac-
tual forgiveness follows of itself, according
to the great and richly provided grace of
God. Still less, as some think, who un-
suitably render the words,] trying to blunt
sharpness of the expression, are they to be
taken in a comparative sense : For all other
sins, forgiveness is, comparatively speaking,
possible; but absolutely, as it stands: They
shall be forgiven. So much the more directly
and strikingly does it stand in opposition to the
entirely unconditional ovh dcp£3?)derai (shall

not be forgiven) in respect to the fiXadtptfjuia
tov UvEvparoZ) blasphemy of the Spirit, or
(as Mark more concisely expresses it fiXad-
cprjpelv e/S to Ilvevpcx), the tlnt'lv Xoyov
xard rov HvevpazoS Tov'Ayiov, speaking a
word against the Holy Ghost. What is this ?

It is still more definitely limited by its being
opposed to speaking against the Son of Man,
inasmuch as for this latter sin also there is

forgiveness. Many find here a gradation ac-

cording to the rank of the three persons in
the Godhead ; but, in the first place, the first

general (iXadcp->]pia certainly does not refer to
God the Father in particular (for which sup-
position there is not the slightest ground),
and then, in the second, the Son is expressly
set forth, not in his divine nature, but as the
Son of Man, liable, in his state of humiliation,
to be unknown and calumniated. The aggra-
vation of the sin, in respect of its guilt (Mark
evoxoS adriv), as is implied in the antithesis
between the Son of Man and the Holy Spirit,
is determined not by rank of the object against

whom the sin is committed (according to which
the Father would very improperly stand low-
est • in the Trinity), but by the increased
clearness of the revelation of God, in propor-
tion to which, of course, sin must be commit-
ted always with more of consciousness and
will.* AT sin and blasphemy is against Gal,
consequently also against the Son, and in like

manner, against the Spirit of God, through
whom the revelation of truth, the rebuking
and drawing of the sinner is accomplished
The phrase, sin again the Holy Ghost is, in so

far, an improper designation, at least very lia-

ble to be misunderstood, and in which a de-

parture is made from the word of Christ. In
proportion as a man resists God and is diso-

bedient, from the degree of general unbelief

(Acts vii. 51) on to the last grieving of the
Spirit in the saints (Eph. iv. 30), in the same
ratio he sins also against the Holy Spirit. All
this is forgiven, says Christ. Nay, he speaks
still kindly : He who speaks (and acts) against
me, against, my person as the Son of Man,
although already accredited as the Son of God,
and come from God—whosoever calumniates
me, this I judge not ! Thus far is the grace of

the New Testament dispensation opened up
here in opposition to the typical Old Testa-
ment, in which even the simple blaspheming
against the name of God had no atonement
provided for it, and was punished by the sin-

ner's being cut off from the people.f Saul
spoke and acted against the Son of Man (1
Tim. i. 13), even after the Spirit had vindi-

cated his claims to be the Son of God ; the
Jews crucified him after the resurrection of

Lazarus, and yet he said of them : Father,
forgive them, for they know not what they do.

The mockers on the day of Pentecost knew
not what that was, until the words of Peter en-
tered into their ears. Ananias lied to the Holy
Spirit; but whether he also blasphemed him,
we do not know. All this is not yet properly
the sin which Christ here means. But it may
be questioned whether Caiaphas (Matt. xxvi.

64, 65), did not blaspheme the witnessing
Spirit, when he called the confession of Christ
a blasphemy; for the " Thou sayest it," inti-

mates that he himself well knew what he yet
wilfully asks.

We observe, that " against the Holy Ghost,''''

means against the most direct and conclusive

testimony, by which the person who, never-
theless, contradicts and resists is yet entirely

convinced, consequently, sins with the most
complete knowledge and wi 1 ; and this is the

* Thus, Origen already refuted the error that

might seem to find support in this passage, as if in

it the Holy Ghost were placed above the Logos.
Not because the Holy Ghost stands higher, is the

sin heavier, but because he who has received the
Holy Ghost stands higher in the Christian life.

f-
" What clearness, majesty, and freedom on (he

part of the Saviour, thus, in the midst of this warm
controversy and conflict to distinguish so sharply
between different enemies, so that according to

what is here said, all the enemies of Christianity,

in every age, must be distinguished" (Brauno).
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idea most essentially belonging to the unpar-

donable sin, which might certainly be commit-
ted also before the day of Pentecost, for,

otherwise, Christ had not spoken of it. here to

the Pharisees. It was possible so to calumni-
ate Christ in his state of humiliation as that

it should be blasphemy against the Spirit,

brought perfectly to the consciousness by the
truth of his doctrine and the dignity of his

person ; it is possible still so to blaspheme
Christ in his state of exaltation, as that it is

seeji by God to proceed from the ignorance of
unbelief (1 Tim. i. 13) against the Son of Man,
against this Jesus of Nazareth (Acts xxvi.

9), and therefore is forgiven.

Christ certainly speaks here of an individ-

ual act, may, rather of an individual word,
for in such expression all sin completes and
attests for judgment ; but the individual ex-
pression is, of course, so significant only as

the fruit of the tree, and an emanation from
the depths of the heart (vers. 33, 34). As
Grashof simply and strikingly observes, it is

the same here as with the Raca and Fi.ol

(chap. v. 22). Consequently, the expression
pre-supposes an internal state developed up to

this point, in which lies the sin properly so-

called, which is always something belonging to

a state, never an isolated speaking or acting as

such.* Where are we to look for the sin to

which, in opposition to all others, Christ un-
conditionally denies forgiveness? How has
the want of understanding, even in those who
are otherwise most intelligent, confused his

clear words ! How humbling to find such a

man as Wesley, for example, saying that he
finds ' ; nothing more clear in the Bible" than
that this sin is neither more nor less than
what these people here did: "the ascribing

those miracles to the power of the devil,

which Christ wrought by the power of the
Holy Ghost." Menken, also, is of opinion,

that this blasphemy was only possible at that
time, when Christ was present in visible per-

sonality, and performed acts through the
power of the Spirit of God—but we cannot
so lightly pass over the depths of this dread-

ful word. It is, rather, pretty clear from the
warning words Xsyco v/.tlv, 1 say unto you, that

those Pharisees were only on the way to-

wards this highest degree of guilt ;f and
although this should remain doubtful, yet,

at all events, the same must be possible now,
much more even than then. Or, shall we say,

that the convincing manifestation of the Spirit

of God, in word and in power, is less now,

* " For this sin is not a merely outward act, as

if, by the secret magic of certain words which do
not emanate from the depths of the heart, one

could commit the worst sin and consign himself

immediately to eternal perdition." So Jul. Muller,

On the Doctrine of Sin, vol. ii., p. 476 (Clark's For-

eign Theological Library), who in general quite

agrees witli our interpretation.

f Mark iii. 30 by no means says, that Christ im-

puted this sin to them, but only explains the name
which he gives it from the occasion that certainly

foreshadowed it.

than it was then in Christ upon earth ? Does
there not lie in the antithesis between the

Son of Man and the Holy Ghost, a real refer-

ence to the days of the Holy Ghost, after the

days of the Son of Man? The more power-

fully and convincingly the Comforter, who is

come, reproves the world by and without the

word, of sin, of righteousness, and of judg-

ment, the greater the works which the apos-

tles do after Christ (John xiv. 12), i.e., the

more comprehensive and convincing the works

of Christ, as wrought by his followers in the

history of the Church and the world, appear,

so much the more impossible now, than be-

fore, must it become from century to century,

for any one who wilfully rejects the testimony

of the Spirit, to retain the plea of ignorance

in such conduct, upon the ground of which it

might be forgiven. The blasphemy against the

Holy Ghost has been here and there committed
since Christ appeared, but it is to be pre-em-

inently the sin of the last time, the consumma-
tion of anti-christianity. It is the substance

of that to which the type of blasphemy against

God (under the Old Testament dispensation)

remotely corresponds.

Christ speaks, certainly, not de peccato hom-

ini caveudo, quamqnam in hominem non cadente

(of a sin to be avoided by man, though not oc-

curring in man), for his clear and true word
has in it no mere empty bugbear, knows noth-

ing of contradiction with itself, as this title

of a once famous and well-meant writing

would in vain reconcile the homini. cavendnm
with the in hominem noncadens. What Lange,

again maintains {Ltben Jesu, iii. 12G) is not true,

namely, that a man cannot blaspheme the

Holy Ghost with perfect knowledge of his do-

ing so. " If man can truly love God and what
is good, then must he also be able to hate God
and what is good "—sa}rs Grashof in answer
to this, and the apostle of love testifies that

there is a sin unto death (John v. 1G). So much,
however, is certainly true in that well-meant
opinion, that the highest sin, the pure, or

rather the altogether impure hatred of the
good and holy Spirit of God, which expresses

itself in conscious blasphemy against him, is

no longer the sin of man in the ordinary sense,

but of Satan. If it has gone thus far with a

man, he is then no longer merely under Satan's

power and delusion, but has himself become a

freely acting and conscious Satan. This is as

truly possibly and real, as that there can be

no restraint of a compelling grace to prevent
the continued sin of man, so that it must be
the end of the downward course, the same ac-

tual abyss into which Satan fell in his first

complete fall. It is not, therefore (as Gurlitt

thinks), contemptuous indifference to all that,

is good and holy which is here spoken of—of

which Julius Muller truly says that it is im-

possible—but positive hatred. This transition

of unbelief "from the merely tolerable char-

acter of indolence and cowardice to that of the

most hateful falsehood," Nitzsch also desig-

nates as at least a conceivable height of resist-

ance (System, § 142).
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From this we may hope it will be under-

stood, why Christ can do nothing else than

denounce against the Satanic sin, Satan's ever-

lasting condemnation without forgiveness.

His words indicate this relation between all

sin and blasphemy and this blasphemy peculiar

in its kind, by the striking expression rozS

a.i'SpGJ7[oiS, to men, to which Mark gives still

greater prominence, so that all other sins be-

long roii violi tgjv dv^pooitoov, to the sons of

men, while the blasphemer of the Spirit (the

singular oS 8'civ) appears as a man fallen from

the human state, a monster. The expression

neither in this world nor in the world to come, can-

not mean here the Rabbinical ITtn D^iy and

{OH (this age and the age that has come), as the

time before and after the appearance of Christ

;

for, in this case, there could have been no
aicov pehXoov, future age, when Christ spake;
still less can 6 ccccov ovroS (this age) mean,
as in the writings of the apostles, the evil

world without God and Christ, for in it there

is in general no forgiveness. It means the
time before and after the death of man.* It is

in so far, certainly, a proverbial expression for

now a,nd never, Mark ovk ex Et d<psdiv eii rov
ai<jjva;-\ but when Christ speaks proverbs

they become truth ill his mouth, he never
speaks airimo commoto (as Kuinol thought), so

that his words are not to be taken in their

exact sense. The jejune sense (with which
Alford also satisfies himself) goes completely
against the letter, namely, that if a sin is for-

given or retained here, it is, therewith also,

forgiven or retained in the world to come.
This is precisely what we deny. Of the ut-

most importance, when the words are taken
exactly as they ought to be, is the demontra-
ble inference ex vi oppositi that other sins are

forgiven also in the world to come. " Neque enim
dequibiisdam veracitar diceretur, quod nuneisre-

nvittatur neque in hoc saecido neque fnluro, nisi

essent quibus, etsi non in isto, tamen remitte-

tur in futuro" (Augustine, de civ. lib. 21, c.

24). Nay, Christ has already maintained much
more than the mere possibility of forgiveness

for some sins even in the world to come, when
he declared that all sin, except this one, shall

really be forgiven, at all events in the world
to come.J And there is good ground for this,

indeed it cannot be otherwise ; for, as there can
be no standing still either in good or in evil,

but must be a development onwards to the full

degree of ripeness for the eternal tire or for

eternal life, so also, in the other world, it goes

If as Julius Midler thinks: " alaov peXXoov
is the period of the manifest, consequently of the
perfectly real'zed, Messianic kingdom, which is not
Bet up tilWaf'ter the resurrection and the judgment
of the world "—where then remains the continuity

of the time embraced by neither-nor 1

+ As in Scpher chasidim, num. 234, ore Jew says

to another: I shall not forgive this, neither in this

world nor in the world 10 come. This may be
added to what is here, adduced by Grotius.

$ Konig (Die Lehre von Christi Hottenfahrt),

p. 238.

on till the last judgment in the same way as

here upon earth: all sin which belongs to a

man at death developes itself either to the

blasphemy against the Spirit, to the Satanic

sin, which alone casts down to eternal fellow-

ship with Satan,* or it is through means of not

yet ceasing grace, taken away and forgiven.^

But, let it be well/observed, it \s forgiven &\s,o

in the world to come, by no means, expiated,

discharged, purged away by fire or forced away.
All salting with fire (Mark ix. 49), and all

purifying pain, can only awaken in the freely

acting creature the penitent faith which lays

hold on grace—in that world not otherwise

than in this.

The sum of what has been said is this : The
blasphemy against the Holy Ghost, which at

last remains only for the judgment, is the con-

summated absolute sin of the devil, to which
man also may arrive ; and this Christ denotes,

according to Mark, by a peculiar word adapt-

ed to the peculiar nature of the sin, a word
which perfectly corresponds to the fundamen-
tal idea of his discourse: evoxoi tdriv aioo-

viov d/xapriai or df-ifxpr^paroi (for which
HpitfecoS is certainly only a gloss), he is guilty

of an eternal sin. Here we look with horror

into the abyss of guilt, for which only the

abyss of condemnation remains. We cannot,

therefore, see our way, with Meyer and all

those who believe in a final restoration, to add
to the words: "As long as it continues"

—

with which, strangely enough, just as before

with the cavendum and non cadens, what he

goes on to say stands in contradiction: "Be-
cause it pre-supposes an entire hardening and
an incurable wickedness." We regard the un-

pardonable sin—the eternal sin of which
Christ here speaks, and of which he was led

to speak, from a special occasion, so that he
characterizes it according to one of its forms,

here definitely foreshadowed—not merely in

this or that one of its manifold expressions,

but in its deepest ground, which Christ here

at the same time lays open. It is the rejec-

tion and—on account of this its inherent eter-

nal nature as a sin—the eternally unpardona-

ble rejection of the perfectly known, immedi-

ate, testimony of the Spirit, with which the

Holy Ghost has proffered truth and grace, de-

veloped in a human being, till it brings him to

be of the same nature with Satan. It is com-
mitted when the man, with entire conviction,

knows what, in complete wickedness, he does
;

for thus did Christ on the cross, mark the lim-

its of forgiveness and atonement. It is dis-

tinguished from every other pardonable sin of

* Precisely to the same effect Julius Mr.ller:

"Bather must the sinful development, if it be not

reversed by the redemption, every where complete

itself in the blasphemy against the Holy Ghost."

f By no means merely in the sense in which Von
Gerlach weakens and trifles with the words :

" He
who through great anxiety of mind has not expe-

rienced the comfort here, may there first attain to

the enjoyment of forgiveness "—as if this alone were

meant by " forgiven !"
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man by this, that in it there is not even a

minimum of Satanic deceit practiced upon the
understanding (Gen. iii. 13), or compulsion of

any nature, or by any creature, upon the will,

but sheer evil is willed, spoken, and done in-

stead of the known and rejected good, the lie,

as such, instead of tbe blasphemed truth.

That it should be forgiven is impossible, not
on God's account, but on account of the crea-

ture, who has put himself under such a ban,

that he henceforth remains incapable of re-

pentance and faith in divine grace.

When Christ here designates the sin against

the Holy Ghost as that which is alone unpar-
donable, while yet the Scripture speaks of sins

unto death, for which no repentance, no grace,

and no sacrifice can be of any avail, it follows,

beyond contradiction, that all such passages

are to be understood merely of -different forms
of development and expression, but, at bot-

tom, as speaking of one and the same sin. In

this light 1 John v. 1G ; 2 Tim. iii. 8; Jude
4, 12, 13; Heb. x. 26-31, vi. 4-8, are to be
viewed; while, from the last cited passage, it

may be seen, that the fall into such an abyss,

even of those who have been regenerated, is

possible and real. But that not merely those

who have fallen back may commit the unpar-
donable sin (as some have thought), is very
evident again from 2 Tim. iii. 8.

Verses 33—35. With how much propriet}r

for the explanation of what goes before, this

tracing back of the outward expressions to its

internal ground now follows, we have already

seen, and have little to add by way of inter-

pretation ; all the less that Christ, evidently

repeating, recurs to his Sermon on the Mount,*
as, in what he says about trees, and in the ex-

pression, "generation of vipers," he goes still

further back to the Baptist's first repentance
sermon, with winch these people had again to

begin. From the last outbreak of diabolic sin,

he turns warningly back to its first source in

the heart of man ! noir'/6are
y do (" bring-

forth "j, seems at first to be a Latinism, inas-

much as the tone of address now anew takes

the form of a logical demonstration, as at ver.

25 : Imagine, suppose, or put the case—still there

lies beneath the surface of this, as the German
"setzet" well renders it, the proper sense of

the word, derived from the planting of a tree
;

for, as the parellel accusatives show, the ex-

pression is strikingly brought up on purpose

from the rtoielv xapitov to the tree. If

you will bring forth fruit, then first bring forth

the tree for this ! To suppose the tree to be

good will not do. Against the false interpre-

tation according to which Christ would merely

say: Suppose the case—Julius Midler has also

objected, that in this sense, the confirmation

ex yap—yivoodxerai, {for from— is kvoicn),

would not be at all suitable. The same learned

writer (not always acutely exegetical) denotes

* Into which Luke (ch. vi. 45), as we there saw,

has insetted this passage. We hold, at all events,

that i he present occurrence does not, belong to the

period before the Sermon on the Mount.

here the two main ideas of the text quite cor-

rectly : As from the quality of the tree the
quality of the fruit follows of itself, so the

good and evil actions of man follow from the

good or evil state of his heart ; but this state

is itself again conditioned by the, fundamental
determinations of the will, it oir} 6 ax e n) 6'eV-

8pov xxX., {Von der Sunde,\\.19, 80). This

is well said ; for the 7toi7'/6are which, first of

all, ironically expresses the impotency of na-

ture, immediately takes the force of an earn-

est challenge. For, in order to do and speak

what is good, the tree, the fountain, must be-

come different. The XaAslr, speaking, pro-

ceeds only from the eivai, being ; in the heart

is the fountain whence the words of the mouth
flow, and their being good or evil is manifest

from the state of the heart, to him who knows
the heart, just as vice versa the words betray

the heart to the judgment of men, and in spite

of all hypocrisy expose to conviction also be-

fore the tribunal of God. For the fountain

cannot but overflow according to its nature and
kind (James iii. 11). The expression ex tov
7t£pi6(jevjiiaro'} AaXeiv, speaking out of the

abundance, is from Eccles. ii. 15, Sept. What
is denoted by nepiddEvjica, abundance, is fur-

ther called $?/davp6s, treasure— the innermost
storehouse of life in the heart of man, open
only to the eye of God, where those influences

which determine the personal state and char-

acter form themselves, in order thence to flow

forth again in the expressions of the life

(Beck). It is not good or bad words and
works, that make a good or bad man, but vice

versa* " If the heart be worthless, then the

virtue also is worthless." Christ's sharp word
of rebuke here comes as a good word from his

holy truth in love, while the finest hypocriti-

cal speeches, smooth as butter, are only so

much the worse on account of the venomous
source whence they proceed. The man forms
himself freely between the kingdom of God
and Satan ; the strong one is not so strong that

the bad man who is bound in his service, nay,

developing to his likeness, should yet not be
bad in a criminal surrender of himself; nor is

the stronger One so strong as to make the bad
man good by force. The good man and the bad :

these are not by nature two dillerent kinds of

men, but we are indeed all bad (chap. vii. 11
;

Mark vii. 21 ; 22), and the good man here, as op-

posed to such in the highest degree, is Christ,

* Compare the saying of Aristotle, which Nean-
der cites in the Deutsche Zcitschrift fur christl. Wis-

senschaft (1850, p. lo'2). [The passage to which
Neander refers is in the Nicomachcan Ethics, Book
ii. ch. 4 : "Actions are called just and temperate,

when just and temperate men perform them; but,

just and temperate men are not those who do these

actions, but who do them in such a way, that is, as

the just and temperate do them. But the most of

mankind do not act thus, but betake themselves to

mere words, and think that they are then philoso-

phers, and that thus they will become good." And
he compares them to the sick, who consult a phy-

sician, and do not follow his presci iptior.s.

—

Am.
Ed.]
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who now even speaks good words to them,

and then all who, as renewed men, participate

in his grace before and after his coming in the

flesh. Christ, as the yivajdxerai, is known,

at the beginning indicates, will here, in con-

nection at the same time with all that pro-

ceeds, say and ask: "If my fruits, works and
words are good, works of love and words of

truth, am I myself, then from God or a friend

of Beelzebub ?" For the most evil man is he
that speaks evil against the good man who
bears witness of himself by his goodness. The
worst tree plants itself, inasmuch as it will not

know the good tree, from which healing is to

come to it, will not let itself be planted into

it—therefore is it known at last by the worst
fruit.

Verses 36, 37. What the tongue speaks is

very significant; for the' small member not

only does great things, but it is also nearer

the heart than the hand is. Men may, with
wilful folly, say : A word or two spoken which
meant nothing, what is there in this ? I have
surely in this done nothing bad ! The history

of the world and of man's life every where
refutes such folly, and says loudly : Words
are acts, which work most deeply and lasting-

ly, even in the spiritual sphere in which works
alone are taken into account ; and this not
merely the words of the leaders and repre-

sentatives of the people—to whom certainly

it chiefly applies—but in general ; nor is it

merely discourses which at the time seem
great and powerful, but the smallest word
which, after it has escaped the tongue, thou
canst never recall, is a seed which grows and
bears good or evil fruits, such as can never be
computed. God, however, judges sin not ac-

cording to its effects, but according to the
motive and intentions. Here thou sayest

again falsely against the truth ; I only speak
so and so, the heart means nothing bad ! Yes,

in those rare instances in which this is true,

the words will not be charged against the

heart ; but in by far the most cases, indeed
in general, the word is the proper expression

of the heart, showing its real character more
surely even than the act. Where the gehenna

burns in the heart, there hypocritical works
are of no avail, the course of the natural life

which cannot be restrained, catches fire upon
the tongue, and the whole body, however out-

wardly clean and pure, is tainted by the evil

words (James iii. 6). Let one onl}r hear what
even those who are most honored apeak with-
in their four walls, or even in public ! There
are words of anger, of scandal, of pride, en-
venomed words against their neighbor, words
of rebellion against God, that weigh heavier
in the balance than many deeds, nay, lay
open at one view, the whole treasure of evil

into the heart, from which alone they could
proceed. Hence, also, there is in the first and
second tables of the decalogue, not to mention
that all its commandments point in the same
direction, a command e x pressly for the mouth.
Immediately after the command against

idolatry and the worship of images, comes the

one against taking the name of God in vain,

and immediately before that against the cov-

etousneess of the heart, is the one against

falseness of speech, which always is and ought
to be, an evidence of the former. This reach-

es far and deep. Did Christ, first of all, speak
of blasphemies as the worst words which are the

expression of the worst sin, and then, coming
downwards, designate as "evil" in general

that which the mouth brings forth from the

heart—he now descends still farther to the
itdv pijpcx dpyov, every idle word (placed be-

fore in an absolute form for emphasis), which
implies still less than the apostle's nds Xoyoi
(jotitpoS, KEYoi Xoyoi (Ephes. iv. 29; v. 6).

Where there is no good fruit of truth and love

unto edification, there this very unprofitable-

ness and emptiness is itself an evil fruit ; be-

fore God's judgment, however, not even the
smallest word which a man has ever spoken is

forgotten !
^Aito8ob6ov6i Xoyov itepi xav-

roS Xoyov , " they shall give accounf for every

word." How dumb shall they then be, and
have not a word to answer for a thousand, if

the justifying good words, proceeding from the

spirit of grace and prayer, do not weigh hea-

vier in the balance of the Judge !* It will, we
hope, be seen, with what perfect justice Christ

here, instead of the principle of judgment
which most commonly occurs in the Old and
New Testament :

" To every man according

to his works "—lays down the more appropri-

ate one, which we find in ver. 27. Even in

human judicial processes, this is a proverbial

rule, as Eliphaz expresses it in the book of

Job, where the discourse was precisely con-

cerning unprofitable words (Job. xv. 2, 6). By
the tongue we write fur ourselves the most de-

cisive protocol of our future trial before the

tribunal of the highest Justice, and all that

was in us, all that we have done, or as good

as done, speaks then loudly in our words as a

silencing confession, as our own testimony.

What Luke (ch. xi. 16), introduced right be-

fore, along with the calumny: By Beelzebub,

etc., as the occasion of Christ's address—was
according to Matthew only now objected to

him, in reply to what he had said. So much,

however, we would learn from Luke, did we
not perceive this also in Matthew from the

thing itself, that those who demanded a sign

were different persons from the blasphemers.

They are not quite so bad as to reject all his

signs as the decided work of the devil, but all

that he had given hitherto, were not sufficient

to prove that they were from God ; they want
to see another which goes still farther than

these, to see a sign. As Luke rightly adds, and

*A writer in Tholuck's Anzeiger (1848, p. 311)

has taken great offence at the expression "justify-

ing words," and sees in it a want of " unity and

exactness of dogmatical interpretation." As if this

heresy against the exact terminology of dogmatics

were not here only Christ's own expression!
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as in Matt. xvi. 1 ; John vi. 30, 31, the demand
is repeated as a sign from heaven. Now, these

words of wilful unbelief are not much better

than the foregoing, and therefore Christ does

not change his strain on account of them, but
only makes them the occasion of carrying out
the warning, which he had brought to the
threshold of the judgment, to a complete pro-

phetic threatening of the doom that was ready
to break over the unbelieving generation.

What the challengers meant by the " sign

from heaven," we will leave to be explained
at ch. xvi., and here, first of all, interpret the

answer, which he there repeats to tliem with
closer reference to the signs of the times then
already present. He uttered this in the pres-

ence of all the people (Matt, verse 46 ; Luke
zaJv o^/Iojk IrtaBpoigofteviiOv, which only
indicates a being together or a gathering to-

gether, not precisely a thronging towards
him), and he includes the Pharisees in the

whole race which was like them, and was ex-

pressing itself by them. He predicts Israel's

destruction and judgment, which will break
out, if this people, as a whole, persist in their

unbelief, even after the last sign that is yet
to be afforded them, and if they reject the tes-

timony of the Spirit when the risen Son of

Man is justified, and once more preaches to

them repentance unto the forgiveness of sins

by the apostles in his name. He announces
this last and most perfect sign taken from the
hell that had been vanquished, a sign which
had all the value of one from above, and which
indeed became such on the day of Pentecost
(vers. 39, 40). Then, he announces the unbe-
lief of the people under that preaching of the
apostles, as in the present—the unbelief of Is-

rael in their Messiah, which is condemned by
the faith of the heathen who listened to a Jo-
nah, and who even sought out a Solomon
(vers. 41, 42). Consequently (vers. 43-45),
the final and complete destruction, if after a

previous casting out of Satan, his power shall

again take possession of this people, and in a

worse form.

Verses 39, 40. Israel is not merely an evil

generation (which Luke alone has, as are also

all heathen, but, as Matthew in both places

significantly adds, an adulterous, which alludes

to the special covenant of God with this peo-

ple, which they had broken, rsved poixoiXi'i

cannot denote here merely, or in the first

place, a generation begotten by adultery, and
is therefore wrongly compared with John viii.

41, but one which commits adultery ;
idola-

trous in heart, with all their Pharisaical orna-

ment on the outside, just as, in former times,

in open idolatry (Hos. i. 2, ii. 2, 5). But al-

ready in this allusion to the adulterous chil-

dren of the adulterous wife, as also in the ye-

vert
, generation (which corresponds to the ysv-

vtjuoLra £x 1 8 y °d y > verse 34), there certainly

lies, at the same time, a reference to the sins

of the fathers out of which the children are

begotten in order to fill up its measure, and
hence, also, an explanation of the final de-

struction, by the fearfully continuous progress

of evil from generation to generation. The
seed of adulterers is itself adulterous in the

twofold sense of which we read in Isa. lvii. 3,

and Wisd. iii. 10. iv. 0. They demanded signs

of which they already had enough, from the

desert onwards, where they tempted God, and
put him to the test whether he would do this

and that according to their lust; and just in

the same way do they now act towards Christ.

But, although the long-suffering of Christ con-

tinued to perform miracles until his hands
were bound in Gethsemane, still, no signs of

such a kind were given in answer to their request,

but that last one which he had already at the

beginning announced to them (John ii. 19) in

answer to a like challenge, the sign of the prophet

Jonas; and this, too, was to be in vain for

them ! For they who believed not Mosus and
the prophets, could not believe on Christ, even
though he were to rise from the dead.

The explanation which Luke gives, verse 30,

of the sign of Jonas, does not by any means
contradict the one here given by Christ* but
is only an abridged an indefinite statement of

what Matthew gives in detail in vers. 40 and
41 ; as well the similitude of the resurrection

as the call to repentance. We could, indeed,

scarcely understand the more obscure account
of Luke without the assistance of Matthew,
but we ought, therefore, with grateful docil-

ity, to receive what the Spirit has caused to

be written for us, and not wilfully darken
what is clear. The history of the Old Testa-

ment presents no more striking example of a
wonderful preservation from certain death
than that of the prophet Jonah ; nay, it is sin-

gular in its kind, inasmuch as the prophet, al-

though as it were shut up in death and buri-

ed, yet came forth again to life: therefore is

this history recorded as a similitude and type

of the resurrection of Christ, as, in the sphere

of the type, a resurrection of one really dead
was not yet possible. The expressions in the

book of Jonah intimate plainly enough to him
who reads aright, that the spirit of prophec}-,

even then, wrote them with reference to

Christ. The prayer of Jonah (ch. ii.) was
really uttered in the belly (Heb. ^ED) of the

fish (w?7ro5 an indefinite expression in the Sep-

tuagint for 7H3 JT, great fish) j for the deliver-

ance follows in verse 11, and to take this in

the pluperfect, and understand at the begin-

ning: Out of the belly, i. e., after he had been
saved, and was out of it, would be too far-

* Which, according to Schleiermacher, is again
" only a false interpretation of the reporter's own,

which he has mixed up with the words of Christ,"

namely, on ihe supposition of its being a reminis-

cence already weakened and confused ! Neander,

unhappily, almost to the same effect says, that verse

40 is an entirely unsuitable, later addition, the sign

of Jonas only representing the (i manifestation of

the Son of Man as a whole " in contradistinction to

every single sign or miracle. That the resurrection

was a sign od1jt for believers, is against the whole

Acts of the Apostles (from ch. ii. 32, 33 onwards),

against Rom. i. 4, and all the apostolic preaching.
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fetched. The whole prayer in his distress is

certainly, at the same time, a thanksgiving, a

confident expectation of help, with which the

prophet, even from the bowels of the fish,

sends up his cry to God's heaven and the light

of life ; but this is his faith, which was the

speedy result of his finding that he miracu-
lously remained alive within the fish, and that
be could pray for help. The Spirit, in his re-

cord of the prayer (for in such histories, still

more than in other places, the difference be-

tween the written and acted history holds

good, so that we do not expect to find the

bare actual occurrence literally in the word),

views, in perfect accordance with the system
that pervades all Scripture, the depths of the

sea (D'ED' 2272, ver. 4), as being the same with

the abyss of the realm of the dead, where the

floods of destruction, the waters of Belial

drown ; the belly of the monster is the belly

of hell (?)H& \D2, verse 3). Thus from the

prophetical text are derived the expressions of

Christ in this place, with which he places the

type there already indicated, completely in

the light of fulfillment: the uoiXia, belly, cor-

responds, as to the nn ^O, " bowels of the fish"

so also at the same time to the ~>S$& jt33j

"belly of hell" and the xapSia rrji yr)S, heart

of the earth, points back at once to the 23?3

WW," midst of the seas," and to the |*TNn

"Hjn iVrVGj " the earth with her bars was about

me." If Christ meant to denote by these ex-

pressions nothing more than death and the

grave, inasmuch as the body lay in the earth,

then, not only would the heart, the centre of

the earth, be too strong an expression for his

sepulchre in the rock, besides it's being not
true that the Son of Man was himself so long

in the earth—but what is chiefly to be object-

ed to this is, that the word of fulfillment would
thus remain behind the word of prophecy.

No, he means—let a theology or dogmatism,
which shuts its eyes to these things, say what
it will to the contrary—his actual abode in

the Sheol, the realm of the dead, beneath,

and in the heart of, the earth,* or, to speak in

dogmatic phraseology, the descent into hell,

of which Eph. iv. 9 testifies. What the type
could only shadow forth outwardly was, in its

mysterious and essential significance, fulfilled

in him who thus entered into the strong man's
house to bind him there, who proved himself

to be victorious over him in the highest power
of the quickening Spirit of God, even when the

leviathan appeared to have swallowed him up,

and when it was said over the earth, The pro-

phet is devoured, it is all over with him.
" But thou hast brought forth my life from de-

struction, Lord my God " (Jonah ii. 7).

Three days and three nights—not longer, and

* Since microcosmically the heart of man actu-

ally corresponds with the innermost part of the

earth, for which compare James iii. 6, and Prov.

xxvii. 19, 20 (and if possible our interpretations of

both passages).

then will the Son of Man come forth to life, as
it happened with Jonah.* Then, just as Jonah
preached to the Ninevites, a new preaching
will begin, in which the risen Saviour will be
a sign for repentance unto this generation, as

Jonah, saved from the fish, was to the Nine-
vites. Then will he, who even now (a greater
than Jonas is here !) displays himself to }

rour
eyes and ears as the true sign, the bread from
heaven (John vi. 51), be, by the highest pos-

sible miracle which seals all that went before,

offered to you as the bread of life ; then will

follow upon this sign from beneath, wrought
upon the Son of Man by the power of God,
the Pentecostal sign from heaven—for Daniel's
vision of the glorification of the Son of Man
begins from that time to be fulfilled (as Christ,

Matt. xxvi. 64, in the depth of ignominy, an-
nounces by a "from thin time forth"). All
this, Christ sees and signifies in his words :

those who heard him plainly understood so

much, at least, as they afterwards came to

show, namely, that he would rise again after

three days; therefore they set a watch upon
the grave until the third dayf (Matt, xxvii. 63,

64).

Verses 41, 42. But the sign of Jonah, too,

will be in vain ! Christ speaks here, in con-
tinuation of the prophecy, by no means merely
of the unbelief in his person then manifesting
itself, as one might be led wrongly to suppose
from the xoci ISov , Gode, and behold, here. He
only goes out from the present, taking it also

into his view as he does by saying : Now al-

ready in my words and works, which prove
that the kingdom of God is come more than
Jonah or Solomon did (ver. 28 ; chap. xi. 12-
15, 21-23). But he especially speaks of the
last preaching of the Spirit after his resurrec-

tion, for he compares with it the preaching of

* Although it is not without significance that,

precisely on the third day. corruption in general

begins to appear, we are yet certainly not at liberty

with Hofir.ann {Weissagung u. EffuUung, ii. 262) to

make that alone Uie ground of Christ's words,

which expressly refer to Jonas. Comp. also 1 Cor.

xv. 4.

f The refutation of the trifling and presumptuous
after-reckoning of the three days and nights be-

longs only to a note. In the Talm. Hieros. it is ex-

pressly said :
" Day and nigbt make together a

space of time (njly), and the part of such is as the

whole." The Jews reckoned vvx^VI-izpoc (2 Cor.

xi. 25), and said, so many days and nights (Gen. vii.

11; Exod.xxiv. 18). (Compare Esth. iv. 16 with v.

1 ; 1 earn. xxx. 12, 13; 2 Chron. x. 5-12; 1 Kings
xx. 29.) Consequently, if Christ died at the end
of the first day, and arose at the breaking of the

third, there are three day-night periods, and he says

here nothing else than in the other passages: " In

three days, on the third day." According to Konig
{H'dllenfahrt, p. 197), Damascenus Studila has in-

geniously reckoned, that Christ was thirty-three

hours in hades as he was thirty-three years on the

earth. This might really almost harmonize—better,

at least, than the very summary combination of

Oetinger, who speaks of forty houis in the grave
answering to the forty days after the resurrection.
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Jonah after his deliverance. As the Ninevites
did not see the sign of the prophet with their

eyes, but believed and repented upon his

preaching (eti to xr/pvyjucc, see Winer's
Gramm., p. 338), so, and not otherwise, was
the risen Son of Man, whom they no longer

saw with their eyes, a sign to the Jews in the
preaching of his Spirit by the apostles. That,
moreover, the people of Nineveh may have
known something of Jonah, from their expe-
dition to Israel under Pul (2 Kings xv. 19,

20), and may have seen the fullillment of his

prophecy (2 Kings xiv. 25), at all events have
heard from his own lips the wonderful history

of his deliverauce from the depths of hell—all

this, although not declared in the narrative

(Jon. Hi.), may yet be pre-supposed as proba-
ble, from the great success which attended his

preaching ; it is intimated to some extent (ver.

5), in the words: Then they believed in God—

-

which may indicate in general, it is true, the
ground of all repentance (to which Christ here
also points), but may mean, at the same time,

the miracle of divine power before narrated.

Be that as it may, the comparison which Christ

here makes implies, that the sign of Jonas was
not in vain for the Ninevites, but this genera-

tion will not. in like manner, receive unto re-

pentance the preaching concerning the resur-

rection of the Son of Man, although powerfully
attested by the Holy Spirit.*

Greater than Jonas ! greattr than Solomon ! If

such a comparison of the Lord from heaven, who
is over all, with children of the earth, of the

incomparable One with those who are alto-

gether as nothing before him, and who in real-

ity derive all that they have only from him,
is, on the one hand, an expression of conde-
scension and love, asking in sadness, Am I less

than those, that you despise me so?—on the

other, the propriety of the comparison is based
on the divine consecration, which exalted Jo-

nah and Solomon into types of Christ. When
Christ, in his own history or in that of his

kingdom, points to histories in the Old Testa-

ment with a like as (ch. xxiv. 37; John iii.

14), there, in every case, is a resemblance not
arbitrary and only then superadded, but one

already prepared in the type.. As the typical

explanation, Like as Jonas was in thefifth'a belli/rf

preceded the affirmation, A greater than Jonas

is here!—so does the following comparison with
Solomon pre-suppose an entirely " like as,"

i.e., in like manner, a typical reference to

Christ of the person, power, wisdom, and glory

of Solomon, of all that characterizes him as

Solomon. If it was fi t for Solomon to be placed

in comparison with all the children of the east,

* At all events Christ least of all intends to say

what Lange strangely understands him as saying,

viz., that the Messiah is come even as Jonas came
—a stranger, a poor, unknown, nameless man, at-

testing himself solely by the power of his inner life!

For he plainly speaks of something /'^«>v.

f With which <^>6itEp ijv — ouroaS edrat, more-

over, the veritable reality of all that is recorded of

the prophet, as corresponding to the real history of

Chri&t, is maintained and proved.

16

with Egyptians, and with all heathen poets

(1 Kings iv. 30, 31), so it is tit for Christ him-
selfonly to say : A g: eater than Solomon. Only
in the sphere of sacred history, at least in

types that but faintly shadow him forth, does

he find his like, i.e., such as are worthy even
of being mentioned side by side with him,

with the words, Here is one greater ! We rind

even in the Old Testament, in Nathan's pro-

phecy, and in the Psalms founded upon it, how
Solomon's reign of peace, his building the

temple, his splendor, his marriage, point pro-

phetically to the future ; here, in addition to

these, it is especially his icirdom that is spoken
of. as Matt. xiii. 16 points back to 1 Kings x.

8. The queen of the South is not so much
placed in antithesis as a woman to the Nine-
vites, [avSpESNivEvTrcxi, which indeed is only

\X\yz ^JS), but, by way of climax, as one who

came even from the ends of the earth, from the

far coast of the foreign country that bounds
the known world,* to seek out the anointed

of the Lord who was so much renowned, while

Jonas came to the Ninevites in their own
country.

We may certainly, however, apply the words
of Christ in the widest sense, and, taking into

view all the renowned names of wise, and all

the wonderful destinies of remarkable men, all

the missions and preachings confirmed by signs

of whatever kind, say: Here is a greater than
any Jonas-miracle ! Here is a greater than
any Solomon of his nation and time ! For the

history of him who, by the suffering of death,

was crowned with glory and honor, is the

miracle of all miracles in the world's history

for every one who asks a sign ; the words of

the Word are wisdom itself for all who inquire

after wisdom and earnestly seek it. What
then shall we say of the unbelieving generation

of fools in Christendom, who esteem the fablea

of the heathen and the histories of the world's

heroes more remarkable than the cross and
the victory of Christ 1 who run after this or

that ancient or modern " hero," or " classic," or
" genius," and say : Here is one almost as great

—or, again, Here is one really as great, or

finally, Here is one greater than Christ ! As
the excellent Dannhauer on the text exclaims,

in reference to his own time :

u Carthusians

and Flagellants shall stand up in the judgment

against the philosophers of this day, and con-

demn them." What Christ said in chap. x.

15, and xi. 22-24, he here again says more
strongly, from another point of view : As the

Gentiles who, till then, remained impenitent,

have a more tolerable judgment than Israel,

so at least shall those who have repented, who
sought, even from afar, the truth of' God which
appeared in the midst of Israel, condemn Israel

by their example—in that great judgment in

which all of every country and time shall ap-

pear together, and all the guilty, besides the

protocol which they themselves have written,

shall be confronted with all witnesses for their

* As already Homer called the ^Ethiopians " the

farthest out among men."
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conviction, whose conduct cries out with refer-

ence to them : Might you not also have done

so, and even much more? The last sign of

the Messiah, then, will not be that Israel shall

judge the heathen, and rain fire and brimstone

upon the Romans, but that the believing

heathen world shall condemn Israel (chap.

viii. 11, 12; xxi. 43 ; Rom. ii. 27). The Nine-

veh of this Jonah will be Rome, whose power
bows before the sign of the cross, and Greece

will seek and find in this Solomon the true

wisdom. But as for this evil and adulterous

generation—its latter end will be terrible and
worse than any former destruction and judg-

ment, as is now shown in verse 43 to verse 45.

And why so? " Because thou hast not known
the day of thy visitation !" (Luke xix. 44).

This transitional idea, which is only pre-

supposed in Matthew's epitomized collection

of Christ's discourses, is given in Luke xi. 33,

"56, as having been also spoken by Christ ; for

f.hese words in Luke stand plainly in close

connection with what goes before, and are

there, where several transpositions occur, to

be introduced between vers. 23 and 24. They
arc again a repetition from the Sermon en

the Mount (as at verse 33), and need no fur-

ther interpretation here. We have only to

observe the connection here, according to

which, what is meant to be said is : The light

of my preaching shines even now clearly

enough, and after the sign of Jonas will be set

still more clearly on the candlestick, although,

the blindness whose light has become dark-

ness, sees it not. EiS M/3V7trt)v, in a secret

place, may be the Hebrew idiom for the neu-

ter, or may mean really a crypt, a concealed

passage or vault ;* the sense remains the same.

The a6vpanr), bright shining, verse 36, is

equivalent to cpeyyoi, light, before, purposely,

however, expressed more strongly, in order to

mark that the light does not struggle through

with difficulty, but, victorious over the dark-

ness, instantaneously illumines every thing.

These words, spoken in a spirit of mingled

eadness and kindness, and only hypothetically,

of a complete illumination by the light f of

God, now only conceived as an ideal, contrast

all the more fearfully with the dark closing

picture in Matthew, to which we must now
turn.

Verses 43—45. The words are a parable, in

which Christ (an evident proof of the unity of

these discourses), turns back at the end to the

beginning of his address ; he takes the casting

out of the devil from an individual demoniac

as an illustration, in so far as he announces an

aggravated return of the evil one. It thereby

becomes worse with this man than it was be-

fore, and so will it be also with this genera-

tion ! It is the same generation, of course,

that was spoken of from verse 39 onwards, al-

though besides (which shows the truth of the

* In this case to be written HpvitTTjv. Euthy-

mius: ditoupvcpov otniav.

•J-On the sense of which, we have already express-

ed ourselves at Matt. vi. 22.

interpretation that refers the words only to
it), the beginners in the faith (verse 23), may
also take warning from such a threatening
prophecy. Thou hast Beelzebub ! said the
masters in Israel to him. He has patiently
refuted them, kindly warned them, sharply
rebuked them ; now, at the conclusion of his

address, announcing the end of the people, he
has come so far as to retort upon them : This
evil generation is the great demoniac, in regard
to whom all previous casting out will at last

appear to have been vain. As before, at verse

29, mankind as a whole was represented as

Satan's house and household, so now it is espe-

cially Israel, viewed collectively as his abode,
and as having fallen anew by their own guilt.

We will just examine the details of the para-
ble, that we may then see more clearly its ap-
plication.

The unclean spirit which dwells in the de-

moniac, as is supposed by way of parable, is

still to be understood as one of the many sub-
ordinate demons, and not the prince of them
himself (who, in Mark iii. 30, has the same
general title). He is in reality gone out of the

man, which pre-supposes an expulsion by the
power of God.* Christ—we might say, with
special design—accumulates in a few words
strong and massive features, taken from the
natural history of the devil, as it lay open be-

fore him, so that in all future time it might
not be thought that he spoke only according

to Jewish superstition, and that he drew the
figure for representing world-hjstorical reali-

ties from unreal representations, springing

from human delusion ! Indeed (as the excel-

lent Stein on Luke here also admits), he glori-

fies his loisdom precisely in this, that he was
able to graft the loftiest truths upon errone-

ous popular conceptions. The expelled spirit

wanders about through dry places, districts

without water, and therefore without human
houses or inhabitants. Such waste places are

the devils' dwelling place, when they are not

in and among men ; as we find not only in

passages of the apocrypha, as Tob. viii. 3

;

Bar. iv. 35, but even in Rev. xviii. 2 (accord-

ing to prophetic representations, Isa. xiii. 21,

22, xxxiv. 14), and as is here with full earn-

estness confirmed by Christ. The ejected

devils abide willingly at least upon the earth,

as they are still at liberty to do, and have a

certain pleasure in all that is waste and deso-

late upon it, in ruined paradises and over-

thrown glory. Then impelled by inward pain

he seeks rest, i. e., first of all, a temporary place

of abode and settlement, in which Christ (to

whose mind passages of Scripture are always
immediately present, inasmuch as all his

* It is by no means mere appearance that is liere

spoken of, as if the malady were overcome,, as if by
the healing of the demoniac damage were done also

to the "principle of evil itself" in the man (as Me-
ander understands it). Every casting out of the

devil is an actual step towards improvement, and
even in the application afterwards to the genera-

tion of this time, this holds perfectly true.
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thoughts and knowledge as a man take their

rise from the Holy Scriptures) has again evi-

dently Isa. xxxiv. 14 in his eye.* But when
the word of the prophecy, less distinctly ex-

pressing the meaning which lies under the fig-

ure, speaks ot the finding of rest (niJD HNVOj

Sept. also ava.nav6iv), Christ here, as it

were, justifies and confirms the word, inas-

much as he goes on to say : And findeth it not.

For how can a devil find rest, which the crea-

ture can find only in God? He has lost it for

ever, he seeks it in vain, in all waste places,

which otherwise please him ; he seeks it espe-

ciail}r in vain where God the Lord of creation

will have his rest, and where, therefore, the

devil also, if he can force an entrance, finds

himself relatively most comfortable—namely,

in man. Therefore, the desire soon returns

upon him to look after his own more peculiar

house. He declares his intention, tTti6rpeib<*),

I will return^ which lie cannot long leave unex-

ecuted, for he is always willing to return if

only he can. As, in verse 29, it was Satan's

house, as a whole, that was spoken of, in which
individual men are the household furniture, so

now the same expression is, with equal truth,

applied internally to the individual ; every

man in a devil's power is his house. He im-

pudently speaks of the house as his own from

the first—he still knows all the secret pass-

ages in it, as in a stronghold' which he had
left, and speaks, like a true devil, as if he had
only gone out of his own free will, not confess-

ing that he was forced out. And when he

thus comes, how does he find it in the case

here supposed 1 Swept and garnished, as both

Evangelists have it. But would not this be

contrary to the nature of the unclean spirit,

who likes to dwell only in the filth of sin ? Alas

!

this garnishing, which is here meant, is to him
filthy enough to be agreeable ; for it is the

outward garnishing of hypocrisy, it is a sweep-

ing with the besom of Pharisaism which makes
worse what was already evil (in proof of

which compare Luke xi. 39, 40). In Matthew
there is still the term dxoXa^ovra, at leisure,

("empty"), affording a certain explanation of

the other two words before which it stands,

and which designedl}' includes at once the fig-

ure and its explanation ; in the figure, empty,

open for free access, in the explanation idle,

left unguarded through indolence, security,

hypocritical conceit, and thus in the best way
prepared and adorned for the devil. f This is

* Moreover, a perplexing proof for those who too

hastily throw many things among (lie Jewish fa-

bles, that by the D«V and T^fe* C'SS and Tfyfy,

hellish spirits are actually indicated, though not the

Rabbinical Lihth.

fB ramie, here falsely understanding it in the

good sense of preparedness for receiving the Holy

Ghost entirely mistakes the irony of the expression

{Stud, u KritAM, h. 390). It is truly not the be-

ginning of regeneration that is here spoken of, in

whicirSatan might yet again find room for work-

ing, but it is the offence of the hypocrite m false

security.

a discovery going beyond his expectation, and
in which he will have his pleasure and labor

not alone. Tlien, he goes away once more
(not concerned lest such a house should mean-
while be lost to him), and takes as a reinforce-

ment seven other devils who are Wotvt than
himself. This does not mean worse in respect

of wickedness (venuiores, sceLratiores), for in

this, indeed, there is no difference possible be-

tween devil and devil, but worse in their

power to destroy, and in their consequent ob-

stinacy (eh. xvii. 21). Stronger ones are

meant, but, because from them greater evil

{i.e. in the explanation, worse sin) follows for

the poor man, Christ speaks of icwse ones.

The seven dwell there instead of the one, are

no more driven out, and the relapse of him
who was once healed is worse than the first

illness.

Who is this man 1 Christ explains his para-

ble unasked. Such will be the last end of

this evil generation ! Consequently, the end
of the story here narrated will be realized in

the then existing last generation of Israel,

which fills up the measure of guilt, and draws
down judgment upon itself. We know now
how it happened. But inasmuch as Christ has

put the e'ox^ra, last, in opposition to the

TtpoaroiS, first, and begun the parable with

the actual casting out of the one, first devil,

we observe, at the same time, that he takes in-

to one view the collective history of this entire

people, from the fathers downward. What
was their first devil 1 It was rude heathenish

idolatry. This God truly cast out by the

Babylonian exile ; which certainly was in it-

self something good, it was a result obtained

for the time. But soon again in indolent se-

curity they adorned the house which was mis-

takenly supposed to have been cleansed for all

coming time. And, the more their pride re-

coiled from idols, with so much the more
corruption and inward idolatry must they

commit sacrilege in the true sanctuary (Rom.

ii 22) ; in Pharisaism there grew up a yeved.

poiXa^-ii, adulterous generation, which went a

whoring after idols worse than the former.

The seven devils were not merely on their

way, they were already come when ^Christ

spoke; still he speaks prophetically (etirai),

because he has in view the last man i/estation of

this state, the outbreak of the destruction

which awaited the people in judgment. Nor
is it to be overlooked, what Von Meyer in his

striking note here says, that as another appli-

cation of this many-sided parable, the inef-

fectual casting out which is followed only by
a worse relapse, means, at the same time, the

coming in of the kingdom of Christ (ver. 28).

The manifold good, both in the sphere of know-
ledge and of will, which was actually called

forth by the labors of Christ for a time, might

once more have effected a thorough cleansing of

the people, but this also was in vain. In the

period between the ascension of Christ and the

destruction of Jerusalem, especially towards

the end of it, this nation shows itself, one

might say, as if possessed by seven thousand
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devils. It is judged, destroyed, blinded ; its

judgment is the great type of history for the

last judgment of the whole world, and in its

present blindness it must, even as the people

of God, without knowing or willing it, serve

at least as a warning and prophetic parable to

the world.

For we find that the same holds good of

Christendom, of those who are outwardly

called taken collectively. The apostolical age

is followed by the setting up of the golden

calf in the Romish Church ; even idolatry pro-

perly so called breaks out on every side. The
return from the exile corresponds in part to

the Reformation ; nor have we far to look for

the Pharisaism of Lutheranism. At present,

indeed, every thing is more complicated, more
spiritual, and on a scale of more complete de-

velopment, still the ground-features remain

the same, although Pharisees and Sadducees,

on this side and on that, in many ways change

places in and outside of the still remaining

faith of the letter. Enough, that " in the

midst of all the culture that exists," with all

the sweeping and garnishing of the house by
art, science, illumination, industry, and spec-

ulation, there is already something worse at

the bottom than a mere Laodicean dxoXa^siv,
or vacancy. How one who has been cleansed

only with the besom of an outward reforma-

tion, who is only outwardly civilized, is not

safe from coarse excesses, as a savage, outward-

ly broken in, may yet easily fall back into

wildness, and the nature which was washed
only on the outside revenge itself all the more
violently and filthily—the first revolution in

the land of civilization has begun practically

to show ; and as an additional impending

proof of the theory, Germany, also more spirit-

ual in its sins, as the kernel of Christian na-

tions, begins in like manner to develop itself.*

What will it be when the edxara, or end
comes, the last unbelief of completed anti-

christianity, the Man of Sin !

Finally, this grandly prophetic parable finds

always its true application also in the individ-

ual, with whom the same may and must take

place, if, after a first cure and conversion he
becomes dxoAagaav for the returning devil.

Every relapse brings a worse state (John v.

14) ; but the complete relapse of the regener-

ated person (which the relapse of Israel and of

Christendom shadow forth as a whole, just as

they are really exemplified in many an individ-

ual, and of which Christ here speaks generally

according to the innermost kernel of the

word), such a relapse makes the destruction

irreparable, it makes the person ripe for judg-

ment, and is another, nay, the most fearful ex-

pression of that unparadonable sin spoken of

above. Hence the apostle in 2 Peter ii. 20-22
plainly refers to this parable of Christ. Ov-
rcoS zdrai, so shall it be—the Saviour, as judge,

has declared respecting his whole nation, and
it has been fulfilled before the eyes of the

world. A still more awful ovrosi Idrai re-

mains literally as the edxarov, or in this, and
the future world, respecting the evil generation,

most properly so called, of the lost, whose de-

struction and judgment are prophetically at-

tested by all the fearfully ending catastrophes

of the men and generations of the Old and New
Testament people of God in the world's his-

tory, as parables which already, more or less,

carry their truth in themselves.

CHRIST'S MOTHER AND BRETHREN.

(Matt. xii. 48-50; Mark hi. 33-35; Luke viii. 21.)

Again, a contrast similar to chap. xi. 23-28.

Often as the future Judge must cast down to

hell by his word of truth, his Saviour's heart

can yet never forget that he is come into the

world not to judge, but to save. A gracious

word con: ;ng immediately after the fearful

denunciation against the seed of Abraham,
which had become a generation of vipers ; an
expression of the deepest, tenderest feeling

of love, which was still in his heart even when
he spoke words of anger, and which was called

forth by an intimation that was made to him
;

a word also for us, which is more to be felt

than understood.

He had brought his address to the people

towards its close ; would he have been silent

then, or what more would he have said ? He
is interrupted by the intimation, that his

mother and brethren had already been stand-

ing a long time before the house, inquiring

after him, endeavoring to come to him in order

to say something to him. We should never

have thought of conjecturing what this was^

did we not read it with astonishment in Mark
(whcse account we must regard as parallel, in

opposition to Ebrard's harmony which is not

always correct). Surrounded by the throng

of people, he had found neither time nor space

for eating, and carried along by holy zeal, he

had spoken without rest—the Evangelists giv-

ing only the substance of what he had said.

His kinsfolkf become apprehensive about him,

especially the unbelieving brothers, who prob-

* This was in the year 1844—what will the reader

now say to it 1

f For this must at all events be the meaning n(

oi reap' avrov, Mark ver. 21, because ver. 31

again takes up the discourse with ovv. Mark i»

10, oi Ttspi avrov is something quite different.
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ably had not yet desisted from going about
with the humble first-born, as they were wont
to do in Nazareth, who, again at a later period
(John vii. 3), are represented as giving him
advice, and who here, most naturally, from,

the human point of view, are for exercising
their right as brothers, and even their mother
stands, on this occasion at least, passively on
their side. They will stop him, seize him
(xparijGai avrov), for they think and say:
on ZZetirt], he is beside himself. Let us inter-

pret this as gently as we majr
, it remains a

strong word :* He does too much, forgets all

moderation (2 Cor. v. 13), exerts himself be-

yond his power, and beyond what is proper
;

certainly equivalent to He is beside himself, out
of his senses, knows not what he is doing, so

that we have to interfere ! Mark brings it

expressly in connection with the words of the

Scribes : He has Beelzebub ! in order to show
us at one glance all that happened from friends

and foes to Christ, who remains ever the same,

and whom neither devilish blasphemy, nor the

false love of men, was able to move. Perhaps
he will even indicate that the friends of Christ

heard the fearful word, and, at least, in a
milder sense, applied it to him. But it is al-

together contrary to the text (Mark ver. 22)

to suppose, that the Pharisees also (on account
of the many paradoxes which Christ uttered)

had merely meant to say, and to spread abroad
that he was out of his senses, crack-brained,

not quite wise. " Possessed of a devil," and
"out of his senses" are two very different

things.f Christ was certainly in an unusual
frame of awakened zeal, but he was quite

himself he was fulfilling his work and office,

viz: to speak the word of God to all who
would, and should hear him, and so to speak
as it was needful for them, for instruction,

warning, and judgment. (What is recorded
in Luke xi. 27, 28, also took place meanwhile.)
His zeal had just carried him to the point of

opening up a look into the fearful depths of

destruction, from which he would willingly

save those who are yet willing to hear and
believe, when his mother and brethren accord-

ing to the flesh, came in his way, and as his

spirit in the exdradiS—which yet in reality

was no £K6ra6i?—well perceives, with a car-

nal request. What else can he feel and think,

and therefore say, than what we read in Matt,

and Mark. Away, perverse generation ! Away,
mother and brethren ! I speak as long as I

can for those who have ears to hear; for this

am I sent, and I know that I do not speak in

vain: here are those who hear me—these are

my brethren, my sisters, and mother !

Thus faithfully speaks and acts the true

* Schleirmacher thought that this addition by
Mark must always seem strange eveu when under-

stood in the mildest possible sense—and therefore

assigned it a place among those "accumulations
and exaggerations which are so frequent in Mark."

t But to speak of ccstaci/ in Christ, as Sepp fool-

ishly does, is folly; he was removed above ecstacy,

though not above strong emotion.

High Priest himself, according to the word of
Moses (Deut. xxxiii. 9, 10), which he wishes
to be realized in his followers ; and thus does
he set before us the brightest example how
we should conduct ourselves in reference to

those family importunities which would often

so dangerously depress the spirit. Baised
above all concern about its seeming disregard
of filial duty and brotherly love, as if, in his

prophetical and Messianic dignity, he was even
ashamed of his humble relations (for only
malice could thus interpret his words), he now
repeats, evidently more strongly, what he had
already said at Cana, inasmuch as the im-
proper interference was here repeated in a
stronger form. But the first sharply repelling

word is immediately followed by one of un-
speakable kindness, in which the mother and
brothers are again embraced, according to

which also +he brothers, as soon as they be-
lieve on him, and become disciples of their

brother, are then truly his brothers. Thus to

shame them, and draw them to himself, be-
longs to the aim of his zeal, which is always
lovingly wise, and considerate even in its most
rapid expressions.* He extends the gracious
hand of blessing and protection over his dis-

ciples, just as if some one would take them
from him ; he turns a kind look of love to-

wards all who sat around him (others, there-
fore, besides the apostles or his outwardly
decided followers, but not those also who were
now standing in a hostile attitude towards
him, all, in short, whose quiet sitting around
the master indicated that they were /.ia3r/ra<,

who would learn and hear), and affectionately

exclaims

—

Behold my mother and my brethren !

This is a precious word from the heart of

the First-born. It means first of all simply :

I love them as much as my mother and breth-
ren (in which, at the same time, the natural
affection of a son and brother, which was
seemingly disowned becomes again apparent),
nay, more than those who are such after the
flesh, inasmuch as they are such in a truer
sense. There lies in this certainly, as coming
from the Son of Man still dwelling on earth,

something of that humility which Timothy
needed to be recommended to practice (1 Tim.
v. 2), so that he should be able to say of the

aged women : Behold I speak to them as to

mothers ! But it has a deeper meaning, and
expresses the actual spiritual relationship,

above all of a carnal kind, for which Christ
would prepare, and to which he would elevate

his people, which he already sees in the weak
beginners, and makes them brethren, inas-

much as he calls them so (Heb. ii. 11, 12).

But are we to take in this sense not merely

* He answers in the first place, indeed, the person

who had addressed him, and perhaps gladly so, in

order thereby at length to put a stop to his severe

discourse—but not this person aloite. Such sayings

were retained and repeated to every one whom
they concerned, here certainly in a short time to

the kinsfolk of Christ—and this Christ knew when
he spoke the words.
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brothers and sisters, but also mother, as it

stands at the beginning, and again with the

highest emphasis at the end of the address ?

By all means. Zinzendorf's naive circumlocu-

tion :
" I reflect that I was a child, their race

is my mother"—belongs here quite to the

surface. Whoever receives him, has in heart

conceived and borne him, is himself a Mary,
as also Mary only thereby became and contin-

ues to be his mother (Luke xi. 28). The con-

gregation of all the brethren (see also Psa.

xxii. 22), is collectively the true Mary,* a pre-

sentiment of which profound truth forms the

concealed ground of the shocking Mariolatry

of that church which exalts itself above
Christ.

But a dear friend whom I will not here

name, has very far forgot himself when, in a

sermon he makes Christ say : They are to me
as father and mother ! This he could not say.

Where in the Scripture, after Luke ii. 49, does

Christ speak of any other father or mother
than the one whom he here also names, his

Father in heaven ? The mystery of his mirac-
ulous conception is in all his words plainly

attested, even although there had been no
account of it, no dogma concerning it. Brother,

sister, and mother: these words express the
compass and limits of the relationship of the
Son of God and Man with the human race.*

This relationship has already been laid open
to the whole race by his birth in the flesh,

already involved in the grace afforded to all
;

but it is only truly completed in every one
who does the will of God (Mark), the will of his

Father in heaven. This means in its comple-
tion, the utmost demands of the law laid down
in Matt. vii. 21 ; in its beginning, however, sc

as kindly to draw to higher attainments, not
more than is expressed in John vi.40. Those
who hear God's word in faith are to do it, and
shall do it (Luke viii. 21); the hearing and
learning receives and already has in itself all

the grace necessary for keeping it (Luke xi.

28). With a kindness that hastens to meet
its object, Christ already adjudging and appro-
priating, promises every thing to the good be-

ginning, which, alas, is so often not a going
onward to the end (Rom. viii. 29). On the
other side—for this, as always, is the other
side of the judging word of grace—he who
does not hear and do, Christ knows him not,

even though after the flesh he were born of

his mother, nay, were his mother herself

!

THE SEVEN PARABLES.

(Matt, xiii.)

The Evangelist opens up to us here, just as

in the Sermon on the Mount, a scene in the
teaching and preaching of Christ evidently

complete in itself, and quite remarkable in its

kind. On the same day on which what is nar-

rated in the preceding chapter took place,

Christ goes out of the house (chap. xii. 4G),

and sets himself by the sea-side, probably to

seek rest and refreshment. But the ux^-oi

TtoWoi, great multitudes, gather around him
anew, and in order to escape from this new
throng he enters into the ship (usually kept in

readiness for him by Peter or others), and be-

cause the people remain standing on the shore,

he immediately, without resting, begins again

to speak to them. So much has he to say to

the world and to judge of it (John viii. 26),

and from his exhaustless treasure to bring-

forth things new and old (afterwards, ver. 52;

.

He has just been speaking parable*, and in par-

ables he begins anew to teach, in calmly in-

structive parables, such as correspond to his

frame of mind at that time, seeking rest in

vain, whereby, at the same time, he composes
his own soul to the survey of his whole office

* As already in Isa. vii. 14, the Old Testament
Church, David's house and Zion, the Virgin whose
faith at last conceives him in Mary. See Hofmann,
Weissagung tmd ErfiJluvg, i. 222 : and compare
Micah iv. 10, v. 2.

and kingdom, after the sharply judging pro-
phecies in chap. xii.

Already does the plural ev TtapafioXouS, in

parables, lead us to expect more than one par-

able as spoken at that time. When, after

certain intermediate words, narrated by Mat-
thew, addressed to his disciples, (showing why
he spoke to the people in parables), and after

the explanation of the first parable, we read
(ver. 24), that he addressed another parable to
them—this certainly means that it was on the
same day (ver. 3). Consequently vers. 31 and 33
are connected in the same way with ver. 3 ; and
ver. 34, therefore coincides again with vers. 3
and 10, rcxvra ndrra lAdAytiev, all these

things spake he. If now, ver. 36, Christ having

* By the way, this connection of the brothers and
sisters with the mother in the mouth of Christ, fre-

quently in the Gospel history, is at the same time
the decisive proof that the "brethren" were actu-

ally children of his mother (Psa. lxix. 9). Yet not

the sole proof. The sainted Von Meyer, uncon-
vinced indeed with many to the last, asked me,
" Why is it not said, the mother of Christ and her

children, sons," and how could relations be other-

wise named in the originaj languages than *' breth-

ren ?" But the answer is easy. Christ remains f.h«*

centre of all relation and designation. His mother,

His brethren. Relations must,, at least in Luke
and John, be called dvEijnoi or such like. Sef
my introduction to the epistle of Juie.

,
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returned to the house, explains the second par-

able to the disciples, and the Evangelist, with-
out any mark of separation, connects with
these words a three times repeated ndXiv
opoi'a, again— is like (just as before at ver. 18,

he connects the first explanation with the first

question concerning his reason in general for

speaking in parables), if next occurs a question
whether they had understood all these things

(again, as at Tcr. 34), and finally, ver. 58 (just

as at chap. vii. 28) closes the whole with :

ore ireXedsv ra'5 TtapafioAdS ravra?,
" when lie had finished these parables "—it is

impossible with all this before us, otherwise to

read and to understand the writer, than that
Christ, on one and the same day, on which
many other things had occurred, consequently
in pretty quick succession, spoke the seven par-

ables, the first four outside on the sea to the
people, the last three in the house to the dis-

ciples. With this agrees Mark iv. (see espe-

cially ver. 2l—although all the parables are

not there given, while another is narrated
which Matthew has not, showing that Christ

indeed spoke many things on that day, from
which Matthew selects the seven parables that
contained the real plan and order of his teach-

ing at that time. With this Luke viii. like-

wise agrees, although there only the first par-

able is recorded. Luke xiii. 18-21 might in-

deed be an insertion, without regard to time,

of what was said on that day, but it may quite

as well indicate a repetition of that parable at

another time. At all events, there is not the

slightest reason for going against the decisive

words of M'tihew, of which, in order not to

break the Scripture, we cannot possible make
up our minds to say, in spite of their savoring

so much of the letter, that " not. much value

is to be attached to them." If harmonies
cannot reconcile other passages with this, we
must still go out from the firm data given in

Matthew, verses 3, 10, 24, 31, 33, 34, 36, 51,

53, and judge of other passages according to

these.*

The scene in Matthew is also complete in

itself, in so far as the surrounding objects

furnish the material of the parables. Christ,

looking from the ship, saw before him the

fields and lands—these are naturally taken to

represent the people standing upon them.

&erf_this continues to be the ground-material,

variously applied, of the first four parables,

for as, on the one hand, the leaven stands

closely related to the farther history of the

ripened fruit, so, on the other hand, it repre-

sents in itself the penetrating, renovating

power of the wonderful seed. Another quite

similar application takes place in the first of

the three esoteric parables of ver. 44 (which,

in general, go deeper than the others), since

just as the seed was viewed as a leaven, so it

* It belongs not to our work to refute the confusion

in Ebrard s'note, p. 371. This arises first of all,

from his understanding Mark ver. 33, as a paren-

thetical (?) remark, and then also from his reading

Matt. vers. 53 and 54, in an unwarrantably strict

connection.

may also be viewed as a treasure committed
to the earth and concealed in it. Now, how-
ever, the spiritualized idea becomes quite de-

tached from this range of figures so manifold-

ly applied ; when the transition is made from
the treamre in general to the precious pearl,

we can hardly fail (seeing that pearls are

fished from the sea, and at that time, especial-

ly from the Arabian Gulf), to note that Christ

in this parable returns to the place from which
he speaks, as in the concluding parable of the

net, it is made to connect in the closest man-
ner with the ship of his fishers of men.*
Thus, between the shore and the sea (vers. 1,

2), the circle of figures is formed, in which,
as we shall soon see in the interpretation,

each succeeding parable connects itself with
the foregoing as a further development of it.f

As, notwithstanding all the profoundness of

meaning which belongs to the figurative lan-

guage taken from the operations of God in

nature to represent the kingdom of God, the
single parable can yet never present every
side of the subject with perfect fitness, but
must leave out of view other sides of it which
do not enter into the tertium comparationis, so

it was most consistent with the wisdom of

Christ to deliver his instructions here by
means of several parables supplementing each

other, thus to awaken and exercise the under-
standing for parables, and to place the many-
sidedness of the truth in opposition to the

one-sided misunderstanding of it. But this

is not all. By turning the significance of the
figures from one side of the subject to another,

his words have a prophetic import as he ad-

vances into the signified " mysteries of the

kingdom of heaven," and this remarkable
cycle of parables has in it an organic progress

internally developing itself in the same way
as the Sermon on the Mount in its kind.

Here, as there, if we first of all attend to the

final points, we have the first establishment
and the final separation of the church of

Christ, the beginning of preaching and the

last judgment in the first and last parables
;

between these the line of connection will

have to be drawn—we conjecture it and find

it too. But it is not (and Bengel is here at

fault) the reference to consecutive periods in

the history of the Church, that forms the prin-

cipal thread on which we are to lay hold ; for

Christ will here, in the first instance, not
projihesy but teach. The prophecy must, from

* As already in mv Andnitungen fur gldubigci

Schriftverstandfiiu (" Hints for the believing Un-
derstanding of the Scripture," I. Collection, p. 46
ss.), I expressed myself in almost the same terms
on the connection and sequence of the seven para-

bles ; in which also are additional remarks on the
designed and instructive change of figures accord-
ing to which seed and field, birds, leaven, appear
with different interpretations.

t Which transitions might be still more plainly

effected through the medium of subordinate para-

bles, one of which Maik gives; this, indeed, may
have been the only one of this kind ; who knows
of any other like it 1
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the nature of the case, appear as a result in

the back-ground, in so far as the history of the

Church is nothing else than the doctrine of the

Church gradually developing itself—its own
manifestation. We understand, therefore, the

order of the thought on a survey of these

parables (which, indeed, only the interpreta-

tion of the particulars < an make quite clear),

to be what will be presently stated, and we
xre not afraid of being charged by those that

really understand the case with any artificial

.refinement.

The objection, moreover, urged for example
also by Neander, that so many parables follow-

ing each other could only have the effect of

iistracting the minds of the hearers by an
jver-fulness of matter, and was therefore not

n accordance with Christ's method of teach-

ing,* appears to us to have little weight, espe-

cially when we consider that all the seven

parables were not spoken to the people, and
that intervals of time for reflection are marked.
The four parables to the people, and the

three that follow, addressed to the disciples,

are one, and yet different. The first speaks

more exoterically of the outward form and de-

velopment of the kingdom as a whole ; their

fundamental twofold idea is, in its unity, sow-

ing and harvest. This divides itself again into

two propositions, to which the two connected
Jarger parables and the two smaller corres-

pond ; the seed of the word brings forth fruit

only in a few, yet such seed will develop itself

to a full harvest. The first parable about the

different kinds of ground expresses the first

proposition as a now existing fact ; the first

thing is, that the whole field is sown, and the

Bpringing of this seed is the beginning of the

Church. The representation—which goes out

from the preaching that had just been address-

ed to the people, according to which the par-

able, as it were, describes and explains itself

—is still to be understood quite outwardly :

So it happens—the ground of this not yet be-

ing given. Not merely the complete unfruit-

fulness, but also the seeming growth of the

seed for a longer or a shorter time, so that it

becomes manifest only at a later stage that

there is to be no harvest, consequently the un-

certain mixture of the seed before the eyes of

men, is already indicated. This will now awa-
ken and draw out the question, Whence comes
this condition of the land, and to what will this

state and course of things lead? The twofold

answer is given in the second parable, which
thereby also makes an advance, in respect of

time, to the approaching, continuing, and in-

creasing mixture in the Church. The contin-

uance of the kingdom, after the Son of Man
has sowed the seed, is certainly therein pre-

supposed. But as the question, Whence are

the tares? pointing back, includes in itself, at

the same time, a previous one, viz., Whence is

* So, too, Schneckenburger thinks : but we should

have to take from Jesus the promise of being a wise

teacher, if he had thus overburdened the people at

once.

it that all the land is not good ?—so, too, does
the answer, The enemy has done this ! conceal

within itself, at the same time, a reference to

the first and foremost sowing of tares in God's
field. This parable, likewise, already points

forward to the separation necessarily coinci-

dent with the harvest, and denotes therefore

the reason and aim of what the first parable

had laid down merely as a fact.

From the conclusion results quite naturally

the second principal glance at the full harvest

to which, notwithstanding, the corn is to be
developed. As before, the individual person
was represented first as the ground, then as

the seed itself, so now, by a new turn of the
figui*e, the entire kingdom, the entire company
of the children of the kingdom, is compared to

the single seed-corn. The small seed-corn

grows or develops itself (verse 32 takes up verse

30, according to the ground-idea of the preced-

ing parable in Mark), by virtue of the life-

power inherent in it as seed. This wonderful
seed, however, is at the same time like leaven

(bearing within it from the first the nature of

the last product), which leavens the ground
itself, changes it to corn and fruit according to

its kind ; it penetrates that into which it is put,

or spreads itselfput by virtue of the quickening

power inherent in it. Mustard seed and leaven

then represent the development and spread of

the Church upon earth, which no mixture can

hinder. Here, it will be observed, an advance

is made toward the deeper internal truth, thus

preparing the way for the three esoteric para-

bles, although, in the first place, the reference

is still mainly to the external history, as will

be found. Each parable belongs to every time
;

but the first may be referred chiefly to the

time of Christ and the apostles (the sowing),

the second to the period after the departure of

the apostles (when the tares, properly speak-

ing, appear), the third finds a preliminary ful-

fillment under Constantine, the fourth, in the

leavening of the popular life through the in-

fluence of the Catholic Church. Thus we
have presented here a general survey of the

history of the kingdom, as we might truly say

(according to Eph. iii. 18), in the. breadth of

the seed scattering itself over the field of the

world (fore-shadowed, at least, by the preach-

ing of the apostles), in the length of the time

of growing till the end of the harvest, in the

height of imperial power which represents it-

self (at least outwardly already as heavenly)

in the edifice of the Church overshadowing all

kingdoms and nations, finally, in the depth to

which every thing susceptible is penetrated

by the new, leavening, and salting life.

But precisely in this depth is implied the

truth which belongs to the esoteric doctrine

for the disciples, that it is not properly in the

Chuch at large as such that the kingdom of

heaven forms and completes itself, but in each

individual. The outward history of the Church,

as a whole, is itself again only a type and para-

ble setting forth this truth, as was already

hinted at, vers. 32, 33. This is the character-

istic distinction of the last three parables
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whose ground-idea, with special reference to

the individual righteous ones who are at a fu-

ture time to be separated from the rest, is now
rather the necessity of renunciation and trial

;

this is the true seed for the true harvest in

the heart of man. This points at the same
time, to a still later period in the history of

the Church, when, after the outward spread
over, and internal mingling tcith kingdoms and
peoples, the self-denying struggle and victory

of the Church, which is to be proved to be
true, is more properly called forth ; it points
to the second principal period, the character
of which is this spiritual development from
within, as, in the first, it was the unfolding of

the Christian principle. Again, the kingdom
of heaven is like—that is as much as to say:
Farther on—the nearer it approaches to the
harvest and the separation—it will be like.

The treasure in the field, and the pearl are

again closely related, and yet different, just as

the mustard-seed and the leaven. Both speak
of the renunciation of every thing else for the

one thing (necessary from the first, but, in

this future state of things, evermore neces-

sary). The treasure in the field represents

it as a thing hid, no longer known to the pos-

sessor of the field, which, however, by virtue

of newly-revealed grace, may be found even
by those who do not seek it ; the pearl, on the
other hand, represents it as a thing precious

be3'ond every thing else, which is entirely

overlooked, and is obtained only by those who
come to know it, and who seek it aright. In the
first parable, therefore, the treasure stands
first as a thing present, and then comes the
man who finds it ; the other begins with the
merchant who seeks pearls. If the Reformation
may be taken to denote the turning point of

the two periods in the history of the Church
before named, then the most striking applica-

tion would be, that the treasure hid in the
field was then found anew, the treasure of the

word, and, therewith, of the true Church, which
has its life from and in the word, as Luther
found the Bible in the cloister, and in addition

to this the mystic theology. In the period of

the final falling away, however, which is now
near at hand, if we are not already living in

it, it will concern true seekers, such at least

as are dissatisfied with all the false tinsel

wares of the market, and inferior goods, to

find out the one true possession that lies ever

hid and unknown among all sorts of merchan-

dize, and then—giving up all for it—to buy
it.

Finally, the last parable speaks of the se-

paration and trial at the end, as was already

pre-intimated in the second ; it forms, how-
ever, at the same time a complete conclusion

to the series of parables, and points back
again to the beginning. If all the previous

figures which followed each other (seed, leaven,

treasure, pearl) were not yet developed from

each other, we have here at last the transi-

tion, for which the way was already prepared

by the pearl, from the parables of the shore

and the land to the parable of the tea. The

sowing, from which the whole series started,

appears here as a catching. Thus the net is

again, in the first place, the preached word, just
as the seed,* but it is the word in so far as it

founds a Church (the sowing makes a field to

be the ground of the sower)—in so far as it

unites individuals in a fellowship founded on
the word and its effects, although it should be
a merely outward fellowship, of which no ac-

count is taken at the last. Consequently
it is the out'ward mixed Church itself, for the
contents of which the separation draws near.

If Christ began with himself as the first true
sower, he here comprehends his apostles with-
in his view, in whom he sees all his future
fishers of men, and workmen in his kingdom,
whose net will bring together fish of every
kind until the angels make the separation.

Let any one now say whether, in this cur
sory surve)r

, we have arbitrarily put all this

into the seven parables, or whether it pro-
ceeds from the Evangelist having of himself
brought together and arranged them with a
view to this, or whether, which is the only
thing that remains conceivable for us, Christ
himself did originally speak, at one time, and
in this profound connection, all these things,

these parables.

WHEREFORE IN PARABLES?

(Matt. xiii. 11-17; Mark 11, 12/21-25; Luke
viii. 10, 1G-18.)

These statements of Christ to his disciples

about his speaking in parables, we think it

right to place together, ere we proceed to the
uninterrupted exposition of the parables them-
selves. The question of the disciples (verse

10) plainly shows, that his addressing the peo-
ple thus publicl}' and at greater length, with-
out any proper explanation, in nothing but
finished parables (ver. 34), was something new
and strange to them. The beginning of this

mode of address denotes, further, a later de-

velopment of his relations to the people, as,

according to Mark xii. 1, at a still later period
Christ began to speak also to the Scribes and
Pharisee.-; almost solely by parables. The right

understanding of what Christ here says to his

disciples will show the impossibility of sup-
posing that this significant beginning of the
enigmatic mode of address, which was designed
as a judgment upon hardened hearers, belongs
to an earlier period before the Sermon on the
Mount, f "Why speakest thou unto them in

* For in all parables, as Roos observes, Christ

ever tells us to look back from the great thing set

before us to the beginning of it (which, in like man-
ner, «oes on re-producing itself, through all times).

f As the excellent and well-meaning Ebrard,

after a criticism too hastily completed, carries back
to so early a period his otherwise well connected
<; Syndesma G.," which also contains the parables,

solely on account of the " calling of Matthew,"
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parables?" The plural form further implies,

that Matthew here inserts proleptically what
properly took place after several parables had
been spoken, therefore after vers. 24-30. Yet
not after he had returned to the house (verse

3G) ; for Mark informs us after ver. 2, kv 7ta-

pafioXali TtoXXoc, many things in parables, had
gone before, then at ver. 10, that this esoteric

intermediate address took place during a pause,

when the people, satisfied for the time with

a SiSaxy, or teaching, which they had desired,

withdrew, and left him again for awhile alone

or at rest. (This kyivizo KaranovaZ of

Mark, with which Luke ix. 18 is to be com-

pared, is by no means the same as the ??XSev

eii zt)v oiui'av of Matthew, for we find in

Mark afterwards a twice repeated xai eXsyey,

vers. 26-30, to which ver. 33 belongs.) This,

however, we may yet learn chiefly from Mark,

that the /.la^rjrai who put the question were
not merely the twelve, but, along with them oi

KF.pi cxvrov, -others, followers who stood near
to hear him and were inquiring after salvation

;

this remark we shall find to be necessary in

order not to misunderstand the opposition be-

tween the two classes of individuals of whom
bespeaks. " PFAy speakest thou to the peo-

ple there without as we have not been accus-

tomed to hear thee, addressing to them no
plain word, but speaking of ground, rock, and
thorns, and such like things, of which we can

so well enough that they are parables, but
nothing further '? The people cannot surely

understand them, since we as yet understand
them quite as little !" To so welcome a ques-

tion addressed to him in so friendly a spirit

Christ willingly replies, and it might be said

that the answer which he gives, only devel-

opes, properly speaking, the sense of that call

which he had just addressed to the people: He
that hath ears to hear let him hear ! (ver. 9), as

vers. 16 and 17 show. The leading idea is :

Because they (i.e., the greater number at least)

have no longer hearing ears and understanding
hearts to receive the plain and open word,

which must, he says, have taken place be/ore the

Sermon on the Mount. Here there is one internal

reason against another, nay more than ooe against

this single reason, and (as has been said at Matt,

ix. 9), we can much more easily imagine another

sense for that conclusive call, " Follow me !" than

comprehend how Christ, in the severe address given

in chap, xiii., could, even at the beginning, declare

that the people were deaf, and then, notwithstand-

ing, could address to them the Sermon on the

Mount. A new proof, that without the most thor-

ough exegesis of the discourses of Christ, the har-

mony must ever be liable to errors. Could then the

enmity and impudence of the Pharisees have al-

ready been developed even to the extent of charg-

ing Christ with being in league with Beelzebub,

before the Sermon on the Mount, or rather, could

this lat'er have been spoken at so late a period,

certainly in contradiction to its entire nature and
significance 1 Alford, too, says quite rightly: The
natural succession of things is against those who,

as Ebrard, would place all this before the Sermon
on the Mount.

therefore I hide it from them, if haply they

might thus be stirred up to give heed to it ; conse-
quently, to awaken as much as possible every
ear that yet hears, and as a deserved judgment
on all who are thus dismissed !* Christ must
certainly, for a considerable time, have spoken
in such a directly instructive manner, enliv-

ened indeed with CpBTD, oc parables, but still

for the most part plainly as we find in the
Sermon on the Mount, before he could pro-

nounce such a judicial sentence as we find here
upon the unsusceptible multitude, and could
turn to parables because of their deaf ears.

Verse 11. The mysteries of the kingdom of
heaven (for which only Mark less precisely has
—The mystery)—fit title and most general
explanation of all the parables of Christ, and
especially of those now before us. The king-

dom of heaven is itself a mystery for the na-

tural earthly understanding, and, like earthly

kingdoms, it has its state secrets which cannot,

and ought not, be cast before every one.

When, on a frank and friendly approach being
made, no feeling of loyalty shows itself, but
rather a threatening of rebellion (and such
on the whole had evidently now come to be
the state of the people since the preaching of
the Baptist, and such addresses of Christ as

we find in the Sermon on the Mount), then it

is wise and reasonable to draw a vail, which,
however, is willingly removed whenever any
faithful one wishes to join himself more nearly
to the King. Here belongs the citation of

Matt. ver. 35, the word of the Lord by the
prophet, Asaph (2 Chron. xxix. 30) in the 78th

Psalm. It is altogether wrong, as even Mat-
thew shows by his formula citauci, to say that

Asaph himself in that place speaks in his own
person ; the "'SJ? and VTriflj my people and

my law, alike strongly testify against this;

comp. ver. 5, and in the other Psalms of

Asaph, 1. 7, lxxxi. 9, 12, 14. God himself, by
the prophet, explains the events which be-

longed to the history of his people as an un-
written IVnn, or law, and their JliXPDJ, or won-

derful acts as parables and enigmas. Matthew,
then, with the deepest insight will here show-

that Christ now spoke to the people not other-

wise than he had done from the beginning,

that the language of God the king of Israel

remained the same even after this manifesta-

tion in the flesh.f The xsxpv/t/ieva cxtio

xaroc/ioXiji ho6jliov, things hidden from the

foundation of the world (Dip ^DDDiTTI), are the

secrets of his eternal counsel, already express-

* Both are meant in and with each other. Roos
well says . This condescension to which the Saviour

was, as it were, constrained to stoop, was mingled
with his holy anger. Again Von Gerlach: "A para-

ble is like the pillar of cloud and fire, which turned
the dark side to the Egyptians, the bright side tc

the people of the covenant; it is like a shell which
keeps the precious kernel as well for the diligent

as from the indolent."

fThis more at large in my "Seventy selected

Psalms," i. p. 104, and following.
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ed by the Creator in the sign-language of

nature and the creature ; while these divine

utterances in parables constitute in Israel a

new circle of figures, touching more closely

on sin and redemption. Here in the first

seven principal parables they are drawn chiefly

from nature, in which the figures are already

given as expressions of the hidden truth (nut
arbitrarily used for this purpose) ; in his later

parables (as already here at the same time) he
draws them more and more from Israel's pro-

phetic circle of types, when he opens his

mouth as well to reveal as to hide, in figures

of inexhaustible meaning, the depths of the
plan of his kingdom. The heavenly sowing
on earthly ground, the outgoing of all efficacy

from the word, the conflict of the eternal will

of love with the creature freedom, the thorns

of the lost paradise beside and among the new
seed, the power and the cunning of the ene-

my, the patience of the householder till the

harvest, on account of which in the long in-

tervening period the evil also can and must
grow and ripen, the great proceeding from the

small, the secret nature of the transforming
power, the seeking and finding on the part

of the man, the long mixture previous to the
speedy separation at last, the beginning and
end, not merely of the Church of Christ, but
the end of the world, in which what was not
there from the beginning is judged—are not
these purely mysteries of the kingdom of

heaven ? And does not Christ declare them
by figures in which God, from the creation

onwards, has spoken to our ears, in a way as

loud as it is secret.

To you it is given to h,ow, to understand
them, inasmuch as you understand my para-

bles. Therefore truly given from above, re-

vealed (chap, xi 25; xvi. 17)—but why only

to you ? Because you bring to these myste-
ries open ears and inquiring hearts. To them

it is not given, and never can be given, because
this is wanting in them (Luke, roli 8s Xoi-

rcoti ; Mark has the most striking expression,

which we willingly take from him as having

been spoken by Christ— ro?S e'Soo). Who are

those without? (This recurs again in passages

such as 1 Cor. v. 12, and more and more sharp-

ly defined on to Rev. xxii. 15.) First of all,

in reference to the company whom Christ was
addressing, they are opposed to the oi nepi-

avrov who were remaining round about him
in the ship, or near him addressing questions
to him ; those, therefore, who now went away
because they in the meantime had heard
enough, or properly speaking nothing—" hear-

ers by chance and by the by," who hear and
yet will not hear. To such people, every thing

comes the same as in parables (see Mark), for

even the direct word is still more dark to

them. But not because God keeps back any
thing which he will not give, as is distinctly

shown in what immediately follows.

Verse 12. A weighty word, as regards

which an interpretation is vain, unless the
Spirit reveal it to those who are taught by
practice and experience. It is the great key

to all the ways of God with fallen man, it is

the theodicy of his holy love and righteousness

as it will show itself in the end when all shall

be revealed ! God's free and abundant gioina

—but man's having as a condition thereof-,

God's righteous taking—but man's not having

as the reason of this ; these are two weighty
secrets between God and man. The entire

seeming contradiction in the letter, that unto
him who hath shall be given, from him that

hath not shall be taken away, urges us to a

deeper investigation and explanation of the
saying. The full development we shall leave

to ch. xxv., where Christ himself explains it

by a complete parable ; thus much we would
here observe preliminarily, namely, that the
having indicates a receptivity, a faithfulness

which receives and keeps. He who has, al-

though he has not from his own strength
(for all that can be had, nay each one himself
who can have, comes from God), yet in contra-

distinction to him who has not, he has from a

cause and determination within himself, as is

shown in the whole of the first parable re-

specting the ground. He who will have and
thereby can receive, has so far already what
is to be received, for he has the open hand for

the gift which is then certainly imparted, the
ear for the word, the heart for the healing

grace. Further, he who holds fast, keeps and
nses (for only by use can it. be kept), for him
the gift will increase until he shall have abun-
dantly. There is here no standing still on
either side. He who has not, who neither will

receive and take at the beginning nor use to

the end, from him will be taken away that

whi.'h he has. This still sharper contradiction

decidedly implies that o £X et y what he hath, is

to be taken ironically.* First of all, as Luke
(verse 18) has it : o Soxei %x Etv >what heseemeih

to hare—for every ex a)v (one having) who does

not keep (xare'xsi) is only a 6ohojv exaiv

(one seeming to have) in a manifold sense. It

is an imaginary having, the nothingness of

which is to be made manifest by a so-called

taking, which yet properly indeed takes noth-
ing from him. It is a having which has be-

come lost through his unfaithfulness (2 John
8). Other references of this comprehensive
saying are not excluded, which at last reach
even to the entire judicial stripping of the un-
faithful one, so that he is left naked and bare
even of all that God's long-suffering had still

left him as a portion in the meanwhile.
Verse 13. Therefore speak I to them in

parables : this direct answer to the question ol

the disciples has hitherto, it is to be regret-

ted, received very generally a one-sided ex-
planation from the following on ("because"),
although it must first of all be understood as

Luther's saying commonly adduced here is well
known :

" Where ike word of God is understood,
there it multiplies itself and betters the man ; but
where it is not understood, there it grows less ar.d

hurts the man." We think this, however, not ex-
haustive enough, inasmuch as it does not depend
merely on the understanding.
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an evident consequence from the foregoing on
("for"), together with all that follows. How
has this truth, as earnest as it is friendly, been
obscured by the one-sided explanation which
has been given to it, as if Christ here speaks

to them in parables, in order that they may not

understand ! Only read what the very un-

justly slighted Mark, verse 33, says truly by
the Holy Ghost: He spake the word to them
as they were able to hear it (com p. John viii. 43).

Does that mean " not understand ? " Christ

does not merely say in what follows, as will

soon appear: "Therefore speak I to them in

parables, because they do not understand "

—

nor has he in verse 12 said: "Therefore, that

they may not understand." Either of these as

separated from the other is " in no sense a

justifiable idea"—the latter still less so than
the former. The truth tak»s both together,

as Christ's word here stands between what
precedes and what follows. Does Christ then
speak purposely to the wind 1 Are not para-

bles given to be heard ; and, if they may yet
possibly be rightly heard, to be understood?
Christ does not light his lamp in vain, as he
assures us in Mark, vers. 21, 23. To what pur-

pose is it then that he lets it shine until the

night comes when none can see to work, and
that he so patiently and diligently instructs

this people also even to the last l

A parable, as has often been truly said,*

has for the hearer, according to his state and
the relation in which he stands to it, two sides

;

it is concealing and revealing at the same time.

But even its concealing works towards a re-

vealing ; inasmuch as it draws after it the
truth which is signified, urges it only the more
strongly, and precisely '• because it is not un-
derstood, acts as a spur and provocative to fur-

ther reflection." Whoever then will no longer

be moved by it to ask, seek, find, and under-
stand, in him, and only in him, it proves its de-

priving, judging power; for in the case of such
their own guilt becomes now fully manifest,

that they would not hear although they coidd.

In this way is Mark iv. 33 to be understood, and
thus does the parabolic address come with a

final sifting efficacy among the multitude, to

awaken and save every one who is yet capable
of hearing and willing to hear, but to leave,

or rather entirely to deliver over to righteous
punishment, the wilfully deaf.

In parables (or proverbs, iv napca/uiaiS,

John xvi. 26, 29, which is almost the same,
comp. Ezek. xx. 49), i.e., as much as to say in

a manner unintelligible, and indeed, where it is

not fables like those of iEsop which speak of

natural things concerning beasts and men, but

eternal wisdom that gives form to its niX^SJ,

(wonderful things), and therein expresses the
mysteries of the kingdom of heaven—the se-

crets of its eternal counsel from the beginning
—the understanding of their meaning is a thing

* For example, in Bacon (De Augm. Scient. ii.

13) : Est autein usus ambigui atque ad contrai ia

adhibetur. Facit enim ad involucrum, facit etiam
ad illustrationem.

not so hastily or slightly to be spoken of.

Still (and this is the other side), the eternal
wisdom of love speaks in this way more intel-

ligibly, more loudly, more openly of its secrets
than ever an iEsop of the west, or a proverb
maker of the east, was able to do. " The pro
foundest wisdom of nature, the world, and
man (more correctly, the revealing wisdom tf
God himself), is connected with the simplest,

nearest, most memorable figure. For the
stubborn and the frivolous, this is still the
only language which in a happy moment can
soften and awaken them. After they have on?e
heard it as a parable, the figure sticks to them,
the mirror is ever turned towards them, and
they cannot but look into it at some time or
other" ( Hafeli). " If Christ would not speak to
the wind, he must needs break up the truth into

parts—separate it into such instances, harsh
to our ear and moral feeling, in which abstrac-

tion must make use of all its hermeneutical
magic power to drive it back from the nearness

where it causes us so much uneasiness, to the
remote wilderness, amid the mist-light of gen-
erality " (Kleuker). What experience proves*
in our day among the o^AozS or multitudes of
the Church, cannot have been otherwise in

the time of Christ; thus to understand the
conduct and words of Christ, cannot be char-
acterized as the arbitrary interpretation of a
commentator. Therefore, speak I to them in

parables ; that to every one who still has any-
thing, may yet be given ; and then that from
him who has not, may be taken away. To
which second idea Christ noio carries out his

answer.

Verses 13—15. After having first given a
direct declaration concerning the present ob-
duracy of the people (which, however, is also

to be found in the prophets : Jer. v. 21 ; Ezek.
xii. 2—in the latter passage, it is expressly

said immediately before DH ,~IO ]"P3 ^3, "for

they are a rebellious house") Christ quotes
at large the prophecy of Isaiah ; the same
with which John (chap, xii.) must needs
close his account of the public testimony and
labors of Christ, and Luke, in the Acts of the
Apostles, his account of the apostolic testimony
to Israel—the same as we find in the Epistle to

the Romans still abiding upon them, as it was
.already announced at the first in Deut. xxix.

4. 'AvaitXripovari, " is fulfilled," at all events
intensifies the signification of the simple verb

;

although it does not precisely mean (as gen-
erally in Greek) again, or once more fulfilled,

it yet means entirely fulfilled, now attains its

entire truth ; that which was already meant in

the prophecy as such, is now first fulfilled, al-

though it had also its fulfillment at that time
in the contemporaries of the prophet (comp.
this emphatic use of the word in Thess. ii. 16).

The first six chapters of Isaiah form an in-

troductory ground-work to the whole book,
consisting of three parts : Chap i., in imme-

* Although many preachers practice, as much as

in them lies, the putting back of the near truth into

the mist of generality, here meant by Kleuker.
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diate connection with the time present, begins

with the prophet's contemporaries, who were
to be chastised, as it were to show the foun-

dation upon which the entire structure of the

discourses that point to the distant future is

raised. Chap. ii.—v. bring forward, by wajr

of contrast, Israel's calling and destiny, which
stands in the remotest prospect, in order again
to come down from this elevation to rebuke
the people now fallen away of themselves
(chap. ii. 5), and to show the grace which is

for the righteous ; here, as it were, the two
extreme points are laid down between which
the prophecy is to move. Here already the
future Messiah announces himself by the sig-

nificant name, which entirely corresponds to

the circle of ideas used by Christ in the para-

bles : nOVj sprout, shoot of a preserved and

renewed planting of the Lord, from which at

last is to proceed a glorious fruit- of the earth

(chap. iv. 2). Israel is represented in a para-
ble as at present the unfruitful vineyard of the
Lord. In chap, vi., finally, there is added the
sending and instruction of the prophet, who,
in his own time, finds no hearing, but who is

still to prophesy for the future, because under
the general corruption a holy seed (ver. 13) re-

mains hid and preserved. In the original

text, we find nothing but imperatives address-

ed to the prophet, as before to the people.

Whilst he threateningly announces to them

:

" Hear ye, and understand not !" he is himself
to harden their heart, to blunt their ears, to

close up their eyes. How such language,

which still retains its truth, is to be rightl)'
-

understood, the whole Scripture shows us
;

the imperative is the sharpest form of the

threatening future, the prophecy calls forth

into manifestation the existing obdurateness,

which is to develop itself through their own
guilt in regard to the word : Thou shalt speak
to them in vain, preach them entirely deaf; at

the same time equivalent to—Thou shalt pre-

dict their obduracy; according to the form of

expression occurring, for example, at Jer. i. 10.

Let it not be overlooked, that these deaf and
blind ones are the same to whom healing and
salvation is afterwards announced (chap. xxix.

9-12, 18, 19, xxxv. 5, xlii. 7), to which, in-

deed, Christ himself referred in Matt. xi. 5.

Christ is, therefore, truly come to heal them, as

Isaiah also, in his time, spoke from the grace

of God in a sincere yet friendly manner to

the people. But what was then manifest, re-

ceives now a more complete fulfillment ; the

Gospel of Christ, too, proves at first to them
only an occasion of greater hardening (John
ix. 39), and the true salvation also of Israel

according to the flesh which is there promised,

is thereby put forward to the distant times

of a second future. All this in Isaiah, as a

whole, partly typified in the prophet himself,

partly predicted for the future of Christ :

therefore, in Matt. xv. 7-9, a similar word is

taken from the same connection Isa. xxix. 9-

13).

The Septuagint with which the citation

here literally corresponds (as also the Chaldee,
at least at the beginning), renders the impera-
tive by a more intelligible future ; and Kimchi
expressly observes that the imperative is in

that passage put for the future. Observe,
now, the correspondence : not comprehend or

understand, although they hear ; not apprehend,

discern, or see into, although they see. Ob-
serve the further order and progress of the
expression, which very significantly goes out
first from the heart to the ears and eyes, in

order to return again through the eyes and
ears to the heart.* For according to the
state of the heart, the ear hears ; and just as

one has heard, so he sees ; an intelligent in-

sight results from an intelligent hearing of

the word. The way back must now be the
same, namely, that the preaching which,
by means of parables, is set with special dis-

tinctness before the e^,shoidd again awake the
hearing ear; and thus the access to the heart is

opened for the right understanding of it. But
the heart is and remains the decisive thing, all

is properly only one sense, that of the heart

;

they perceive not with the heart, the}'- are not
converted that they might be saved ! The
id6oo/.iat, Ishoiddheal, of theSept. corresponds

exactly to the Heb. i? NQ~l1, of which we find

in Mark the true interpretation : And their

sins should be forgiven them (as the Chaldaic

)\rb pttp}), Kimchi nrr^Dn arm L''S3n nsisn).

This fearful consequence introduced by the
/.ir'/nozE, lest, has certainly (to speak with
Pfenninger), a half-ironical force " They feared

evil, when they heard that I would save

them !" But on this very account the ground
of such /.irfTCoTE is taken away from Christ,

who still ever speaks to the de*f; and is laid

in their not hearing, in their not perceiving,

in their hearts, which will not be converted.

Nothing is clearer than this, and the true light

is thus thrown on the 'iva, that, which has been
obscured by thepredestinarians (and which
Mark, ver. 12. and Luke, ver. 10, put by con-

traction for the ort in Matt. ver. 11). Philo-

logical controversy, which would make it a

mere hifiazixov [ecbalic), is of no avail, and
certainly does not quite meet the true sense

;

for it is by all means the purpose of God, that

in his grace, the fruitlessness of which he knew
beforehand, man's guilt and destruction should

manifest and develop itself ; this remains the
judicial element in that blindness which, oth-

erwise in the word of truth where are no empty
phrases, could never be traced back to God.

* 'EnaxvrSr?, the Hebr. |ttL'*n> which indicates

a hardening of the heart, specially induced by the

fat of prosperity and pride (Deut. xxxii. 15).

BiXps'ooS ?/Hov6av, Hebr. 132H, as also ficxprj-

koo%, surdaster, occurs. 'EHap:uv6av, Hebr.

properly J?E>n> of the smearing of Uie eyes, here

including both sleepiness and short-sightedness,

our blinking. Expressions, therefore, all of which

indicate a not yet entire deadness in the power of

the sense.
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Once more the sum is this : Christ preaches

here to tlie last as the apostles in like manner
did, in all patience and long-suffering, above
all in ottftr that whoever has ears may yet

hear, ver. 9. But. because the ears which
they have they yet have not, or do not use, as

he well knew, he speaks with the second and
secondary purpose, that their not knowing
may be judged as not willing.

Verses 16, 17. Christ here turns a look of

consolation upon his dear disciples, as before

at chap. xi. 25 ; hence, at a later period, in

Luke x. 21-24, Christ, connecting together

both addresses, repeats them. It remains

true, that the Lord makes the hearing ear and
the seeing eye (Prov. xx. 12) ; therefore it is

given to the disciples. But only because they
have, as was also said before. All the prophets

too longed for the coming of Christ, of whom
they testified (1 Pet. i. 10-12) ; and so was it

with all those who, in past times, were righteous

by faith, whose believing expectation and hope
pointed to him who was now come (John viii.

56 ; Heb. xi. 13, 16, 39). In the simplest par-

able from the mouth of Christ there is more
than in all the former words of God, which the

prophets themselves could declare, for it is im-

mediately added : Hear ye now the parable of

the sower ! Hear ye who have inquiring hearts,

hear it aright—with repeated emphasis on this

word " hear," whose decisive significance be-

tween God and man pervades the whole of the

first parables.

Mark, vers. 21-25, and Luke, vers 16-18,

give the additional information that Christ,

further, after explaining the first parable to

the disciples, said again what he had already

said in the Sermon on the Mount, Matt. v. 15

(with which then both Evangelists connect

the foregoing proverbial saying in Matt. ver.

12). The first saying concerning the light, in

particular, seems, as was very natural, to have
been often repeated by Christ, as in Luke xi.

33 we found it addressed to the people shortly

before, just as now to the disciples. As the

sower sows the seed that it may shoot forth,

so the light comes into the world, as a lamp is

brought into a room (such an analogy lies cer-

tain^ in the word tp^srai in Mark), that it

may give light ; where it seems to hide and
obscure itself, this certainly is not its proper

office. At the same time, the words are still

more closely applicable to the listening disci-

ples : Think not that the mysteries of the king-

dom of heaven, of which I spoke, are committed
to you to be kept secret; you twelve know
and should remember, that I send you to speak
in the light that which you now receive se-

cretly, to preach afterwards on the house-tops
what you now hear in the ear ! (Matt. x. 26,

27). Observe how significant, precisely here,

is this referring the disciples back to the first

word which was declared before all the peo-

ple to be the kindled light, and how, after-

wards at the first sending out of the disciples,

the word which foretells the growing publici-

ty of their preaching again recurs to this (Matt,

x. 26). This prediction finds its fulfillment

also with special reference to the parables, in
so far as they become ever more clear as the
history of the world and the Church progresses.
When in Mark and Luke we find, further,

the charge addressed to the disciples, Take
heed what (or hoic) ye hear—this is only to be
taken as another application of the general
call : He who has ears to hear, let him hear !

But it is sharpened in its form, with special
reference to the disciples who have eyes and
ears ; their seeing is to be a more careful look-
ing to themselves also after hearing, while the
people have not even the first seeing in order

to hearing. Finally, Mark, ver. 24 is, in like

manner, a repetition in another form of what
is said in the Sermon on the Mount, Matt. vii.

2, and serves thus to the full understanding of
ver. 25. (From which it necessarily follows
that 7TpodrE$r/d£rai can only be equivalent
to SoS?j6£rai, juErp?jS?)6Erai, and is by no
means to be understood with man3r

, as Alford :

More will be expected of you hearers of the
mysteries of God, greater demands will be
made of you.) For the rest, it is equally im-
possible and unnecessary for us to show how
the manifold interpretations of a like kind re-

lated to the ipsusima verba of Christ ; we re-

main satisfied in so far as there is no contra-

dietion on the supposition of a substantially

correct account, and not allowing ourselves to

be misled by discrepancies that may be pointed
out, we perceive throughout the same spirit

and sense in the fluctuating letter. This is

the only true result to which we must return,

after all our criticism and learning—at one
with the reading and hearing Church of the
faithful. If any one can make out something
better without injury to the faith which keeps
fast hold of the word, without disturbing the
simplicity which understands it— I have at

least not found such in the libraries and book
markets.

THE SEED IN THE DIFFERENT SORTS OF GROUND.

(Matt. xiii. 3-9, 18-23; Mark iv. 3-9, 13-20;

Luke viii. 5-8, 11-15).

The parables of Christ can never be charac-

terized as " loose and jejune," and their figures

are never "obscure" (Evang. K. Z. 1833, No.

14). Each single parable cannot, indeed, say

every thing, but must be supplemented by
others ; this, however, is even less true of the

parabolic than of the proper form of address,

because the picture-words of God in the crea-

tion and in the relations of man's history, are

more full and expressive than the logically-

divided words which result from human think-

ing. It belongs to us humbly to follow the

divine truth imprinted on the figure, and
rather, by due reflection, to let the particu-

lars evolve themselves than by a too hasty in-

terpretation to go beyond them. It is to be

regretted that most preachers treat this

parable of the sower in particular in such a

manner, that only the general principal truth
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respecting the good and bad ground remains,

while the three kinds of bad ground are not

clearly distinguished from each other. Wc
will endeavor to avoid such confusion as shortly

and clearly as possible.

In the midst of, and after the intensest zeal

in indefatigably speaking the word of God,
which only a few hear and keep, Christ here,

as it were, composes his own soul, so as to take
the most quiet and reflective view of the state

of the case. This opens to us, at the same
time, a view into the first fundamental mys-
tery of the kingdom of heaven—the co-opera-

tion of divine efficacious grace with the exer-

cise of the human will in faith or unbelief,

faithfulness or unfaithfulness, upon which its

efftct depends. So long as fruit grows from
seed, even to the la.st day, and the seed needs

a soil in order to its springing and growing, so

long must this be the most appropriate figure

within the whole sphere of nature for such a

coincidence and correspondence, according to

which the fruit comes not from the earth with-
out the seed, but only from the seed, and again

the seed can not prosper and grow without
the favor and will of the soil. Hence, in gen-

eral, such a figure has been used at all times,

to represent spiritual labor on the heart of

men and its effect.

Christ, however, gives us the innermost
truth when in the explanation (in Luke) he
begins by saying: The seed is the word of God,

i. e., also conversely: The word of God is a
seed. The word of man is also sown in many
ways in the hearts of men, so that the won-
derful power and efficacy of the word is thereby
made manifest ; that, however, which comes
to man and works in him, in the most wonder-
ful and independent manner, is the word in the

highest sense (Mark verse 14), which the

heavenly Sower sows, the word of God. Once
only at the first creation did the earth bear
grass, herbs, and trees, which had their seed

in themselves, spontaneously without previous

sowing, for then the creative word was itself

the seed ; since then, however, nothing grows
unless seed be first put into the earth. Thus
does the word of God which now is not in

man, nor proceeds from him, come to him from

without, and from above, as, by another appli-

cation of the figure, the fructifying rain and
snow from heaven (Isa. lv. 10, 11). Here, in-

deed, the written word is not excluded, yet it

is the preached word that is principally meant,

the written word only in so far as it is preach-

ed, or preaches and sows itself. In the word
which proceeds from the mouth of God, al-

though communicated through the mouth of

man (pf/Ma Ssov, Rom. x. 17), is a power of

. God (Rom. i. 16), a living, generative, and

forming principle, as in every seed-corn, which
therefore (to speak with Luther) no one can

thoroughly sift, which bids defiance to all the

learned. The word of God is also called a

meat, which, however, gives life anew, and
does not merely sustain and nourish what is

already there, which does not assimilate itself

to the form aud condition of man, but rather

transmutes him into its own new form, as the
wonderful principle of the seed transforms the
soil and its sap into the plant according to the
kind of seed. It is the incorruptible seed of
regeneration (1 Pet. i. 23), as enqjvvui A.6yo?,
the ingrafted word (James i. 21). Even the
smallest word and saying which conies to us
from the word of God in the widest sense (Rom.
x. 18, in the sense of Psa. xix), preached in all

the world, nay, even speaking silently and yet
loudly in all nature—is such a living, power-
ful seed. Christ, however, although not ex-
cluding this, yet here means and names prin-
cipally the finished revelation and sum of all

the divine word to man, the word of the king-
dom (Matt, verse 19), which he sows and
preaches, first of all in his own person, and
then by his messengers and sowers.
Now, some have thought, that in the sower

there is an intended contrast between the or-
dinary truth of the figure and the application
of it here made, inasmuch as the sower here is

a quite uncommon one ; for be scatters his

seed wastefully every where around, even in
those places where nothing can grow—conduct
which would be foolish in any other husband-
man. This, however, is not right, and is an
unprofitable refinement of criticism, gr>ing be-
yond the limits of the figure, which is quite
simple and complete in itself. The parable
speaks of the sower (Matt, verse 18, comp.
verse 3, 6 6neipoov), who just acts according
to his office and work : he goes forth to sotv, he

swes the word (Mark verse 14). Thus did
Christ pass through the whole land with
his preaching, thus will he have his Gospel
preached to every creature, thus are the ser-

vants of the word to leave nothing unsown,
even no path, and no stone, for the field of God
is by right the whole world. God will main-
tain his right to it, gain it again to himself, or,

at least, testify to its being his: He does not
even acknowledge the right of any other to
the way beside the fields—as the diligent hus-
bandman at least tries every year anew to
gain the reclaimable footpath on the border or
in the middle of his field ; he knows well the
stony ground, but he works it also before and
with the seed (as we shall afterwards see) : he
will, at all events, sow every where for a testi-

mony that he does not let the land want, that
to him it properly belongs. The first great
fundamental idea of the parable then is : God
on his part sows diligently, always, and every
where ; all must at least hear the word, though
it should be, in the case of many, against their
will and without effect. And where fruit is

not brought forth, the fault lies with the
ground ; it was sown also just that this might
be evident.

Christ here comprises in three principal

classes, one might almost say, really all the
thousandfold kinds and mixtures of the soil

that yield no fruit unto the harvest, which are
therefore all the more carefully to be distin-

guished from each other. But here, it is to be
regretted, the mass of preachers fall into much
confusion, or, when they aim at strictly distin-
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guishing, into many mistakes. When we look
at the words, there appears at first sight to be
a gradual ascent from the worst to the less

bad, so that the truly good ground is at last

connected with that which is least bad : first,

there is no reception of the seed at all, then a
shallow reception and a short growth, then
there is even a complete taking root and a
larger growth, not yet reaching, however, to

maturity. Let us look more closely at the
particulars, in order to see whether this first

understanding of the words approves itself as

the only correct one.

Some seed falls napd rrjv odor, by the way
side (as all the three Evangelists agree in say-
ing), i. e., certainly not on the country roads
and highways themselves, but in their neigh-
borhood ; the sense, however, plainly is, that
this margin of the field has been wrongfully
made to be part of the way, and trodden hard
like it, so that the seed only remains h'ing on
the surface, and is given up to destruction. If

the field, which its owner and sower, neverthe-
less, does not yield up, comprehends the whole
human world, then the road which lies beyond
it, and upon which really no seed is to be cast,

would be Satan's kingdom and province, or
the sphere of the altogether outward natural
life, for which there is no word of God at all,

no seed that could spring up in it. And both
are true, for viewed in reference to the human
hearts lying upon its boundary, or which have
already become almost such a way, it is really
one and the same thing: Satan has his way
and his kingdom in which the spirit has be-
come altogether sensual, sunk into the lower
sphere of the creature. Many and various are
the things which have power to make the
hearts of men so hard, among which, at the
present time, " the freight-wagons of business*
are not to be forgotten. These, then, are such
as hear indeed with the outward ear, but no
longer perceive or understand with the heart

;

who first of all live entirely unsusceptible in

the earthly and outward, their heart a thor-
oughfare for thoughts and devices drawn from
a sphere which has nothing in common with
the truth and power of life in God's word

—

the indifferent (not merely those sunk in vice
and wickedness), whose way is never to feel

repentance, or to look at any thing in them-
selves that might awaken such a feeling, who
offer to the seed no soft place into which it

might penetrate, or where it might be cover-
ed. They are so when the seed is scattered,
whe.n they are brought into contact with it

;

more than this Christ will not say here, al-
though we may justly suppose further, how
from youth upwards, or at a later period, they
may have become so by their own and others'
fault. This, in its own time, God will find
out and judge ; he will certain-ly act unright-
eously to no one, but yet will not overlook the
secret beginnings in which the soul thus sur-
rendered itself, and threw itself away upon
vanity. Enough, that of the judgment noth-
ing is now said in the parable, but only of the
fact: Grace works superabundantly. Although

there were no susceptible ground, still the
sower sows the word even upon it; and ia

such a one truly described as 6 Ttapd rrjv

6S6v 6it ape t'i, i. e., at least sown upon, as
it might be translated ? No, the expression
has a deeper reference, and finds its justifica-

tion in this, that the man properly so-called,

the person himself (as he will or ought to be-
come), is conceived of as the plant already pre-
sent in the seed as sown*—there being here an
anticipation of the second parable. Christ
speaks even of an tdrtapjue'rov Iv rij nap -

d i a , "sown in the heart "—for where there if

a man there also, although it may seem quite
otherwise, is still a heart and conscience, a

possibility that the seed may penetrate, how-
ever hardened he may be, a beginning of the
new growth wherever seed lies, although it

may be ever checked and arrested. That
which is heard, although it be not understood,
yet lies on the surface, in the memory, and
might still penetrate farther were favorable
rain to follow the sowing

—

if there were not one

who acts contrary to the good Sower. It is

not a merely human and natural result, then,

if the seed cannot at all spring up. Wherever
such seed lies thus,f the evil one comes (Mark,
Satan; Luke, the devil, so that we can make
no mistake as to who is spoken of), the coun-
ter-worker of the Sower, from his kingdom and
province, whose evil counsel and will against

God's counsel of grace, which overlooks no
one, is declared in these terms : That they believe

not, and be saved! So it is now; where the
Creator works, the destroyer always follows

—

still more, where the Restorer begins, the en-

emy hinders and resists. He is never more
busy than in those places where God has just

sowed, he alwaj's follows (eira, Luke) and
comes (evBecoi, Mark) wherever he can come,
to destroy the good seed. He comes, however,
not precisely in his own person, but the de-

vouring birds are his power and his host. He
is the spirit that rules in the air and fills the

atmosphere, in which those live who walk
after the course of this world. Christ here,

certainly with design, makes use of the birds

of heaven (as is added in Luke, and perhaps also

in Mark) as an emblem of the manifold means
and instruments, all of which serve the evil

one in order to the taking away of the word.
The little animals appear harmless, and yet,

as regards the excellent, truly heavenly seed,

they are mere birds of prey (Matt. dpitdS,Ei

equivalent to ai'pei, Mark and Luke)—the

* Alford quite truly :
" The seed sown becomes

the plant; it is therefore the representative, when
sown, of the individuals to whom the discourse re-

fers." Lange expresses it: "The history of his

life becomes identical with the history of the seed.

The fate of God's seed in the man, is the fate of the

man himself."

f In Matthew it is placed before by anacolouthon :

nccvToS dxovovroS nai p.i) 6vvievroS, where
such a one is found. In Mark, verse 15, oitov is

to be construed with what follows, so that the saint

sense arises.
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arch-robber, Satan, lots them fly. They are

trifles, but many of them together ; and they
are powerful, so that every bird carries away
its little corn. These are the thoughts, talk,

and business of the world, that dissipate the
mind, and keep it in an atmosphere of frivol-

ity, preventing all entrance to the heart of

what is heard • they are not cares and lusts

which come from within out of the heart, for

this would be to anticipate the third kind of

bad ground. Here there is as yet enough in

the hindrances that fly past from without, be-

cause the soul lives entirely in this outward
sphere. In Luke it is also said beforehand
that the seed is trodden down, which belongs of
course to the designation "on the way-side,"
so that, on this very account, there follows

the assurance that, besides this, destruction
comes to the seed from other quarters. Christ
might perhaps also have said : The wind car-

ries it away, or the like, but he will declare

more strongly that the good seed entirely

perishes, which could only be expressed by
the birds eating it up.*

Other seed falls on stony ground ; not pre-
cisely hard and naked rock (lor Luke's titi

tt)v Tierpar is to be explained from Matt, and
Mark), but on ground which has some earth

indeed on the surface, but a rocky bottom
further down, as is not uncommon especially

in Palestine. This appears to be a little bet-

ter than the former, yet it, too, is properly no
ground for growth, but merely for the hrst

springing for a while. Rock slightly covered
with earth is always soonest green, but is soon
again decayed; the reason is expressed in a

threefold form with one and the same mean-
ing : Because it has not deep earth, therefore,

also, not moisture enough, consequently also,

not root (Matt, and Mark, already in the para-

ble give all the three, and then again in the

explanation), i.e., only root which does not

strike deep enough, therefore as good as none.

The HavjuarigeoSai, (" being scorched ") of

the heat of the sun is indispensably necessary

to all growth, it properly helps growth in what
is good ; here, however, the effect is a B,rjpai-

ve6%ai, (" withering away "). These are such

as are at first somewhat susceptible, who really

receive and understand the word they have

heard, but they are shallow and superiicial ; a

little deeper beneath the easily moved, decep-

tive, false softness of heart, there is the rocky

bottom of the hard, proud heart, into which

the seed is unable to penetrate even less than

in the trodden way (which is here prelimi-

narily to be carefully observed). In order to

the efficacy of the seed of the word, the nour-

ishing sap must come from our soil, as the oil

for the lighted lamp. True, the sap is again

nothing but the rain and blessing of heaven,

which has before been drunk in by the earth
;

but this cannot penetrate into the rocky

ground. The seed-corn, in order to its 6uc_

* It is not indeed the living seed of the wcrd of

God in itself that is destroyed, but in so far as it is

sown in a heart as its seed, the germ of a new man
—a* he is here considered.

17

cessful growth, must send forth, as well up-
wards as downwards, its germ, extending in a
two fold direction from the centre point of the
generative principle, nay, must even at first

and more strongly take root downwards, than
grow upwards. Where it only speedily shoots
upwards, it has but a diseased growth, and
has no firm hold of the earth. But, on ac-

count of the identity which we have already
found between the seed sown and the person
here considered, it is said also, ver. 21 (Mark,
ver. 17 ; Luke, ver. 17), that these people hava
no root in themselves ; the not taking root is

precisely their own fault and character. He
who quickly with joy receives the earnest word
of truth which judges the principle of the heart
and conscience, perceives not at all its serious

meaning and difficulty, expends his strength
before the time in shallow feeling, in hasty
words, instead of receiving it, as he ought,
with the calm earnestness that marks a thor-

ough work slowly effected. Then the sun
arises (dvareAXei, rises higher at mid-day, or
in summer, according to the time of the day or

year), and this the weak seed, which has shot
up in a way not natural, cannot bear. This,

too, is a hindrance from without, as in the for-

mer kind, yet different from the voracious
birds which do not belong to the ground. The
sunshine and its heat mean no harm to the
seed, but come rather as an ordinance from
God to promote the growth, and are even ne-

cessary to it. (The dvareXXeiv of the sun
corresponds to the dvarsXAsiv of the seed.)

Affliction or persecution (Luke concisely neipa-
o"//o5) comes, indeed, also indirectly, through
the men of this world, and from the evil one,

yet not in entire opposition to God's counsel

and will, but on account of the word; it be-

longs therefore itself to the word, proceeds

from it, and corresponds to it in the natural

order and progressive development of the
kingdom. Nothing ripens without heat, and,

in the case of a good root, it must promote,
and not hinder the growth. The general de-

signation of a man of the second class is itp66-

xaipoi, " for a while," which is not to be

rendered either by inconstant or changeable

alone, for the word includes both ; what sub-

sists and continues only for a fit or convenient

time, continues only for a while.* Luke's ex-

planation npoi xocipov 7ti6r£vov6iv, for a
while believe ; is also to be read—not merely as

1 Cor. vii. 5—but at the same time as opposed
to the unseasonable naipoi Tte.ipa6fiov

}
time of

temptation.

The third kind of ground is certainly neither

trodden into a path nor stony, therefore the

seed takes deep enough root in it, and its

growth continues longer and rises higher,

shoots up even into the stalk, and seems t&

put forth ears. Such a man hears the word,

and that not merely as those of the first class,

but really hears it as those of the fourth class*

* " Dependent on the tirr.e, serving the spirit or

the time " (as Lange expresses it), does not lie di-

rectly in the expression.
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he hears and understands it—for in all the

three Evangelists, the antithesis lies properly

in the bringing forth fruit. But it fails in this,

it also does not reach this point : Matt, and
Luke axapnoi yi'verai, it becomes at last,

shows itself in the final issue to be unfruitful,

although a quite different appearance really

gave promise of fruit ; Luke ov re\E6g)o-

pov6i, they do not bring to the full peri-

od, an expression also used of pregnancy. Sa-

tan then with his devouring host does noth-

ing to this man, he has taken the word to

heart with true apprehension of it. Nor
is he, by any means, hurt by the assault

of temptations, and opposition, he has root in

himself, through a deeper experience, which
keeps him from falling away at once, when he

is offended ; he has therefore, on the one hand,

a good earnest will to bring forth fruit, for

how otherwise could the seed grow to such an

extent in him ? What is it then that injures

him ? Insincerity in every thing. The inde-

cision of his not yet settled will ! On his

ground are the thorns, or rather, as they do

not grow till afterwards, their concealed roots

are in it. Here the parable stretches beyond
the natural figurative sphere into that of the

biblical types, according to which the thistles

and thorns of the luxuriant tares, growing
spontaneously out of the earth since the first

curse (as it were, the serpents and vermin of

the ground), represent the state of the natural

heart of man, in which sin already dwells and
luxuriates (2 Sam. xxiii. 6; Jer. iv. 3). This

other seed is already there since man was made
evil by the evil one ; and when any one only

allows this to grow up along with the good

seed, Satan does not need to sow it anew, and

may for a long time see the good seed growing

up along with it, conscious all the while of his

victory over it. This is Satan's host within

the heart, more hostile than the birds men-
tioned before, so that here the circle of the

three kinds of ground, where Satan maintains

his right and power, completes itself. What
creeps more stealthily, or is more difficult to

eradicate and more dangerous, than the fibrous

roots of lust sown from the very first in the

heart of'man ? They go in (as Mark has it)

between the wheat, i. e., they grow up amongst

it (ver. 7, dve'fir/6av), and choke the word, not-

withstanding the prosperous increase it has al-

ready made. These lusts are denoted by Matt,

in a twotold form, as the care of this world and
the deceitlUness of riches; which may cer-

tainly, first of all, be understood of the poor

and the rich, although, on further considera-

tion, it will appear, that the " desire to become
rich " deceives also the poor, as in like manner
riches carry with them their own cares. Luke
adds to these the ijSovdt, ov pleasures in gen-

eral, and finally Mark cci n e pi z d Xoiitd
l7ti'Svfiiai, "the lusts of (concerning) other

things,'''' in order that we may not understand
riches or poverty alone, in the literal sense.*

* Not precisely : Desires after what remains (other

things), i. c, after this and that (after all sorts of

TTAojJro?, " riches," is in general equivalent to

property, possession, enjoyment, any thing
whatever that belongs to the wo: Id, and every
where excites care as well as pleasure. Tov
(iiov, "of life," equivalent to zov alaivoi
roiirov, "of this world, 1

' belongs probably
to all the three ideas. The vdoraz, " plea-

sures," are at the same time mere dndzat,
" deceitfulness." and vice versa ; nay even the
/xepijuva, "care," is the same dtsi>e towards
what is earthly, represented and disguised as

care. (AizdzT) and cepipis are related also in

the Greek writers.) All this, however, in it-

self comes neither from riches nor from pover-
ty, neither from a superfluity of the good
things of this life, nor from want, pain or hun-
ger, but only develops itself through such
7terpa6jii6i, or " temptation," and is already
in the heart and grows out of it. Now, those

who allow it to grow up with the seed of the

word, so as at length to destroy it, are the in-

sincere and half-hearted, who do not press on
to conquest and decision for what is goad, but

go so undecidedly to work, that for a while, no
one knows what will come out of them,
whether or not they will yield ripe fruit and
a harvest—but at last the want discovers it-

self!

We are now prepared, after the examination
of the three classes, to look more narrowly at

their order and connection, so as to get beyond
the common interpretation. The hindrances to

the springing, growing, and ripening follow

each other according to the time of this three-

fold development of the seed. The first are

people whom the word does not awaken, be-

cause its reception, the springing of the seed,

has already been hindered ; the others are

"awakened" people who, however, come to

nothing because they have not steadiness and
root for growth ; the third are even converts,

whose santification does not come to maturity,

but goes back again. In like manner it might
be said, that the first hindrance, viewed gen-

erally and as a whole, threatens the period of

childhood, which lives for the outer world,

and is yet unsusceptible of the higher truth
;

the second, the period of youth, which is as

susceptible as it is inconstant ; the third, a

still farther advanced age, when the ripening

in sanctification depends on the rooting out of

indwelling sin. Already, we see, that Christ

in his representation goes out indeed from
principal classes distinguished from each other

by the reception which is given to the word
coming or already come to them ; by no means,

however, in the deeper sense can he mean,
that these three classes exclude each other.

We must rather say, further, that the three

classes include each other, so that he who has

found himself in the one must soon also find

himself in the others, whether he begin with

the first of these or with the last. The three

figures taken together, supplement each other

and correspond properly to the whole man, in

things), but it means : And whatever else there is

of this kind.
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(Bo \o,i as understanding, feeling, and will re-

ceive the word: the first do not understand it,

although they have heard it and think that

they have understood it as any other word, so

that it is still present in their memory ; the

Becond do not truly feel its power inwardly, al-

though they seem to have been exceedingly
" affected " hy it ; with the last there is want-
ing the pure subjected Urill, notwithstanding

their knowledge and experience.* Do we not

see, then, that the gradual rise to something

letter is merely apparent, and that the corrup-

tion and the resistance of the human heart

rather but discovers itself in such progress, in

an ever more aggiavattd form ? It is altogether

superficial to take the first class in the sharp-

est sense as representing the hardened, to whom
the discourse cannot apply, inasmuch as the

trodden way is not yet a rock. Certainly

(and this is what has led to that mistake), the

first class corresponds here, first of all to the

blind and deaf, who are described in Matt,

vers. 13, 15, according to Isa. vi.; but this un-

susceptibility is very different from what dog-

matic phraseology, and the Scripture also in

other places, means by u hardness " in the

proper sense. It is a threatening picture for

them, still it by no means represents an irre-

mediable state; otherwise Christ would not
here seek by parables to open their ears to

hear. The first kind of ground represents to

us the outward appearance and state of things

with the majority in all times ; this first fig-

ure, taken as it were from the surface, further

develops itself, however, to the second and
third which were already implied in it. The
hardness of the human heart is not merely
the result of being outwardly trodden upon, it

shows itself in a more advanced stage as the

internal rocky ground f—and hast thou found
that it has gone so far with thee, then will a
true self-knowledge soon discover to thee also

the crop of thorns. He who has become a

way on which the devil's hosts have free scope,

is himself to blame for this, although the first

treading down of this way was the work of

the devil ; it is the devil, in like manner, who
has made the land rocky within, and has also

sown his thorns in it, although, as regards

both, it is again the fault of the man if they

continue and do not give place to the word. The
three figures are distinct from each other, in

so far as they may be understood to represent

the leading character, as manfated, of different

men, stages of life, churches, even nations
;

* Oiie might at the same time say not without a

certain truth : The first are, in reference to the

word, the phlegmatic, the second the sanguine,

the third the choleric and melancholic together.

Str-mgely playing upon the passage, so that the

most wonderful consequences may proceed from it,

Lange even views it in reference to the. four reli-

gions of the world : Heathenism, Judaism, Mahom-
medanism, Christianity. Would that Chiisteudom
were the good ground! Missionaries find even

heathenism more susceptible.

f As the rock of the sensual, natural man, reach-

ing almost to the surface, as Biaune says.

and yet they are so far fundamentally one, as

there is no single individual who must not in

some way or other find himself in all the three.

Finally, "as there is a progress in the manifest-

ation of corruption from the first to the third,

so there is also a retrograde movement from

the third to the first. If thou lettest the

tares grow, will it not soon come to this, that

every word which thou hearest anew shall

only so superficially impress thee as it does the

stony-ground hearers? And being thus in-

constant, art thou not become again a trodden

way % Or rather, is it not worse to receive the

word with joy and yet not with earnestness,

so as to let it take" root, than not to appre-

hend it at first 1 Is not the guilt of the third

the greatest, and liable to the severest judg-

ment 1

What now the good ground is, upon which,

when God sows at large, some seed always falls,

and which, as we are here told beforehand',

does not fail—we may easily and rightly un-

derstand from the threefold antithesis to the

bad which is given in the expressions them-

selves, Mark, verse 8: edidov napn6v

,

"brought forth" (verse 7 xapnov ouk e8a>x£,

"yielded no fruit"), and this it does dra/3ai-

vovra, "springing up" (while in the first

ground, not even a green crop sprung up as the

first xapKui or "fruit "of the seed), xai av£,d-

vovto.) "and increasing" (while this avB,d-

veiv was wanting at least in the second). In

general, the good ground is first of all soft or

loose on the surface, then, it is also deep or soft

below, finally it is pare, free from the seed of

tares. The pure and good heart, then, is sus-

ceptible for receiving, solid for keeping, sincere

or decided, self-denying, earnestly persevering

in letting the divine seed work within it by
that power which ever tends towards fruit.

Which triad we find again expressed in Luke,

verse 15, in the aKoveiv, xazexeiv, and vito-

ftoyjj, " hearing," " keeping," and " patience."

The first condition is the right hearing, that it

be really heard, and is denoted by different

words, in Matt, tivvievai, "understand,"

Mark Ttapa.8ex.s65 at, "receive," Luke iti6rev-

eiv, "believe." For, truly to hear the word
as Cod's word, and to believe it, is certainly in

the first stage one and the same, and is found

wherever the heart is soft for such hearing (2

Chron. xxxiv. 20, 27, ?|33^ !]"!). But, as be-

tween hearing and hearing, so at a farther

stage between believing and believing, there is

stili a difi'erence. Luke (verse 13) places, in

opposition to the pi} mdrevdavres, not believ-

ing, verse 12, a real nitirevovdi, believe, of the

second kind, but the moTEvsiv or believing,

must perfect itself in the vTtopovi) or patience

(which is again placed in opposition to the
acpidravrai, "fall away").—Let us inquire,

now that we are come to the true point : How
can a human heart be pure from the bad seed

of lusts, and, if it must be so at first, in order

to afford good ground for the seed of God,*, e.,

if it must be already purified, to what pur-

pose, then, is this seed of regeneration ?—thus
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shall we find, at the conclusion of the parable

the key to all the questions which it suggests

preliminarily as a proposed enigma. As the

new wine requires new bottles, and finds in-

deed only old ones, which itself makes new,
even so it is with the good heart for the good
seed. That newness of the bottles consists

precisely in this, that they are made open to

receive what is new, the xapdia xa\r/ xoci

dyaSi't, " good and honest heart," needs only

from first to last to be a true, honest, upright
heart, then will the seed be efficacious ! There,

indeed, where choking thorns come in the

way, the similitude from nature is no longer

applicable to the mystery of the kingdom of

heaven ; as a parable it has already reached
ite limits, where the truth goes beyond the

similitude. There is a miraculous seed superior

indeed to all natural seeds, so powerful that

by its growth it can and will choke all thorns.

Nay more, it can also break through the rock
in striking its root down into the earth, and
can make that to be again a field of God which
was a way of the prince of this world. This

is already the effect of the seed, and it is pre-

pared and accompanied by the rain and the

plow. He, then, who humbly and submissively

yields himself up to the heavenly Sower, with
all his sowing, helping, furthering, efficacy, be-

comes good ground, and brings forth his fruit.

And, according to the condition or capacity of

the soil, as also according to the faithfulness

of the working (his own or another's) he

brings forth fruit an hundredfold (which accord-

ing to Gen. xxvi. 12, is the entire blessing of

God), sixty fold, or thirty fold. Again three

steps also in the degree of fruitfulness ;* which
means, however, that the same measure is not

required of every one, that it would rather be

a mischievous temerity to attempt to increase

gain beyond the given talent. Mark reverses

the steps in the degree of fruitfulness, while

Luke, by mentioning the hundred fold alone,

will teach us according to the meaning of the

Spirit in such a change of words, that wher-
ever ground brings forth as much fruit as it

can, it is reckoned an hundred fold.

Where now is, and whence comes, the good
ground? In this first parable it is only de-

clared, in accordance with present experience,

that when the entire word of God, the word
of the kingdom, comes to men, it is found side

by side with the bad ; but precisely there-

with it suggests the questions which the sec-

ond parable answers. Will Christ then sa}r
,

that there are from the first good and bad hu-
man hearts ? This answer is found in Matt,
vii. 11, Mark vii. 21, 22. Where is the rich

man whom riches have not more or less de-

ceived, or the poor man whom riches have not
allured ? Where is a poor man without cares

of this life, or a rich man without care and

* Yet not as Roos, who for once deviates into

foreign ideas, and is for interpreting thus '. Thirty

corns from one corn—this takes place when one
faithful soul communicates the word which it be-

lieves, and by which it is saved, to thirty others, so

that they also shall be saved

!

heart-disquiet arising from his possessions 1

Where, in fine, is a human heart without lusts

in it? No where, then, is the good ground
natural. The natural, carnal man receives not

that which is of the Spirit of God (1 Cor. ii.

14). Consequently, even the second and third

kind is no longer this natural man as he is, but
as grace has already worked and softened him,
and has even more or less prepared an ent ranee
for the seed. In the prophet we read (Isaiah

xxviii. 24) : Doth a plowman plow, or break,

or harrow his land always for the sowing—

.

without going on to soio ? The same holds con-

versely : Does he sow at once, or on^, without
first plowing and then harrowing the land ?

The good land is of God's preparing
; his rain

softens what is hard trodden, his miraculous
plow breaks in pieces the rocks, his plants

spring up, choke even the thorns; his heats of

affliction promote growth, rather than burn
up. Before the Gospel of the kingdom, there

went forth the law and the preaching of re-

pentance ; along with, and before, every true

word, his secret, precursive grace works, in

order to prepare the xeraypivoVi or, ''or-

dained " (Acts xiii. 48), for the preached word.
Here the grounds that determine the decision

lie much, further back, and more concealed,

and only come first into manifestation in the
conflict of the preached word with the heart.

But, again, in all this there is no gratia irre-

sistibil'S, no decretum absolutu.m. The man
obeys or resists this divine working, under
which the progress to what is better or worse
is then developed and confirmed. And, even
to the last, must the sowing and working of

man. spoken of in Gal. vi. 7 ; Jer. iv. 3; Hos.

x. 12, correspond to the sowing of the word
on the part of God, in order that what is sown
may grow to fruit; thus it goes on even to the

harvest, according to the principle laid down
in Matt. xiii. 12. Heb. vi. 7, 8 describes the

third kind of bad land in complete antithesis

to the first ; it is by no means the first.

Thus our parable teaches not merely the im-

partial, universal grace of the sower, sowing
every where openly, with diligence and zeal,

but also in that exceeding patience which
does not yet give up the bad land, points fur-

ther back to the working before and at the

sowing. But man is nevertheless all the more
to blame should this grace continue for him in

vain. What is the fruit which the great,

good, and patient Husbandman and Sower*
will have? Not single fruits or words but a

man of God born again by the word, and fitted

for every good work. For this reason 6 6ita-

peiS, oi 6ne.ip6f.tEy oi, 67cap£vtEi in the ex-

planation given in Matt, and Mark, do not. sig-

nify merely as is wont to be observed: Land
sown upon (although in the Greek, 67teipF.iv

apovpav or yyv, is also said)—but this form

already glances over to the following parable,

in which the children of the kingdom are them-

* James v. 7 also meant of him—&/»S av Ad fix)

to be referred to xapitoi. Thus does our vito-

/Jovr'j also proceed only from bis.
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selves entirely the sown and fruitfully grown-
up good seed

;
precisely as Luke (ver. 14) uses

<SvjMitviyovTai> "are choked," passivtly of

men, as at the same time of the fruit.

We hope that this our interpretation in

some small measure answers to the word of
Christ, which (Mark iv. 13) makes a thorough
understanding of this parable to be of high im-
portance : If ye understand not this, how will

ye understand all the other parables 1 It is

the enigma to which we consider those that
follow, as the key. The question, Whence ?

which is immediately suggested chiefly b3^the
first kind of ground, finds its answer in the
second parable. The third parable of the great
and high growing mustard seed is parallel with
the second kind of ground, in which the growth
is wanting ; the fourth parable of the leaven
stands opposite to the third kind of ground, in

which there is the want of a purifying penetra-

tion. The self-denying, all-surrendering, nature
of the good heart appears in the fifth and sixth,

and the seventh winds up all with the sepa-

rating judgment.

WHEAT AND TARES.

(Matt. xiii. 24-30, 37-43.)

The varying application of the figures in the

different parables, which we noticed already
at the commencement, is fitted, generally
speaking, to excite the attention to penetrate
beyond the figure to the thing itself. But the
new application which is here in this second
parable given to the " seed," signifies some-
thing more than this, and has its truth in the
internal connection of these two principal par-

ables which, rightly understood, supplement
each other. In the first, we have the beginning,

how the word, as the seed of regeneration,

comes to and into men ; in the other, the pro-

gress, which at the same time first reveals the
internal proper course of the thing: Men them-
selves as the birth and fruit proceeding from
the word. The new man is, as it were, noth-

ing but the word of God, as Luther or J. Arndt
would say. And, indeed as, in the natural

figure, the chain which connects fruit and
6eed ever renews itself, the seed itself being
called the fruit in the most proper sense (Isa.

Iv. 10), so are the children of God really sown
again as seed on the field of the world. But
who sows this good seed ? He alone, the new
holy Son of Man, whose humanity itself is the

noble wheat-corn for all this abundant fruit

(John xii. 24; iv. 3G). Hence, in the first par-

able, over which the vail hangs, we may well

understand by the sower every one who speaks

the word of God, who preaches the Gospel of

the kingdom ; now, on the contrary, it is de-

clared with emphasis that Christ alone, even
when he employs others in the work, is the

true sower. For he has the good seed, he is

himself the good seed.

Verse 24. JJcxpe^rfXEv, put forth—laid the

parable before them : not precisely as a meal
(ver. 52), rather as a kind of instruction, as

the solution of an enigma, which, indeed, was
itself again mysterious (Acts xvii. 3j. 'O/uoi-

ojSt/, is like, although a common expression,

yet intimates that the comparison is not made
merely by the speaker, but already lies in the

figure and the thing. According to the eter-

nal counsel of God, the kingdom of heaven is

thus arranged, constituted, predicted in the

natural figure. In the dative dvSpooTta) 6ite-

ipovzi, to a sower, the whole story stands com-
prised. To sow good seed, in the deeper sense,

is God's prerogative ; men can merely take
care of it in order to its growth, they can never
procure and give the first seed of what is good.
All good came from God at first in the crea-

tion, all renovating good in the evil world
comes again from God, but through this Son
of Man of Nazareth. Herein lies an answer
more than sufficient to that question of Na-
thaniel. He sows good, i. e., at the same time,

nothing but good, true, pure, and unmixed
seed (see ver. 27, and comp. Lev. xix. 19). On
his field (purposely iv rcJ, instead of eiS rov),
according to the right of possession, and this

field is the world.* Christ could not possibly
say any thing else here than "the world,'1

'

1 and
all preachers and interpreters wr ho, without
reason, substitute " the Church " for this, lose

thereby a highly important ground feature of

the parable. For here is already predicted
and comprehended what we read in Matt,
xxviii. 19 : the great sowing, which was done
once indeed as a living groundwork and be-

ginning, was for all nations, in all countries
;

its effect goes on as a further and further sow-
ing without limits. In no period of the his-

tory of the kingdom ought we to understand
and explain as his field only what has been
already sown ; we ought to build no garden-
hedge around the "Church," as if it were con-
fined and enclosed within certain countries.

f

It is true, on the other hand, that it is not
the world as the evil world, that is meant, but
as the field of the Son of Man which he has
sown, and will sow, as his present kingdom on
the earth (ver. 41), with which the perfected
heavenly kingdom of the Father (ver. 43),
stands contrasted, as the fitld. yields up its

fruit to the bam. That the field is not yet
the barn—therein lies the great truth which
the Donatists of old did not comprehend, and
therefore in their controversy perverted the
whole parable. When they laid stress upon
this, that Christ says "the world" and does
not therefore speak of his Church in the world,

* Roos thinks that " in this parable, therefore,

(whpre it is said, his field), the field is now the
principal idea of the whole, just as before, the seed

(Luke viii. 5, his seed)." But this mistaken idea

will hardly admit of being carried out.

t Roos, therefore, is again very wrong when he
says :

" In the second parable the kingdom of hea-
ven has already a special field, or a place of its own
upon earth."
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they overlooked blindly enough that Christ,

in this phrase, at the same time recognizes no
other enclosed Church-field in this world, hut

leaves the boundaries open ; consequently, even
the mixture, which exists in the " world,"

must also be understood of the world m so far
as it continually becomes, and is, his field.*

Verse 25. On the field stands now the sown
wheat, the children of the kingdom,, here in a dif-

ferent sense from chap. viii. 12. There, they

are such as were patiently borne with in the

outward appearance and cailing, who had a

claim to the kingdom until their being cast

out reveals its want of foundation ; here they

are such as have a true claim and retain it,

they are, what they are called, the good seed.

They are such as have been made alive by the

word of God, bearing its goodness, its truth,

its life in themselves. They are those through

whose diffusion and fruitfulness the world is

to become, and will become, the kingdom.

Where any such good seed has fallen, and may
yet fall, there the King who sows, prepares

and vanquishes for himself slowly and patient-

ly this kingdom. The kingdom vanquished
and won as a field by sowing ! What a word
this for destroying all false conceptions of this

kingdom ! The tares are the children of the

evil one, for ver. 39 points back to ver. 19 ; he

who sows them is the devil (their father, John
viii. 44, as the children of the kingdom have
God for their Father, Matt. ver. 43), conse-

quently they are his work (1 John iii. 8), the

fruit of his sowing. The devil sows error, lies,

wickedness, offence, and hindrance against what
is good, but this sowing springs up and shows
itself in persons, who are therefore, themselves

also comprehended under the offences, ver. 41.

Here Christ certainly means, as the words
first of all intimate, a second sowing by the evil

one, which again comes amongst the wheatf
after the Son of Man has first sown his good

seed in the evil world, after lie has sown wheat
among the devil's first and every where pre-

sent tares. For the devil's first sowing, the

tares which the enemy has first scattered in

every soul to which the word can be preached,

stands already on the field of the world ; for

whence, otherwise, at the first preaching of

the word of the kingdom, are those evil hearts

which, according to the first parable, it finds ?

The tares here, in this parable, are then not

such as grow besides of themselves on the field

of the world, in so far as it is the devil's king-

dom, but such as show themselves anew in the
kingdom of Christ. These may properly be
denoted as a second sowing, coming between
the wheat, for the devil has not merely se-

duced men at first, but is always seducing the

* Hence, on the other hand, Augustine errone-

ously objected to the Donatists that world stands
here tor Church. This alone by no means settles

the matter. Rather, because the tares ate not to

be cleared away from the world that is to be sown
upon, they must also remain upon it after it has

been sown (where we properly expect to rind them).

f Observe the probably genuine reading ene-
67t£tpev, Vulg. supersemmavit

,

whole world, 1- •> delays not to come again, es-

pecially wherever God with his word of grace
has come (ver. iOj. He does not tear out tho
wheat, for this ho las neither the power nor
the inclination ; net the power, because the
strength of the good seed from God at first

resists him; nor the inclination, because his

malice and wickedness rather lead him to
choke the wheat by a seoretlj' growing influ-

ence, and thus to mar God's sowing. It is his

greatest pleasure to sow between <.'<« wheat, nay
(a truth which goes beyond the figure), to put
into the wheat the danger and the tendency
of again becoming tares,* just as the good
sower has torn away his tares from hrra, and
made wheat of them. But—and this is of im-
portance afterwards as regards the answer of
the householder—the second sowing is only
a continuation, consequence, and manifesta-
tion of that precious and initial sowing to
which it points back, as also he who in the
fulness of time sows as th^ Sen of Man, as th©
concealed Logos and Mediator through whom
all renovation is effected, h<\s already sown
from the beginning his good s>eed as the pre-

paration for his kingdom th^n coming into

manifestation.

While men slept : almost all pi ^.-vchcrs con-

tinually interpret this of an offe.ioo and ne-

glect on the part of the appointed v.Atchmen
(Isa. lvi. 10), and cannot omit bringi^c ha heri

also, against the text, their otherwise well-

founded castigation of their own order. It i.

not, indeed, enough to object to this in'iupr*

tation, that this sleeping is afterwards nov ex
plained, for neither is there any interpretation

of what is said by the servants; in like man
ner, taken strictly, it is not enough to say

that the cxvSpoo7toi, " men,'' in the parable

are found altogether apart from the seed, the
good and the bad ; for the servants are repre-

sented in the same way, because the parable

does not admit of its being otherwise, al-

though they themselves are also a part of

the wheat. But what already is decisive as

regards the true meaning of our Lord is this,

that it is by no means said : The servants slept

—these rather show themselves as watching

and guarding with all laudable zeal.f So in-

deed, in that period of the Church to which
the parable chiefly points, the apostlis certainly

did not sleep, but watched and were zealous

for the purity of the Church. J In addition to

this, finally, the parallel parable in Mark iv.

27, gives the certain truth, that men, indeed,

have day and night, that they must sleep and

* Daub: "The enemy who puts into the wheat

the tendency itself to become tares " (Jnd. Ischar.

ii. 7).

f For, with Roos for example, to speak of other

servants who came afterwards as more zealous, but

too late, so that now the earlier church discipline

no longer prospered, is evidently against the text.

\ Very wrongly, as also contrary even to the

progress of prophetical chronology in the parables

as we find it, Thiersch ( 12 Vorlesunj) will date the

occurrence later, and now accuse the bishops under

the Christian empire of the criminal " sleep."
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rise again at the proper time ; no one in ordi-

nary life (according to which the parable is to

be explained) watches his field all night
against such wickedness as that here describ-

ed ; consequently, by this feature of the para-

ble nothing else is expressed than by night (as

Job xxxiii. 15), in darkness and secrecy. This
is the way of the evil one in all that he does,

just as in the parable the malicious enemy
will not sow his tares in day-light, lest the
faithful servants should immediately surprise

him, and counteract the mischief before it is

fully accomplished. Secretly does the enemy
put his seed into the Lord's field, reckoning
on its springing up at a later period, so that
no one observes him but the Lord alone, who
indeed knows all ; secretly does he go his way
—in which words the same thing is said—he
is contented with his work, and is quite Mill-

ing to be denied by all who think that there is

no devil, or that he has at least done and accom-
plished nothing more here—until the confu-

sion, alas ! discovers itself, and the doubtful
" Whence 7 " is no longer to be warded off.

Precisely this is the signification of that fea-

ture in the parable, of which Neander thinks
that, being introduced merely to fill up the
picture, it has no signification.

Verse 26. Seen from a distance and in the

infancy of the young vegetation, all seems to

be wheat on the field ; it is also called so, and
the small, concealed, but strong beginnings of

the hindrance, the mystery of wickedness
which Satan has inserted, in opposition to the

equally deep planted mystery of grace, are

overlooked even by apostolic eyes without
si ecial illumination. This was the form of the

Cburch at its commencement. Soon, however,
more than one Ananias breaks forth in the midst
of those who seemed to have one heart and one
soul in Christ ; more than one Simon among
those who believed and were baptized. What
the third kind of ground before represented

in the case of the individual, was, is here re-

peated : when the grain shot higher and
brought forth fruit, then were seen the tares

now much more rapidly out-growing it. Tore
kepcivrj, then they became manifest, and, bv
the want of good fruit, or rather by their bad
fruit, were known as a spurious, pernicious

after-growth, imitating the form of the wheat.
It is not without special reason that Christ
has not here again said axavScci, thorns, in

general, but gi$oivia, tares; for although
both go together, and tares of every kind are

not here excluded, he yet brimrs into promi-
nence the special reference of the tares to the
wheat in their worst species. Zigavia sig-

nifies what we call darnel, also after-wheat,
cockle-weed, etc. It is, as Schubert, in his
u Natural History" significantly says, the
u only poisonous grass," the true counterpart to

corn in nature, hard to distinguish from wheat.
Christ has certainly both these things in his

eye, its resemblance to wheat, and its poison-
ous noxiousness, and it is not without reason
that, in the striking change of name, he here
penetrates into the physiology of nature.

When, however, in the Talmud, where the
word is pif (instead of pTIT), coined etymo-

logically from n3T> actual wheat of a degener-
ate kind is understood by the expression,* this

is indeed true in a certain sense, but by no
means corresponds to the parable of Christ,

in which the genuine is distinguished from
the spurious, the fruitful grain from the tares,

even from their origin and seed. He here
teaches his servants to distinguish what is

not from God but from the evil one, although,
with false and hypocritical appearance, it

stands in the midst of what is good ; he even
predicts already that with knowing glance
they shall be able to detect it when its time
comes. f Thus might it be said, at the same
time, that the mixture in the Church of Christ
is not so much any thing new, as rather a sep-

aration of the mixture already acknowledged
to exist in the world ; for, inasmuch as the
servants of the Lord even now see and lament
the mixture in the Church, it may be said
that the old and the new tares of the evil

one, because they grow among the wheat, have
become manifest. When the world becomes
the Church-field, then its sin will show itself

in a different way from what it did before. So
is it, and so will it be, just as there is no field

or garden upon earth without tares, which
must be weeded out : this Christ assures us of,

and predicts, up to this point (in the first part
of the parable), only as a fact, as in the entire

foregoing parable ; now, however, he carries

the thing farther to the important question
and answer.

Verses 27, 28. Is not this a field and thy

field ? This is the question which these ser-

vants address to this Master, well knowing
what and how much they are saying, and pre-

senting thus their question in a form all the
more enigmatical, and, so far as regards their

own thoughts, unanswerable in contrast to the

actual state of things. Where wheat grows
there is a field, there a previous sowing has
taken place, a sowing of good seed ; else,

whence conies the good fruit ? The wheat
then makes the field, be it much or little, even
though ten times as many tares should stand
" among the wheat " (or " upon the field," ver.

36, for this is the same thing). Now the ser-

vants farther know so much of their Master,
that, in a question which wants and needs no
answer, they unconditionally take it for grant-

ed that he has sown no darnel on his field !

They do not imagine, like many, for whom the

* When in the times of the flood the earth com-
mitted whoredom, seed was sown and the eaith
brought forth pjft instead. Hence now the bastard

grows among the grain.

t If the literature of the Apocryphal and Gnostie

periods (truly the first S,iS,<xvia) are now again
sought for, so as to cause offence and confusion

—

this is pure wilfulness. Others rightly set before

those who are candid precisely this spurious materi-

al, in order to a salutary and convincing comparison
with the genuine.
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perplexing whirl of church-history and heresy-

history yields no other result in the end but

fearful doubt, that all this must have arisen

from the seed not having been quite pure at

the beginning. So much the more enigmatic-

ally as the darnel has evidently been care-

full v sown in abundance—does the unavoida-

ble* doubt present itself: Whence has this

field these tares ? As good servants of the

K;ood and wise householder, they do not lose

confidence in him, they do not immediately

leave his service when they find matters so,

but come to him with the question, as modest

as it is urgent, in which they confess their dif-

ficulty. This, now, is indeed the proper ques-

tion of all questions, the ground-question of

the philosophy of all times, relating to the ori-

gin of evil, the enigma of sin in God's world.

It treats of the tares in the world, which ap-

pears as an after-wheat even on the place

where Christ has sown, and look all the worse

on this account ; and this second sowing points

plainly enough back to a first sowing of tares

in the garden of God. When we find already

in the earth the positive "tendency to in-

culture, to wildness," this is to be regarded as

a true type of humanity—which, without a

first evil in it, would not be so immediately

susceptible of that which destroys the good

implanted in it. Inasmuch, then, as the ser-

vants inquire first of all only after the origin

of the evil in the new planting, their question

points also back to the other, concerning the

origin of evil in general, and in reality includes

it. It is as if Christ here put into the mouths

of those who heard the foregoing parable—the

question : Has God, then, made human hearts

having rocky-ground and thistle-seed in them?

In this deeper sense of the question, let us

mark and feel the strong earnestness and em-

phasis of the answer to such a question : An
enemy hath clone this.

Thus does the entire holy Scripture reply

to this question, not otherwise, not less and

not more. This great answer removes the

origin of evil in the human world, as com-

pletely from God, as from man, inasmuch as it

names the evil one ; but further than this, it

answers nothing, and we, too, ought to rest

satisfied with this. I have sown no tares!

Thus testifies the Creator, from whom noth-

ing evil proceeds, and this is already pre-sup-

posed by all servants, who honestly ask, even

before they receive the answer. He who, in

any way, so speculates as to trace back to God
the occasion and ordination of sin, be it in

phrases ever so cunningly concealed — has

against him God's pure and clear word in the

Scripture, as also in the conscience ; he makes

Christ a liar, who not merely in his word, but

"in his whole person and manifestation, in his

entire new sowing of the good seed, is the liv-

ing, actual protestation of God against all fel-

lowship of his holiness with what is evil. So

iar from the righteous Father having created

it, he sets himself directly against it in his

Son, and it is his work to judge it and to erad-

icate it. But, just as little is the first origin

of evil to be ascribed to man, and the kingdom
of hell is not on the earth (Wisd. i. 14). All
that is evil in man has its root in a deeper, al-

together spiritual, kingdom of evil—of evil

which is completely so, originally and finally

—and is only its sowing and issue. He who
so speculates as presumptuously to rob the
poor man of his single excuse, which in reality

has still a ground of truth: "The serpent de-

ceived me"—let him see well whether he is

not going against the Scripture, as well as

against the inmost testimony of conscience,

and rendering the enigma still more inexpli-

cable by making out flesh and blood itself to

be Satan.* No, the householder, in his an-
swer, adheres to what is right. There is an
enemy who is his enem}1- (ver. 25), and of whom
with a sublime simplicity, he assures his ser-

vants who were not able to comprehend his

night work : An enemy has done this ! In
the parable it is properly ix^poS arSpGortoS,

a hostile man, i. e., here, as opposed to Christ, a
hostile being,| although with perfect justice,

and with a profound penetration into the sense

of the words, Luther taking already into view
the interpretation in ver. 39, renders: The en-

emy hath done this ! For the householder
will thereby tacitly say, at the same time

:

Vex not yourselves, 1 know well what you
know not, I know my enemy. It is not to be
overlooked, how the 6 it e i p cor to xaXov
dnepjiia, " one saving the good seed," is follow-

ed by the enemy as the 6 6 tc e ip a 5 rd B,iS,a.-

via, " the one that sowed the tares," who has

sown the tares, as now, so also from the begin-

ning. This is as much as to say, Who else,

then, is the evil one but this beginner and
father of all evil ? The sin which exists only

in the living, personal will, can have no begin-

ning out of the personal will ; its origin must
be in a beginner. There is then "a kingdom
of conscious wickedness," out of the human

—

a point of unity and beginning in a radically

evil personality. This, again, is among the

things hid from the foundation of the world, and
this answer is no answer. For the householder

says nothing further; and if we speculators,

less modest than these servants, should begin

again to ask, Whence then comes the enemy
and the devil? thou hast surely not created

him ! how, then, has he become the devil ? the

householder in the parable is silent, and the

whole Scripture and revelation is silent at

this limit, as also Moses at the very beginning

of it in Gen. i. 2, mentions the brooding dark-

ness, and lets the serpent speak in paradise

* " The doctrine concerning Satan belongs to the

revelations which God hath given to man"—aye,

even to those doctrines that are especially kind

and comforting. He who denies here, only accuses

himself beyond what is due.

+ In the Roman law there are punishments against

such malice on the nartof hostile neighbors. Rob-

erts {Orient. Illustr.) speaks of Indian proverbs con-

cerning this; Trench (on the Parables), who cites

this, mentions a case which occurred in Ireland of

a dismissed tenant who acted thus out of revenge.
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without a how or whence. The angels may,
perhaps, know the when and the outward how,
a little more exactly than we children of men
could understand it even if any thing were
written about it ; but the internal How ? and
Whence? of the fall is most probably just as

much hid from them as from us. For sin is

just that which is absolutely perverse, it is

that which has no ground ; how, then, could
there be another ground out of it from which
it might be explained? The Creator alone,

before whom there is no mystery, fathoms the
abyss, as he does the hearts, of men (Sir. xlii.

18) ; hell is naked before him and destruction

has no covering (Job xxvi. G). To the eye of

the creature the final judgment and the origin

of evil are equally dark abysses In line, we
poor sons of man, to whom this word concern-
ing the devil yet gives some comfort, ought to

rest satisfied with this: the tares are there, are

actually manifest as such—and the good, wise,

householder says : They are not from me ! It

is an enemy. When, therefore, that heathen,
urging the missionary for information beyond
this point, asks, Why does God not slay the
devil (as even Kant relates in his Rel. inner-

halb der Granzen d. blossen Vernun/t, p. 100), it

is better to be silent than with affected wis-

dom to say with Daub (Jud. Ischar. ii. 178),
" He could only answer—From love to thee."

This unsatisfactory answer, however, Daub
endeavors to confirm with no small acuteness.*

Verses 28, 29. The servants, with a modes-
ty and contentedness with the answer tliey

had received which migbt well be imitated by
us, proceed no further theoretically, indeed,
although practically they do. Quite naturally
and pardonably, with a zeal, indeed, which is

at least more laudable than the vain curiosity

that might have inquired further, If thou
knowest it why didst thou suffer it? couldst
thou not ward off the malice of the enemy,
and protect this field ? hast thou then, the
Master, been at fault, hast thou slept? they
rather draw the hasty inference : If the hurt-

ful and scandalous tares are not there with
thy will, then wilt thou not that we act as

faithful servants and get rid of them where
and how we may be able ? Who are these
servants, and what is meant by this rooting out?

Precisely these two things are omitted in the

explanation which is given of the parable, an
omission which many a commentator may have
greatly regretted. But in the first place,

Christ will thereby show that the centre

point of the parable by no means lies (as is

falsely supposed) in this prohibition to root

out the tares, but really and only in the dis-

closure made in the words : The enemy hath
done this ! from which follows all that is fur-

ther said in the way of setting their minds at

rest, and the reference to the end of the world.

[* This position of the author, respecting the in-

sjrutableness of the origin and final cause of evil,

is especially commended to the reader, as being

equallv sound in philosophy and in theology.

—

Am
Ed.]

"

Accordingly, it would have been somewhat
superfluous to have said further to the apos-

tles : Ye are these servants. They saw well

enough, from the explanation of the rest of the

parable, that they were represented by these

persons, and would soon perceive this still more
clearly when the parable was fulfilled in his-

tory. What concerns our practice is made
clear to us by practice, if we but give honest
heed to Christ's word. The servants are plain-

ly enough the workmen in the employment of

their master, whose business it is to take care

of the field until the harvest ; and although
they, at the same time, are a part of the good
seed, they are yet represented here as in their

official character distinct from the field and
belonging to the master.

A short and direct No comes from the mouth
of Christ in reply to their question ; and hero
(more than formerly in connection with th )

sower) is the proper place for speaking of an
extraordinary husbandry, in which the pro-

cess is not the same as in the natural. For
this is actually the import of the answer

—

Here the case is quite different, and the thing

is not done merely by your thus weeding out
the tares

;
just as it was not you who sowed

the good seed, and saw the enemy in the night,

so neither are you the people for making a

speedy end to the mischief! True it is, that

in ordinary husbandry the weeds are carefully

rooted out as much as possible (ver. 40, a>6itEp

6vXXeyEzai xai Maierai, &s this is wont to

be done), and the servants do not first ask
whether they may or ought to do so ; but here

the master forbids it. Now, that we may
rightly understand him, what does he forbid

and what does he not forbid?* Above all

things it is not the rooting out of tares by each
individual from his own heart (ver. 22), a duty
that is, on the contrary, strongly enjoined, for

which we need only refer to Matt. vers. 29,

30. Neither, further, are we to understand
as meant a duty equally self-evident, namely,
the combatting of all sins and lies (which pro-

ceed from the devil) by the good word of God,
the word of truth—in which Christ himself

has laid this down as an unconditional princi-

ple in chap. xv. lo.f We are not therefore to

* In Tholuek's Lift. Anzeiger (1847, Nos. 88, 34),

there is a trood review of the principal points con-

nected with this question, showing how commenta-
tors have at all times taken pains with the answer
to this question in its various aspects, and puzzled
themselves with impertinencies which they have
raised contrary to the parable. But when in that

article Stier is classed with those interpreters who
have not yet even touched the real difficulty, let it

be remembered that the strict interpretation of

S,i8,<xvia, which is there afterwards denoted as

the only solution of the difficulty, had already been
given precisely so by me, together with many
other things, in which I think that 1 have hit the

true sense not less successfully than has been done
in that treatise.

f Here Thiersch for example is quite right when
he renews the old distinction : The prohibition has

respect not to evil things (false doctrine and ordi-
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look on with open eyes and slack hands when,
in broad day, the enemy works mischief and

puts hindrances in the way; we are by no

means heedlessly and indifferently to let the

darnel stand when we see it because it is there,

much less are we to call it wheat (Isa. ver.

20). Further, nothing is said here of the office

of worldly magistrates whom God has appoint-

ed to take vengeance on evil doers, even to

the punishment of death, but only of that

which the servants of Christ as such should or

should not do in his Church, in his spiritual

husbandly. There is no ground certainly for

that distinction between darnel and other tares,

on which, e. g., Melancthon, Calvin, Bengel,

and others lay great stress, as if open and gross

sinners who are well known are by all means
to be rooted out, but not the "outside Chris-

tians," as Wesley expresses it, who cannot, be
identified ; for on the one hand it is taken for

granted, that the servants knew well enough
what was the after-wheat—and that not mere-
ly in the way of presumption, as is groundlessly

maintained in T hoi uck's A nzeiger—on the other

hand, the explanation of the parable after-

wards given includes actual 6xa rdaXa or "of-

fences " among the tares that are to be allowed
to remain. Should it be said (as is there also

maintained), that these are only such as have
come to maturity at the time of the harvest,

while their doubtful beginning formerly af-

forded ground for the prohibition to root them
out—we cannot regard this distinction as in

accordance either with the text or the thing
itself; for assuredly from the very first there
existed manifest offences enough, and it was
precisely these that drew forth the question

of the servants in the parable. Still (without
needing to justify this in opposition to the

parable) all true Church discipline b}r the word,
the key which looseth and bindeth even to the
putting aivay of the bad from the Church (Matt,

xviii. 17 ; 1 Cor. ver. 13), retains its undis-

puted right ; for this is so self-evident that on
this very account the parable can contain no
special reference to it, and may simply with-
out any danger abide by what it says. The
parable moves in quite a different sphere from
that of the question concerning Church disci-

pline. The true explanation rather lies in

this, that while even the strictest Church dis-

cipline reaches only in certain extreme cases to

the temporary casting out in order to re-

formation, the question here respects the
general removal without more ado of all that
is essentially bad, spurious in itself. The
householder forbids and will not allow what
the servants wish. These would have all the
tares removed entirely from the field, from
their place among the wheat, from the king-
dom of Christ (ver. 41). But because the field

is the world, that were equivalent to remov-
ing the bad out of the world (slaying the her-
etics), in order that the good may not, on
their account, have to leave the world so as to

nances to which the Catholic Church shows so
much indulgence !) but to persons, to evil one*.

have a pure field of God—and so strange a
thing as this, the impossibility of which is at
the same time self-evident, the servants them-
selves neither imagine nor wish ; for in the
original text they really speak neither of

weeding nor of rooting out, but of 6vWi-
y eiv ,

" gathering /" so that, as appears right

to them, every thing may properly be in its

own place. They would like to have a pure
field of pure wheat ; and this to God's wis-
dom, goodness and justice is impossible. They
do not rightly know themseloes ichat they would
have in their inconsiderate hasty word—and
this is the key to the right understanding of
it. For—and we speak now beyond the figure,

inasmuch as the words themselves truly point
beyond the figure—if the servants had gath •

ered the tares, it would have been difficult for

them to find out where to have put them, see-

ing that, as servants, they could not condemn
;

and the everlasting fire is as little in their

power and at their command as any other
world into which they might, in the mean-
while, deliver over and convey the evil-doers

—any other, we say, because their duty is to
bring the Gospel to the whole of this world as

the field of Christ, but not to transport sin-

ners beyond its limits as bad neighbors.
There is then good ground for the No. It

duly acknowledges, at the same time, their

well-meant, not less laudable than inconsider-

ate earnestness and zeal ; it is given not in the
way of rebuke but of friendly instruction

;

hence, with what immediately follows, it does
not remain a mere blunt negative, but takes
the form of a confidential, condescending, in-

structive opening up of the ground and reason
of the prohibition. If your clumsy hands were
to be applied to the complete weeding out of
the world and the Church-field, you would de-
stroy the good with the bad ! How ? First,

because in your shortsightedness you could
not enough distinguish between them ; the
full-grown tare, as also the wheat, which has
already come to fruit, you might know well

enough, but the tender springing of the good
seed from ever successive sowing (rdv xoprov'),

you might, in your zeal (which would rather
do too much than too little, so that you might
only make thorough work of it), mistake many
a blade of it for tares—just as, on the otheT
hand, many a future darnel would escape
your detection.* Then the roots of the ene-
my's sowing lie so deep that you might not be
able to get down to them, and there would
be no end to your work, as the tares would
always spring up again.f Further, in the

* They have shown throughout the entire his-

tory of the Church, that they cannot yet perfectly

distinguish between the tares and the wheat—the

greater the zeal so much the less have they been
able!

f Outside the parable, which indeed speaks only

of wheat and tares from the first sowing, lies the
truth in itself right and important, that the tare*

also may, under God's patience, yet become wheat.
In this does the word of Christ only thus touch the

limit of the parable, that we should cherish the fear
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third place: Even .although you could rightly

distinguish every blade, and could get down
even to the undermost roots, you would yet,

even against your will, pull away and root

out the wheat a/tia avruiS, with them. For
the roots of the two kinds of plant are as much
intertwined with each other in the common
earth as the plants on the surface, and even
more so. Men in the world are, by the rela-

tionships of state, nation, family, and the like,

so entwined with each other, and have so

grown together, so to speak, that the hand of

man must infallibly hurt the good, if at any
cost it would entirely separate it from the

bad.* So close between the wheat has the ene-

my in his cunning sown his tares, so thorough-

ly has he penetrated all the relations of men
with his mischief, even those in which grace

carries on its deep-laid work ; but God's wis-

dom (not yours !) will keep watch over the

good and the true, preserving the good and
judging the evil-doers. Men have therefore

to give good heed to that warning : Destroy it

not, for there is a blessing in it (Jsa. lxv. 8),

as also to the apostolical rule : The Lord hath

given power to edify, not to destroy (2 Cor.

xiii. 10). It is most true, then, that in weed-
ing out the tares (as Hamann says), we should

make slow haste, lest summum jus be perverted

into summa injuria. Finally, when Zinzendorf,

as Schubert informs us, had recourse to the
expedient of pulling up and transplanting the

wheat, this was just the same mistake in ano-

ther form ; in all such Churches and congrega-

tions there is felt the necessity of preserving

the tares which are ever again rising up among
them, at least in the outward appearance and
form of the wheat, so that they may be able

to say at last: Here we have thoroughly weed-
ed out ! And then, with good intent indeed,

they account for the growth of the worst tares

by bringing the charge of base hypocrisy

against such.f In short, the householder car-

ries the point against his servants.

Verse 30. In order completely to set their

zeal at rest he kindly says still more to them,

gives them an answer which goes beyond tneir

question, and intimates to them in what this

state of things, which they are meanwhile to

tolerate, will at length issue, after having

shown them whence it was. They are right in

this, that tares are not wheat, and wheat is

of rooting out future wheat, along with the tares.

Jerome: Monemur, ne cito ainputeimis fratrera,

quia fieri potest, utille, qui hodie noxio depravatus

est dogmate, eras resipi-cat.

* Tares in general twine themselves very firmly

above and under the earth. The darnel or cockle-

weed, which is found with us arnon? the oats, is

moreover very difficult to root out, because it con-

t nnes in the earth three years.

t What Lange says here is not too sharply para-

doxical, that these zealous servants (as Christ, ele-

vated above their strong feeling, sees) would be

more dangerous to the wheat than the enemy—nay,

that, the weeders who are still to be found in the

field of wheat are guilty of an offence against the

distinct command of Christ.

not tares, and further in this, that both cannot
always remain mixed and together. There-
fore he says : Leave the matter to me, it will

be rightly attended to in its proper season !

He names both classes, and therefore recog-

nizes only these two classes: the tares, which
are in the least degree poisonous, are yet tares,

and the humblest blade, with its one or two
corns on the short light ear is yet true wheat;
the least among the little is still a child of the

kingdom, as he who yet bears no fruit is still an
evil-doer. The separation will not fail to take
place when the evil which has come amongst the

good in the world, the formerand future king-

dom of God, will be judged and done away with.

But only when this harvest comes will be the
right time for this ; now is the season for necessa-

ry development towards maturity. This devel-

opment is wonderfully attained, just by the
intermingling of the good and the bad.* If the
evil-doers were all together on one land,

what a hell upon earth ! Therefore is their

power broken, while apparently greater free-

dom is given to it. But if the good were all

together undisturbed by the bad, would it not
be desirable ? By no means, for they are not
yet perfectly good, and would not grow to ma-
turity in righteousness without conflict and
temptation, without the practice of faithful-

ness and love among sinners. Therefore only
let both grow (Rev. xxii. 11) and grow together

—which Matthew aptly expresses by the sin-

gle word 6vvav£avE62ai. The harvest is

the end of the world, i. e., of this now mixed
state and course of the world, zov alaoyui ;

and the true reapers, better qualified and fur-

nished for this than the servants who them-
selves belong to this present world, will be the
angels, to whom Christ will in due time commit
the work which he now forbids his servants

to do (Rev. xiv. 15). These angels are just a*s

little figures of speech or parables as the devil

is; both are realities by which the parable is

explained.f First of all the tares are to be
gathered together, so that the righteous may
witness with hallelujahs the judgments of

God, and all that was right and pure in their

former zeal for God's kingdom and glory
satisfied ; but the condemned are put out like

Judas in the night, when the Son of Man is

glorified among his own. What bundles these

will be—many smaller ones in the one great
bundle—when those who have sinned together,

in particular the seducer and seduced, will now
also suffer punishment together, and pain de-

termined by the strictest retributive justice

will consummate such fellowship !J That they

* Or, as might also be said, of the called and
the elect. For " it contradicts all ideas of Church
and Christianity to attempt to fix the limits of the
Church of the elect and to leave the Church of the

called to itself" (Nitzsch, Frakt. Thcol. i. 197).

f To understand with many («. g. recently Zeller

in Beuggen) by these angels (as opposed to the

devil !) men risen from the dead, is an altogether

unjustifiable caprice.

% It is only an ingenious application with a cer-

tain measure of truth, when Zeller remarks on
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may be burned —as is wont to be done with

thorns and thistles and all tares, when any

one has cleared a field of these (2 Sam. xxiii.

7). But put the wheat into my barn—he here

reminds the people again of the Baptist's

words, concerning him who will thoroughly

purge his floor and gather his wheat into the

garner (chap. iii. 12); he thus, at the conclu-

sion, as yet without any explanation, tells all

who have ears to hear, who is the householder

in this parable. Observe, at the same time,

the singular ditoSr/Kriv, barn, which will

represent itself temporarily, in the purified

Church of the latter time, finally, in the glori-

fied earth.

Verses 41—43. After some brief hints, he

reserves for the disciples the more full and

proper disclosure of the mighty consummation.

First of all he now adds to the narauavdai,
bum, of the parable in the repetition atver. 41

an express nvpi, in the fire, in order that hav-

ing given a distinct meaning to every thing

else he may also explain this figurative fire

(ch. vi. 30) as the metaphor for another real

fire, so that in this feature also the figure and
the thing almost coincide, although the nvp
etdfietfrov (unquenchable lire) of the Gehenna
is of another kind from our present fire. So

much only is certain from the place in which
the words occur, that we are not at liberty to

say of this furnace of fire that it is again a

mere figure. It is the real lake of fire (Rev.

xix. 20), of which already such passages as

Psa. xxi. 10 remotely prophesy ; it is by no

means merely the expression taken from the

furnace into which the grass is cast, or into

which oriental despots, such as Nebuchadnez-
zar, caused criminals to be cast. The wailing

and gnashing of teeth (ch. viii. 12; xxii. 13;

xxiv. 51) are to be understood in the same
real sense, for these tares are not consumed in

the eternal fire, else it would not be unquench-
able, and they never again become wheat.

The Son of Man will send his angels—this

points back to the entire import of John i. 51,

and forward to all the plain intimations con-

cerning the judgment hereafter given as in

Matt. xvi. 27 ; xxiv. 31 ; xxv, 31. Stumbling-

blocks and evil-doers we find mentioned together

already in Zeph. i. 3 (B*yBhl|HlK npBfclSn),

and in Job xxxviii. 13 mention is made of the

evil doers who shall at some time be shaken
out of the earth

;
passages which Christ has

doubtless in mind here. The putting together
of these two has for the most part not been
rightly understood, inasmuch as the stum-

these bundles, how the ecclesiastical, political, s>ocial

tares, driven by the tendency to association, will

more and more separate themselves from the
ground of the Church, and unite in all sorts of so-

cieties, sects, clubs, etc. (as already Cocceius
brought forward something similar in his, in other
respects, very strange " Prophetico-historical Inter-

pretation "). The bundles in the text are bound by
the angels evidently only at the end of the world

—

the associations of sinners formed already before-

hand of themselves, only prefigure and pioneer the

way for these.

bling-blocks are taken to denote either, in the

first place, the false teachers and disturbers

of the Church (Rom. xvi. 17), or, on the other

hand, the idea is supposed to be expressed

that every evil-doer and worthless person in

the kingdom of God, already by his very ex-

istence is a 6H<xv8aXov, a stumbling-block or

"offence" (as we have explained at ch. xii.

30). Christ, however, seems to speak here

plainly of things and persons: in such a way,
indeed, that the evil-doers themselves again

belong to the general conception of things

that offend in the kingdom ; still, by the lat-

ter being placed first, more is said than can be
explained of individual persons.* For there

are offences brought into existence, indeed, by
evil-doers, and continuing to live in evil-doers,

which have often arisen at an early period, and
then remain long, and continue to work their

mischievous effects. " Religious and ethical

heresies," according to the common usage of the

phrase, is not comprehensive enough ; there

are stones of stumbling, evils, corruptions of

the most various kinds, as political, etc. All

these (itdvra zd 6xdv8a\a
f so that not one

shall be overlooked or left behind) shall then

be removed with the judgment of those who
have raised them up, or who have fallen upon
them, and been broken.

Then remain the righteous, who are matured
and perfected in righteousness. What a sep-

aration ! This takes place, indeed, by virtue

of the necessary internal attraction of what is

homogenous, as soon as God loses the bonds of

the present order of things ; but he will also

employ his heavenly servants in the doing of

this for his own honor and their happiness, as

a reward of their faithful services to the chil-

dren of men, and as a final recompense of

their perseverance in righteousness. Then it

will be seen that it was no punishment or

injury to the wheat to stand among the tares,

but rather that it has been thereby ripened

for the garner. Then will the righteous who,

hitherto, have borne the light of God within

them or have been obscured from without,

shine forth, from this concealment (exXd/iipov-

6iv ; as in Wis. iii. 7, dva\avipov6ir, and
Dan. xii. 3, Cod. Alex, also exXajLtiftovdiv).

This is the simple sense of the word, and it

contains no answer to the foolish question of

Origen, the father of those who hold a final

restoration: "For whom will they shine but
for those who are below, who are to become
partakers of their light as the sun gives them
light upon earth '? For they will surely not

shine for themselves." They will shine in

and for God's glory, just as the sun now shines

before it appears, and where it does not appear

to men. As the sun : this is an explanation of

Daniel's splendor of the heavens (JTp"in "IPIV),

which means Christ the sun of righteousness,

whom all his righteous ones shall resemble in

glory ; but at the same time, and first of all,

it is to be understood also physically, accord-

* To go back to the figure, as it were the stones

(of offence) and the tares.
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ing to what we find more particularly stated
in 1 Cor. xv. 40, 41. In their Father's king-
dom: that is tbe highest and last, whereas
the kingdom of heaven hitherto upon earth is

called only his—the Son of Man's ; for it ex-
tends to the time when the Son shall give
over the kingdom to the Father. It means :

They shall be called children of God (chap. v.

9, as the others of the evil one), and God shall

honor them as a Father as highly as he can

—

"glory in them as a rich father in his well-
trained children" (Val. Herberger). And at
the conclusion of the explanation Christ adds
for the disciples, as before at the first para-
bles for the people, the awakening call : Who
hath ears to hear, let him hear !

PARABLES OF THE MUSTARD SEED AND THE
LEAVEN.

(Matt. xiii. 31-33 ; Mark iv. 30-32; Luke xiii.

18-21.)

Grotc till the harvest ! The parable that
follows is connected with this conclusion of

the foregoing, and contains first of all the
prophecy that the small and imperceptible
seed would yet grow to something great, that
from the present sowing of the husbandman
and householder (and the people must have in

part perceived who was thereby meant),
which had to encounter so much opposition

and hindrance, there would spring up in due
season a heavenly kingdom upon earth, as well,

at least, as any other so-called kingdom.
But when it is grown—this is, with respect to

the sense, to be understood in the future ; as

in Mark the growing is still more strongly
marked as the principal point by the two fold

expression dvaftaivtiv
, grow up, and noielv

xAaSovi /uEydA-ovf, shoot out great hranclus*

But as already in the two foregoing parables

the second contained the explanatory ground
of the first, so here the leaven stands in the

same relation to the grain of mustard seed.

The reason why the small seed of the kingdom
of heaven, which is sown in the world, grows
and spreads to such an extent is, that it has a

penetrating, transforming, inwardly quickening

power, a power to lay hold on every thing

around it. Such growth is carried on, there-

fore, also outwardly before the eyes of men
;

not thus alone, however, but still more by an

unseen efficacy. As has already been said

above, Christ here still views the progressive

development of his kingdom as a whole, but

he makes at the same the hinted transaction

to the esoteric parables, which exhibit the

real existence and continued possession of that

kingdom in the souls of those individuals who,

with self-denial, lay hold on it. With the ex-

* Here already, therefore, it is not merely growth

with respect to size or height, but also length and

breadth—as Roos would thus quite superficially

distinguish between the third and fourth parables.

tension and penetration in the mass there is

mingled not a little of false appearance, which,
only in virtue of its pointing to the genuine
growth and leavening that takes place in the

true children of the kingdom, still retains a

certain figurative truth. If, in the first para-

ble, greater prominence was given to the in-

dividual, and in the second to the kingdom as

a whole, the two following should now be un-
derstood as if in addition to these it were
said : The kingdom of heaven, viewed as a
whole and in its individual members, is like, etc.

In Mark, verse 30, the Rabbinical formula
rivi ojuoicodooper, " whereunto shall we
liken," etc.. precedes, which recurs also in

Luke xiii. 18, and is likewise a ground for the

conjecture, that Luke there inserts, by way of

repetition, what had been spoken before—if

we do not find any connection in that place

(which appears to me almost impossible)

to warrant the supposition of an actual repe-

tition by Christ. At all events, it is to be
supposed that Christ really, as Mark has it,

spoke in the striking form of ue. wherewith
he, as it were, unites in counsel with "himself,

and in the most friendly manner engages to a

favorable hearing, if not the people, at least

the disciples who were around him. Such a

communicative form of address (for it is such,

and John iii. 11 is falsely compared with it)

is, in the mouth of Christ, an infinitely greater

condescension than when Patd in his epistles

says : What shall we then say ?

The change of the figure, which was calcu-

lated as well to rouse the attention as to show
the thing itself in new aspects, lies not merely
in this, that the entire kingdom itself again

appears as a seed-corn, but the transition is

now also made from the noblest and most im-

portant product of the earth for man, the

claims of which have already been acknow-
ledged by the use made of it in the foregoing

parables, to another species ; from corn and
wheat to garden products and herbs (Xaxava) •

hence while in Matthew the expression ev r&3>

dypa) avrov, in his field, recurs, just as at

ver. 24, and Mark has the more indefinite eni

rrji yyS> in the earth, Luke says definitely tii

KTJnov kavtov, "into his garden." The
mustard-seed is the smallest of all seeds—by
the eiti ri/S yi)S, which is repeated here in

Mark, might be understood: Which are sown
in the earth by the hand of man. It is still

further to be supplied, as there are indeed

smaller seeds : In proportion to the greatness

of the herb. And although even this should
not be literally true, as, for example, our
acoim as compared with the oak might make
the superlative questionable, still the proverb-

ial force of the expression remains (and Christ

was ever ready to avail himself of such pro-

verbs), which seems to be hinted at here, es-

pecially by the 6poicJ6copsy : To use a com-
mon saying in this country (where, for exam-
ple, there were no poppies, as has been observ-

ed). The Rabbins called the mustard pp

'JTlTj only a sort of seed (quasi-seed), and
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^TinSj as a mustard-seed, is proverbial with

them for any very small thing, as, for exam-

ple, Maimonides (in More Nevuchim) contrasts

the circle of the heavens with the mustard-

seed, as the smallest possible thing (JV^rO

rWiOpn). In like manner, there are to be

found in their writings accounts of the some-

times extraordinary size of the mustard plant

in the East, as of one with three branches,

one of which covered a potter's tent, of an-

other on which the owner climbed up as on a

fig tree. Accordingly Christ says truly, that

this Xoix^yov or herb, contrary to the gene-

ral rule, becomes a SevSpov or tree, as being,

so to speak, nature's miracle of great growth,

so that we are not under the necessity of sup-

posing the more indefinite meaning of the

Heb. YV (tree). Along with the proverbial,

however, he here also (as in the darnel before)

glances at the typical element in natural his-

tory, according to which a particular season-

ing, quickening, and leavening virtue is ascrib-

ed to the mustard-seed. That he has this in

mind is to be supposed from its being placed

side by side with the parable of the leaven,

for which it prepares the way ; although to

keep by this as the principal point and to carry

it out, would be unmeaning indeed. But this

twofold reference to nature itself, and to the

form of speech among men derived from it, is

not enough ; the figure as to the way in which
it is carried out points farther back to the

Holy Scripture, as we found was the case also

in the second parable. For precisely in con-

nection with those beginnings of the prophecy
of Isaiah in ch. xi. 1 and iv. 2 (from which
Christ had here taken the citation, ch. vi. 9,

10, and many other allusions), stands that
word in Ezek. xvii. 22-24, where, literally as

here, the Messiah and his kingdom is compar-
ed to a high tree grown from a tender twig, so

that all birds dwell under the shadow of its

branches. Great tree—this is generally the

prophetic figure for the kingdoms of the world,

as may be seen farther in Ezek. xxxi. 3-14;
Dan. iv. 7-9, where there is always the char-

acteristic notice of the birds dwelling in it.

Observe, therefore, by what a wise selection,

by what an ingenious allusion, Christ here
speaks thus and no otherwise of the kingdom
of heaven : If even earthly kingdoms grew
from small beginnings to great power and ex-
tent, much more would this kingdom not fail

of a similar growth. Observe further how,
precisely by this figure, the outward appear-
ance of the Church in the world is denoted
also with respect to its might and power to
afford protection, as being also a kingdom like

great kingdoms.* If therefore not directly
state churches (which are only the dangerous
and never entirely to be averted consequence

* Langa well observes in his interpretative man-
ner : As the mustard-seed even changes its species,
passing from an herb to a sort of tree, so does the
kingdom of heaven pass into the species and like-

ness of a great world-state.

of the thing in its imperfection), yet certainly

national churches are according to the mind
and will of Christ.* What then are the birds

but, in the first place, the many men and na-

tions who are brought beneath the shelter of

this protecting structure (in Homer e'Bvea
noXXd nereivcov). They come, in the mission-

ary time when the Church is being set up
with power and honor, like doves to their

windows (Isa. lx. 8). They either sing under
the branches of the tree which Christ has
planted for them (Psa. civ. 12, 16, 17)—being
now true birds of heaven in the kingdom of

heaven)—the praise of him who has prepared
a house and rest for them in his altars (Psa.

lxxxiv. 4, 5)—the reader will pardon this play
upon all these sacred figures which run into

each other—or they dwell without knowing it

under the shadow and shelter (see Mark)
which outward Christendom with its manifold

blessings affords.

Is not this the history of the Church with
its great and mighty facts represented ia an
interesting figure, especially for a certain pe-

riod, which was spoken of above ? One cannot
cease from comparing the little mustard-seed
in the field or garden of Judea, with this

shadowing tree of the nations, and from pay-
ing devout homage to him who has here so

simply foretold this : Maximum ex minima, in

minimo (the greatest from the least, in the
least)—this is the principle that obtains in the

wonders of nature, but it is still more in his-

tory, and most of all, finally, in the internal

history of the kingdom of God in the heart,

the sign and seal of the divine operation, of

divine power in the new creation of grace. As
a man knows indeed what a small mustard-
seed he has sown quietly and unobserved on
his field, so the counsel of God by Christ here

testifies, and the import is: With these pro-

phetical words as to the will and counsel of

God agrees the fact, it has been so, and will

ever be so before our eyes. But it could not

be olhemoise. Trust not to anything great in

this world which is not small in its beginning,

for then it grows not from the kernel, or else

in all probability the tree could begin from
the branches ere it has roots. He who would
work deeply and widely in the kingdom of

Christ, must go with Christ into the depths,

and then the result of his labors as regards

their breadth will be seen in due time.

Let us now, however, inquire more particu-

larly what is the period in the history of the

Church, when first the grown-up tree spreads

forth its sheltering branches. Yes, the sign

of Jonah has become to the world a preaching

of repentance, the cross of a heavenly sign of

victory ; the Roman empire becomes a Roman
kingdom of heaven, a Church of Christ, a

Catholic Church for the barbarians of all

lands. The hosts of wanderers in the migra-

* [A palpable example is this observation of the

author, of the bias of education and ecclesiastical

connections upon the most evangelical minds.

—

Am.
Ed.]
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tions of the people turn into this home. But
is this now really the true and genuine king-
dom of heaven, so that the outward appear-
ance corresponds with its internal nature?
By no means ! The victory of Christianity
over the world leads to its secularization

:

here first, in right earnest, the pernicious dar-
nel grows luxuriantly, the false Christians and
after-Christians (after wheat) crowding round
the imperial throne and the bishop's seat, and
a leaueu of wickedness and knavery is at work.
They maintain a controversy about Easter,
which does not sound like a pleasant song of

praise among the branches ; the new Phari-
sees and Sadducees come ; the return to the
fundamental errors of Israel in the Old Testa-
ment—errors which the cross ought to have
destroyed—strongly progresses ; and many
Samaritans, if not even Ammonites, take part
unhindered in the building of the temple. On
such a view, it is more pardonable in some
commentators than at first sight we might be
willing to allow, when they have understood
the leacen in the following parable (as every
where else in Scripture it denotes what is bad)
to represent the remaining corruption in the
Church.* This certainly needs no refutation,

for Christ does not say: The kingdom of hea-
ven is like three measures of meal into which
a woman who is an enemy mixes her leaven
(something like the wickedness in the ephah,
Zech. v. 6-8)—but like a leavtn which a woman
took, just as a grain of mustard-seed which a
man sowed. Moreover, in Luke xiii. 18, where
these two parables stand alone, it is not pos-

sible to suppose that they contain a predic-

tion of the corruptions in the Church, as, for

example, the Berlenburg Bible, which maintains
this in reference to Matthew, must itself

acknowledge. But if in the figure of the mus-
tard-seed we found so manifold a reference,

may not the reason why Christ here selects

precisely that of the leaven be, that there is

in it a side glance at the evil leaven which his

prophetic eye must have also foreseen, when
he spoke of the tree 1 Indeed, the leavening,

seasoning meal is, first of all, itself the last

form of the fruit in which it begins to work
anew, to nourish, to show itself after the man-
ner of the mustard-seed—and for the rising of

the dough into palatable bread, the leaven is

good. And yet Christ, as we every where
see, can never entirely forget the further sig-

nificance of the figures of nature in the types of

Scriptuie ; and if, ever since the passover and
sacrifices of Israel, this word has the bad sense

which he himself in other places gives to it,

could he fail to have this also before his mind
now 1 He had it in his mind, and precisely

* The work "On the Decree of God," etc

(Frankf. 1847), so strongly tinctured with lrving-

ism, goes so far as to say, that not only the leaven.

is intended to prophecy the falling away, but (with

absurd cross-interpretation) the mustard-seed also :

for its tree has no fruit, while under its foliage nes-

tles the seed-devouring birds of the evil one ! And
this is called " the ouly scriptural interpretation of

these two parables."

on purpose placed in opposition to it his good
leaven, the heavenly leaven. To understand
him thus, was so natural on the first surprise

occasioned by the figure (so that the hearer
must have asked: How! the kingdom of hea-
ven too a leaven ?), that I at least cannot won-
der enough at finding in no commentator this

idea, which yet first opens up the innermost
meaning of the parable, and concedes to that
mistaken interpretation what of truth belongs
to it. Christ will say: With this expansion
of the small seed in the field of the world, the
tares of corruption will mingle all the more
powerfully (like a leaven), but Ike good seed icill

notwithstanding choke the thorns, the mustard-
seed will gain the victory, what is heavenly
will also mingle itself with every mixture, in

a word, icill show itself as a subduing anti-lea-

ven* Thus we have the true, the entire sense
of this ambiguous expression, the application
of which is here changed from what is bad to
what is good.

The eyxpvXTEtv, or "hiding," which oc-

curs only here in the New Testament, derives

its emphasis first of all from this. The subdu-
ing power of the little, which yet, as it spreads,

must disunite and become apparently ever less

and less, will operate with such profound in-

ternal secrecy in the world and in man. The
"little bit word of God" spread throughout
the whole life of nations ! They are both the
same meal, only the one is already leavened,
the other is still to be leavened with the word
of God, that it may receive taste and relish to

be used as bread. The whole then remains
just as it was—meal or man—for God's re-

newing grace does not do away with what is

creaturely, it does not break up and destroy
the principle or forms of life that have existed

in nations and individuals from their first cre-

ation.! The thru seahs, which together make
an ephah, appear in Scripture as the usual

measure of a complete batch, Gen. xviii. G;
Jud. vi. 19 ; 1 Sam. i. 24. Christ has chiefly

in mind the first of these passages, that well-

known one concerning Sarah's baking for the

Lord in Mamre, as the kneading is also partic-

ularly noticed there. In so far, however, as

he means the whole world, all mankind, the
number three ma}r further point to the three
quarters of the globe then known, or more
correctly still, when viewed as a prophecy,
stretching throughout all future time, it may
have reference to the three sons of Noah, by
whom every land is possessed, and in whom
the prophetical word sees represented the

* This is something quite different from what
Itichter's " House Bible " s&ys: The mixed degen-
eracy and sinfulness of the no longer apostolically

pure Church which now extends itself, is at the

same time meant.

j- Braune : As the dough is internally related to

the leaven, so is the man internally related to the

kingdom of God. When Zeller refers the entire

parable in the laNt times, on the ground that then
only after the judgment shall humanity be really

prepared for the meal, we cannot agree with him.
What would the leaven be then 1
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whole seventy nations. This is no trifling,

but quite consistent with the every where
harmonious sense of Scripture. Into this en-

tire popular life with its state developments,

its art, science, wisdom, and folly, war and
peace, into the entire history* of the world, the

good leaven enters with its secretly penetrat-

ing and subduing power, and at last it gains

the upper hand. The new struggles, indeed,

with the old in fermentation, and neither will

bear the presence of the other, but the kneader
takes care that it is impregnated, and through
the fermentation the batch is produced. (In

Ezek. iv. 12, where an kynpovcpia'i dproi is

spoken of, tyxpvTtrEiv is used for Jiy.) Lu-
ther says on this: "Just as it is impossible

that the leaven, after it is once mixed with
the dough, can ever again be separated from
it, because it has changed the nature of the
dough, in like manner is it also impossible

that Christians can be severed from Christ.

The dough is leavened, Satan cannot separate

it from the leaven, let him boil or fry, roast or

burn it, the leaven Christ remains in it, and
will remain till the last day, till all are thor-

oughly leavened who are saved." We say in

addition to this : Even Feuerbach and Bauer's

worst leaven is at least penetrated by the op-

position to Christianity, precisely thereby is

it brought into prominence, and therefore is it

already infected with the principle which final-

ly overcomes.
Who now is the woman who carries on the

important work of kneading 1 It Avere super-

ficial to say that the yvvi) or " woman" here
is merely parallel to the av 3 pooitoi, or '• man "

ofver. 31, because women bake as men sow,
seeing that there are every where yvvalxei
6iro7toioi

y (bread making women
) ; for the po-

sition of the words (which is never to be re-

garded as indifferent), is now strikingly

changed. In the first parable we have merely
the sower with the story about his seed ; in the

second the recurring superscription begins

:

The kingdom of heaven is like a man {cotltstium

similitudines ex humanis), which, in the third

and fifth, is only somewhat transposed,* and
appears again literally in the sixth. (On the

other hand, in the seventh, where the work of

separation by the angels is the principal point

of view, each avSpooTtoS or dv^poorcoi, disap-

pears in a passive and general " one.") If, how-
ever, the dvSpoD7toS who sowed the mustard-
seed was still the heavenly Sower himself, the
yvv?) appears already to make the transition

to the fifth and sixth parables where the
avSpoonoi are other persons, those, namely,

* Against the interpretation of Wachtler (after-

wards to be spoken of ), let it only be mentioned in

the meantime that the " kingdom of heaven " is a

quite special term, the thing compared in all these

parables; therefore the apparently st' icily gram-
matical position is not valid, and the kingdom of

heaven, ver. 46, miaht be likened to the pearl, not
t.o the merchant. When Plato speaks of his 6ocpia,

that is something quite different {Stud, und Krit.

1849.)

who now receive, find and- seek what is

given from heaven, and is within their
reach, who thtrnstloes work it oat. Thus the
\ajiov6a, who took, now obtains a further
sense, and is to be taken more strictly than
the foregoing Xafioov. For the mustard-seed
is as yet the first form of the heavenly seed
which God put into the earth, but the leaven
is a thing already there in relative perfection,

a thing which has been made in a former and
first baking. To take this and to make fur-

ther use of it requires human co-operation and
labor. We shall afterwards find and show, at

Luke xv. 4-8, that there the woman is really

the Church, namely, the true Church in which
the Spirit lives, through which he works (Rev.

xxii. 17) : referring in passing to this proof,

afterwards to be adduced, we do not stay to

find here, as there, the work of the Spirit

throughout the Church in the wonderful
divine-human thorough icorking of the dough
by the powerful hands of this woman.* In re-

lation to this, the worldly Romish, pseudo-
catholic missionary church, is only the histor-

ical likeness, and thus in the last of the ex-

oteric parables a forcible transition is made
from the external appearance to the internal

truth.

Until the whole is leavened— or until the

meal is leavened through and through (oAor
equivalent to oAcoi). If this, in the fullest

and most proper sense, is never true of the en-

tire dough of mankind (for what then would
be made of the tares and the separation at the

end?) it is yet true individually and person-

ally of the elect. These find the treasure

which lies hid every where in the field, they
seek and value the one pearl which, in a mani-
fold way, offers itself to every one who knows
it, so that he may entirely possess himself of

it; in them the soul works through the might
and impulse of the Spirit, selling all and thus

obtaining all, until the whole man is leavened.

And, in this depth of the microcosm, Olshau-

sen's explanation of the three measures by
spirit, soul, and body, which he brings in too

soon, may find its confirmation ; for—as those

who have looked deeper have long since seen

—Shem, Japheth, and Ham, in the microcosm
of the world's history, correspond to. this trich-

otomy of human nature. The little mustard-

seed in the individual is now, as Christ also

says elsewhere, the first small spark of living

faith which removes all mountains, and from

the small beginnings of the first graces and
prayers, the sanctifying new life at length

penetrates as a leaven the whole man, if he on
his part does not neglect these two things, to

continue in patient growth, and diligently to

co-operate in the lyxpvnrEiv or "hiding."

* To knead in—that is the true work which the

hand of God will have done by our hands—not to

pluck out! The woman appears here as strong, if

we keep in view the interpretation—by no means
(as Br.iune thinks) as " a weak woman "—as also

a child may bring the kingdom of Ood into a house.'
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THE TREASURE IN THE FIELD PEARI. AND NET.

(Matt. xiii. 44-50.)

As the householder in the parable went, in

his answer, beyond the question of the ser-

vants, and showed in addition to the Whence ?

also the Whither ? so Jesus, with the expla-

nation which the disciples asked, goes on to

give them the next two parables over and
above, which then, by the conclusion of the
third, vers. 49. 50, lead back to vers. 41, 42

;

consequently this entire supplement of the
treasure, pearl, and net, are, as it were, a de-

veloping application, a deeper explanation of

the foregoing separation. Would you, as right-

eous, at one time shine like the sun—as those
who turn many to righteousness like the
brightness of heaven ? Now mark and hear

what I have further to say : The kingdom of

heaven is again like—becomes, the nearer it

draws to the separation, ever more perfectly

like to a thing hid, which indeed one may find
unsought, but in order to get and keep which,
one must renounce every thing else ; which,
finally, must be even sought with the greatest

earnestness, must be bought at the cost of the
complete renunciation of every thing else.

Those who do this are the righteous.*

According to Jewish conceptions, the king-
dom of the Messiah was to be the most public
thing in the world, and it was the will of

Christ (ch. v. 14, 15), that the light in his fol-

lowers should shine clearly before all the
world (l.x\a.)J.it£iv, ycr. 43), as a city set on
a hill

;
yet he says here beforehand that it

will unfortunately not be so, least of all in the
last times of trial before the judgment, in the
times of obscuration caused by the mixture

which comes not merely from the devil, but
is, on the other hand, also the result of the
divine purpose, so as to bring the leaven into

contact with every thing that may be at all

susceptible to it. The treasure, hid in t\\c field

is, on the one hand (in connection with the
second parable), still the precious seed, but at

the same time also (now entirely departing

from this figure) a treasure, or a precious pos-

session in general. The field in which this

treasure lies hid in the outside of the king-

dom as existing in the world, viz., the Word
and the Church.] Ah ! how many treasure-

seekers pass by, how many treasure-diggers

*In the general survey with which we began, it

was already said that, in the last three parables,

the inner state and progress of the kingdom of

heaven in the individual persons is spoken of. It is

therefore, however, not merely meant that the king-

dom of heaven will (as Lange thinks) at every pe-

riod remain a concealed treasure " for the individ-

uals—even as a world-religion," but the parables

really at the same time advance forwaid to a Inter

period when that will be more the case than before.

t And that especially at a time, when :| the king-

dom of God is as it were buried beneath the clods

of false Christianity, of superstition, human ordi-

nances, and ceremonies " (Roos). And we would

say further, also under a good divinely-established

ecclesiasticism—for the field must be bought.

18

dig beside it, because their eye and heart are
turned towards another false treasure ! be-
cause (to speak with Lange), they seek their

bread just as in husbandry, only in a "decent
conformity to the outward ordinances of wor-
ship," without truly seeking the Gospel which
lies hid " deep beneath the law " (the outward
ordinances, institution, etc.), like the mer-
chant afterwards mentioned who aimed higher.

The real treasure is so near them, they tread
upon it and might lay hold on it with the
hand, if they but knew the right spot. Lu-
ther says again :

" Learn from this to know
the kingdom of heaven ; many seem to possess
it who possess it not, and he who truly has it,

seems as if he had it not." They even dili-

gently cultivate the field of the Church, so
that it may bear them—happiness and com-
fort in this life ; but they do not see the real

treasure therein, nor bring it out. Why then
do they not fi.nd it, as well as this one in the
parable, who is of course the representative
of all true believers in common? It is not
said that he sought or dug for it; the hid trea-

sure then must have lain open enough to every
true finder. It is to be observed that this

finder is not, and does not need to be, such a
seeker as the merchant in the next parable,
but yet that he has something of his spirit

and character ; for he at least discerns and lays

hold on what he has found. These two para-
bles again represent two things which prop-
erly belong to each other, the offered grace of
God, and the endeavor on the part of man

;

although these two come specially into promi-
nence in different periods.

The fortunate finder now wants to have only
the treasure, as the merchant the pearl, yet for
this he buys the field. Is this, perhaps, merely
a feature in the parable without particular
significance ? Then it would at least repre-
sent the wisdom to be used in acquiring the
spiritual substance, such as the children of

this world use in reference to the earthly: id

order that he may make sure of not losing his

discovery by any other finding it, he again
covers it up and buys the piece of land ; as its

purchaser the treasure would at that time, ac-

cording to Jewish and partly also to Roman
law, belong to him. Nor was this any injus-

tice to the possessor, who was leaving his best
property to spoil in the earth, and knew nei-

ther how to find nor to value it ; how, other-
wise, should the right man for such a treasure
get it? With still less propriety could Christ
say: And he stole it, carried it off! If any
one is satisfied with such an explanation of
this part of the parable, let it be so; but it

appears to us that the buying of the field

really contains in it the deeper truth, namely,
that one cannot get the treasure without tho
field, i. e., that no one can have the jewel of

the kingdom of heaven in the heart without
the appropriation of all the outward institu-

tions which guard it, without the right use of

all its means of grace (in vain possessed by so
many). We have no sympathy, then, with
such an interpretation as this : The good man
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only bad not strength enough immediately to

carry oft' the treasure alone ; for the way in

which he acted is manifestly praised, as being

that which led rightly to the end he had in

view. Dost thou discover, by the revelation

of God graciously vouchsafed to thee, the liv-

ing word of regeneration, and the true Church,

remember that neither of these comes into

thy heart in the way of the Separatists, so as

that thou mayest sever it from the external

word and sacraments in the degenerate Church

;

for the treasure belongs to the field, the buyer

of the first must also become the true pos-

sessor of the other. But as this is entirely an

inward affair of the heart, it must be done

secretly, and without the knowledge of those

envious persons who might follow the trea-

sure, although they did not themselves value

it or use it, or who, as mockers, might throw
it away as if it were old rusty iron. The true

finder hides what he has found, as in the Held

from profane eyes, so in his heart, i. e. shuts it

already in his overjoyed heart, ere he properly

has it. This seems to be the true meaning of

the figure, which is not otherwise to be press-

ed. And now he betakes himself in haste

and in earnest, in the joy of his heart (a more
deeply-seated joy than that in ver. 20), to

selling and buying. For he must give up all

his property for it, as is meant in Luke xiv.

33, and more particularly carried out by the

apostle in Phil. iii. 7-10; this is the conclud-

ing point in which the two parables of the

treasure and the pearl coincide.

Wachtler recently persists in maintaining,

even after Steffensen adduced clear reasons

against it (which we will not now repeat), a

strangely inverted explanation of the parable

of the pearl; we can only allude to it here;

it scarcely needs any special refutation for the

Bake of those who in any way agree with it,

beyond our positive development of the

general sense of the parable. We have al-

ready spoken of the strikingly tenacious ad-

herence to the grammar as respects the for-

mula of comparison. " As the merchant goes

forth to seek goodly pearls, so does the king-

dom of heaven also go forth to seek goodly sub-

jects "—this is held to be the only possible

meaning; yet this proposition already sounds
so strangely as to deter us. To correct a pos-

sible misunderstanding of the former parable,

as if the man can only thus aecidentally find the
treasure, the design of this parable is said to be
to show how the kingdom of heaven (Christ)

rather seeks man. The good pearls are—" the
souls who let themselves be saved and made
children of God, the elect." And what is the
one precious pearl ? First of all it is said to

be " those that are best disposed towards
Christ, to whom he entirely yields himself"
(as if to sell all and to buy could mean to give,

and entirely to yield himself!) Afterwards,
as an improvement on this, it is said to be
" the communion of the saints, the invisible

Church," out of which, indeed, there can be
op good pearls. And here may also be men-

tioned the turn which Scriver* also has given
to the thing (although more in the way of ac-

commodation—"it might be so explained"),
when he says, that the pearl shows the great

value in the eye of Christ of a human soul

which is to be saved. But we still think that

"treasure" and "pearl" are to betaken to-

gether in the same sense, the kingdom of hea-

ven alone can be the pearl found by the seeker

—this explanation alone corresponds to the
entire system of the seven parables, and con-

firms itself on every side. The ^doctrine of

Scriptiue" which is opposed to this, viz: "that
the man is not the subject who effectually

seeks the Saviour, but the object who is effect-

ually sought by the Saviour," has not much
weight here, inasmuch as the Scripture, with
no less perfect propriety, speaks often of our
seeking, our selling, yielding ourselves up,

bringing ourselves to, etc.

As Solomon (Prov. iii. 13-15) and Job (chap,

xxviii. 15-19) compare true wisdom with gold

and silver, precious stones and pearls, or rather

exalt it above them, the parable would be
somewhat intelligible to the disciples from
this allusion to the Scripture. Still the mean-
ing here goes much deeper than what was then
said of the " fear of God ;" the pearl, as a trea-

sure and possession, is here represented rather

with reference to the obtaining and appropri-

ating of it than was the case with the treasure

lying in the field and waiting for the finder

(just as in chap. vii. 6, "that which is holy,"

and "your pearls;" also in Prov. iii. 13 and
Job xxviii. 12, the finding, the obtaining i3

the principal idea). It is the real '• stone of

the wise," whose true name no one knows but
he who has it, and who bears the great eureka

in his heart: this last and most internal par-

able needs and admits in the least degree
explanation by many other words. The
avSpooTtoS ijurtopoS, seafarer or travelling

merchant (Kleuker : who travels for jewels),

possesses as a donijuui rpaTtE^izTji (reputable

exchanger), that wisdom which we found also in

the buyer of the field, even in a higher degree,

for he seeks really good, genuine pearls. But
the nearer the end of the Church draws on
the more necessary will this testing wisdom
be, in order to find what is sought; for not

merely is true Christianity hid by the mani-
fest falling away (which is not so much pointed

at here), but amid the motley mart of confes-

sions, sects, and opinions, the perplexing cry

which is to precede the coming of the Lord,

Lo, he is here! Lo, he is there ! in this cham-
ber or in that desert—amid the manifold forms

of Christianity, each of which praises its own
books, its own agencies, its confessions of faith

or societies, there is need of a good understand-

ing in the seeking heart ; nor is any society of

Moravian Brethren with their Bohemian stones

the true field which one has only to buy.f

* Third Sermon of the first part, in my edition,

i. 77.

f That (accordins to Roos) again at a later pe-

riod the pearl may be freely bought even without
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That the seeker first of all seeks many and
many sorts of pearls (in the plural), shows that
he has not yet learned (and this is natural

enough) the experience which he will obtain
after he has found, and of which the Church
loudly enough holding forth that experience
sings : "If I get this one thing, which com-
pensates for all, then shall I in this one thing
enjoy every thing"—or as it might with equal
truth be said : Then shall I enjoy this one
thing in ever}' thing. Therefore Christ sa}rs

here, iva itoAvvtpov papyapirifv, "ewe pearl

of great price," while before, in the Sermon
on the Mount, he himself speaks of pearls in

the plural. The men who offer them for sale

according to their appearance know the pre-

cious one themselves just as little as that

owner of the field knew of his treasure ; and
yet it is not to be bought from these ignorant
possessors as a thing of trifling value, but
Christ himself—who so wonderfully offers for

sale his boly jewel, that he on his part may try

the triers, and bring it to the true man who
is worthy of it—gives it upon no other terms
than those which Solomon has already men-
tioned: For all that he /u<6'(Prov. iv. 7). lie

who will rather continue seek ing, and who goes

back when it comes to the great discovery, he
who begins to cheapen so as that he may still

retain something of his own, cannot obtain it.

But he who goes on and offers violence to the
kingdom of heaven, and who boldly counts out
the great price in the face of the mockery of

the spectators and traders, he is the true

buyer. what a gracious word about buying *

when yet the price consists only in our entire

poverty, debt, and misery ! But what right-

eousness and truth in this, that the pearl is

yet so dear, and assuredly in no other way to

be obtained ! What in earthly things were a

foolish whim, is here the highest wisdom.
In opposition to this next to hast parable

—

which, in the one buyer, has shown us the
small number of true possessers as opposed to

the foolish multitude, and the hidden Church,
as, so to speak, itself the treasure in the field,

the pearl obtained by Christ, for himself (for so

now, comparing anew, may we invert the sen-

timent)—comes last in the series, which shows,

on the other hand, the great mixture in the

wide net, thus again turning back, but now
only to bring into prominence the inevitable

separation, as the chief and concluding idea, by
the final ovraoS e'drai, so shall it be. If, in a

former parable, the tares were sown against

the shell (corresponding to the field before), we think

quite wrong, because the seeking is precisely in-

tended to denote a distinguishing from the spurious

as the result of investigation—its costliness there-

fore does not he open on the surface. The two par-

ables are not at all thus to be combined.

* At which Wachtler takes very groundless of-

fence, since only a predominant receptivity is con-

ceded to us. Does he forget all those passages of

Scripture which speak quite otherwise also of our

doing, yielding ourselves, venturing, exchanging,

holding fast 1

the will of Christ by his enemy, we have here
the other and innermost side of the thing,

namely, that it was notwithstanding according

to the counsel and wit! of Christ ! He who there

says: Let both grow together! had also said

before : Let the enemy sow ! and in holy love,

a love which goes beyond all the malice of

Satan, a place was given to the tares in his

field, if haply wheat might yet be made out of

them through the miraculous power of the op-

posing leaven. The bad fishes, too, were pur-

posely fished and drawn in along with the
others. If any one were still in doubt as to

the meaning of that saying : The world is the

field—his doubts must be set at rest when he
finds here the bad, who are to be cast out, dis-

tinctly represented as being in the net, which
is certainly not the same as the sea, but is

drawn through the entire sea. The kingdom
of heaven is not something specially set apart
for any outward Israel, nation, or country, but
the great sea of nations is its sphere, the rest-

less raging sea of fallen humanity (a figure per-

vading the whole of Scripture, for one exam-
ple of which we would now only refer to Psa.

lxv. 8). Into this sea it sinks as a net hid

beneath the waters. Christ will have infant

baptism, conversions, national churches, and
all that belongs to such a penetration of the
leaven into the entire dough ; and the Cath-
olic Church, although in itself an untrue type,

is yet right in its maintenance of this truth

against the most well-meant, erring separa-

tism. The wide dayt'/yt/, the great draw-
net of God, is naivetypoi (all-catching), it

works and draws with it whatever it finds,

whatever comes in its way.* This net has

many nooses, many small nets, which here and
there many a fisher of men throws out. and
that not merely like Peter, " at Christ's word,"
but many only 7tpo<pa6ei, "in pretence"
(Phil. i. 18', at their own hand; nay more,
even against his knowledge and will must
Pilate write the superscription of the cross,

and Caiaphas prophesy of the scattered chil-

dren of God who find the truth therein. All
things in the world's history must work to-

gether for good, for the calling of those whom
the eternal purpose has distinguished ; the
history of the world is itself the history of

the Church, and has in it the great net
which the one great Fisher of men, with
all the nets and hands that are helpful to him,
draws by his strong hand to the shore. As
the fishes are sometimes taken in an evil net,

and the sons of men snared in an evil t-me (Eccles.

ix. 12)—so man also knows not his time,

when the good hand of God which draw* into

the kingdom of heaven comes upon him for the

first time. The fishes are in the net ere they
know it, even when they think they are still

free to swim in the sea, for the net hides it-

* " Those missionaries are bad fishers who even

at the first would separate the fishes (by baptism).

They should take much more pains to catch them
in masses, instead of losing time in unapostolical

discriminating " (Richter's Bible).
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self from them.* Ye fishers who. as wise and
faithful servants, would follow out the mind
of Christ, draw gently that you may not scare

away many a draught. The water itself must
move about in the net, the sin of the world
must prepare for the universally offered grace

of God, the raging of the nations and king-

doms must help on the kingdom of heaven and
the gathering of the people of God ; many a

leviathan is caught, and although he would
fain get out yet cannot break the strong net.

Thus, indeed, it brings together eh navcoS
yerovi, i. e. great and small, high and low,

distinguished and obscure, whatever there is

in the water (Psa. civ. 25). But with all this

variety, there are only two kinds of which at

last account is taken (see chap. xxii. 9, 10).

In rd xaXd and rd 6a.itpa, the good and the

bad, the fishes are purposely not at all ex-

pressly mentioned, nor are they throughout
the- whole parable ; Ix^vdia, "fishes," is not

to be supplied (seeing that D^Xy or mighty

ones, and D^un or sea-monsters were also

caught), but the neuter is to be understood in

the same way as xaivd nod naXaidy "new
and old," in ver. 52. The sea of the world and
the kingdom's history has a shore, as this aloiiv

or " word " has a 6vvraXeia or " end." There
it will be seen what has been caught, what
must be again cast out of the net, and just as

little of the latter comes into the dyysia or
" vessels " as of the tares from the field into

the. barn.f The fishes in the parable are

either eatable or not Jit for use (which in gen-
eral the word 6<xitp6s also signifies), fishes

which indeed might have made good food, but
which unfortunately have died in the net, and,
amid the swarm, have become corrupt ; but the
parable says nothing of this, in order to abide
by the principal point. To this principal

point belongs now only the third and last

question which Comes after the former ques-
tions, Whence ? and Whither ? namely, When
will this be done 1 The answer was also given
before : When the plants are ripe, i. e. here
when the net is full. This means not merely,
When the nXt'/pco/na roov e^rcjv, or "fulness
of the Gentiles." which inits number is known
only to God, has been brought in (Rom. xi.

25), when the foreordained number of the elect

is complete, although this also lies in the
background, as it is on account of the good
that the net is drawn—but at the same time
also: When the whole sea is fished out, when
all that were swimming in it are in the net
(Matt. xxiv. 14). As in the second parable
the harvest was described only as future (it is

by no means said : And the reaper came)—so

* It is not precisely right with Braune to lay em-
phasis on : The}' are caught; because the kingdom
of God appears to them at first as a letter.

j The dyysia (not the vessel in the singular as

Luther has it) certainly correspond in some mea-
sure to the barn in a foregoing parable, but we may
infer from the plural that this feature is here to be
less urged.

now, on the contrary, the final decision ap-
pears as present, immediately follows.

Verses 49, 50 contain again an explanation
unasked, but they only repeat the foregoing
vers. 41, 42 (might the disciples also in heart
repeat ver. 43 !), and bring the last three par-

ables into one frame with the conclusion of

the second. It is this : The gathering is done
also by men, but the separation only by the
hands of the angels, with whom we cannot
again with Zeller join the reigning and judg-
ing saints. Already does this literal repeti-

tion (for in vers. 39 and 41 the angels of

heaven are certainly meant) refute the strange
idea of the excellent Olshausen, that the dy-
ytXoi (angels) here are the messengers or
aitodroXoi (apostles), because in the parable

the fishers themselves perform the work.
This, however, is still the question, for in the

whole parable, just in order to keep this in

the back-ground, neither the fishers nor the
fishes are named, and it is expressed in the

indefinite form ; as at ver. 40, c367t£p 6vXXe-
ysrai, "as they are gathered," so is it now
with the whole story of the 6ayrjvg fiXr/^ei-

6X1, or " net cast," as if it were equivalent to
Go67t£p /jdXXsrai, " as it is cast," etc. The
angels shall go fo;th from the throne and pres-

ence of God, and of the Son of Man, at his

command and commission ; they shall make a

clean and true separation of the few righteous

from the many wicked. What in the simili-

tude was an emphatic eSco, " without," left

indefinite, is in the explanation, again the

fearful furnace with its wailing and gnashing

of teeth ; still, in order that the friendly pro-

mise (ver. 43) for those who have ears to hear

may sound above this dreadful conclusion,

there is already, in ver. 48, a gathering to-

getherof thegood (6vvE'Xe$ar ra xaXd) placed

before that gathering together (6vXXaysir)

of the bad.

THE STORES OF THE HOUSEHOLDER.

(Matt. xiii. 51, 52.)

"Parables are indeed pretty and ingenious

things, but one must also understand them "

—

says the excellent Wandsbtck Messenger (Mat-
thias Claudius) : therefore Christ asks at the

conclusion, if they have understood him, as in

Mark iv. 13, he referred to this at the begin-

ning. This question was not for the people

but for the disciples, that they might be thor-

ough /*tt3?/ref$6'VrfS or learners. And Christ,

who could not follow the Socratic method i:i

revealing the mystery of the kingdom of

heaven, must first teach the disciples also, ere

he ask them such a question. Forget not, ya
under-masters, to do the same, neither the
teaching first nor the asking afterwards '.

Have ye understood all this—the last through
the interpretation that was given of the first

—what has not been explained, and about
which you do not therefore ask me '? (lor in
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Mark iv. 34, itcivroc is not meant literally of

every single parable, but of the import of all,

which they might perceive from the explana-
tion of some). The good disciples, because
they had really understood something, and be-

cause now these stories were not as at first

entirely unintelligible to them, answer in

their naive simplicity: Yea, Lord. Christ
receives this answer as true, for he who un-
derstands something is certainly in the right

way. Luther: He praises them just as if they
had understood, because at some future time
they would understand. He deals with his

disciples as with children, in the simplest
earnestness and the most earnest simplicity,

for he thinks of what they shall become by
the Holy Ghost, and has patience with their

folly or simplicity. He does not repel them
from him as a proud master by saying: Ah,
how can ye now already know and understand
what the kingdom of heaven is, as my wisdom
has spoken of it in these parables

!

For their future office, in the discharge of

which their " Yea, Lord," would come to be
ever more true, he now sa3's what follows.

And so thoroughly has he got the taste for

parables, after the eternal Wisdom in him
opened its mouth in this way, that this last

word also takes the form of a parable, which
Matt. ver. 53 therefore includes under the
ireXedev rds 7tapa;3oXdS tavrai, "he
had finished all these parables." Perhaps
meanwhile the table was covered in the house,

at least the ^t]6avp6i, " treasure," of the

householder here is the store-room of the

meats (Psa. cxliv. 13), and the whole is to be
compared with ch. xxiv. 45. We might at

first say: What condescension on the part of

Christ thus to speak of himself as of every scribe

!

But this he does not properly do, for he him-
self is no ypa/j./uareuS /laSr/revSeiS, "scribe

instructed ;" he speaks of his disciple's office

in which they are to follow his, the Master's,

example just set before them. But he is cer-

tainly the Householder who has now given out

things new and old to the people, and the dis-

ciples, the guests and the inmates of the house

;

still every one is therefore (Sid zovvo, after such

an example) to be like this householder.

When Christ says "scribes" he gives it to be

understood, as we have seen, that these seven

parables also were founded on the Holy Scrip-

ture, were foreshadowed in it; then also he

places 6uch true 6cribes whom he forms and
sends (ch. xxiii. 34), emphatically in opposi-

tion to the present false ones. Instructed or

taught for the kingdom of heaven: this is the

grand distinction, the fundamental idea of all

true instruction and learning, upon which

all true undersla,nding depends. Instructed,

namely, in a twofold sense, for himself and for

others, that he may gain it himself and spread

it abroad in others. The importance of auro

u

which is the main point of the sentiment, is

not to be overlooked ; out of his treasure, al-

most as at ch. xii. 35. For the treasure and
provision of the wholesome doctrine must
through experience have become my own, in

the way spoken of in the fifth and sixth para-

bles, the br/6avp6i or treasure must be put
into a Sr/6avpoS or treasury, if I am rightly

and fruitfully to use it. Not from knowledge
got by learning, not from books, not even from
the Bible, that inexhaustible store-room of

the Chief-householder, can one teach and
preach as Christ here means, if the truth does
not first go through one's own heart.

New and old—that is in the parable the pro-

duce of this year and of years far back (Song

of Sol. vii. 13), for the nourishment and sus-

tenance of the family, not (according to Nean-
der, for example) jewels laid out to view, in

which old or new does not signify so much
;

in the interpretation of the parable, however,
it has indeed a manifold sense. The ground-
idea is : According to the wants and taste ol

the guests, as it is good for them, or, by plea-

sant variety, agreeable to them. There is not
to be a constant repetition, therefore, of the

one old thing, that the people may not get

disgusted j* therefore the new stands first. But
neither is it to be alwaj's the new, or a new
form for the Athenian itching ears, but as in

the true wisdom for the kingdom of heaven a'

1

that is new really rests on what is old, the

old therefore is not to be forgotten, even the

first repentance sermon and the truths of the

catechism are ever again to be held forth!

The old is ever to become new hy new acces-

sions to it, the new must confirm and recom-
mend itself by leading back to the old. Fur-
ther, by the new and old is meant—not pre-

cisely, as Luther eveiy where and here also

finds, Gospel and law, for what is here spoken
of is instruction into the kingdom of heaven—but
the new word of the kingdom of heaven in the

fulfillment, in convincing harmony with the old

word of prophecy from the Scripture. By all

means also the word of Moses as the old, but
only in so far as it harmonizes with the Gos-
pel, and essentially coheres with it. Further,

because nature, as well as creation and his-

tory, is a writing of God, nay, the original,

first book of wisdom, to interpret whose let-

ters, and to put them into words, Christ opens
his mouth in the commentary upon it, which
forms the other writing, one may understand
also these old metaphors, and stories familiar

to every one, of the seed, the tares, leaven, net

—and that by these the new ideas, the myste-
ries of the kingdom of heaven may be pleasing-

ly taught. And whatever else he who will

only diligently gather into his treasure, in or-

der faithfully to bring forth from it, will find

therein what may be called new and old.f

* Hence Neander speaks (wrongly) of " agreea-
ble variety " in the modern or ancient jewels that

are displayed.

f Yet not (with Neander) the " formal accommo-
dation," here supposed to be allowed, nay recom-
mended, which makes use of ancient expnessions,

without taking them exactly in their entire truth,

which speaks of the authors of books, according to

ancient opinion, without confirming such opinion.
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For the Master, at the conclusion of his dis-

course, will say to his disciples: Only use all

this dilligently for yourselves and others,,

gather in assiduously in order to render back
again, so will you learn ever better to under-

.

stand all this (ver. 12).

THE FEEDING OF THE FIVE THOUSAND.

(Matt. xiv. 16-19; Mark vi. 31, 37-41 ; Luke ix. 13-16; John vi. 5, 10-12.)

Although what is further narrated in chap,

xiii. 54-58, is by no means the same incident

as that recorded in Luke iv. 16-30, but a re-

peated visit to Nazareth at a later period, on
the details and significance of which we should
have much to say, if we had now to deal with
the narratives, still the words of Christ (ver.

57) are only to be rightly interpreted in their

original connection in Luke iv. 24. We there-

fore refer the consideration of them to that
passage, and will now pass to what follows.

Jesus hears from the disciples of John who
came to him, and whom the death of their own
master now at length leads to the true Mas-
ter, not merely the (already known to him?
John v. 35) lamentable death of the Baptist,

by the cruel act of King Herod, springing from
his conceited weakness, but into which he was
on this occasion driven against his will— he
also hears from them what the same king had
said concerning him, Jesus, that he was, as

many told him, John risen again from the

dead, and that he would like much to see

him (Luke ix. 9). This wretched king, under
whom the King of Israel lives and works as a

subject, now first noticed by him, this man,
whose inner life was exhausted, who was made
up of contradictions, speaking of his kingdom
like Ahasuerus, and yet the slave of his Jeze-
bel, willingly hearing the prophet, and unwil-
lingly killing him, who will be a Sadducee,
and yet thinks of a resurrection, who has a su-

perstitious fear of the Lord Jesus, and yet has

a curiosity to see him, is anxious for this, and
yet takes no steps towards it—this Herod,
Jesus, as by a fit judgment, avoids. Yet we
read no word from his mouth concerning the

person and conduct of " his king." He went
over the sea holt {Si'av, i. e. privately, here
(comp. ver. 23 and Luke ix. 18) without the
people, but with his disciples, the apostles who
had just returned from their mission. For,

while the first obnoxious preacher of repent-
ance dies, twelve new ones are risen up in his

place, besides the one whom Herod now fears.

Christ withdraws himself at the same time
therefore on account of the information of the
disciples, and we read in Mark iv. 31, the words
of his mouth : Come ye also apart into a desert

place and rest a little ! For the press of the
people going and coming was great, so that
they could not even take their repast; it was
shortly before the passover, which feast Christ
did not observe on this occasion after having
performed his work and his testimony at the
feast of Purim. He speaks not of his own but

of the disciples' rest ; because they were some-
what too full of all the things that they had
done and that thty had taught, he kindly leads
them into the solitude where is the true rest.

They are not to create such a sensation or
make such a noise among the people on their
return to them. Come ye also (ijusiS ocvroi)
now into retirement, as I am wont to do and
even now have need of it for myself; rest your-
selves from your journey, because ye too have
labored! But when Christ permits or com
mands rest he yet significantly adds: A little.

More is at present not yet granted them, un-
rest soon again sought out him and them.
The crowds of people hasten on foot round the
sea, and Jesus soon again goes forth from his

solitude {k£,EA%Gov, Matt, and Mark; not out
of the ship, but equivalent to SeZaperoS <xv~

rovi, Luke, in order to receive them with a
salutation), heals their sick, and addresses to
them again much instruction concerning the
kingdom of God. For instead of displeasure
at the disturbance, there is only compassion
in his heart for the sheep without a shep-
herd. Yes, he is moved too even by the un-
intelligent zeal with which they run after him,
and forget their food ; they are not to suffer

on this account, and he determines in the coun-
sels of his wisdom now to give a sign which at
the same time lovingly interprets to the people
that word in Matt. vi. 33, and testifies of the
bread of life, but which shadows forth some-
thing special for the disciples after their first

official work. The Evangelists together give

us six words from the mouth of Jesus on the
occasion of this miraculous meal, the true order
of which will clearly evolve itelf from a right

understanding of the whole.
Evidently the first, in which Christ will sig-

nify to Philip alone what he has already deter-

mined to do, is denoted in John vi. 5 by the
Evangelist's words before and after, as the
beginning which Jesus makes. Whence shall

we buy bread that these may eat ? Here have we
(in such things he is ever ready to speak thus)

all at once again many guests ; we ourselves

have indeed got enough, as for this purpose,

partly, we came hither; but these are hungry,
as I suppose, must still have a meal to-day,

and in their zeal have thought nothing of this :

it is fit therefore that we entertain them ; what
thinkest thou, beloved Philip 1 That this was
the disciple who took charge of the food may
rather be doubted, for Judas carried the bag
and bought generally what was needed (John
xiii. 29). We will more correctly understand
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John's words concerning the iteipd^siv,

"proving," by supposing that Philip, whom the
faithful Master now singles out from the rest,

needed the trying question, owing to his own
state of heart (comp. John xiv. 8). He under-
stands not, however, the gentle reference, con-

tained in this Whence, to the miraculous power
of the heavenly Father, but adheres literally

to the buying, to which belongs also the ques-
tion, For how much ? Bread for these, said

Christ, when he lifted up his eyes on the
noXvi o^/loS, great multitude ; and the disciple

begins naively to reckon, and finds, on a hasty
calculation, that a certain round sum (pro-

verbial among the Jews ; there can hardly
have been so much in the Saviour's store) is

yet far too little to satisfy such a multitude,

so that every one at least may have a little!

After this conversation between the two, the

same thought now occurs to the rest of the

disciples, which must very naturally have sug-

gested itself, and they come to Christ remind-

ing him that he should now bring his instruc-

tions to a close, in order that the people might
yet find something toeat. They considerately

give beforehand two reasons (only one of which
Luke places after the request, after he had
himself named the other) : Here in the desert

there is nothing to be had, and it is now late.*

But Jesus spoke to them all the second and
now more open word, in which the we becomes
a ye, and the buying becomes forthwith a giv-

ing : Thty need not depart, give ye them to eat

!

You propose their going away as necessary,

but they are with me, and I say to you now

:

Must every thing go always by natural calcu-

lation? They are already tired enough, and
must not give themselves more fatigue. If the

disciples had at times fed one or two hungry
guests from their stock of provisions—now
they are to do the same with the thousands !

This he said again to try them, whether they

would not of themselves, especially after the

great things which had just been done and
told, hit upon the thing which he had deter-

mined to do. His striking word might have
brought to their recollection that similar one

of the prophet, 2 Kings iv. 42, 43 ; it is at least,

on this account, as well as in accordance with

the constant humility of Christ, that he speaks

thus, and does not say : I will give to them !

But they do not in this instance say: Lord,

at thy word we will give them to eat ! They
perceive nothing, and answer as the servants

of the prophet did on that occasion ; they

bring forward (according to Mark) again the

same reckoning which Philip had just made,

with the proverbial sum.f They are indeed

very much to be excused, for it is truly human
and not without a certain reason in Cod's or-

* Matthew: The proper time is now past; Mark:

Much of the day is already past, reckoning from

the beginning of the day, therefore: High time;

Luke -."'I' lie day began to decline; for it was be-

tween the two evenings (Matt. vers. 15 and 23).

•j- We rather suppose this, than that the Gospel

which was compiled from the account of Peter con-

tradicts that of John even in such a circumstance.

dinance, always to think and speak thus at
first ; Moses, the man of God, once spoke not
otherwise before Jehovah (Num. xi. 21, 22).

But here we may learn, at least, not to be too
confident in our reckonings, so long as they
are made for plus or minus, without the host.

How many great counting houses and mercan-
tile houses have forgotten in their books the
column for the blessing or—the curse of God !

Before the answer of the disciples followed,

Matt. ver. 17, Luke ver. 13 (Luke is at least

literally accurate), we have, according to Mark's
account,* a third word of Jesus to consider,

viz: the intervening question proceeding from
him, which very naturally connects itself with
the reckoning just laid before him, as a reply
to it : How much bread have ye ? Go and see ! I

will divide and multiply differently from you.
" We have not what thou tellest us to give,

neither so much bread as will do for these nor
so much money as will buy it even should we
go away for that purpose "—so say you, but
I say to you: Ye have, go away and only see
how much it is, then will / take care that
it be enough, and that every one gets not
merely a little. Thus does Christ point to
the present gifts of God which Ave have, in

order to bless these ; for the ordinary method
must certainly be observed first, so that even
miracles come only in this way. Where
there is a door, one does not break through
the window ; where there is still something
present, nothing new is created. Now An-
drew speaks in the name of all the disci-

ples, who agree with him : Here is a lad who
has five barley loaves (the smaller bread,
hence Judges vii. 13;, and two dried fishes

—

that have we here or may soon have, but not
more. Because, therefore, they cannot answer :

We have nothing—Christ holds fast by what
they have, and speaks fourthly (observe in this

connection of the different accounts the ever-
advancing gradation) the word of majesty, in

which the transition is made to the miraculous
power, and the increase is promised : Bring it

hither to me! the five loaves and also the two
little fishes ; we will despise nothing that wo
have—but bring it to me ! Now, they observe
what he would do.

And he told the multitude to sit down

;

more exactly, according to Mark, he told the
disciples to make the people do this ; Luke and
John give expressly as the fifth word of Christ:
Make the people sit down! Or, let them sit

down in rows by fifties. Thus exactly does
Christ observe order in what he does, and here
beautifully illustrates what is written in 1

Cor. xiv. 33-40, as has been at all times noticed
The small stock of provision is brought before
him, concerning which Andrew asked: What
is this among so maivy 1 The multitudes ar-

range themselves in expectation of what is to
come, probably not distinctly marking till the
end of the meal, that here there was given
a sign of miraculous power. On the rich green

* Among whose " graphic pictures " we cannot
be so bold as to put the ipse fecit.
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grass, which brings to mind the rich hand of

God in the sustenance of the cattle, the sepa-

rate rows of men, who are now also to find

pasture, look like so many garden-beds.*

They are not to mingle at pleasure with each

other as at festivals of the people in the way
of the world, but solemnly to sit as at the

table of God in the kingdom of heaven. Then
Christ took the five loaves and two fishes,

looked up to heaven, pronounced the blessing

over them (as Luke expresses it, blessed them,

the ioaves and fishes), and began now himself

to break and to divide, that the disciples may
do this further. He does not first command
that the five and the two become five hundred
and two hundred, to be taken openly by the

multitudes ; he conceals the miracle as much
as he can, and no one sees rightly how it mul-
tiplies itself in his and the disciples' hands,

any more than one sees the grass growing.

Evx<xpidrT/dai SieSgqke, when he had given

thanks, he di&tributed—writes John ; if what
follows were only a gloss, it is yet, according

to the other Evangelists, true ; lie himself

breaks and distributes ever on without its

coming to an end, and the disciples, who car-

ried what they received through the ranks,

perceived this. They know not themselves

how it is so, but their faith grasps the whence.

If, in the first ranks, they may have been still

anxiously sparing, soon they gave to all as

much as every one wished. For when God
opens his rich hand he satisfies, according to,

and with, his good pleasure (|ftn, Psa. cxlv. 16).

The more of the life of faith and receptivity

for the divine power of this feeding there was
in the individual, so much the more easily sat-

isfied would he be with a little ; but those too

who ate quite naturally, were all filled. Here
is set up the heavenly ladder of true " tradi-

tion," where " the blessing of the first hand
runs through many hands, even to the end."

The Father gives the gift to the Son, the Son to

his servants, from whose intermediate hands

all people receive it (1 Cor. xi. 23). Here is

apparent, also, the purport and significance of

the sign for the apostles who had just returned,

inasmuch as. while, so to speak, imprinting a

6eal upon their first mission at its close, it

foreshadows their future official work. Give

ye them to eat ! You need only to have some-
thing for such giving, my blessing will multi-

ply in your hands in the giving. Nay, we
might well say, that Christ had done all this

in reality, more for the sake of the disciples

than of the people.

The words of the prayer of thanksgiving and
blessing f are not given, for it is most proba-
ble that, with a simplicity sublime in its hu-

* Mark thus portrays the whole scene ; the num-
bers with him may be variously understood : Every
two fifties opposite each other as a hundred, and so

fifty times; or unequally at least fifty, at most a

hundred together ; or most simply, a hundred times

fifty.

f Which according to the Misbna had only to he
said by one even for the largest company.

mility, Christ had just said the grace com-
monly used in Israel. But while the three

Evangelists merely narrate the taking up of

what remained over, John specifies still the

sixth word of Christ: Gather up the fragments
that remain, that nothing be lost t Quite as sim-

ple as unostentatiously natural, and yet as

profoundly significant as all the former un-
searchable words of his mouth from the first

to the last.* Also in 2 Kings iv. 43, 44, what

is left over (as at Ruth ii. 14) is a sure proof of

there having been enough ; it was not to be
altogether consumed, for God's gift is never
exhausted, there always remains something
over. And, behold ! there was more of what
remained over than of the original stock. But
it is not for a memorial alone that they are to

gather it; chiefly rather, in order that the
people may not foolishly take relics of it with
them. That nothing be lost of the dear, precious

gift of God—this Christ gives as the reason.

Wonderful union of the divine riches with due
activity on the part of man ! Beautiful pic-

ture of the working power of God in nature,

which is at once lavish and careful ! But
Christ teaches and recommends to us precisely

here, not merely that " gathering carefulness

which keeps together at the right time, as be-

longing to the art of well-doing ;" he gives us a

still deeper ground, inasmuch as this careful-

ness belongs in general to doing justly. That
nothing be lost! This is the single decisive

ground upon which rests our household faith-

fulness with God's gift, of which ice cannot
create the smallest crumb, and which is to be
regarded as valuable and holy—not faint heart-

ed anxiety about the future, as if God's hand
were shortened for us or others when our hand
has not enough.
That God's hand has been rich and open in

the hands of Jesus extended in miraculous

blessing over the little, these men now at the

end, when all were satisfied, have seen and ex-

perienced in this sign which Jesus performed.

But, alas ! in human fashion they see nothing
more in it than the bread of which they had
all eaten, and because it seems to them a very
pleasant thing to have their table so easily

covered, they will forcibly take to themselves

this prophet who is indeed the Messiah, and
at once proclaim him King with rejoicing, a

king who would be better to them than Her-
od ! This is the third instance related by
Matthew of Christ's being taken for what he
was not—the other two being at ch. xiii. 55,

where the Nazarenes see in him the " carpen-

ter's son "—and ch. xiv. 2, where by Herod he
is mistaken for the Baptist risen from tho
dead. Christ, in compassionating love for the

people, in faithful wisdom for the disciples

and all future believers, performed this sign

at the same time as a proof of what means

* One might preach many discourses on every

point elucidating the true meaning, as Zinzendorf

(Pensylvan Jteden) has a rich and masterly >ermon
on the holy order of God, which we should imitate

in all things.
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were at his command, bad be been a dema-
gogue seeking adherents ; while be takes care
again that his disciples be not carried away
by the error of the people, seuds them for-

ward to the ship, takes decided leave of the

people against their will (though they pre-

sume not to contradict or resist him), and
again goes to the mountain of his former soli-

tude, there to pray from late in the evening
till far into the night.

CHRIST WALKING ON THE SEA.

(Matt. xiv. 27, 29, 31 ; Mark v. 50 j John vi. 20.)

Christ had commanded his disciples this

time to cross over the sea be/ure him, and had
promised therefore to come after them with-
out telling them bow. Did he intend to walk
round the lake during the night, which scarcely

any one did during the day if ships were to be
had, or did he intend to follow them in the
morning in another ship (after having with-
drawn himself from the people) ? Neither of

these suppositions is very conceivable ; so that

for the following miracle it only remains to be
supposed that he himself knew well what he
would do. He would once more show to his

disciples in all stillness, even although no
storm had arisen, his power over nature and
the creature, in virtue of which there were
ways for him every where. Tbjey, however,
had, late in the evening, now come (according

to Mark, ver. 47) to or beyond the middle of

the sea, from twenty to twenty-live stadia, as

John states, which was about two-thirds of

the whole breadth (being altogether, accord-

ing to Josephus, forty stadia or five geographical

miles), and when now the storm arose, they
made, in spite of all their exertions, very little

more way by the fourth watch of the night

(three o'clock in the morning), the wind being
directly contrary. And Christ was not with
them—this was worse than the former time,

although their faith might instead have still

clung to his power and majesty so shortly be-

fore revealed to them. Then he saw their dis-

tress (Mark ver. 48) from the mountain of his

prayer, even through the night and darkness,

and came to help them
;
yet it seemed to

them, on first seeing his figure, as if he would
go past them, inasmuch as he went to the prow
of the ship, or, which may also be concealed

in this, that he acted here as in Luke xxiv. 28.

God the Lord, who spreadeth out the heaven,

walks upon the waves of the sea in his creative

power (Job ix. 8)—this is now truly repre-

sented in his Son, who also thus gathers the

winds in his bands, and binds the waters in a

garment of his majesty (Prov. xxx. 4). This

is more than was done by Moses and Elijah,

for whom the depths must first be dried up.

Not, however, in the exercise of omnipotence,

but in the higher nature of the ideal man, in

the might of the spirit over matter, of pure

s,nd perfect faith to which every thing must
6e subject, does Christ come forth from prayer

to walk, upon the waters (vSara, which beneath

his tread cease to be nv/uata, waves). This

inner life corresponding to that of his glorified

itate (analogous to Phil. iii. 11) breaks forth,

according to his and his Father's counsel, in

this moment of special elevation, in a way
which was not always possible for him who so
often crossed that sea, because he had no occa-
sion to will such a manifestation. The disci-

ples all see him whom they so anxiously wish-
ed to have beside them, na}', who had promis-
ed to come after them, approach so near to
the ship that ho can directly speak with them
and Peter with him ; bis well known form
would, if they could see a man walking at all,

be also distinguishable at this distance, but
that they are again perplexed by his going
past them. What is that ? they ask among
themselves in terror, and the fear which now
first breaks out in earnest, precisely when the
helper comes, answers: It is an apparition, a
(pdrra6pa (phantasm)—and when the terri-

fying word is spoken, they cry out for fear. Is
it a welcome from the Sheol, to which they
fancy they are now near? This it cannot be,
for the thing upon the sea assuredly looks like
the Lord; it is more likely, therefore, to occur
to them, that their excited imagination now
morbidly deceives them with the figure of him
who has been so much in their thoughts—if,

indeed, they have any definite idea at all of
this <pdvra(5pa. This is the j\>u,th mistak-
ing of Christ by his own dear disciples—pre-
lude of the terror awakened in them by the
sight of the risen Lord—most characteristic
contrast to his own tranquil power over the
elements ! Man, in his present state, in the
fear and perplexity of spirit which may so easi-

ly overtake him, sees appartions, takes even
his Saviour as he draws nigh in divine power
at first to be such ; this, however, is always
better than, in the opposite folly of boldness,
to take a <pdvra6pa of his own thoughts as
the Lord and Saviour—for where Jesus really
is, he will with his friendly " It is 1 " dissipate
the mist of fear in all who do not, in their
pantheistic illusion which looks on the laws
of nature as the living (rather dead) God,
hold that no one can walk upon the waves of
the world and of history, and that the Christ
who appears to any one to do so; is only a
phantom of his own creation !

Be of good cheer, it is I, be not afraid! John,
because his thoughts are ever hastening to the
ky co eipi (I am be !) of Christ, passes over the
Be of good cheer, Saptielre, which in Matt, and
Mark prepare the way for this comfort-bring-
ing /. We recognize this word of kindness
which be is ever so ready to address, which
even yet from heaven, he delights to addresa
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to timid hearts (Acts x\iii. 11). In order that

the majesty and miraculous nearness of the

It is I majr not terrify them, he encloses it, so

to speak, on both sides by words of encourage-

ment. Fear not ! This is the word used by
the graciously appearing Lord already in the

Old Testament (as we have shown at p. 30, on

Luke v. 10), but now first in tbe mouth of the

Son of Man bas it the full power really to take

away all fear. Thus did he come into the

world with his miraculous manifestation: I

am the helper. Happy he indeed who in the

true faith of a disciple, although it may at first

be weak, gets acquainted with the gracious

Master in order to be helped, so that then

every new It is I! always more effectually dis-

sipates anxious fears, until the gracious words
are heard for the last time in the last fear of

death, as in Rev. i. 17, 18. But how often

when Christ comes to his disciples in ex-

traordinary ways, when he draws near to them
in the cross and in distress, and thus brings

salvation and blessing to them, is there a

repetition of this mistaking of his well-known
form I

A Philip or a Thomas among the disciples

doubts perhaps for a moment or two longer,

even after such words, whether it is really he.

They must first have him beside them in the

ship ; a John has enough in the inwardly ador-

ing, calmly expecting assurance, It is the Lord i

But the forward Simon Peter, the easily and
strongly excitable, will still further, and after

a cry of fear, momentarily display great faith,

in token that he also is the Lord's Peter. Not
as if in a yet hypothetical " If it be thou,"

does he take doubt along with him from the

first, for then the first step would not have
been taken. Oh no, the start is bold enough:
Lord, if (/. e. because, there, as I see) it be thou

—on this firm ground and bottom, he proceeds

in hasty boldness of faith to tread, and like

his Lord, upon the sea. But wherefore now is

this ? The other inference would alone have
been natural and simple: Come then into the

ship to us, and we shall all be saved ! But in

the questionable little word " me," always
questionable when it too hastily replies to

Christ's powerful I, ere it has been specially

asked and called—lurks the secret flaw in the

great faith, on account of which it must soon

again become very little. Had Christ of him-
self called out : And thou Peter come out to

me—he would certainly not have sunk. But
because he will outrun the others in showing
his faith, the real Peter must show himself
just as, alas ! he still is, and give a warning of

the future denial of his Lord; falling back
again as suddenly as he had raised himself.

So far does Peter know, feel and acknowledge
what is right, that a heXeveiv or bidding on
the part of Christ must precede his iASstv or
coming; but he provokes this command, al-

most bidding himself do what should have
been left to Christ to command.
What does Christ do ? With a wisdom at

every moment which we cannot enough con-

sider, which always does what is right every

where, and in every occurrence reflects at

once the holy prudence of his whole conduct,
he replies by a single little word to the almost
prolix address of the disciple. He does not
refuse the truly needless request, and with
that false mastership into which we under-
masters are so apt to fall, repel the bold disci-

ple: AVherefore this now? I come to you, I

have nothing to do with thee in particular, I

do not need thee here on the waters. Peter
needs him and receives, in the granting of his

request, the better lesson by experience. He
grants him his will. But he does not assent

to all the terms of tbe request as formally
spoken by the too courageous disciple ; he
does not add, upon the water—not even to me—

.

as little does he say heXevoo, I bid thee—for in

all this there would have lain the certain pro-

mise of a successful issue, which he neither

can nor will give. He says merely, at the
same time literally granting the desire of the
disciple : Come ! namely, as well and as far as

thou canst, it will be seen whether upon the

water and to me. This is the divine manner of

acting and of leading in such sases. Joab at

length, with angry compliance and without
love, gives to Ahimaz who persists in asking,
" Let me, I pray thee, run," the answer, Run!
(2 Sam. xviii. 19-23). But Christ gives his

word of permission in true love, which will

not let the disciple sink, but will merely teach
him by experience that to the best meant be-

ginning of faith, if it has any self-conceit, in it,

the vitoj.iovi) or endurance will be wanting.
He had not (as Roos here thinks) a pleasure in

this, that Peter should inconsiderately beg so

strange a command—but he willingly em-
braces the opportunity of giving this Peter a

powerful lesson by actual experience

—

in this,

indeed, Christ, as tbe truly good Master has
always pleasure.

The bold disciple, having now gone from the

ship upon the water, walks one or two steps

(not more, for Jesus was near), confidently

towards Jesus—then he sees, looking away
from Jesus (wherefore this?) the strong wind
which a few moments before he did not see,

and yet which had been always there ; as out
of fear into faith, so now again be quickty goes
out of faith into his former fear. And because,

of course, only the faith of the entire will can
bear him upon the water, he begins to sink,

his doubt now beginning to break out (xara-
7tovrig£6Sai, as at ch. xviii. 6, expresses more
than a mere sinking down of the feet), he
must, as a. punishment before all the other dis-

ciples, who are now at rest, once more cry out

for fear, and instead of his former exclamation,

must call out the true word befitting our
weakness, which he had forgotten, and which
none of us can so soon get beyond, least of all

in the false steps of Peter: Lord help me ! All

the fisher's natural skill in swimming (John
xxi. 7), is at this moment gone, for when one
has once committed himself to the miraculous
sphere of faith, the power, art, and prudence
of nature vanish, one can make no combi na-

tion of the two. He who comes to a stai d-
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still in half-wrought miracles, has also, in the
hapless miscarriage, forgotten and lost what
he could otherwise do naturally. What occa-

sion might there have been now again for

Christ to address to the disciple a more sharp-
ly rebuking word of instruction : See ! thou
forward and presuming one, thus it fares with
thee. I knew well that it would be so—or
words to this effect! But when the thing it-

self speaks so powerfully, there is no need for

him to say any thing more ; his heart, too, has
no delight in making the disciple's confusion
more conspicuous by any words of his. No,
he helps whenever the cry is addressed to him,
u Help me"—this is the one principal thing in

his heart, in his words and conduct. Nor does
he call out merely a second xeXsveiv, or bid-

ding, so as to make his poicer appear great in

contrast with the disciple's weakness : Walk
again ! sink not ! hold ! but he at once
stretches forth his lovingly-inclined hand to

the disciple near him, sinking beside him who
stands, lays hold on him, so that thereby the
faith returns and the sinking ceases, says noth-
ing else, not more and not less than : O thou of
little faith, wherefore didst thou doubt ? Such
words of Christ are unsearchable beyond all

human thoughts. With all the defects in Pe-
ter's first faith, it was yet truly a great faith,

the faith that He who walks on the water can
bid others also do the same. Nor can we
properly at any time have too great faith in

the presence of Christ— if, of course, it be un-

mixed with self-confidence and solf-will. But
the greater the faith gives itself out to be, so

much the more foolish is then even the small-

est doubt, which, therefore, Christ here calls,

as at cli. viii. 2(>, the being afraid. He might,
indeed, have said here also to the sinking dis-

ciple: Wherefore didst thou fear ? This would
have been more humbling in contrast with the
former courage of the disciple. But with this

altogether kindly word, he will not shame him
into conviction but encourage him ; ho dis-

closes the innermost ground of returning fear

as lying on the boundary of perfect faith. Not
even until after he has laid hold of him and
raised him up to himself, until he has puri-

fied, strengthened, and perfected the wavering
faith of the disciple in his own faith—the faith

of the Master—does he address to him the

word which denotes the whole thing as now
past : Wherefore didst thou doubt? Wherefore

indeed? Thou wouldst and couldst walk in

thy will, didst even walk ! Has, then, he who
comes on the sea to me, to regard and to be
afraid of the wind? Thus in the greatest

kindness does he overlook all of evil or of sin

that had been mixed with the faith of the dis-

ciples, and most graciously repeats his rebuk-
ing word, thou of little faith ! Lord, thy

faith is perfect, thy love is perfect—we all add
with shame, and presume not ever on our own
authority to rebuke a Peter with this word,
which the Master alone may and does say
to all.

THE COMMANDMENTS OF GOD AND THE STATUTES OF MEN-
DEFILETH A MAN.

(Matt. xv. 3-20; Mark vii. 6-23.)

-WHAT

Christ speaks freely and emphatically of the
commandment of God and the ordinances of men,

placing them in direct and sharp opposition.

First of all, he speaks of the blind leaders of

the blind, because they themselves by their

forward questioning occasioned his doing so,

and the people standing around may also have
heard ; but he speaks also to the people to

whom he calls in the ever-growing zeal of love

and truth. He rebukes, or rather recompenses,

the naively bold question, by immediately
meeting it with another strongly accusing

question in return (ver. 3), in which already the

whole answer lies. God's commandment and
doctrine goes first, it alone is valid ! Human
statutes must be broken, when, and because,

they break the word of God. This heavy
charge he proves forthwith, illustrating it by
a capital example taken from the midst of the

existing system of lies (ver. 4-0), and then,

faithful to his wonted manner, he seals his

words and doctrine by a prophetical word of

Scripture (vers. 7-9), which brings to bear on

the particular example the most general re-

buke, penetrating to the root of hypocrisy.

First, there is the adduced proof, then the re-

buke, and this is given humbl}r
, not upon his

own highest authority, but upon that of the
word of God written before. He forthwith,

however, again, as becomes him. carries for-

ward the word of God in his own doctrine,

and enunciates before all the people a general

principle (ver. 11) penetrating still deeper into

the thing, a principle which goes even further,

already prophesying the abolition of the out-
ward ordinances of the Old Testament, inas-

much as he rightly explains their true mean-
ing. The disciples, to, still prejudiced in the
same misunderstanding of the Old Testament
statutes, out of which the Pharisaism that
clung to them took its rise, understand neither
this simple and clear principle which appears
to them a " parable," nor the reckless zeal, as

it seems to them, with which Christ has just

spoken to the people against their leaders;

they induce him therefore to give further ex-

planations by two questions. In reply to the
first : Whether he intends not at all to spare

the Pharisees, but purposely to provoke them ?

he lets them know that human statute is to be
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extirpated, because it is false and pernicious

(vers. 13, 14). The other question which fol-

lows this explanation : How, then, is the prin-

ciple expressed at ver. 11 to be properly un-

derstood 1 is met by the reply, that before

giving the answer, he would rebuke their want

of understanding (ver. 16). After the rebuke
follows the doctrine (vers. 17-20), which, at

the conclusion returns to the first occasion

and beginning of the whole. Thus has Mat-
thew, who in chaps, xv.-xxi. represents " the

tver-growing conflict of Jesus with the author-
ities at Jerusalem," here again, as we have
found to be his wont, concisely and with an
eye to the main substance, given the import
tind progressive sequence of the connected
words of Christ on this occasion ; Mark, on the

other hand, is more full in his account, inas-

much as he not only retains many sentences

which Christ may also have spoken, along
with what Matthew gives, but (as is especially

evident at ver. 15) enlarges by way of expla-

nation for his readers, precisely as at the be-

ginning he gives detailed information respect-

ing the Jewish ordinances. He is moreover
not exact when, inverting the order, he gives

in the outset the prophecy of Isaiah, and then
the convincing example, thereby also quite

losing the counter-question put by Christ at

the beginning, which contained the immediate
answer to the one addressed to him. Had we
only Mark's account of our Lord's words on
this occasion we should lose nothing indeed
essentially belonging to the import—this

would rather be the more clearly brought
out: only the significantly measured form and
sequence of his words would be lost. Provi-
sion has been made, however, by the mutually
supplementary Gospels, that we should lose

nothing : Matthew preserves also the frame
into which Mark's explanatory statements ad-
mirably dispose themselves. Thus does the
inspiration of the Scripture as a whole confirm
itself, while, in the particular writing of which
it consists, scope is sometimes left for what is

human ; a principle which, in the four Gos-
pels, finds its highest confirmation.

If in Matthew it is by no means necessary
to supply iXSovreS, that came, at oi ocTto

'Iepo6o\vjnoi)v, those from Jerusalem (he pur-

posely omits this, in accordance with his gen-
eral delineation which now begins, and in

which the masters of Jerusalem are placed in

opposition to Christ, as has been said above,
thereb}r

, as it were, giving a superscription to

what follows)—yet it stands beside it in Mark.
Were they then Scribes and Pharisees who
were returning from the Passover (John vi. 4),

and had perhaps been specially irritated

against Jesus by what had taken place at the
feast of Purim, according to John v.—who
lived elsewhere, and now, meeting him on
their journey, make up to him? But then
the designation oi aito

y
those from, in Mat-

thew would not properly be correct ; yet we
might suppose that they were really persons

from the metropolis, the high school of hj'poc-

risy * whoappearhere with special authority ,f
and who had perhaps purposely come after
Chris* to watch him and to call him to account
(which latter Mark seems to indicate by 6v-
vdyovToa npoi avzov). They boast proud-
ly of their itapd.8o6iS roov Ttpe6/ivrepooy

or apxocLoov, tradition of the elders or ancients,

of the so-called oral law handed down from

Moses (rtQ hyZV mill), which they have in-

vented, and which they hold so steadfastly

against the Sadducees who reject it, that the
mere text of the Bible is declared to have no
validity at all without it ; farther, of all that
the 7tp£d/3vrepoi or eldws by a like authority
have added to it, so that no one on any account
dare transgress it. " To study only the text
is a waste of time—the written word is water,
but the interpretation and that which is added
to it is the wine—if the Scribes say the right

is the left and the left the right, hear them "

—these and such like sayings we read at this

time in the Jewish writings. Christ had al-

ready, in the Sermon on the Mount, openly
opposed his kyoj 6e Xeyco, "but J. say unto
you," to the eppsSr? roiS dpxaioiS, "It was
said by them of old time," but the opposite of

this is now again boldly laid down by his irri-

tated opponents. Especialty were the frequent
and various washings (Mark vii. 3, 4) a princi-

pal part of their hypocritical ceremonial. R.
Jose says in the Talmud: He who eats bread

with unwaslien hands—HJIT HC^X bti H2. I^NS,
" is as bad as if he were to lie with a harlot,"

and gives this as an interpretation of Prov. vi.

26. R. Akiba, who, when in prison, had once
so little water given to him that there was not
enough also for drinking, chose rather to die

of thirst than to eat any thing with unwaslien
hands ! This later obstinacy shows, at least,

how bad it must already have been in the time
of Christ, and what strong grounds he, who
was not wont readily to give offence, must
have had for acting as he did, when he pur-

posely did not wash his hands before the Phar-
isees (Luke xi. 37, 38). The disciples, of

course, followed the example of their Master,
and the question with all its boldness only
presumes to accuse these, although it is cer-

tainly meant to hit the Master of such disci-

ples, who of course learn what they do from
him.J Observe also how the horrendum: They
wash not their hands ! only follows as a proof

of the general assertion before laid down in a

general form, They transgress the tradition of the

elders ; an inference from one thing to all, and
on this occasion not without justice, for these

* Rabbi Nathan : If the hypocrites were to be

divided into ten parts, nine would be found in Je-

rusalem and one in the rest of the world !

f Yet not certainly as a deputed commission, as

Lange thinks. In that case Christ would have
answered the authorities with more respect.

\ In the highest degree ironical, only still more
severely denoting their presumption we might (with

Von Gerlach) supplement the question thus :
" If

thou as a prophet, perhaps, art excepted—where
fore dost thou teach others such transgression."
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people know well what Christ in general

thought of their itapddodii or tradition.

Verse 3. Christ had spoken as yet very
gently, in the Sermon on the Mount, of the

Scribes and Pharisees, and even further on, in

the growing warmth of his public rebukes,

only sparingly and moderately, as appears
when we take a nearer view of the web of con-

scious hypocrisy and actual folly, avarice and
ambition, veiled under the covering of what
was holy, with which they, by their customs
and ordinances, ensnared the poor people. He
certainly may have oftener refuted their doc-
trine in particular instances than the Evangel-
ists were directed to record for the benefit of

posterity ; still we have reason for supposing
that his special polemic against it, at all events
on an average, bore the same relation to his

teaching on the whole, as is now represented
in the Gospels. The true reformer preaches,

first of all, the truth positively, certainly at

the same time from the first not shrinking
from the open general contradiction—Not as

the Pharisees ! in order that the truth may
not sutler from a seemingly pusillanimous si-

lence, or even from the artifices of a false

accommodation. He wisely observes further, in

his conduct, the limit between a yielding con-
formity to the more innocent customs, and a
decided protest against such principal parts as

are of essential significance in the system of

lies which is to be combatted (although these,

singly and in themselves, might seem quite as

harmless as the washing of hands in the pres-

ent instance)—just as we find in the conduct
of Christ. But then he waits for the attack,

and when called out, he comes forth to victory
in an attitude of severity. So it is with Christ
here, in opposition to the Pharisees. They
have attacked him, through his disciples, with
a side glance of cowardly malice ; he himself
opens out directly against them: Wherefore
then do ye transgress? They have with much
seeming reverence pushed forward the tradi-

tion of the ancients, to which they were not at

liberty to refuse obedience ; he charges upon
them also the keeping of even this as a con-
tinued napadidovai; for the sake of your
tradition ! They have spoken, by a seemingly
holy expression, of transgressing ; he shows
them to whom this word, in its severest sense,

properly applies. They have brought forward
the tradition of the ancients as an inviolable

whole, no part of which one may touch or

break (as James ii. 10 says of the law); he
puts over against this as a sufficient answer
to it, ti)v i.vzoXi)v xov Bsov, the alone true,

in all its particular commandments, one, and
entire, commandment of God ! This is the ori-

ginal command, before which no ordinance of

the ancients has any force. The command-
ment of God, not Moses; thus, says Christ,

with the strongest emphasis, beforehand, and
again in what follows : God has commanded

!

with which Mark, in his more enlarged account
agrees, giving it thrice instead of twice (vers.

8, 9, 13), although in the particular example,
ver. 10, he has it: Moses has said, in order

thus to show how both are the same. We have

here again another strong confirmation of the

Old Testament from the mouth of Christ ; a

fundamental testimony to the great authorita-

tive principle of all human teaching in relation

to God's revelation, upon which alone every,

not mere emptily protesting reformation stands

with positive right. The ordinance of man in

general, and as such, already transgresses the

commandment of God even Avhen it would sup-

port and further it, for it is written: Ye shall

add nothing to it and take nothing from it

(Num. iv. 2, 12, 32). There is need for no

fence around the law, as that must soon become
only an obstructing barrier ; ox\\y too soon and
too easily, as all history shows, is the opposi-

tion between the divine and the human for-

gotten, and the sole authority of the former

destroyed by placing it on a level with the

latter, so that the adding to it is already itself

actually a taking away from it. From these

beginnings a farther advance is made to trans-

gression and abrogation. Here, too, lie the

principles of all true doctrine respecting the

relation of tradition to the canon ; here must a

check be laid on the first root of the abuse, y
an unconditional maintenance pure and free of

the words, with which no word of man is to

be confounded: God has commanded, God has

said !

Verses 4—6. The fifth commandment is (as

at chap. xix. 19), particularly instanced as be-

ing most directly obvious to the conscience,

and in so far a specially holy fundamental
commandment (the tirst, in respect to the hu-

man life, Eph. vi. 2), which forms the connect-

ing link between the first and second table,

and in which are involved the germs of all fear

of God and love of our neighbor, of all piety and
morality in Church and State. He who vio-

lates it, has assuredly committed an offence

against the order and plan of God in its very

kernel. It is, at the same time, a universal

word which God speaks every where among
the heathen more plainly than the rest of the

ten words given from Sinai: Thou shalt honor

father and mother ! The other word which
stands beside it, and which, by the punishment

of death even for an offence against this com-
mandment in words, very strongly confirms

it,* is to be found not merely in Exod. xxi.

17 (with ver. 15), immediately after the giv-

ing of the law from Sinai, but is repeated in

Lev. xx. 9, and again sounds its Amen for all

the people among Ebal's curses (Deut. xxvii.

1G), while Solomon, too, gives a special empha-
sis to it (Prov. xx. 20, xxx. 17). In opposition

to this, now comes i3/<£25 6s Xeyeve, but you

are bold enough to teach—properly, only to say,

* This citation by Christ is besides important in

opposition to those who regard capital pNhfehment

as a measure disapproved by the " mild " Jesus.
" Precisely in it does Christ find the tilting expres-

sion of the holiness of God, and the entire severity

of his will against the lax and arbitrary conduct ot

the hypociites" (Evany. Kirchenztg. 18VJJ. Rea-

soning against capital punishments from, the Scrip-

ture is in general a failure.
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inasmuch as this XeyEte designedly follows

the strong word eve teiXaro, commanded.

Care has been taken in the Jewish writings

that we should well understand what is here

meant, although Mark also gives no farther

explanation. JoSpov, as Matt, renders f3~lp,*

signifies in the first place a gift offered to God,
then any gift, present, or dedication for the
sanctuary or its servants ; hence in Matt,
xxvii. 6, the Temple-treasure also bears this

name. Now the selfishness of the Pharisees
made out of this doctrine their statute, that
this Curban must take precedence of every thing
of being of the highest sacredness. There ex-
isted already a so-called 1D ,N 1*1J> votum inter-

dicti, vow of interdiction, by which any one
might bind himself in reference to another not
to accept this or that from him, and to give

him nothing in return, and it was the usual
and most emphatic form of such a pledge to

say, "Tt shall rather be Corban," and thus to

escape from every other obligation. It was a

formula of swearing and cursing literally as it

6tands here : *|f) nJHJ "ONE' ]2~\p, " It is offered,

whereby I might profit or serve thee !" (com p.

Matt, xxiii. 16, 19). Chiefly of children to-

wards their parents do we find it frequently

expressed in the Rabbins :
" Let what I shall

gain be consecrated, so that my father may
eat nothingof it," and the like. In the statute:

By Corban is the man bound—it was not
merely implied that he was at liberty to do
nothing contrary to it, even although it were
the command of God ; but even when what
was refused and denied by this word was not
actually offered as Corban, if the word had
only been spoken hastily in the heat of the

moment, it must j'et stand inviolable.f How
often may this Corban have been said, in anger
and malice, or through the shameful selfish-

ness of children, seeing that, even in Christen-

dom, and to the present day, the sin of shun-
ning the maintenance of parents still cries so

often to heaven ! It will from this be under-
stood why Christ gives prominence to and
connects with the foregoing xaxoXoy £iv , or

cursing, this case in which by one little word
this wilfully daring statute overturns the

holiest obligations of reverence and love among
men. AQopov, "a gift"—without £.6zoo or k6zi
" be it," or " it is "—denotes the curse formula
as such ; by its being directly spoken to the
father or to the mother the worst example of

* Mark : xopfidv^ 6 tdzt Soopov—just as Jo
sephus {Antiq. iv. 4, 4) : 8o5pov 8e zovzo 6?//tai-

vsi Kazd EWrjvoQv yAoozzav. But. whether
in this simple daipov be expressed at the same
time the oldest and most «eneial ground-idea of all

offering before God properly speaking (only gift, not
atonement or substitution), we are inclined strongly

to doubt in opposition to Rudelbach and Guericke
(Zeitschrift, 1850, iii. 504).

t So much is true, but it is going too far to affirm

that, according to the doctrine and practice, it was
enough to say : Tbou shalt have as little of it as if

1 were to offer it

!

it is presented, when the parent asks and the
children refuse, although substantially it re-

tains its truth even when not done precisely
in this form. To honor father and mother is

a commanded worship of God superior to all

self-chosen forms of worship :* this honoring
comprehends under it, of course, taking care
of and supporting, as a grateful requital (Sir.

vii. 28) ; so that it is very unnecessary to

show, as some have done, that zt/udv, to honor,

has also this signification (Sir. xxxviii. 1; 1

Tim. v. 3-17). What the children have be-
longs to the parents—so writes Philo on the
Decalogue. Whoso withdraws an}' thing from
his father or his mother, andsaith it is no sin,

the same is a companion of the destroyer

—

thus did Solomon already almost prophesy for

the future (Prov. xxviii. 24). Such Corban
was an unjust possession, and an abomination
(Sir. xxxiv. 18). If, according to Num. xxx.
4-6, the father could control the daughter of
his house in every vow and bond, so that it

should not be valid if he disallowed it, how
much less ought so shameful a vow as this to

have force.f But ye teach—thus must Christ
rebuke them—that whoever has said Corban,
the same needs not also to honor his father and
his mother ! The greater number, indeed,

read as if there were a break in ver. 5, after

which Christ himself speaks ; this, however,
sounds to us too harsh, although we might re-

tain the xai, and, as genuine. In this xai ov
ixrj zijLijjdr/, which is evidently the apodosis

wrongly supposed by some to be wanting, "he
needs not also (not even) to honor" father and
mother—the daring counter-command of men is

brought forward in a sharply convictive form,

so that by this is directly confirmed the
stronger repetition of what is said at ver. 3

:

And thus ye have not only transgressed, but
entirely weakened and abolished the command
of God by your tradition. Mark, who has en-

tirely omitted the self-evident apodosis betv

eizp, if he say, brings out the inference there-

by in a still stronger form : ovue'zi depiszs

avzuv ovdev Ttoiij6ai, you allow him no
longer to do any thing. He has already, at ver.

8, expressed the same antithesis by dps'vreS
and xpazElzE: You leave, dispense with, the

command of God as a subordinate, less bind-

ing thing, in order to maintain only the rtapd-

8061S of men ; in like manner, at ver. 9 again

with the repeated ironical xaXcoi (which is at

the same time still to be understood as at ver.

6) d$£Z£ize 'iva zrjp7)6rjz£, "full well ye re-

ject—that ye may keep." He specifies, more-
over, at ver. 8, that Christ also expressly men-
tioned before the ftanzidjuovS B,£dzcov xai

* There is a Chinese saying : If a man show rev-

erence for his father and mother in his house, why
go farther to burn spices 1

f In general then the text here stands in opposi-

tion to all unjustifiable vows, inasmuch as we are

only entitled to vow what it is in our power and
right to perform. Luther used it in particular

against even cloister-vows taken in opposition to the

will of parents.
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itort/pia>v, " (vashing of cups and pots," and
represents him as adding twice at ver. 8 and
13: And many other such like things do ye.

Christ may indeed have expressed himself thus,

inasmuch as he brought forward the Corban
"as ?'i example;" still Mark seems here, at

the same time, to fall into an amplifying ful-

ness of words, in order rightly to denote in his

own manner the same contrast which Matthew
with his conciseness represents still more
sharply and truly.

Verses 7—9. Ye hypocrites! who cover the

grossest transgression of the law, with misera-

ble, trifling, outward observances, with empty
phrases, and yet must know what you per-

suade yourselves and others that you do not

know! (Luke xi. 40). Every ordinance of

man that is contrary to the existing word of

God, is in its innermost origin and develop-

ment truly hypocrisy, and can only consist

with a general relation to God such as Christ

now imputes to these hypocrites from the pro-

phecy of Isaiah, thus sealing his own plain

words of rebuke and reprimand with a pro-

phetical testimony. KaXaii itpoecpjjrevCe

nepi vjiiGjy, Well did he prophesy of you—tins

may certainly also mean: his words are quite

applicable to you, are true (really and tuuiy, is

it not so? which uaXcoi may also mean,
Mark, ver. 9), when spoken of you. Such ac-

commodation is certainly also allowed, and oc-

curs here and there. But we must here con-

tradict those who wisely remark that Christ

applies prophetical words merely to his own
time, and yet hastily affirm that a prophet

speaks only to his contemporaries. It maybe
thoroughly demonstrated that, even in by far

the most instances in which it appears to be
so, there yet remains a npcxpj/rsveiv or pro-

phesying as regards the future for which the

whole Scripture has been written aforetime
;

chiefly in the case before us did the Sprit in

Isaiah mean more than the then existing peo-

ple. But to demonstrate this fully would re-

quire a profound investigation of the whole
subject of Isaiah the, prophet, to whose prophe-

cies (truly ill-used in the recent exegesis) the

present writer has given the most careful

study. It maybe permitted, at least, to note

the following.* In the entire section, Isaiah

xxiv.-xxxv. (under Hezekiah, when Israel

goes down and Judah remains), a threatening

and a promise are three times set over against

each other, and the prospect as regards the fu-

ture opened up for the people ; either as false

Israel to be rejected and to fall in the judg-

ment of Babylon, or as the true Israel of God
to attain to the salvation of Zion (as both were
already at ch. xiii.-xiv. opposed to each other).

Of these three " layers " (as we like to desig-

nate the uniformly commencing sections of the

prophetical discourse) the middle one embraces

ch. xxviii.-xxxii., in which this general view-

is specially amplified into a doctrine, and

* With which at least the Introduction, p. 70 to 72,

in my i interpretation of the Kot-pseudo Isaiah may
be compared.

stronger prominence is given to that which
forms the innermost ground-intuition of all

the prophets, namely, that by purifying judg-

ments the true Israel is to be separated from

the false, is to be won and prepared (ch. xxvii.

6-13). Thus now is indeed ch. xxviii. connect-

ed with the state of Israel and Judah under
Hezekiah, but forthwith (for the prophetical

address pulsates in such contrasts and combi-

nations) ch. xxix. stretches far beyond, speaks

of more than one future siege and dispersion

(comp. ver. 3 with Luke xix. 43), comprehends
(ver. 14) the wondrous dealings of God with

this people even to the still future removal of

their blindness (vers. 18, 19) ; it speaks there-

fore (vers. 9-14) by no means merely of the

then existing state, but of the entire intermedi-

ate period which now lies open to view in the

present Rabbinical Judaism (to which alone

the whole delineation in its most literal sense

applies), and which in the time of Christ must
already in its first groundwork have manifest-

ed itself to him in the same character-. Then
follow chs. xxx.-xxxii., which, again returning

to the contemporaries and connecting with
their conduct, and yet reaching forward to all

times, contain an exhortation on this prophet-

ical text: "Yield yourselves to the guidance

of Cod and go not in the ways of men ! I the

Lord am he who alone leadeth you to salva-

tion!" that we learned to read the pro-

phets with such a profound and comprehensive

glance as Christ read, understood, and ex-

plained them !

What Christ here adduces, is properly in

the original text (although the Sept. only ren-

ders the pb following, not the s3 JJT) a prota-

sis, whose apodosis thereby brought to mind
contains the threatening: " Therefore will I

also proceed to do a marvellous work among
this people, even a wonderful work, for the

wisdom of their wise man shall perish, and the

understanding of their prudent men shall be

hid !
" I will give them up to their blindness,

so that, out of Pharisaism shall at length grow
the madness of the Talmud. With all their

other differences Matthew and Mark are en-

tirely at one in the citation, with the excep-

tion of the immaterial transposition of the

ovroi, this, and the completeness of the fiist

clause which is probably genuine in Matthew,
and has fallen aside in Mark (for we can neither

dispense with the zyyi'Zei as the necessary

antithesis to noppoo aVc'^z, nor with the

6r6).tari as the point of connection for ver. 11

afterwards). Mouth and heart are divided, as

Ezek. xxxiii. 31, and "on the lips" is still

more emphatic than " in the mouth." _ In the

main substance (only that roll jc/A^tf/ ps

rtpa\s transposed fori* ro?S ^f/'/UtfrK avzmy
Tifi&joi fiE, as also StSa6yaXi'ai) the citation

follows the text of the Sept.(where ininl is read

for TlJTl). The sense remains the same. What

the Hebrew says is properly : And their fear

before me, their whole religion and piety is a

learned, outwardly imparted, commandment
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of men—the Greek gives prominence by the

fiOTr/Y to the nothingness, the emptiness of

such worship, and thus admirably corresponds

with the kYTcLA.fia.Ta dvSpooitcov, '•'com-

mandments of men "; comp. the same expres-

sion, Col. ii. 22. They are, as it were, not

even worthy the name of kvToAoi, commands

(as of the Decalogue), at all events they are

the commandments of men, for the D\5iDTJ2

(ancients) also, with all that they say and lay

down, are nothing more. Human command-
ment and human doctrine never go farther

indeed than the hand and foot, while God
desires the heart of his people. If this be far

from him, then must he also put his people

from him, so that rejecting them, he says : This

people—no longer my people (as Isa. xxviii.

11, vi. 9, 10, viii. 6, 12, and so in many places).

Verses 10, 11. Christ now, seeing that he

has spoken of the corruption of the whole peo-

ple as proceeding from these incorrigible hypo-

crites, leaves the blind leaders (ver. 14), and

calls the people openly to him, in order to give

them a faithful, earnest warning against such

doctrine of men: Hear and understand* In

Mark, still more emphatically, all the people

—Hear me all of you and understand. In like

manner afterwards once more : If any one has

ears to hear, let him hear ! In a strikingly

compact antithesis and plain apophthegm, he

embodies his important doctrine, which, with

deep-searching wisdom, is opposed to the lying

and hypocritical work of outward ordinances,

in order thus "to stamp it as the people's

coin." What denies the man, and what does

not—namely, the man properly so-called, the

inner man upon whom God looks—by this is

already indicated what the explanation after-

wards (vers. 18-20) brings into full light.

When, however, Mark omits precisely the

antithesis between going into and coming out

of the mouth, although in this the point of the

saying as a " parable " lies, and puts instead of

this his eZcoSey tou aYSpooTtov, " without

the man," as also the more forcible ov S v v a-

r at ovtoy xoiYcSdai, "cannot defile him"
—it is quite evident that this is an anticipa-

tion of the subsequent explanation, and hardly

corresponds with the original form of the say-

ing. Even in the explanation afterwards he

does not mention the mouth, so that one might
include under what he says, also the actions

proceeding from the man, while yet Christ in

the first place means only the word as the

most immediate out-going of the heart. We
see that Mark has less the gift of seizing and
representing discourses, than of delineating

narratives ; still we see, at the same time,

that notwithstanding, he was allowed to fall

into no substantial error. What Christ means

* Euthymius : txsivovS uiv knidro/a'daS real

Haraidxvvai dcpijxEv gjS cLvicLtovS. rpsTtEi

<5e toy Xoyov Ttpdl toy ox^oy cjZ dt,ioXo-
yaoTEpov , f them indeed having silenced and
shamed, he left as incurable ; while he turns his dis-

course to the multitude as more worthy to be ad-

dressed."

is also clear enough in his account. All that

comes from without to the man, such as eating

and drinking (and then, farther, eating with

washen or unwashen hands, etc. xal dXXa
itapojuoia Toiavya itoXXd , comp. Rom. xiv.

17; Ileb. xiii. 9)—is in itself an adiacpopoY,
or thing indifferent, can neither defile nor
cleanse in the true sense of the word. Even in

the sacrament, eating and drinking is in itself

nothing, with reference to which Origen found
reason to apply the saying anew to the Chris-

tians. . It is evident, moreover, that it is by
no means therefore a matter of indifference

what one eats and drinks, in so far as this, on
the other hand, comes out of the heart and
works in the heart ; for even the first prohibi-

tion of God was a prohibition of meat, and in

Luke xxi. 34 Christ warns his disciples against

burdening the heart with surfeiting and drunk-
enness, and the apostle must needs earnestly

point out to the Romans and Corinthians what
it is to eat from faith and in love. When, in

opposition to temperance societies, some have
sought recently to justify the use of brandy as

being something that only goes into the mouth,
the argument has been well answered : See
how impurely it soon again goes out by the

mouth ! All this will afterwards appear more
precisely in the explanation given by Christ.

Verses 13, 14. When Christ came to the
house (see Mark) the disciples ask him to give

a more particular account of what he had been
saying. Their first scruple respecting the un-
sparing manner in which Christ shamed and
offended the Pharisees, as well as the answer
which Christ made to it, is found only in Mat-
thew, who is the more intelligible notwith-
standing the greater conciseness of his account.

It is very natural that, of the two questions

which they have at heart, this should be the

first to break forth; for although (ver. 11)
they had not quite understood what they
heard, yet its manifest contrariety to the Phar-
isaic doctrine was to them evident enough.

How, now, if the people should appeal to this

word of Christ against their masters 1 The
thing appeared to them all the more perplex-

ing the less that they had been accustomed
hitherto to such warmth on the part of their

Master; with an amiable boldness (for his hu-

mility had accustomed them so to speak with

him) they ask him whether he who, at other

times, knows and well considers every thing,

has this time also known and considered what
great offence his words must give to the Phar-

isees. Why didst thou speak the word so

publicly and openly to them? Answer: As
by my acts, I protest against their ordinances,

and ye with me, so did I also speak this now
in order to root out the ordinances of men ! Be
not concerned in doing this, about giving of-

fence to the seducers, there is a present neces-

sity and duty—for such ordinances are destruc-

tive. Never more sharply than here has Christ

expressed himself in favor of a decisive reso-

luteness as opposed to all compromise, which
would yield any thing of the salutary truth

Those, however, altogether mistake the mean-
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ing of his words who, in ver. 13, already un-
derstand the £Hpi?,ov6Sai, being rooted up, of

the destruction of the persons, referring to the
parable of the field ; for the rooting up which
is here commanded must evidently be some-
thing different from that which is there for-

bidden. Bengel's remark is quite correct,

that qivrov, plant, is what has grown natu-
rally, <pvr£ia, planting, what is planted and
fostered by man. Consequently the plants not
planted by the heavenly Father (in his vine-

yard, his people) are here, it is evident, pre-

cisely the ivrdA-jicattX dy^pcoitaov, "com-
mandments of men," ordinances, doctrines,

regulations, which must be cleared away again.

(See, on the other hand, chap, xxiii. 2, 3, by
way of supplement to what is here said.) Not
till ver. 14 is any thing said of the destruc-

tion of men: and first, that this is the sad re-

sult of those ordinances ; consequently, that

precisely for this reason the error is to be
rooted up, so that the poor men may not fall

by it into perdition. The seduced perishes

with the seducer (Luke vi. 39)—unless the
saving truth of God interposes. This, how-
ever, is done, and shall be done, irrespective

of its being an offence to the seducers ; it is a

salutary offence when the blind are called to

halt on their way to the pit. Therefore
let them go, do not mind them, be not con-

cerned about their being offended. The reform-
ing protest against human commandments has
divine right, it is a ho\y duty ; at the same
time, there lies in lhpiga>3r}6£rai, shall be

rooted up, the promise indicated, that a time
will at length come when there will be an end
to the reforming which at present continues
to be ever necessary. Meanwhile, in patient

hope and earnest zeal, every after-growth of

human ordinances is to be resisted and abol-

ished by the pure word, as much as possible,

.although the men themselves, out of whose
evil heart they proceed, are to be borne with,

and may not be rooted out of the world, which
is God's field. Blind leaders of the blind :

thus has Christ already spoken in the Sermon
on the Mount, and again he speaks similarly

at Matt, xxiii. 1G, 24 ; here, however, he at the

same time alludes still to the prophecy of

Isaiah, chap. x\ix. 10-12, 18; ix. 16; iii. 12."

Verse 16. Hereupon, Peter, in the name of

the rest of the disciples, brings forward the

other question, as to how this offensive dis-

course is properly to be understood, with re-

spect to which they had only perceived that

there lay beneath it much that was important,

new, and as yet unheard of in Israel. The ex-

planations of the parables in ch. xiii. made it

a pleasure to them to ask such questions, and
therefore as affording, so to speak, a just

ground for their request, they call the simple

word in ver. 11 (for this is evidently meant,

as the answer shows) also sparable. It was,

properly speaking, scarcely so to be designated,

as the -slightly interpretative form in which
Mark gives it, and in which it at once becomes
a most plain and direct address, shows ; be-

sides the going into the mouth and coming
19

out of the mouth was no figure, if they had
only recollected ch. xii. 34. Still, as the go-

ing into the mouth was plainly enough to bo
understood of eating, (he coming out of the vioutli,

which is directly opposed to it, may with their

weakness of comprehension have led them
astray

;
probably in addition to this the sur-

prising contradiction to the divine laws respect-

ing meats (as still later, Acts x. 14), may have
awakened great doubt, so that they could not
reconcile themselves to the discourse as a

whole. Christ, however, who on this occasion,

with justice, ver. 10. had expected even from
the people an undet stand ing of the main truth,

which was so simple, first of all chides his dis-

ciples for their want of understanding, ere he
gives the answer : Are ye also yd so very defi-

cient in understanding? (dn/n'/y for xacr

dnfx}]v, scil. XP° y0V > till this moment, as the
directly following ovitco corresponds). Are
ye not able as my disciples at once to perceive

what belongs to the man properly so called,

the internal man ? Are ye also yet so taken
up with what is outward, so prejudiced in

Pharisaic notions and offences, that you mis-
take for a parable this otherwise literally clear

discourse, and rather seek something else be-

neath it than the truth lying openly on its

surface ?

Verses 17, 18. The course of thought in

the discourse on to the conclusion is this :

M'-at is morally indifferent, ver. 17, words, on
the contrary, are important as coining out of

the heart, ver. 18, consequently by nature evil,

and impure, ver. 19—upon which then, ver. 20,

winding up the whole, returns to the first

theme of the entire discourse. There is a de-

cided difference between xoiXia and napSia,
for the former, the belly, with its meat belongs
to what passes away of the present outward
man (1 Cor. vi. 13), while the latter, the heart,

is the $j/6avpoS (treasure) of the man, pro-

perly speaking, and his disposition of mind.*
(Compare also Col. ii. 10, 17, 22, in order to

see that Christ here, while he rejects the com-
mandments of men relating to the sphere of

the outward and indifferent, at the same time
undeniabty makes already in this general state-

ment a prophetical allusion to the impending
abrogation of the Levitical laws regarding
meats, Acts x. 14, 15; 1 Tim. iv. 4.) For it

was indeed necessary that such hints should
already come from his lips, in order that what
was afterwards so fitted to create surprise

might rest upon his authority: and precisely

because he will include this in his far-stretch-

ing glance does he adhere (which Mark has
overlooked) throughout the whole discourse so

specially to the month, the eating, not the

hands and their washing. He will certainly,

*(!nnipar<» the pa<sa<if» in Pliilo: droftan, Si

ov yiverat ^vr^rmvuiv , &5? eq>rj nXdroov,
ei'6o8oS, eBoSo? 6e drpSd prcov. 'Eitet6epx^-

tcci /i£v ydp <xvTdp6iTux Hoci nord ,
q>3aprov

fiaj/uaro? cpSaprai rpoqxxv Xoyoi Se kB,ia.-

6rv, d^ai'drov ipvxni dBdrarot ro/uoi, Si

cov 6 Xoyixoi fiioS Hvfieprdrai (Deopif.mund.

1. 29).
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nt the game time, say : The reason of the divine

commandments hitherto, which relate to the

mouth, lies not in the meats themselves ; they

in no wise mean the eating or not eating in

itself, as the Pharisees take them, and in their

own fashion multiply them, but obedience.

Every thing clean and unclean—where God
has hitherto declared any thing to be unclean

(as likewise ordained washings)—belongs to

the heart, so that in those cases the eating or

not eating already previously comes out of the

heart, just as was the case in the forbidden

fruit of Paradise. In saying this Christ speaks

without false affectation, and with holy dig-

nity, of every thing human, even of the d<ps-

Spoov or " draught "—partly on account of the

obtuseness of his disciples on this occasion (as

if he said to them, thus must I speak to you
in a downright way, in order that you may
understand), partly, in the exalted point of

view according to which, even in the Old Tes-

tament, laws were given for the impurities of

men, in their present state unfortunately bur-

dened with such (Deut. xxiii. 12-14). Pro-

foundly significant is the certainly genuine
additional clause of Mark, who here also sup-

plements what is said by Matt: xaSapigov
Kavra rd fipoofiaza, purging all [the] meats.

The participle to which o e6ti, which is, is to

be supplied, applies to the whole clause

:

Which process, which business of separation

at the end (not the previous washing) purges

all meats, i. e., removes from the meat properly

so-called, that which, in some sense certainly,

is impure in it, and thus does enough for the
occasion ; as, first of all in a physical, so then
in a higher sense, compensation is made by
evacuation for what, speaking generally, is

impure for man in the whole business of meats.

That of which Christ here so significantly

speaks was for him, therefore, even a humble
work ofpurification for the fipajjiara, " meats,"

in the enjoyment of which and their passage

through the flesh he was made like to us.*

All, therefore, that enters into the mouth
goes in this natural way to be purged, and
does not really defile the man with abiding

impurity. But does all, too, that comes out of

the mouth and heart defile him 1 It is true

* A later Jewish statute prescribes that a man
should go to stool, and if possible empty himself

out ere he sit down to meat, in order that he may
eat with clean stomach and belly ; which the very

wise Rabbins find in the " putting away of the old

before the new " (Lev. xxvi. 10). If this, perhaps,
had been said even at that time, we might find in it

an occasion for Christ's discourse, which accounts
for his going so far into the matter. For the rest

we have here at the same time a testimony against
that Gnostic doctrine, for example of Valentinus,
which Clemens of Alexandria thus mentions: ?}6Sis
xai£7tieri8ia>i,ovK drtodiSovS rd fipoojuara,
" he ate and drank peculiarly, not evacuating his

victuals :" so great was the power of the hynpd-
teioc (continence) of Christ: w6te na.if.ir) q>S<x-

prjvai rr)v rpo<pr)v kv avrcp, "that even his

food did not grow corrupt within him " (cited by
Dorner. i. 457).

that (in Matt, and Mark), itdv, all. is not re-

peated here, yet the rd de EHrtopEvojUEra, to
iH7iup£v6ju£yov, but the things, thing, that go

forth, are put quite as generally. Nor does
Christ say. by way of limiting these expres-
sions : But whatsoever evd, impure, tiling comes
out. He means, therefore, truly all that the

naturally corrupt heart of man brings forth,

he takes the natural man as he is, as entirely

impure, and of himself ever defiling himself
anew ; it is precisely this that with great se-

verity he opposes to Pharisaism ! The toy
drSpaoTtov , the man, which occurs twice in

ver. 11, and now recurs in the explanation

(Mark has it emphaticall)r still oftener), is the
culminating point of the whole discourse,

which rises from the belly to the heart, and
thus to the man, properly speaking. That
which goes into the belly belongs not to the
man in the sense in which Christ here uses

the word. Therefore Mark more fully : That
which from without comes into the man (i. e.

in the common use of the term and to appear-

ance), cannot defile him
; for it goes not into

his heart (properly his inner part), but into

the belly, and continues, therefore, also in the
£i67topevEd3ai, entering in, to be yet pro-

perly £t;a)S£v, witliontj to which e^oo^ev an
(dGo^Ev, without and within, is then twice

sharply opposed. What the tongue from nat-

ural, unrestrained impulse speaks, is only evil

and poison from the hell of the heart ; what
the man lets out, is partly a manifestation of

the impurity of his innermost being which is

already there, partly a fault, inasmuch as he,

every time reacting upon himself, further

stains himself with his own filth (James iii. 6,

8). From this we will understand the sharp

concluding words in their striking generality.

Verses 19, 20.—A dictum prolans (proof

text) for original sin, as strong as we could

Avish it to be. 'Ex rtfi xaSpuxS, "from the

heart"—this means certainly the man, here

spoken of as he is in himself and every where
;

Mark has besides tody dvSpconoov , of men.

Ye are totally and entirely unclean in your trine,

Christ would say ; here eating or washing
from without, will afford no help, but there

is needed an entirely different cleansing of the

altogether perverted and corrupted heart

(Jer. xvii. 9). This the wilfully blind Phari

see overlooks, and goes on defiling himself

while he foolishly holds with so much zeal his

manifold distinctions of clean and unclean

(chap, xxiii. 24, 27 ; Luke xi. 39, to 8e e6oo-

$ey vficov, your own inward part, ye merely
outwardly washed vessels !) Christ will cer-

tainly not thereby say that out of every man's

heart and mouth only evil proceeds ; but

where good proceeds, there it has been pre-

viously implanted by grace, and comes there-

fore not properly from the man himself. He
might also have said: Out of the heart pro-

ceed hypocritical words, when the people draw
near to God with the mouth, ver. 8—but he

has said this already, and he now rather dis-

closes to the hypocrites what other sins in

general, if not in works yet in equivalent
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JDords, are always flowing out of their heart

(chap. xii. 34, 37). As a comprehensive generic

idea, stand first of all the broad and deep-

reaching SiaAoytdjuoi irovrjpoi, evil thoughts.

These are the innermost, first, heart-discourse

and heart-thoughts, which in every word and
work, were already there as properly sin, ere

they represented themselves outwardly ; in

them precisely the eSepx^^Sai, going forth, of

all sins from the heart is made convincingly

manifest.* These are lusts and passions,

doubts and contradictions, these are in par-

ticular, for example, such questions also as

were before addressed to him (ver. 2), and, on
the whole, such elaborate systems of lies as

do away with God's commandment; we can-

not take the expression too generally in order

to comprehend under it the catalogue of sins

which follows. This, however, is in Matthew
specialized only according to the decalogue,

from which the concluding and transition-com-

mand of the first table was adduced before

;

therefore the catalogue goes on from this point,

and all the sins against the commandments of

the second table are named in correct order.

B\a6(p?i!.iiat, " blasphemies," are accordingly

calumnies and insults against one's neighbor;
the last commandment had already been in-

cluded in the SiaXoyi6uovi, " thoughts." This

simple arrangement might occur to Matthew,
who here abridges more and extracts the ker-

nel, while in Mark we find a greater variety

of species. And though he may have added
some expressions, yet the conclusion again

speaks to us as genuine and original, and in-

vented by no reporter. First of all, Mark
also follows the order of the Sinaitic com-
mandments (with the exception of that re-

markable transposition of the seventh and the

sixth which sometimes occurs) : fioixticci,

itopvEiat—cpovoi—uXoitai and n\eovE£,iat
}

" adulteries, fornications, murders, thefts, and
covetousness" are evidently to be taken together

—now (instead of the literal ipevSojuaprvpiai,
" false witness," of Matt.) he has four other

expressions which, however, by the following

fiXa6<priuia, " blasphemy," 6how that they

yet collectively belong to the ninth (Lutheran
eighth) commandment. For by novrfpiat
" wickedness," side by side with d'oAoS, " de-
ceit," are evident'y meant wickedness, mali-

I cious acts, injuring one's neighbor through
falsehood (cotnp. Rom. i. 29)

—

ddaAyeta, " las-

civousness," in like manner, beside 6<pSaAju6s
TtovypoS, " an evil eye," cannot fall back again
into /nozxelat, rtopvelai, " adulteries, fornica-

tions," but in its fundamental signification

means petuiantia, self-will, wantonnesss. As
theft and covetousness, doing injury and guile,

belong to each other as the more open and
more concealed form of the same sin, so also
does petulence bear the same relation to the

y"T |^y or evil eye of envy. All these are still

included in a certain measure under the one
commandment : Thou shalt not speak or be
false against thy neighbor; they however
penetrate so deeply into it as to reach beyond
it to the last commandment, which is wanting
in Matthew. Finally, in the concluding words
after /JXa6cpr/juia, " blasphemy," which are
peculiar to Mark (the connecting link tying in

the twofold sense of that expression, blas-

phemy against God and against our neighbor),
a return is made in a most direct and profound
manner to the general ground of all sin, as the
first table reveals itself in the first command-
ment : pride against the Highest is, as inward
idolatry, the evil ground of all sin (Sirach x.

12, 13, in the Greek), while from this pride
flows all the acppo6v vtj, " foolishness," that
is connected with sin. Thus does the conclu-
sion lead completely back to the beginning,
and there is here attested by Christ, Ave think,

a truth which cannot be too thoughtfully con-
sidered, namely, that all want of understanding
in the blind, all unreason and folly on the part
of those who are led captive by human mad-
ness in opposition to God's word, is a fault

and a sin proceeding out of the evil ground of

the proud heart ; which will be made mani-
fest in the Sadducees and Hegelians of our
own day before Christ's judgment, as it was
then in the Pharisees.

THE CANAANITISH WOMAN.

(Matt. xv. 24, 2C, 28; Mark vn. 27, 29.)

That^ Christ departed (Matt. a.vtx^PV6^ v i

Mark anijA'i tv) , refers evidently to the stir

that had just been made and the offence that

had been given, from which, according to his

usual practice, he again withdraws himself.

* " The SiaA.oyidp.oi itovrjpoi, in relation to

the following <po vol, poix^loci, etc., are certainly

not to be understood as a distinct species of sin be-

side the others, but as the first step in the develop-

ment of sin, with which the others are then connect-

ed as the realization of these in act " (Jul. Midler,

en Sin, i. 337, Clark's For. Theol. Library).

lie does not, indeed, betake himself beyond the
boundary of Judea actually into the country
of the heathen, for this, on account of what
is said, ver. 24, is not to be supposed,* but near
to it, towards the confines of the country of
Tyre and Sidon.f From this time onwards we

* The visit to Phoenicia, here by mistake insert-

ed, is therefore only a chimera of Sepp's, which we
have already put aside.

t Matt, fz? roc H£pT}, here equivalent to vernu
itgioncs, as the Syriac expresses it, for Mark sayi,
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observe in the Gospels that he also more and

more avoids publicity in Galilee (see espe-

cially Mark ix. 30, Ttapeitopevovro, which

Grotius rightly interprets napcc xr)v odor
txopevovro, they went by by-ways). The
inhabitants of the sea-coast around Tyre

and Sidon were called in the special sense

Canaanites (Judges i. 31, 32; Num. xiii. 30;

and, with a play upon the name, Isa. xxiii. 8),

or Phoenicians {^oiriueS, Exod. vi. 15 ; Josh.

v. 1, in the Sept.), in which case the Syropbce-

nicians and Libyphcenicians (SvpocpoiviueS,

Aifivcpoivixei) were distinguished ; and when
Mark at the same time designates the woman
in respect of her yivoi or "• nation " by '-EA-

Xqvh or " Greek," he only means by this in

general, a heathen woman, so that we cannot

find with Niemeyer in her striking reply (ver.

27) a " fine Grecian wit." The beginning of

the account, in Mark, makes it appear as if

she had sought out Christ in his house, but

the crying after him (Matt. ver. 23) plainly

shows that she had already called to him on

the way. According to Mark iii. 8 ; Luke vi.

17, the fame of Christ's deeds was spread

abroad also in this district ; so soon there-

fore as this woman of great faith, who had
a daughter possessed of a devil, had heard

of the coming of the great Helper, which
could not be hid, she sought him out (Mark
ver. 25). She addresses him not merely by
the general title of honor, Kvpie, " Sir," but,

hi order that she may make no oversight, she

adds also the Israelitish appellation, " Son of

David."f She begs for pity ; but he pities her

not ! The fountain of mercy, usually open to

every hand that only touches the hem of his

garment, flows not, the much lauded Physi-

cian and Helper will not heal and help ; the

friendly mouth, which is ever so ready to give

comfort, is silent. He answered her not a

word—not a word either, however, of refusal

:

I will not, dare not, help you, be gone and
leave me or the like—to say this is to him im-

possible, for it becomes hard enough for him
to be silent. The disciples cannot understand

their Master ; it has been so much his prac-

tice to dismiss all suppliants by hearing and
helping them, that this has become the under-

stood rule of his conduct. 'AxoAvdov aurr'fv,

i.e., not certainly ; Put her mvay at least, if

thou wilt not help her; but it includes the

helping as pre-supposed. Still, their request
on her behalf springs not purely from sympa-
thizing love, but here is a seeming against a

seeming; the compassionate Master seems

etS rd jusBopta, in conjinia, border, neighborhood.
Matthew says of the woman: and tgjv opioav
tneivGov IgeXSovda, "came out of the same
coasts"; Christ had, therefore, not come into her
Country.

f Which reference to the Jewish designation pie-

Bents no difficulty whatever, so that we are not
under the necessity of supposing with Lange (after

Sepp), that the daughter who was possessed had a

revelation of the name Jesus and the title Son of

David.

harsh, and the disciples seem more compassion-
ate than he, while they are thinking at least

quite as much of themselves as of the suppli-

ant and her distress. For although the rea-

son thejr give for their request is intended at

the same time to mean as regards Christ:

The people hear it, and now there will aris«

a real stir which yet thou art anxious to avoid

—still the most important reason to them be-

trays itself in the very bold " us :" the Ca-
naanitess is disagreeable to us, and troublesome
with her crying. Hence they do not express

themselves in the manner most natural to the

awakened feeling of love : Help her, hear
her (do take pity on her ! would certainly

not have been proper)—but, Send her away I

Pray, make haste, and rid us of her and her

crying ! A truly injurious supposition on
their part that such a reason could move
Christ to help her, as it did them.
The remarkable answer of Christ opens to

them an entirely different point of view, in

which he kindly passes over every thing in the

way of rebuke, actually defends himself hum-
bly against their misapprehension of his con-

duct, and adduces a tceighty reason for his

surprising silence. Most of the practical com-
mentators and preachers fall here into the

error which has become traditional, namely,

that Christ, thoroughly knowing the woman's
heart, had from the first determined to help

her, but meant .previously to draw out her

great and exemplary faith by a feigned refusal

in the way of trial.* Thus the pre-determined

counsel of God is improperly mixed up with

the human acting and consciousness of Jesus,

which is by no means at all times and entirely

to be merged in the former ; so here beyond
regard to that which happens to the woman
certainly in part as an example for us, the

innermost significance of the narrative for

Christ's own person, the wonderful contermin-

ous meeting of the divine and the human in

him, upon which, in the passage before us,

much light is thrown, is not at all understood
;

thus is entirely overlooked a circumstance that

lies quite on the surface, namely that Christ,

when he first breaks silence, sa}-s what we
read (Matt. ver. 24) actually to the disciples, as

necessary information for them, and by no
means merely that the woman may thereby

hear it obliquely. This is, consequently, the

real key-word to the enigma of his seemingly

harsh silence (which Mark surprisingly enough
passes over, while it is essential to the story

as told in the Gospel of Matthew)
; this is in-

deed a truth which we are not at liberty to

explain away as if the words were not spoken

in earnest.

I am "sent,"—in this expression (as he else-

where also says, I am come, and that sixteen

times, but on the other hand he speaks only

four times in the first three Gospels, and forty

* Even Bengel incomprehensibly thinks, that

Jesus, in the exercise of his foreknowledge, made
this entire journey to the borders on this woman'*
account.
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times in the fourth, of his being sent and of

"him who hath sent him," comp. John vii. 28

and the context)—in this expression he rep-

resents his whole earthly life and labors as

subject to the Father's commission and ap-

pointment. In this commission is exactly

Erescribed what he is to do (Luke iv. 43), and
esides obeying this he does nothing. Now,

as the sent prophet, miracle-worker, and Mes-
siah, he was, on account of the promises, ac-

tually a servant of the circumcision (Horn. xv.

8); not until his exaltation, was the salvation

to be extended also to the Gentiles (John xii.

32). He was, therefore, bound by his instruc-

tions, as he here not less clearly than humbly
says to his disciples. He actually thought, in

liis silence toward the first and only suppliant

from the heathen world, properly speaking (for

such is this woman in the Gospels) : I dare not

help her ! Else he had been quite as prepared

to answer her pra)rer as he was that of the

csenturion of Capernaum, the friend of the

Jews. He will not, by passing over to a for-

eign sphere, draw to himself many needy
Gentiles by giving help to one, and by thus

opening a new theatre of action which is yet

closed to him, give offence to the Jews as if

he were not their " Son of David." It was
not merely fit (as Bengel, on the other side,

observes half correctly), that he should lay

down, by way of testimony (before giving the

help which he had determined to give), such a

protestation against further consequences ; but
the protestation is meant in literal and entire

earnest just as it stands. " The keen scenting,

timorous, light-hating sagacity of the watch-
men on Zion, the close suffocating air" (to

t;peak with the poet Lange), has driven him,

if not over, at least upon the boundary of the

Holy Land
;
yet he speaks of that wicked Is-

rael, whom he has to rebuke and from whom
he has to withdraw himself, here as always,

outwardly with the honor and dignity becom-
ing him on account of his calling (for example,

John iv. 22). For it is, and continues to be,

the house of Iirael to the lost sheep of which
alone he is sent, in the first place, during his

life upon earth. He has not now left them in

order to give them up, and turn without dis-

tinction to the Gentiles before the time ; he

himself, in faithful obedience to the Father's

commission as a whole, does not now at once

perceive that the Father has brought to him
here an exception to the rule—until he comes

to see it in the victorious faith of the woman,
&s he oftentimes learned his Father's will, as

regards the particular case, by what happened
to him. Only thus we believe is the full jus-

tice of an unprejudiced interpretation (with-

out bringing into it what is not there) insured

to this earnest and most significant word of

Christ's mouth, and to the entire narrative in

which it stands. It is a heathen woman who
now, contrary to time and order, desires help

of the Messiah—this the disciples had forgot-

ten, but he knew what significance belongs to

this, and maintains the great distinction, when
it is proper to do so, as firmly against the in-

considerateness of men, as, on the other hand,
he can humble Jewish pride, and prophesy of

the future salvation of the Gentiles who accept
its offered blessings.

She has heard this—the poor heathen
mother who feels the plague of her little

daughter as her own, and asks compassion and
help for herself in the healing of her child

;

but she does not let herself be led astray,

she reasons not thus : It is then not true

what I have heard of his readiness to help «<!/..

He is indeed but the Messiah of the Jews, who
has no compassion for us heathen ! Either
Christ now at least stood still, when he spoke
to his disciples, or she forces her way through
to him, falling at his feet and ceasing not to

cry : Lord, help vie ! No longer, " Son of

David "—for this, as she has perceived, belongs
only to the house of Israel, but she still re-

peats : Lord, mighty universal Lord, I leave

thee not ; help me ! The most condensed form
of expression wrung from the anguish of her
heart ; nor does she any longer say, Haoe
mercy on me ! but what at bottom is still

stronger than this. Will Christ now help?
Not yet ! She first receives directly the same
information as the disciples, and that expressed
still more strongly, in which Christ rises from
mere silence to the worst of excessive harsh-

ness—and yet there is no express refusal. It

avails not that thou callest me Son of David,
thou art a heathen woman. Christ here
adopts the language of the Jews, who called

the Gentiles dogs. Those who before were
the lost sheep, to whom the shepherd belongs,

are now the children—namely, of the house of

Israel, the family of God, and what he now is,

or can give, is the children'
1

8 bread. Already,
however (alluding to further perseverance),

there lies beneath the seeming harsln»ess the

utmost kindness : these unbelieving Jews,
who have even now almost driven me from
their country, are jet the children ! Ovk e6ri

kocXo y, it is not right, not proper, cannot be
desired, that one take the children's bread ar-

bitrarily, contrary to the order of the house,

and cast it to dogs ! The Berlenbnrg Bible adds
not amiss : I dare not—" else might the Jews

say," It is not right. In their right and name,
indeed, Christ here speaks

;
yet his kindness,

which cannot deny itself, softening still fur-

ther the severity, of his words, says little dogs

—in which diminutive the idea of unclean-

ness (chap vii. 0), gives place to that of de-

pendence, of clinging to (as now the woman
does), of belonging to men and the family.*

The words "sound like, No ! they do not how-
ever say No, but waver and hang in suspense"
(Heinr. Midler)—only every claim preferred

in the impetuosity of the prayer must be
broken, and every right, even were it only

that of the Jews to the fulfillment of the

promise, be taken away from this heathen wo-
man. In this ovk t6zi xa\6v and KvvapioiS
(" it is not right," and " [little] dogs ") the

* In which feeling for the mode of expression

Luther also has put " little dog " in Tob. vi. 1.
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compassionate Leait of Christ already moves
towards the presentiment, that it is the Father's

will to make here an exception, anticipatory of

his mercy (Rom. xv. 9). According to Mark,

he said before this : Let the children first be

filled—in which itpairov there lies the idea:

It is not yet time for the Gentiles. This gives

another spark of hope to the suppliant; it is

at the same time a prophecy of the Spirit

from the mouth of Christ, which might sug-

gest to us the thought—Ah ! they are un-

happily too full, seeing they have cast the

bread of God away from them, out to the

dogs !

The same spirit which bids Christ speak

thus and not otherwise, now teaches the hea-

then woman to advance farther, and to seize

hold of the help which has been held out to

her in this harsh word. Well might she af-

terwards her whole life long be astonished

almost, at the bold, ingenious, pressing answer
which the spirit of grace and supplication

instantly suggested to her; for this spirit

works every where in such moments of an-

guish, when a human soul struggling for the

help of God (and that this was the case here

is evident in the xvpie) becomes wise and in-

genious to lay hold on the smallest finger.

There is in the words of the woman, along

with the dvSpoanivov or human also some-

thing $£7ov or divine, in virtue of which it

was worthy of occupying a place in the Holy
Scripture of the New Testament, as a pattern

of wrestling prayer, the most perfect unit}' of

humility, which bears all denial or chiding, and

of trust, which is yet never given up.* She
cleaves to the friendly word, " little dogs," in

which Christ has betrayed his heart to her—

-

*' she catches him in his own words" (Luther)—" takes the sword out of his hand and slays

him with it " (Heinr. Miiller)—"drives back

the arrow into his heart " (Rieger). Yes, Lord !

thus speaks humility
;
pride would say : No,

I am not a dog, I will not be cast out among
them ! No ! says pride in many even till this

day ; but " No, Lord ! " even when the Lord
accuses, rejects all claim, shuts thee out as

unclean from the family rights of the heavenly

Father's dear children ! Oh, that then at least,

all might surrender themselves with the all-

conceding acknowledgment : Yea, Lord ! Oh,

that we might learn from this woman at all

time6 to connect with this, as closely the pow-
erful importunate " but yet." In the connect-

ing together of these two words is involved

the whole order of salvation and prayer.

Such faith finds the promise in the very re-

fusal, makes the unworthiness, precisely as

neediness, the plea for favor. The dogs—hast

thou said 1 Well, then,-\ the dogs are and re-

* For iVrtAs here certainly not a continuation of

the prayer, as many are for rendering it, thus des-

troying the most profound psychological truth.

f Thou sayest quite truly—but I interpret it dif-

ferently precisely for me. That is the proper sense

of xai yup'm the original text, which is too fine

to be translated. We ate not at liberty (with Von

main beneath the table when they are hungry,
and do not let this little place in the house be
taken from them. When the children break
their bread (Mark has now naiSia for rexva)
when from their masters table ibixia fall (dou-
ble diminutive: little crumbs), there is then no
need, properly speaking, for Aa/Jelr xoci fia-

Aeiv, taking and casting, which I am not ask-
ing

; for the dogs are contented even with the
smallest share, if only they do not starve with
hunger ! I am even now, O Lord, not fa*

1

from the table; even now there falls for us
Gentiles a crumb of bread from Israel's table,

seeing that thou art on our boundary. The
dogs eat; well, I too may eat—it is done and
there is no preventing it. Thus does the
word of the woman outbid all refusal on the
part of Christ, and to understand and feel"

this aright belongs to the right understand-
ing of his reply, in which he acknowledges
himself all at once overcome.

Mark expresses this reply more according
to the sense: For this saying go thy way, the
devil is gone out of thy daughter I Thus has
he also correctly rendered more in human
style, as another would have spoken, the ac-

knowledgment and granting of her request,
the precise original expression not being in

his mind ; Matthew, however, here also liter-

ally preserves the sacredly classical usage of

Christ. Hitherto Christ had not accosted the
woman, but in this address all is at once grant-
ed: O woman! Now, after the chiding she
receives a commendation in requital : I'ho faith

is great ! He does not find fault with her for

holding on, for being so urgent, for crying
after him ; he rather praises this, inasmuch as
it proceeds from faith. The cry of the disci-

ples for help. ch. viii. 25, proceeded from the
weak faith of natural fear, the " help me " of

this woman from great faith. He commends
and rewards not the natural love which made
the child's distress her own ("have mercy on
me, help me "), for in this there was yet also

the impulse of nature, not as in the case of the

centurion's zeal in behalf of his servant. He
specifies not the humility but the faith, for

precisely in humility, in the full consciousness

and acknowledgment of unworthiness and the
absence of all right, is faith great ; only where
one desires and hopes for grace, is there faith.

This woman has wrestled more victoriously

than Jacob, who stood upon the ground of a
promise ; her praying has become a willing?

before which Christ's first humanly-formed
will disappears, in order that what has now
plainly become the will of the Father in her
may be done. As Mark began his whole nar-

rative with a willing on the part of Christ,

while yet he could not (ver. 24), so what the wo-
man wills is now done, by a holy wonderful

Gerlach) merely to understand: Yes, Lord, it it

lawful, for even the doss, eic. Such a Yes would
be almost a bold contradiction of what Christ had
said, instead of the humili'.y which necessarily be-

longs to it. Luther has with delicate tact brouyhl

out the true sense here.
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yielding, in the proper sense, on the part of
Christ.* Now then, as thou wilt, not as I

will, or would. Such faith has a claim and
right which the Son of the Father, even as

David's son, may not resist. Let not this be
explained away, let nothing Docetic be brought
into Christ's first or last word, so that the
kernel of the whole incident may remain un-

touched, the testimony given in the human
life of the Son, to the unsearchably mysterious
truth between God and man, that Jaith con-
quers, and every thing yields to its will ! This
Christ says—and that he can and must say it,

was probably to himself here one of the most
important and blessed experiences.

THE FEEDING OF THE FOUR THOUSAND.

(Matt. xv. 32, 34; Mark viii. 2, 3, 5.)

And they praised the God of Jsratl.\ Thus
.writes Matt. ver. 31, not precisely because the

people then also certainly so expressed them-
selves, but by way of contrast to the prece-

ding incident. Jesus betakes himself again to

those to whom he is sent, he goes up to a hill

near the sea of Galilee, llis wonted resort, and
there almost inviting and waiting for the peo-

ple, sits down. Already (according to Mark)
he had healed the deaf and dumb person on
the way ; now, in conformity with the duties

of his office, he heals without further ado all

whom any one may but boldly and reverently
cast at his feet. To what a pitch was it now
come in something more than a year's time
since his first signs (John ii. 11, 23) with the
crowding, pressing, and urgent claims of this

people, as opposed to the enmity of their wick-
ed leaders ! Scarcely a couple of years more
of this (the enemies of the Good Shepherd
having tolerated him thus long)—and they
were again accustomed to the works of their

God, as formerly they were in the wilderness,^

they desired them as their right, and as the
ordinary course of things (see shortly Mark
ix. 22), and yet were as little saved from death
by them, as their fathers were by the bread
from heaven. Precisely this is the folly of

these sheep wandering in their sin ; they
know not their true malady, and seek not the

true medicine and meat for eternal life. He
had seriously told them this at the feeding of

the multitudes on a former occasion
;
yet he

begins now to perform his signs with patient

testimony, to help and to feed at least their

bodies, to show good to them as much as they
desire and can receive it. It may be ques-

tioned whether, as some have said, these

Therefore, truly an " inconsistency "—as Hase
heads the paragraph—but not " a beautiful weak-
ness, the only one in his life."

t Which formal expression occurs from Exod.
xxxii. 27; xxxiv. 23 (Josh. vii. 20; xiii. 14; 1

Kings i. 30), onwards through Psalms and pro-

phets to Mai. ii. 16—which Sepp ought certainly

to have known, instead of inconsiderately observing

on this passage in Matt. : There were therefore

many Gentiles among those that were cured.

\ These words of the people whether occurring

here or elsewhere can for the present only signify :

Our old God still lives, and turns again to his peo-

ple ; couip. Luke vii. i6 ; i. 68 ; Matt. ix. 33.

crowds of people who had continued with him
three days were better than former ones, or
were more inclined to the words of his mouth,
than to the works of his hand : there is no
special ground for such a supposition ; and
that they do not say in so many words : Spread
again for us a table in this wilderness ! (Psa.
lxxvili. 18, 18), cannot be reckoned as a great
commendation.
But the Good Shepherd's heart cannot deny

itself and cannot refrain ; his emotion again
breaks forth in the words : ~Sn\ayx y i^o/iai
hni rov oxXov, "I have compassion on the
multitude." As in Matt. xiv. 14; xx. 34;
Mark i. 41; Luke vii. 13; this is always an
expression and outgoing of that deep compas-
sion (Matt. ix. 36) with which Christ (as in
former times the God of Israel, Judges ii. 18

;

x. 16) stoops even to the bodily wants of the
wretched, whether on a great or small scale,

because their great distress—that which is

truly so—moves his heart. These words in the
mouth and heart of Christ have called into ex-
istence all the institutions of philanthropy,
unknown to heathenism, for all sorts of indi-

gence and distress. They are hungry—this
now with Christ takes precedence of every
purpose of withdrawing himself more and
more from this time forward, and of all hesi-
tation about raising again a stir such as he-

wished to avoid. That they have continued
three days with him (although in a very dif-

ferent sense from that continuing with him of
which we read in Luke xxii. 28), he kindly
reckons to their praise ; for there was indeed
a spark of faith in this, in which he rejoiced-.

Only once to forget bread in their nearness to
him—how much better than the character of
so many at this day, who so often forget and
forsake him in their anxiety about bread !

The time comes for dismissing them to their
homes, but he bethinks himself with accompa-
nying love of the v?'/6rEiS, fasting, on the way,
how they might faint—he cannot reconcile
himself to this, and therefore he must say :

ov SsXoo, I will not. According to Mark he
added (entering into particulars) the words:
For several of them are come from far ! (Cer-
tainly i'/Kov6i is not, as Luther understands
it, a remark of the Evangelist, but a continua-
tion of the direct words of Christ ; ?/«&> is the
present with a perfect signification, are from
far.) " Here tell me whether, if the people
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had sent a message to Christ to tell him of

their necessity, they could have presented a

stronger case for themselves than occurs to

the mind of Christ himself ? Ah, good Lord,

have compassion on the poor people, only think

that they have continued now three days with

thee ; that they have nothing to eat, for they

are in the desert ; if thou lettest them go

away without having eaten, they must faint

by the way ; remember that several of them
have come from far ! See ! he himself consid-

ers all this before any one tells it to him, and
has already himself made just such a prayer

as they might have in their hearts, so that

no one could carry it so well in his heart. I

already have compassion, he says, and have

already considered every thing."* He, how-
ever, takes the disciples into counsel with

him as he often does in his kindness, and his

whole address to them implies without its be-

ing expressed: What think ye, shall we not

feed them again 1 The frequent remark, that

this time Christ speaks first, while, on the

former occasion, the disciples had directed the

attention of Christ to the thing, is founded on

an oversight of what we read in John vi. 5,

6 ; so much only is true here, that on this oc-

.casion he at once calls all his disciples togeth-

er, and will thereby certainly bring to their

mind the thought of the five loaves among
the five thousand (Matt. xvi. 9).

. And now the same Matthew, whose pro-

found clearness in rendering the discourses of

Jesus we so much admire, informs us, not less

faithfully than strikingly, of his own and his

fellow-disciples' perplexity on this occasion,

from which it at first appears as if they had
actually entirely forgotten the former miracle

of feeding the multitudes. Yet we would not

express ourselves on this point quite so strongly

as Wizenmann: "It is, moreover, if Matthew
was fabricating the story, the most awkward

thing conceivable that he should have let the

disciples give this answer." Looking at this

answer psychologically, it is rather so to be

understood, as expressing neither an entire

forgetting nor an entire believing, but just

their natural wavering state of mind and posi-

tion. So much they indeed take for granted,

that they are to have something to do in the

feeding of the people, because he has called

them to him, and 7to$ev vfiiv, "Whence
should we have ?" sounds almost like a deli-

cate allusion to the former occasion—a shy

iquestion which they only reverently conceal

:

Is it to be in the same way again ? (Mark, indeed,

has instead dvvtjderai rif, " Can any one ?"

which sounds somewhat more indefinite.) It

* Luther, Sermon for the 7 Trin. in the collection

by Niethammer, where also he avoids arid even

s jrrects the error of his translation in Mark.

is certainly inconceivable that they should not
have at all remembered the former miracle

;

but Christ had, on this occasion, allowed the
third day to arrive before doing any thing,

and many a want he did not supply in this

miraculous way ; they venture, therefore, to

think neither one thing lor another regarding

his present intention.; in their embarrassment
they do not at the mom ;nt well know what
they shall say, and in reality they just say
what is most direct and straightforward.

Perfectly honest, they will neither boldly ad-

vance with their half faith to a repetition of

the miracle, nor will they oppose their half

doubt to what Christ has said as a direct con-

tradiction ; they therefore recur rather to

what they said on the former occasion

:

Whence should we have so much bread in the

wilderness as to fill so great a multitude? (On
this occasion the stronger expression x°PTĉ -

6<xi, fill, is used to correspond with the vt/6-

r £ii, fasting.) Christ at once receives this

kindly, because there was in it at the same
time something which recalled the procedure

on the former occasion, and he therefore re-

peats now his former answer: How i„uch bread

have ye? (Mark vi. 38. viii. 5). This signi-

fied : By all means in the same way again

!

Whether the power of God really will not or

cannot* create a,x\y thing new since the crea-

tion, without the, "materia praejacente"

—

into such subtle questions we do not enter.

If aught stands written to this effect, then

must we read it, and if it be at this day done
before our eyes (who knows all that is done ?)

—then our wisdom would have an end, just as

the present physiology of animal life in the

presence of the toad living for centuries in the

stone. Now it is here said that the disciples

had a little bread and a few fishes; that

Christ first of all asked after these, and took

them, is natural. Let him who has any wish

to inquire farther suppose the case: We have

nothing at all ! and whether Christ would
then have said, Then must the poor people in-

deed faint! or whether he might still have

filled them with, or without meat, and done

to them according to his compassion. Suffice

it to sa}', he took also the fishes, which the dis-

ciples before had called little fish e>, and, accord-

ing to Matthew, at least had not counted

them, while according to Mark they had not

even named them—he gives thanks for every

present gift of God, but his thanksgiving be-

comes a powerfully increasing blessing, when
the people need and his heart wills it.

* It is a question, whether among the xvXXoii
(ver. 30) there were maimed persons to whom
Christ supplied the members that were wanting 1

About which, however, Grolius says, differently

from Olshausen, Non video quid obstet, " I sea no

reason to the contrary."
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REFERENCE TO THE SIGNS OF THE TIMES.

(Matt. xvi. 2-4; Mark viii. 12.)

Nothing is more natural than that the de-

mand for signs should be repeated ; it may
quite possibly have occurred several times be-

6ides those mentioned at ch. viii. 12, here, and
at John vi. 30: though not so often as alleged

in certain standing objections and phrases

brought forward against preachers, missiona-

ries, and Christians in general, and differing

according to the country and people; for the

power of Christ to dismiss and deter from
these objections, was greater than ours.

Equally natural is it that he should repeat the

same answer to the same challenge, especially

as it certainly was other persons who only re-

peated the challenge, or rather brought it for-

ward anew from the same disposition of mind.
If this, then, was repeated once or twice, the
striking answer of Christ would become com-
monly known in its general purport, and it

would be said among his opponents : One must
hot come to him with this demand, else one
gets for answer, The wicked and adulterous

generation, and the sign of Jonah.
As, after the first feeding of the multitudes,

the obstinate people desired bread from heaven,

60 probably the demand of the Pharisees and
Sadducees here stands in some connection

with the foregoing second feeding. They have
heard of it, and (as at ch. xii) want to coun-

teract the impression upon the people :

1; Who
knows how this came to pass 7 Can he yet

further, yet more conspicuous!}' and surely,

attest his power ? We have asked this of

him in vain !" For, that he will at all events

not do what they desire, thus much do these

nypocrites certainly know beforehand, al-

though with no clear insight into the true

reason of this. They say it indeed, mipd B,ov-

rei avrov, tempting him, as Mark adds.

Still, there is mingled with this presentiment

of the truth, and with this malice that sup-

presses it, the actual folly of the Jewish opin-

ion, according to which heavenly and earthly

signs were at that time distinguished, and it

was supposed that the latter might be wrought

also by evil spirits (by Beelzebub). On the

former occasion, therefore, when a sign was
asked, it was a sign/* om heaven that was meant,

as Luke says (ch. xi. 16]. Matthew, however,

here, for the first time, expressly specifies

this. The idols of the heathen or the devils

can show no sign in the heavens—as we read

in the book of Baruch, ch. vi. GG (comp. iv. 7

;

1 Cor. x. 20), and the later corrupt taste has

invented enough of apocryphal manifestations

from heaven (2 Mace. ii. 22). It is uncertain

whether those who now make the demand are

thinking of signs such as these, or of those

that are canonical, or bread from heaven such

a6 Moses gave, causing the sun to 6tand still

as Joshua did, calling forth thunder and rain

(Jer. xiv. 22) as Samuel and Elijah, or some-
thing else ; only they can hardly have had in

their thoughts the Messianic signs in the

heaven (Joel iii. 3, which many commentators
mention here).* He has given them enough
of Messiah-signs, and yet they will not receive

him as the Messiah ! Had he even done as

many signs in the heaven as he did on earth,

they would assuredly have impudcntljr come
forward still more with the objection :

" What
good is done to us by all these appearances

and spectacles, which dazzle the mob, and
which serial spirits may produce for him by
magic ? Let him, instead of this, heal our
sick, the lame, and the blind, as it is written

in tlie prophets, that we may know that it is

he !"f
According to Matt. ver. 4, Christ gave these

knaves literally the same answer as at ch. xii.

39, where we have already explained it in ita

profound import. Mark, ver. 12, only indicates

the same by a general expression (ec 8oS?}(5£-

rcxi, a formula of swearing, like the Hebrew
DX), but adds, after his manner, which oftener

represents the thing by such delineation of

the feelings or gestures, that Christ heaved a
sigh from the bottom of his heart (roJ nvev-
jtuxri avrov), which sign finds also its expres-

sion in the words, either literally spoken, or

to this effect : Why does this generation seek

after a sign ? Whence and wherefore but from
unhelief and hypocrisy, which repels from
itself the evident miracles and clear proofs

already afforded !

Matthew who, in giving the discourses of
Christ, is always the most exact of the first

three Evangelists [?], so far as regards the
inviolable kernel, informs us, however, that

Christ here, as is always to be supposed in

similar cases, by no means merely repeated

the former answer, but put before it some-
thing new, which is again repeated in Luke
xii. 54-57 : j You are generally wise enough to

observe and discern in the sky what sort of
weather is already present over the earth; if

you would thus attentively look at the signs

now present on the earth, they would be to

you signs also from heaven. However gene-

ral the manner in which Christ here speaks of

* With least probability of all, the star of the

Messiah according to Balaam's prophecy !

fPfenninger's Judische Briefe, v. 159.

| And that not without a difference : here to

Pharisees and Sadducees, there to the entire peo-

ple ; here only of the aspect of the heavens for good
or bad weather in general, there specially of partic-

ular weather-signs ; there more closely pressing tho

application to this time and themselves.
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the signs of the weather, what he says is yet

strikingly and picturesquely carried out; for

when Christ touches any thing in nature he

hits it exactly ; when he says any thing to men
he takes close and pressing hold of them. The
sky is red in the evening as also in the morn-
ing, and yet the evening and morning redness

is not the same; moreover, it is not the clear

evening redness, and the cloudy morning red-

ness. The one prognosticates a pure atmos-

phere even for the following day, the other

shows already the present x £IM<*> v > the vio-

lently overflowing or tempestuous rain, al-

though it is as yet dry and calm. (Ev5/a
and x £tM ĉ v are the most general antithesis

of the daily weather. The verbs ending in

-dgsiv, the immediately repeated itvppdS,ei,

and the adding of 6zvyvdS,oav the second
time—are, in the Greek, strongly and vividly

picturesque.) Such rednesses, otherwise sim-

ilar, you know how to distinguish, and to

observe the difference of that which has the
6rvyvd^eiv or lowering along with it ;* j

rou
speak as sure weather prophets, when you see

these different prognostics with a wise Then—
saying concisely with great certainty: A fine

day (is indicated for the morrow by this even-

ing) ! to-day, rainy weather ! (Not even an
tdrai, it will be, is required, as in our own
language.) ZErvyvoSor drvyavo?, "lowery,"
does not (as we find maintained by some on
this passage) originally mean dark, but, in

reality, sad, although already with reference

to the outward appearance (hence 6rvyvov
up/ua, hence also 6rvyvd6ai, Mark x. 22, as

an indication of the inward Xvitov/uevoS ; see,

however, also Ezek. xxxii. 10, in the Sept.)

—

the expression corresponds with the utmost
propriety to the following Ttp66aoitov rov
ovpavov, " face of the sky," which is not
(after the Hebrew W1Q) to be taken for aspect

in general, but: The sky looks sad or joyful,

presents to us a gloom;/ or cheerful fuce. In
this lively way does Christ, with the true

human feeling to which he will here appeal,

apprehend nature, so as in the ytvcJ6xEtE
Siaxpi'veiv, "ye can discern," to point to the
eye so receptive and open for natural things.

But now he puts in. opposition to these signs of

the weather, which the sky presents to us
when we look at it, the dr/juela raor xaipdav

\

signs of the times, which by right should stand
side by side with them. Already the Syriac is

wrong, when it renders this expression as if it

meant the signs of this lime (fcOD XJ3H)—as

at Luke xii. 56 Christ certainly said (rov
xaipov tovtov). This application, which is

indeed meant, is for the present, left to be
made by themselves, in a more general way,
while in the first place the before-mentioned
distinction of clear and gloomy days is com-
pared to different times, and their conjunc-

* Quod si et nigrae (nubes) rubentibus interve-
neriut, et pluvias (Pliny, Hist. nat. xviii. 35). Christ
is no stranger even to meteorology, and when he
speaks of this he has well considered what is right
in the ordinary sayings of men on this subject.

tures. There is no ground for supposing that
xaipoi, times, stands here specially for the
Messianic time, compare elsewhere Mark i. 15

;

Luke xix. 44. Christ rather means to say,

that there are in general signs of the Units,

every time has its own, all XP0V01 (spaces of

time, periods) have as xaipoi an import, con-

sisting of the events that happen and coin-

cide, to which one can and ought to give heed,
in order to understand what time precisely it

now is. These signs of the times to the single

eye, the upright heart, should at least be quite

as evident as the signs of the weather in the

sky (which, according to Gen. i. 14, are also

connected with still other signs of the times).

Nay, these signs, in the things that happen
to nations and to man, are indeed, at the same
time, in the most proper sense of the word
signs from heaven, of the divine government
and its counsel, for all who rightly consider

what indications belong to earth, especially

in the light of prophecy. Not as if Christ will

here merdy (although this also has its truth)

put the unhappily so often lightly-esteemed

and neglected observing of the time with nat-

ural wisdom, in opposition to the observing of

the signs from heaven ; rather are we admon-
ished here to consider the time with the true,

divinely-opened eye. Israel especially had,

in addition to this, the word of prophecy given

from heaven, in the light of which to prove

and learn what God, from time to time, had
caused to happen ; not otherwise did the pro-

phets in earlier times come to know their

times from the former word, and thus find and
receive new disclosures for the present, and
the remoter future. If this holds good in gen-

eral, it must do so in the highest degree in

regard to the time of times, the period of ful-

fillment and visitation in the most proper

sense, in which every thing now cried aloud:

Who hath ears to hear let him hear ! who
hath eyes to see let him see ! To the Saddu-
cees also, even without prophecy, were mani-
fest the signs of the time of the Messiah,

which were now present in abundance. Let
ch. xi. 4-15 be recalled ; what was there said

Christ means here, and still more, even in the

widest sense—not merely his miracles, his

works, or his whole labors, after Elias had
cried in the wilderness—but also that the

sceptre had departed from Judah, that Dan-
iel's year-weeks had come to an end,* and
whatever else the attentive might observe

;

even the wicked generation might be a sign

to itself, were it only to judge rightly of

itself.

*

But it will not do so, and, therefore, Christ

rebukes it when it asks and requires signs
;

therefore, he asks, on the other hand : Ye hy-

pocrites, who know so well to discern the red-

ness of the sky, can ye really not discern the

signs of the times, not perceive the great sig-

nificance of the present time which is full of

signs, in contradistinction from all that have

* For the ancient interpretation of these prophe-
cies remains sure against all new ones.
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been before it? If ye only wotdd ! Here is a

text for a sermon to the conscience, the truth

of which continually renews itself more or

less strongly, although it was only then true

in the strongest sense. Thus are men hypo-

crites, inasmuch as though wise in natural

things, they show themselves and make them-
selves blind in spiritual, and like many even
at this day "rather look to the weather and
the barometer than into the Bible and their

own heart." What is said of the weather is

itself, at the same time, figurative, and to be
further extended : In the political horizon
they discern peace or war, evdia or x £l/-la^> v >

fair weather or foul, with cunning pragmatism

as prophets of news, but as propheis of the

kingdom, to perceive God's work on the earth

they are wilfully stupid, and yet, at the same
time, act as if they really desired for them-

selves signs from heaven ! Such a generation

is still always, as it was then, referred to the

sign of Jonah which is now set up in all the

world, to the sermon concerning the risen

crucified One and its effect on the earth ; this

is the true sign from heaven. He who be-

lieves not this, how is he to be helped against

his will ? And he left them and departed !

BEWARE OF THE LEAVEN!

(Matt. xvi. 6-11; Mark viii. 15, 17-21.)

The warning* against the leaven of the Phar-
isees and Saddncees, which he now gives to his

disciples on the way in the ship, stands in

close connection, as we shall soon see, with
the incident just narrated. Leaven is also

among the heathen a metaphor for what is

corrupt, bad, in so far as fermentation is taken
as allied to putrefaction. In this signification

the Israelites were forbidden to use it as a

meat-offering (Lev. ii. 11 ; Amos iv. 5), as

also to avoid it during the seven days of the
passover (Exod. xii. 15, 19; xiii. 7), and it is,

even in the New Testament applied as a figure

by the apostle, 1 Cor. v. 2. The Rabbins call

the inn INPf or the natural sinful imaginations

and aims of the heart, nD^3^ "I1NE>

—

the leaven

in the dongh, " because as a little leaven it

leavens and corrupts the whole dough.

'

:

f Ac-

* Mark uses here the expression 8ie6reXXhco.
This word elsewhere in Greek signifies originally

to distinguish, then to say or appoint any thins;

definitely and plainly, hence at Matt. xvi. 20. Hesy-
chius explains by 8iedaq)?)6aro. The Septua-

gint puts it for "Vnri"l> to impart light and instruc-

tion upon any tiling, then also specially to warn;
hence in the New Testament 8i<x6rsWEiv is

chiefly to forbid, (see Matt. xvi. 20; Mark v. 43;
vii. 36 ; ix. 9). Elsewhere also, Heb. xii. 20 To
diadreWo/iisvov, in general, that which was
spoken to them—as Acts xv. 24, ov 8ie6teiX(x-
/ifSff, we have said expressly or laid down nothing

coccerning this—as distinguished from, commanded,
properly .--peaking. Here, therefore, in Mark, it

means, to say openly to them, pointedly and earn-

estlv warning them ; with which the anxiously care-

ful misunderstanding of the disciples is intended to

stand in contrast—" What does he mean by this so
pointed word V

{•This general reference is sufficient as a motive
for the warning. Lange again certainly interprets

toosubtilely when he thinks, that " with the feeling

cordingly in this warning Christ has certainly

in his mind nothing merely outward, but, pre-

cisely as the apostle in addressing the Cor-
inthians, a disposition, a slate of mind, which,
deep-sinking and all-penetrating, either steals

into the heart, or is already there ; the SiSa-

Xi] , doctrine, of Matthew therefore (ver. 12)

either expresses the same thing regarded in-

ternally (as our word system, equivalent to

principle), or perhaps (which at least may be
possible) is intended to hint delicately, that
the understanding of the disciples at that

time had as yet not penetrated into the
depths of the word, but still remained stand-
ing by the " doctrine " instead of the disposi-

tion of heart.*

of on«» who was driven out "—as if he now " made
his removal from the Jews who had become hea-

then," Christ with a typical retrospect warned them
against taking along with them the leaven of the

Egyptians. Alihough in other respects the idea

appears quite ingenious, that " in the removal from
an impure theoretical community they must have
a higher care than the fear of being, in the first

place, tviihout bread, namely, the care lest they
should t >ke along with them, into the new order of

things, any of the leaven of the same corrupt ten-

dency of life deep in the secret recess of the

heart."

* At all events, as regards the Herodiam, the doc-

trine taken exactly can no otherwise be applicable

than when understood of the " bad principles which
prevailed at the court of the king." (See Braune
on the passage, who interprets it just as we do.)

In like manner, Neander well observes, that the
" doctrine," properly speaking, of tho Pharisees

and the Saddncees, outwardly signified, could not

at all be thus connected asalike. It is only an odd
use of Scripture springing from his own ideas,

when, for example, Nagel (in the Lutherische Zeits-

chrift, 1847, 1, p. 22) cites in favor of his close

pressing of the doctrine, that Christ (xvi. 12) did

command them to beware of the leaven ot'Jalse doc-
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In Luke xii. 1, where Christ repeat* the

same warning to his disciples before all the

people, and names only the leaven of the

Pharisee*, he immediately adds to it the de-

cisive explanation: Which is hypocrisy (comp.

on this, above at ch. xi. 39-44). We shall

scarcely go wrong, if we lay this explanation

here also at the basis, although at first it is

only the Pharisees who are called hypocrites,

and here very remarkably the Sadducees also are

classed along with them. In Mark we read,

instead of this, nai ri/S ^vj-trji 'Hp&iSov, and

of the leaven of Herod, which is substantially

the same, only the Sadducees are denoted in

that special point of view, in virtue of which
the Pharisees themselves took them into fel-

lowship to make common cause against Jesus.

The Herodians, as they again appear in con-

nection with the Pharisees in Matt. xxii. 16,

and Mark iii. G, were not exactly a special

sect ; nor, on the other hand, were all Saddu-
cees precisely Herodians, but this name desig-

nates chiefly the political adherents of the

Herodian d\'nasty who clung to the Romans,
their protectors, and in so far, therefore, both
by their Sadducean theory, and by their prac-

tice and their treatment of the circumstances

of the time, stood in the sharpest opposition

to the orthodox Pharisees, who, from Israel-

itisli pride, abhorred and keenly felt the hea-

then sovereignty. Not the less, on this ac-

count, were these enemies united at heart,

when the object was to tempt and assail Je-

sus, as they had just before, at ver. 1, appear-

ed together making common cause. Perhaps
the disciples, in their simplicity, had indig-

nantly reprehended this mistaken demand of

the Pharisees and Sadducees, which had been
bo sharply repelled by Christ; and Christ,

wisely putting them to shame, checks their

as yet unwarrantable judgment, and tells

them that they were not yet so surely exalted

above the state of mind of these persons, and
had also reason still to beware of their leaven.

Leaven of the Pharisees and Sadducees

—

thus Christ views as fundamental!)' one, two
parties, who, as regards the outward expres-

sion, seemed at that time, as at all times, to

lie far separate from each other. The whole
of Israel (not taking into account the few Es-

eenes who stood almost outside of Israel) was
then divided into these two opposing parties,

so that every one must needs belong either to

the one or the other; either with the one
going at all events as far as Zealotism, which

trine—just as if Matt. xvi. 12 were also the direct

word of Christ ! Christ rather meant the " disposi-

tion, character, life " of the hypocrites, which, as at

that time among the Pharisees, may exist along
with strict orthodoxy

; any other understanding of

it would only be the recorded misunderstanding of
the disciples. Here lies an important principal
point for or against the new Lutherans, who are

right indeed in rebuking the really false doctrine

in the Herodianpolitieal or Sadducee heretical sys

tem, but along with this should not forget also the

leaven in the Pharisaic-orthodox, in the proudly
hypocritical separatism.

would refuse to give tribute to Caesar for

God's sake, or with the other as far as an
entire adherence to the political court religion

of the royal family, reigning by favor of the

Romans. Jesus, however, will in his disciples

form another and a new party, alike opposed
to both, and yet not Essenes, but genuine Is-

raelites in the fulness of times, in the king-

dom of the Messiah now come. Ye hypocrites!

Thus had he before rejected them both to-

gether; here, therefore, also he means, in the

first place, the leaven of their hypocrisy.

This, however, is not yet the deepest import
of his words, in so far as he classes them both
together. In the Pharisee, also, the secret

Sadducee lies hid, beneath all the show of

strict orthodoxy and zeal for the law ; for

they are hypocrites, because they are properly
tinbelievers in heart. The ground of all hypoc-
risy is the putting aside and repelling of the

certified truth ; on the other hand, also, all

open unbelief, Sadduceanism, Herodianism, is

in substance still the same hypocrisy, only in

an inverted form, in so far as the freethinker

and politician carries his delusion in like man-
ner against conscience, as the right truth and
wisdom, for show only. It is a hiding in the

one case and an uncovering in the other, but
both are equally false and human. While,
therefore, when both are spoken of together

as hypocrites, the honor of the " a parte poli-

ori fit denominate " falls to the Pharisee, and
the Sadducee must nolens volens be contented

to be reckoned in the same category—the

Pharisee is, therebj^, also at the same time, call-

ed a Sadducee, i. e., the one as the other an
unbeliever. This is the leaven of the Phari-

sees and Sadducees—different in outward ap-

pearance and yet the same: the unbelieving

hj'pocrisy and the hypocritical unbelief in its

innermost oneness, such as must betray itself

in hostile fellowship against the truth of God
in Christ. Let us now in the application pass

beyond the limits of Israel, and see how this

Israel itself, in its decline and corruption, can-

not cease to be a world-historical type of man
and of Christendom. Orthodoxy and ration-

alism, zeal for the letter and criticism, pietism

and libertinism, church zeal and political

worldly-wisdom—also the "dry science with-

out energy " (which Roos here mentions), and

the energetic literature of unbelief and im-

morality—who can name and comprehend all

the forms which, in theory and practice, on

this side and on that, this twofold leaven has

assumed, and even now assumes at this day 1

Thus it threatens the disciples of Christ every

where, in public teaching, discourse or writ-

ing, in social life, finally (for otherwise there

would be no danger), in their own hearts,

which readily sympathise with the subtilely

scattered elements of falsehood, in the one

form or the other, to the prejudice of the pure

truth held in entire faith. Therefore what
Christ here says to his disciples, he says to

all : Take heed, by looking around you ! beware,

by looking within you !

The disciples were then far from such an
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understanding of the wise words of their Mas-
ter, and thought he meant by the leaven only
literal bread belonging to the Pharisees. So
soon again had they forgotten what was said

in ch. xv. 16-20! They had accidentally, on
this occasion, not taken due care to provide
themselves with bread according to their

usual custom: Mark, who must have very
direct information, sa)rs quite exactty, that
only one loaf was in the ship.* This neglect,

which now occurs to them, helps, moreover,
to keep their thoughts fixed on the bread, as

if the word of Christ were in some way con-

nected with this. They said among them-
selves (tv eavrolS, i. e., according to Mark,
npdi aXXyXovi)—He must cercainly mean
that we have not taken bread with us. Btransre

enough, to bring this into connection with the

warning against that leaven? Where, then,

might they find a baker who was certainly

neither a Pharisee nor Sadducee in any wise ?

And could it be such as this that the Master
meant !

He rebukes their foolishly confused thoughts
a^ain, at first, with the friendly word which
he is always so ready to speak, and which was
indeed in a certain measure always appropri-

ate: ye of little faith ! Here it applies first

of all (recalling to their minds ch. vi. 30) to

their needless concern that such a thing as a

want of bread should happen to him, that even
he himself should be an vious about this ; for

it was this that had led to their confused
thoughts. Then, however, Christ means in

the thoughts of his wisdom precisely the
leaven of unbelief of which he had spoken; for

this, indeed, is already implied in every act of

little faith, and then also occasions the hypoc-
risy of cleaving to what is external. By as

much as faith is still wanting to us, by so

much are we also as yet incapable of grasping

the whole truth, and walking in it; that
which proceeds not from faith is error, and
those who are held captive in error fail also to

perceive even what is most evident. Accord-

ing to Matthew, Christ simply chid them with
a ovTtoo voslre, "Do ye not yet understand?"

at the beginning, and a rt&S ov rostra, " How
is it that ye do not yet understand ?" at the

end ; according to Mark, however, their want
of understanding is brought into prominence
in words of severer rebuke, in which we, at

least, may be allowed to think it impossible

that Mark here again "pleasantly and dif-

fusely carries out the words of Christ." Truly

there is nothing pleasant in the rebuke pro-

ceeding from impatient love, which longed so

much to have at length intelligent disciples;

still less is there any diffuseness or tautology

in these significantly measured expressions.

[f this Evangelist knew so specially that the

disciples had only one loaf, we may be sure

Also that the strikingly severe address of the

Master is truly narrated from a good source,

* The seven baskets full were certainly consum-
ed, for the incidents are by no meaus so closely

connected together.

and we shall find not that Mark has diffusely

extended the words of Christ, but that Mat-
thew again gives the extracted essence. The
innermost ground of all folly, as of that, now
shown by the disciples, is the unfeeling heart

hardened in unbelief and little faith, xapSia
itETtooftcn/xer?], which the Evangelist already,

at ch. vi. 52, introduced as a reflection of his

own, taking it from the words of Christ on
this occasion ; although, indeed, this designa-

tion is not to be taken in so bad a sense here

as at ch. iii. 5, Matt. xiii. 15. If it is true of

others that they never see or hear at all, the

same is true of the disciples, at least often-

times ; still, and just because they are disci-

ples, it is the more severely to be reprehended
in them, and therefore Christ now for the mo-
ment places them on a level with those who
have eyes and see not, ears and hear not—as

if he bad said: These thoughts were such as

might have occurred to you if you were not
at all my disciples !

" You have eyes, do ye
not then see ? You have ears, do ye not then
hear?" What follows always when the heart

•is hardened ? Of course that we neither ob-

serve nor perceive what truth and wisdom speak
to us ; where, however, there is no perceiving,

there, too, there can be no understanding, no
intelligence. (Thus in Mark voeIte and
6vviete are distinguished, while Matthew
puts only YoeiTE both times ; comp. however,
also Matthew ch. xv. 16, 17, as well as ch. xvi.

12, tote 6vvijxav.) We can by no means
say that yoecv ("understand") belongs to

the i)'vX r) (soul) dvviEvai ("perceive") to

the itvEvf-ia (spirit) ; rather, indeed, inasmuch
as we feel and perceive with the believing

heart, and the faith-sense is true reason, the

rosiv contains the ground, lying deeper in

the will, of the dvvisvai following out of it.

(Hence the exhortation, 2 Tim. ii. 7. voei a
Xsyco.) Finally, in the case of disciples who
had already enjoyed for a length of time their

Master's company and teaching, and had al-

ready passed through and experienced so

much with him. although the perceiving and
understanding, is always, at first at least, a

seeing and hearing, yet afterwards there may
justly have been required of them, a remember-

ing of what was before learned, a retaining

and working out of what had been already

received, so as from this rightly to know any
thing new that might be addressed to them.

With this last word of rebuke, ov nvrj).io-

veverEf " do ye not remember?" the repre-

sentation of Mark now again becomes one
with that of Matthew.*

Christ who, at the second feeding of the

multitudes, had only made quite a slight al-

lusion to the first. (Matt. xv. 34), now expressly

brings before them both of these together,

chiefly noticing the supplies that had remain-

ed over. What Matthew, with respect to the

sense, comprehends in Christ's own discourse,

*On the entire passage compare Beck, Bibl. See-

lettieh-e, p. 50 and 59—with whom I have coincided

in the exegesis.
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is given by Mark in the form of a thorough

catechising of the disciples as to what they

had forgotten, so that the shamed disciples

are obliged to answer; in Mark, too, it is im-

pressively noted that Christ himself brake the

bread among the thousands, and therefore so

many fragments remained. So literally his-

torical are these two narratives (of which
many ddvveroi, "without understanding,"

are at least for making one, \{ not a fable),*

here confirmed by the mouth of Christ, in a

discourse which the apostles could hardly

have fabricated in order to glorify their Mas-
ter. On the first occasion, there were twelve

smaller baskets (nocpivoi, such as are conve-

niently carried upon journeys) corresponding

to the number of the apostles ; on the second,

there were seven large 6Ttvpi8ai (baskets)

corresponding to the seven loaves (see Acts

ix. 25)—for they were probably more careful,

this time, to take at once vessels sufficiently

large for the quantity that remained over.

Christ having thus reminded his disciples

of these things, Mark, because he had laid

strong emphasis on this at the beginning, now
shoutens the termination of the discourse into

a mere abruptly concluding 7Co5s ov 6vvieze,

"How is it that ye do not understand?" at

which, first of all, there is to be supplied as a
middle member—r-How do ye not understand
that with me there should be no anxious care

about bread 1 Then, however, as the proper
conclusion which is expressed by Matthew:
That I cannot have meant bread in my warn-
ing against the leaven ! Not bread—more,
however, the Master himself does not say, and
leaves it to the disciples, here also, to find out
and to understand (or misunderstand) some-
thing besides (comp. Matt. ver. xii. with ch.

xvii. 13).

THE CONFESSION OF PETER—CHRIST'S FIRST ANNOUNCEMENT OF HIS SUF
FERINGS—TAKING UP THE CROSS AND FOLLOWING CHRIST.

(Matt. xvi. 13-28; Mark viii.27—ix. 1; Luke ix. 18-27.)

Here begins at all events a last, brief period

of the life of Jesus, previous to his sufferings,

and in all that Matthew tells us of it there is

a regular chronological connection (see ch.

xvii. 1, comp. there ver. 22 with Mark ix. 30

;

Luke ix. 43 ; further, Matt, xviii. 1, xix. 1

;

comp. Luke ix. 51). We have no reason for

taking Mark ix. 27 in close connection with
this, and supposing that " Peter's confession

followed close upoa the conversation about

the leaven of the Pharisees." Rather, as

appears from all the other results of the har-

mony, in forming which we cannot be too

careful to include every thing in the general

view so as not to go wrong in particulars,

there lies a considerable intermediate period

between Matthew xvi. vers. 12 and 13, in

which we, for our part, lay the journey of

Christ to the feast of Tabernacles, and his pro-

bable stay in Jerusalem till the consecration

of the Temple, i. e. all the contents of John,
ch. vii. on to x. 39.

|

* Schleirrmacher, too, amongst the number

—

who " could not make up his mind to believe in

the second feeding !" Unfortunately even Neander
also—we do not, however, retract even in his case

the expression we have used above, nor can we
sympathize with the two strong eulogies pronounced
over the grave of the man who handled the Scrip-

ture so unbecomingly. For, leaving aside the

Christianity of the heart, all believing science must
have neither history nor piety, but the objective

word for its foundation.

f Bengel :
" The gracious year in Galilee was

accomplished, and the Saviour in the midst of his

career spent a consideiable of his time in quiet.

He withdrew himself more and more from action,

and prepared himself for suffering." Ebrard, rightly

rejecting Bengel's external principles, has nevcr-

In the district of Cesarea Philippi or Pa-
neas (northwards at the source of the Jordan,
different from Cesarea Ilerodis on the Medi-
terranean Sea), Christ speaks with his disci-

ples what all the three' Evangelists narrate in

its main substance ; Mark says it was spoken
ev ry 6Sgo, in the way, Luke, that Christ was
engaged in prayer immediately before, at
which the disciples were either present, or to

which they came. We are not to seek for any
close reference in this striking question, thus
expressed for the first time, as to who or what
the people took him to be ; by no means is it

merely a momentary inquiry about what the
disciples had just been hearing of him on the

way, or what the people here (in Galilee, Tra-
chonitis, etc.) were 6aying of him ; but his

object is now, when his public labors have
already in a certain sense come to a close,

really to inquire after the result of these
labors on the whole, in order to pass from this

to a second principal part of his discourses

with the disciples, which is denoted by the
public intimations of his sufferings now first

begun to be made (ch. xvi. 21 ; xvii. 9, 22

;

xx. 17). There is here a great and significant

turning-point to be observed. " I am the
Christ"—this he now finally confirms and
ratifies to his disciples, while he challenges
their faith to confess it before him in opposi-

tion to the avSpooTtoi or men; immediately
however, he adds to this first sentence the
second, " And this Christ must suffer and

theless given far too little consideration to his erand
internal apprehensions and perceptions. [This,

however, is too subjective a basis for the construe

tion of a harmony : the order of the EvangeliMt
does not favor the author's location of the chapters
of John in question.

—

Am. Ed.]
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die !" There is in Matthew an unbroken con-

nection in every thing from ch. xvi. 13 on-

wards : with the confession of Peter in the

name of the disciples is connected the promise
in reply, addressed to the first apostle, and to

all the apostles, to the entire future Church ;

upon this directly follows (see the double
rdrt, "then," vers. 20, 21), the announce-
ment of his sufferings, and all that the address

of Peter, now proceeding from another spirit,

gives him occasion to add respecting his fol-

lowers on the way of the cross. It is one con-

nected testimony : That he is the Christ, the

founder and highest ruler of the true house of

God, the King and Lord of the kingdom of
heaven, which is his kingdom (ver. 28), the

future Church (which was only prepared and
foreshadowed by the niiT rnj)> or " the con-

gregation of the Lord," in Israel) ; but that

his way lies through death to the resurrec-

tion, consequently also, that the way of all

his disciples and of his whole kingdom upon
earth, leads to the victory of confirmation and
glorification through a conflict of suffering,

through a continual cross consisting in a re-

nunciation of life in order to find it again.

Verse 13. What now at last do the people
believe, think, say of me, after all that I have
hitherto done and taught? The question is

thus given with a simple fie, we, in Mark and
Luke, while Matthew, certainly more directly

exact, replaces this or strengthens (?) it by
tov viov tov avSpajnov, the Son of Man.
For the reading wavers as to whether also in

Matthew the fie' is to be retained, or (which
indeed has only few authorities) whether it is

to be cancelled ; and there appears here, first

of all, to be a great deal depending on this

little word in giving a different sense to the
entire saying. If we retain it, then it is cer-

tainly natural to take the appellation which
is added, " Son of Man," already in the Messi-

anic sense. Either with Beza, Piscator, Cle-

ricus, to point thus, Ti'va fie Xeyov6iv eivai;
tov viov tov dvSpGi7Cov ; Do they indeed
know me now to be the Messiah ?—or, with
Olshausen, to take the words as intimating
the truth: Me tov viov tov dvSpaortov (&;?

oidare) ovtcc, Me who am (as ye know) the
Son of Man. In favor of the former of these

readings is the circumstance, that the latter

would make Christ to have anticipated his

second altogether unassuming question (ver.

15), and to have prescribed to them himself
what their confessing faith is now to bring to

him ; thus would the only true, and profoundly
significant, sense of his awakening question be
disturbed. Further, against the latter read-

ing is the fact that the expression " Son of

Man" is never precisely and absolutely equiv-

alent to " Messiah," but while there are preg-

nant intimations lying behind this appella-

tion, it yet first of all denotes the personal

manifestation of this Jesus (now in humilia-
tion, but afterwards also in exaltation). See,

especially, ch. viii. 20. Finally, by the latter

reading, the antithesis preserved in Matthew

is destroyed : Whom do men say that the Son

of Man is ? What do they think of this man
whom they see and hear with all his works
and words—of me, this Jesus.* This is the

simple sense of the question, as Luther's cor-

rect feeling has rendered it in German with
the omission of /.ie. Are we to suppose, then,

that the manuscripts in which it is wanting
are right, and that it has been inserted here

from ver. 15 and the parallel places in Mark
and Luke? This, too, is difficult to suppose,

and not necessary, if we only understand
aright the added clause viov tov dv^pooitov ,

that in the first place it corresponds to the

mere fie in ver. 15 and the parallel places. If

we hold this fast as we ought, then we may,
if we please, suppose that there lies behind
the word an intimation of its deeper sense, its

Messianic signification, but only slight, such
as is suitable to that kind of asking which
will draw out the right answer; this, then, is

something quite different from the unsuitable

anticipation of an openly announced testimony
concerning himself: I am the Son of Man, i. e.,

the Messiah !f It is what might thus be ex-

tended : Ye know now what I properly mean
when I at any time thus designate myself!

(And this would be what is true in Olshau-

sen's t»S oi'SocTS, without the too strong ovtol,

which never belongs to this expression.) Such
a preparatory intimation lies at all events
already on the surface in the Tivcx—not ti—
by which Christ asks: Whom (not what) do
they take me for ? Do they give me the right

predicate ? Do they perceive and acknow-
ledge that I am what I am, or do they think

something else and false concerning me ?

(with a key e iv eivai, " say that I am," to

which the eivai or reality does not answer,

but dXXov Tivd or some one else—? ).

Christ's reason, however, for putting this

question, after all that he had done and
taught, was, naturally and necessarily, that

all his past acting and teaching (Acts i. 1) had
no other end and aim than to manifest who he

is, to awaken and establish faith in his person

(John viii. 24). The question here expressed

is and remains the great decisive question,

which now, with stronger emphasis, is ever

being addressed to the world and to Christ-

endom
;
previous to all obeying of his doctrine

(as a hollow rationalism will foolishly speak

* As afterwards, ver. 20, where the predicate 6

Xpi6Toi is joined to this subject, at least as a

quite tiue intcrpretamentum of what the reading

'h/dovi means.

fin which impossibility of the usage: 'Eyai
eijii 6 vioS tov avSpaortov—lies the most de-

cisive refutation of this view. The name " Son of

Man " in the mouth of Christ, goes ov*»r from the

most direct import: " This man here," to the hint

which lies behind it: " This one, who now appears

as man, who will be only man in humiliation "

—

which then points farther back to Daniel, and has

still more significance, viz.—Representative of hu-

manity, new first man, etc. Comp. Liebner's refer-

ence to Dorner in the Dogmatic of the former 1. i. p.

331, Note.
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of this) there must be the knowledge of his

person. His servants must, in the name of

their Master, ask in a way that will admit of

no refusal " Who was Jesus ? Who is Jesus V3

and only the excess of folly and of blindness

in the "Friends of light" has recently put

aside such a cardinal question with the sense-

lessly naive remark—" There the answer is

wanting." In another sense may, and ought,

the servants as regards their own persons and
for their Master's sake also to inquire, what
the people say and think of them.

Whom do men say that I, this Son of Man,
am? i. e., first of all the bulk, the majority

—

what is the prevailing public opinion—which
Luke will denote by oi ox^oi, the multitudes,

less exactly indeed, but right also, in so far as

the disciples were in the first place so to un-

derstand it. Christ, however, does not say,

the people, or even Israel (what opinion is held

of me in Israel?)—or the like, but men;
thereby he hints, on the one hand, at the uni-

versal importance of his appearance for all

mankind (which lies also in vioS rov aV-
Spoortov), on the other hand, he has thereby

in a certain measure expressed what forms an
antithesis to the following Ye—my disciples.

How runs the human opinion concerning my
person (that proceeding from flesh and blood,

ver. 17). Thus at least do the disciples un-

derstand him in their answer, which would not

be according to truth if its import were what
inconsiderate commentators have found in it

;

viz., They say all manner of things of thee

but the one thing, no one any where says of

thee that thou art the Messiah himself, all

hold thee in too slight estimation for that.

Were there not in reality many who called

him the Son of David? (ch. ix. 27; xii. 23;
xv. 22). Might there not be many who, after

his testimony upon the occasion of the mes-
sage sent by John, recognized and confessed

that he was the expected one, he that should
come ? (eomp. even at an earlier period John
vii. 26, 31. 41). Do we not find such a con-

fession even long before in Samaria, as we
read in John iv. 42 ? Certainly, however,
those who thus spoke of him were already
also his disciples, whom Christ seemed, to his

disciples at least, not to include here among
the " men," and, therefore, in their reply they
only inform him of all the false opinions re-

garding him. They also do not speak first of

the enemies who called him seducer, because
this was not the opinion of the people, who
rather esteemed him every where to be at
least a prophet. They mention first the
strangest and newest opinions by which men
evaded the truth concerning him (ch. xiv. 2) ;

then follows what was more allied to the
truth, the folly which recognized not Elias as

already come, and saw in Christ himself the
forerunner ; finally, those expectations of the
return of this or that prophet, which had
been sought out in order to account for him.*

Jeremiah, according to a tradition that took its

rise from 2 Mac. ii. 5, 14 ; comp. 4 Esr. ii. 18. In
t.lie case of him and the other prophets we are not

Verse 15. Now comes the second, properly
the chief, question for which the first was
merely to prepare the way. The vjueii placed

before has strong emphasis : What have ye,

who have been so long with me, by this time
learned? Do ye indeed now know otherwise
and better than men ? Is it not enough to

know what the people say of the Son of Man
—this lay already very prominently in the
first question as a trial for them. Here it

avails not to reckon up opinions and to have
no conviction yourselves ! True he says, here
again, "say" (Xeyers, as Aeyovdiv before),

but now coming closer to them in a tone ol

trial : Ye should not merely say it, ye should
in faith know and confess it ! The expression

of faith is in itself already a strengthening
and confirming of it, and, therefore, does
Christ require this of them here. Not, what
think ye of me in secret as opposed to this con-
fusion of opinions ? Speak it out, frankly, first

before me, then, at the proper time, when the
Church is built by and upon your confession,

also before men. Then answers Simon Peter
ru dropa zdv ditodroXcov, 6 navraxov
Ssppoi, " the mouth of the apostles, the one
warm on all occasions" (as Chrysostom calls

him), quickly and gladly in the name of all

the disciples, taking it for granted that none
would contradict, by declaring the same con-

fession which (although perhaps not literally

the same) he had already made (John vi. 69),

and which Nathanael had made at an earlier

period (John i. 49). Peter is not only led

astray, but is only the more decided and cer-

tain, amid all the confused sayings of the peo-

ple, and the contradiction in Jerusalem (John
vii. 27, 41; viii. 48; ix. 22; x. 24), where,
just before this question of Christ, it had come
to the crisis of decision, whether he is the

Christ or not. He answers, therefore, the

question not as it was put with, I say, we say
—but the nXT/pogjopm (full persuasion) of his

saying comes plainly and fully out : Thou art

the Christ. The vioi rov Seov, Son of God,*

which in the second confession of the apostle,

is added to XpidroS, Christ, is by no means
merely synonymous with it, but the second
expression of a deeper knowledge. A Nathan-
ael, indeed (John i. 49), as also a Caiaphas
(Matt. xxvi. 63), knew from the old Scrip-

tures, that the promised Christ was to be at

the same time the Son of God (which the

Scribes, contrary to the Scriptures, overlook-

ed, Matt. xxii. 42), and the report of this had
come even among the people (see Matt. xiv.

33). The Baptist also testified of Christ as

to think of transmigration of souls, but Luke has

the best expression. In like manner it is not to be

connected with John i. 21, or Maik vi.'15— on the

other hand, John vi. 14 might be meant thus in

ignorance.

* While Luke, leaving out the forcible words dv
Ei, connects rov Xpidrov rov $i:ov—Mark
gives these words indeed, but for the rest retains

only 6 XpidroS. We may see ever anew the

preference due to Matthew in the discourses of

Christ.
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the Son of the Father, when he explained his

OurbS k6riv, "This is He" (John iii. 28, 35).

Yet, on the other hand, there was and remain-

ed still a difference between a mere recogni-

tion of the Messianic dignity of Jesus accord-

ing to the inferior (Ebionitic) conception of

the most of the Jews, and an insight also into

his divine nature.* Therefore Peter expresses

both together here, he confesses the Son of

Man to be the Son of God (ver. 13), as he
opposes the Christ to the Baptist, Elias, and
the prophets (ver. 14). Christ himself, in-

deed, had from the first (since John ii. 16)
continually testified of himself as the Son of

God, and every where used this name instead

of the doubtful name Christ, which by itself

might have been misunderstood (John ix. 35,

x. 30). Peter then answers in his confession

(as every confession of faith can and must be
only such an answer) with perfect propriety

to the assumed testimony of Christ: Thou art

what thou thyself sayest and testifiest of thy-
self—we say nothing otherwise—we have un-

derstood thy words and works, we have now
learned in thy school so much as to pass the
examination which thou art now beginning.

He makes the expression finally still stronger,

inasmuch as he says, " of the living God,"
which can here be neither a mere solemn for-

mula (as EvXoyrjroi, Mark xiv. 01), nor, as

before in the Old Testament, a mere antithe-

sis to the false Gods, but what already pene-
trates into the depths of the testimony at

John vi. 57. f The understanding of history

from without finds in the Son of Man, Jesus,

first of all the Christ promised to Israel ; the
philosophy of faith (the expression will be
excused), when it rightly reads, hears, per-

ceives, and understands the words, soon finds

in this Christ the Son of the living God; the
Gospels declare him, by his own testimony
and the confession of his disciples, to be both
together—the Gospel of Matthew as well as.

the Gospel of John (ch. xx. 31).

Verse 17. The very remarkable and sig-

nificant words of Christ to Peter, which now
follow, the pronouncing him blessed, and the

promise addressed to him first of all, and im-

mediately thereupon the severe rebuke and
repelling of his carnal forwardness—all this is

entirely passed over by Luke, so that the dis-

course about the cross and the self-denial of

his followers thus begins very abruptly. Mark
again, in order to confirm this, informs us only

of Peter's forwardness, for which he paid so

dearly, but leaves out the commendation and
the promise that went before. The Holy
Spirit thus teaches us plainly enough, that no

important and effectively permanent attribute

* Just as, in like manner, there is here a differ-

ence between that " first enthusiasm " of a Nathan-

ael, and the matured persevering faith of the apos-

tles at this time. In this, Sepp is right, ii. 275,

Note.

t From which (ver. 69) the apostle already the

first time may have derived his confession, if the

genuineness of the reading could be maintained.

20

for the Church in all future time, is her© as-

cribed to Peter personally, chiefly in that he

himself, whose communications Mark follows,

has not in any way assumptively given promi-

nence to what is here said to him, although,

on the other hand, care has been taken in

Matthew to preserve a complete record of

these sayings of Christ. If what we read in

vers. 18, 19, really had the meaning which the

Papists give to it, then surely this appoint-

ment of a chief of the apostles, with a contin-

uing caliphate of his successors, must properly

be the principal thing with every Evangelist,

who in general gives any account of this con-

versation with the disciples ; least of all might
it be wanting in the Gospel of Peter. Wc
shall see, however, that in all that is said to

Peter according to Matthew, over and above

what he, as speaker, in tho name of the disci-

ples receives back also in this capacity, there

remains only a certain historical temporary
preference of his own person.

The very first word, ftaxapioS £i, Blessed

art thou ! although addressed to the quick

and frank disciple who uttered the confession,

is yet at bottom nothing else but what in ch.

xiii. 1G was already addressed to all disciples

in common as such (not even merely to the

apostles). Christ is perfectly satisfied with
the general import of the confession that he is

Christ, the Son of God, without missing in

this the specially dogmatic speculative ac-

knowledgment, upon which, at a later period,

so much weight was laid. (Both in John vi.

69, and again in John xi. 27, in the mouth of

Martha this confession is expressly held fast,

even when, in other respects, his enigmatic
words arc not understood.) This is at the

first enough for him, so that he can already

ascribe blessedness to such faith.* He, how-
ever, derives even this simple insight of faith

from the revelation of the Father. He does

not say, I have now often enough testified

this to you both by word and deed, so that

you may and must at length apprehend it!

For flesh and blood does not yet perceive the

open truth—the heart of each individual must
open itself to a revelation which it specially

appropriates. Let what is said at ch. xi. 25
-27 be recalled here, and observe that as there

it is the Son who reveals, here the same is

humbly attributed to the Father by the Son;

And that not merely on account of the humility

which here so becomes him, but at the same
time because Christ, inasmuch as he saya
" My Father," will thus accept and repeat tho

confession of Peter, confirming and sealing it*

as if he said, Yes ! I am the Son of God ! Fur-
ther, it is thereby indicated, as indeed Jesus
always thus spoke and acted in the presence

of his disciples, that with all the fulness and
clearness of his testimony respecting himself,

* He does not at once prt-ss ihe disciple further

with the question :
" But in what sense dost thou

know me thus, and how dost thou apprehend the

union of the Divine and the human in me

"

(BrauneV
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he yet left over the last decision, in the
VT/TcioiS or babes who accepted it. to the

drawing and illuminating power of his Father.

Thus, again, does the first agree in substance

with the fourth Gospel (see John vi. 44, 45,

37), and we may reasonably reserve for the

discourses in John the more exact interpreta-

tion of the fundamental conceptions already

indicated here.

But the commendation addressed to Peter

in the words, My Father hath revealed it to

thee, i. e., certainly alone could reveal it to

thee, thou hast heard it and learned it from
the Father—must appear at the same time as

of a humbling character, by the mention which
is made of flesh and blood, which cannot pro-

perly reveal, but rather only resist. Christ,

in the midst of his joy at having brought the

disciples now so far, feels sad to think not

merely how obstinately and how long the

blindness of nature has resisted the light of

grace even in them, but at the same time how
much of flesh and blood still remains in them
(see shortly ver. 22)—therefore he can as yet

rejoice over their faith only in this form, and
must still connect the commendation which
they have deserved with a warning allusion to

their old nature. It is spoken ironically in-

deed, amid the earnestness of acknowledging
love, when the dnexdXvtpe, "revealed," is by
catechresis, with an ovx, " not," said also of

6dpB, xai aijua, "flesh and blood." Peter

has confessed in the name of all ; naturally

also he receives, in return, in the name of all,

the commendation limited by a warning
;
yet

at the same time, Christ has special reason

first of all to keep fast hold of him personally,

and by no means (as would otherwise have

been natural), according to the analogy of ver.

15, to continue thus: Blessed are ye, etc., but,

Thou Simon son of Jonas * That is as much as

to say, Chiefly has thy flesh and blood often

enough, to speak ironically, revealed some-

thing different to thee, and will yet often

thus speak out of thee ; this time, however,

thou hast not spoken as the old Simon who
came to me at first, and is even still here.

Son of Jonas : this is the third term which
stands between " Son of Man " and " Son of

God," vers. 13 and 1G, denoting the natural

birth and descent, in contrast with the new
name Pe'er, which is given for the new crea-

ture in Christ (hence John xxi. 15-17, where
again at last this humbling designation occurs,

without the new name)—certainly not, as

Olshausen strangely thinks, from its similarity

to the commendation :
" Thou art also a child

of the Spirit" ('Ioavd being taken by a play
on the word for HiV, i. e., clove) ; for partly,

this signification of the name is not even cer-

tain, on account of that reading in another
place, according to which it might certainly
be a contraction for pnV> John, partly, because

* Which Matthew purposely makes more em-
phatic by retaining the Aramaic (3dp (see, on the
other hand, John i. 43), in order that the nomen
proprium may appear thoroughly intelligible.

at all events'the «ew name which follows here,
as at John i., notwithstanding its connection
with the natural individual character of Pe-
ter, yet forms, in the main point an antithesis

to the old birth in general. To mistake this,

is to destroy the deepest significance of the
entire saying, either entirely, or else by an
etymologically separate play on the word in

the bad sense,* in part to deprive it of its pen-
etrating sharpness. Flesh and blood—this in-

cludes in Christ's thoughts these two things
together, namel}', the natural man Simon as

the son of his father, and at the same time a

reference back to ver. 13, men. (Seethe same
perfect antithesis afterwards again at ver. 23.)
" Neither from men without nor from thyself
hast thou this revelation." Completely anal-

ogous to this explanation is the entire first

chapter of the epistle to the Galatians, with
the antithesis that pervades it throughout
between the human and divine. In ver. 1,

Jesus Christ and God the Father, in opposi-

tion to the ovx dit dvSpooitoDv ovSe 6t dv-
SpoJ7tov, " neither from men nor by man,"
as, at ver. 10, God and Christ to the dvBpaJ-
itoii, "men"—vers. 11, 12, the dnoudlLvibiS,

"revelation." in opposition to the xard dv-
Spa)7tov and napd dySpzmov, " according to

man," and " by man "—vers. 13 to 10 the dno-
xaXvtyai Toy viov avrov kv i/ioi "to
reveal his Son in me," pre-ordained indeed,

at the same time, from his mother's womb
(peculiar to Paul as to Peter) in opposition to
the former natural Saul—and then the same
antithesis with <5dp£, xai aljiia, "flesh and
blood," which here still more evidently in-

cludes men without (vers. 1, 10-12) along
with the natural man of Saul (vers. 13, 14),

nay even comprehends the apostles (ver 17)
in a certain sense. This whole chapter, then,

so developes itself from the word of Christ to

Peter, that it almost sounds as if Paul remem-
bering this, to him well known, saying of the
Lord Jesus to Peter, would say : I am also a

Peter, " my faith and confession is, like his, not
of flesh and blood but from divine revelation."

This is again an illustration from the Bible

which already puts far aside the Romish in-

terpretation of the words that now follow

addressed to Peter ! So much the more sig-

nificant, as it is precisely Paul, in whose per-

son is prefigured the immediate validity of

every new calling and ordination proceeding
from the head of the church, against all his-

torical connection even of apostolical tradi-

tion.!

* The sainted Von Meyer wrote to me : 'I also

suppose in Jonas an allusion to the dove, hut not as

Olshausen. John xxi. 15-17 led me to this. The
dove is a shy, timid animal, and points there to the

denial of Peter from the tear of man." Lange,
moreover, plays strangely upon the word :

" Be
fore, he was the shy dove of the rock (which seeks
refuge in the rock, the church!)—in future be
would be the sheltering rock of the dove." It is

not shelter that is spoken of, but a foundation for

building on.

•f
[The author's fondness for illustration has here
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Verse 18. Thou hast said to me dv ez,

lliou art (He)—in recompense / say the same

also to thee. This confirmatory repetition of

John 43 is at the same time an advance be-

yond it. There it was in regard to the pre-

sence of him who should come. Thou art

Simon !—but prophetically for the future

Thou t-halt be called, become and be Peter !

But here it is very different : Thou art now
Peter, as thou art called, thou, the same Simon
6on of Jonas, in the personal unity of that

which the grace of the Father, revealing the

Son in thee, has now already wrought in thy

nature through faith. Thou art, even now be-

fore me, what thou art ordained to be ever

more perfectly, in all the future of thy apos-

tolic calling, and therefore art thou called

Peter by me ; a firm, frank confessor, on whose
confession and faith something may be built,

a strong foundation-stone for the building of

God upon earth (as the old temple stood on a

foundation of rock—observes Delitzsch on this,

\n the " Catechism of the House of God,'''' p. G).

That this now applies to Peter no longer

merely in the name of all the apostles, but

with a certain preference of his personality,

the Protestant Church ought never to have
denied to its own hurt, by an unnatural ex-

planation of the words. It runs strangely

enough in the Berleriburgh Bible—" Thou art a

Peter "—for the meaning of the giving of the

name and the calling lies in nothing else than
in the circumstance that this name is entirely

so appropriate only to this Simon. Against
the explanation, " one of the rocks upon
which I build my Church, one of the first

preachers and founders of the Church "—Sepp
by way of ridicule, is right when he says,
" Then also by a logical inference backwards,
it is only, Thou art Christ, one of the Sons of

God! Kal inl ravrr/ tij nirpa, And upon
this rock—in these words undoubtedly the per-

sonal reference to Peter is continued, for

JJerpoi is explained by iterpa only according

to its etymology: 6 nerpoS signifies indeed in

Greek also rod;, and was in the Aramaic
riD'S, " Cephas,''

1 not to be distinguished from

itevpa (so that Christ, to a certain extent, at

the same time really says, And upon thee,

ths Peter) ; but, in order to make the sense

clear to the Greek reader, Matthew must the

6econd time take the appellative for the proper

name. It is not therefore, as well meaning
people have artificially sought to make out:

And upon myself, the true rock ; in which
case, in order to take from the ravry, this,

the necessary reference to what goes before,

Christ must have suddenly pointed to himself

with his finger.* And then it would, in this

bnrayed him into too great a degree of refinement.

Paul's around idea is doubtless the same as that

contained in this address to Peter, but more than

this can hardly be maintained.

—

Am. Ed.]
* Which artifice of Protestant criticism on this

passage, bringing little honor to the cause. Thiersch

compares with the similar artifice of Carlstadt in

reference to the words used at the institution of

the Supper.

view, be incomprehensible, what in general

Peter had to do before with such a saying.*

Just as little, although the most even of the

Church-fatherst understand it thus, are we to

explain it : Upon this thy confession—tins faith

in me—this conviction of the fundamental
truth, firm as a rock in thee and in others.

Thiersch is quite right when he says, " The
demonstrative can -just as little have, the force

of isolating the faith and the confession of

Peter from his person, as it would be justifi-

able to refer the promise to the person of

Peter, apart from his faith." Quite recently

Alford also observes very strikingly, that ac-

cording to the whole usage of the New Testa-

ment, it is not doctrines, confessions, charac-

ters, that are designated as pillars and columns
of the building, but men, persons; in like

manner, he refers us to what the same Peter
says of the living stones, 1 Peter ii. 5. Simon
Peter therefore retains indeed the preference

as regards his calling and place in the circle

of the apostles, which, already looking tri-

umphantly beyond the intervening denial, is

here ascribed to him. On thee as (whom I

will make to be) the first confessor, preacher,

and chief apostle of Israel (Acts i. 15 ; ii. 14

;

Mark xvi. 7), and even of the heathen (Acts
x. xv. 7). Thus does Meyer's note compre-
hend all that must stand here. But now we
go on to say, further, with equal justice:

Peter is the first and chief ground-stone, yet

not in his human character as the son of Jonas,

but precisely as Peter—not alone but with the

other apostles—finally, not in himself, which
no man can ever be, the proper foundation and
rock in the deeper sense.j So soon as flesh

and blood shall again speak, he shall be repel-

led as Satan. John also and James are pillars

with him (Gal. ii. 0). On the twelve founda-

* Only on a very superficial consideration and as

the result of prejudice can any one find the ancient

saying of Augustine to be plausible: "Super me
asdiflcabo te, mm me super te. Non enim a Petro

petra, sed Petrus a petra sicut Chiistus non a
Christiano, sed Christianus a Christo vocatur."

f Launov, Doctor of the Sorbonne, out of 77
sayings of the most famous Church-fathers and
Church writers, has fund only 17 that explain

Peter himself as the rock; 44. on the contrary,

understand lb? faith and 16 Christ himself. Greg-
ory of Nys-a records particularly that " to this day
many will not at all admit that it is the confession

which is here spoken of." Wieseler is especially

arbitrary in his exegesis from this point of view
(Chronoi. d. Apost. Zritalt. 585)—as if the itevpa
must be distinguished from the personal Peter!

\ For our readers this remark will suffice, with a
word or tw<> in addition : On the one hand it is least

of all true that he had successors, and especially in

those who maintain that they are such ! Bengel's

Quid hoec ad Rotnam f is enough. On the other

hand, we are not even entitled to say that he had
equals. Onsen's commentary is not (with Alford)

to be pronounced excellent : Christ says this as to

that Peter, so likewise itpoS itavva vov yevo-
lievov oitoioS 6 Ilerpoi ixelvoi. AgaiDSt

this Firmilian rishtly protested, that the Romish
Stephen would introduce multas alias petras.
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tions (Rev. xxi. 14), stand twelve names with-

out distinction, as, in like manner, in Matt.

xix. 28, twelve seats are promised. Finally

(and this is what of truth remains in Augus-
tine's word, which is, however, too sharply

applied), upon what then would Peter be

built, who does not stand fast in himself, if

not upon the one foundation and corner-stone

laid by God, of which we read in 1 Cor. iii. 11
;

Eph. ii. 20; and also in 1 Pet. ii. 4
'? Christ

has significantly said only : On thee will I

build, otKo8o/ui/da)—not found, SejueAioJtia).

A man can be the first building-stone upon
the foundation of God, and in so far himself a

foundation, but not more. As a section of the

church of Christ rests upon a preacher or mis-

sionary whose natural qualifications and new
nature together were ordained for this, so upon
the apostolical labors of Peter was the whole
at first built. But such a foundation-stone is

for this reason no head, no prince and ruler

over the others, or over the entire house, for

it is built on his ministry, not on his commands
(1 Cor. iii. 5).* In the Gospels, the Acts of the

Apostles, and the entire New Testament, there

is no trace to be found of such a supremacy,
but the contrary, indeed, every where. In

Acts vi., the twelve call together the multi-

tude of the disciples ; in Acts x. 47, Peter
asks permission from the inferior attendants

who were present, as at chap. xi. he vindicates

himself before God and man by a " What was
I." In chap, xv., he takes the first word, but
James gives the judgment which the apostles

and elders, together with the whole church,

sanction by the Holy Ghost ; in 2 Pet. i. 16,

iii. 2, he speaks by a we with the other apos-

tles, as in 1 Pet. v. 1, he is only a fellow-elder
;

in Gal. ii., he receives a rebuke from the re-

former Paul. Shall Ave still further show
here in a few words, which are not at the pre-

sent time superfluous, how the Papists with
their Peter are overthrown, if they will only

read the Bible and let it be read ? Already
has Christ himself uttered a sharp prophetical

word, as against idolatry towards his mother,

so against the false father on earth over the

equal brethren (Matt, xxiii. 8,9) ; afterwards,

Peter must needs testify in the Scripture

against almost all the principal parts of the

Papacy ; against lordship over the Church, 1

Pet. v. 3., 4 ; against a separate priesthood,

chap. ii. 5-9 ; against assumption over the
civil magistrate, vers. 13-17; against silver

and gold and shameful gain, Acts iii, G ; 1 Pet.

v. 2 ; against unbecoming marks of honor and
slipper-kissing, Acts x. 25, 26 ; against infalli-

bility, ver. 34 ; against celibacy, I Cor. ix. 5
;

against all righteousness bv works, in harmony
with Paul, Acts xv. 10, 11 j 1 Pet. i. 13, etc.

Upon this rock, this true Peter, confessing

* " By Peter, this representative of the apostles,

being called a rock, nothing else is denoted but the

essence of Protestantism, the power of an ecclesias-

tical personality " (Petersen, Von der Kirche ii. 99)—of course a personality actively instrumental in

the cause of Christ, filled with the spirit and life of

Christ through faith.

his grace and truth without pride or falsehood
proceeding from flesh and blood—on this
future Peter, whom he even now sees stand-
ing before his far-reaching glance in the great
and strong word of confession—will Christ
build his Church. For a good building must
also have a good foundation (ch. vii. 25). Here,
for the first time, in the mouth of Christ,*
and in general only once again in the 'rospels
in Matt, xviii. 17, we find this great word
kxHX?]6ia, church, corresponding to the Heb.
?np, " congregation," and n"1V 7 " assembly."

Although in that second passage the expres-

sion obtains at the same time a more special

signification, yet, on the other hand, the whole
of what is said in ch. xviii. evidently points

definitely back to this passage in ch. xvi., so
that the fundamental idea can only be tho
same. In order not to repeat ourselves, we
shall therefore postpone the more particular

explanation till we come to that passage, where
Christ himself says several things of the ku-

xXr]6ia. Here we perceive, in the first place,

that he will set up a church in the future, that

at the same time this will correspond to the

true house of God upon earth, the temple of

the old dispensation (which is evident from
the expression build), that he alone himself

builds (Psa. cxxvii. 1; cxlvii. 2), and therefore

it is called his church (jnou placed with em-
phasis before), consequently once more, that

he himself also alone can and will make all

stones for the building, and all workmen,
[Ttdrpai and nerpovi) to be what they be-

come (Matt. iv. 19).

Opposed to this building, at this time still

lying in the future, for which the promised
oIho8o/.ii/6oo, "I will build," from the found-

ing to the finishing is ever being fulfilled (for

until the descent of the keystone from heaven,

ch. xxi. 44, the building is not finished, Eph.

ii. 21, 22 ; 1 Pet. ii. 5)—opposed to it the pro-

phetic glance of Christ sees, in fierce assault

against it and conflict with it, another house

or kingdom unhappily already built ; against

the kingdom of heaven upon earth (which, ver.

19, is in a certain measure a synonym for the

Church), nothing less than the entire hell is

at work !f That the gates or doors, itvXai,

are intended to denote^ a power, is already

evident from the natidxudovdiv, shall pre-

vail, which follows ; the expression, however,

is used in order to put building against build-

ing. Walls and gates mean defence and power
(Isa. Ix. 18; xxvi. 1); chiefly, however, in

oriental usage, as at this <».ay still the high

gate, the gate of the royal palace, indicates

what we westerns denote by "court"—the

* Not before the death of the Baptist—in this

many are for finding a special significance, because

till then the old economy lasted. Did it not rather

last till the death of Christ 1

f For avrr/i at the end refers of course now to

knH\r}6ia, certainly not, as has also been said, to

nirpa.

% Least of all a court of judgment, the judgment
of the dead in the nether wurld!
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throne of the ruler, power and dignity, from

which every thing comes forth, and to which

all returns in his kingdom (Ksth. ii. 19i.

Thus are the gates of death, Job xxxviii. 17
;

Psa. ix. 14 (to which at ver. 15 the gates of

the daughter of Zion are opposed), Psa. cvii.

18, not merely entrances, but indicate the

power of death, seizing on his prey, and then

keeping fast hold of it in his province; thus

finally we find, just as here, in Isa. xxxviii.

10, bSHV ^py Sept., itvXai qiSov, gates of

hell ; comp. again Wisd. xvi. 13, the same
thing together with Saratov £ £,ov 6 ia,
" power of death." When, as usually, the pro-

mise of Christ in reference to his firmly built

Church is explained of victory and sovereignty

over all the power of sin, over the devil with
his enmity as manifested in malice and rage,

in cunning and falsehood,* according to what
is generally understood by the word hell—this

is indeed not exact, in so far as the first fun-

damental idea of the 7iNK*> Sheol, or adr/?,

Hades, of the Bible is thereby entirely passed

over, although this must be primarily meant
here. Christ says, first of all : No power of

death, and of the kingdom of death, shall pre-

vail against you, any more than against me,
whose death becomes a resurrection—an idea

in which he already hastens forward to the

second part of the discourse, ver. 21. What
is said in Acts ii. 24, iii. 15, is repeated ever

onwards in the members of the Head.f But
then again, indirectly, that common under-

standing of the words is indeed quite correct

and well founded: for what is the power of

death other than the power of sin, which casts

down into death, and is properly itself death;
what else can aim at destroying the life of the

Church but the power, consisting in sin and
lies, of him who rules in Sheol, and has the

power of death over sinners upon earth, of

which the death and resurrection of Christ

forcibly deprives him? (Heb. ii. 14). The
"kingdom of death," and the "kingdom of

Satan," are indeed one and the same.J Christ

means Satan, without doing him the honor of

here naming him ; of his own and the Church's

certain victory over this strong one he speaks

in this strain of humble majesty—even when
triumphing beforehand in the promise of it,

yet as it were coming down to the arena, and
looking at the heat and anxious solicitude of

the conflict, so that he only says, The gates of

hell Bhall not prevail against it, instead of

saying, It shall prevail over them !

Verse 19. We reserve the more particular

consideration of what is here said also for the
place where Christ, repeating the word church

* Already Jerome : Ego portas infrri reor esse

vitia et peccata, vel certe haercticorum doctrinas.

fThe lHH\r)6ia has, according to Ignatius dep-

Saptfia from Christ. It, is immortal—" perpeiuo
mansura," as the Augustana sa)s.

% Which, in opposition to Neander (p. 470), is

said in order to ward off the one-*idedoess o€ a nar-

row sense.

(which when first uttered to the disciples

must have been almost quite a dark word),

confirms and explains it. Build upon thee—

commit to thee the keys of the edifice—thus

does Christ proceed on purpose, as if this sec-

ond thing were said of Peter personally and

pre-eminently ; but really only with the pur-

pose of trying Simon son of Jonas, whether

he can bear any such thing without boasting..

Thou art certainly become an able and impor-

tant man in my kingdom: what sayest and

thinkest thou of this ? Dost thou bear thyself

humbly, art thou all the more on thy guard

against flesh and blood, or

—

1 We know, in-

deed, what was soon to follow ! Certainly, the

expression "on this rock'' signified before al-

most as much as " upon thee," yet we feel

that Christ could not, and would not, so ex-

press himself as to say, I will build the Church
of God upon a man ! The man is Simon Bar-

Jona the sinner (Luke v. 8) : not upon him,

therefore, is it to be built, but upon this Peter

such as grace makes him ; upon him, because,

and in as far as, he certainly corresponds to

this name more than the others. Still for

this very reason the co-ordinate nerpai and
tfrvXoi, st( nes and pillars (see even the promise

in its widest enlargement, Rev. iii. 12), are

by no means excluded, and even the primacy

of Peter himself rests at bottom only upon

this, that he is called to begin the preaching

of the word as " primus inter pares." So soon,

however, as by further inference an actual

rule and authority seems to connect itself with

such a primacy (ver. 19 1, we then learn upon

the second mention of the future Church at

chap, xviii. 17-20, that the same authority is

immediately given not merely to all the apos-

tles in common, but even in the most proper

sense to the Church, and indeed to every indi-

vidual church where two or three are met
together in the name of Jesus, just because he,

the soul-abiding source of all power and rule

in this kingdom, is in the midst of them.

Only after these connecting words of transi-

tion follows then, in John xx. 23, the more

particular explanation and reference of the

power of the keys to the apostles and their

successors in office, which with Paul, who in

like manner exercises that power, although he

was not then present, we must explain ac-

cording to what is said in 1 Cor. v. 4; 2 Cor.

ii. 10.

As the first part of Christ's reply, Thou art

Peter ! proceeds only from the xdyta 8e 6oi

Asyco, " and I say unto thee," of Christ (which

certainly does not merely contain a confession

of what we are, as does our confession to him),

as it is only he himself who builds the Church
on the iterpoS whom he by his calling has

made to be what he is (Rom. iv. 17), so fur-

ther, all that follows proceeds only from his

8oJ6ai dot, " I will give unto thee." That the

kingdom of heaven is now evidently " in a cer-

tain measure" synonymous with the Church,

has already been observed. We can and must

still, it is true, make the distinction (for ex-

ample with Richter) : "The Church has tha
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keys of the kingdom, for it is the institution

by which we enter into that kingdom; Christ

builds upon Peter, not his kingdom but his

Church, which, as regards Christianity, is not
the form, but only one form of its manifesta-

tion." Still, here at least, in chap. xiii. and
xvi. 28, this distinction is preliminarily but
not yet more specially brought out ; here the

key belong simply to the building spoken of

before.* That which Christ will bndd upon
earth is God's house or temple, bit it is a liv-

ing house composed of living stones, therefore

in the first place an assembly of the faithful,

built upon him in faith and confession ; this

ix>tA.r/dia, however, with all the power and
fulness of that which is committed to it, is

forthwith a (ia6iXtia, and that precisely the
true kingdom of heaven upon earth, hitherto
announced and signified in every thing, a king-

dom which stands as strongly and victorious-

ly above the opposing power of hell from
beneath, as, in the type, the fruitful and

habitable terrestrial globe w2T\) stands above

the waters of the abyss and of the first fall

(Psa. xciii., xxiv. 2). But, because the king-

dom of heaven was represented just before as

a house to be built, Christ at the same time
continues the figure when he speaks of the

keys which correspond to the gates, the going

out and coming in. Also in Job xii. 14, the
building and shutting stand together; in Isa.

xxii. 21, 22, the key of the house of David
signifies the official authority of the house-

holder or administrator, as a burgomaster or

commander (of course only as under the king)

keeps the keys of the city or fortress ; which,
finally, in Rev. iii. 7, is again represented as

the prerogative of the one king and lord, in

his house and kingdom, who certainly cannot
commit his own supreme power and dignity

by transference to substitutes in his name.
Here let so much only be observed in general

beforehand, that the power of the key is the

right and power to determine loho shall enter
into the kingdom of heaven, and who belongs
to it, who shall abule in it or not (comp. chap,

xxiii. 13, where we read of shutting with a

falsely assumed right, and Luke xi. 52, of the

key of knowledge) ; at the same time further

in general, what is to be held valid in it, the

power, namely, of distributing or withholding
its goods and graces. When immediately after

the keys, Christ goes on to speak of binding and
loosing, this is not properly speaking a transi-

tion to another figure, but is just equivalent
to " shutting and opening ;" for the locks of
the ancients had bands which were fastened
or unfastened by the simple key-bar (see

Odyss. S. 802, 5. 447, cp. 45, 240)—although,
by means of this transition, Christ at the
same time refers to the Rabbinical usage
which had arisen from the Old Testament, ac-

* Which, moreover, touches the, well-authorized

yet subtle determination of the distinction between
" kingdom of God'" and church according to or-

dinary usage—thus have I 'ince expressed myself
on this point in the Epistle to the Ephesiam (ii. 2-32).

cording to which binding and loosing are equiva-
lent to forbidding and allowing, and already
also in the special signification of retaining or
remitting sin.* The general meaning rocure
again at chap, xviii. 18, without any allusion
to the keys. " Key of knowledge" is certain-
ly comprehended in the keys here spoken of,

as the first and the starting-point, but we are
by no means warranted in saying (with Wiese-
ler) that it is only the keys of knowledge that
are here meant, seeing that they involve at
the same time an authority to act. Christ
says here, indeed, as afterwards, chap, xviii.

o id v, o6a id r in the neuter : What ye shall

bind and loose, not properly whom. This au-
thority then is exercised, in the first place, bj-

the preaching of reconciliation or condemna-
tion in general, by the true doctrines regard-
ing the conditions valid before God upon
which grace is to be received ;| but the appli-

cation, flowing from this, to the authority over
persons, which is so strongly expressed in

John xx. 23, must not be excluded. Chap,
xviii., in which the saying is repeated, will

first make clear to us the full, profound im-
port and emphasis of the assurance, that what-
soever is thus bound and loosed on earth in the
name of Christ is, as such, to be ratified als >

in heaven. Bengel's Harmony of the Gospel$

contains only the following profound observa-
tion on these verses : " Great power of faith

in the Son of God. Hell, earth, and heaven
are in divers ways conscious of it."

Verses 20, 21. These verses are connected
by the repeated rare, then. All that hail

been announced regarding the future kingdom
extends to a period, previous to which the
Son of God must first suffer and die. This ia

the wondrous decree of the Father, the reve-

lation of which the apostles' flesh and blood
still kept them from understanding, although
it is openly declared to them by him whom
they perceive and confess to be the Christ,

the Son of the living God. In order that th»>

fulfillment of this purpose may not be hinder-

ed—to speak after the manner of men—rather

in order not to aggravate the guilt of those

who crucify Christ, the great word which had
just found expression in the circle of the apos-

tles, " Jesus is the Christ," is not yet to ba

* In the Old Testament the way is prepared for

this when *">QS 1DX (Num. xxx. 3) is a vow or ob-

ligation whereby one binds his soul to anything
;

the corresponding Chald. of Dan. vi. 8 means a pro~

hibiiion, and in Psa. it. 21 22, IDS evidently

passf s over into the signification : Forbid and com-

mand, instruct (Vulrj. ut trudirct). Compare the

Arabic T\1T\ and D")H. Afterwa'ds in the Talmud

IDS signifies vetare, *ViDK or '"liQ'jK illicitum in an-

tithesis to "iJVn conce&sum ; in like manner N")B*

solvere then also ahxolrerc, remittere, eondoniire.

f According to Maimonides it was spoken thus

on the appointment of a teacher : We give thee

the power to bind and to loose. It was, indeed

a symbol of the Rabbinate actually to deliver a key
to the person who received the office.
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made the subject matter of public preaching,

as it was afterwards to be from the day of

Pentecost onwards. It is not to be declared
e\en where the faith that apprehends it may
not hitherto have opposed it, and least of all

is it to be insisted on before the time, where
it would cause opposition and offence, ere the
second great word, which must always stand
connected with it—viz., " Christ has suffered

for us" has become a fact for announcement.
Scarcely are the disciples happy in the joy

of their confession, and in the great anticipa-

tion of the kingdom of heaven upon earth,

which Christ had awakened within them by
his little understood words, when he again
immediately damps their feelings by the still

less understood, terribly sounding, word con-

cerning his sup rings and death! He had
already given them (and not them merely)
many a hint about this, the most pointed of

which we find in ch. x. 38 ; but from this time
forward, he began to speak of it with literal

plainness (which Matthew denotes by Ssi-
hvveiv, Mark not merely by Sidddueiv but
by the additional words xal itapprj6ia rov
Xoyov IXdXzi—only Luke gives no promi-

nence to this). The significant word del,

must (as afterwards, Luke xxiv. 26, the retro-

spective eSei, and Matt. xxvi. 54 the Sel again

when it was being fulfilled), points- beforehand
to the divine purpose intimated in the Scrip-

tures (comp. Matt. xxvi. 24, with Luke xxii.

22), and is thus certainly not merely equiva-
lent to jue'XXet, thall, into which Grotius, for

example, would flatten the expression. The
last journey to Jerusalem, which indeed is as

yet in the distance (ch. xx. 18; Luke ix. 51

;

xvii. 11), stood before him, and all that was
there to be fulfilled in him, the first expres-

sion of which is here in the words noXXd.
7CaSeiv, "suffer many tilings'''—in which gen-

eral expression are comprehended the later

special intimations of his being mocked, spit

upon, scourged, crucified.* Mark and Luke
add, by way of strengthening the expression:

And be rejected, in which we are all the more
to recognize an allusion to Psa. cxviii. 22, as

Christ afterwards expressly says this to his

enemies (ch. xxi. 42), and here indeed has

just been speaking of building, of stones for

building, and foundation stones. The same
sad ditoSoHina6^ifvai or rejection lies im-

plicitly also in Matthew in the mere aito,

" o/," as Luke xxiv. 20, in like manner de-

clares. Those who, as builders in Israel,

should acknowledge and receive him—from
these must he suffer many things, even to the

being killed; elders, high priests, and Scribes

* Although, as against Nitzch (in Fichte's Zcit-

tehrifl, 1840, p. 52), we would like to be held so

considerate as not to deny that the Evangelists,

.

without prejudice to the higher truth, might con-

found words of fulfillment with words of prediction,

yet by a like considerat**ness we see not the slight-

est ground for the certain supposition that such was
dually done. For even Nitzch will certainly not

conceda to the critics a not being able on the part of

Christ.

—viz., the most distinguished, most holy, and
most learned ; the government (or Consisto-

rium, in so far as the Roman government,
which the name Cesarea Philippi a little be-
fore significantly called to mind, permitted
this still to exist), clergy, and faculty in Is-

rael. To be condemned to death as an outcast
by these, and actually to suffer this with pa-

tience—what an announcement respecting the
Messiah for the ears of the disciples ! They
do not comprehend it, they are quite dumb-
founded (verblufft) (sitveniaverbo), and there-

fore entirely fail to hear, as we know, what is

said afterwards quite as literally as to his ris-

ing again on the third day, in which the earlier

hints (ch. xii. 40; John ii. 19) now find their

clear and direct expression (comp. so on Mark
ix. 10).

Verse 23. Simon Peter, however, who had
just been placed so high, ventures alone with
bold haste, following the impulse of the first

and immediate impression, to protest against
what Christ has said. We may imagine the
different effect which these words of Christ
might produce on the other apostles, accord-

ing to the individual peculiarity of each—the
still, astonished, feeling of a John, or a Na-
thanael, the prostrate sadness of a Thomas :

" Is this then the end to which he is to come?"
—quite forgetting for the moment perhaps
the preceding words about the Church ; on
the other hand, the crafty listening of a Judas
Iscariot; then again the naive questioning of

an Andrew or Philip: "What is this that he
says ? We understand him not ?" None of

them, however, ventures at once to give ex-
pression to his secret thoughts ; Peter alone

is bold enough to speak without much delib-

eration, and he comes out indeed with the
most foolish reply. To suffer many things and
be killed—this has plainly struck upon his

still attentively listening ear, and his flesh

and blood has immediately a No to give to it!

As if he had already the promised kc}rs in his

hand, he delivers his protest against allowing
upon earth what he considers to be unjust

,

nay more, as the Master takes the pupil to

task, so he takes the Master himself, and
would rather at once stop up Christ's way to

the building of the Church, because he does
not understand him. IJpo6XafJ6/uEvo?, took

him, i. e., he takes hold of him by the arm or
garment, draws him aside, and» full of zeal and
earnestness, gives him the good confidential

counsel, to think better of what he says, and
to change his mind ! It must have been so

bad that Matthew can use the very striking
expression Inin^idv, to rebtike (which-, as di-

rected against Christ, occurs only here), to-

gether with an ijpZaro, began, which, in the
exalted irony of the simple narrative, corres-
ponds to that ?}p£aro of Christ (ver. 21).
Luther's Gferman translation, " Lord, spare
thyself,"* does not indeed directly correspond

* Or even as the Jterlenburgher Bible: Have com-
passion on thyself! Erasmus mak^s an ill im«
provement on the Vulg.: Propitius tibi si*.
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to the first sense and sound' of the proverbial

expression z'AfoJs 6ot, which escapes from
Peter, and at which is rather to be supplied
Et

XI o SeoS (God have mercy on thee!). It is

parallel to the Heb. T]^ PlT^rY, for which the

Sept. has, in one place, iXeooi, in another nrj

yevoiro, but which is still more properly

rendered by the German Gott bewahre ! Gott

hehiite ! (God forbid!). But as this, in the

form of a proverb, loses its proper meaning,
and merely signifies No, No ! with the addi-

tional meaning according to circumstances of:

Keep or preserve thyself from this—so there

certainly lies something of Luther's expression

in the exclamation. For, that Christ himself,

instead of this P-i) yevoiro, should do what
he tells him—this is the good advice which
Peter takes him aside to give him. The xvpiE,
Lord, as a strong re-echo of ver. 6, follows

rightly after the first exclamation, and is in-

tended to confirm it. Such a thing must not
happen to thee, the Christ, and Son of God !

And the good Peter is so confident of his cause,

that he, moreover, by way of strengthening
and deciding, adds with an almost comical pre-

sumption, if it were not tragical on the other
side : ov //?/ edrai 601 rovzo—which certain-

ly cannot again (according to "Winer) signify

merely absit, ne accedat, but speaks decisively,

as if the matter is at the will of Peter—for

which therefore the rendering in Luther must
be more accurate : That shall not happen to
thee, I will not have it so, I know better !*

And the answer of Christ? It strikes, in-

deed, sharply at Peter before the others as he
deserved, but it is still at the same time ad
dressed to the others, as the continuation ver.

24 6hows. Peter had taken him apart, Christ
answers him in like manner as the words run,

but at the same time he turns again to the
re6t, that they too might hear it, because
something of that which in Simon had come
out with such prompt candor was in them all.

This application and meaning of the words
Matthew denotes in his significant brevity by
the single word drpacpeii, turned, Mark not
merely strengthens it into entdrpa^Eii, but
describes it more exactly in the words, and he

looked upon his disciples—finally, he also puts a
well-warranted, more than compensatory, kni-
ripdv, rebuke, in the mouth of Christ, in op-
position to that of the disciple. Peter's zeal

of the flesh is met by a like, or rather an
overpowering, zeal of the Spirit, and he who
shortly before had been pronounced blessed,
endowed with high honors, is now, as the
words at first seem to run, almost honored
with the title of Satan. Does this mean, per-
haps (as many are for understanding it), a
Satan, adversary, seducer ? Wilt thou become
a Satan to me? (as 2 Sam. xix. 22). It seems
at first sight as if this were its meaning, and
then the foregoing words would signify, Get

* There certainly lies something in this of what
Von Ammon so strongly expresses {L. J. ii. 298)

:

Peter puts Christ under care as an enthusiast, who
occupies himself with melancholy thoughts.

thee behind vie! Thou oughtest to follow me;

instead of putting thyself in my way, and go-
ing before with thy advice.* But then the
second sentence: Thou art a 6xciv8aAov,j
"an offence," to me, would be so like the first

as to be almost a tautology, which is not suit-

able to the profound meaning of the words
proceeding from deepest emotion. Further,
the Get Hue behind me, Satan, as a repetition. of

the word in the temptation (chap. iv. 10), is

too strong to be thus explained. But then
this would be too strong and harsh for poor
Peter personally, who, according to the expla-
nation immediately afterwards given by Christ
himself and kindly intended to have a soften-

ing effect, meant to speak only humanly, and
did not, therefore, knowingly and designedly
speak Satanically. How then are we to ex-

plain it? I think (with many others) that
Christ actually marks in this temptation Satan
lurking behind the flesh and blood of Peter
(Eph. vi. 12). The first word is at bottom to
be applied to the wicked enemy himself, the
second to the instrument of his assault, as ap-

pears from the reference of the dxaySaAor
(stumbling block), to nerpa (stone), which is

not merely accidental.J The future ground-
stone now as yet throws himself at the feet of

the Master-builder as a stone of stumbling

—

so little does his fitness 'consist in any thing

else than in what this Master-builder will yet
make out of him.

It was, in fact, a severe, and deep-searching
temptation for Jesus, this word of his dear
Peter, springing from a zeal, which at heart,

was so well meant ; this we perceive likewise

from the earnestness and warmth of his reply.

He cannot answer here with his usual exalted

equanimity, for he is very sensitive on the

point of this AeI jue rtoAAd naSsiy, I muxt

suffer many things, when any one attacks him
upon it—this is the tender, sore point of his

own most peculiar and innermost conflict, his

own shrinking fear of the baptism of death.

The apostle's flesh and blood e-. presses what
the flesh also of the Son of Man, resisting in

human weakness, had long previous to Geth-
semane begun to say in him : hence, this holy

zeal of obedience to the Father, of love to

sinners, determined denial of self, hence this

sharpness towards the apostles, such as we
find him showing towards his disciples in con-

* In this sense what Roos says is true and excel-

lent :
" He did not therefore bid him entirely away,

but behind himself into the place which became a

disciple." In no case is it an entire " expulsion

from the circle of the disciples," as Von Amnion
wilfully presumes, that is here spoken of.

f We would not press the word quite so sharply

as Alford, who is for supplying the definite article

:

Thou art my stone of offence, my itirpa 6kolv-
SaXovl (1 Pet. ii. 7, 8). This Judas was to

Christ in the circle of the apostles, and in a much
deeper sense.

\ The first puts in opposition to IheiAsGoS^siy a

3 e 6 S) an exclamation repelling Satan, the sec-

ond corresponds to the cood intention of Peter per-

sonally : That must not happen to thee.
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nection with nothing else. Hence his so sud-

denly detecting and repelling the Satanic

cunning which aimed at making him waver !

But scarcely has he said this in the first sen-

tence, as he must and could not otherwise say

it, and in the second, has come down again to

the person of Peter, when his tender, sorrow-

ful love, vindicating itself, so to speak, in

order that the poor disciple may not be too

much cast down, adds the third exculpatory

and explanatory sentence. Thou knowest not,

indeed, that and how Satan has now spoken to

me through thee. Thou art for leading me
away from God's decree, thou art doing so,

however, not from intentional opposition to it,

but from human ignorance, which must serve

the enemy. Thou meanest, thinkest, under-

standest not, now (only now) roc tou Beov,

the things of God—thou thinkest and speakest

in the manner of all av$poaitui or mere men.
Thou certainly meanest well, of that I am
sure, and thy iXsgoS dot, be it far from thee,

Sroceeds from a heartfelt love, as the xvpie,

,ord, from the half faith, which now knows of

Christ, but not yet of his cross. Thus does

Christ sorrowfully excuse him, although on
the other hand it is an earnest warning ad-

dressed to him, and shows us here by the most
lively example how "the human, is so often the

profane," how little men in their human feel-

ing can grasp the counsel of God with respect

to redemption and his kingdom,* how danger-

ously the love that springs from the flesh

comes in the way of the holy love of the

Father and Son. This temptation of Christ

by Peter repeats itself in a thousand forms in

his followers, and is still more hazardous than

the direct temptation in the wilderness, being

here also placed after that temptation as a

higher degree of it. Those whose intentions

* I cannot forbear adding here a beau li fid pas-

sage from the profound book (which I would kind-

ly recommend to believing thinkers), Chr. Kapplin-

ger, Bcschreibungen uber das Wesen der Gottheit

(Heilbroun, 2d ed. 1846) :
" It is a spiritual law

for the proper revelation of divine qualities and
powers, to lay the foundation for the development
of these in their perfection under the forms of out-

ward meanness and lowliness. By this process of

revealing and unfolding great divine qualities and
powers, so opposed to the earthly reason, they, as

it were, repel from themselves those qualities and
powers that are only earthly and human, so as to

reveal themselves according to their original and
peculiar divine character, etc. Hence, Jesus Christ

repelled even his disciples from himself, in order that

no foreign and human power might come in to dis-

turb and limit his essentially divine qualities and
powers, when revealing them in their perfection.

Therefore he had already before said to Peter:

Get thee behind me, thou thinkest only what is

human but not what is divine." This is indeed pro-

found exegesis proceeding from a genuine Theoso-

phy of the Cross, and that by a dreamer of Weins-

berg. How does it contrast with the shallow

treatment of Scripture even by a Schleiermacher,

who has nothing more to say than—Christ called

the apostle a Satan, one who has not at heart the

divine word

!

towards us are the best, are then most dan-
gerous to us when their intentions are merely
human. Then it is necessary to know, and to

keep fast hold of, the tilings that be of God
against flesh and blood from without, by which
Satan would entice our flesh and—in us sin-

ners otherwise than with the Holy One—more
than our flesh into unfaithfulness ; then it is

necessary to hold fast that which the faithful

Forerunner immediately after holds forth to

all his followers (vers. 24, 25), as the weapon
they are to use when placed in the same cir-

cumstances.
Finally, there appears in this conflict of the

pseudo-Peter with Christ, at least remotely
as in a prophetic figure, the presumptive suc-

cessor of this apostle, in his well-meant hu-
man blindness to the mystery of the cross in

the kingdom of the cross (thus mildly to in-

terpret the Papacy and the better Papists), on
account of which, while he imagines himself

to be the representative of the householder,

supplying his place, he is really for driving

him out of the house. But this is and re-

mains the pseudo-Peter, even with the true

confession of the dogma respecting the Son of

God, and against his continuing dtux vSaXov
in the way of Christ with his Church, the

words Get thee away Satan, proving his power,

have long since been spoken once for all.

Verses 24, 25. These verses have already

received their explanation at Matt. x. 38, 39,

of which Christ here reminds his disciples

with a tacit " Have you then quite forgotten

these my words ? Must I repeat them to you
again '?" In ver. 2G there follows then, in ad-

dition, the clearest, most decisive, explanation

of Tpvxvv deodar, saving one's life. The repe-

tition also gives prominence to the fact, that

with all his invitations, Christ must still leave

the matter over to the will of each individual,

just because it stands thus : £i rii SeAei, if

any man will. According to Mark he now
calls also " with the disciples " the people who
were standing near, and speaks openly to them
also of his cross, as before to the disciples, only

indicating, however, and pre-supposing his

own cross in that of his followers. This is a

further continuation intended for all who will

yet become his disciples, as that which was

before said to Peter was spoken with an eye

to all who are now his disciples ; for in the

bearing of the cross, there avails no distinc-

tion, no rank or preference, from Peter down
to the last and the least who will enter into

the kingdom of heaven. Luke also observes

at least that He said to them all—so that, in

this instance, the roli p:a^r}zali avrov, to

his disciples, of Matthew receives its correction

or rather its explanation from the other Evan-
gelists—to all present and future (whosoever

will be my disciple, as ye are). Deny himself

—of this we have already spoken at chap x.
;

here let the remark be made, which would
there have reached beyond the first develop-

ment of the sense, namely that in the strict-

ness of this requirement there yet lies, at

the same time, a comforting mildness. It
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is pre-suppesed, and, in the meanwhile, ac-

knowledged that the old self is as }
ret pres-

ent in the disciples of Jesus, for otherwise
there would be no necessity for their denying
it. And what else is this denying than first of
all the \oyi2,t6%ai, or "reckoning" of faith

(Rom. vi. 11), which is not merely allowed
but even required of us by the kindly assist-

ing grace ? " As Peter said when he denied
Christ : I know not the man ! So say thou of
thyself and act accordingly" (Bengel). Not:
Let him kill himself, crucify himself—God will

take care that this come about by means of

the never-failing cross, which offers itself for

acceptance. Again, that this means nothing
merely coming from without, nothing extra-
ordinary alone, we have already seen from the
«a3' yjuepav, daily, of Lnke. If thou hast

not now precisely contempt, rejection, enmity,
from without for the sake of Christ, still thou
hast some suffering of body, some burden
arising from the transient nature of the

world ; or if thou hast not this, thou shalt

yet all the more assuredly feel the tribulation

and temptation of sin in the evil world, thou
shalt and must at all events even now feel

something of the inward conflict with thy
sin, that which is peculiar to thyself, for the

denial and destruction of which all that every
moment of life brings, has been given to thee
and laid upon thee by God. Without this in-

ward cross all outward suffering in the flesh

is profitless and unavailing, for an Indian fa-

kir undergoes the extremest sufferings of this

kind which tend rather to the strengthening

of his pride, so that they are no real K'2J DISJ?,

(affliction of soul). All bearing of burdens
on one's self, without self-denial, is not the
cross of which Christ speaks to his followers

;

all sacrifices and surrenders are vain, if they
be not done as he says for my sake—Mark, for

my sake and the GospeVx— i.e., in order that we
may become partakers of the Gospel, of the
kingdom of heaven, which is offered in it

(1 Cor. ix. 23). God prepares the cross for

thee ; cast it not away, but consider it as

thine, according to the will of obedience, as if

thou thyself hadst chosen it. Deny thyself,

say to the opposing will of the flesh : Not as

I will—this is the first and fundamental thing.

Thus is the cross taken up, and now comes
the second word in which the necessary
strength and perseverance are held forth

:

Follow me.

The train of thought in the remaining part
of Christ's words, from v. 24 onwards, is there-
fore so to be understood as that he first lays

down the great motive for his followers, and
then gives the g; ounds of this inevitable re-

quirement. The nature of the case demands,
first of all, as a present necessit)r

, that only
the death of the old sinful, selfish, life shall

introduce to the new holy and glorious life of

Christ (ver. 25). Without this, however, if

the man continue in his own life, if he con-
tinue as he is, the whole world will help him
nothing, and he cannot thereby redeem him-

self or save himself from destruction and
judgment (ver. 2G). This therefore is required
secondly (which was already implied in the
first), in the future trial at the coming of the
Son of Man to judgment, which is inevitably
certain (ver. 27), the certainty is pledged for
by a previous, more proximate coming and
revelation of his kingdom (ver. 28). .

Verse 26. Here again is one of those say
ings of which we are wont to observe, that
there is much to be said concerning them in

the way of preaching, but little in the way of
interpretation ! He who will understand it

understands it, and, in thus receiving it, the
understanding of it becomes more clear and
perfect. Christ evidently refers to Psa. xlix.,

and not merely in the second half of the say-
ing almost literally to vers. 8, 9 ; but, in the
saying as a whole, he refers to the main im-
port of this entire psalm, in which is declared
the nothingness and insufficiency of all earthly
good and earthly possessions for the final des-

tiny of the soul at death (see vers. 7, 17-20).

Christ alters, however, and strengthens the
words of the psalm—which only declares that
no one can redeem the soul of his brother
—to: How and whereby may a man redeem
himself? Zrjpia is hurt, loss, damage, in any
thing (Acts xxvii. 10, 21 ; Phil. iii. 7, 8) :

consequently n)v 7pux?)y 2t}/.nov d'•$ at is to
lose the soul, or himself as Luke has it, thus
evidently explaining it.* If, in a general fire

raging around thee, thou wert to save and
preserve thy great and well-tilled palace, and
yet be destroyed thyself by the fire—what
wouldst thou have gained in comparison with
him who, while his goods were burned, has
yet escaped with his life ? Therefore also

conversely : What shall it damage a man
though he should give up the whole world
(which will at one time pass away and be con
sumed), if only his soul be saved ? The true
eternal salvation of one human soul is of in-

finitely more value than the whole world.
Thus must we set profit and loss against each
other, and he who has not so reckoned will,

in the end, find to his eternal loss how terri-

bly he has miscalculated ! Then will the
bankrupt be forced to cry out, What shall a
man give? to which the psalm already fur-

nishes the answer: It must cease for ever!

And though he alone were to possess the

world, it would be no avrdWaypa, no
equivalent for his soul, as the Zurich transla-

tion renders it, nothing that in the exchange
could compensate for the lost soul, (Vulg.

commutalio). But the word expresses still

more than this, for it corresponds to the " ran-

som," or "redemption " of the soul [ov 8k>(5f.i

£ E,i\a6 n a, ri]v Tipi)v rr}S \a t p a> fi e oo S

r7,S i/jvxi?i avrov, Psa. xlix. 8, 9—Ileb. 123

and JVIB). That must be ov (pBaprci, not

corruptible things (1 Peter i. 18). Christ at

*'Eavrov Si aTtuXs'dai ?/ <$??/* 7 G>Sf*S—" the

being lost is here denoted first as a doii g, then as

a suffering " (Lange).
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tlic same time hereby testifies, that God alone

has found out the GCvrdWayiiCt,, and Xvrpov,
equivalent and ransom (Matt. xx. 28): he who
despises this, who makes its power and suffi-

ciency of none effect for himself—what shall

he be able to give of that which belongs to

another ?

Verse 27. The same reason is further giv-

en as formerly in chap, x., according to our

interpretation of that passage : There lies

before us in the judgment a trial, in order to

be prepared for which, we must now let our

soul be redeemed, saved, sanctified, and kept

by Christ's cross. Then it will be no loss to

have borne the cross, but an eternal gain,

while, on the other hand, it will be no.gain to

have possessed the whole world, but an eter-

nal loss ! According to Matthew, Christ has

said here by anticipation what he afterwards

said (chap. xxiv. 30, xxv. 31). The same Son
of Man, concerning whose present appearance
in lowliness the discourse began at ver. 13,

will appear personally a second time; as the

first time he appeared entirely as Son of Man
in our weakness, so, although still the Son of

Man, he will yet then manifestly appear as the

Son of the living God ; in the glory bf his

Father, which is at the same time his own
glory (chap. xxv. 31 ; Luke ix. 2G), with his

angels serving him as Lord (chap. xiii. 41).

Mark and Luke have, instead of this, another
saying which Matthew, with still further al-

teration, repeats, and we may well suppose
that^ on this occasion, Christ used both say-

ings. It is the only occasion on which we
find this expression in the mouth of Christ

:

Whosoever is ashamed of me—which is still

sharper and more reprehensory than the de-

nying, spoken of in Matt. x. It cannot, how-
ever, signify : Whosoever is ashamed of the

Son of Man, for this name always denotes the
visible presence of Christ, whether in its more
lowly or more exalted manifestation—but,

quite properly, of me and my words, the con-

fession and following of my doctrine and
truth, in which I myself am now here for <-he

sake of the world, previous to my coming
again to judgment. In Mark what is said be-

fore (ver. 35), precisely corresponds to it:

For my sake and the GospeVs (Rom. i. lf>).

Mark alone adds besides, in order to bring

into full light the criminality and perversity

of being thus ashamed : In this adulterous

and sinful generation ! (Matt. xii. 30).

Verse 28. In the peWsi, shall (ver. 27),

Christ has represented his second coming to

judgment (which must point to something
else than the rising again, ver. 21), as a thing,

indeed, perfectly sure (Luther: Will certainly

happen), but still as belonging to a more re-

mote future, to a last end which is left quite

undefined. But in order that this may not

prove too faint and too wide a prospect for the

disciples and for us, in order that even from

these words we know already, at least in gen-

eral, how it shall stand with the building of

the Church—of course after the resurrection

of Christ when the rejected stone has become

the corner-stone—how it shall be in regard to

the therein valid representation of the Master
of the house by means of regularly appointed
holders of the keys, nay how, in regard to the

conflict, also announced to the Church, of the
powers of hell against it—to show this, Christ

adds a word which could scarcely have been
wanting (as, it is hoped, will be evident) for

the complete rounding off of the entire an-

nouncement which he here makes. With a

here concluding
,

Aixi)v y verily (Luke aA^Sws)
he again announces a coming of the Son of

Man, a more mediate, more proximate coming,

which is to be the pledge of his coming to

judgment. That this latter coming is not

what is here spoken of, is incontrovertibly

evident from its being said that those who
have seen this other and nearer coming are

yet afterwards to die, which can have no ap-

plication to the last day.* It is evidently, in

the most general conception of it, the same
coming of the Son of Man that is here meant
as was spoken of chap. x. 23 ; for Christ points

back here, throughout, to what was said there,

at the sending out of the apostles. Christ

comes in his kingdom, (comp. Luke xxiii. 42),

with his kingdom, when he sets it up, reveals

his power in it and by it ; and precisely here-

by is the coming at first in his kingdom to be
distinguished from the visibly personal coming.

Mark and Luke, therefore, as regards the sense,

quite correctly change the saying (which
Matt, retains in its original form as connected

with chap, x.), so as to explain it in opposi-

tion to any misunderstanding of it. Luke, in-

deed, says only, Until they see the kingdom of

God—where the strongest emphasis rests on

the seeing with the eyes what has actually

been brought to pass. Mark more distinctly

has, in addition to this, the words tXr/AvSviav

kv dvrdjuety come with poti-er, in which the

original £px F^^ ai or " coming," spoken of

Christ himself, is applied to his kingdom, but

quite correctly so, in as far as the 8vva/uS or

"power" of the coining King, the efficacious

power of his invisible presence, displays itswlf

in the establishment and maintenance of the

kingdom (see in Rom. i. 4, and 2 Cor. xiii. 3,

4, the interpretation of this kv 8vvdi.iEi). His

kingdom, is his Church, as also in Matt. xiii. 41.

He assures his apostles, then, that the setting

up of his Church, announced ver. 18, sha'l be

accomplished even in this generation, and he

expresses this by the striking words which all

the three Evangelists have preserved: that

some of those standing hen (among whom are

by all means to be understood those also of

the people who were standing around, although

at the most only secondarily) would not taste

or experience death (which can only be meant

* The confusion in Hofmann ( Weisxngnng uttd Er-

fidlung, ii. 272)—according to which Christ is rep-

presented as having actually expected the last judg-

ment before a generation should pass away—tak"s

its rise from this, that men, despising the genuine

tradition of the fundamental conceptions of the Bible,

are ever for building their exegesis upon their owh
self-wisdom.
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here as at John viii. 52) until his kingdom,
and therein his power and presence, be as

clearly displayed to their view as if they saw-

Christ himself already come. Consequently
he can least of all mean by this, the transfig-

uration which immediately follows ver. 17,*

nay, not even merely the building and con-

tinuance of his Church, in general, beginning
with the day of Pentecost ; for how then
would he, thus selecting, speak of some 1 And,
although we may not strain this expression,

so as to make it mean that only two or three
of the apostles should survive, what he an-
nounces there still remains a tiveS /uev, some,

to which corresponds a rivis Se, others, who
shall taste of death before they see. We therefore
rightly understand this, as at chap. x. 23, of
the great catastrophe of the destruction of
Jerusalem, the setting up of the New Testa-
ment Church, which was then first fully rati-

fied and manifestly loosed from Jewish entan-
glements, of that tHKXrjdia which, in Rom.ix,
24, is already described with believing antici-

pation. Then also did Christ come in his

power to judgment, foreshadowing the judg-
ment of the world, so that all who believed
in his power to save, and who have since be-
come his people (Rom. ix. 25, 26), have before
their eyes in that event a pledge, equally con-
soling as it is warning, of that which is testi-

fied of as in the remote future in the words
/.teXXei epxsd^ai, cctco8oo6ei exocdra) Hard
rijv icpa.B,iv avrov, " he shall come—land re-

ward every man according to his works

"

(comp* Deut. xxxii. 36 with Heb. x. 30).

John xxi. 22 also belongs to this as an appro-

priate parallel passage ; how many even of

the apostles may, with Peter (and Paul) have
tasted of death previous to this event, we
know not.

THE TRANSFIGURATION—THE FUTURE ELIAS.

(Matt. xvii. 7, 9, 11, 12; Mark ix. 9, 12, 13.)

Luke ix. 28 points, in the expression, p. fta
rovi Xoyovi tovtovS, " after these sayijigs,"

at the inner connection between the transfig-

uration and the first announcement of suffer-

ing on the part of Christ, even more strongly
than the two other Evangelists, who mention
the number of days that intervened. It will

be difficult, in this instance, to adhere to our
plan of interpreting the sayings of Christ, and
not the narratives, and it may here also be
said with special truth, that only the perfect

understanding of the whole occurrence can
open our ears for perceiving the innermost,
peculiar force of the word of Jesus : Arise and
be not afraid!
On the day at least, on which he takest

with him up to the high mountain the three
disciples, who had already been the selected
witnesses of the first miracle of raising from
the dead, the sons of thunder, and the man of

rock, Christ knew that something was now to

happen to him, and in general what that was.
That question, six days before, which denoted
that the turning-point in his course was now
reached, from which the Son of God approxi-
mated ever nearer to his sufferings, was al-

ready a presentiment of this testimonj' that
was now to be given by the Father, and which
was to seal the confession of the disciples.

* A curious idea of many commentators, beneath
which there lies only thus much of truth, namely,
that this transfiguration was again a very natural
figurative pledge of all future glorification.

j
- Already in the unusual expression dvacpepei

there is something that indicates how he took them
up with himself, brought them before God (com-
pare Luke xxiv. 51).

The innermost reference to Christ himself of

this voice sounding at the middle-point be-

tween Matt. iii. 17 and John xii. 28, with all

that accompanies it, the parallelism between
this consecration to his suffering, and the first

inauguration at his baptism, is now more dis-

tinctly acknowledged by the more recent
orthodox theologians than it ever was by the
ancients ; it is no longer deemed enough to

find in it merely a testimony for the disciples

who beheld his glory (2 Pet. i. 16, as also Luke
ix. 32), but it is now explained of the new
anointing for the knowing and doing of his

work, which was here given from above, espe-

cially to the Son himself.* He who for us is

to enter by a voluntary death into glorifica-

tion, in order that he may fulfill all righteous-

ness, must first learn and actually experience

in regard to himself otherwise than by the

knowledge arising from faith, that the 86£,a,

glory, of light and life is already present in his

humanity, that it can break forth in him, and
radiate from him, even without his passing
through death—-in order that thus anticipat-

ing the Father's good pleasure, he may be
prepared to deny this self, and to empty him-
self of this glory even to the cross. He who
thus fulfills the law and the prophets, must
now already be}rond the limits of death hold a
secret council With the personal representa-

tives of the law and of prophecy, who have
beforehand some participation in the fruit of

* We may refer chiefly to the profound expres-

sions in beck, Christliche Lehrwisseneehaft, i. 512,

and following. With wilful ignorance, Schleier

macher says: :< In vain do we take pains definitely

to represent to ourselves an aim for this mysterious

occurrence."
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his resurrection,* who at Mai. iv. 4, 5, appear-

ed together as closing the old covenant,! and

now, in the heavenly imperial council before

the throne of the jueyaXonpeityS 8o£,a, "ex-

cellent glory," stand upon the threshold of

the new covenant, as the Baptist in the char-

acter of the typical Elias did upon earth for

the people. Mer' avrov d v\A.aA ovv r e ?,

" talking with him "—by this one well-chosen

word (which Mark and Luke also retain), does

Matthew veil from us the wondrous words of

the symphony, in those higher regions yet

concealed from us by the cloud of the ascen-

sion, where the Son receives from the Father
honor and glory in the words, This is, etc.

Luke is permitted to lift the veil a little, and
plainly to show us (what we might of our-

selves guess and perceive) the sufferings of

Christ, announced to the disciples a week be-

fore, as the centre-point of these heavenly

words, from the sanctuary of which, the su-

preme Praeses of the council then again refers

us to the earthly words of Christ. They
spoke of his decease, which (now near at hand)

he should accomplish at Jerusalem, to accom-

plish which he now, a second time, more espe-

cially consecrates himself to the Father, de-

votes and fortifies himself, as the first time at

the ei'doSoS, or "coming" (literally entrance),

Acts xiii. 24. "E£o8oS (literally exit) here

certainly does not signify (according to Schlei-

ermacher) the -'calling" to be fulfilled [8po-

/"oS, Acts xiii. 25 ; xx. 24), but evidently, in

the first place, the end of life, as in Wis. vii.

6 ; 2 Pet. i. 15 ; still not without a prospective

glance at the turning of death into life, so

that the "rising again" (ch. xvi. 21, xvi. 9,

23), is at all events included—the victorious

accomplishment, result, and issue of this

death, which for him and us is at the same
time rf eiooSo'i els ti)v atcSviov ftadikeiav

,

" the entrance into the everlasting kingdom"
(2 Pet. i. 11 ;

just as at Heb. xiii." 7). Let it

be considered what the apostle (2 Pet. i 1G),

means by Svva/niS ncci napovdia, " power
and coming." Those who have prepared the

way for him to this from of old (D"]|50), and

are, therefore, well acquainted with it, now
speak with him and to him concerning it, but

* In the bodies of both we find a wonderful ex-

ception to the general faie of death, although the

lawgiver actually died beforehand on account of

sin, while the prophet was already lifted up nearer

to the victory over death. Not that they were ac-

tually, before the resurrection of Christ, the first-

fruits, clothed with the final resurrection body, but

their death and state after death has yet something

in it specially mysterious. Here lies still another

secret: if already at that time, as the Talmud ical

Tract. D^pt? (Shekalim) teaches, the half shekel

for the temple, was collected in the month Adar,

and if there was ground for the tradition in Jose

phus of Moses' death having happened on the first

of Adar, then was Chiist transfigured, peihaps, on
the anniversary of the Lawgiver's death.

f Therefore not merely (according to Von Ger-

lach) : The Founder and the Restorer of the king-

dom of God in the Old Testament.

still more he to them,* putting himself in the

position of one ready to answer their ques-

tions, in order that they may rejoice before

him in his glory with more perfect under-

standing and clearer view than the discipVs,

who are as yet heavy with the sleep of earth

—also, indeed (as Roos mentioned), that they

may now bear to the invisible world tiding*

of Christ's willingness to undergo the redeem-

ing death now near at hand.

Then the light-cloud becomes to the earthly

eyes the blinding, overshadowing darkness ot

the sanctuary ; the two are already entered

into it, the three are terrified without, for it

is not yet time to build the eternal taberna-

cles of glory on the earth, which must first

receive for its purification the blood of Christ

from the hands of sinners. Jesus alone re-

mains before their eyes, and the supremely

decisive voice of the eternal Father in the in-

accessible light which no man hath seen nor

can see, comes from out the cloud. Even
when the vail of the heaven is for a moment
withdrawn, we are only referred back to

earth, to the Son of Man and of God strug-

gling in lowliness, passing by suffering into

glory. The second voice of the Father, which
directs to the words of the Lord Jesus, as the

first did to his person, speaks in the words of

Scripture, of Psalms, Prophets, and Law (Psa.

ii. 7 ; Isa. xiii. 1, 4; Deut. xviii. 15, 18), and
invests him with the hmor of king because he

is the Son (Psa. ii. 6), of priest as making an

atonement with which God is well pleased, of

prophet, who is to be heard along with and

above the law and the prophets, inasmuch as

he bears testimony of himself and the Fath-

er's purpose in him.
The disciples fall in great fear on their face;

he, however, in most exalted dignity, calm-

ness, and might, touches them, as once Gabriel

did the prophet (Dan. viii. 18, ix. 21, x. 10),

and speaks to them his old familiar words
" Arise and be not afraid," with a new and
peculiar significance at this moment—not yet

as afterwards, Rev. i. 17, 18, and yet already

as the same one.

Verse 9. Christ calls it a opapa, vision,

i. e., a ciSov, ichat things they had seen, as Mark
says, in Luke at, eoopanadiv, which they had

seen, and includes in this the whole manifesta

tion and revelation, together with the voice

which they heard ; for certainly this was no

ordinary seeing and hearing, but a perceiving

with the opened eyes of a faculty of percep-

* As, in this instance, Ebrard, who in other re-

spects with good apologetical intention is for re-

maining as much as possible on the surface, cannot

refrain from saying here finely :
" In the transfig-

uration, Jesus liad given to the fathers of the old

covenant the blessed knowledge of his willingness

to redeem them by his death, and, at the same
time, to the publishers of the new covenant the

unity of that covenant with the old, and Christ as

the Fulfiller of the law and the prophets, was visi-

bly manifested." Only, in order not to go against

the eXeyov of Luke, we must not exclude tho

joint wituess already proceeding from them.
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tion which is ordinarily closed, and which
was partly brought about in the disciples by
their falling into sleep, through the divinely

inverted reaction against the influences from

beneath (Num. xxiv. 3, 4.) But there is a great

mistake in supposing that this sleep-waking

seeing and hearing, to which we have only a

remote analogy in somnambulism, and in the

vision of Balaam* is something inferior and
uncertain, and not rather a waking, to which
the common form of waking stands in the

same relation as does the state of dreaming.

Christ speaks here truly, not according to that

usage of men, which puts the opafxa /JAeTieiv,

" to see a vision " (Acts xii. 9), in opposition

to the reality of a thing that has actually

taken place. To begin by proving this, ap-

pears to us as needless for believing readers,

as it would be vain for unbelieving ones. True,

indeed, a preacher in the open pulpit in Gorliz,

on the 6th Sunday in Epiphany, has even re-

cently ventured to explain the whole occur-

rence as a dream-vision ;f this preacher must
certainly also hold the second epistle of Peter
to be apocryphal ! But, in answer to all critics

who take this epistle, which seals the evan-

gelical record, to be not genuine, we only ex-

claim with the most perfect confidence, in

place of adducing any external grounds : ye
psychologists, ye Christian psychologists !

the supposition that words, doctrines, testi-

monies, such as are to be found in the second
epistle of Peter, from the beginning to the

end of it, have proceeded from a forger's own
invention, that such strength, such enlighten-

ment, such confidence of speech, could exist

in one and the same mind along with a pious

fraud—that this /uv3o\6yoS (legend-speaker),

when, in a "second epistle," he • designedly

counterfeits the person of the apostle, still ex-

horting, confessing, and prophesying before

his death, has had the impudence expressly

to renounce 6e6o<pi6/.t£voi /itvSoi, "cun-
ningly devised fables," and with this impu-
dence at the same time has such gifts of know-

* It is difficult to explain in Luke Siayptjyo-
pi'/davreS, " when they were awake." If it were

taken to signify watching the whole time through

(as itddr/'i rf/S vvktoZ Siayp, Herodian, iii. 4,

8), this would he a complete contradiction to fie-

fiaprj).tEvoi xntvoo. Better certainly : Watching
in the intervals, as in diseased sleep.

t J. L. Haupt in Nehmiz and Sonntag's Predigt-

sammhoig : "Christ himself calls it a vision, and
seems to guard his disciples against the delusion

that they had actually seen Moses and Elias, inas-

much as he afterwards explained to them that

Elias is already come "—namely in John the Bap-
tist, and nothing farther! Neander also unfortu-

nately finds it to be a dream (the disciples having
dreamt of the impending event at Jerusalem!)

—

yet mentions himself, indeed, the strong objection

that then the three had the same dream—he solves

it, however, still worse by the supposition that after

all it was only Peter ; and speaks, moreover, of

John's not mentioning it in a manner which we
must pronounce foolish and unjustifiable. Thus
does Neander place himself on a level with Hennel,

who reduces the whole to a dream of Peter.

ledge and of boldly original discourse—this

hypothesis contradicts all the psychology of

Christian feeling, and this the true defenders

of the genuineness of the epistle should not
be ashamed openly to confess as the dictate of

their Christian feeling.* Truly when Peter
then wrote, he kueio not what he was duiug.

So much concerning the word opafxa,
" vision^ in the mouth of Jesus, whom we are

to hear, and with him, those of whom he has

said : Whosoever heareth you heareth me !

and whom he indirectly commands to make
known this upajua afterwards, in that he for-

bids them to do so till after the resurrection.

He includes the testimony concerning his

glory as Son, now seen and experienced, in

the first prohibition (chap. xvi. 20, 21),' and
thereby points once more to the " rising again"
which was then not heard. Now, indeed, the

disciples must take up this word, a*td retain it

for a while, but they rather take it in some
figurative sense than in the proper sense, and
make out of the clearest letter a dark ques-

tion, because they would not understand the

death spoken of before (Mark, ver. 10). You
are to tell it to no one, not even to your fellow-

apostles. How hard may it have been for

them to obey this command, with their habit,

otherwise laudable and amiable, of repeating

and communicating to one another all that

happened to the Master ! But in order that

they may not be vain of this preference shown
to them in being selected as eye-witnesses,

and that the others may not in their present

folly envy them on this account, in order that

the whole thing may remain what it is and
should be, not a spectacle for eyes that are

intent on seeing wonders, but a testimony af-

terwards to be transferred by the Spirit to

the word so as to be believed, a voice of the

Father—for this end Christ has admitted only

three to the knowledge of it, and now forbids

even these to speak of it before the time.

They must also obtain their honor in the mat-
ter by denying themselves. First : Can ye be

silent 1 are ye worthy to meditate on, and to

keep holy mysteries ? Then shall ye at one

time tell them before the world !

And his disciples, of course the three who
now descend with him from the mountain (see

more exactly Mark, ver. 9, 14), embrace the

opportunity, ere they are compelled to be si-

lent, now when they are coming down to put

to him one of the many questions which per-

plex their minds. They do not venture to

come out with the great cardinal question

about the rising again (of course not the

resurrection in general as believed among tho

Jews, but the rising again of Christ, of whose

death they will hear nothing) ; but, next to

* Very beautifully has Bonnet, in his excellent

writing, la Parole et la Foi (Geneva and Paris,

1851, directed against Scherer), thus adduced

the argument for the second epistle of Peter, p.

27, 30.
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tTiis, it was most natural for them to ask about
the appearing of Elias. That Elias must come
before the Messiah, had perhaps already before

this suggested itself as a matter of secret

doubt to their minds ; in Matt. chap. xi. 14,

Christ had ahead}' explained this of the Bap-
tist, and their ears indeed had heard what was
then said ; now, however, another Elias, the
personal Elias, has just appeared to them, and
scarcely have they seen and heard what then
appeared to them, when it has vanished again,

and they are to tell it to no one ! All this

brings powerfully to their minds the saying of

the scribes, and the question how all this per-

plexing appearance, which has just been pre-

sented to their eyes, stands related to that

saying. Not that the meaning of their ques-

tion could be : It is certainly only a saying of

the Scribes—but : Wherefore has he again dis-

appeared, and are we not to make it known ?

What avails it that he is come 1 and in what
way hast thou meant that John also is the

future Elias ? They do not, however, speak
out clearly all these questions, as indeed in

the confusion of the moment, they must have
been complicated in their own minds; but, in

the manner of men who are shy in putting a

question, and who never speak clearly out,

they ask generally: What then do the Scribes

say ? i. e., what dost thou say to this, that they
say and teach ? Inform us of this matter, and
give us the solution of it ! (This is the sense

of the on, that, in Mark, which puts the ques-

tion indirectly; it is not equivalent to diori

or Stan', vhtrefore, afterwards in ver. 28, as in

the Sept., in Josephus, and also in the profane
writers, but to be supplemented thus: How
does it therewith stand related that— ?) And
if we only ask him concerning all that the
Scribes sa}', he gives willingly the right infor-

mation, as much as we can bear.

Verses 11, 12, Whoever, in this answer of

Christ, would explain away the manifest and
striking confirmation of the fact, that a com-
ing of Elias was yet to take place, must do
great violence to the words, and will never be

able to strain the future d7toxaradrr)6et

rdvra, "shall restore all things," in form
and import, so as to be applicable also to John
the Baptist. In Mark, the first clause stands

as plain, though not so precise, with anoKaS-
i6td, " restoreth," in the present, as in

Matthew there is only the directly confirma-

tory £pXErat > cometh ("shall come "). Christ

cannot possibly have intended to say any
thing else, as the words run, than quite de-

cidedly: By all means the Scribes are right;

Elias comes or must come first, ere the entire

setting up of the Messiah's kingdom, in the

most proper and final sense, takes place. He
does not, indeed, hereby confirm the errors

and fables which the earlier or later Scribes

connected with it, he only confirms in general

the doctrine and expectation, not as a saying

of the commentators, but as a simply to be

read ysypaitzoa, " it is written." For as has

been already said, by S^H H^S* J1X, " Elijah

the prophet," with the article, the sacred text

in Malachi can only mean the historical per-

son ; so much the more certainly as, immedi-
ately before, Moses is designated by a like

rtomen proprium, hence the Sept. has rendered
it precisely by toy &e6/Jir?/v, " the Tish-

bite." The Christian Scribes of the present

day, indeed, easily settle such matters—" they
rough-plane it very cleverly, and say, It is a

Jewish representation—though they are not

well acquainted even with Jewish representa-

tions."* But the Church fathers teach, with

the Jews, a future return of Elias, because

Christ has here confirmed it as it stands writ-

ten. Justin, for example, acknowledges this

to Trypho ; Augustine connects Israel's con-

version, and their final true and spiritual un-

derstanding of the law as fulfilled in Christ,

with the labors of this prophet (de civ. Dei,

lib. 20, c. 29). The more particular investi-

gation of all this, and the question whether
Elias is also one of the two witnesses in the

Apocatypse, does not belong to this place,

where we have only to establish the clear

statement of Christ.

^AitoKaza6vi}6ii ndvra, shall restore all

things—this connects well with the expres-

sion of the Sept., oS d7foKaradrr}6si napbiav

(who will restore the heart) for 2
1

? Z^t^H, but,

by the itdvra, all things, conjoined with it,

the idea is so much extended as to become
almost something different from the bringing

back of the hearts of the fathers to the chil-

dren, which is there said. Ka^i6rdvai,
means to set up, to restore—compounded with
dito, it is intensified so as to mean : Perfectly

or entirely to set up, to bring any thing to

pass, so as to be what and how it should be.f

Yet there lies here in the itpooror, first, a

necessary limitation of the ndvra, implying
that the forerunner does not already set up
the kingdom (Acts i. 1G)—for what then

would remain to be done by Christ himself?

Consequently: He will put every thing in order

for the kingdom, will completely accomplish

the work of making ready a people prepared for

the Lord (Luke i. 17), committed to him as his

office, in a wider and more proper sense of its

fulfillment than John preliminarMy and typi-

cally did. It is not a restitutio omnium remm
in integrum (restoration of all things to their

entireness) that is spoken of ftere, any more
than afterwards at Acts iii. 21, where, more-
over, this manifoldly significant word is differ-

ently applied, so as to refer to the presenta-

tion of all that has been prophesied of in its ful-

filled reality. What Elias agreeably to his

character did at first in the kingdom of God,
by pointing powerfully to the Lord in a period

of most melancholy degeneracy, and as a re-

forming prophet repairing the altar of the

Lord that was broken down (1 Kings xviii.

30), in order that the fire from heaven might

* To apply the words used by Meyer in connec-

tion with another subject.

f A much stronger idea than merely to " bring

Lack to the right track," aa Neander makes it.
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come down upon it—the same is represented
as being done by him, also at his return, and
that with abundantly more effect. This he
shall do—how could Christ mean by this the
work of the Baptist, who had already come
(r}St/ r/kSe), which remained for the most part

fruitless, whose coming together with his re-

jection, and his being given over to the will

of the unrighteous, forms rather the sharpest

antithesis to the first epxsrai or " cometh ?
"

And yet in the words, But I say unto you,

Christ certainly says in addition to this that,

in a certain sense, the person of John was also

meant by the prophecy respecting Elias. We
see, therefore, that this prophecy, according
to Christ's manner of interpretation, which
affords a rule for many others, fulfills itself

twice, and his present statement is in perfect

harmony with what he said before at ch. xi.

14 (as we there explained it). Every half ful-

filled prophecy will, at one time, be entirely

fulfilled, so that not an iota of its word shall

fail of fulfillment ; many, even by far the
most of prophecies again, have their typical

before their final fulfillment. They knew not
the first Elias—would not take him for what
he was (ch. xi. 14),* but did to him whatsoever

they listed—and yet only what was at the same
time already foreseen, ordained, and written
(comp. Matt. xxvi. 24 with Luke xxii. 22).

They have done what happened to him ; for

Christ imputes not merely to Herod and He-
rodias, what they did according to the mind
and in the name of many, and reckons in the
t-!toir/6ar

y "have done," all that the people

collectively did against him, which proceeded
from the ovk titeyvoodav, " they knew not,"

the natural result of which was the martyr-
dom of the preacher of repentance, who was
•as it were left in the lurch by the nation.

f

In like manner it awaits the Sun of Man (now
in the immediate future) also to suffer from
them ! This simple extract of the principal

thing in Matthew is explained by the fuller

and more exact statement in Mark, where, by
a striking turn, the question immediately fol-

lows—properly a convictive counter-question
to the disciples : How then (if there be only
one coming of the Messiah and Elias) can it

be written of the Son of Man, that he must
suffer many things and be set at naught ?

(iva for orifi\er. 30, and the strong expres-

sion t£ov8evGoB?j, not without reference to

Isa. liii. 3 ntrn i6, Dan. ix. 26 Y? fit), in both

* " Thus is many a great man not known during

his lifetime, even suppoMnir tha 1

, he also were pro-

phesied of in the Bible!" (Roos).

f Sepp, strange to say, finds here the first infor-

mation and discovery made by Christ to his disci-

ples, that John the Baptist was killed.

of which passages the Sept. has quite mis-
taken the meaning). Inasmuch as the scribea
do not read and understand this, their saying
about the coming of Elias is one-sidedhy false;

rightly understood, however, the two things
are quite compatible, for there is a first and
second Elias, just as there is a first and sec-

ond coming of the Son of Man. That the

Scribes have derived their saying, Elias must
first come, in general truly from the Scripture,

although they do not understand what this

specially means, is finally denoted again by
the words us it is written of him, in which it ia

maintained that the sufferings of the first

Elias, as well as those of the Messiah, were
the subject of prophecy. For it will not do to

supply here merely, in general, that he is

to come
; j

ret our interpretation is still too
dim-sighted to discover with certainty, where
the prophecy of John's fate is to be found.
Some have said that from the foretold suffer-

ings of Christ an inference may be made im-
pliedly to those of his forerunner, or that the
record of the Tishbite's life shows us the an-
titype in the type.* Both of these conjec-

tures, however, are insufficient, the latter also,

whatever truth belongs to it, does not go the
full length, as the agreement fails precisely in

the death of Elias ; it is reasonable, therefore,

in us to wait for a future opening up of the
Scripture. He who, in regard to the prophet-
ical word, cannot bring his proud, learned
heart to this, as in many places it is proper to

do, is not qualified for attaining by humble
investigation to an understanding of prophecy.
He, in fine, who " is not ashamed "f to declare

that it is preposterous " to find in the Old Tes-
tament the Christian idea of the suffering

Messiah," and who, in the character of a

Christian scribe, is so bold as to contradict

the Lord Jesus to his transfigured face—such
a one we should in vain ask to read and hear
how Christ again, in all that he says, points

back to his sufferings, of which it stands writ-

ten, how he "' manifestly distinguishes between
his first and second coming, and thus alone

gives the key to the understanding of all the Old
Testament prophets."

* So Henestenberg : Christ considers the history

of Elias as a prophecy of the history of John ;
ho

shows how oven John cannot at all be Elias if he

did not experience contradiction of sinners, rejec-

tion and suffering.

f De Wette, Practical explanation of the Psalms, p.

18, 19—a scarcely credible specimen of confused

statements with bold assertions is this little work
as a whole, to be abused in which, I reckon an
honor. Should not the author, now dead, have
been himself a little ashamed of this opposition, in

his last and better days 1
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THE LUNATIC, THE UNBELIEVING AND PERVERSE GENERATION.

(Matt. xvii. 17, 20, 21; Mark ix. 16, 19, 21-29; Luke ix. 41.)

What a change, to which we find nothing
similar in the life of Christ ! From the Mount
of Transfiguration, out of the opened heaven,

he comes down to the vale of tears, and finds

the distress of a more than ordinary fearful case

of demoniacal possession, finds the mockery of

the Scribes directed against the disciples who
were left behind, finds the unbelief in Israel,

unbelief also in his own disciples, and his dif-

ficult work with this generation begins forth-

with anew. From the sanctuary, into which
his perfect faith has introduced him, he comes
forth—and what a spectacle meets his view !

Nothing more natural than that all he now
says should bear the stamp of holy passion

and zeal coming from the depths of his bosom,
as well as that the ground-tone of it all con-

tinues to be a complaint against their unbelief,

and the overpoweringly pressing invitation to

faith. Matthew gives prominence to the two
principal sayings in which this is expressed,

giving only so much of the narrative as is

necessarily connected with these ; Mark is

able, again from good sources, vividly to paint

the whole occurrence, and, besides, he pre-

serves important words spoken by Christ in

conversation with the father of the lunatic,

as also at the healing of the latter ; Luke alone

adds at least the circumstance, that it was an
only son.

The disciples, who remained below, should
have cast out the devil in the absence of their

Master, for to them in the meantime the de-

moniac had been brought ; but they could not,

although Luke has recorded at the beginning
of the same chapter, that Christ had given
them authority and power over all devils.*

This caused a pressing of the people around
the poor disciples to their shame, a reasoning
among the Scribes certainly not friendly to

them, and thus the Master finds them when
he returns to them ! All the people are "struck
with fear" at his presence suddenly appearing
in these circumstances, they are moved with
something more than accustomed reverence,f

and hasten to him, humbly saluting him: it is

hereby indicated, however, that the Scribes

did not join with them. And he immediately
begins by inquiring what is the matter, and
where help is wanted. He asked—not the

Scribes (winch is a reading arising from a false

* According to Lange, this loss of former power
was " probably a consequence of the groat depres-

sion, which the communication of Christ regarding
his impending sutfbrinas had produced in them."

fThis may be suffieien'ly explained also without
supposing, as many do, an after-lust- e of the trans-

figuration. What was proper for Moses was be-

neath the dignity of Christ; besides here the mi-
raculous sight was not meant as an after-lustre for

his people.

21

interpretation), probably also not merely the
people who ran to htm, but, as was very natu-
ral, all in common, including his disciples as the
principal persons to whom he had come : Why
dispute ye with one another?* What are you
about, that I should find you in such commo-
tion 1 But the ashamed disciples are silent,

nor do the Scribes think proper to acknow-
ledge before the Master what they have been
saying against the disciples. Instead of them,
t»ie man about whose case the question was,
the agitated and sadly disappointed father of

the possessed, takes up the word, and relates

the case with a terrible description of the
malady, and a melancholy charge against the
disciples : They could not—they were not able.

The first answer of Christ, however, is a
strongly vented word of grief, an accusation
of unbelief against the whole race in common,
into whose midst he must thus again enter;
this word has very strikingly been preserved
almost literally the same by all the three
Evangelists.

Verse 17. An expression of holy impatience,
to reach the goal which he had just been so
near on the Mount ; the vehement indignation

of warm love, which seeks only faith to call

forth the helping power and glory of God
(Luke ver. 43 ; John xi. 40) ; the inward grief

of him who was holy and righteous in the
truth of God, and to whom the perversity ot

men is so hard to bear ! It is with him a dif-

ferent zeal from that of Moses (Num. xx. 10),
which was sinful, because it becomes no one,

who is himself a sinner, to rebuke in his own
might. How long shall I continue uith you,

labor almost in vain among you, who even yet
do not believe? How long shall I still suffer

you 1 Only he can speak thus who, as the
holy One among sinners, bore the burden of

all (Gal. vi. 2), and whose whole life was in

the innermost sense, from the very first, a pro-

found suffering through the feeling and endur-
ing of sin. Thus according to the Father's

counsel it was necessary in this word, which

* I do not retract this, although Alford has con-
tradicted me, and I read Mark ix. 16 with many
now : ertrjpoo r?;6sv a v r o I ? (which here almost
recurs to the exxjrov ? and avroti, ver. 14, but takes
in, however, the o^AoS named ver. 15)—as also

with the received text and several : 6v$rjzeiTS
npoS a v t o v J (Cod. A. eocvrou 5). Quite nat-
uiallv, inasmuch as all were gathered round the
disciples when Christ came to them, he does not
immediately single out the disciples alone (as Al-
ford has misunderstood me), but puts them in thi»

first address, as afterwards (ver. 16), together with
the entire unbelieving generation. It is his first

impression which here finds the expression : What
have you sons of men already again found to dis-

pute and be in distress about 1
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was drawn from the usually closed depths of

his heart, immediately after the revelation of

his glory, to manifest the glory also of his

human endurance, the pain of divine love in

his human nature, which was alike strongly

Busceptible of this on account of meekness

and purity. If we had not this word, and
that other in Luke xii. 50, we should want the

true, entire insight into the self-denying,

atoning nature even of his whole earthly

course in our flesh and bloorl. What com-

plainings, known only to the Father, does tbis

single expression, which he neither can nor

will restrain, pre-suppose ? He takes, however,

this expression also of most immediately per-

sonal feeling—so entirely do all his thoughts

continually move in the sphere of Holy Writ
—directly from that first complaint of God
against his people in Deut. xxxii. 5, 20 (where

the Sept. has in the first of these verses yei'tcc

6ko\kx hoci Siedrpa/u/tevT/, in the second £$s-

tirpajuvevr/. There also follows at ver. 20,

ovh e 6 r i it i6 r i$ hv avroiS, as the right

rendering of D3 flDK tib*, in whom is no faith

this, however, Christ puts with emphasis

before in his amdroi). This rebuking com-

plaint then applies again to all in common, to

whom he has now come,t in whose unbelief he

sees represented mankind, especially all Israel

as it is, the perverse generation by nature and

from of old ; nay, the repetition of that word
of the Spirit in the mouth of Christ already

points beforehand to the rejection of this peo-

ple on account of their unbelief, which is fur-

ther prophesied of in Deut. xxxii. First of all,

however, the words apply to the hastily judg-

ing people, as also to the scribes, who were

malignantly rej-oicing at the impotency of the

disciples, then, in particular, to the father of

the demoniac, as we shall immediately see
;

finally, also in no less measure to the disciples,

who were bringing shame upon him below,

when he was receiving honor above—they

certainly deserve on this occasion to be classed

with the multitude.]: Still the rebuking com-
plaint is by no means to be regarded as a re-

pulse, implying that he now ceased to bear

and to love (already in the e'gjS Ttors, how long,

* Which the more recent commentators without

reason deny, see Isa. xxvi. 2 3, 4; Hab. ii. 4.

f In Mark ver. 19, auroiS and v/xai are con-

nected exactly with ver. 16.

% Schleiermacher finds such a reference to the

disciples, although certainly unwarranted, yet, in the

connection, very natural. (According to him the
whole story of the transfiguration, and what be-
longs to it in Matthew, has undergone " a transform-
ation into something strange and odd, an unfortu-
nate complication.") On the other hand, Neander
will not at all admit that the " harsh rebuke " was
intended for the weak apostles, whom on other oc-

casions Christ treats so gently ; they would not, in

that case, he thinks, have asked him as afterwards
follows. The word according to him, was spoken
thiejiy to the father of the possessed, and with him
to ail who should at any time desire merely bodily

help.

he represents himself as obediently waiting
with patience), but with all the more effect

on this account does the majestically brief
command of the Helper follow: Bring him
hither to me, him who is in need of help !

—

as in every thing there is ever again the one
thing : Bring him only to Me !

What Matthew hastily sums up in ver. 18,

in order to connect, with it the other word con-
cerning unbelief, is given by Mark in full de-
tail. The evil spirit, at the look of Jesus,
immediately raises the frightful paroxysm in

the person who had been brought to him.
But without any trace or tincture of that
horror which had restrained the faith of the
disciples, with a calmness which is at the same
time a feeling of deep sympathy with the
wretchedness before him, Christ looks' on the
tearing, rolling, and foaming child, wiselj' de-

lays the help in order that all who were agi-

tated might be tranquilized and prepared for

the salutary impression, and kindly asks the

father how long it is since this happened to the

poor boy ; tovro, with full and hearty sym-
pathy and consideration—as much as to say.

This is indeed very bad and melancholy ! The
father, as if it were necessary to keep up this

sympathy, begins anew to describe the case in

stronger terms than before, and as he before

complained that the disciples could not help

him, so now, in his anguish, he speaks very
unbelievingly indeed (differently from the

leper in Matt. viii. 2) the bold word : But f
thou canst do any thing, more than the disciples

in thy name—help us, have compassion on us !

This us, proceeding from paternal love, this

cry for pity would in ordinary circumstances,

notwithstanding all the boldness of the if,

have moved Christ immediately to say : Be
whole !—-Now, however, his mind is so full of

thoughts about faith and unbelief, that the

bodily malady, bad as it is, falls into the back-
ground ; he delays still the help which will

certainly come, and must first speak and tes-

tify of faith. One feels the sublimity of this

single interest and zeal with which Christ

here speaks and acts, as opposed to the last im-

potent raging of the spirit that is to be cast out.

The poor father almost doubts whether he can

do any thing ; in the reply which he gives,

Christ leads him into his own heart : If thou
couldst believe ! This is the principal thing

—

my power will then certainly show itself.*

If he spoke so doubtingly to Christ with this

" If," with what doubts is he likely to have
gone at first to the disciples, when the Master
whom he wanted was not there. His faith

could and must first of all do the most, as the

Son appears almost passively incapable ; his

unbelief, next to the power of the. malady, had

* On the neuter to, before entire clauses, see

Winer, ^ 20. Olh<vs construe: As regards this

(that thou saidst) ; e£ Svvadai^r-iuiow that all is

possible, etc. (in which Tti6tev6ai must fall out as

not genuine). Others again artificially construe,

by reading the imper. mid. ni6TEv<5ai, as if it

meant: Only believe that ei dvvadai !
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been to the disciples the obstacle that had
put out their little spark of faith. He who
does not believe can do nothing, and he who
can, is yet not able to show the unbeliever
any thing; within the sphere of the operations
of this miraculous power of God over nature,
and that, moreover against the power of hell.

But all things are possible to him that beliece/h !

Who needs an interpretation of this word in

order to understand it ? And who can fat horn

its immeasurable depth of meaning, who can
exhaust it in thought and feeling? Christ re-

peats the All things art possible to the disciples,

with a Nothing shall be impossible to you (ver.

20) ; we will speak of it when we come to that
verse.

It is not our plan to interpret the words of

men to Jesus, otherwise there would be much
to say upon the ingenuous exclamation of the
man (Mark, ver. 24), which, amid all his unbe-
lief, the Holy Ghost puts into his lips, in order
that it might afterwards have a place in the
Gospel for the instruction of the whole world.

We only say here again, that we deeply pit)'

any one who does not feel constrained to ac-

knowledge such narratives and savings, as

Mark here gives, to be unsearchable, the origin

of which was possible only as fa&is in the living

conflict of the Son of God with the children

of men. Where do we read the like ? Where
has the like been done ? Into whose mind
could such things come if they did not ac-

tually take place? Perhaps even yet Christ
would have spoken, further of faith and unbe-
lief, but the press of the people around the
person who was ill, and the talk about him,
increased, and this at length moves him (as

Mark, exact even to the last feature, observes)
to speak his word of power as Helper, and. on
account of the unbelief which was there,

where faith must needs co-operate in order to

the exertion of his power, he speaks here in a

greater number of words than we have an ex-

ample of an)' where else. He addresses the

spirit at some length, puts his / command thee

in opposition to the command of the disciples,

which had been powerless, and which had made
the devil so bold, and, in order to give the most
perfect assurance to the father and son and all

the hearers, he adds the command, which occurs

only here, that it should depart from him for

ever, never again to enter into him. What
condescension here marks the work and faith-

fulness of Christ, in the regard which he shows
to every circumstance ! Now the deaf spirit

must hear the command addressed to him, now
the evil spirit departs after venting his rage

for the last time.

The disciples, however, have not yet heard
aright the Master's word to the unbelieving

generation, and from their great slowness to

hear, it has never occurred to them, at least

not come home to them as the principal thing,

to apply it also to themselves ! This Matthew
records of himself along with the others, and
lets us see, at the same time, only by this, what
he has no where expressly told us, namely,
that the disciules hitherto from the time

that Christ gave them power, had been able to
cast out devils, ami that the present was the
first astonishing case of failure. Many and
various may have been their thoughts and
conjectures as to wherein the cause of this

failure lay: too many spirits in the diseased
person, or one that was too powerful for them ?

his own great sin, or that of his father?
their own sinfulness? perhaps the dispute
about precedency which had already been
raised by the separation of the three disciples,

and which soon came to light ? or some other
secret ban lay in the midst of them ? The
Master, however, says it, and comprises it in

one word : Because of your unbelief

!

Verse 20. This is also a general and fun-
damental answer, brought to us from the
Mount of Transfiguration, to all our inability
both past and present. It is, at the same
time, a most friendly rebuke, as afterwards it

is said of the Comforter, that he shall reprove
the world of sin, in that they believe not.
Three times, so far as we know, has Christ in

almost the same words, attributed so great
effects to faith) or rather this greatest one of

all, that nothing is to be impossible to it; we
find a repetition of it, not merely in Matt,
xxi. 21, but also previous to this in Luke xvii.

G. When Christ spoke with the father of the
demoniac, he disclosed his unbelief to him as
the obstacle that stood in the way ; now, how-
ever, he lays the blame on the disciples. Let
each have his own ! Let every one seek and
find out his own sin! The disciples ought
certainly to have been able with their strong
faith to overcome even the unbelief of the
man (because it was not complete unbelief!,

and to remove it as a mountain ; this is evi-

dently implied in the words of Christ. This
is the first and only occasion (besides Mark
xvi. 14; John xx. 27, after the resurrection),
on which Christ so literally applies to the dis-

ciples this word of severe rebuke, "unbelief;"
instead of this he usually, when reproving
their unbelief, kindly addresses them by, "O
ye of little faith !" The expression in Mark
iv. 40, however, borders upon it: How is it

that ye have no faith ? namely, now in readi-
ness, as the other way of taking it runs

:

Where is your faith ? Thus and no otherwise
is here to be understood the expression " If

ye have faith"—not merely, if ye possess faith

in general, but if ye have it ready, and hold it

fast for the moment when ye are called to use
it, and to prove it. Then, however, all dis-

tinction between little and much, small and
great faith, properly speaking, falls to the
ground, the smallest measure of real, living
power of faith, disturbed at the moment by
no unbelief and doubt, is sufficient to accom-
plish the greatest things, just as a small spark
actually burning kindles an entire vA-i? ("mat-
ter," James iii. 5). For either, on the one
hand, faith remains faith, or, on the other,
unbelief remains unbelief! It is precisely this

mountain before their eyes—therefore does
Christ take the similitude from it, and again
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speak biblically and proverbially at the same

time. Mountains are obstacles which are to

be removed out of the way; as in Isa. xl. 4,

out of the way of the coming Lord ;
Zech. iv.

7, the hindrances to the building of the tem-

ple. As with us it is quite common to say

(although, since the period of railways, this

expression has almost lost its force ) that there

is still many a hill to be surmounted, that

one has not yet got over all the mountains in

the way. Among the Jews an eloquent

teacher is called Dnn Ipy, one who tears up

mountains. This, now, Christ takes as a fig-

ure and example of any miraculously powerful

effect of faith, when he immediately goes on

to say in general : Mountains shall remove

out of their place if ye bid them, all things

will be obedient to what you say, nothing will

be impossible to you .'* to you even as to God
(ch. xix. 26; Luke i. 37). Thus does Christ

put the omnipotence of God into our hand of

faith. Thus he says to us that faith, because

it lays hold on the omnipotence of God, can,

in virtue of this, work miracles—but how and

to what purpose does he mean this ? He
speaks of the wonders of God's power in the

sphere of external nature, in order to awaken
and strengthen our faith in the miracles of

grace wrought in the hearts of men.t He, in

the first place, rebukes that unbelief, so deep-

ly-rooted in man (since Satan's first lie, which
separated the world from God) and to this

day so prevalent in Christendom, which looks

upon nature with its objects and laws as if

the supreme free will of the living God had

not remained immanent in it from the creation

onwards (Heb. xi. 3). Not as the scoffers

who, speaking scoffingly even of a creation,

affirm that all things remain as they were from
the beginning of the creation. As if the one

original law of the power of freedom, of spirit

and will, is not to be reckoned as a living,

penetrating element in all "laws," and to be

received as a never failing pre-supposition.

God does as he will with the powers of heaven

and of earth (Dan. iv. 32)—can still always

make what he will, can create also something
new in the old creation (Psa. cxv. 3 ; Num.
xvi. 30). Whatsoever he will, he does, in

heaven and on the earth, in the sea and in all

deep places (Psa. cxxxv. G). He removes moun-

tains ere they are aware of it, moves the

earth out of its place ; speaks to the sun and
it riseth not, and seals up the stars ; he alone

Which vfiir abundantly refutes that cunning

refinement that timidly turns away from the words
by reading the foregoing word in Mark ix. 23

:

Ilccvra dvvarct, omnia effici possnnt, a Deo
scilicet; rap tci6vev ovri, in usum confidentiurn !

f Others, inde?d, less in harmony with the pro-

verbial usage, are for finding an allusion to those

passages where mountains are also kingdoms, pow-

ers of the world—nay " this mountain " (which,

however, would not at all be suitable) is said pre-

cisely to be the power of the heathen world—as

elsewhere the fig-tree is Judaism ! {Evany. Kirch-

em. 1817, p. 948).

spreads out the heaven and walks on the

waves of the sea. To this simplicity of Job
(ch. ix. 5-8) must all the learning of natural

science return in the spirit of a little child, if,

as an idolatrous illusion, it would not rest in

mediate causes, and in that which in itself is

nothing. Nothing stands so fast, not even
the granite of the original mountains,* as not
to be subject every momont to the mighty
hand of God ; and this puts such power into

the hand of our faith, into the word of our
confidence : Ye shall point out to the moun-
tain its place, saying evrevSer £kei

9
" Hencfc

to yonder place," and it will obey I Nothing
therefore is said at all, and one knows not of

what one speaks, if these promised miracles

in external nature are cast aside, and only the
similitude left over ; this were to forget the
simple proposition, that every similitude must
first be true and real in its substratum, in

order that with this any thing may reasona-

bly be compared ; otherwise the promise can-

cels itself, and becomes its opposite. If we
might answer: But really to remove actual

hills, this certainly cannot be, Lord—then

would his word to us rather mean : It is

equally impossible for your faith to remove
many an obstacle ! It is here, just as at Ezek.

xxxvii., where, in the figurative resurrection,

the literal must also be guaranteed, for other-

wise the meaning and answer of the Son of

Man to the question of God would be quite

just: Lord, as little as these dead bones can

become again alive, so little also can these dry

bones of the house of Israel. We will not

here relate and examine, as regards the actual

removing of mountains, the sayings and sto-

ries to which Bengel alludes in his Factum
tamen est aliquando (it has sometimes taken

place nevertheless);! that faith has wroughl
miracles in the outer world, and still some-

times works them, is disputed only by those

fools who think that, with their unbelief, they

can blow away all the Facta of history, and

when such a work is wrought, it is at bottom
all one whether it be a seed-corn or a moun-
tain that miraculously gives place to faith

Finally, however, which is the more real and

actual, the sphere of spirit, or that of matter,

which latter Heinroth, for example, has de-

clared to be a "hypothesis'?" Which is more
difficult (to speak with Christ truly in place

of our folly, Matt. ix. 5), to remove a moun-
tain, or to tear out a root of sin from the

heart, to remove a 6xdv5a\ov of unbelief, so

that faith may have free course, moreover, to

show the way to the spirits of hell, who do

not merely lie like the mountains in the pl&ce

*Not even the equilibrium of the heavenly

bodies, which it is reckoned would compensate tor

all permanent disturbance (tor example, in tho

solar system, balancing Jupiter by Saturn !).

f Nor the lauded act of Father Rodinger in

behalf of the holy Elizabeth of Marburgh, whose
doubts he removed by transplanting trees (Luke
xvii. 6) from one shore of the river to thu other

(Sepp, iii. 241).
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where God has created tlicm 1 To create a

new heart is more than to create a new heaven
and new earth ; when God shall have prepared

his chosen ones by the work of thousands of

years, he will then, by the word of his power,
transform the earth for them, in one day. In

this lies the reason why faith which can do all

things has yet seldom (or perhaps never)
removed mountains ; for the same faith knows
also that such things render no service to the

kingdom of God, and it will work only for the

kingdom of God. The difficult mountains for

faith lie elsewhere, the greater miracles are

the miracles of grace in the heart of man. It

is true, indeed, since even grace does not com-
pel, that our faith also, however strong, can-

not bid away the sin of another; but our own
sin will yield to faith, which brings the om-
nipotence of God into its will, and our own
faith can work much good, can overcome much
opposing unbelief, can so suffer and love a
whole unbelieving and perverse generation,

that something may be made of it which can

be made only thus. To this the word of

Christ points, and gives us, in the bosom of a

sharp rebuke, a most cheering consolation,

inasmuch as he attributes such great power
even to the small grain of mustard seed. It

is our duty then when we have any faith, as

it were by a second potency, to believe in the

right and might of our faith,* not to let it fall

aside, but by watching, praying, fasting, to

keep the mustard seed in growth and exer-
cise, so that, when the occasion comes, we
may have faith to remove precisely this moun-
tain which is now in our way, if only another
unbelief do not keep it fixed by the root.

Verse 21. Christ says two things in the
But here: first, that he had meant the cast-

ing out of devils by the similitude of remov-
ing mountains ; and, secondly, that to control

spirits, to break the evil will, the wicked
power in the kingdom of sin and of rebellion

against the Almighty, who tolerates it accord-

ing to the law of freedom, and even removes
it only thus, is indeed another and greater
thing than the simple working of miracles in

helpless nature. This may perhaps be the
deepest meaning of the expression This kind

—this kind of mountains in the way, of things

to be removed for the kingdom of God—or

somewhat more nearly as a certain Bible
glosses it: This kind of enemies of man, the

* As Trahnrlorff most recently {Der welthislor.

Ztceifel, p. 35, 89) concedes the victory only to this

" faith in the power of faith."

devils. In so far we could not insist on
maintaining precisely, that here (as at ch. xii.

45j Christ speaks of a particular kind of worse,

or stronger devils ; and yet, on the other

hand, the kxTtopeverai seems to point to oth-

ers which go out more easily, and we have

nothing to say against its being so understood

at the same time, so much the less that Mark
gives only this word, which, by itself and
without the foregoing antithesis, must be so

understood. Probably the disciples also had
been thinking of specially obstinate spirits

;

Christ then would in the second place confirm

this thought of theirs, after having in the first

place particularly spoken of unbelief. Instead

of the strong and ever prepared faith, to which
even the worse sort also must yield, he calls

it now very significantly praying and fasting;*

he thereby goes still a step deeper into the

matter, and gives unasked an answer to the

second question which the disciples should

have put: Why, then, had we not our faith

now, but unbelief? You have not carefully

enough kept and exercised your faith. This

is done by prayer ; he who lives in prayer lives

in faith, and if we are found praying in con-

nection with any work we have to do, it will

then be seen how much the earnest prayer of

faith can do. Finally, fasting is a help to

prayer, sobriety and temperance in what per-

tains to the bodily life, the opposite of which
can only strengthen the flesh against the

spirit. Fasting, then, when joined with
prayer, and used as a help to it, is also of

great value ; this Christ would not have to be
forgotten, and he speaks it out on this oppor-

tunity, in order to put it as a counterpoise to

the misunderstanding of what he had formerly

said, ch. ix. 15. What he says in the first

place, of quite literal bodily fasting, may
indeed be further understood of the turning

away from the world and nature in general,

which will assist in turning to God (praj'er).

Whether, as Oetinger thinks, the disciples in

general or immediately before, to speak very
plainly, " ate and drank too much "—we leave

undetermined ; that they, however, at all

events deserved and needed this hint, is quite

as certain as that we all have great reason to

observe what Christ has here said, and dili-

gently to apply the means here prescribed

when we have any thing in hand that will

not go on so easily or so speedily as we would
wish. _____

* Whereby he certainly does not mean, as ration-

alistic folly lias perverted it: They should in future

cause such u diseased person to pray and fast more!
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SECOND ANNOUNCEMENT OF SUFFERINGS.

(Matt. xvii. 22, 23 ; Mark is. 31 ; Luke ix. 44.)

This had already been said before the trans-

figuration (ch. xvi.), and is now repeated after

it, stronger emphasis being laid in the repeti-

tion on the killing and rising again (Mark nai
aitoxravSeiS) : It remains so; the jue'XXei,

shall, is not taken back, although I should still

walk with you a while in Galilee. The new
addition, which Luke alone therefore gives, at

the beginning of ver. 44, is an echo of what
Christ said to the three disciples (vers. 12,

13) : The Son of Man shall be betrayed into

the hands of men, that they may do to him
likewise what they will, as they did to John.
The hands of men, to whom the heavenly Son
of Man is, notwithstanding the likeness thus
denoted, here opposed, as lie was before to

the whole unbelieving and perverse generation

—are wicked hands, for their will and inten-

tion is wicked ; this David already knew right

well (1 Chron. xxii. 13).* But by whom is

the napadi'SodSai or betrayal performed?
Who delivers him up ? Afterwards, at ch.

xx. 18, 19, mention is made of his being deliv-

ered up to the Gentiles, which indeed is an
important, and therefore also a predicted ele-

ment in the sufferings of Christ; but there

also this 7Capadaodovdiv, "shall deliver up,"

is preceded by a it a p a 8 o S ?) 6 e r a i , "he
shall be betrayed." There the traitor is spe-

cially included in the first delivering up (John
vi. 64, xiii. 11, 21), here, however, all men are

viewed as opposed to the napadidovS or be-

trayer. Christ, therefore, speaks here of the
counsel of God (as in Acts ii. 23; Rom. viii.

32), whose hand gives over his Son, as the Son
of Man, to men from one hand to another,
first to Judas, who delivers him up to the
high priests, and these to the Gentiles and
the unjust.

In Luke we have beforehand the words

:

Let the*e sayings sink doxon into your ears! and
Von Meyer's note, with which many agree,

refers this to the foregoing: " This praise and
testimony of God's miraculous power for your

* It would, however, be too harsh to say (with
Richter's House Bible), that in the terra " man,"
Christ always understands what is worst.

future confirmation"—for you will need it

when my sufferings begin. This, certainly,

yields a good sense, but then there are no
words of praise and astonishment at the /teyat-

\ei6t7]$ tov Seou, "mighty power of G<»d,"

noticed, and therefore Luke could scarcely
denote this by, these sayings; the expression
appears to us rather to be parallel with the
immediately following to pf/jtia tovto, " this

saying," and is perhaps a resumption of ver.

28, the Evangelist unconsciously taking up
the expression there.* Only thus does she
v/iieiS, y#u, form a proper antithesis to the
people, who are again intent on seeing out-

ward signs of glory and power : Ye know bet-

ter now what immediately awaits me ; let it

sink, if not into your hearts, yet into your
ears, hear and retain at least the \6yoi y

words, that have been already said and must
ever again be said ! (For, etc.) Consequently,
it is just inversely as regards the foregoing
interpretation: Forget not in your joy that I

must suffer and die, so that you may continue
humble, and not neglect prayer and fasting

for the removal of the great mountains which
still lie in the way to glory ! The faith of

Christ did not say to Golgotha, Be thou re-

moved. His prayers and fastings did not cast

the devil out of Judas, nor the devil Judas
out of the circle of the apostles. He endured
the cross, and thus removed out of the way
the mountain of the world's sin and the
world's guilt, so that now salvation is made
possible to every one that believes (ch. xix. 25,

20). Thus ever and ever again does the word
concerning the sufferings of Christ afford the
true understanding, the true limitation and
fulfillment, of all his other words ; this is the
purpose of God who delivers up the Son, the
only key to all his ways, showing how, and
how far, the sin which had its origin in free-

dom can, by his hand and the hand of men,
be alone abolished in freedom.

* Hence Alford quite correctly understands it

still more exactly as if it meant : These my (for

>ome time past) repeated words to you about suf-

fering and dying—you are forthwith to hear again

what you have almost forgotten, scarcely heard !
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THE TRIBUTE PENNY AND STATER

(Matt. xvii. 25-27.)

The seventeenth chapter is a principal chap-

ter, quite complete in itself—not merely in

the Gospel of Matthew, but in the life of

Christ himself. First, there is the transfigu-

ration above on the heights of assured victory,

obtained by faith, which already actually

takes beforehand something from sight, the

second sealing by the Father (John vi. 27),

with the accordant testimony of Scripture

and nature, of this and of the invisible world ;

the Son of Man standing upon the threshold
between life and death, almost as if there

were here no gates, and becoming conscious of

the fact that in him indeed is the life and the
light of men ; even here, however, the fiSAXst

zdfSxfi'y vie' avrtiv, "he shall suffer of

them," is confirmed and prepared. And now,
in the contrast which is yet at the same time
no contrast, we find the same Son of Man be-

low carrying on his painful work against the
power of death and the grave, bearing the
burden of the unbelieving generation, which
is laid on him alone (Acts yiii. 18, hrpoitocpd -

pr/6ev—Pent, xxxii. 11; Num. xi. 11, 12;
Isa. xlvi. 3, lxiii. 8, 9) to remove in his faith

—the word of his mouth, which also lifts the
veil a little from the inner sanctuary, where
this holy one of God prays and fasts in most
willing, self-emptying love to sinners. Finallv,

in the third place, in order that this chapter
may be complete, there is also a testimony to his

oi'hcarrt subjection to law and tribute, al-

though he is the free Son ; how he turns even
his kingly power only to the purpose of obe-

dience, such as is proper to the subject !* All

these things in this connection are no cunning-

ly devised fables invented b}1- a Gospel writer,

no phantasmagoria of a dreaming Church
which has been built upon no corner-stone,

whose dreams (contrary to all psychology of

the human race) had produced unheard-of re-

sults in the actual world up till then, and
(contrary to all the history of the human race)

had, in addition to this, transformed the actu-

al word in the subsequent time, as is evident
at this day in the Church which is not yet
overcome by the gates of hell, in the kingdom
which ever continues to come with power.
Who then can with "reason," i. e, at least,

with consistency, deny the actual truth of

these narratives and testimonies, except those

to whom the whole history of the world and
their own personal life has become a phantas-
magoria, an illusion ! But those people whom

*The remark that ftlatthew alone, the former
tax-gatherer, has preserved the account of the
stater goes to substitute what is merely human in

the place of much deeper motives in the Evangelist
for the connection.

another has made so wise to choose Blocks-

berg* for Tabor,f should yet, if they thor-

oughly examine their own self-consciousness

and that of the world, be afraid of the future

weighty dreams of their poor souls, and should
give a little more study to Hamlet's soliloquy.

If they can make easy work of the first part,
" To be, or not to be, that is the question "

in the idea, still the conscience does not com-
prehend it; the fear of death (Heb. ii. 15),

shows ever again only a sleeping instead of a
not-being, and—" What in that sleep of death,

for dreams may come"

—

that is the question!
" Is it not thus," the Lord God asks also Cain.

Oh ye poor ones, who wilfully deny the Re-

demier with your feigned words (2 Pet. ii. 3),

which even now every breath of morning air

that blows from the great day of the Lord in-

to your souls, scatters like chaff before the

wind !

Already from the profound connection of

the incident of the tribute money with the
whole chapter to which it belongs, enough
will appear to warrant our not calling this

"the most difficult miraculous story in the
Gospel record," with a believing commenta-
tor who, in the love of his faith, inclined a

little too much to the men of the idealistic

school, and who now that he has gone to his

rest, understands all better. We ask where-
in lies this difficulty, if only we keep to that

central point from which alone the entire life

and labors of Jesus can be understood ! Al-
ready Bengel, who for the exegesis of the
Scripture must ever anew be revived, has ex-
pressed almost every thing in the words :

" In
medio actu submissionis emicat majestas ;"

only we might still more aptly invert the ex-
pression : In the midst of the majesty, to

which the fishes of the sea when it is neces-

sary are subservient, submission maintains it-

self.

The tax which is here indicated by the ar-

ticle rci SiSpaxMct as well-known to Jewish
readers was certainly the half shekel of the
temple tribute (2 Kings xii. 4: 2 Chron. xxiv.

G, 9 ; comp. Neh. x. 32), which had its origin

as in E<od. xxx. 13, and was afterwards kept

up.J (Although the Sept., reckoning accord-

* Namely of the Idealist who quite correctly

says :
" In truth, if I am all that, then am I mad

today !'' Goethe's Faust is their Bible.

f We ahide by the usual name, although Robin-
son has refuted it.

£ True, indeed, even Wieseler recently under-

stands the civil tax to the Roman emperor, but wo
protest against this explanation. It greatly weak- ;
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ing to Alexandrine double drachms, puts

6i6pacx/-iov for ?j5E>j Gen. xxiii. 15, 16 ; Exod-

xxi. 32, xxx. 13, 15, &c, and for $>ptrn JVVnO*

bp&Q yp2j Gen. xxi v. 22; Exod. xxxviii. 26,

puts Spaxur), nay at Exod. xxx. 13 tfjuidv zov
SiSpaxvov; yet Josephus, Bell. Jud. vii. 26,

and Philo have the Attic reckoning as here, in

like manner Aquila, Exod. xxxviii. 26, diSpax-
uov.) According to the Talmudical Tract

D^pJ? (Shekalim), the payment was not a
thing of compulsion, but a voluntary work of

legal piety ; hence, the modest question of the
tribute-gatherers here, which yet at the same
time, has something odious in it : Does your
Master pay this tax? or does he omit this,

in the exercise of his well-known freedom '?*

They avoid the Master himself, as they always
do, and address themselves to the spokesman
Peter, who was settled in Capernaum, as Jesus
himself was to a certain extent. Peter says,

of course, Yes, because he knew what to say,

from what had taken place on a former occa-

sion ; but his prompt answer is immediately
followed by embarrassment, on finding that
there is no money in the bag. For this is pre-

supposed in the account, as otherwise Christ
would not have devised means of providing in

another way.
Christ foreknew all this, because it was or-

dained that he should now know it, in the
Father's counsel, according to which the con-
clusion of the seventeenth chapter of Matthew
was ordained to be just what it is, and not
otherwise; he anticipates the embarrassed
question with an explanation, which (to re-

move this mistake beforehand) is certainly not
meant to find fault with Peter's Yes, as if

it had been too rashly and inconsiderately

spoken.f Such an idea seems to us to shift the

ens the idea of the viu? (vers. 25, 26), removes
the equally clear and significant connection with
the transfiguration, and rejects the profound mean-
ing lying precisely therein. We agree in this in-

stance with Neander, who, in like manner against

Wieseler, observes :
" The entire significance of the

account rests precisely on this, that it is no common
political, but a Temple tax." When the Church
fathers (Clemens, Origen, Augustine, Jerome), un-
derstand it of the imperial tax, they have thereby
certainly missed the import of the entire incident

—

as the English writer Trench has, by a thorough
investigation, made out. That Wieseler attempted
" so forced an interpretation " as this only for the
sake of his harmony has with truth been represent-
ed to him also in Tholuck's Zitt. Anzeiger.

* Whether, according to Pirke Aboth, c. 4, §. 5,
Rabbis were actually exempt from taxation, is un-
certain, and so far as regards that period may
rather be doubted from this account. Others think
that, because Jesus had for a long time been away
from Capernaum, this made the tribute-gatherer
uncertain. Perhaps it may also fwitta Braune) be
understood as if the question, "Does your Master
pay 1" was nothing more than a polite way of ask-
ing payment.

•f
Peter could and durst not on his part answer

otherwise. It is mere trifling in Lange, when he

entire meaning of the thing, and to be itself

inconsiderate. What other answer should
Peter have given than the historical truth
which was known to him, and concerning
which he was asked? Should he have said
something to this effect : He has been in the
general habit of paying, but whether he will

do so on this occasion, I know not ? Or, what
he wns forbidden to say: He is God's Son, and
free from the temple tribute ? Christ then
does not mean this, nor is there in what he
says the slightest censure of Peter. His
question, What thinkest thou, Simon? also anti-

cipates the thoughts of Simon only in this,

that the latter might afterwards have deemed
it to be strange, and properly speaking, unjust
that the Son of God should be put into em-
barrassment by this tax, paid by subjects to

the house of his Father ! These after-thoughts
were quite as natural and right as the first an-
swer ; the itpo£q>%a6Ev , "prevented," means
in general that Christ, in all that he said, an-
ticipated the thoughts of Peter, and met these
with a distinct solution of the difficulty.

Christ, in order to demonstrate by general
analogy the truth of the claim, according to

which he would certainly be exempt from
this tax, now compares the great King in Jeru-
salem, the God of Israel, with the kings of the

earth, into whose ranks he has actually entered
by the theocratical constitution. The kings
of the earth take neither te\tj (of things), nor
y.j)v6ov (of the person), neither tax nor custom

of any kind whatever, from the princes, their

own sons—thus says the heavenly One, over
whom the Voice from heaven bore testimony
shortly before that He is the Son. Peter, when
again asked, must give an answer which is

quite right, and yet contradicts his former
Yes. Christ first brings this contradiction

between his right and his conduct into full

prominence in the expressed inference : Then
are the children, properly the sons, free. Was
the half shekel originally a ransom for the

person, (iE>BJ "IBS E^K)j as afterwards, at ver.

27, dvri indicates, it follows that the Redeem-
er himself was as free from this, as from that

in Luke ii. 23. But that in the application of

what he has said he still retains the plural,

which before was quite proper, instead of say-

ing, Then am / as the Son of God, free—in

this lies one of the most striking expressions

of condescension which he ever made. The
paying of tribute being in itself something
outward, belonging to this world, he might,

indeed, as he was ever ready to do in such

cases, rank himself along with them : That ice

makes this Yes of Peter, mistakenly described as
" inconsiderate," to be typical again of the error of

the Catholic Church, in fettering the freedom of

Christ by the Temple-obligations of the old cove-

nant ! By such a mode of interpretation one may
disguise the most natural things. Seeing that I

myself, as is well-known, must bear to have a false

profoundness objected to me, I am all the more in-

clined and bound to protest wherever I reall/ find

the proper limit transgressed.
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may not offend, give it for me and thee. But
here the external closely and profoundly bor-

ders upon the internal, and even here he as-

signs at the same time to his disciples as sons

the right of freedom, which j-et belongs to him
alone as the Son ! He says this with the same
prospective glance, as we find at Mark ii. 27,

28, the Son of Man brings to all men in him,

new freedom and dominion ; see our earlier

interpretation at Matt. xii. 8. He kindly

looks forward and sees, as in Simon the future

Peter, so in his disciples and the members of

his family collectively, the future sons of God,
and as is indeed right, predicates of them on
account of their calling, the same claim which
he in person inalienably possesses.

Christ might have borrowed or begged the

staler from many a one to whom it would have
been the greatest honor and joy to give it to

him, but this certainly would not have been
consistent with what is due to the honor of

the Son, who might indeed accept such gifts of

love for his earthly wants, but not ask them.*
Then must Peter, as fisher, render service, in

order to fetch what was needed from God's
treasury, and, by an act quite in the way of

his calling as a fisher, 'earn how this treasury

stands ever open to the faith of God's children.

A miracle, in many respects great, is perform-
ed in a small thing, on account of the great
significance belonging to it. With a fore-

knowledge, which is at the same time more
than a foreknowledge, the assurance namely
that it has been ordained and commanded in

the Father's counsel and might, Christ says
every thing to Simon beforehand ere it takes
place. He will immediately catch something
with his hook, the first fish will bring money
—and that in its dumb, but here loudty-speak-
ing mouth (Job. xii. 8)—finally, just so much
as is necessary for the moment, neither more
nor less, a stater or four drachms.^ The same

* He could say to no one : Be so cood as give the

tax for me ! The remark of Hess, however, reach-

es somewhat too far :
" It appears, he would in

this case on purpose not pay the temple tax with

another's money "—if by this is to be understood :

Not even with the contributions of his followers

that were then in the purse. Whence, then, did he
pay before 1 There was therefore at that time

certainly nothing in the purse.

f In Stilling's Heimweh is related how the fish

snatched away the shining piece of money dropped

by a man on the shore, and as being too large to

swallow, had kept it in its throat until Peter soon

after came with the hook. Thus must some one

have lost it, for the service of the Master. This is

possible, but not neceasary, and it is better not to

take,* and give to them, the tax-gatherers, who
are asking it, fur me and thee. Thus does
Christ separate again the tee who had just
been united, not without a hint that it was
a condescension. For the others no payment
is to be made in Capernaum, because the tax
was gathered from every one only in the place

where he lived ; according to the symbolical
sense, however, Peter is the representative of

all for whom Christ himself pays, inasmuch as

he bids them pay in his fellowship and as his

followers.

We now return to what was said at the be-

ginning. Even the miraculous power which
proves his dignity and freedom as a Son, He
makes use of in a way of humble self-denial.

And wherefore 1 But that we may not offend I

Hear, hear ye proud ones among the disciples

of the lowly One, ye champions of faith who
are apt to forget the love, ye Quakers with the
hat of self-will upon your head, to whom,
with all your good intention, the true Spirit

has not yet shown the true relation of Christ
and his New Testament theocracy to the king-

dom of this world ! True, if ye are sons in

the Son, ye are all free—,-free however, not
fiom, but to, the fulfilling of all righteousness.

Consider, moreover, that the kings of the earth

do not know you as such, in your heavenly
sonship, that ye are rather to abide here as

strangers—and give no offence. Child of God
in the faith which removes mountains, use
this thy very power as a son in the humility
of faith, by submission to the hands of men.
Thou shouldst sooner and rather procure by
thy faith the tribute pence, than needlessly

remove the mountains out of the way ; rather

work a miracle for this than give any offence by
thy power and freedom, laying down 6nar8a-
Aa (stumbling-blocks) instead of removing
them.

add any stories of ours to that which is given us,

by going farther back into the depths of the sea.

* Observe here, Christ says, Take the stater, and
not the fish, which yet Lange makes Peter to have
brought to the tax-gatherers as payment in natura
(worth a stater), after having opened its mouth, i.e.,

in poetical expression, loosened it from the hook

!

Lange thinks at least that the apostle at all events

delivered what was required to the tax-gatherers ill

a miraculous form—either that he gave the fish as

caimlit at Christ's word, or that he related to them
the miracle with the money. We think, however,
that the testimony of the power of Jesus here be-

longed only to the disciples and not at all to the
tax-gatherers ; otherwise we should lose the prin-

cipal point of the whole, namely, the humility that

would not offend.
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THE TRUE GREATNESS OF THE DISCIPLES OF CHRIST—THE POWER OF Till

CHURCH TO BIND AND TO LOOSE.

(Matt, xviii. 3-20; Mark xi. 33-50; Luke ix. 48-50.)

It is self-evident that kv kneivp rr] capcx,

"at the same time," is not literally to be
strained, as expressing immediate connection,

but (although it is certainly more than merely
kr iHEivg ttj {//.tepa, " on that day,") it leaves

room, at all events, for the return of Peter
from procuring the tribute money; for after-

wards (ver. 21), he is present, and has heard
every thing along with the rest. The dispute

as to precedency had already broken out be-

fore on the way to Capernaum, while, in addi-

tion to the internal grounds for such question-

ing, which already lay of necessity in the
thoughts and inquiries of the disciples respect-

ing the mysterious advent of the kingdom of

heaven, and their personal position in that
kingdom, outward occasions also had now
come in rapid succession (ch. xvi. 19, 28 ; xvii.

1). Whether Peter was destined to occupy a

place above the others, and what that was,
what besides was meant by Christ in the re-

peated separation of the three disciples from
the twelve—this was more directly interest-

ing and important to them than the dying
and rising again of the Son of Man ! At least

their thoughts soon turn from the one to the
other, and only the latter gives rise to a warm
and lengthy discussion, because it concerns
their persons. The question in dispute, which
Matthew states in the uncaptiously general
form r/S apa pei^oov kdriv, " Who [then] is

the greatest," has yet another personal motive
lying behind it : Which of ns shall receive spe-

cial precedence, and the place of honor (ch.

xx. 21), or rather is already destined to this

by Christ?* Mark, with his more concise
zii p.tiS,QD v, expresses this in his connection
still more strongly. Luke most distinctly to,

r/S av sir/ jueietoov olvtgdv— I, e., of course

not greater than them, but which of us shall

be greater than the rest, (comp. Luke xxii. 24).

Not, however, altogether, as Winer also un-
derstands this passage : that they were think-
ing of a single major ceteris or princess (as in

other places the comparative is thus put for

the superlative, Matt. xiii. 32, pelgov tcjv
XaxccvGJv), they were rather thinking, as the

* Of course, as the clause " in the kingdom of
heaven " clearly shows, the entire question refers
to the future, position, by no means only (as Nean-
der says) : Who among them is now already by
zeal in the service of Christ, in virtue of his per-
sonal qualities and services the greater 1 The dis-

ciples will certainly anticipate the future a little

—

so much is true in this ; but that only present wor-
thiness qualifies for the kingdom of heaven—this

is precisely what the answer of Christ opens up to

them.

occasion led them to do, of several who might
receive precedence; although Christ after-

wards, in his answer, very strikingly makes a
proper superlative of it, in order to place in

opposition to it his juiHpoTEpoS kv nddiv,
least one among all. That Peter was not the
speaker on this occasion we take to be quite
as natural as that he afterwards again conies
prominently forward (Matt. ver. 21) ;

properly
considered, however, the Ttpo6i)ASov Xeyov-
r£S, " came saying," of Matt, is to be taken
not literally but in the higher truth, accord-
ing to the manner of this Evangelist in other
places (comp. ch. viii. 5, 6), for according to
Mark Christ asked what they had been disput-
ing about on the way, but they held their peace,

being ashamed. Or must we suppose that
they afterwards spoke out ? This mode of re-

conciling the Evangelists can hardly be the
right one, and might rather impair the truth
as well of Matthew's as of Mark's account.*
What Luke, in an expression intermediate be-
tween the two, says : idcov zov SiaAoyidpoy
r?/S xapdiaS avrajy, perceiving the thought of

their heart—rightly shows, that Matthew has
concisely represented the silent confession of

the disciples before him who knew their
thoughts, as a Aeyeiv or "said," in instructive

contradiction to our registering exactness in

regard to what is merely external.

We have now, however, in the first place
again to show, that the whole answer of
Christ, which Matthew gives without inter-

ruption on to ver. 20, was actually spoken
then by him (kv kxeivfl zp c3pa), and that
nothing foreign is added from any other place

;

that is, not that no pause, interruption, or
digression may have taken place—for Mark
and Luke have introduced in the course of it

the question of John respecting the exorcist
in the name of Jesus, who had not been call-

ed, and several other sayings of Christ; but
that Christ actually at that time spake all

this in close succession. As Christ does not
let himself be driven by those digressions from
pursuing the course of his thoughts, until the
question of the disciples has been completely
answered and despatched, so also does Mat-
thew here, as it were, not let himself be hin-

dered from laying before us in one whole the
profound and grand connection of his words
spoken upon this occasion. We will therefore

* In which case Boos, for example, is for bring-

ing out, that the subsequent question was put in a
more generalized, less faulty form, than the first

dispute, "who among them is the groatpst!" We
think that this '' anions them " is self^vidpnt also

in Matthew and Mark (Mark, 7tpui aAA?j\ovS).
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here also do him justice, and reserve the con-

sideration of the sayings in Mark and Luke,
although they are historically parallel, for our
commentary on those places. We also leave

aside, in the meantime, the immediately fol-

lowing parable addressed to Peter (although
Matthew includes it, ch. xix. 1, rightly in the

these sayings) as a corollary, which it only is in

reality, and look only at the profound connec-

tion in which Christ, according to Matt. vers.

3-20, gives answer and instruction as to the

true greatness of his disciples in relation to one

another. This is and remains truly the grand
theme, the leading idea, which every thing

follows in consecutive order.

Christ does not satisfy himself with saying
what lay on the surface as the most immedi-
ate answer, namely, wherein this true great-

ness of his disciples consists, but takes a deeper
and wider view of it, and discusses the impor-
tant point thus raised so completely for his

disciples in all future time, that he shows
besides whereon it is founded, and finally, how it

expresses itself. These are the three principal

parts of the whole. It consists in humility
first of all, but at the same time also in the

love which naturally Hows from humility, and
is given with it, which despises or neglects no
other person as little (whereby, already at the
beginning, the foundation is laid for the infer-

ence which points out the expression of such
love). In humility: without which no one
can in any wise be a disciple, can in any wise
enter into the kingdom of heaven, or belong
to it (ver. 3)—with which every humble disci-

ple stands on one and the same level of great-

ness (ver. 4). In love: which here is posi-

tively a SaxedSat, an acknowledging, help-

ing, reception of every other little one, as

standing on the same level with myself (ver.

5)—negatively, a not offending (ver. G). This

latter (because, as we shall see, occasion Avas

given for this in the circumstances) is farther

carried out in an emphatic admonition respect-

ing offences : the " Wo to the world !" begins

from without (ver. 7)—what is said as to the
unavoidableness and yet the criminalii . of

offences goes deeper into the thing (ver. 7)

—

and finally, the way pointed out to self-denial,

to the slaying of inward offences in them-
selves, completes the information for the dis-

ciples if they would not fall into the " Wo to

the world !" and " Wo to the man !" (vers. 8,

9). For this is the only way by which the

disciples of Jesus can attain to, or maintain

humility, which in relation to others becomes
love ; thus alone is offence avoided and de-

stroyed in the root.

But after Christ has thus represented the

matter to his disciples in so severe and diffi-

cult a light, after he has thus plainly shown
them that the return to a childlike state here

required of them is trul)1- no child's play, but
can be attained only by the manliest internal

struggles with the members of the old man,
which unhappily have already grown strong

—

he does not stop here, but comforts them ag (in

by kindly opening up to them, how the great-

ness of the little ones, whom we are not to

despise and offend but love (consequently,
which also lies behind this: the loving pa-

tience of Christ towards the other little ones,

who, alas ! as yet offend in their weakness),/*
founded on the great salvation through the Son

of Man. If already, at ver. 5, preparing the
way for this, it was said that a little child is

to be so highly esteemed because Christ is in

him—Christ now first, at ver. 10, comprises it

in one weighty and mysterious proposition:

the greatness of the little ones (/. e., as the
interpretation will show, the dignity of those
who are as yet indeed weak, but who are, pre-

cisely on this account, disciples of child-like

humility) rests on this, that they are highly

honored before God. And wherefore, whence
is this ? The more particular development of

this follows immediately : For the Son of Man
is come to save the children of men ! (ver. II).

To this literal statement is added the parable
of the seeking love of the shepherd (vers. 12,

13), a parable which puts to shame every
proud thought that goes against the love of
Christ, and which exhorts to the imitation of

his example in going forth to seek others.

Then follows, in conclusion as the highest
step in the ascent, the gracious good pleasure
of the Fa'her towards the little ones (ver. 14).

In this love of the Father, manifested in the
redeeming Son, must the genuine humility
and love of all his genuine children be founded,
and must seek to know naught else but this:

I myself am not lost only from such love, and
no other must be lost from my want of love.

Christ might now have stopped here, but he
has yet more to say. The dispute of the
twelve about precedence has again opened up
to his inner view the entire future of his

Church, which is to proceed from these disci-

ples. It is natural that he should specially

refer this dispute to that word which was
given to Peter before the others (ch. xvi. 18,

19), in order now, at the same time, to exhibit
its true meaning in opposition to any misun-
derstanding of it. Accordingly, in order thor-

oughly to exhaust this theme, so as to be
understood in all future time, he shows how
one day the greatness of his disciples (accord-

ing to which there is no /.iel'Zgov, prae ceteris,

but only a common rivalry of love, on the
part of every little one who will be great in

Ch.iis 1
, towards every other little one who also

belongs to Christ), how this greatness should
and will express itse'fm the fellowship of all the
redeemed who believe on him. If the first

two parts of the discourse spoke of individuals,

we have now, in the third part, a term expres-
sive of union; hitherto it has been, naidiov
tovto, ui tocr, toiovtov ev, eh tcSv pixftwv
tovtoov, "this little child," "whosoever,"
"one such," "one of these little ones"—now,
however, it is d S e X <poS, u brolher^ now
the children are represented as brothers and
sisters in the household of God, who, in their

intercourse with one another, are neither to
<rive nor to take offence, but in the power of
Christ, who is with them and in them, to
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manifest the love that seeks and saves. If the

second part contained a retrospect-ice glance at

the first and innermost ground of all this new
order of love and humility, which is hencefor-

ward to be the true order of precedence (the

"house-law of humility" for the family of

God), at the coming of the Son of Man into

the world for its salvation—there follows now,

on the other hand, a prospective glance at the

future state of his kingdom. The true great-

ness of the disciples of Christ expresses itself

in the unity and power of his Church ; unity,

namely, in the love, and power in the truth of

God (which latter will certainly not be want-

ing in genuine love). The unity of love is,

according to the connection with what goes

before, necessarily represented in the well-

regulated conduct of the individual, as a mem-
ber of the Church, in the case of offences (vers.

15, 17). It shows itself, in the first place,

always as unit}^ of love, in the censure of the

brother who sins, which is to be administered

in a manner equally sparing, and seeking, by
successive steps, to remove the offence; but if

the sin yields not to love, it must certainly

become also unity in the truth, inasmuch as

the Church (not the individual !) at last ex-

cludes, and meanwhile drives out the impeni-

tent person from its pale. This, again, as the

transition to what follows—The Church has

power in Christ who has invested it with his

own power! What it does upon earth in the

name of Christ, that does Christ in it as being

also valid in heaven, and this is finally the

true common greatness reaching to heaven of

the united disciples of Christ, in which even
every jueigoves, " greater ones," of the twelve
disappears, and, therefore, certainly every pre-

cedence of any kind on the part of a Peter,

John, and James. Vers. 18-20 speak of the

power of the Church, so that the power first

comes into prominence, and then in the con-

clusion, which points backwards, it is declared

what and where this Church is. It is a power
(and the way was prepared for this by what
goes before), to bind also with judgment, as

to loose with forgiveness (with friendly rebuke
which aims at forgiveness and reconciliation),

therefore, the severe power of truth ; in and
along with all this, however, it is a power to

pray, the more excellent power of unceasing

love, which with its faith penetrates into the

love and gifts of the heavenly Father. And,
finally, who has this power? The Church!
Where is the Church ? Wherever there is a
living part of its great whole, an outgoing of

its unity, which cannot be separated by place

or by number, where even two or three are

met together in the name of Jesus ! And the
ground ? Because he himself is among them
and in them, as already in every individual
little one who believes on him, ver. 5.

Verses 2, 3. All heathen antiquity knew al-

most nothing of the dignity and honor of hu-

mility, and could not even find a word which
clearly expresses this ; the Roman modeslia

does not suffice for this, while the Greek ranei~
vucppojy, T<xiit\.vocppo6vvr] oniy struggles to

free itself from censure, so as to be rega'ded
as praiseworthy.* In the Holy Scriptures of

the Old Testament alone do we find prepara-

tory intimations of that which the first great

raittivoov iavrov, " He that humbleth him-
self," can alone fully expre-ss. He, however,
speaks the new great word as simply and un
pretendingly as if it had always been self-

evident. Every child had spoken it, and
shown it to those who were grown up ; a pre-

sentiment of it lay certainly in every puero
deleter reverentia (to the very boy reverence is

due) that found expression, in every unex-
pressed receptivity for childlike feeling and
childlike ways : yet this presentiment in all

its forms waited until Jesus placed the child

in the midst, and with his word unloosed that

word which assigns its due praise to humility,

and which had hitherto been fast bound by
pride in the breast of man. In this most pro-

found and general reference of his doctrine to

the symbol of it and prophetic testimony to

it, as yet present in man, lies the deepest rea-

son why Christ here does not speak but shots;

by no means merely with the purpose (with
which the most superficial view is wont to

stop short) of vividly impressing his disciples,

then present, wTith a lasting memorial of this

important lesson. This child still stands ever

in the midst of us, wrhere we see it, and now
looking on it, think of the wTords of the Mas-
ter ! That there wras at that time a child near

at hand, had been provided for by the Father
for this occasion. Christ called it to him

—

consequently it could already understand a

call, and could walk ; he not merely placed it

in the midst, but took it up also in his arms
(according to Mark), in order to give expres-

sion by action to his love for such little ones

—it was, therefore, certainly as yet a naiSiov
of tender age. At all events it was no ill-bred

child, not one that wrould not come on being

called, that cried or made resistance, not one
that stood still when the strange, friendly

man called, but a genuine, true child, such as

is meant by the word.t Christ, indeed, as

Mark portrays the scene, had first sat down,

as it were on the seat of judgment, for the

solemn determination of this certainly most
important question, had called to him the coun-

cil of the twelve, to whom now a grand funda-

mental principle of the kingdom is to be open-

ed up in presence of the rest of the people who
stood by, both great and small, as we see from

* Tboluck cites from Plutarch (de prefectibus in

virtute, cap. 10) " one of those few passages where
raneivoi stands in an honorable signification,"

and compares Plato, de legg.)\\i. iv. p. 15, Bipont.

f Which, moreover, received no injury or offence

from being thus set up before others—so ihat

Weisse might spare the objection : Against such
conduct of Jesus an intelligent pedagogue would
have much to say !
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the child being there,* and then (after having

given expression to another word against the

ambition of 3e\eir rtpaoroS sivai), he forcibly

and unexpectedly puts them all to shame by
this little child before all the bystanders, and
yet in such a way, as could only appeal with

amiable truth to the pure human feeling.

What a majesty of love and truth in this,Yer-

ily I say unto you ! As children—he thereby

says, at the same time, that it is not the child

personally that is meant, but that it only

stands there as a child in general. Ye should,

all of you, he children, who, properly speaking,

know nothing either of comparative or of

superlative in their innocently positive exist-

ence, who have no questioning one with an-

other as to who shall be greater in their paradise

and kingdom of heaven; but if, unhappily, ye
are otherwise—then must ye now be converted,

and again become so ! You apostles also, even
you, if, and because, ye would be the greater !

That they themselves, the twelve, were chosen

to something special in the kingdom of heaven
was, not indeed without reason, a settled mat-
ter with them beforehand ; the question there-

fore now was, who among them is greater.

But here Christ cuts away that first ground
from beneath their feet, and plainly announces
to them : If ye do not become quite different

from, quite the reverse of what ye have now
shown yourselves to be, ye shall not at all (ov

fi?j) enter into the kingdom of heaven. A
terribly unexpected word for these servants of

the kingdom, who had thought such a thing

as this next to impossible, who had learned

hitherto with their Lord to use the word " in

the kingdom of heaven" as a great thing already

done and determined for them ! What is of

the first importance is, to enter into that king-

dom ; that is already a great thing, nay, the

alone great thing without distinction, which
is reserved only for the humble. To be called

an apostle, and not to be in the kingdom of

heaven '? We know well that this, alas !

turned out to be true in the case of one of the

disciples.

Here the natural understanding in us all is

ready to revolt—here the blind folly of the

proud takes offence: Is this then what is call-

ed advancing and becoming something, if one
must turn round, go backwards, and become a

little child ? But whoever puts the question

of Nicodemus to the Master ttgJJ dvvavai,
u How can it be?" has already the answer
just such as he there gave it, namely, that he
does not mean here certainly a literal turning
back and beginning anew in the bodily sense,

but a being born again of the Spirit to a now,
spiritual, and truly childlike state which
even children have not, properly speaking,

with respect to their bodily age, but only show
it in the figure : co? rd naiSia, as little chil-

dren. Although the entire analogy between
this requirement of Christ and that which has
respect to the new birth retains its essential

* So that Nitzsch not quite exactly says, only his

disciples were present.

truth (for drpag>?}rs does not merely stand
adverbially related to yey?}6^£, as 2.W, but
expresses beforehand more than this, and
contains the proper leading idea)—yet, along
with the strictness, there is something com-
forting in the expression " as children," and
in the u become," which leaves much time for

patience. God trains his children to be small

as we do ours to be great, and the growth of

the internal man is a continual growing down-
wards to this humility and simplicity. Christ

here again calls to mind the Ts'xva and vijnioi,

children and babes (chap. xi. 19-25), which
ought, indeed, already to have occurred to

Peter at chap. xvi. 17. What is the lertium

fomparat ion is for this as, on which it all

hinges ? Scarcely can it be altogether ex-
pressed by any other single word than just

childlike; yet there are two principal ideas

which directly after appear prominently in the
words of Christ himself, and which point to
all that is implied in that expression, namely,
humility, in which a man humbles himself
(ver. 4), and then (what is implied therein),

trust on the part of those who believe on him
(ver. 6.)* " As this child "—only look at it,

and observe how it has now shown itself, and
stands before your eyes. A child is called,

and comes ; is placed, and lets itself be placed ;

is embraced, and lets itself be embraced ; it

follows, obeys, receives (Mark x. 15), mis-
trusts not, resists not, is prepared and tracta-

ble for every one greater than itself, just be-
cause it knows this : I am a child, and that
is a friendly man ! Such humble trust in re-

ceiving and obeying, simply yielding up
of ourselves to the love and power of God,
which embraces us in Christ, and seeks to lift

us up from earth to heaven—such is the child-

like state which conducts into the kingdom of

heaven. " As a child alwa}^ believes itself to
be safe when it has laid itself in its mother's
lap, or when the mother holds out her hand to

it "—so it is with the childlike faith in the
gracious word of the heavenly Father, re-

vealed in his Son.

Verse 4. The general principle is now re-

peated with a view to its application to the
individual. Eveiy one who has become like

such a child, is always, in relation to others,

and in proportion as this is wanting in them,
the greater and greatest in the kingdom of

heaven. Here Christ actually makes a super-
lative of the comparative, but immediately
again cancels it by o6ziS, whoever, in order
without distinction to attribute the same
greatness to every humble one (hence in Luke
ouroi etirai p.£yai, '•'•the same shall be
great"). Erasmus is excellent here : Quisquis

igitur demiserit semetipsum, hie est tile maxi-

mu* in regno coelorum (whoever therefore shall

*Roos: "Wherein consists the lowliness of a
child ] Therein, that it allows itself to be taught,

guided, led, and cared for," etc. To the same
effect, Jul. Midler : "These sayings point to the

ingenuous trust and inward capacity of union in

the childlike spirit."
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humble himself, lie is that greatest one in the

kingdom of heaven). In like manner he is

equally striking in bringing out a delicate

shade of the thought not to be overlooked,

which the original text does not express

:

"Demiserit semetipsum, sicut est puer iste;"

for, taken strictly, this child needed not to

humble itself, so as to be converted and become

as a child ; it is so already, and Christ can

only have meant to say: He who humbles

himself to become (in a higher sense) such as

this child is.* Happy he in whom this is ful-

filled, so that Christ may set him, on account

of his humility, before others, with the testi-

mony and commendation : Ye must become as

this childlike person, who is the great one

before me ! But whence and wherefore this

greatness of the little ones ? Truly only from

the goodness and grace of him, who takes such

a child in his arms and blesses it, who alone

exalts those who humble themselves (chap.

xxiii. 12), who imparts himself and his highest

glory, won by the deepest humiliation, to all

his believing followers. This is said in what
immediately follows.

Verse 5. The connection with what goes

before is twofold, so that the discourse, which

is in the utmost degree compressed, already

begins something new, while it finishes what
goes before. The little one who altogether

unassumingly yields himself up to me, is and

becomes great, for I bend myself down to him,

and tarn in to him. This important leading

point, here indicated (as a glance forward to the

second principal part, vers. 10, 14), being as it

were the still hidden key for the solution of

the enigmatic saying respecting the greatness

of the little onesJ is, however, only expressed as

the ground of a second discourse, in which a

further advance is made. The first was

:

Whosoever shall himself be as this child !

Now, the other is : Whosoever receives such a

child! There can be no question that Christ

now, in the first t oiov r ov, " such an one "

(after rd naiSia and to itaiS'iov rovro),
passes from the figure to its application, from

children to childlike men (comp. afterwards

chap. xix. 14, roov ydft toiovtgqv). Certain-

ly not merely : Such a child as this well-be-

haved one here, for oftentimes even children

are at an env\y age corrupted ; but, now on-

wards, Christ means his disciples, if and in so

far as they resemble children, and may even
be so called (as, at ver. 6, the evident expla-

nation follows). The little ones who believe on
him are the same as those of whom he spoke
in chap. x. 40-42 ; all the more certainly, as

the promise to him who receives such (he re-

* Already Laur. Valla : Iste pavvulus non se

humiliat, sed humilis est.

f For Christ maintains not merely at first, ver. 3,

that humility, consciousness of our own littleness,

poverty, and impotenceis the condition of entering

into the kingdom of heaven, but he goes on to say

(ver. 4), that always every one who humbles him-
self, is and remaius the greater in the kingdom of

heaven.

cfiveth me) is only a repetition of what is there
said, and this repetition (according to Mark.
ver. 41, and Luke, 48), was expressed still

more fully. If, at ver. 6, the offending fol

lows as the direct antithesis to the receiving
(oS edv, oS 8' dv), then Christ certainly uses
the two expressions such children and such lit-

tle ones as believe on me, synonymously. Those
commentators, however, on the other hand,
who exclude children in the proper sense, are

not less erring than those who understand
them alone ; for the full and true sense of

what Christ thus expresses comprehends both
in one: such as are truly childlike children
are in reality the first among the " children
of God," and heirs of the kingdom of heaven
(otherwise there would be no ground for the
application, Mark x. 14). Hence also Luke,
ver. 48, although not exactly, yet not wrongly,
has put roJro to itaiSiov, this little child.

The whole of what is said in vers. 5 and G as

also in vers. 10, 11, 14 in Matthew is, at the

same time, rightly to be understood and used
of the little child, although the fides implicita

of baptized children is not, as some have con-

fidently maintained, to be demonstrated from
ver. 6.

One child receives another, and makes no
evil distinctions, of which in its simplicity it

knows nothing ; humility uprightly honors its

equal ; he who is little in his own eyes es-

teems the little one beside him as worthy of

the acknowledgment that he should do to

him as to himself—consequently as worthy of

love. To take up or receive is the opposite of

proud rejection, of unloving neglect, it is pre-

cisely as the 7tiJodXi.x/iipdve6Bat, or " receiv-

ing," of Rom. xv. 7 ; to love, to do good to, as

we also say, to interest oneself in any one (lit-

erally to receive any one to oneself). Comp.
again Mark ix. 41, where the doing a kindness

to a disciple, which is expressed in terms
taken from Matt. x. 42, forms the same an-

tithesis to dxavSaXi^siv or " offend," as here

the SexedSai or " receiving.'' (The £dx<xroS,

Mark ver. 35, corresponds to the Ttaidiov tui-

ovrov ev of Matthew, the SidxovoS eivai to

the dexso'Sai-) Now Christ says, promising

in quite a general form : Whoso from his own
humility despises not one of my children, one

of those who believe on me. be he even the

lowest and least whom one might easily des-

pise, but lovingly receives him for my name's

sake, because I have received him, and because

I will that he be received ! This whoso is then
in the first place to be applied to those who
are as yet standing without, to whom, howev-
er, Christ himself now comes in him who is to

be received, and receives them also into the

kingdom of heaven, inasmuch as he is receiv-

ed by them. A spiritual child has in a cer-

tain sense quite as much, nay more, that is

fitted to awaken favor' and to call forth love

than a child in the bodily sense. Whoso is

capable of perceiving this, and acknowledging
it in action, thereby proves himself to be
equally childlike and worthy of the kingdom
of heaven. Whoso brings himself down to
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the lowly, humbly receives the humble, be-

comes by the very act one of them : thus the
door of the kingdom of heaven stands wide
open for those who love (chap. xxv. 40), as,

in the first udrti ovv, " whosoever, therefore"

(ver. 4), for those who are humble. So much
the more does it follow as a matter of course,

that one child of God should receive another,
that one who is already in the kingdom of

heaven should receive all who enter by the
right door. Since every one who is least is at
the same time the greatest, why should not
every one prove his humility in love towards
every other, and hold him in respect as in

the place of Christ 1

Verse 6. Between vers. 5 and G now comes,

according to Mark and Luke, the question of

John respecting the unknown disciple who
did not as j^et belong to the fellowship of

Christ's followers, who, notwithstanding, cast

out devils in the name of Jesus, and whom
the apostles had forbidden to do so. To this

then, at the same time, the warning of Christ

refers: Whoso shall offend, hurt, despise, not
acknowledge, one of those who believe on me,
in hii> retired and separate faith as a beginner,

does what is wrong. This, however, is by no
means the sole reference, but only one which
comes unsought for in addition to the other.

Matthew rightly lets Christ proceed, without
giving this incident as the occasion of his

words, for even without this occasion he would
actualty have continued his discourse in the
connection of the principal thoughts such as

we have noticed above. And even although
precisely at the moment no such offence had
occurred, Christ might, and must indeed, fol-

lowing out the antithesis, wain against it;

but an offence had actually already occurred,

inasmuch as (according to Mark ver. 35,
ecpaivrjde vovS dooSsxa), besides the little

child whom he called to him (which can hard-
ly have been there alone), there were others

standing by, other disciples also, and begin-

ners in the faith, with respect to whom the
warm dispute of the twelve must certainty

have caused an offence. These others over
whom the disciples exalted themselves, while
yet at the same time setting a bad example
before them, Christ in his wisdom indirect-

ly permits to hear his whole discourse to the

apostles, and he compensates for the offence

by placing the little child between the two
parties—this is to be carefully observed, in

order again to mark the tenderness of his

manner of acting, which is always suitable to

the occasion.

We are to offend no believer, the little one or

neophyte all the less because he is the most
iasily offended and hurt. Whoso does this

—again, first of all, one who still belongs to

the world without, a proud and unloving one,

who has no mind to acknowledge the little

ones in the kingdom of heaven, who are j
ret

the great ones. In so far this offending forms
the contrast to that word in chap. xvii. 27,

according to which the children of God are

not to offend the world. If however Christ

meant this alone, then he would again have
added, for my name's sake, for this would most
directly express the ground upon which the
world offends those who believe. But the
words, who believe on me, which are added in-

stead, include the still heavier offence of those

who themselves believe, and who ought, there-

fore, certainly to acknowledge the faith of

every other little one, to despise and offend no
fellow-believer. Wo to him who gives offence !

This Christ expresses, first of all—before he
once and again literally utters it—by a pro-

verb which describes one of the rarest forms
of capital punishment, namel}' the uaraTiov-
TieietiSai, or being drowned, as it was prac-

ticed among the heathen, and hence probably
had, in Galilee, given rise to a proverb. Christ

will speak very strongly and emphatically, he
therefore represents the proverbial case in the

strongest form ; not merely by neXccyEi ziji

SaAacJdr/5, the depth of the sea, (it£\ayo%, the
main sea, the middle where the sea is deep, as

opposed to the shallow water near the shore,

Acts xxvii. 4, 5), but in addition to this by
the very concrete expression juvAoi ovihoS,
an [ass's] mill-stone. According to the ancient
custom, which extended even to more modern
times (comp. Wetstein on this), a weight

—

most naturally a stone (Jer. li. 63)—was sus-

pended round those who were thus to be
drowned, in order to ensure their sinking, and
as a mark of disgrace, as we may well sup-
pose, it was hung round the neck of the crim-
inal. Now "millstone " is farther proverbial

for a heavy stone (Rev. xviii. 21), and Christ
makes this still stronger (perhaps of himself,

perhaps the proverb already ran thus') by the
very special form uvAoS ovixoS* He will

say then that such a fearful and ignominious
corporeal punishment were better for a man
—than what? In the first place, and most
directly: better than that (or before that) he

should do this, and thus become himself a stone
of stumbling to his brother ! And thus the
words are literally repeated in Luke xvii. 2.

But there, as also here, follows the further
sense when ever we ask, Why so ? Better than
the wo (ver. 7) which he incurs by such con-
duct, than the eternal fire (vers 8, 9)—-better

than this, any merely temporal punishment of

death in the deepest water.] U thou tender
love, how sharply dost thou speak against the

* For, which is a secondary thins, neither ac-

cording to some is the nether mill stone as bearer,

nor, according to others, the upper as worker, com-
par?d to an ovoS or " ass." That would be strange,

and does not admit of being proved, nor does the

fact of its being precisely the upper or the neiher
serve to strengthen the sayins. But it. is the stone

of a mill turned by an ass, mola atinaria, as we dis-

tinguish jumentarias molas from manuariis, i. e., a

mill driven by asses, not a hand-mill, in which case

it denotes the largest, and heaviest kind of stone.

f In the water all flesh drowns, but the fire judg-

es the spirits. Thus might the flood, by the des-

truction of the flesh, save the spirits from the last

judgment (1 Pet. iii. 19; iv. 1, 6).
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offending of thy beloved little ones, and yet

how is thy holy anger against those who are

destitute of love, itself nothing but burning

love, which would ward off sin and its con-

demnation !

For the rest, it is self-evident, which we
would here further only indicate for reflection,

that all that is said in vers. 3-6, is with great

compression and profound penetration, put in

so decided a form, because Christ every where
comprehends in the first beginning the entire

consequence and development. He who only be-

gins with the " being converted and becoming,"

already enters into the kingdom of heaven,

and must then, indeed, remain in it and go on.

The jHEi'gadv , i-ieyaiy "greatest," "great," is

already attributed to the first self-abase-

ment, because it is the first step on the right

way ; but in it the whole way and course is

further included. It is the same with the re-

ceiving (ver. 5), the same with the offending

(ver. 6), in which not every individual act of

offence (for who is not guilty of this ?) but the

continuing in such a disposition, receives so

terrible a threatening.

Verse 7. Wo to the world ! This now ex-

presses the open opposition of those who are

without, and unhappily continue without, to

all who are in the kingdom, as juiupoi and /<£-

yciXoi, "least" and "great," to whom, in

vers. 8, 9, the "thy " applies. Wo to the world

because of the offences, more exactly aft 6, from

or out of the offences, which it gives and takes

out of its own evil will ; thus does it prepare

for itself the wo which is not ordained for it.

That offences come, that men in the world

will offend one another and be offended

—

dv-
dyKii k6riV) Luke xvii. 1, dvirSEKtov eCti,

this is indeed, alas ! inevitable, as the world

and man are ; this is not so quickly to be done

away with, and that for a twofold reason.

First, with respect to their origin, they are a

necessary consequence of the natural corrup-

tion in which men cannot, indeed, be or do

otherwise ; so long as the world remains and
chooses to remain the world, it cannot be oth-

erwise in it. But secondly, also, with respect

to their end or design, these offences, tolerat-

ed by the long-suffering and wisdom of God,

are themselves a necessary means also to the

coming of his kingdom, and are used for the

trial and confirmation of believers, as those

who continue in them must serve for its man-
ifestation and its development for the judg-

ment—meanwhile, also, forgiving the salutary

experience of sin to many who shall afterwards

become believers. The fundamental idea is

the same as at 1 Cor. xi. 19. God would in-

deed otherwise suspend the freedom of men,
which he never does, and would hinder a free

development in the recovery of the lost, in so

far as such will let themselves be recovered
from the world. He must then, instead of

patiently bearing with men, rather at once
drown them all, which in the absolute sense

would not really be better for the individual

and the whole, as was affirmed in the proverb
before only in a relative sense. There is then

a necessity for these offences, yet not an ab-
solute necessity any where ; for the world
can also receive the children of Christ in his

name, Christ is sent to it himself, and in his

followers, for blessing and not for wo. Already,
before pronouncing the wo, he has first ex-
claimed : Blessed is he whosoever shall not be
offended in me !* Therefore only take thou no
offence in a world full of offences, and thus
wilt thou be helped. And above all things,

give none thyself as much as in thee lies, i. e.,

no evil, culpable offence ; for that the truth
and love of Christ shall and must always itself

be the greatest offence to the world, and that
the wo arising from this rests only upon its

head, we have already seen at chap. xv. 12-14.

Wo to the man through whose own fault, con-
trary to the will of God, the offence comes, i. e.,

is given or received ! This second exclama-
tion is not quite the same as the first, Wo to

the world I but again (as in these sayings the
word is ever capable of a two-sided applica-

tion) makes the transition to those who no
longer belong to the world, and yet are guilty

of an offence. Wo to the man without dis-

tinction and exception, who, as man, and fol-

lowing the bent of his natural corruption, acts

in the same way as the evil world ; for all

that offends, whatsoever it be, is still the
world, although within the kingdom of heaven,
although in a disciple of Christ. Wo to the

same man when, instead of a pure turning
from such an offence, he continues and goes
on in it ; the wo of the offence shall remain
upon his head notwithstanding the divine

counsjel, according to which offences are per-

mitted and in so far ordained. This is ex-
pressed here precisely as it is afterwards at

chap. xxvi. 24, and may even here have been
intended to carry a secret hint and terror to

the conscience of Judas. Wo to the man,
even were he an apostle, he is yet himself an
offence and a devil among the twelve. Perhaps,

as was the case at other times, as at the
anointing of Christ by the woman in Bethany,
this Judas may even have been the originator,

or at least the promoter, of the evil thoughts
connected with this unhappy dispute among
the disciples. This, however, is only conjec-

ture and uncertain ; with more certainty we
now apply the word of Christ with most per-

fect justice to another: Wo to the q>iXonpoo-

tevcov (ambitious) in the Church, the pseudo-
Peter and haughty servus servorum Dei, who
with false key shuts the kingdom of heaven,
offends and corrupts the faithful, nay, builds

up a world full of offences (which yet is held

to be the true Church), as the Babylon which
is afterwards to be thrown down as a mill-

stone is cast into the sea ! (Rev. xviii. 21).

Verses 8, 9. If Christ, who cites the word

* Rud. Matthni says here quite correctly : The
wo is the consequence not of the fact that offences

must come, but that they are come, the conse-

quence not of the necessity but the acluality of of-

fences. The second clause confirms not the wo, but

the offe-nces of the first clause.
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of God in the Old Testament Scripture, puts

bis own new word on a level of authority with
it, seals this with, " Verily I say unto you,"

summons his contemporaries, and not these

alone, to hear, whosoever among them has

ears—who assures us that his words shall sur-

vive heaven and earth, and declares that the

office of the future Comforter, who is to re-

prove the world and to lead believers into all

truth, is to interpret his words, and to bring

them to the understanding—if Christ, who,
as the risen one, himself brings to the remem-
brance of his disciples the words which he
spoke when he was yet with them, so that

thereby they begin now to understand these

words and the Scripture—if he had not also

before this at times cited and repeated his own
words, there would be wanting what is more
appropriate to him—the highest Prophet,
over whom the Father himself cites the pro-

phecy " Him shall ye hear,"-—than to the for-

mer prophets who already did the same. But
he did this, and so we find it in the Scripture,

in which his words are now embodied by the

Spirit. And when he repeats the same say-

ings in a different connection, he will thereby
teach those who hear and who interpret them,
not merely that we have not yet enough heard
and understood them, but also that their deep-
searching import has been expressed, and finds

its application in more than one immediate
connection. Thus he cites here a word which
he had already spoken in the Sermon on the
Mount (chap. v. 29, 30), where we have inter-

preted it. There, as here, to offend means to

give occasion to sin, to tempt ; there it was
the adulterous lust of the ii-sh that was im-
mediately spoken of, here it is every incentive

to sin in general that is meant, and is compre-
hended in the great sum-total of all the of-

fences in the world that come from men, or
rather the inner offence, which comes to every
one from his own flesh, is disclosed as their

original ground and root, which is to be cut
away. Wouldst thou not give offence with-
out, so that the wo may not fall upon thee?
Guard then against the offence within, and
that with all severity! Slay the old man,
from which it comes, with the salutary death
that issues in life. In the words " thy hand
or foot," Christ now again turns from the
world to his disciples, and addresses every one
who either is such or would like to become
such; for only in reference to them docs he
use the familiar and confidential "thou" since

the Sermon on the Mount, others he addresses
invariably by "you." (He could not say, for

example, John viii. 24: If thou believest not,

thou shalt die in thy sins.) In addition to

this, the fact that I am offended by my own
members, by myself, here pre-supposes the
internal conflict of the old man with the new

;

the world knows not and feels not this, he
who feels it is already no longer of the world.
And yet, on the other hand, the offending
world is still in him, and to overcome it there,

is not a thing that calls for soft measures.
Observe here the areat difference between be-

29

ing like a child in the natural and in the sp r-

itual sense, the manful struggle implied in

the constant turning so as to become as chil-

dren ! Children play in innocent delight

with themselves, with their hands and feet,

but a spiritual child, because he is always in

the process of becoming (/. e., of ceasing to be),

cuts them off and plucks them out. In the

Sermon on the Mount, Christ, following the

order according to which there is first the

looking upon with desire, and then the lusting

to commit the deed, puts the eye before the

hand: now, looking still deeper into the mat-

ter, he inverts this order because the offence

ever arises anew, and, even after the cutting

off of hand and foot (which latter is here added

by way of amplification), the eye yet comes

after. It might, so to speak, be thought that

the acting and walking being suppressed, the

secret desire is now harmless ; but if thou art

not on thy guard against this, it will soon get

hand and foot for itself again. The eye must
not be spared, because the members are cut

off! Here stands the emphatic word, It is bet-

ter for thee! [uaAov dot, another expression

for 6vfx<pipei yap dot, chap. 5), which corres-

ponds to the tivjiupepei before, ver. 6; comp.

the closer connection (Mark ix. 42, 43). On
the at once sharply ironical and severely re-

buking sense in which the entering into life as

a cripple is to be understood, we have already

spoken at the other place where it occurs
;

here the sideXSsiv is quite parallel to the

first ettieXStii' slS tijv (iadiXeiav from which
the discourse set out. We have already given

our opinion also as to the further application

of this to the casting away of all that might

be near and dear to us, as hand or eye, when-
ever it offends us ; here it is again evident

that this cannot be the most immediate, or

the sole meaning, but, most properly, the in-

ternal offence in ourselves stands opposed to

every offence of an outward kind. And yet it

is not to be connected merely with incite-

ments to sin against the law of love and truth,

with anger, lust, and lies in the grosser sense,

but the flesh which is to be slain must be de-

tected and pursued, even in those spiritual

forms which it assumes ; the eye of criticism

and asceticism must also be plucked out, and
the hand of industrious zeal for public good,

and the foot of all our own ways of virtue,

must be cut off; or, to speak with Lange,

also the talents of penetration—progress

—

energy.
Finally, observe that here Christ says not

merely f-li Tijv yievrav rov TtvpoS, "into

hell fire," instead of £lS ye'evvav, " into hell "

(chap, v.), but now, for the first time elS to Ttvp

to ataivzov, into the eternal fire—which pre-

dicate is not connected with the word at chap.

xiii. 42. Here it is already as at chap. xxv.

41, and it is a return to the a6fi£i5Tov, " un-

quenchable " of the Baptist (chap. iii. 12)

which is therefore, in Mark ix., put in place of

the expression here used, and to which are

added the explanatory words concerning the

unquenchable fire here omitted by Matthew
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and concerning the salutary salt of the other
fire, which is not yet the unquenchable, the
eternal, fire in the proper sense ; of which we
shall speak when we come to the interpreta-

tion of Mark.
Verse 10. We know who the.se little ones

are : not merely children, but also such as are

childlike, in humility and weakness—believers

on him ; although it is not again exclusively

these latter, but, in a certain measure, actual

children also to whom they are compared, and
beside whom they are placed. The child set

in the midst stands always there, although it

is onlj- by carrying out the fundamental view
of the whole subject, that the discourse can
further apply to it. The offending proceeds
from a despising and proud overlooking ; there-
fore, in the words, " Take heed," Christ most
directly addresses the disciples who wished to

be the greater. But the plural, which again
occurs after the singular, includes the world
along with the disciples, as both have been
comprehended together since ver. 7. What
all-embracing transitions in the incomparable
discourse of Christ! From one child which
must preach humility to the apostles, he
passes to the entire great world full of offen-

ces, and the wo proceeding therefrom ! from
the eternal fire of hell, to the angels in heaven
before the face and throne of God ! from the
sharpest wo back to the tenderest love, which
will have no human child to be despised !

Before Christ fully expresses the ground-idea
of this second part of his discourse, namely,
that the greatness which is graciously as-

cribed to the little ones is founded on his re-

deeming grace, according to the Father's good
pleasure, he first prepares the way for this, by
representing the angels* as an intermediate
rank between God and man, related to both.
The whole doctrine of Scripture concerning
angels represents them thus : they are indeed
above us with respect to our present posi-
tion

; but yet with respect to our calling to the
glory of Christ, and renewal after the image
of God, they serve us. Their very name,
angels or messengers, represents these heaven-
ly spirits as united to the earth and us. So
highly is man honored before God, so highly
honored is every individual of these little

ones ! The world as such enjoys indeed,
somewhat, the protection and service of the
angels, but only remotely and indirectly, not
in the personal appropriation which is here
denoted by their angels. This avrdov, " their,"
standing together with evoS, "one," has cer-
tainly a specializing force, and does not again
merge into an absorbing generality the promi-
nence given to every individual; it points
therefore, indeed, although only by way of
allusion, to special guardian-angels of persons,
in regard to which the unanimous doctrine of

* Out of which Lange, against all certainty of the
letter, here frames the " life-images, light-images,"
" genii," of men ! Only, at Acts xii. 15 " his an-
gel," might, according to the popular belief, signify
something similar, the " announcement " or " ap-
pearance " of Peter.

the Church fathers* had no doubt, since
Christ had said " I say unto you." Yet not so
that every man as such has his guardian-angel,
and keeps him all his life long ; this is a privi-

lege of those little ones, i. e., as well of the
natural as the spiritual children, inasmuch as

the former, before the outbreak of corruption,
the latter after this, as being on the way to
blessedness, are capable of such guidance, and
(by their humility

J are worthy of it. Every
child has his angel until sin drives him out, as

we may yet trace it in the reflection of the
angelic appearance on the countenance and in

the form of children; children as such belong
as yet to the " children of God," until the
offence from within and without causes them
to be lost. Every believer again, who maybe
saved through the grace of redemption, gets,

as a new spiritual child, his angel again, and
especially needs him in his weakness as a be-

ginner now for protection and for monitions of

a deeper kind, than the weak, foolish children
in bodily danger. We forget the angels far

too much, although Christ reminds us of them
in the daily prayer (in the third petition); we
speak in particular to our children far too lit-

tle about their angels, and we ourselves as be-

lievers do not think enough of ours. This is

at the same time a sinful despising of these

exalted servants of the Most High, who yet so
faithfully stoop down to us ; it is also a des-

pising of him who sends them. The angels

are in heaven, and yet occupied at the same
time in service and business on earth about
their wards ; for the heaven is not closed in

space over the earth, but is ever open to us in

every thing which it sends : where the angels
of God go and stand, there also is heaven, and
the face of God, which they at all times, dia-
TtavroS, without interruption from any thing
else, behuld. I cannot at all find in this ex-
pression, as most commentators do, a special

designation " of distinguished throne angels,"

(according to the analogy of those who stood
nearest to the oriental kings, Esth. i. 4, comp.
elsewhere, Tob. xii. 15, which I do not despise

as apocryphal, for see Luke i. 19); if such a
high angel were given to every little one,

where then would remain the rest, and how
could this be demonstrated If But it is a
general designation of these pure spirits, who
are not like men separated from God ; it sig-

nifies that even those who always and every
where behold the face of God, j

ret at the
same time, like the Father himself, look lov-

ingly on the children and little ones (Psa.

cxiii. 5, 6). Thus much only may lie in the

expression, which connects the high rank and

* See the citation of passages in J. F. Von Meyer's
Blatter fur hdhere Wahrheit. i. 183—in part after

Fr. Schmidt's treatise in lllgen's Denkschrift, with

an interesting supplement from the occulta philoso-

phia of Corn. Agrippa.

t The sainted Von Meyer also certified to me
that he did not mean his note (which I can not but
so understand) to be understood of special angels
of a higher class.
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glory of the servants precisely with the
littleness of those who are served, namely
that the less, and the more needful of help,

the protege' is, so much the mightier is the
protector who is given to him ; although
again it is not this alone that can determine
the selection and arrangement in these things,

which a vail hides from our eyes, for then we
might scarcely be mistaken if we supposed that
Gabriel was the guardian angel of the child

Jesus. We do uot see all this, and yet Christ
calls to us in an awakening voice, See to it !

Let the eye of faith be thoroughly open for

what I say unto you ! Wherever there is a
child of Godwin every sense), there the heaven
is opened and let down to it, there is Bethel.
Enter in, offend not thyself and the child, but
go in, and share in the grace. This grace,

however, is that which comes from the Father
through the one only Son of Man. Therefore
he does not say here at first: The face of

their Father (namely, the Father of the little

ones, s ; nee for the angels. God is certainly not
Father), but of my Father !

Verse 11. For—not because the children

of men have deserved it, nor because the chil-

dren, before the outbreak of corruption, al-

ready carried it within them, and could enter

into the kingdom of heaven by their own ac-

tual innocence. Oh no ! They are all the
lost, but I am come to save and to bless the

lost (Luke xix. 10). What an immeasurable
word again so simply spoken! There stands

the ladder of Jacob before our eyes : below
are the little ones, then their angels, then the
heavenly Son of Mm, he who comes as the
original angel from the presence and from the

bosom of the Father—and then above him
(ver. 14) the Father himself, and his good
pleasure.

Verses 12—14- We will not now enter par-

ticularly into this parable, but reserve it for

Luke xv., where, with strengthened repetition,

it opens up the grand profound connection of

a series of parables. Instead of ev rrj tpt'/nao,

" in the desert," there, we have here kni tci

oprj, " into the mountains," which certainty at

first sight appears to be the same, and yet is

not so. There epTjfioS (~I3"10) is not so much

the desert where they have gone astray, as the
pasturage, the heath, where the ninety and
nine graze, well cared for ; here, however,
Christ alludes to such passages as Jer. I. 6

;

Isa. xxxiv. 6, 11, 12; here therefore, as ap-
pears also grammatically, the titi ra Spy,
" into the mountains," is to be construed with
KopEvSeis, "goeth," not. with the foregoing
dccpeH, "leaveth." Oh how faithfully and
earnestly does this love of the Shepherd seek !

and yet it finds not every lost one ; hence the

j>y, even of the Son of God himself upon every
discovery—" as if he had found a new heaven."
Bengel rightly says on the kdv y e v ij t ai
evfjeiv, " if .so be "that he find i<," what is war-
ranted by the expression : Inventio peccatoris
est coram oculis Dei quiddam quasi contin-
gent! ; ergo gratia non est irresisttbilis (the

finding of the sinner is in the eyes of God
as it were something contingent ; there-

fore grace is not irresistible). We do not
shrink even from leaving out the quasi (as it

were), which a feeling of reverence has dic-

tated. For if the finding comes altogether

and alone from the power of God, why then
does it not take place at once, but only after a
long previous seeking through the entire his-

tory of man and of the world ? The faithfulness

of the seeking love of Christ is, however, in

such a parable, held up at the same time be-
fore his disciples as an admonition to follow
his example ; this lies in the question that
stands before : What think ye ? ye proud ones,

who are so ready to despise and offend the
little ones ? The vitaye, " go " (ver. 15), is to

be done in the sense of the itopevBei's, " go-
eth " (ver. 12), which comes into finer promi-
nence when, as in our language, the same ren-
dering can be given to both words: Go with
the same faithfulness of love as thy Master
goes after the lost one ! Herein is given, at the
same time, the connecting link between the
third principal part which follows at ver. 15,
and the second ; the second concludes at ver.

14 with what it began, inasmuch as the Father
in heaven wills not that one of these little onesbe
lost (ver. 10), therefore also that they be not
offended by you. Although by the shepherd
in the parable is certainly meant the Son (as

appears more prominently in Luke xv.), yet it

is worthy of notice that Christ here uses
another outgo?, "so," for explanation, and
thus rises higher—not: So am I, and do I

—

but : So is the love of the Father, of course in

the Son. " Oh how very different is the great
God from us little men ! For we little men
in our pride look on what is great, but the
great God in his compassion looks on what is

little, and ie great in the little" (Hofacker).
Now also when the children of God are view-
ed in common, Christ says significantly, Your
Father (as at ver. 10, My Father)—he will there-
by at the same time say : Ye other children of
God, who are therefore to resemble your
Father in loving the little ones.* It is not the
will or the good pleasure literally before the
holy wisdom, before the graciously shining

face of the Father (nirp ^ph p¥~), that one

should be lost. This mode of expression as a
whole (which Peter has well preserved, 2 Pet.
iii. 9), is taken from Isa. xvhi. 23, xxxiii. 11,

and the verily I say unto you (ver. 13), already
corresponded to the oath of Jehovah by him-
self in that pas-sage. Here a sermon is preach-
ed to us on the worth of every single human
soul before God, here we are comforted against
what the appearance of things in the world
might otherwise suggest, namely, that the
lost one is left to wander about unsought and
forgotten. We are to believe that the Father

* Which Alford has now expressed still more
pointedly thus : When he assures of the dignity of
the little ones it is " My Father"—when he gives

the motive for the conduct of Christians, on the
other hand, it is " Your Father."
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forgets no one, but in this faith we are also dili-

gently to exercise the love that seeks along

with. him.

Verses 15—17. The full and clear under-

standing of this entire passage is only to be

obtained from the connection with the forego-

ing, as we have traced it above. Christ speaks

here for the future of his Church, quite as na-

turally and unwarrantably as (at chap, x), he

Connected the prophetic glance into the future

with the sending out of the disciples. His
starting-point, indeed, was the immediate pre-

sent, where the warning applies still to the

disciples: Otherwise, even ye are not at all in

the kingdom of heaven ! How they must be-

come children in spirit, and only as such little

ones, are to possess in humility, and to mani-
fest in love, the true greatness which belongs

to them in common with every other little

one—of this he has already plainly spoken.

How such love receive?, how it does not offend,

how it does not despise or neglect any one who,
according to the will of the Father, is redeem-
ed by the Son—all this has already been
spoken of, in so far as it must follow from the

designation, and confirmation of the true great-

ness of the disciples. But it yet remains now
specially to show how the love that proceeds

from the seeking shepherd-love of God, and is

implanted by the heavenly Father in all his

children in the new birth, would express itself

in future, when once the kingdom of heaven
was founded upon earth and set in order

;

how the greatness and dignity of every indi-

vidual in whom Christ is. and lives, and loves,

in order to save him and through him others,

shall then be joined together into compact
unity as a power of his Church, which it exer-

cises so as to jn event the offence of sin (which
will still have a place in the midst of it), as

strongly as with loving forgiveness it bears

6uch offence. Hitherto the idea has occupied

the foreground that love, as it gives no offence

itself outwardly, and, moreover, slays the of-

fence within itself, first of all takes no of-

fence from the weakness and sin of a brother,

but loves him in the forgiving and reconciling

love of the Father's will : now, however, the
other side must follow—seeing that yet all sin

is and remains an offence—namely, that this

love, notwithstanding, cannot against the
truth call evil good, cannot in particular soft-

ly spare the brother who lays claim to the
name of Christ, but must rebuke him with all

the severity of seeking love, until he is again
found, and restored from the error of his ways.
Hitherto it was : Sin not thou against thy
brother and partner with thee in redemption !

Now it is naturally the other case : But if thy

brother sin against thee—how then art thou to

prove the love as a holjr power given to thee
as a member of the great society consisting of

all who believe in me? In this way every
thing perfectly harmonizes, and only thus can
we rightly understand how Christ here fur-

ther supplements what was already said (at
chap, xvi.) respecting his Church, and lays

down a fundamental principle for its guidance

in regard to offences in the midst of it. Every
true theory respecting Church-discipline finds

here its twofold and yet single principle, as it

were the formal and the material : to remove
the offence in truth, to seek the lost one in

love (also by rebuke).
Brotherly rebuke is already (Lev. xix. 17, 18)

declared to be a duty of love, because we are

to love our neighbor as ourselves. As 1 judge
my own sin in myself in order to my satisfac-

tion before God, so also am I to judge that of

others, in order that their guilt may not be-
come mine through neglect of this service of

love (the complement and extension of what
is said in the Sermon on the Mount, Matt. vii.

1-5). Frank rebuke, aArjSsvsiv ey aydirq,
is opposed to the cherishing of hatred or con-
tempt in the heart, and also to that grosser spe-

cies of falsehood in which one makes an evil

report of his neighbor behind his back (Prov.
xxvii. 5, 6 ; Sir. xix. 13-19 : Speak, therefore,

to thy neighbor, etc, Sir. xx. 2). Let bro-

therly rebuke first of all be real rebuke, let it

be, therefore, honest and true : Thou hast sin-

ned ! But then and therein let it be also

brotherly, speaking the truth in love, in order
to recovery. Not : Judge him, nor even chide

him—but e'Xej'&ov ai'rov, convince, convict

him of his sin, help him to repent, beseech him
to do so with all the power of the reconciling

love of God which has already forgiven while
it rebukes, and which would fain bring for-

giveness to him (Luke xvii. 3,4). Strive to

gain thy brother, to help him again into the
right way, to restore him from his fault (Gal.

vi. 1) : then will be fulfilled either at once
Psa. cxli. 5 ; Prov. xxv. 12, at least afterwards

Prov. xxviii. 23, or—thou hast, on thy part,

fulfilled th}r duty and shalt not incur sin on
his account. From this follows further, quite

as naturally, that brotherly rebuke, mindful of

human weakness, in order lovingly and spar-

ingly to deal with one who in his pride will be
easily provoked and offended, by no means
goes all at once to him armed with the full

public power, but begins quietly and gently

before God, and only in the event of being un-

successful, rises by gradual steps to ever in-

creasing severity.

In denoting these steps for the future praxis

of his Church, Christ can now naturally, as

he is ever ready to do, connect what he says

with the practice alread}r enjoined* and in use

in Israel, as in general afterwards, in the en-

tire formation and constitution of the apos-

tolic Church, the Spirit transferred all the

pure and available elements of the synagogue.

If thy brother sin against thee : this certainly

limits my duty and my right to rebuke him,

in the first place, to those more immediate
cases in which I might rather be tempted to

be angry with him, and either privately or pub-
licly to bring unloving complaints against him

;

still it would be very wrong to understand all

* Almost precisely as here stands the rule for ex.

in Mishar happeninim in Buxiorf's Florileg. hebr. p.

297.
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that is here said only " of pevsonal grievances

and offences."* Rather, in the further appli-

cation, nay, in the proper and deeper sense of

this, it is by no means to be excluded that I,

as a child and member of the Church, feel

myself to be injured by every sin of a brother,

and that in love to him I can and ought to re-

ceive and treat every sin of his, that becomes
known to me, as committed against me. The
genuine brother says then to his brother : Do
not injure me by acting thus ! What thou
hast done has grieved me ! Go {yxayt, as at

chap. v. 24), wait not till he comes, but go
first in a friendly and zealous spirit to him.
Rebuke him in the truth indeed, yet also in hu-
mility and love as an unselfish child of God,
taking care that the beam is not in thine own
eye when thou wilt take the splinter out of

his ; not so much thou, in thine own power, as

in the name and authority of him in whose
sight ye are brethren, as a serving member of

the society of all the brethren. Between
thee and him alonerf without the presence of

any others to disturb you, whose presence

might only hinder the first impression of love

by stirring up his pride
;
yet ye are not alone,

for lam present when any thing of this kind

is being transacted between two in my name
(yer. 20)—your secret meeting is already a

Church, thy rebuke is already the first exer-

cise of the power which is given to it in all

its members (ver. 18). If happily—and thou
shouldst always hope for such a result with
the " love that hopeth all things "—he shall

hear thee, then hast thou gained thy brother,

gained him for God (ver. 14; 1 Cor. ix. 19),

for the Church as a brother, for thj'self as thy

brother! But if not, do not all at once give

him up because thy wisdom and love have ac-

complished nothing, do not rush to the con-

clusion : He hears not and will not hear, be-

cause he has not heard me! Take with thee

one or two, of course not the first best, but
such as are nearest as regards their knowledge
of the case and love to you both ; such as in a

brotherly spirit can say with you : Thou hast

sinned before us and against us—whom he can

also honor as brethren, if he will honor any
one. This already lies first of all in the ex-

pression witnesses; who can witness his sin

against him in this interview, which has now
more formally constituted itself into a court

for deciding a question of peace. At the same
time, however, and if there should be no far-

ther witnesses of his sin, they are at least wit-

nesses of his conduct under the rebuke, and in

the case of further disobedience, witnesses

* As the Lutheran Francke (Rudelb. Zcitschrift,

1849, 4) does, and now in order to refine away
every thing that goes against his Lutheranism, finds

in the iHHXTjdi'a here only a " court of arbitra-

tion."

f For with Fritzsche violently to connect /uovov
with what follows, contrary to all usage of the New
Testament, is not only superfluous, but, disturbs the

simple emphasis of the legislation as denoting the

successive steps.

against him before the Church. This is more
than the alone of the first step, but it is not
yet the publicity which follows, and which
needs no special witnesses ; the advance to

this further step is, however, already held up
to him by way of warning : If thou hearest

not us, then we will tell it farther ! Here
Christ, in order to show that the order of his

Church is founded on the justice of God, ad-

duces the Mosaic rule of law, which was al-

ways to be observed (Num. *ix. 15), of which
he also (John viii. 17;, makes the highest ap-

plication to his own person, and here in the

next place to his followers. He however
counts, of course, the brother who had first

entered on the office of brotherly judgment as

one of the witnesses, and means therefore one

or two in addition to him, that the matter may
have two or three witnesses.

As it was before charitably taken for grant-

ed that he would hear, so now it is more proba-

l>le, that if he refused to hear at the first stage,

he will continue to do so at the second. Now,
but not sooner, although now without spar-

ing, which at this stage would be wrong: Tell

it to the Church ! What has the Church to

do with a sin which thy brother has commit-
ted against thee ? Certainly he has sinned

also against the Church, a member of which
he professes to be, he has given an offence which
must be removed ; the Church, so much as in

it lies, may not tolerate and acknowledge in

the midst of it impenitent sinners, who will

not let the Spirit of God kindly rebuke them
in order to their recovery. This her dignity

as the Church of God does not permit ; thus

does Christ here plainly enunciate the princi-

ple of all Church-discipline at present under-
stood by so few, in so far as it must advance
from admonition to exclusion. This latter is

had recourse to, in the Jirst place, not to make
better, nor even (in another sense) to rebuke
the person excluded, but chiefly to guard the

unity and purity of the Church against the

obstinate sinner.

Tell it to the Church—thus again docs Christ

speak quite definitely, and thereby certainly

reverts to his first words in chap. xvi. 18: I

will build my Church ; so much the more cer-

tainly, as the whole dispute about rank among
the twelve stands in such connection with
the word then addressed to Peter, that Christ

now finds it necessary for their full informa-

tion to explain himself on this point. We
were heartily sorry to find such a man as

Sack* saying: "The opinion that Christ here

* Monatschrift filr die evangelische Kirche der

Jtheinprovinz and Wc&tpltalens, March, 1843. To
this we have now to add, that unhappily even De-
litzsch {von der Kirche, p. 9) still repeats such mis-

interpretation ! On the other band, Nitzsch (Prakt.

Theol. i. 236) has acknowledged with assent my
statement, that Christ can only have spoken here

of his future Church, and besides has himself given

some fine observations for the understanding of the

entire chapter. Chiefly in support also of a former

assertion of ours, he says, that the " rebuker is to

bring the matter before the Church, not as the in-
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actually speaks of the future Christian Church,

must certainly be rejected ; he speaks of pre-

sent and not of future relations, £HxAt/6ux is

equivalent to the synagogue then existing in

every larger town with its judicial usages;

the whole, therefore admits only of an indi-

rect application to the Christian Church !"

Of what such a synagogue did, then, Christ

could go on to say: Ye shall doit! Could

Christ seriously have referred his disciples,

the brethren in his name, to a court of those

Pharisees whom yet, in the Sermon on the

Mount, he himself had declared to be heathen

and publicans, and say of it : Whoso heareth

not these, let him be to thee as the heathen

and the publican ? Already Pfenninger, in

his very unbiased philosophical lectures on

the New Testament, says against this: "If
Jesus says : He that gathereth not with me
scattereth abroad, and, he that heareth not

your word, shake off the dust of your feet

against him—so by the Church he certainly

means not a Church of Jews, of whom the

greater number hate and deny him, and the

few love and believe on him, but must speak

these words of a Church of his disciples. Of
course! for others would receive no rules of

conduct prescribed by him for their churches."

We say still further: At that time there was
as yet no Church of his disciples ; consequently,

he speaks of the future Church, of which he

has said that he will build it.* It is hoped
that the reader has so understood our whole
interpretation of this discourse hitherto, from

ver. 3, that it appears to him only natural and
necessary when now, again, the kingdom of

heaven in which the children of God are united

as brethren, which was put in opposition to

the world full of offences, at last appears as

the future Church ; it is hoped that we have
already learned at chap, x., how Christ is

wont in the continuation of his discourses to

prophesy, and to make regulations for the

future. We do not, however, need all this in

order to show what is meant by the Church,

but have at ver. 20 the most literally authen-

tic definition from Christ himself in the clos-

est connection : The exxAydza is, where are

6vvr/yj.ievoi «i? to ljuov ovo/ua, persons
" gathered together in my name ;" it will con-

tinue to exist upon earth, in its power so to

act as I now prescribe to it, if J am in the

midst of it. This surely is spoken of his spirit-

ual presence for the future.

The Church is the society, called together

in unity of faith and love, of those who believe

on him, who are united in his name ; a society

in which is carried out, and exercised upon
earth, what is valid in heaven (before its exalt-

ed Lord and Head). This is the simple funda-
mental idea here clearly expressed. It is at

jmed private person, but, as the first witness, and
first receiver of the injury "—inasmuch as "in and
along with that brother the Church was already in-

jured."

*Thus also Lohe qnite correctly, Aphorisnun
uber die neuiestamentl. Aemter, p. 3.

the same time certified herewith equal clear-

ness, that it cannot be without sin and offence
in the midst of it ; for it happens that a brother
sins, and must be admonished. It is rather
precisely the institution of divine faith and
love, the design of which, as it is to call the
sinners of all the world to repentance, and to
receive every one for the sake of Christ who
only begins to humble himself, and to admit
him into the ever open gates of the kingdom
of heaven—so also to admonish those who
already belong to it, and to carry this out in

the exercise of long suffering and severity,

until those who are entirely disobedient shall

be again separated from it. It is, after and
beside that first 6vvayooyr) (gathering to-

gether, synagogue) of the Jews, the true,

really united iTti6vvaya>yi) ("assembling to-

gether") in which one takes care of the other,

in which the exhorting one another (Heb. x. 24,

25) finds its living, progressive exemplifica-

tion. That the injunction : Tell it to the
Church ! can in the first place mean only the

Church in the place where thou art, the near-

est united societ)' of believers to which you
belong, is clear—but the Church of every place

represents again the entire Church, as is evi-

dent from ver. 20, and this also is the basis

given in the apostolic constitution which rep-

resents in many tHtcAt/diaiS (congregations)

the one exx\tj6ia (Church). Only thus is

the manifestation of the Church in the world
at any time possible. True, according to cir-

cumstances, in so far as this can be done in

truth, the Tell it to the Church I is even in the
case of sinning churches to be further applied
by bringing it before the greater society ; still

every little individual society retains its right

in the name of the whole, so long as it truly

exercises it in his name, in the name of Christ.

The power of rebuke which the individual

brother exercised in private, at the first stage,

was not only his duty but his right, a right

which emanates from the Church to every
member of it. But if now further the sinner

is rebuked in vain by many (2 Cor. ii 6), before

all (1 Tim. v. 20), in the name of Christ—

•

then let him be to thee—who broughtest his

case before this court of jurisdiction, and art

now discharged of thy brotherly obligation

—

because he must now be to the whole Church,
as the heathen and the publican I (The article

has here the force of the plural, denoting the
class by the individual example.) The " to

thee'''' is now said to every one. Heathen are

those without, not belonging to the people of

God
;
publicans those who, although within,

are yet to be reckoned with the heathen ; the
typical expression taken from the relation and
usage then existing, implies the corresponding
truth in the future. He has in the first place

forfeited his name as a brother, and his right

as a brother to be exhorted, for it has becomo
manifest that there is no principle of brother-

ly feeling in him upon which to take hold
;

no one in the Church owes any further duty
to him as a brother. It is altogether self-evi-

dent that, on the further development of th«
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relations involved in the Church, this implies

the denial of Church privileges, exclusion from
the sacrament, etc. Here tlien is no respect

of persons, here then is no other sort of judg-

ment appointed beyond that of the Church
;

as even Pope Sylvester II. himself (Epht. ad
Seguin. in Maimburgh and Baronius) has said :

" If the Pope of Rome were to sin against a

brother, and after repeated admonition would
not hear the Church, he should, according to

the commandment of Christ, be held as a

heathen and publican !" Here, however, we
ask in sadness with Wesley, not merely in

reference to the Church which must hear when
Rome has spoken, but to every degenerate
Church of the present time in common :

" But
if so, in what land do the Christians live ?"

Christ gives the answer: The gates of hell

shall not prevail against it ! His Church is

still there, if not in the many, yet in the few
;

their power is still shown, their right exer-

cised, if not in visibly arranged forms, yet
silently ; and even were the key for binding
and loosing to be withdrawn, and lodged in

the secret praj'er of two or three, it would
still be present there, and efficacious for actual

binding and loosing, as we shall soon see in

what follows.

Verse 18. That by this b hiding and loosing

even here, where the keys are not again ex-

piessly mentioned, Christ understands, in the

widest scope of the terms, all expression of

i
tower awl exercise of authority on the part of

lis Church, which he will one day (if the Church
thus acts upon earth in his name) ratify also

in heaven—this is not less clear than that the

expression still refers most directly to what
was said before, consequently to the denial of

grace, the withholding of forgiveness, from the

heathen and publicans who are shut out, as in

the other case to the assurance of grace to pen-

itents. That in this decisive word all prece-

dence of any Peter whatsoever disappears, and
that every exercise of any power upon earth,

relating to the things of heaven, is represented

as an emanation of that forcer which the Church
possesses in its unity, every member of it (were

he even an earthly head) only in virtue of his

union with the body—this has already been

repeatedly said, and yet cannot be enough con-

sidered. The Church possesses the word of

truth (and with it the Spirit of truth), which it

rightly interprets in itself, and by consequence

validly applies to those cases that occur, there-

fore is its binding and loosing, forbidding and

permitting, denying and affirming by this word,

true and valid, in the whole, and in particular

cases. The Church is the body upon earth fill-

ed from the heavenly Head with all the fulness

of Cod, i. e., with the holy love of the Father in

the Son ; therefore, if it has loved as God and
with God, so as to seek the lost brother, it may
and ought to pass judgment with God upon
every one who will not let himself be found and
restored. Let us now again connect together

the beginning and conclusion of Christ's dis-

course upon this occasion, let us attentively

consider to what a height it has risen from that

word with which it began—viz., Become as

children, only thus can ye belong to the king-

dom of heaven ! This is the ruling conquering
power which the Father prepares for himself in

the little ones. Over the door of the Church it

is written, He who comes not hither as a child,

where only children alike great and alike little

dwell together, let him stay without ! But
within, these children are sovereign in their

sphere against, and over, all that would disturb

the holy and blessed fellowship. Christ who
builds this Church for himself, and indeed alone

governs it, from whose supreme prerogative

alone all prerogative and all power that are

valid in it must proceed—yet says not : I will

keep the keys by me, I will myself on every
occasion give the decision directly from the
throne ! But according to his manner of acting

in all his works upon earth, in the kingdom of

grace as of nature, he appoints an intermediate

agency, in which he transfers the keys to his

followers, and yet at the same time keeps them
himself. It is said : I in them, as thou in me !

(John xvii. 23). For whatever his followers do
that is valid, is so only in his name, i. e., because
he is in the midst of them, ver. 20. The case

then is not at all possible, that they should bind
upon earth what he looses in heaven, or loose

upon earth what he binds in heaven ; whenever
such a case occurs, then they are no longer the
persons to whom the " Verily I say unto you "

applies. The odahdv, whatsoever things, is

indeed an exceptionless itavra, all things, as

the words here stand in conjunction with the
certain promise expressed in the £6rai SsSe-
/ieva, XsAv/te'vtx, shall be bound, loosed—yet
this is far from being true conversely, as if

Christ might have said : Whatsoever I bind or

loose in heaven, will be bound or loosed by you
upon earth. For, in particular, the discipline

of the Church exercised in the way of receiving

or excluding, the application of the Gospel upon
earth in the way of forgiving or retaining sin,

can never certainly be quite adequate to that
which Christ himself does from heaven ; he re-

tains to himself rese.rvata, to bind many things

which the eye of the earthly administrator does
not reach, and in like manner he has again al-

ready loosed many things ere they are recogniz-

ed or expressed upon earth. Consequently in

those cases in which the sentence, valid in

heaven, is executed upon earth, the i6rai, shall

be, is rather recognized as an already existing
i.6zi, is, and the Church only says : We see and
testify that thou art bound in heaven (Acts viii.

21, 23)—we see and testify that Christ hath
again loosed thee. Again loosed ? Certainly,

for precisely on this account does Christ put the
binding first, and yet make a loosing to follow.

The two are by no means contemporaneously
parallel, nor is the first mentioned first only be-

cause in it the power of the Church is most
strongly evinced when it judges. An irrevoca-

ble, irredeemable ban, is far from being spoken
of here ; in its highest exercise of power the

Church looses again precisely what it has bound;
it has, however, only bound in order that it may
be able again to loose when this is possible. Tho
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final exclusion of the incorrigible, in virtue of

which they are accounted as heathen and publi-

cans, as it is requisite on its own account, so at

the same time it is only the last and strongest

expression of that love which seeks their recov-

ery ; for the heathen and publicans are certainly

not excluded from the preaching of the Gospel,

which is to be continued in all the world until

the end,* and if in this instance brotherly love

has come to an end, there yet remains general

love, nay, more than this, the love that weeps
and intercedes for the lost brother. All this might
already be found in ver. 18, did it not come into

still clearer prominence in what follows.

Verse 19. In the itdk.iv kiyca vjlciv,

" Again I say unto you," Christ, who here pro-

phesies in a very condensed style respecting

the future development of the Church, ex-

presses much by indication. The itdXiv is

first of all not properly equivalent to " fur-

ther," as if something now followed quite dif-

ferent from what goes before, but here also it

is the same power that is spoken of as was
spoken of there. It happens with the bind-
ing and loosing just as with the hearing of

prayer ; it is valid in heaven only because it

is the witness of what was already valid in

heaven, just as prayer is heard because by the
impulse of the spirit in faith it has already
come forth from the supreme counsel and will.

All binding and loosing is accomplished by

prayer, for the admonition is given in the love

of praying faith, and the excluding rebuke is

administered in the same love. The Church
is only in prayer united, so as to exercise its

power, and it, like every individual of its

members, performs all its works of authority
only as the Son ofMan upon earth performed his

miracles, namely, as being heard of the Father.

Therefore Basilius is quite right when he,

here also, specially notices the prayer for for-

giveness of sin in behalf of others. It might,
indeed, with a certain measure of truth be
said in opposition to this : Surely not prayer
for him who has just been excluded, for in him
the love that seeks the sinner has already so

far exhausted itself in rebuke and final judg-
ment, that he must be given up for lost ; if all

this has been done to him in vain, what can
now help him ? But viewed strictly, this is

valid only ad interim, only with the reserva-

tion of the power of God which can yet again
restore the lost one (Rom. xi. 23). The last

thing which the Church does in its binding,
and neither can nor should cease to do, is the
same thing which it remains for the individ-
ual to do for his enemies, namely, to intercede
for him (chap. v. 44). Or, is the Church
which prays fur all men (1 Tim. ii. 1), to shut
out their lost brethren alone from this bene-
fit I Oh ! if this were a settled principle in
Church discipline, that the lost brother should

* Therefore it was wrong not at once to admit
the Poenrentes as dxpooopEvovi, but first to put
them outside the door as rcpodHXaiovrai, x £l ~

fid^ovrai ; this went beyond the word ot Christ,
who would allow even every heathen and publican
to hear

yet be prayed for, what a power would such
binding much oftener evince towards loosing
again ! Although, of course, the general term
y£V7}<5Ezai, U shall be done, is assigned as a
promise to be an inducement to every believ-

ing prayer, it yet no where promises an uncon-
ditional fulfillment, least of all where it con-
cerns the faith or unbelief of another, which
lies as little in our power as in the power of
God. It is as we have said on chap. xvii. 20.

Finally, the Berleub. Bible (whose grains of

gold amid the rubbish let no one despise) is

right here also, when it says on vers. 19, 20

:

"If now, however, things should come to such
a strait, that the Church could not exercise
this prerogative (of an officially acknowledged
binding and loosing), Christ gives the farther
assurance, that if only two or three unite to-
gether in spirit and in truth in the prayer of

faith, these may yet act with effect in the
matter, although the world does not acknow-
ledge it. This points to a more straitened
state of the Church, and says that we are not
to withdraw the hand on this account." Ver)*

right and true indeed, for Christ had certainly

such thoughts in his mind when, instead o (

the wide and comprehensive "you" of the
entire Church, he says two or three, and at the
same time, as the ground of this, substitutes

for the testimony without, the private prayer
before God. lie has here in prospect that
state of the Church in which the powerful ex-

ercise of the key of office by those who are

called " the Church " before the world must be
suspended, and when, in place of this, there
comes the handful, who are united in true fel-

lowship, praying in secret. In such a pros-

pect he could not and would not say : Where
thousands are united—but where two or

three are united ! It may be questioned
whether what is written in Acts iv. 32 has
ever been full)' realized since the apostolic

Church, and whether a larger assembly of the

Church has ever been able to determine so per-

fectly as the first : It seemed good to us, being

assembled with one accord, and therefore also : It

seemed good to the Holy Spirit and to us. When
it is remembered that unity in prayer, the
innermost unity of believers before God, and
the uniting, the agreeing together {6vpipoo-

ve'iy), e\en of two suppliants, for some definite

object of prayer, is a thing so difficult and
rare even in the case of a believing husband
and wife (ex. gr., for the preservation of a
dying child), we will at once understand how
significant, in all points of view, is the word
which Christ has here spoken. He means
truly no agreeing of the lips but of the heart,

and the Holy Spirit in the heart. Where two
together can truly pray for any definite thing
in innermost unity, as children before God,
this is from God, and is valid before God.
Verse 20 According to Jewish statute a

synagogue, to which the Shekinah of the di-

vine presence and hearing descends, must con-

sist at least of ten ; a smaller number God
despises and reproaches : AVherefore do T come
when there is no one there 1 Yet, on tho
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other hand, we find in Pirke Aboth, chap. iii.

$8, the saying: " Wherever two are sitting

conversing on the law, there the Shekinah is

with them." Here Christ names the smallest

society that is possible, two or three (as at ver.

10, united witnesses before the throne of God),
and ascribes to them the right and power of a

Church in virtue of his presence with them.
"He who can say, Tliou and 1, can speak of a

Church, and can lay claim to the common grace "

(Zinzendorf). 2vvr/yu£yoi e i i t6 kpov
uvojua, gather together into (" in ") my name,
signifies something more than, and different

from iv rcj ovojutxri juuv, in, my name, be-
cause it closely belongs to 6vvrjyfxEvoi, and
this again signifies : They are assembled, have
not merely assembled themselves, are not first

comprehended in the 6vvayeti3cu. There I
am in the midst of them (comp. 1 Cor. v. 4), as

the Mediator through whom their prayer is

heard, as the giver of that which they ask, as

the confirmer of that which comes forth from
them as a testimony either publicly or private-

ly. Christ certainly speaks here already in

the same sense as at John xiv. 13, 14, and we
have here already a prospective glance into
the period of his heavenly omnipresence,
which at Matt, xxviii. 20, he promised, when
about to ascend to the Father. " This must
signify a spiritual presence, or nothing, but it

is a stupenduous expression" (Pfenninger).
Yes, the as yet future spiritualization of his

presence when he would be gone to the Father,

he then in heaven and his Church on the

earth, and yet at the same time, he in the

power of the Spirit every where, wherever his

disciples are and unite together upon earth

—

this and nothing else is what clearly lies in

these words. We ask, therefore, again : Has
he not here spoken with reference to the fu-

ture Church ? Therefore of course it is only :

What ye shall bind, for he could not possibly

speak of the present, and the final inel slf.ii,

" there am I," is only a prophetic present con-

nected with the foregoing futures. His pres-

ence depends not on the greater or smaller
number of those assembled, and as little on
any locality or place (which, in Old Testament
fashion, he had again chosen to put his name
there) ; but wherever he is in the midst of

his believing and praying people, there is the
Church to which he has given this power.

Could there be a more severe judgment pro-

nounced against all pseudo-Catholicism than
is given in this word, and again a more friendly

consolation, a stronger call to make use of this

power; addressed to the weak Protestanism
which seeks the "invisible Church" elsewhere
than upon earth, in the assembly of the faith-

ful, " in all their and our places," which never
remains invisible, from which the testimony
of the IkeI elui goes forth ever anew to the

world ?

THE WICKED SERVANT.

(Matt, xviii. 22-35 ; Luke xvii. 3, 4.)

Peter has rightly understood verse 17 to the

effect, that the exercise of brotherly rebuke,

and the gaining of a brother, pre-supposes the

mild spirit of forgiving love, and only by this is

possible. His thoughts being arrested by
this, and flesh and blood again objecting to it,

he has perhaps not listened with perfect at-

tention to what follows, namely, the trans-

ference of the ke3rs from him to the Church.

Or it majr be he has apprehended this, so that

in his confusion he does not venture to ask

:

Lord, but how does it then stand with the

keys given to me? He rather now withdraws
himself into the simple place of a brother in

the Church, against whom a brother sins.

We are inclined to prefer this explanation,

and in so far to reckon it to the apostle's

praise that he puts this question at this time ;

still there remains in it, on the other hand,

the carnally proud reluctance to go on grant-

ing forgiveness to a brother without count or

measure—only the same reluctance indeed, as

in all of us, for who would not oftentimes

have in heart asked the same question as

Peter here does? That Peter lays the mat-
ter so frankly before Christ, shows an honesty

which is the second thing to be commend-
ed in his question, and which always im-
parts a certain measure of goodness to his ill

savings.

Verse 22. As Christ has repeatedly made
use of numbers one or two, two or three,

Peter, on his part, will do so also, quite in the
manner of Jewish ethics, which measured
every thing by numbers. Not merely djtiap-

r?jd£L xai d(pi)6oa as a Hebraism for d/.iap-

rtjdavri dqn)6<jo (so Winer thinks), but in

reality : How often may my brother sin against

ine, with the right and claim to receive for-

giveness from me? This might indeed be-

come very frequent and very bad, it. must
surely then have its limits ! Seven times then

appear to him all that can possibly be re-

quired for a wide ecJi or " oft"*—but the mat-

ter stands quite otherwise: For if I can still

count, then have I not yet forgotten what
went before, and therefore not at all really

* In the Talmud it is determined, that a man may
be forgiven his sin till the third time, but not till

the fourth time, according to Amos i. 3, ii. 6 ; Job
xxxiii. 29, 30.
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forgiven from the heart. The answer of Christ

indicates this with a quite perceptible irony,

when it puts number against number. The
first seven times is outbid by multiplication

(in nowise by addition : 70 and 7 times), and
the meaning of the e/jSojur/HordniS enrol can

only be : Septies non solum, sed id ipsum septua-

gks (not merely seven times, but that re-

peated seventy times over). The formula with
the knrd , "seven," instead of enrccKTi,

''seven times," exactly corresponds to the
word of Lamech, Gen. iv. 24, in the Sept.,

where the Heb. ny3E>l D^JOBS seventy and

seven, is certainly to be taken as a multiplica-
tion ;* grant that it may have been prover-
bial, still it cannot be supposed that Christ,

whose thoughts ever move in the sphere of

Scripture, had not here that passage in his

thoughts. Thus does the loving forgiveness
here come into sharp and significant opposi-
tion to the revenge there expressed. But for

what space of time is the reckoning to be un-
derstood ? Seven times a day was also a
Bible proverb (Prov. xxiv. 1G ; Psa. cxix. 165)
—hence, in the parallel passage (Luke xvii.4),
the relation of which to the present will there
be investigated, this is expressly said. If
Peter, as is probable, meant his seven times
as applying to the whole life, then, in opposi-
tion to this absurdly small measure, Christ
with all the greater right puts a proverbially
large number, which is properly intended to
be no number. He certainly does not say
what would be monstrous and inconceivable :

Seventy times seven in a day—still less will
he advise that a register be kept extending
over years until the 490 be completed. But
he means by this saying, which is quite as
definite as it is indefinite: Let there be no
numbering at all !f Such a deliverance of
course finds its proportionate application to
the loosing again of one who has been bound
before the Church, whose forgiving love re-

mains ever open for the excluded one ; al-

though an inconsiderately hasty restoration,
without a sufficient guarantee for the reality
of the MsravocS, "I repent" (Luke xvii.),

cannot thereby be enjoyed.
And now the foregoing profoundly com-

pressed saying is expanded into a parable, in

* For partly, the placing the small number afier

is not agreeable to the most ancient mode of
speech, partly there is least of all reason here for

making an exception on account of emphasis (as
elsewhere occurs once or twice in Genesis)—how
flat would be this: Also seventy times and yet
seven times in addition thereto ! Rather : Septua-
gies klque septuplum, many times seventy—as al-

ready ancient Rabbinical interpretation speaks of

t So also Lange, although he comes to it cer-
tainly by a different way, when he takes the seven-
tieth number as the expression of " the endless
Sabbath-rest in God, the absolute divine compo-
sure, in which alone it is possible always to for-

give." How that could lie in the words, we do not
comprehend.

which the idea is presented in a striking and
popular form. It has quite the appearance of
being only a parable, the particulars being
represented in the manner of the parable

;
yet

the profound ideas to which it relates are em-
bodied in it in rich fulness, and it is significant

even in the minutest details. Preach anew
upon it every year and you will not exhaust
it, you will ever find something new to draw
from it. We will make it our endeavor here,

where the superficial school-exegesis makes
much shorter work than the exposition for the
preacher, at least briefly to indicate all the
principal points.

Verses 23—25. ^Av^pwitop fiadihsi, "to

a

king,'''' again not a mere unmeaning variation

for (3<x6i\ei tivi
}

to a certain king, but, as has
been observed at chap. xiii. 24, 31, and is ap-

plicable to all the parables (see immediately
again chap. xx. 1): Coeiestium similitudines

ex humanist ^similitudes of heavenly things

from human). If even in the kingdoms of the

world, where the right of punishment must
upon the whole be maintained firmly and
stricth', a king yet exercises the royal right

of forgiveness and release, so is it to be in the
kingdom of heaven upon earth, in the Church,
only according to the holy right of divine

compassion. The king is God the Lord in his

kingdom, the dovXot are of course not slaves

(as is evident from the selling afterwards),

they are not even in the first place common
subjects, but servants of the crown, and min-
isters ; their reckoning shows in its immense
sums, so to speak, " royal debts."* The most
immediate application points, therefore, to the
apostles and great ones in the Church, who,
the more that has been intrusted to them, are

capable of making all the greater failure

;

this, however, does not exclude the farther

application to the reckoning before God of

every man, according to his high calling. To
be able to contract great debts is itself even
an honor and dignity. If we understand tal-

ents of gold or silver, ten thousand are so much,
that even Haman, in the book of Esther
(chap. iii. 9), rated at this amount the riches

of all the Jews in the land, speaking of it as

a large sum. The number corresponds in-

deed, as a proverbially large amount, to the
seventy times sevenf—still because a reckon-

ing is spoken of, Christ will at the same time
say that God actually counts our sins—and
weighs them. There is a sermon by G. K.
Rieger (in his Htrzenspostille), which, with
equal profoundness and ingenuity, enters into

this point, and with an inexorable particu-

larity notes and sums up our register of sins

through all their titles. Truly the number is

* We may certainly also, with Sepp, be re-

minded here of the colossal lease-systems of that

time—only we are not to find precisely the lease-

holder Zenodorus of Lebanon expressly denoted
here

!

f Others are so bold as to find an allusion to the
ten commandments (every one of which has been a
thousand-fold transgressed 1).
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for us incalculable, and the heavy weight of

every sin that is to be counted already a talent.

For of so-called small or light sins there are

none. God will reckon with his servants, and
he cannot but do so, although he makes the

reckoning only to give the acquittance, he

brings the sin to knowledge only to forgive it

(Isa. i. 18). Without reckoning, there is no
discharge, there is here no forgiveness and ac-

quittance in the lump, without previous in-

spection. The debt stands registered in the

conscience, the revealed law brings the contra-

book to our unfaithful book-keeping, then it

becomes manifest that our cancelling could

yet not cancel, but that we ourselves have
written : The two books agree with fearful

exactness ! God reckons with us because it is

his to ill to do so, no avoiding or not willing on
our part is in that case of any avail ; he wakens
the conscience, denounces the curse of the

law, begins with visitation and rebuke—all

which are included in this reckoning, which is

certainly at the same time to be distinguished

from the final reckoning that awaits us, spoken
of in other parables (as chap. xxv. 19).—When
he began to reckon, there came one before him,

the first with ten thousand talents—the others

owe certainly not less, perhaps more. He
was brought before the king, 7tpo6t/v£x%V>
for he came not of himself, had never yet con-
sidered the reckoning, but had indifferently

and wilfully accumulated debt without limit

(Psa. 1. 21). He is apprehended also before,

and without, his having been ahle to see and
compare the account of his fellow-servants, for

this belongs not to the business between him
and his Lord. The balance is absolute bank-
ruptcy ; he has nothing to pay ! There is not
even any counter-reckoning in part payment.
Where, however, there is nothing, the king
has not lost his right, as the half-false proverb
runs, at least to punish the wilful bankrupt.
The divine right, in its strict demands, is here
represented in a human parable ; when the
king, according to Jewish law (Lev. xxv. 39,

47 ; Exod. xxii. 3 ; 2 Kings iv. 1 ; Amos ii. 6,

viii. 6), here commands the debtor, with uis

wife and children, and all that he has, to be
sold, so that he may at least receive some-
thing, this representation belongs certainly to

the not entirely corresponding figure ; still

every one with whom the Lord begins to

reckon, will feel what it means, without the
critics having first to inquire.

Verses 26, 27. The servant who, accord-

ing to ver. 25, must already have confessed

that, he had not to pay, does not resolve to beg
for forgiveness, but like all bad debtors who
are ever speaking of future payment, he pro-

ceeds, not without continued presumption, to

ask for delay and patience in his difficulty, al-

though with all patience, nothing remains to

be obtained. This is meant in the same sense

as (in Luke xv. 19) the word of the prodigal

son, who still thinks of working off what he
owes to his Father. ' k This is the torment of

all consciences when sin comes and gnaws
them, they run hither and thither, seek help

here and there, and presume still to do a
great deal in order to pay God. A heart, that

is smitten by the law is humbled indeed,

therefore it tails down before the Lord and
asks grace ; but it lias still the fault that it will

help 'itself: this cannot be cast out of nature "

(Luther). The common expression I will pay
thee all (ver. 29), holds good among men—but

can it have place between the Most High and
us, who are so totally in his debt, and who
can only pay every former debt out of his now
gift and grace ! Thus the Lord pilies not only

our poverty, but, in addition to this, our fool-

ish anxiety, in which we promise what is im-

possible, and there is imparted to us unasked,

nay, as it were, against our will, full and en-

tire grace. The previous debt is remitted in

opposition to our a7toda)6co, "I will pay;"
this remitting of the debt, however, is still to be
distinguished (as Luther has rightly indicated

by the addition of the word also) from the

complete loosing out of the prison which wo
had properly again deserved by our wrong-
asking. Go, thou poor man, and know that
thou hast a gracious king!

Verses 28—30. That was a counter-ques-

tion for Peter : How often and how much must
God forgive thee, has ho forgiven thee? from
which, then, the willingness to forgive his

brother must follow as an inference. But how
little does the wicked, harsh man learn this

self-evident inference! In the ££e\3g6v }

emphatically placed before, the parable turns
to its centre-point : So let us go forth from the
presence of God to walk and to act with our
neighbor, from the judgment and mercy seat

of the royal Father and paternal King, before

whom we stood, to our fellow-servants and
brethren. But this wicked servant, whom
Christ holds up here as a warning example,
has learned nothing, has not at all in heart
understood or received grace, but carries it

away as a robbery. He goes out as soon as ho
can, light and joyful that he is only free again
to go on as before. " He who seeks only for-

giveness from God, and not also a new nature,

will soon again lose the forgiveness also by
new guilt, which he contracts with the old

nature."* He finds—as we all find at every
step, if only we seek—one of his fellow-servants;

it may be one who was inferior to himself, as

regards the high place he filled in relation to

the King, in which he could contract debts so

large ; still minister and day-laborer are both
servants of the King, the former also only a

fellow-servant, and the latter properly a ser-

vant and subject of the King, whom no one
can seize wrongfully against the law of the
kingdom, without offending the King. The
debt may, in this case, have been small in

comparison with the great debt of the other

* Thus much is true, although, on the part of

God, the actual forgiveness of sins at all times

affords the beginning of a change of heart. Doubt-
ful, at least liable to be misunderstood, is the still

sharper statement of Alford : We may observe, that

forgiveness of sins does not imply a change of

heart or principle in the sinner.
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for the thoughtless spendthrift out of the
King's treasury would liave the will and power
to squander much, and would borrow but lit-

tle from others ; now for the first time, when,
by being called to account himself, the idea

of remission or payment has come into his

consciousness, he thinks of his own Actioa (as

we would know nothing at all of " sinning
against us," did not God first speak to our
conscience of sin)—in order thereby to gather
as much as possible for the delayed payment;
which extreme perversity might then be un-
derstood to represent the disposition of the
Pharisees who, by severe and harsh judgment,
with respect to their neighbor, seek to make
themselves righteous before God. This, how-
ever, seems to us to lie rather far back, amid
the inexhaustible applications of which this

parable is capable ; what is most directly
meant is perversity in general, delineated in

the manner of the parable, the perversity that
leads us not to have compassion on others
when God has had compassion on us (ver 33).

The fiadiXsvi or Tetrarch appealed on his

own behalf to the law of Israel—the servant
applies against the common man, his fellow-

servant, the still severer Roman law.* The
xpareiv and Ttviysiv, "laying hands on"
and " taking by the throat," were, in so far,

not properly " unlawful acts of violence," but
a practice quite warranted by law, according
to which the creditor was allowed even to

seize the debtor by the throat, and thus to

lead him into custody.f The reading o, ri,

what, for ei ti (xpeiXziS, if aught thou owest.,

is certainly only a correction, and the latter is

probably no " courtly st3r le of expression,"

but rather expresses the severit}' which ap-

peals to the fact with an unavoidable Ergo:

If thou owest me anything, now must thou
pay, I seize thee, and will not let thee go till

thou payest !J This would hold good be-

fore the tribunal of an}' earthly kingdom,
and must also hold good in the outward
sphere of the law, but the law of love

in the kingdom of heaven absolutely forbids

one, who is himself a pardoned sinner from ex-
ercising every legal right against a fellow-

sinner.—The scene of humble suppliancy is

here repeated in the same words ; here, how-
ever, it is in its proper place, for one servant
may pay to another, in so far as, and what, he
owes to him. Christ, in order to bring out
the contrast in the parable in the most strik-

ing form, selects as the example a truly hum-

* Which mixture of things, according to Hug's
remark, perfectly corresponds to that period.

f According to the law in obaeratos, the debtor

was adjudged to the creditor: " addicebatur "—so

that the latter " in nervum ducebat."

% Not (according to Lange) any uncertainty about
the proper reckoning : That which thou owest me
whatever it be. On the other hand, Alford finely

observes, that he is ashamed to name a small sura,

and therefore expresses his claim in a general form

:

Be it much or little, this something, enough thou

owest me and must pay !

ble debtor who acknowledges his debts (an
ddeXcpoi /ttercxvoajy,ova.t least Xeycov

t
M.Eva-

rooj, with which we ought to be satisfied)
;

not, as it generally happens, a bad fellow-
servant, who produces his counter-reckoning:
Thou owest me as much, or more, even, than
I owe thee ! so that an endless quan-el begins
between the sinners as to which of the two is

in the other's debt. In opposition to this
humble servant, he puts the wicked servant,
whose proud, heartless zeal for law is onlv
provoked the more, as very often happens, by
the entreaty and confession of the other, in-

stead of letting himself be reminded with
shame of his own entreaty before, which was
quite the same. He would not, he threw him
into prison—this is, in the first stage, the end
of the sad story, but not the complete end, for
there is yet another Judge above him who
judges on earth.

Verses 31—34. Yes, there are also good-
hearted servants there, who understand better
what in his subjects pleases the King, who, with
warm compassion take the part of him who has
been thus harshly treated, and cannot forbear

telling the whole story which has grieved them,
to their Lord, with whom they stand in the con-

fidential relation of a like disposition. These are

the pious ones, who send up sighs to the God of

love over all the want of love which they see

around them; and Christ will teach us by this

feature of the parable, that certainly not merely
through the omniscience of God, but in this in-

strumental way, our new debt Avhich we incur

when we do not forgive our debtors, must come
before God to our deeper shame. Thus must the
unmerciful one be put to shame, not only before

the All-merciful, but even before his merciful

fellow-servants, and in this already lies his con-

victing sentence: Wherefore didst thou also not
act thus?—Sinful man is sad (Psa. cxix. 136)

—

the subject is grieved and complains of it to the
Lord ; but God himself the King, in his majesty,

is angry. It is a pity that Luther's rendering
"mischievous servant" (Schalksknecht), cannot
be altered, it certainly does not express properly

what is here denoted by the SoiiXe novrjpe (in

Munster very well ?J?^2 "!-$)• ^nty now is

Ttomjpoi, " teicked," to be understood in the
most proper sense of the word ; not before, with
all the wilful contracting of debt in blindness,

but now, when he to whom the same things are

done, exercises no compassion. For " this is the
climax of our depravity, that we are beggars
with God, and yet tyrants with our brethren "

(Helferich). Now first, after the foregoing

6Tz\ayx VL 'Z E6% aL }
" compassion," comes the

proper dpyigctiSai, "anger," which must not
be overlooked by those soft-hearted ones who
conclude far too much from the first exercise of

compassion on the part of God, as if he cannot

and will not at all be angry. Here again, be-

fore the anger breaks out, the King judging the

unmerciful servant out of a heart full of com-
passion, condescendingly demonstrates why he
has deserved the epithet novr/pe. This, how-
ever, is also the xpidiS ixviXeaaS, "judgment
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without mercy" (James ii. 13). I forgave thee

all that dtbt (the entire great reckoning still lies

there, not yet irrevocably blotted out and cast

away, and is now held up before him anew !)

—

that was my royal act done in perfect earnest.

Wherefore and for what? What hast thou
given or offered to me for it ? Nothing but an
entreaty, and that not even a right one, for for-

giveness, but only for patience, till thou shouldst

pay though with still more wickedness and a
new debt, seeing that thou hadst nothing. But
I have reckoned thine anxiety to thee for hon-
esty, and have made thy wrong entreaty itself

the legal ground of my compassion, kit ei nap-
exaXF.daS /tie—as soon as and because thou
didst entreat me ! Now, that thou shouldst ex-

ercise a like compassion, was self-evident; was
it not ? This smites the conscience, in ourselves

moreover, for whom this condition of grace is

expressly laid down, as in this parable, so too in

all the word of God, and who have it put into

our mouths in our daily prayer to the Father.
Here we see then that God's forgiveness is not
and cannot be afterapeAyreS, " without repent-

ance," so that the remitted account of former
sins (2 Pet. i. 9) still hangs over all who turn
grace into presumption, and must again become
perfectly valid against them (Ezek. xviii. 24,
xxxiii. 13). Here we have a decision upon the
theological question, v.trnm. peccata seviel Hiviissa

rrdeant (whether sins once remitted may return).

Therefore now strict law returns in the King's
sentence : Till he should pay all that was due !

Of this paying as impossible, and this till as un-
ending, we have already spoken at Matt. v. 26
(of which we are here reminded). Is it till the
debt be worked off? It is, however, a prison
that is spoken of, and not a house of correction

;

it will certainly be the itvp alaiviov, everlast-

ing fire, of ver. 8 (Mark ix. 43, 44).* Or un-

til he learns again to entreat ? This he would
probably do again immediately, but it would
now be still less right to ask than it was the

time before. Formerly the king acted only as

a creditor towards the debtor, now in addition

to this as a judge against the novijpoS, and the
fja6avi6rai (which can hardly be the mere of-

ficial name for dEdjuocpuAaxsi), he mast so

execute the aggravated sentence, that any soft-

ening of the hard heart that was not softened

by love, is as little to be hoped for from this tor-

menting, as that the poor debtor under the rack
can yet gather either a first or a last farthing.

.Verse 35. This is also from the Sermon on
the Mount, chap. vi. 14, 15. But in the more
emphatic repetition here it is no longer your
Father as it is there—but, my heavenly Father,*
in whose name and commission I, by way of
warning, announce to you this principle ac-

cording to which if 3'ou judge yourselves the
matter rests there ! My Father, who remains
not the less King, Lord, and Judge. Ovrooi,
So, precisely as the parable represents it, and
not otherwise, will he certainly do to you
also my disciples and apostles

—

if ye (of course
not in a single instance, but perseveringly and
permanently as the definitive result) forgive
not your brethren. Td itapaitroSuara av-
zcov, their trespasses, cannot possibly be a spu-
rious addition, but belongs essentially to the
conclusion of the parable, as explanation of
the ddvEia and 6qi£iA6p£va,debt—as, in like

manner, the important expression, " from the
heart," belongs also essentially to the matter.
In this word, finally, all judgment is referred
to him who alone knows the heart, before
whom every one who forgives not from the
heart is already in heaven viewed as bound
and shut out, although the Church on earth
may not know it.

OF DIVORCE, CELIBACY, AND THE COMING OF LITTLE CHILDREN.

(Matt. xix. 4-14; Mark x. 3-16; Luke xviii. 16, 17.)

The incident here recorded belongs evident-
ly to the close of that last journey to Jerusa-
lem, of which Luke gives so detailed an ac-
count, interweaving:, at the same time, other
things with it. But the same Evangelist, in-

asmuch as he has already (xvi. 18), adduced
an earlier repetition of Christ's principal say-
ing on the subject of divorce, now only men-
tions the children who were brought to him

;

this, however, evidently brings him into har-
mony with the other Evangelists. There is a
considerable interval then between Matt,
xviii. and xix. ; for from chap. xix. onwards
to xx. 17 ; xxi. 1, all is closely connected. To
this interval must be assigned the raising of
Lazarus, on the remarkable omission of which

*Aheady Chryost. here: Tovrs'dri, Sirjvs-
»o?€* ovte yap drto8o66Ei itori (that is, per-
petually

; for he could never repay).

we shall speak in our interpretation of John.
The departing from Galilee and coming to Judea
beyond Jordan—in which Matthew and Mark
agree—correspond, therefore, with what is

said at John xi. 7 ; x. 40 ; comp. also here ver.

2 with John x. 41, 42. Probably Matthew
includes under these sayings, in the wider sense,
the collective sayings of Christ in Galilee now
completed ; for he often thus thoughtfully
sums up particulars in general statements':
see, e. g., at the very outset, chap. i. 1, the
title to the genealogy, forming at the same
time the title to the whole book. Not until
after he had risen did Christ come again to
Galilee.

* ,

E7fovpdvto? (various reading ovpavioS)
occurs with nari'jp only here in the Gospels, nay
in the whole New Testament, and in general, only
here in Matt, in the first three Gospels.
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The question of the Pharisees was, first of

all, in an exegetical point of view, difficult

;

for, in the single passage of the law relating

to it, the "13T JVnj?> " ntatter of wadeanness"

might certainly be e\ plained more strictly or

more loosely, according to the diverse inter-

ests and feelings of the expositors. Hence,
the very different interpretations that were
given to it, formed the two contending schools

of Babbies Hillel and Shammai. The one
which had become dominant allowed full

scope to every caprice on the part of the man,
as soon as his wife, from any cause whatever,
was no longer to his mind (so Sir. xxv. 20,
el f.a) itopevEzai Kara x £tp<* tiov~)* The
other, urged by moral instincts, limited the

Mosaic expression to gross faults, especially

those connected with unchastity. Both schools

were wrong. Shammai, although he meant
well, yet wrongly inserted into the words of

the law what they do not express ; for al-

though 121 T)]1]} by itself (comp. with chap.

xxiii. 15), indicates what is in some way
shameful—an important delinquency, not
it a 6 a v airlav,\ eoery cause—still it is pre-

ceded by the quite general expression N?"DS

VJ^3 }n"NVprij which can only mean: When
she no longer pleases him, he may no longer

love her and keep her. That this should only
take place in the worst cases Moses evidently

explains in the context. Yet he leaves to the
feeling and conscience of the man (although
the somewhat obscure expression of the law
might bind and burden a pious, narrow con-

science), the liberty of determining what such
cases are ; nay, in the first clause, he allows
the widest scope to the dislike of the man.
Hillel, on the other hand, who was exegeti-

cally right, fell into the serious fault of relax-

ing that proper aversion to divorce which pro-

ceeds from the entire spirit of the divine law.

He abused the letter of the relaxation, which
was outwardly just and right, as if, what the
law permitted, only on the pre-supposition of

a sinful state of things, might be safely re-

garded as morally good. Such a controversy
of the schools—in which according to the ori-

ginal view of their founders, the one side had
some right from an unbiassed exegesis, but the
other also a certain right on the score of
moral feeling, and both no proper understand-
ing of what the law meant—had naturally
become a party quarrel ; and the design of
the Pharisees is, that Christ should take a
side in this strife of the schools. This is the
captious element in their tempting question.
He must break with the one party or the

* " If she go not as thou wouldst have her." It
is said expressly in the Tract Gittin. fol. 90 :

" Even
if she had only over-salted his soup "—nay, with
shameless license :

" Even if he should 'find a
fairer one in whom he has more pleasure !" The
repeated rule in the Talmud runs : Hillel looses
what Shammai binds.

JOr as Joseph us, Ant. iv. 8 23, xa%' as dV/aror-
ovv a/riaS, for whatever reasons.

other. If he sides with Shammai, then ho
makes himself an object of hatred to the friv-

olous multitude, and may be called in ques-
tfon by the governor, Herod (who had sinned
in this way).* But if he takes part with
Hillel, he brings himself into collision with
the more seriously disposed of the people, if

not into contradiction with his own well-

known usual strictness in interpreting the
law. His words in the Sermon on the Mount
(Matt. v. 31, 32)—which were in precise con-
tradiction to the law of Moses, as then under-
stood—perhaps, also, the repetition of these
in the denunciation of Luke xvi. 17, 18, had
called forth this new question. The fools are
for entangling him in the letter of Moses,
whose spirit they had missed in their disputa-

tion. They come slyly enough with the gen-
eral question, saying not a word of the pas-

sage in Moses, or of Hillel and Shammai ; but
keeping all this cunningly in reserve. In the
form of their question, however, " Is it laic-

fulV the truth, by no means unknown to the
conscience of the questioners, betrays itself in

the very first word, unconsciously and against

their will. That Moses allowed it is indeed
plainly written, as Hillel rightly read it ; but
that it was not therefore right and lawful be-

fore God was testified not merely by the feel-

ing which sought another interpretation, but
also by the very form in which these mali-

cious interrogators put their question. " Man
is inclined to license "—that is true, there-

fore he is ever fond of asking, Is not this or
that also lawful ? But when he thus asks,

and would have Yes for answer, he has al-

ready uttered, in most cases, the No in his

conscience. The erring doctrine and practice

of human statute move in the sphere of the
lawful or not lawful ;, whoever enters upon
this, will always give offence on one side or

the other. But the wisdom of Christ, rising

above this entire sphere, enters upon it only
so far as to disclose the original ground of

divine ordinances in relation to sinful man,
and to demonstrate it with incontrovertible

simplicity, and with irresistible clearness, by
the accordant testimony of nature and Scrip-

ture. Thus does he answer the captious ques-

tion—which is of more importance for all

mankind than the tempters were aware of

—

with a supreme decision, always and every
where valid, reaching far beyond the law of

Moses, and yet only leading back to the origi-

nal history of the same Moses ; a decision, on
the right understanding of which, the entire

doctrine concerning marriage in all its aspects

and relations develops itself.

There is a plain connection in what Mat-
thew narrates as far as to ver. 15. In strict

harmony with the answer given to the ques
tron of the Pharisees stands, according to

Christ's own design, the further esoteric expla

* To what a length the laxity of morals had goDe

at that time, we may see in Josephus. He coolly

tells of himself, that his first wife left him, whilst

the second, although the mother of three children,

he put away, in order to take the third.
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nation respecting the state of celibacy—an
explanation occasioned by the doubts of the
disciples. But even the blessing pronounced
upon the little children must also, according
to the Father's wondrous arrangement of
events, follow precisely now. Thus the utter-
ances of the Son upon earth are made com-
plete; and every possible misunderstanding of
what had just been said about marriage is ob-
viated 03' his loving recognition and benedic-
tion of children, who are themselves indeed
God's continual blessing upon marriage.
Verses 4—6. Mark having once more lost the

proper order and succession of the discourse (as

we have already found to be frequently the case

with him ; for example, in the sayings against

human statutes and lip-service), we adhere en-

tirely to Matthew. Our Lord goes back at once
to the ground and origin of the marriage rela-

tion according to the first creation. He leaves

the new, supreme decision respecting all irregu-

larities that may intervene, respecting all laws
that condescend to such cases, to be expressed
by God (whom he here calls with emphasis o

nou/daS—for which in Mark there is only c5

SfoS). Thus does he teach us in general, in

every similar controversy, to ascend to its ori-

gin, to find the true restoration of every human
relation that has been disturbed by sin, there

where its first roots and beginnings lie. But
where are we to find these ; where do they lie

disclosed to our view? As if there were no
Scripture which testifies of the beginning and
end ! Have ye not read ? There where alone

we can read of these things ; where Moses, by
the Spirit of God, has written an account of the
beginning of the world and of man. What an
undeniable attestation have we here against all

the confusion of the present criticism of the Pen-
tateuch and of Genesis, from the mouth of

Christ, the Fulfiller of all revelation, the Re-
storer of all disturbed order and forgotten truth,

the Critic of all human doctrine that falsely in-

terprets the Word—an attestation not only to

the fact that Moses wrote the five books (which
is here between question and answer self-evi-

dent ; in Mark ver. 5, Moses wrote), but that in

the first book he actually writes of the first cre-

ation !

1

'Ait dpx>}$
}
from the beginning, which

belongs as well to 6 noiritiai, lie that made, as

to £Ttoi'r]6ev avrovi, made them (Mark, and
Se apx'ft kti6eq3S, i. e., from the creation of

the world in general, and the creation of man in

particular, from the beginning also of the human
creature), significantly corresponds with the

]V^'N~l3, " in the beginning," of Moses, and as-

sures us that in those first chapters, which now
indeed few can or will read, the beginning and
roots of things as they proceeded from the Cre-

ator are truly to be found. Alas ! how far is

our present groping and presumptuous science

from going back, in all and in every thing, to

the first verse which is to be found concerning

it in Moses ! And how in the Uranienburg
University of Solyma—" with the clock and the

great bell on the beautiful high hill "*—will

* Those who as Christians and theologians have

the inquiries and controversies of men respect-

ing geology and anthropology square with the
Genesis already written with the pen of God?
We are here further taught, in our interpreta-

tion of Scripture, to explain the particular

parts by the whole, the later by the earlier,

the law by the history, the law of Moses by
the primitive history of Moses. In order to

determine the import of the command respect-

ing the bill of divorce our Lord here cites two

passages from the first two chapters ; and (tak-

ing for granted, of course, also the unity of the
two chapters) brings these into strict connec-
tion. The former speaks of the first creation

of the man, ere yet the woman was taken from
the man, fashioned (not created) out of his

side. As we read in Moses the wondrously
mysterious, j'et not less literally clear, connec-
tion of unity and duality: X"l3s,l—IDN N"I2* T :

— T T

DINnTIX, " He created him—and he created

man," and then again DflS &03 ftlpJR ~I3}>

" male and female created he them " (compare,
for the complete interpretation of this, chap,
v. 1, 2)—so and not otherwise does Christ
speak, making use of the precise and correct
rendering of the Septuagint in the neuter

:

dp6ev xat 3?//Il> litoh]6Ev avrovi, not dv6-
pa hoci yvvalua (male and female ; not man
and woman). God made man in the beginning,
certainly " not man-woman," as a theology and
exegesis that rejects the mystery half truly
protests

;
yet neither did he make "them as two

men, a man and a female-man; but as DTX>

i. e., as man, who as yet had the woman in

himself, before the separation was made. Upon
this original unity of the two* Christ now grafts

the "therefore" in Adam's saying, and by a
connection even closer than belongs to it as it

there stands. Kai eirtsv, and said, is not

precisely an indefinite iOfcO> saying (as if

what follows were further said by Adam with
reference to this} ; but it really belongs also

to 6 notrjdai ait apx>/S, "he that made them
from the beginning." God spoke by Adam,
at least so far forth as this, that his word be-
came a ypatpi) or Scripture, just as he spoke
by Sara (Gal. iv. 30) and others. But this is

still more emphatically a saying of God, inas-

much as this first word of the awakening man
is a prophecy respecting the new relation im-
parted by the Creator to his new conscious-
ness, and belongs to what has just been done
as a divine explanation of it.f Thus does

the true longing for home have probably read StU-

ling's Heimweh.

* Which at all events (just as in Moses) lies in

the expression. Unsatisfactory and only evasive is

the translation :
" As the man and as the woman "

—even if (with Laiiije) it were more particularly

explained :
" The male and the fema'e in their be-

ing for each other." Just as little are we at Jiberty

at once to understand by the cited avrovS only the
" human race."

f Deus utique per hominem dixit quod homo
prophetando piaidixit (Augustine, de Nupt. ii. 4).
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Adam prophesy for the then future of his race
;

he speaks less of himself than of those who
are afterwards to be born as man or woman

;

for he speaks of father and mother ere yet he

has learned by experience the meaning of

these names. In every word of this saying

there is involved some principle that regulates

and determines this relation, which, however,
is not now particularly mentioned by Christ,

as the occasion did not require that it should

be. For example, the appointment of only

one wife ; in opposition to the unnatural ca-

price of Lamech, and also to the equally un-
natural separation of man and wife (for God
did not make two women to provide for the

case of separation). It is here implicitly de-

clared also that to the marriage relation be-

longs a sacredness superior to the sacred obli-

gation of children to parents ; consequently
that to leave one's wife, to whom one should
cleave, is a greater crime than to leave one's

parents. Again, that while the man might at

first take his sister to wife, he was at all

events not at liberty to take his mother, and
so on.

As it is agreeable to the object which Christ

has here in view to stop at the last words

—

which he emphatically repeats as the ground
of his inference—he cites for further confirma-

tion according to the Sept., which has only
the oi Svo, the two, as the Samaritan. Penta-
teuch the DrTOt^j they tivo. This, although not

in the genuine original text, is yet so evident-

ly to be understood there, that Christ bases

his entire doctrine upon this " two," to which
prominence is given.* They are two, and yet
no longer two : this is the shortest and pro-

foundest expression of the mystery of mar-
riage : that great mystery the further typical

significance of which the Apostle Paul opens
to us in Eph. v. 31, 32. One flesh : this Ols-

hausen (and many others), with a good inten-

tion but erroneously, interprets thus :
" Not

only ev nvevf.ta and /.lia ipvx?), one spirit and
one soul, but also 6dpB, juia ; marriage in its

ideal form appears as the union of the entire

human being in love
; it pre-supposes unity and

concord of spirit and soul." No! that is mar-
riage as humanly idealized, but by no means
the real marriage which God has instituted,

and will maintain inviolable. If this enthu-
siastic view of nuptial love were right, then
that would be no true marriage where this

unity is wanting ; then indeed would the dis-

covery of a want of " elective affinit}^" afford

a valid ground of separation. The bodily fel-

lowship is not merely the basis of marriage,
but also that which is alone essential ; it may
indeed, and in a certain sense, should be sweet-
ened and glorified by friendship of soul being
superadded, but marriage subsists as such

* We have not here, however, an argument for a
Greek versior. of the Gospel of Matthew, which is as
qood as the original, or for the fact that our Lord
himself spoke Greek ; for Christ misfit with the
same right as the Sept. derive the Svo from the
context.

apart from that. Observe the distinction in

1 Cor. vi. 1G, 17. One flesh, i. e., one person,
forming together one man, within the limits

of this life in the flesh, fortius world ; beyond
these limits the death of the flesh has sepa-
rated the marriage tie. In this alone lies the
justification of second marriages, which do no
injury to the continuing spiritual fellowship of

love with the partner who is gone.*
And now comes the great inference, which

appears to be simply a repetition of the old

word rightly read, and yet is made the sacred
marriage formula of the new Church. God
has joined together man and wife, in the first

unity and beginning of the man, who was wale
and female ; and therefore, again, in the restora-

tion—as declared by the man—of those who
are now two to their original unity. Here
consequently is applied in the most important
case a universal proposition, the applications

of which to cases of every kind are inexhaus-
tible, viz. : That which in general, and in any
way, God hath united, let no man in capri-

cious innovation of God's primitive and natural
law put asunder ! God indeed also separates

again: as (for reasons regarding which we aro

here silent in order not to provoke dispute)

he took the woman out of the man ; and as

he now dissolves marriages by death. What
man joins together unjustly, that the judging
and saving God wholly separates ; but what
the sin of man has separated, that he can and
will join again together. "AvSpooitoS juj)

Xoopi^sroj, Let not man put asunder : this is

the answer to the question, Is it lawful for
man ? The result, then, of this first answer
is : Properly there should be no separation ;t as

there should not be that sin, and that hatred
from which alone the bill of divorce and finding
no favor can proceed ; there should be no sepa-

ration, as not by adultery, so not by hinder-

ing and prohibiting marriage where God will

have it. But indeed, before the second ques-

tion of the Pharisees calls forth the second
answer of Christ respecting the pei-mission of

separation, the reasonable difficulty suggests

itself, Whether all marriages that have been
actually contracted, and are admitted as real,

are to be regarded as the joining together of

God? Here the strict word of our Lord
leaves room for many considerations, 'which

may be justified elsewhere from the word of

truth. Even the strict Evangelische Kvrchen-

zeitung (June, 1843) itself says: "Marriages
are concluded in heaven—now, however, most-
ly on the low earth, and often still deeper."

How then, if any one were just to invert the

word of Christ, and to maintain that, because

God has not joined together all that passes

under the name of marriage, therefore di-

vorces are not to be allowed ? Some time ago,

the discussion of the new Prussian law of mar-

* Compare the doctrine of Rothe, which agrees

with the above (Lthik, iii. 038).

t For it is contrary to nature, as Chrysostom
said: itapd tpvdiv to yivo/uevov, on uia
8iarej.irerai 6dpB,.
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riage tended to impress upon all the impor-
tant truth, that a law of marriage stiould first

purify and as much as possible vindicate the
sanctity of the marriage contract, before it

carelessly confirmed every marriage that is

contracted. Certainty man also should not join

together without God ; this the marriage cere-

mony expresses, but only shadows it forth,

however, xcithout Us being on evert/ occasion a
truth. To speak again with the Kirchenzeitung:
" Is it less culpable when a minister at once

pronounces the marriage ceremony upon those,

of whom he is convinced that in heart they
break the marriage-vow at the moment they
are taking it upon them, than it would be to

throw away the blessing of the Church in the
marriage of persons who are separated con-

trary to the Church?" But we ask further:

Is it possible so to try the heart, in all cases,

as that, even in the best condition of Chris-

tian states and national Churches, no mar-
riages should receive the form of divine con-
firmation, which were already null and void
from the first '? One sees that Christ could

not possibly have expressed his sublime law
in such a manner as to be rigidly maintained
in its application to the outward sinful reality.

The first question—which, with the design to
" tempt," refers to the passage in the law of

Moses, without precisely naming it, and asks,
" How undcrstandest thou this, what is thy
interpretation ?"—our Lord so answers as to

pierce their conscience, that very conscience
which, notwithstanding the plainly prescribed
permission, could yet not forbear asking—" Is

it lawful ?" How great his condescension !

Instead of laying bare and condemning the
hostile purpose of the tempters, in the ques-
tion which was now in the first place addressed
to him, he rather grafts his answer on the se-

cret acknowledgment of the truth which the
important question, viewed as the question of

man in general, implies, namely, '• It is not
lawful." This, however, he confirms by ap-

pealing to the original appointment of God,
according to the Scripture ; as already ex-
pressed in the creation from the beginning,

before the taking of the woman out of the
man, and then in the first prophecy of the
man, respecting the unity of flesh, which con-

tinues to subsist in the duality. He has

thereby very unexpectedly risen far above the
disputed passage of the law taken by itself;

this is inconvenient for the inquirers, and per-

plexes them. Thej' must then, if they would
not be at once refuted, resolve to speak out
more pointedly and pressingly. Since Christ,

going further even than Shammai, will allow
no reasons of divorce to be valid, they, after

the manner of malicious disputants, naturally

leap at onoe to the other side : Wherefore,
then (if it be as thou sayest), did Moses com-
mand to give a bill of divorce, and to put her
away ? That is,Wherefore did he command, and
require nothing more than, this form, in order
to put her away ? Or, How then could Moses
prescribe illegal forms for things which are

against God's ordinance ?

23

Verses 8, 9. The second answer, still more
unexpected than the first, although to the up-

right conscience long since present and ob-

vious, now puts them to shame, and adminis-

ters befitting rebuke :
" What you call com-

mand is only permission, and that, on account

of the hardness of men's hearts, against the

ordinance of God from the beginning. That
ordinance I am come through grace to restore

;

and therefore I now declare and ordain, with-

out contradiction of Moses, what you already

know (from the Sermon on the Mount) as my
marriage-law." Our Lord, in the first place,

interprets those disputed expressions of Moses
which, as specifying the cause of divorce, must
be supposed to be in the background of the

whole transaction, really in the same way as

Hillel ; for he admits that Moses has per-

mitted divorce in general, apparently almost

for every cause. But he rejects, at the same
time, the acceptation of this entire evroXij or

ordinance of Moses (Mark, ver. 5) as a com-

mandment, ; and maintains another reading and
construction of the whole clause, just as it

also stands in our German Bibles. If we read

the original text (Deut. xxiv.) correctly, we
shall find that the whole of vers. 1-3 forms

what we may call the premiss, or preamble,

consisting of pre-supposed and at that time

acknowledged circumstances and events, and
that only ver. 4 contains the conclusion or

statement, of the .lain properly so called.*

Moses admits the long existing practice of

divorce, and the bill of divorcement, to be
valid in the same way as blood-revenge, and
many other customs which then obtained ; he

does not properly speaking ordain the bill of

divorce, but only confirms it by expressly

mentioning that it must not, as heretofore, be
wanting ; he adds, however, the highly neces-

sary limitation of the custom, that at least the

abomination of running back from a second
husband again to the first is not to be per-

mitted. For the rest, he permits it to be done,

and takes meanwhile under his legislative care

what in the Old Testament was not to be
changed without causing greater evil.f ~2k\t]-

poHOidia, hardness of heart, the adjective of

* To which Michaelis rightly directs attention,

Mos. Recht. ii. ^ 119. For if the law begins already

at Fp 2rD1> then would it further be commanded:

She shall marry another man, who shall hate her,

and also send her away, etc. Rather dees the

rWD' ,3 IX show plainly that the preamble of the

supposed case extends as far as to this point.

f On a right consideration of this whole subject

there would result, in the case of a still lower de-

gree of corruption (such indeed as now exists to

the shame of Christendom), an answer respecting

the present brothel-question, not corresponding to

the most rigorous view, but somewhat as Wichern
states it. Here, of course, only for the magistrate

or police; not for the Church, the Church of the

New Testament. Compare besides such laws as

Deut. xxi. 10, ss.; Exod. xxi. 9, 10 (Michaelis,

Mos. R. § 87). How far did Gods police at that

time condescend for the Jews!
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which occurs, Ezek. iii. 7 (Sept. ndi 6 oikoZ

'I6pexr)\ (piXovEixoi e16i xexi(5K\r]poxcip8ioi,

2b ^p), is found in Deut. x. 16, Sept. for

D322^ nb"iy> where the circumcision of the

heart is spoken of—we know in what sense

Moses speaks of this, and prophesies for the

future of a new covenant. (Comp. also Deut. ix.

27, dxXvP0TJ?ra zov Xcxov rovrov, DVH *K>j3

nin> and the FpJ? nti'p elsewhere so often said

of Israel.) All these passages Christ brings

to mind, in order that the lawgiver may be
explained from his own words. When he
three times ' repeats with emphasis vfioSv,

t5/aV, i'ijucov (the hardness of your hearts, your

wives), he thereby intimates, in a manner not
to be overlooked, the particular and tem-
porary character of the permissive ordinance,

as precisely for such a hard-hearted people, in

contrast with the av$pao7toS, the man, vers.

4-6. Moses, indeed, although Christ purpose-

ly mentions only him, rightly permitted this,

not arbitrarily as man, but in virtue of a com-
mission from God.* " A law which Moses has
given cannot be sinful "—what Moses has al-

lowed, the governor of a country may now
permit without sin ;

" the subjects sin when
they avail themselves of the permission, but
he is as it were protected by the example of

God and of Moses, and sins not when he grants
permission to them for the prevention of a

greater evil " (Michaelis, Mos. Recht, i. § 2).

Much is permitted by the state, and must even
be permitted by the Church, although in the
eye of conscience it be wrong, although the
word of Christ preached in the Church may
testify against it.f When the apostle in 1

Cor. vii. 10, 11, adduces the saying of Christ,

he represents him, in the words tdv Ss xal
XoopifiSy, but if she depart (quite similarly to

the Mosaic phrase), as taking for granted the
possible occurrence of such unhappy cases

even among Christians, precisely in the same
way as here (ver. 9). A forcible hindrance of

separation, in the name of Christ and by com-
mission from him for his Church, cannot
be what is here spoken of. It is enough
that he designates all divorce in general as

proceeding from sin, and against God's
ordinance (which sooner or later conscience
makes known to all who avail themselves
of the permission). Enough, that he ac-

knowledges only the itopveia, fornication—
i. e., however, every unfaithfulness performed
and consummated by the entire person, and
essentially annulling marriage, be it in a

* Origen very wrongly found here what he re-
garded as a significant distinction between God's
command, and 3fose»' permission yielding to the
hardness of heart.

f This goes beyond the mere permission of
"magisterial" authority, as Von Gerlach thus
softens it. Nay, much more is permitted than he
allows, when, ingeniously explaining the words of
Luther to this effect, he is for " rejecting all di-
vorced persons from the fellowship of the Christian
Church."

work, or lust of the flesh*—as justifying tho
divorce of those who are already in reality di-

vorced. Enough, that in all other cases he
forbids, for all who will hear him in the spirit

of free obedience, marriage with another
woman as adultery, on account of that which
is still valid. On all this—how far it reaches,
and how far it is not for outward legislation

—we have already expressed our views in our
interpretation of the Sermon on the Mount.
It remains only to be observed, that while
here the Xeyco Se v/xiv, but 1 say nnto yon,
certainly stands parallel to the foregoing vjulv,

to you, in connection with the permission
granted by Moses, and addresses the Pharisees
(differently from the vjxlv addressed to the
f.ia^r)rai in the Sermon on the Mount), it

yet does not imply that the commandment ot

our Lord is actually to take the place of the
permissive legislation of Moses. For we are
evidently to understand and supply: I say
unto you, if ye ask me, as at ver. 3, in the
spirit of those who would hear my decision on
the subject, and follow my wrord in regard to

it. He thus answers the insincere question
with all the earnestness of truth.

According to Mark—who does not accu-
rately know and represent the details of the
discourse with the Pharisees, but does not on
that account misstate its import—the disciples

again privately questioned Christ on the mat-
ter. This corresponds with Avhat Matthew
relates with a subsequent objection and doubt
on the part of the disciples. It is not, how-
ever, to be supposed that Mark has erroneous-
ly put the repetition of the prohibition of

divorce in place of the other esoteric saj'ing

about castrating ; it is quite possible that both
may consist with each other.f Before that
happened which Matthew relates, it was very
natural that the question should be further

asked : Does the matter stemd really thus ? Art
thou perfectly earnest in what thou hast just
said to the Pharisees ? This Mark, moreover,
indicates in the words, "ask him again of the
same matter." This Evangelist, finally, has
still another sentence peculiar to himself,

which can hardly have been merely invented
or have lost its proper place : And if a wife

shall put away her husband. This happened
sometimes, although (as Josephus expressly
explains, Ant. xv. 7, 10) not according to Jew-
ish law, which, indeed, in many cases permit-
ted an action on the part of the wife with a

* How then if the one partner had for years

secretly maintained a refined sensual intercourse

with a third person, although without cohcuhitusl

Wouldthis in the judgment of Jesus be no nopveia,
no adultery 1 There is much wanting to prove the

assertion (on which Von Gerlach lays so much
stress), that in the mouth of Jesus Ttopvsia can

throughout or.ly unequivocally mean the ' bodily

act;" comp. what we have said already at the Ser-

mon on the Mount,p. 67.

f It is even possible that Mark here, as general-

ly, narrates with historical exactness; although
upon other grounds pertaining to the internal con-
nection, we do not believe this.
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view to divorce, but. by no means an arbitrary

divorce or leaving of her husband, such as that

of Salome who wrote a bill of divorce against

Costobarus, or that of Ilerodias who left Herod
Philip. When Christ thus mentions instances,

as occurring in his own time, of a still worse
caprice than was allowed by Moses (though
allowed by Greek and Roman law), he there-

by indicates more strongly the results of

hardness of heart, and thus sets all the more
sharply in opposition to all such conduct his

own holy ordinance, for the keeping of which
he also furnishes the necessary grace.

Verses 11, 12. Hereupon the disciples are

alarmed at the idea of an indissoluble union
among sinful men—not so much on their own
account as on account of other people—seeing

that their master had employed the universal
" whosoever." They are right in this fear,

which would rather not venture on incurring

an obligation for the full discharge of which
grace is necessary ; but, the}' forget, on the

other hand, that to remain unmarried without
sin requires a still larger measure of grace.

•Their frank declaration proceeding from the

first strong impression us : Tf the case of the man
with his wfe* be so, it is not good to marry, as

it appears to us ! (are not the Essenes with
their celibacy after all in the right ?). Our
Lord, however, in his answer, points to the

still worse evil of lustful desire, or fornication

(1 Cor. vii. 1, 2, 9) ; since only a chaste celi-

bacy can be pleasing to God, and profitable or

better for man. He at the same time neglects

not the occasion thus presented—in order to

the completion of his doctrine for all future

disciples—of giving its due merit and honor
to celibacy. This he does in such a way as to

point out the true and direct path of decision

between the first utterance of God—" It is

not good for man to be alone "—and that spe-

cial grace of the New Testament, already

allied with the angelic state, which Paid, 1

Cor. vii. 1, acknowledges as the truth corres-

ponding to the ascetical error. He, first of

all, explains that chaste celibacy is an excep-

tion to the general institution, and can there-

fore only be qivt-n through the will and power
of God.f He then declares that such an ex-
ception can only be conceived of as threefold.

First in the case of such as are naturally and
by birth disqualified, and which in the special

case corresponds to the ctpxv xridsoai or "be-

* Atria is not with Meyer to be explained ac-

coidu)2 to ver. 3: If there is only this single rea-

son for divorce. The /uera will not agree with

this. But quite correctly with Luther : The matter

of the mapiase covenant, namely in its ground, its

first institution. Elsewhere also atria, has a sig-

nification equivalent to ratio, conditio ; here, there-

fore, the original law of the marriage-state. Hesych.

ra. tear' ripxv v itpdyuara. Enthyrn. lav
roiavrrj i6riv fj atria ri/S tivgvyiaS.

t Tin's idea seems to us to afford sufficient con-

nection between the question and the auswer ; there

is no necessity for Neander's difficulties, who says

that, either the discourse has no such connection,

or intermediate words have been left out.

ginning of the creation " in general ; this, how-
ever, is only a rare circumstance, and consti-

tutes, so to speak, a permision of the Creator.

Secondly, in the case of those disqualified by
the unnatural act of men (therefore forbidden

by Moses, Deut. xxiii. 1 ; Lev. xxii. 24, to be
done to men or beasts) ; which, however, also

constitutes a permission of God, a divine dis.-

pensation for those who have been thus dealt

with. Finally (and this he means as the prin-

cipal answer, which was to be explained by
the two foregoing parallels), in the case of

those who have made themselves eunuchs for

the kingdom of heaven's sake. He concludes,

after having at the beginning repelled those
who are not called to this, with a confirma-
tion of this last case ; a confirmation in which,
while he strongly limits its operation, he yet
truly acknowledges, nay, almost requires it.

All men cannot receive this saying: Christ
certainly does not mean by ''this saying" (as

Wizenmann in his simplicity supposes) his

own prohibition of all divorce except in the
case of fornication, that which, as he had just
expressed it. had seemed so alarming to the
disciples. This would yield, indeed, a very
perverted sense. It would mean that the
universal grace of the New Testament, for the
restoration of all that has been disturbed by
sin to the pure dpxy xridF.Gj?, or original in-

stitution was not given to all ; and as \f on that

account this new appointment of Christ could
be required only of those who were specially

chosen to keep it. No, our Lord does not
here go back to his foregoing words ; but he
closely connects something new with the
word which the disciples had used as the ex-
pression of their perplexity. This, and nothing
else, he means by the tov Xoyov rovrov,
this saying. It is not his intention absolutely
to contradict the disciples, who have spoken
more truly than they themselves know; but
rather to acknowledge that, in a certain case,

a partial truth belongs to their rash general
proposition. The saying then is, " It is not

good to marry'1
''—which, upon other grounds,

is in fact true as regards some, those, namely,
who have the gift and the calling to abstain

(1 Cor. vii. 7—17). That thus only can it be
rightly understood, is clearly proved by the
repetition at the conclusion : He that is able
to receive it, let him receive it ! The carnal
mind also shrinks from the restraints of mar-
riage but only that it may yield itself unre-
strained to its lusts ; than which nothing can
be more evil. Only chaste celibacy can in cer-

tain circumstances be better than marriage ;

or, as Christ here expresses it: for the ov
ya/.iij6ai, not -marrying, are required evvovxnt,
"ennnchs." Of these there are three kinds:
as some are so without, and some against, their
own will, so there are others certainly who
are so with their own will, yet only according
to the will of God. It ought not to be over-
looked that, in the first two cases, the ex-
pression is indeed in the first place to be taken
literally ; but even in them it passes into a
further meaning, so as to prepare the way for
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tbe non-lite,*' continuation and application of

it in tbe th.rd case. A eunuch from his moth-

er*s womb* is not merely one who is born and
constituted with a real natural defect in this

respect ; but also, in a certain measure, one

wbo is destitute of the sexual desire that im-

pels to marriage, so that chastity costs him no
struggle, and is to him no victory. Being

nnde eunuchs by other menf includes also being

restrained or kept back from marriage in the

various ways in which this may be done

;

those cases in which such restraint finds easy

obedience in accordance with God's providen-

tial arrangements (certainly not the unnatural-

ly forced, and therefore all the more unchaste,

celibacy of monks, soldiers, and the like). In

so far as this intermediate case stands be-

tween the foregoing and the following, it is

either similar to the first or the third. Yet
Christ essentially distinguishes the first and
second as being irregular and wrong, from the

third, which he himself ordains and confirms,

only however as a rare exception. For he has

already acknowledged marriage as the ordi-

nance of the Creator ; he himself called a mar-
ried person to be his first apostle ; and his last

chosen apostle, although unmarried, not mere-
ly confirms in very earnest terms the general

ordinance, but in particular speaks of cases

(and these not of rare occurrence) in which,

as the reverse of what Christ here says, it is

rather required of a man that he marry for the

kingdom of heaven's sake. Something to this

effect lies certainly in 1 Tim. iii. 2; and this

may find its application as well in reference to

missionaries who seek, by means of female
missionaries, to open a door for the Gospel to

the wives and daughters of the heathen, as to

the pastors of Christendom in town and coun-
try. Nay, one might say further, that for ex-

ample a widower, who again gives a mother to

his children against the felt want and inclina-

tion of his own heart ; and, finally, that every
one who cannot live chastely unmarried, and
who enters into the married state in order to

his sanctification, marries for the sake of

Christ and his kingdom. ' As for those, how-
ever, who have made themselves eunuchs, i. e.,

who by victorious conflict with the lust of the
flesh have reached a state in which they feel

it no longer (for Christ here denotes the end
of a conflict which is indeed not so speedily
accomplished, and graciously reckons it fin-

ished when it is only begun)—they have cer-

tainly done it for the kingdom of heaven's sake.

He who undertakes it from other motives, in

self-will, without the gift and calling of God,
will not accomplish it, can never accomplish

* Such a one was said by the Jews to be castrated
by the sun (one who has never otherwise seen the
sun), or by ihe hand of Heaven.

t In Israel, as already said, unconditionally for-

bidden by Moses ; therefore all the more common
in the entire East. Haraann observes rightly for

once: Self- castration for the sake of the kingdom
of heaven (as afterwards follows) must have been
& word which no Jewish head nor Jewish taste was
in a condition to understand.

it. This, experience testifies, even as oar
Lord here takes it for granted ; for he recog-
nizes no fourth class consisting of those who
from pride, avarice, or any other motive, might
achieve it. Even he who would deal with
himself as Origcn did would not thereby de-
stroy the desire, which it is well known may
still exist in those who have been bodily cas-

trated (Sir, xx. 3, xxx. 21).

But what is here meant by "for the kingdom

of heaven's sake ?" We think our Lord com-
prehends in this expression two sorts of cases

:

the first, when any one renounces the state of

marriage on account of an office, and for the
sake of active labor for the kingdom of heaven,
as was probably the case with Paul ; the sec-

ond, and this is the most proper and immedi-
ate sense of the word, when any one feels in

his experience before God that he himself can,

and is to be, holy and happy, only in an un-
married state, and that this is for him the ap-

pointed way into the kingdom of heaven. In
which case, therefore, it must always be ac-

knowledged that Christ knows nothing and
says nothing of a relatively greater value be-

longing to celibacy, or of a higher degree of

holiness in it.* For, the kingdom of heavtn, inte

which we are all in various ways to press, and
the most of us in the state of marriage, is

alone the object and end ; while the refrain-

ing on the part of some is only the means to

that end. Let every one see to it indeed that

he be not disobedient, if this means and thi?

way have been appointed for him ; let him not

think that the dedorai (it is given) must at

once be realized, whenever he thinks so ; bul

let him do his part in order to the acquisition

of the gift held out to him, in the painful,

gradual, perhaps in the life of the flesh never
to be entirely accomplished, evvovxiZtiv
havro v, " making himself a eunuch." And
in so far our Lord says, last of all : Whoso
finds that he can receive it, let him go on with
earnestness and zeal! 'which is vertainly at

the same time an evangelical counsel, a chal-

lenge addressed to all whom it concerns.

Nothing could more appropriately follow

these sayings about marriage and celibacy

than the requirement to acknowledge that

children also (with the blessing of grace) are

of the kingdom of heaven—children as the

fruit of wedlock, which, notwithstanding what
has just been said, is yet always of course

blessed of God. As what had just been said

might easily be misunderstood by men inclin-

ed to k^EXo^pJ]6HEia, or "will-worship," we
see the counter-working wisdom of the Father

—who prepares for the Son upon earth the

course of his testimony as well as of his sacri-

fice—in causing at this precise moment the

* On which Neander, who himself, as is well

known, remained unm»nied,notwithstai>dingspeaks

very truly; he not inaptly suggests that Christ else-

where has found fault with the burying of tbe tal-

ent in order to preserve it more safely.
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c*.;ldren to be brought to Jesus that he might
bless them. Luke, who lias not preserved
this important connection, points at least by
the article in rex fip£<pr/ (the infante) to the
typical, general significance of the incident:

There were once brought to him also the chil-

dren ; and thus did he receive them, these

were his words concerning the children!* It,

moreover, certainly appears from the expres-
sion tipicptj) infants, if it were not already im-
plied in the 7Cpo6<p£p£iv, bringing, that they
were not even ttatSioc, little children—as was
the child (Matt, xviii.) who was called and
placed in the midst of the disciples—but mere
infants (1 Pet. ii. 2-

y
Acts vii. 19 ; Luke ii

;
12

-16, and even i. 41. On the other hand, dito
f}pe<poVS f 2 Tim. iii. 15, is used only as a pro-

verbially strong expression). Our Lord was
not desired to say any thing to them, but
merety to lay his hands on them, and pray
over them ; or, as the two other Evangelists

denote the retiring modesty of the request, to

touch them. It was a praiseworthy faith on
the part of the mothers who brought them
(whoever else the oi 7tpod<p£'povr£S, indefi-

nitely named in Mark, may be
J
thus to ex-

pect, from the laying on of the hands of the

holy man (according to ancient custom), a
real blessing for those who were as yet inca-

pable of receiving the word. The disciples,

however, being thus interrupted in a very in-

teresting conversation which they would fain

.l..ive continued by further questioning, were
displeased with the expectation, and harshly
repel it as improper. " Do not overpower
him ; he has more than enough to do with
those who are grown up.f What good can
such children get from his laying his hands
upon them ?" Thus " do they chide, with the
gravity of young Rabbis, this interruption to

a difficult inquiry of their profound school "

(Lange). Upon this Christ speaks the great
word, which completes what he had previously
taught regarding marriage ; which rebukes all

that proud contempt with which many would
in after times look upon the fruit of blessed
marriages; and which gives a new and more
deeply-reaching commentary on all that had
been said in Matt, xviii., and was here so soon
forgotten by the disciples.

That the " children, " and the "such" here,

as at chap, xviii., are to be distinguished, and
yet that the first certainty include the second,

we shall not undertake to prove anew ; it is

evidently implied in the connecting word for.

In like manner, that the kingdom of heaven
consists of such children, as also of childlike

men—not on account of their own original in-

* One may even say here: Thus do the children

ever come protestingly in our way, when we would
be too severe against matrimony. Alfbrd under-

stands it only thus : They (the people) brought to

him also their children along with them. But this

scarcely does justice to the context.

f It is, however, not necessary to suppose with

Schleiermacher " that the children were all at once
presented in a crowd and throng."

nocence, but through the saving grace in which
they receive it as a gift and blessing—is equally

evident :
" // they come, and come to me, then

of such is the kingdom of heaven." Children

and childlike men, then, do not need to be
made eunuchs in order to this. If the disci-

ples, in a Pelagian spirit, take it for granted

that man, through his own knowing and will-

ing, believing and obeying, must meet the

coming of the kingdom with something of his

own—Christ, while he does not indeed deny
that those commands are elsewhere found, ac-

cording to which a man must himself take

and lay hold, must himself enter by force,

must struggle, strive, and persevere, yet sharp-

ly and clearly strips this of every thing Pela-

gian. "Not, the children must first become
as you ; but, vice versa, you must become as

the children" (Richter). The saying, which
is added in Mark and Luke, determines this ia

a simple measured expression : it remains
grace and gift, for the attainment of which
the receiving, i. e., of course the accepting it, is

sufficient ; naj', all that goes beyond such ac-

ceptance is already too much and a hindrance.
In all the so-called co-operation of man there
remains always the first and ever present in-

itiative of God's working and giving ; the more
passively, in the true sense, man comes and
takes, the better ; and, at the end as at the

beginning, he actually enters only by this

pure passivity into the kingdom of heaven.
Is not a child in the arms of its mother a liv-

ing and personified call for help? "Receive
me, I have nothing, I need every thing, I too
would fain find my little place upon earth !''

Is it not a living expression of faith ? "I
reckon and trust that I shall not be left to
perish without help !" It is, as it were, an
embodied appeal to the faithfulness of the
Creator, who does not forsake his work even
though marred and corrupted (Isa. xlv. 10,

11). As truly as God has let that child be
born, so surely has he also prepared salvation

for it ; it lives and smiles with a, fides implicita

in this salvation. As a child—this, in refer-

ence to adults, is not being like a machine.
For, as the child at least lets itself be carried

and brought, and keeps itself quiet when ca-

ressed and blessed, so we, on our part, when
brought to Christ or drawn to him, must our-
selves come and receive; and in so far as ?

counteractive tendency has been awakened in

us, we have enough to do to overcome this, in

order not to keep away from ourselves and from
Christ. But all this again must be done in

childlike simplicity, humility, sense of need,
and childlike trust. If we have to do with
men, then the true rule is: Be no child, trust,

look to—whom 1 But if we have to do with
God, then it cannot often enough be repeated :

Be only a child—follow the call, trust to the
promise, take the gift, obe}r the word, all as if

thou didst let thyself be lifted, carried, com-
forted, blessed

!

Fully warranted, then, against all unchild-
like objection—which does not understand the
receiving of the kingdom of heaven

—

:p. the use
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which the Church makes of this declaration

and act of her Lord as the institution of infant

baptism. He who here blesses children, cer-

tainly with no empty and unmeaning cere-

mony, or merely to please the superstition of

those who brought them (does he ever at any
other time'act thus ?), gives also the greater

blessing of baptism, which includes the whole
kingdom of heaven, to those who are now
brought to him ; and, just as here, reckons

their being brought as a coming. For it is

truly a coming, quite as sufficient as that of

adults, who have also nothing to bring but
themselves and their own sinful nature. If

conscious sins have already proceeded from the
sinful nature, then repentance and faith behmg
to a true coming, and without both of these

can no one be baptized ; but a little child does

not need repentance, and the grace in which
we believe comes before his faith, just as it

comes before ours. Do we not all receive the

grace, which we afterwards consciously expe-
rience, first unconsciously, as (jpeq>r>, as em-
bryos, so to speak, of the new birth?* He
who afterwards believes-, as he has already been
baptized, is saved ; for he also who is baptized
because he has believed, received in his faith

already the first fruits of the grace of baptism
sealed by the outward sacrament. We may
therefore boldly say that infant baptism alone

corresponds to the idea of the first sacrament,
in so far as it is a giving and receiving on the
part of God which goes before, lays the foun-
dation, and is alone effiacious.* And if bap-
tized children die, they are saved and blessed,

before they could resist. If they die unbap-
tized ? In that case also is fully warranted
the use, only less general on account of un-
belief, which the Church makes of the same
saying, "Suffer the little children to come
unto me," in the hymns and funeral orations
for consolation at the burial of children. He
who lets them die bids them precisely thereby
to come to him, and will assuredly have the
same blessing for them in the other world,
which in this he does not withhold from them.
At most, it might still be said, there remains a
difference between receiving the grace of inward
baptism (wrhich gives all, and which washes
away the sinful nature) in this world, and re-

ceiving it in the other world ; a difference, it

may be supposed (for who will gay more on
these secret things), which always leaves a
preference to baptism in the flesh —to be com-
pared, at least in its first stage, with the im-
portant difference between adults who have
attained regeneration upon earth, and those
who receive it in Hades. But this again, in

reference to little children, seems not very con-
ceivable.

ON FOLLOWING JESUS, AND THE RENUNCIATION BELONGING THERETO.
(THE RICH YOUNG MAN AND THE LABORERS IN THE VINEYARD.)

(Matt. xix. 17-30, xx. 1-16; Mark x. 18-31; Luke xviii. 19-30.)

So far all is again connected. The discourse

of Christ progressively develops itself as cir-

cumstances give him occasion : it, moreover,
completes and supplements itself; here, as

elsewhere, advancing from the exoteric to the

esoteric in the parable intended for the disci-

ples at the beginning of chap. xx.—which
Matthew, alone of the apostles and ear-wit-

nesses, has preserved. Would that the critics

of the first Gospel could be persuaded to seek,

by patient inquiry and interpretation, to ap-

prehend its relation to the two others—par-

ticularly as regards the sayings of Christ—in

the way in which it . is our aim to present it

in this book ! Then would the supposition, in

other respects so natural, more and more com-
mend itself, that the Church has put, and
could only put, at the head of the New Testa-
ment canon, a reproduction precise/;/ corres-
pondingto the Aramaic original of the apostle.

f

* For " all gifts of God do not enter by the door
of the understanding into the soul"(Roos). The
first fundamental gift never !

f We do not agree with Harless' " fabula do
Mattbaeo syro chaldaice conscripto." With Gue-
rike, we hold to the supposition of an Aramaic
original ; the translation of which—not always lit-

eral, yet always an exact rendering—was executed

The following of Jesus, and the renunciation

which that requires, is the subject of the dis-

course upon which we now enter. The young
man, rich in possessions and good works, who
offers himself as a follower of Christ, and yet
cannot make up his mind to the necessary

conditions, affords occasion for showing that,

in order to take the first step in following

Christ, all riches and possessions (what is out-

ward to be understood as the expression and
figure for what is inward) must be renounced.
In order to complete this testimony, the ques-

tion of Peter makes it necessary for our Lord
to show that, in continuing to follow him,
there is required a further renunciation of all

eager seeking after reward, of all self-willed striv-

ing after future possession, and of all views of

compensation for what has been forsaken.

The introductory conversation with the rich

j
roung man consists of three questions and
their corresponding answers. The first ques-

tion and answer contain only the preparatory

lest applied to him ; in the second the test

at all events under the authoiity of the apostle,

either by himself or by others.

* Upon which we have further expressed our

selves in the last part of this work, in th« pxcuisus

on infant baptism (on Matt, xxviii. 18-20).
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is more definitely applied ; the third contains,

on the other hand, the decisive disclosurt of

the real state of the case. To the first, part-

ly improper, question (so far improper as it

makes the attainment of life to depend upon
doing in the false sense of merit) our Lord
replies by a test answer : Be it so ! only seri-

ously attempt, it in this way, and keep the

commandments of the good God concerning

doing good ! On the second question, in

which the inquirer foolishly betrays himself,

the more definite test answer presses more
closely home : The old commandments with
which thou art familiar—art thou then really

perfect as to these 1 And now, when the

error of the young man comes to full expres-

sion (All these have I kept!), Christ also

decisively discloses (although still figuratively

trying him) what is implied in emptying him-
self of all his ])ossessions, of all outward and
inward riches, as a poor man who will enter

into the kingdom of heaven—what is implied

in following him, receiving grace from him,

and retaining that grace under the cross.

That the rich young man goes away gives

further occasion to Christ to open up more
fully to the disciples, who were then present,

the true significance of this incident and of

what he had already said. He affirms by way
of warning that a rich man shall hardly enter

into the kingdom of heaven • and in such a man-
ner that the disciples must have understood
the general and deep-reaching meaning of the

words. Therefore, by the general question at

ver. 25, they elicit the concluding declaration :

The being saved, with all that belongs thereto,

is for men generally (rich and poor) possible

only through the omnipotent grace of God.
But upon this Peter leaps again from the first

and more intelligent question to the other

side of the error ; he thinks that they had dune

what was required of the young man, and thus
appropriates to himself again as a possession

the (not yet inwardly true) renunciation

which they had made. For he claims the
reward of this as a thing due to him and mer-
itoriously earned. Upon this our Lord de-

clares, finally, that an inconceivable reward
of grace is (in future and even now) assuredly

prepared, as for the apostles, so for every dis-

ciple who forsakes and renounces all in order

to follow Christ ; but yet there is great danger of

losing what is the main element and consum-
mation of the reward, eternal life, if an eager
desire of reward should mar and inwardly
cancel the act of renunciation. This, as we
shall see, is the import of the saying which, in

chap. xix. 30 and xx. 10, stands at the be-

ginning and the end of the parable that illus-

trates it.

Matthew, the eye-witness, introduces the

incident, which had made a deep impression

upon hint, with a Behold! to awaken atten-

tion. Luke at least gives it in the same con-
nection ; while Mark still more definitely con-

nects it with the foregoing in the words
" Wlien he was gone out," i. e., after blessing the
children. The indefinite £iS (a) or rz'S (a cer-

tain) of Matthew and Mark is afterwards de-

signated by vsayidxoS, young man ; according

to Luke he was an apxooy, president, or ruler

of some kind. However much this incident

resembles in the beginning that other recorded
by Luke, chap. x. 25, there is yet a great dif-

ference. This appears in the further course of

the reply to the same question ; and, more-
over, the question is in the other case put in a

malicious, tempting spirit, while in this it is

asked, notwithstanding the error that accom-
panies it, in the sincere earnestness of a good
intention. The zealous young man has already

waited for Christ's coming out ; he runs to

meet him in the way ; he kneels down before

him with reverence, and addresses him with
the sincere title, good Master (used in the
sense in which dyccSs, nparidte, and the like

were generally used, and as the seven elders

of a synagogue were—at least at a later period

—called D^iiO). There is perhaps less of flat-

tery than of thoughtlessness in this expres-

sion ; it is inconsiderateness which leads him
to use this great word, dyaSoS, good, in con-

nection with ridyaSor Tton;6oo, " tchat

good thing shall I do ?" This is the error which
our Lord lays hold of. He was not precisely

a j'outh, according to the present use of the
term ; for he says, ver. 20, ix vEozrjroi jliov,

from my youth (which indicates one who had
passed considerably beyond the stage of veo-
r^S). Yet he was a young man to be a ruler,

and this also speaks for the earnestness and
zeal of his legal piety.* He has aimed at do-

ing what is good, and would fain produce in-

stances of this goodness ; he knows also (what
not many so clearly knew and frankly confess-

ed) that the way into the kingdom of heaven,
even for Israelites and rulers, is this doing

good. He even speaks earnestly of eternal life,]

a phrase which occurs literally in the Old Tes-

tament only in Dan. xii. 2; but afterwards
had a settled place in the deeper doctrine

among the Jews (Wis. ii. 23 ; xv. 3) ; and, in

the time of Christ, was a current idea and
expression, adopted, like many others, in the
language of that time in anticipation of a
fuller revelation. He who thus spoke in ear-

nest had already passed beyond that under-
standing of the Old Testament promises which
cleaves to what is earthly (and for that reason

* How, according to Stein (on Luke, p. 205), Mat-
thew could be induced by the eh veori/roi nov
to add his veiavCHoi as a conjecture, seems in-

comprehensible to us ; seeing tbat the opposite

might, rather be inferred from that expression, as

Neander even infers from the entire style of ad-

dress.

t Here this expression occurs for the first time,

and again only at Matthew xxv. 46 in the first threo

Gospels ; it first comes prominently forward in

John Still it denotes only what is pre-supposed
; n, and forms the fundamental idea of the entire

Bible revelation, evt*n from the Old Testament on-

wards. Lutz, in his Bill. Bogmatik, p. 19, affirms

this more satisfactorily than he afterwards brings

out in detail.
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Marcion would here cancel the auoyiov). It

might almost be said in praise of this ruler,

that he desired a better life, even an heavenly

(Heb. xi. 1G). But apart from what we shall

Boon find, namely, that in deep reality his

heart yet cleaves to the professions of this

world, his grand error lies certainly in the

iva, that, I may have. He connects the %xEtv

?,gd?}v, have life (according to Mark and Luke
It is even nKrjpov o/uslv, inherit ; he does not

perceive the contradiction between this Scrip-

ture expression and his meaning,*, with the

deserving and earning itmelv, do. Nay, since,

in his question, he goes beyond the ordinary

commandments, we see that in his blindness

he aims at truly meritorious, extraordinary,

works by which he might come to be like the

good Master

!

Verse 17. The other reading in Matthew,
" What askest thou me about the good? One is

good !"—although received by many with fa-

vor*—we cannot by any means accept, not-

withstanding the authorities quofed in its

support. It might appear indeed to be quite

agreeable to the sense that in Tttpi rov dyoc-

5ov, about the good, the idea, the essence of

the good should be brought into prominence.

But, on the other hand, this is far too abstract

for the concrete saying of our Lord, which di-

rectly takes up the word of the questioner;

since he seldom, and only upon special occa-

sions, speaks in abstract terms. It is rather

an early gloss to correct the text ; because
the tl /is Xiysii dyaSuv : Why tallest thou

me good ? (confirmed by two other Evangel-
ists) was found to be dogmatically offensive

and unintelligible. f If Christ, however, had
not really said this, how could any one have
been so bold as to put in this expression?
And why should Matthew in this place, quite

against his usual manner, give the paraphrase
instead of the more exact word 1 He alone

has the question and answer quite exact. Twice
does the young man make use of the weighty
word dyaSoi, good (the other Evangelists

have merely ri nou/deo, zi iton)da%)
; and,

strictly corresponding with this, the same
word occurs twice also in the answer: " What
dost thou mean by this word which thou hast
twice used 1 Be not so hasty with this great
word ! I am (for thee) not so suddenly a good
Master; and there are great doubts about the
doing good of those who are not good." The
young ruler of course, with all his kneeling
reverence, held Christ to be a mere man; and
this pre-supposition our Lord condescends for

the time to accept for the sake of his other
words. In his address to the Lord, the young

* Amongst whom is Jul. Muller, because this

reading suits his philosophy : Christ leads first of
all from the particular to the abstract, general idea
of the eood ; then from this to the personal God !

(Von der Simde, i, 110). Schbierinacher nearly to
the same effect.

f Origen already read both texts beside each
other ; the Syriac, however, which has always great
Talue for us, has only the common reading.

man, with substantially the same error, calls

him dyccSoi, good; and artlessly without
more ado gives himself credit for the capacity
dyaSov ri Ttoiijdai, to do that which if good.

The same error exhibits itself in ignorance of

the evil of fallen man ; and further, in not
knowing that even the creature who is not
fallen has j'et not in himself the ground and
source of the being good. Christ takes care

not to say, I am not good; or, One only is

good, my Father.* When he calls himself the
good Shepherd, John x. 12, this is more than a
good Master ; when, John viii. 46, he main-
tains his sinlessness, he thereby precisely attests

the divinity dwelling in his present human-
ity ; for, without this, D1K"|3, the Son of Man,

and sinner, are one and the same.f He deals

more exactly with the word than the ration-

alists, who "exhaust themselves in phrases,

call him the best, noblest, most excellent,

most perfect, etc.," and j^et deny his divine

dignity. He said then to the j'oung ruler

what he must say still more strongly to these

modern panegyrists, not in kindness, but in

anger :
" Why callest thou me good V He, how-

ever, at the same time attests his divinity

(although he does not speak plainly of what
is concealed) when he who knew no sin af-

firms :
" None is good save One, that is God."l

Luther well compares with this that other

word, "My doctrine is not mine"—where
Christ in like manner speaks of his humanity
as such. Still more profoundly Augustine
says here: "Christ knew himself nut affee?

the flesh." Oetinger, on the other hand, seems
to go too deep when he thinks that God alone

is good as being ditsipadroi xanajv, not tempt-

ed of evil (James i. 13) ; that the good angels,

as being still liable to fall, are not pure before

him; and that even the humanity of Christ,

as liable to temptation, was not good in the

absolute sense. For these ideas, though true

in a certain measure, do not belong to the con-

nection here ; and would be too far above the

* It is so read only in the Clementines, in order

to introduce the Marcionitic separation of the good

God of Christ, from the merely righteous Lawgiver
of the Old Testament (see Hilgenfeld, Clement. He-

kogn., p. 270). Recently, Vigilantius Rationalis

scrupled not to interpret: "only the Father in

heaven "—so as to bring out an antithesis to the

Son, as at chap. xxiv. 36.

f Fever has Jesus any where said (if he says so

here it is the only time) that any one honored him
too highly ; never did he protest against any degree
of love, honor, thanksgiving, adoration (Roos, Die
Lehre J. Christi, p. 79).

$ See Horn. lit. Corrrspondenzblatt, 1829, p. 176 :

" Choose then, ye friends of reason, between these

two conclusions dictated by reason itself. None is

good but the one God ; Christ is good ; therefore

Christ is the one God. Or : none is good but the

one God ; Christ is not the one God ; therefore

Christ is not good." The same dilemma is presented

quite as sharply and correctly in the fine sermon
by Nitzch (Selection vi., p. 6)—with which we in

general entirely agree as it respects the exegesis

of the text.
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capacity of the inquirer to be an answer to his

question. Nay, we would not even adopt Ull-

mann's view—that Jesus here calls only God
"good" in the most pregnant sense, because

the human goodness and morality of Jesus can

only be what becomes goodness, such as develops

itself and must reach its perfection through
conflict—for this necessarily runs into the

preceding error.* We abide by the simple

sense that Christ—without denying his own
goodness or his own divinity, in virtue of

which (different from what it is in other men)
such goodness dwells in his humanity—test-

ingly corrects the youth, and thus in the first

place shames his pride by his own humility.
" Thou speakest with too much readiness of

doing good ; I tell thee it is necessary first to

be good (I too should not be good, as thou
thinkest, if I were a man as thou supposest)

;

it is necessary in particular for thee to become

good, before, in the way of doing, thou canst

bring out this or that good thing from the

inward treasure (chap. xii. 35). It is neces-

sity to stand in unbroken fellowship with the

alone independent original source of all good-

ness ; for out of, and without God, no one is

good.f But if, with real and upright earnest-

ness, thou wilt enter into the life of which
thou speakest—the good God has long since

told thee (so that thou needest not to ask of

me) in what way man is again to become holy
as God is holy !" As we read in the Talmud
(Rosh has^hanah, fol. 59, 1 ; Zeror hammor, fol.

151, 2), " Nothing is good but the law"—so

Christ points to this mirror of the divine good-

ness and holiness for sinful man, to its par-

ticular commandments, which contain answer
enough for every ria.ya.B6v. Wilt thou do
good ?—then be and become good ; God is

good—" let his word (and commandment) be
thy teacher." Our Lord here, as at ver. 23,

makes the eternal life, after which the young
man inquires, to be the same with the king-

dom of heaven ; for he uses the word eideX-

Ssiv, enter into, which is the formula generally

used in connection with the latter. For the
rest he quotes only the word of Mcses (Lev.

xviii. 5). He does not say, however, ettrnal

life, because it does not so stand in that pass-

age ; but he teaches us to interpret and un-
derstand the Mosaic promise as referring to

eternal life, just as at Luke x. 25, 28. Those
who will not do so. and who understand by

* Comp. Wimmer's argument against this, Stud.

m. Krit. 1845, 1. What he, however, seeks to bring

out by a different interpretation of the el prj—No
one is good except uuder the condition that God, as

the original source of all goodness, is the ground

also of his goodness—appears to us too far-fetched,

and beyond the connection, when put forward on

grammatical grounds in this way, although it cer-

tainly remains the deeper fundamental idea.

t " The master in Israel (John iii. 2), and the

ruler of our text, are to be pronounced alike foolish,

because they presume to give judgment upon a

thing which they do not yet at all understand "

(Stein on Luke, p. 206).

the word ''life" in the writings of Moses only
temporal good, are refuted by Christ himself.

Further, our Lord here maintains against the

Antinomians, that the law must by all means
be kept and fulfilled in order to salvation

;

only that this is to be done in no other way
than that which is by grace.* In the error of

those who seek righteousness by works, and
apply themselves to this in their own strength,

there is a partial and perverted truth ; Christ

builds upon this, and teaches in the first place

to be thoroughly earnest in the endeavor, so

as to penetrate through that to the truth.

How can he who has not first made the attempt

by works, come to that repentance which alone

leads to faith in divine grace, and thus to the

true establishing of the law 1

Verses 18, 19- The commandments—says

Christ plainly ; and the expression would de-

note the " ten commandments " almost as de-

finitely to an Israelite, as the same expression

would do now to a Christian child. Or, if the

usage according to which these command-
ments were thus designated had by this time

begun to be uncertain, Christ here confirms

it, and teaches us to recognize in the com-
mandments given from Sinai the permanent
kernel of legislation, universally binding in

order to eternal life
;
just as he here, and again

chap. xxii. 37-40, makes use of two summary
expressions from Moses for the two tables.

The ruler must have begun to perceive what
the good Master would sajr

; this he betrayed

at once when, with an inconsiderately hasty

expression of surprise at being thus referred

back to old things, he asked

—

LJoiai ; Which ?

Surely not the old, familiar, common com-

mandments ? Mark and Luke (in which we
have another instance of their more inexact

condensation) pass over, as the foregoing cita-

tion from Lev. xviii. 5, so also this character-

istic intermediate question. They represent

Christ as at once saying, " Thou knowest the

commandments." Matthew informs us most
exactly how and what Christ spoke ; and that

he prescribed, not merely to this young man,
but at the same time to us all, the true begin-

ning of the catechism in order to a knowledge
of sin. Let those Christian catechists who
deem the Decalogue imperfect and insufficient

to embrace all that men are required to do in

order to eternal life ; and those, in like man-
ner, who would remove it from the true place

which God himself has given to it as the

naiSaycayoS £iS Xpi6r6v, the schoolmaster

leading to Christ—see to it that they are not

contradicting their Master, who here undeni-

ably fixes its true use and place, at the begin-

ning of the catechism. But why does he be-

gin with the second table 1 Because this is

most fitted to carry conviction from without

to the heart ; and because it is more natural

* Wilt thou, an accepted follower of the Saviour,

lose again the life received from him, and from be-

ing one of the first become one of the last who re-

main without"? Only despise the commandments,
as if they were not to be kept precisely by thee!
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to test at once man's conduct towards men.*

The sum and substance of the first table

—

Honor God alone !—he has already indicated at

ver. 17 ; nor does he fail here, looking back,

to repeat the commandment respecting father

and mother (already, chap. xv. 4, brought for-

ward as an important fundamental command-
ment), as the transition from the first table to

the second. He then concludes with what
is also explained at chap. xxii. 39, as the sum
of the second table; which declares that it

must be understood in a spiritual sense as tak-

ing cognizance of and judging the disposition

of the heart, so that these very words, Thou
shalt love ! at the same time include and rep-

resent the last commandment against covet-

ing. The two other Evangelists do not so

carefulty preserve the original words ; both
follow (as also the apostle at Rom. xiii. 9), a

transposition to be found in Philo (and which
had come to be in use in Jewish schools), of

adultery before murder, and leave out the love

of our neighbor. Mark gives instead of this

a peculiar, and by no means strictly corres-

ponding, expression of the Inst command-
ment, which denotes the Ovx t7tiSvjn?ideiS

(Thou shalt not covet), by its most natural

expression in the outward act, Mi) anodrs-
pi)6rfi (defraud not). Only as given by Mat-
thew does the test of our Lord's question rise

with psychological delicacy to its keenest cli-

max : Hast thou kept this? And actually

this also. First come the negative command-
ments, the expression of which has most to do
with the outward work and word, and as to

which a man most easily justifies himself.

Then, more positively, a commandment which
points to the disposition of heart; that, viz.,

which is the first commandment for men, and
in which the honor which as a child he gives

to God coincides with that which he gives to
those who stand to him in the stead of God.
Finally comes the wholljr positive and inward
commandment of love. All this, however, im-
plies in it the rebuking question : Is the man
to whom such prohibitions and commands
must be given—by nature good? Is he not
from his birth a murderer, adulterer, thief, and
liar in heart, a child without reverence, a man
without love ?

Verse 20. The young man is too much
blinded to understand Christ's meaning, and
nowfirstmakes manifest his entire blindness.

f

He vainly imagines, as, alas ! many do still,

that he stands perfectly well with the ten
commandments ! Probably when our Lord
began with Thou shalt not kill ! he had his an-

* As a true catechist must still always held up
prominently before children the second table (with
the " Father and Mother" that leads to it; and, in

its sum. the love of our neighbor). So, on the
other hand, the deeper understanding of the first

table is reached only in the second and third parts
of it.

t Mark puts into his mouth in this answer again
a Ai8a.6na\E, now without the rejected epitheton

ornam.

swer already on his tongue. "When he reach-
ed the Hunor thy father and mother, he hastened
in his thought toadd//w?i r^y youth up—which
was a proverbial expression among the Jews
for the fulfillment of the law and piety (see

Tob. i. 8-10 ; ii. 13 ; 2 Tim. iii. 15).* The
Lord's last word, however, which should have
struck him most keenly, he does not hear at all

;

and so he delivers himself at once of the fear-

fully artless lie : All these have I kept, and
carefully had respect to !

" Thou hast been a
reverently obedient child from the womb ?

Thou hast then loved thy neighbor as thyself
thy whole life long ?"—And yet the young
man does not consciously lie, but seriously
thinks that it is as he says ; hence, according
to Mark, Christ looked upon him with pitying
love and kindness. Be not thou, Christian
teacher and evangelist, too soon polemically
offended with all who are legally righteous !

Do not unwisely and unjustly speak against
such mistaken ones with angry dogmatical re-

buke ! There is a difference to be observed
among the self-righteous. This young man is

of a nobler nature, and stands unconsciously
in a transitional class between the Pharisee
and publican, the contrast between whom is

portrayed in the parable which, in Luke, im-
mediately precedes. The justitia civilis, the
outward keeping of the commandments so far

as one knows and can keep them, has a certain

worth in its kind—who would not regard such
a youth with more pleasure than he would a
wild and dissolute transgressor ? But, indeed,

this very rectitude prevents the heart which
honestly strives from being at peace, assured,

and tranquil ; the more one has kept the com-
mandments, the more urgently will the self-

betraying question obtrude, What lack I yet ?

Such a man understands not his own question
;

he thinks that he means, Are there not some-
where still more commandments to which I

must apply myself?—is there not some spe-

cial extra-work for my zeal in doing good ?

But his heart confesses, against his knowledge
and will, that there is still one thing, lacking
to him. Now, he who goes on self-willed and
uninstructed in this wa3r

, will doubtless, from a
good beginning, land at last in the worst
Pharisaism and monasticism ; but he who only
proceeds with questioning, and comes to the
true Master, shall obtain the true answer which
will lay open the bottom of the heart.

Verse 21. Thus does the wisdom and love

of Christ receive and treat the case. He does

not deal unjustly with the young man, as if he
understood him arrogantly to say, Am I not

then perfect, having kept all the command-
ments? for then he would not have come to

the good Master at all, and would not have
stayed to ask any thing more after the first

* This sufficiently accounts for the expression.

We are not under the necessity (with Neander, as

already mentioned) of supposing that this was an

aged man looking back cumplacpntly on his past

life, and of correcting the statement of Matthew
accordingly.
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question. One thing tlion Inchest still ! Thus
do Mark and Luke express Christ's meaning

;

but we must interpret the words, with

Luther's marginal note: Thou art still en-

tirely lacking; with one thing thou lackest

all—the principal thing! Literally Christ

said, If thou wilt be, perfect—words which sym-
pathize with, and enter into, the young man's

feelings ; but at the same time humbly and

most keenly convict him. Apparently Christ

gives him what he has desired, and points out

to him a special work ; but observe that what
he requires of him is only a simple test,

whether he is able really to keep that first

commandment of the first table from which
all others flow, whether he has even understood

its spiritual requirement. " Keep then the

first commandment in truth, and show that

thy possessions are not Mammon and an idol to

thee !" A foolish teacher would have directly

contradicted the young man by merely laying

down the doctrine that the matter so stands,

and following that up with the direct charge,

Thou art in thy riches still an idolater ! But
the wise Teacher lays hold on him by propos-

ing to him something to be done, just as he
himself had requested : Go, sell thy goods

and give them to the poor, so that thou may-
est love these poor as thyself! Not the fanat-

ical advice to throw them into the street or

the sea, but to distribute (Luke, SiddoS

;

comp. Luke chap. xi. 22, Acts iv. 35), with the

wisdom and joy of love, the superfluity among
the needy. It is evident that the outward
obeying of this command is to be no general

rule for all possessors who would be saved
;

while Christ gave an earnest command to this

young ruler, he imposes it only upon such
special individual cases as his was. It is

equally clear, further, that this selling all, in

itself without price and merit, is required of
this individual only as a test; it was but the
preparatory act which would disembarrass him
for what comes immediately after, viz., Follow

me! Still, however, we shall altogether mis-

take the meaning of Christ—who always in

the external meaning includes the interna 1—
if we do not recognize in his words the figur-

atively embodied fundamental commandment
which he utters, for example, in Luke xiv. 33,

comp. Luke xii. 33—" Become poor /" That is

the great essential. AH that thou hast (Mark
and Luke alread}r spiritualizing and explain-

ing: otia exeiS)—that is, also the imagined
riches consisting in the fulfillment of the law
and virtuous deeds, ver. 20. Hast thou, as a
monk, parted with thy goods only to be more
proud of them in heart, what will that help
thee ?* The command comes ever anew, pen-
etrates deeper and deeper, until it pierces the

heart : Sell also thy imagined possession, ex-

pressed in the words, u I have sold all." Follow

me, that thou mayest learn in my school what
grace is, how thou mayest receive the kingdom
of heaven as a little child, and look only to

*Se« th* words of Fulgentius in Neander's
Denkw'urdigkeiten. iii. 1-28.

the treasure in heaven. Me—there now
stands, supplementing the humble saying at

ver. 17, the one Master, as personally and essen-

tially good, to cleave to whom is and becomes

alone true doing good. Mark adds (from Matt,

x. 38 and similar sayings), Take up the cross ;

we might certainly doubt whether Christ ut-

tered the word in so discouraging and repelling

a manner precisely to this young man ;
still,

as regards the profound and general import of

the saying, this is its true meaning.

K A man may pledge and stake his head a

hundred times ; but if any one were to pro-

ceed to take it from him, he would feel for the

first time how firmly it. sits—how it sticks to

him " (Gossner). So is it with the young man
here, who now perceives with deep shame how
much his idolatrous heart cleaves still to the

possession of this world. Caught by his own
inquiry after works of perfection, sharply

smitten in his own conscience, he cannot turn

aside the command of the Master by asking,

Where, then, is such a commandment enjoined

upon me ? With what right dost thou require

in the name of God so much as this of me?
He feels what our Lord purposed to make him

feel. " To disobey is hard for him, and to

obey still more hard " (as Roos excellently ex-

presses it). The command addressed to him

with friendly look makes his countenance and

heart sad ; lie goes away silent, and his silence

says :
" No, that I cannot possibly do !" We

are not told whether this sadness resulted in

the godly sorrow and humility proper to a sin-

ner. But Christ makes him, going away just

as he is, a warning example for his disciples
;

and proceeds more fully to disclose to them

the import of what he had said and done.

Verses 23, 24 Proverbial and figurative

discourse has always this character, that the

outward letter is not to be pressed in the par-

ticulars as it is in a doctrinal proposition, but

that a background of spiritual meaning all the

more deep opens itself up for the application.

As our Lord in ver. 24 does not merely repeat

with greater emphasis what he had said in ver.

23, but intends rather to lay the real emphasis

on the figurative proverb, and to conduct to

this by the transition from the case that had

just occurred, what is said in ver. 23 acquires

also for all subsequent hearers and readers,

nay, even for the apprehension of the disciples

at the time, a parabolic character. He speaks

indeed first of all in strict earnestness of the

outwardly rich, to whom the possession of their

goods becomes a dangerous hindrance, and that

because they do not possess as if they possess-

ed not, because their hearts cleave to their

possessions (Psa. lxii. 11). For, " not so much
is he rich who possesses a great deal, as he who
is possessed of a great deal" (Von Gerlach).

Thus do Mark and Luke rightly interpret

" they that have riches." Mark—who (as in

chap, vii., where human statutes are spoken of,

and elsewhere'1 most frequently appends an
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explanation to the word—here very consider-

ately, in order to obviate all misunderstanding

of Christ's words, sny«, Those tcho trust in r kites

(Prov. xi. 28 ; 1 Tim. vi. 17) ;
and he does so

under the guidance of the Holy Spirit, in order

that they in the Church who are slow to hear

might have the saying of Christ also in this

form. It is therefore not with Schleiermacher

to be called " a limitation by a later hand :"

fio much, however, is true, that Christ did not

here at first speak thus, otherwise the im-

pression produced on the disciples would not

have been so startling—it remains, notwith-

standing, undeniably the true interpretation of

the meaning of Christ's words. Again it is

true that such danger of putting false confi-

dence in their possessions lies very near to all

possessors. Does not Christ speak also, Matt,

xiii. 22, of the deceitfulness of riches ; and
does not experience still prove, in spite of the

exceptions from Abraham to Joseph of Ari-

mathea, that riches properly speaking, or the

possession of many goods, bring with them
peculiar and serious dangers, hindrances and
temptations ? As a rich man, then— i. e.,

without putting away his riches inwardly, and
in some cases also outwardly (the latter is

nothing without the former)—no one shall

enter into the kingdom of heaven. And one
might certainly, speaking strongly, apply the

saying with Wesley still further thus: " It is

also easier for a camel to go through the eye
of a needle* than for a rich man to give up
trusting in his riches"—although this seems
only partly true, and in comparison with the

saying of Christ too severe. It is further true,

that the poor cleave to the mammon which
they do not possess, when with idolatrous

covetousness, they strive after it, and will be
rich (1 Tim. vi. 9). But the whole of what
was exemplified in this incident becomes for

Christ a parable embodied in fact, represent-

ing a truth which entirely applies only to

what is inward. If—as according to Matthew
we suppose to be certain, and for a proverbial

expression find to be natural—Christ said

merely nXov6ioi, rich, we have only to call

to mind what is said in Luke vi. 24, 25, in

order to understand, that he speaks in the
deepest sense of the rich in spirit, of such as

are rich in genius, in virtues, in knowledge, in

honors, etc. This was the real hindrance in

the way of the young man ; had he been poor

in spirit, he would also have been ready to

sell his goods. Through the strait gate one

* The conjecture of many Greek commentators,
following Theophylact (not camel but cable), is no
longer thought of by any one; going pre-supposes
feet. The similar proverb of the elephant is familiar

in the Koran (Sur. vii. 38), and in the Talmud
(Buxtorf, Lex. p. 1722), also the camel, more fami-
liar among the Jews, according to Lightfoot, Hor.
Jlebr., in a proverb respec ing a stupid Galilean.

Comp. Matt, xxiii. 24. Sepp well observes that in

the natural connection of what is said about the
entering into the kingdom of God, the eye of a
needle, and tho door (door, gate), appear as in per-

spective contrasted with each other.

must come only poor and naked, not laden
with goods and virtues ; this lies as much in

the nature of the case as that a camel cannot
go through the eye of a needle. This our
Lord declares to his disciples, addressing them
with a friendly rexvex, " children," as Mark has
it ;* and we see immediately from their excla-
mation of amazement and fear that they have
understood his meaning.
Verses 25, 26. Who then can be saved

!

Ti? dpa, " Who then "—this is more com-
prehensive than merely rz'S 7tXov6ioi ( what
rich man). Do not the poor also cleave to
their scrap of possession and strive after more

;

has not every man at bottom something which
as his possession he will not let go? If the
entrance into the kingdom of heaven is so nar-

row, icho then is small and unencumbered
enough to enter ! What thou sayest is truly

the case of all—we understand thee ; then
the being saved must be in general a thing of

impossibility ? Thus do the amazed disciples

think ; and not of other people merely, of the
always not numerous class of the rich to whom
they certainly did not belong: they regard
themselves as included, inasmuch as they per-

ceive that man must renounce and relinquish

all that he has in every sense. Christ, howev-
er, confirming this understanding of his words,
looked vpon them (which ejiifiAeipaS,. Mark also

does not let slip), and spoke, quite openly now,
of the salvation of men in general as a thing
impossible with man, and only possible through
the omnipotence of God. He strengthens the
8v6x6Xoai into exdvvarov, the hard into im-

possible ; and thus it is : Who would be saved
if it were not for the power of redeeming
grace ? To man of himself it is impossible

even to break through the blindness of the

heart, so that as a sinner he shall know and
truly see what is lacking to him; then it is im-
possible to confess this in true penitence before

God, and to receive grace in faith ; then again

always impossible to persevere in grace unto
the end. But all is accomplished by the effi-

cacious working of God, by his anticipating,

strengthening, and confirming power ; certain-

ly not without faith (to which, therefore, all

things are possible, Mark ix. 23), but that
faith is (although without predestinating,

electing compulsion) "in the power of God"
(tv 8vvcxii£i 2eov, 1 Pet. i. 5), as a " faith of

the operation of God" (nt'driS riji evepysi'al

zov Seov, Col. ii. 12). To this faith that

lays hold on the power of God, on the other

hand, all is possible that pertains to salvation
;

from the first becoming poor and following

Christ even to the keeping of the commandments,

which also is indispensable. Possible—al-

though a difficulty attends it to the last.

Christ, indeed, is come to save the lost (Matt,

xviii. 11) ; for otherwise this was not possible

even for God. Sin must be blotted out in

* Another reading is even rsxvia. Here, for the

first time, Christ thus addresses the disciples; yet

hardly, as Sepp imagines, with reference to the little

ones shortly before commended.
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order that God may remain just in bestowing
grace, and man free in receiving it ; and atone-
ment was necessary, and such an atonement as

sanctifies. This great ddvvarov napd dv-
SpaJnoiS, this great impossibility with men,
God has brought to pass in the miracle of all

miracles, in the incarnate Son !*

How ought the disciples now to have re-

flected upon this important saying, with other
and joyful astonishment, at once satisfied and
silent and affected in heart! But this was
beyond their temper of mind and capacity of

apprehension, at least in the case of Pecer and
most of them ; although perhaps John and
Nathanael might have thus reflected. Peter
soon passes from the first salutary astonish-

ment with which he was struck, to the opposite

extreme ; he has too hastily appropriated to

himself the friendly look with which Christ re-

garded them, as if it said, " Are not ye your-
selves an example how God can save ?"—and
with great folly brings forward what he himself

has done in addition to the omnipotence of God.
He hides as usual behind the general ice his

favorite, I, and says, certainly not without
self-complacency : Behold we have left all and
followed thee ! If these words stood alone
without the question (again only preserved by
Matthew) which is annexed to them, they
might then have been taken in a good sense to

mean: Behold the almighty God has made
this possible for us, we rejoice in this and are

thankful ! But it sounds more questionable,

t really reverses the whole matter, when he
asks zieLpa. eorcu j)/Ltlv ; "What then shall

we have?" It is perceived clearly that his

meaning is : We have done much better than
the young man—and that again the idea of

merit creeps forth from his heart. That mild
interpretation of the question—deviating from
the translation of Luther—viz., "Is our renun-
ciation of all indeed that which thou requirest 1

what will fall to our lot, or be our sentence ?

wilt thou pronounce a judgment upon us dif-

ferent from that upon the young man, and let

us pass V—is fully confuted by the answer of

Christ. Because Peter has inquired after re-

ward and compensation, Christ says, first of

all, what is contained in vers. 28, 29 ; but be-

cause he has asked with a culpable eagerness

for reward, the parable concerning the first

and the last follows with its earnest warning
and rebuke. The matter then stands thus

:

Peter, who has not yet understood Luke xvii.

10, puts his question in the spirit of Job (chap.

xxxi. 2) ; and betrays what, alas ! may still

be too often found in the followers of Christ

who have left all, a self-righteous regard to the

reward of grace, as if it were not pure grace.

In such cases the injunction is ever again to

* This interpretation is a strange contiast with

that extreme which may be found—and only a

specimen of his enfeebling paraphrase—in my pre-

decessor in the exposition of the sayings of Jesus,

the notorious Bahrdt. According to him the

meaning here is: "That which in the present in-

tractable stite of mankind is infinitely difficult,

God cau make giadually to become easier."

be repeated: Sell all that thou hast ; renounce
also all that thou has received from me, ap-

propriate it not to thyself, as if thou hadst not
received it ! Look not self-complacently to

what thou hast done, but zealously to what
thou hast still to do, that thou mayest fulfill

thy course ! Imagine not that thou art com-
plete and perfect ! Ask rather, without ceas-

ing, What lack I yet't' This is better than
What shall I have, there/ore 1

Verse 28- The scanty possessions, of 'which

Peter seems somewhat presumptuously to speak
when he says, We have given up all (not en-

tirely, however, as they still retained posses-

sion of it), were certainly not worth the king-

dom of heaven as a purchase-price ; and Christ
might indeed have sharply ridiculed it. This
he does not do, however. He knows well that
it is difficult for the fisher to leave his boat, the

publican his little house, and every one what-
ever he calls his own ; that in the end the
poorest does enough when he renounces his all;

and that the heart of the beggar may cleave

more to a few pence than that of the rich man
to great sums. Nor was that so altogether in-

considerable which, for example, Peter possess-

ed in Capernaum ; and the two sons of Zebedee,
with their hired servants (Mark i. 20) ; and
Matthew, who could give a great feast in his

house. Therefore, with great kindness and
grace, he first of all acknowledges that they
had actually " followed him " by renouncing all,

holds in all honor their obedience to the apos-

tolic calling, and, without finding fault, holds

out to them the apostle-thrones as its result ;

then, however, follows the earnest rebuke of

the impure element of self which was mixed
up with their renunciation. Not, as many
harshly understand the sincere meaning of

Christ, that he at first, half ironically* set

before them the glory to which their faithful-

ness would not fail to attain (which was the

self-evident reward of those who were the su-

preme ministers of the highest King), in order

then all the more severely to say : But take
care that you do not lose it ! No, he is exalted

above such feelings and moods ; he himself, joy-

fully prophesying, looks first at the future glory

to which he knows that his twelve apostles

will attain, and to which he would have them
to look up. For we are to rejoice on account
of the reward in heaven (Luke vi. 23); the
command addressed to the rich young man con-

tained in it also the promise—Thou shalt have
treasure in heaven ! Mark and Luke leave out
the first special promise to the apostles ; but
Matthew gives it all the more exactly. Ye
who htxxe followed me—this not merely acknow-
ledges the past, but lays down at the same time,

with the full emphasis of this great word, the
condition which still remains ; therefore, in

latent prophecy, it already excludes Judas, just

as later Luke xxii. 28, '60. Still, there are

twelve seats ; for another shall receive the office

* That it is entirely ironical has been asserted

only by perverse expositors, such as Liebe in

Winer's Ixegd. Studicn.
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of the traitor, and God's plans suffer no defeat

on account of individual sinners.* The regen-

eration, as appears from the explanatory clause

which is added respecting the glory of the Son

of Man, is the renewal of the world, of the

earth (hence the Persian version has, in the

new world); a restoration of the primitive state

of things on the whole, as well as the regener-

ation of man, from which the expression, by
extension and comparison, is derived.f Not
merely the final adoption of the children of

God (Rom. viii. 23 ; Luke xx. 36) in the resur-

rection of the dead, but the concomitant glori-

fication of all creatures in order to the glory

which corresponds to the freedom of the children

of God (Rom. viii. 23). This 8oB,a or glory of

the new world, is itself the 86B,a of the vioS

tov dvSpajnov, or Son of Man, in which,

however, his special SpovoS will in some way
be set up. All the members of the new-born
race of this second Adam have a common par-

ticipation in the glory of the Son of Man ; for

such as bear honors, however, there are special

thrones, from which are to be governed the

twelve tribes of Israel ; i. e., the new and true

Israel, the entire people of God in their multi-

plicity, formed after the type of those twelve

tribes. Accordingly iv rr) TtaXiyyevEdia is,

in the last sense, equivalent to in my kingdom,

Luke xxii. 30 (comp. Matt. xxvi. 29) ; and the

sense in which it is understood by the two
sons of Zebedee (Matt. xx. 21) is quite correct.

Although finally xpiveiv in this place signifies

not judge but govern, as DSJJJ in the Heb., yet

Bengel's fine observation is not without ground :

Of Christ, it is xaSidfl (sit) in the Active, of

the apostles KaS/o£6Se [ahaLl be seated) in the

Miildie;X for they take not their seats until

they have first stood, with all others, before

the judgment throne of him who sits (Luke xxi.

36 ; 2 Cor. v. 10).

Verse 29- Should not an honest heart have
been humbled b}r the very greatness and lofti-

ness of the promise ? Should not Peter and all

the apostles have been constrained to say with
shame : Lord, this comes to us not as a recom-
pense for leaving our ships and nets ; this is

grace, and not reward at all ! "Christ even now,
in passing to the intended rebuke, helps them
to such thoughts and feelings, inasmuch as, in

order to check their special we. he widens the
promise. They must learn to speak as the
last apostle did, who, according to Christ's

choice, came in the room of one who fell from

* The spiritualizing interpretation of Rud. Matthai
(Die Machl und Wimde des Fiirsten), which finds

here a dominion also, in the perfected kingdom at
the end, for those who are called and prepared to
exercise it, goes beyond these literally named
tioelve apostolic thrones.

t To follow Christ in the regeneration (as Gbschel,
von d. letzten Dirigen, p. 23 in one place connects the
words) is not a correct expression ; but the hope
of the near regeneration of the world on account of
their own regeneration, is a combination which
Gdschel correctly gives.

+ Hence also the difference of the case in Spovov
and J?poVouJ.

the number of the twelve—the greatest and
last apostle: Not to me only shall the crown be
given by the righteous Judge, but to all them
also that love his appearing (2 Tim. iv. 8).

Every one without distinction who has forsaken
whatsoever he loved and held dear, whatever
his heart clave to (here it is not at tirstpideiv,

hate, Luke xiv. 26, which is j^et always indis-

pensable, but, the bearing patientljr actual loss,

the free surrender)

—

for tJie sake of Christ (Matt.:
" for my name's sake ;" Mark :

" for my sake
and the Gospel's ;" Luke :

" for the kingdom
of God's sake ")—shall suffer no loss thereb3r

,

but shall obtain most abundant compensation.
The so-called sacrifices which are made in the
cause of God receive this name at first only
with reference to our unbelief ; for every such
loss brings after it rich gain. The only goods
that are named by way of example, are those
of house, of family love, and of the earthly
possession that most binds the heart ; for, of

such things the disciples had been speaking.

Matthew and Mark have, with slight differ-

ences, the same arrangement of the particulars.

It begins at first generally with the house;
then, in the members of the family, it rises

gradually to an ever more difficult renuncia-

tion (for one separates himself from brothers

and sisters sooner than from parents, while one
cleaves to his wife more than to these, and
finally, with most intensity to children) ; and
then returns again to the more direct and real

property in lands. This we take to be the

original form ; while Luke gives the substance

by an abridgment, in which the arrangement is

not so exact. There are many significant things

to be noticed in these words ; in which we
plainty perceive the superintending care of the

Holy Spirit, providing against every essentially

improper expression, such as might contradict

the cautious and well-weighed saying of our
Lord. That no divorce can be meant here by
the forsaking of wife is self-evident from the
declaration so earnestly made by Christ not

long before. That he mentions brothers, and
sisters, and children in the plural, but only one
wife, as also one father and one mother, is in

like manner conformable to that declaration in

favor of monogamy. Finally, that, in the par-

ticular repetition of the persons who are to be
received back by way of recompense (which
Mark alone gives, and, we can hardly suppose,

as a mere amplification), even mother* is speci-

fied, while there is no mention again of wife or

wives—is wisely and becomingly directed

against all fanatical abuse ; although it is also

true that in a certain sense (only not in the
conjugal) compensation will be given also for

the wife who has been given up. How and
when does Christ promise that this hundred-
fold (Luke, "manifold"), i.e., this intensive

* For nature "ives us only one, but love many
So Alf'ord excellently, although. he forgets himself

when he speaks of "fathers and mothers." This

also Chri-t has wisely not repeated ; the reading

xai jzarepa appears to us introduced as a correc-

tion, just as the singular prjzipa adopted by
Lachmann.
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(somewhat as in 1 Sam. i. 8) and much better
compensation, shall be made 1 Now already in

this lime, or world, which Mark and Luke
precisely distinguish from the eternal life in

the future world ; as also Matthew (at least

in his Kcti ?,qdi)v atoiviov). Therefore, by
virtue of the spiritual fellowship of goods and
of love, this took place in the Church of be-

lievers ; where Paul found a mother (Rom.
xvi. 13) and many children, whore Timothy
found brothers and sisters (1 Tim. v. 1, 2) ;

and where the great principle holds good, All

things are yours! (1 Cor. iii. 22). Even homes
and laud'- in this present time are compensated
in this manner. Often indeed quite literally,

as when those who forsake them are received

by others for the sake of Christ into the joint

possession and use of their property ; at all

events, in the sense of 2 Cor. vi. 10, that Christ

takes better care of his followers than if they
had retained house and hall with unfaithful-

ness toward him. All this, however, is pezd
Stayfiwv, i.e., at present amid persecutions,

according to the nature of the kingdom of the
cross before the period of glory ; not without
continued patience for righteousness sake.

Verss 30. And now, after such groat prom-
ises—the fulfillment of which everyone who
ventures to put them to the test has in all

times experienced—there follows a warning
contrast. The saying which contains this,

Luke has not subjoined ; Mark only gives the
simplest expression of it ; while Matthew con-
nects it with the parable which illustrates it.

Our Lord indeed had already uttered the pro-

v rbial saying on another occasion (Luke xiii.

30) ; here, however, he devotes to it an entire

parable, as he does in like manner to that other
in Matt. xiii. 12, spoken at a later period, chap.
xxv. 14-30; and again to that which is added
at chap. xx. 16 (" many are called but few
chosen ::

) the entire parable in chap. xxii. 2-14.

We will leave, then, this profound saying to

explain itself in the parable ; and at the out-
set content ourselves with Meyer's excellent
note, which indeed contains every thing : The
first " in time, gifts, self-estimation, and ap-
pearance " shall l.e last, and vice versa. We
observe now only so much—as indicating the
proper direction for the understanding of the
parable, which beyond all question culminates
in the saying placed before and after it—that
Christ according to all evident connection
with what goes before means to say : The
penny of this country (which, at ver. 29, I pro-

mise to all my followers, as a reward of grace
to be obtained even here upon earth) I will as-

suredly pay to every one. But at last (as

respects eternal life) it will be otherwise ; then
shall many who had been preferred remain
behind and without, having been sufficiently

paid by what the)' have received ; while many
late ones shall be advanced.
We must at once, according to what is here

indicated, declare against the arbitrary asser-

tion of Neander (with Strauss and De Wette),
that both sayings (chap. xix. 30, and xx. 16)
*re entirely out of their place here, and mar

the import of the parable ! We are sorry to

be obliged to say rather that Neander shows
he has entirely misunderstood the parable—

a

necessary result, indeed, of such rejection of

the authentic interpretation of the sacred

toxt.

Chapter XX. 1—16. In order to understand
this parable,* so much contested from the be-

ginning, and lately so much mangled and per-

verted in a multitude of special treatises, it is

certainly of decisive importance to settle the

principal question, What does Christ mean by
the penny, or day's hire? We maintain that

all who take it to represent eternal life or

blessedness grossly err, and entirely mistake
the true meaning of the whole. There are

three reasons in support of this, so clear that

one must wonder they have not always ap-

peared evident to all. Eirst, eternal life can-

not surely be promised as a reward of labor,

in the same way as in a legal contract ; which
is yet plainly the meaning of the 6vpq>a>vE7v t

agree, ver. 2, comp. ver. 13. The Lord agreed

with the laborers and the laborers with him
;

and this contract is at all events kept, even
without respect to the disposition and worthi-

ness which afterwards shows itself; but it is

not thus, assuredly, in the bestowing of eter-

nal life. Then, secondly : The murmurers
also receive the penny, and on receiving it

complain that what they have received is not

so much as is due to them. These, however,

as the conclusion of the parable plainly de-

clares, are in reality none of the chosen ones

who earn eternal life ; otherwise the entire

parable would contradict this its conclusion,

and all who had been called would come at

last into the kingdom of heaven. And yet we
must in any case interpret the parable from
this concluding sentence, and by no means ex-

plain this sentence as incorrectly added here,

or (with Calvin) cancel it altogether, when it

is found not to fit in with the interpretation

given before to the parable. Steffensen (Stud,

u. Krit. 1848, 3) with perfect right maintains

that our Lord, by adding these concluding

words, obliges us to seek precisely in them the

principal idea of the parable. That he in-

tends, as has been said in opposition to this, to

show, by the striking contradiction implied,
" that such a murmuring in heavenly things

is in itself inconceivable "—is an idea which
itself is inconceivable ; because then, contrary

* To which, strangely enough, there is to be
found an analogous saying in the Jerusalem Talmud
(see in Lightfoot or Vitringa), although, consistent-

ly with Jewish self-righteous feeling, with a differ-

ent turn at the conclusion :
" This one has wrought

more in two hours than you the whole day !" Comp.
the statements iu Dopke (Hermcneutik d. neutest.

Schriftsteller, p. 36), but still more exactly in Sepp,

ii. 244. The Mohammedau parallel adduced by
Trench after Hammer (Theol. Litt. Am. 1847, p.

252) had certainly its origin in the parable of

Chiist.
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to the fundamental rule to be observed in

every parable, no reality would correspond

with the principal point of the figurative nar-

ration. As little can it be understood of a

mere offer of the same eternal reward to all

objectively, although afterwards the envious

ones exclude themselves as being subjectively

unworthy to receive it ; this explanation (for

which Trench decides) is neither agreeable to

the text of the parable nor to the nature of

the case. We are not even at liberty with
many to explain it of the as yet tolerant re-

ception of the murmurers into a kingdom of

earthly glory before the last day ; for even
there, as we are elsewhere sufficiently taught,
the unworthy remain without. This lies plain-

ly in the vitays,* go thy way (ver. 14), which
expresses rejection and anger; and together
with which, the adjudication " Take that is

thine /" can mean nothing else, than what, at

another stage, Abraham says to the rich man
(Luke xvi. 25). What .thou hast contracted
for, with that thou art discharged ; but now,
Away from my service, and from all further
intercourse with me !

" There can be no
blessedness without acceptance with God "

—

this is the sure point of this parable ; as al-

ready Gregory the Great (whom Besser can-
not confute) has said :

" No murmurer can
receive the kingdom of heaven ; and no one
who receives it can murmur." Luther also

(to whom the present Lutherans with their
artificial exegesis ought in this instance to
yield) saw clearly that the murmuring labor-
ers " go off with their penny and are damned.''''

What, then, is the day's hire? The same
Luther, who preferred to leave this unsettled
as a subordinate point, which is certainly not
admissible,f yet goes on to say, " Therefore if

we would strictly interpret, we must under-
stand the penny of the temporal good ; and the
favor of the householder of the eternal good."
Melancthon is still more positive that the de-
narius is not to be explained of the vita aeterna.

Valerius Herberger adheres to Luther, when
he says :

" The object and aim of the parable
is not represented in the question, Who ob-
tains the penny—as several have racked their
brains to make out, and have only made bad

* Rupprecht {Stud. u. Krit. 1847, 2) explains
this most groundlessly of a mere command to go
away, to leave the presence (as at ver. 4 to labor !).

And even in such a departure, that is, from God's
countenance, good pleasure, and fellowship, the re-
ward can never be the inheriting of eternal life,

named at chap. xix. 29.

t " The point of the parable, therefore, in this
Gospel does not lie in the penny, ichattver that may
be, nor in the distinction of the hours, but in the
earning and obtaining—how one may earn the
penny." With this in substance agrees what the
treatise in Tholuck's Litt. Anz. (1847, p. 275)
strangely comes to at last: The denarius has pro-
perly no independent interpretation (is therefore
nothing at all?), it only expresses what faithful dili-
gence is worth in itself ! It appears to us, how-
ever, that this says nothing at all ; for surely this
main feature in the parable must be something.

worse—but in this, Who retains the grace of
the heavenly Father, so good to all ?" Very
true ; but that we may rightly investigate
this latter point, it is necessary that we thus
strictly interpret the former ; and it needs no
racking of one's brains to read that people are

here spoken of who obtain the penny, but at

the same time lose the grace of the Lord. A
simple glance at what goes before suffices to

show that the penny is certainly a temporal

good, different from eternal life, though not of

a merely outward and earthly nature.* It is

manifestly that reward, profit, or compensation
of whatsoever kind, having no necessary con-
nection with eternal life, which such a hireling

question as that of Peter (chap. xix. 27) seeks
;

and it means precisely the " what " after

which that question asked Such a reward
the grace and righteousness of God will actu-

ally connect with service in the kingdom of

God, so that no one shall labor there in vain.

Such a portion as is rather of a merely
outward kind, as the most direct compensa-
tion for any tiling that may have been re-

nounced, was spoken of in Mark x. 30. Yet
the " promise of this life " which belongs to

godliness (1 Tim. iv. 8), includes in it, what
must not be overlooked, the internal spiritual

enjo}'ment and reward which all doing of

what is good and right carries directly in it-

self; for also in this sense is Psa. xix. 12 al-

ready true, comp. 1 Cor. ix. 18. Who is there
that gets harm from following after that which
is good (1 Pet. iii. 13), and not rather abun-
dant good? So that those who serve Christ,

even with persecutions, and with all manner of

afflictions in (he world, in the flesh, have yet a

better portion than sinners even here. We
are by no means to understand a worthless
hypocritical self-righteousness in those first

who become last, but an actual entering into

the calling of God by service and labor, a first

laying hold of the promise, apprehended su-

perficially, Do this and live ! a promise which
leads the humble, who go on to learn in God's
school, to blessedness; but which has for the
insincere, and those who are eager after re-

wards, no more than the penny that was bar-

gained for. This penny is very various, but
in every case it is exactly that and nothing
else at which the striving of the individual

aimed. For (as should well be observed) to

serve for blessedness as a strict reward, to

bargain for the kingdom of heaven as a return

for labor

—

this no one can in truth do, this

properly never occurs. Where it seems to

occur it will be found that the heart has really

meant a Jewish Messiah-kingdom or a Moham-

* In this assertion we are not shaken by the fact

that those who have most recently treated the para-

ble are for explaining the penny of eternal life;

for their interpretations are truly deficient in tho

simplicity which would lead to another result.

Alford is among those who oppose me, describing

the ctiticism here as "much inferior to his usual
remarks ;" but I must wait to see whether the
second edition, with its more exact references, may
more effectually convince hioi.
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medan paradise; always something of the na-
ture of a penny, which, too, he will obtain in

so far as it is right and possible, when God at

last calls to account. In so far, also, every-

one receives his penny ; the reward in relation

to the person and his claim is, in a certain
measure, the same for all. Only, we may say,

on the other hand, with Driiseke : The same
penny is to every one different, according to

the hand that receives it, according to the
mind that estimates it. Some taste in it from
the first a reward of God, a grace and gift of
eternal life ; others receive it as their reward,
as a booty which they have seized ; and thus,

in their penny, the penny properly so called is

lost, it has become by their own fault a mere
coin of discharge. "They turn the penny
round about in their hand, and know not what
they are to make of it." Such persons are

represented in the parable to whom it will

thus happen in the end ; and for such the
penny is certainly not eternal life.*

We inquire, further, with reference to the
principal feature of the parable, upon which
the understanding of the whole depends :

What is the clay with its twelve hours ? How
is the earlier anal later, the first and last, to be
interpreted ? If we are at once to say, in or-

der to obviate the other principal error of

such an interpretation, that the day is not at all

analogous to the period of the world up to the
last day—we should speak too hastily by far.f

For the parable certainly connects itself, in

the first place, with the relation as to time in

which the apostles and first disciples of Christ

appear—they being the first called at the
commencement of the work of the vineyard.

But, not only so, there is reflected in it at the
same time

—

looking backwards—the general

fundamental relation which is the theme of so

many parables ; viz., the earlier calling of the
Jews with whom God made the covenant of

works in form of legal promise, and then the
compassion for the Gentiles who were in due
time placed on a par with them (Acts xv. 9).

To deny entirely this reference and applica-

tion would be quite as wrong here as it would
be to deny it in the parable of the two sons,

which is in general cognate with that before

us. This is certainly the fundamental type in

the background—on which, so to speak, the
picture rests

—

but nothing more ; and it is now
necessary to observe, that while our Lord sets

out from this reference to periods in the

world's history, with their earlier and later

calls, he immediately again leaves it ; so that

the parable, as a whole, in its developed form,

* How Al ford can say of this eteinal life, "To
the enviers and grumblers it will be as the fruit

which turns to ashes iu the mouth "—we confess

we cannot comprehend.

fRupprecht goes too far in his protest against

every supposition of Old Testament periods of time,

on the ground that all parables respecting the king-

dom of God make that kingdom to begin only with

Christ. Has he then quite forgotten that the ser-

vants were sent to seek fruit from the vineyards

before the Son 1

24

can by no means be interpreted according to
that reference. If, again, the apostles are the
first, then, in order to maintain the chrono-
logical line from Christ to the judgment, we
must take them in connection with the entire
first apostolic church. To refer, however, the
laborers thus directly to entire nations and
churches, instead of individual persons, is in

contradiction to the whole moral harmony and
tendency of the parable. Nations and" con-
temporaries in respect of calling, are not al-

ways of the same character or disposition
;

least of all does the history of the Christian
Church, as a whole, exhibit such a state of

things as is here denoted. Father Lambert,
indeed, is for understanding it of the first

Churches that were called out from the heathen,
because they afterwards became proud and
envious ; that is true, but can it be said of

them as a whole that at the first they agreed
with Christ in the matter of a reward? Fur-
ther, can it be said that they actually did the
more difficult work—as it is said that they first

cleared out the field of the world in order to
the planting of the vineyard (which yet was
already there)—so that in later times the heat
of the conflict became less? In this chrono-
logical view we shall no where find what com-
pletely corresponds to the features of the par-
able. Such an interpretation too hastily lays
aside the connection with the question of Peter,
as also with the saying, quite manifestly refer-

ring to individual persons, Many that are first

;

which, indeed, only correspond to the -rtdi

otiri<; (whosoever) before, ver. 29. It would
also oblige us to give up all reference of the
laborers to such as, like the apostles, serve
Christ in the Church by a special office, a ref-

erence which, on account of the reasons just
given, is predominating though not exclusive.

The laborers in the vineyard are, of course, to bo
distinguished from the stems and branches of

the vines ; and there is evidently meant here,

first of all (without excluding further applica-
tion), a special call to labor and service, not
the general call to salvation: "This special

calling is a means to that general one" (Rich-
ter's HansbibeJ). Further, a systematic chro-
nological interpretation of the day stands too
much in the way of the instructive and prin-

cipal application to the individual Christians of
all times ; inasmuch as in that case all who live

at one period would belong to one hour, and
thus the moral point of the whole, so to speak,
would be lost. But what if, as we have seen,
our Lord only builds, upon the grand typical
background of the relation of time between
earlier and later calling (as first represented in

the relation between the Jews and the Gen-
tiles), a parable which is afterwards different-

ly applied?* We say, first of all, in general,
that the whole time of the world is reflect-

ed in every period, and repeats itself in every
individual life ; in order to this meaning, which

* Otherwise expressed :
" The difference of hours

serves only as a figure for the difference of rank "

(T/ieol. Litt. Ant).
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here comes into prominence in the evident ref-

erence to individual persons, we must withdraw
our eye from the historical survey of the whole,

as Christ himself does, in the particular devel-

opment of the parable. For, in the first place,

it is impossible to show how there can be a

continuing to labor on the part of the first till

the coming of Christ to judgment ;* secondly,

in this case all the first would appear as mur-
muring at last, which is yet far from the mean-

ing of Christ ; thirdly, taken in a literally his-

torical view, the penny which was not paid

till the evening, must certainly be the partici-

pation in the earthly kingdom of Christ, into

which, however, as already said, no enviers

shall enter. Is then the day to bo understood

as the lifetime of each individual man 1 We
answer again, as above, that there is some truth

in this (for parables in general throw out their

light in manifold rays, and are not exhausted

by a single fixed sense) ; but if, with many, we
maintain this in a literally historical sense, we
shall again miss the true meaning and find con-

tradictions. Not merely, and not as the prin-

cipal sense, can Christ mean the lifetime of the

individual. For, in the first place, it may be

said here again that not all who are called in

j'ou th are eager for reward, nor are all who are

called later in life on that account chosen.

Further, the different lifetimes have not all the

same beginning and end, they have not a com-

mon date of payment ; and this is strong

enough of itself to limit this chronological

view ; finally, the preference and precedence of

the first, certainly, by no means, refer merely

to time. Many a one labors much in a more
difficult office than others, bears the heat of

the conflict without, while others tarry by the

stuff in peace ; nay, what is equally to the pur-

pose, many a one is merely first in honor, or

moreover, only to his own fancy : I am more,

and labor more. What, then, is the day with

its hours 1 No other than a parabolical figur-

ative representation of the relation between first

and last existing in all possible forms ; certainly,

with most immediate reference to time, from

which, indeed, the expression " first and last

"

is derived, but including further all applica-

tions to all sorts of precedence, whether found-

ed on truth, appearance, or fancy.

To conclude : this parable, as a whole, in

respect to its process of time, is not a chronolo-

gically prophetic representation, to be explain-

ed in a literally historical manner,f of some-

* Origen fables about the transmigration of souls,

according to which the first work on to the end,

and even the last have stood idle the whole day (in

former bodies)

!

fBengel als6 cannot quite disengage himself
from this misapprehension ; and when he under-
stands the space of time comprehended by the
parable to be from the fiiBt calling of the apostles

onwards to the Pentecost, he forgets that, previous

to the Pentecost, those who were called had not
wrought at all ! Chronological fancies respecting

the great world-hours are to be found in the Ber~

lenberg Bible, as also in the fathers, according to

which the apostles come again at the eleventh

thing that takes place precisely thus (as is the
case in other parables; for example the tares
and the wheat, the drawing of the net and
selecting of the fishes, the casting out of the
husbandmen who killed the son, the marriage
of the king's son, the ten virgins, the servants
with the talents, the great supper)—but a com-
prehensive figurative representation, taking its

rise from the relation of time, but afterwards
spiritualized, of something that thus takes
place oftentimes and in many ways. The figure

brings together and arranges into a totality of
impression what is repeated in manifold ways

;

in such parables, for example, as the building
of the house on the rock, the various kinds of
ground, the treasure and pearls, the wicked
servant, the true and wise servant, the fig-tree

in the vineyard, the lost son, the unrighteous
householder, Lazarus in Abraham's bosom.*
The point of connection for the parable is no

other than the question of Peter : for this rea-

son only tho>-e "first" are selected, in ver. 2,

who have regard to the reward ; and the agree-
ment is as it were an irony coming after the
discourse in chap. xix. 27-29. Observe now
the different form of the proverbial saying at

the beginning and the end, a difference which
thus ^precisely justifies and explains itself.

Oi sdx<xroi, oi npooro^ " the last," " the

first," at the end (with the article) are only to

be understood as meaning

—

those last and first

of whom I said at the beginning, many that

are first shall be last. For there are certain-

ly first who remain first, and last who remain
last. The proposition—all the last become
first, and all the first become the last—as if

Christ had said this in the oi, is in no possible

way to be justified.f The difference of dispo-

sition between those here represented as first

and last, is the principal thing to which the

ovt oo S l6ovT<xi, " so shall be," remains ap-

plicable.

The limited sphere, then, of the parable is

the warning representation of such as are

called with a real or seeming preference, and
who thereupon do not renounce the eager

anxiety for reward—all that is thought to

be found in detail beyond this limit is erro-

hour! Of these Luther said. "Such talk is good

for passing the time when one has nothing else to

preach." And here, where the parable affords

quite different material for preaching, he is quite

right.

* In what is here said lies the measure of truth

which belongs to the principle laid down by Rudel,

that the parables only figuratively represent the

last judgment by way of warning ; that here, there-

fore, as a sharp warning, the murmuring disposition

which had just been exhibited by Peter, is repre-

sented as still the same in future, even at the last

judgment (Rudelb. and Guer. Zeitschrift, 1851, 3).

Yet we must still reject the consequences which

Rudel draws from this view carried to an extreme,

as tending to make the historico-dogmatical ground

of the parable evaporate into what is merely prac-

tical and didactic.

f Although, as it is well known, many (with

whom Lisco agrees) have strangely attempted it.
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neous. The application, however, to a merely
imagined preference is certainly included ; for

it is in harmony with our Lord's manner to put
such conceit to shame by condescending as it

were to allow its validity. The object of the
parable is finally: First, to detect and put to

shame the evil intention ; to demonstrate that
such a hateful envy lies in the eager anxiety
about reward (ver. 15). There is a concealed
envy of the favor shown to others ; and the
saying of the elaest son finds its repetition,

alas ! even in the circle of the disciples of
Christ: "What shall we have therefore?"
Beneath this we, there lies hid as its evil mo-
tive a secret us in preference to others-—which
the Lord here brings to light. " This parable
hits even excellent people; nay, it terrifies

the greatest, saints ; therefore Christ holds it

up before the apostles themselves " (Luther).
" How many shining stars have already been
struck by the tail of the dragon, and cast

down by pride to the earth !" (Rambach).
Herberger, rich in anecdote, brings a striking-

ly illustrative story into his sermon on this

text,* which indeed strongly portrays what
our Lord here mildly represents, but still cor-

responds to the reality of the parabie.

Secondly, there is then the keen and ever
true learning : In such a spirit, thou, now
among the first (even thou, Apostle Peter, if

it remain in thee, and go on developing itself

in thee), mayest at some future time take the
reward, and }

ret lose eternal life—worse than
one who is lost, thou mayest remain behind,
and without, as a last one in the worst sense

(2 John 8). For this is plainly declared by a
final climax in the second saying, respecting
the called and chosen, which is annexed to the
first. Meanwhile let us reflect on this ! We
shall not at once conclude ; but after this gen-
eral surve}^ consider the details, and thus ar-

rive again at this decisive concluding verse.

Verses 1, 2. God always goes out a/xa npoot,

early in the morning, diligently anticipating

those whom he seeks.f At the earliest dawn
of the world he began to call such as Enoch
and Abraham ; long before there was any
mention of cultivating a vineyard in the pro-

per sense, had he uttered the word : I am thy
reward, walk before me ! This is not indeed
directly meant here, but, pointing backwards,
it is hinted. At all events we learn, from the
first word, that it is not caprice on the part of

God which calls the late ones so late. Many

* A monk died, leaving a great name for sanctity;

a robber, who had heard him preach, repented, ran

to confess, but fell on the way and broke his neck.
A. devout man saw both, wept at the death of the
saint, but rejoiced at that of the robber. Why so \

" When the monk died, the devil took him because
of his pride; when the robber broke his neck,
angels received his penitent soul."

t In Jeremiah these words frequently occur

:

'•*

I have sent unto you, rising up early and send-
ing."

in preaching from this passage erroneously
take pains to show that the compassion of the
Lord (for it depends indeed upon this alone,

not upon the willing or running of any one)

takes effect in some sooner, in others later ;

and that of this difference in the " hours of

grace " we have nothing more to say than, Sc
it seems good in his sight, he has power to do
what he will with his own. What truth there

is in this is not taught here; the other side

rather comes into prominence. If, on the other
hand, we refer the first, third, sixth hour*, etc.,

which are selected (with the omission of the

intervening ones) to certain terms or epochs
in the history of the world, and of an individu-

al lifetime, wdien the call of grace goes forth

more loudly and directly—it is yet to be re-

membered that the same call also continues to

sound through all the intervening times. Those
who subsequently went into the vineyard had
already been invited in the morning ; they
knew of the vineyard where work was to be
had ; and every one that stands at a disadvan-

tage has himself to blame, because he wras not
there wdien Cod called, or disregarded his call-

ing from one hour to another. This is the
meaning of the parable, which will also be con-
firmed by the apparent contradiction in ver. 7.

The vineyard may be traced to Isa. v. (and still

earlier to the Song of Solomon and Psa. lxxx.),

as the similitude retained by Christ to denote
God's economy tipon earth, his people, his

kingdom ; the fruit of it is the most excellent,

the labor in it is severe and difficult. The
laborers correspond indeed in the first place, as

we have already seen, to the husbandmen
(Matt. xxi. 33) ; consequently, further, to the
apostles and their successors in office in Chris-
tendom, of course not precisely according to

the outward official title, but according to their

divine calling. Yet the word "laborers"
warrants further the general application, in so

far as, in the vineyard, no one is allowed to

remain idle or merely passive. The God who
himself alone prepares his people for himself
will yet have fellow-workers (1 Cor. iii. 9), as

well out of grace as according to that justice

which requires a worthiness for his kingdom—

a

worthiness, however, different from a merito-
rious claim to reward. Laborers at all events—

-

for although thou art not a gardener, but a
branch, thou art yet a living branch, which is

not merely the object of cultivation, but in its

turn is to bring forth fruit. Hast thou no
special commission out of thy house, thou hast
at least in thy house (Mark v. 19 ; Acts xvi.

31), and wherever thou shouldst let thy light

shine so as to save others along with thyself.

He who entirely neglects the salvation of
others will not be likely to attain his own.
These are ideas which lie in the background,
and do not contradict the main reference to

laborers in the more limited sense. Let no
one boast of his labor, but praise the rich
householder who so kindly cares for the poor

;

let us know nothing else than what we are
wont to say ; The gracious Lord hath given me
employment. He promises the due reward, th#
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denarius (which, also in Tacitus, still appears

as the usual ample day's wages for working
soldiers) ; but gives infinitely more than this

to the faithful who willingly labor for him,

and are diligent. But if those who are Called

at the very first begin distrustfully to ask,

How much am I certain to get ?—then indeed

they are in an evil way, and are to be warned
of the unhappy end of such a course.

Verses 3—7- The next, going out at the

third hour, n\r}Sov6?iS dyopds, or when the

market-place was full (as also dyopdi -nAt]-

Saopa occurs), denote precisely the time when
the ayopaioi, or gaping idlers, are to be
found. So far as this trait taken from man's

work can correspond to what is higher, it finely

maintains by this interval of three hours the

medium between an undue zeal on the Lord's

part, leading him to be ever running after la-

borers as if he needed them, and a neglect that

cares not for the people who need him. We
see evidently from the whole what is the aim
of the master of the vineyard ; every expres-

sion that might speak of his need is carefully

avoided, while, on the other hand, the idleness

of the fools is in a kindly manner rebuked.

Go ye also into the vineyard—these words pre-

suppose that the others had heard the first

calling, or had heard of it ; it is spoken of as

a thing known ; and in the " also," which sets

before them the example of those who had
gone previously, it is mildly hinted as a fault

that they are standing idle. The market place

of the world is contrasted with the vineyard
of the kingdom of God ; the greatest man of

business in worldly things is )
ret only an idle

starer, so long as he will not enter upon the

true labor, winch alone is of any value, which
alone brings its reward.* The promise, What-
soever is right I will give you, contains in the

background likewise a hint at the penny, as if

it were said—Go ye also (now at least) ; I

will not count the time lost, but give to you
also a full day's hire, as is due (only to the

others). Or might we sajr
, The Lord himself

means by the words only what the reckoners

could understand, namely, the part of the
penny corresponding to the pi-oportion of

hours. f Hardly ; if we interpret this iu the
light of the subsequent development ! The
indefinite form of the promise implies at the
same time even a higher degree of kindness,
even more than the first contract, and con-
tains the true answer to the question of Peter,
with which every one ought to be satisfied

—

Only serve the good Lord, it will assuredly do

* This is precisely what Rupprccht means when
he finds here a designation of iho>e ' who. in rel'er-

pnco to the kingdom of heaven, have yet done
nothing." Why then should the market, as " the
place where the idle people stand," not signify the
world ? Let us not, after modern fashion, be too
uice in determining biblical, parabolical representa-
tions !

f As the Jews (see Lightfoot. Hora Talmud.) pay
lifferently the Qf> V3fe> and DIJ?^ 1*3^—those
rbo are hired by the day, and by the hour.

thee no hurt ! Tho later laborers really trust
more, they are ashamed of their idleness, and
are contented that they are permitted to enter
at all. From the ninth hour till the evening,
when work ceases, would be once more the
same interval of time; but the faithful and
good Lord cannot refrain from even yet offer-

ing a last term for one last hour. Those v. bom
he now finds are of course somewhat more
pointedly rebuked: Why stand ye, why have

ye stood all the day idle ? Why have ye des-

pised all the former calls, and, as much as in

you lies, actually lost the whole day and the
last hour, and thus brought a heavy penalty
upon yourselves—if ye do not now take what
I offer to you ? Now there comes an excuse :

No one hath hired us ! A "wonderfully bold
speech ! seeing that the lord of the vine-

yard has been calling from early morning
y

and has now, truly not without justice, charged
them with idleness. Christ will certainly

represent this excuse as groundless and hypo-
critical ; for before God it will not be held
valid. In the eye of man it indeed appears
otherwise ; we say rightly of many, Ah, il

they had only been called earlier! No one
has invited them, education has been wanting,
they have been surrounded with bad company,
perhaps even those who should have worked
favorably upon their souls have been false

teachers and destroyers. When such a one is

called, i. e., when first he distinctly hears the

divine call, it is even natural for himself to

think—No one has hitherto hired nie ; now,
for the first time, light rises upon me. But
when the light shines more clearly, and the
call sinks deeper into his heart, he will no
longer thus justify his cause, but rather take
blame to himself. He will see and acknow-
ledge that God called him even from the first,

that he went out of the way of him who
called when he saw him coming—in short,

that the blame lies on himself alone. Only
the poor heathen (in that first reference from
which the parable started) may, with any
semblance of right, still excuse themselves

;

no baptized and confirmed Christian, no man
amongst us who has learned the ten com-
mandments, and the Lord's prayer, or has ever

heard a church bell, will be able to say—No
one has hired or invited me ! Still, in order

to teach us that God's goodness will certainly

do injustice to no one who might in any mea-
sure be able to excuse himself, Christ frames

the parable so as to make the householder
kindly overlook the pretext almost as if he
admitted its force ; and in the promise, which
to the last is the same, only slightly touches

the conscience: "Go ye also into the vine-

yard, i. e., like those who have already gono
;

as ye know that I have often already thus
called at the market p'.a;e. Why, then, havo
ye disregarded the call I" Thus does God. in

his abounding goodness, call kindly to tho
last; he calls the people only not *> remain
idle; and those here represented as last n.ro

such as enter upon the w»r'K meioly from

shame, which at length seizj* them, and with-
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out much asking about the hire. They feel,

indeed, what their idleness even to the last

hour has deserved, and that if they are al-

lowed to work at all it is only of grace ; they
trust the good Lord, and are far from think-
ing—The day of labor is now almost as good
as past, there will be no wages for the last

hour. We learn here, also, that even for the
last hour there may be a superabundant re-

compense. The eleventh hour is still a precious

hour of grace. To many it is evidently the
last solemn hour of decision ; while, to us all,

it is at least uncertain at every call whether
our last hour may not have come.
Verses 8—11. Every one who will receive

wages must work, though it be only one
hour ; but the labor does not continue always

;

at the longest it lasts only one day, which is

followed by the evening when all labor closes.

That, in paying the laborers, the Lord gives

orders to begin at the last, signifies in the

first place—Give ample payment in general

without respect and distinction ! Then, how-
ever, from consideration of the laborers, and
knowledge of their state of mind, he already,

in his wisdom, sums all up in two classes, last

and first ; although there are, so to speak, five

different gradations ; it is supposed that all

represent themselves either presumingly as

first, or humbly as last. But since what
pleases the Lord is only the humility which
he would test and prove, in order afterwards
to reward with something much better than
the penny, he inverts the false order of prece-

dence set up by his people ; he already pro-

phetically intimates what is to happen, by
giving the last the first place, and the first

the last ; but he enjoins, at the same time,

that as regards the penny no one, from the
beginning to the end, is to be omitted. The
diligence and zeal of these last here, who re-

ceive the whole day's hire, is, moreover, self-

evident ; and, so far, what they get is really due

to them, according to the alone valid claim of
grace. " So in our own times it has been
maintained by a rationalistic theology (in

a thoroughly Jewish spirit), that the sinner
can never repair the neglect of which he has
been guilty in the period before his conversion

;

the loss of time follows the converted person,

even into eternity, in an irreparable abridg-

ment of his happiness. But this parable
seems framed with a special view of over-
throwing such a delusion.* It belongs pre-

cisely to the majesty of grace that it can
restore to the sinner from the bosom of its

eternity even the time that, without it, would
be irrecoverabty lost" (Lange). Yes; even
on our side, a certain truth subjectively cor-

* [The doctrine which the author here combats,
must be distinguished from the evangelical posi-

tion, that on the one hand, those converted late in

life can only make up by unusual diligence the
attainments that would have been theirs by an earlier

devotion of themselves to God, and on the other,

that mere length of time, irrespective of diligence,

does not argue a < onesponding growth in grace.

—

Am. Ed.]

responds to this, because it may be said, " A
single true faithful moment and an entire life-

time, the right true earnest will and the act,

are, according to the scale of eternal grace,

the same " (Schubert). The faithful first ones

of the right stamp know that full well, and
do not vex themselves with envy. But others

are here represented who murmur. They are

called absolutely the first, and not, in express

antithesis to the last, those that were hired early

in the morning ; for the intermediate laborers,

who came at the third and sixth hour, may
reckon themselves comparatively among the

first (compare chapter xxv. 10, " those who
were ready "—leaving it quite undetermined
whether it applied to any of the foolish vir-

gins). Suffice it to say, that what exactly ful-

fills the contract now appears to them to be
not just, and this merely through comparison
with the others ; if these others get a penny,
even for their hour, they foolishly think that
they must receive more, at least a penny for

every hour they had worked. It is an evil

circumstance that instead of expressing thanks
they murmur at the very time they are re-

ceiving their wages ; but it is still worse that
they murmur against the householder, whose
bountiful goodness they have just witnessed,
but without feeling and joy because that
goodness was shown towards others ! Here
we have selfishness and envy in all its hateful

nakedness ! If the others had only received

a farthing, then- they would have been content

!

Hateful, most hateful !

Verses 12—15. And yet the spirit which
Christ here brings to light, in the insolent

words of the pretendedly first, is to be found
in the hearts of all who are intent on reward,
and filled with self-righteousness. They look

proudly down on "these last," without knowing
what was in their heart ; they place themselves
in lofty comparison with them, and daringly

accuse the gracious householder of being un-
just. Observe here the 'ntoir]6(Xv and kitoi-

r/6a%, the echo of the same work, which can-
not be translated. The first kitoir}6va, is

thoroughly in the calculating sense : these
have earned, deserved, wrought an hour's
wages. They themselves have borne the
hurdenot the day, and the heat (rov xavtia>va,
the scorching wind)—the labor properly so
called, and, in addition to this, the fatigue
from without (Gen. xxxi. 40); but with all

this they have done no more than was due
from them, no more than they knew before
they would have to do. Viewed more deeply
—though the parable could only indicate it

—the Lord might well have replied to them,
Are ye then become so bitter? How unwill-
ingly, then, have ye labored !* But the house-

* Luther gives the following turn to this part of

the parable :
'• The day and the heat must be un-

derstood not of the time, but wilh reference to the
conscience ; therefore as signifying, that the legally

righteous go through great and heavy labor, i. e.,

they go through it with a burdened conscience and
an unwilling heart." Lange :

" The labor has be-

come hard to them, the burden and heat of the
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holder, who was good to the idle ones that

sought to excuse themselves, continues to be
kind even to these; he addresses them in a

way that might shame them, as if he actually

needed to justify himself. To one among them
"who was more ungracious than the rest"
(as Bahrdt once expressed it)—we conceive

this must be Peter, the spokesman ; the spirit,

which he showed a little while before, being
exhibited in its natural consequence—he ad-

dresses words which first fill up the measure
of goodness ; but which, on that account, all

the more keenly pierce. His payment is given
to him ; but with it the vnays, go thy way.

The Lord condescendingly places himself, as

it were, on a level with the servant
;
yet this

friendly kralpe (good friend) has in it an es-

sential tone of irony.* I do thee no wrong,
I give thee what is thine; consider only,

thou hast already received it.] If we go be-

yond the limits of the parable, (whither it

is designed to draw us, even in its very limi-

tation, as every parable properly does), the
Lord might say : Even were I now to with-
hold from thee what is " thine " on account of

thy murmuring, and to give it to that one (as

chap. xxv. 28, 29), I should still do thee no
wrong ! He says, however, only : I will be
gracious—I will give to this one who is last of

all, rovTop rai tdxcxrcp, the same as to thee.

He who has not labored at all, who has rejected

my last call, receives indeed nothing at all

but the punishment of the self-willed idlers

at another term of payment ; but this one
deserves his wages, in my view, even more
than thou ; therefore am I good to him, while
I must be angry with thee. (David's booty

day is what they chiefly remember in looking back
upon it." Very good, but we do not understand

how the same Lange can yet make out that these

people are saved; but that they are "more legal,

more calculating natures, whose capacity for blessed-

ness is not of wide compass." We confess not to

be able to find a place for these comparatives
under our alternative, according to the analogy of

Rom. xi. 6.

* Roos understands it as " seriously meant and
with a tone of alienation "—but how so 1 It must
in that case (which cannot be proved) have been a

common form of address, like our " good friend!"

Non vocabulum benevolentiae et amicitiso, sed
notitice, as Herberger cites ; but how do we know
thatl See again Matt. xxvi. 50.

t That (according to Steffensen) these grumblers
who were first had contemptuously let the penny
lie untouched, is certainly not true. Therefore
neither will it do to explain the meaning thus :

" If

they took it (even now when advised to do so) re-

pentingly, then at that very moment from being
7tpa>roi they became edxctroi ; but if they re-

fused to take it, then it was just their pretended
tneiit that was to blame for their losing the reward
intended for them." Against this we quote the
words of Munchmeyer in opposition to Besser :

" It

is said here in words too plain and unambiguous to

be misunderstood : The first received also each his

penny ; and when they received it (therefore took it,

had taken it), they murmured against the house-
holder" (Luther. Ztitschrift, 1851, 4).

was to be divided even among those who re-

mained by the stuff'—is not this the custom
and law in Israel, since 1 Sam. xxx. 25?)
Art thou, then, a true servant if thou wilt
prescribe to thy lord ? Is my good will to
yield to thy evil will, so that it is not per-
mitted to me to be gracious ? Wilt thou for-

bid me ? Be ashamed ! Even what I have
just called to do v (what is thine) remains
still ev Toii ejuoii (with my own), and that 1

gave thee work was only an act of my grace
and kindness! I do wrong to no one, not to
thee, who art to learn the true suum tuique in

the apparent inequality. For hirelings such
as thou, enviers such as thou, I can have no
further use in my house and vineyard, for I

will have real kraipovi, friends, who under-
stand and learn my mind, who are happy in

my goodness ; only for this have I called you
all, not for the sake of the work. Is thine
eye evil* when, and because, I am good ? With
this keen question, in which every thing is

said, he is dismissed and now stands without,
eternally envious at the happiness of the last,

which he, as first, has forfeited—if indeed
this final judgment does not throw him down
on his knees in deepest shame, and make him
pray : Lord forgive me, and receive me yet
as the unworthiest and the last.

Verse 18. The entire parable—with the
saying from which it sets out, and which it is

meant to interpret—leaves still undecided
whether the result in the case of all much first

ones is that they absolutely remain without.

f

But that the parable with its warning is in-

tended to reach thus far, is immediately prov-

ed by the second saying which is subjoined to

it ; in which a step is taken beyond the sphere

of the parable, or rather in which by keeping

fast hold of the vnays, it first receives th«
deepest interpretation of its meaning. The
direct inference is : Therefore, i. e., by the fault

of their own evil disposition—and hence justly

—those first whom I mean and have here de-

noted shall become last.J This, however,

* jn VV °f envy, Prov. xxiii. 6, comp. xxii. 9.

f And in this sense might be said, what Herberger

suggests in the wrong place, between vers. 14 and

15, that " here the parable ceases."

\ " As regards the parable, it is self-evident that

all \he first in it become last, as it was intended

only to show by an example how the first might be-

come last, and the last first; therefore it was not

necessary to speak of any exception in the story of

the parable. Hence, also, the saying at ver. 16 is

different only in words, by no means in sense, from

chap. xix. 80; it is used here piecisely becauso it

connects so closely with the parable, in which only

such first as actually became last are spoken of. and

vice versa." In this Rupprecht agrees with Steffi

ensen, who, in like manner, says rightly :
" Thus,

as is represented in theparable, shall the last. »'. e , all

who esteem themselves last, be reckoned, before

God, or with respect to the inheritance of eternal

life, as first; while the first, »'. e., all who think

themselves first, shall be last before God. For elec-

tion, or being saved, is by no means given with

the calling ; he who has actually been called to
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does not stand first, but again, in order gra-

ciously to recommend humility, it is—The last

shall be first! In this has Christ joy, this is

what we are rather to keep before us. Scarce-

ly, however, is this said, than there follows,

by a closely connecting for, the very difficult

saying about the called and chosen, which chap.
xxii. 1-14 explains clearly by a new parable. As
in that parable those who are called in vain
consist partly of such as do not come at all

—

such as despise the call—partly of those who
come falsely, who venture to the wedding-
table in their own garments, with still greater
contempt of the royal robe of honor—so here
the xXr/roi (which imports more than merely
KSKAr/juevoi, chap. xxii. 3-8) are such as real-

ly enter into covenant and labor, make a be-

ginning in the service of God (not indeed in a
pure spirit), but who are afterwards found to

be not worthy, not able to stand the test.

And certainly in this parable the)' are the re-

jected, the not-blessed ; by no means (as Lange
laboriously argues) the less blessed, having
less capacity of blessedness. So much, how-
ever, is clear and certain—as from the two
parables here and at chap, xxii., so further,

from the whole Scripture—that it is not God's
arbitrary decree which makes the kuXEKrovi,
or " elect, ; ' but that every one who is called

can, and may, and should himself make sure

the election therebv offered to him (Rom. xi.

28, 29 ; 2 Pet. i. 10). Chosen—this is the last

admonishing word of the parable, in which it

sounds forth its full meaning and aim ; this is

the thorn which it would leave in our hearts.

Few shall in the end come off as chosen—this

is what Christ sa}r s here, as eveiy where, from
Matt. vii. 13, 14. (The many last who shall

be first is quite consistent with this as spoken
in a different relation altogether.) Few, that
is, in comparison with the multitude of the
rejected, of the last, or those who remain be-

hind in the worst sense. That, even among
these rejected ones, there will be such as long
served sourly and discontentedly for the pen-
ny, and receive this too, but do not receive, in

and with this penny, eternal life—this is most
undeniably the mighty warning truth which
was here to be testified. This truth, and with
it the whole parable, is completely mistaken
by those who so interpret as to find in ver. 1G
only this, that in the kingdom of God there
will, in the end, be no difference between the
first and the last ! This entirely mistaken
idea lludel at last, with well-meaning ingenu-
ity, carries to a climax when he says: "The
first in heaven will also be last, and the last

first, according as it is viewed /" This is to

corrupt and pervert the clear text by ovcr-

acuteness. The truth is this: God will regard
all who, up to the period of decision, have not
renounced their envious eagerness for reward,
as not belonging to his heaven ; and having
paid them with their (in that case perishable)

reward, will reject them.

THIRD ANNOUNCEMENT OF SUFFERINGS—ANSWER TO THE TWO SONS OF
ZEBEDEE.

(Matt. xx. 18-28 ; Mark x. 33-45 ; Luke xviii. 31-33.)

The indiscreet request of the two disciples

for places of honor, preferred at so unseason-
able a time (rots, ver. 20), just when Christ
is again prophesying of his sufferings, gives

him occasion to address a proper reply to the
two disciples ; and, in like manner, again more
specifically to tell the other ten what properly
the fact of his going before through suffering

to glory had already intimated. Thus arises

again a connected testimony concerning the
way to honor through lowliness, to greatness
through humility (as in chap, xviii.), or con-
cerning the true relation between lowliness
and greatness in the kingdom of God. First

of all there is the great truth which, for the
disciples as for us all, is so hard to be admit-
ted, the fundamental principle *f the kingdom,
universally valid alike for the Head and the
members, viz.. through suffering (o glory (Luke
xxiv. 26). Christ himself voluntarily goes
before in this way (vers. 18, 19), and his dis-

ciples are at liberty to go by no other. Their

salvation may lose the election by pr<;ud sell (salta-
tion."

over-curious inquir)r after another way here
especially presents itself in the form of an am-
bitious, grasping desire after special glory
above others, ver. 21. Our Lord rebukes the
want of understanding which does not con-
nect with that glory the sufferings of the
Forerunner, those sufferings not yet being un-
derstood—and then points out the only true
way, vers. 22, 23. The general fellowship in
the sufferings of Christ belongs to all, and
leads also to the general fellowship in his
glory ; special preference, however, is no mat-
ter of arbitral y distribution before the time,
but of the eternal decree in which it is pre-
pared for the individuals who are to receive it.

What, therefore, is the principle which for the
present obtains in the kingdom of Christ ? It
is only this—in serving consists true ruling, in
humility true greatness .' In opposition to the
twofold principle in the kingdoms of this
world, namely, to rule by the use of power,
and by greater power to exalt oneself above
others (ver. 25)—comes here the similar, two-
fold fundamental principle of the kingdom of
Christ for his followers (vers. 26, 27)—whon»
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he indeed goes before as the highest example in

the renunciation of his power and honor, in

the giving up of himself for many. Thus, at

ver. 28, the conclusion of the discourse a'gain

returns to the beginning of the intimation

concerning his sufferings.

Verses 18, 19- This was now the third open

prediction which our Lord made of his suffer-

ings, since that which occurred at Cesarea

Philippi ; and it was followed by only one

more last anounncement, two days before the

Passover (chap. xxvi. 2). Already (previous

to what is here recorded) had the raising of

Lazarus taken place ; the enmity of Jerusalem

—of the " Jews " who were represented in

that word—had risen to an official decree of

murder ; the great conflict of the Holy One
with sinners—from which, according to the

prophecy of the high priest, was to issue the

saving, atoning death of the One for all—ap-

proached its crisis. The Captain and Forerun-

ner of our salvation goes before, resolved upon
the way of suffering ; this Mark, ver. 32, pro-

phetically indicates by selecting the expres-

sion v v itpodyoov avrovi, "he went before

them "—or rather, he records his literal walk-

ing before them at that time, as a specific ex-

pression and symbol of his going before them
in the way of suffering. To his he adds,

quite as significantly, that the disciples were

amazed ; they were filled with astonishment

and anxiety at the Master's courage in going to

death (comp. John xi. 10) ; and were afraid

for themselves who wrere to follow him—who
now actually followed him with such fear.*

Upon this he stands still, calls the hesitating

ones encouragingly to him (Mark TtcxXiv,

again, as at chap. ix. 31), and begins again, ex-

pressly and without concealment, to tell them
the things that xoere about to happen with all par-

ticularity of detail. This he must do as a

testimony that he knew it beforehand as the

Father's counsel according to the Scripture,

and that he freely undertook it—as a gracious

provision that the weak ones, when now it is

about to take place, may not entirely lose

heart and confidence in him—and to point

to the fact of his leading the way upon which
his disciples are to follow him. He names
Jerusalem, in which place, and no where else,

his suffering is ordained and prepared to take

place (Luke xiii. 33); and in the "we" he
again indicates what he had often before de-

clared, and is shortly afterwards again to de-

clare, that they too are to follow him, and
have fellowship with him in this. For the
rest, his words are only a more exact and de-

tailed repetition of what is said at chap. xvi.

21, xvii. 22, 23, in which latter passage we
have already noticed the twofold delivering up
which is here mentioned. Here it is not mere-
ly to be killed, but to be judicially condemned
to death—not merely to be delivered up to

* ,

AKoAov$ovi'TeS kepofiovvvo can hardly
mean merely, on the ttay they became ever more
afraid! ^AkoAovSeIv has like Ttpodyeiv more
significance here.

" men," but to the Gentiles, the Romans, who
as opposed to the Jews, represented the whole
Gentile world. The tcoXAcx rtaSetv, "suffer
many things," is carried out into its most sig-

nificant details: the being mocked, in whi-li

his kingly honor is made a ground of ignomU.y
(in Luke v/Jpi(}Sj}6Eroa, as explaining what
sevcrit)r of wanton ill-treatment was involved
in this act of mockery, in Mark and Luke there
is also the consummated ignominy of being
spit upon); then the being scourged, following
in all legal form, and the being c.ucified ; in

which lie most properly his sufferings of flesh,

in their pain and anguish even to the death*
All is in succession, just as it happened during
the last three days ; and for the third time
also is announced the rising again on the third

day ! Luke preserves the important addition-

al clause which points in all this to the fulfill-

ment of the Scripture : All things that are

written of the Son of Man by the Holy Ghost
in the prophetsf shall and must be accomplish-

ed ; consequently, before his glory his suffer-

ings must be fulfilled (which fools cannot find

or read in the Scripture)—the one as certainly

as the other. Of his being mocked, spit upon,

and scourged, it is plainly written in Isa. 1. 6.

Of the cross the Scripture spoke in types, such
as the brazen serpent, and other ways of which
we are not now called to speak particularly.

Of his being delivered up to the Gentiles we
may read in the D^ID T)"\V? " the assembly o.

the wicked," Psa. xxii. 10 ;j and in other

places, perhaps, if our eyes were opened right-

ly to read.

Luke says, without tautology, very emphat-
ically, "But they understood none of these

things ;" i. e., from want of understanding .and

unwillingness of heart, they could and would

* How Lan«e (ii. 3, 1148) finds here " three fun

damental forms of temporal death, every preceding

one of which ouaiht rightly to exclude that which fol-

lows," I do not understand. Was not the scourging

the beginning of the crucifixion "accoiding to hu-

man law 1" What reason was there why one who had
been mocked must not also be judged or condemn-
ed 1 Braune observes more correctly the gradation

in this trilogy : First, the being mocked, as the com-
paratively gentle beginning (although, along with

the being spit upon, it was already severe enough)
;

then the bodily ill-usage (accoiding to law); then

the shameful death.

t The Dat. rai vica not to be construed with

reAe(}Sr)6ETai, (fulfilled in him), but writteD,

prescribed, ordained for him; properly and pre-

cisely pointing to him. so that be should look upon
himself in the light of what is thus written, and ac-

commodate himself to it.

X In which case what was said in my commen-
tary on this Psalm is retracted ; since mjJ may be

used by catachresis, and the WyiD may indicate

the avo/uovS in the proper sense, with whom the

Ttpod7t?/yvvvai, Acts ii. 23, is connected quite as

directly as at Psa. xxii., the "HX3 ;
which refers to

this, notwithstanding the objections of recent ex-

positors.
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understand nothing of these things, nothing of

this matter ; therefore was the whole pyjfioc,

the entire saying, hid from them, i. e., its par-

ticular words, plain as they were.* A proof of

this is immediately furnished in the request

of the two sons of Zebedee, who now too

hastily catch at the rising again which was
before missed, and whose inquiry seems to

emanate from the spirit and views of the dis-

ciples denoted in Luke xix. 11. What waver-
ing hither and thither between affrighted hor-

ror at the sufferings and inquisitive grasping

at the glory—because they could not under-
stand both in their connection ! The ques-

tion here presents itself whether it was the

mother of the sons of Zebedee (of the father we
know nothing further, but the mother's name,
according to Matt, xxvii. 5G, Mark xv. 40, was
Salome) who preferred the request, or the
sons themselves. Here, of course, the more
exact account of Matthew is to be preferred

;

and Mark, who generally abridges, only con-

ceives of them as having spoken through the

medium of their mother, just as in Matthew
also Christ addresses the sons in his reply.

It was then, at all events, their request ; but
it may still be asked whether the thought
originated with her. This is certainly proba-
ble, as she takes the lead in the speech ; the
sons had become only less bold, not wiser, by
the instructions they had received from the
Master (chap, xviii. 1 ; xix. 30). The ques-
tion came from the mother, and sprung ori-

ginally from flesh and blood ; but it found its

echo in the flesh and blood of the children.

For, as Luther's marginal gloss, which almost
every one cites, here runs—" the fiesh is al-

ways for becoming glorious ere it is crucified,

exalted ere it is humbled." John, at least, is

perfectly satisfied now, as always, with the
thought of retaining the nearest place beside

his Lord in glory ; and in that case it is no
matter to him whether it be on the right

hand or the left. Did the mother—whose
" these my two sons " affords so true a speci-

men of those maternal wishes and maternal
demands, in which self is transferred to the

children—think here of the preference al-

ready given to the two disciples with Peter
(who is now to fall behind them, and be sepa-

rated from them?) or did she think of the

surname sons of thunder, which had been given

* Only a little differently from Lange (Stud. u.

Krit. 1830. i. 44), who would understand by prjpia

the " whole mutter which remained an enigma to

them." He afterwards (in Leben Jesu, i. 257) re-

peats this, but at. last (ii. 3, 1148) comes to my in-

terpretation, viz., "the meaning of the saying."

Haraann (i. 484) distinguishes between to pij/xa

and rci Xtyof-iBva—"what he said and what he
would give them to understind." So also Sepp:
"And they could not comprehend what he would
thereby say "—which then, at all events, would be

no mere tautological amplification." Less success-

ful appears to ns, on the other hand, Alford's exe-

gesis of the ovSev tovtoov. Neither the suffer-

ing nor the resurrection—for in the zavra there

is no separation.

to them (Mark iii. 17)—or of her own special

claim as one who had constantly followed
Christ (Mark xv. 41)—or of her relationship

to him (certainly unauthenticated) as the sis-

ter of Joseph, his foster-father '?* xVll this we
do not know, and it would be of little conse-

quence if we did know it ; we are to look upon
it in the same light in which our Lord did, as

in any case an expression and example of a
forward ambition on the part of his disciples.

Not content with each having one of the

twelve thrones, chap. xix. 28 (something like

the thrones of the house of David, Psa. exxii.

5), these two disciples will even have seats on
the right hand and on the left ! There is

something praiseworthy, notwithstanding, in

the frankness, as also in the humility, which,
with all the pride of the wish, marks the
prayer (Mark, 80S tffiiy, give us) ; and in the

strong faith which would even now have ex-

changed any place of honor in the presence of

Herod or Caesar for fellowship with Christ;
which so confidently reckons on the approach-
ing glon/ of him who was now humbled ; and
which recognizes the allotment of highest dig-

nity and power as dependent on one word of

his pleasure (elite 'ivcx Ka^i6oo6iv). There

3
ret remains enough of what is evil in the mo-
tive that dictated the wish. There was want-
ing to it only the bold temerity of assigning

to themselves these places of honor on the
right hand and the left—in which case the

Lord would have much more sharply rebuked
it than in his kindness he at first does. True,

he afterwards, in terms of rebuke, rejects

those who seek to be first ; but his answer be-

gins in milder terms

—

Ye know not what ye
ask. At the very outset he addresses to them
the question which is amplified in the some-
what different representation of Mark (ver.

3G), What wilt thou? What will ye? Very
improperly—and not so modestly as Bath-
sheba in 1 Kings ii. 20, with her " one small

petition "f—is Christ here required to promise
beforehand the indefinite whatsoever. This he
never does in such cases ; first we must dis-

tinctly ask, and then he applies the truth to

our want of understanding, and corrects it.

Verses 22, 23 We always, properly speak-

ing, know not what we ask, so long as it is

not the Holy Spirit who teaches us to ask

(Rom. viii. 2G). We understand not the Lord's

prayer which is on our lips ; the ignorance of

the fiesh, and the pride of our own spirit, ever

secretly pray :
" Give thy kingdom to us, let

us become something special in thy kingdom !"

when we ought simply to say, " Let thy king-

dom come to us all upon earth !" In this

* According to an ancient supposition. The new-
est hypothesis of Wieseler, which makes Salome to

be the sister of Jesus' mother, we shall by and by
set aside (on John xix. 26, 27, the third Word from

the Cross).

f Although (as Bra une observes) the request oi

Bathsheba may be compared with that here prefer-

red by the disciples in this, that when one is not

sure of his case he desires the promise beforehand.
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general sense of the first word of sad and

gentle rebuke lies a more definite application

to the two disciples: Ye know, understand,

and consider not what belongs to the becom-

ing great and glorious in my kingdom ; and

that while ye are thinking only of special pre-

eminence in honor, ye have, in asking for this,

ignorantly asked for special pre-eminence in

ignominy and pain (such places as those of the

tliieves who were crucified along with Christ,

as Lange supposes that Christ has these in his

mind here)—for this is the real rolation in

which these things stand to each other. In

»Wi*ni!j all glory to be attained in my king-

dom is preceded by the condition of suffering
;

and as regards this there arises the serious

question, Can and will ye also have this ? Is

it not true, also, that in merely human rela-

tions every honor has its burden 1
'•'• Might

not the possessors of those honors that are

most coveted and striven after upon earth, say

to those who envy or desire them, Can ye

bear the duties and cares, the appendage that

inseparably connects itself with this enjoy-

ment ?"* There are royal cups of all sorts,

difficult baptisms, or consecrations and pre-

parations for high rank (Prov. xv. 33). Here
however, our Lord speaks of a cup and a bap-

tism, which are indispensable in order to glory,

as for himself, so also for all his followers and
friends. Even although, in Matthew, the

second clause about the baptism (which, how-
ever, Mark also indisputably has) were a later

interpolation, it would still be merely the

proper restoration of an omission. Christ cer-

tainly said both ; for the cup and baptism

together form two ideas mutually supplemen-

tary. The baptism in this double idea is even

the more distinctively important, is the deci-

sive thing, and that which is so significantly

referred to in the whole subsequent doctrine of

the a,postles and the discipline of the Church. To
drink the cup—is said chiefly of the beginning

made by the Forerunner ; baptism applies

chiefly to us who follow in his fellowship.

It is not then as if the baptism were intend-

ed to indicate only a greater measure of suf-

ferings to be poured out on him ; for, in oppo-

sition to this, it might be affirmed with a cer-

tain truth, that the cup in Gethsemane, as the

crisis of resolution, was more severe to the

Redeemer than the consummation of the bap-

tism on Calvary. But both are essentially the

same sufferings viewed in a different aspect.

First of all, the cup points to something that

is to be intcardly tasted or experienced ; while
the baptism denotes the same thing as also

overpowering us from without. Consequently,
the former expresses rather the personal un-
dertaking of a resolute voluntary obedience, i. e.,

precisely the drinking; hence the expression
is afterwards retained especially to denote the
alone perfect obedience of the Forerunner.

*Nitzsch's sermon on this text (third Selection);

in which, with great acuteness, he interprets its uni-

versal application, and shows that the Saviour knew
how to cure his disciples of ambitious wishes.

The latter speaks rather of the imposed ne-

cessity of patient endurance, of the being bap-
tized (as in no possible sense can any one bap-
tize himself) ; hence, again, this expression
passes over to us, although, in Luke xii. 50,

Christ thus designates the holy Atl (necessity)

imposed upon himself as the decree of the
Father.* Finally, as the cup points backward
to the ordaining will of the Father, so there

lies in the baptism a hint pointing forwards to

the not remaining under the water, to the

coming forth and rising again. It is, there-

fore, the second idea—that of baptism—which
first completes the sense of the whole : viz.,

that of renewing consecration, a previous put-

ting off of what is old, in order to a power
and authority granted only in this way (Luke
xii. 49, 50). Both expressions are drawn from
a profound knowledge of Scripture symbols

;

the former, especially, is found in manifold

anticipation throughout the Old Testament.
No where does Scripture allude to a cup of

poison or medicine to be drunk ; but the

origin of the figure is to be sought in passages

such as Psa. xi. 6, DD13 DJDj " the portion of

their cup ;" Psa. xvi. 5, '•pini ''pbnTlJp, " the

portion of my lot and my cup ;" according to

which a share of the repast is allotted and
handed to any one. We then find in the Old
Testament mention made of various cups ; of

a salutary cup of suffering, of a cup of fury,

and—of a cup in which both of these ingre-

dients are in a certain measure united. When
it is said in Isa. li. 17, that Jerusalem has

drunk at the hand of the Lord of the cup of

his fury, the cup of trembling, and forthwith

is restored as a holy and glorious Zion (chap,

lii. 1)—this, according to the profound import

and connection of the prophecy of Isaiah, is

precisely that cup of suffering and of the

cross which all the people of God, whose head
Christ is, must drink, and to which all the

typical and preparatory sufferings of Israel

belong (Psa. lx. 5-7). This is always a D13

nijftCS ct, cup of salvation, which is to be viewed

as a benefit, a saving disciplinary correction

from the Lord (Psa. cxvi. 12, 13), a DW IDtt),

the chastisement of peace (Isa. liii. 5), which
finally issues only in salvation. In opposition

to this stands the cup of anger and rejection,

which neither Christ drinks nor his followers,

but the unbelieving and condemned (Psa. lxxv.

9 ; Ezek. xxiii. 31 ; Rev. xiv. 10). Yet there is

also in the cup of grace a taste of the salutary

judicial anger, of the fury that burns hotly

against sin—this was exhibited in Christ; as

it is still in his followers; and as it is also in

rejected Israel (and this is a biblical idea ot

fundamental importance in order to the under-

standing of Isaiah and all the prophets), which
continues to present, against its knowledge
and will, a final historical type of its Messiah.

* Which parallel passage refutes Eraune's other-

wise unfounded distinction— that the cup was given

to Christ specially by the Father, but the baptism

brought upon him by men.
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It is for tins that they live as a people, that

they may repeat in themselves on a large

scale the sufferings of Christ under wrath and
desertion ; until, at the appointed time, they
turn again, as is written in Kom. xi. 15, from
the same point of view. Htnce we so often

read in the Old Testament of a bitter potion,

and a grievous cup on account of sin (Jer. viii.

14, ix. 15), in which there is yet, at the same
time, a gracious visitation ; hence we read so

often of a similarity between the judgment of

Israel and the judgment of the heathen (Jer.

xxv. 15-29 ; comp. Ezek. ix. G ; 1 Pet. iv. 17
;

1 Sam. iv. 21, 22), which yet is no similarity
;

for Jerusalem awakes again, and its sufferings,

through fellowship with Christ's atoning suffer-

ings, become sufferings of restoration. We may
perceive at least, from these hints, to what a

pervading symbolical usage in the prophetical

writings Christ's words here point back, when
he speaks of his sufferings as a cup to be

drunk ; when he thereby discloses that he

will take upon himself all that sinful man, all

that Israel, has to suffer in order to salvation

(not their final condemnation) ; that funda-

mentally in himself the truth is to be con-

firmed and essentially fulfilled—that the cup
of wrath is to become a cup of salvation.

And thus we may observe that even the cup
points to the new blessing and the new life, of

which the baptism more distinctly speaks.

For this second word (which is not to be as-

sociated with the idea of a " fire-baptism " of

suffering; for in Matt. iii. 11, it is the fire of

the Holy Ghost, and in Luke xii. 49, 50, the

water evidently stands opposed to it) the point

of departure lies in the figure and example of

floods that drown (Psa. xlii. 7, lxix. 2. cxxiv.

4). As the drinking of the cup is a painful

suffering, a tasting of the zeal of God's holi-

ness against the sin of the world, so this suf-

fering consummates itself as a suffering of

death (Heb. ii. 9) in the baptism ; for, to be
baptized is to go down and die. Upon this

fundamental signification the command of God
to John made the baptism of repentance to

rest ; in which the principal thing is by no
means the cleansing, which only comes in ad-

dition, but the typified dying of the old man.
This first type more nearly approximates to its

truth when Christ himself, who is to baptize

with spirit and fire, i, e., life and power, first

goes down into Jordan, into the water of

death, in order to show how it becomes him
to fulfill all righteousness for us, and us in

him. What, however, is here as yet only a

prophesying symbol, becomes a reality in his

death upon the cross. The cross of Christ, in

the full sense of the word, is his baptism,

which now becomes ours ; and in this fellow-

ship of his sufferings and dying we too drink
all of his cup. What our Lord says to the

sons of Zebedee contains the kernel and germ
of all the apostolic doctrine, as expressed, for

example, in Rom. vi., and gives the inmost
signification of the two sacraments of his

Church, by which it is incorporated and united
with him (1 Cor. xii. 13). In our case, indeed,

it is in the inverted order : Christ alone began
by his absolutely drinking of the cup, before

that cup became baptism to him : we, on the

contrary, must first enter into the fellowship

and communication of his baptism, before we
can have the right and the power to drink of

his cup in voluntary faith. " Ye shall drink of

my cup," etc.—in these words we are not to

seek any special prophecy of special martyr-

dom in the case of John and James * but must
understand them thus : Ye shall indeed drink,

as it is appointed to all ; but, as to special hon-

ors and preferences, the matter is different

from what ye imagine. Let all false dogmatic
teaching which satisfies itself with the formal

imputation of the sufferings of Christ, with-

out a real entering into the fellowship with
him, ask how it can dispose of the Redeemer's
former saying about his cross being intended

for all, from which what he here says of his

cup and his baptism is, in like manner, to be
explained as intended for all—not to speak of

the entire doctrine of the apostles on this

point. Only this remains as a settled and
highly important truth : I drink first, I am
first baptized

;
ye can drink only by the

strength that has been gained, the right that

has been Avon, by him who has gone before,

and has opened up the way.
Can ye ? This question requires, therefore,

a twofold answer. As thou, Lord, in our own
strength—never! But faith in him who has

said, Ye shall drink and be baptized—answers
with a jovful and trembling We can. The Yes
of the disciples here is not yet this latter, for

it anticipates ere Christ has decided, and is also

for the most part to be understood only from

Luke xviii. 34. It may be very much doubted
whether, as Meyer thinks, they understood

the figure literally, in its good sense, of the

cup and basin of the king used at meals (Luke
xxii. 30; Mark vii. 4); for, as Olshausen
rightly observes, the testing question. Can ye,

indicated not an honor, but something hard

and difficult connected with the honor. Their

answer is, taking the most favorable view of

it, to be compared with the well-meant igno-

rant promise of Peter (John xiii. 37) ; if, in-

deed, the intensity of their regard for the

places of honor did not prompt them to an-

swer, We can, almost without thought, at all

hazards. Further, there still lies in the back-

ground, as a tacit pre-supposition, the inter-

mediate sentence—Then shall ye all also sit,

rest, and reign with me
;
ye shall all partici-

pate with me in the glory which shall follow

the suffering. Not merely, Ye twelve on your
twelve thrones; but, as the apostolic doctrine

* To which view Lange still adheres ; he further

remarks on the not less but rather greater partici-

pation of John in the inward sympathetic experi-

ence of the suffering and dying of Clirist. We
understand, throughout, only the general partici-

pation of all Christians. As Koitsch sines, in his

classical hymn, "0 source of life;" and in the

6th veise—For all who drink with thee of the cup
which thou hast drunk in suffering here, shall thero

eternally rejoice with thee.
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nns (Rom. viii. 17; 2 Tim. ii. 11, 12; 1 Pet.

i. 11, v. 1 ; 1 John iii. 2), and as Christ in the

last revelation actually promises to every one
who has opened the door to him, and has over-

come: To him will I give to sit with me on
my throne (Rev. iii. 21). This latter is the

strongest expression, denoting a degree, of

honor be3*ond which no other expression goes

—and yet from the relative character of all

human symbolical phraseology, even in the
holy Scriptures, this expression does not ex-
clude the fact, that in the general participa-

tion in the glory of Christ there are special

degrees and honors. This Christ acknow-
ledges here, and speaks, as the sons of Zebe-
dee have spoken, of sitting on his right hand and
on his left. We doubt whether he thereby
confirms the supposition that two of the disci-

ples would actually be thus distinguished

;

and should prefer to understand that he
merely adopts from their prayer the words
which he uses in his answer: What ye im-
agine and represent by these places of honor,
i.e., special honor, and dignity above others in

general. Of this he now testifies by a two-
fold antithesis : This belongs not to we, but
to the Father ; this comes not from my giving,

but from the Father's preparing. Not mine to

give—of course, in the sense of the petition,

not mine now as Son of Man, inasmuch as I

myself am yet in lowliness, and yet in the
way of suffering ; and not according to the
way and manner of men in earthly kingdoms,
into which there might enter partiality and
caprice. The Sovvai (to give) of the answer
corresponds to the SuS i/julv (give to us) of
the question: Therefore it does not belong to

me to give, it certainly does not belong to you
to require or to ask it ! The I'/roijiiadrai, for
whom it is prepared, points to the ground of
the special destination, endowment, calling,

equipment, keeping of certain individuals for

special grace above the general grace, laid in

the beginning, nay, in the eternity, of the
supreme decree of the Father; and it is in-

tended, at the same time, to intimate that
those who are thus ordained to special honors
must also themselves be specially prepared
for these honors. There is again no absolute
antithesis in the saying as a whole ; for it is

prepared of the Father for all in common, who
inherit the kingdom (chap. xxv. 34) ; and
moreover it is the Son, exalted by the Father,
who wdl finally confer these special distinc-
tions, as is plain from the ever-recurring
6aytia>, 7ton'/<jGj, "I will give,"

'

;
I will make

to sit down," etc., of the seven apocalyptical
epistles, compared with the " I appoint" of
Luke xxii. 29. (Ovh ednv ejuov Sovvai
a A A.' oh r/roipadrai is not to be rendered
with Erasmus, " Non est meum dare sed iis

contiuget ;" but if the ?}roijuadrai stands op-
posed to the i/iov falsely pre-supposed by the
disciples, there yet belongs another and a true
Sovvai to the oli ; and dXXoi has the sense
of ei My comp. Mark iv. 22, ix. 8 ; Matthew
xvii. 8.)

With such an absolute refusal of the prema-

ture request the ten might have been satis-

fied ; but the same pride that prompted the
two to prefer such a request dwells also in

them, and feels itself so offended by that act
of presumption as not to be able at once to
forget it : These two disciples would be greater
than we ! It only expresses itself in another
form, while they exalt themselves in jealous
displeasure, which they probably betray also

in words. The all-surveying wisdom of the
faithful Master at once perceives this ; and, in

order that equal justice may be dealt, he fails

not to rebuke in them also the self-exaltation

which will admit of no precedence beside itself.

The continuation of the answer many have
understood as if it only meant to say : Be not
angry at the two, envy them not, even al-

though it were prepared for them of the
Father to sit on my right hand and on my left

(which his answer at least left undetermined)
;

for, if they are appointed to such honor, there
is first ordained for them also a greater mea-
sure of humiliation—the higher any one would
rise, the deeper must he first sink. But such
a side-glance at the two, by way of comparing
them with the rest, is here very remote from
the Lord's simple saying, which is rather
meant merely to return and point back to a
lesson of universal significance, that in the
kingdom of Christ humility alone is true great-

ness, and that serving is and leads to true
reigning.

Verses 25—27- To point lack to this—for al-

ready, at chap, xviii. 3, 4 (comp. Luke ix. 48),

the Lord had said what he here more stronglv

impresses upon the forgetful disciples, further

developing words which he afterwards (Matt,
xxiii. 11, 12; Luke xxii. 25-27) again and
again repeats.* Christ shows with great and
strongly contrasting earnestness the difference

and contrariety which exist between the

heavenly and the earthly kingdom, the king-

dom of God and the kingdoms of this world.

The latter, as being built on the natural con-

dition and natural mind of men generally, pre-

suppose in their dominions and dignities the

ambitious and selfish use of power, as all expe-

rience shows. Ye know : this does not apply

to the saying and doctrine as a whole, as if it

meant, " I have already often said to you that

your being great consists in being little." But
it applies, as may be plainly seen, only to the

first clause—Ye know well how it goes in the

kingdoms of the world, particularly now under
the dominion of the Romans; and, in addition

to this, at all events in the background—Ye
know it from yourselves, inasmuch as your
conscience testifies that, by nature, ye would
be no exception. The apxovreS roaV eSvriv,

"princes of the Gentiles,'''' are called in Mark
more precisely oi S oxov v r e 5 dpxEiv,
" they which are accounted to rule ;" and this re-

markable expression—be it originally from the

mouth of Christ, or an amplification of the

* Luke, as he gives the saying which Christ ut-

tered at the Supper, in nearly the same form as

this, has here omitted the first statement of it.
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Evangelist which truly corresponds to the
meaning of Christ—calls for explanation. We
admit the truth of Winer's remark when we,
in the first place, grammatically interpret it of
those who pass for the rulers of the nations,

who are tl us acknowledged, who have the
concomitant respect and consideration (comp.
Gal. ii. 2, 6, 9 ; Luke xxii. 24 ; and in the His-
tory of Susanna (ver. 5), o'i eSokovv xvfiep-
vdv ruv Xaov). But in this first, and so to

speak uncondemning sense, which acknow-
ledges the thing as it is, there yet lies a slight

antithesis to the real and actual truth, in so

far as the respect of outward acknowledgment
before men is a ifpoooonov not respected of

God (Gal. v. 6); the appearing as ruler is in

fact only a seeming. Hence the Vulgate is

right with its qui videnlur princijmri, even
were we further to understand qui sibi videu-

tur.* For there corresponds to the outward
seeming and acknowledgment an inward think-

ing and imagining themselves to be what they
pass for; whoever has the power in his hands
also fancies that he may arbitrarily use it ; so

that (here at least, where Christ speaks of the
self-willed disposition and conduct of the rul-

ers of the world) the Soheiv or "being ac-

counted" passes ironically into the same sig-

nification which it has, for example, at Luke
viii. 18; 1 Cor. x. 12. f Christ will have in

his kingdom no mere SoxovvrsS apx^iv
in any sense whatever, but true rulers in full

right; in the one sole might of ministering
love, which is then in reality only his own, the
sole legitimate power of the one Ruler.J He
will have no mere external dominion ouer men
outwardly, without subjection of their hearts

;

no mere seeming and being called " great,"

without the inward dignity of real worth and
pre-eminence. Therefore, of the rulers of the
world it is HaraxvpiEvEiv, "exercise domin-
ion," and Ka.T£g

l ov6ia.ZEiv, "exercise author-
ity," that are used ;

uard often denoting the
bad side of the accompany ing idea, for exam-
ple in the word of Peter (1 Pet. v. o), where
there is perhaps an allusion to this saying of

Christ. The second a-yrwVseems indeed, like

the first, to belong to eSvgdv—"over them"
and " upon them," both referring to" the Gen-
tiles "—and in the repetition at Luke xxii. 25.

it is certainly not otherwise to be taken ; still,

we are disposed to pajr some regard to Gro-
tius, who here refers the second auraiv to the
apxovras just named—" upon them " to " the

* With Von Gerlach : Those who think to rule,

who imagine that they have right of dominion—we
should not regard this however as precisely the

lirst and sole meaning. Lange, on the other hand,

sharply hits our interpretation in ihe expression,
" the acknowledged phenomenal powers, those that,

seem to be, the princes iD the world of appear-

ance."

f Comp. again 1 Cor. xi. 16, where it is some-
what differently applied, viz., when any ono fancies

that he must now indeed quarrel.

% So, for example, CruMus : Christ Jesus will

not suffer such a state of things; since he indeed

rules, while mortal rulers only seem to rule.

princes." There then arises without violence
a still deeper sense, which certainly quite cor-

responds to the meaning of Christ. As the
riders or apxovvEi in general exercise their

power over the nations, so, by way of recom-
pense, the same thing happens to them from
those who are great and greater among them-
selves, who, in turn, subdue and enslave the
weaker; thus there is in the world a gradual
scale according to which dominion is exercised
in an ever ascending degree, just as any oue is

able to make himself great, and aims at mak-
ing himself greater than others. Not so with
you ! Christ does not (for this would only be
in turn to exercise dominion on his part) do
away with all this striving on the part of the
rulers and great ones upon earth, which pro-
ceeds from the natural disposition of men ; but
he builds his kingdom, in which the power of

ministering love is the great ruling principle,

in, and under, these historical forms of national
government. lie does not disturb political

dignities from without, with all their degrees
of rank and power, although unfortunately
they carry in them ambition and self-will ; but
he heals and renews from within outwardly,
inasmuch as he puts his humble disciples here
and there in the place of rulers, and at all

events prepares for them, even in this world, a
dominion of spiritual power—-until the- 6xv.ua,
the fashion of this world shall pass away, when
the order of the kingdom of God may be rep-
resented also outwardly. In this kingdom
there are also degrees of rank and power, as

we have already seen ; for in this place our
Lord does vot say—With you let there be no
fj.sya% or xpajroi, no "great" or " first," let

no one aim at becoming such ! But as regards
the warrant to aim at this, and the. way of

attaining to it, the matter stands inversely as

compared with the kingdoms of this world :

he who will become truly great (not merely be
accounted, or imagine himself, great), let him
earn this distinction as a servant; whoso will

be truly the first, let him seek dignity and
honor in deeper humiliation ; so that he may.
with willing love, yield himself as a servant or
slave to the last and the least—without det-
riment to his freedom, which is rather thus
made manifest (1 Cor. ix. 19). And this oS
lav SeA-i], he that will, Christ proposes to them
all, in order to heal and give a right direction

to their strivings after greatness. To strive

in this xoaij after the highest honors and crowns
of ministering love, with a holy sanctified am-
bition, the Lord here most earnestly summons
all his disciples, setting before them the prize:
" Go and serve ; he who does this best shall

be, and be called, the chief!"*

* But how and wherein serve ? As if this were
not self-evident! "Does anyone ask, How must
the living man express his life, the strong his

strength, the compassionate his compassion
1

? If

thou ait but truly humble and willing to serve

—

thou shalt never be perplexed about the expression
of thy humility and readiness to serve, any more
than thine eye about the objects of seeing, or thine

hea:t about room for beating " (Hafeli).
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How, then, does the matter stand as regards

priority of rank in the kingdom of God? In

the first place—apart from those outward
honors and offices which must exist in state

and church for the sake of the order of this

present state of things—all are now equal as

brethren (Matt, xxiii. 8); equal in the humil-

ity which teaches every one to esteem every

other better than himself (Phil. ii. 3). Thus,

but only thus, does every one who is less par-

ticipate notwithstanding in the general great-

ness and dignity which the full grace of the

New Testament confers (Matt. xi. 11); he

who will be this greater one, let him willingly

be in his own eyes the lesser one ! And then
there is held out to all of us in the future the

one common hope of our calling (Eph. iv. 4),

and the Scripture speaks constantly of equal

blessedness and glory. Peter is partaker with

Christ, even as all are whom he calls his dis-

ciples (John xiii. 8; xvii. 10, 20, 24) ; all the

children are also heirs (Rom. viii. 17) ; and all

saints judge the world (1 Cor. vi. 2; Psa.

cxlix. 9) : there is only one universal kingly

and priestly nobility belonging to all citizens

of the kingdom (1 Pet. ii. 9 ; Rev. i. 5, 6).

Such passages point to a future of final con-

summation, when God will be all in all (1 Cor.

xv. 28) ; and, in view of this, even now a

Paul, or Cephas, is not to be accounted of, for

all is yours (1 Cor. iii. 21). On the other

hand, differences, degrees, thrones, are else-

where spoken of. The twelve shall sit upon
their twelve thrones, and judge or govern—of

course so long as there is anything to judge or

govern ; and in this lies the solution of the

question, how that equality is to be reconciled

with these distinctions. In a preliminary pe-

riod of the kingdom of glory upon earth

—

ev
rp itakiyyevetiia—there will be the thrones,

and the cities (Luke xix. 17, 19), and for a

time yet first and last. To be first rather than
last—to attain to the first resurrection (Phil,

iii. 11), etc.—after this we ought all to strive

with the holy zeal of serving ; and we shall

receive what is due, that for which the Father
according to the measure of his gifts would
prepare and has prepared us. No preference

of any kind whatever comes from the arbitrary

gift and favor of the King in this kingdom
;

but the Father's decree and our faithfulness in

our own special calling prepare, for each one,

his future place. There will, indeed, remain
in eternity also the members of the one body
appointed by God (1 Cor. xii. 18), heads and
eyes, as also hands and feet ; a difftrence in the
end to be reached corresponds with the differ-

ent ways that lead to that end, and in so far
there will be a pre-eminence of some above
others. Still in the final fulfillment there
will be no actual precedence ; all will be the
entire body, the fulness of him who filleth all

in all (Eph. i. 23). What remains for us to
strive and pray for ? Seek not to become an
eye if thou art called and prepared to be a
hand, but do not remain a foot if something
higher is ordained for thee. Be faithful in thy
grace and gift, so shalt thou become what thou

canst and art to become ; at the last thou shalt

certainly be blessed in thy portion, and glori-

ous in common with all. As some one has
said: "To be willing to know nothing but
Christ crucified, makes us capable of attaining

to all knowledge "—so say we also : To be
willing to become nothing but the least ser-

vant of all, makes us capable and worthy to

become great and exalted. And this is what
our Lord has here said, and what he forthwith
seals with his own example as the Head and
King.

Verse 28. The "come" points always to

the first advent and appearance of the Son of

Man in the flesh. The " not to be ministered

unto " does not, of course, refer to an outward
renouncing of every act of service offered to

him in love, nay even demanded by his unde-
niable dignit}' (chap, xxvii. 55 ; Luke x. 40

;

John xiii. 13) ; so that neither is it forbidden

to us to have men-servants and maid-servants,

as helpers to serve in the earthly work. But
it is all the more deeply to be understood in

its innermost truth, according to which the

Son of God, who is come as the Son of Man,
sought not his own honor, used not his power
as King in the manner of men (ver. 25), so as

to cast all things in adoration at his feet,

which alone had been the true service due to

him, but—as it is written in Isa. xliii. 24, 25,

of God the Lord. He has served us sinners in

order to wash us from our sin, has become the

servant and burden-bearer of us all ; and this

he sometimes represented outwardly in him-
self for a testimony (see Luke xxii. 27). He
has given his life for us, or laid it down in self-

sacrificing love (John x. 12, 18 ; xv. 13) ; and
in so far this is also set before us as a pattern

which we are to follow (1 John iii. 16). But
while he at first speaks thus humbly, he must
at the same time, for the truth's sake, add a

word concerning the great and sole virtue and
significance of his sacrificial death—which
goes far beyond a mere example, by which
rather the power and liberty to follow him
have been procured for us all.* This high and
comprehensive testimony is yet extorted from

him here in the deepest humility, so that he

may not deny himself. Av rpov dvri itoAXoov,

a ransom for many—this is as well the germ of

all the apostolic doctrine concerning the vica-

rious sacrificial death, as also a mere declara-

tion, with retrospective reference to the pro-

phecies and types of the Old Testament :
" I

am he who is come, who also should and must
come to that end !" It would be necessary

here to enter into the dogmatics of the subject,

* Also the liberty of the Church, thus ransomed
by him, to refuse to be enslaved by any hierarchy,

always allied to despotism ; the liberty to acknow-
lpdge only that authority which, as the diaconate of

love, ever goes on renewing itself through the

Spirit of Christ. See in Lange ii. 1164, this pro-

found connection of the words with all that pre-

cedes (foimerly overlooked by me) ; at the same
time the most striking confirmation of the principle

of office in the Reformed Church, in its proper

truth as confuting many Lutherans.
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and into the Old Testament as a whole, in

order to bring out the full meaning of this

simply expressive term Xvrpov, "ransom"
(which is afterwards carried out in the New
Testament in many compounds) ; but what
belongs to the commentator is only to point

out the sense and idea of the saying in order

to- deeper inquiry. We find in Exod. xxi. 30

IBS and t^DJ \V1Q (Sept. Xvrpa) used for the

ransom and equivalent of forfeited life* in the

proper sense ; and in Lev. xxv. 24, 51 the pur-

chase-price to be paid for a possession in land,

according to just valuation, !"6n3> is rendered

by r« Xvrpa in the Sept. When in this

passage, with evident allusion for the rest to

Isa. liii. 10, 12, the Holy Spirit in recording

the saying of Christ uses the word Xvrpov,
for D'J'S (and 133, ISp^j Lev. xvii. 11), where

Christ himself of course did not use it, the

expression points at all events to a substitu-

tionary, therefore redeeming, and thus releas-

ing, saving, sacrificial death of 'Christ—al-

though much may still remain to be said from
the entire Scripture, and much to be inferred

from the internal nature of the'thing, respect-

ing the true sense in which this substitution

is to be understood. The expression here,

however definite on one side, yet determines
nothing more special; and admits of every
doctrine which is reconcilable with the rest of

Srripture, and with the simple letter of the
Xvrpov avrt'f "a ransom for" (as also the
dvriXvrpov, 1 Tim. ii. 6, which occurs only

there). Even should we attach the strict

sense to this solitary a"r/(for which in every
other place we find vitip, ittpi, did), as is

right, it would still be going beyond what is

proper to raise from it the difficult question,

which can only give rise to endless disputa-
tion, namely, to whom properly the ransom and
the purchase price of the one life for all lives

is paid. The meaning of the exDression

—

which remains always at the same time figur-

ative—does not, as appears to us, reach so

far; and the Sou vat ryv ipvxt)v, " to give

his life," which is always put as it is here,

without a dative, is by no means in this sense

to be pressed. It signifies to yield up, to give

up to death, to offer, to stake for something

else in general, as the Heb. jrU> and particu-

larly isa. liii. io, l2,itrso D"bn

—

nytzh rnjjn,

Christ has thereby rendered satisfaction in

every sense, and on all sides ; he has given

what corresponds to, and is necessary for, our
redemption ; chieny, and in the last and most
proper intention, however, he has given his

life only in order to take it again as a life for

us, consequently thereby to pay to tis, so as to

cover our deficit and bankruptcy. Finally, as

regards the noXXoov, "many," here and Matt.
xxvi. 28 (comp. besides Heb. is. 28), it is

clear, from numerous parallel passages of Scrip-

ture (at the head of Avhich is 1 Tim. ii. 6,

dvriXvrpov vitip it d v r oo v), that the uni-

versal application of the death of Christ

(which, as Richter remarks, already lies in the

6 vioS rov dvSpaonov, the universal man,
the one for all) is certainly not to be denied
on the ground of this expression ; and conse-

quently that the TtoXXoi here might well

enough denote the rtdvra.%, or all who stand

in contrast with the one, as at Rom. v. 15, 18,

19. If, however, the want of the article here

is specially noticed, then it only remains to

understand it of the many among the all, in

whom, as actually redeemed, the power of re-

demption becomes a reality. This will at least

appear as the most probable sense at chap,

xxvi. 28, on the occasion of the last supper

(as also Heb. ix. 28) ; and it seems most ex-

actly to correspond to the D ,2"l> Isa. liii. 11,

12 (comp. lii. 14, 15) together with the «?3,

ver. 6.

THE TWO BLIND MEN AT JERICHO.

(Matt. xx. 32; Mark x. 51, 52; Luke xviii. 41, 42.)

Although the question whether Christ here
spoke to two blind men or only to one,

whether on departing from, or entering into

Jericho, is beside our object, which is to hear
him speak, it would yet be affectation not to

express our opinion, at least in a brief note,

respecting this difficulty—a difficulty so wel-
come to the disputatious, and certainly re-

markable even to the peaceable and simple
student of the Harmony.f In other respects,

* Not merely " the ransoming from the condition

of slaves," as Lange here mistakes it.

f We have already found frequently that Matthew
does not record outward events with strict precision,

but that he is always intent upon grasping the ker-

there is little to be said on the words of Christ

which occur in this narrative. The first, in

which he called to him the blind men, who so

nel of the sayings, and upon seizing what is essen-

tial and significant in the history; it is therefore

natural to expect that, here also, he should devi-

ate from the actual facts. For Mark mentions the

one blind mun, who was healed as Christ was depart-

ing f'-om Jericho, so decidedly by name, and de-

scribes the entire scene so particularly even to the

throwing away of the garments, as to make us un-

willing to admit that there was another blind man
cured along with this Bartimeus. Luke again

seems to narrate, quite as distinctly, a similar

(although not quite the same) incident as having

taken place when they were entering into Jericho
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importunately cried to him (Matt. ver. 32), or

bade them be called (Mark ver. 49 ; Luke ver.

40), is not expressed, but (kindly checking

the people) may have run thus :
" Hinder

them not, let them come !" The second is

given by the three Evangelists in harmony
with each other, differing only as to the singu-

lar or plural : What will ye that I shall do unto

yon ? It seems indeed a strange question.

But it is partly a challenge to them to testify

their faith (us at Matt. ix. 28) ;
partly a pro-

test against the self-constituted masters of

ceremonies with their courtly ideas, who will

not suffer the procession of the King to be in-

terrupted by the prayer of the beggars*—an

expression of his readiness to serve (beautifully

corresponding with what precedes, Matt. ver.

28, comp. ver. 21), in which he, in a truly

royal manner, condescends to the will of beg-

gars, so that all misery may disappear before

him
;
partly, in fine, a significant intimation

for us (according to the unconsciously symbol-
ical character of all the particular sayings and
doings of Christ), that he will do to us only

according to what our faith and our prayer de-

sire of him. The third word (only in Mark
and Luke) which accompanies the cure, Go!
as one who is whole, who can see, with thy

sight ! thy faith hath helped thee—is the well-

known, familiar expression of the gracious,

humble love and wisdom of the Saviour, point-

ing, in what is outward, to the inward thing

which is of principal importance. "'AvafiXintiv

means here simply to look up—by no means to

see again, to become seeing. The blind man
prayed : Lord, that I may see .' Christ gives

immediately hearing and answer : See I for

thou canst !

CHRIST SENDS FOR THE ASSES.

(Matt. xxi. 2, 3 ; Mark xi. 2, 3; Luke xix. 30, 31.)

We do not know whether the two disciples

whom Christ here sends were Peter and John,

as on a former occasion, Mark xiv. 13, comp.
Luke xxii. 8 ; but there must needs be two,

not merely in order to bring the two asses, but

in order formally to represent the entire body
of his disciples, and to remove from their mis-

sion the appearance of individual caprice. The

(chap. xix. 1); so that one is tempted to suppose
that Matthew, in this case, blends together the narra-

tives of the two Evangelists, who were not apostles,

on account of the similarity of the occurrences.

(Rather this, at least, than the old solution which
has been re-produced with more acuteness than evi-

dence in Richter's Hausbibcl ; viz. that there was
an intervening space between old and new Jericho,

and that according to their position the inhabitants

of Palestine might speak of departing from, and
the Greek of entering into Jericho.) But, against

this, is to be considered, what Matthew and Mark
represent as very probable, that the great multitude

had collected first of all in the town, with which
Luke xix. also agrees ; again that the people should

twice, and chiefly the second time, rcbu/cc the blind

man, when one had been healed immediately be
fore, is almost inconceivable, and not at all so

simple as Ebrard thinks ; finally, as regards only

one blind man being noticed, namely, Bartimeus,
who was the better known of the two, we have a

perfect parallel to this in the account of the Gada-
rene miracle. Luke does not intend to be so

strictly observant of chronological order ; in order
that he may significantly connect vers. 34 and 35
(as preachers from the earliest times have taken it,

and have discoursed of our blindness with respect
to the understanding of the passion of our Lord),
he puts this incident first, and then lets that con-
cerning Zaccheus follow. We are not, therefore,

warranted in having recourse to the artificial expe-
dient of Grotius, that hyyi^Eiv Eti, Luke xviii.

village lying in sight of them was certainly

Bcthphage itself which Matthew therefore

alone has named. It can hardly at least have
been Bethany, as, from the exact knowledge
which Christ had of this village, the indefinite

nature of the message, nay, even the indefinite

designation of the place, would have had
somewhat of affectation in it.f In no case

are we to understand a previous agreement
with the owner of the asses ; for then the in-

definite words given by the three Evangelists,
" If any man hath aught to say against it,"

wrould contain a slight semblance of dissimu-

lation. All that he says rather produces the

impression of a miraculous foreseeing and
foretelling of the particular circumstances

:

the Evpj'fiETF., ye shall find (to which therefore

John, in a statement that concisely pre-sup-

35, as also xix. 2, indicates only the being near in

general, but must leave its proper force to x a i

Ei6£\$GD v, chap. xix. 1. Luke staits fiom

the fact, that the one blind man actually sat already

on the way, at the entrance into Jericho ;
but then

he himself explains, by diaitopevo/iisvov, ver.

35 (to which chap. xix. 1 du'ipxero in the Pluperf.

recurs), that, in his account, he anticipates and

combines what was further done afterwards on

leaving Jericho (after a second blind man had come
to b<* there). Thus we a«ree in the main with

what Bengel's correct tact already discovered, and

Meyer's note on Luke's account holds to be proba-

ble. Lange's supposition; of an entrance and de-

parture by the same gate, we think forced and un-

natural, as the road to Jerusalem by Jericho could

hardly lead to and from that town as a cul de-sac.

* Compare on this Lange, iii. 194, 347.

f According to Mark and Luke, in traveling tc

Jerusalem Befhphase came before Bethany, per-

haps was immediately contiguous to it
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poses this transaction, chap. xii. 14, gives

prominence in a Evpcov which excludes all

previous concert) is nearly the same as evp?}-

deii, Hi on shalt,find, Matt. xvii. 27. The suSe'cat,

straightway, occurring twice (the first, accord-

ing to Mark, equivalent to ettixopEvo/iievoi

eti tt}v Kooi-irfi'), together with the circum-

stance that the ass would be found tied, i. e., as

it were already prepared, and waiting in the

public way, confirms this interpretation of the

words, which is still further confirmed after-

wards on occasion of the second sending for

the preparation of the paschal lamb. Here it

is said, "A man will meet you bearing a pitcher

of water, he will show you the way to the

right house/' like what Samuel the seer says

to Saul, 1 Sam. x. 2-7 ; a manner of prophecy
in its most ancient form, pointing immediately
and specially to the nearest future (before that

typical kind which points to more remote pe-

riods begins in 2 Sam. vii.), which must also

be represented in Christ. If the disciples

should at first be almost suspected of the in-

tention to steal the animals, a single word is to

satisfy the owner (and whoever else might be-

long to him, Mark, ver. 5 ; Luke, ver. 33), viz.,

The Lord hath need of them ! litre at all

events more is meant than merely our Master
(6 SiSadxcxloS, chap. xxvi. 18) ; in the sense

in which Christ here uses this name, it borders

on the designation the King Messiah* It is

therefore implied in this, that these people be-

longed to the number of those who believed on
him, that they at once understood who ''the

Lord " was, and without hesitation willingly

served him.f Christ could not call himself

the " Son of Man" here where in his humilia-

tion he will yet represent his kingly dignity

;

but, precisely on this account, the need of the

Lord, who has not even an ass of his own for

his festal procession, presents a significant con-

trast which the preachers on the Advent from
the earliest times have not failed to notice.

Whether Jesus during the whole period of

his public life ever before rode, is no where
written ; and, from his walking being men-
tioned so often and without an exception, it is

very improbable. Wherefore then now ? He
who can believe that our Lord was too tired

at this particular time to ascend the Mount of

Olives, may do so ; his words, and the narra-

tive in its harmony with the prediction, show

* For it is impossible (with Alford) to understand

here Jehovah, the God of Israel, for whose service

the animals were needed. If it were so, this would
be the third example of such an expression in the

mouth of Christ; see Maik v. 1!), and xiii. 20
(compare my remark, p. 147); here, however, it

would surely be against all decorum to say, God
the Lord hath need of two asses !

f Indeed the communist Wealing, in his book on
Fr^dom, finds here maintained the right of those

who are in want to the possessions of their )ich

neighbors ; and laments that, now-a-days, "her:

we have become so much more refined, the Lord
and his messengers who should act in this manner
would be seized by the neck and accused of theft.

25

something else. If Christ wanted as usual to

enter the town unobserved, he would not have

acted thus: but he will consciously and on

purpose enter in a thoroughly public manner,
raised above the accompanying crowd (so that

it might not happen as at Luke xix. 3) ; he

will go to meet the multitudes that are eagerly

waiting for him, and who afterwards fetch

him ; and thus make the accepted honor on

his part more expressive of humility, and more
significant than it would have been without

this provision. More significant; for what
Matthew adds, vers. 4, 5, includes in the rovro
de oXov, M but all this, " (which points before-

hand to the result), the remarkable sending just

narrated ; and is meant therefore precisely to

disclose the thoughts and design of Christ in all

this, as if it were said: Thus did Christ speak
and act, that the word of the prophet might
be fulfilled. He knew that his hour wa.s nearly

come ; once more, before his crucifixion, he
will enter Jerusalem with a first and last out-

ward demonstration of honor, such as is proper

to him as her King, with a last public offer of

himself for a testimony. ( Tell ye the daughter
of Zion !) We do not agree with Lange, who
regards this Hosanna—which from the earliest

times in Advent sermons has been taken as a

figure of empty honor without understanding
and earnestness—in the better sense, as an
expression of " obscure beginnings of the higher

Christological knowledge," of the " better

hopes of the people ;" and supposes that Christ

could not any longer refuse the "enthusiasm,
the homage of his people." No ! it appears

very evident from Luke xix. 41, etc., that

Christ regarded the whole matter in quite a

different light; his entry was rather a sacrifi-

cial procession, in which he yielded himself up
to this people, who cried now Hosanna ! and
then Crucify ! Yet so that, at least in the

sjmibolical sense, such a homage was for once

admitted by him, at the last offer of himself as

King. Therefore, although even his disciples

misunderstand it, he regards the whole event

in its true light. Any insurrection on the part

of those whose enmity has ripened, is now no
longer to be regarded; the license attending

the festival, which brought with it the entrance

of many a procession into Jerusalem, permits

what is unusual, so that even Pilate finds noth-

ing offensive in this mere spectacle.* Only
the enemies (who indeed could not possibly put

these thousands under ban) murmur at it. The
whole scene, as already said, becomes for him
a sacrificial procession, to which he yields him-
self. To the people of Israel it is the last offi-

cial declaration—Who he is ; while for the
entire future Church of his true people (the

daughter of Zion in the prophetical sense) it is

a permanent advent word and advent figure,

ever reproduced in preaching, in which there

* Consequently nothing really punishable. Bahrdt
very perversely found in this entry the desien on
the part of Jesus to stir up his enemies, and furnish

them even with the right to accuse him—because
he had now resolved to die (a false death!).
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is a wondrous union of majesty and lowliness:

Behold, thy King cometh, meek !—a preparatory

type of the as yet future acknowledgment and

glory of Christ (Matt, xxiii. 39).* All this is

•no strange product of a myth-framing Church,

of the self-consciousness dreaming that the idea

is history; it took place, yey ove v, as recorded

there in its consistent totality—the empty Ho-

sanna hefore the Crucify ! the tears over Jeru-

salem, the cleansing of the temple, the blind

and lame, the children crying in the temple,

the curse on the fig-tree. What a picture,

intelligible only when viewed as actual history

in the life of the Son of God ! And how does

the pencil of the Evangelist portray by a few

strokes—how simply and artlessly, without a

trace of imagination—what, if not history,

would be the subliinest fiction !

It is evident that the fulfilled prophecy of

Zechariah described generally the Messiah, as

the humble Prince of Peace, procuring deliver-

ance for himself and us only through sufferings.

But it is also evident that, as often, so here,

the fulfilling Providence, for the sake of abun-

dant clearness, literally embodies the general

idea ; and in like manner that this literal real-

ization in fact of the general prediction was

already foreseen and provided for by the Spirit

in the word of the prophet. The sum of the

prophecies of Zechariah is the re-establishment

of the kingdom of Israel in its entire prepara-

tion, accomplishment, and connection ; and

with this such special historical notices are

interspersed as were never before given, in

order that the whole prophecy, as it draws

near its fulfillment, may become concentrated.

In the first section (chaps, i.—viii.) we have

the whole history of the return from Babylon,

with its principal agents and actors, as the

type of the future return of Israel from its dis-

persion; and the view becomes ever clearer

until it ends in a complete picture of the new
Jerusalem (chap. viii.). The second section

(chaps, ix.—xiv.) now entirely separates this

great result from its type, and speaks plainly

of the new Jerusalem seen in the remote fu-

ture ; instead of direct reference to the typical

restoration the Spirit gives general surveys,

and retrospective glances towards the time of

preparation. If at last (chaps, xii.—xiv.) the

retrospective views from the attained goal pre-

dominate, there lie on the other hand in chaps.

ix.—xi. intimations of the entire history of Is-

rael, until chap. xii. 10 is fulfilled.! Chap. ix.

gives beforehand the most general view. The
Lord governs all men and nations according to

* Of this, the only true view of the matter, Hase
gives a caricature when he says that, among Christ's

reasons for this demonstration, there was perhaps

the pleasure of showing to his enemies their weak-
ness, and letting that which at one time he had posi-

tively meant, according to Old Testament prophecy,

come to pass in him as a dream of ils fulfillment

!

It is rather a new typical prophecy, that he yet re-

mains the King.

j- We are prepared with an interpretation of chap,

xi. which will rescue it from Hofmann's confusion
;

and shall give it on Matt. xxvi. 31.

the plan of his counsel with respect to Israe

(ver. 1). Purifying judgments upon the na-

tions of the world run parallel and in harmony
with the special protection which he affords

to his house and people chosen before and out
of the nations (ver. 8). In a first coming,
marked by lowliness and peacefulness (which
is plainly and significantly looked back to

here), the King appears

—

he first (because Israel

rejects him) builds up his promised kingdom
among all the heathen (ver. 10)—he then re-

turns again also to Israel (vers. 11-17). That
ver. 9 speaks of the Messiah is so evident from
ver. 10, that even Maurer could only render

it: "veniet rex optimus maximus, Messias

pacem daturus orbi terrarum, doniinaturus

longe lateque." But that this King appears

here in lowliness is the principal idea (to which
the learned commentators have scarcely given

its due weight) of this prophetical passage.

As such it stands alone in its kind ; and its

expressions must, for this reason, embody
themselves in some visible sjnibol before the

eyes of Israel.* The j;^ij,f saved ("having

salvation "), which by the Sept. and Chald.

was not understood, and therefore ungram-
matically changed into the Active, is not

equivalent to victorious—at least with refer-

ence to earthly weapons of victory, for the ass

is intended exactly to contradict this—but is

to be closely connected with the decisive ^U,

" lowly." Let it be allowed, which tee do not
with many deny, that 'JJ? and 1J^ to a certain

extent run into each other, and that the
npeevi, " meek," of the Sept., retained by Mat-
thew, is at least half warranted, there still

remains for the Old Testament usage (espe-

cially that of the Psalms) the basis of " hu-

mility and meekness" (if "0JJ is made to in-

clude the latter), a condition of distress and
suffering, a being humbled and brought low.1.

The righteous King is therefore first a meek
sufferer, to whom deliverance comes first of all

from his own sufferings, that he may thereby
procure salvation and deliverance, in order to

righteousness and peace, for all his people

—

thus, and no otherwise, does he come the first

time. In order to furnish a complete and
graphic picture of this, the prophet portrays

him riding—not upon the war horse (Rev. xix.

11), but upon an ass's colt, as in olden time

the judges (Judges x. 4; xii. 14; v. 10) ; and
again because this ass, to which, by a redun-

dancy of words, such strong prominence is

* Of which the Jewish interpretation could make
no use ; so that it explains thus : When Israel be-

lievingly receives the Messiah, then he comes hi

the clouds of heaven ; but when they are not

worthy of this, on an a^s. See the citations iu

Sepp, ill. 183.

f Luther incorrectly, tin heifer, bringing help ; in-

stead of which the corrected bible has dem geholfen

ist, one who is holpen. The citation of Matthew goes

beyond the Sixaioi xai dai^ooy.

} Passive of HJJ? : the form is ^t2J3=^BJ).
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given, forms, s ) to speak, the point of the pro-

phecy, therefore does Christ determine, a£cord-

ing to the plan of the Spirit, to realize this

prophetic figure. Thus must we understand

Zechariah, in order to interpret the words of

Jesus here (vers. 2. 3). John (chap. xii. 14-

10) even mentions only the riding upon the

ass, as the most concentrated fulfillment

Matthew, in the saying of Christ, as after-

wards in the narrative (ver. 7), specifies ex-

actly the two animals which the prophetic

word mentions. Mark and Luke have only

the colt. That the prophet adds the VJJ ty),

and upon a coif, epexegetically, is indeed true

;

as also that nijnS"}3.* " the foal of an ass," is

intended to strengthen the Ty, or colt, which

in other places is often equivalent to "lion

or ass, in general—in the most proper sense a
foal, which is still dependent on its mother
(ttoJAoS vioZ). Wherefore this, and what is

the prophetical idea implied in it; what is then
the significance of this particular which was
foreseen only as a symbol ? We find the plain

answer in Mark and Luke, where Christ says
further: A foal on uhbh never yet man sat.

This, as Maurer again observes, is actually in-

dicated in the prophecy ; and even in the cita-

tion in Matthew (which half changes, half ac-

cepts the text of the Sept.) it is remarkably
caught up in the slight antithesis vidv v Tt o-

<? l> y iov (lit. " the^son of abeast of burden").

Only an animal hitherto unridden is proper to

the sacred dignity of the rider ; coiup. Num.

xix. 2-5; Dent. xxi. 3; 1 Sam. vi. 7; 2 Sam.'vt

3, and many passages from profane authors,

rightly adduced here by the learned. Observe

now how the Holy Spirit—without regarding

the objections of those sneering persons who
will not allow that such things are proper to

him—yet above and behind the consciousness

of the prophet, points, in the expressions which
he suggests, to a literal proper fulfillment ; in-

asmuch as he brings in this subordinate idea,'

which was not otherwise of importance to the

principal subject. Observe also why Christ,

penetrating into the meaning of the Scripture

better than the critics, gives directions for both

animals, which the Father has made read}' foi*

him, to be bronqht: why the disciples, without
thinking of Zechariah (John xii. 16), were
unwittingly led to spread the garments over

both (Matt. iTfcxvco avrcov), and thus to take

with them also the she-ass as belonging to the

Other, and to be used along with it.* All this

was done, not merely in order that the not yet
broken foal, when its mother was beside it,'

might behave more quietly, but that the whole
prophetic passage might appear before the eyes

of the daughter of Zion in a realized picture.

He who will call this trifling, let him indulge

his sneer against Christ. We rather perceive,

and reverently honor the holy earnestness pf

the King, who humbly offirs himself, in this

most literal fulfillment of a prophecy which
testifies of him—in that he paints and sets evi-

dently fo^th fa/ore their eyes (Gal. iii. 1 ; Luke
xix. 42), how he cometh to them.

THE DEN OF ROBBERS, AND THE CHILDREN'S PRAISE.

(Matt. xxr. 13-16; Mark xi. 17; Lukk xix. 46.)

Another XT (he shall come) stood at the

close of prophecy in Malachi: The Lord shall

come to his temple to purify and to cleanse the
sons of Levi. Once already, at the beginning
of his course, had Christ held this up before

them in act and symbol ; thej*, however, had
persisted more determinedly in not abiding
the day of his coming, they had not put away
the offence, perhaps even had precisely at this

time restored it by way of defiance. Here
he declares and proves by his act, that he is

at the end no other than he was at the begin-

ning. He still works while it is day ; he is

not weary of testifying by word and deed in

the still standing sanctuary—" once more he
goes the. way which he had loved as a child,

up to the temple."| Nay, once more, his zeal

*Tlie Piur. for the Sing, by way of generalizing.

Only such interpreters as Jalin and Michaelis
could suppose blood asses with pedigrees to be
meant

!

+ In August Thieme's Ilmenaur Sermon*, p. 35.

breaks forth against the desecration of the
temple ; the place of worship still, though

* We prefer to let alone the typological signifi-

cance winch commentators, from the earliest times,

have found in the two asses (Von Meyer : The she-

ass is the Old Testament, the law; the foal is the

new Church, the G jspel). That the she-ass was
led along with the other not merely causa pompae,

but was intended to embody the prophetic figure, is

remarked also by Hengstenberg {Christol ii. 135);
as also that in the prophet there is a gradation in

the expression. But we do not agree in ihis, that

the climax (an animal upon which no man had
ever yet ridden !) is intended to indicate merely

greater lowliness, poverty. For the rest, il is well

known what needless trouble many commentators
bave given themselves to account for there being
two animals, and what subject for mockery this ha,s

afforded to Strauss. Schleieimacher also gives the
reins to his fancy :

" The she-ass no longer runs
beside a naiXoS that is fit for riding—although ii

has not yet been used for that purpose—but has

long since left it to itself." NeanHer is so bold as

to make John xii. 14 (only one ovdptov) valid
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Boon to be destroyed.* Matthew represents

the order of the events as if this cleansing of

the temple followed on the day of the entrance

into Jerusalem. According to Mark our Lord
began to look round about upon all things with
nebuking glance at the eventide ; but " on this

day of grace and joy delayed the complete

execution of his righteous anger till the mor-
row." This notice of Bengel as to the harmo-
ny is quite sufficient [?]. More severe than on
that former occasion (as we remarked there),

he now speaks out plainly, and without soften-

ing the prophetical word, of the den of robbers ;

and with heightened emotion he combines with
it another prophetical passage in most rebuk-
ing contrast. This word respecting the house

of prayer, pointing back, properly speaking, to

the consecration, 1 Kings viii. 29, is written in

Isa. lvi. 7 ; Christ cites it as it is written, so

that it is wrong to refer "My house" here to

himself. Be called in truth—i. e., really be;

hence, in Luke, e6rir, is, is put for this. Mark,
in order to complete the saying, forgets not to

add, among all nations ; and this also was very
appropriate, as it was in the fore-court of the
Gentiles that the money-changers and traders

were.f In Jer. vii. 11, D^YIS myp> den of

rubbers, corresponds also by ironical antithesis

to the house of the Lord, for the den of robbers
is their dwelling. If we adhere to the most
direct meaning of \y6rai, thieves, then the
profane trafficking in the temple would be
compared to the division of the spoil of rob-

bers in their den. But the corresponding

D'^HB in the original text means in itself more

than this—viz., violent ones (as ravenous
beasts, Isa. xxxv. 9), and passes over to the
accompanying idea of murderers (as also the
expression Rauber in German), see Ezek. xviii.

10 ; Hos. iv. 2 ; Psa. xvii. 4. Moreover, in the
context in Jeremiah the shedding of innocent
blood in this place is expressly spoken of, ver.

6, and l"IV"), murder, at ver. 9 (com p. again Hos.

iv. 2). Consequently Luther's " den of mur-
derers " is quite right ; and our Lord, by ap-

plying this word on this occasion, not merely

against the truth of Matthew's account; who, he
says, has invented the two animals from a misap-
prehension of i he passage, in Zechariah (a'so the

ccvtgjv and avrovS, verse 3, in the mouth of

Christ!). These theologians have not understood
the 'iva TtXrjpoo^fj.

* That Sepp, who is so often confused and arbi-

trary (and who has no right to sum up " a catalogue
of the sins of Protestant theologians "), should
suppose only one purifying of the temple, because
"the second is in itself out of place, and takes
away the significance of the fii-.-t "—does not
astonish us. But that Lange, following modern
criticism, should in like manner hold that the oc-

currence, which might " easily be by degrees
shifted from its place in the tradition," took place
only once according to John—did surprise us; but
he has since retracted it.

f Lange even finds here, that now in the second

purifying Christ openly maintains the right of the
Gentiles to the temple.

chastises the murderous disposition and con
duct of the dwellers in the temple in general,
but now hints in the deepest sense, and more
plainly than the first time (Destroy this tem-
ple !), at the now almost matured counsel of

murder against his own most sacred person,

which he well knew of. And this therefore

Mark, ver. 18, and Luke, ver. 47, make imme-
diately to follow.

The angry and rebuking zeal for his Father's
house is at the same time accompanied by so
much kindness, that the blind and lame, the
wretched who need help, now as usual come
to him, and he heals them.* It is the one un-
varying love, the one unvarying testimony :

" I am he who should come !" The miserable,

and the little children, are not afraid of his

anger; but malignant enemies are again angry
even at his kindness. The miracles of heal-

ing—and the thanksgivings which probably
followed them—the praises of those that were
healed and others with them, waken in the
children the echo of yesterday's homage, whose
Hosanna, with the palm branches and all the,
accompanying pomp, so pleased them that
doubtless they heartily joined in the cry yes-
terday, and are quite ready to begin it anew
to-day.f Christ, with a sad kindness, lets it

be done again ; but the innocent cry of the
children excites a blind fury in the high
priests and scribes, because their conscience

hears in it the truth which they would stifle.

As several of the Pharisee^ yesterday expected
that Christ would rebuke his disciples, and
received for answer a proverb from the Scrip-

ture indirectly applied (Luke xix. 39, 40)—so
the rulers of the temple venture to-day to put
the bold question, Nearest thou not what these

say? As if it were evident of itself that he
must check this impropriety ! Christ, how-
ever, is not weary of answering. With another
question, Have ye never read ? he puts to
shame the adversaries, and recompenses their

malice with a piece of instruction, profoundly
pointing to Scripture, to their hearts, and the
counsel of God respecting his kingdom—

a

lesson by which they might yet have become
wise. He has the Scripture, especially since

Luke xviii. 13, continually in his mind ; at

every step he directs his course by the light

of its prophecy.
As he afterwards, Matt. xxi. 42, refers to an

undoubtedly Messianic psalm, so now, with
the same formula of interrogation, he refers

not merely to a general truth respecting the

* Near.der, indeed, does not altogether believe

this account on Matthew's word alone, as it narrates

"in an indefinite manner" and evidently " unhis-

torically ;" what is true in it to him is only that the

like did once take place in Jerusalem. Ah, if the

sainted Neander could only now speak, and, for

our sakes, retract these his follies !

f This alone and nothing further is contained Ln

the simple account. Sepp in his usual manner (in

which one must always prudently distinguish ie-

spectable learning from confused mythology) h: ings

forward Jewish fables of holy temple- hoys who,
moved by the Holy Ghost, had received Je&us.
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praise of God proceeding from the mouth of

children, but to a psalm which, in the most
proper sense, prophesies of him and li is king-

dom. In order not to repeat myself, I beg the
reader to look into my interpretation of the

eighth psalm,* where it is shown from the en-

tire connection of the psalm that the ordained
praise, according to the Sept., or rather the

settled power, according to the original text,

refers to the kingdom of restoring grace in the

humbled and exalted Son of Man, to the de-

stoying and putting to shame of the enemies,

nay, of the enemy of God, in the most proper
sense ; and that the babes and sucklings, while
not to be dissociated from the natural figure,

are already in the psalm to be certainly under-
stood spiritually of the same piupoL and
vipitioi, "little ones" and "babes," who are

meant in Matthew xi. 25. " The outward ful-

fillment of the prophecy is, as oftentimes " (for

example, in the riding upon the ass just before),

"only itself again a figurative representation

of its inner sense.'' Neither Umbreit nor
Hengstenberg nor De Wette can make me
waver in this view of the whole psalm, and of

this citation from it in particular ; which is

too firmly settled in the childlike understanding
of the entire Church of the faithful from the
earliest times, and too closely agrees with the
prevailing application of it in preaching, not
to be found true when a true exegesis is ap-

plied to it. De Wette, who is the master of

shallow criticism, first, in complete contradic-

tion to the light in which Scripture was un-
derstood by Christ and his apostlesf, invents

a "hebraism" which exists no where but in

the fancy of a false theology, and then goes on
to say that the Messianic sense of the eighth
psalm vanishes and is lost. It is not however
an isolated Von Meyer, or R. Stier, who under-
stands this psalm in the sense we have assigned

to it; but the simplicity of the faithful, which
no learning can overthrow, has with one voice

always so taken it. So Paul, 1 Cor. xv. 27;
Heb. ii. 6; Eph. i. 22; and before him the
Lord Christ in his supreme authority. What
otherwise would be the intermediate link be-

tween the citation and the words with which
it is introduced

—

Have ye never known !—which
he ordinarily uses only when they are very
definitely appropriate ? And is it not theo-

logical in the genuine sense to receive such an
interpretation as agrees with the apostolical

testimonj*, seeing that Christ himself refers

us to the Scripture interpretation of his apos-

tles, which they had learned in his own
school

?

We cannot help, therefore, plainly seeing

(as is declared in the Epistle to the Hebrews),
that the Son of Man in Psalm viii. is Jesus;

* Seventy Selected Tsalms, Second Part.

+ This commentator goes so far as not to find the
sufferit g Messiah at all in the Old Testament, and
thereby to contradict to his face the word of Christ

as he enters upon his sufferings, nay, of the risen

Lord ' See his most unedifying "Beilage—iiber die

erbauliche Eiklamng der Psalixien !"

and therefore also, in the fact of Christ's

citing from this psalm and from no other, a
Messianic meaning in the cited words. Nay
more, we are so bold as to affirm that the
Hosanna to the Lord out of the mouth of children,

which, in the outward special fulfillment, ia

again figuratively prophetic, is not indeed pre-

cisely meant by the words of the psalm. It

was the truth thus symbolized which was
meant ; and this special literal, fulfillment, by the

children themselves was seen beforehand by
the Spirit, not otherwise than the riding upon
the ass in Zechariah. There is a style of vague
interpretation in which the prophesying word
evaporates in the mist of ideal presentment;

and it consistently maintains that no where in

the consciousness of the prophets or in the in-

tention of the Spirit is Christ seen and char-

acterized as a historical person, and in his his-

torical reality. But we ever assert, in oppo-
sition to this, that it is precisely the figure of

the person of him who is to come in which all

prophetic lines meet, in. ever-growing accom-
plishment. Because every thing is really in-

cluded in the person of Christ, the God-Man,

.

the Spirit must prophesy of his person ; and
in the consciousness of the Spirit of Christ (1

Pet. i. 11) every thing of course is definite,

concrete, special ; the indefinite lies only in

the human understanding. For what could

be purely accidental, and not significant, not

fraught with eternal truth, in the life of him
who is God-Man, and in the relations of that
life to the world ? Where then the prophetic

word surprisingly coincides with apparently
accidental details and outward particulars of

the fulfillment, in such places there is rather

disclosed to our dull sight the profound con-

gruence between prophecy and fulfillment

which was absolutely inherent in the eternal

decree of God. Thus does Christ look into the

entire Scripture, which testifies of him ; thus

has he at hand, at every turn and step of his

history, the fulfillment of some prophecy. He
knows, and testifies, that those things were
written of John the Baptist which they did

to this Elias (Mark ix. 13)—how much more
the things that were written of his own per-

son ! In the sacred farewell hour of the last

supper he cites the 41st psalm with reference

to Judas ; in the intercessory prayer (John
xvii. 12) he recurs again to the same prophecy

;

the being reckoned among transgressors in

Isaiah he refers (Luke xxii. 37) most concrete-

ly to his then impending seizure and execu-
tion as a criminal, just as he refers a saying of

Zechariah (Matt. xxvi. 31), if possible still

more specially isolated, to his being forsaken

by his disciples on this night. All these details

carry indeed their significance in themselves;
just as here Christ sees, in the Hosanna of the

children, the power and honor which all his

enemies cannot overcome, and which the

Father will prepare for him out of the mouth
of his babes. But for this very reason does he
apply to this the corresponding word of pro-

phecy ; and to the end that this should happen
to him was the word written.
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THE FIG-TREE—THE POWER OF FAITH AND PRAYER.

(Matt. xxi. 10-22; Mark xi. 14, 22, 2G.)

Tho weeping over the city at his entry ; the

anger at the desecration of the house of God
;

the cursing of the barren tig-tree—these three

things are connected together in the relation

of a climax. The eye of Christ already indeed

sees beforehand the judgment of Jerusalem

and Israel, when, first of all, he sheds tears of

divinely-human emotion over its blinded in-

habitants. Then, to speak humanly of the

God-Man, he girds himself to renew by word
and deed the testimony which is not yet to be

abandoned, and which is yet to awaken and
terrify some. In this, however, his holy judi-

cial anger at last breaks out ; that anger which
will send forth his armies to destroy these

murderers (chap. xxii. 7), must even curse

those who would not receive the blessing.

This so entirely fills his soul, that everywhere
he has before his eyes only Israel, the barren

ground that is nigh unto cursing (Heb. vi. 8).

He sees it and prophetically curses it in the

fig-tree which presented to him on the way
leaves, indeed, but no fruit. The cleansing of

the temple, and the cursing of the tig-tree

—

the former still an act reserved for the last

day of visitation, the latter a warning figure

for the coming that was to follow it—are par-

allel with and supplementary to each other;

as also the accepting of the Hosanna and the

tears over Jerusalem, the tears and the anger

in the temple, the anger and the healing of

the diseased, the saving love and the avenging

wrath in the same divinely-human heart.

Mark has so exactly determined the chro-

nology of this event from the most certain

sources (vers. 11, 12, 19, 20), that we may
adopt it in our interpretation of the account of

Matthew, who here groups together in large

proportion, and is careless of chronology in de-

tails. As he has already by anticipation made
the cleansing of the temple, which belongs to

the second aay, to follow immediately upon
the entry into the city (for the two days were
as one day), so he records further (vers. 17,

18), only with general indefiniteness, that Je-

sus at that time passed the night (once and
again) in Bethany, and that the cursing of the

fig-tree took place 7tpooi"a?, i. e., " on the

morning," or a morning, upon his return to the

city. In like manner, at vers. 19, 20, disre-

garding the time in the thing, he connects to-

gether without interval the immediate wither-
ing of the tree and the words of Jesus to the
disciples who observed it ; although we learn
from Mark, that not till the third day (Tues-
day), was the withering which followed upon
the curse observed, and that thereupon the
words of Christ were spoken. The comparison
of the two, however, ought to teach us what
is most essential for our reading and hearing
aright the doings and sayings of Christ, and

that the first Evangelist has written his his

tory not without freedom in the Spirit.

Jesus saw a fig-tree* in the way (at a dis-

tance) ; a single tree, probably belonging to no
one in particular (juiav again not merely equiv-

alent to riva), which, from the place where it

stood, and still more by its adornment of leaves,

attracted attention, and promised fruit. Christ,

who, on his royal day of honor, had fasted in

the sadness of his soul, and who also, on this

morning, went with eagerness immediately
again to the city,f felt hunger, and went up to
the tree if haply he might find any thing thereon,

as the leaves at a distance promised. For, in

fig-trees, it is well known that the fruit ripens

before the leaves appear: and although Christ
might not look for fruit of the previous year,

which had survived the winter, or late fruit

(which could hardly have been allowed to lie

on the way), he might yet expect to find early,

unusually early,J figs: At all events the tree,

as haviny leaves, which Mark specially notices,

gave promise of having fruit also. Our Lord,
however, found nothing but leaves only. The
tree therefore was a barren one, which went
all to foliage; it promised something extraor-

dinary, and yet—had nothing, just tike the rest

of the fig-trets at that time.fy Upon thus he said :

* Bethphage, indeed, deiived its name from there

being many figs there.

fThis is more probable than, as Lange thinks,
" a truly childlike longing " after his people, which
led hiiu to forget his morning meal.

X In the Heb. TfFV&Sl or rtTW33 Hos. ix. 10

;

Isa. xxviii. 4; Jer. xxiv. 2, such as are particularly

sought alter.

§ This last might be the Mrnple meaning of the

much disputed ov yap i/v xaipoS 6vxcov—even

were we to translate, It was not yet the season of

figs. " The vintage was not yet ; the figs, there-

fore, were not yet gathered "— is not so suitable,

for early ripe figs might certainly be plucked. But
it may also signify, as Hammond first, understood

it, and many after him (so that in the Stud. tt. Krit.

1843, i 131, it should not be spoken of as a new
interpretation) : It was then no good season or fa-

voiable weather for figs, no fig-year. At all event*

the statement of Mark is not " somewhat inappro-

priate," but explains with an entirely correct yap
why there were then no figs ;

tin's however is meant,

Therefore the tree covered with leaves was a hypo-

crite, which promised something uncommon, and

yet—was like the rest. This and nothing else is

the symbolical fault of this tree, respecting which

even Spener must needs express a theological diffi-

culty (see the complete thiid edition, Part i. p. 13),

and acknowledge that Chi ist had on this occasion

divested himself of his omniscience when lie ex-

pected fruit. A curiosity of more recent time is

the observation of Fritzsche : i)\Sev lit avri'/r.

comcendit arborem, non enim nisi conscensa bcu
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Let no fruit grow on thee henceforward—or, No
man eat fruit of thee hereafter, sis tov aioova .'

He spoke it in the consciousness, and with the
will that the tree he addressed must and
woidd obey his word ; the stern word of might
and miracle broke forth like a lightning flash

of judgment from the depth of his thoughts,
which, in every object, found only the one
thing, the inevitably impending judgment
upon the people of God. Thus does he work
the only miracle of punishment that is record-

ed of him (for in that of the devils in the swine
there was no punishment, but only a permis-
sion) ; it is done symbolically, however, to the
tree, as a testimony for men.* All sorts of

reasons to account for this action of Christ,

well-meaning, though very mistaken, have been
forced upon it; as, for example, that it was in

order to strengthen the weak faith of the dis-

ciples for the Passion-week, as indeed he im-
mediately afterwards speaks of faith ; or, to

remove, by a manifestation of his divine power,
the offence occasioned by the exhibition of his

human weakness in the hunger which uncon-
sciously sought food, etc. What is true in

these conjectures is true only because of that
manifold significance of all the words and works
of the Redeemer, which must, from their very
nature, belong to them ; but of any conscious
aim at such subordinate effects it would be
wrong to speak in connection with this word,
which was spoken only with one view, and
sprang only from one thought, viz., This tree ?s

Israel ! Already, at Luke xiii. 6-9, had he
uttered the parable prepared in the prophets
(Hos. ix. 10; Joel i. 7). and his present action

recalls this to mind.f There were leaves enough
—words and hvpoci itioal works ; as if it were
really the Israel which it was called to be, the
people of God wonderfully ripened earlier than
all other nations—but no fruit! We feel the
depth of this symbol. It corresponds to the
fact in this also (as Neander has well observ-
ed), that, notwithstanding the show of leaves,

the internal unsoundness which must be as-

sumed in the tree, was only hastened to a cri-

sis that must have come in the course of
nature. If in the parable just mentioned our
Lord speaks, with the Baptist's word, concern-
ing the last judgment as a cutting down, there
meets us here, on the other hand, the curse of
permanent unfruitfulness as a first judgment.
May it not be said thatChri«t can at first pun-

cam fructibus destitutum esse cognosccre potuit.

To which again Hase says: " Then might the ex-
plainers of the miracle show beautifully how the

tender tree came to be destroyed."

* Therefore neither did he " sin against nature "

(for which reason Hase will not accept the account);

nor did he show a " want of culture " (according to

Strauss) ; nor an unbecoming revenge (according
to Woolston) ; nor even inflict any injustice upon
the owner of the tree. He pet formed a work of
sublime power, prophesying in highest dignity.

t Without our being under the necessity (with
Hengstenberg) of supposing the somewhat far-

fetched reference, namely, that the figure, Micah
*ii. 1, was to be embodied.

ish obstinate sinners only by giving them up
and leaving them to their sin, by rejecting and
forsaking them ? A striking prophetic word
speaks also of this :

' ;
I the Lord have dried up

the green tree, and made the dry tree to flour-

ish " (Ezek. xvii. 24). Perhaps this passage
also was particularly present to the mind of

our Lord, for we may almost suppose that he
on every occasion remembered every Scripture
that was exactly appropriate to what he did.

Enough that he himself tells us once more in

Matt. xxiv. 32, what the fig-tree is ; nay, shows
to us (as will there appear) in the remote back-
ground the removal of the curse, the " for

ever" of which

—

eiS tov aioova—is therefore
to be taken only with the Old Testament lim-
itation.*

And the fig-tree withered away napaxptjucx,
on the spot, directly upon the word—so savs
Matthew, and hastens, passing over a day anl
night, to the astonished exclamation of the
disciples when they saw it (ver. 20) ; for tho
itdSi, how, denotes only such an exclamation,
not expressly a question. W"e know that it

cannot be the design of an Evangelist thus
artificially to produce the appearance of a
greater miracle (as we in our folly speak),
while certainly the Ttapaxpvucc, immediately,

here repeated to the disciples sounds as if the
withering had taken place suddenly, in a mo-
ment. So should we understand it without
Mark, whose account leaves us at liberty to
suppose that the tree withered away £K fn8,wv
gradually, till the following day.f But yet
we are only permitted to suppose this, for the
disciples paid no further attention to the tree
on the day before, they did not look for its

withering away, which, indeed, did not ex-
pressly lie in the curse. How, then, if the
itapaxpvi-icx. of Matthew were literally true ?

If the tree not merely forthwith or momen-
tarily faded or began to wither—but was with-
ered at the very moment ? We ought to
learn, that it is all one here whether we sup-
pose it to have followed in one minute, or in

four and twenty hours ; we should la}' aside
the foolish conception of greater or lesser

miracles, nay, an idea of miracles in general,
which is foreign to the entire Scripture, and
to the Gospels in particular; and should think
not so much of the registering of outward
events and more of perceiving and understand-
ing their spiritual import. This Matthew
brings prominently out, he specifies the with-

ering away of which the word of Christ had
not spoken, but which was added for the more
abundant fulfillment of that word, and as an
outwardly corresponding proof of the certain
curse that had been pronounced: "No fruit

henceforward !" See how effectual thy curse

* Luke xxiii. 81 has also a certain connection
with Israel's withering, although, as being gener-
ally proverbial, it reaches further and deeper, and
fbds its nearer paiallels in Ezek. xx. 47 ; xxi. 3.

* From the roots upward— this is more than if it

were said, Even to the root,—as it is very inaccu-
rately rendered.
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lias been ! the disciples say within themselves,

and continue in this astonishment. They do

not ask, Why hast thou done this, and what
is it to signify 1 Christ therefore gives them
no information on these points. In their ex-

clamation lies concealed only the question,

How can such a thing happen to a tree at a

word of the Lord ? and to this his answer
corresponds.

He repeats to them (as we now know that

he was always ready to do) that word, spoken
at chap. xvii. 20, concerning the power of faith

over nature and the creature, the omnipotence
of perfect undoubting faith, which can com-
mand so that every thing must yield that

lies in the way of its will.* Every opinion

which dogmatically protests against the clearly

confirmed analogy between the miracle-work-
ing of Jesus and that of his disciples, and
which affirms that our Lord did not perform
his miracles by faith, is to be rejected. How
could he perform them otherwise, if he per-

formed them as man 1 The faith of the Son
of God, as the alone perfect faith, is rather set

before us, in the Forerunner and Beginner, as

a pattern of perfection (Eph. iv. 18). The
connection here in the words, Nut only this

which is done to the Jig-tree, is quite the same as

at .John xiv. 12, where the grand idea in its

universality and depth will demand our inter-

pretation. The lav exvr£ in Matt, is again,

as at chap. xvii. 20, to be taken emphatically

—

If ye have always your usual faith at hand, and
ready for exercise, without disturbing and
weakening doubt—this we learn from the im-
perative e'xere in Mark, which is to be under-
stood only in this sense

—

Have, hold fast, keep,

exercise and use only (your ordinary) faith in

God! (IHdriv Seov, is of course the Genit.

objecti, as Acts iii. 10; Gal. ii. 20.) Faith in

God stands, with strong emphasis, in opposition

to trust in the creature, to that doubtful looking
to the powers of nature and the creature which
forgets or doubts the free power of God—as if

those powers of the creature were any thing
in themselves, as if it were not self-evident

that they obey every believing human will

that is in harmony with the will of God, just
in the same way as they obey their Creator in

general. Such faith in God is the innermost
root and the living subsistence of all faith

;

faith in Christ also develops itself only from it,

and rests upon it as its foundation. This our
Lord declares also to his disciples (John xiv.

1) for their comfort and encouragement, pre-
supposing the faith which they already have
in God

;
just as here, Mark xi. 22, the 7ti6ni

Seov is first the faith in God's power, which
was certainly not wanting to the disciples, but
then the e'xsiv is to make it thoroughly living
and perfect. We say, indeed, many or all of
us, not without truth, " I believe in God !" but
Christ says to us here, if that is really and en-

* Whether, therefore, " this mountain " here
spoken of was that on which the Temple stood,
seems a very useless question in the case of a de-
signedly literal repetition.

tirely true, then are ye lords over the creature.
As, at John xiv. 13, 14, prayer follows imme-
diately upon the working of miracles, so here.

For, in the first place, " prayer is the utter-

ance of faith, and faith the soul of prayer"
(as Rambach says) ; there can then be no say-
ing with effect to the mountain, Be thou re-

moved ! without a laying Hold on the power of

God by piayer, in that command. Even when
the Son, in his humanity, said, " Lazarus, come
forth !" this was accompanied by the words,
"Father, I thank thee that thou hast heard
me !" Even those words of boldest faith which
break forth from us with sudden vehemence,
and in which we too bid mountains or trees

(Luke xvii. 6) be removed, are only prayers at

once expressed in act, expressions of faith sud-
denly seizing its object, not doubting that God
at all times hears ; and they are therefore a
coincidence of the praying and receiving in un-
divided certainty. But because we, with our
weak faith, seldom and with difficulty rise so

high ; because for us, sinners, is ordained the
slower learning and exercising of faith in the
way of prayer in particular; therefore does

our Lord go on to speak of prayivg, immedi-
ately after having spoken of commanding.
This, in so far as it concerns us, is as much as

to say—And if you do not yet succeed with
the former, give yourselves all the more
earnestly to the latter. Every thing must
yield to your faith, every thing must fall to

your prayer of faith, so that ye shall receive

it. Yea truly all things, ndrra u6a av, as

both Evangelists agree in expressing it ; and
as all the promises of Scripture and all the

experience of believing suppliants have proved
—since that most ancient promise of Job
xxii. 27. God assuredly gives what we have
prayed for, but in his own time, and often in

a different manner and form from what we
thought in our prayer; for his hearing is a

true hearing, and on this very account, far

above and beyond what we ask or think (Eph.

iii. 20). But ice, alas ! often overlook and ne-

glect the true receiving ; we had faith for ask-

ing, but have not or do not hold fast the faith

for receiving, as may be seen in the remarkable
narrative, Acts xii. 15.

Finally, Mark alone (vers. 25, 26) adds a

repetition from the Sermon on the Mount
(Matt. vi. 14, 15); and we credit the exact-

ness of his entire narrative, and hold that

Christ actually said this here. But why pre-

cisely here? Why does he call to mind this

principal point in what ho there taught con-

cerning believing prayer ? (as it is not to be
supposed that, on every occasion, every thing

that belonged to this subject was repeated).

Just because there is a secret doubting in the

heart which breaks and hinders the power of

prayer, when the heart is not perfectly ready,

conscious of its own guilt, to exercise forgive-

ness, when there is any ban of enmity and im-

placableness. This is what the apostle means
in 1 Tim. ii. 8, Without wrath and doubting.

This profound truth in general seems to us a

quite sufficient reason for what is here added
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and we must regard it as too artificial to un-
derstand it instil] closer connection with what
was done to the fig-tree, as if it meant—Be
not ye angry unduly at the sin of Israel, or of

any one ! Curse not the sinner as I have done
the fig-tree ! For the disciples could hardly
yet have thought of the symbolical signifi-

cance of this curse, as Christ also has not

noticed it in his whole answer to them. But
that he here graciously speaks again of forgiv-

ing, immediately after having cursed in holy

anger, is a circumstance which always retains

its important significance for our consideration

of the whole transaction.

CHRIST'S ANSWER RESPECTING HIS AUTHORITY TO THE WILFULLY IGNO-
RANT—THE BAPTISM OF JOHN—THE TWO SONS—THE WICKED

HUSBANDMEN—THE CORNER-STONE.

(Matt. xxi. 24-44; Mark ix. 29—xii. 11 ; Luke xx. 3-18.)

Although our Lord, after the first encounter
with his adversaries (who, while he continues
the same, also continue the same in their en-

mity to him, Matt. ver. 17j, no longer passes

the night in Jerusalem, he yet resorts to the
temple daily, as long as they leave him life

—

this the three Evangelists record only in a par-

ticipial construction, as evident of itself. He
walks and teaches in his accustomed manner:
patiently as if he were beginning anew, calmly
as if no danger threatened him ; he preaches

the Gospel, for which he is sent, as Luke once
more expresses the general import of his

teaching. Thereupon these poor priests and
elders, who are not at all poor for his Gospel,
repeat—shall we say impudently or timorously,
ludicrously or pitifully ?—that old question
(John ii. 18) respecting the authority and at-

testation of what he did as a prophet. The
more complete expressions, especially in Mark
(coinp. al»o Luke xix. 47, and Matt. xxvi. 3),
leave us to understand a more or less official,

formal inquisition, coming upon him with a
sudden surprise. But their proud words are

very remarkable. They persist in ashing down
to the last, even after a thousand-fold answer
has been given ; and yet they themselves
know not how or what they shall ask. T av r a
TtcieTi, " thou doest these things." What things,

then? Was it the teaching, which was cer-

tainly not forbidden in the temple ? or the
healing of the blind and lame, so that they
asked for signs in proof of signs ? Had he not
already shown many signs since the first

Passover at Jerusalem, and in all the land,

even to the raising again of Lazarus ; many
signs, as they themselves confess ? Therefore,

indeed, they dare not now put the question in

the same form as at John ii. 18. Therefore
they can only comprise all the three years of

his powerful teaching and working in a foolish

ravroc, these things (just like the rouro, Acts
iv. 7, where they again begin anew with the
disciples), in which must be included, also,

the manifest sign, ver. 17. They now again

ask for proof in the face of a three years' ex-
hibition of proof, after three years' telling and
testifying he is now again to tell them ! The

double question is probably to be understood
thus—What sort of power, right, and authori-

ty dost thou lay claim to (divine or human),
whom dost thou give thyself out to be? And
then, Who has given thee authority, who has
commissioned and qualified thee to do these

things, or who authenticates thee therein?
But understand it as we will, it has scarcely

a rational meaning. In their question they
say, AVe know not ! while they know it well.

Therefore, Christ cannot answer them other-

wise than by driving them to this confession,

by convicting them ever more sharply, from
this time onwards, of the charge, Ye ivould not

(chap, xxiii. 37). This is the import of all he
says to them in these last days ; the last grace

being also received in vain, and issuing, through
their own fault, in their condemnation, so that

they are compelled to judge themselves. This is

the fundamental idea that pervades the whole
of Christ's answers down to Matt. ver. 45.

He answers them by rebuke and threaten-

ing, inasmuch as he appeals to their own conscious-

ness and their own judgment. He discloses to

them, first of all, 'lebukingly, the ground of

their hypocritical unbelief, with an appeal to

their own consciousness (vers. 24-32) ; and then,

threateningly, the consequences of this unbelief,

which knows not, and refuses to know, the
doom which their own verdict must pronounce
(vers. 33-44). These are the two principal

parts of the entire passage, which, when thus
viewed, becomes an integral whole.

In the first half, the counter question of

Christ respecting the testimony of John dis-

closes to them the already incontrovertible

ground and beginning of all the testimonies

hitherto given ; it detects in them the ground
of their sin, that they knew but would not
say, i. e., acknowledge it: and thus ver. 27 con-
tains already the first answer to their question,

an answer appropriate to them and sufficient.

Upon this—after they, by their " we know
no'," have acknowledged that they do know,
and in order to hold up before them that they
would not—Christ, patiently going back and
really beginning again anew, appeals to the

testimony, not of John himself merely, but in
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addition, of those sinners who had believed on

him—and thus keenly convicts the hypocrites

who have yet not believed on him. First

comes the parable representing their conduct
as individuals, showing how each one for him-
self does not do what he says ; and, here

again, they must themselves decide (ver. 31).

Pressing inexorably closer upon them there
follows, to complete their confusion, the plain

and direct Fabuta doctt : Ye have judged your-
selves

;
ye are the impenitent ones, in com-

parison with penitent publicans and harlots !

Still not enough

—

Hear another parable ! And
they must stand still ; lield fast by a divine

force, they cannot go away, they cannot in-

terrupt him. The second parable depicts clearly

to their view the consequence of this unbelief,

which knows and yet will not know—the last

capital crime against the Son of God, the
guilt of which had already been incurred in

their counsel of murder—and the sentence

against them for this. As, in the similitude

of the two sons, their conduct as individuals,

as private persons so to speak, is described, so

now our Lord sets before them, quite as much
historically as prophetically, their official con-
duct as a whole. He tells them what their pre-

decessors in office did to the messengers of
God; and in like manner what they will do
to the Sun, who has been sent last. Thus they
have the answer to the question—Who art

thou, and who sends thee 1 Not only, how-
ever, does he in the parable put the confession
into their own mouth (ver. 38), but they must
pronounce the sentence themselves which he
now emphatically confirms ! The parable, which
is likewise founded upon Scripture texts,

is followed again by a figurative passage
of Scripture (ver. 42) ; and then there is the
direct and proper expression for this (ver. 43).
with a return to the metaphor of the passage,
and a reference to other kindred passages (ver.

44). Their present offence at him whom they
rejected, their future sentence from the exalted
one—is the end of the first discourse and
answer; but it is at the same time only the
beginning of an entire series of parables,
answers, and threatenings, by which they are
now (chap. xxii. 23) completely convicted,
condemned, and dismissed.

Verses 24, 25. The three Evangelists agree
in the designative iva Xoyov; but by this is

to be understood not so much "one short
word,"* as rather "one thing,'''' a very simple
something—as the continuation shows, which, if
ye tell me. Luke, bringing out the sense more
concisely, puts it in the form of a challenge :

Tell me! Mark, still more strongly, has an
emphatically repeated Answer me! before and
after the question. Matthew adheres without
change to the original form—If ye tell me

* Certainly not, Only one word in reply to your
two; for Christ's reply actually proposes also two
questions, and besides, is calmly introduced by a
preface, in striking contiast with their angry brevity.

this, then I will also tell you. Ye hypocrites!

Ye are not in earnest with your asking and
telling; ye asked this question three years be-
fore, as of me. so of one before me, and yet
have not accepted the answer ! Had ye be-
lieved him, ye would have had no need of

further questioning. Who does not perceive,

without many words, how properly and. signi-
ficantly our Lord here goes back to John the
Baptist ? He was not merely the last and
latest prophet, who, although he did no mira-
cle, was yet acknowledged by the people, and,

on account of the people, by the rulers ;* but,

in addition to this, the testimony of this pre-

dicted /ora'wmer was the plainly acknowledged
beginning of the day of Christ : we have only
to look back on the whole train of thought in

chap. xi. Our Lord names the baptism of

John, and certainly means by this (as Acts i.

22, x. 37, xviii. 25), the entire office of the
Baptist, his whole commission and appearance,
including his preaching of repentance and his

testimony concerning Christ, see ver. 32. But,
according to John i. 25, it was precisely the
baptism with which he sought to baptize the
Jews, as well as the Gentiles, the righteous as

well as sinners, that was the principal thing
which had the appearance of an assumption,
and in which the authority from above was to

be recognized. In the TtoSev, whence, Christ
answers the question, By what authority;

and in the tS, ovparov, from luaven (which
transcends all IB, av^poaitoav, of men, and is

on purpose thus reverently expressed), he has,

at the same time, given the first indirect

answer to the question, Who art thou 1 (John
xix. 9 ; iii. 31).

Verse 27. Thus had he caught them in

their own net. There remains for them only
one of two things: either to acknowledge the
divine authority of the Baptist, from which all

the rest then follows ; or " to come into collis-

ion with the unanimous consciousness of the

people," with a boldness for which, as Christ

knew, they were unprepared—not, however,
from the fear of God, but from the fear of

men. The three Evangelists very strikingly

represent the thoughts of their hearts—which
were here certainly not uttered in words—as

if they had been outwardly expressed ; the

hypocrites think only of what they might say,

and what he would then say ; not of what is

right and true in conscience before God. And
yet their conscience already pronounces their

own sentence, anticipating the question, Why
do ye not then believe him ? This is a ques-

tion from his lips which they would, at any
cost, avoid ; but our Lord gives the poor hyp-
ocrites afterwards a gratuitous answer to this

so much dreaded question, seeing that they
have already asked it themselves. For the

rest, it is here pre-supposed, on the one hand,

that the majority of the npcozoi rou Xaov or

"chiefs of the people " did not actually allow

* So to spea.k, an altogether new example of a
prophetic extraordinaria vocatio, as Anton (Harmon.
Erld'drung der Evany.) expresses himself.
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themselves to be bajdized (Luke vii. 30)—although
Christ (ver. 22), by the " believe Mm," does not

mean so much this outward reception of the

Baptist, as the repenting and coining to the

Messiah ; and then that the great majority of

the people, although quite as impenitent, yet

obstinately held John to be a prophet, espe-

cially since his death.* How, then, are they
to escape from this dilemma, since it is equally

hard for them to confess or to deny the truth ?

Taking hasty counsel of their cunning wisdom
they find a third middle course, in which, how-
ever, their wisdom becomes mere folly. They,
the great knowers, who in ordinary cases have
their " We know ! " always at hand, are, after

their arrogant question, reduced to the shift

and the shame of saying for once, in presence

of the surrounding people, and in answer to a

question which closely concerned their office

—

We know not !] This was indeed before Christ

as much as to say, We know it well, but will

not say it—in which many a so-called "honest
doubter " resembles them, when he will not
receive conviction. And to all such the same
simple answer properly belongs : Neither do I

tell you what ye wilfully ask, and what ye
only thus " know not."

Verses 28—31. This first parable, with its

interpretation, coming before the second, serves

exactly the purpose of a transitional and in-

termediate saving, although only Matthew has

preserved this also so completely. What think

ye? Thereby Christ grafts immediately upon
their confession, which they in vain try to

conceal, the question, But do ye wicked ones

know perhaps this which 1 am going to say to

you, instead of an answer? This very simple

parable, in which these supreme knowers hav-

ing declared themselves ignorant are catechis-

sd like school-children, points back to the two
sons (Luke xv. 11), as also to the saying on
the Mount (Matt. vii. 21), (on account of which
latter reference, the son says to the father,

Hupie, "sir," comp. Gen. xxxi. 35). But the

similitude of the "vineyard" prepares the

way for the following parable; onlv that, in

the first, the "working in the vineyard,"

which is afterwards to be taken in an official

sense, still appears as the equal and general

obligation of every one—of the publican as of

the ruler in Israel (a circumstance which is,

at tne same time, not to be overlooked as a

hint for the more extended application of

chap. xx. 1). To do the will of the Father

here signifies, in sincere faith and obedience

* Compare Matt. xiv. 5 and Luke xx. 6, TtSTtei-

6^svoi ; the people showed so determined an ad-

herence to this conviction, that the leaders were

afraid of being stoned if they contradicted it.

t As they also do not directly deny it, Hamann
is, strictly speaking, somewhat inaccurate when he

says—"The nearer they are to the truth, the more
obstinately they deny it," and finds in their conduct
" something of the miracles which Satan is able to

bring to pass in our hearts, when we give place to

him there." At bottom, however, he is quite right,

as is said above.

to yield compliance to every message which
God sends, to repent, to believe, to come to

Christ. Keeping the commaudments and ful-

filling the law is here spoken of only as a point

of contact in so far as this is the first expres-
sion of the "saying and not doing "on the
part of the Pharisees (chap, xxiii. 3). Strictly

speaking, our Lord means by the command of

the Father, as he himself immediately after

indicates, the preaching of the Baptist; view-
ed, however, as the conclusion and sum of all

the calls collectively that had come to the
Jews. The circumstance that in the parable
one son is called after the other, is by n;
means to be understood as signifying a succes-

sion of time, for the aidavroo?, likewise, on
which the emphasis rests,* could only thus be
represented ; on the other hand, the son
who was at first refractory, and afterwards
bethought himself, takes the first place a9
TtpcoroS, because, according to ver. 31, this

precedence (the itpoa yeiv) properly belongs
to him. Although it is sons who are spoken
of (6 Se), and grown up sons such as were fit

for working in a vineyard, yet the name chil-

dren, TEKva, tekvov is given to them, in or-

der that the Father's right and love may ap-

pear all the more strongly. Was there not
really, for the heart and conscience, such an
affectionate tone of the Father's voice, even in

the Baptist's rough, rebuking call to repent-

ance? Although the first son answers so wil-

fully to his father's face, I will not! (without
"sir" or "father," without any pretext such
as "I cannot," Luke xiv. 20)—yet this first

one is, at least, honest, both in his refusal, and
in his subsequent, change of mind ; and in this

remains his superiority as compared with the

hypocrite. (MErajueA.stdSrx.1 is the parabolic

expression for fiEravoEtv.') The other an-

swers with his lycj Hvpie, il l go, sir,"

C=y3n, Behold I am ready, Acts ix. 10); not

that he only afterwards resolved on following

a worse course, but he speaks already with a

falseness which is more hateful than any ov
Sf'Aca, " I will not." Even if it had been said

in the same spirit as a foolish child hastily

promises every thing in order to get away
from his father, it would have been less cul-

pable ; Christ, however, does not mean here

even those empty promises in which there is

yet some truth, but the boldness of the hypo-
crite whose heart from the very first says, 1

will not! while the lips say, I go! The con-

cluding question, severely as it shames them,
contains, at the same time, in the background,

a gracious invitation even to these hypocrites

still to repent; inasmuch as the obedience,

which was afterwards resolved upon, is en-

* And with which the reading erepep is at all

events to he preferred, since Sevripco would press

too strongly the succession of time. Of an older

and younger son there is nothing said here (as some
have thought, and have explained the elder of hea-

thenism as being before Judaism). Such a refer-

ence would destroy the force of the simple repre-

sentation of the two sods together.
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couragingly accepted and acknowledged. We
have no great objection to the reading 6 v 6 -

r s p of, which is received by Lachmann, and
defended and interpreted by Schweizer (Stud.

u. Krit. 1839, 4) ; for it appears reasonable

enough that these hj^pocrites, struck with

shame at having such simple questions put to

them, would not answer directly 6 itpdoroi,

but would say, half hesitatingly and abruptly,

6 vdrspoS scil. ccTteXSaiv—that is, the after

one, he who afterwards went and did the Fath-

er's will. Certainly this is quite admissible,

and becomes even a striking confession extort-

ed from them, that to do what is required,

although it should be afterwards, is 3^et accept-

ed ;* but Ave still think, in opposition to

Schweizer, that this reading and interpreta-

tion is not necessary, and that TtpcoroZ is not

so very perplexing as he represents it. For if

they did say this latter, we might then find

in it, on the other hand, the unconscious ac-

knowledgment that the vdrepoi justly stands

in the parable already as the npcoToS ; and
our Lord, taking up this, might go on to say,

Yes! so it is, those who at least afterwards be-

think themselves go before 3011 as first

!

Verses 31, 32. The popular turn which Lu-
ther gives to the words in his translation,

" they may sooner enter into the kingdom of

heaven "—does not deviate from the general

truth, which however is only to be derived

and inferred from the text, namely, that gross,

daring sinners, at least honest in their open
acts of sin, may sooner be saved than the wick-

ed hypocrites^ who are long hardened against

the impression of the truth; of whose "good
works" what Amsdorf says is perfectly true,

that they are detrimental to salvation. But
it has happened to Luther here, as often, that

by a well-meant popularizing of the sense he

has lost the proper idea of the text, that di-

rect thought which he ought first to have
rendered. Future eternal salvation is indeed

spoken of here, in so far as the comprehensive
expression "enter into the kingdom of heaven,"

and the entire parable, point back to chap,

vii. 21 ; still, in this eidepxEdScu, or entering

in, as in the Sermon on the Mount (see our in-

terpretation of chap. vii. 13, 14), is already in-

cluded the whole way of > ighteousnesS, repent-

ing, believing, being converted, obeying—and
not only so, but it is this that is chiefly spoken
of. The npodyEiv or preceding corresponds

to the vzdyeiv n<xi kpydZedSoa, " go and
work," in the parable, and to the itidzeveiv

avra), believing on him, in the explanation of

it that follows. It expresses something al-

ready past: inasmuch as they haw done the

will of the Father, they have come and enter-

ed into the kingdom of heaven. Our Lord
uses natural lv only the present tense, Ttpo-

dyovdiv v/.i&S, in order to intimate a general

truth which is here exemplified, and which
goes beyond the most immediate application

* Which the Lord God had long before graciously

declared and certified to his people ; for example
Ezek. xviii. 21-23 : xxxiii. 12-16.

of ver. 32—viz.: So is it now and alwaj's ; such
people as the publicans and harlots go before
such as yon ! This means, then, first of all (an
interpretation of the itpooroS and vdtepov,
which hinted at the same truth beforehand in

the parable, whether we understand the one
or the other to have been named in the an-
swer), They go before you, they take your place,

so to speak. But it also plainly signifies—
They shore you the way, they are your patterns
and teachers, who should even now incite you
to follow them ; for thus is it afterwards in

ver. 32 (vpslS Si tSovrss). If. in the Sermon
on the Mount, the Pharisees were put on a
level with the publicans, they are now placed
far behind the penitent publicans, with allu-

sion to the parable at Luke xviii. 10, 14 ; but,

in order that this may be expressed with all

emphasis and completeness, harlots are men-
tioned along with them—those gross "sin-
ners " (Luke vii. 39), who were held in perfect
contempt by the Pharisees ; and both of these
are mentioned, not without reference to the
fact that among the apostles there were pub-
licans, and among the zealous adherents and
followers of Christ there were converted har-
lots. At the same time we know that avarice

and sensuality, the service of mammon and
adultery, were the secret sins of the Phari-
sees, corresponding with the two poles of all

creature-love. The case is here again similar

as regards Luther's translation, to what we
noticed before—" John taught yon the right

way ; neither of these two words is properly
in the text, but a more significant expression,

viz., He came to you £v 68 go 8iHoaodvvr/S.

The way of righteousness, or the way of God
(Matt. xxii. 16), is the right way of true wis-

dom in the commandment and will of God
(njrjV nnx, Prov. viii. 20, xii. 28, and TJ^

Hp-iy, xvi. 31, Sept. 68oi 8iHaiodvv?/S, also

^3t^n TPVjJ xxi. 1G, where Sept. oSoS Sixoa-

oduvr/S ; see again in Peter, who makes dili-

gent use of the Proverbs, 2 Pet. ii. 21, where
what is spoken of in the most proper sense is

the way of conversion to God, the dnoq>vytlv
rd uiddpara rov xodpov kv Iniyvcjdei rov
xvpiov).* John came in, or on, or with the

way of righteousness ; i. e.
t
not merely did he

teach and announce it to you in the preaching

of repentance, but he showed it to you in like

manner as a Ttpodyoav, as one who himself

walked therein, and, moreover, in the way of

Old Testament legal piety, which ye under-

stand and which is so agreeable to you. For
here, as we said above in the general survey

of the passage, the testimony of John is com-
bined with the testimony of those who believed

on him (ver. 32, three times, precisely as at

ver. 25, in the thoughts of the Pharisees).

Now he says plainly: " Ye were not believ-

ingly obedient to the will of God in the preach-

in"1 of John ;
j'e did not even repent afterwards,

when the believing sinners and sinful women

* Pfenninaer, therefore, is altogether wrong in

saying : John came with the most righteous cause
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showed you the way, and your repentance
would even yet have been accepted.* Ye are

that other son !" In order to the effect of this

application, it matters not that, strictly speak-
ing:, the rulers and Pharisees did not answer,
" 1 go, sir," to the preaching of the Baptist (in

that case, the first coming of many, Matt. iii.

7, must be so explained). The parable has a

freer range in its import, and means: Thus is

it with you in. general in your hypocrisy (chap,

xxiii. 3), and therefore did ye say also, by
your conduct toward John, " We have long
since repented, we need no new repentance !"

Therefore ye received not his testimony con-

cerning me, the Messiah, that by coming to

me ye might enter into the kingdom of God

—

which is, in conclusion, meant by the n*6rEv-
eiv aurca, or beiieoiiig on him, according to

their own thoughts, ver. 25.

Verse 33. The vpZa.ro kv irapafjoAali,

began in parables, of Mark denotes a second be-

ginning of instruction mainly parabolic: our

Lord speaks, as before to the people in Galilee,

so now to the rulers in Jerusalem (Matt. xxii.

1), in parables, of which the Evangelists prob-

ably give but one or two principal specimens.

The Ttpoi vov Actor, to the people, of Luke is

somewhat less exact, and will only say before

the pajAe^o that they also heard them. Mat-
thew is again the most exact in what imme-
diately follows : "Hear, ye self-willed question-

ers, who know not, and yet know well enough
;

hear as a further answer, and for your further

conviction, another parable—I have not yet
done with you, leave me not till ye have
heard it !" The foregoing parable was for

them as sinners in common with others ; this

is for them in their office as leaders of the
people, according to which they should have
been only npoayovreS tv u$a> 8iucao6vvr]<i,

preachers of righteousness, while, on the con-

trary, they have, from their fathers even until

now, shamefully rejected the messengers of

God. Christ discloses to them their sin, an-
nouncing to them their judgment, and that of

the whole people ; but at first he lets them
again convict themselves in the milder form of

the parable. The figure of the vineyard, as

the particulars in which it is carried out show,
goes back to the well-known text of prophetic
rebuke, Isa. v. 1-7 (coinp. alread3r iii. 14).

There the first p in 'tHv ver. 1, is equivalent

to fur—Instead of, in the r>ame of my friend

will I sing a song. Hence it is called nil rT}^,

a song of my beloved, which he himself is to

sing, and in which he is to make a lament over
his vineyard ; for at ver. 3 the discourse passes

into the first person (which the Sept. expresses
from the beginning). Let it be granted that
the p]]}, ver. 2, means properly hewing and

*" Must (». e., should, might) they not perceive
the sanctifying power of God in John 1 That must
be of God which leads the ungodly to God

"

(.Uraune).

digging around (as the ~>pD beside it certainly

means elapidare, to clear of stones ; see chap,

lxii. 10), still the words of Christ, as givon by
Matt, and Mark, allow all the more value to

the eppaypov TtEpieSw>ca., hedged about, of the

Sept., as this is actually found in Isaiah, ver.

5, prhnoloco. Hedging round is the first thing

which the idea of a D13, or vineyard, pre-sup-

poses, hence taking away the hedge again is

the first thing when it is destroyed and aban-

doned. Hedge, tower, and icive-press* belong,

in Isaiah, only to the development of the met-

aphor, and probably intimate nothing more
there than in general, The Lord of the vine-

yard entirely performed his part towards it,

see ver. 4. We can therefore abide by this

here also (which seems to be recommended by
the transposition of the expressions) ; for

though the hedge plainly points to the law
which separates the Jews from the Gentiles

(Eph. ii. 14),f it is yet diffcult to assign a dis-

tinct and separate meaning to the tower and

the wine-press, which in the commentators

run very much into each other. Mclancthon

comes nearest to the distinction, when he com-

pares the apparatus for pressing out and ob-

taining the produce to the mhristerium doclri-

nce, and the prominent watch-tower which
affords protection and ornament, to the regnum

et templum.\ A considerable alteration and
extension of the basis given by the prophet

consists further in this, that in Isaiah the

vineyard itself is represented as unfruitful,

bringing forth only D^'Na, poisonous btrnes

(" wild grapes "), instead of grapes, while here

prominence is given to an offence on the part

of the keepers of the vineyard, who withheld

the produce from the proprietors. Whether
in the metaphor the t£,£8oro, "let out,"

which is the same in all the three Evangelists,

means to let out for rent in money (Cantic.

viii. 11 ; Tsa. vii. 23), or for a return in fruit

(like the Roman parliarii), matters little
;
yet

the allusions to the fruit in 6 xaipoi zcor

* As spoken by Christ, who always pays due
respect indeed to the word of Scripture, and jet

claims an equal and not a merely subordinate au-

thority for his own, the second and third are freely

transposed. Uvpyoi is a watch tower or watch-

man's house; vitoAt)viov , in Mark (as Isa. xvi.

10; Joel iii. 13, Sept.), the vat or trough into which
the pressed wine runs; AvvoS, in Matt , the wine-

press as a whole (Isa. 5 TCpoXyviov) which was
dug deep in the ground with an outlet, through
which the expressed juice flowed.

f The explanation given by some of the fathers,

for example Irenaeus, is far too much of a merely
outward kind, according to which the hedge signi-

fies the boundaries of the Jewish land, ihe tcm-er,

Jerusalem—the winepress as " receptnculum pro-

phetici spiritus " would but ill correspond to this,

being a transition to a different sphere of thought.

\ Zeller {Beugg. Monatsbl. 1851, No. 9) explains

the wine jircss of all the institutions for teaching,

educating and training; the tower of all the insti-

tutions having regard to control, the administration

of justice, discipline, protectiou.
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fiapTttav and rot>? xapitovi (Matt. ver. 34),

seems to prove that and tov napitov (Mark

and Luke) is to be understood not merely of

the former (HapnoS, produce); besides, we
think the delivery of the fruit in natura to be

much more proper for the interpretation.*

Only the three following propositions are pro-

perl)' of main importance for the sense of the

whole : that God first of all performed his

part in every respect b}7 a manifold and com-

plete preparation: that he committed the

vineyard to certain officials in Israel, not, how-
ever, as their property, but that they might

see to its bringing forth fruit ; that when this

also was done, he went into afar country. Ob-
serve, in the second of these, the acknowledg-

ment of the office in respect of right and duty,

which Christ here expresses just that he may
rebuke their official sins ; and in the last (as

at Matt. xxv. 15; Mark xiii. 34; Luke xix.

12, the same thing recurs), the significant ref-

erence to a return of God after the first mani-

festation, for the purpose of trial and in ex-

pectation of finding fruit. Luke adds XP°V0V '>

iuavovZ, which, according to his usage (chap,

viii. 27 ; Acts viii. 11 ; xiv. 3), signifies a good,

proportionably long, due time, as we say. It

is the intermediate period from the first plant-

ing of Israel until the time when by right it

could and should have ripened into fruit, from

Moses and Joshua on to the first prophets, as

is plain from what immediately follows. That
these prophets came partly also before the

time of David and Solomon, shows further that

Melancthon's explanation of the tower by
legnum et templum is not precisely to be re-

ferred to the kingdom and temple properly so

called ; but, if a special interpretation is to

be given to it, rather to the setting up of

rulers in general, and the first tabernacle of

the sanctuary (Exod. xv. 17).

Verses 34—36. That there was also a time

of fruit already under the old covenant, is evi-

dent ; the Lord had done enough for his people

to warrant his demanding of all, as the fruit

of his sowing and planting, that piety which,

in manifold degrees and forms, was actually

found in a small company of saints. That the

law might produce legal righteousness, the in-

nermost principle of which, with all diligence

in works, should yet be sincere humility and
constant repentance—that the promise before

and together with the law might find faith,

and an expecting people be prepared for the

Lord, such as the Baptist last of all would
prepare, and as are represented in Zacharias

and Simeon—this was what the keepers of

the vineyard were to see to from the first, for

this they were responsible, and this was justly

required of them. It was especially required

at that period when, after the time of blossom

under David and Solomon, the season of fruit

had now come by right in the fullest sense
;

although the application also to the former

* Zeller : They have cleared away the produce of

rhe vineyard in natura, to deliver it into ihe store-

nouse of the Master.

time may not be quite excluded. Those extra-

ordinary servants, the jwophcts, who were more
immediate messengers of God, and who are

very plainly to be understood here by the ser

vants, hold however a different position from
those who were appointed to the regular

office. It is a very remarkable circumstance,

the attentive consideration of which suggests

thoughts extending much further, that the
maltreatment and killing of almost all the
prophets (for only thus on the whole is it of

course meant) is quite as decidedly affirmed in

the New Testament as it is not recorded in

the Old Testament, which is quite silent in

regard to this in those very places where it

should properly have been mentioned. For
although, in the history of Elijah and Jere-

miah, for example, there occur enmity and
persecution even to the danger of death, yet
in such passages as 2 Kings xvii. 13, 14 ; Jer.

vii. 25, 2G, xi. 7, 8, xxv. 4-7, xliv. 4, 5, we do
not read of ill usage, but only of disobedience

and contempt. Only in Neh. ix. 26 is it ex-

pressly said, " they slew the prophets." But
what is recorded in the tradition of the Jews
themselves along with the canonical word of

Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Amos and others,

is generally confirmed by the Lord Jesus, not
merely here in the parable, but in plain words,
Matt, xxiii. 31-37, which Stephen afterwards
quite as strongly repeats, Acts vii. 52 ; comp.
also Heb. xi. 36-38.* The representation in

the parable is of course not to be explained as

specially historical, and when Matt. ver. 35
mentions three servants, of whom even the
one who came off best was at least scourged,

this number is only intended to indicate that

there was no want of messengers (that the
patience of the Lord was not satisfied with
one messenger), just as the gradation in the
ill-treatment from beating to stoning indicates

what was done as the general rule. Mark and
Luke, perhaps more exactly according to the
original expressions of Christ, dilate what
Matthew has compressed into one verse

;

the three servants are, however, mentioned
also in their account. In other respects,

which are not of essential importance, the
representation is somewhat different : Mark
gives prominence first of all to the " send-

ing away empty " as the principal idea ;f

and he makes only the third to have been
killed, while the second was mocked and
shamefully handled.]: Luke begins also with

What, then, has made them so cruel
1

? asks

Anton here, going beyond th? parable indeed, yet

with justice, and he answers: The vcuum, the

want of fiuit; they would not let the deficit be
made manifest. It vexes them when visitatores

come who will have fruit! They must let such go
away empty, therefore they become cruel.

f In connection with which it is to be observed

that, in the parable, the fruits were kept back by
the presumption of the servants; in the explana-

tion, however (which was not to be presented here

also), there are no fruits to be had when asked for.

% That K£<pa\aiovv , Mark xii. 4, in no case
' signifies to behead or kill,, is evident from the
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the beating (in which all the three agree), but
in the gradation of ill-treatment passes irom
that to the dripd^eiv, or t-ltamiful treatment,

and thence to the rpavpari8,tiv , or wouiul-

hig ; and he entirely omits the second sending
mentioned in Matt. ver. 3G, which Mark, at

least, adds in the " and many others." We
see here, as always, the same relative charac-

teristics of the Evangelists: Luke least of all

exact ; Mark, in his graphic st}de, often mak-
ing a near approximation to the original words
of Christ, often again giving only a free repre-

sentation
; Matthew alone, although with con-

densed brevity, preserving entire the most
important fundamental ideas. Thus, in this

place, he alone has distinctively marked the

two different periods of sending, which, at all

events, must correspond with a historical view
of the facts upon the whole. But we do not
venture absolutely to determine when the

second period, at which more than the first were
sent, is to be understood as commencing

;

since the Old Testament history of the labors

and testimonies of the prophets, before and
after Samuel, only indicates much that is passed

over. In general we might find the a'AAof?
nXeiovai, " many others," among the kings

after the time of Elijah and Elisha, and the

npcJTovi, or first, with whom also it fared ill,

in the entire period preceding that; see for

example Judges vi. 8. If, however, wo adhere

exactly to the season of fruits before indicated,

then a second sending must be es plained as

beginning after the Assyrian captivity with
Isaiah and Jeremiah.

Verses 37—39. Here follows the answer —
seemingly veiled by the parable, but at the

same time quite plain and literal—to that

question which was put at ver. 23 : I am the

Son, as ye know! At first, however, Christ

does not represent himself to them as the pro-

mised Saviour and Redeemer ; but as the last

witness for the truth, the last preacher of re-

pentance and grace, according to his prophet-

ical office. This is quite in accordance with
the facts of the case, in so far as the rejection

of the Son, the last Prophet, and the Prophet
in the most proper sense, was only a continu-

ation and consummation of the rejection of all

former messengers of God. Indeed, the Son,

too, begins with MezavoEite, Repent! and so

far is God from remitting or relaxing his claim

diteoveiXav. It is used here in the entirely new
and special signification in capite t-ulncrare (Vulg.)

;

Casaulxm has directed attention to the tact that the

verhs in 6a> and i^oo correspond to each other,

and yadrpi^Eiv in Aristoph. and Laert. is only

eii Ti)v yadrepa xvitrtiv. Large quite cor-

rectly: '" They handled him roughly on the head."

On the other hand, Lighttbot and Usher would ap-

ply li^ie tin* only other warranted signification of

xecpaXaiovv (to reckon, sum up): They throw
as a mockery of a " reckoning " stones a' his head
(instead of fruit)—but this interpretation is un-
suitably artificial ; if that signification is assigned
to xecpaXatovv, we must, at all events, explain it

with Du|iotit and Lud.de Dieu :
" They made short

work and reckoning with him."

to receive fruit, that Christ rather seals its

legitimacy (as he after vards himself produces
new fruit in a new sowing of grace by the

shedding of his blood, which, in this parable,

lies as yet in the background). But heroin is

displa}ed the goodness and faithfulness, tho

patience and long-suffering of God, that " he
sends even the first servants to the keepers

without weapons, and now sends the Son him-
self, the witness of his entire readiness to be
reconciled and to forgive, without terror and
coercion "*—not yet to inflict the deserved
punishment, but as a last experiment of good-

ness. What should he do more to his vine-

yard and its husbandmen? He had, besides

the servants, only his one belwtd Son ; so he
sends him also as the last, the same as if he
himself had come to entreat the rebels ! This
is the very striking and affecting expansion of

the idea in Mark ; Luke represents the culmi-
nating point somewhat differently, and yet
the same in so far as relates to the fundamen-
tal idea, inasmuch as he has a ri non'/Cco,

"what shall I do?" before, in which God
takes counsel with himself. The three Evan-
gelists agree in their expression of the friendly

pre-supposition on the part of God: Thy will

'.evtrence niy Son! Thus condescendingly in

the manner of men does Christ speak of his

heavenly Father (in Luke with an tdcoi,

"surely ") ; comp. Isa. Ixiii. 8, where there is

a similar expression. He will thereby teach
that God makes trial of all goodness in men,
just as if he knew not beforehand in what cases

it will prove in vain; he thus portrays to the
wicked ones what, instead of their wickedness,
ought to have been their conduct, and thereby
holds up their criminality all the more strik-

ingly before their eyes.

For alas ! the sad history proceeds further:

They saw the Son and did not reverence him !

Christ connects the events of the future that
were now at hand, and only not )

ret accom-
plished in outward act, into one history with
the past. For, in the murderous decree of the
high priests against Jesus, which had now
been in existence for a considerable time, in

particular since John xi. 53, the awful deed
was already as good as done : ver. 38 is really

as much history as what goes before ; ver. 39
views prophetically beforehand as present
what happened a few days afterwards ; while
ver. 40 first points to the future consequences.
That these wilfully ignorant " knowers," al-

though they did not understand the sufferings

and sacrificial death of the Messiah (1 Cor. ii.

8) in prophecy, yet, in other respects, knew
enough concerning him to make their con-
science respond to the testimony of the Bap-
tist with a OvruS t6riv

y
" This is he !"—this

Christ knew without their telling him; and
he now begins, already before they have cru-
cified him, to exercise upon them, as the
Searcher of hearts, his office as Judge. They
knew how to find at once from Scripture the
newly-born Saviour, although they had no de-

*Nilzich's Scrmont, third selection, p. 102.
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sire from the first to go to him with the wise

men ; what Nicodemus afterwards, on his first

coming to Christ, John iii. 2, says in his "We
know," he says actually in the name of his

colleagues, and as what they in conscience be-

lieve ; how much more must they have been

convinced after three years full of testimonies

and signs ! As our Lord then referred Nicode-

mus to the typical serpent in the wilderness,

so now, even before he plainly speaks of the

rejected corner-stone, there lies in his word
an almost unconscious side-glance, in that Spir-

it who views all as a connected whole, to the

typical history of Joseph, which, in its pro-

phetical import, extending even to the final

restoration of Israel, has long since been re-

cognized by the simplicity of faith, but very

little as yet by orthodox science. Come, let us

kill him—so it stands in Gen. xxxvii. 20, liter-

ally according to the Sept. The coming forth

of Joseph from the pit (brought about by God
in opposition to the murderous counsel of his

brethren), predicted as a mystical resurrec-

tion the inevitable fulfillment of those dreams
which the envious also believed, inasmuch as

they tried to frustrate them
;
just as now the

murderers of Jesus know that he is Christ,

even while they seek to destroy him. We are

therefore to understand the apostolic words in

Acts iii. 17, xiii. 27, with that limitation

which the word of Christ here gives to them
in the parable: they know not indeed the

mystery of the atoning death, and in so far

they did not yet know entirely " what they

did," yet, on the other hand, they knew
enough to make it a grievous sin in them to

kill the Prince of Life, to reject him who prov-

ed himself to be the Messiah, the Son of God.

Thus wonderfully is the counsel of God fulfill-

ed by the hands of men ; and that Christ here

discloses and foretells all to them in this man-
ner, belongs further to the testimony which
it behooved him to make respecting his vol-

untary surrender of himself. Let us kill the

heir, that his inheritance may be ours—is to

be understood from John xi. 48 : that we may
not have to yield up our assumed power to

him (as King Herod also after his manner had
thought and done). To this counsel of the

men belongs the great folly, the wicked delu-

sion, of supposing that this was possible, that

the Lord of the vineyard, and Father of this

Son, would be without the power to justify

the heir, and make good his right ; it is the

deceit of Satan, whose thought it is properly

that is therein expressed. It is, at the same
time, a fearfully foolish obstinate perseverance

in evil which the parable here, almost plainlj-

coinciding with the history, discloses—the
great connecting chain of sinning and resist-

ing, which extends from the fathers to the

children (chap, xxiii. 31, 32), according to

which Christ was already rejected in the pro-

phets, and now from their rejection his rejec-

tion also follows by an unconcerted, yet deep-
ly-grounded oneness of enmity against God,
in the history of Israel, and of the whole
world. What has happened from of old to the

prophets in Israel, as also to all the wise men
and witnesses for the truth among the hea-
then, now finds its fulfillment and consumma-
tion in the cross of Christ; the rejection of
the Son of God is only the culminating point
in the general sin of the world, which specially

manifested itself in the obstinacy of the Jews.
The casting him out of the vineyard* represents
the delivering him up to the Gentiles, as also

the putting forth of the crucified One out of
the city and camp of God ; the remarkably
foreseen significance of which is further spoken
of in Heb. xiii. 12. By this, in its deepest im-
port, the vineyard was made desolate, the
sanctuary laid waste, Israel's title forfeited,

and a new society, regarded by them as alien

and unclean, founded upon the rejected cor-

ner-stone.

Verses 40, 41. The Lord of the vineyard
comes himself after they have killed the heir;

he has done all for his vineyard that goodness
and patience could do, and now he will and
must also judge it. The \evj abrupt question.

What shall he do ? points back again to the
passage in the prophet (Isa. v. 3-6), and sum-
mons them to judge themselves. In this con-

nection with Isaiah, as also in the entire ten-

dency of Christ's words to appeal to the
consciousness and judgment of the hearers

themselves (as we saw above), lies the proof
of the fact, that Matthew alone is quite right

in making the question of Christ to be answer-
ed by them in their confusion. (The two
other Evangelists omit this by abridging, and
represent Christ as also declaring the sentence
which was confirmed by him. It is at the

same time quite consistent with this that, ac-

cording to Luke, several of the people who
were listening (see ver. 9) may have interposed

their Jit? ysvoivo, God forbid.) The convict-

ed and thoroughly arrested hypocritest; must
needs pronounce their own sentence ; and they
do it with fair pretence, carrying their hypoc-
risy to the full height, inasmuch as they affect

an impartiality just as if they knew not at

all that he was speaking to them ! This an-

swer is the most complete justification of the

judgment of the Jews coining from their own
lips, and already an anticipation of that fear-

ful word, chap, xxvii. 25. We might regard

it, too, at the same time, as the last, the only

remaining form of divine teaming addressed

* The placing of which circumstance after the

killing in Mark, is yet only to be understood as in

Matt, and Luke: ixTtinrtivav iHfjATjSevTa.

f For certninly these persons themselves, accord-

ins to the context, and not others of the surround-

ing hearers, are the speakers in ver. 41. Schleier-

niacher would regard this as either a very awkward
change, or even explain it with Eichhorn as an in-

correct understanding of the Aramaic; we, how-

ever, have found, from the very beginning of the

chapter, the fundamental idea in this, that these

persons thus rebuked and put to shame are com-
pelled to pass sentence against themselves. By
breaking up the connection as a whole, the inter-

pretation often loses the most important, most de-

cisive means of vindicating the text.
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to men—" when they are warned of the deeds
which they will do, when they are threatened
with what they purpose doing, when they are

brought to the point of pronouncing sentence

themselves upon the works which they are

just about to perpetrate."* But this view of

it as an ineffectual warning (once more, so to

6peak, " they will yet take warning"!) entire-

ly disappears before the judgment which it

predicts. Only so much is certain here, " that

they were not under any necessity of doing
what they did, because he declared it to them
beforehand "—it rather remains the sharpest

conviction of their own guilt, that it might be
said to them, Behold, I have told you before,

and yet ye have done it ! Thus do God's de-

cree and man's freedom mysteriously coincide

in the whole history of the world, and in its

centre-point, the cross of Christ: God knew
beforehand the free actions as free, and their

result, contrary to their design, is only what
God had already before determined (Gen. 1.

20). For the rest, the hockovS xawrJs dito-

Aetfez, miserably destroy the wicked (according

to genuine Greek proverbial usage, which is

very remarkable in Matthew), denotes strongly
the just recompense. Erasmus well renders,

"Mali cum shit, male perdetillos"—miserable
they are, and he will miserably destroy them.
Even the letting out of the vineyard to others
must now be declared by themselves ; thus
must they depose themselves, and prepare the
way for the immediately following words of
Christ. Only Matthew again has the addi-
tional clause, pointing to the future—a pro-

phecy also extorted by the Spirit from these
reprobates, viz., Who will render him the fruits
Iv ru2i xaipoli avraiv, duty in future every
year—still spoken parabolically.

Verse 42. Our Lord has reached the point
at which he aimed in the parable ; he now sud-
denly leaves it, and in the following words the

stone of judgment already falls directly upon
their heads. He repeats to the last his old

familiar word, which has so often shamed and
judged them—Have ye never read in the Scrip-

tures 1 (Mark has also this Scripture— in ad-

dition, namely, to Isa. v., and many others

which prophesy of the great guilt of Israel,

and the great triumph of their rejected and
yet exalted, their killed and yet living, Mes-
siah.) The great enigma, now solved, of the

corner-stone, which, from the resurrection on-

wards, finds an ever-growing fulfillment, and
which pervades the entire New Testament
from Acts iv. 11—Christ takes from the Ho-
sanna-psalm, which was universally known
among the people, and the echoes of which, as

it was sounded forth on the occasion of his

royal entry, were still in their ears. He then,

at ver. 44, brings it again into connection with
other passages from the same Isaiah, from
whom he had just taken the text about the
vineyard ; for the connection of the ypa<^ai,
Scriptures, which we even at this day are so slow

Nitzsch in the Sermon before alluded to, § 96.

2G

to learn, is wonderful in our eyes when, in the

cross and victory of Christ, we begin to view
every thing as done by the Lord—as foreseen

by the Lord. He does not at first explain the

passage of Scripture, which was clearly evident

to the eyes even of the blind ; but, assuming
for the moment that they understood it, he
immediately adds ver. 43.

Must we, however, in opposition to the per
verted and obstinate exegesis even of believ-

ing commentators,* begin to prove that the

118th psalm is Messianic, that the corner-stone

of which it speaks is a real prophecy of the

Spirit respecting Christ? We frankly confess

ourselves to be often so vexed by such conten-

tions with brethren who do not understand
the Scripture that we lose patience ; and, how-
ever unscientifically, are inclined rather to

rebuke them with Christ, Luke xxiv. 25, until

their hearts burn, and their burning heaits

begin to read in the light of the pentecostal

fire what is written. Already do the words
added by the people to the Hosanna, Matt,
xxi. 9 ; Mark xi. 10 ; Luke xix. 38, prove a
Messianic interpretation as being then gen-
erally received, and which Christ could not
employ as taken for granted if it were false.

True, this wondrously profound song embraces,
in the design of the prophetic Spirit, whose
sublime sounds breathe upon us from it as

surely as from any part of the ancient Scrip-

ture, the entire history of the triumph of the
just, combining in one view the " not dying but
living" of the true Israel and the triumph of

their Lord and Head (as is done also elsewhere
in the prophets) ; still, the fulfillment in tho

person of Christ is and remains thefundamen
tal meaning, upon which the further applica-

tion is built. He who will acknowledge in

the Old Testament no foreseeing design of the

Spirit transcending the human consciousness

of the prophets, moving above the typical

histories and relations in independent miracu-
lous power, finds the just recompense of this

false inspiration-theory—this denial of that

very quality which characteristically belongs
to the inspired writer, as rightly understood,

especially in such passages as that now before

us—in a most unworthy degradation of the

words of Christ and his apostles to a mere
play upon Old Testament phrases in moments
of most exalted and holy earnestness. Wo
acknoicledge and testify, on. the contrary, that

our "Christian consciousness"—a more ex-
actly defined one than that of Schleiermacher
—resists throughout every interpretation in

which the use of the words here cited does
not coincide with their true meaning. This,

and nothing else, was what the holy Evangel-
ist Luke thought, when he wrote the question

of Christ which, if not literally correct, must
yet be so in the spirit: Ti ovv k6ri to
yeypam-ievov rovro; "What then is this that

* Ebrard understands Jesus to ask—Have ye
never yet read of a rejected stone—so that he ap-

plies the history of that psalm, without doubt (?)

David's history, only as an example I
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is written ?" what else but a prophecy of me
and my kingdom ?

The Lord of the vineyard cometh ; but he

cometh only in the same Son and heir who
rises again from death. Other prophecies have

manifoldly spoken of a rejection and subsequent

glorification of the coming Messiah ; already

at Luke ix. 22, xvii. 25, has Christ referred

his disciples to these. The builders who reject

him (CJia^ oiHodujuovvrai, i. e., here the

master-builders who select and arrange the

stones), are partly the elders, high-priests,

and scribe, who are there named by Christ,

partly Israel as a whole, represented and led

by them

—

this generation and people, Luke xvii.

25. Peter, in Acts iv. 11, gives prominence to

the first and narrower sense by the pronoun

vjLicov, you. The corner-stone is the founda-

tion and chief stone of a new building ;* for,

in Psa. csviii., viewed as a mystically pro-

phetic festal song for entrance into the temple,

it is a building that is spoken of, which, at

the same time, is the true house, people, and

kingdom of God (so that it is unnecessary to

compare with this the remotely related phrase-

ology in which princes are represented as

corners and corner-stones of the people, Zech.

x. 4 ; Isa. xix. 13 ; Judges xx. 2 ; 1 Sam. xiv.

38). The same thing which ill the psalm is

called n33 K>X1, KE(paXr) ycoyia?, "head of the

corner^ is, in Isa. xxviii. 1G, H33 |2X, Aj'SoS

dxpoycovtato?, "corner-stone" as Paul and

Peter in like manner retain the expression of

the Sept. The three Evangelists preserve

also precisely the old rendering (with the at-

traction at the beginning, XiSov ov), accord-

ing to which avTTf, this, the Hebraistic ex-

pression for nxf, stands as neuter: This is

done by the Lord; this is wonderful in our

eyes (not, as many wrongly infer from 1 Pet.

ii. 7 : This stone is, notwithstanding, a precious

Btone of wonder in the eyes of believers). In

our eyes : this the enemies also must say, see

the fulfillment in Acts iv. 13. Yes, in the

eyes of the whole world, the Church built on

the crucified Jew (see Ullmann's Apologttik),

the glorifying of the rejected One, which was
the doing of the Lord, is the great enigma,

miracle, and sign, of the world's history. They
had marked this stone with contempt and cast

it away, so that no man ventured to lift it up
;

but God .has raised him up, and made him the

foundation of the building against which even

the gates of hell do not prevail. God sends

his only-begotten in the flesh to sinners—his

highest grace ! The sinners crucify him—their

horrible sin. And yet grace triumphs over

sin, na}r
, out of it prepares the salvation of the

world

!

Verse 43. First of all, indeed, they who
have rejected him must in their turn be re-

jected j and salvation passes from the Jews to

* And so this answer of Christ at the end is sub-

stantially parallel to that first one at the beginning,

John ii. 19. Break down—I build up again ! Reject

—the rejected becomes a new foundation.

the Gentiles. The word which now follows

takes up the expression ''become the head of
the corner" from what goes before, and re-

turns at the same time to the parable of the

vineyard with a plain interpretation of it.

This interpretation, in the free expansion of

the figure, deviates from the prophetic basis
;

for. in Isaiah, the vineyard is Israel, therefore

laid waste and abandoned ; here, however, it

is the institution and planting, which has

hitherto been in Israel, but is now given over

to others

—

the kingdom of God. It is taken

from you builders or husbandmc-n, and there-

with, from the entire people ; for the former

building without this corner-stone must cer-

tainly fall. The sSrEi, nation, which stands

opposed to Israel, denotes not the Gentiles in

common (as Luther has it) ; but a new people

of God gathered from all nations, the true

people of God which does not reject the offered

grace, the Church which does not again pervert

grace through self-will (Acts sv. 14). For it

is said of this people, itoiovvn novi xtxpnovi
ocvTTJS, bringing forth thefruits thereof; in which
expression the it oi e 2 v xapitovS, " bringforth

fruits" (instead of aitoSiSo vox, "render,"

ver. 41), now leads back to Isaiah, and avTrj<
t

"thereof," referred to fia6i\Eia, or kingdom,
speaks of the fruits of the kingdom of heaven,

i. e., such as are worthy of this kingdom, such

as are proper to it.

Verse 44. Mark makes the discourse of

Christ break off with Psa. cxviii. ; Luke, con-

trary to his wonted peculiarity, says nothing

in this place of the transference of the king-

dom to another people. But he does not omit

the concluding word respecting the stone, he

rather brings this into close connection with

the passage from the psalm. Christ also proves

the Messianic significance of the psalm by
bringing into connection with it other passage^

in Isaiah, and last of all, a decisive prophecv

concerning the kingdom from Daniel, and that

too (as is particularly to be observed) with an
expression, ini toy Xi'Sov r ov r o v, " upon

this' stone," which pre-supposes and affirms the

identity of all these stones that are spoken of

here and there in the Scriptures. Can you
believe, orthodox theologians, and Christian

commentators, that the Son of God has here

trifled with an arbitrary combination of Old
Testament phrases ? Was he one who could

do this? Was the tone of his feeling on this

occasion such as could have done this ? Or, if

not, what then remains but that all these

Scriptures cited by him, with such holy judicial

earnestness, belong to that which is written

by the prophets concerning the Son of Man ?

The transition or the return from Psa. cxviii.

to Isaiah is immediately effected by the allu-

sion to Isa. xxviii. 16, where also mention is

made of a precious corner-stone of the sure

foundation of all believers. If, in this passage,

the idea as yet only embraces in general the

proffered refuge and security in God, although

of course not without a glance at the Messianic

salvation in the background, there is a nearer

and more direct reference to the coming Mes-
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siah in the other saying, Isa. viii. 14, 15, which
the Lord distinctly cites here. In this latter

passage Entmavjiel is promised to the people,

and such a promise is already given before-

hand that in faith they comd and should tri-

umph with Emmanuel ; but Jehovah of Hosts

becomes, as Emmanuel, a sanctuary and asylum
only to the few disciples, the multitude falls

through unbelief into darkness, and there

happened then typically what was afterwards

to be the designation of the true Emmanuel
at his birth (Luke ii. 34), viz. : The Lord and
God of Israel becomes to them a stone of

stumbling and rock of offence (Isaiah 1"QKO>

Sept. dvvrpi/Ji'/dovrai, here tiw$Aad3ij6e-
rai, which indeed is the same thing). Finally,

however, in order to speak quite plainly,

Christ, by the association of direct contrariety,

connects with this citation that prophecy of

the kingdom in Daniel, Dan. ii. 34, 35, 44,

concerning the stone that comes without
human hands, that becomes a mountain filling

the world, and bruises all hostile kingdoms
and powers (Dan. p^IH, Sept. ver. 44, Xeitrv-

vei HalXiuixijdei, as here). In Daniel, just

as in the psalm, 6 Xi'Soi ovroi, this stone, is

not merely the person of the Messiah, but,

along with him, his people and kingdom ; only
however, in so far as, and because, it is founded
upon him, does every stone of the entire build-

ing participate in the nature and quality of

the foundation-stone. And does not our Lord
interpret precisely thus here, when in vov
XiSov r ov r o v , "tliis stone," he connects

his words as well with ver. 42 as with the

/JadiXsi'a, or kingdom, ver. 43? By his im-
pressive conclusion, therefore, he will say
neither more nor less than what corresponds
to the true inmost sense of the passages of

Scripture, manifoldly combined by him into

one : As it begins in the rejection of my per-

son, so will it continue to be with my kingdom
upon earth, in which I continue to live and

conquer ; always new offence on the part of

those who reject to their own hurt, but At
last a certain and complete judgment upon all

who are obstinate in resisting. For this stone

is, as n33 t^Nlj "head of the corner," at once

the under foundation and upper cope-stone

of the building, whoever (of Jews or Gentiles)

henceforth stumbles on the firm^-laid founda-

tion, and falls upon it as a stone of offence,*

he shall indeed fall and be broken, instead of

being built and established upon it ; but he

upon whom the full weight of this foundation

of God, which also remains as the one key-

stone (2 Tim. ii. 19), falls, shall be crushed,

broken, and shivered to pieces. First, then,

there is the self-condemnation through unbe-

lief in the Saviour in his low estate (who in

his kingdom of the cross is still the crucified

and rejected One before the world) ; after-

wards the judgment of God through the victo-

rious might of the exalted One, in his perfected

kingdom. The first breaking is still of a warn-
ing and salutary kind; for he who falls upon
the stone may yet become wise, so as in repent-

ance and faith to set himself up on the same
stone on which he fell. The grinding into

powder is irretrievable ruin. "In the first

punishment the corner-stone appears at rest,

and, as it were, passive ; in the second, it is

active and in motion. The corner-stone at

rest is Jesus as he now reveals himself to us

in the Word and Gospel, where he does not

judge, but waits for all to come to repentance.

The corner-stone grinding the wicked offenders

to powder is Jesus as he will reveal himself in

the judgment of the world, in his power and
glory."| Take heed thou who hearest and
readest this! Art thou called a Christian,

then the rejected corner-stone lies every where
in thy way, and thou must cither in faith

build upon it, or in unbelief fall upon it. But
woe to thee, if it should ever fall on thy hostile

head

!

THE MARRIAGE OF THE KING'S SON.

(Matt. xxii. 2-14.)

This is a more expanded repetition of a
parable spoken already at an earlier period (at

an entertainment on a Sabbath day in the

house of a Pharisee, (Luke xiv. 16-24), and one
of the most striking examples of the fact, that

the wisdom and love of Christ condescended to

such repetitions.* The connection in which
these two kindred parables occur is, in both
cases, one of the very exact kind, such as show
it to be historical : in Luke the whole is a
manifest!)' progressive development, from ver.

7 onwards ; while Matthew here by the ndXiv
£v napafioXali, again in parables (ver. l),and

* As here Schleiermacher admits that Christ has
" worked up " a former parable.

the formula of continuation (ver. 15), closely

connects this parable with these last sayings

of Christ to his enemies, which are all to be
conceived of as more or less public. In Luke,
as before (vers. 7-14), the pride of the guests

and the self-interest of the host are humbled

* Artificial, and contrary to the fundamental idea

in Isaiah and Peter, is the sense in which some
have understood it, viz. : Whosoever would trwve it

away as it were—with the whole force of his bent

body—»o that/sM upon it would be here the Hebr.

ijQJj equivalent to set upon it with hostile intent, to

attack it (Roos).

t Schmieder, Zeugniss von Christo in Predigton,

p. 252.
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and rebuked ; and now, in the parable that

follows, he proceeds to check the false claim to

a participation in the supper of the kingdom
of heaven (ver. 15), artlessly interposed by
one who seemed to think that the matter was
settled by an edifying exclamation ! In an-

swer to this the Lord says :
" Ye are not yet

sure of this ! Ye are invited indeed to this

supper, but unless ye come in the right way,
by renouncing the world, ye shall not taste of

the supper, but others shall do so in your
stead !" This is in that passage of Luke the
simple principal point of view ; and, only after

the introduction of the " publicans and sin-

ners " in the place of the Pharisees (ver. 21),

does Christ, in a short word, ver. 23, prophet-

ically anticipate the calling of the Gentiles,

while he immediately breaks off again at

verse 24, and returns to the beginning and the

occasion of his discourse. Here, on the con-

trary, it is the main design further to an-

nounce and confirm the transference of the king-

dom, of God to the Gentiles, mentioned at chap.

xxi. 42, 43 ; and, viewing this generally in its

historical progress, to show after the former
parable what will then further take place, when
the Son nevertheless receives and retains the

kingdom. From this will appear the pervading
points of difference between the two parables.

In Luke it is as yet with general indefinite-

ness only tlw; great supper of a man ; in Mat-
thew it is the marriage or inauguration feast

of the king's son. There it is only one ser-

vant who calls, and who represents the gener-

al idea of invitation ; here there are servants
repeatedly sent, as in the foregoing parable.

There the guests merely excuse themselves
and stay away ; here (with a brief allusion to

what was there said, ver. 5) they again mal-
treat and murder the servants. There it is

the poor and the infirm in the city, and then
all that are without, who are called in place of

. those first invited ; here the invitation goes
forth at once to all the world. There the ab-
rupt conclusion is that those who were invited

shall not taste the supper ; here there is a
sentence of punishment upon the murderers
and their city. There the house is filled with
the new guests ; here the view extends fur-

ther so as to show how, even among those who
are called, there are many who will not be
chosen.

Verse 2- The householder of the preceding
parable appears now as King ; and this of it-

self marks an advance and transition to the
New Testament period which the commenta-
tors, in tracing the connection of these two
parables, have, for the most part, mistaken.
For, although the kingdom of God, the theo-
cracy, was already with the Jews, it was ye,t

only in a preparatory and typical form over
the one family, and the setting up of the great
kingdom took place, properly speaking, only
in the Messiah, when he came : The fiatiiAsix
rov Seov, "kingdom of God," was, at the
name time, nay predominantly, matter of pro-
vhecy and expectation. Now, however the re-

jected stone becomes, notwithstanding, the

corner-stone ; the Son who was slain lives and
ascends the throne. For this accession to the
government, this inauguration solemnity is

certainly meant by the noielr ydf-iovS, mak-
ing a marriage, rd/noi (as nuptiae = ydjuo?,

afterwards ver. 8) often, indeed, in other places,

signifies simply (like the German Hoclizt.it, ori-

ginally a hohe Zeit) a feast or banquet in gen-
eral, as Luke xiv. 8; and regard is had to this

signification in the to api6z6v uov, my sup-

per, ver. 4. (The Sept. puts yd/ttoS for

nriKtoj Gen. xxix, 22, and Esth. i. 5, comp.

Soxv Esth. i. 3 ; but, at Esth, ii. 18, the ren-

deringjof the same T\F\Vft2 by rot;? y d M ovt
"EdSyp is intended to denote more definitely

the marriage-feast of her who was raised to

the rank of queen). Here at least, in the par-

able of Christ, it is quite as wrong to adhere
exclusively to the idea of the feast (as Syr.

Kmnt^O) as it is to develop the strict idea of

the marriage or nuptials, after the manner of

many commentators and preachers, often with
an excess of improper trifling. The marriage
of the King^s Son, solemnized by a feast of joy,

is his accession to the throne, since, according
to oriental and Old Testament conceptions,

the people are united with their ruler as by
marriage. The King, .and the King's Son to

whom the kingdom is given, are the same of

whom Psa. lxxii. 1, and Psa. ii. prophesy
;

his marriag* is to be understood from Psa.

xlv., where also the people who are brought
to him are represented as the bride, comp. 1

Chron. xxix. 22. Still, on the other hand (as

more recent commentators in avoiding one
mistake have fallen into the other), the figure

of the marriage is not entirely to be set aside,

as a mere figure for the inauguration ; it re-

tains at the same time its truth, as indeed
Christ in other places frequently speaks of

marriage, and even the Baptist spoke of the

bridegroom and the bride. For something
must correspond to this figure, and where
would be the bride, if she were not the invited

guests and subjects themselves ? Only, in-

deed—and this is of importance in opposition

to the improper conceits in which many here
indulge—no single guest by himself is called

the bride or a bride, so that it might be pro-

per to speak of brides; but the people as a

whole, the Church, is the bride of Christ, and
every guest so, in a certain sense, really only

as an invited guest, and one who takes part in

the marriage.* This great marriage, with all

its preparation, extends through a longperiod,

from the coming and presentation of the Bride-

groom down to the last marriage-feast properly

so called ; from the beginning of the kingdom
to its consummation. Hence afterwards in

Matt. xxv. 1-12 the end is represented as the

proper marriage (as Rev. xix. 6, 7), and here

also, at the close of the parable, the coming of

* Precisely for this reason it would not be proper

in this parablo to speak expressly of the biide—
" for a bride ia not called, but chosen " (Itoos).
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the King to bis quests stretches thus fur for-

ward.*
Verses 3, 4- The view which we have taken

of the beginning of this parable— in so far as,

further prophesying, it connects itself with
the conclusion of the preceding one and con-

tinues the history of the rejected Son—shows
the impropriety of the interpretation generally
adopted, according to which the servants here
are again the Old Testament prophets. Olshau-
nen understands both sendings thus ; Grotius

finds, at least in the second, the apostles and
Evangelists ; but even the first servants invite

to a marriage already prepared, and an inaugu-
ration of the King's Son just about to begin.

This Son, who, in the former parable, was as

yet himself only a servant who invited others

—the last and greatest prophet—is now the

exalted Lord, to whose presence the servants

with kindness and long-suffering invite those

to whom they are sent. Did not this take
place in the apostle's sermon concerning the

crucified One to his crucifiers, as chap, xxiii.

34 present^ foretells ? Observe the import-

ant difference between the two parables !

Formerly fruits were demanded; now an invi-

tation is given to the supper. There was also

an invitation to come in faith, a holding forth

of promised grace, contained as a New Testa-

ment in the bosom of the Old, together with
the demand for righteousness, i. e., sincere and
earnest penitence in reference to the law—but
this is not meant by Christ in his second para-

ble, in which he advances further. For here,

as at chap, xxiii. 34, all that he means to say
is : God will begin again to preach to j'ou

after my exaltation, but }-e will do to my
prophets and messengers precisely as ye did to

those that went before, and to myself ! In the

expression KaAedai tovi n e hXij /.i e vo v ?

,

" to call those that were bidden," at the very
outset, the entire Old Testament, with all the
calls that had been addressed to the Jews as

the pre-elected guests of the kingdom of God,
is presupposed (comp. Luke xiv. 1G, 17, where,
after a first tHacA.e6e, there follows at the hour

of supper the same eiitElv roi'S KexXrfpivoii).

The custom at that time, and yet prevalent in

eastern countries (in the west existing here
and there as a popular custom), of inviting

* The distinction made by some, recently also by
Meyer, between apidrov and Seitcvov, the morn-
ing meal and the coena properly so called, seems
artificial. For, although certainly the Seixvov,
Luke xiv., plainly points forward to the future
" eating of bread in the kingdom of God" (ver.

24, yev'derai), yet the apidrov also iu Matt.
ver. 4, comprehends t he entire meal with the filial

perfect enjoyment, even on to the decision of the
judgment, and afterwards ; for when the unworthy
are cast out, then properly the supper begins. We
are certainly not to unders'and festivities of the
karac day following each other (at the beginning,
and as a foretaste, the morning meal, then the
priucipal entertainment). Christ himself contra-
dicts such a distinction of the words used by him,
"ben at Luke xiv. 12, 13, he speaks of api6zov
tf celnvov as a Sox?} in general.

twice—first as it were nominating the guests,

and then calling them again to the feast when
it is ready*—affords a simple and suitable

figure for the relation between the Old and

New Testament invitation addressed to Israel.!

The first gracious and covenant word, viz..

u Ye are my people, the called of the present.

and future kingdom!" they had complacently
received, and they imagined themselves to be

the guests who could not fail to sit down at the

table with Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. But
the coming, the true coming according to God's

method of salvation—they failed in that

!

This was alread}- evident from the preparatory

demand of the prophets for the true readiness
;

and it is now at last fully evident when, after

God has made all things ready, they obsti-

nately persevere in not willing and not coming.
It is clear, then, that the guests here marked
out beforehand are the Jews collectively, as

vers. 7-9 also proves ; on the other hand, in

Luke xiv., the idea of certain persons invited

before others is that which is more prominent,
so that there, at ver. 21, the publicans and
sinners stand in contrast with the Scribes and
Pharisees, who, according to their own opinion,

were, without more ado, entitled to the resur-

rection of the just. But why is there here

also in the New Testament sending, as in the

foregoing parable, a twofold call, a ndXiv
aXXovi SovAovi, "jret other servants ?" This
cannot be without its significance here, any
more than there. We think the first servants
in this parable are John the Baptist, with his

call to come to the Messiah and Bridegroom;
and joined with him the Twelve and Seventy, who
continued his preaching concerning the king-

dom of heaven being at hand, in their first

mission to the cities of Israel. This is the
interpretation lately given by Helferich ;% and,

in fact, we should have felt some surprise had
the Saviour no where expressed a special con-

demnation of the unbelief in this first and
evangelical preaching of his forerunner, and
of those whom he sent before himself. He
does this here, and at this point the two par-

ables, which are connected by the link of

continuation, run into each other ; as was
actuallj' the case in the transition from the
Old to the New Testament. The former par-

able has represented the Baptist, and even
the Son himself, as the finishers of the Old

* In particular was this a custom among the up-

per classes at Jerusalem. Sepp cites Ech i rabbathi,

4. 2 :
" Quaenam fa t gloria Hierosolymitanorum "?

Nemo eorum venit ad convivium, nisi bis vocatus."

f Not in accordance with the text therefore is

the idea, otherwise true, which some fitd here :

Accoiding to eternal Jove and election those called

were already held as guests before the calling. Or
again: " I have prepared a marriage-feast ; a mar-
riage feast needs guests, call ' the guests ' hither, for

whom I have prepared it."

X Namely, F. J. M. Helferich of Dolgesheim. See
his original Sermons (Frankfort, 1&41), which, in

spite of their many faults, we yet strongly recom-
mend on account of their fresh life, and their

quaint originality.
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Testament message, which required something
of those to whom it was addressed, and this

was the one side of the truth ; to supplement
it, however, the other side must now follow,

according to which the Baptist, and the

apostles and Evangelists who were analogous

to him in their first mission, invite to the

kingdom which has just begun, to the marriage

which is just about to be celebrated. (Christ's

own call, " Come unto me !" remains here

properly in the background, as the plan of the

parable requires. In Luke, chap, xiv, on the

other hand, the one servant was actually' the

Son in disguise ; his invitation, with its result,

however, was certainly also that which is

there represented—consequently the same as

Matt. ver. 5.) This interpretation is not con-

futed, but rather confirmed, when we see how
the first invitation is called only a xa\s6ai
eii rovi yd/.tovi, or "call to the marriage;"

on the contrary, at the second, properly the
apostolic invitation, not only is the hour of

the banquet near at hand, but now all things

are, properly speaking, ready. But that this

last preparation of the feast consists in the
atoning, sacrificial death of him who was
slain—this mysterious and innermost truth,

Christ, of course, as yet conceals, and has

only hinted at it in the preceding parable.

The first result, They wr,uld not come ! by no
means denotes a first stage of rejecting unbe-
lief, the " lowest degree " as exemplified in

the indifferent who have only no inclination

to come and nothing further—as most preach-

ers say, and even Draseke in his excellent

three sermons on this parable. But it is the
disclosure, as yet in a general style, of the
state of things which the unbelieving resist-

ance of the people, from their fathers down-
wards, had brought about, such as must
become manifest in the days of Jesus the Son
of Man ; it is the same which, after having led

them ever nearer to it, he leaves with them at

last, Matt, xxiii. 37, but which he had also fre-

quently said to them since John v. 40. They
would not, i. e., simply, they did not come, .and

that through the fault of their own not will-

ing ; because the promised kingdom pleased
them indeed, but not the divinely appointed
way of coming into it, because they desired a

Messiah, but not the actual Messiah as he
now appears to them. Afterwards, vers. 5, 6,

this c-vk t/SeAov, "they would not," is by no
means intensified ; but the persons spoken of

are now first more exactly distinguished ac-

cording to the two classes of the merely nega-
tively indifferent, and the positively hostile.

The guests, who had already made their
unwillingness so manifest, continue neverthe-
less, in the eye of God's long-suffering, to be,
and are again called, the guests ; and as if he
cannot suppose or give credit to so horrible a
tiling, he sends the apostles in a last season of
grace before the judgment to say, Will men
then show such contempt to their God and
Lord, as they would be ashamed of were it

done to a man ; namely, that he should have
prepared a banquet, and that the guests should

not come to it ? Therefore, " Tell them which
are bidden ; tell them once more in true and
faithful words; perhaps all that has gone be-
fore has not been rightly done, or not rightly

heard and 'considered, perhaps the poor people
may yet bethink themselves, may yet become
willing and come." Oh, how love constrains

the King to dispose of his banquet, to win and
keep his rebellious subjects ! All former un-
willingness is to be forgiven, a new Behold!
displays the gifts of grace, prepared through
the atonement of Christ, in all their entire

sufficiency and glorjr
. All that is needed is to

come, and that everyone should bring nothing
with him but his poverty and sin, only even
yet to kiss and to acknowledge the King's
Son ; all things are yet open, now (Luke xiv.

17, r/Srf) for the first time all things are per-

fectly ready. This now is certainly the apos-

tolic, and no longer the prophetic invitation.

The carrying out of the metaphor of a banquet
by the slaughter of oxen and fatlings, points

back to Prov. ix. 2, 3, as our Lord ever de-

lights in throwing the light of fulfiHment
upon Old Testament words

—

TeSvjuera, " kill-

ed," however, does not necessarily indicate a

sacrificial meal (for Sveir has the same signi-

fication with 6q>a?,&iv y as, in the New Testa-
ment, John x. 10 proves, and Prov. ix. 2, Sept.

E6<pa%£ rd bavziji $ v /i a r a for nrOD

nri2t3). When God furnishes and prepares

for his only begotten Son the feast of the king-

dom, the pleasure and honor of bestowing sal-

vation upon sinners, what a fulness of glory

must there be in the enjoyment of it! But
those who will not have the Son do not. come,
and if they remain in this state of mind they
must certainly be judged as obstinate rebt-is.

The grace of God in Christ is a grace which
overtakes the sinner, which is all-sufficient,

which repeatedly invites and urges, but it does

not comj>-l; for those who resist it there

remains the condemnation, Ye. would not, al-

though I would with all earnestness and long-

suffering zeal

!

Verses 5, 6. The d^is7i.r)6arrEi or careless

—which is a milder expression than to make
light of or scorn—are those indifferent ones

who are sunk in earthliness, and with whom
" the remnant " are contrasted as making a

hostile resistance. Already have the first

class of guests their own farm and merchan-
dise, which stand over against the "my sup-

per" in the invitation immediately before;

indicating the sinful cleaving to the things of

the world that characterizes them, and conse-

quently the root and germ of the same feeling

of pride in which afterwards the false guest

despises the wedding-garment of the King.

"I myself have my garment ; I make ready

my own feast ; I have even to celebrate my
own wedding"—for Christ here briefly calls

to mind the excuses of Luke xiv. 18-20 (I

must go elsewhere, I go elsewhere, I can not,

i. e., I will not come). The one has already his

property and land ; the other is still eager on
making gain by his trade and merchandise
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Tell those who are thus indifferent to the call

of God, that all which they call their own
profits them nothing, and as a vain thing can-

not save them ; follow them upon their earthly

ways with this testimony, and with the en-

treaty that they will accept the gracious gifts

of the King—and they will in the end show
themselves to be also positively hostile, and
all the more angry and insolent the more
kindly grace has been offered to them.*

Verse 7. What, in the figure of the avSpoo-
itoi (ia6i\£vS or king, is an exhaustion of

long patience and a sudden outbreak of just

anger, is in the Lord God one and the same
with his holy love ; nay, the burning anger

itself testifies to the fervent love of the all-

sufficient Creator towards the creature who
obstinately refuses all his grace and goodness.

t

If thou wilt see a most special testimony to

the true wrath of God, which broke forth after

the times of long-suffering, and in due time,

then look at the destruction of Jerusalem,!

and see how the wrath of God is come upon
these Jews " to the uttermost," els teXoS, (1

Thess. ii. 1G, i. e., H^3~iy, £<»? riXovi, Dan.

ix. 2G, 27). The Lord refers precisely to this

prophecy of Daniel, in which he already pro-

perl}' breaks through the parable with the

prophetically present explanation. As at

chap. xxiv. 15, he mentions the abomination
of desolation, so now he says, nsjuipai rd 6rpa-
TEvna.ra avtov, "he sent forth his armies,"

which corresponds to the N2n TJJ Dp, "peo-

ple of the prince that should come," of Daniel.

We, therefore fin opposition to Hengstenberg's
and Ilavernick's not unanswerable reasons),

abide by Luther's rendering: And a people of

the Prince—the TJJ rp£*0—(if not, shall come,

or be sent by him, yet) who comes to judg-
ment through the people sent b}r him. Just
when the Messiah the Prince appears as the
Messiah cut off, he comes again as the Prince
to destroy the city and the sanctuary. The
Romans, as hostile hosts, serve the judging
Lord and God of Israel, at the same time, as

Does ihe Gospel, then, throw people thus into

anger 1 Yes, if a man wants to be angry with an-

other, nothing may irritate him more than to seek
to overcome and gain him with love. It is even
more tolerable to people to be reproved on the

score of all the ten commandments. They perceive

well what the;/ must rid themselves of if they are to

make earnest work of this call (C. II. Rieger).

t If I were to give one an invitation, out of mere
civility, to dine with me, while I was not in earnest,

I should not b? angry if he refused. And, man,
if iliy God merely spoke a word of courtesy, if it

did not proceed from the deepett depths of his heart

when he thus calls th^e to blessedness, he would
ihen certainly not be so angry at thee for despising

his supper (G. K. Rieger),

\ Of which the burning city hsre is not merely
" a daik hint " (as Lam>e thinks). For the rest it

is not denied, that this first and foremost type re-

peats itself in destructions and judgments of all

kinds until the final burning of the world.

angels of judgment ;* it is these alone (with

their eagles, Matt. xxiv. 28, comp. Luke xix.

43), and not higher hosts of God or angels,

that we are in the first place to understand

as meant here. Their city, no longer the city

of the king : this is said by way of i*ejecting

them, as afterwards (chap, xxiii. 38), your

house

!

Verses 8—10. But now, that grace which

will not have the feast made ready in vain be-

gins anew to call other guests and subjects to

the most gracious King. Oh how tenderly,

and with what gracious sorrow, does the angry

King immediately say, The guests were not

worthy—as if sinners would have been worthy
and deserving had they accepted the first invi-

tation ! This is his strongest expression of

anger and complaint ; he " chides them on the

score of honor," because they have robbed him
of the prerogative of being gracious to them
and bestowing salvation upon them. I wish-

ed to bestow upon them honor as my invited

guests, but this had no value for them ! (See

the fulfillment, Acts xiii. 46, and compare the

earlier expression, Matt. x. 13.) The servants

also who were killed still live ; they arise ever

anew, for the great King can furnish for him-

self, even out of his few faithful ones, servants

enough for continued sendings. And now first

is fully introduced the great and wide king-

dom ; the new mission goes forth eiS toy ho-
6/j.ov aitavxa, "into all the world" (Mark
xvi. 15), beyond the city, and the circle of

those first invited, far off to the "ways of the

Gentiles" (comp. Luke xiv. 21, 23). This we
take to be the right sense of the 8ieB,68ovS
tgov 68 gov, which occurs only here in the

New Testament. Others understand it of

cross-ways, as being special places of con-

course ; but it appears to us more suitable

simply to understand it of the roads, going out

in all directions from and beyond that which
had been hitherto the circle of invitation. (In

Ezek. xlviii. 30, ^yn niNVin is by Aquila,

Symmach. and Theodot. rendered by 8is£o-

Soj.) Good and bad we understand simply
from the foregoing, Whomsoever ye find,

whomsoever they found—therefore equivalent

to " without distinction and respect of per-

sons," invite all who will come. This is not
already " a going beyond the parable to the

application" (Von Gerlach), if it is only suit-

ably understood and explained. Although
Pfenninger, with apparent point, observes that

both words are always used of men only in a

moral sense, yet it would be a very unsuitable
anticipation to define the good here already in

the invitation. For it is not as good that they
are all invited ; and those who are at last the
ehXektol or " chosen " have first become so as

KXrjroi or "called" (by the garment they
have received). So, in chap. xiii. 48 (which
is wrongly cited as parallel to the present),

the good and bad are not discovered till the

* Only this is meant here, not any hint already

at the circumstance that now the Gentiles are call-

ed to the service of Christ.
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separation ; before this only ex ita.vro'i ye-
vovi, of every kind, ver. 47, was said. By a pro-

verbial expression, therefore, pood and bad are

sinners and the so-called righteous, the godless

and the respectable together—this, indeed, is

a moral sense which maybe represented in the

parable by eminent and obscure, respectable

and vulgar, etc. If we look back to chap. xxi.

31, it will be evident that Ave must seek the

guest who is detected as having despised the

wedding-garment, only among the "good."
Thus the wedding-chamber (for which 6 yd-
juoS itself is significantly put, for the principal

idea is that of the prepared joys and pleasures)

does not remain empty ; but has become full

of dva.K£ii.iEvovS, of guests actually come and
waiting for the banquet. All these enjoy al-

ready somewhat of the royal favor and honor,

the gathering meanwhile goes on until all are

assembled, there is yet room for every one
who has sat down ; this is the wide interme-
diate period in which Christendom, called

from among the heathen, now stands. At
last, however, the King himself appears, of
course with, and in his Son, on whose account
the feast is made, and the festivities are now
to begin. And now the King must again dis-

criminate, for unworthy guests may not stand
before his presence—whether it be that from
the first they would not come ; or that they
have come in a wrong way, having hypocritic-

ally intruded themselves into the company,
while in heart they are proud despisers.

Verses 11, 12. To the second act of the
parable, which is now added, corresponds a
similar Jewish proverb about such as venture
to enter the palace of the King in a dirty and
loathsome state. Our Lord, however, takes

his similitude directly from the Scripture,

Zeph. i. 8, where, indeed, the D^l-lp, "guests,"

ver. 7, who are sanctified for the great sacrifice,

do not correspond to the guests of our parable,

but are the executioners of the Lord's anger
on the day of judgment ; those, however, who
are clothed with strange apparel (an expression

that is singular in the Old Testament, and re-

markable), are the same as the unworthy
guest here. There it is especially princes and
kings' sons who, in their pride, make a display

of their own splendor, or, in their apostasy
from Jehovah, let themselves be honored and
dressed in purple by strange rulers ; while
Jehovah will see his own people only in the
apparel of his kingdom, decorated only with
the favors and honors which he has dealt out.

The custom which still exists in the East, and
is mentioned from the earliest times in the
Old Testament, of presenting festival gar-
ments, is well known (Gen. xlv. 22; Judg. xiv.

12 ; 2 Kings v. 22). These passages contain a
sufficient answer to "the objection, that the
existence of such a usage in ancient times
cannot be proved"—an objection, moreover,
which, although it were better grounded, is

declared, even by Neander, to be insufficient,

inasmuch as we may infer from later customs
that similar ones prevailed in the earliest

ages. Neander suggests it as a difficulty that
Christ did not expressly note this circum-
stance, and reprimand the guest for his con-
tempt of the offered garment; but we are of

opinion that this is very evidently p? e-supposed.
That the missed wedding-garment can only be
such a en/tan, offered by the rich king to all

the guests, is self-evident ; for where otherwise
could such as were brought in from the streets

obtain their worthy garment ?* As the king
clothes his guests, the bridegroom his bride
(Psa. xlv. 10), so does God himself clothe us
with the robe of righteousness and the gar-

ment of salvation (Isa. lxi. 10). We may and
we must, when he calls, come just as we are—
but we may not, if we would see his face and
enjoy his last feast, remain as we are. In the
way, or rather in the fore-court and ante-

room, something takes place beforehand which
no one can refuse with impunity, and from
which no one can withdraw himself without
being found out. This parable, which is de-

signed prophetically to announce the entire

counsel and way of God with Jews and Gentiles,

becomes complete only when carried out to

this decisive point. Olshausen's doubt whether
the second part of the parable applies to the
Pharisees is easily disposed of. For, in the
first place, Christ speaks not merely for them,
but for all people and all disciples also in

all future time
;
and then the thought could

not but force itself on the conscience of the
Pharisees—Such people, as you, with youroivn
honor and righteousness, will yourselves never
be tolerated by God in his kingdom !.

The King comes to view the gnests, i. <., now
already avaxEi/uevovS, or reclining at table,

therefore ycXi^zovi, " called," and not merely
xexAt/jlie'vovS, "bidden;" and this entrance

and inspection takes place on account of those

confident ones who sit and imagine that they
will participate in the feast because they have
come ! Yes, they have come, but not as loyal

subjects—they sit at the table, but it is as

despisers of the grace of the one Lord and
host. Scarcely has the King entered when
such a one falls under his eye, who is therefore

named as a first specimen of the many, ver. 14.

It was indeed told to him, as to all the rest,

that every one must put on the wedding-gar-

ment offered to him; but his own dress ap-

peared to him sufficient, and in this he has

intruded himself, thinking that he may offer

this to the most gracious King. He has not
indeed despised the feast, but will enjoy it

along with the others; however "he wants to

belong to the number of the happy, while he
will know nothing of terms or conditions"

(Draseke), at least of the one principal condi-

tion, namely, that he renounce what belongs to

self. What belongs to self, however, is before

* Lange says very truly : "This striking feature

of the paraMe would create no difficuliy even if

there existed no trace of the recorded custom.

The poorest man sets his festival garment if he is

called as a favorite to the court." Even in fe-

west this custom quite generally obtains.
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God sin ; the wilfully hypocritical pride of

goodness is in his sight the worst shame and
nakedness. That Christ, by the man who has
not on the wedding-garment, means in the
first place a despiser on sack grounds is clear,

although we may suppose at the same time a

further reference to all to whom in any way
the wedding-garment is wanting; for the par-

able is not meant to say every tkmg, but only
brings forward a principal feature and breaks
off. What now is the garment ? One might
6ay, The course of life, the works—if that is

understood aright, as it is meant in Rev. xix.

8. But quite as well may we say, with
Luther's marginal gloss, This is faith—but
faith that is genuine, loving, sanctifying ; as

Wesley very well expresses it, "the righteous-

ness of Christ, first imputed then implanted."
To have put on Christ, as the apostle says: If
so be that being clothed we shall not be found naked

(2 Cor. v. 3)—this is, and must ever be, how-
ever, a matter of the inner man ; in the last

instance only known to ourselves, and manifest
to the Judge of hearts. Therefore we do not
find here the servants exercising this dis-

crimination ; they merely offered the garments
according to their commission, and turned
away from the door such as were evidently for

coming in beggar's rags without any change of

raiment ; many others, however, passed before

them in the crowd whom they could not
discern. The King's eyes of flame see differ-

ently, and as he sees the unworthy guest, so
he judges him. The still half-friendly kra'ipe,
" friend," just as at chap. xx. 13, is certainly
not meant either here or there in a bitter and
derisive sense (see chap. xxvi. 50). Even in

the mouth of the Judge there is still the con-
descending, convicting question ; and a suffi-

cientanswerandexcuse would still be accepted,
if such were possible. " How earnest thou in

hither, how hast thou dared even to enter, not
to speak of sitting down, without having on a
wedding-garment? Thou knowest well that
this was prepared for thee according to the
right and favor of this feast, and that thou
hast despised it."* This is the sin which alone
is judged; not the first sin with which we

come, but the not receiving the grace that
covers and cancels it.

Verses 13, 14 The Sicchoyoi, ministers, dif-

ferent from the foregoing SovXotf, servants,

are here the angels, as in chap. xiii. 39, 49.

The man bound by these strong ones can make
no resistance

;
just as when struck dumb

before the countenance and word of the King
he could not justify himself. The outer dark-
ness, with the weeping and gnashing of teeth,

was already spoken of, chap. viii. 12 ; it recurs

again at chap. xxv. 30 (xxiv. 51). Thus far

the King in the parable ; the concluding saying
is added by the Lord Jesus in his own person,

taking the place of this King ;* just as in Luke
xiv. 24 he himself spoke the concluding word.
We are already acquainted with this saying

concerning the few who are chosen ; as in

chap. xx. 1G, addressed to the disciples, and
here to the Pharisees in the presence of all

the people. After this parable there is no
need for a word being said against the gratia

irresistibilis of an absolute decree, which is

only put by violence into the words. In like

manner the it oXXoi x\y]roi or hekXtjuevoi,

"many called" or "bidden," are certainly in

the first place only in antithesis to the uAiy ot y

or few; and what is meant to be said is, It will

happen to many as to this one here described !

That our Lord, according to the original decree
and its final execution, calls all, is also in the

parable at least provided for in the wide com-
mission, Call whomsoever ye meet! Say to no
one, Thou art not meant and invited ! but if

any one asks, I also? let your answer be, Yes,
certainly, all, all, whosoever will come ! But
as the Gospel is preached gradually to all in

due time (1 Tim. ii. 6), as the calling of many
is not manifest on earth, we cannot therefore

speak historically of a calling of all. This, at

all events—with the reserve which the Scrip-

ture generally maintains regarding the state

of those who are not called upon earth—the
TtoXXoi, " many," here might indicate ; for the

narrative of the prophetic parable hardly
reaches to the last end of the ways of God

—

the general and last judgment properly speak-

CIIRTST'S ANSWER RESPECTING THE TRIBUTE TO CESAR.

(Matt. xxii. 18-21 ; Mark xii. 15-17 ; Luke xx. 23-25.)

The preceding formally official question of

the unbelieving Jews, with which after three

years full of rejected testimonies and signs

they would begin anew, had issued ill for

those who put it; the Respondent had shamed
them, arrested and caught them in, their own
judgment. Notwithstanding, part of them,
here called the Pharisees, acting always with

* The norjatior. /.it) ex^y indicates this know-
ledge, as Winer rightiy observes in his Grammar.

the same unity of compact and determined
resistance, lay a plot, in the incorrigible folly

of their evil hearts, for entrapping him by
words which they would craftily tempt him to

utter ! He has not yet said enough to them
;

they are bent upon bringing yet greater shams
upon themselves. Such questioning in order
to entangle and take him in an answer had

* Thus we see that the King (ver. 11) is the Son
who ascends the throne, whose oneness with the

Father is thus indicated.
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indeed been an accustomed device of theirs

(Luke xi. 5:5, 54). But now, in these last

days, the evil one especially tempts them to

this scheme ; not knowing that all the yet

remaining testimony for the truth was only

thus to be obtained for the world from the

mouth of Christ. What is said in Psa. xli.

6-10 must go on fulfilling itself.

On this occasion, it is properly speaking the

Pharisaic party, as such, which in a formally

deliberative assembly, dvj.i/3ovAtov, contrives

the new artifice. The rulers keep themselves

for all issues wisely in the background, they
only send their disciples as lyxaSsrovi, or

suborned listeners ; these, however, are in

cunningly-contrived fellowship with the people

(in other respects hated by them) belonging

to the party of Herod, who had just come to

the feast at Jerusalem. (Of these Ilerodians

we have already spoken, Matt. xvi. G.) Eccle-

siastics and politicians, orthodox and liberals,

pietists and free-thinkers—all who, in ordinary

circumstances, go separate ways, are here

found in friendly combination against Christ.

The knaves address the Master (the Pharisees,

of course, being spokesmen, for this they will

not allow to be taken from them), as if they
would learn from him, and as if they would
submit themselves to an utterance of his

authority. The second word is again their
" we know"—not indeed "that thou art come
from God, thtf Messiah "—but " that thou art

true, and teachest the way of God in truth.''''*

Twice do these hypocrites and liars compel
themselves to take into their mouths without
shame the word which judges them ; but this

only aggravated their wicked falsehood, just

as the devil speaks the worst lies even when
he utters truth. "Thou judgest not accord-

ing to men ; and accommodatest thyself to no
man"—as they indeed had often enough expe-
rienced ! "When it concerns teaching the

way of GW, thou regardest not the person of

men"—all this taken together is indeed the

highest praise of a teacher, perfectly applicable

only to the faithful Witness (Rev. i. 5). And
it is here accorded to him by his enemies, who
lie when they speak the truth, and who, on
the other hand, must needs speak the truth

when they think they lie. The wretches think
they can cozen Christ with praise as if he were
one of themselves ; they imagine thus to be
able to gain his confidence—as if he stood in-

this relation to them ! As if he—seeing that
the truth is in him—must not also know what
is in false man ! As if he would give his con-

fidence tu these men whom he basso long known,
when they now all at once strike this new
note ! No poet could portray united falsehood
and folly with more psychological depth and
striking effect, than these miserable men depict
them in themselves, by a word or two from

* In Luke it is somewhat a circumlocution : on
d/33o35 Xeyeii nat diSddueii, i. e , Thou spcak-
est privately and in particular every word, and
publicly and in general all thy teaching—according
to truth.

their own lips, in the simple narrative of the
Evangelists.

And now what will they learn from him
;

what is the question which follows this fine

preface ? It is in truth, in the then existing

circumstances, a very puzzling question respect-

ing the giving of tribute to the Roman emperor.
" Tell us now, with thy well-known frankness,

which we doubt not thou wilt show on this

occasion also, here in the temple before all the

people—tell us opSaii and tit dXr/SsiaS
(correctly and in truth), What thinkesl thou,

what is thy doctrine on this point ? Thou
carest nothing for Ca3sar ; and nothing for

these Herodians, if thou knowest them. Thou
knowest that we Pharisees are not at one
with them on this subject—judge now between
us a true judgment. It is with us an important
matter of conscience whether it be lawful or

not ; nay, rather, it appears to us Pharisees

actually a sin to give tribute to Cajsar, to pay
a poll-tax,* seeing that we already give our
didpa;(ua (didrachm) to the temple of God,
and that the people of Jehovah ought to be
subjected to no heathen government."! After

the first question, eB,£6n dovvai ?) ov; " Is it

lawful to give or not ?" in which the case is

proposed, there follows in Mark the urgent

repetition of the question, doojusv 7/ ju?) 8co/xev;

"Shall we give or not?" "We want a clear

and categorial answer, Yes or No! to this

'burning question' about paying and giving,

which is of so much consequence to all the

people." With such ludicrous boldness do
they expose' themselves to the Holy One, who
has already so often judged them and put
them to Might ; in the vain imagination that

he cannot escape from this cunningly-twisted

snare. Displease one party he certainly must,

they think. For, should he say No (which
was the answer they expected, and wished
for), then the Herodians, who were favorably

disposed to the dominion of the Romans,
would be witnesses to the accusation against

him ; while the Pharisees would be ready, as

"impartial, honest" people, to be joint wit-

nesses with them in such a case ; and the cry

would go forth, he has decided that we should

not give (comp. Luke xx. 20 with xxiii. 2).

Should he say, Yes—then he would compro-
mise himself with the people, who were
expecting emancipation from the yoke of Rome.
And if he should not answer at all, that would
be equally little to the purpose. This is their

plot, and they fail because their wickedness
has blinded them.

Verses 18, 19. They do not need to wait,

their answer comes immediately, but very

contrary to what they expected. With one

glance, and in majestic calmness, he tears in

pieces their net, repels with becoming dignity

the flattery of their lips ; while he accepts

* In Luke q>6po$. which, as distinguished from

rf'AoS, indicates always personal taxes.

t Against the Idumean Herod the entire Sanhe-

drim, appealing to the passage in Deut. xviii. 15,

had declared their protest.
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the truth tliat lay in their words, and gives

them forthwith to their face the desired proof
of the fact that he truly speaks without
regarding the person of men. "Why tunpi

ye me, ye hypocrites? Ye represent your-
selves as tenderly conscientious people (Luke,
dixaioi), and yet hide beneath this pretence

the most perfect malice !" This first word,
accompanied with the majestic glance of holy
judicial anger, would have been quite sufficient

to send them away speechless. But the Lord
will not merely triumph over these enemies
by such a direct demonstration of power ; he
will condescendingly teach them to the last,

even when it is malice that bids him ; he will

yet obediently do the will of him who sent
him to testify for the truth (John xviii. 37).

Thus does his victory become a manifold and
complete one ; thus does his love beat down
their malice, his humility their impudence,
his wisdom their folly ; thus does he bless his

enemies with a salutary rebuke, if they would
only receive it, and utter a great and most
momentous word for Israel and for the whole
world. That word he will utter in a thoroughly
convictive and memorable way, placing it in

concrete connection with something palpable,

so that it may be no mere word. He will

damp the warm and passionate eagerness of
his interrogators —as was becoming to himself,

and beneficial to them—before the utterance
that requires hearing ears comes from his

mouth. He will, finally, make the tempters
themselves, taken in their own snare, produce
the symbolical and real decision of their own
question! Thus does he, in one moment of
simple wisdom, discover more reflection than
they have done by their long deliberation.

''Show or bring me the coin with which ye (in
fspite of your scruples) pay the tribute !"

Mark and Luke say at once 8)]vdpiov, " a

penn)'," which is the same thing. The former
makes Christ use the word cpepsrE, because
they would actually have first to fetch and
produce a Roman denarius; which Christ
indeed foresaw, but yet in his word will not
pre-suppose (as this would somewhat impair
its dignity).* Meanwhile the expectation of
the people is on the stretch ; there is a solemn
stillness which admonishes all who can and
will give heed, to open their ears and their

hearts.

Verses 20, 21. And he does not yet answer
with the first word, does not say Yes or No,
as they had asked of him; but puts another
question in return—What money is this?
whose is this imaoe and superscript ion. ? We see

how he catechises the hypocrites again, as

simply as in that other place (chap. xxi. 31).

They shall and they must continue to testify

* Beii^el infers from what Mark further adds

:

'iva. i'8a>—that I may see it—that Christ till this

time had never had such money before his eyes
;

hut this seems far-fetched and open to easy confu-
tation. The expression simply means: We will

nee how the matter stands; give me the corpus

delicti that I may examine and give judgment upon
it.

against themselves; anil by the extorted an-
swer, " Cc&ar*8," lay the ground upon which
he suddenly takes his stand with the judicial

word which, without Yes or No, more than
sufficiently settles the whole question: llemier

therefore unto CdBsar the things which me Cwsai's,

ami unto God the things that are God's.

If there be any one who feels, or will ac-

knowledge, no fulness and depth of meaning
in this wondrous word of Christ—we pity his

feeling, his understanding, or his exegetical

caprice. When Dr. Justus Jonas calls this

Gospel (the 23d of Trinity) "the troublesome
Gospel which has bitten so many preachers"
—we can understand this only of a pitiful anx-
iety on the part of poor preachers to find a

definite and sharply pointed sensus simplex in

the pregnant words for a short and plain ser-

mon. But when the Wandsbecker Bote says

—

" Andrew* what a fulness of meaning in all

that comes from his mouth ! It reminds me
of those boxes, in which every one is found to

inclose another"—we heartiljr agree with the
observation. But we shall not be satisfied

with merely remarking this ; we shall venture
to open the boxes one after the other, and to

look into them ; in other words, to consider
and develop the fulness of the meaning in due
order.

The first and most direct sense, then, in an-
swer to the question (seeing that the imperial
coin had been shown, and that this was what
was spoken of), is certainly, Render to every

one his tribute ! This connects itself immedi-
ately with the proof given by their hand into
Christ's hand that they have two kinds of coin ;

the Roman, with Ctesar's image and title, and
the holy temple-money with another stamp.
This proves two things : the right of Caesar to

his money ; and the freedom of the temple
and the temple tax, which indeed Caesar had
not yet taken from them. Olshausen speaks
from exegetical caprice, which cannot recon-
cile itself to words being taken typically in

many senses, when he boldly affirms that
" every reference of the tcc rov Seov ral Seg5,
' unto God the things that are God's,' to the
temple tax of half a shekel disturbs the point
of view of the entire narrative." For if ra
KaidapoS, " the things that are Ctesar's,"
means at all events first the coin, and then fig-

uratively much more (which, in opposition to
the universal preaching on this text in Christ-
endom, he cannot and will not deny), the same
must surely hold good of the antithesis in the
other member. The jejune Michaelis is also
right when he demonstrates this first sense.
According to him,f there lay in this question
something of the caustic, genuine Pharisaic
scruple :

" the yearly poll-tax belongs to God,
who has imposed it upon us in his law, and wo
have conscientious scruples against giving to

Cwsar what 'is God's." But the emperor at that

* The ahove quotation is from a dialogue in the
works of Claudius. Andrew is the name of one of
the speakers.

t Mosaisches Betht, part iii., § 173.
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time did not 3-et require, as Vespasian did

afterwards, the half-shekel to be given to the

capitol instead of the temple. Our Lord

first of all indicates this :
" Such money is not

even received in the temple, it is in fact the

coin of the emperor Current among you; ye

may with good conscience, nay ye ought, to

give to each of your two masters his own tax

and coin." A rabbinical rule says, " The coin

of the country shows the master"

—

i.e., actual

subjection follows from the currency of the

accepted coin. Accordingly Christ says to

them in effect: Ye do not in other respects

despise the emperor's money, ye acknowledge
his dominion by your making use of it ; if your
conscience were so tender, then the difficulty

must have occurred to you sooner, and such

money should not at all have been used by
you. This, then, is the first meaning, and
that which lies most evidently on the surface;

but is it, as Michaelis thinks, the sole, the

entire meaning, " only more concisely and ele-

gantly expressed," without ro vo/nd^a or

the coin ? We protest strongly against this,

and proceed still further to open the boxes.

A Dr. Am Ende preached from these words
in the Kreuz-Kirche at Dresden, 175G, before

Frederick the Great, and drew from them as

his theme the Prussian motto, Suum cuique.

Quite justly ; for in the ra KaioapoS—rd
zuv Seov, " the things that are Caesar's—the

things that are God's," with its widening cir-

cle of meaning, Christ really intends further

to say this, and to mark the true distinction

between God and Caesar. He will show that

the two services are quite compatible the one

with the other, leaving no room for any scru-

ple of conscience ; as Solomon, Eccles. viii. 2,

has said of the king of Israel ("which indeed

was not quite the same) and the God of Is-

rael. The questioners have in a manner set

God and men in opposition to each other; so

that the answer, from this point of view,

should allow nothing to Caesar, because his

dominion was contrary to the way of God
with Israel. It is not so, however ; and our

Lord connects together the service of God and
men, although in other respects he will know
nothing of two masters. What a comprehen-
sively general proposition is this ! Even if, as

he does not say exactly ra tojv dvSpoortoov,

the things that are m«/'f, we should understand
no more than all human ordinance and authority

(1. Pet. ii. 13) ; for so much our Lord will cer-

tainly include in what lie says as applicable to

all nations—those also which are not Israel,

and whose rulers are not precisely called

Caesar. But of course he separates by a just

swum cuique, even while he connects : to give to

Caesar what is God's, or vice versa, he will cer-

tainly not permit. And how so? This is just
what the hypocrites do, even when they sup-
pose they do it not, and Christ rebukes them
for this first of all. Make the true distinction

between the tilings which pertain to Caesar
and those which pertain to God ! Make not
the kingdom and government of God over you
to consist in outward things, such as paying

or refusing a tax ; do not confound politics and
religion by the unseasonable application of
theocratic ideas, seeing that, as ye know, the
dealings of God with his Israel have often
enough been by foreign dominion. Only we
must here guard against a misunderstanding of

this saying, which was formerly more frequent
than it is now, namely, that what is outward
and earthly should be, as it were, thrown over
to the state, as being of no importance. Thus
our Lord would be made to say :

" Ye have
enough to do with God, ye who, as true
SiKQiiOL or 'just persons,' would act accord-

ing to my advice. What matters to you the

tax of Caesar, and such other things ? Only
surrender without concern every thing earthly

and outward, money and land, bod}"- and life,

to your king, whoever lie may be, how much
soever of these he will have, and keep the soul

for God !" No ! far be it from our Lord thus

to degrade government, thus falsely to sever

the outward from the inward !* He teaches

quite as decidedly on the other side :
" Seek

and maintain the true unity in your duty and
obligation toward God and man ! Serve

Caesar for God's sake, who has placed him
over you, as once he did Nebuchadnezzar over

vour fathers." Thus does it harmonize with
Jer. xxvii. 6-11, xxix. 7, and Rom. xiii. ; 1

Pet. ii. 13, 14, as also John xix. 11. To be a

dutiful subject of Caesar, and to be an obedi-

ent servant of God, are quite compatible the one

with the other, so far as, and because, God has

given dominion to Caesar; consequently, to

give Caesar his own for God's sake, means
properly, only to obey God. Thus does Christ

decide—in cases of collision arising from hypoc-
risy, self-will, or fanaticism—against all carnal

zealots or falsely spiritual Quakers ; while it

is evident that the very same words decide

upon every genuine case of collision in which
the obe3'ing of God rather than man must
take effect.! The second clause, in which he
gives the confirmation of the first, continues

indeed at the same time the limitation, express-

ing the true limits of obedience. This inner

connection of the two clauses thus apprehend-
ed leads, however, again a step further into

the depth of the meaning.
The distribution of the clauses by Weste}*-

iB

not altogether wrong : Ye Pharisees, render to

Caesar his due ! Ye Herodians, especially ren-

der to God his due! This, however, is only

the application that lies on the surface, for

* Rud. Matlhai calls the Lord's saying " a com-
mand which indeed suppresses the subordination of

Caesar to God, but not the separation of God from
Caesar."

f Mendelssohn (in his Jerusalem), however, was
very wrong when he thonoht, this utterance of

Christ exhibits an evident case of opposition and col-

lision of duties ! No, the counsel which Christ here

gives is truly no Pharisaic advice to serve two mas-
ters, to halt between two opinions, to carry the

tree on both shoulders—as MendeKsohn received

answer from Hamann {Golgotha and Shcblhiini, in

Roth, vii. 63).
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Christ will certainly say also to the Pharisees,

nay to all men, Give to God what, in Qod'sl If

now we consider this word first in its own
depth of meaning, and bring it into its own
analogous relation to the question respecting

the image and superscription in the first paral-

lel clauses, new and important thoughts will

result, which, indeed, Christians even from
early times have not overlooked. The strik-

ing question asked by our Lord respecting the
image cannot have been without special pur-
pose and significance; it was by no means in-

tended merely to bring out the proof of this

particular coin being Cassarh, for we know the
manner in which Christ is wont to connect
spiritual truths with outward and sensible

objects. He who will not go beyond the coin,

must also, for example, limit Luke x. 41, 42 to

the meat. But there Martha understood bet-

ter what was the one thing needful ; and here
the Pharisees are astonished at the way in

which Christ, in every answer, baffles and re-

bukes them. Therefore, " That which bears

Caesar's image is, as belonging to Ca>sar, to be
given to him ; but that which bears God's im-
age belongs to God !" At first, indeed, it

might appear as if the answer of Christ really

said nothing, and as if now the controversy
properly begins, as to what is God's and what
is Caesar's. But why did the hypocrites not
proceed to ask this ? Because they had still

a conscience ! The Lord speaks for and to the
conscience—therefore he can and must be un-
derstood ! This is, in general, his manner.
Here, with all its depth, nothing was simpler
or more natural than this sudden advance
which he makes; for it is the capital doctrine

of Moses, at the very beginning, that man was
created after the image of God. The usual

dogmatic account of the entire lo^s of this im-
age, however, is not found precisely either in

Moses or elsewhere in the Scripture ; but
rather the opposite (see Gen. ix. ; James iii.

9 ; Acts xvii. 29). The comparison of the
entire man to a stamped coin is one which
came from the lips of Christ once before, Luke
*v. 8, 9 (which will be explained subsequent-
ly). Here, however, he speaks not in the first

place of a restoration of the image (as Clemens,
S'rom. vi. 644, 6 SiuaioS v6iu6/ia nvpiov ys-
vouevoS uai xapay/ita. (iafiiXixov cxvcxSe-
Brij.iti'o?, " the righteous man, who is the
Lord's coin and has received a royal stamp"),
but of the stamp as being still there, and on
account of which the rendering to God is re-

quired. Cresar is satisfied with money and
goods, obedience and honor rendered in the
outward act ; but God requires the whole man,
the entire heart in every act. Ye men, give

yourselves to God !—thus does Christ teach
the whole way of God for all in truth. Chief-

ly, ye nun of Israel (who, as belonging to Cod,
would refuse yourselves to Ctosar). who, in

addition to the image, bear in yourselves a

special superscription , which holds forth that
image and makes it known.* They desired

* Although iniaga and superscription may also

that he would show them the way of God ; he
willingly does so, even in answer to such a re-

quest, and it is the same way of righteousness

which the Baptist had already preached to

them. Yet not as if, with Ebrard, we were
to take the word too superficially as meaning
—Give repentance to God, that is his tribute

and due ! No, in repentance, in faith, in obe-

dience, give yourselves entirely to Cod. " Thou
must give thy money indeed to Csesar, but
thyself to God ; for what will remain over for

God, if every thing belongs to Cajsar?" (Ter-

tullian, Idol. c. 15.) Ye belong to yourselves
just as little as does the tribute money which
is due from you. What a significant answer
to these hypocritical zealots, who (to speak
again with the Wandsbecke;) have something
to ask regarding the silver image of Caesar,

but nothing about the image of God ! Here-
in, final \y, the last idea opens itself up as the
innermost kernel of the complete, altogether
sufficient answer; namely, the explanation
whi/ this seeming contradiction to their dignity

as the people of God is imposed upon them,
why what is relatively not right has come to

be right, why Israel should and must pay tri-

bute to the Roman emperor. If ye had done

the second^ then the first would not have been
required of you: If ye had given to God what
is God's, then ye might have been quite free

to serve on\y this your King !
" That ye have

two masters is the penalty of your sin " (Yon
Meyer). Is not this again the clear doctrine
of Moses and the prophets ; is it not the way
of God with Israel, ever and anon since the

period of the Judges, that the departure from
Jehovah has been punished by subjection to a

foreign power? Here again Claudius speaks
with surpassing excellence: "In general, the
question as a whole was a very awkward ques-
tion ; and just the same as if an adulterer

were to ask whether it is right to pay the
penalty affixed to the crime of adultery."

This principle of God, this rebuking demon-
stration of that principle, stretches back to

the setting up of the Israelitish kingdom with
Saul, which was originally not according to

the will of God. They had even then rejected
the Lord their God, that he should not be
King over them ; God gave them a king in his

anger, and made this the occasion of a new
display of grace and glory, in the abundant
vouchsafement of his gracious guidance under
David and Solomon. But this people never
accommodated themselves to the way of their

God. Already, in the wilderness, when God
said, Go up that ye may possess the land !

they would not ; but when he said, Go not up!
then they went and were smitten (Num. xiv.

40-45). When God was their King they re-

jected him ; when he gave them over to the

hands of strangers that they might know what
is the service of God and what the service of

the kingdoms of the countries (2 Chron. xii.

be understood severally of the feeling of God re-

maining in every man, and the knowledge corres-

ponding thereto, now indeed very indistinct.
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g)—then they rebelliously resisted, instead of

seeking deliverance from the Lord in repent-

ance. In particular, the questioners on this

occasion were, properly speaking, such as were

inclined to submit to the authority neither of

God nor Caesar; and yet the dominion of Cae-

sar had been imposed upon them on account

of sin, to bring them back from sin to God.

Verily this answer of Christ's was truly scrip-

tural, conformable to the law and the prophets,

theocratic, orthodox, and to be received with-

out contradiction.*

See, now, in this type immediately referring

to Israel, but of general application, how the

wise and faithful Master, as Teacher of the

whole world, here actually in one or two
plain words, which merely take up the matter
as it lies before him and lay open its inner sig-

nificance, gives the true answer to the ever-

recurring question of proud, obstinate man,
who seeks a false freedom in what is outward :

Shall we pay tribute, obey, be subject to,

emperors and kings? In this answer every

thing on every side is duly proportioned, and
the inexhaustible text developes itself ever

anew and ever richly as an answer, according

as the question is put. The question of right is

turned into a question of history : How came we
under such dominion ? Again, grasping this

still more deeply, it becomes a question of con-

science, running thus : But wherefore ? And an
oppressed people must begin answering the

last, to which "neither historical nor juridical

knowledge is requisite."! All revolutionary

spirits have here their answer, which teaches

them that reform must begin from within and
work out, begin with the one thing needful

;

condemnation is pronounced equally upon so-

called passive resistance refusing to pay tribute,

and upon active insurrection, from which it in

fact does not essentially differ. All who lust

for a republic (in the period of the new cove-

nant, <vhen the theocracy, plainly shown to

be an impracticable attempt so long as sin

remains, has given place to the kingdom of

Christ) are referred not only to the image
upon the coin, but at the same time (which is

also implied in this) to the image of God in

the earthly majesties, to the necessity that
eh xoipavoS e6roo (let there be one sovereign)

of there being, in general, one safeguard and
security for order and unity in lawful inter-

course, as every one cannot stamp the coin.

All Papists, who, with their church as a self-con-

stituted unwarranted theocracy, would swal-

low up the state, and all Hegelians, who
would let what is called the church be absorbed
in the state, receive their answer here respect-

ing the true relation determined by Christ

between the two ; the same doctrine which
the reformers, and before them the apostles,

taught, according to the mind of Christ, con-

cerning the right and distinction of worldly
authority. But all servile Herodians, and
flatterers of princes, together with hypocrites

before God, receive the admonition to be
subject only in so far as it is right in the sight

of God ; and for conscience sake to pay to

Caasar also the tribute of testimony to the

truth, by reminding him that power has been
given to him from above, only for righteous-

ness. In short, "the ultras on all sides are

justly repelled by this short answer."* Oh
that they would not merely let themselves be
repelled, as was the case with these tempters

:

They were astonished, left him (as he had left

them, chap. xxi. 17), and icent away! Here,

again, they received the one, first and last

word of the Son who came to seek the fruits!

Give yourselves to God .' But this they will not

hear, they will not go this way of God, they
will not know and learn this truth ;

therefore

they go away, instead of becoming the honest

disciples of this Master.

ANSWER CONCERNING THE RESURRECTION.

(Matt. xxii. 29-32; Mark xii. 24-27; Luke xx. 34-33.)

The Sadducees were certainly not present on

this occasion to hear how he had stopped the

mouth of the Pharisees ; therefore their mouth
is still open, as if inviting him to deal in like

manner with themselves. On the same day—
i. e., still in these last days, when all these

things happened, and during which no one
would be behind in attacking him—the)7

brought their question for his discomfiture
;

and thus drew from him for the world a great

word, the profound answer to all unbelief in

the living; God of the living. These were

* As Lex expresses himself on this point in Otto's

Denkschrift des Rerbomer Seminars for 1849.

t See Zeller, Monatsb!. 1840, No. 12.

those who, with error equally bold and foolish,

said that there wras no resurrection of the

body ; and, thence, according to all the ideas

entertained among the Jews (and according to

the truth of God's word, which does not sepa-

rate the two), that there was, in general, no
immortality, no continued existence of man
after death as xvevpa, or spirit; see Acts
xxiii. 8.f They bring before him as actual

* The Friedensbote von Hamburg (in Hoffman and
Campe, 1822, p. 68.)

f This is plainly meant there ; not that in gene-

ral they deny "spirit," in the sense 'n which the

word is eow used with us, i, e,, " the reality and
truth of the spiritual world."
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history a curious case, which was at least

possible, in order to put their question ill the

keenest form—a case which was probably not

then for the first time imagined, but which
was ahead}- a common and hackneyed jest

against the resurrection, as indeed the like are

current enough among the Sadducees of this

day. Moses has said: thus they begin their

incontrovertible demonstration (although cun-

ningly, scarce suppressing a smile, they after-

wards only put a question), that Moses, in this

as in all his laws, could not possibly have
pre-supposed a " resurrection." Seven brothers

had all married one wife successively, without
issue : all those who followed married in order

to raise up seed to the first ; i. e., according to

Moses' meaning, to raise up, so to speak,

his after-growth out of his grave*—beneath
which, however, according to the design of

the wilful inquirers, there lies a half-restrained

sensual sneer at the whole Mosaic ordinance.

They all died, however, without effecting

the'u object, for the woman was barren ; last

of all the woman died, also, as, indeed, all men
die. And now, if with this dying all is not

over, as we say, then in the so-called ' resur-

rection" (Mark, or a v dvadrcodt, ironically

for et—on the so-called last day, in which we
would so willingly believe, if thou wouldst
solve our doubts in regard to it), how strange

will be the claim of seven men to one woman
;

whose then will she be ? The same question

might be asked in the case of every second
marriage of a widow or a widower ; but they
take their stand here upon the commandment of
Moses, and therein lies the emphasis of their

question: Did Moses, then, when he made
such ordinances for this life, take for granted
another life after this, and prepare such confu-

sion for that life? We may well admire the

patience, gentleness, and wisdom of the Lord
Jesus towards this folly, when we hear his

answer

!

Verse 29. The same thing which he here

at first answers to these fools, who honestly

made a show of their folly, he might, in a

deeper sense, say also to the Pharisees ; indeed

he said it to them in a certain sense as often as

he referred them to the Scripture, which was
read, but not known or understood by them.

Yet there is a well-founded difference to be
observed in the expression. With keener re-

buke he concedes to the Pharisees a certain

knowledge of the Scriptures (possessing the

key of knowledge, Luke xi. 52), although,

indeed, not the true searching into them which
is first of all required (John v. 39) ; at all

events, their error is more manifestly shown to

be a culpable error, a not-willing. In the case

of the Sadducees, on the other hand, although

with them also the more deeply underlying

ground of their ignorance and en or is only to

be found in the evil will, he yet alleges against

them, first of all, the milder charge of neglect-

ing all, even the least searching of the Scrip-

tures, an inconsiderate passing over them

* As Lange rightly explains it

without the thought that there is the Scripture,

consequently also the power of God. Where-
fore it is that he says so often to those

Pharisees—Have ye readers and knowers of

Scripture never read or known this or that 7

While to these Sadducees he says only—Ye
read the Scripture not at all with understand-

ing as ye ought ! To those he says beforehand

Ye hypocrites—to these, as parallel with that,

Ye err. Thus does he give to every one his

own ; to the " enlightened," with their pride of

better knowledge, he ascribes precisely the

worse error.

This erring which, in a spirit equally gracious

and severe, he ascribes to them, was not

merely the special error as to the resurrection,*

which they had frankly brought before him
(with a sincere conviction, and in so far better

than those hypocrites), but the fundamental

erring as regards the knowledge of the living

God in general, of which, as he soon shows
them, their saying thai there is no resurrection.

was only the natural result. Not to know
and acknowledge God in his eternal power
and godhead—this is pre-eminently and, prop-

erly speaking, the innermost error of tho

unbeliever. From that proceeds all further

folly of unbelief; all ignorance of every doc-

trine which stretches beyond the life of the

senses ; all despising and transgressing of the

divine commandment, which has power and
meaning only for immortal men; all theoreti-

cal rejection of doctrine, and practical violation

of morality, as these go necessarily hand in

hand, not merely in the consistently developed

Sadducees of the time of Christ, but in all

who are like them in every age. Now it is

true that the voice of the living God ever

speaks in reason and conscience, even to the

natural man who has corrupted himself through

the lusts of error (Eph. iv. 22), and goes on

corrupting himself, seeking death in the error

of his life (Wis. i. 12)—and in so far it might

be said also to the heathen, Ye err because ye

know not the truth which is yet in yourselves.

But our Lord speaks here to the Sadducees

who live in Israel, and can talk of that which

Moses has said ; therefore he at once calls the

superadded revelation of the truth by the true

God, Scripture. Where this Scripture is, with

the outward knowledge of its existence, there

the sole and essential reason of every error

in divine things is nothing else than the

not knowing this Scripture: this has been

proved in a thousand ways down to our own
day.f In this first word (omitted by Luke) of

* Or after all even (according to Hase. himself

not knowing the ancient Scripture)—the Sadducean,

probably old Mosaic (therefore truly onhodox!)
supposition of a kingdom of shadows, which Christ

refuted here, not with Scripture, but only with

dialectical adroitness !

t Kcxi ydp kvrevSsv rd p.vpia eq>v xaxd,
and r?/S zoov ypaqxav dyvoiaf evrevBev rf

noXXi) raiv aip£6ea>v £JiXd6rr]6t\vpr]yi.v-
Tsv3e.v oi i}peXt])x£voi fiioi, errevSer oi

dxEpdeiS no voi (Ohrysostom).
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the answer, the Jin) elSorsS, "not knowing."
in Matthew is designed at all events to indicate

the reason of the erring ; as Mark gives promi-

nence to tbis in the form of the question, o t!

8 i d t ov r o 7zAard()3e ; " Do 3
re not there-

fore err V
The revealed word of God then takes away

all error by its truth ; and in particular this

word, as being written by the Holy Ghost,

and summed up in the Scripture—let this

axiom, here unconditionally expressed and
taken for granted, in the mo*th of the true

and faithful Witness, be well considered! All

philosophy and all so-called theology which
has no Holy Scripture—which is not built

upon this foundation, and does not learn what
it knows from this source—is, when it opposes

the existing Scripture with "kiyetv ftrj sivai,

with saying xchal is and what is iiot, a foolish

not-knowing, a great error. When Christ

puts the Scripture, rightly known, in opposi-

tion to all error, he thereby declares it to be
itself free from error and infallible ; namely, in

its unity and totality as i) ypacpi/ which can-

not be broken (John x. 35). He says here
indeed ra'5 ypacpdi* in the plural ; but this

is partly to bring to the recollection of the
Sadducees the other Scriptures, besides those

of Moses, which were still more misunderstood
by them, and partly to point to the necessity

of connecting one Scripture with another—as

is done by himself in this very instance

—

whereby alone their complete truth can be
ascertained.! Already in the article ra'5 the
unity is sufficiently expressed. This unity,

however, distributes itself over the entire

multiplicity of the canon : this entire canon,
then, existing and accredited among the .Tews,

Christ here confirms, in all its separate books,
when he says ai ypacpai—speaking of course

of the same writings which were so called at

that time. Let this, too, be well considered !

All that is true of the one saying of God in

Moses, which he here interprets as indeed
pr/Sev vita zov Seov, according to the power
of God, is therefore true of every saying and
verse of the Jewish canon, which he has

beforehand comprised in raS ypaepd?.
Ye err ! This he, in whom there is no error

or sin, testifies against the erring ones, sadly

accusing them, loftily judging them ! This is

more than if one professor should now say

to another, " You are mistaken, doctor, as it

appears to me." Against Ids " Ye err," there
is no appeal ; whoever, then, declines his au-
thority, in order first to inquire whether the
Lord Christ may not himself err— let him sec

whither he will carry things, and where he
will stop by so doing ! Ye err because ye know

* Not rd dXrjBT? rdiv ypcccp&v , according to

the apocryphal understanding of ihn words, as if ii

were intruded '• to distinguish what is false in the
Scripture from what is true." Indeed Ililgpufeld

makes out precisely this to be the genuine form,
altered in Mark

!

f Ov8ef.ua ypaq>i] rrj hripa evavria 16ti
(Justin Martyr).

not the Scriptures ! The second word in this ut-
terance, spoken by him who has, from his

youth upwards, learned all truth from these
Scriptures by the Spirit—not acquiring it, in-

deed in the regular course of the students of

that day from the teachers, whom as a youth
he had perplexed b}' his questions, but vet all

the more truly learning it, so that he is now
more learned than the learned (John vii. 15).

He speaks thus, all whose thinking and speak-
ing, from the first to the last word of his

mouth, moved upon the deep basis of Scrip-

ture and amid its unlocked treasures ; to whom
the Scripture had been his rudiments, and
would be his prayer-book on the cross. When
he puts the unerring Scripture in opposition
to all error, when he declares these books to

be true in the same word which says to the
people who preserved them, Ye do err—more
is thereby affirmed and decided than by all the

well or ill meant locis de Scriptura, and theo-

ries of inspiration propounded by dogmatists
and reformers and apologists, or their oppo-
nents. But the third word comes in addition

to the second, and belongs essentially to it,

as giving ground and emphasis for us to the
decisive affirmation, so that we may under-
stand wherefore and how the Scripture is to be
learned and known—ye know not the Scrip-

ture nor the power of God ! All commentators
who, hastily passing over this, find here only

a reference to the dvd6va6ii or resurrection

that was denied, are themselves deeply in er-

ror, overlooking the fact that Scripture and
power are here in the first place correlates, as

letter and spirit. Our Lord certainly means
to say: These are indeed books written by
men, in the language of men ; but yet, unlike

other books, in them the power of God wit-

nesses and attests itself, in this word and let-

ter lives and speaks the Spirit, in the ypdppa
is the nvEvpa. This, then, is the order and
connection of the ideas : The power of God,
in which the Scripture is written ; of which,

therefore, it testifies ; and according to which
it is also to be understood and interpreted (2
Pet. i. 20, 21). (See shortly after, Matt. xxii.

43, Iv TtvEvuari.) If the Jewish Scribes,

following the expression of Josephus, called it

alone true wisdom to be able ti)v rdir iepoov

ypa/Afidroov Svvajtuv epur]V£v6ai (to inter-

pret the force of the Holy Scriptures)—so

thinks also the Master in Israel ; but he in the

true spirit and the true power, and they, the

erring ones, in slavish adherence to the letter.

One can become a rr)v 8 v v a /« i v rwv
ypappdrcov epprjvevcjai 8vvd[ievoS
(one (Me to interpret the force of the Holy
Scriptures) only by yielding up his heart to

God: in proportion as thou renderest to God
what is God's, will he show and give to thee
what is his, and what is to become thine, even
himself as thy God ! "Our eye must be di-

rected to God and his mind ; this gives to the
Scripture the power which it always has in it-

self" \Berlenb. BU)le). "Beneath all the let-

ters of the Scripture lies the Spirit: he who
takes all together with upright heart will not
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miss the Spirit. But they miss it who sepa-

rate what stands connected, namely, the Scrip-

ture and the power of God " (Oetinger).

Therefore, more particularly, because every

word of the Scripture proceeds from the Spirit

and mind of the ever-living God, so also, in

its innermost sense, does it return to this, that

we should live before and in God, otherwise
the Scripture, as the word of God, would be
in contradiction with itself. According to the

sense of the Spirit the entire Scripture aims and
points at eternal life—certifies the denied resur-

rection. Hence the word of Christ here de-

clares the same thing which Augustine has

otherwise expressed :
" Oculi in tan turn vidcnt

(in Scriptura) in quantum moriuntur huic

sseculo ; in quantum autem huic vivunt, non
vident (the eyes see in Scripture in proportion

as they die to this world ; but in proportion
as they live to this world, the}' do not see).*

Unbelief knows not the eternal power and
godhead of the living personal God out of

and above nature, therefore, also, it knows
not the supernatural power and meaning of

the Scripture, in which the I of this God
speaks to us, reveals and imparts itself to us.

But the power of God is an omnipotence
which quickens what is dead (Rom. iv. 17;
Acts xxvi. 8), and the raising again also of the
flesh is performed by the same Spirit who
speaks to us and dwells in us (Rom. viii. 11).

It is by the power and in the power of God
(1 Cor. vi. 14; xv. 43). Certainly, "the res-

urrection is no process of nature, but a mira-
cle of omnipotence.' 1

It is not metaphysical
reasons drawn from the simple and indestruct-

ible nature of the human soul, it is not proud-
ly speculative dreamings which make the
spirit of man to be God, or such like, that
Christ here lays down as a basis from which to

confute the Sadducees of all times; but the
will expressed in the word, the power attested

by the word of him who is the 6 juovoS £x°° v

aSavatiiar, " who alone hath immortality "

(1 Tim. vi. 16), but who hath said to man, " I

am thy God," and therefore man also lives.

" Man should see the possibility of the resur-

rection in the power of God, and the reality or

truth of the fulfillment in the Spirit of the

entire Scripture, in which it has been prom-
ised as the aim and end of the Divine decree "

(Kleuker).

Oh how severely does this interpretation of

Christ (not at all like Dopke's Henneneutics of
the New Testament "writers") rebuke the piti-

ful error of all those blind critics who can
hardly find an immortality in the Old Testa-
ment from the beginning, nothing more at

best than a notion about a resurrection which
found its way into the Old Testament from
heathen sources ! The Law of Moses, as such,

if we look in the first place at the isolated

letter of it, knew only of cursing and blessing

within the limits of the earthly life, and a

very proper point of view from which to re-

Zinzendorf: "Reason digs beside it, levity

sweeps past it, pride flies over it."

gard this has already been plainly shown by
Warburton : it was the most striking legiti-

mation of this law for the carnal people that

its threatening and promising were to come
into operation directly upon earth. But inas-

much as the living God, the Eternal, by this

immediate distribution of reward and punish-

ment, placed himself in most direct inter-

course with his son Israel, this temporal

rewarding and punishing could appear only as

the pledge and type of an eternal. For that

which God gives or does, in blessing or cursing,

cannot be confined within a span of time.

Can we suppose that the Lord, wdio visits the

sins of the fathers upon the children, should

have prepared no judgment for the fathers

themselves who are spared upon earth, or, on

the other hand, that the piety of his faithful

ones should have its entire reward in—long

life and prosperity on the earth ? The letter

of the law, which raised this question, there-

by already indicated in the spirit the answer.

The "life " promised by God through Moses

must already have been life eternal; as Christ

acknowledges and confirms (Matt. xix. 16, 17),

not as an after-interpretation, but as the open-

ing up of the sense belonging to every word
spoken by God according to the power of God.

So Calvin, in his two excellent chapters " de

similitudine V. et N. T. and de differentia

unius testamenti ab altero" (Institt. lib. 2, cap.

10, 11), with penetrating clearness, lays down
as the first of the three principal reasons for

the " similitudo vel potius unitas :" " Non
carnalem opulentiam ac felicitatem metam
fuisse Judseis propositam ad quam demum ad-

spirarent, sed in spem immortalitatis fuisse

cooptatos ; atque hujus adoptionis fidem illis

fuisse turn oraculis, turn lege, turn prophetis

certo factam." Likewise Pascal says :
" In

the promises of the Old Testament every one

finds what lies at the bottom of his own heart,

temporal blessings or blessings of the Spirit

;

the first, however, with, the second without,

contradiction." The key to the enigma of

Job's history, which Moses had already in the

wilderness known and written for Israel, is to

be found in Job xix. 25-27, where Vaihingcr,

again erring, finds an immortality without a

resurrection, which is inconceivable not mere-

ly in the entire Word of God, but even in true

philosophy.*
But if any one will begin from below and

inquire concerning the " Hebraism," rather

than concerning what God says to this people

from above, let such a one hear a man whose
writings still wait for their proper disciples,

the profound thinker Molitor. " The suppo-

sition that the ancient people of God lived

only in the outward, and had no idea of im-

mortality, is in every case extremely incon-

sistent. Granted that Moses had borrowed
the idea of his law from the Egyptians, and
that the whole Mosaic legislation was merely

the project of a great national leader, it would,

* [Molitor] Philosophie dcr Geschichte oder uber did

Tradition, 1. 202. Fraukt'ort-on-ihe-Main. 1827
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in fact, be incomprehensible why, even as a poli-

tician, be did not introduce into his legislation

rewards and punishments after death, especi-

ally as faith in these had been taught not

merely in the Egyptian mysteries, but had

even been a common popular idea in Egypt.

To a people, however, who, in the midst of

heathen nations, could be inspired with the

sublime idea of rising to the one only invisible

God (without form and likeness)—to such a

people the faith in immortality cannot have

been so high and remote a thing, but must
have been quite congenial to their inmost na-

ture. This faith is even so natural to mankind
generally, that there never was a people alto-

gether without the idea of a future life, other-

wise they must have been sunk to a level with

the brute creation." Far beyond what is im-

plied in the phrase, "gathered to their fa-

thers," which is said even of those who were

not buried with their fathers—far beyond

the popular conception of the dark realm of

shadows parallel to that of the heathen—far

beyond this reaches the view of an Abraham,
whose God the Lord was, and who spoke with

him as with a friend from whom he can con-

ceal nothing. Resting in his God as a child

on its mother's bosom, he knew most assuredly

by simple faith, without much yvtidii, or sci-

entific knowledge, that the mother will not

readily destroy her child. In the offering up

of Isaac he even rose in thought to the re-

quickening of the body by the power of God.

But Abraham's God could set before the seed

of his chosen servant, as the end of their faith,

nothing less than the eternal recompense, in-

stead of the enjoyment of sin for a season.

All concealing, and thereby removing of 'the

limits between the present and the future life

in the promises and thrcatcnings of the law

and, the prophets, was not so much a with-

drawing as rather a hinging near of the future

life to the present, a certain embodied de-

scent of the eternal recompense into the

sphere of time. The hope of life in God after

death " rested on the inward feeling of trust

in that God who is love, and on the convic-

tion of its being impossible that all the glori-

ous manifestations of his grace towards those

who honor and love him could be wasted only

on vanishing shadows. It was the Spirit of

God, then, which assured them also of eter-

nal life."* They said, " Thy mercy, Lord,

endureth for ever ;" and to the sigh of the

soul, " Forsake not the work of thine own
hands," the answer was given, " I cannot and
will not forsake it !" Quae divinitus injuncta

illis fuit vivendi conditio, assiduum erat exer-

citium quo admonerentur, se omnium esse

miserrimos si in hac modo vita felices essent

(Calvin). And this inner spiritualf experi-

* J. G. M tiller, Vom Glauben der Christen, ii. 202.

f For assuredly " those only can speak of immor-
tality in a purely religious way who have already

in themselves the higher life which alone is worthy
of the victory over death " (Schleiermacher, Seden
uber die Religion, p. 202).

ence of the faithful, strengthened and exalted
from time to time by addresses and monitions

from God, was the secret tradition, of the

Sv va^tiS Seov in the ypcxepi) or Script are.

With all this, however, we will not deny the

diilerence expressed 2 Tim. i. 10 between the

Old and New Testament, between the strug-

gling, mi-sgiving faith of the fathers, and the

clear, firm footing which we have in the res-

urrection of our Saviour from the dust. " It

was quite the reverse with the Israelites

"

(from what it was with the heathen who be-

lieved in an existence after death in general,

yet not in a coming to God), "inasmuch as

with the former, faith in a living God takes the

first place; and the faith in a future life, ne-

cessarily included in this, very seldom appears,

and not at all as a doctrine, but, as it were,

grows and increases with the ever more clear-

ly manifested promise of the Sun of Righteous-
ness, and in the fulness of time shines forth

with full splendor."* The reader will pardon
this excursus against the Sadducean error, as

concerned with Old Testament exegesis; we
do not think that we have thereby disgressed,

but have merely referred the emphatic " Ye
do err," which Christ here speaks, to those to

whom it properly applies at this day ; and at

the same time supplied all the fundamental
ideas necessary to the understanding of his

subsequent exegetical inference—viz., God is

not a God of the dead!

Verse 30. Ye Sadducces then do err: since,

in the power of God, the Scripture holds forth

an eternal life, there is, then, also a resurrection

of the body ; for, without the body, there is

as yet no life of the entire man.f After his

introductory words, with which every thing

was already said, Christ now, in the first place

with unoffending calmness, speaks of the cer-

tain resurrection, in opposition to their Iv rrji

dvoc6Tci6£i, spoken in mocker}'', and accepts

the word from their sneering lips in simple

earnestness. (Mark has also orav dvcx6rco6i,

precisely as the mockers had before spoken.)

After this comes a still more special proof

from Scripture : on kysipovrai, that the

dead rise again. But while Christ here anni-

hilates at one blow the ridiculous difficulty of

the Sadducees, he at the same time refutes the

carnal conceptions of the Pharisees; for the

Talmud sometimes speaks of those who aro

raised, with as much grossness as the Koron.\

* Krummacher, Die chrisdiche Volkschule tm Ban-
do mit der Kirche, p. 291.

f As the reflection in 2 Mace. xii. 43 fol., knows
as yet of no other continuance after death, than

what consists in waiting for the resurrection. When
Judas cares for the dead as still alive, he has pre-

cisely the resurrection in his mind. [The passage

in the Book of the Maccabees speaks of Judas as

"collecting two thousand drachm* of silver, and
sending them to Jerusalem, that a sin-offering

might be made : and this was a praiseworthy act,

since he had in mind the resurrection."]

\ For example, Sohar : A woman who has two
husbands in this world, is, in the other world, given

to the first
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The resurrection taught by Christ and the
Scripture certainly does not restore the present
flesh and blood, which cannot inherit the

kingdom of God. Whatever ha h sprung from
the fill'* and exists in consequence of death
and in connection with death—such as the
present union of the sexes in order to the gen-
eration of new mortals—that is done away
with /f Here Luke has a more exact and
noteworthy exposition of the sa)'ing which is

simply abridged in Matthew and Mark. The
children of thin world: that is, as the antithesis

shows, not in the same sense as Luke xvi. 8

and elsewhere ; it does not mean that those

who are in other respects worthy of attaining

to the other world, i. e., the children of God,
should not marry on earth,! but that the

saints in the flesh marry and are given in mar-
riage, so long as they have not yet become

partakers of that life in the spiritual body.

Where there is no more " dying " (as in the

case of the seven men and the woman), there

is no more need of a propagation of the race,

no more quickening the seed of a mortal life

from the work of the flesh and of death. (On
this analogy between generation and corrup-

tion, information may be obtained from physi-

ologists, as Schubert.) Children <f God—this

means here the completed vio3s6ia, or adop-

tion, including also the body (Rom. viii. 23; 1

John iii. 1, 2), and is parallel with children or

heirs, partners of the resurrection, to whom
the children of death stand opposed (children

of God and of the resurrection—in other

respects there are no longer children and
parents). At the same time, according to the

usage of D^rpS ^3, Sons of God, the express-

ion reaches beyond this so as to comprehend
the likeness to the angels, the assurance of

which the first two Evangelists alone have
preserved. They are not 1662 eoi, eqnal to

Got!, but viol zov Beov, " Sons of God ;" nor
have they, as the saying now runs, become

angels, and yet as glorified men they are cer-

tainly itiayyeXoi, equal to the angels. As
the angels—those powers of God that streamed
forth in personal form in the first creation, of

whom, although they are mentioned in Scrip-

ture (even by Moses), you Sadducees affirm

also a foolish pi) tlvai, or non-existence. Is

this too an accommodation to current fictions,

on the part of him who rebuked every error ?§

* A new proof here of this truth indicated in

Moses ; for what is conformable to the original

imaae of God in man, cannot be destroyed in

eternity.

f As may certainly be found taught also in

Jewish Witlings, differently from that adduced

before; see the pai-sages in Sepp, iii. 268.

\ As the heretic Mat cion pervei ted the passage,

ediu-ing from it even a Deus illiusavi, who pi escribes

to his people Jam hie non nubcre, quia non sunt filii

hujus <evi.

ty
Somewhat as Bahidt interpreted :

" They shall

then become such beings as you rrpiesent to your-

selves in the angels," forgettiug that the words

ffere addicssed to Sadducees.

He speaks, indeed, of angels as being quite as

truly personal, as the actual persons of men
who married in this world. But it is self-

evident that he can, .and does, understand this

likeness to the angels only of those who are

raised to blessedness. There is certainly, as

Paul afterwards teaches, agreeing with tho

Pharisees, a future resurrection of the dead,

both of the just and the unjust (Acts xxiv.

15) ; or as Christ, agreeing with the prophets,

expresses it, "a resurrection of life and a res-

urrection of condemnation" (John v. 29;
Dan. xii. 2). The everlasting shame and con-

tempt, however, does not deserve to be called

a resurrection in the higher sense ; but the

condition of the body of the damned is a

fearful mystery. Therefore also does the
Scripture conceal it, and the New Testament
speaks chiefly of the resurrection of the just

(Luke xiv. 14). When the resurrection is

spoken of in general it is called avoc6ra6ti
v e x p go v, a " resurrection of the dead (Acts
xxiv. 15-21, xvii. 32; 1 Cor. xv. 12, 13,

21 ; Heb. .vi. 2) ; the superiority, however,
iJ those who inherit life is denoted by
ixva6ra6iZ tu vExpcBv, "resurrection from
the dead," here in Mark and Luke (as

in Phil. iii. 11, ?/ I£avd6ra6i$ rcov vz-

xpeov). That this resurrection properly speak-

ing, of the just out of death, to the true,

eternal life, takes place partly also in time as

a first resurrection, is elsewhere taught ; but
whether all who are not condemned have

already part in this first resurrection, must,

on a careful consideration of such passages as

1 Cor. xv. 23, 24; Rev. xx. 4-6, 12-15, still

remain a question. Consequent!)' the tu ve-

Hpoov, from the dead, is not, with Olshausen

and others, necessarily to be explained of the

priority of time—(from the collective mass of

the vExpoi some are raised first)—it is already

founded on the essential distinction, that the

just are no longer vExpoi; while the unjust

become in the complete sense of the term
vEupoiy when they are raised to eternal death.

If (with Nit/.sch in his System) we reckon

Luke xx. 35 as one of the passages which
prove a first resurrection, it is yet in the letter

one of the least distinct ; and the xaraB,ioa-

Sr/vai, "accounted worthy" (just as at Luke
xxi. 30), can also, in the first place, be under-

stood only of the resurrection of the blessed.

So much, however, our Lord plainly says, that

those who are raised to blessedness in that

glorious new world shall be as the angels of

God in the heaven or in the heavens, i. e., as the

unfallen angels in their original and preserved

glory before God. Hereby is at least assuredly

affirmed, that the angels also are not (accord-

ing to that unscripturally strange conception

which corresponds to the equally inconceivable

naked immortality of souls) mere "spirits,"

but have a heavenly corporeity; 'or how. other-

wise, could those who are raised in the body be

compared with them exactly in reference to

this? Nay more, it can hardly be denied

that the form of their bodies must be analo-

gous to the heavenly form of man, although
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not absolutely the same; see, in proof of this,

Rev. xxi. 17. The first point of similarity

lies certainly in this, that they neither marry
ttor are given in marriage: what is animal and
SavaruideS (mortal) in marriage passes away,
only what is spiritual, angelic, remains. But
this cessation of marriage is far from being the

sole point of comparison ; we are not at liberty

even to understand that such as are raised

tfliall be without distinction of sex, as the angels

certainly are in the full sense ; for there is a

physical difference of sex entering into the

entire being of the human individual, which
can hardly cease. Immortal as angels, in a

certain measure sexless as angels : this, how-
ever, does not yet exhaust the import of the
i6a.yye.Xoi, "like the angels," thus strongly

expressed chiefly in Luke. " That our angel-

nature should consist merely in celibacy, is as

incredible as that crowns make kings, because
all kings wear crowns."* The o/doioi a v r go,

"like him,'''' 1 John iii. 2, points even still higher

up into the heights of glory, where the words,
it doth not appear what toe shall be, express all

that we know or understand of it. Our Lord
cannot as yet disclose the full mystery of the

future state of man, from natural reasons of

propriety ; but it is to be observed, as show-
ing the gracious gentleness of the Redeemer,
that he here attractively holds up, even before

these Sadducees, the resurrection which they
denied, first of all, in its glorious side.

Verses 31, 32- And now first he turns to

the universal and certain reality of the resur-

rection of the dead—o r i iyeipovrai oi ve-

npoi, " that the dead are raised up,
1
' in gene-

ral. He has already borne witness to this in

his own exalted absolute authority ; he now
condescends, so to speak, to the special proof
from a ypa<pr) or Scripture ; have ye not read?
How many an enormous error might be remov-
ed by the right reading of a single passage of

Scripture, if it were understood according to

the power of God ! Here it is essential that
no word be overlooked, or superficially read,

for God's words are indeed deep. It might be
said that on this account our Lord does not
here cite a passage from the prophets, who also

plainly testify to the resurrection even in the
letter, as Isa. xxvi. 19; Ezek. xxxvii.: Dan.
xii. 2; but a word of God in the writings of

Moses which announces the resurrection in

the spirit of the letter. In the book of Mosis
—as Mark specifies ; and with still more em-
phasis Luke, " even Moses hath showed !"

That the Sadducees, although their sect first

arose after the closing of the canon, actually
rejected all the sacred books, excepting the
Pentateuch, was a statement of several fath-
ers who confounded them with the Samaritans

;

this opinion after having been long received,
has been recently refuted on good grounds.
Josephus says only that they rejected the
itapocSo6iS tg5v itazipoav or "tradition of
the fathers," in opposition to the ysypa/ujue'va

* Kleuker, Memchltcher Vermich i,ber den Sohn
Gottes, p. 179.

(or ypaqxxi), the written text.* But from
their position and character it may still b6
conjectured that they held chiefly by Moses,
and slighted the prophets, who were unintel-

ligible, nay adverse, to their system and prac-

tice. This middle view, already propounded
by Corrodi,! Paulus,J and others, rests on
good ground, although it has not strict histo-

rical testimony. Even Neander thinks it very
probable that the Sadducees at least subordi-
nated the prophetical writings to the Penta-
teuch, and accepted proof only from the lat-

ter ;§ Lange has adopted the same view ; while
Sepp, quite uncritically, determines to abide
by the " ancient opinion." This passage, it is

true, contains no proof of the rejection of the
prophets by the Sadducees ; but it hints at

the neglect of them exhibited by the persons

addressed. For our Lord, all other reasons

also being admitted, appears to have special

reason for confining himself to the book of

Moses in dealing with these Sadducees, and for

proving to them from it, in a manner entirely

corresponding to their question, that even the
lawgiver whose law respecting Levirate mar-
riage they found to be incompatible with a

resurrection, yet knew and testified of a resur-

rection. He could have directly rebuked the
manifest and bold contradiction to prophetic

testimonies respecting the resurrection, if there

had not stood in his way the erroneous theory

of the gainsayers, namely, that whatever does
not agree with Moses is of no authority in the

prophets. Moses has said—thus did their ob-

jection begin; in opposition to this, Christ

puts before them a pr/3ev vitd rou Ssov, or

saying of God, which the same Moses had re-

ceived and recorded. Moses has not merely
given laws; God also has said many things

which Moses says and writes. The Rabbinical
formula of quotation, designating the section,

eiti rr>v or rt/i fidrov, "at the bush" (Mark
and Luke), as Rom. xi. 2, ev 'HAia (in Elijah)

is not to no purpose ; but it points, at the same
time, to that bush as itself a significant em-
blem of miraculous preservation in the midst
of destruction, given on that occasion when
the God of the fathers appeared and spoke.

||

Moses calls the Lord by the same name as he
tells us the Lord had called himself. Moses
is acknowledged to be the author of the writ

ings that bear his name. But what we read

in his writings God has said; it had been act-

uall)r spoken by God, and that not to Moses
merely, but prjSev v p-lr, spoken to yon—the

Lord speaks it to the Sadducees, and even now

* See on this recently, Havernick, Einl. in dan A.
T I. i. 74, as also Winer's Rcalwortcrbuch.

f BcUwhtung des Bibdcnnons, p. 110.

\Komment. nber dieEvang i. 196.

^ Lebcn Jcsu, p. 56. In like manner in his Church

History at the beginning, in spite of the arguments
adduced against it by Winer.

|| At that time, in the first place, Israel in the fur-

nace of Egypt, ; but the prophecy of the symbolical

vision strotches further.
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to us. The inference, finaiW, which our Lord
draws from the simple declaration of God

—

which they certainly had often read, and yet
never thus understood— is by no means merely
an inference supplementally drawn from it,

but rather the inmost meaning and kernel of

the divine word which Moses also certainly

understood. It is no mere hint, no mere inti-

mation lying deeper beneath the surface, as the
£jui/vv6ev, "signified," in Luke is wont to be
understood (with Luther*) ; but an open de-

claration and exposition of what this word was
designed emphatically to say (comp. John xi.

57; Acts xxiii. 30; I Cor. x. 28). Moses,
when he wrote down this word of God which
he had heard, could evidently understand it

of nothing else, and could mean to testify noth-

ing else by it, than that before the God of the

living even the dead, whose God he calls him-
self, must live.

This exegesis of Christ has been much slan-

dered by ignorance, much censured by impu-
dence, but, even by intelligent and believing

readers, oftener admired than clearly under-
stood. So much must be clear to every one
on the surface: If Abiaham, Isaac, and Jacob
no longer lived, i. e., if they were annihilated,

as the Sadducees fancied, then the appeal to

the promise which had been given to them
also, far from being confirmatory of the faith

of Moses and Israel, was rather a bitter irony

on the part of God against himself: " I who
have not delivered even those from death !"

If this pySey vmo rov Beou or divine utter-

ance is to be understood in any way worthy of

God, then must the fathers still exist as per-

sons, as their names indicate, inasmnch as he
thus speaks of them. The ever-living One
must otherwise be truly ashamed to be called

a God of beings who existed only for a short

span of time—as, already during the period of

their lives, he was not ashamed of this, only
because they desired an eternal salvation, and
because he had prepared an eternal salvation

for them (Heb. xi. 16). For, although the

present tense which many lay stress upon, " I
am their God "—not merely I was—is not
found in the letter of the original text, it yet

lies in its spirit: God fulfills even to the fathers

his promise given to them, inasmuch as he re-

deems their seed, blesses them, leads them
into the goodly land—and this is precisely

what he means to say. But this very circum-

stance, that the fathers were already dead
when God nevertheless called himself their

God, is by no means, properly speaking, the

nerve of the interpretation. It merely strength-

ens the argument; but, independently of it,

the same inference must be drawn even from
the word of God to the living Abraham, " I am
thi) God!" This is the deepest ground of the

inference. I am in the habit of thus simply
explaining it to my catechumens: If the king
of Prussia were to say to a protege' and favor-

ite, " I am //inking!" this person might reckon
on the king's entire power and favor, with all

* By myself incorrectly in the first edition.

that he has, so long as he is king of Prussia-

Therefore thy God-—with all that I, as God, am
and can do, sn long as I am and continue to be
God. In order to receive and experience this,

the sum and substance of the divine promise,

nothing less than eternity is necessary ; for

what the Lord blesses is blessed for ever (1

Chron. xviii. 27), he to whom God gives him-
self has therewith given to him an eternal life,

so that he lives to God, as God is God to him.*

Now from this there seems indeed to follow, in

the first place, only a continuation of exist-

ence, and not a resurrection; but itonlyseema
so until, in addition to the word " God," we
rightly read the names Abraham, Isaac, and
Jacob. The living God gives, by his power,
life to his own ; but Abraham's soul is not the
entire Abraham, and without body Abraham
is not entirely living,f So long as the body
lies dead in the earth, the entire man is still

reckoned among the dead. " In this condition,

the expression, I am thy God ! cannot be en-

tirely fulfilled in the man ; for God is not a God
of the dead, but of the living" (Roos).

Again, on the other side, God's promise is,

from the first beginning tdl the consummation,
gradually fulfilled. It always has already a
certain truth ; and as Abraham still lived \n

the body of death before God (Gen. xvii. 18),

so does he yet live also in the intervening peri-

od without bod}', because he is not without
his God. This word testifies against a sleep

of the soul, as Lavater rightly remarked ; and
in like manner against an " inactive repose " of

the dead, as J. G. Miiller says in reference to

certain false representations of the " rest in

God." But not this alone: the word applies

in the first place indeed truly to the elect, and
to believers ; but it further includes all men
whose God the Lord on his part offers to be-

come ; hence our Lord takes it as a proof of

the resurrection of the dead in general

—

on
tyeipovrai o i v eh p ot, "that the dead are

raised up." " God is not a God of the dead,

but of the living," means finally : As surely

as all men whom God has created as persons,

and whom also as persons he wills to save, are

God's, so surely are they not his as dead—even
those who are relatively dead are not properly

dead before him ; hence Luke rightly con-

cludes the idea with the words, " for all live

to him." They should live to him, as all Israel,

according to its calling (and—which indeed
remains as yet in the background—all man-
kind), would if what belongs to God were
given to him. They must and shall live to

him, at least for the judgment ; and every one,

in the whole man, 8id rov 6oo/uaroi (2 Cor.

* On this " centre-point of all the proofs of im-
mortality " Lange speaks well in his Philosophi&che

Dogmatik (p. 259)—which in other respects, indeed,

we will not acknowledge.

f Nam ipse Abraham, quantus quantus est, et in

quantum Abraham nominatur, »'. e., non Abrahae
tantummodo anima sed etiam corpus, cui sigillum

quoque promissionis inditum est, habet Drum (Ben-
gel).
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v. 10), must give account of this, that God has

said to him: I will be thy God I

Our Lord, by thus naming the covenant-God

—a designation which still continued in daily

use among the Jews, and which God had given

to himself—would chiefly remind the heretics

in Israel, who had apostatized from the living

God, of that first great covenant-word before

and at the giving of the law, " I, the Lord, am
thy God !" When a superficial unbelief would
extort from him the wretched inference that

the law of Moses has no regard to a living on,

and living again, of the dead through the pow-
er of God—he in holy earnestness leads the

erring ones by one stroke into the very cen-

tral point of the matter, where the answer lies

open as day to every one who still acknow-
ledges a " God." Yes, the resurrection stands

in connection with the giving of the law, in so

far as precisely in the law the personal God
makes men to be the ever-living covenant-chil-

dren of the eternal God (see Lange, iii. 207).

Thus does Christ teach them to understand
the ancient Scripture—law and promise ever

with and in each other—as on Sinai, according

to the power of God ; and he refers these mis-
erable men, to whom the word " God " can
certainly be only an empty name so long as

they do not suppose they shall live be)Tond
the short span of time, to the power of this

single name for men, a name which includes

every thing, not excepting the resurrection.

Because the giving of the law by the first word
upon Sinai, and the accomplished redemption
of the seed out of Egypt, stand in closest con-

nection with the promise to the fathers, Christ

evidently places in the foreground the funda-
mental idea of the covenant, in which law and
promise again become one—namely, that God
calls himself the God of a man, and therefore

in reality is so. If the God of Abraham, of

Isaac, and of Jacob is the one true living God
—and this his only begotten Son here again
solemnly testifies (comp. John viii. 54-5G

;

Acts iii. 13)—then does the vindication of the

honor of his name, that he is not a God of the

dead, extend to the place whore all to whom

he hath revealed himself are represented ai

again alive before him; some, indeed, for the
angel-like glory of eternal life, and the rest—

?

The Lord preserve us from having to experi-

ence the consuming lire of the living God, as

the dead who cannot die !

In Mark we find still a conclusion which
returns to the beginning: Therefore do je
Sadducees (vpeli as pr/3ev v/.ilv) err gieatlt,

(properly ffoAu) ; as in the article of the res-

urrection, so in many ways in all your other

errors, and all for this one reason. But what
would Christ say now to these who, more
consistently, indeed, than the Sadducees, will

acknowledge no living, personal, revealed God,
and who substitute for the power of the mani-
fest God, who graciously wills to give himself

to man in order to eternal life, "the hidden

essence of the universe which has no power in

itself to offer resistance to the boldness of

science, but must disclose itself at its sum-
mons "*—only however for a moment, so long

as this individual I lives thus boldly. We
cannot see that the highest courage of science

consists in knowing human personalities with-

out the original Person, by whom they are and
live ; for, Are living men but the changing
soap-bubbles of a dead God 1 Is the universe

no universe ? We do not presume entirely to

know and to judge of the hidden meaning of

the Master ; but to the scholars who deny the

personality of God as distinct from the world,

and the individual existence of men after

death, so frankly that one can understand
them—to the Xeyovcei /a} eivai n v s v p. a ,

those who say that there is no spirit, with all

their noise about spirit, we say in the name of

the Lord, This is no longer error, but—either

a frenzy in which you have lost 3<ourselves, no
longer to know that we live and move and have

our being in him—or there remains nothing
else but Satan's conscious lie against his Crea-

tor, " Thou art not my God ! slialt not be my
God !" notwithstanding which lies, however,
he, too, cannot and will not die throughout
eternity, for even Satan as Satan must live to

the judging God.

ANSWER TO THE QUESTION WHICH IS THE GREAT COMMANDMENT?

(Matt. xxii. 37-45 ; Makk xii. 29-37; Luke xx. 41-44.)

Although the Pharisees would be quite

willing to see the Sadducees put to silence,

they are yet not satisfied that this should be
done by Jesus; his piercing answer provokes
them anew to deliberate whether there be
then no way at all in which they can get at

him ! One of their number, who had taken
part in this deliberation (for so must we under-
stand Matthew), brings forward a new question.

He is a Pharisee by sect, a vopixoi or vopo-
diScidxixAoS (Luke v. 17; Acts v. 34), i. €.,

one who knows and is a teacher of the law, ty
office (Tit. iii. 13) ; though, as this was only

an inferior class of yptxiipareis, or scribes,

Mark terms him ch tojv ypappaveoov. Al
/he same time, however—and it is quite consis-

tent with this, and was observed by Mark
immediately before—the man asks his question

not with a bad but a good intention, from an

* So the motto to Hegel's Philosophy taken from

his lips, in extracts by Fianz and Hilleit.
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interest peculiar to himself, and with a satis-

faction at Christ's former answer : this is

precisely what qualities him for being the

i/raSeroS, or "spy," to the others who have
thus pushed him forward. There is no neces-

sity, therefore, of giving a different interpre-

tation to the "tempting" in Matthew (as

Olshausen says, "from a well-meaning spirit of

inquiry"), but the expression must here cer-

tainly retain its bad sense. Matthew views
the incident as a whole, and regards this

question, apart from the disposition of the

questioner, as belonging to all the Tt£ipd.S,Eiv,

tempting, now set on foot against Jesus. The
interrogator himself seeks instruction ; the

others however are ready in every case to

dispute upon the answer, because they actually

hold the question to be a disputed puzzle not
to be solved.

Like a genuine vo/uxoS, or lawyer, in dispo-

sition as well as in office, who would zealously

carry out only the law (comp. this force of the

title, Luke vii. 30, x. 25) and knew nothing
higher, he brings forward as fuxxv vopixij

(Tit. iii. 9) a question which was at that time
much disputed—one of the highest importance
indeed, when taken in connection with the
true answer to it, but proposed by the present
questioner only in foolish misunderstanding.
Already, in the Sermon on the Mount, had
Christ rebuked the distinguishing between
small and great commandments, in so far as it

was foolish; the fools, however, at the last

begin anew with this, and give him occasion to

say something else in opposition to it. Instead
of being humbled by the spiritual requirement
of heart-obedience towards the one God, in

which the entire law is a unity, they had end-
less quarrels about the question: " If Moses
has enjoined upon us 3b5 prohibitions, and
248 commands, making in all 613 different

precepts and ordinances*—surely all these
cannot be equally important, nor every trans-

gression equally grievous! Which then are

the important, and which the insignificant?"

It was only indeed because they were con-

scious of transgressions that they asked such
a question ; they would gladly throw away at

least some of these as trifling, and in their

perversity they dealt thus precisely with the
weightier matters of the law (chap, xxiii. 23).

This inquirer, in order to test the wisdom of

Christ, presents his question in the most keen
and difficult form; for as he will have a single

commandment specified to which Christ con-

cedes pre-eminence over the rest

—

f-i e y a. A. rj

iv too vojlcoo, i. e., the absolutely great, the

greatest ivroXr) above all the rest (Mark,
repair?? it a v r a> v, the latter to be taken as

neuter, the chiefest of all and of every sort;

* So R. Simlai in the tractate Malckoth : The pro-

hibitions correspond to the number of the days of

the year, the commandments to tiie number of the

members of the human body, the sum corresponds

to the word nvn (which, however, make only

611). See the specification in Beer's Gcschichte d.

Juden, 1, 246, 255 fol.

for Tta6wv and TtaddSy tcdv evroAaiv aro

only corrections which have arisen from not
understanding this). These v oj-iinoi do not

even understand the unity of the law in the

spiritual meaning and ground of all its single

commandments ; therefore, of course, they

much less understand its insufficient-y to make
the sinful man righteous. Christ, however,
again bears witness to both these truths, as

he had already done in the Sermon on the

Mount. In particular, he here again brings

into clear prominence that fundamental law of

perfect love which judges us ; the fundamental
requirement of the whole heart for God and
our neighbor which cannot be fulfilled by us

who are evil ; and then he intimates whence
alone the grace that is necessary in order to

the fulfillment of the law can come, viz., from
the Christ who has come in him. He teaches,

in the first place, nothing new concerning the

commandments ; fur when any one asks him
about the law he never fails to refer back
only to Moses. But what is overlooked and
misunderstood he brings forth into its true

light. Christ has no other answer to give

than that which was rightly given by the

scribe (Luke x. 27). But this answer was
unfortunately very much disputed; there did

not exist (as Lange thinks) as yet ;
' a harmo-

nious view respecting it in the Rabbinical

theology."

Verses 37, 38- From Deuteronomy—from

the authentic interpretation of the letter of

the Sinaitic law already contained therein,

which afterwards takes the form of an exhor-

tation to repentance, and ends with the prom-
ise of circumcision of the heart—from this

book does Christ adduce the one greatest, all-

embracing commandment. Moses had already

expressed it so plainly that all questioning

about it appears as blindness, in that place

where, with the emphatic ''Hear, O Israel" he

announced at once the fundamental doctrine

of the unity of God, and the one requirement

of this God from his people. Thus (following

chap, v.) the interpretation of the first com-
mandment begins with and is founded upon the

covenant-word, which is placed in the fore-

front :
" I am the Lord thy God. 1 '' Mark, giving

the citation in full, has the ,( Hear, Israel,"

before it, which lays the foundation of what
follows, and indeed belongs to it : even if our

Lord had not here expressed it, he would yet

bring it to mind, pie-supposing it in the cita-

tion of this well-known passage. As and be-

cause God is one, his law also, though consist-

ing of manifold commandments, must have a

unity flowing from his being and will
;
just as

from the same ground the unity of the law
and the promise is further deduced in Gal. iii.

20. The one God requires the whole heart

united in itself (Psa. lxxxvi. 11, ''Zl? *TfP) in

one love, corresponding to his love and his

unique loveliness. Thou shalt love the Lord
thy God, thou—the entire man, inwardly and
outwardly, with spirit, soul, and body : that

is the meaning of the Hebrew original, where
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327, heart (as in such references is frequently

the case in the Old Testament), corresponds

to the innermost part of the man or the ker-

nel of his being (which is then ,more exactly

called mind) ; tS>33, soul, corresponds to the

unity of all changing moods or states, there-

fore to the disposition of the rpvxt? (proceeding

from the will) ; "IND, might, to sum up all, cor-

responds again to all the powers and capaci-

ties, of the life both of the soul and the body,

carried into outward action. The Evangelists

deviate here from the (also not quite suitable)

rendering of the Sept. with which Luke x.

27 is to be compared. KapSia, "heart," is

the correct rendering for the first ; for the

third, however, itftfuS, " strength," is not

merely not quite so correct, but (dividing the

original word into two) there is besides the

explanatory diocvota, "mind," which alone

remains in Matthew. Since heart and soul

have already been named, Siccvoia. can only

signify what we found before in *lkp (hence

we regard as profound and striking the too

much overlooked remark of Grotius : Sia-

voiai hie is est sensus, qui apud Thwydidem,
Sidvoiav tx 03 TtpoZ to naXov rrjS 7tp<x^eoo?-

id est, in id intentus sum. Idem autem valet,

sive dicas pro viribus, sive omni studio atque

contentione). Beck's interpretation amounts to

the same thing, when he understands Sicivoia
of " the inner movement that impels toward
outward objects, and works through them,
the impulse of thought, and will, in its inter-

course with, and relation to the outer world."*
Luther means the same by his Gemuth accord-
ing to the old usage, that is, my mind, all my
heart and mind is in it, and after it. With all

thy heart—this is for the rest clear enough, in

whatever way we interpret the following ex-
positions, and this first thing is, therefore,

constantly repeated by Moses and all the pro-

phets ; only at 2 Kings xxiii. 25, is the origin-

al passage of Moses found complete with the

1X0. And the principal word, properly speak-

ing, which embraces all commandments in its

unity—viz., Thou shalt love!—This God him-
self spake at first from Sinai : To those that
love me and keep my commandments (Exod. xx.

6). Consequently in 1 John v. 3, there is in

thesi nothing peculiar to the New Testament,
but there is certainly in praxi as regards the
fJapeica ovx ei6iv. "they are not grievous."—This is the chief and greatest command-
ment ; thus with simple majesty, in his deci-
sive and instructive answer, does Christ testify,

literally—the first and great. To the iisydXr/,
"great," which was all that was in the ques-
tion, he adds the confirmatory npoovrj, " first,"

which of course cannot mean the same thing,
but rather furnishes the exegetical proof of
the iieyaXr] drawn from the place which that
commandment occupies. For, this command-
ment lies already in the first word from Mount
Sinai, as afterwards in the first commandment

* Bibl. Seelenlehre, p. 58; com p. p. 110.

(according to the exp Sanation of it given by
Moses, and confirmed by Christ, that all

things which the heart love.5 besides God and

out of him are D'lnSI QMpK, other gods) ; it in

like manner stands again at the head of the

Decalogue, repeated bjr Moses in an admoni-
tory form in Deuteronomy. It is the fust in

order of rank, because the first in the nature

of the thing, and, indeed, shoidd be seen to be

the first previous to all questioning and inquir-

ing about the commandments ! If Mark's
version of the question, npoori] nd vroov, " first

of all," were to be taken as literally genuine

(which, however, we are inclined to doubt),

then Christ gives a different sense to the ex-

pression in the answer, which would then in

substance say: Canst thou then as a tojuixot

be only asking this ; hast thou not read what
the word of God and of Moses has put in the

first place ? Now what is there called the
itpoarr} is the rtpaoTrj, the primum praeceptum
is the primarium—" the commandment put ac-

cording to God's arrangement, in the first

place, is also the most excellent of all " (01s-

hausen). Nay, more, as we shall immediate-

ly see, it is the o»ly commandment, the com-
prehensive sum of all existing or conceivable

commands and prohibitions.

Verses 39. 40. And now can there be in

addition to this a fievrepa evroX?), a

second commandment ? Certainly ; for although

the first and sole fundamental commandment
were sufficient to say and to enjoin every

thing, it is yet not enough for the deaf ears

and hard heart of man. If any man saith, I

love God, and hateth his brother, he is a liar
;

but because we might all be such liars, there-

fore we have further his commandment from

him, that he who loves God loves his brother

also. The explanation of the enigma by
which this commandment, at first represented

as subordinate, as second, is then made equally

valid with the first, and one with it, was a new
answer on the part of Christ; furnishing more
than the question required, but j

ret only

thoroughly exhausting the point in question.

The Pharisee presents himself with burnt-of-

ferings and sacrifices, his fasting twice in the

week, his tithe of mint, anise and cummin
;

and utters the most fearfully frank lie of all

human lies : Do not I then love my God with
all my heart, with all that I have and owe to

him. and rather beyond what is required than

too little? In opposition to this stands the

other commandment respecting the love of our
neighbor, from the transgression of which the

Saviour elsewhere seeks to bring conviction

home to them (Matt. xix. 18 ;
Luke x. 30).

God indeed can say, Behold I, even I, am he,

and besides me there is no God ! (Dent, xxxii.

39), but man must confess before God, There
are others beside me I There are men like me
before God who has created them also, and, in

holy right, loves them all alike, men who are

to be esteemed equally with me. Therefore,

before God, and for God's sake, ought I to

give up idolatrous selfishness ; and as I
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should and dare love myself only as God's
creature, a vessel and instrument of his grace

and honor, in like maimer must I love my
neighbor precisely thus, not more and not less,

and also not otherwise. Therefore Moses had,

in an earlier book and chapter, where, in the

most proper sense, the instructive tracing back
of the manifold commandments to their unity
predominates, uttered the other great word
which Christ now adduces and places beside

the first: Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thy-
self, for I am the Lord! (Lev. xix. 18). If

here, and in other places, the unity of the

two tables of the law, the point of unity of

all obligations and all conduct towards God
and man, was distinctly indicated—yet this

unity was first brought forward and made to

shine in the full light of the New Testament
by Christ. Already in the Sermon on the

Mount, after adducing special commandments,
He declares this word concerning the love of

our neighbor in opposition to the Pharisaic ad-

dition which nullified it. Now, as a proper
conclusion to all his teaching he says with the

most perfect clearness—in opposition to the

foolish manner of isolating and separating the
enumerated ivroXat pursued by the scribes

and lawytrs : The second not merely follows

the first, and is placed after it, but is like unto
it! Properly 6j.ioioc, ejusdem indolis, of the

same nature and origin, quite as fundamental
and comprehensive ; thus it is also a npaoTij,

although again only a Sevripa which is com-
prehended in the unity of the first. The law
is not an aggregate of all sorts of require-

ments :
" Thou shalt do this and that, and not

do this and that !" as is the false conception

of man}r people even at this day, but a living

organism ; as a whole (6'AoS 6 vo/uo5) it is one
in these two commandments, which are them-
selves again one through the one love of the

whole heart towards God and our neighbor,

towards our neighbor for God's sake. As thy-

self is not merely a limitation of the pre-sup-

posed and existing natural self-love, as those

think who again outwardly measure the
words ; but a complete removal and transfor-

mation of this natural selfishness, in which
the slighting and hating of our neighbor was
an essential element, so that a new love in

God arises, which knows only the equality of

all before God's holy right, in God's blessing

love. Then (but not before) it is the loving

thy neighbor as truly, and altogether as thyself;

so that every thing which thou desirest for

thyself from God and thy fellow-creatures, be
also given and shown to them. God by no
means requires and commands thee "to love

thy neighbor more than thyself," for this goes

beyond what is right;* nay it must be said,

properly speaking, that all in this way which
a spontaneously overflowing love can do, can-

* Therefore not as Saitorius expresses it :
" One's

neighbor in ihe place of oneself," which can only

be understood of the wrong *' self." But as Jul.

Midler (Lehre v. d. Sunde, i. 147, note) rightly ac-

knowledges :
" There remains also a valid self-

love."

not be called more, inasmuch as I only benefit

and satisfy myself and my innermost impulse
of love in his sacrifice, just as God himself
does in his most condescending love. Or, in

giving thyself up for thy neighbor, dost thou
actually offend thy true self? Then this

would not be the reality of what is required
;

such love would not be the pure and proper
lone.

What Mark (probably following his own
development of the thought, as similarly else-

where) merely in repetition expresses thus,
" There is none other greater commandment
than these "—Matthew gives in what we must
regard as the original expression of Christ, ver.

40. In these two commandments he has set

forth the Decalogue as the permanent kernel of

the law for all men, and designated it accord-

ing to its tico tables. The old controversy of

the churches respecting the distribution of

the particular commandments in the tables

finds here its incontrovertibly clear decision,

if men only could and would read it. Where-
fore, then, tico tables of the one law for the

expression of these two fundamental command-
ments ? The law is so entirely one, that not
even its two tables are of two kinds, but the

love of our neighbor also is required even by
the first rri.T "OX, " I am the Lord." Yet the

second table is a second, because all true love

of our neighbor springs from and consists in

the love of God ; and the saying of the moral
Pharisees, " I love my brother !" is, so long as

they hate God, the God who reveals himself,

only the same inverted lie. The five command-
ments of the second table which are summed
up in the second word we find written in Rom.
xiii. 8-10: there remain for the first the five

which speak of the one God ; his true revela-

tion without, and in opposition to, every like-

ness of him made and contrived by man ; then
of his name ; his day ; and his human repre-

sentatives and images. On these two com-
mandments hangs the whole law, xps/sarai*

—this may be, as is generally supposed, a

Latina locutio, as Fritzsche says :
" In hoc

utroque praecepto omnium, qua* in V. T. leg-

untur, legum cardo vertitur;" so that if we
loose this one double band, the whole has

nothing more to hold it together, and it falls

to the ground.f It may have been a proverbi-

ally Rabbinical phrase, as HartmannJ cites

from the Mishna, vi. 53, an analogous T\7T\-

Christ, however, as also without doubt the

Rabbinical saying, appears to us to point by
the metaphorical expression to those symbol-
ical tassels worn by the Pharisees on their

garments, and enjoined by Moses as a memo-

rial of the commandments : two as the two

* Vulg. pendet—hence Bengel prefers xpenarai
to the xpsjuarrai, certainly as regards the sense

lightly.

f The Greek usage also offers something similar,

as in Plato (de Legg. viii.) e£ oav npepLajiEvrj

7Ca6a ipvxr) TtoXirov.

% Die evge Verbindung des A. T. unit dem K(uen
t p.

130.
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tables, in each many threads, but bound toge-

ther in one blue string,*, e., " many command-
ments of o::e indivisible heavenly law of love."*

Finally, all the law and the prophets ? Just as

is meant in the Sermon on the Mount (chap.

vii. 12, and v. 17). And the prophets—who
in the Spirit testify further of the fulfillment

of the letter, as Moses the first great prophet

does in Deuteronomy ; at first here, in so far as

they demand this fulfillment, insist on it, in

order then to point to the fulfilling grace and

the future Fulfiller.

For, as soon as the spiritual unity of the

law is recognized by the man who no longer

occupies himself with single commandments
in order to self-justification, its insufficiency

can and will also be perceived. Not any insuf-

ficiency or imperfection of the law in itself;

for, who can conceive, command, or do any
thing more perfect, any thing reaching higher

and deeper than what these two fundamental

commandments express ? But for us the com-
mandment is not sufficient to give us what we
have lost in the fall—the love of God, and
therewith the love of our neighbor. We are

rebellious children and disobedient servants

from our birth ; as is declared by our trespass

against that commandment which is the con-

necting link of the two tables, and which in

another sense is called the first commandment
(Eph. vi. 2). Not even the slavish fear, much
less the childlike fear which is the beginning

of wisdom, and which leads to love, is natu-

rally present in us (Mai. i. 0), until at least a

it v e v jti a SovAsiai, or " spirit of bondage,"

is received (Rom. viii. 15); but only the evil,

rebellious, continually sinning fear of Adam
after the fall. And yet it is, Thou sha.lt—love !

This, although right and true as regards God's

inviolable claim, is yet, as regards the fulfill-

ment, a complete contradiction ; for love is a

free matter of the heart, to be produced and

forced by no shall. Precisely this unnatural

"shall" is the handwriting which attests our

debt, our bankruptcy ; if there were love, then

there would be no need of this, and still less

of its being carried out into mere details

—

Thou shalt do so, thou shalt not do so—of

which, properly speaking, as the manifold

legislation of Moses in Israel is designed to

show, there is no end to be found, and yet all

in vain. Oh that they had such a heart!

(Deut. v. 29; xxix. 4). Let this book of tho

law be a witness against thee ! (chap. xxxi.

26). But the Lord thy God will circumcise

thine heart (chap. xxx. C). This alone re-

mains—as already Moses says as a prophet.
" Moses gave you the law, and none of jam
keepeth the law ; for ye seek to kill me (John
vii. 19), with hatred against God and the Son

* Which interpretation given by Meyer we are

inclined to prefer to that other in Lange, according
to which the threads fastened together would be
" the varying play of the feelings and thoughts."

For, in Num. xv 39. it is expressly said beforehand,
" that ye may look upon it, and remember all the

commandments of the Lord."

of Man, in one and the same manifestation of

your sin:" this alone remained in Israel when
Christ came (comp. Acts vii. 52, 53). With
all thy heart, with all thy strength—this

does Christ require of us ; but the whole
head is sick, the whole heart is faint, there is

no soundness in it (Isa. i. 5, 6). And if thou
wert to treat thy heart as a garment, and to

cleanse it outwardly in the mere performance

of nothing but commandments ; wert thou to

carry the "categorical imperative" so far in

thy virtue (which is to have all the more value

the more it is extorted from an unwilling

heart—Oh the perversity !) as to give up to

the gracious God not merely ten pieces of the

mantle out of the twelve, as Ahijah gave to

Jeroboam, but 999 out of 1000, etc., yet would
the Lord answer, I cannot take it, it is not the

whole ! And, properly speaking, the whole

heart with all its disobedience would be with-

held with the tenth or hundred thousandth

part that was kept back. For T1ND 723,

with all thy might, means not " as much as

possible "—namely for us weak, sinful men.
The Scribe frankly acknowledged that the

Lord was right ; repeated with all the delight

of a new discovery the great truth long since

known to him from the letter of the Scripture
;

and added, of his own accord, as a proof that

he understood it, the words, " This is more than
all whole burnt-offerings and sacrifices ; love

and inclination is what is required, not service

and work ; all that is outwardly brought as

an offering to the Lord is ordained and accepted

only on account of the heart." In this he
answered vovvexooS or vovvsxovroos, "dis-

creetly ;" and therefore does Christ praise him,

although (as Braune remarks) only with mea-
sured praise, which acknowledges the clear

insight as good, and now exhorts to practical

progress, to entering in : Thou art not far from
the kingdom of Go'd, thou standest with this

knowledge at the door; set thy foot on the

threshold of repentance, and come within to

faith ! (Si non procul es, intra: alias prsesti-

terit procul fuisse.) u
I alone am what thou

yet wantest !" (Von Meyer). Mark x. 21.*

Do we now understand, without going fur-

ther, how profoundly the question concerning

the Christ, which the Lord Jesus propounds in

the following verses, is connected with the

answer respecting the law? The Lord now
lives and moves with all his thoughts in the

profound unity of his final and conclusive

testimony to Israel and the world ;
whatever

presses upon him from without he immediately

weaves into this, and makes every thing a

link of connection always leading back to the

one thing. First: Give to God what is God's,

* Irenaeus gives an apocryphal addition (Haere$.

i. 17), according to which Christ is represented as

havintr said :
" I have long since had the desire to

hear "such words, and have not yet found tha

speaker."
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yourselves 'also with your whole heart—this

was the requirement of the law. Then, secondly :

This God, who entered into a covenant with
us already in the law, is a God (f the hoi g;
he has already said to the fathers., as also to

Israel, I will yet be your—the sinner's— God,
and give to you what is mine, what you have
not, even to the extent of glorification in an
endless life—this was the promise, the Gospel,

in and before the Law. The third question,

foolish as it may have been in its setting out
from the external conception of great and
small commandments, his wisdom so directs in

the answer that he now at the conclusion

combines the two, the Law and the Gospel.*

He has announced the law in its two funda-

mental commandments, as, at the conclusion of

the Old Testament, Malachi declares the same,
chap. i. G and ii. 10 (comp. chap. iv. 4). He
has testified that God is love, in the highest

commandmod which can only require the same
love ; forthwith he shows how the same love

gives itself to sinners in the highest gift, in the
only begotten Son. They durst not ask him
any more questions (Mark, ver. 34), for he
who will not repent in presence of the law
does not ask willingly or earnestly about
Christ ; he, however, does not leave them, but
asks the question himself, in order yet to

allure them to grace.f " Here the great
Prophet at parting represents the great sum
of the Lam and the Gospel "—we say with
Bengel and all intelligent preachers on this

passage.

Verses 41, 42. You have in your Old Tes-
tament something else than law and command-
ments. The Law and the Prophet*—have I

said ? this, however, reaches further. The
end of all prophecy, the centre-point of all the
prophets, from which the proto-gospel in Moses
begins, with which Malachi ends, is the Christ

whom ye look for, and will not recognize in

me. How think ye of this Christ? i. e., not
precisely, What think ye of the Son of Man,
of me? although after all the foregoing testi-

mony of our Lord, and, according to the con-

sciousness of the Pharisees, it is almost the

same. " How think ye ? t. e., For what, accord-
ing to your conception and opinion, is a Christ
to come to you, and am I come?" Ah ! this

they knew not indeed, because they knew not
the law and their sin. " Whose son is lie ?"

Thus asks the Lord, because he already knows
what they will say to this, and what he will

then say—thus does he at once open up the
way to his theanlhropic personality, in which
alone the grace and gift of God that redeems

* When Braune designates these three questions
as belonging to politics, philosophy, and morals,

it is only the opinion of the questioners that is

thereby denoted—and then it would be better to
say dogmatics instead of philosophy.

f Luke has lost this entire connection
; therefore

he puts the testimony concerning (. hrisr only as a
continuation of a discourse of Christ without the
intermediate answer.

from sin and establishes the law, could be given.*

David's son—the name denotes their Messiah,

according to all their notions, besides whom
they know or at least are willing to know of

none other. " For although the super-terres-

trial nature of the Messiah was not entirely
unknown to the learned (chap. xxvi. 63; John
vii. 27 ; xii. 34), yet the principal thing to

them was the visible world-monarch of the line-

age of David" (Von Meyer).
Verses 43—45. What David said kv iivev-

puxri, "in the Spirit" (of which we shall

speak afterwards), our Lord here interprets in

a literally grammatico-historical way; and
this was the only possible way, for in this

plain and direct utterance no spiritual inter-

pretation is needed—the words and letters

speak clearly of themselves. There is certain-

ly a typical connection for this 110th Psalm in

David's history (for that was still, generally
speaking, the period of the type) ; and we long
ago in another place thus traced it: "David
restores in the conquered Zion the Salem of

Melchisedek, as the successor of whom he may
now be regarded ; after all his sufferings and
conflicts he fetches the ark of the covenant,
acting as a priest, in order henceforth to dwell
in, or beside the house of the Lord ; he receives
through Nathan that fundamental promise re-

specting the everlasting throne of the Messi-
ah." But it is far wide of the mark to say (as

in Ilofmann's system), that the psalm can only

in the first place speak of this type, in which
alone the prophecy is afterwards to be sought
and found. The spirit of prophecy rather
makes these typical relations only a point of

connection ; inasmuch as he here [which is

well to be observed) teaches the same king
David himself to call his archetype—him who
was to come—not his son or descendant, but
his Lord. Our Lord does not now go further
than the beginning of the profound psalm,
though he includes also as a side-glance the
threatening allusion to his enemies ; that oth-
er word concerning the priesthood of Melchis-
edek the Spirit at a later period interprets in

the Epistle to the Hebrews—the last three
verses only the last days will bring into clear
fulfillment. He does not expressly say that
the Holy Spirit uttered by the mouth of David
what he here cites (as is true of the uncon-
scious typical references to Judas, Acts i. 16)

;

but that David in the Spirit called him Lord,
just as before Moses called the Lord a God of
Abraham. Therefore he intimates that David
himself meant to point to something by this

—

that he had plainly in his mind the thought of
a divine dignity as belonging to a man (2 Sam.
vii. 19; 1 Chron. xviii. 17). This appears still

more strongly in Mark: av r 6 S yap JaviS
EinEv, David himself calls the promised son

* How lamentably is this signification of the fun-

damental and conclusive question, here appearing
in the right place, evaded, when, for example, Ilase

can think that, " he proved to them his dialectical

embarrassment by proposing a sophistical question

on the Messianic signification of the ]10th Psalm!"
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his Lord. It is true that Christ says accord-

ing to all the three Evangelists merely « t' p i-

o v xaXsl or Xeyei, " lie calls him Lord," and
not expressly xvpiov avrov, « hi* Lord/'

This would have perfectly corresponded to the

Kvpioo mov, " my Lord," in the citation, and
the viui avrov, "his son," afterwards; and
he might at the same time have pointed to

ver. 5 in the psalm, where the \nK> "my

Lord," actually recurs as '•jis, " Lord." Still,

this remains uncertain ; and at all events the

main force of the demonstrative question lies

in this, that even David ascribes, in reference

to himself, the name Lord to him who, in other

respects, is his son.* The proof of the divine

dignity lies, first of all, simply in the xvpia)

fiov, " my Lord ;" then, as doubling its force,

in the sitting at the right hand of Jehovah.

|

Jesus might certainly have adduced many
other " prophetic passages which declare the

divinity of the Messiah:" such as Micah v. 1,

"the goings forth from everlasting " (which
the high priests themselves testified of to He-

rod) ; Psa. xlv. 7, 8 (D ,n?S together with

D ,i"6x, similar to what we have here) ; Mai.

iii. 1 (the jntf who comes to his temple) ; Isa.

vii. 14, ix. 5 (the >« «S| and 1123 !?K) ; Jer.

xxiii. 6 (even Upiy nirp). But he takes as

being most suitable the passage which com-
prehends David's Son and David's Lord in one
divine-human person ; and Sir. li. 10, in the

very remarkable words £7C£Ka\E6aur/e xvpiov
Ttarapa xvpiov uov, " I called the Lord the

father of my Lord," so corresponds to that

passage, that it is plain believers under the Old
Testament well understood it, and appropriat-

ed it to themselves, nay even by diligent

search without the prophetic spirit correctly

carried it further out. The interpretation of

this passage as a whole is not called for here,

but belongs to a commentary on the Psalms
;

we have given it in our own, and now only

observe how the concluding question of Christ,

jrcJs fids avrov edn, " How is he his son?"
is intended to draw forth precisely that na-
ze pa, "father" of Sirach. "Am I then a

blasphemer when I call God my Father and
myself his Son (John v. 18) ? David testifies

the same of me as him who was to come ; he

*With great injustice, therefore, does Neander
maintain that " the argument of Christ remains val-

id, even although it could be proved that David
was not the author of the psalm " (which on histo-

rical and exegetical grounds must be denied). Our
" Rabbinical theology of the letter " against which
he bids us be on our guard is, as we hope, also in

accordance with the Spirit of Christ ; our interpre-

tation, it is hoped, refutes all such strange caprice

as can take its rise and subsist only in the want of

proper understanding of the word to be interpreted.

j- Whereupon Bengel, with perfect propiiely,

mentions the just inference as regards the state of

humiliation ;
" Ergo Dominus Davidis erat, antequam

ti diceret Dominus : Sede."

who sits at the right hand is certainly the Son,
to whom Jehovah as Father gives up the king-

dom (Matt. xxii. 2), to whom the same divine

dignity and honor are due, since only on this

supposition can David already call him his

Lord (comp. John viii. 56)." The question
implies by a plain deduction both these things:

"Can he therefore be only David's Son? And
how is this Lord of David yet at the same time

his son, as was before affirmed ?* Is he not
then truly the Son of the living God who has

come in the flesh ; and is not the throne of

David promised to him something different

from what you would understand it, a spirit-

ual kingdom of heaven which he will set up
and govern from above (when ye shall have
exalted him) ? Is he not man and God? And
(which in the final sense and aim of all this is

meant to be indicated) must not the promised
Redeemer be this in order to redeem you from
the curse of the law ?" (Rom. viii. 3, 4). Thus,

in this last answer, does our Lord reach far

beyond into future developments and fulfill-

ments, while he here already lays down at

least the same testimony concerning his per-

son which he afterwards declared upon adjura-

tion before Caiaphas.f

In truth, only the faith which, in the same
Spirit by which David prophesied, calls Jesus

Lord, and recognizes the God-man in him, can

solve the enigma of the being of this Son of

Man, and find the salvation and the righteous-

ness which the law cannot give. What think

ye of Christ? This has ever been since then

"the vital question of the ages;" he who
does not ask it has it ever anew proposed to

him by him who is himself the answer. This

is the heart-question, the life-question that

decides all ; avoid this question and deny the

answer, if thou wouldst one day become a

footstool with the enemies ! " Yes, if it could

* For thus far indeed Hofmann (who, in other

respects, perverts the psalm and Christ's question

founded upon it) sees the truth which lies clearly

on the surface, and needlessly appeals in support

of this to what Gerhard says :
" These words treat

not (merely absolutely) of the divinity of Christ,

but of the taking of his human nature into fellow-

ship with the divine subsistence" {Weiss, u. Erf.

ii. 195).

f With a folly to us almost incomprehensible, or

comprehensible only when viewed as the punish-

ment of the rejection of the Scripture, the acute

Schleiermacher passes by this dogmatical point,

and so wrests the words as to make our Lord mean
simply that he could furuish them with something

to answer lhat would be embarrassing for the Bo-

mans. "As they interpreted the psalm Messianic-

ally, they could not answer otherwise than : David

might call the Messiah at the same time his Lord,

because this was to be a far mightier king than he

himself was." Apart from the notorious accommo-
dation to the exegesis of that time, as well :ls its

being unworthy of Christ " that he should have pro-

posed any question only in order to embarrass " as

even Neander here says)—is there sense and un-

derstanding in the ider*, that any one should call a

future greater king than himself, on this account
his Lord 1
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be said, pointing to Moses, Here is a greater

than Christ! and pointing to the law, The
office of the letter which kills and condemns
has greater clearness than the office of the

New Testament in Christ, which gives the
spirit and preaches righteousness—if it could

be said, The law has given Christ, the law is

the end of Christ, the fulfillment of the
Gospel, by the works of the law is man made
just before God—then might one give the first

place to the question, Which is the principal

commandment in the law ?"* But, because
Christ alone by the Spirit makes truly alive

those who are dead, and pours his love where-
with he has loved us, the love of God, into

the heart, in order to the fulfillment, of the
commandments which have become new in

him—therefore it remains that he, as the Son
of God, who as man has redeemed us and as

God sits at God's right hand, now and at the
last day should make the great separation and
decision between his right hand and his left.

" If ye hate me—there is sure condemnation
for all my enemies. If ye love me—then
keep my commandments !" (John xiv. 15,

where Christ takes the place of Jehovah,
Exod. xx. 6 ; comp. John xvi. 23).

Thus has our Lord left to us the funda-
mental article of the simplest catechism in Law
and Gospel, as his last doctrine according to

the Scripture; thus has he confirmed and re-

peated the two fundamental ideas of the
Sermon on the Mount, namely, the requirement

of a better righteousness than that of the
Pharisees in the spiritual fulfilling of the
law, and the promise that he is come as the
alone Fulh'ller. The Pharisees contradict both,
do not repent in presence of the law, and
do not believe on Christ ; therefore follow

the now thoroughly prepared woes denounced
against them, chap, xxiii.

But before proceeding to this we must be
allowed a short and unavoidable digression,

suggested by the kv n v e v p a r t, "in the
Spirit," which we have reserved till now
against the ypapuaz eii, or Scribes, of the

present day. Our Lord pre-supposes, as at

that time generally acknowledged by the
Scribes, and confirmed by his own recognition,

that David, in Psalm ex., speaks of his Son,
the future Christ ; in like manner he takes for

granted as a thing acknowledged the /Urine

inspiration of the psalm, so that he can build
the proof-question upon it. His Iv itvEvpazi
(or, as Mark has it, hv nvtvpari ciyi'a>), is

none other than the K'jpn rm?? " in the Holy

Spirit," in the Jewish theory of inspiration ; this

is solemnly acknowledged by him, and taken
for granted as a common truth between him
and his enemies, and it therefore (although by
ignorance reproached as Jewsh) must remain
also as the thoroughly Christian idea of inspi-

ration. For it is that of Christ himstif. He

* Fneaembote, 1822, p. 1830.

does not here declare it as something new
that David speaks and prophesies in the Spirit

only in this psalm ; but he pre-supposes, with

his opponents, the same prophesying by the

Spirit throughout the entire ftz'fiXoS xftaA.pGJv,

or Book of Psalms (Luke xx. 42, comp. 2 Sam.
xxiii. 1, 2)—nay, as shortly before, throughout

all the ypcupaiS, or Scriptures. Here then is

the sedes doctrinae de inspiratione according to

the Teacher, whose authority exceeds that of

all the Rabbins of that day, and all the

doctors of this: what he here calls rtvevpa,

Spirit, is the SvvapiS tov Seov, "power ot

God," before ascribed to the Jewish Scriptures

And can we, his disciples, call ourselves Chris-

tians, and Christian theologians, if we treat

the Old Testament humanly, if we shun the

offence of the prophecies in him now, as the

Jews did that of the cross ? We are called

Christians, and so long as in this the name
Christ and Christianity yet lives, it points

us ever back again to the Old Testament.
The dogmatical question, What think ye ot

Jesus? becomes, when it enters into the true

" Christian consciousness," one with the exe-

getical question which stands here, What
think ye of Christ'] For Jesus has said, I am
this Christ ! The apostles preached that he
is the Christ. Only on the corner-stone of the

apostles and prophets is " the Church," together

with its true consciousness, built. A Schleier-

macherian theology without the Old Testament
wants the ground-stone and cope-stone, so long

as it does not advance beyond itself.

The idea of inspiration, in its strictness and
purity as attesting itself by the Scripture (the

one Scripture of the Old and New Testaments
in common), is a fundamental idea of theology

;

and not until theology has again completely

recovered this idea, now unhappily almost
lost, can it again be a truly Christian and
Biblical theology, both these being one. Not
until the improper admissions and concessions

even of believers on this decisive question

come to an end, will their position, as opposed
to the negative theologians, assume a fixed

and decided form. It is, indeed, not agreeable

to the present writer, " properly speaking to

stand alone in an age "—as long ago Umbreit
said of me, and recently Dr. Tholuck to the

same effect—though it is even now almost

true
;
yet, on the other hand, it is consolation

enough to stand with Christ and his apostles.

It may be that my Scriptural writings are for

a while longer " to have the fate of being more
rejected than examined."* But this cannot
possibly last long; for the fearfully consistent

opposition of those who are entire unbelievers

will drive the orthodox, even for the sake of a

like consistency, into the true stronghold, into

* As yet, 1 am sorry to say, almost as much as

possible ignored by the theologians of the chair,

so that, many pass through their studies and yet

hear very little of me (or besides of J. F. Von
Meyer, the great master of exegesis). A different

class of readers, however, who are not ungrateful

to me, is happily on the increase.
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the Scripture and power of God, which alone

is impregnable to the Sadducees.

The inspiration, in the more limited sense,

belonging to the Scripture, which is to be dis-

tinguished from the Spirit in the thinking and
life of the apostles and prophets in general

—

this inspiration, properly so-called, we stead-

fastly maintain, and without it we know and
acknowledge no Scripture. The theory of the

orthodox school, which has appeared since

Calovius and Quenstedt, may on one side be
very defective, inasmuch as, contrar}' to the

evidence which science has now discovered, it

sets aside human cooperation by the supposi-

tion of human passivity ; but, on the other
side, in as far as it sets up a specific difference

between revelatio and iw-jnratio, it is most
incontrovertibly right.* He who denies this

has to do neither with Calovius and Quen-
stedt, nor with Von Meyer and Stier, but with
the Lord Christ and all his apostles, not to say
all the fathers and teachers of the Church
from the beginning. Of Dr. Hahn's 24th
paragraph in his Lehrbuch des chri si lichen Glau-

bens (text-book of the Christian faith), for ex-

ample, an exact refutation may be found in

Justin, Irenaeus, Origen, Augustine, etc.,

etc. ;f apart from the fact that the proposition

there laid down, to the effect that revelation

and inspiration are according to the Scripture in

substance not at all different, declares what is

entirely false. The revelation and institution

of the old covenant is not merel}' to be regard-

ed as what generally speaking obtained and
subsisted in Israel, not a spurious " Hebraism,"
which in a merely natural way accommodated
itself to the historical development of the
people; but it was specifically given and or-

dained by God through his servants for this

people. More particularly, the ground of the

canonical authority and supernatural import
of their Scriptures is not what the Spirit of

God wrought in general in these men, but
what the Spirit in particular gave to them to

write. David was not always "in Spirit" in

the same sense as when he sang* prophetic
psalms. That their exalted activity, their be-

ing in the Spirit while composing these testi-

monies, stands connected with their whole
general life in the Spirit is certain ; and it is con-
formable with the psychological law of the ope-
ration of the Spirit of God in the human spirit.

The one is as regards the other not a thing of
indifference, for indeed they were holy men of
God—but this is not j'et one and the same with
being specially moved by the Holy Ghost, vito
TtvEvfxaxoZ dyiov cp e po jx e v 01 (2 Pet.
i. 21) ; this latter belongs specially to the

* [On this point the English reader may profit-

ably consult Lee's Discourses on the Inspiration of the

Holy Scripture, Loud. 1854, N. Y. 1857.—Am. Ed.]

t And possibly very different, from Tholuck's re-

view in the new " Deutsche Zeitschrift," which makps
short work of the subject. How many strong and
decisive statements are there, too, against those
fiend's of the truth who will speak sometimes ob-
scurely and with wavering concessions

!

sAcxXr/dav, spake, i. c, according to the clear

meaning of the apostle, equivalent to eypoc-

ipav, wrote. For to read here, " As the holy
men spake so also they wrote"—-is certainly

an exegesis which thwarts the entire connec-

tion with other passages (see James iii. 2).

Did, then, those imperfect men who offended

in word commit mistakes also in their writ-

ings ? And who will judge as to these errors ?

The Spirit in us, which we have in higher
measure in order to this ? Where, then, re-

mains the idea of the xavoov (canon) ;* which
yet Nitzsch, for example, holds fast, although
his affirmation, that infallibility belongs only
to the whole as such, seems meant by him as

going even beyond the truth 1 So long as I

can read and think, nothing will move me from
the conviction, that our Lord ascribes an in-

fallibility to the single yeypanrai, " it is

written," as such, and that because it is a
y£ypaiZTai.\ Christ, when he says Aavid
tv itvev/uari, does not mean to say that
David was always in the Spirit, but he cer-

tainly means that his psalms were written in

the Spirit; .again he means this, not merely of

the Psalter as a whole, but, of the most spe-

cial «0iX, " my Lord," and *?vfy 2K>, " Sit on

my right hand," which stands in the 110th

Psalm. The true theory of inspiration must,
therefore, stand fast in that centre, from
which in the New Testament the immovable
word f) ypaqjTJ sounds forth ; and in the mouth
of Christ every yiypcxnrai receives its own
'

'Apr) v. And because the New Testament, as

the completion of the Scripture, plainly puts

itself on the same level of authority with that

which it has before ascribed to the old Scrip-

ture (this every word breathes and expresses

without special dicta, which, moreover, are not

wanting)—so also is a special inspiration of

that ichich is written here in like manner the

only true conclusion. Although so many be-

lieving theologians still reject this, and (as for

example Lange) declare the supposed " abstrac-

tion, whereby the inspiration of the writing is

separated from the inspiration of the life" (but

who is for making this separation?) to be
"somewhat Talmudistic"—we yet know as-

suredly, and shall never grow weary of assert-

ing, that all rejection of the specific miracle

maintained in the yeypaitrai is only to be
wise above and against Scripture.

With respect now to prophecy in particular,

the substance or matter of all prophecy in the

Old Testament is that which God has deter-

mined, by the revelation of his Son, to accom-

* Nullo modo posset Setiptura sacra pro regula

vitae ac fidei haberi, si scriptures sacti non alia

gavisi fuissent ^EoitvEvGria, cum homines etiam

pii et sancti falli queant vaiiisqne erroribus sint

obnoxii (Buddaeus, Institutt. i. 2, 10).

t Against Hofmann, who, in his " Schriftbnveis"

(i. 567 fob), will only admit the validity of the

Scripture as a whole, according to its collective

import, there remains this very serious question :

What, then, is to be made of the special ye'ypa-
rat—

1
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plish in the days of the new covenant, in the

time of the fulfillment, or q^D'H JVinj*, con-

clusion of the days ("last days "), and which
therefore he announced beforehand in the time

of preparation (Acts iii. 24). As the life of

faith in the pious had, from the very first, no
ground on which to rest without some expec-

tation of eternal life with their God, in like

manner all the temporal, provisional leadings

and institutions of God, with reference to his

people, have no SvvapiS (power) and no re'AoS

(fulfillment) without the all-pervading refer-

ence to the coming of Christ. The looking

forward to the coming of the seed of the
woman, of the seed of Abraham for the bless-

ing of all nations, of the Shiloh unto whom
the obedience of the nations is due, of the
Son of David who is to build the temple and
kingdom for ever, of the Messiah, is, in a
certain sense, one with the looking forward to

the advent in general, as is rightly denoted by

the Jewish theological K3H DPijJj or " world to

come" (future, i. e., Messianic, dispensation).

This reference and annunciation consists, how-
ever, parti;/ in the inner meaning and spirit of
all the events and institutions in general, cor-

responding to the mind and character of the
people, partly in special testimonies given from
time to time. The latter, which is still to be
distinguished, for example, from the true writ-
ing of history by the D'OiD'NI D , N''2J, earlier

prophets, is prophecy in the more limited
tense. And what is the aim of these special

vaticinia which announce beforehand, through
the succession of ages in regular development,
and precede, like their shadows beforehand,
all the events of God's hand, but especially,

with constant reference to Israel's election,

progress, and destiny, the kingdom of Christ,
and the history of his person, on which it is

founded ? In the first place, to strengthen
and call forth the expecting faith of that
time

; to ward off a false resting in what was
merely temporary ; and graciously to hold
forth a pledge of the knowledge of him who
was to come. Both those who immediately
received these oracles of God (Psa. ex.,

riirv ONJ), and those to whom they were

further communicated, were, with anxious
longing, to search into their meaning ; for

propli ecy arose to satisfy this longing awakened
within them by God, and did not arise in a
natural way out of that longing itself (see
Dan. is.). The principal aim of prophecy,
however, extended far beyond that imperfect
understanding of its meaning which, even
with the accompanying private interpretation
of the Spirit, alone was possible, to the advent
itself. That Israel might certainly know the
Messiah when he came, if only they would

;

that Christ himself, as a man and an Israelite,

might have a light for his path, a means of
developing and confirming his faith, prepared
by the Father ;* that the believers of the

* And yet there are those who venture openly to

impute to him a Jewish, and, on account of his I

New Testament might henceforth, in like man-
ner, through the wondrous word of ages,
fortify their faith in the unity of all revela-
tions of God, even to the last in his Son, their
certainty that he to whom they live is the one
that was to come in the fulness of time,
according to the eternal counsel

; finally, that
in the last days the ancient covenant-people,
returning from their blindness, might be con-
vinced by its holy letter preserved even til!

that time—all this is included in the design of
prophecy.
The source, from which the predictions of

the prophets in the more limited sense pro-
ceeded, is not to be found in the i<5ia iTtiAvtiiS

(" private interpretation") of a presentiment,
conjecture or desire, which, aitnough at first

awakened within them by the Spirit of God,
was yet further developed in themselves in a
natural and human way. But it must be
sought in the speaking of God, his word coming
always anew into their human consciousness

—

which, even to the end of the aays, when
every mystery of God thus spoken is" fulfilled

and ended (Rev. x. 7), might be and was
intended to be partly understood. ?nd partly not
understood; and which, precisely on this ac-
count, clothed itself partly in literally plain
words, in words entirely understood by the
prophets, partly, on the other hand, in dark
hints, and in an under-stnse, which only the
Spirit of God himself knew and could inter-
pret. The Spirit of Christ, as Peter says, was
in the prophets, so that they must needs
search into the words of their own mouth,
and, on account of the darkness that hid
other things, only abide by what had been
revealed to them, namely, that not unto tli.vi-

seltes, but. vnto us, they did minister these things

(1 Pet. i. 10-12). But, because the word of
the Spirit was yet a word coming through the
mouth of men and the thoughts of men, there-
fore was the knowledge of these holv men
themselves the medium of utterance employed
by the Spirit; and that in a manner quite as
conformable to nature as it was miraculous.
Every prophet speaks what is given to him

;

far as it may reach beyond his time, it yet as
a whole bears the peculiar form of his time
and person, which the same God, by the
course of nature and grace, has wisely pre-
pared with a view to this. The prophet says,
indeed, many things which he himself does
not altogether understand, but nothing in regard
to which he has no thoughts or reilections at
all, and which is not in some way connected
with his own consciousness. And thus, ac-
cording to this theory of inspiration, the pro-
phetic writings are truly "organic wholes,
and living products of minds affected by the
surrounding external and internal relations "

(in the words of Bleek), if only we reckon

humanity, national sphere of vision, in the belief
and the understanding of the Scripture— to him
who first broueht to Israel and the world the full

beiief, the entire, true understanding of the Scrip-
ture.
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among these internal relations the Spirit of

inspiration very essentially affecting the mind.

The Christ of prophecy, about whom our

Lord in the words nspi r ov Xpi6rov, of the

Christ, asks, as concerning a person who is the

same with his person (Luke xxiv. 26, rov Xpi-
drov, and ver. 44, its pi ijnov), is a figure

and form which is complete and consistent in

its totality.* It is not, therefore, that (one

knows not what) " ideal " Christ who is made
up of all sorts of presentiments, half agreeing

and half disagreeing with each other, such as

many at this day speak of. These, indeed,

have also a kind of " prophecy ;" the idea of

which, however, does not at all agree with
the idea of this word that obtains elsewhere
among heathen, Jews, and Christians, namely,
"a foretelling of events, based on divine com-
munication " (see also Acts xi. 28, xxi. 11).

Scriptural prophecy in this sense, in so far as it

stands in the canon, is a product of a higher

degree of inspiration, and its most evident

proof; just as that "prophesying," or inspired

speaking in another sense, which the Scripture

speaks of, indicates a concentrated and stronger

working of the Spirit of God on the human
spirit. It is nothing to the purpose that, in

the original language of the Old Testament,
there is no special term for the foretelling of

the future. It has the thing itself, and the

appeal of the true God to it as coming only

from him; and that precisely where this pro-

phesying appears more strikingly than it had
ever done before, in Isninh, for example, chaps,

xlii. 8, 9, xlvi. 9, 10, which therefore the pres-

ent false theory can no longer believe and un-

derstand. By right no one should give to a

presentiment of the future, developed from the

hitman spirit

—

pncsagiuni—the name of pro-

phecy or vaticininm, in the theological sense.

On the other hand, this name is without doubt
rightly applied to a vision given in the fast
place in the natural horizon of the present, and
the sphere of the national life, to which,
through the providence of God, a typical charac-

ter, flowing from the general character, ad-

heres ; namely, when this Providence, specially

taking care of the canon, has before provided

the expression of this intuition in the ypcxcpi)

or Scripture, and has, precisely by inspiration,

given it a co-ordinate place with the more con-

sciously direct prophecies. That the human
consciousness of its meaning 'oes not essen-

* " Christ, the promised One, every where ex-

plains the Old Testament in the most essential re-

spects of himself, and applies it to his own person,

just, as a man points to a picture which represents

him " (Von M>yer, as editor of De Wette's Psalim,

see Krit. Kriinze, p. 396). Yet, as may be strictly

proved by a genuine exegesis of the prophetical
word, what Jul. Miiller maintains is wrong, viz

,

" The Messianic prophecy of the old covenant re-

specting the incarnate Son of God was fulfilled, but
at the same time infinitely exceeded." The fulfilled

reality indeed exceeds the prophecy in clearness;

in other respects, however—let, one only read now
in this clear light— it has nothing essential, which
had not been already indicated beforehand.

tially belong to the idea of prophecy accord-
ing to the more concrete use of the word in

the New Testament, but that, all the more on
this account, the idea of divine guidance and
inspiration belongs to it, is evident from the
case of Caiaphas (John xi. 50, 51). But the
iioly men of God were far from prophesying
always unconsciously, and they never did so
strictly speaking as Caiaphas did. This leads
us into a province where the believing inter-

pretation has been mainly combated and charg-
ed with the worst caprice—into the miracu-
lous province of that which the Holy Ghost
speaks, while the persons by whom he speaks
do not fully understand it. Here "the differ-

ence between the immediate and the mediate,
between the unconscious and the conscious in

the human spirit," as psychology shows what
is analogous to it every where, is, at all events
in the province of the Scripture, to be well
considered and rightly understood. If too
great emphasis is laid on the unconsciousness
—then, forgetting the Scripture-inspiration,

one finds only such "presentiments as the
pious writers themselves were not able to mas-
ter, were not able clearly and entirely to ex-
press, scarcely even to stammer out." This,

then, is held "from its very nature, to be ever
something general, indefinite, floating in the
air ;" and so the testimony of the prophetic
spirit adduced in the New Testament as in

the highest degree clear, must be allowed to

evaporate into an incomprehensible chiaro-

oscuro, the exegesis of which is forbidden to

everyone. On the contrary, all that the Holy
Ghost—so soon as we attach a definite mean-
ing to this great word itself—has given to the
sacred writers to say, remains most certain

and definite, whether this be simply and plain-

ly in their words, as knowledge destined for

the Old Testament times, or whether it be an
enigma lyin-v deeper, reserved for the future.

In the latter case, what is concealed becomes
manifest, and the slight intimation, according
to its original divine intention, is exalted into

the light of distinct definiteness ; i. e., in other
words, the Scripture is opened (Acts xvii. 3;
Luke xxiv. 45), so soon as the sawe spirit, who
there spoke mysteriously, now becomes the

internrtter of his own tcords. We sec. also, that

Christ and the apostles cite and make use

such h^ ponoetic testimor'
, without distinc-

tion from the others. " The formula iva
nXrjpoo^irj, that it might be fulfilled, is frequently

applied to types the same as if they were pro-

phecies "—says Nitzsch ; from this it precisely

follows, however, that they are prophecies,

and the consciously prophesying subject is

properly always in the end the Holy Ghost.

As regards the wider-sense, also, there is in it

no essential token of its having been unknown
to the inspired writer; this may certainly

have been the case, but it may quite as well

havo been the contrary.* Only the man who
holds no special inspiration will anxiously in^

quire what, and how much, the writers had in

* See my Einleitung zu den Psalmcn, p. 8
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their own thoughts in connection with their

words

—

a question which can now never be settled.

We should think that when such a one reads

honestly and uprightly the wondrous word of

the Old Testament, he must find so much that

is uncertain, obscure, and full of prophetic pre-

sentiment, so much that is invested and played

around by a second sense, as to make him de-

spair of at all interpreting the thoughts in

these words. But he who proposes the grand
question, What does the Holy Ghost testify

here ? considers, indeed, the historically per-

sonal references ard media in the human con-

sciousness, in so far as they present themselves
to him ; where, however, the word, read in

the light of the fundamental intention and
special interpretation of the New Testament,
begins to loose itself from the natural ground
of the time when it was written, he, notwith-
standing, continues to read confidently with-

out troubling himself much as to what the

prophet may or may not have understood con-

cerning it. We have now to do not merely
with " the train of thought of the ancient kings,

prophets, and other mere(l) theopneusts "— in

which the person, history, and kingdom of

Christ were already comprehended in extenso
and concreto(Tholuck's Litt Anz. 1836, p. 181)

—but with the train of thought of the Spirit,

according to which David speaks in the Spirit,

nv the Holy Spirit by the mouth of David. We
" bring certainly the full coloring into the

shadowy sketch "—for, therefore, has the 6uid
roov peXXovroov, "shadow of things to come,''

been given to us, in its wonderful adaptation
to the eixoav or image ; he who has the origi-

nal sees, of course, a true shadow-sketch in

the light of this original, and this is precisely

now the exegesis of ike Old Testament in the light

of tke New. Moreover, we must not suffer our-
selves to be induced to take, as the criterion,

whatever a false theology, which does not even
Understand the Old Testament in a gramma-
tico-historical way, may please to declare as

being at any time the stage in the development
of Hebraism on the whole, and, therefore, the
sphere of vision at the time in the particulars.

It is, for example, a mere dogmatical dictum
of unbelief which will not acknowledge the
" inner relations," when De Wette* says re-

specting the piercing of the hands and feet in

Psa. xxii.j attested by the Masora, " If David
did not suffer it, then he could not say it of

himself and a presentiment of the particular
mode of death which another was to suffer after

him could not with these words come into his

mind." Wherefore not, if it was revealed to
him that not only his life and sufferings bore
a typical reference to the great One who was
to come ; but also, in particular, that the Spirit

of the Lord spoke of this One by his tongue ?

Why must that be called '• unpsychological "

in the highest and holiest sphere which, in a
quite inferior degree, happens to the sons of
men—even to many a doctor, in spite of all his

exact thinking —namely, that they should

Erbauliche Erkldrung der Psalmtn, p. 29.

28

often say what reaches beyond their own
thought. It would be interesting enough to

seek out in many a book of the present day
the under-sense here and there put in by God.
Goschel's exegesis in reference to Gothe goes,

indeed, too far ; in general, however, we all

apply with justice the same principle of inter-

pretation even to our own classics. And, to

return to antiquity—one has only to look

without prejudice at the wide natural sphere
of the heathen oracles, and the oriental gnome-
wisdom, in order to find in abundance even
the grammatical double sense (this dHcivda-
Xov of the ypacpi'/). Now that the wondrous
word of the suggesting Spirit, employing and
exalting this mode ofnatural utterance amongst
men, comes to have, not, indeed, a "

spirit-like'''
1

(as the reviewer in Tholuck's Anz. loc. cit.

thinks), yet actually a supernatural, miraculous

appearance, is at the same time founded so

naturally in the fact of the great miracle of

inspiration,* that not only in the citations of

the New Testament does what is cited acquire

for the most part exactly this appearance, but
in general to the believingly devout reader

every sentence of the Bible is at times thus spir-

itually transfigured. Thus is that interpreta-

tion of the Scripture which completely under-

stands it, properly speaking itself aprophesying
and seeing by the Spirit, and not a mere reading

and investigating b}' means of human helps, a8

in other books written by men. Such inter-

pretation, like all prophecy of the second de-

gree, lets itself indeed he judged by the same
Spirit, on account of the error that is mixed
with it, but it must certainly decline to vindi-

cate itself against merely human wrangling
and disputation.

What, then, did David in Psa. ex. know of

Christ, when, in the Spirit, he called him his

Lord ? This Lord himself, who also knew well

about David, asserts, on the part of the psalm-

ist, a knowledge of the sense of his own words,

in the little word " hit "—which is, at all

events, implied in the expression "to my
Lord," as has been said above. As Moses,

according to Num. xii. 0-8, had some under-

standing of the secret and far-reaching import
of his typical laws and institutions, so. still

more, did David know, since Nathan's prophecy,

that he himself, also a prophet, spoke before-

hand, for example in Psa. xvi., of the resurrec-

tion of this Christ who was promised to him
(Acts ii. 30, 31). In like manner, in the 2d
Psalm, he speaks of a world-ruler who is "the
Son " in an incomparable sense, in whom to

trust for salvation as in God is no idolatry.

He knew even that the Spirit of God speaks

in his psalms in general of him who was to

come. Eead only 1 Chron. xviii. 17, and 2

* For the inspiration of the Scripture is, and re-

mains the miracle in the sphere of human thinking,

quite as indisputable, and at the same time incom-
prehensible, as other wonders of a higher nature

imparting itself to a lower. In this way it touches

uuon what is analogous to it in a lower degree, and
is yet, f o ccelo, different from it.
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Sam. vii. 19, aright as the words stand.* Con-

sequently the iv itvtvi.ia.Ti, "in the Spirit,"

in the allusion to Psa. ex., does not, in any
wise, mean a state of ecstasy in which David
himself was carried to the right hand of God,

and in which, not knowing the import of his

own words, he speaks as if he himself had
become his own Lord. Nor are the words "to
my Lord " to be understood as "an Israelite's

intuition of the glorious and efficacious fellow-

ship of the king with Jehovah," i. e., in an-

other person than his own, asHofmann thinks;
for, on the contrary, Christ* here says that
David spoke these words in his own person,

concerning another, viz., the Christ. Yet it is

not thereby affirmed that David knew and
understood all that we can read and find in

the inexhaustibly profound word of the Spirit

by the mouth of David, now after the actual
exaltation of the royal Priest to the right

hand of God.

WOE TO THE PHARISEES.—ALL BLOOD UPON THIS GENERATION.
TO JERUSALEM.

-FAREWELL

(Matt, xxiii. 2-39; Mark xii. 38-40; Luke xx. 40, 47
;
[Luke xi. 39-52 ; xm. 34, 35].)

We must once more, and for the last time,

protest against the constant hypothesis of Ols-

hausen, who consistently maintains the im-

probability that an entire discourse, such as

Matthew here gives, wras actually spoken by
our Lord ; and, moving in a circle, reminds us,

here as every where else, of the usual manner

* True, even the old translators take the ""JIN

mrp (" Lord God ") in 2 Sam. vii. 19, as a voca-

tive ; but, although this certainly occurs at vers.

18, 19, 20, 28, 29, it yet cannot be meant thus here

(the second lime in the same verse !), because then

the remaining clause DINn miD DNH ("And is

this the manner of men"?") would have no proper

beginning. When Havernick, with Schnurrer and
others, would read, "that such is a law for men "

(as Seb. Schmid, " idque ad legem hominis")—we
reasonably ask, in respect of tiie sense, What 1 how
so? and can find no tolerable idea corresponding

to the elevation of this chapter. Equally unsatis-

factorily does De Wette dismiss the readers of his

Bible, " Such is the way of men "—namely, to

speak thus confidentially (as according to Grotius,

also Gesenius, Winer, Maurer), or oven, Thus to

care for their posterity ! Zinzendorf, iu his igno-

rance, may be satisfied with such an interpretation

as, " Thou speakest with one, as a friend speaks

with another "—but we cannot be so satisfied. The
question of surprise, Is this the manner of men
(namely, an eternal kingdom)"? comes indeed near-

er, but no such question is indicated in the text.

It is enough to abide by that which Luther has hit

in bis marginal gloss :
" Thou speakest with me of

an eternal kingdom, in which no man can be king
;

he must be God and man, because he is to be my
son and yet is to be king for ever and ever, which
belongs to God alone." This future, as yet dis-

tantly future, Ruler of an eternal kingdom, whose
Father (ver. 14) thou art to be, is God-man ! Thus
we have the true parallel to Psa. ex. Let mu"l>
law (" manner"), be understood of the new law,

the new revelation, the new order of the covenant
and kingdom; let the QT Nil which is strikingly

brought into prominence, and used personally, con-
trary to the usage of this word elsewhere, not be
overlooked ; and then let the passage be read in

full (with Scbmieder, Zeugniss von Christo in Pre-
digten, p. 291)—Of an Adam, who is Lord Jehovah,
a new beginner of humanity and representative of

of the apostles " thus to combine the sayings
of Christ." We still maintain the same con-

viction as to the theory that Matthew has
"with art and insight arranged into a new
whole" the scattered sayings; we hold it to

be an art forbidden to the Evangelist, a false

insight on the part of the apostle, who must
have known that it was not permitted to him
to compile for the Church of Christ the formal

discourses delivered by his and its Lord on his

entering upon his work and taking leave of it,

and then simply to say of them : Jesus opened
his mouth and spake thus! The tote, then,

of Matthew, therefore, stands firm here also
;

as much so, at least, as the account of i.uke,

who informs us that Jesus had alread}' spoken
at an earlier period much of what is here said.

Nay, Luke himself, as also Mark, at the same
place where the discourse of Matthew stands,

gives a brief hint about that discourse. When
Luke, chap. xi. vers. 38, 45, 53, narrating ex-

humanity. If any one thinks that this interpreta-

tion of 2 Sam. vii. is mystically put into the word*,

we ask him how he will dispose of the parallel

passage 2 Chron. xviii. 17 (original text. xvii. 17),

where the sense maintained by us is still less to be
evaded ;

it means evidently, according to the man-
ner, form ('he type) of the or a man, who is on high,

who is Lord (and) God. The interpretation, " After

the manner of an exalted man "—yields still less

sense than the evasions before mentioned. Or, "Af-

ter the manner of men, thou on high, God Jeho-

vah "—which is already forbidden by the remarka-

ble accentuation.

* To whom Dr. Hofmann will hardly answer

"Thou errest, for thou knowest not the Sc; iptupo

and the weakness of men so well as I !" We are

glad to find Delitzsch at one with us in the testi-

mony that the authority of Christ (from which Hof-

mann tries acuely, but in vain, to release himself)

here recognizes a designation of the Messiah as

xvpioi in the mouth of David. Thereby certainly
" the chain of progression, as Hofmann bas con-

structed it, is at once broken in pieces, the exclu-

sively typical principle of his interpretation of the

Psalms entirely shaken " (Delitzsch, Biblisch-prophet.

Theologie, p. 186).
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actly according to the occasion and connection

there indicated, inserts the earlier kindred dis-

course of our Lord against the Pharisees and

Scribes, it is to us not merely in the highest

degree probable, but certain, that he is quite

as right as Matthew, and Matthew quite as

right as he—that is, our Lord (and this has a

very profound significance, if only we will ad-

mit it) publicly repeated and arranged in this,

his farewell discourse, what he had already,

perhaps often, here and there uttered in pri-

vate.* At least let tenable reasons be given

against this, instead of an indefinite assertion

of its improbability. Was not the case entirely

similar with the parable of the guests who de-

spised the call ? We shall, therefore, inter-

pret the discourse spoken at the entertainment
in Luke as belonging properly to that time

;

yet we shall there, for the most part, have

to consider and explain only the different

position and connection of the particular say-

ings in relation to the concluding discourse in

Matthew.
But we must not forget that even the formal

apostrophe to Jerusalem as the killer of the
prophets, and the announcement, "Your house
is left unto you desolate ! Ye shall see me no
more !"—to remove which from its place in

Matthew would contradict ail sound feeling

—

is likewise to be found at an earlier period in

Luke xiii. 34, 35, in definite connection with
words going before, in ver. 33. What shall we
say to this? It certainly bears very much
the appearance as if Christ had spoken thus
only once, and most naturally where Matthew
records it; nay, we cannot quite comprehend
Olshausen, when, with obstinate consistency,

he curtly says of these words, " In Luke they

have without doubt their original place !" How
natural it is to doubt whether Jesus could
there and then from afar have thus addressed
Jerusalem; whether he could already have ad-
dressed a farewell to those who would hut

!

When we find that Luke has, without regard
to chronological order, interwoven with the
so-called narrative of the journey (i. e., the
particular section chap. ix. 51, to chap, xviii.

14) much that was spoken elsewhere—for ex-
ample as we found at chap. xi. 14-30 (yet only
so that ver. 37 retains its truth in so far as

something similar was then said), and perhaps
chap. xiii. 18-21, as also other places— it is

6urely natural to suppose that in connecting
also chap. xiii. 34, 35 with ver. 33, he might
nave anticipated. More than this, however,
it, does not become us to say ; as even Schlei-

ermacher, in his lectures on Luke (as my notes
inform me), " could not do otherwise than let

it stand as doubtful.'
1 ''] It is at least much

* Even Hase acknowledges this discourse as au-
thentic, and thinks it to be " so conformable to

time and place that it by no means has the appear-
ance of being a compilation of Matthew." Sehle-
iennacher, on the contrary, thinks that on this

day there was no longer time enough for such a dis-

course.

f In his published work on Luke, however, he in-

more certain that Matthew is right in giving

this as Christ's faretoell word j and our feeling,

sound and true as we think, rebels against the
idea that he has presumed, on his own author-
ity, to remove the earlier saying to this place

where Christ would have spoken it bej^ond com-
parison more suitably and effectually. When
again, however, we find that in Luke xiii. the

words may well be understood (even ver. 35) in

another, and at that time quite suitable, sense

(of which later on Luke), if we only cancel the
already critically suspicious eprjpoi, "deso-
late"—we can make up our minds to suppose,

with Bengel, that our Lord had already, at an
earlier period in Galilee, addressed Jerusalem
in precisely similar terms, as the murderer of

the prophets, when speaking of his death which
was soon to be accomplished there ; and, finally,

that at a later period he purposely repeated,

with reference to a more remote future, a word
that was there meant for his triumphal entry
which was soon to take place.

But to proceed with Matthew. According
to his account, our Lord spoke here to the peo-

ple ahd to his disciples, notwithstanding the
address to the Pharisees and Scribes and the
entire evil generation, which begins at ver. 13
and continues to the end of the chapter. This
implies, first of all, that he began as we see by
addressing the people (ver. 3), and his disci-

ples (vers. 8-11); but it likewise denotes,

that in fact the woes denounced against the
Pharisees were meant less for them than as a

warning to the people and to the disciples.

Mark xii. 38 brings into prominence the still

listening and unsusceptible people ; Luke xx.

45, in addition to these, the disciples. Both
Evangelists, moreover, not less concisely than
profoundly, intimate this as the proper and
innermost point of the entire discourse, when
they begin it with &BA.£7tere,7tpo6£XETe onto
toov ypa/ijuazemv, " Beware of the Scribes !"

This connects itself (besides Matt. xvi. 6, and
Luke xii. 1) e*actly witli the conclusion of the
Sermon on the Mount (Matt. vii. 15)—that
Sermon on the Mount which (as we have seen)
foreshadows in general, in its progress and
conclusion, the progress and conclusion of all

the teaching of Christ; to which, in particular

(as we shall see), the woes here denounced
significantly correspond, as contrasted with
the blessings there promised. The sentence
of condemnation which the Pharisees, in the

hearing of all the people, must needs take away
with them—so that by this publicity it already
foreshadows to them the great judgment of

that day— is meant to exhibit a most solemn
warning example for all future times in the
eyes of all the people, and especially the disci-

ples of Christ (i. e., as in the Sermon on the
Mount, such as are so already, and such as on
hearing it will become so): this is the main
design and fundamental import of the entire

clines more strongly to the opinion, that Luke has
only inserted the discourse here.
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discourse, Let it not, be so with you! This must
j

be said even here to the disciples of Christ

;

therefore, it is not merely, Beware of these

and such hypocrites wherever yon may meet
them ; but even, Take heed that ye become not

as they t For, according to 1 Cor. ix. 27, there

remains even to a Paul the threatening danger

of continuing to preach outwardly to others

whilst inwardly he is himself rejected, of hold-

ing forth the prize to which he himself does

not attain.

As, at Isa. v. 8-30, there followed upon the

parable of the vineyard a sixfold woe against

sinful Israel, so now, in exact contrast with

the Sermon on the Mount (to which we shall

find besides many particular allusions), Christ

utters seven woes, with a superadded eighth,

against the hypocrites and blind guides at the

head of this generation upon which judgment
is about to fall This has not been arranged,

here any more than there, by the " art and in-

sight of the Evangelist." It would be folly,

indeed, in us, as in Matthew, to trouble our-

selves with the question whether Christ spoke

every immaterial particular, and every thing

literally as it stands here; e. g., whether he

mentioned the <pvXaKtr]f>icc or "phylacteries"

first, and not the Hfitx6ns8a or " hems." We
may certainly rely on this, that the whole, in

its essential meaning, connection, and progress,

corresponds through the Spirit of inspiration

with the original discourse of our Lord.

It divides itself not less evidently than sig-

nificantly into three parts. The first gives, by
way of introduction and warning, the descrip-

tion of the Scribes and Pharisees, and that in

contrast with the disciples of Christ (vers. 2-

12). The second, as the kernel, properly

speaking, comprehends the seven woes upon the

hypocrites and wilfully blind, which are in-

troduced by a sudden change of the address

(vers. 13-28). The concluding part passes—in

the eighth icoe, which combines all the seven

in one—from the persons hitherto addressed

to the entire generation of Pharisaic Israel, up-

on which judgment is about to fall ; and ends

in the terrible farewell to Jerusalem and the

temple, the city and habitation of God ! (vers.

29-39). In harmony with chap. v. 20, in the

Sermon on the Mount, the " righteousness " of

the Pharisees—as it is there ironically called

and rejected, that is, their unrighteousness and
hypocrisy—is first of all depicted. "Those I

mean, who are so^—says Christ, and thereby
meets the question, which was yet a ground-

less question, viz., whether and how he can
thus condemn the whole class and the whole
sect. Those who are not so—he does not

mean, and therefore does not condemn. He
begins with the quite general mention of those

who sit in Moses' seat (still, at the same time
acknowledging the right and truth of the of-

fi,ce), according to whose words in so far as

conformable to that seat, the people are to act,

notwithstanding they themselves do not thus
act (vers. 2, 3). In this way is at once ex-

hibited a more special delineation of their

character as it appears outwardly in their works,

and this in warning contrast with the dis-

ciples of Christ. They do not what they (mora
or less rightly) say ; what they do however
(their righteousuess) is hypocrisy before tho
people (vers. 3-5). Examples which make
this manifest are to be found in their affected

holy garments, their sitting in the upper seats,

and their love of titles (vers. 5-7). Now comes
the strongly convictive, specially correspond-

ing antithesis, applied from what is outward
to the internal character: fie not ye so! (vers.

8-10). But ye know what I hare said to yon
(ver. 11), as also to them and you together (ver.

12). The last sentence, that namely of ver.

12, comprehends both the Pharisees and the
disciples at the close of the direct warning,

and already prepares the way for the sentence

of degradation upon those who sit on high, the
woe that now breaks in.

The sevenfold woe divides itself into twe
parts ; in the first of which there are four, and
in the second three woes. The first four have
respect to the pernicious effects, the last three

to the evil nature of their hypocrisy.* They
rob men of eternal salvation in the kingdom of

heaven, under the pretext of being placed i)»

charge of it

—

nay even of their earthly goods
under the pretext of making prayers for theii

soulsf (vers. 13, 14). They give to men foi

this the destruction of hell, or a character

which deserves this (ver. 15)—and that by
false doctrine, which (in every case as in these

examples) puts what is unessential and out-

ward in the place of what is essential (vers.

10-22). Blind guides : this sums up the per-

nicious outward expression of their hypocrisy,

and stands therefore along with the " hypo-
crites " (vers. 23-25). Now first, pressing

closely home, their evil disposition is denoted

in a threefold woe : They neglect, in the most
trifling outward observances, ttie principal

thing (vers. 23, 24)—and that with conscious

hypocrisy ; as they cleanse the outside instead

of the inside (vers. 25, 26), so they are them
selves whited sepulchres (vers. 27, 28). The
death in them which h now exposed forms the

connecting link to tho third and concluding

* By a similar division *be promising blessing

t

(Matt, v.) proceeded from th? inward disposition to

the outward expression ; the rebuking woe, on the

contrary, sets out from the outward expression,

and proceeds to the inward character. The paral-

lel, as specially carried out by Lang*", between tho

blessings promised and the woes denounced, ap-

pears to us strained, and in some instances artificial.

We think that such exact references would not

accord with the solemnity of our Lord's holy wrath

at the timp.

f Ver. 14 is not to be put before ver. 13. for

Bengel very aptly observes here, ihat the dise<>Hi8t>

must begin with ihe kingdom of heaven with refer*

ence to chaps, iv. 17, v. 6 ;
we observe, in addition

to this, that ver. 14 brings up a higher degree of

turpitude in order to the greater condemnation. Still

less is ver. 14 to be rejected as having been inserted

from Luke, as Orotius thought, for Mark and Luka
have here retained this rtepiddoTEpov xpijia, a*

the principal saying.
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pnrt. This part, of course, again, begins in

the first place with the Scribes and Pharisees,

the guides of the whole people, in order to

extend the eighth woe over their heads into a

judgment upon the entire generation. They
fill up with all their false holiness only the

measure of the sins of their fathers ; they
pretend indeed to renounce the guilt of their

fathers (vers. 29, 30), but yet are like them
(ver. 31), nay fill up their measure in order to

condemnation (vers. 32, 33). And thus does

the entire generation fall with them into judg-
ment : they will also reject the last messengers
of Christ (sent to them only to afford a proof

Of their incorrigiblencss), and thus draw down
the final judgment upon all former crimes of

bloodshed (vers. 34-36) ; Jerusalem especially

would not receive the grace, which sought in

vain to allure them, even to the last, and this

grace now withdraws itself from them, until

there shall be a penitent return of Israel to

its Messiah, which lies in the remote future

(vers. 37-39). Thus does the rejected Messiah
turn away from them ; thus does he declare

the judgment beforehand; yet not without
something conciliatory at the close, in the
gracious look which he casts upon the children

of these condemned parents, who shall one
day be restored—every thing in one compre-
hensive view of this people and generation, as

one whole under the leadin»- of God.

Verses 2, 3. We are not to conceive of a
magisterial power and dignity as belonging to

the persons here rebuked ; for our Lord uni-

formly showed an exalted humility towards
all to whom he was lawfully subject, and, on
special grounds did not even make use of his

own ro}'al dignity, nor even the rights of prophet
to rebuke and inveigh against the holders of

power. He reprimands them not in so far as

they had still in any way to judge and rule;

therefore it is not the " High Priests and
Scribes/' so that it is necessary to understand
the Sanhedrim, but the "Scribt-s and Pharisees"
—the words being purposely in this order.

Of "an organized political influence," which
he would prevent the people from opposing in

a revolutionary way, he does not here speak
;

he does not in the remotest way denote the

school and sect, which indeed was then the

dominant one, as the holders of the "collective

theocrutical power," not even in order to

acknowledge that power. For uaSeSpa,
("_seac") is neither aS/aoVoS (throne) nor a

fiijua. (tribunal) ; but generally, the place

which any one tills, and here the pulpit or

lesk in school and church, as we now say. To
tit in the seat of any one is to occupy his

place with its rights and prerogatives (see Sir.

xii. 12 in the Greek) ; then to become his

successor in office in so far as an office is

spoken of; for a transference of a transferable

office is certainly pre-supposed therein. But
there was at this time in Israel no seat of the
propluis, no outwardly constituted right of

succession ; for, Samuel's schools of the pro-
phets existed for a time only by the Spirit,

and even Elisha was not called by Elijah, but
by the Lord through Elijah, just as Amos the
herdsman was (Amos vii. 14, 15). There was,
however, a stat of Moses, i. e., an office with
the right and duty belonging to it of declaring

the law to the people, of enforcing it, and
applying it to particular cases : this Moses did

first of all in person (Exod. xviii. 13, 20), and
transferred this power (which was then also a
power to judge in cases where the law declared
punishment) not only to the rulers (ver. 21)
who acted with him, but also for the future to

the Priests, and Levites, and Judges (Deut.
xvii. 9-12). But our Lord cannot mean here
even this priest!?/ or judicial office proceeding
from Moses (Mai. ii. 7; Deut. xxxiii. 10) as

such, for times and things were changed since

then ; after the return from the captivity,

since the time of Ezra, the first scribe or 1QD»

another seat had been set up for declaring

and interpreting the law (Neh. vii i. 4-9),

namely, the pulpit in the synagogues, and the

right of the learned in general to teach thf

people. This Christ calls quite properly the
present seat of Moses, which the school, as we
now say, had occupied ; more particularly,

however, the specific sect of the Pharisees,

which had obtained the upper hand in the

school, so that no Sadducasan Saibes were
acknowledged, although Sadducees also sat in

the high council. It matters nothing to the
point, whether the Rabbis and teachers in the

temple and s)rna»;ogue3 sate or stood (Luke
iv. 20); the iudStday, "sit," denotes the

occupying of this place in general. As Christ

at the beginning acknowledged the masters in

Israel (Luke ii. 40; John iii. 10), so now, at

the close, he lets their authority pass undis-

puted for the little while it has yet to last

(till the judgment, ver. 12) ; he will not him-
self thrust them down before the time, but let

them sit as now the}' sit. Whether, more-
over, the form end Sitiav is intended to denote
"that they were self-elected to their office"

—

that they have assumpted the seat, and sit as

a matter of fact— is still a question ; there is

certainly something of this in the background,
as afterwards ver. 12 comes into prominence.
But at first our Lord seems to speak only in

the way of acknowledgment, just as at chap,

xxi. he acknowledged the keepers of the
vineyard in order to rebuke them. For the
order of the development from Moses down to

the present time, notwithstanding all offence

in the individuals, was yet, on the whole, true

and legitimate : if there was a seat of Moses
in Israel at all, who sate in it but the
Pharisees ? Although they may have arro-

gantly seated themselves and now sit (for

example, they called the ignorant rabble, John
vii. 49, as }'"lNrrDy> or people of the earth, their

" footstool "), yet they were the real, and fun-

damentally, still orthodox representatives of

legal Judaism ; hence Paul afterwards con-

necting himself with them could appeal to
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their influence. Inasmuch, therefore, as our

Lord leaving out of view the Sadducees and
Essenes, speaks thus here of the Pharisees, he

honors them (as in all his former controversy

with them) at the same time that he rebukes

them. "Notwithstanding his decided renun-

ciation of what was dead and ungodly in

Pharisaism, he yet had grafted his teaching

only on their and on no other Jewish sect."

From this will be rightly understood the

following confirmation by Christ of what
these Pharisees say for the people, which from
a want of clearness has been much misunder-
stood. That in the Tcavxa 06a <xv, "all

whatsoever," their false human statutes, which
make void the commandment of God, are by
no means to be included, is evident enough
afterwards from vers. 16-22 ; and no one should
so understand it after statements such as chap.

3v. 3-20. What, in that case, would be meant
by the 7tpo6£X£te, "beware," addressed to

the people as well as to the disciples ? " Christ

commended the sheep because they listened

not to the murderers and hirelings"—and can

it be that he should now unconditionally direct

them to these shepherds? Certainly, our
Lord had, since the Sermon on the Mount,
" placed the mass of the people above their

representatives," and this is no " incongruous
and revolutionary perversion of relations." It

was the true reformatory relation, which
Christ will assuredly never suffer to be
abolished among the people of God, so as,

after the genuine Romish fashion, to surrender
the ignorant multitude blindly to human
authorities. We cannot understand, again,

how Olshausen, with the contents of this and
the 15th chap, before him, can yet say here

:

"Their statutes contained in themselves noth-

ing sinful ; they were only very burdensome,
but whoever entered into them faithfully and
earnestly could receive no harm from them !"

There lies, therefore, in the important ovv,
"therefore," between vers. 2 and 3 the already
self-evident limitation, viz.: All that they say
to you as in Moses' name from this seat,

conformably to this seat, as true readers and
interpreters of the law*—" lest the people
might think that the Pharisaic traditions were
of equal validity with the precepts of Moses."
Luther's marginal 'gloss runs: "If any one
teaches otherwise and more than Moses, he
sits not in Moses' seat ; therefore Christ re-

jects afterwards their works and doctrine of

* This alone is what we find in it ; namely, the
acknowledgment of the office, and of all the teach-
ing which was actually in accordance therewith.
Roos, as if he had in his mind the pastors of his
time, yet hardly according to historical truth,
would understand a great deal too much. " From
the desk these people say nothing wrong. Their
human statutes, perverted interpretations, bad
Counsels, they spread abroad only in their decisions
and conversations or they bring them before their
students in a learned shape. In the desk (in the
pulpit) all is as yet well enough. There they are
afraid. There God still keeps his hand over them !"

We doubt very much whether it was so.

men." This discriminating recognition fur-

nished the true complement to all his contro-
versy with them hitherto ; and our Lord
therefore now expresses it to prevent all mis- '

understanding of his words (as in Matt. xv.

17). The people needed, and need at all times,

in so far as the legal economy of God extends
into the New Testament, such readers and
interpreters of the word that has been given
by God. Our Lord, therefore, at the same
time, confirms by anticipation the similar

office in Christendom ; and declares it as his

Avill that, in all times, the occupiers of any
seat of Moses (not certainly a seat of Christ,

who knows no representatives) should t ?

honored on account of the office, notwithstand
ing all personal unworthiness, just as parents
and magistrates are to be honored. Even
although something human, unprophetical,

pertaining to the letter in human fashion,

should cleave to it (as Moses himself, at tliu

same time, in the prophetic spirit bore the
office of the letter), yet so long as it does not

go directly against the word and command-
ment of God, it is to be tolerated—but not
further. What they tell you to keep, already •

with the gentle irony rightly expressed by
Luther, "that ye should keep"—as preparing

the way for ver. 4. Yea, that observe and do
ye, faithfully on your part, in order that it may
not remain undone (see the like expressions,

Exod. xviii. 20; Deut. xvii. 10, 11), although
they do it not themselves ; but ye must not
do according to their works ! Here the rrjpElv

,

" observe," passes significantly to the inward
disposition, which is different from the out-

ward ituiF.lv, "do," and first of all required

—

also testified to by them against their know-
ledge and will in the word of the law, for it

corresponds to the Ileb. "TOES to keep.

Verses 3, 4. They themselves continually

say what the law says, but they do it not :

this is the first all-embracing designation oi

their hypocrisy, a hypocrisy which is developed

and intensified, according to a psychological

law, precisely by this saying and not doing.

With this ver. 4 is immediately connected
epexegetically ; though by an almost universal

mistake and in opposition to the plain word,
these imposed burdens have been understood
of their human statutes. It is only a figura-

tive carrying out of ver. 3, according to the
usage of the term (see on chap. xi. 29), and
means nothing else than the saying and not

doing spoken of immediately before : They
proudly and with pleasure give forth the law
in all its strictness, they delight to thunder it

ovit severely, as from Sinai—Thou shalt ! thou
shalt not ! without ever thinking of their own'

obedience (Rom. ii. 21-23). Just so the moral
Pharisees of the present day preach endlessly

of duties and evermore of duties ! They lay

upon the shoulders of the poor people burdens

which they themselves will not touch with one

finger (Luke xi. 46), or move from the spot
;

not to speak of taking them in their hand and
laying them on their own shoulders in order
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to cairy them.* Docs this, then, correspond
to their statutes, which even Bengel would
understand as meant here? No, in their self-

chosen works, ver. 5 (now first conies the
transition to these), they indeed go zealously

before the people. We should in that case

have to understand Christ as going on to say
in ver. 5: "I have said to you that they do

not; verily, they do indeed outwardly, on
account of the people, but that is not the

right doing." But this sense, however true as

respects the divine law, yet has respect to

this law only as requiring a spiritual obedience;

and not to those statutes which actually re-

quire only an outward observance, and for the

overscrupulous doing of which, not proceeding
from the heart, ver 4 would be a very unsuita-

ble expression. The true explanation of the

whole is found afterwards in ver. 23, where
the real ftapv repa r o v v 6 /.t o v, "weightier
matters of the /a?r," certainly correspond to

the cpopria ftape'a, "heavy burdens," here;
in like manner, Rom. ii. 21, 23, rightly under-
stood, Thou stealest, committest adultery, and
robbest God in heart, although not in act

before the people. In their own hearts the

commandment of God is to them an intolera-

ble yoke ; not merely in the deep sense of the

truth which an honestly striving Paul finds

(Acts xv. 10), but with a contemptuous put-

ting aside of the commandment, so that they
do not even lay a finger upon it in order to

the true keeping of it before God : still they
find their pleasure in the Sedpevsiy, binding,

and tiuriSei at, imposing, on account of the

office. Of an actual adding of their own com-
mandments Christ does not yet speak here;

else he would certainly have expressed himself

more distinctly upon this important point, so

as to distinguish between vers. 3 and 4. This,

however, is already at all events implied in

the idea ; viz., that the Pharisees, with self-

seeking pleasure, make the commandment of

Moses a matter of conscience as their com-
mandment; that in their binding and imposing,

they already make something else out of it;

instead of being a call to repentance in order

to the knowledge of sin, they rather make it

a laying on of all sorts of burdens. In this

way they indeed falsify the law; and they

bind its commandments thickly together with-

out mercy, ver. 23, so as to be an intolerable

burden as coming from their hands (chap. xii.

7). Here the Jurist Grotius is for once a

better interpreter than most theologians ; he
refers to the benignior interprelatw, every

where conceded by Moses, but neglected by
his interpreters.! who on the contrary only

* " In what an entirely different light does the

Saviour appear, who himself sought to bear the

heaviest burdens, and by his love to make every

thing easy for his people" (Stein on Luke),

f For example, in regard to the tithes, it was not

agreeable to the intention of the law to extend
them to the smallest herb ; because these would
hardly yield an emolument to the Levites, while

they entailed the most grievous vexation on the

tithe-payers.

" omnem operam impendebant ritibus urgendis

et ampliaudis.'''' Now, in so far as this ampli-

are had more or less a real foundation, at least

in the Mosaic letttr, Jesus will not all at onco

do away with it before the time, God having

permitted the letter to become thus sharp and
unbending in the hand of his stewards. With
an admirably wise moderation, he finds fault

with the rigor of the interpreters, yet he
stirs up no one of the people to offer resistance

to the received interpretation. According to

Luke xi. 45, 46, Christ said the same thing

expressly to the vo/mkoIS, or lawyers, who, as

a distinct class (it is there expressly attested),

applied themselves to the written law in pre-

ference to tradition (compare, finally, Jer. viii.

8, in the original text, in order to understand
the entire relation of the D>~l2iD to the

ni!T rflin> as our Lord here views it).

Verses 5—7- Of the inward doing before

God, such as the law requires even as declared

by them, they will know nothing at all ; but

what they do as their works, i. e., note reaching

further, what they do according to God's com-

mand and their own invention, they do only

for display before the people. We have here

a direct resumption of the Sermon on tho

Mount, chap. vi. 1 (7tp6s to SsaSijvai, to be

seen, literally as there); and it is to us a

confirmation of the reading SiuatodvvT?,
" righteousness," in that place. Look at them,

and you will at once see this ; for they make
it grossly palpable to all ! Most appropriately

and with no slight scorn, resting upon pure

truth, Christ mentions first of all the most
outward and trifling observances, because it

was precisely these that they made a display

of; only read and observe the description and
delineation of Pharisaism as a whole in its

pomp and parade, to be found in Buxtorf,

Lightfbot, Schottgcn, Lundius. Mark and
Luke mention onty the impmaTElv iv 6ro-

Xali, "going in long clothing," which is want-

ing here, and is to be understood chiefly of the

wide ]"P;>P> or mantle, reaching even to the

soles of the feet. The cpvXaHTiijpia, or {"^Sn,

"phylacteries," still in use, were bits of parch-

ment upon which passages from Moses were
written, Dent. vi. 4-9 (and therefore that

spiritual fundamental commandment held be-

fore them by Christ), xi. 13-21, Exod. xiii.

2-10, 11-16, not however to remind them o!

these, but for mere outward show. They
were enclosed in two cases, bound round the

forehead and the arm ; and originated in a

literal interpretation of Exod. xiii. 9.* They
are called in Creek (pv\anri]pta not because

they were preservatives or amulets, as, accord-

ing to ordinary Greek usage, it might be taken
(Justin, for example, so misunderstanding it,

found fault with these phylacteries on this

* The Jews give it a more sacred observance

than it receives on the plate worn by the high

priest on his forehead ; for, the name nii"P ' s there

only once, lut here it stands 23 times!
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ground, and indeed such a superstition may at

that time have connected itself with them);
but, originally, they were only means of re-

membrance or memorandum-papers. Schott-
g^n, therefore, is more correct than Wahl, for

the former explains : quia observatoria quaedam
crant et hodieque esse debent, ut legis divina?

meinores sint. The Hpd6Tteda, "borders,"
are the n ,¥ ,¥ or tassels, which were spoken of

before in chap. xxii. 40. There could be no
more striking example, and at the same time
symbol, of the triflingly outward manner in

which they handled the divine commandment
than the fancied fulfillment of the earnest
admonition of Moses, by the wearing of memo-
randum-papers and all such frippery. That
they make these broad and large is also sym-
bolical of all their life and action : in the one
(which was actually literally enjoined), at
least broader and larger than Moses meant,
only for show before others, instead of remind-
ing themselves ; the other, moreover, was only
an exaggerated interpretation of the prover-
bial saying, Exod. xiii. 9; Deut. vi. 8, 9, comp.
Prov. iii. 3 ; vi. 21 ; vii. 3.* The two together
delineate completely their relation to the
Torah or law. See the capouches, tonsures,
cowls, rosaries, crucifixes in monkery, with all

that is similar to these in heathen Bonzes and
Brahmins ; ever the same folly of the human
heart, betraying itself in these things, such as

Christ must needs ridicule and rebuke in these
Pharisees in Israel ! Decorating the body
with all sorts of ornamental appendages is the
{symbolically significant expression of the
Pharisaism of the human heart in its lowest
stage, often practiced childishly by the heathen;
and thus now do even the priests and masters
in Israel act in their own fashion! In like

manner there is every where the same petty
desire of honor and place, to which the chief
seals, with names and titles, are all-important.
It was necessary even to rebuke the immoder-
ate ambition which led them to seek and hold
fast the chief seat in the synagogue, although
that was assigned according to office and right

;

but the same ambition betrayed itself doubly
in this, that they transferred the place in the
Byi:agogue also to common life, and even at
entertainments contended with each other for

the uppermost seats, as in Luke xiv. 7. And
now comes the pitiful desire for those titles

which have existed from the earliest times,
and exist to this day, in the world and the
worldly church, with their "Excellencies" and
M Eminences," but which the servants of God
and interpreters of his word should leave to
the world

; or, if such titles must exist, should
at least not love them, but should know better
.what a mere being railed of men signifies ! Our
Lord only begins here to delineate this with
the first and most general title Rabbi (the
repetition of which was especially formal, as

* Hence tho niDttiD in the Sept. are not yet

jailed cpvAaxrijpia; but in the Targum on Deut.

are already called rpSfl,

is to be seen from Mark xiv. 45), in order to
carry it out further in the prohibitory warn-
ing addressed to his disciples

Verses 8—10 That our Lord does not forbid
the outward use of the words and names, but
only the disposition expressed in the <p i A e i r
rovS a.67ca6fiovi tovtovS, "loving these salu-
tations," and all that is further connected
therewith, is so evident that only a Quakerism,
which is itself Pharisaic, could misunderstand
it. Will Christ, then, forbid children to call

their fathers by the name of Father, as would
be the case were we to understand the words
literally ? Even the spiritual children he will

not forbid to call their spiritual fathers by the
name which properly expresses this relation-

ship (see 1 Cor. iv. 15). He must, in that
case, have forbidden many more names such as

Lord and King, and whatever, "upon earth"
among men, is merely a reflection of divine
honor and dignity. The words are spoken in

the first place of the office of teacher; and as

surely as Christ afterwards appointed manifold
offices in his Church, must these offices also

bear their corresponding names (Acts xiii. 1*,

1 Cor. xii. 28 ; Eph. iv. 11). This, therefore,

he does not forbid, but he sa\r s : Ye are not

even to let yourselves be named Rabbi in such

a manner, with such fondness fur and pretension

to personal authority, as the Pharisees.* Be-
tween the twice-occurring juif xXi^St/ts, " be
ye not called," he puts the equally valid

f.a) HaXs6r]T e. , "ye shall not be called ;" there-

fore that they are not to acknowledge and
yield to the like assumption in others.f The
three titles are a graduated exemplification of

what was then in use : Father (a natural ex-
pression of reverence for superiors occurring
from the earliest times, both among Jews and
Gentiles) was then in particular a higher title

given to the heads of sects ; and xa^i]yr]Trii

denotes (although, perhaps, the then existing

practice did not exactly correspond to it) a
leader, to whom others are to be uncondition-

ally subject in matters of knowledge and reli-

gion (see Rom. ii. 10, odrjyoi zvcpXojv, "a
guide of the blind"). There lies, however, in

the threefold title, and what is connected with
it, something more for the disciples of Christ

:

in the first clause, SiSocdxaXoi, teacher (" mas-
ter " as the invariable rendering of Rabbi) is

certainly the true reading, and 6 Xpi6roS,
" even Christ," to be cancelled, for Christ can-

not have needlessly repeated himself. One is

your Teacher, because ye shall all be inwardly
"taught of God (John vi. 45, xiv. 2G) ; that is

therefore the Holy Ghost in the heart (comp.

Jer. xxxi. 33, 34, with Ezek. xxxvi. 26, 27).

* " Only this is his righteous will, that we desire

not the higher place on its own account, and tho

names Teacher and Father merely on account of

these names " (Rud. Matthiii).

f Lange finds in this change of the expression
actually the fore-knowledge, on the part of Christ,

that not many would claim the name " Father," but
that many might wish in a wrong way to ascribe it

to others.
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Therefore there follows then the Father in

heaven, and Christ, the one Leader or Forerun-

ner; hence, as Richter perfectly well observes,

"a hint at the threefold I'm God, before which
every proud /must disappear."* It is, however,
not enough that only One, as the Triune, is to

us the true Teacher, Father, and Leader ; Christ

adds directly, as the inference from this and as

the test of it, But ye are all brethren! The
great and little, the high and low in place, the

masters and beginners are, with respect to their

call and immediate relation to God, placed

upon a level ; therefore, " teachers and learners

have the same holy inward Teacher,"f all be-

ing as yet only learners, children of the one
Father, followers of the one Leader. The spirit

of this commandment of Christ for his people is

not merely that it does away with all those

barriers that fence round schools and learned

castes in his Church—which stands not in

such things, whose servants and members are

to derive their authority and dignity which the

gift of God alone imparts, as little from any fac-

ulty whatsoever, as at that time from the Syn-
agogue—but, moreover, all respect for men
which, with assumed authority, would force it-

self between God and us, is done away with.

And this is in reality the main thing : Whoever
assumes this to himself sins, and even so who-
ever concedes it to others. " No one is at lib-

erty to take the place of Christ in the Church,
and to let himself be called so and so in this

sense. The Spirit himself whom he hath given
to the Church must take it of his own, and
show it to us. We know of no teacher in the

Church besides and beyond him, and no philos-

opher in the school to whom we could entrust
ourselves."J Observe now again how our Lord,
abolishing all Old Testament tutelage, brings

m a new state of things in the true liberty and
equality which is founded on humility before

God, now fully revealed and accessible to all
;

and how he himself thus exaltedly makes him-
self equal withthe Father in heaven. What be-
comes, then, of the primacy of Peter, what of
the most Holy Father in Rome, what of the
father confessors and generals of the orders,

who give themselves out for guides of souls

with the demand for unconditional obedience?
Every dominion in one's own name falls be-
fore Christ; every misuse of the name of God
and Christ in order to one's own dominion
cometh of evil, proceeds from the same evil

heart as all Pharisaism did once, even though
it should again creep in as plausibly as, for ex-
ample, Zinzendorf's title "Papa" in the Mo-
ravian fraternity. Christ will have in the
New Testament^ a directly free and near rela-

* When Lanse (iii. 210) refers the title " Fath-
er " to the administration, that of " Leader " to the

Iieformntion of the Church, he certainly puts his
own idea into the words!

f OMiausen, Christm der tinzige Meister (Konigs-
bera. 1820, p. 14.)

\ Gaber, in the Sermon before the Rhine Provin-
cial Synod (1838).

$ As already in the Old Testament God the Lord

tion of all to himself, without human interpo-
sition and tutorship. "All, even the weakest,
are to be directed to this one true Master, who
casts out no one. The point of view from which
the teacher is to be regarded must ever be that
according to which his hearers shall learn to
say, with the inhabitants of Sychar: "We be-
lieve now, not on account of thy saying; we
have ourselves heard and known that this is in-

deed the Christ, the Saviour of the world."*
Verses 11, 12. This one Master, however,

has often and long since told you what alone
avails in his kingdom, and says it to you once
more as the true Forerunner (see chap. xx.
2G-28, xviii. 4; Luke xiv. 11, xviii. 14). This
is not accomplished by the title "servus nervo-
rum ;" rather is this holy fundamental com-
mandment of Christ thereby quite as shame-
fully and foolishly perverted as at that time
the Hear Israel was by the phylacteries.
No saying stands in

- these and other words so
often in the Old and New Testamentas thatcon-
cerning humbling and exalting ; in this place
the first clause has a special significance for
those who were arrogantly sitting in Moses'
seat,and predicts for them the being cast down,
and the coming of others into their place, just
as Ezek. xxi. 2G, 27 already testified. Christ

1

goes before as Leader in humbling himself so
as to be exalted

—

Satan was the first who ex-
alted himself so as to be humbled.
Verses 13, 14. They come not into the

kingdom of heaven, or rather of their own will
do not enter into it : this stands before, and is

itself the first Woe (as antithetical to the first

Blessed, chapter v. 3); the immediately fol-

lowing fulfillment of what had just been said,
viz., that whosoever will not humble himself in

spiritual poverty can also not be exalted.
But, in the case of these occupiers of Moses'
seat, it is immediately added to this, that they
prevent others from entering ; nay, the aggra-
vated hypocrisy, consisting in the false pre-
tence of promising help to the people into a
kingdom of heaven, in order to plunder them
of their earthly goods, brings with it forthwith
a 7tEpi666ze/jov xfliu a, "greater condemna-
tion," as a second Woe. Observe here, again,
the true order of these two verses ; as well as
the proof that the Ouai or "Woes" are not
phrases and interjections of passion, but the
deliberate announcement of the condemnation
(vcr. S3>) upon those who will not go into the
kingdom of heaven How they shut the king-
dom of heaven against men had already been
remotely indicated in chap. v. 19 ; then, in

chap. xi. 12, the further development of the
enmity against Jesus. In Luke xi. 52, Christ
had thus expressed it: Ye have arrogantly ap-
propriated to yourselves the key of knowledge,
and taken it away from others (j/pars); i.e.,

not a special key in order to y v codi ? or know-
edge but rather the key of the kingdom of

promises to his Isra?l that he alone should be their

Father, and not even Father Abraham or Israel

was to be accounted of before him (Isa. lxiii. 16).

* Olshausen, at the place cited above, p. 10.
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heaven, as the following words show. The
knowledge is precisely this key ; and while the

Scribes bad usurped to themselves a monopoly
of knowledge they misused it for shutting in-

stead of for opening. In general, the true in-

terpretation and application of the law, that

is, consequently, the knowledge of the true

way of salvation by repentance and faitli (Luke
i. 77), is the open door into the kingdom of

heaven ; and they had stolen and falsified both
of these before Christ came. With obstinate

consistency they completed this robbery in the

days of John and of the Son of Man ; snatched

away from the poor people by their authority

the acknowledgment of the Messiah ; and said

to those who wished to believe on him, and
who rarely defended themselves with such bold
independence as that blind man, We know that

this man is a sinner, that must be enough for

thee ! (John ix. 24). They shut the door £/t-

ic p 06 S s v r 65 v dv^paoiecoVf liagaitistmen n

(lit. in their face); they do not letinthe already

quite near etdspxo/uevovS (Present: who are

actually on the point of willingly entering]

—

as they afterwards continued even till the

judgment to hinder the preaching of the Gos-
pel for the salvation of the heathen (1 Thess.

ii. 16). That they should say, We have the key
of the kingdom of heaven ! and yet prevent oth-

ers from entering, inasmuch as and because
they will not enter in themselves—such con-
duct, on the part of the false teachers and
guides, deserves the Woe, deserves the true
title of hypocrites, blind guides, fools, and blind,

Which now come instead of those before men-
tioned. And withal they are the holy ones
with their many and long prayers ; which cost

them so much time that it is but reasonable
to give them entertainments and gifts in re-

turn, all the more because they, as " devout
intercessors," wish to let others have the ben-
efit of their sanctity ! We must thus un-
derstand something of intercession in these
prayers, in order that the kv TCpocpd6£i, or
eii Ttpoq>n.6iv , in or for a pretence, may corres-

pond to what goes before. Christ has in his

mind perhaps such prophetic rebukes as Hosea
iv. 8 ; Ezek. xxii. 25 ; more particularly Isa. x.

1,2; Micah ii. 9. They hypocritically cozen
poor credulous women so as to get their pro-

perty and goods (somewhat in the same way
as, Luke viii. 3, love to the Lord Jesus led the
woman to do ; or even worse) : the wide maw
of their avarice swallows whole houses, «'.«., all

the property and possessions of the widows
thus defrauded, whom they ought to have pro-
tected ! Is it not as if Christ had intended
to prophesy, at the same time, of the gifts to
the clergy in the middle ages, of the profitable
traffic in masses for souls (also for the dead
husbands of widows) even at this day? But
those who thus gather treasures have thereby
heaped up for themselves another treasure, the
condemnation meted out to them all, the more
fully because of the shameful pretence !

Verse 15. As if these persons who are thus
accumulating judgment were themselves alto-

gether perfect patterns of holiness; nay more,

as if they who thus robbed the people instead
of leading them into the kingdom of heaven
had already fulfilled their pastoral office in

Israel, and had nothing more to do at home,
they compass land and sea (a proverbial expres-
sion) to make proselytes ; again an opus super-

erogationis proceeding from bare hypocrisy, as if

an ardent zeal impelled them thus to draw
people into the kingdom of heaven. "The Jews,
before Christ, were not permitted to act is

missionaries ; their desire to make proselytes

was contrary to the will of God ; even Jonah
durst not preach Mosaism, the Jewish religion

of shadows, to the Ninevites, but only the
wrath of God, in order to repentance " (Rich-

ter). The 6£fidfi£voi or cpojiuvj.i£voi toy
Seov, nlTP "JOS those who feared God, who,

actuated by an inward impulse of truth joined
themselves to the Jews, and who, in the New
Testament and in other history, are represent-

ed as a most praiseworthy class of men, through
whom the transition of the Gospel to the hea-
then was instrumentally effected, but who were
hardly acknowledged by the Pharisees, regard-

ed by them only with envy and contempt—
these were not the complete " proselytes ol

righteousness made by the Pharisees whom
Christ here means.. These latterwere rare be-

cause a heathen would hardly be induced to

take upon him the entire yoke of the Jewish
law. Therefore :

" If ye have made one such
proselyte, ye think ye have made a conquest
of which ye may ever after be proud ; there-

fore all your concern has been just to effect

this, ye give yourselves no further trouble.

And when (as in a rare case) ye have suc-

ceeded in your object, when one has entirely

surrendered himself to you as his patterns,

what do ye make further of this proselyte whom
you have gained? Twofold more a son of hell,

i, ?., one deserving of, and doomed to condem-
nation than ye yourselves are !" A sharp word,
but, startling as it may sound, nothing but the

truth, as confirmed again by history in all

times. Let it not be objected that surely the
seduced were less guilty than the seducers

that it is at least enough if both fall together

into the same pit ; what Christ here means
reaches farther, and justly so. He who could

yield himself up from heathenism, to such
Pharisees, must have done so from the first

with an evil conscience ; and if he remained in

this school, what must become of him ! The
Pharisees for their own knowledge and con-

science had the true word of God still near to

them ; but the Judaism planted by them at

second hand had of course no longer anything
of the true kernel, but, on the contrary, only

the assumed mask, so that the poor heathen

was better before as a simple heathen. They
taught him systematically to act the hypo-

crite ; therefore was he, " by being indoctrin-

ated into hypocrisy," twofold a child of hell.

Here also our Lord condemns, by anticipation,

all that false proselyte-making of the pseudo-

church which strives only after the outward
increase of its body ; all appliance of powei
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without persuasion (instead of the apostolic

neiSiEiv, 2 Cor. v. 11); and all perplexing
of the conscience, so as to catch people with-
out being able or willing to convert them.*
For, ever}' change otf religion, without a felt ne-

cessity and conviction of the heart, is only a hurt
and a loss ; as may be seen not alone in the

Christians made by the missions of the Jesuits,

or even in renegades. Thus do moral cor-

ruption, false doctrine, and corrupt practice,

become worse and worse when delivered
from hand to hand, and every where we find

the disciples and adherents worse than their

masters

!

Verses 16—22- Now comes, in the true or-

der, the false doctrine, which these blind guides

implant in the people at home and in the pro-

selytes over land and sea; so that they come
not into the kingdom of heaven but into hell.

If, on the one hand, the Pharisees are severe in

binding and imposing the law, they know, on
the other hand, when to loose and to dispense

with it; this, however, results in a still worse
caprice. Christ, as we know, prefers to speak,

not in abstract generalities, but in concrete ex-,

amples; therefore he gives here, first of all,

two designative examples with their refutation

(vers. 10, 17, and 18, 19), then a further refut-

ing counter-affirmation with reference to the
same two examples (vers. 20, 21)—wherewith,
finally, in connection with the last instance

of their outward manner of dealing with the
law, viz., " Whoso sweareth by heaven," he
points to him with whom alone we have to do
in eveiwthing, the living God, to whom the
Pharisees do not give what is due (vers. 21,

22). The Lord purposely selects examples
such as those of which he had already spoken
in the Sermon on the Mount, Matt. v. 34, and
again afterward, chap. xv. 5 ; for he will here,

chiefly pointing backwards, draw the final

inference and pronounce the decisive sentence.

He selects them, also, as affording a striking

specimen of the way in which the holy name
of Cod is hid beneath formulas and webs of

lies, and as a most suitable preparation for the

conclusion of the entire discourse. Tucse
guides in Israel are, alas ! mere servants of the

temple and altar, not of God, whom they for-

get in their regard for these ; therefore that

which alone they wanted to have is at last

after much long-suffering left to them, viz., the

temple—but as their house,without the indwell-

ing of God, consequently desolate ! (ver. 38).

And what now is this their house? Nothing
else than what they have made of it, an abode
of murderers, which must fall to pieces upon
their blood-guilty heads ! Ye blindgttides! This,

too, had already been said before, chap. xv.

14, and Luke vi. 39 ; here it is further intensi-

fied into fools and blind, ». «., wilfully not see-

ing. Every where do Pharisaism and Jesuitism

express themselves especially in the wresting
and misconstruing of the oath ; and even now it

is difficult to obtain from the Jews a binding
oath ; they have always in store many an

* Comp. Nitzsch, Frakt. Thcolojie, i. 2b8.

ovdev Idriv, "it is nothing."* The gold of

the temple is not the gold which adorned
its walls, but the rich temple-treasure, which
yet, according to their principle, must "ever
be accounted poor," so that never enough could

be made over to it—the Corban set apart for

sacred uses; for, from motives of self-interest,

these knaves gave the preference to the gold
and the altar-gifts even in oaths. And how
perverse ! Is it not through the temple that
the gold becomes the gold of the temple ; is it

not through the altar that the gift becomes
an offering ? The al tar is most holy, Exod. xxix.

37.f Whosoever, therefore, swears by the altar,

includes, of course, all that belongs to the desti-

nation of the altar, all that is upon it or that
belongs to it; the altar is the greater in which
the less is comprehended. And now ver. 21 is

not merely parallel with the preceding, in

which case Christ would have said " by the
temple and—the gold that is in it and on it "

—

but he here advances further, and suddenly*
rises higher, disclosing the ground of the whole
in the words, "And by him that dwelUth therein."

This leads further still : the temple, which is

itself sacred only through Gvdh presence in

it, is the dwelling place of this God only as a
figure of heaven (1 Kings viii.27,30). Therefore
here also, as in the Sermon on the Mount, oaths
by heaven are the same as by the throne of
God. Finally, for these fools and blind it must
even yet be added, "And by him who sitteth

on the throne;" so that they, as in Moses' seat
they forget Moses himself, in the end would
forget in the seat of God the living God
himself, and make empty oaths by the mere
" seat of God." He who sits there will certainly
one day thrust down those who sit on their

seat ; and he who sits above at his right hand
will one day make his enemies his footstool.

By this simple word, He that sitteth thereon,

every thing has been said to them. For the
rest, we already know that Christ does not ap-
prove of oaths by the altar, tempie, or heaven;
he only brings them forward because they are
in use, and, tracing them back, shows that they
are all in reality oaths by God. Whoso swears
by the temple means the temple as rendered
sacred by God ; swears, therefore, as by the
temple, so in that very oath by him who
dwells therein. So also by the heaven—for
all oaths by created things are otherwise con-
tradiction and unreason—he can mean only
the heaven where God is ; therefore, in reality,

only the living God who hears his vain oath.
What patience on the part of Christ, thus again
in this discourse, to enter so fully into the
refutation of their folly ! He thus condescends
in order to say and show before all the people,

* As at that time even in Rome the Jewish casu-
istry was well-known ami notorious; hence, in Mar-
tial (xi. 94): Ecce negas, jurasque mi hi per templa
Tonantia

;
non credo : jura, verpe, per Anchialum.

f Yet we are not there to understand with mary
against the Sept.: All that touches the f.ltar is

thereby sanctified. This would correspond here in-

deed to the discourse of Christ, hut compare Lev,
ii. 3.
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by the one differently applied example: This

and such like are your ordinances, which can-

not bear the test of reason, and which have

already been sufficiently refuted by me ! How
great and how bad must have been the wilful

neglect of what is of main importance in those

miserably trifling pickings and choosings; the

forgetting of God in the temple and the heaven

;

consequently, the transgressing of his com-
mandment which requires the heart, in people

who believe such doctrine !*

Verses 23, 24. The first four woes are past

;

the three others follow in rapid succession, ever

heavier on the head, ever deeper into the heart.

Now comes first, properly speaking, the personal

conduct of these blind guides, their own inward

character and true state before God, when the

bottom of their heart is disclosed to them. It

was (Lev. xxvii. 30) doubtful as to the inter-

pretation, and as to practice disputable, whether

tithe was to be paid of all garden-herbs, even

the least. The Pharisees, in such things, did

rather too much than too little ; but the weight-

ier part of the law—more difficult, indeed,

even to touch than all outward obligation was
to bear—they had consciously long since en-

tirely given up or left behind ! Thus the (ioc-

pvrepoc does not certainly all at once mean
only " what is more important, the main thing,"

but refers back to ver. 4 ; still, the expression

of course passes over to this signification, for

what is weighty and difficult is certainly

what is important, and essential above other

things. The form dcpt/xare, " Ye have omit-

ted," contrasts quite correctly with ditoSExa-

rovre, "ye pay tithe;" the one ye do ever

diligently, the other ye have already let slip,

put aside ; as in many things ye have put aside

the commandment of God, for the sake of your

statutes (chapter xv.), so in those others, in

which ye appear before the people as the

scrupulous fulfillers of the Mosaic command-
ments, ye have neglected the inward, the essen-

tial part of the law properly so called. Whoso-
ever has put this.away from him, actually re-

tains only time and inclination for zeal in tithes

of cummin. The xai, and, that fol lows, explains

their wonderfully faithful conscientiousness,

and discloses the evil ground of it. Again,

with unconscious irony, speaking to them as

it were in their own language, Christ sets in

opposition to the threefold tithes three things

to be given to God ; as, but for this antithesis,

he would, according to chap. xxii. 40, have
specified only the love of God and our neigh-

bor. In Luke, chap, xi.40, the saying follutcka

that about cleansing the outside of the vessels

which it here precedes ; the connection, how-
ever, is in both places the same, for our Lord
mentions here that to which these Pharisees
attached greater importance than to inward

*Zellor (Beugg. MonatM. 1843, 5) finds in the

hypocritical casuistry of these lax directors of con-

science a. fourfold hypocrisy ; approving of unspiril-

ual abuses—releasing from obligations—inverting

religious ideas and divine ordinances—making self-

interest a rule of conduct.

cleansing before God. There two kinds of herbs
were specially named (and then in addition
izdv Adx<xvov)

; therefore also, in opposition
to these, only a twofold inward character (and
conduct proceeding from such character): judg-
ment and the love of God; i. e., in addition to

the righteousness that judges true judgment
(which always remains the first and foremost
thing in the law), the love that proceeds from
God and is well-pleasing to God., exactly in the

sense of Matt. ix. 13, xii. 7. Here, connecting
still more closely with that word, the idea in

its trichotonry takes a different turn. It is not,

however, judgment upon yourselves, mercy
towards others, faith in God ; for in this sense
ititivii or faith, is no (iapvrtpov tov v 6-

it o v, " weightier matter of the law ;" if this

third is understood of the disposition of mind
from which both proceed, then is the order of

the antithesis broken. We apprehend the

meaning of the words rather as follows. First

if'all, the npi6iZov "judgment" as that which
at all events goes before, T\\fVpi BQB>p nib']?,

"doingjudgment and righteousness"(since Gen.
xviii. 19, occurring so often in the law and pro-

phets), viz., the righteousness that discharges

all the debt of the law; but in so far as it rests

on a true judgment which is just, and that
again upon a thorough self-judgment applied

first of all within, Luke xii. 57.* Then, further,

the mercy or love which God teaches, requires,

and gives as the spirit of the law rather than
strict justice. Finally, with these there is

joined a third and perfect thing, the rti6riS

as nOIOKj "faith;" the reality and perfection

of justice as of love, the sincerity and truth which
stand opposed to the seeming faithfulness in

trifling observance (Bengel. sinceritas, quae
opponitur hypocrisi, nam qui, c. xxiv. 51,

dicuntur hypocritae, Luke xii. 4G, dicuntur
diti6zoL—we compare in addition to this, ni6-

rd;, Mat. xxiv. 45). Thus the whole becomes
parallel at the same time with that prophetical

word, Micah vi. 8—the third not excepted with
respect to its inner sense ; for he who walks
humbly before God is sincere and entire. The
same contrast of outward trifles with what is

truly essential, is again presented by Christ in

connection with another of the minutiae to

which the Pharisees attached so much impor-

tance. It was the custom to strain wine, vine-

gar, and all sorts of drink, carefully through
linen cloth ; so that not the smallest unclean

animalcule, not even a t^inT (which, in the

writings of the Rabbins, is the special name for a

sort of insect in wine) might be drunk with it,

and thus Lev. xi.20, 23, 41,42, be transgressed;

as the Buddhists in Ce3rlon and Hindostan do
with drinking water at this day. Now Christ

himself for once makes a proverb out of this :

" Who strain out the gnats, even the small-

est single gnat, and yet, without seeing it,

* He who judges himself in his own conscience,

and he alone, exercises justice and righteousness

towards others (Von Mever, Blatter fur hb/ieri

Wahrh. vi. 145).
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drink down, swallow the camel /" He puts in

opposition another unclean animal, and that an

enormous one (chap. xix. 24); so as, at thesame
time, t< denote the monstrousness of their hy-

pocrisy which tolerated this, as before their

greedy avarice was denoted by the devouring

of houses. The sense of the passage in itself,

after the foregoing verse, needs no explanation
;

buc that there might be no misunderstanding,

as if he meant to say that faithfulness in little

thinfrs is not necessary, our Lord put between
these sayings the words, These ought ye to have

done ami imi to leave the other undone (apievai
as depr'/fiare). Justice, love, and faithfulness

—

these are the principal things done; while the

outward trifling observances are just on account

of the• faithfuh) ess which certainly imparts value

to them, the things not to be omitted* When
the philologist begins with trifling minutife,

and does not go beyond these, the reason cer-

tainly is that he has no sense for the spirit

and meaning of the writer; this latter, how-
ever, being pre-supposed, he should then not

neglect even a single iota. Thus Christ here
means that the tithe of mint, anise, and cum-
min is also to be paid, //"the conscience finds

these in the letter and sense of the law : I am
in that case not even to swallow the gnats, and
think the trifle may thus be disposed of. But
he will have conscientiousness in what is least,

only to proceed from inward faithfulness upon
the whole.

Verses 25—28 The Pharisees had already

heard of the washing of vessels (Mark vii. 4) ;

here it forms the transition from such things as

still rest on the Mosaic commandments when
pressed in the letter, to such as were self-

chosen. Speaking generalty, the advance which
our Lord here makes from what goes before, is

manifold: while, by a slight connection, he pass-

es from the strained drink to the drinking and
eating vessels, he now makes use of this figure

only more exactly to denote what iso»«frrartf,and

what inward (according to Mark vii. 15, 18-23)

;

he then proceeds to apply the figure of the ves-

sels to represent the men themselves, points

them to their own consciousness of inward un-

cleanness in their hypocrisy. "Ye knaves know
well what is in your so cleanly-washed cups and
platters, how you have gotten it ; and how used

it ; for both these, the sinful getting and sinful

enjoyment^ are plainly meant by the dpitcx-

yifi uai dnpa(5iai, u extortion and excess "

(this and not dftixiaS, "injustice," is the true

reading). J If now, first of all, the inside of the

cups and platters is to be cleansed (and that

not hastily by giving a few alms therefrom, as

is said mockingly, Luke xi. 41 ; but as it fol-

lows there in ver. 42), it thus appears that the

inner side and contents of the vessel also be-

* Such things must also be done on account of

the commandment—says Sirach, chap xxxv. 7 (in

Meyer, ver. 4, comp. the original text).

t Which twofold idea Lanse even finds to be
indicated in the cups and platters.

% Not however with Grotius Ttd6rj^ dnctBap6i-
aS, which follows at the end. ver, 27.

long to the outside, as regards the man himself

and his heart ; therefore quite naturally the

vessel becomes a figure of the Pharisee, as was
plainly said in Luke xi. 39 by tu eoooBey
vjuaov, "your inward part," and is indicated

here also on ver. 2G. In every sense—even in

the outward vessel, how much more in the do-

ing and inner being of the man— it is true that

he alone who has cleansed the inward part,

has also made the outward truly and actually

clean ; while he who only cares for the outward,
is far from having therefore done all for the in-

ward (Luke xi. 40 ; Tit. i. 15). Therefore look

now at your inward part—there is death ! A
new and profoundly terrible figure, derived from
the worst form of Levitical uncleanness, now fol-

lows, viz. : whitewashed sepulchres—which, at

the same time, already, as it were, prepares the
way for what is further said, ver. 29. A human
heart can be a temple of the living God, or a

grave—a heaven, or a hell. The prophet, Ezek.
xiii. 10, spoke of plastering the wall with slack-

ed lime, which in Acts xxiii. 3 appears as a pro-

verb, and Christ has here intensified the expres-

sion to the utmost degrtt; ; we know ofno more
horrible, and, at the same time, more appropri-

ate figure whereby to express the lying contrast

between the outside and the inside in those

hypocrites ; it is also the last woe, the seventh,

whereby they are completely portrayed and
condemned. The tombs were spread over with
lime,* less for ornament (although this also

comes in at ver. 29) than as a necessary mark
of distinction, that pollution might be avoided

(for the Jews extended to the sepulchre what
was true only of the corpse) ; Christ, there-

fore, will here say, Whosoever rightly considers

and rightly regards your whitewashed sanctity

ought to beware of you, for he that touches you
pollutes himself, touches death !f Your white-

wash looks, indeed, quite seemly, cbpa'ioi, and
gives no distinct portraiture of the dead bones
within

;
yet the o6rea vexpei, " dead men's

bones," and all the filth, of corruption are with-

in. Such are ye—is again declared with abun-
dant plainness in ver. 28 : Your dixazoi,
" righteous," is nothing else than an £%od%ey
(paivF.iv or " appearing outwardly." "Your
religion is the whitewash," exclaims Wurster
to the Pietists of the present day. Your mo-
rality, virtue, etc., is the whitewash—must we
say to the hypocrites of all sorts.

Verses 29—33- The eighth woe plainly com-
prises all the seven in the xpi6ii zijz yesvvT??,

* A practice which was even repeated yearly on
the fifteenth of Adar.

fThe firjuie in Lukexi. 44 was otherwise applied,

although with the same fundamental idea ; for the

Pharisaic whitewash is indeed not seen by the peo-

ple to be only the superscription, Here is a sppul-

chre ! Mvr/nsTa dSrjXa—as the Talmud speaks

of XV'DSH "!2p>> i- e , sepulchres only found out to

be such afterwards [Babyl. " Sank." fol. 47, 2.

Hieros " Nedariin." 5/. 4). A sepulchre marked
out with painted bones is called TSD "\2p as dis-

tinguished from DinPl lag.
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"damnation of hell," connecting itself with

the beginning, ver. 13; and, includes the

wicked seed with their wicked fathers in one

collective sin, guilt and punishment. The hypo-

crites (this continues to be their title now for

the seventh time) protest, indeed, against this

in word and deed ; but before God their pro-

testation is held for what it is worth, and is

rather turned against them as their own con-

fession. They repaired, adorned, even built

anew the sepulchres of the prophets and pi-

ous men of old; just like our own time with

its rage for monuments and jubilees. When
the people are so busily occupied with such

work, it is an evil sign for the present. Men
are fond of praising the dead witnesses for

truth, whom, if alive, they would thrust from

them ; they are glad, so to speak, that they

have only to build sepulchres and monuments
for them. Thus does Christ view their con-

duct here, because he sees through the hypoc-

risy : Ye yourselves, even when ye protest

against " your fathers" confess against your
will that ye are the children of those who
murdered the prophets. In Luke xi. 47, 48

the idea comes still more sharply out ; not in

the form of the protesting word, but of the

confessing deed : Yea, the fathers were the

murderers of the dead, and ye willingly come
after to build the sepulchres of the dead; yet

how glad ye are in your hearts that the pro-

phets—the rejected enemies of all hypocrisy

and trilling with the law, the messengers of

God, witnesses for the truth and preachers of

repentance—give you no more trouble ! Sit

li/et dims, dummodo non vivus (let him be a

god, if you please, so long as he is not alive).

Their writings ye read not as they ought to

be read ; their example you follow not, but
set up fine sepulchres for them. Those were
true men of God, against whom our fathers

sinned—so you say—but the present are false

ones whom we now justly persecute and stone.

"Ask in Moses' times, Who are the good peo-

ple? they will be Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob
;

but not Moses—he should be stoned. Ask
in Samuel's times, Who are the good people ?

they will be Moses and Joshua ; but not

Samuel. Ask in the times of Christ, and
they will be all the former prophets with
Samuel; but not Christ and his apostles"
(Berleab. Bibd). Instead of the penitent con-

fession so frequently put into the mouths of

the people by the prophets, We have sinned
tve and our fathers! the last and worst gen-
eration now protests in vain against its fel-

lowship with the guilt of the fathers, which
it rather carries out to its worst extreme,
completes, and thus fills up the measure (Acts
vii. 52). Be it so, do this; i. e., ye shall do
it, through God's permitting long-suffering,
which afterwards has an end, and is turned
into wrath. Thus does Christ speak to them
as to Judas (John xiii. 27). A profound sig-

nificance for the unity of the entire Scripture
and the recorded dealings between God and
men lies in this, that Israel's end is here de-
noted by the same which in the beginning

was said of the Amorites, who were driven („«t

before them ; viz., by the filling up of the
measure of their sins, Gen. xv. 16. " The milk
of the gods grind late, but they grind clean :''

this the heathen also knew, because history

teaches it; so should we also, without false

refinement, recognize in God's doings both of

these things, the long-suffering which waits,

and the wrath which at length breaks out.

The divine principle, according to which gen-
erations and nations are included in the reck-

oning of a collective guilt, and at length the
collective punishment is made to fall upon the
last, runs through all history ; we shall not
now deviate too far from the exposition by
entering into the depths of this principle.

The key lies already in the hypocritical words,
ver. 30, which becomes true only when in-

verted, viz. : If they had been in the times ot

their fathers they would also have shed all

that blood. " He whose inward wickedness
has risen to a high pitch, is regarded as if he
too had done all that others have done from
like wickedness" (Roos). " A murderer come?
into fellowship with all murderers, a licentious

person into fellowship with all the licentious

and adulterers. They all stand as branches
upon one root, they all work to one end, they
all approve of one another's works" (Rieger).

The fellowship of sin and punishment before

God'sjudgment actually extends thus far, even
to the descending connection of growing cor-

ruption ; as is seen in a people when the chil-

dren, not warned by the guilt of their fathers,

continue it and carry it to its consummation.
Therefore, afterwards, even all the blood shed
upon the earth (Luke, "since the foundation of

the world"), from the murder of Abel down-
wards, is reckoned to the last evil generation

of the Jews. Upon this a book might be writ-

ten: we deem it sufficient now only to point

out that Christ thus affirms, in all its severity,

this reckoning of God's judgment; but that

he yet lays the principal emphasis, in order

to conviction, upon the long-suffering which
waited patiently and exhausted every call of

grace before the filling up of the measure of

sin. What he says in ver. 33 is almost word
for word the first discourse of the Baptist

(chap. iii. 7) ; for to this it returns, because

every intervening call and invitation to re-

pentance for the kingdom of heaven had proved
in vain. Now, indeed, the it <a£ q)vy?]ve, " how
can ye escape" (as Alford has well reminded
me), instead of the still warning viz vnsSEt-

B,ev v/ulv, " who hath warned you," sounds

stronger and more decisive. A further con-

firmation of the as yet more figurative ytvvi)-
{iccra ixiSvoov, "generation of vipers," which
the Baptist uttered, is here added by Christ

in the quite untigurative oq>Eii, "serpents;"

and the whele together means not merely tiif

iters born of sinners (with reference to ver 31)
but speaks plainly, in the sense of John viii.

44, of him who at IJev. xii. 9 is called 6 ocpiS 6

dpxaioS, "that old serpent." Thus does it

correspond to the yeevva, " hell,"^ whose
npidiS r ,•" damnation " the rteptd&orarorp
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"greater," in addition to the 7iEpi66ovipov
ver. 14 expresses ; and designates as at ver.

15, the £K tov ncxrpoi rou dttx/ioXov yVraS,
" who are of their father the devil," as com-
plete vioui ysivvaS or "children of hell."

Verse 34. What is here meant by the Sid
roi)ro," wherefore "? It is onfy trifling with

the simple word to supply as follows, " in or-

der that if possible ye may yet flee from the

damnation of hell "—for the impossibility of

this has just been affirmed (in the itaoS <pvytf-

re); the filling up of the measure of sin has

just been imputed to them, has been already
predicated of them as certain ; and the roJro
can alone refer to this import of the two last

propositions. Therefore it must mean, in or-

der that ye may kill them, in order that thereby
all blood may come upon you, therefore are they
sent. Yet not directly thus ; for the decisive

oTtcoi, in order that, ver. 35, is rather connect-

ed with their killing and crucifying, and not

precisely with the sending on the part of

Christ. The true force of the expression is,

that the wisdom and long-suffering of the Lord
who foresaw the judgment, therefore offers yet

an opportunity of contracting the last guilt ; in

order that, on the one hand, the measure of

grace may be filled up even to the last overflow,

and, on the other, that, hy the actually perpe-

trated sin, it might indisputably appear to all

the world that the condemned were deserving of

their punishment.* This again is a principle of

his justice belonging to the unsearchable ways
of God (Rom. xi. 33), that he who mightalready
judge every one according to all that he had
done or would do, yet lets the sin exhaust and
complete itself, before the judgment, in actual

deeds. The tSov, " behold !" already plainly

shows, even before we read the futures which
follow, that it is no longer the former prophets

that are spoken of, but a new sending that is

feoon to begin. Observe the majestic I with
which he who is still in humiliation, who is him-
self to be first crucified by them, yet looking

beyond this, puts himself in the place of the

God who sends the prophets ! (Tsa. xli. 27).

Here there is seen one of the significant differ-

ences between this iast discourse and the earlier

one (Luke xi.), where Christ as yet veils his I

under the "wisdom of Cod." Now, however,
he takes for granted what the parable of the

vineyard had said of the killing of the Son,

who, although rejected, is yet exalted to be

the corner-stone ; what the following para-

ble of the marriage says of the new send-

ing of him who is yet to ascend the throne

;

and what finally chap. xxii. 24 says of sitting

at the right hand of God—therefore is the

crucifying of the Lord himself entirely passed

over, and at once comprehended in the em-
phatic tyoi d.rto6v£\\G), "/send."f The of-

* Roos :
" It depended upon a test. Christ had

also prophets and wise men and scribes to send out.

Now just as they did to these, so also would they

have done to all the prophets."

f For " that the Saviour here includes himself in

the number of those sent by God " is impossible.

fence against those who are sent proceeds, first

of all, by an anti-climax, from killing (and
even crucifying), to scourging (already signi-

fied to the disciples at chap. x. 17), and thence
down to persecuting ; in like manner the de-

signation of the persons sent is according to

three grades, here more concretely carried out

than the prophets and apostles in Luke. The
special apostolic dignity has its significance

only for the new Church
;
yet all who testify

of Christ and preach him are his messengers,

which could alone be meant also in Luke.* On
the other hand, there is here another difference

from that earlier discourse in Luke. The pro-

phetic authority stands first in analogy with
those old prophets ; then follow those who are

not indeed equipped in the same way, but yet

are furnished with a specially convincing wis-

dom of the Spirit ; final ly, the true " scribes "

as opposed to the false ones (chap. xiii. 52),

who, condescending more than the others to

the manner of men and of the Jews, show to

them out of their Scripture that Jesus is the

Christ. Stephen was a wise man, Apollos a

sci'ibe, the apostles prophets ; while Paul at

least was certainly all of them together. The
seeming anti-climax is now, however, changed
into its opposite, when we understand the mat-
ter thus : the killing and crucifying of the pi o-

phets was as it were a thing to which they were
accustomed from of old, was only a continuation

of their past doings ; but, that in their Syna-

gogues (mark this particular) they should an-

swer the undeniably God-given wisdom also

of the wise- men with scourging; that they

should at least persecute from city to city

even the scribes, in order thoroughly to suppress

their quiet testimony—in this the guilt of

their resistance to the truth rises to a higher

pitch. They leave unpersecuted not even the

least one, who without preaching with pro-

phetical urgency merely dares, by way of tes-

timony, to interpret the Scripture against

them.

Verses 35, 36. Upon yon: this comprehends,

first of all, the wicked guides and heads of

the people—who also in the foregoing verse

appeared as the originators of all persecution

—with this entire generation, and that for the

past and the future ; for it is now said, Zacha-

rias whom ye slewj (comp. 1 Thess% ii. 15).

The expression aijaa 8in<xiov or xSdoov,
righteous or innocent blood, (chap. xxii. 4), is one
of very frequent occurrence in the Old Testa-

ment,which comes out with increasing strength,

especially before the Babylonian captivity, in

reference to the guilt which drew down that

judgment; see 2 Kings xxi. 16, xxiv. 4; Jer.

xxvi. 15. The principal passage, however,

nor does he send bimseif ; we shall soon under-

stand more particularly why be throws a veil over

his blond. The fact that messengers of Jesus were

crucified also before the destruction of Jerusalem,

we iearn here, as history does not record every

thing.

* Quite the same general usage, as we find also

in Johu xiii. 16.
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which Christ has probably in mind, and which
the Spirit caused to be written in connection

with that first judgment as a typical prophecy
of the second, is to be found in Lam. iv. 12, 13.

Three times in one verse does the Lord mention
blood ; and now, from that point of view in

which God regards the whole human race, lays

to the account of this Jerusalem and Israel all

the righteous blood shed upon the earth, just as

his Spirit again does to the future Babylon,
Rev. xviii. 24. The first righteous person*
upon earth murdered through hatred of God
and fraternal hatred was Abel ; of his murder
also is Israel guilty, fur they have done worse
to Christ than Cain did to his brother. Zach-
arias, however, is certainly nut that righteous
Zacharias, the son of Baruch, of whose murder
in the temple shortly before the destruction
of Jerusalem Josephus gives an account, Antiq.

iv. 19—as for example, Hug formerly maintain-
ed, while even Richter still admits " a conceal-

ed prophecy " pointing to him—but probably
that Zacharias of whom we read in 2 Chron.
xxiv. 20-22. The distinct expression ecpoveu-
6a.TE,"ye deic" cannot be an anticipating
prophecy ; for, Christ now uses, in opposition
to the expressly marked future in ver. 34, quite
as expressly the past in ver. 35, in order then
at ver. 36 to comprise both in the ravra 7Cccv-

ra, all these things. A prophecy pointing to
an individual by name (not to say that Ba-
ruch is not Barachias) seems forced, and high-
ly unsuitable to Christ's present frame of mind

;

one can see no satisfactory ground for it at all.

True, indeed, it cannot be objected to that
opinion, that the Zacharias mentioned by Jo-
sephus was no messenger of Christ, for only
righteous persons are spoken of by Matthew

;—still, in Luke, it is certainly the blood of all

the prophets. Finally, it is quite decisive to ob-
serve that Christ here, according to the Scrip-
ture (to which he makes such manifold allusions
throughout the discourse), intended to bring
together theirs* and last example which the
Scripture records. It is useless to ask whether
the Jews did not shed righteous blood, or the
blood of prophets, afterwards ; the circle of ca-
nonical history comprehends typically all that
was done in Israel and upon the earth. It is

worthy of remark that the designation between
the temple and the altar of burnt-offering (not
without reference to vers. i7—19 beforef) agrees
with the express words of 2 Chron. xxiv. 21

;

and it is further significant that precisely this
Zacharias said when dying, The Lord will see
it and seek it! (comp. in Luke, 'iva tH^rjrrj^rJ).
There is even a Jewish legend which says that
his blood bubbled up and flowed, and would
not be stayed for 252 years, even till the burn-
ing of the temple in the city of the mur-
der, until Nebuzaradan had slaughtered there
940,000 priests, prophets, and chiefs of the peo-

* See the interpretation of Heb. xii. 24 in my
Brief an die Hebrder. '

tin the most holy place of the fore-court, which
a1so_ Josephus denotes: /.le'x/M rov /Jmjuov uai
TOV VEOO. .

pie with their children : from which we may
infer that this deed of murder in the holy city

was regarded by the Jews themselves from
ancient times as a proverbially fearful example.
Such connection of a name well-known to the
Pharisees and Scribes with the universally
known name of Abel, is certainly much more
natural than any special prophecy.* So much
remains certain, that our Lord will here say
what he at last seals with Amen : The great
collective guilt of all the blood shed on the
earth, as it is represented and shadowed forth

in the history of the Holy Scripture from
Abel to Zacharias, will break forth in ven-
geance upon this generation in a collective pun-
ishment, as well typical as real—this evil and
adulterous generation which speaks as in ver.

30, and acts as in ver. 34 ! which thus fills to
overflowing the measure of sin against tho
long-suffering of God ! That is, indeed, first

of all the last generation of this people, the
wicked and adulterous generation possessed by
the return of seven worse devils along with
the first, which, in its sins, repeats and sums
up all that went before

;
yet, in so far as tho

fathers are represented as only meeting their

full punishment in their children, the yevedv
ravryv, this generation, here includes at the
same time the entire people, of whom it is said

(ver. 35) : Ye have slain. It is a groundless
assertion that yevEcc , in the New Testament,
can never signify " people ;" see in chap. xii. 45
the same connection of this generation with
their fathers, and then afterwards the remark-
able passage (chap. xxiv. 34), according to our
interpretation.

It may be asked, finally, Does not the blood

also of the crucified Son of God in, and with,
all the others, come upon this generation 1

If this question means, Wherefore does Christ
not expressly or chiefly specify this here ? the
first answer is easy ; for, even as regards out-
ward propriety, it would be highly unsuitable
openly to say such a thing at this farewell.

For, this would be more than the word of

Zacharias, The Lord will see and seek it ! But
the reason lies still deeper: partly, in the Sa
viour's feeling of love and compassion, which
makes it impossible for him to express this

threatening of vengeance
;
partly, in the truth

corresponding to this feeling, that in fact the
blood of Christ, although his crucifiers call it

down upon their heads, yet even to the last

* With regard, finally, to the entirely subordinate

point respecting the name Barachias instead of

Jehoiada (for the apocrypha] Gospel of the Naza-
renes with its Jehoiada is of as little value here as

the apocryphal fable concerning the father of the

Baptist)— it is said that both names have the same
meaning, as names are frequently thus varied

; or
it is found to be a later corruption of the evangelical

text (only not on account of Josephus, for then it

would be Baruch) ; or even an original error of
memory, confounding this person with Zech. i. 1.

To us the word of Christ is too solemn to admit of
such disputes. For the rest, Theile's treatise in
Winer's Journal, vol. ii. , speaks very fully of tb#
whole matter.
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judgment of the world continues to speak bet-

ter things than the blood of Abel, viz., grace
and not vengeance. So that, in the restored Is-

rael at last, this blood-guiltiness is yet cleans-
ed away (Joel iii. 26) ; and the vengeance on
account of the rejected blood of reconciliation

extends to quite another sphere, belongs to

quite another judgment, than that which is

rirst of all historically represented in Israel.

Verse 37- Did Christ himself say, Behold
here a greater than Jonas—then may also his

interpreter say to the generation of this time,

Behold here is something incomparably great-

er than, and different from aught that has ever
been uttered in accents breaking from the
heart, and penetrating to the heart, in all hu-
man poems and histories. Jerusaleyn ! Jerusa-
lem ! Thus cries the Messiah, the God and
Lord, and Saviour of Israel in the flesh, who
sent all the prophets, who is himself come,
and will again send apostles, who will soon, by
the hands of his enemies, hang upon the cross,

by his own and the Father's divine power will

rise from the opened grave, and sit upon the
throne of heaven—thus cries Jesus over the
sinners who will not have him and his grace,

but cleave to their sin and their judgment.
What a tone and sound for the hearers must
this word have had when it came from the
mouth of Christ: the measure already filled up
of all divine grace and Saviour-love, in opposi-
tion to the measure of sin, now soon to be fill-

ed up by the children who, centuries long, had
been nourished and brought up in vain—that
first call of the Creator, " Adam, where art
thou, whither wilt thou"?" breaking forth in-

conceivably intensified from the heart of the
Son of Man moved with human emotion—the
most perfect unity of alluring love and judging
wrath in this double lament, Jerusalem ! Jeru-

salem ! Hear, ye heavens, and give ear,

earth ! for

—

the Lord speaketh ! And are we to

take away these words from this place, in his

farewell, which alone is- their proper place ; are
we to believe that the Evangelist has presumed
to elaborate and improve the divine drama?
Rather would we believe that Christ had al-

ready uttered three times—ten times before
(which would not be so wrong) this word
which he now utters for the last time with
most striking emphasis.*
The whole word is a prolepsis, of the decisive

judgment, stretching beyond the preaching of
the apostles, the rejection of which Christ al-

ready knew beforehand : the Jerusalem which
he means is the entire people, including past
times, viewed in its centre. Vers. 34 and 35
are now connected in one, as also alreadjr ver.

30; therefore the dTte6raXuEvoi, or persons
sent as opposed to the former prophets, are the
new messengers who should yet invite the
guests to the marriage in vain, and the first

* Dorner says, moreover, correctly : Haec verba
a Christo dicta esse non eo loco, quo Lucas vult,

Bed quo Matthams, verba ipsa indicant ; tunc enitn
dicta sunt, cum ultima voce Cbiistus discederet e
templo uumquam eo red cuius.

29

of whom was at once stoned (Acts vii.) as Moses
commanded that the false prophets should
be stoned.* Between prophets and apostles
then comes the exalted 1 of the incarnate
Lord, who is, at the same time above prophets
and apostles ; for, this Lord it is who has al-

ways sent, and now sends, and who himself also

came and called in all his messengers. The
I of Christ embraces at the same time all the
past, even as ver. 34 the future. " He never
forgets his part"—to speak foolishly for the sake
of the fools ; he can never, at any time, deny
who he is, and even when he appears most hu-
man, the consciousness of his eternal divine

dignity shines through with all the more im-
mediate reality. Thy children—that is, at the
same time, all the people of this sacrod metrop-
olis scattered in the country or over the earth.
It would be a very false narrowing of the dis-

course as a whole, to explain the words How
often ! of Christ's frequent visits to the metrop-
olis at the festival ; it speaks in a higher and
more comprehensive style. Hoxo often ! includes
at the same time all the calls of the former
prophets, with all the invitations of those af-

terwards sent, and known beforehand to be in

vain ; although it places the calls and invita-

tions of Christ himself in the centre. Our
Lord would ever from time to time have <?«//* «r-

ecl them all as his people into his kingdom, to
his hearr. But not by force ; in this way no one
is drawn into God's kingdom, to God's heart

;

even Isreal's Messiah is only a Saviour who
at last passively offers himself, who must leave
it to the will of men to come or not, and must
go away when they will not and do not come.
As an eagle stirreth up her nest,f fluttereth
over her young, and then beareth them her-
self on her Wi\gs—so did Jehovah at first,

Deut. xxxii. 11, and afterwards ever more
kindly and lovingly offer his sheltering wing
to his people, in the word of the prophets
(Psa. xvii. 8, xxxvi. 8, lvii. 2, lxi. 5 ; Isa. xxxi.

5, 6 ; Mai. iv. 2)—until, with most familiar

tenderness, Jesus, here speaking in the person
of Jehovah (which is to be observed, see espe-
cially Isa. xxxi. 5), would spread his wings
over them as a hen over her chickens, ere the
birds of prey, as other eagles of judgment,
come.J The wings are still spread even for the
murderers of the prophets, while Christ now
speaks ; even for those that stoned Stephen, as

* In the construction jrpoS avrr/r, "unto
her," which is also according to grammatical usage,
there is expressed here, at the same time, a bitterly

complaining, unconscious turning away of the coun-
tenance from the murderess of the prophets; after

wbich it turns to her again.

ti3pj yo66idv olvtov, comp. Luke xiii. 34,

as also both together, xd vo66Lu and ij voG6id,
Psa. Ixxxiv. 4.

% Lange expresses the sense of my remark when
he calls it the antithesis of actively training and pas-
sively saving love ; only he does not definitely

enough bring out the thought that the eagle also
bears its young and keeps them from falling. It is

1 rather a climax than an antithesis.
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was shown in the case of Paul, he will still

spread them out. But what he himself has
experienced will be the result, upon the whole

;

that, namely, which he expresses in the words,
Ye would not! (Isa. xxviii. 12, xxx. 15, and
many places in the prophets). The grace that

still remains will indeed gather others in their

place who will ; but they who would not what
Christ would, fall into the condemnation.
" The power of the Almighty appears as impo-
tence before the obstinacy of the creature

;

and has only tears (Luke xix. 41) wherewith
to overcome them." Whose heart dares here
to answer with the dogmatics of the head:
" Thy willing and drawing was not in earnest;
thy lamentation but a mockery and a sport

:

for thine irresistible grace was not there to

give them the power to will? 1 '

Verses 38, 39. The second Behold ! in addi-

tion to the first, ver. 34—the text of the pro-

phecy that soon follows for the disciples (chap,

xxiv.). The house is, in the first place, the tem-
ple (Luke xi. 51, oihov); but, together with it,

the entire holy city as one habitation, the whole
country of which this is the metropolis; people
and state, with all their possession and property,
in the same wide sense as Acts i. 20 ; for, it is

through the temple that all subsist. Now it

is no longer the temple, no longer God's house
;

but, your house left to you, as ye would have
it. As yet in Matt. xxi. 13 it is my house

—

now, however, it is no longer so. EprjuoS,
" desolate," often elsewhere, and first of all, sig-

nifies empty, deprived of its proper contents
(which then stand beside it in the Gen.); here,
therefore, in the first place, templum sine numine
(a temple without a divinity). From this fol-

lows, indeed, the desolation and dispersion ; be-
cause, when God departs, only the punishment
of sin remains—as was already said to Solomon,
1 Kings is. 7-9 ; see further Jer. xxii. 5,

and especially Jer. vii. 6, 11, 13, 14, which
prophecy now for the first time finds its sec-
ond and complete fulfillment. Of course, the
seat of Moses is thus thrown down ; and the
Rabbins of Babylon or Jerusalem are acknow-
ledged no longer, 'ISov a <pi ex at, "Be-
hold is left

"—that begins at this moment

:

for, I, the Lord of the temple, now go out and
away from you! (chap. xxiv. 1). Although
they saw Christ afterwards until his crucifix-
ion, it was no longer in the temple, but mere-
ly as a suffering sacrifice. They will be com-

pelled to see and to acknowledge him in his judg-
ing power (chap. xxvi. 64) ; but otherwise
no longer, the risen Saviour did not show him-
self to all the people. Ye: that is, again, the
entire generation of those who obstinately
reject him, including also their posterity, as

ver. 35 their forefathers ; but not including
all who do not persist in this rejection. Final-

ly, however, there is here also a comforting
" until " annexed to the long judgment upon
the children and the children's children ; as,

in chap. xxii. 44, there was a threatening un-

til, in connection with the priestly sitting of

the King. That he will forsake them, is there-

fore not the last word of Christ in this fare-

well ! To understand what he says only of a
compelled acknowledgment of the comingJudge
is rendered impossible by the Ev\oyi}f.i£voZ,
" bUssed" and the entire 118th Psalm ; it can
only mean—Until ye (the late posterity of this

generation) one day acknowledge him who is

now rejected, joyfully welcome him as Mes-
siah, and cry Ilosannah in truth, not like the
empty Hosannah a day or two before. Be-
cause it was empty and vain, Christ cannot ex-
press himself thus, Until ye again say. He
takes leave of them not merely " with the feel-

ing that he can return to the temple only as

Messiah or never" (according to Hase) ; but
with the clear-discerning prophecy that, one
day, the people of God will honor him. The
still future restoration of Israel according to
the flesh is announced throughout all the Old
Testament, from Deut. iv. 30 on to Zechariah
(for Malachi points back to the punishment
upon the sinful people) ; he who has not read
this is not yet able rightly to read the pro-
phets (2 Chron. xv. 3, 4; Hos. iii. 4, 5; Zech.
xii. 10, xiv. 8-11). But of a "final victory of

the Saviour over all his adversaries, whom he
so punishes as to gain them to himself' 1—of this

we find nothing in the whole Scripture, neither
in Psa. ex., nor in the final close of Christ's

discourse (Matt, xxv.), nor at the end of the
Scriptures, Rev. xxii. 15, 19, 21 (not jxetcc

it dv t oo v, "with all" but TtcLvxcov tgdv
dyioov, " all the saints "). Nor is the restor-

ation of Israel by any means a typical pledge of

this ; as if there may not remain for many
only the sentence, Ye would not !—all the less,

since Scripture announces that restoration as

contemporaneous with the judgment upon
Gentile Christendom.
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CHRIST'S PROPHECY OF HIS COMING.

(Matt. xxiv. and xxv.)

This prophecy appears here, indeed, as an
answer to a question of the disciples); but this

question was itself called forth by the decla-

ration of Christ—that of this beautiful and
solid edifice not one stone should remain upon
another. True it is, again, that the disciples

drew from Christ this emphatic confirmation

of what was said in chap, xxiii. 38, by a ques-

tion addressed to him (see especially Mark xiii

1) ;
yet all the Lord's words were no other

than a natural continuation of the preceding

sayings, which denounced judgment upon Is-

rael, Jerusalem, the temple ; nay, it was certain-

ly provided for beforehand, that Christ should
leave for his disciples, i. e., his Church in all

future time, a complete prophecy of the end.

As John was directed to record, in harmony
with his esoteric design, the last gracious pro-

mises of his com.my again, to comfort in the
resurrection and by the Holy Spirit; so, on
the other hand, the three other Evangelists

must needs preserve the prophecy of Christ

concerning his coming again to judge. And this

has been done most fully by the apostle Mat-
thew, who alone, in chap, xxv., carries it to

the last end.

He alone also also gives us at once, in chap,

xxiv. 3, the question of the discip'es in its

most exact form ; thus enabling us to under-
stand in its continuous unity the entire an-

swer of Christ, as it runs on through two chap-
ters. What in Mark xiii. 4, and Luke xxi. 7,

is mixed indistinguishably in a general ravrcx,
" these things," and rcxvra ravra, "all these
things," is in Matthew's account separated into

three parts. The disciples ask : When shall this

happen, that is, first of all, the destruction of the

temple with that judgment upon Israel, of which
thou hast assured us ? Further: What shall

be the sign of thy coming ? And finally, What
the sign of the end of the ivorldl We must
transpose ourselves into their ideas and con-
ceptions, in order to see how much they did or
did not understand of this their own question.

They knew, in the first place, with a certain
measure of distinctness (although not clearly

ind surely), that the present lowly estate of
him who was come, who had so often spoken
of his impending sufferings and death, was
afterwards to be followed by another cominy

of the Son of Man, a manifestation and revela-

tion in the coming in of the kingdom, the then
*lone completed itapov6ia zov XpiCJrov,
"coming of Christ;" of this he had spoken
more than once, and very expressly in Matt,
xvi. 28.* They knew, further, from what they

*True, there are those who will not admit thus;
with them, however, our believing interpretation,
which interprets the Scripture from its own resour-
ces, has nothing further to do. Thus we find it

had just heard (for they would scarcely of

themselves have thought of Dan. ix. 26, 27, and
therefore Christ afterwards reminds them of

it), that an affliction and destruction, a judg-

ment upon Jerusalem and Israel, was to break
forth as the most immediate consequence of

the rejection of Christ. When, accordingly,

they put these two things together, it would
remain uncertain to them how they stood
related to each other ; whether the destruc-

tion of Jerusalem would at the same time
introduce the entire revelation and establish-

ment of the kingdom—or (which was more
in accordance with their Jewish conceptions),

whether the judgment upon (lie whole world,

with which they were familiar, from the Old
Testament, and which was in like manner an-

nounced by Jesus, would be coincident with
that catastrophe. For this was the third

thing which they knew of as future, as to be,

to be accomplished. Christ indeed had, on one
occasion, Matt. xvi. 27, 28, almost connected
the general judgment with the coming of the
kingdom ; then again, at chap. xix. 28, he had
spoken of a TtaXiyyeveoia, " regeneration," in

which there would still be an Israel over which
to rule in glory ; in like manner, again, chap.

x. 15, xi. 22, xn. 36, 41, 42, he referred to a
" day of judgment," in such a manner that
the judgment of the present Israel and of the

whole world seemed to run into each other
;

finally, he had spoken, John v. 29, vi. 39, of

the last general judgment as on a last day,

with a general resurrection of the dead, and
consequently as at the end of the world proper-

ly speaking, or of the present state of things,

according to his own words, Matt. xiii. 39, 49.

In vain would they endeavor to arrange all

these old and new representations upon any
definite theory of the When and Hoio. As the
Jewish people, in the time of Christ, knew or

understood nothing of a twofold coming of the

Messiah in lowliness and in glory, so the dis-

closures made by Jesus respecting his suffer-

ings, and respecting the destruction of Jeru-
salem, had completely shattered their whole
theory concerning the coming of the Messiah,
and the end of the world.* Chiefly was
"Jesus' announcement of sufferings an element,
which threw into confusion all their eschato-
logical conceptions, and, as it were, deranged

taken for granted, stransely enough, that the disci-

ples, as Jews, could think only of the destruction of
Jerusalem

; that the compiler (the so-called Mat-
thew), afterwards interpolated the question con-
cerning the Ttapov6ia

i
etc. See a (successful

!)

prize essay by a young beginner of this class (can-
didate), Rud. Hofmann. Lie Wiederkunft Christi und
das Zeichen des Menxchensohncs am Hvtnmek

* As Lange (iii. 215) aptly says.
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the plan which they had sketched out."*

Now, moreover, came the announcement of the

judgment soon to fall upon Jerusalem, in ad-

dition to, and between these. How does this

stand related to the looked-for advent of

Christ, or the manifestation of his kingdom;

and further, in what relation do these two
stand to the end of the world ? If at first they

had thought thus : When Jerusalem falls,

then will Christ come to build his kingdom,

and to manifest himself in his power—they

would yet further be doubtful whether the

end of the world would coincide with this ad-

vent ; whether, in general, only one, or two, or

three different catastrophes lay in the future ?

This is the sense of the question, only thus to

be understood, which must have been prepar-

ing itself in the minds of the disciples for a

considerable time before, and which now, when
a fit occasion called it into utterance, 'bund

this natural expression. We have but little

to say as to the ideas which the disciples en-

tertained respecting the connection and course

of the threefold coming about which they seem
to ask; suffice it that they could have no defi-

nite ideas at all respecting the course of the

three events which they therefore blend into

one question. They perceive that this is their

last time and opportunity for putting the ques-

tion, which had long been pressing upon them:
Help us out of our difficulty by a decisive de-

claration respecting the when of all these things

that are to come to pass.

How now does Christ answer? Because in

reality the judgment upon Jerusalem and the

last coming of Christ are " events that corres-

pond to each other, of which the last is typified

in the first " (as even Neander admits), Christ,

therefore, separates what will be separated in

the fulfillment, but at the same time, as prophe-

sying, he views them together, just as the for-

mer prophets viewed even the first and second
coming of Christ so together, that only in the

light of the fulfillment can they be distinctly

separated in the interpretation. For he who
here speaks is himself the last prophet, and
therefore continues the style of the prophetical

words, and within the prophetical conditions

of vision. It is only a misunderstanding, when
many (as recently Horner, Lange, and others)

very strongly protest against all obscure mix-
ture of future things in the prophesying of Christ,

because he, standing high above the prophets,

spoke with a clear and calm view of the events,

and of the manner in which they should take
place. Now, we do not hold that there is any
obscurity in thisprophecj' of Christ ; any more
than there was in the old prophetical word,
which was likewise perfect in its kind, accord-
ing to the meaning of the Holy Spirit. But
with all this, we do not see why Christ, not-
withstanding the undisputed higher position

that belonged to him, should yet as man have
prophesied essentially otherwise than by a

* As Ebrard, in like manner, can say of the ques-

tion ; although afterwards he knows uot how to ar-

range die answer.

contracting perspective view, such as is es-

sential to every prophecy—which does not ae
yet present history in detail. If any one will

call this (with Wilh. Hofmann, Missionsfragen,

1, p. 40, comp. p. 104, 105) the " lower intuition

which belonged to him in his state of human
abasement," we have nothing to say against

it; but we cannot go so far (with the same
writer) as to maintain that Christ throughout
views the destruction of Jerusalem and his

own coming as not at all separate ; for he
knows and declares the distinction between
them. Moreover, we decidedly deny, that ho
in any way conceived of all this as about to

happen within the time of the generation then
living. But we arc almost anticipating, when
all that we would say here is only by way oi

introduction.

So much is in our view certain, namely, that

Christ in this discourse typically connects events
together (as is mentioned also by Hofmann in

his Weissagung und Erfullung and by Delitzsch,

who in other respects differs from him)
;
yet

he himself teaches us to see this. He lays it

down that the destruction of Jerusalem is

already a coming of Christ to judgment and
setting up of his kingdom, but he immediately
shows behind this yet another coming, nay, last

of all with striking distinction, a final coming
at the end of the world properly speaking.

These three things, all which were rightly spe-

cified in the questions, he, in the corresponding

answer, not less perspectively joins together (ac-

cording to the manner of all prophecy hither-

to) than distinguishes from each other, and
shows them in the order of their succession.

Only Matthew has been guided by the Spirit

to understand and communicate the entire an-

swer, carried out to its conclusion, while Mark
and Luke break off at an earlier point.*

Chaps, xxiv.and xxv. at all events remain one

whole, although Christ (probably) may not

have spoken all in connection, as it is here

written, without pauses here and there. We
give, on a first survey, our view and arrange-

ment founded upon what has been hitherto

said, which we will afterwards explain and
confirm in detail.

Let it be observed, however, beforehand,

that by this threefold division Ave do not intend

a strictly d-efining and adjusting chronology of

the future (as Lange, iii. 2, 1291, has misun-

derstood us) ; but only a progression in the

stages here placed in juxtaposition, in which

at the same time, the whole is always reflected

in each. It is certainly m?a rts of'which Christ

speaks—this is our answer at present to the

beginning of Horner's treatise (Deornt. Chr.

eschatul.)
;
yet it is. twofold, inasmuch as Christ

combines in one glance firo separate future ful-

fillments. Thus in part was this prophecy read

even by the Fathers ; thus has it always been

* It is not to be supposed here that (as Neander

thinks) the " erroneous mixture"—which dors not

at all exist—as being unworthy of Christ, is owii-g

to the false understanding and reporting of tha

hearers.
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understood by the more deep-searching com-
mentators, b}r all who have been profoundly

versed in Scripture. The first principle of all

prophetical interpretation, from 2 Sam. vii.

downwards, requires it. That Christ did not

speak here " promiscuousljr, now of Jerusalem
and the destinies of the Jewish people, and
now of the end of the world," but of both these

in and with each other, first the one, then the

other coming more into prominence

—

this is

not a mere "opinion of some," but the true

consensus of all living tradition in the Church of

the faithful, which it were very salutary for

the doctors of the theological school, to know
and consider. By this, too, no "error opticus" is

maintained, for it is in accordance with the

nature of all prophecy, which can only indicate

more or less clearly the distinction of times,

the difference between tj'pe and antitype, and
which in general always comprises in one view
what is manifold. With all this, it is true

that the intervalla sen iucisurae come more
strongly into prominence in Christ's prophecy
than in any other; but not as definitive

epochs, for lie, too, does not foretell events his-

torically, and gives no " decursum Christianas

religionis historicum." We wish in accord-

ance with this to be rightly understood.

In the first place Christ speaks of the destruc-

tion of Jerusalem ; i. e., of course in order to de-

note the when, and first of all, of the interme-

diate period which precedes and prepares for

it, chap. xxiv. 1-28. This must be the first

thing, and is so in reality ; every interpreta-

tion which overlooks it must fail in arriving at a

clear view of the whole. In the second place

Christ speaks of his other and proper coming
in the manifestation of his kingdom, chap, xxiv,

29-44. Our interpretation will show that,

notwithstanding the £v$£g>$, immediately, ver.

29, there is here an important point of separa-

tion, for which compare meanwhile Luke xxi.

24. The confusion which characterizes the
usual interpretation has arisen from overlook-

ing the prophetic manner of viewing the fu-

ture, i. e., the peispeclive and typical relation f

great catastrophes corresponding to each other.

For, the judgment upon Jerusalem is itself a

first coming of the Son of Man ; only as such

has it its prophetical significance, only in this

light, therefore, does Christ prophesy of it.

Then was there a typical judgment of the world,

then appeared typically the kingdom of Christ

established anions; the nations, in opposition to

the rejected people ; i. e., the two following cat-

astrophes, the more remote as well as the near-

er, are to be seen preliminarily in the first, as

we have.already said on Matthew xvi. 28. Thus
does our Lord regard it, and this is the reason

why in chap. xxiv. 4-14, and then again vers.

2ii—28, the expressions selected are so strong as

in the fullest sense to apply only to the later

coming, although between these, in verses

15-25, he speaks quite plainly of Jerusalem.*

* Here are formed almost ofthemselves, for every
unbiassed and attentive reader, precisely the three

cycles which afterwards Lange (iii. 215), agreeing
with me, is obliged to admit. Petersen also arrives

Whilst, then, at ver. 29, the typical first com-
ing passes quite ouc of view, and a second com-

ing of the Son of Man, the gathering together

of his elect into a finally established manifested
kingdom, comes into the foreground (Luke xx.

31), it is to be observed beforehand, with a

view to the interpretation, that this also is not

the last coming, at the end of the world, but an
intermediate coming of Christ, the acknowledg-
ment of which alone opens up to us the entire

prophetical system in this prophecy.* Here
there is as yet nothing said of eternal pun-
ishment ; but only of being left, of being shut
out, or left without. The middle part of

Christ's answer, which embraces this interme-
diate coming, extends onward to chap. xxv.

30 ; for here at first he gives the prophecu itself

(already running out into a sort of parable) as

yet in direct continuation of what goes before,

chap. xxiv. 29-44. Then, however, he follows

this out by three parables which contain warn-
ings to watchfulness and readiness, addressed

to his disciples in particular, who wait for the
coming kingdom (which is to be delayed much
longer than they thought). He first repre-

sents in general, in the singular, the faithful

and wise servant, in contrast with a bad ser-

vant (chap. xxiv. 45-51) ; the two parables

that follow speak separately of the wisdom and
faithfulness, and at the same time widen the
view, so as to show the manifold fariety of those

who shall one day stand before him as their

Lord, to enter in with him or not ; then in

chap. xxv. 1-13, the wise virgins ; finally, ver.

14, the faithful servants, who, however, are now
(more definitely' than at ehap. xxiv. 45) the
stewards of the goods and gifts of their Lord.

From this intermediate coming of the Son of

Man which is meant in all the parables belong-

ing to chap. xxiv. 39, there is now plainly dis-

tinguished (and this ought never to have been
mistaken) the great judgment-day of the King,

in full power and glory, for all nations, at the

end of the world properly speaking—the last

coming of Christ on the last day, when an eter-

nal separation shall be made between misery
and blessedness, chap. xxv. 31-4G. Only now
is the answer complete ; and the end of all

prophecy is reached in a concluding word of

our Lord, beyond which nothing more can or

is to take placet,

at the same conclusion {Lehre von der ICirche, iii.

685).

* Yet this intermediate advent is a secret which is

only now opening itself up to some, for the Church
is slow to learn the woid of prophecy. Certain

things are disclosed only when the time comes for

them, and it ought then to he the least of all ob-

jected to these things that they were unknown to

the doctrine of the Church hitherto, nay, that the

latter has condemned (without distinguishing and
inquiring aright) what, at an earlier period, pointed

at these things. Zeller speaks very clearly and
truly concerning these three comings of Christ,

which peispectively cover each other, of which, ac-

cording to him, the first was his coming into the

world (in the Bcugg. Monatsbl. 1847, No. 10).

f We may here name, as agreeing with us, and
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THE FIRST COMING ; "DESTRUCTION OF JERUSA-

LEM ; DISPERSION OF ISRAEL.

(Matt. xxiv. 2, 4-28 ; Mark xiii. 2, 5-23 ;
Luke

xxi. 6, 8-24.)

The disciples, terrified by the word of Christ,

chap, xxiii. 38, show to him on leaving the tem-

ple in the evening, after a day full of conflict

and fatigue, the building materials of the temple,

which was still in course of construction (and
was finished only a short time before its destruc-

tion). Looking up at the spectacle they ex-

claim in their simplicity : See, what stones and
what buildings ! There were foundation stones

forty yards broad, and fort}'-five yards in

length, of the whitest marble ; not merely with
XiBoiS xaXolS, goodly stones, was Jehovah's
sanctuary adorned, but also with dvaB?}pa6t,
consecrated gifts of piet}' and reverence, or even
of acknowledgment by kings !* Is all this real-

ly to be left desolate ? Is nothing to be spar-

ed ? But the Lord sternly answers as he had
already spoken, Luke xix. 44 ; he charges
them only again to look at it aright, as a glory
that is doomed to the most complete destruc-
tion, f The imaginary difficulty of Matthew's
ov fiXiitETE, " See ye not," it has been sought
to remove by all sorts of different constructions :

but it is simply the same question which Mark
also has: Ye see all this, as ye think ? It im-
plies : But ye see it not yet aright, with your
»or«7ro/and TtoTaitoci, just as if the destruc-

tion of such great buildings were scarcely con-

ceivable : I say unto you with my Amen, which
nothing can resist, that the days shall come
when, of all these which ye now behold (Luke),
not one stone shall be left upon another, as it had
been laid in the building according to Hag. ii.

15. Compare also, for the proverb, 2 Sam.
xvii. 13. After the Jews were conquered, Ti-

tus commanded the soldiers to dig up the

foundations of the whole city round about, as

well as those of the temple ; although before

this he would willingly have spared the latter,

and repeatedly offered to do so.t. Afterwards

that certainly from independent illumination, the

beloved father Zeller, a man whose truly prophetic

gift ought to be respected by his believing contem-
poraries. He divides just as we do: (1) the com-
ing of the Lord to judge Judaism

; (2) to judge
degenerate anti-Christian Christendom

; (3) tojudge
all heathen nations, the final judgment of the world.

All these together are tho coming aga : n of Christ;

and with respect to their simdarity and diversity

they are most exactly recorded from the lips of our
Lord by Matthew : (a) chap. xxiv. 1-28

;
(b) chap,

xxiv. 29, on to xxv. 30, (c) chap. xxv. 31-46.

* They are mentioned before by Luke in contrast
with the widow's mite -

(
Josephus gives a glittering

catalogue of them. Even Ca;sar Augustus had pie-

tented precious vessels as a gift of honor ; Tacitus
speaks of immensce opulentiee templuin.

f Lange's interpretation of this question :
" Do

ye actually see all these things % To me they al-

ready appear as a vanishing vision !" savors too
much of our modern sentimentality.

% KeXevei Mara6HciTtTEiy , . ourwS

Turnus or Terentius Rufus tore up the founda*
tion of the city with ploughshares, whereby
certainly Micah iii. 12 was literally fulfilled.

Let us, when we look upon the grandeur and
decoration of our ecclesiastical and civil edifices,

remember this fulfilled word of Jesus ; and it

will be a preservative against all false admira-
tion of their earthly glory, against all undue
aesthetic dependence upon it, and against the
Romish tendencies to which it may minister.

Let us view the entire edifice of the world in

the light of this which has been said of it be-

forehand: Not one stone upon another ! (2 Pet.

iii. 10, 11).

A while after this first and unconditionally

decisive word, which gave the disciples enough
to occupy their thoughts, Christ sat upon the
Mount of Olives, from which the principal view
of the temple was to be had, even to its inte-

rior—on the same Mount of Olives from which
the destroying host afterwards poured in upon
the devoted city (comp. Zech. xiv. 4, 5, of the

more remote future). There the disciples, no
longer contradicting the fact, now bring for-

ward their question formerly raised respecting

the When of the great catastrophe, in connec-
tion with the coming again of Christ (Matt.

xxiii. 39), and the end of the world. The
three Evangelists do not indeed agree literally

in the answer; our Lerd's words were copious

and free, so that each one might preserve and
bring forward something different from the
others. Yet the agreement so predominates,

that we are warranted in arranging what is

given by the others according to the plan o*

Matthew, and certainly must not entertain tho
idea of two different discourses.* Christ, wv*

may be sure did not—contrary to the wholu
nature of the prophetic vision, which advances
from the near to the remote—leap backwards
and forwards from one thing to another, and
speak fist of the last end, then of Jerusalem

;

then again of the last end ; but if Matt. vers.

15-22 (parallel with Luke vers. 20-24) refers

to the judgment of Jerusalem, then vers. 4-14
and 23-38 in like manner refer, at all events in

the first place, to the same event. The disciples

summing up all in their indefinite question de-

sired a 6rj/.iEiov, one sign. He gives them, at

first, various preparatory signs, which will

occur similarly, as presages of the first and
second coming; until, at ver 30, there appears
the one last sign for the visible coming of the

Son of Man (analogous with ver. 15, for the

t$G0jndXi6ay oi MaTa6xdnrovTEi, &5? ftr/Se

TtaonoT olHi63ijrat iti6riv dv eti ita.fia6xEiv

toiS 7tpo6E\3oudiv (Josephus, Bell. Jud. vii 1, 1).

* We do not with Riehter attach any value to Lho

assertion in Brandt's Selndlchrcrbibel (where theie

are so many arbitrary assertions), viz. :
" In Luke

Christ speaks at an earlier period &rn\ of Jerusalem
;

afterwards again similarly, but no longer of Jeru-

salem." We notice this as a caution againstsuch
exegetical caprice, adopted solely to avoid the typ-

ical double sense. Although Luther had recouise

to a similar espcdieit, viz. : Matthew and Mark
throw together what Luke alone clearly separates

in the true order.
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preliminary, not yet personal, coming to judg-

ment). Therefore in Matt. vers. 4-15 are given

the signs of the destruction of Jerusalem draw-

ing near; but these are portrayed in colors so

strong, that this first period must be seen to

be only the type of the latter. If, at chap. x.

we found in a similar gradation of perspective

vision, that all that was spoken literally of

that first sending out applies spiritually to the

more remote future, so here, this entire portion

of the discourse, chap. xxiv. 4-28, has certainly

already a real double sense. It is no result of

chance (to speak foolishly), that every thing

which is here mentioned was somehow actual-

ly fulfilled already at that time ; but still less

is it to be denied, that the fulfillment which
entirely corresponds to it lies as yet in the

f iture. Hence, ver. G, rd re'AoS, " the end," is

pirallel with the (IvvteAeux rov atoovoS, "end
olthe world," of the question—but at ver. 8,

the " sorrows " are again parallel with the

gnat "affliction," ver. 21, and in the ovv,

the-efore, ver. 15, there is an undeniably direct

connection with the rd rsAoS, or end, at ver.

14, and again, at ver. 23 a simply continuative
rote, " then." He who will break this continu-

ous connection, must have recourse to artifi-

cial interpretation in one place or another
;

the only true key to the understanding of the

whole lies in perceiving, that our Lord speaks

prophetically of the earlier as a type of the later.

Advancing from the most general to the most
conciete, he mentions, vers. 4-15, those signs

whicl, as they must and shall precede the end

of ths world, shall also precede precisely on
that account also the end of the Jewish nation,

and ir these he comes ever nearer to the event

:

first h the fallen, desolate, disordered Israel

(whicl even now has become a nation without),

there will be false Christs or Saviours—then

in the same, and in the Gentile world, ever in-

creasing calamities of wars, with accompanying
throes of nature—then, even in the Church of

God properly so called, which exists as the

kernel to be saved, offence because of persecu-

tion, rnd falling away, likewise false prophets
—yet with all this, the continued preaching of

the Gospel in all the world ! Hereupon Christ

specifies the most immediate, nearest sign of

the coming end. according to Daniel (ver. 15).

The judgment of the destruction itself is, from

ver. 10 onwards, so represented that the disci

pies of Christ are directed to/ee (vers. 10-20)
;

then they are again warned against falling

away in the great tribulation (vers. 21-26)
;

finally, the sudden unmistakable coming of the

Son of Man for the salvation of his people, and
judgment on the outcasts, is indicated (vers.

27, 2S). The direction to flee runs thus: Flee

in haste, without turning back, or looking back,

yet. not without foresight and prayer! The
warning against falling away is repeated, be-

cause it is now certainly meant at the same time

to applv to ths interval from the judgment of

Jerusalem on to the second, more proper, com-
ing of the Son of Man

;
yet the double tote,

then, vers. 21 and 23, evidently connects, in the
first place, again with vers. 19 and 1G, and can

only be separated therefrom by departing from
the natural interpretation.* The great tribu-

lation will threaten danger also to you elect—
therefore beware, ye elect, of the false Christs,

and false prophets (vers. 5 and 11 being now
joined together), as on account of the dangei

that threatens you (vers. 23, 24), so on account
of the warning against this which ye have re-

ceived from me, vers. 25, 2G.

Verses 4, 5- Beware! Take heed! "Watch

over yourselves, that ye may be delivered,

may be saved, when I really come. This re-

mains, generally speaking, the ground tone of

the whole answer, with which it begins here

and closes at vers. 42, 44—to resume and pros-

ecute it then in parables. (Mark, ver. 9, fiAe-

ttete Si v/lieiS savrovS, as 2 John, ver. 8.)

The disciples inquired respecting the itort,

the when ; Christ, however, gives no proper

answer to this throughout the entire discourse

(in spite of the oft-recurring tote): see rath-

er vers. 3G, 42, 25, 13, and mark the last or av
Ss i'A9#, "ichen the Son of Man shall come,"
ch. xxv. 31. He only gives signs for the dif-

ferent analogous periods, which manifoldly

fulfill themselves; in order that his people,

expecting him in each of these periods, may
be on their guard. (This is what Mark moans
by the r;pB,aro ver. 5, viz. : he began at first

with something quite different from the desir-

ed answer.) The impulse to our inquiry con-

cerning Christ's second coming should not be
curiosity about the time, but the desire to be
found to have persevered in fidelity before him.

But as, on the one hand, the near expectation

of the true coming One is helpful to this, so,

on the other, the warning against the false

Christs is yet indispensable ; hence the assur-

ance which, while it pacifies, urges to still

persevering faithfulness, viz. : 1 come not so

very soon !—it will yet be a while ere this, and
there lies in the interval much deceiving con-

fusion of falsehood, and violent breaking out
of sin, as a necessarily preparatory develop-

ment (2 Thess. ii). This, therefore is the first

fundamental idea of the answer. Many shall

come, not merely t v, but e it i rep bvopocri
/uov, personal! assuming my name to them-
selves. The natural, most immediate, punish-

ment of Israel for the rejection of the true

Christ, was the being given up to lying sav-

iours and deliverers, as was already foretold,

John v. 43. In every period of corruption,

and of calamity as its consequence, this symp-
tom of lying consolations and promises repeats

itself; hence, at the period of the captivity, false

prophets had abounded, Jer. xxix. 8, 9, xiv. 13
;

Ezek. xiii. As the preliminary and most im-

mediate fulfillment, we are not so much to un-

derstand goetce, such as Simon Magus, and de-

ceitful wonder-workers in general (of whom
Joseph us is full), as rather those who promised

* For so must we call it when Ebrard {Kritik. d.

er. Gesch. p. 617) mnkes the tote (which is yet,

since ver. 16, only one and the same) to denote the

time after the shortening of the tribulation, and de-

clares this to be the only true sense.
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redemption to the people Israel (Luke xxiv.

21), i.e., would become their Messiahs, saviours,

and liberators. This is what Christ means,

and it matters nothing although no one may
have directly said : J am the Christ. Josephus

also relates enough about saviours of this

class.* But while our Lord so decidedly warns
against them, he lays it down (which is not to

be overlooked) as a main point, that his true

coming will bring no outward salvation even
to this Israel ; that the judgment over it re-

mains inevitable ; and that for his disciples, as

he afterwards says, only to flee is appointed.

He therewith points at the same time bej-ond,

to a later coining, when the fulfillment, found

before only in part and preliminarily, recurs

in a fuller and more proper form. Already
does the expression and the time draweth near,

which Luke adds, point beyond to this farther

sense.

Verses 6—8- We have here the general

signs of the preparation of all great catastro-

phes ; as surely to be found then on the more
limited scale, in so far as the Jewish horizon

represented the sphere of the world, as after-

wards on a greater scale, according to the im-

port of the expressions which typically point

to the end properly speaking. War in the im-

mediate neighborhood, ever-growing alarms in

the distance, terrifying rumors of war, com-
motions and tumults of the people against each

other—all this is in reality, on the small scale,

the picture of the time as described by Jose-

phus, which, with every year, became more ex-

actly applicable. The wars were certainly, at

that time, more of the nature of insurrections,

tumults here and there (Luke, dxaratiratiiai),

manifold commotions and massacres, for exam-
ple between the Syrian and Jewish inhabit-

ants in the cities (eSvoS iitl eSvoS), such as

are to be read of in Josephus, Bell. Jad. ii. 17,

10. 18, 1-8, where it is said " every city was
divided into two opposing hosts." Besides, in

Italy also, Otho and Vitellius strove for the
kingdom

—

fia6i\£ia eiti fiatiiXtiav , if we
would interpret quite exactly; the entire dis-

course, however, rather (as Isa. xix. 2) denotes
by expressions which typically point further,

the general commotion and convulsion, also

the internal distraction of the Jewish people
raging among themselves. (For the rest, what
Bengel finely observes is pre-supposed : Chris-
tiani magis audiunt bella quam gerunt.) Fam-
ines and pestilences may be regarded as an ex-

piession proverbialf of such times (2 Chron.
xx. 9 ; Jer. xiv. 12, xxi. 7, 3a vatoi and Xijuoi

* Of Theudas, Antiq. xx. 5, 1 (remarkable on ac-
count of Acts v. 36, 37), who would lead his follow-

ers through the Jordan ; of another, xx. 8, 10 ; of
those who falsely prophesied of divine help even to

the last moment, Bell. Jud. vi. 5, 1. All these ap-
peared, nt least before the Gentiles, in Christ's

name : Judaei impulsore Chresto assidue tumultu-
antes.

t Niger, who wa3 murdered by theZelots, uttered
this curse uron '.he people at his death : Xi/iov re
xai Xoi/xov (Josephus. 1). J. iv. 6, 1).

together; also as a proverb : justcx Xi/iov Xot»
/*6S). But there are not wanting historical

notices of famines and pestilences in that time.
Under Claudius alone there were four several
famines in Palestine, Greece, and Rome (in

divers place--) ; compare also Acts xi. 18. Taci-

tus (Annal. xvi. 13) mentions a plague (A. D.
66) in which during a single autumn in Rome
30,000 men were swept off. There were earth-

quakes, A. D. 60, in Asia Minor, according to

Phlegon ; A. D. 63, in Campania ; under Clau-
dius in Crete according to Philostratus ; at

Rome, A. D. 51 ; in Phrygia at Apamea and
Laodicea; again in Campania, according to

Tacitus and Suetonius; as also in Judea, ac-

cording to Josephus, iv. 4, 5. All this We
merely mention, in opposition to those com-
mentators who would entirely sever the pro-

phecy of Christ from its nearest fulfillment, h
which is the pledge of a further fulfillmen;.

Luke (who, ver. 10, indicates by "then sad
he unto them " a short pause in the discourse

calling attention anew) adds fearful sights aid
great signs from heaven ; but while this poiits

indeed to the more complete]}'- correspond'ng

future (Luke xxi. 25), such signs were not want-
ing even before the destruction of Jerusalem.
The accounts which Josephus gives of thfse*

obtain from Christ's word a credibility net to

be slighted ; as further (we hesitate not to say
it), from the analogy of the typically cofres-

ponding times, a remarkable light falls back
from this passage upon those histories i? the
second book of Maccabees (see chap. ii. 22, iii.

24, v. 2, x. 29, xi. 8 ; there promising victory,

here threatening destruction). Yet all these

are only preliminary signs, says Christ, al this

is not yet to re'/loS, the last and proper end
;

because the end of Jerusalem is only a sjgn of

the 6v vteXekx tov aidovoS, all this \x\\\again

occur quite differently in the last time. Com-
pare Dan. xi. 27, 35 for this special expression

;

as also Jer. Ii. 45, 46, for the entire prophetical

description ; especially, however, the remark-
ably corresponding prophecy of Azariah the
son of Oded to king Asa, 2 Chron. xv. 5-7,

which evidently extends to the distant future.)

With profound significance does our Lord

* He does not leave unnoticed the dr/jueTa xai
riparcx which happened before the destruction of

the city : A comet which hung over it dining a
whole year; a light in th" night around the ;ikar

and temple, a sacrificial cow which dropt a lamb in

the temple, both at the Passover season ; the open-

ing of a door in the temple of itself; chariots and
besieging hosts in the clouds ; the mighty voice in

the temple as of a great multitude : Let us go
hence! at the time of the Pentecost ; finally, to
Se tovtcov q>opEpoz>TEpov, that a certain man
from the country, named Jesus, began four years

before the breaking out of the war, in the midst of

peace and plenty, to cry out, Woe to Jerusalem

!

and, notwithstanding his being chastised and scourg-

ed as a " madman," continued this for seven years

and five months— till the end of the siege, when
with a last Woe also to me ! a stone that was thrown
killed him (Bell. Jud. vi. 5, ?,). Even Tacitus, Hist.

v. mentions similar circumstances.
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finally denote all this by the expression dpxi)
03 S iv oa v," beginningo/pa??^," in conformity

with the Jewish doctrine concerning the v2n

rPE>0 or throes of the Messiah : for there must
• T

be a regeneration before the end can come, and
the growing outbreaks of sin are viewed as a

necessary development, in order to the ripen-

ing of men and nations for judgment and re-

demption. A death struggle already typically

goes before, as the birth pang of the new Jeru-
salem

;
just as at last heaven and earth are

destroyed ere the new world is born.

Verses 9—13. As Christ, at chap, x., had
previously given similar directions to the apos-

tles, to be observed by them until the Son of

Man should come; so the manifest repetition

of them here is proof that he speaks, at all

events in the first place, of the foretokens of

this nearer coming. The direct address to the

disciples, in the constant ye and you, is unnat-

ural on the supposition of a prophecy at once
passing to the remote future ; but, on the
other hand, it is most appropriate if we sup-

pose that he reminds them of what had been
said to them before, and the fulfillment of

which is now nearer at hand. As in the say-

ings of John xv. 20 to xvi. 4 the apostles are

first of all meant, so here also, where Mark
and Luke repeat in a still more detailed form

what was said on the occasion of their first

mission—and in particular the direction to

rely on the promised Spirit when called to

defend themselves, and the citation from Mi-
;ah. The particulars have already been con-

sidered at chap. x. It is evidently indicated

by the "before all these" of Luke ver. 12, that

this persecuting and hating of the witnesses

and confessors of Christ, even to tlie death,

was to begin very soon— before the other

greater commotions and terrors should come
—as the first principal sign of the course of

the kingdom henceforward, through long afflic-

tions, to a late completion of victory. As a

testimony unto them to whom ye preach : so

also Mark, as in Matthew chap. x. and again

xxiv. 14. But Luke gives the other side, viz.:

it shall turn for a testimony to yon; compare
the similar expression. Phil. i. 19. The disci-

ples should know in all their persecution that

their Lord was truly with them, giving them
mouth and wisdom, so that kings and princes

must in their consciences bow before their tes-

timony to the truth, even as Pilate before

Christ. So Paul in bonds makes Felix trem-
ble ! The Savaraidovdiv e B, v p oj v , " some

of you shall they cause to be put to death," of

Luke is the more definite interpretation of the
oc7toHr£vovdtv vpd ?, "they shall kill yon,"

in Matthew ; for this limitation was certainly

promised also at Matt. xvi. 28. We have only

to consider the growing general hatred towards
the Christians ; and the persecution of Nero,

in which, to speak with Tertullian, it had al-

ready become a nominis praelium, a war against

a name: Matt, of all nations (chap. x. 22, only
TtcivTGDv) is, exactly as at ver. 14, a strong

expression for the first fulfillment, as typical

of the future fulfillment. As regards Luke_
ver. 18, see already on Matthew x. 30: it is

meant to be said here, as there, first of all:

Nothing shall be done without the will of God ;

therefore, also, nothing that shall issue in your
destruction ; all things shall tend to your sal-

vation (Phil, i. 19-21), even although ye should
be killed !* And then the word, as it respects

those who should remain, passes over to ver.

19; and it was specially fulfilled when, in the
destruction of Jerusalem, no Christian, so far

as we know, perished.

For the rest, as appears in Matthew (who,
instead of more detailed repetitions, preserves
what is properly new in the present discourse),

the persecution of the name of Christ is here
only a basis for the transition to an announce-
ment of that falling away in the Church which
should be the result of that persecution. As
surely as the words of vers. 10-12 reach further
beyond, so surely were they already at that
time preliminarily fulfilled ; we have only to

think of the Dcmases in the early Church, the
strong words in 2 Tim. iv. 10, the entire Epis-
tle to the Hebrews, with its much-needed
warning against falling away. Because ver.

10 speaks of the Christians, we must of course
look for the false prophets (ver. 11) also in

Christendom ; ver. 12 adds forthwith the ef-

fects of the false doctrine in the bad life. (They
are the ipevSoSiSadHaXoi, analogous to the
old TpEvSoTZpocpijraiS, 2 Pet. ii. 1; 1 John
iv. 1, and the -ip£v8ait66ro\oj, 2 Cor. xi. 13.)

In those who are led away the drop ta, the
iniquity, then increases—that is, in the pre-
sent fulfillment, the last open outbreak and
manifestation of ripened sin and selfishness,

the antinnmianum, by many at this day (for

example Goschel) exposed with all severity in

its true light (comp. 2 Tim. iii. 1 fol). The
transgressors prevail (Dan. viii. 23) ; therefore
also love in the loving, in whom it ought still

to burn ardently, grows cold; the corrupting
mass infects also the little band (which is here
remarkably denoted by raiv 7toXAaoy) • bro-
therly distrust and anxious self-concern pre-
dominate ; nay at last all the virgins become
more or less drowsy and slumbrous. But the
Judge and Saviour deals not so sharply with
the weak: although a certain waxing cold of
the first love is predicated of the many, i. e.,

actually of all —he shall and will yet find such
as endure even to the end. Compare again
chap. x. 22, 23 ; and note that only the end can
in the first instance be intended as there: it

is the antithesis of the beginning, ver. 8; and
as such glances already to the last end, which
at ver. l4 is still more definitely viewed, while
it means at first the end of the great tribula-
tion of Jerusalem, vers. 21, 22, for those who
are preserved till then. For those who are
killed or who die earlier, it is certainly death
(Rev. ii. 10), according as the end of the as-

*" Whatever may outwardly befall you, even
death itself, will as little affect your real eternal
welfare, as if not even a hair of your head perish-

ed " (Von Gerlach).
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sault is appointed to each. Our Lord in Luke
xxii. 28, 29, typically acknowledged his disci-

ples' having continued steadfast, so as to receive

the appointment to the kingdom ; and the

same ever goes on in all temptations, which

have always again a nearer end. The most

distinct explanation stands at Luke ver. 19,

where the possessing and preserving of their

souls includes the spiritual and bodily salvation

in one* (Matt. ver. 22). The end is patience,

the armor of the saints (Rev. xiii. 10, xiv. 12),

as the beginning is caution, ver. 4.

Verse 14- In spite, however, of all persecu-

tion, nay of all offence and growing cold in the

Church of Christ itself, the preaching of the

Gospel to the world yet goes on unhindered
;

and this is a wonderfully fulfilled sign and
testimony of the grace of the Lord in his king-

dom. Here the great similarity of the earlier

period with its antitype at the last time was
strongest, and therefore the prophesying word
almost entirely anticipates ; this we by no
means deny. Vers. 4-14 is correctly viewed
by Dorner as a sort of general exordium
(Lange : "A representation of the entire course

of the world, even to the end, in its general

character "). It is quite true, that here we
have only admonitions, without any reference

to chronology. But Dorner misapprehends
the typical double sense as if to teXoS, '' the

end," could only be the same with the 6vvte-
Xeilx zoo edcQvoS, " the end of the world."

For whilst, in the glance at the last end, this

tote i)B,£i to rs'/loS," then shall the end come,"

has almost literally extended thus far, imme-
diately upon this the return is made by the

ovv, '' therefore," ver. 15, again to the typical

end (Ezek. vii. 2, 3, 6, y$J] N3); and we must

even in the former case not overlook the first

fulfillment. Matt. xxvi. 13, and xxviii. 19

reach indeed further
;
yet, in a certain 'measure,

already in the apostolic period, even before the

end came upon Jerusalem, all the Gentiles in

the then orbis terrarum had heard the testi-

mony of the Gospel. Mark, ver. 10, puts this

word (sii ltd. vtol to. eSvi], as it were " into

all nations") in strict proximity with the

preaching of the apostles, and thereby points

us again back to Matt. x. 18. Thus did the

apostles themselves regard it, so that by the

preaching of the Gospel before Caesar all the

Gentiles heard it (2 Tim. iv. 17); and the Gos-

pel had come unto all the world, to every crea-

ture under heaven, (Col. i. G, 23). f One has

only to learn from the history of the Church
and of missions the wide spread of the Gospel
after a very few years, in order to understand
the typical truth of this particular^ It was

* Not merely according lo Thiess :
" Wait pa-

tiently, it will not cost you your life."

fBut not Rom. x. 18, where, according to the

sense of the Psalm, the revelation of nature is to

be understood in opposition to ver. 19 ; see my
Andeutungen fur glaub. Schriftvcrst. p. 345.

\ Where, however, we must not (n.s Roos, Die

Lehre J. Christi, p. 423) press the letter, as if actu-

ally at that time, perhaps in the last year before the

indeed only a typical truth ; Acts viii. 4 was
ever more strongly repeated,* and will be re-

peated even to the last end. Still, the type
shows us, on the limited scale, that we are

not to expect, even at the last future, the gen-
eral conversion of all nations ; but only an
analogous preaching for a testimony, yet so that
every where the message will be heard. Nay,
this expression is used in other places generally

where the testimony is not received. When
the two connected signs in their strangely con-
tradictory coincidence reach their fullest mani-
festation—viz., the apostacy of Christendom
and the spread of missions—then cometh the
end. Then will another abomination of deso-

lation in the holy place be seen, of which th?t
at Jerusalem was only the remote type.

Verse 15. From this verse onward to ver

28 Christ certainly speaks chiefly of the signs

of the approaching destruction of Jerusalem
;

he portrays this however "only as the sign

and beginning of the judgment of the world."

In this we quite agree with Lange ; we find in

it, however, over and above, a special typical

significance, pointing to the last days of the

second fulfillment. That our Lord by no means
sums up, in the ovv, therefore, the entire dis-

traction and desolation of Israel (and the

Christian Church?) hitherto described—but
must mean something singular, special, some-

thing that was strikingly perceptible—is clear

first of all from the otuv Si i8t/te, when ye

see. lie appeals thereby to a peculiarly re-

markable coincidence of what happened, with

a long existing, although little understood

prophecy; for he will teach us here that, ae

his own forewarning word (ver. 25), so also

the Old Testament prophecy, and in general

all that has been given by God to his people,

is to be a light and consolation to us in the

evil time. He names Daniel the -prophet, per-

haps not without reference to the place that

was assigned to him among the D^nS or Jia-

giographi / he confirms so clearly and earnest-

ly the authenticity of the book existing in the

canon under the name of this man, that every

other result of a learned criticism is refuted by
anticipation ; he adds even an emphatic chal-

lenge attentively to read and rightly to wider-

stand the prophetic word, in order to see that

its fulfillment has not been omitted. For, that

the parenthetical remark has been inserted by
two Evangelists, as an addition of their own, re-

mains so inexplicable and unexampled, that we,

end of Jerusalem, " the whole of the then known
world " had heard the Gospel : all that can be said

is that we have no information of such having been

the case. This is quite as wrong as on the othei

hand to reduce the expression "all nations " to a

too narrow sense, as for example in a recent essay

(Das prophetische Wort, etc, p. 31, 37).

* Again, after the destruction of Jerusalem, and
the triumph of Vespasian, the Gospel first broke
out with increased force. Rutilius: Atcpie uiinam
nunquam Judroa subacta fnisset, Pompeii bellis

imperioque Titi ! Latins excitae pestis coniagia ser-

punt, Victoresqe suos natio victa premit.
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agreeing with Hengstenberg, cannot enough
wonder how Bengel could have entertained
such a supposition.* The challenge comes
from the mouth of Christ, and calls to the

right understanding of the dark word (just

as in 2 Tim. ii. 6); it refers also very evident-

ly to the passages in Daniel himself (Dan. xii.

4, 10), which speak of the right understand-
ing of his prophecies, only at a later period

fully disclosed (as in chap. ix. 23, 25 Daniel
himself was summoned to consider and under-
stand).

It is not necessary that we should enter at

large upon the exegesis of Daniel as a whole
;

it would lead us too far to do any thing more
than merely state our confirmed opinion, As
Daniel in various senses prophesies of Antio-

chus Epiphanes as the type of Antichrist, so

Christ here inserts and demonstrates the in-

termediate fulfillment when Jerusalem was
destroyed; a«Ad by way of exact confirmation

connects this with the discourse of Daniel in

chap. ix. wh'ch treats of that event. The
prophet had, in chap. viii. 1-9, announced
almost historically the nearest fulfillment at

that time in its entire development ; then
however in vers. 10, 11, 17, 19, he received

definite hints to the effect that this vision

extends, in like manner, to a later time of

the end. In chap. ix. he receives, immediate-
ly upon his prayer, the very remarkble deter-

mination of time which finds its limit in the

days of Christ and the destruction of Jerusa-

lem ; to this, therefore, first of all Christ here

points in the ftfteXvyjiia rrji t/j^wdfa;,
"abomination of desolation" (Sept. ix. 27,

rcSv kpr;i.ioa6Eoov, comp, however, literally 1

Mace. i. 54). Now, it is true that this render-

ing and construction is against the original

text, in which f]J3, wing ("overspreading "),

belongs certainly as the stal. constr. to D^VlpL'*,

abominations; but in the further extending
view of the whole, it retains its truth, as we
shall soon see. We are quite agreed with the
more recent commentators that the passage in

Daniel is to be read "Upon the pinnacle the

abomination:" that is, Even unto or upon the

* Lange unfortunately still sees in this merely " a

later nole ;" his opinion is at last (lii. 217) thus ex-

pressed, " The Evangelist remarks this by way of

interpolation," without noticing the fact that two

Evangelists must have inserted the same remark.

In like manner Aiford speaks of an " ecclesiastical

note," which has come into the text in the same
way as the Doxology in the Lord's Prayer. We
see no ground for such a supposition, no reason at

all against its being taken simply as the word of

Christ himself. We think it quite natural, with

Braune, that as elsewhere when he wished to awak-
en and fix attention he said, " Who hath ears to

hear, let him hear!" so here also he should say,
" Whoso readeth. let him give heed !" Nay. we say

further with Braune, " This direction is still always

the best introduction to the prophetical word "

—

namely, as an admonition carefully to read, with

attentive observation of the corresponding signs of

history.

tnvph with its pinnacle (which at the same
time may mean the pinnacle of Jerusalem),
desecrated by abomination, the desolatnt comes.
Therefore, only an abomination already being
fulfilled, affecting the sanctuary, and bringing
desolation as its punishment, can here be meant
by Christ—quite in analogy with the idea
which at ver. 28 is otherwise expressed : When
the corruption and the abomination is con-
summated, even in the innermost sanctuary,
then must the dispersion come ! The orav
i'drjre, "when ye shall see," of Matthew and
Mark, therefore, is really not one and the same
with the orav i'dj/rs of Luke ; and the neglect
of this has confused many commentators.*
Luke preserves a word of Christ which was
certainly also spoken, and which specifies the
outward sign of the encompassing besieging ar-

my (Luke xix. 43) ; while Matthew and Mark
give another word respecting the inner sian,

which already stands in the holt/ i)lace. This
can only mean the temple, even in the circum-
locution of Mark: oitov ov Se7

9 where truly
something else than abomination ought to be !

It is wrong therefore to seek this abomination
in the Roman military badges, eagles, and im-
perial figures on their standards ; and to ex-
plain the ronoS ayioi " or holy place," of all

the country round about Jerusalem (Psa. Ixxix.

3 ; 1 Mace. x. 31), chiefly the Mount of Olives
;

or even (comp. Psa. lxxiv. 4) to mention the
setting up of the imperial statue in the temple,
which was only attempted a considerable time
before. For, the abomination is, according to

Daniel, set up by Israel itself; this alone cor-

responds as, on the one hand, to the earlier

analogy before the captivity (2 Kings xxi.

2-7 ; Ezek. v. 11, vii, 8, 9, viii. 6-1G), so, on the
other hand, to the later fulfillment in the an-
titype, in which both coincide, in which the An-
tichrist itself proceeds from the midst of Chris-

tendom, and sets itself with its idolatry in the
temple of God (2 Thess. ii. 4). What, in the
faintly preliminary fulfillment of this sense,

the abomination in the temple at that time,

properly speaking, was, we can no longer

know; it must, however, have been an aggra-
vation and consummation of unholy character
and conduct in the sanctuary, in the highest
degree manifest to the Christians, which they
could not but see. The first fulfillment of this

particular is concealed by history in order to

the second. Von Gerlach, agreeing with us,

understands, " Such an abomination as must
necessarily draw desolation after it ;" but
he is wrong when he affirms that this is

therefore nothing definite, and only expresses

the culminating point of corruption. So little

is a striking special fulfillment here, as often

times, excluded by the general sense, which is

also true, that the latter must rather, according

* Lange also has not yet rid himself of this.

Even Delilzch, with Hofmann, sees in Luke xxi.

20 the " authentic interpretation of the words of

Christ ;" but understands only the idolatrous signs

of the heathen army which the Romans brought
into the temple (Luther. Zeitschr, 1850, 3, p. 487).
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to prophetico-historical law, culminate and
become vis-ible in a last detail.

Further, it is not to be overlooked that our

Lord does not literally render that passage,

Dan. xi. 27 ; but he retains the (iSekvypa
£fjr//.iGod£OJi, abomination of desolation, so as at

the same time (which Ilengstenbergand Hav-
ernick overlook or deny) to connect with it one

or two later passages where this expression

actually occurs. Daniel, chap x.-xii., carries

out the prophecy more particularly. After

chap, x., which prepares the way for what fol-

lows, we find in chap. xi. Antiochus Epiphanes
standing evidently as the t}rpe of a future de-

stroyer (the Antichrist) ; and in such a manner
that, according to the manner of prophetical

discourse, in vers. 31-35 the reference to the

first predominates, while in vers. 36-45, where
the view extends further to the " other time,"

the reference to the last predominates. Final-

ly, in chap, xii., the whole closes with the view
reaching furthest of all to the final decision

and redemption. Here now, in chap. xi. 31,

it is said that the arms of the enemy shall

pollute the holy place, shall set up (properly

give, i. e., render by way of recompense) the

desolating abomination; and in chap. xii. 11

there is again the retrospect to this ftSaXvypa
iprfjiiGodEGoi. Only the last passage entirely

corresponds to the citation of Christ; and its

sense is, that abomination, the desecration of

the holy place by Israel necessarily completes

itself in vengeance, and represents itself in

the desolation of the same by the enemy. Was
not this also the innermost sense of the depi-

ezai Ept/fiui, "is left desolate," chap, xxiii.

38—is not this alone what fully corresponds

to the case ? Heathenish violation of the tem-

ple is already present, and heathenish violation

j'et comes ; for, vengeance is to manifest the

guilt, and only by recompense to complete it.

Thus also we fully understand how the two
signs, which meet together in Matthew and
Luke, belong to each other as one orav i'Sr/te ;

and /J5f/i. ZptfM- is the abomination which
brings wi-th it the desolation, because it is

already so itself.

Verses 16—18. If what is said here is to

receive in the second fulfillment (as may cer-

tainly be possible enough) a significance liter-

ally coresponding beyond expectation, we must
seek it in the circumstances of a Church of

Christians assembled again at the last time in

Judea ; for there the second catastrophe is to

concentrate itself. With this agrees that an-

cient tradition (mentioned by Dorner, p. 7),

that the Antichrist shall set up the abomina-
tion in the restored temple. Who knows
whether this be only a dream- of the fancy ! It

reaches, however, into the uncertainties of

prophetic vision, with which we shall not, as

inanjr do, too confidently meddle ; so much only

is certain, that Christ now speaks quite 'plainly

of the first fulfillment.* As already in chap.

* Proceeding from this hint of ours, Steinmeyer (
;n

the Vortrag vor der Berliner Couferenz, in the Ev. K
Z. 1849, No. 70) seeks to open up more exactly the

x. 23 flight was recommended to the apostles,

as afterwards in Luke xvii. 31, similar expres-
sions were used in reference to the ' ; coming of

the Son of Man," there indefinitely spoken of,

so now the faithful are enjoined to flee out of

Jerusalem and Judea, in evident antithesis to

the subsequent gathering together of the elect,

ver. 31. Consequently, this catastrophe is not
3'et the last gathering and redemption—this

is precisely what these words would intimate.

The obdurate Jews hoped even to tbe last for

succor and help ; the Christians warned be-

forehand by their Lord, were to flee—not, how-
ever, until the end actually conies

;
previous

to this they were to endure in patience. In

Luke, ver. 21, the expressions are somewhat
differently applied, with the same sense, Delay
no longer ! The mountains are the neighbor-

ing mountainous country from ancient times

proverbial as a place of refuge ; although Christ

prepared for his gathered ones another Zoar in

Pella.* So suddenly will the destruction

come at last (ver. 27), that he who happens
then to be on the flat roof must not descend by
the inner staircase to the house, nay, scarcely

by the outer stair to the street, but, where
possible, at once hasten over the roofs, and so

to the city wall ; he who has laid aside his

garment in order to labor in the fields must
not turn again for it in order to take it with
him. It matters nothing now whether or not

thou hast thy garments, if only thou escapest

thyself, and bearest thy life for a prey ! (Jer.

xlv. 5). This, of course, at the same time typi-

cally denotes that earnestness which turns

not to look at or seize any thing, but is intent

onlv on saving the soul from the judgment
(Luke xvii. 32).f
Verses 19, 20. This haste which leaves all

behind, in the last moment of decision when all

that remains is flight, does not however ex-

clude a preceding supplication for mitigation

of the evil—which was to be expected, indeed,

long before it happened—does not exclude a

taking heed to and attentively considering the

circumstances, with an appeal to God in prayer.

As on a later occasion (Luke xxiii. 29) Christ

said, with pathetic tenderness, when speakingof
the tribulation upon Jerusalem : BUsted then
are they who have no children born, no suck-

lings to save, or, because that will be impos-

sible, to lament—so he says the same here

from the other side with a severe Woe. It is

reference of the type to the after-time; yet we
think that his prophetical hermeneutics, always

fundamentally true, lean too much to idealistic

generality. I find in the back ground rather a

strictly historical parallel.

* Td opt/ in all the three Evangelists, so that

Steinmeyer only by play of fancy can And here the

mountain of solitary praver.

\ Steinmeyer's admonitions to obey Christ, when
he enjoins flight, »'. «.,an entirely inward retirement

and withdrawal from outward exeitions, which can
no longer avail, retain their spiritual truth for the

entire period of the approaching end, although they

do not exhaust the most special sense of the word.
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liko all that goes before, spoken partly in the

way of proverbial example, partly also litei al-

ly, of the distress which the faithful share in

common with the judged, while they flee from

it- -pregnant persons and nurses will be much
encumbered in their flight ! Then he adds an-

othe" word, which refers to the precautionary

prayer against an unseasonable time. This gen-

eral idea receives a twofold expression, namely,
bad weather (x £lM &> v as chap. xvi. 3) and the

Sabbath ; for, the one is an example of the

hindrances of nature, the other of hindrance

from the environment of human ordinances

and customs. It has been quite needlessly

asked whether our Lord, contrary to what he

elsewhere declares regarding exceptions aris-

ing from necessity, here means that flight on

the Sabbath day was a thing not permitted even

to his people; he has nothing of this in his

thoughts. He may perhaps in the slightest

degree have referred to the foreseen legal

scruples which would cling to the minds of

the Jewish Christians : not, however, that he
would confirm these; at the utmost it is indi-

cated that he pre-supposes even to the last an

abiding friendly relation between his Church
and the Jewish ordinance.* All this, how-
ever, is not the principal idea, which is meant
only to designate various possible forms of hin-

drances to flight ; as the unseasonable weather,

so also the time of the Sabbath, in as much as

journeying and fleeing would then be rendered

difficult, at all events from without by others.

He speaks assuredly, not without design, even

to this last moment in a thoroughly Israelit'sh

manner; but he means much more by these

concrete descriptions, as before in vera. 17, 18,

according to the spiritual import of the figur-

ative discourse. So that it would not be

against his meaning, but rather entirely cor-

responding to the strong Woe, were we to un-

derstand his words thus : Woe to such as are

pregnant with plans and undertakings, when
the time shall make it necessary, stript and
empty of every thing, to seek only preserva-

tion from imminent judgment !f

Verses 21, 22. Christ has further Daniel's

prophecy in his thoughts ; what was there

(chap. xii. 1) evidently said of the great tribu-

lation which is now as yet future, he here ap-

plies, with typical truth, already to tbe tribu-

lation of Jerusalem at its destruction. (Mark,

ver. 10, intensifies the expression, so that we
may perceive besides that it is not yet to be

* Thus it is not at all necessary to suppose, with

the above-named Rud. Hofmann, that "//7/Se 6<x(i-

fiixra) is again added by Matthew de sua mente,

perhaps ex eventu, but in contradiction to the spirit-

ual and liberal view of the Sabbath elsewhere ex-

pressed by Christ !

"

f With Steinmeyer less exactly :
" Woe to the

life that is in process of formation, to the life that

is yet weak." For the Woe applies not to em-

bryos and sucklings. Otherwise his interrela-

tion of the garments as vessels, outward forms, for

which one is now no longer to cave, as if the gar-

ments made the people, is deserving of consider-

ation at least.

taken literally in the first fulfillment.) Jose-

phus, indeed, as an eye-witness, expresses him-
self almost in the same words when he de-

scribes the greatness of that calamity; yet
that other coming will alone give to theso

words their entire meaning. Luke, vers. 22
s

23, has instead of this, These are the j/jtie/jai

£}(5ix?}6f.a)S (2 Mace. vi. 15) ; days in which
is to be fulfilled all that is written—not mere-
ly in Daniel, but in all prophecy—ofjudgment
and anger upon this people, from the curses of

Moses onwards to the D"}n with which Mala-

chi ends : therefore the great affliction upon
this land, and the (great, complete) wrath up-

on this people! (1 Maec. i. 64; IThess. ii. 16).

So Titus is represented to have said that God
was so angry with this people, that he also

was afraid of his anger if he should show any
mercy to them ; and after the calamitous siege

he refused to take the honor of it, saying that

he had only lent the hands for this to the God
who would show his anger against the Jews !

Had not a limit been fixed by grace in the

midst of wrath to the fearful calamity, no man
would have escaped alive from it (for that is

what is meant first of all by the words, no flesh

should be saved—comp. Jer. xii. 12, the expres-

sion nfrzr^ D^B* PX) ; the elect also, i. e.,

here chiefly those who were the believing

IxKoyi) out of Israel, without being able to

hold out and then to flee, would perish. But
for the sake of those elect, whose gathering

together and redemption remain the final aim
of all judgments (a glance forward to ver. 31),

who were also now to be saved in type, theso

days of terror shall be shortened; or, as Mark
has it, The Lord has already shortened them, in

his eternal wise decree, beyond which nothing

can happen either great or small (comp. Gen.

six. 22). This xoXof5ov6^ai or " shortening "

is again taken from Daniel, who, in chap. ix.

25, 27, uses pn (comp. Job xiv. 5 ; Isa. x. 23),

and at ver. 24, Tjiin in the same sense: the de-

struction is fixedly determined, exactly meas-

ured out, and cut off, so that it cannot last a

shorter or a longer time. Many explain this

of the sudden interruption of the siege by
Cestius Gallus, so that many might flee ; al-

though this interruption does not quite corres-

pond to the shortening here meant. In the

future fulfillment, however, the gracious cut-

ting short of the time of tribulation, the hast-

ening on of the end brought about by God's-

hand and decree, on behalf of the elect who
are to be saved, will probably be much more
strikingly manifest.*

Verses 23—26- In this tote, then, Dorner
(although not precisely as Ebrard understands

it) finds a certain transition from the type To

the second fulfillment, as if it meant " then

also, afterwardsy Here then is what, at i

* Zeller speaks profoundly (Beugg. Blatt 1837
',

No. 6) upon the means of this hastening prepared

in the entire development of history, according to

which the carcass must ever more rapidly grow

putrid for the eagles.
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later place, be so strongly contends against, a

Bort of prophetically shortening evSeooS, im-

mediately (comp. p. 21). He views the whole

of vers. 23-28 only as appendicem admonitionis

loco positam, so that ver. 29 is connected with

ver. 22. But by this is overlooked the entire

close connection of this continuous discourse,

as already indicated above, which does not

now speak at once of another vote, but of the

same danger for the elect of being involved in

the common ruin. In the previous verses,

however, prominence is given to the distress;

while now it is to the danger of being seduced

by false offers of help out of that distress.

Both are meant, as well in> the first as in the

second fulfillment; except that Christ again, as

at the beginning, turns the view more strongly

from the type to the antitype. Therefore his

warning with the utmost propriety applies to

us, in reference to powerful errors that are im-
pending. The fundamental idea is: Beware
of trusting to the pseudo-Christs or pseudo-
prophets when they would entice you away
from waiting patiently for the true Christ and
his real coming, when they tell you to wait
here or there ; for it is not in such a manner
that }>

,our Lord will reveal himself. What
Jewish fanatics and Christian seducers did in

this way, at that time, with their promised
but hardly accomplished signs and wonders,
was indeed a faint type of those things of

which 2 Thess. ii. 9-12 prophesies, and which
Christ with his strong words has here chiefly

in mind. At the same time, however, we are

not to suppose that only the last days are sud-
denly to bring such things, hitherto unheard
of; for the}r go on in a gradually progressive
development, and the warning of Christ has
even now its most serious truth. The signs

and wonders (respecting which we learn here,

as Israel did already in Deut. xiii. 1-3, that in

themselves they do not prove the truth) will

appear at last in the most literal reality, but
rather in their spiritual form ; although ac-

counts of deceiving, tempting wonder-work-
ings in external nature are also not altogether
wanting. The intervening eI Svvarov, if
possible, teaches us, indeed, that the elect who
are foreseen by God cannot be led away. This
impassibility, however, lies not in themselves,
so as that they might falsely boast of this, be-
fore it is revealed whether or not they are of
the number of the elect (see 2 Pet. i. 10, iii.

17)—but only in the gracious decree of God
who keeps those who are faithful to him.
Oh that we took faithful heed to all that

the Lord has so faithfully said to us beforehand !

" It would have been better that, in the times
of peace, ye had let yourselves be instructed
as Christians respecting the end of the world,
than in the times of trouble to be terrified
thereby like the world ;"* or—we add—to let
yourselves be deceived by false, fanatical con-
solations ; for Christ means rather a being se-
duced into false tranquility, than a being ter-
rified. His warning prediction embraces the

*Nitxsch, Wittenberger Predigten von 1819, p. 46.

entire period of waiting for the appearing and
setting up of his kingdom ; and is, in the gen-
eral sense, to be understood in the light of the
earlier discourse, Luke xvii. 20-23. Behold
here or there—this can never be said of the
kingdom of Christ, which (rightly understood)
actually remains an "invisible Church" until

one day the manifestation and revelation of

what is now concealed shall appear undeniably
to all. The expressions " in the desert or in

the chambers''''—are intended to specify the
here or there under two aspects. They are se-

lected with reference, in part, to the circum-
stances of the judgment upon Jerusalem

;

when ipevSoxpitiroi or false Christs raised tu-

mults and led out their followers openly into

the dessert, as Acts xxi. 38, and many instan-

ces in Joscphus, while the tpEvSoitpucpijrai or

false prophets called to secret consultation or

waiting in their chambers. Then, however,
they form in general a variously significant

antithesis of possible seduction. The one
points us widely to the great desolate Church,
the other narrowly to manifold sects and
schisms ; hence the latter, as opposed to the

former, stands in the plural.* The invisible

presence of Christ is indeed here as well as

there; yet not exclusively here or there, so

that those who wait for him should confine

themselves to an}r particular place. The de-

ceiving voices would "limit Christianity to

this and that system and practice "—" would
allure now to strictness, again to laxity, now
to separation, again to union "—offer at one

time open power and authority, and, at anoth-

er, secret, false spirituality—and in whatever
other ways it might be interpreted. Always
there are two main by-paths, in the perplexed
times of the Church waiting for its Lord,

which in reality correspond to Sadduceeism and
Pharisaism. The frivolous seeking of Christ

there in the desert, seems good and wide-

hearted; but there is in it the leaven of un-

belief in the spiritual inner reality of his king-

dom. The fanatical seeking of Christ here in

the chambers, seems earnest and zealous ; but
there is in it the leaven of hypocrisy, of im-

pure separatism arising from individual ca-

price. In truth Christ is already in every

place where souls, in full humility, and pa-

tience of faith in his words alone, wait for his

* We do not retract this, in spite of Lange's op-

position (ii. 3, p. 1271) ;
and still think that the an-

tithesis of public and private, general and particu-

lar, is far more definitely indicated here than the

strangely inverting interpretation, according to

which the desert would signify the renunciation of

the world, the store-room of the enoyment of earth-

ly goods. Those who find a reference in siTf/uo?

to the " Eremites " forget that in fob'.ical usage

Eprj/xoi and 13*10 mean only the uncultivated ex-

panse; and so rapslov, with the idea of privacy

(Matt. vi. 6; Luke xii. 3), points back only to the

Heb. *nn, which frequently occurs in this sense.

The latter point, at the same time, applies by way
of refutation to the fault found by Sepp with tho

Lutheran translation.
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appearing; but this visible manifestation of his

kingdom will not come so long as any one can
doubt or deny, so long as a dispute can arise

between a here or there.

Verses 27, 28. Does not our Lord now at

last speak of his yet future advent? it might
be asked, seeing that the preceding word, with
its deep significance, already extends to the
later time. To this we answer that he certainly

speaks of this ; as in the entire prophecy every
thing points to the end, and therein alone finds

its last truth. But, as surely as the expres-

sions of ver. 20 were not yet completely loosed

from the tj'pe, so surely does he speak here
also in the first place still of the coming of the

Son of Man denoted in chaps, x. 23, xvi. 28,

for the first preliminary manifestation of his

kingdom, the salvation of his people, the
punishment of his enemies; as demonstrat-
ed when all the Jewish and Gentile world
saw his hand and power, and the certain

truth of his word, in the judgment upon Je-
rusalem. Like the lightning, which shoots under
the whole heavens (Job xxxvii. 3)—this m^ans,
first of all only in contrast with what goes be-

fore, So suddenly, so manifestly and indubitably,

that no paying and crying Here or There is any
longer necessary* If at that time the whole
world did not see or recognize Christ in this

gleaming lightning-flash of wrath upon Israel,

and the gracious light upon his Church, we
mark in that the imperfection of the type

;

for the rest, however, it is clear that not till

ver. 30 is the visible coming of the Son of Man
spoken of with yet more definite expressions.

Therefore the it<xpov6ia which shows itself

only in the manner of lightning is still distin-

guished from the personal coming. But here
we must be on our guard against all ingenious-

ly idealistic generalizing of the idea; as, for

example, Lange (after having called \Leben

Jesu
y
i. 38] even the first appearing of *he Lord,

"a great lightning-flash upon the world")
speaks of "the illuminating lightning, the
world-purifying storm of the spirit of John, in

its power of light and fire " (p. 2G7)—and the
like. Such notions only lead away from the
proper interpretation of the text, which here
plainly means a convincing, undeniable, sudden-

ly appearing/;^. And one, indeed, in which
(as must ever be repeated) there is a twofold
correspondence between the first and the sec-

ond fulfillment. Dorner's view, that ver. 27 can
only denote the itapov6i<x uar' k£,oxvv, the
extremum judicium (pp. 17-27), is without
foundation ; our Lord, in other places, spoke
of the destruction of Jerusalem under the
name of his coming, Matt. xvi. 28, x. 23. In
the earlier preparatory discourse, Luke xvii.,

in which naturally the two events are as yet
interwoven with each other throughout, the
disciples (because he has repelled the Pharisees
with their when) inquired at least concerning
the where ; and Christ gave them for answer

*Here the exegesis of the Irvingites says truly :

"The lightning comes out of the dark cloud, and
before it goes the storm, not the morning twilight."

the same saying with which ho now in Mat-
thew, closes the prophecy respecting Jerusa-
lem in particular. Yet Horner, with perfect
justice, says that the meaning here is, non in
civitate et urbe hac vel ilia [e. g. Hierosolymis,
Pepuzaj) apparebo, sed quotisque extensa est mundi
generis humani putredo—yet this by no means
excludes the fact that the idea lakes its start

from Israel.

There can, in general, be no doubt* that what
is here spoken of under the figure of the eagles

gathered around the carcass, is the judicial
punishment which connects itself with the
advent of Christ (and which, even in the first

coming, is what chiefly makes it visible). For
our Lord uses this particular figure not as a
proverb in general, but as a biblical and still

more as a prophetical proverb ; and he there-
fore gives thereby again a sign arising from the
coincidence with earlier prophecies. The "lEO

or "eagle'' the Bible as also the Greek
aeruS, includes also the vulture, to which we
do not now give the name of eagle, but which
as is well known, even Pliny classes with
eagles; hence first of all in Job the original

proverb, As an eagle flies to the prey (chap
ix. 26), where a, carcass is, there is he, by a won-
drous instinct he can scent and descry it from
afar (chap, xxxix. 30). When Moses (Deut.
xxviii.), with remote indefiniteness, portrays
the variously fulfilled future punitive judg-
ment upon Israel, and speaks of the nation
which the Lord will send upon them from afar

(first of all the Medes and Chaldeans, comp.
ver. 48 with Jer. xxviii. 13 ; ver. 50 with Lam.
v. 12; Isa. xlvii. 6, xxxiii. 19; but afterwards,
also the Romans, comp. ver. 52 with Luke xix.

43), he first makes use of the figure of the eagle
hasting to his prey (ver. 49). Then Hosoa, ch.

viii. 1, alludes to the same figure ; and after-

wards Habakkuk thus designates chiefly the
Chaldeans (chap. i. 8). It follows therefore
that Christ now points back to that first judg-
ment upon Jerusalem ; because all these form
one connected series of types which reflect

each other, the earlier of which always at the
same time prophesies of the later, even to the
last. He will thereby say that God's funda-
mental principle in all judgments remains the
same, in so far as a corruption that has grown
to maturity draws down punishment, not mere-
ly by the rules of perfect justice, but also by
a necessity inherent in itself; quite naturally,

Nevertheless, many well-meaning commenta-
tors (following the ancients, Theophylact, Euthy-
mius) even to this day hold fast what continued for

an unaccountably long period to be the orthodox
interpretation, and which even Luther thus express-
es : "As the saying rum, Where a carcass is, etc.,

as the eagles gather together wherever the car-
cass is—so shall my people gather themselves
to me ! Where I am there shall my elect also be !"

The Irvingite tract already mentioned, Dan prophet-
itehe Wort, lays emphasis on this, that eagles con-
sumed only animals newly dead, therefore the car-
cass here signifies the Saviour who died for us,
yet saw no corruption

; and this passage denotes
" the withdrawal of the Church to Christ."
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so to speak, just as the eagles are made for and

find out the carcass.* That which is dead

grows putrid ; and what is putrid is consumed

and cleared away to make pure air, by those

agents which are made and appointed to that

end by God. The " putrid carcass of the state "

and the dead, corrupting national condition of

Israel, was, at that time, the carcass around

which the eagles could not but be gathered

;

even so will it be one day with Christendom,

when Christ conies the second time. The putre-

faction and corruption of the dead forms a fear-

fully appropriate figure (chap, xxiii. 27) for all

self-dissolution on the part of sinful nations

and multitudes of people prepared for the judg-

ment. Still we must not explain this first of

all of the Roman eagles; this was only added
as one of those providential ironies of so-called

chance, such as are often presented in the

history of the world when viewed in the light

of the prophetic word. The angels of judg-

ment (ver. 31, chap. xiii. 41) will one day com-
pletely execute the consuming, desolating Woe
upon the great itrwp.a or carcass; and there

may be a hint of this when, in Rev. viii. 13.

the angel who denounces the Woe is also called

a flying eagle. In this respect, as Hofmannj
perceives, it is not at all so much amiss (as

regards the final sense) to explain the detoi
of angels.

If, after all that has been said, we do not

yet understand what an advance over a wide
intervening space is indicated by the prophetic

sv^e'eoi, immediately, that follows in Matt,

ver. 29, Luke, ver. 24, comes to our aid, with a

clearly decisive word evidently belonging to

this place. The wrath upon this people will not

entirely consume and exterminate them from
the earth (Deut. vi. 15, ix. 25 ; Amos ix. 8, 9) ;

but they shall partly fall by the sharpness (or

devouring mouth) of the sword, partly be led

captive among all nations, according to the pro-

phecy which has been in course of accomplish-

ment since Deut. xxviii. 64, which was by no
means fulfilled in the first exile, but is mani-
festly so now even to this day. Their captivity

by the hand and counsel of God mocks all at-

tempts at emancipation, just as the continued
existence of the oppressed and homeless peo-

ple among the nations defied all the cunning
and power of Egypt to effect their extinction.

And Jerusalem ? Destroyed and laid waste,

indeed, as it never was before, there will not
remain a Jerusalem, but—a sanctuary trodden

underfoot,, a (former and future) city of God
given over to the Gentiles. {E6rai narov-
pevi} expresses more than 7tcxr}^7/6srat.) It

is again a prophetic word; for, in this prophe-
cy of Christ all former threads run together,
to show us the foreknown unity of the prophe-

* What Von Gorlach remarks is very strikingr,

that, to a certain extent, every lhing in this prophecy
arranges itself around ver. 28 as a main and fun-
damental proposition—judgment upon what is ripe
for judgment ; therefore the destruction also of
the outward false kingdom of God is irr the course
of nature the necessary end.

| Weissaguny und Erfullung, ii. 278.

sying Spirit. Being trodden down indicates in

general a being oppressed, ignominiously treat-

ed, brought under subjection bjr the power of

the enemy (for example, Jud. x. 8, at the be-
ginning of the judicial punishment upon Is-

rael); and Daniel afterwards prophesies ol

the sanctuary being trodden under foot, chap,

viii. 10, 13, (of which in 1 Mace. iii. 45, 51, iv.

60, the first fulfillment follows), as Isa. lxiii.

18, lxiv. 10. 11, had already spoken of it (not
without recompensing reference to chap. i. 12).

Comp. still Rev. xi. 2.* The hand of the Lord
rests wonderfully upon this city, and its entire

typical history: the Zion and Jerusalem of

God, because its inhabitants have become
Amorites in the complete measure of sin, be-

cause they themselves have polluted and trod-

den down the sanctuary, must, through tho
abiding abomination of desolation, itself be-

come a Jebus (D^y, trampled place), ere the

original Salem of Melchisedec returns. For
the state of being trodden down lasts a long

time, but not always. Julian, indeed, will in

vain attempt to build, and the Crusades will

in vain again sanctify it ; but the Lord has
appointed the end, " Until the times of the
Gentiles are fulfilled." Luther understood
this to mean: "Until the Gentiles are con-
verted to the faith, that is, until the end of

the world "—but we now understand the pro-

phetical theology better. The times of the

Gentiles can only be the times of calling] ap-

pointed, for them as for Israel, by the grace

and long-suffering of God ; and they are ful

filled or expire

—

i. e. (in the correlate expres-

sion which belongs thereto), the time of tho
end, the day of judgment is come—when the
Gentiles also are ripe for a like judgment to

that of Israel. This however is meant every
where by the prophetical expressions ; see Isa.

xiii. 22; Jer. xxvii. 7; Ezek. xxi. 25, xxii. 3,

and in particular Ezek. xxx. 3, an allusion to

which passage our Lord has doubtless here in

his mind. The Gentiles, however, are not
merely " the Romans, on whom the Germans
fulfilled the judicial punishment" (Braune),
but all non-tlieocratical nations through the
whole course of history, chiefly the Christen-
dom proceeding from them. In this entire,

long period is accomplished the gathering to-

gether of the faithful out of all nations, the
coming in of the TtXi/poo/.ia or fulness—but
then the treading down of Jerusalem ceases,

and it is built again; then will Israel be re-

stored out of all nations, all as the prophets
have prophesied, and Christ here points to

this in the axp*> until, which confirms all.

Compare, finally, the very strikingly harmo-

* All these palaces abundantly refute that triv-

ial rendering by Bolten, ' Jerusalem will he inhab-

ited by the Gentiles;" that is, will be trodden, for

which signification of itarsir Wahl's Claris, which
interprets it in the same way, adduces other pass-

ages of the Sept. and Greek writers.

f Therefore, something else than (according to

Lange) the time when they shall exist as political

powers and rule over Jerusalem.
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nious passage of the apocryphal book Tcbit,

where at chap. xiv. 4, 5, it was already said,

according to genuinely prophetical intuition:
" Jerusalem shall be desolate, and the house
of God in it shall be burned, and shall be des-

olate for a time; and again God will have mer-
cy on them, and bring them again into the
land, where they shall build a temple, but not
like the first, until the time of that age be fulfill-

ed" ('iEpoddXvjua sdrai tprj/.ioZ, xai 6 oixoi
tov Seov kv avry xaraxaijdETai xai £ ptj-

fi o ? sdrai jli ex pi xp 6 v ov. Kai itaXiv
k\£t}6si avvovi 6 Beo?, xai l7tt6rp£ip£i av-
rovS els rip' yrjv, xai oixodojur/dovdi Tuv
vtxov, ovx oloi 6 7tpoT£poii £ oa k itXrjpay-
3 cH 6 t xai p oi x ov a i ao v o 5)—this lat-

ter here in quite another sense.

THE MIDDLE ADVENT: APPEARING OF THE KING-
DOM: GATHERING TOGKTHER OF THE ELECT.

(Matt. xxiv. 29-44; Mark xiii. 24-33; Luke

xxi. 25-30.)

We have, in our interpretation hitherto,

studied as much as possible to abide by the
literal and clear sense, applied to the nearest
fulfillment, that which already lies historically

before us. We could not and would not deny,
that all that has been said by our Lord at the
same time reaches much farther ; but, in

order not to offend the majority of our readers,

who could hardly tolerate such things, we re-

frained from disclosing the typical reflections

lying behind the prophetical word, and from
bringing into notice those hints, whether in

great things or in small, which are interspersed

here and there for the searching eye (as for

example, that the lightning of the advent of

the Son of Man shines fiom east to west and
vice versa). Now, however, when Christ begins
to prophesy exclusively and properly of the
future, which is as yet concealed from us,

interpretation, in the strict sense of the word,
ceases. He who has forgotten and lost sight

of the fact (as, alas ! many critics at the pres-

ent day), that, according to the clear declara-

tions of Christ elsewhere, the catastrophe of
Jerusalem and Israel was itself a coming of

the Son of Man, could of course not agree
with what has been said hitherto from this

point of view ; he who forgets, further, that
all prophecy, according to its nature, must,
with all clearness on the whole, retain, before

its fulfillment, a certain measure of obscurity
in the particulars—he who will handle a pro-

phetical text just as he would other historical

and didactic texts, will from this point on-
wards be still less able to reconcile himself to

the word of Christ, and our attempts to inter-

pret it. It is impossible, however, for us to

pay continued attention to such folly, because
that would every where prevent us from say-
ing nny thing to those who do understand.
An old and, in this form at least, obsolete

30

exegesis (such as is represented, for example,
by the English Newton, in his otherwise valu-

able work upon the prophecies), understood
Matt. xxiv. 29-44, solely of the destruction of

Jerusalem ; but such an interpretation could
be based only on a lamentable torturing of

the words, the possibility of which indeed lies

in this, that this second section of the dis-

course contains typical glances backwards to

that first, just as the former was spoken in

purely typical prospective vieics. But that

with ver. 29 a section actually begins, in which
the word quite plainly brings to view another

coming of the Son of Man, ought to be an un-
conditionally settled point with every com-
mentator who reverently takes the three
Evangelists together ; and it is determined
already by the xatpoi eBvoov, "times of the
Gentiles," in Luke, here put between with a
far-reaching aXP l >

" until." Consequently the
£t)3f(»5, "immediately" in Matt., on which
the critics still always stumble, ought not to

lead us astray, but must be understood in ac-

cordance with the prophetical manner of view-
ing events together. Every other letter of

the passage points olearty enough to the true
sense of the Spirit in this one little word.
Those days: these are the same of which vers.

19 and 22 spoke ; therefore also the expres-
sion " after the tribulation of those days," is

here an evident assurance, that what is now to
happen will follow after the shortening of this

tribulation; i. e., further, as after the tote,
" then," ver. 23, so after the " coming of the
Son of Man " which is meant at vers. 27, 28,
namely, when this prepares the way for itself

the second time by similar terrors, and then dis-

plays itself indubitably now for the first time
properly in a visible form. One has only to

read Mark, ver. 24, as Bengel rightly, with-
out the comma after jjpepaiS, " days," in order
to find every thing in perfect harmony (" Post
tribulationem Mam erunt dies illi, ergo alio

spectat illam, alio illis. Mam respi^'* +otum
sermonem prsecedentem, sed illis ad novissima
prospicit, uti ver. 32"). When our Lord, in

the certainly remarkable eiiSe'goS, " immedi-
ately." hastens over the great fisrd, "after,"

through all the xaipovi eBvgov, " times of
the Gentiles," this is neither an ordinarily his-

torical " immediately," as the English Bible
renders it, nor a DNHS (already indeed falsely

thus rendered in the Greek text), nor "sud-
denly, unexpectedly "* (see verses 42-44),
meant merely of the final end. What then?
First of all, the key lies already in the decla-

ration of Christ respecting his own ignorance
of the time (ver. 36, Mark ver. 32), according
to which he himself, seeing events in close

proximity, overlooked the wide intervening
space.| Then, however, according to the

* For which Lange also again decides ! Comp.
Dorner's Note, p. 3, which mentions by name the

principal commentators of this class.

f Not merely, as BeDgel thinks, " Of that which is

to happen after that calamity of the destruction of
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Bpiritof all prophecy, this etiScGoi is perfectly-

correct ; it indicates that the fulfillment hast-

ens to the end in a strictly defined and cease-

less development (Hab. ii. 3), and that chiefly

its latter stages will transpire abruptly and
suddenly. If this ev^EGoi cannot be so under-

stood (we ask in opposition to Dorner)—what,
then, is meant by the apocalyptic ev ra^n
and reexv, "quickly"? (Rev. i. 1, xxii. 6, 7.)

We hold it undisturbed with honest Roos,
who here observes: "In truth the waiting of

Jesus until all his enemies become his foot-

stool is no tedious waiting ! His glorious com-
ing is to him so near, that he represents him-
self as one who is soon to come." This is what
is true and justifiable in the fraus optica, at

which Dorner is so horrified, which already
in the lowliness of his human vision made the
long time appear shortened.*

All that Christ has further to say respecting
his middle coming, in order to the manifest
appearing of the kingdom for his elect then
gathered together (as this was spoken of

above), includes both the prophecy itself that
Bpeaks of it, and also the three warning para-

bles on to chap. xxv. 30. The prophecy itself

mentions first what will happen, and then gives

a declaration respecting the When. Here, also,

are analogous signs (as in vers. 6-8), only now
presented in shorter compass, in a more con-
densed form (ver. 29) ; then the directly an-
nouncing sign, and the coming of the Son of
Man himself—his coming visibly before all the
tribes of the earth to judgment, ver. 30, as also

for the saving gathering together of his peo-

Jerusalem, the most immediate thing which it is

proper for me now to announce and for you to expect
is, that the sun," etc. But Christ actually speak*

bona fide just as he himself sees. [We cannot ac-

cept the author's interpretation of our Saviour's

language. We admit indeed, on Christ's own di-

rect assertion, that the time of the end was a secret

veiled even from his human consciousness, but this

is a very different thing from any misconception of

the matter on his part. The author's argument is

even destructive of his own position : for how, if

Jesus did not know when the final catastrophe
should occur, could he with the least candor ven-
ture thus to assert its immediate connection with
any preceding events.

—

Am. Ed.]

* It is finally not to be overlooked, that eveiy
generation is to wait for Christ ; and probably for

those who die in this attitude of expectation the
space of time to the fulfillment is one that quickly
passes over. Roos :

" The apostles, also, were to

represent this as something near ; for tho greatest
part of their waiting was to be passed in heaven,
where there is no being weary." Let the commen-
tator, with true thoughts of death, transpose him-
self into that frame and that point of view which
reduces to small compass the little bit of history
upon earth before the last day. [The author here
loses sight of the real point of difficulty. Our Sav-
iour does not merely express haste or speediness,
which in a highly impassioned style may be meas-
urably extended, but a positive consecution of events
in explicit terms. Moreover the passages from
the Apocalypse are not in point, as they probably
refer to more proximate events.

—

Am. Ed.]

pie, ver. 31 (both corresponding to vers. 27, 28).
If the first question of the disciples, WheuwWX
this come to pass? still remained for the final

answer, Christ at last replies to it here in a
twofold manner ; at the same time, carrying
back the end to the beginning, but no longer
speaking expressly of the destruction of Jeru-
salem. There is first of all a general assevera-

tion that all shall certainly come to pass at its

proper time : all the signs as surely as the fig-

tree again puts forth shoots. Israel is indeed
destroyed, but still remains spared, vers. 32-
34 (for the future conversion, chap, xxiii. 39)—nay, the complete fulfillment of every word
even to the last is here certified, as surely as
heaven and earth pass away ! ver. 35 (On
the sense of these asseverations afterward more
particularly.) Hereupon follows at last tho
definite conclusive declaration respecting the
time, day, and hour, according to human calen-

dar-reckoning. No one knows it, ver. 36—the
coining of the Son of Man will at all events
happen unexpectedly ; as for the race of men
who are to be judged, like Noah's time-, vers.

37-39; so, with its separation between the
judged and saved, vers, 40, 41, for his people

also, who are therefore directed to wait and
watch from one generation, to another, vers.

42-44 (watch, for ye know not time and hour!
ver. 43. Renumber ye what others forget ! ver.

43. Thus he ready I ver. 44). This conclusion
already in the parabolic form then Leads over
to the following parables. r\N\\ A-U^1-

Verse 29. The interpretation, recently
brought forward by Dorner with great con-
fidence and much acuteness, according to
which vers. 29, 30 are not at all to understood
of the rebus extremis (which, indeed, his mis-
taken nexus forbids him to say), but of the
destruction and overthrow of the heathen-
world, gradually going on through the entire

period of history—is the strangest and most
forced thing in the whole of his learned mon-
ograph. uPagauo>-um imperiorum gloria splen
dorquc interibit, orbis terrarum evadit Chris-
tianus et novum aevum incipiet." The powers
of the world are no longer worshipped ; Christ
sitting in the heavens reveals himself to the
world. "Jamadest secundum stadium (of xai-
poi tgjv sSvcov) continens Ethnicismi occas-

um .'" This is without example in the whole
ancient Scripture, the language of which alone
Christ as Prophet in Israel, can speak ; we
find rather in the prophets the whole of the
figures here used, always applied only to judg-
ments as types of the end of the world. (The
assertion directed against this, p.. 54, 55, is

completely erroneous.) We shall not, there-

fore, in this our second edition deviate from
our interpretation hitherto.

The darkening of the light or the lights is,

first of all, a general metaphor for the extinc-

tion of happiness, the coming in of the tribula-

tion and anguish ; so, for example, Jer. xv. 9,

and, in the microcosm for the individual, the
day of death, which is his last day (Eccles. xii.

2). Then, in particular, the obscuration of
the lights of heaven, the sun, moon, and stars,
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is a figure variously recurring in the prophets,

expressive of great tribulations and judgments
upon nations and men on the earth, Isa. v. 30,

xiii. 10, xxxiv. 4; Jer. iv. 28; Ezek. xxxii. 7,

8 ; Amos viii. 9 ; Mic. iii. G. The word of

Christ here certainly includes also this figura-
tive sense; and teaches us to expect again, be-

fore his second coming, great SXi-tpeiZ and
drdyual, tribulatvms and distresses. Here it is

chiefly the heaven of the Church that is

spoken of: the sun of revealed religion ; the

moon of intellectual culture and science, upon
which the sun casts its rays (while in other

respects sun and moon neither shine nor are

darkened together) ; the stars of the heads of

Churches and ecclesiastical teachers (see al-

read3' Dan. viii. 10, 11, and then Rev. i. 20, xii.

3
N—all these will be darkened in the great

falling awa}^, which takes place ever more
and more at different periods.* In this sense

it is not said that the stars fall to the earth ;

but (as Mark has it) only an tuTtiitreiv, a

falling out or extinction of these in the heavens.

But the word then reaches further : although
the literal fulfillment actually comes only as

a corresponding testimony to the figurative

fulfillment that precedes it, seeing that what
is outward and material is in general what is

unsubstantial in God's world, although the

darkening in the heaven of humanity is the
proper reality, of which that in the physical

heaven is rather only the figure—yet for this

very reason, must this physical realization of

the multiplying signs (Joel iii. 4) quite as cer-

tainly follow, even to the last letter of the

prediction. The shaking of the heavens with
the earth (Hagg. ii. 6, 21)f fulfills itself not
merely before, in great commotions of the
world (there, vers. 8, 22), but at last actually

just as it is interpreted in Heb. xii. 26, 27;
see Rev. vi. 12-15 with reference to Isa. xxxiv.

4, 1. 3. X At all events, in no sense are we to

understand it of occurrences " in the heavenly

* It remains a question whether the ruling

powers in a political respect (in so far as they are

competed with the outward Church in Christian

and Christianly governed nations) are here also

meant. Compare again an Irvingite essay by John
Hooper, entitled : "Translation or Transformation of
the living saints"

•f
Where also just as here in the prophetical period

there is a " yet a little."

\ I shall therefore certainly not deny this real

destruction of the present world, which the entire

Scripture certifies, nor interpret the words of Jesus
here merely figuratively of the preceding commo-
tions of the world and Church. When, however,
Kurtz (Bibel u Astronomic, p. 126) maintains against

me that the application of that prophetical usage,

otherwise recognized, is inadmissible here, becnuse
the same thing is said previously in dry and naked
words—he greatly mistakes the prophetical man-
ner, which often says the same thing in different

sections, now figuratively and now properly. In
this chapter, indeed, vers. 4-14. had partly a gen-
erally introductory, anticipative character, partly

again, vers. 29, 30 speak purposely in expressions
respecting the end as at last literally so coniiug.

regions," which remain invisible to men upon
earth; but of truly visible things within the

horizon of human vision. The Svvd/.ieii roov

ovpavoov, 'powers of heaven, are also not the

stars, which were already named (D^D^n X2V,

comp. Psa. xxxiii. 6; Isa. xxxiv. 4, Sept.);

still less the angels, who are then to be " in

great commotion," for they immediately fol-

low in their own proper name ;* but, as the

Vulgate puts it in this instance correctly, vir-

tutes coeloru in, the sustaining and working pow-
ers of the heavenly edifice (with their influ-

ences upon the earth). Our Lord means to

say, finally summing up, All things shall be
shaken, and at last dissolved, so that not even
"one stone shall remain upon another" (2

Pet. iii. 10-12). Still he now only touches
preparatorily on this actual passing away of

the heavens with the earth, which is reserved

for the third coming (ver. 35) ; inasmuch as

(not indeed without reference to Ilaggai) he
merely signifies a forewarning tiaXsvSf/vai

or shaking, and only announces this as prepar-

ing the wa}r for the next tote, then, ver. 30
(here the ovpavoS and its veepsXai are still

in existence).

See now howinharmonjr with this Luke, vers.

25, 20, first of all mentions similar dr/p eTcx or

signs in sun, moon, and stars ; then, however,
he adds, what Christ certainly also said, how
it will be iiti rrjz yij*-, upon the earth : a fear-

ing and trembling of nations on account of

such signs, a fainting away of men from fear
of an evil conscience, which by these signs

speaks to them of judgment, and from expect-

ation of the things that are to come upon the
world—for they will not expect him, the com-
ing One ; therefore as a punishment the wil-

fulty blind fear of an indefinite something, as

we often already plainly see it in the unbe-
lieving race of our own days. The raging sea

and its dakoS or waves, are spoken of in like

manner, in a twofold sense: figuratively of

the disturbances of nations, as the TtoAs/iot

and dridpoi, warn and commotions, Matt. vers.

G, 7 (for see Psa. xlvi. 4, lxv. 8. lxxxix. 10, 11,

xciii. 3; Isa. xvii. 12, 13; Rev. xvii. 15), but
also literally as the accompanying testimony.

Verse 30 Thish a different tote, " then,"

from all the preceding, with an open prophecy
brought much nearer.; an actually personal

Epx £dBai or coming of the Son of Man, still

more property visible than the lightning-like

napovdia or presence, ver. 27. For the whole
scene gradually draws nearer and nearer to

one end after the other. Here already, at the
beginning of the section, is a stronger expres-

sion than at the end of the first, utpovTat,
" they shall see," and qjcxv 77 6 et ai, "shall

appear ;" for, after all the signs mentioned at
ver. 29, there goes immediately before the
proper coming still a sign of the Son ofMan in

heaven—now mysterious in the prophecy, but
quite manifest in the fulfillment—which is

* Also not the mountains that bear the heavens,

its pillars, as Sepp has fancifully explained it.
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most emphatically announced by the article.

Here, therefore, is the final answer to the

question, ver. 3 ( What the sign of thy coming ?).

Already on account of the reference to the

question of the disciples, but also according to

the clear word itself, we cannot possibly un-

derstand by this sign the vioi rov dvSpoiitov

or Son of Man himself, in his visible appear-

ance ;* for the seeing of him who comes is dis-

tinguished and separated from the appearing

of his sign, by the lamentations that come be-

tween. Therefore it is not a special token

connected with his visible appearance, to prove

the identity of the glorious Lord with him
who was once crucified, such as the wounds in

his side (Rev. i. 7 ; Zech. xii. 10) ; but cer-

tainly some sign of his approach plainly mani-
festing itself to all the world, analogous to

those foregoing signs in the heaven ; and still

at last ev ovpavaS, " in the heaven," of which
we are warranted only in saying with Von
Meyer, "It remains uncertain until the fulfill-

ment,"f The nearest analogy is certainly to

fclio star of the magians ; except that then

the significance of it will be indubitably evi-

dent to all. All q>v\ai rfji yfji or tnbts of the

earth shall beat the breast, and utter lamenta-
tions ;X i. «., not merely the tribes of the land

of Judah (although Zech. xii. 10-14 has a typ-

ical connection therewith), but the eSvrj and
avSpGOrtoi iv rrj oln.ovi.iivy, or nations and
men on the earth, as is plainly to be read in

Luke (comp. Rev. i. 7, -recti 6q>5aA/u6s, and
the cpvXai there as at Rev. v. 9, xi. 9, xiv. G

in the sense of pXH nin3^0"^3, also Rev. vi.

* Storr, to whose forced exegesis one is accus-

tomed, says, " The Son of Man himself is this won-

der!" So unhappily Bengel also: Ipse erit signum
sui—for which he compares Luke ii. 12, where,

however, it is not the child thai is the 6t]HeXov ,

but the cradle and swaddling clothes. Recently

Hofmann {Weiss, und Erf'ull. ii. 185) very decided-

ly :
" He himself, his own self- representation "

—

with reference to Bengel. Similarly at least Victor

Andrea {Lcbcnsfragen der Kirche C'hristi, p. 99)

:

" The sign of all signs, the sign of the prophet Jo-

Das in its last potency, the splendor of the resurrec-

tion-body." But the text distinguishes by a second

rJre the coming itself.

fit is interesting to notice the different opinions

that have been expressed on this point from the

earliest times to the present day. The ancients

(from Chrysostom and Theophylact downwards,
also for example Beda, Thomas Aquin.) : a cross

in the heavens. Others : the clouds in which he comes.

Also : a comet, such as it appeared according to Jo-
sephus, Bell. Jud. vii. 30. Hunnius : the star of the

magicians. Gi otitis: the spread of the Gospel (to

which Dorner inclines). Others: the sound, signal-

call of a trumpet. The lrvingites now understand
it to be the first resurrection. Finally, Itud Hof-
mann : the appearance of a Son of Man at that time

in the Holg of Holies reeoided in the Hebrew text
of Josephus—because the Gospel which was pub-
lished after the destruction of Jerusalem has intro-

duced this.

X Where the play upon the word noticed by
Lange: Hotyovrai, oiporrat, can have been
only accidental.

15-17). First, there is the cry of lamentation,

He cometh ! before they see him. Then, how-
ever, he cometh in the clotids of heaven ; which
here, as in chap. xxvi. 64, and also in Mark, is

the intermediate expression between //era
tgdv vEcpEXdav, "with the clouds," Rev. i. 7

(at the same time his continual cominjr in the

cloud-veil of judgments, which already run
through the whole history of the world) and
e v v e q> £ Xtg, "in a cloud," in Luke, which
designates still more clearly the advent-cloud

(the white horse, Rev. xix. 11) as correspond-

ing to that cloud of the ascension (Acts i. 9,

11).* Thus, in a way which we cannot now
more nearly determine, will actually follow

the middle coming of the Son of Man (of which
in general Rev. xix. prophesies) ; although it

does not yet coincide with Matt, xxv °1 (in

his entire and full glory), yet by a visibly per-

sonal manifestation: j.iet<\ 8vraju£(*>S xai 86-

£r/S it oXXii S," with power and great glory."

This SvvafiiS or power is again not to be un-
derstood of an accompanying host of angels or

saints, but, merely corresponds to the powers
of heaveu mentioned before ; as a Svva/iiS
Seov or power of God, irresistibly manifesting

itself in his coming and judging, as the 86£a,
"glory," the brightness (1133) that glorifies

him, now alone shines after the darkening of

the heavenly bodies, as a last type of that

which, in a last future, according to Isa. xxiv.

23, lx. 19, 20, shall be literally fulfilled (Rev.

xxi. 23). The entire description of the com-
ing of the Son of Man in the clouds gives a»

finally, at the conclusion of Christ's discourses

to his disciples—as afterwards, chap. xxvi. 64,

to his enemies—the most solemn declaration

as to the sense in which he has called himself

"Son of Man," viz., according to Dan. vii. 13,

14. This prophecy of Daniel indeed strictly

points to this intermediate coming for the
setting up of his kingdom; it again con-

nects itself with the beginning of the last pro-

phetical writing in the Scripture, Rev. i. 7, 13.

Verse 31. All power and glory is his, all

angels are his servants and messsengers. That
which later, in Heb. i. 13 14, an apostle again

begins patiently to teach for believers and un-

believers in Israel, Christ himself also testified

from the beginning according to the Gospel of

Matthew (chaps, xi.27, viii. 41, xxii. 43). Only
the angels (who in general know many things

which no man knows, as ver. 36 afterwards

indicates, 2 Sam.xi v. 20) know how to separate

between the good and the bad, and rightly to

bring together the elect from all quarters of

the earth. The trumpet is not merely figura tive.

as according to Num. x. 2 the host or congre-

gation of Israel was thus convoked ; but rather

* For that (as Stein thinks, who so diligently

traces out the usage) this singular in Luke is merely

a consistency on the part or the writer, who in his

two writings has never used this word in the plural,

is a jejune remark. Besides chap xii. 54, the word
occurs in " both writings" oidy at Luke ix. 3-1. 85

and Acts i. 9, where the singular is quite as dis-

tinctively correct as here.
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to be understood as calling to mind the law of

Moses, given on that day when the Lord
himself summoned his people from Sinai with
the voice of a trumpet exceeding loud (Exod. xix.

16, 19). This is what Christ means by the
6<xXiciyB, q)G3v?}S nEydXijS ; for when he
comes to judgment the law again comes into

force for those who are judged, while, for the

redeemed who have become his people by the

obedience of faith, it is, " I am the Lord thy
God !

" The sound of trumpets is in general

associated with any special solemnity in which
the King reveals himself and is praised (Psa.

xlvii. 5). What the Spirit in the Scripture,

however, further prophesies of the seven trump-
ets, Rev. viii. 2, and a last one of all, 1 Cor.

xv. 52, belongs not to the interpretation here
;

it is only to be observed that in this passage
Christ means already the same trumpet which
Paul, 1 Thess. iv. 1G (still distinguished from
the voice of the archangel), mentions with
reference to the first resurrection—on the
other hand, 1 Cor. xv. points still further be-

yond. For although we do not know more
particularly of these things, yet the return of

Israel evidently in the prophetical word closely

connects itself with the intermediate coming
of Christ for the millennial kingdom. Here
our Lord as yet conceals this mystery, as also

the resurrection
;
yet the elect gathered to-

gether are now (while at the first appearing
of the kingdom after Jerusalem's judgment it

happened as described at Matt. viii. 11, 12)

chiefly the restored of Israel : hence the ex-
pressions employed point back to Dent. xxx.

4 ; Isa. xi. 11, 12, xliii. 5, 6 ; Zech. ii. 6-13 (xiv

4, 5). Yet are the Gentiles, as the TtXi/pcofia

or " fulness " brought in, joined to his saints

(Psa. 1. 1-5) ; and his whole people are the
6ia6Ttopci or '' dispersion" now brought to-

gether in power and glory (1 Pet. i. 1 ; James
i. 1). The tmdvvdyeiv or " gathering to-

gether" is seen to be something quite different

from the fleeing out of Judea before ! The
elect tribe, as the people of heaven in oppo-
sition to the (pvXaii r if S y ?; 5 or " tribes of
the earth "—therefore also are they gathered
from the ends of the heavens (in which again
there is a hint as yet veiled of the resurrec-

tion). The somewhat different expression in

Mark, " from the end of the earth to the end
of the heavens"— means not merely what
is directly equivalent to " from one end of the
earth to the other " (Matt. ver. 27 ; Dent. iv.

32, xiii. 7, xxviii. 64), but, together with this,

indicates that then, in general, heaven and
earth shall wondrously coine together.

Verses 32, 33. All this however takes place

not at a period arbitrarily fixed by an inter-

fering power, but according to a regular law of

development and preparation : as the eagles

of judgment do not come until the carcass

grows putrid, so the elect are gathered into

the heavenly garner when their ripeness is at-

tained. In the fig-tree learn the parable

—

namely, of these things ; so it runs quite ex-

actly in Matthew. This, however, is the gen-

eral sense of the parable, which we are to learn

from the fig-tree (and all trees, as Luke adds)

:

when the trees put forth shoots the summer
is nigh (Song of Sol. ii 12, 13) ; therefore is

the gloriously bursting fruit and harvest sea-

son of the kingdom of God near before the

door (as the Judge, James v. 9), when all these

things come to pass before thee}'es of believers

who perceive them, i. e., when all the signs

above mentioned, together with this last one, come.

For the budding of the fig-tree is the surest

sign of the season of the year. If any are

satisfied with this point of comparison, viz.,

the certainty of the signs or indications which
indeed also retains its truth, let them be so;*

we think ourselves warranted in asking fur-

ther, what then is this fig-tree, so significantly

marked out ? Even Ebrard rightly perceives

that rrjS dvurf? is intended to bring to mind
that fig-tree which was cursed by Christ ;f

but then he certainly interprets wrongly thus

:

When the poisonous bitter fig-leaves sprout,

when the antichristian character grows and
flourishes, thpn is the harvest time near, when
the trees which have leaves only and no fruit,

are cursed ! For Christ gives here certainly

a joyful sign of summer, pointing to the ripe-

ness of the elect; and says nothing of "only
leaves," or of poisonous leaves, as is proved
already by the " all trees," which is added in

Luke. These are certainly the blessed mis-
sions for the preaching of the Gospel among
all nations (see in the antitype, Rev. xxii. 2

)—shall then the late fig-tree, which once with-

ered under the curse, also again bear leaves

and fruit (which in this instance go together )?

Clearly enough for a simple eye does Christ
show here, in this significant parable, Israel

again restored to life; he points to the great-

er blessing that will accompany the Jewish
mission as the surest sign to his people of his

near approach—as will be immediately^Donfirm-
ed to us in the following verse.

First, however, we must insert here what is

said in Luke, ver. 28 ; because it refers not to

those joyful tokens of spring, but to terrors

* As the treatise already mentioned well express
es it :

" Then even the most simple peasant does
not need to ask the learned, whether the summer
is near.

"

t On the other hand Dorner has protested against
this ancient interpretation, not first to be laid to my
account, wiJ.h an Ingeniomius quani verus, arbitror.

He objects that Luke records nothing of that curs-
ing, therefore that he cannot have thus understood
the parable—as if an Evangelist knows only the

incidents which he . records, and as if he must al-

ready understand every thing in Christ's discourses
which he records, exactly as we now do ! When,
further, Dorn«r requires the express naming of the
cursed or withered fig-tree, at least an cevrtj as at
ver. 34 (which yet would sound very awkward),
this is contrary to the nature of such prophetical
hints in their background where special reference
is concealed beneath a general sense first of all.

Thus " the fig-tree" may denote here in the first

place only the species in natural history ; but then
comes the reminding hint in addition, for those who
can perceive.
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and anguish, vers. 25. 26. When men on the

earth tremble for fear of the judgment, then
shall the children of the kingdom, although
partly involved in the distress, yet lift up their

heads ; for to them redemption comes, to them
such tribulation is only " like a stormy thaw-

after a long winter, which announces the near-

ness of spring and the time of blossom 1
' (Schmie-

der). The godless ones proudly stretched their

neck on high, but must now bend in fear be-

fore the Lord when he ariseth to shake terribly

the earth (Isa. ii. 10-22); while they who have
humbled themselves in due time now on the

contrary lift up their heads. Here, again, is

the echo of that old word, 2 Chron. xv. 7. The
near coming of the Lord comforts the hearts

of those who wait for him ; for the Judge is

also the Saviour, and it is right in his sight to

judge the one class, and to bring rest to the
other, 2 Pet. ii. 9; 2 Thess. i. 5-10'

Verse 31. We have found, hitherto, a regu-

lar progress in the discourse, ever moving on-

wards from what is typically near to what is

remote and prophetically near ; and now, is

it to be supposed that all at once " everj'thing

moves back again to the immediate presence of

the apostles ?" Yet we must suppose that our

Lord thus moves to and fro in his discourse, if the

term ysved here can be understood as signify-

ing only generation* All these things of which
he has spoken since ver. 29 shall come to pass be-

fore this generation passes; i. e., not merely shall

be visible in their beginnings (as Ebrard says, p.

613, not to speak of the complete confusion, p.

618). Besides, only an artificial interpretation

which violates the simple flow and connection of

the words can understand here an antithesis of

different points of time ; so that, while ver. 34
again refers to the destruction of Jerusalem,

ver. 36 means the latter day of judgment, with
a designed distinction. Bengel's long note

which, according to a preferred reading, distin-

guishes between ravra ndvra, ver. 33; and
itdivza ravra, ver. 34 ; and interprets, "All

this which has regard to Jerusalem comes to

pass even in this generation ; but of that more
distant day of the second judgment knoweth
no man"—is in this instance a false complica-

tion, and an unwarranted interpolation of the

'text. Where, then, has Christ looked back tc

* As Erasmus has at least in Matthew and Luke
put aetas for the gmeratio of the Villi*., making but

an ill improvement. Here Dorner happily sees the

truth, and restores its due honor to an interpreta-

tion hitherto almost rejected. Upon right grounds
he builds the inference: Quare omnes reor conees-

suros, vocem ysvsd, si earn vertas aetas, multas
easque plane insuperabiles ciere diffieultates, con-

text urn vero et orationes progressum flagi are sig-

nificationem gentis, nempe Judaeorum. With es-

pecial truth and force he notices that vers. 34 and
36 would contradict each other if Christ announced
every thing still for the same generation ; as well

as that the first Christians, nay, the apostles, would
not possibly have continued to wait for him, when
Israel was not converted and Christ did rtot come

;

therefore that they cannot have so understood the

word.

Jerusalem since ver. 29; and what meaning
would lie in the parable of the fig-tree, whose
withering rather than its budding again was
what came to pass in this generation ? The
exact understanding of this figure assists us in

determining what the yeved avry must be
for both are in fact the same. The critics

hitherto with their philological strictness have
regarded it as a thing established that yeved
can signify only generation (which Strauss boast-

ingly maintains), but this was not even correct

philology. For Dorner, after Fritzsche had led

the way, has proved with the most perfect de-

monstration that the fact is not as those critics

supposed ; and we very thankfully accept this,

as it was by no means our wish even from the

first (in the inexact expression of the first edi-

tion) to proceed rt/axavdo impnio philo'oqico,

renuente philologia* But it was overlooked,

with still greater injustice, that after all even
a seeming contradiction with the classical

Greek "usage may lose its force when an ex-

pression can be shown to bear the peculiar

stamp of biblical usage, from the Old Testa-

ment downwards. This latter, and, properly

speaking, decisive, proof, which Dorner has

merely touched, I on my part give here as a

necessary supplement to his demonstration
and earnestly request that he will consider it

Already in the prophetical usage of run Til

this aetas in the Old Testament (frequentlj

enough, comp. also nx-]n H^lPI nns^n, Jer

viii. 3, Sept. yeved) do we find that connec
tion of the fathers with the children, which
afterwards recurs in the discourses of Christ

now reaching forwards, now backwards. In
confirmation of this we have, immediately
above in Matt, xxiii. 36, a very decisive paral-

lel. For, as there not merely the then pres-

ent, last, generation was meant, but, including

backwards the entire race as one stock and line-

age, the entire people who are judged in the
last generation (for at ver. 35 it is said : Ye
have killed) ; so the term here has the samo
signification pointing forwards. Just because
the children are like the fathers, ysred in

reference to the ysvrTJjuara ixiftr&r passes

beyond the species into the idea of the ysvo? ;

and this fas at all events may grammatically
lie in the ysved, even if no such passages oc-

curred besides those in the Sept.) is the pro-

per sense of this expression, when it is used
concerning Israel. Not merely, to speak with
Dorner, "significatio gentis acuitur in voce
yeved, si usurpatur de gente aliqua. quae est

una inter alias. Sic enim est una et singula-

ris, ut differat ab aliis, et peculiari quadam
natura insignis sit sen indole. Quare yeved
non solum universim denotat gentem seu ge-

nus, sed notse specificae et singularis genus
quoddam sen gentem." Not merely so; rather

is Israel as this in, or this yeved, always

* Recently Hebart (Die zweite sichibare Zukunfi
Christi, Erlangen, 1850, p. 43) lias likewise referred

simply to Homer, in a passage overlooked by Dor-
ner.
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designated with the accessory idea of evil.

Such is, in particular, the meaning of Luke
xvii. 25 (of this evil generation, the unbeliev-

ing and perverse, Matt. xvii. 17) ; and with
this are then connected such passages as Luke
xvi. 8, where the two yereai or yevrj are

contrasted: Acts ii. 40; Phil. ii. 15, the per-

verse generation of unbelievers ; 1 Pet. ii. 9

die elect yivoi or nation. All these passages

are far enough removed from the more limited

idea of generation ;* so as to warrant us in un-

derstanding the same thing here by rf y erect

avrrj, " this generation," as is meant in Luke
ver. 23 by 6 Aao? o v r o ?, " this people "—

a

very evident, and almost decisive parallel.

When Olshausen admits " that every thing in-

cludes at the same time its further reference

to the future"—we are entitled to ask: What
further reference then does this yeved include,

if not the wondrous continuance of Israel even

to the end, fot which it is spared? We can-

not even say here, with many, that the expres-

sion is transferred from the type to the anti-

type ; that Christ speaks " with intentional

ambiguity" so that the expression might de-

note as well the generation of his time as the

Jewish people as a whole ;f that he says " in

a certain double sense. This generation of the

men now living shall not pass away until all

has come to pass that has reference to Jerusa-

lem ; and this generation, the people of Israel,

shall not pass away until every thing further

has come to pass."J For rj yeved avri]
does not at all mean a generation of men in

general, but what Christ has every where be-

fore designated by this, viz., the. conupt Israel;

and Ttrcvra ravra has now nothing more to

do with the destruction of Jerusalem. Thi-t

rather is the oZvfioppov of the ambiguous ex-
pression: this generation will, as it were, not
die; it will propagate itself in children and
children's children, as a generation ever the
same as the present ;§ this generation which
rejects me will so remain until it again cries

Hosanna to me in truth ! The withered fig-

tree will stand until it again puts forth shoots !

Observe here that the ov tn) naps XOr/, "shall
not pass," is quite parallel with the napeXev-
derat, "shall pass away," in reference to

heaven and earth. And thus we have, in the
words of Christ, a most significant reference

to the historical miracle of the hand of God
upon Israel (according to that ancient word of

* Also in the Sept. yeved stands often not

merely for "|H (as, for example, Psa. xcv. 10), but

often more generally for m~>io, patria, Num. x.
vir

30, for PjriBBto, Lev. xxv. 41
;

Jer. vii
:

. 3 ; even

for Qy, Lev. xx. 18.

t Tippleskirch's Zwanzig Predigten aus Bom,\>.
13.

X Schmieder's Tredigten zu Bom und Tforte, p.
108.

% Alford has correctly expressed it in the sense
given above :

" Never were a nation so completely
one yeved

y
\x\ all accuracy of meaning, as the

Jewish people."

Balaam, Num. xxiii. 0), whose continued sepa-

rate existence, ever maintaining the same na-

ture and character of one race even under the

curse, mocks the power and cunning of all na-

tions, and contradicts all the usual order of

history. It. is related that a prince once asked

a preacher* to mention to him a convincing

argument for the truth of the Bible in one

word; and the striking answer was, "The
Jews."-\ After these explanations it will be

unnecessary to refute other more singular in-

terpretations of yeved; such as that which
understands the nation of believers, Christen-

dom,! or that which has been brought forward

by the Irvingites.§

Verse 35. That which at the beginning in

the Sermon on the Mount, chap. v. 18, and
then again at Luke xvi. 17, was said of the

law ; that which already in the Old Testament
was testified of the word of God in general

(Psa. cxix. 89, 96 ; Isa. xl. 8)—our Lord here

affirms of his words whose prophecy will there-

fore also not fail of fulfillment. It will rather

obtain its entire fulfillment, and the word of

God be established in everlasting continuance,

precisely when heaven and earth shall pass

away, and their present form be changed int<

a new one. First earthquakes, figurativel)

and literally (vers. 6, 7) ; then shaking of tin

heavens in the same twofold sense (ver. 29),
finally, in the third epoch and last coming, tv

which Christ here glances forward in the futuro,

* According to Eyth (Klassikcr und Bibcl) it was
Frederick the Great and a learned man.

tllamann expresses it more fully: "The far

greater, immovably abiding, sign and wonder of a
burning, unconsumed bush, in the colonies of that

extraordinary race of men scattered even to this day
over the wide world—speaking pillars of salt for

the truth and certainty of the judgments once tb-

vealed in the old valley of vision and long since ful-

filled, pledge and security for the hitherto as yet

concealed treasure of those promises of grace and
blessings with which heaven and earth are preg-

nant."

X So Origen, Chrysostom, and others. Dr. Paul-

ns :
" This my spiritual posterity, Christendom,

shall survive it." With him Lange agrees :
" This

race of men planted by me, viz., believers, the dis-

ciplps of Jesus as an imperishable race—this new
race of men, noble race of Christians, the eternal

spiritual generation—there will always be a Chris-

tian people." That this is meant " decidedly ap-

pears from the connection which he shows;" but
wc put another connection in opposition, and think

it very flat to find h»»re the assurance " that there

will always be Christians!"

() That generation which will then survive the be-

fore-mentioned signs, so that all will take place

within tho limits of a generation (John Hooper,

The Translation, etc, p. 15; Das prophetinch e Wort,

p. 42. Compare against this Tholnck's Litt. Ans.
1818. p. 270). [All this special pleading on the

authors part, in favor of a forced signification of

yeved or generation, as denoting simply the Jew-
ish race in general, is evidently imposed by his er-

roneous interpretation of ver. 29 above noticed. It

is sufficient to adduce in refutation our Saviou^a
parallel expression, chap. xvi. 28.

—

Am. Ed
]
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that passing away of the heavens and the earth

properly speaking, which is predicted in Isa.

li. G; Psa. cii. 27; 2 Pet. iii. 7, 10; Rev. xx.

11, xxi. 1. At present, indeed, the fools say :

Heaven and earth shall abide for ever, there

shall be no last day, Christ's words shall pass

away in the course of time—but we wait for

the test.

Verse 36. Our Lord, having reached this

point, now in the first place again connects to-

gether the last day of his coming with that

announced at ver. 30, comprising them in the

one i]nipa ineivrj or fcOiin DVj "that day

"

(chap. vii. 22) ; and he assures us that his peo-

ple shall indeed perceive the iyyvS eni'. 3v~
pati, "near at the doors," but that the exact

determination of the time (for this is what is

meant by nai oopa) is and remains what the

Father reserves for himself alone. Not even
" the decree of the watchers " in heaven (Dan.

iv. 10, 14), which has many other times and
hours in its knowledge, knows this day; but

the Father alone, in the reserved, eternal de-

cree—what a word against all such apocalyp-

tic curiosity as degenerates into special reck-

onings of time ! Mark expressly says also

ovSe 6 vioS, neither the Son; Matthew has

omitted this, but not from regard to the read-

ers of the first Gospel (who, besides, rather

entertained Ebionite views of Christ) ; for it

is included in his 6 itcxri/p jli 6 v o 5, the Father
only, just as in chap. xx. 23 the like antithesis

occurs. The Son also knew not—he said of so

important a thing as this, I also know it not

—what a rebuke to the false theology which,

without understanding the complete humanity
of Christ, transfers the communicatio idiomatum

into the state of his humiliation; and which,

from the earliest times, could only wrest and
trifle with this word.* He does not say,
" This I have not to tell you, I know it not for

you''''—but " the Son knoweth it not ;" thus he

speaks of himself simply as of the Father and
the angels. It is wrong also to have recourse

to the artificial distinction that as man he
knew it not, although as God he knew it ; for

such knowing and not-knowing at the same
time severs the unity of the God-human per-

son, and is impossible in the Son of Man, who
is the Son indeed, but emptied of his glory. It

is not enough to say with Bengel, " Quia non
habuit in mandatis, ut diceret diem ilium ;" or

with Melancthon (Epist. ad Matthts.), " Profit-

etur se nescire, in quantum missus est ad min-
isterium evangel. i, nescit ea ?*o6ts"f—but for

himseif and his own course offaith, in which,
as our Leader, he must be like unto us (Heb.
xii. 2), he could not, and was not permitted to

know many things, and chiefly this. It is also

* As, for example, one may read in the Evany.
Kircherizeituny, 1828, p. 797. Ambrose, De Fide v.

B, appealed to old Greek manuscripts in which
these words are not found ; but who ventured to

Add them 1

fMuch earlier had Augustine said: "Nescit

—

aon ad co2noscendum,sed ad proponendum." Hi-
larius :

" Non sibi nescivit, sed nobis.

too great a refinement to which some have re-

course in order yet to find something of the

communicatio idiomatum, when (as Lange), in-

stead of allowing to this not-knowing the force

of a " positive ignorance," according to the

test, they merely understand it thus far, that

Christ in his sphere of vision would not reflect

upon it, in opposition to the sinful wish to

know on the part of his disciples. Compare
on this the convincing refutation which Lieb-

ner has given in his Ihgmatik (i. 1, p. 22). We
will allow nothing to explain away this rebuke
addressed to that false curiosity and specula-

tion which anticipates faith, and admits of no
Nescio ! The Father knows the day—the Son
knew it not then when he thus spoke—and the

Spirit? He indeed knows all things, and
searcheth also the deep things of God, 1 Cor.

ii. 10. Therefore the Spirit in the Father
knew, the Spirit in the Son knew not: here,

however, is the limit of our understanding as

regards the mystery of the incarnation. Did
the risen Lord know afterwards when he spake

as in Acts i. 7 1 The words " it is not ror you"
at the beginning, are in favor of an affirmative

answer; while those at the end " the Father
hath put it in his own power "seem to say No.

Indeed, we also might say here, " We know
not," if there were not other grounds for be-

lieving that he who was about to ascend into

heaven then knew. But that the ascended

One, who now sits at God's right hand, knows
all things, is quite certain ; we doubt however
veiy much whether, in the delicti ro'ii

SovXoii avrov, to show unto his servants, Kev.

i. 1, the revelation of the day and the hour is

also included, as at least the calculations hith-

erto seem to show; and in our simplicity we
think that no believer, even to the end, has a

right to know more than the Son knew in the

days of his flesh.*

Verses 37—39. Already in Lukexvii. had our

Lord spoken similarly, with the addition of the

times of Lot ; for all strikingly prominent
judgments of God, from the beginning, form a

typical perspective, each reflecting itself in

the other. This Christ here teaches, at the

same time confirming the historical truth of

that flood which swrept away all, and that en-

tering into the ark ; declaring 'them to be as

historically true as one day his own napovdia
or " corning " will be. Peter adduces the same
parallel against the mockers, 2 Pet. iii. 5, 6.

It is significantly not the crimes and vices of

which the earth was then full, that are here

mentioned—" these are but details which arise

on the broad ground of the earthly mind"
(Braune). Christ marks and describes, as tht

proper character and point of comparison,

merely this earthly mind, which despises God's

word and warning. After the general propo-

* " If the coming of Christ wiil be as a thief in the

night, then can neither political arithmetic nor pro-

phetical chronologies fix the day ; and, to speak

humanly, he who betrays the thief, may reckon at

least for such revelations upon Satan's striking in the

face, and that is not any body's affair " (Hamanu).
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sition, ver. 37, it follows more particularly:

they lived in earthly enjoyments,* plans and
projects (Luke xvii. 28), carried on merchan-
dise, planting, building, as looking forward to

a secure future—and cared not, or knew not,

what was hanging over them, because, although
it was indeed foretold to them, j

ret the day
and the hour had not expressly been revealed.

So shall also the napovdia. of the Son of Man
be—now with a return to the more general

expression, ver. 27, although in the first place,

ver. 30 is meant. For, Christ is showing the
similarity of all judgments ; and in Jerusalem,
oven to the last moment, a blind security pre-

vailed to a fearful extent. See here, at the
same time, the reason why the wisdom of God
reserves the day in his own power : in order
that the righteous separation may be manifest
between those who despise his word, and those
who do not. It is, moreover, easy to under-
stand how this security is not inconsistent

with that fear, Luke, vers. 25, 26. They say :

It is peace ! and act outwardly as if it were so

;

but in their hearts and consciences the pangs
of travail for the judgment are preparing them-
selves (1 Thess. v. 3). (Surgit amari aliquid,

quod in ipsis floribus angit.)

Luke, having already at an earlier place re-

corded these words of Christ, now gives instead

of them, vers. 34-30, another conclusion of

the discourse: this may perhaps be intended
to express the essential import of Matt. vers.

43-51, but it may also be an actual supple-

ment of words originally spoken by our Lord.
KpaindXt] xai /.ieOtj is, it is true, not precise-

ly eating and drinking excessively, yet it is a

general expression for all that indulgence in

bodily and earthly enjoyments which clogs the
heart and stupifies the .inner man. This, how-
ever, is again a further warning figure for

every sort of intoxication which may be op-

posed to sobriety and being filled with the
Spirit (Rom. xiii. 13; Eph. v. 18 ; 2 Thess. v.

0, 7 ; 1 Pet iv. 7, 8)—even were it the most
refined seemingly spiritual, yet sensuous intox-

"ication in poetry, art, or the like. The jue'pi-

jxvai ftiooriKocL or "cares of this life" are

only the other side of the same earthly mind
;

the two are essentially one and inseparable.

Atcpi'iSioS iTtitiry, come unaware*, finds its lit-

eral echo again at 1 Thess. v. 3
;
just as the

praying always enjoined by Paul, ver. 17 (as in

1 Pet. iv. 8), points back to this discourse of

our Lord. "As a snare on all them that dwell

on the earth"—reminds us of Isa. xxiv. 17;

and the dwelling upon the earth again indi-

cates the earthly character and mind, as fre-

quently in the. Apocalypse. " That ye may
be accounted worthy ;" as was said at Luke xx
35, and as the apostle again repeats at 2 Thess.

i. 5. Accounted worthy to escape—this points

* They drank—wine also before the flood 1 The
parallels, Matt. ver. 49 and Luke ver. 34, leave us

to suppose this. We at least read in Gen. ix. 20,

nothing of a first introduction of the vine, this " sec-

ond tree of the knowledge of good arid evil "—and
Matt. xxvi. 29 shows us on the new earth what was
therefore also from the beginning.

back to the first fleeing from the judgment of

Jerusalem (Luke ver. 21 ; Matt. ver. 16) in the
grand and significant unit}1 of the whole ; it

is likewise, however, one of the manifest dis-

tinctions between the two, and is meant to say,

In that second calamity it will no longer be
possible thus to escape to the mountain, to a

Pella ! Finally, " to stand before the Son of

Man"— first of all, to stand as one escaped
from the judgment, saved from the wrath and
judgment (Rev. vi. 17 ; Psa. lxxvi. 7 ; Nah. i.

6); but, then, at the same time, as the highest

and last thing of which we can be made or

thought worthy, viz., as heirs of his kingdom
to stand before his face (Rev. xxii. 3, 4).

Verses 40, 41. With the twice repeated dec-

laration, So also shall the coming of the Son
of Man be ! and the glance back to its earliest

type, Christ now makes all his disclosures

(which after all reach further and contain far

more than we understand) lead hack to the gen-

eral warning, Beware I With this he began all,

and with this he will end all ; the advance
made, however, from the first to the second
consists in this, that the first warning, viz., the

end cometh not yet, so soon ! is now changed
into the opposite, Christ cometh unexpectedly,
he always ready! This seeming contrast, in

which when rightly understood there is perfect

harmony, and which offers much material for

thought, belongs also to the wondrously pro-

found plan of the discourse; and so in like

manner the contrast, thus sublimely harmon-
ized only in the discourses of Christ, between
the abstract and the concrete in the depths
of all truth—here between the authoritative

announcements, grasping the future as a present

reality, and the simplest most condescending
tone of instruction in closely connecting para-

bles. Only read and hear the whole again

from ver. 5 onwards, in order to feel how sub-
lime beyond comparison, with what mildness
in the midst of majesty, with what a holy play

of imperturbably tranquil wisdom in the midst
of world-judging severity, the prophetical dis-

course now passes into the parabolical. The
first transaction is formed by the two sentences

in vers. 40, 41, which still connect themselves
with the foregoing prophecy, and yet are al-

ready spoken in the admonishing form of the

parable. The two in the field and two at the
mill arc not selected in order to indicate that
common people also shall be worthy of the
kingdom (as Grotius thinks), or that nothing
depends on worldly rank or position (as Brnune
arbitrarily finds only the masters in the field,

the slaves at the mill), or even (what is quite
self-evident) that nothing depends on sex,

man or woman ; but the whole is meant first

of all prophetically to say, that when the work
of life is going on, ver. 38, the separating judg-

ment will break in. Then this separation is

portrayed as breaking through all human fellow-

ship: the foolish person relied upon his out-

ward and earthly fellowship with the wise,

and thought himself as secure as his com-
panion. (Luke xvii. 34, still more strongly

the two in one bed who are the same night
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separated.) It is also thereby hinted, that

tbose who arc worthy of the kingdom, with
all their internal readiness in watching and
praying, yet do not idly separate themselves

from the business and order of life. In the

parabolical sense, however, they are at the
same time time male and female laborers in

the service of Christ, who do not all stand
before him—as a transition to the parables of

the servants (and virgins). Finally, it is not
to be mistaken, that the description in its

antithesis to vers. 16-18 denotes quite differ-

ent relations: the " being taken " is more than
the fleeing there ; but the " being left,

" is also,

on the other, hand, not yet that which, in the
following chapter, the last scene before the
judgment-throne of the King will announce.

Verses 42—44. There is now a return from
the third person to the direct address : because,

according to ver. 36, no one can be sure at any
time whatsoever that the Lord will not come
to him ; because at all events every human life

has its last day at death, its judgment already
very closely connected with the last judgment.
The not-knowing stands in each of these three
verses, while in the midst (ver. 43) is the true
yivoa6xEiv or knowing. Christ comes to his

people as their Lord, to the unfaithful and
secure as a thief in the night (Obad. 5 ; Rev. iii.

3, xvi. 15) ; to both as the Son of Man. Our
Lord has already, Luke xii. 39, 40. spoken of

his coming as a thief in the same words ;*

and the same figure recurs at last in the
Apocalypse. So his Spirit very fully com-
ments upon this saying by the apostle at

1 Thess. v. 1-10 : comp. there ver. 7 with Matt,
ver. 49.

FIRST PARABLE : THE FAITHFUL AND WISE
SERVANT.

(Matt. xxiv. 45-51 ; Mark xiii. 34-37; [Luke
xii. 42-46].)

"We are now to consider the first of the three

parables which follow in full, forming in Mat-
thew the continuation of the discourse. Para-

bles like the first and third, according to Luke,
our Lord had already spoken ; but, as we in sim-
plicity believe on the authority of Matthew,
ho now at the end repeats them with special

significance. His last discourses recorded by
John before the esoteric words spoken to his

disciples are, in a great measure, references to
what he has already spoken, as if he would
now graciously and emphatically say, Behold,
I have told it to you, remember it ! (see Luke
xii., especially the connection with vers. 31-35
before).

This parable of the faithful and wise servant

applies, as we may easily see, chiefly to the

* Compare there ver. 33, as in the Sermon on
the Mount; from which we may see what the
Judge, as a thief in the night, will suddenly take
away.

official servants of Christ in his house or bin

Church
;
yet, at the same time, it is meant

(like that of the laborers in the vineyard) for

all Christians in common, as afterwards at

chap. xxv. 14-30 still more plainly appears.

Firstof all are described the official commission,
faithfulness, and reward of the good and true
servant (vers. 45-47) ; in order then to place

in opposition to him the bad servant, in his

false wisdom, or wicked folly (ver. 48), his un-
faithful conduct, ver. 49, his terrible recom-
pense from the Lord, who comes urexpectedly
upon him with the punishment, vers. 50, 51.

Verses 45—47. Who is this faithful and wise

servant whom I will now describe ! Thus
does Christ ask, to awaken and admonish ; so

that each one may ask himself, Is it I ? does

this picture answer to me ? At the same flime

the question signifies what Luther, on Luke
xii.. has rightly paraphrased thus: "What a

great thing it is to find such a servant ! Will
many such be found when Christ cometh 1

"

In Luke the office was still more especially

denoted by oinovojitos, "steward," as also the

burning lights and marriage, vers. 35, 36—al-

ready a general anticipation of the parable

of the virgins, which at last appears as a
separate parable. All such affinity in the man-
ifold discourses of Christ, at different times,

is far more naturally explained on the supposi-

tion that he actually thus manifoldly yet har-

moniously spake, than by the now favorite

supposition of a confused arrangement on the

part of the Evangelists. Faithful and wise:

the first stands before the other, because the

true wisdom of the heart that looks simply to

the one thing (Luke ver. 34) proceeds from

faithfulness, and is one with it. Yet so far as

this is still wanting in us, we may on the other

hand be incited to faithfulness at least from
considerations of prudence ; this salutary fear

Christ will warningly and condescendingly

recommend to us, at all events beside the love

which indeed alone would be the entire faith-

fulness. He knows wel! the weakness which,

even to the end, needs both the alluring and
threatening presentation of reward or judg-

ment ; and he requires not the proud self-

deception of the amour pur. The meat which

the steward, placed over the domestic servants,

is to give out, is his word for his servants ; all

labor of love towards the brethren, according

to the talent of grace intrusted to him, which
is to be profitably employed for the good of

all. The article, rt)v rpoqn)v, " his [the]

meat," means here the same which, in Luke
xii., is called to diro/nsrpiov, " their portion

of meat;" and points to the opOorojuelv,

"rightly dividing," 2 Tim. ii. 15, in its full

signification: To every one his due, undimin-

ished and unadulterated, wisely and faithfully,

according to need and right.* The Iv ncxipcp,

beside it, has the like twofold signification : at

the just and fitting season, so that it be neither

neglectfully withheld nor inconsiderately given

* Roos : He is not to shake out of his school- bag
whatever may happen to be in it.
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In ov«r-abundance. Whom the Lord finds so

doing he pronounces blessed: first of all, be-

cause he is already blessed in his deed (James
i. 25)—then because it is a new blessedness to

him so tobe/oMwr/of his Lord—finally, the Lord
promises to him a high promotion front a l\i\v

things to many tilings (chap. XXV. 21, coinp.

1 Tim. iii. 13); nay, he here already says inure

than afterwards (here again the difference be-

tween the intermediate and final decision is

intended to appear), inasmuch as every such
servant is set over all the goods of his lord !

(See the gradation of the promises, Rev. ii. 2G,

iii. 21, on to xxi. 7.) Here, therefore, there is

a glance forward to the last, highest reward;
just as in the antithesis, ver. 51, the punish-
ment already points beyond the being merely
left without, vers. 40, 41, chap. xxv. 11, 12.

For, the intermediate sentence upon the ser-

vants at the appearing of the kingdom stands
already in close connection with the final and
eternal one.

Verses 48—51. Here we are given to un-
derstand that by all means a xP° yi££ty or de-

lay is to be expected, as in chap. xxv. 5 ; comp.
Hab. ii. 3. What the preacher, Eccles. viii.

11, laments as alas'! the prevalent experience;
what, even in the poem of old Homer, is

shadowed forth by the unexpected return of

Ulysses ; happens in the case of eoery other bad
servant, whom Christ at once puts in opposi-

tion to the former as a well-known person

—

not asking now beforehand, Who is this '? The
examples of such are not rare. It is to be ob-
served, moreover, that he also is a servant,

placed in the same office, who still knows and
presumes to say, My Lord—as he said in the
good beginning of his faith and love. He also

presumes not, with the mockers, altogether to

deny the return of the Lord ; at first he even
says only in his heart, It will yet be a Ions;

time ! If such folly, however, has once found
place in the unfaithful heart, there will then
soon follow the outbreak of wicked conduct-;

he begins, with an evil falling away, after the
good beginning has ceased, to conduct himself
ever more improperly; from the first begin-

nings of evil a more rapid advance is then
made, because the evil element was already in

these beginnings. The first and most imme-
diate outbreak of pride and selfishness is the
beating of the inferior servants, who yet before

the Lord are his fellow-servants ;
/. e.. he plays

the lord politely and mannerly ac first, but
soon more roughly, with quarrelsome contro-
versy, with assumed lordship, becomes a priest

and pope as much as he can, causes dissension

by violence and injustice, by the unconsciona-

ble abuse of the power and calling committed
to him. This leads him ever deeper into sin

;

until, although calling himself a servant of the
Lord, and confessing his name, he yet eats and
drinks with the drunken, the secure of the

world (ver. 35) ; whether it be in grossly overt
act, or, as Christ says at last, with the hypo-

crites. Woe to him when the Lord suddenly
comes ! His severe judgment is denoted in the
words Sixorofii}6ei avrov—an expression into '

which many, as Grotius,* artificially insert the
milder signification : He will, at the division

of his house and house-servants, in the separa-

tion between the faithful and unfaithful, cut

him. off, and separate him—to this the uspoS
^ifOF.i, will assign him. a part, that follows, cor-

responds only in appearance. For, Sixoro/ueiv

along with the avrov can only mean to cut

asunder (as the animal to be sacrificed, Exod.
xxix. 17, Sept.) ; therefore for men that dread-
ful punishment in ancient times corresponding
to our " quartering," which occurs Dan. ii. 5,

iii. 29, in the Chaldee, as also Susanna ver. 59
(dxidsi uadov), and which we find frequently

in Greek and Roman writers.j This, then, re-

mains a dreadful figure; in the background
already a type and beginning of that punish-
ment which, laying open the evil intents of

the heart (Heb. iv. 12), puts its victim into

the everlasting contradiction of dying, and yet
not dying, misery : first of all, in reference to

the coming of the Lord here meant, it is a de-

signation of the judgment which suddenly re-

moves the unfaithful servant, casts him down
from on high, and brings him thoroughly into

disgrace.

J

Mark, chap. xiii. 34-37, gives a short abridg-
ment of Matt. xxiv. 43, with the two parables

of the servants, xxiv. 45-51, and x<v. 14 ; and in

this instance it is plainly seen to be such a

summary of the main import. (See the con-

clusion of Mark's Gospel, chap, xvi., which
sums up in the same way. Hence he has
av0pa>7ro5 dnoSrjuoi, as Matt. xxv. 14, av-
0/jcj/ToS aTto8ijno5y, and the servants in the
plural.) The rest is easily understood without
special interpretation ; save that the porter or

door-keeper who is expressly named, and the
four night-watches, are only a further filling up
of the picture in this simple representation,

which gives prominence only to the watching
and nut sleeping (even with a slight echo of the

parable of the virgins). We have, therefore,

in this instance hardly to interpret the porter

separately ; at all events, he ranks with the
servants who are admonished to watch, and
denotes at the same time the duty of every
one in the place that belongs to him, also as

door-keeper, to give attentive heed to the com-
ing of the Lord, as well as to whatever else

might come. Or, if " to every one his work"
was alotted, might the porter perhaps be en-
trusted with that which pertained to the en-

tering into and departing from the Church,

*Even ZHler, in the Monatsblatt : "There will

be a judicial division ami separation such as ad-
mits of no middle patty !"

t In both one and the same, for example : Hero-
dotus, of Pythius, who was cut asunder at the com-
mand of Xeix<*s, so that the two halves were laid

on the way ; Horace, Sat. i. 1, 100, " securi divisit

medium."

4: Only it does not mean " the divisions by which
the ministerial office loses its an'hority and power,
falls asunder into dead parts " (Lange). Fortius
servant is not a collective designation of the office,

but an individual of a class very common.
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with the power to admit ?* Since, however,
in the explanation, such an office is not distin-

guished from the office, properly speaking, of

giving meat, we rather recognize in Mark only

a variation resulting from a further extension

of the picture. With such unity of the funda-

mental ideas, showing itself remarkably even
in the strongest deviations from the literal

word of Christ, we will therefore in simplicity

hoar his Holy Spirit (who actually watches
for all servants, and admonishes to watch

;

who in John x. 3, in another reference is call-

ed the porter) when he utters aloud the last

word : What I say unto you, I say unto all,

Watch !

second parable: the wise virgins.

(Matt. 1-13.)

The wisdom in the former parable connected
with faithfulness is now specially represented;
as, immediately after, in tho following para-

ble, the faithfulness by itself. Already, in

Luke xvi. 8-12, both were connected in such a

manner that Christ exhorted to faithfulness

at least from considerations of wisdom or pru-
dence ; so that men should not eternally per-

ish from want, but in the time of reckoning
might know whither to go. Here, however,
the wisdom of the virgins, penetrating deeper
and disclosing the heart, is so viewed that all

management of goods entrusted, all active per-

formance of work committed, falls into the
background, as compared with the state of the
heart—the wisdom of going out to meet the
Bridegroom, waiting for him, watching with a

patient zeal, which has regard alone and en-
tirely to his marriage. Thus does this middle
parable stand significantly between the two
others ; and shows us the wisdom, as it not
merely leads to faithfulness, but also proceeds
from faithfulness, and is one with it. If ver.

13, at the conclusion (where the more extend-
ed reading also corresponds to the sense), as

the link of transition to the following parable,

sums up what was said in chap. xxiv. 42, 36

—

so in ver. 10 ai eroijiioi brings into prominence
the retrospect to ver. 44: the readiness is the
watching and waiting of the heart for him,
which is represented in the burning of the dil-

igently and carefully trimmed and tended
lamps

;
just as in the same lamp there appears

again, at the same time, the effect of the wise
faithfulness, the life and actings of faith, which
are in that case certainly not wanting. Final-
ly, however, and this is of great importance
for the understanding of the parable, the fool-
ish virgins receive by no means so severe a
punishment as the wicked and unprofitable ser-
vant, but are merely in this instance shut out,

as having come too late ; this wisdom or folly

*In which sense Braune then explains it of the
preacher who baptizes and confirms, the teacher
who conducts through the school

is therefore not quite one and the same with
that described at Matt. vii. 24-27, in so far as
both parties in this parable are virgins. Again,
the wise virgins are also not commended, as the
servants were, on account of their work ; the
going in to the marriage says here enough.
Verses 1, 2. So far Olshausen has rightly

seen, that these virgins denote rather the
passive love to Christ, as the servants rather
the active employment in his service ; and
that this distinction represents itself in differ-

ent persons, according to the type of John
and Peter, Mary and Martha. But we would
lay a stronger emphasis upon what he has mere-
ly noticed as the principal sense, which only
includes the former application; namely, that
virgins and servants are the same persons view-
ed under different aspects. The internal aspect,

that namely of the disposition of heart which
lies at the foundation, remains, in all, the pas-

sive watching and waiting of the attached heart

;

the outer side, on the other hand, which appears
in the revelation made by the separating
judgment is the exercise and profitable em-
ployment by the servants of the power and
gifts which they have received. The many-
sidedness, resembling the play of colors in a
diamond, which is specially characteristic of

this last trilogy of parables—in which, at the
conclusion of the discourses the parabolic wis-
dom of Christ finds its consummation*—is

meant to say and hint much on all sides, and
is far from being exhausted by a single acknow-
ledged reference. Thus has our Lord (as C. H.
Rieger rightly sees) first of all, in chap. xxiv.

vers. 38, 39, announced the general security of
the great mass, such as he will find at his com-
ing; then in vers. 45-51 chiefly the corrup-

tion and falling away of those who are teachers

in his Church ; now, however, he predicts also

the becoming remiss and remaining behind of

the noblest souls, who have joined themselves to

the bride. Yet this also is only an accom-
panying accessor}*

- sense; for the ten virgins

comprehend the entire Church of Christ, ac-

tually entered upon its divine calling. Then
shall tin kingdom of heaven be like—when the
Lord and Bridegroom comes ; the state of this

Church, which is called to him as bride, will

manifest that not all who belong"to it have in

entire faithfulness wisely prepared themselves.

Therefore more exactly : first the state of the
world in general ; then the state of the out-

ward Church in which the evil servants create

disturbance and confusion; finally, even the

divided state of the inner true Church. For,

the foolish virgins, who remain without, are

by no means one and the same with the evil

servants who are cut asunder. The kingdom

of heaven: the collective company of those

in whom it more or less subsists upon earth,

who know that they are called thereto and
wait for its appearing. Ten is in general tho

* Which only unfold their entire meaning in their

connection ; therefore, even on this account, it is

certain that it is not merely the Evangelist who has

thus put them together.
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number denoting completeness (as also- in the

ten servants, Luke xix. 13) ; according to the

Jewish ordinance ten persons formed a Pass-

over-family; then also a Church, assembly or

^Hp ; in like manner, at a marriage, at least

ten bridesmaids were appointed. Therefore

these ten together are the Church ; their re-

lation to the hride in this marriage is precisely

such as was said already, at chap, xxii., of the

guests. Every Church which belongs to the

great Church is also, on its part, a virgin pre-

sented to Christ (2 Cor. xi. 2). Accordingly,

it may be supposed that, besides the appli-

cation to individual souls, which retains its

truth in the first place, there are indicated in

the prophetic background of the tots ojlioico-

07J6srai, " then shall be likened " (in which

may lie many things now unknown) different

chwehes, whose predominant character in their

relation to Christ (as in those in the Apoca-

lypse) will at least so represent itself.* Fi-

nally, when we look back to Psa. xlv. 14, 15,

understood in a different way certainly from

that of the current exegesis, it may appear

that the bride, in the most proper sense, is

Israel at last restorer! ; while these virgins

are the nations joined to it, i. e., churches out

of the heathen world.

Something to this effect is probably meant by
the reading (not to be despised when viewed

ac least as bearing witness to an earlier inter-

pretation), which adds in ver. 1 :
" to meet the

bridegroom and the bridc"f In the parable this

signifies, first of all, that they betook them-
selves to the house of the bride, there, as be-

longing to her, to wait until they were brought

away by the bridegroom. For such was the

custom which lies at the foundation of the en-

tire parable; late in the evening, not indeed

till the night, the bridegroom came with his

friends (see on Matt. ix. 15) to conduct the

bride with her virgins in the festal procession

with torches to the nuptial supper. This, in

its entire scope and aim, is what is meant al-

ready by the eiS /xitdvrt]6iv rov vv/icpiov,

"to meet the bridegroom," that thej' go out

from their houses in order to assemble around
the bride ; this first going out is by no means
a prolepsis of the subsequent one at ver. 6, as

if it where only meant here. They would go

out to meet him, they made preparation for

this ; but they were in the house of the bride,

where the ocTta.vTij6ii ("meeting") or pre-

paration, the waiting for the coming one, took

* Yet we are not to take this sense, which ap-

plies to collective bodies, congregations, churches,

also peoples and nationalities, as the plain, first and

direct sense ; though many do so (comp. Zeller's

Mtnatfbl. 1837, No. 10) on the ground that pro-

phets and apostles (2 Cor. xi. 2) always useth<* word

virgin only in this sense. Here in the parable of

Christ, all that is said of the virgins applies undeni-

ably in the first place to individual persons, and

only in comparison with them to collective bodies.

T^ot merely in the strongly interpolated Cod. D.,

but also in the Vulg. sponso et sponsce ; even the sig-

nificant Peshito xrtai wnn mix!?.

place.* And when now he came, it was said

again differently, Go ye out to meet him ! But
what is the signification of all these ciicum-

stances ? The first going out is the going out

from the world and from self, whereby they
become virgins belonging to the bride ; the

second is the last joyous readiness which meets
the coming of the Lord. Whether precisely

that going out from Babylon required by many,
in particular " out of a false Babylonish union "

(as the cry is now, with which Father Zeller

almost agrees)—we leave entirely aside ; the

text contains nothing of this, and is rather,

according to chap. xxiv. 26, to be kept free

from all such outward dealing with its profound

meaning. This, however, is further to be well

observed, that both parties are virgins before

Christ, not merely before the world ; there is

among them no hypocrite or harlot (who would
be quite out of keeping with such a company)

;

they all go out, all go to meet him ; and that

not as the present time drives us all, even the

strangers and harlots without, against their will

towards the coming One, but with a good foun-

dation and beginning of their own will, faith,

and mind turned to the Bridegroom. Both
parties expect—a better state of the world ?

That is not enough. They go out to meet not

a pseudo-Messiah of the political kingdom of

heaven, as at the present the Jews who cry for

emancipation in order to unite with Christen-

dom without Christ—not "the ideal bride-

groom, who at length celebrates his nuptial

festival upon earth in a purified system of doc-

trine, and in general virtue "—but as it simply
stands in the text, the Brirteawom, the true

and genuine Bridegroom. We cannot, there-

fore, in this instance agree with Von. Meyer's
interpretation of the parable (Blattrr fur lid-

here Wahrh. vii. 247), which indeed, in the
extended application, expresses much that is

profound, striking, and in itself true, but
which, by a false exegesis, departs from the
essentially narrower fundamental sense of the -

whole. These Christians and Christian socie-

ties are virgins: in order to this it is not
enough that they "do not stand in an atti-

tude of rebellion against the one true God,
which the Scripture calls adultery, and that

they all outwardly maintain a virtuous walk,

or even, at least, preach it "—but they are

also not disloyal to Christ, the Lord and Head
of h is Church, the Bridegroom. For even that

wicked servant, the hypocrite, said, "My
Lord "—but these virgins are completely par-

allel with those who, afterwards at ver. 24,

are called his own servants, each of whom ac-

tually received and took his talent of grace
from the Lord, and did not throw it away, but
only did not faithfully and diligently enough
traffic with it. Nothing is here said of Chris-

tians or Christian Churches which are fallen

away; these, however much or little they
may still retain of his name and confession,

yet, before the Lord, belong to the heathen

* They did not, therefore, fall asleep by the way
in the street.
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and the children of this world. Therefore

the foolish virgins are certainly not those who
"demean themselves sentimentally towards

him who calls himself the Bridegroom of the

Church and of the soul; whose love to him

and desire for union with him is likewise idol-

atry, Jesulatry." Not those who inwardly

pay homage to " Astarte together with Baal,

the moon-goddess of false philosophy, who
therefore neither practically nor theoretically

bear with justice the name of virgins "—these
are just on this account not foolish virgins, for

Christ gives the name to them not without

justice. But they are those who on the whole

have continued in the true doctrine ; and, still

more, have not merely the knowledge of Christ,

but also a waiting and preparation for him in

its beginning; who have also lamps burning

with the oil of the Spirit, an inner life kindled

from above. One may work diligently as a

servant or maid in the field and at the mill,

without the perverseness of the evil servant,

and yet not even be a foolish virgin: this

name always signifies much, although of course

it does not apply to the foolish ones in the

entire unmixed emphasis with which it is used

in Rev. xiv. 4. The article (xai ai itsvre

uoopcxi) now, in the first instance, brings for-

ward these foolish ones as a warning principal

figure in the parable: but it is meant thereby,

at the same time to say : Even of the ten

virgins there were only five wise, the other fiw
were, also, all foolish ! Whether in this equal

number a precisely corresponding truth is to

be sought is a question to which we venture,

with Pfenninger, to answer: "One would
almost think so."

Verses 3, 4. That the Xa/niraSeS do not

signify " lamps," as we are accustomed to un-

derstand the term, but the ancient torches,

chiefly marriage torches, which at the same

time were lamps,* we indeed believe ; although

we do not hold it to be decided or important.

At all events we admit that Winer is right in

maintaining that Jahn unjustly applies to our

parable the later custom of bearing wooden
staves with a vessel of oil above. And what

is very important, the dyyelcc, " vessels," are

certainly not these bowls of oil which were on

the torches themselves ; but (as the parallel

aura? J', of the vessels and lamps, and the p.erd

shows) a special supply by way of precaution,

so as to be able to fill again : to erase this from

the picture, is to take away the principal fea-

ture. The virgins have all not merely lamps,

all too have oil in their lamps, so that these

burn for the present. Consequently, the an-

cient interpretation (combated by Calvin)

which finds here only the empty appearance
;

as well as the ordinary preaching, founded

upon that interpretation, concerning dead
faith, lamps without oil, or even without
flame, is a perversion of this text, and passes

by the warning of Christ, which reaches much

* So that the bowl of oil with the wick was some-

how fastened to the stick above.

deeper.* Again: foolish virgins are not T^po-
crites or false Christians, who have the form
of godliness altogether without, the substance—not " such as carry in their hands only the
hollow, dry vessel of their selfishness." For,

their lamps also burn; nay they burn long,

even to the last late moment ; and were there-

fore perhaps at first so copiously filled that,

for this reason, no further stock seemed to be
necessary. They thought, " It burns at first,

and that clearly enough ; so that it will cer-

tainly suffice." litre lies the critical point of

difference, and no where else ; Calvin hits the

point when he says :
" In eo vertitur summa

parabola;, quod non satis est ad officium semel

accmctos fnisse et paratos, nisi ad finem usque
duremus." (Compare in general Luke xiii. 24.)

What are the lamps? The hearts that are

turned towards, prepared for, awaiting the
heavenly treasure, the joyful supper, the king

of the feast, the Bridegroom. They burn with
the flame of spiritual life, illuminated and kin-

dled by God. Oil also is not altogether wait-

ing to the foolish virgins ; their lamps have
rather such an abundant measure of it that

they have become secure : according to the

general symbology of the Scripture, this is the

Holy Spirit who nourishes the flame of life in

the heart, which without him holds merely a

dry, extinguished wick in the bowl. And now.
what are the special vessels in addition ; and
the supply of oil in them over and j^bove what
consumes itself in the lamp, from one moment
to the other ? We may speak of this with all

kinds of words, if we only mean, understand,

and hold the secret thing which it is hard to

put into words. Von Meyer's note, " Under-
stand here the right measure of faith, the in-

ward anointing of the Spirit, the true wisdom "

—is, we think, so far right ; but not the further

antithesis, "as opposed to outward ecclesias-

tical or moral character," etc. For the lamp
of the foolish virgins, which burns even to the

last, is more than this outward character;

thus the warning would fail to hit precisely

those who are warned, who joyfully say, My
lamp burns indeed most brightly ! If the

lamp is my heart, as before said, then the ves-

sel containing the additional supply is my
whole remaining personality, body, soul, and

spirit (2 Cor. iv. 7), which also must be well

furnished with oil, sanctified throughout; in

order that from thence a constant influx may

* As in a certain sermon, for example, it is ex"

pressed thus :
" Who cany the lamp of Christianity

in their hands, but the light is wanting !" So Los-

sel's Fisher (1845, No. 47) says against the text.

" They have only the dry lamp !" In that case

Christ would certainly not have put five against

five, or ten against ten. We cannot understand

how Jul. Mullet- {Deutsche Zeitschr. 1850, p. 32) can

think the ancient interpretation, that the burning

lamps without a supply of oil are the " outward
#

profession," to he " more natural." Assuredly, tho

lamps are not merely " forms of faith "—these vir-

gins of the Bridegroom are not merely " dead

members of the Church, destitute of the Spirit," as

even Lange enigmatically maintains.
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come into the weak heart, in which the oil

burns itself away by the flame. The taking

the oil with them in the vessels, prudently col-

lecting it and laying it up, corresponds in a

certain measure to the faithful trading and

making profit on the part of the servants after-

wards, as oil and flame are what is given by
the Lord ; those and those only take oil with

them who allow more to be given to them ever

anew in addition to, and besides, that which
they have ; who toatch so that their flame may
not go out, so as to give diligence to make
their calling and election sure (2 Pet. i. 10).

Their lamp goes not out even during the night

(Prov. xxxi. 18). The five wise virgins, in the

simplicity which did not thus severely test

their companions, have not known and admon-
ished the foolish ones ; but the coming of the

Lord will discover them, and put them to

shame. " We must call it virgin fully, folly of

the children of light in their generation, when
believing souls let themselves be satisfied with

the first tasting of the good word of God, and
the powers of the world to come ; when they
deem it sufficient to possess within them some
light, and some fire of love for to-day, but are

regardless of more abundant gain, in order to

the strengthening and growth of their inward
man" (Feldhoff).

Verses 5—7. That the bridegroom will de-

lay, and let himself be waited for longer than

was at first thought, Christ now says openly,

as in chap. xxiv. 48 he had already hinted at

this ; the error of the virgins now, however,

was the opposite of the thoughts of that evil

servant. He thought, My lord cometh not for

a long time yet ! But these, The bridegroom
will certainly not let us wait long for him !

Thus those who expected him too soon, and

those who expected him too late, fall both into

a nearly similar fate, when now he comes to

both unexpectedly.* They were wrrong in

their calculation; he remained away when the

lamps burned most brightly, and when everjr

footstep was joyfully listened to: this, alas! had
an ill effect upon the entire Church of the faith-

ful, and yet was necessary as a trial in order

to their separation. They all became drowsy,
all even actually slept, not excepting the wise

;

that is indeed the true midnight, when those

also who should be watching are asleep. Wes-
ley in vain tries to escape by the false render-

ing: they were all "easy and quiet," the wise

enjoyed a true, the foolish a false peace !

True, if it were said—The one part slept

through carelessness, the other through confi-

dence in their preparation—there lies in this

a truth, but yet the sleeping of the wise vir-

gins remains aweakness. "This is the last trial

of the virgins, in which they could not stand

of themselves. Yet we see that the wise vir-

gins are kept also during their slumbering, and

* Zeller : The delay was not objective, it was no

delay on the part of the Bridegroom, who wisely

allows the night of judgments to come beforehand
;

it was only subjectively, in the opinion of the vir-

gins, a delay. How are the pleasant and speedy
expectations of marriage then deceived

!

their oil-vessels no one dare take from them
;

Christ watches over them with his compas-

sion, the keeper of Israel slumbers not nor

sleeps" (Von Meyer). Their weakness is not

judged so as to make them ashamed; for

" there certainly remains a difference between
the sleep of the wise, and that of the foolish

virgins "—as Lisco says, and Cant. v. 2 shad-

ows forth. Rightly and simply the Berlenburg

Bible says: " They were also not without na-

ture. But they knew that a drowsiness was
in their nature, and therefore provided them-
selves well with oil, so that all notwithstand-

ing would be ready
;
just as people are wont

in the night to keep the tinder-box and every

thing in readiness, whereby they may at once

strike a light." They had perhaps, just be-

fore, paid attention to their lamps, and given

them a copious supply of oil (which almost fol-

lows from ver. 9, where their vessels also have

no more left) ; while the foolish, already care-

lessly slumbering, no longer observed the good

example of the wise, so as to be reminded of

their duty. Therefore the readiness of the

wise virgins is reckoned to them as an entire

watching, notwithstanding the intervening

slumber; for a man watches as much as he can

when he has made provision for the possibility

of his sleeping.

He who comes as a thief, comes at the same
time as the bridegroom ; ever in the night, at

an hour when one thinks not. But whence
now is the try of his coming (comp. in another

reference, 1 Thess. iv. 10), since all are asleep?

Christ here actually hints that, although the

general predominating state may be called a

sleeping, he will yet graciously see to there

being individual watchers on the walls of Jeru-

salem (Tsa. lxii. 5-7), who sleep not. It will

not suffice to understand merely " the Holy
Ghost ;" because he must still have human
heralds. This voice says plainly, The Biicle-

groom ! and that with a Behold ! before he ac-

tually cometh, ver. 10.* Upon this awakening

call the virgins again all rise up, there is a

great general commotion among all " believ-

ers ;" they even all trim their lamps, every

one as well as he can f The foolish, there.

fore, begin again to become toiss ; they were
never deficient in the knowledge how the

Bridegroom is to be received, and the will is

present with them—ah, how gladly would they

be in the same case with the others ! But the

cleaning of the wick alone! will not avail,

if at the decisive hour there begins to be a

want of oil.

Verses 8, 9. How sad at this hour to hear,

in common with the others, as a virgin called

and come thus far to meet the Bridegroom,

that now the Bridegioom comes—to arise with

* We have nlipady before expressed our opinion

as to how far Olshnusen is justified in calling to

mind here the SvpcnpoS, Mark xiii. 34.

f The rest of the world and pseudo-Christendom

sleep quietly on.

% Or, besides, '' arranging the garlands around

the lamps," as Braune ingeniously adds.
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them in the first moment of joy, when every

door flies open—to take the yet burning lamp

in good confidence, to begin to trim it for the

festal reception—and now, even now in the

moment which is to bring the fruit and reward
of all the previous waiting and preparing, sud-

denly to perceive with horror that the lamp
is gone out ! Yes, if the Lord would but come
at once to fetch us, when our lamp is first

lighted, when the first love burns most bright-

ly and ardently ! But he will delay, and then

surprise us. Now, thou prayest fervently, O
my soul ; be not weary, so that he may find

thee watching and praying! Now, the flame

burns ; but consider that the good oil also is

thereby being consumed, and have a care for

the supply, that thou may est have when it is

needed. What is necessary is not merely at

the outset to love his appearing, and after-

wards to be content ; but wait and hasten with
all earnestness to meet his coming. The deci-

sive moment at the last (ver. 8) makes the

great want manifest, the ground of which was
already present in the folly from the first.

Then, indeed, in the extremity, one lays hold

on his next neighbor, and entreats him: Help
me in with you, give me somewhat of your ex-

cellent preparation ! But, then., no soul can

communicate to another ; none can have more
than it needs for itself, to stand with its entire

preparation. " There might not be enough for

us and you"—or /lit} itox a, ''TiK, lest it may not

be sufficient—understand before, " We can
give nothing !" The wise are at once wakened
up. are again truly wise, so as, with good in-

tention, and in true zeal, to .avoid all delay.*

They direct them rather to the traders or sel-

lers of oil, if they may yet find time for this.

Is this an idle feature in the picture, and with-
out significance ? Hardly so, and just because
it comes thus strikingly into prominence. Is

it a well-meant but false advice, which is here
put by Christ into the mouth of the wise vir-

gins ?f This also contradicts our feeling—still

more, however, to suppose, that it was a mock-
ery of the poor foolish ones from the mouth of

their modest loving associates, as even Luther
says: Thus must it happen, "Justi ridebunt
in interitu impiorum''—or more gently with
Calvin: " Non admonitio est sed exprobratio.
Fuit antehac emendi tempus, quod a vobis neg-
ligi non orpotuit." This is, indeed, alas ! im-
plied, except that those who give the counsel
do not precisely thus mean it. At all events
that remains true which Calvin also goes on to
say: " Prostabat enim tunc oleum venal e ;"

* " Had the wise virgins watched "—says Meyer
well—" they might perhaps have been able to give
a supply to the others." Namely, in the time be-
fore, instead of sleeping

; but then the foolish must
likewise, in order to this, have been watchful and
wise.

f " Why do they not cry to the Bridegroom ?

Why do they run to mm for oil 1" So preaches
Luther on this, and compares Luke xvi. 24 the cry-
ing to Abraham, but he forgets that it is here not a
fully of the foolish but a counsel of the wise.

i. e., there were and are actually traders from
whom this oil may be had. According to Rev.
iii. 18 we can buy pure gold, white raiment,
eye-salve, all that we require for Christ, only
from Christ himself; the sellers here must
therefore indeed be his servants, whom he has
appointed for this, only not exactly as Olshau-
sen strangely enough expresses it

—" the holy
Scripture and its authors." We say, instead

of this : Prophets and apostles, witnesses and
stewards of God, in the most general sense.

(Comp. Rev. xi. 4, according to Zech. iv. 11-14.)

We understand our Lord as meaning, by this

feature of the picture, these two things : first,

for the time of preparation, to direct to the
"hearing and learning and receiving, through
the ordinary means and persons " (according
to Zeller) ;* then, however, to give the warn-
ing that at last to take this course will be very
uncertain, if not impossible. Just as before

there were watchers, although all slept, so

now there are sellers, although as a rule no
one can any longer give to another.f

Verses 10—12. Here lie hid, in general,

prophetic hints which the future alone will

unseal. The time of the marriage is denoted
in Rev. xix. 6-9. The foolish virgins have be-

come wise, and actually go thence to buy ; the

best and only thing the}' can do, certainly bet-

ter than with lamp extinguished to go to meet
the bridegroom. But it is too late; not an
hour, not a minute does the coming one now
wait for those who had had time enough for pre-

paration. So the words appear to run. If, how-
ever, we read quite exactly, it is only said,

And they that icere ready went in with him

—

so in like manner, only, At last came also the

other virgins—they are not said to be five in

number, nay, the rejected ones are not even

now any longer called foolish, because they
went to buy oil. There remains, therefore, a

slight, very concealed, hope that one, perhaps,

of the foolish virgins had recovered in time
what was neglected ;f upon this, however, no
one is to rely, for the coming too late after the

door has been shut is fearful enough. This

sentence is expressed in words which are

meant to bring to mind the Sermon on the
Mount, yet it is not the same. The saying"

* We are not inclined, however, to finli in this

feature of the parable an argument for a special,

nay even a paid, office of teacher in the Church (as

Alford).

f But—buy in good time for another reason.

Before the coming of the Lord " the right good
lamp oil becomes Very rare, the illuminati have
confiscated it for their phosphorus" (Selling's -ff«m-

weh, iv. 438). Similarly ZelW speaks of the gas-

lights of illumination and enlightenment set up from

beneath, which lead many to mistake the night for

the clear day
;
persons thus misled, however, are

outside of the parable.

% One may certainly (as Zeller) understand this

form of expression only to the effect that it is meant
to indicate, how it was not their wisdom but their

readinesn that brought them in. This, however, is

not. enough, because in the entire passage- wise and
readv are reckoned the tame.
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Lord, Lord, of the virgins it not so bad as that

which we find there ; for here they entreat

humbly, there they adjure in an insolent ques-

tion. Also the answer / know you not ! is evi-

dently milder than J never knew you! which
indeed cannot be said to the virgins who at

one time were ready. Therefore also they are

far from receiving the curse which follows af-

terwards at ver. 41 ; not even a sentence such

as the servant, ver. 30, or chap, xxiv. 51. They
are left behind, and are come too late, only for

this time ; which must certainly be always a

source of sorrow to those who already waited

for the Bridegroom. When Stilling says :
" I

think the Bridegroom will let himself be en-

treated when once the sun shines over all

hills "—we agree with him so far as to think

that a further hope as regards the last end
must remain for awakened and pardoned ones,

who are not entirely fallen away ; but protest

against the error which means still more than
this, and which betrays itself behind the ex-

pression, " all hills ;" for chap. xxv. 40 is the
last decision, after which no sunbeam any
longer remains behind the hill. We are also

at one with Feldhoff* in this, that Luke xiii.

25-28 is something different; when the house-

holder is arisen (not as Luke xii. 36), and the

evil-doers covie nut into the kingdom of God. All

these discourses of Chriisv, ..ounding so much
alike that they insensibly mix with each oth-

er, are yet characterized by well-weighed dif-

ferences, which a true prophetic theology may
forecast, and which the fulfillment will clearly

demonstrate. Only we ought preliminarily to

read and acknowledge so much, namely, that
the coming of the Bridegroom, the Lord of the
servants, is not yet the last advent of the
Judge.

THIRD PARABLE: THE FAITHFUL SERVANTS.

(Matt. xxv. 14-30, [Luke xix. 12-27.])

We preachers, almost all of us, do not
enough imitate in our office the highest wis-

dom of our Master ; but are too indolent or too

fastidious to learn from his Spirit the use of

"coelestium similitudines ex humanis," in or-

der to our preaching by parable to the people.

Many pay their tribute, indeed, to the recorded
parables of the Master, but do not themselves
venture a step further on this way ; many
think they have nothing better to do with
these parables than to distil them into a purely
abstract essence, in order that they may be-

come worthy of the pulpit. AVe, ought, in-

deed, to interpret them for ourselves and oth-

ers, with a distinct " that is " for the principal

features in them—this our Master also teaches
as ; but then, it requires the experience ob-

tained through his Spirit to show how parable

* Evanpelische Zeugnisse aim dem Wupperthale (Bar-

men, 1832), in a Sermon from which we have al-

ready quoted.
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and interpretation together open up a sphere

of inexhaustible meaning, of never finished ap-

plication. Such is the wondrous nature of the

parable concerning the kingdom of heaven,

which Christ has drawn forth into light from

the recesses of nature, and the secrets of

human life, precisely where the common eye

sees only what is vulgar and common-place.

What is more common-place than the traffic-

ing and acquiring gain in human commerce,

corresponding to the sowing and reaping in na-

ture (see here ver. 24), the making money,
which is to so many the sole impelling princi-

ple of life ? Christ does not shrink from the

contamination which avarice, selfishness, and
sin had, even at that time, made to cleave to

this ; he is not thereby deterred, but rather

induced, to place in opposition to this earthly

prudence and faithfulness his heavenly coun-

sel, rivetiOE KccAoi xpaitt8,lrai (be ye good

merchants). Already in Luke xix. he had
spoken a similar parable ; but so far are we
from the opinion that Christ can have spoken
this only once, either here or there, that we
rather think he had already spoken before, in

Luke xix. 12, 13, the saying which he here re-

peats shortly before his departure. As in that

place the parable is strictly connected with

the context, ver. 11 and ver. 28, so here it

stands in the same close connection, in order

to explain the prophetical evOsqdS, immediate-

ly, chap. xxiv. 29, by a subsequent ,u£rar XP°-
vov tcoXvv, after a long time (ver. 19). Those
features which are added in the first represent-

ation by Luke—in particular the side glance,

there interwoven and here omitted, at the

judgment on the citizens who would not have

him to reign over them—we shall leave to our

interpretation of that Evangelist. At present

we only consider what, as an explanatory par-

allel, immediately belongs to the second repre-

sentation.

Verses 14, 15. There is something wanting
here to correspond to the oo6it£p, as; and
many, according to chap. xxiv. 37, would sup-

ply ovtooS edrac i) TtapovGi'a rov viov rov
arOpcJ Ttov, so shall the coming of the Son of Man
be—but this goes too far back. The English

Bible more correctly puts : "Fur the kingdom, of

heaven is as a man," etc., for the yeep, for,

points first of all to ver. 1, and, by the con-

necting link in ver. 13, places the faithful ser-

vants immediately parallel with the wise vir-

gins. Therefore it is to be read thus : For the

kingdom of heaven is then farther—to represent

it by another figure—like unto the servants

of a lord, with whom it happened thus. These

servants arc, therefore, now no longer chiefly

such as are placed over churches, as in chap,

xxiv. 45 ; but actually every individual to

whom, on his part, something is entrusted and
committed, out of the gift and grace of Christ.

These are his goods, the spiritual gifts and
possessions of grace purchased by him for his

people, and left behind at his departure. They
are not the earthly possessions of the house-

holder, Luke xvi. 1, which indeed also require

faithful management (and in so far are reck-
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oned a'co to them as servants) ; nor are they

yet the Ttavza rd vndpxorra, " all his

goo'ls," already spoken of in chap. xxiv. 47.

but the small first-fruits of these, as a test of

faithfulness, in order to the recompense of the

whole. It is his property, legitimately acquir-

ed and only distributed by him; and the ser-

vants, whom he calls with the evangelical call-

ing into his kingdom and its service, are there-

by already pre-supposed to be his own servants,

i. «., who have become his in faith (in contra-

distinction to the citizens in Luke who would

not). The departure also of the Saviour, after

his first manifestation, entirely corresponds to

the departure of God at the beginning of the

old covenant, chap. xxi. 33 ; for, " divine pro-

vidence, after it has organized a new plan of

life, lent out new capital, is always followed

by an <x7toST}jueiv, or "going into a far coun-

try," in order to a trial how men will make
use of it—the instructive revelation is followed

by a quite as instructive silence.* This is the

delivering of the goods of the Lord to the free

disposal of his servants (although, of course,

they are not entirely left to themselves) ; be-

cause he will one day have in his kingdom only

such as are free, and have become worthy.

As the servants have become his servants

through grace, he has thus a further right to

require faithful and active service from them

;

for it is only his capital that can and is to bear
interest in their hands. He calls them all to

this work: r ov s tSiovS dovXovZ, " his own
servants," is here equivalent to the number
ten in Luke (as in the virgins). There is no
one left out who receives nothing ; for in that

case the right to the servants would be taken
from him. When prominence is given to the

difference in the gift by five, two, and one, this

is in perfect harmony with the former equality

of the ten pounds for the ten servants ; they
are only two sides of the same thing. In rela-

tion to, and comparison with, others, each one
receives a special measure of the gift of Christ,

of the calling as an office-bearer or a private

member to a greater or less measure of active

work for the kingdom ; but every one, consid-

ered by himself, receives equally the same, just

as one who has only half the strength of an-

other bears as much, in his half-burden, as

that other with his double strength and his

double load. This equal distribution, which is

removed from all caprice, and is rather right-

eous in the seeming difference, is evidently de-

noted in the clause which is added, and which
points deeply into the secrets of the divine dis-

pensation, exd6Ta> Hard rr/viSiav dvvajniv,
" to each one according to his several ability ;"

where the idzav, several, by way of gracious
acknowledgment, stands opposed to the fore-

going idiov 1

;, own, in order to teach that this

Lord, who willingly gives to each one as much
as he can receive, not merely knows his ser-
vants, but also certainly assigns to them
neither too much nor too little.

Is there then a co-operating ability of na-

* Beck, ChrUtliche Lehrwitsctuchaft, i. 345.

ture in the work of grace ; is not every thing
only of the ability which God imparts ? Thus
asks anxiously the man who is zealous for the
glory of divine grace;* but his mind ought to

be set at rest by remembering (as Pelagius
himself knew better than the Pelagians), that
the natural power and capacity here pre-sup-
posed in the servants, and brought with them
to the service of their Lord, is already a first gift

of grace from the Creator, and no merit. For no
one has created and made himself such as be is.

But that the x«pi0>«ra or spiritual " gifts,"

are, as a rule (perhaps actually in every case,

even where it appears to be otherwise), exactly
and justly proportioned to the natural capacity,

to the individuality and character of each per-

son ; that, if not every gift, entirely in equal
degree and without exception, yet generally

the gift " is transmuted from a spiritual talent

of nature into a spiritual talent of the king-

dom " (according to Lange's expression)—is

the great truth which our Lord here utters,

not more and not less."t

Verses 16— 18. But now, alas ! the freedom
of man, in faithfulness or unfaithfulness, brings

yet another difference, which is willed neither

by the Creator nor by the restoring Redeemer.
Occupy till I come! This word, which was be-

fore distinctly expressed in Luke xix. 13, al-

though not expressed here, was as evidently

implied in the TtapedooHEr , committed, as, in

chap xxi. 33, it was implied in the igedoro,
let out, that the householder will have fruit

from his vineyard. (The tpyd£e6Baa here

used signifies also in Greek, negoatiari, itpay-
juarev£6Qat ; yet it is selected on purpose,

as a more general expression, to indicate the

activity and labor belonging thereto.) In pro-

portion to the gift received stands also the
measure of profit acquired; this is the rule

and principle of judgment before the right-

eous Lord, beyond which he asks and expects
nothing (Luke xii. 48). Therefore the par-

able here abides by this ; while before, the
different degrees of faithfulness were denoted,

according to which the same pound gained in

the one case ten, in the other five pounds.
In this, however, was denoted not merely the
faithfulness, but different success lying in the
outward circumstances. (Enoirj6e. is equiv-

alent to £HepSrj6£—not merely a Latinism,
pecuniam conficere, as Erasmus here puts it,

but, in perfect conformity with the Greek
language, a word taken from the analogy of

fruit-bearing with every other produce.) We
are of course not at liberty to pursue further

into specialities the similitude of trading with,

* And, to save his theology, has recourse to an
exegetical artifice, as Wesley, who refers the Sv-
vaj.n% (against the clause exddroj) to the Lord:

"according to his own mighty power."

f To infer, with Braune, that the talents are

therefore not inward gifts, but " spheres of labor
"

of different extent, is certainly false, and can be
carried out only very artificially. The sphere of

labor is indeed to be considered as belonging there-

to ; but in itself this is no gift, no intrusted posses-

sion.
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and profitably investing, a capital of money,

as will appear from ver. 27. The two faith-

ful servants arc, notwithstanding; their differ-

ent capital and interest, equally faithful ;
they

both double what they have received, which

is meant to be denoted, by ootfavrGoS xai
(likewise also) and xai aoroi (he likewise),

as emphatically as possible for him who has less

bo that no one may hold him in less esteem on
that account. How are our hasty judgments

(1 Cor. iv. 2, 5) here rebuked, when we meas-
ure the fruit without knowing how much God
has sown in nature and grace ! He, however,
Who brings no fruit at all, is certainty to be

found fault with and warned. If the one

talent gains only one more, the Lord will be
alike satisfied with it ; but he will have his

own again with interest, since it was for this

he gave it. All the intermediate cases in

which five talents received gain only two, on
the contrary, two gain five, or perhaps even
one five, while five bring nothing at all—these

are not in any way denied by the parable,

which only selects from among them the ex-

amples most significant for the pres'-nt purpose.

Lord, thou hast given me nothing at all—this

can no one say to him, who yet claims to be-

long to his servants. But so little, that it was
not worth the trouble to attempt any thing

with it, so that thou canst only ask back
that is thine—this is, alas ! that frequent ex-

cuse of indolence which is meant to be refuted

by the example here selected for the purpose.

This evil servant is again a counterpart to

that foregoing one: the>e it was positive evil-

doing; here only an indolent not -doing, which
is rather parallel to the idleness and careless-

ness of the virgins. Yet there is also implied

in this—and it was not otherwise possible,

seeing that the gift of grace was there—a posi-

tive spoiling and throwing away of that gift,

by which feature the parable of the virgins is

supplemented. It would be treating this ser-

vant too harshly to regard him as one who
has entirely fallen away ; this he is not,

so long as he still possesses the talent. But
it is dealing too favorably with him, and giv-

ing more credit to his own false word, ver. 25,

than the Searcher of hearts who does not give

credit to it (but, false as it is, applies it in a

better sense), when he is described merely as

a timid character, who had avoided entering

into buisness with a view to gain, who, in false

humility, had trusted himself too little. The
judgment passed upon him by the Lord, ver.

26, gives him his true distinctive name which
comprehends all his guilt, Thou slothful ser-

vant! It is, indeed, implied in this that the

lOtliful one shuns exertion (Prov. xxii. 13, xx.

4)—but the spiritually slothful finds occa-

sion for labor enough safely to keep, as he
thinks, the talent which admonishes to ac-

tivity. He imagines and persuades himself

that he will at least Secure it against loss and
theft ; but in reality he hides it from his own
eyes, when he puts it into the earth, and
thereby himself commits a theft on hie Lord's

money, tke increase of which he owed as an

obligation to his Master. The dneieoov, de-

parted ("went ") which stands opposed to the

7topevQ£iS, u ioent;n and still more the burying

of the talent, cost him as much trouble, if not

more ;* since there is required for this an evil,

sullen labor to keep himself in idleness, in op*

position to the impulse of the Spirit. The

Deutsche Theologie calls this " hoarding up the

merit of Christ"—and in those who do so the

grace of God has been received in vain (1 Cor.

xv. 10). The burying in the earth, whereby
Clirysostom too fancifully understands the

heart, which is earth and ashes, is first of all

a proverbial expression in the parable (accord-

ing to Sir. xxix. 13, xx. 30, as we also find the

expression, defosso auro nicubare) ; then it may
also denote the sinking of the idle one into an

earthly mind and course of conduct. As in

Luke, the 6ovSd piov or " napkin " at all events

might slightly indicate (what Gossner and

Richter, following the Berlenburg Bible, re-

marks), that shunning the sweat of labor, he

knew of no other and better use to make of

his napkin.t

Verses 19—23. As surely as the prophetic

glance of Christ, immediately after this para-

ble, stretches far beyond to the last day prop-

erly speaking, ver. 31, so surely in these inter-1

vening parables, from the xPov^£tv y chap;

xxiv. 48 onwards, does it extend at least to a

coining which reaches ftir beyond the destruc-

tion of Jerusalem ; and it is now no longer a

" coming again at the time of the apostles "

that is spoken of, although the apostles are in-

cluded as the first representatives of his gifted

servants. (Msrd xftovov koXvy, as already

said, is an evident explanation of that first pro^

phetical svBeooi.) The coming one remains

the Lord of all these servants, of the unfaithful

as well as the faithful ; and in the case of the

latter will show himself as Lord in the reckon-

ing. What is said by the servants to the Lord,

although here figuratively represented, will

yet be found, when they appear and are made!

manifest, to correspond to the thoughts of

their heart. The good servants who (as also

afterwards before the King's throne) first re-

ceive their judgment and commendation, can

present themselves before their Lord with a

frank and joyous confidence : See (not merely

iSou but ids'). They have in his presence a

clear consciousness of the measure of what was

received at first, and what was further gained,

of the difference and relation between the two.

I have therewith gained other five talents ! thus

does Luther render it according to the parallel

in Luke, where the faithful servants humbly

ascribe the gain to the gift of Christ: Thy

* Thus wrote Hamann to Lindner :
" Save your-

selves the trouble of discing, and the expense of a

napkin—betake yourselves to the bank of exchange,

where we may invest and exchange our talent.
"

f Although we shall not contradict any one who
might think snch adherence to the etymology too

artificial in regard to a word that has been trans-i

lated into Greek ((fovScipior, ludarimn, a sweat-

cloth, hence napkin).
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pound has pained or borne ten, five pounds.

(So 1 Cor. xv. 10 ; not I but the grace of God.)

Vet tri avtoii here signifies in the first place

l»ot per ea, as Erasmus, but in addition to them.,

as increase and produce ; Vulg. more correct-

ly : superlucratus sum—comp. in Luke npotieip-

yadato. The same sense, however, lies

indeed already in the grateful acknowledg-

ment: Thou deliveredstunto me five, two tal-

ents, i. e., this thy capital has thus increased

in my hand and management. The faithful

one now receives a gracious commendation, in-

asmuch as the Lord kindly reckons again to

him as merit, what the servant ascribed only

to the gift of his Lord : this is precisely what
is just and right in the account and reckoning;

between God and men. With a foregoing Ev
(Well done !) breaking forth from the heart

of the satisfied, nay, delighted Lord, the ser-

vant receives the honorable name of a good

and faithful servant; now even more fully

than chap. xxiv. 45, 48.* Before this rich

Lord even five talents (at that time a large

Hum) are held but little, in proportion to the

yet remaining abundance of all his goods. (In

Luke ev k\<xxi6 rcP > because the capital of

each one was denoted as a small tithe, small

indeed, yet not to be despised when with dili-

gence it is profitably employed.) He is now
set over many things by way of recompense

:

this is not quite the same with that setting

over all his goods in which, at chap. xxiv. 47,

there was already an anticipation of the last

end ; for the cities which correspond to it in

Luke, are still more or less according to the

gain acquired, they lie in the same country

and kingdom as the alah viai 6nr}vai or " ever-

lasting habitations " (Luke xvi. 9.) It is a con-

tinued and exalted activity, a dominion fraught

with blessing in the millennial kingdom, that

is here spoken of; but it is another kind of

labor and exertion from that hitherto, namely,

a joy. And it is the joy of the Lord, i. e., not

merely the joy " prepared, destined for thee by
the Lord"—but precisely his joy, that which
he first achieved for himself (Heb. xii. 2),

which consists chiefly in the joy in his redeem-
ed and faithful ones, his delight to communi-
cate to them all that himself has, nay, at last

to adjudge to them also all his grace which oth-

ers have despised. The faithful servant enters

into the fellowship of the joy of his Lord
(comp. John xv. 11). This Lord has distri-

buted the talents, not truly for the sake of

the profit and gain, but to try his servants,

and that he. might make blessed those who are

approved; just as in chap. 20 he hired the la-

borers in order to bestow upon them the re-

ward of their labor. Therefore also do those
who were differently endowed, having shown

* Meyer. indeed, would construe this ev adverbi-
ally with the ?;? rti6rd<S ; but this sounds strange.

U is certainly an interjection of the pleased and
warmly commending Lord—in one little word of
his mouth the highest reward ! Therefore as else

where evye, so also fxaX ev and simple ev thus
occurs.

a like faithfulness, receive the same commend-
ation ; not, Thou hast gained much ! but, Thou
hast been faithful over little I* The detailed

repetition of the same colloquy is meant finally

to show that it will not be tedious to the

Lord in his joy to express in full to each one

his special commendation ; and that to re-

ceive this from such lips will be a greater joy

to every good servant than all other power and
honor.

Verses 24, 25. The slothful servant must

also at last come forward, but he has no joyous

i'de, see, for the Lord ; before venturing to

speak that word in quite another sense, he

prefaces it by some very ill-sounding expres-

sions as a vain excuse. What thoughts of hia

heart now become manifest, so that he must
represent himself in sad truth, although in

so doing he yet means to deceive himself I

They are the equally insolent and pusillan-

imous, the self-contradictory and judging

thoughts of every natural conscience before

God ; for so far alas ! has this servant who had

once also received the gift of grace, sunk back

through the non-use of that gift. Thou art a

hard and severe master—(Luke, avdzrjpoi)—
this I knew !—More sharply, eyvcov 6e ; thus,

I knew thee ! But why not more : I know it, I

know thee '? Because he will excuse his former

conduct, but not because the friendly judg-

ments which preceded had made him wiser:

for he was not yet present when these were
pronounced ; therefore he still presumes to

speak of the good Lord, contrary to the proof

which had just been delivered, as of one who
unjustly exacts more than can be yielded, and

he expresses this in the rudest manner: Who
reaps, will reap where he has not sowed, and
gather where he has scattered nothing.!

Thereby must the evil servant bear testimony

with his own mouth to the innermost truth,

and the most perfect right, according to which

the Lord requires fruit or produce from what
he sows or gives—in which idea this last para-

ble of Jesus remarkably harmonizes with the

first, Matt. siii. 3-9. That God demands fruits

and works—that he will reap—is the truth

which remains in the speech of this evil ser-

vant ; but that he makes his demand beyond the

capacity of sinful man, without first imparting

grace—this is the lie with which certainly the

slothful man strives, but in vain, continually

to deceive himself. " One cannot become so

holy as God requires; it is in vain for one to

attempt to satisfy his strictness"—this he has

said to himself long before, until he comes into

disgrace, when at last he must say it also be-

fore the face of the good and gracious Lord.

I was afraid—this excuse is half true, since

Adam (Gen. iii. 10) spoke this word for the

first time before the Creator ; for, the fear of

* " Not good and successful servant, but good and

faithful," as a missionary speaker in LoEdou once

expressed it.

f We do not think that Sia6xopTti^eir here is

to winnow ; but, comparing with Luke, take it as

simply synonymous : to scatter seed.
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the evil conscience is actually the reason of

the slothfulness in what is good, just as the

joyful confidence in grace is the ground of all

santification. Yet this excuse is, at the same
time, half false, and already a self-judgment

out of his own mouth. For (as Lisco very apt-

ly observes), the pretended fear and this impu-
dent speech, as if the Lord were unjust, as;ree

but ill together; a true, and thoroughly hon-
est, fear of the strict reckoning would not have
remained idle, as we shall immediately per-

ceive. The servant must also himself at last

entirely refute his own words, inasmuch as

the talent which had been delivered also to

him comes to light. Lo, there hast thou, or

thou hast ik'it is thine ! A counterpart to the

word of the householder, chap. xx. 14, which
has almost no other sense than the timorously
insolent, confused application: I have stolen

nothing from it, only be satisfied with it—thou
wouldst certainly rather not have given me it;

take it now, and let me have nothing further

to do with what is thine! In fact this evil

servant has never actually appropriated to him-
self the gift of grace ; he has, as much as in

him lay, thrust it from him, through non-use
;

and yet he has received it, and this is the
ground of his sentence. (In his case it is ei-

Xijqxa^ with emphasis upon the past; in that

of the others it is XafiooVy of the continued
taking and keeping.)

Verses 26, 27. He has judged himself, as

is said in Luke six. Thou evil undslothful ser-

vant. !* That is the true reason of thy con-

duct, even if with the greatest mildness I al-

low to be true what thou sayest and take thee

at thy word—more mildly I cannot judge
thee '. Even the fear of my hardness should
at least have had some effect, if thou hadst
been thoroughly in earnest. The Lord con-

victs him of a complete contradiction in the

speech which mixes truth with falsehood ; and
forcibly tak«« away from him the false Ergo.

Kuewest thou actually that I would reap where
I have not sowed 1 Then must thou have made
tchat I have sowed in thee at least as fruitful

as possible! Have I sowed nothing in thee?
Is the talent which thou thyself now producest
to me nothing? (Even five talents were little

before ; but a single talent is much when view-
ed as the means of obtaining a like reward by
the faithful employment of it.) Yea, thou
shouldst rather in thy fear have been more
zealous than the others; or—if I would exact
even the smallest thing—thou shouldst at

least have given what was entrusted to thee to

the exchangers, if thou thyself hadst no active

hand and inclination to employ it ! This alone

appears to us the simple sense of such a direc-

tion : thou hadst at all events open and easy
opportunity to do something with it, instead of

burying it. For the rest, we are not at liberty

to ask here who are the exchangers ; they be-

* Hovrjpe koli oHvrjps—an accidental asso-

nance from which Schleiermacher inferred that

the discouise was spoken originally in Greek,
probably in Galilee. One may thus be over-fine.

long to the metaphor of doing business with
money, and Olshausen seems to us to go too far,

when he speaks of " more timid natures, who
are not fitted for independent labor, joining

themselves to stronger persons." This servant

is by no means merely a timid person ; besides,

to make a profitable use of grace by means of

others, without one's own labor, is in itself an
impossible representation. The Lord therefore

cannot mean thus ; for he sanctions and ac-

knowledges the putting of the talent into the
public bank (joining societies, and other acts

corresponding to the figure) only when in this

there has been faithfulness and activity on one's

own part. This he will, and must, require;

and it is only as a proof of this that he requires

the usury, tokoS (what the capital has pro-

duced or borne in interest), without which he
does not take back his own when offered to

him. If he speaks thus to the servant who
has remained idle, half in fear, half in pre-

sumption—what will he say to those whose
excuse might run thus : I knew that thou art

a compassionate, most indulgent and kind man !

Fundamentally only the same thing, with a
different turn: Didst thou really know this,

then my great love must have awakened reci-

procal love in thy heart, and therefore impel-

led thee to a zealous gratitude and faithful-

ness, nothing of which I find in thee !

Verses 28—30. Behold how the judging

Lord comes as a thief as a taker aicay—not

merely upon those who dwell on the earth in

their houses built of sand, to teach them bv
experience, what they would not believe, that

all their possessions are empty and transient

—but also upon the unfaithful ones in his

kingdom ; the foolish virgins, however, less

than the wicked servants. From those vir-

gins who were left outside the door nothing

was taken ; for their lamps were burning

again, when they knocked too late. They
have therefore a stronger hope as regards the

final end, if in the interval they shall have
thoroughly made amends for their present care-

lessness ; but the unprofitable servant who is of

no use to the Lord in his kingdom, just as the

one before who beat his fellow-servants and
rioted, just as he who was found without the

garment, is at once cast into outer darkness,

while the diligent ones enter into the bright

marriage-room and mansion of joy. Into this

prison of pain he cannot, of course, take with
him his Lord's talent of grace, so long despised

by him, laid aside as useless, only thus hardly

kept for the reckoning ; it is taken from him,

and, notwithstanding the objection against

this startling command of the Lord, even by
those who are to execute it (Luke xix. 25),

given to him who already has most. Here, in

the first place, we see again that the Lord de-

sired the gain, not for his own reaping or gath-

ering; that so far also the diligent servants

are in nothing profitable to him, in that other

sense of the word in Luke xvii. 10; Job xxii.

2, 3. Then there appears here, again, at the

end of the parables, the great fundamental

principle of God'6 kingdom and house, which.
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in Matt. xiii. 12, marked their beginning ;* this

is of great significance, and indicates that as

well the first as the last giving and taking on

the part of the Lord proceeds according to the

same rule. In Matt. chap, xiii., we reserved

for this place the full development of this say-

ing of the highest justice, which sounds con-

tradictory and unjust ; but there is properly

nothing now to be explained; as the entire

parable has already furnished the explanation.

Von Meyer's note at that place, " Whosoever

hath, in which every thing depends only on

the desiring to have, not despising and well

using "—is, indeed, true as regards the sense

;

the expression, however, does not quite satisfy

us, and we would rather denote the three de-

cisive ideas which it implies thus : the being

able to receive, holding fast, and using well. The
first giving, distributing and sowing of the

Lord is done, it is true, in the way of a general

offer, but can only become actual giving, when
it meets a receiving in the hearts of men, or

the field : this is the first having on our side,

the capacity to receive in faith. The unbelief

of the unsusceptible, is indeed—inasmuch as

the Lord still offers—a not willing (that this

one should reign over us, should give his gifts

to us !), but precisely therein the not being

able, which the gift of grace removes. Only
the servants who had come when the Lord
called : Come unto me, whosoever will belong

to me, and serve me ! who, therefore, had al-

ready an obedience of faith, an open and out-

stretched hand for the gift, received then
something for further management. Thus the

slothful servant was at the first also one who
had ; although perhaps that he received so lit-

tle may have lain in his inferior dvrajuii or

"ability" (with a new sense of that first word
which, however, is not the sole sense for all

cases). Now, all depended on the not despis-

ing, or holding fast and preserving of what had
been received. Was the talent not well

enough kept in the hole or in the napkin?
No, the slothful servant despised it as "his

Lord's money," with which nothing wras fur-

ther to be done ; although he had received it,

he had yet not truly taken it, and appropriated

it to himself: therefore the sentence at last,

Take it again from him ! only corresponds to

the evil word of his own mouth, Thou hast

that is thine ! In a certain sense, indeed, he
had it up to this time

;
yet this having wras no

true preserving or keeping, he had only hoard-
ed up the seed dry, instead of letting it bear
fruit. Therefore this is finally decisive : Who-
soever will rightly hold fast the gifts of the
Lord must use them, with diligence and labor,

in order to their increase; for this they are,

according to their nature, given : keeping and
profitably employing are one and the same
thing. Works are the nourishment of faith,

the diligence of faithful use is the oil for the
burning lamp; doing nothing in the strength
of grace, and bearing no fruit from its seed, is

* Again a proof that Matthew has not merely
transferred here what was said at an earlier period.

enough for the judgment which again takes
away that which one seemed to have, but in

reality had not. Observe here an important
limitation of the apostolical saying in Rom. xi..

29, so often one-sidedly misunderstood ; for it

is clear as the sun that the Lord again takes
what he has given, when the receiver does not
rightly take hold of and use it. Preliminary
judgments according to this principle mani-
foldly occur even now, so that in the one, the

grace which was not carried into work is lost,

lost to him even out of the hole in which he
had secreted it, as he will find when he feels

inclined again to look after it; on the other
hand, the grace which has departed from oth-

ers is, as it were, manifestly given to him who
is faithful. What the final state of the case

will be, however, in regard to all these things

and relations—this only the fulfillment of the
prophetic parable and saying will make quite
clear; when the Son of Man shall come in his

kingdom, to strip many who are accounted
children of the light, of the last glimmer which
is still in their possession unused, and to turn
them quite naked into outer darkness.* "How.
wretched, how incapable, how dark, how hate-

ful such a man will be, no one can now cori-

ceive ; because there lives no man upon earth
from whom his pound is taken, let him be as-

bad as he will"—this remark of Roos sounds

i

strange, but it is true when we understand it

of the natural gift, which is still alw.*vys pres-

ent. See what has been already said on Mat-
thew xiii. 12.

last advent: general and final judgment.

(Matt. xxv. 31-40.)

Could Christ have spoken of his coming
three times in succession, and that so differ-

ently in each instance, if an actually different

fulfillment did not correspond to each of his

words ? First of all, a coming, not personally,

but as the lightning, a manifestation in order

to judgment, by the eagles gathered to the

carcass, when his people have fled ; then a

visibly personal coming, already with great

power and glory, in order to a separating judg-

ment upon his colled ones, when the elect are

gathered together, and enter into the king-

dom ; now again a oxav Se (this $£ is not to

be overlooked), "but when" and a Tore,

"then," certainly still a different one from that

at ver. 1, and a last separation of all who are

not yet separated, in which his own people ap-

pear with him as already justified and not
coming into judgment. (Comp. 1 Thess. iv.

16, 17, with 2 Thess. i. 7-10; and mark these

two things, a promiscuous mingling as regards

detail, and yet a perceptible distinction be-

tween an intermediate and last coming of the

f This idea belongs here properly to the whole

;

and has not (as alleged by Neander) been un-

suitably brought over front Luke into Matthew.
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Lord.) Is then Christ's own prophecy of the

last coming also a parable, like the three that

precede ? Strangely enough, commentators,
in other respects intelligent, nay, acute (even

Lange), speak of it as such ; as if the single

expression, " the King," justified this, while
everything else contradicts it! The Son of
Man stands quite properly and expressly in

tbe foreground ; the angels, the nations, the
kingdom, the fire, the devil— all these are not
parabolical, and certainly also not the throne

of glory, which will be incomparably more
real and unfigurative than any that has ever
hitherto stood upon earth as a prophetic fig-

ure of it. The single parabolical feature in

ver. 33, which is introduced by a <S>6itep, ''as,"

er. 32 (it is surely not usual to insert in this

way one parable into another), is carried out
only for a moment, and as was natural, nothing
further is said of speaking sheep and goats.

Finally, the speaking of those who stand on
the right hand and on the left, is easily under-
stood

;
just as many things which are not to

be taken exactly literally, yet quite as little

to be taken parabolically. Therefore, " nunc
plane et sine figuris." So plane or literally,

indeed, that a certain echo of the condescend-
ingly parabolic tone is not to be mistaken, even
at the conclusion : thus the world-Judge speaks
simply also for children concerning the end
just as Moses did of the creation, so that the

prophetic mysteries are covered as with a

slight veil ; but yet, along with this, there are

many things, the greatest and most decisive

that could be spoken of beforehand to the sons

of men by the Son of Man, here openly declar-

ed with a calm clearness and dignity, which
we cannot enough admire when we think that
he spoke all this a day or two before his suf-

fering ! Here the condescendingly sublime poet-

ry of the New Testament, in contrast with
the prophetical ihetorical flights of the Old Tes-
tament, appears in its most striking form.

Verses 31—33- His glory, twice with high-

est emphasis : this is more than chap. xxiv.

30 ; for here it is the entire glory of the King
upon the throne, of which Rev. xx. 11 speaks.

Then, and not till then,will he thus sit andjudge

as Judge of all the world ; as, since Gen. xviii.

25, nay, since Enoch., such a last general day
of judgment had been announced and expect-

ed. The ayioi, " holy, " before the ayytXoi,
" angels, ' is certainly to be cancelled

;
yet

as an early opposition (which originally meant
others in addition to the angels, until the two
words afterwards came together), it is a hint

at what is evidently pre-supposed in ver. 40,

namely, that the saints, already gathered

around him, now encompass the throne of the

King with the angels—already belong to his

glory (Rev. xix. 14, 8; Jude ver. 14; Zech.

xiv. 5—which also is partly fulfilled at the

middle Advent). All the angels, all the breth-

ren of the first-born of the kings of the earth

(Psa. lxxxix. 28 ; Rev. i. 5, 6), all nations, i.e.,

all men, living and dead ( Acts x. 42; Rev.

xx. 12, 13)—what a scene! First they are

gathered—presented in the body before his

throne at his almighty call (John v. 28, 29)

;

then all that till now was not yet separated,

although already different, is separated with a
final definitive separation and decision While,
since chap. xxiv. 31, the fate of the others re-

mained as yet in a certain obscurity, all nations

are now evidently placed in antithesis to the

elect of his kingdom, to those who were called as

virgins or servants, and even already separa-

ted: in consequence of mistaking this circum-
stance, this last judgment was for a long time
not rightly understood. Then comes the re-

compense to every one, xaroc t?)v 7tpd£,iYy ac-

cording to his works (chap. xvi. 27 ; Rev. xx.

13). At last appear also before him those who
had hitherto been led indirectly by latent un-
conscious grace without the knowledge of his

person ; whose Shepherd this King alone not
the less was and is. Those who are now ac-

cepted of him were already his sheep, as in

John x. 1G; and he himself personally fulfills

in them the word elsewhere committed to his

messengers, Behold here is your King, behold
here am I ! The Son of Man sits upon the
throne, again the King is the Shepherd, and
easily and safely, as a sliepherd upon earth,

does he seek out his flock for his kingdom, and
separate the sheep from the goats, according
to the prophetical word (Ezek. xxxiv. 17),

which at that time did not yet extend so far.
The sheep are the tractable ones, who were
obedient also only to the indirect, concealed,
call of grace, to the eternal mercy which
taught them mercy; the goats are the re-

fractory, proud, injurious, with allusion to the
prophetical usage, as in Isa. xiv. 9, and else-

where. But not also stinking, wanton, etc., as

even Von Meyer would unwarrantably carry
out the figure.*

Verses 34—36. As in the parable of the ser-

vants, as already in the Sermon on the Mount,
chap. vii. 22, so here Christ does not speak of

all who are judged in detail, according to the
condition and desert of each ; but " adduces a
test," brings forward two extreme classes,

under which all must range themselves, on
the right hand or the left : this also is to be
well obseved ! Here for the first time, Christ
designates himself, not parabolically but quite
properly, King, as afterward only again before

Pilate. The King of all nations now opens
the kindom which each one along with the oth-
ers, and yet entirety for himself, now inherits.

His " Come ! " is addressed now for the first

time also to those who have not openly had,
or fully accepted the preaching and invitation,

chap. xi. 28 ; but yet have become equally
with the others, and now completely the bless-

ed of his Father. For, in his Father's name and
authority, he has led and prepared them by
his Spirit ; and now also the judgment is com-

* Sepp mentions the he-goat of the great day of
atonement as the antithesis to tbe Paschal lamb,
and further notices the Jewish usage, according to

which all Goim or gentiles, as children of Edom or
Seir (the hairy one), were called goats of the des-
ert, but Jacob the lamb.
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mitted unto him by the Father (John v. 22-

27). They are already saved from the curse

of sin, blessed of the Lord (Gen. xxvi. 29 ;
Psa.

xxxvii. 22, cxv. 15 ; Isa. Ixv. 23) ; and this is

now made gloriously manifest. For them also

is the kingdom prepared from the foundation

of the world, which however (here equivalent to

itpo KCtrafJoXf/i, John xvii.' 24; 1 Pet. i. 20),

designedly goes back only to the creation of

the human race. It is now not merely the

kingdom of the Son of Man, in which were

as yet tares and offence, but the kingdom of

the Father, at the same time, however as the

completed, manifested, kingdom of Christ,.

comp. Matt. xiii. 41, 43.* The being blessed,

as also the inheriting, excudes all merit, apart

from the gift and grace of the Father ; the for

which follows in connection with the works

of mercy, is therefore to be understood ac-

cordingly, as an acknowledging manifestation

by their acts of the worthiness wrought in

them. The King addresses, however, a strange

word to them, which they, of course, are not

able at once to apprehend : I was the hun-

gry, thirsty, homeless, naked, sick, imprisoned

one, to whom ye have" shown kindness.f

Verses 37—40. The righteous, now declar-

ed to be such by the gracious judgment of the

King, actually do not know that they have

done such acts of kindness to him ; and every

interpretation which perverts and miscon-

strues this their simple confession is false, and

does not yet know who these favored right-

eous ones are. Their humble reply is truly

no mere empty phrase of modesty, which

would be very unseasonable on such an occa-

sion, before this throne; it is also no fwrgeifill-

ness of their good works, such as is spoken of

at chap. vi. 3,J but it is plainly antithetical

to the distinct consciousness of grace received

and profited which the i'Se, " behold," of

the faithful servants, vers. 20-22, expressed.

It is plain from this i'de that the disciples of

Christ must then know what he means to say

lo them. Such are evidently not the persons

here meant; these righteous ones are clearly

distinguished at ver. 40 from " his brethren ;"

and that not merely " as the bridesmaids from

the bride, the servants from the domestics !

"

* As at Ephes. v. 5 (see my interpretation of

this Epistle).

f First, nourishment, i. e., meat and drink ; then
covering, i.e., lodging (dvvccystv, f\DH> hospitia

excipere) and clothing ; lastly life, i. e , health and
freedom, Comp. passages such as Job xxii. 6, 7;

Isa. lviii. 7 : Ezek. xviii. 7 ; Tob. i. 20 ; Sir. vii.

34; James i. 27, ii. 15, 16. In ancient times, es-

pecially in the East, persons in prison might for

the most part, bo visited ; it was no strictly solitary

confinement. For the rest, the Catholic Church
" should not have presumed to increase these fix

works of bodily mercy (which is also a complete
number) to the number seven, by adding the apoc-
ryphal one of " burying the dead. "

\ Although even Lange abides by this : These
merciful ones are also humble, they do not remem-
ber that they had acted as such angels of mercy
upon earth

!

The just made perfect, and the Church of the
first-born, Heb. xii. 23, are now already around
him in glory ; they come no more into this

judgment (John v. 24; 1 Cor. xi. 31), but now
judge the world with him (1 Cor. vi. 2), inas-

much as the conduct towards them as towards
their Lord is what decides ; but they had al-

ready been presented at an intermediate judg-
ment (Rom. xiv. 10), and now receive on this

great day their complete crown (2 Tim. iv.

8).* They were once upon earth for the most
part poor, wandering, and indigent ; there were,

some of them to be found among all nations,

and in them the great King, who actually was
and lived in them, went begging, so to speak,

incognito, in order to try the rest of men, for

the judgment.f Therefore, that the right-

eous, who are here accepted, had done their

good works for the sake of Christ, to serve

him—and thus the works were named only as

the evidence and effect of faith in his person

(to speak with our narrow theology)—so much
does this lack of being true, that they actual-

ly do not know this, and their ignorance can
only express itself in the question, When saw
we thee I For, that they have done good to

others, who were in need, they know well. We
find fault, therefore, with Krummacher's in-

terpretation of this text in his Bremen Ser-

mon.% It is the false interpretation which
has been current so long, and which rests on
the erroneous opinion, still pretty general

among believers, that Christ here announces a
general judgment upon Christians and hea-

then ; contrary to the express statement at

ver. 32. So much remains true, that certain-

ly here also, works are only valuable and de-

cisive as the expression of the inward charac

ter and state of the heart ; moreover, that a
knowledge of the name of Jesus is pre-sup-

posed in the righteous, as in chap. x. 42, xviii.

5 ; for until the Gospel has been every where
preached there is no last judgment. So much
is true; not, however, that (according to Ne-
ander) a general confession of faith in Christ

by all men may here be taken for granted,

which would contradict all prophetical theol-

ogy. The speakers here exemplify the lowest
class of those who stand as righteous before

the judgment-seat, such as are not yet come to

full decision, and yet are prepared for this, to

* We enter our protest, here against the entire

import of the remarkable essay in Tholuck's Litt.

Anz. 1848, Nos. 38, 39 (although it professes to

connect itself with our statement) : and must em.
pbalically reject all mere Jewish parabolical speak,

ing concerning the last judgment.

f He speaks here certainly only of his brethren,

not in any wise of men in general, in so far as there

yet lives something of him in every man, as Ull-

mann {Stud. u. Krtik. 1847, p. 164) very doubtfully,

at all events in an exegetical point of view, wrongly
maintains.

% I, My, to Me, Me, these are the words upon
which the emphasis rests here. Jesus u-as the lift,

of these people, on his account they did this or that,

etc.
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whose humility the others (although with more
distinct consciousness) willingly and becom-
ingly join themselves ; of these, however,
actually holds true what Von Meyer's note
says, as indicating the only right interpreta-

tion, " Wherever there exists a prepondera-
ting love to mankind, there is grace yet pos-

sible." We say, in addition: There already

icas the preparing, blessing grace, the love of

the Father, out of which the love that covers

a multitude of sins (1 Pet. iv. 8) has proceed-
ed ; the mercy of the not personally known
Shepherd and King, which alone could make
them merciful (Matt. v. 7); the faith that
sanctifies and saves ; the faithfulness which is

tractable to the leading of God ! Again, how-
ever, not morel)'- as Braune speaks of the
" Christian instinct " of yet undeveloped
Christians, in " whom Christianity was an
undeveloped power, whose faith did not
come the length of saying Lord!" for these
righteous are actually in part also such as

have hitherto been heathens.* Such also as

might not yet be able to say with conscious-

ness and experience, as that converted Hindu:
Me, when hungry, Christ has fed ; to me when
athirst he gave drink, etc.f Thus, at last,

does mercy abundantly triumph over judg-
ment (James ii. 13)—only those are cursed
into whose hearts nothing at all of the love

of God, that draws all nations, had penetra-
ted. That there is not required in all to

whom the King will at last entirely reveal

himself, a faith in him which has already
reached a dogmatical form and expression, is

with a solemn protest here certified against

our harsh and narrow theology. Let this be
duly considered !

Verses 41—43- As the sheep, who now for

the first time como to know their Shepherd,
arc yet as in a last outbeaming of love joined
to all his righteous, sanctified, elect ones, as

lellow-heirs of the same kingdom—even so, on
the other hand, the accursed are actually ripe

for the everlasting condemnation, although the
deficiency in works of love which is held up
before them, not indeed to be viewed outward-
ly, gives the ground of decision. These two
addresses of the King concerning the having
done or not done are, as it were, a significant

curtain which hides the wondrous depths of
the divine guidance of all souls, even to this

limit : onl}- read the superscription which tru-

ly corresponds with the innermost course and
state of the thing, and exercise thyself accord-
ingly in inquiring and explaining what is its

meaning in connection with all the teaching of

Scripture elsewhere, for to this Christ would
here draw us ; beware only of bringing in that
which would be foreign and contradictory to

what is simply said. If the evidence adduced
from the works, vers. 35, 3G, and 42, 43, leaves

unexpressed in the background much that con-

* This correct interpretation is recognized also in

Keil's Opusctda ; recently Alt'ord has expressed
himself in favor of it.

tCalwer, Missionsblatt, 1841, No. 22.

cerns the bottom of the heart, Avhich those
who are addressed know and experience as the
proper ground of decision, the two sentences,

vers. 34-41, are not the less on that account
most decisively and plainly declared, so that

between those on the right and on the left,

any further and third class remains for ever
impossible. It is the first and last, the only

curse from the mouth of him who was to bless

all nations ; which irrecoverably falls upon
the class here brought forward as a specimen,

along with all the cursed and rejected. That
they have before heard, and on their part re-

jected, a " Come unto me," addressed to them
in some sufficient way of divine invitation, is

so self-evident that the Judge, as the announc-
er of his judgment, does not need now to say
it. The rejection is the same as in chap. vii.

23, at the close of his first discourse; here,

however, it stands in a striking, precisely

marked antithesis, word for word, with the re-

ception of the righteous. Come—Depart

—

now even more strongly : from me J Ye bless-

ed—Ye cursed—but not of my Father; for

the)'
- have themselves chosen the curse which

drives them from him, the Son, while the
righteous now fully and finally come by the
Son to the Father. The kingdom, with all its

glory and bliss— the fire, with all its misery!
which is prepared for you—which is prepared
for the deoil and his angels, the partners ».f his

fall ; for there is for men no decretum reproba-

tion-is, no book of death, no hell of their own,
because the blood of Jesus has atoned for them
all ; only those who would become the devil's

obtain at last his portion. The kingdom pre-

pared from tin foundation of the world: instead

of this it is now—the everlasting fire. For only
that which is good is in the counsel and will

of God everlasting a parte ante; what is evil,

with its torment, only a parte post The hell

of the devil who was created as an angel was,
no more than his sin, ordained from the crea-

tion, but the hell was prepared from the be-

ginning of his sin: for the devil, i. e., since a

devil was ; comp. Isa. xxx. 33. Only the in-

heriting of the blessed has no antithesis, and
can have no other than that it is omitted for

the cursed. For the rest, the fire is the inex-

tinguishable continuation of the great confla-

gration of the world, which is to break forth

from the centre of hell (2 Pet, ill. 7, 12, 13),

and which is met by the avenging fire from God
out of heaven (Rev. xx. 9) ; Rev. xx. 10 is here
pre-supposed to have already taken place.

Were the unfaithful children of light before

cast out into a darkness—now a fire receives

the children of darkness, which fearfully lights

up their darkness. What have they done to

deserve this? CertainLy as evil-doers much
that was evil and only evil ; they have cer-

tainly also in part hated and persecuted Christ
and his followers ; at all events they have
kicked against his shepherd's staff (as goats),

obstinately and completely resisted his gra-

cious leading. All this, however, is not speci-

fied ; but only the one thing, that in all their

doings not even oue good work of true love is
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to be found, which might have showed this re-

sistance to be not complete, on which the love

of the gracious Judge that covers many sins

might, on account of the love which was yet

there, be able to graft a gracious sentence.

The exact repetition of the particulars in the

address to the rejected (from which those fool-

ish preachers, to whom the sublime is too sim-

ple, seek to escape by greater abridgment or

variation), indicates the exact care with which

the Judge will, in the case of every individual,

overlook and omit nothing that specially af-

fects him. With respect, however, finally to

the fearful curse, we observe that in it the end

of the pontifical office of Christ is clearly express-

ed : He who after a once offered sacrifice still

sat upon the throne, in order, Melchisedek-like,

to intercede and bless, has now no intercession-

prayer, no blessing more, for the condemned.

The first and last curse of his mouth must be

an irrevocable one, and he remains the King

over all throughout eternity (the D?S]}? how-

ever Psa. ex. 4, with its cxioav, is expired).

Dan. vii. 14 (Luke i. 33) stands written now
also of the priesthood.*

Verses 44, 45. The reply is, as regards the

inner sense, the same as in chap. vii. 22, al-

though the persons are different in the two
passages ; here it is the worst, most hardened

class of all the condemned, with whom the

others would willingly put in their word, and

lyingly protest even in the moment of well-

deserved judgment, if they could. Christ will

certainly, at the day ofjudgment, not literally

allow the damned " still to speak for them-

selves " (which strange thing Roos finds here)

—so far the literal truth is not to be pressed
;

but their thoughts are reckoned before him as

if they were expressed in words. Many have

oppressed and persecuted Christ also in his

followers, as Acts ix. 4, instead of letting

themselves be taught ; all have been goats, as

they are called ; these here have perhaps done

some so-called good works, but not to him, not

to God or for God's sake, hence they have had
no earnestness and zeal of love, which is al-

ways and in every thing like itself, but here

and there one of the least of Christ's disciples

has been hard-heartedly passed over. This is

enough to show how it has stood with them
in other things besides these decisive sins of

omission. Now every thing is made manifest,

now the entire want of any truly good work,
of any actual acknowledgment of Christ as

concealed in his disciples, alone condemns

—

the entire not-having of that grace laid open
to all (with or without the name of Christ),

* Not as if in Heb. Vii. 24, 25, an atonement ever

open, ever going on, were meant.

which has atoned for and covered also the sins

of the blessed. Now, however, Christ, also

the Son of Man and Shepherd, King and Judge,
reveals himself as the centre of. all the inner

leadings and relations of the human race : Ye
did it unto me, ye did it not to me !*

Vers 2 46. Final, fulfillment of John v. 28,

29 (Dan. xii. 2); as the fourth Gospel further

lifts the curtain. The eternity of misery is

quite as endless as the eternity of life ;f aftet

this ct7t£\EvdovraL, " they shall go away,"
according to the terms of their sentence, ver.

41, there follows no Atvre itpoS /tie, "come
unto me," again, in any ceon whatsoever.^

When the present world passes away, and all

that has been prepared in God's decree comes
into full realization, then first begins the eter-

nal misery of those men who are associated with

the devil; of whose restoration there is not the

smallest word to be found in the whole Scrip-

ture. As the righteous received their sen tenc*

beforehand, so that the damned must hear it,

so now the condemned go away beforehand
without seeing any thing of the glory of the

blessed. First comes Rev. xx. 15 ; then over

the closed abyss of the lake of fire, the new
world for the blessed, Rev. xxi. and xxii.

Only in accordance with this is Rev. xxi. 4 to

be understood—from their e3^es, i. e., the eyes

of the blessed ; and ver. 5, all things new, i. e.-

in this new world. For there still remains

what is said at chap. xxi. 8, 27, xxii. 15, 19.

We cannot otherwise read the Scripture, nor

otherwise understand Christ. The enduring
misery of such as fall to the devil is a deep
mystery, just as is the devil's first fall ; but it

is at the same time quite as clearly attested

as is the eternal life, the mark and prize of our
heavenly calling in Christ Jesus. Follow, thou
who art called, as a sheep the good Shepherd,

obey his gracious invitation, Come unto me

!

with which the first part of this commentary
upon his words closed—then wilt thou not
hear his dreadful curse, Depart from me ! with
which we must now warningly close the sec-

ond part.

* Of which profound truth (comp. our remark on
John v. 37) what Hase would teach us is only i.

very distorted presentation ; viz., that this judg
ment is conducted " according to the rational law

of humanity itself, which Christ as it were personal!}

represents and exercises."

f Against this exegetically irrefutable sentence,

Oetinger in vain maintains that misery cannot, ir

the nature of ihe thing, be equally everlasting ; see

in Auberlen, p 492.

\\n vain does Lange find a ground of consola-

tion here in the darkness which pd re1op3 the re-

jected, for the words present a clea- «cJ unco:idt

tional contrast.
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TO THE UNCLEAN SPIRIT: HOLD THY PEACE.

(Mark i. 25 ; Luke iv. 35.)

Our exposition of the sayings, as recorded

by Matthew, concluded with the words in

which the Saviour of men pre-announced his

final, unalterable, judicial sentence. These
words are, " Depart ye cursed into the ever-

lasting fire which has been prepared for the

devil and his angels "—therefore not prepared
for you men, but for the devils ; not indeed
from the foundation of the world, but from the

time that there have been, and because there

are, devils. The new commencement of the

Lord's public sayings, as resumed in Mark, is

from the very first in accordance with this

their termination in Matthew. We here see,

in the first chapter, the Son of God whose
coming to us is the Gospel, introduced by the

forerunner in the name and in the concluding

words of the prophets; anointed and glorified

from heaven by the Spirit, and the voice of the

Father; tempted by Satan, spared by wild
beasts, served by angels; followed by disciples

whom without delay he had called; acknow-
ledged and named by the devils whom he ex-

pels from men, but rejecting with marked
sternness their final enforced testimony. He
has come to deliver men, to judge devils: this

the latter know earlier and better than the

former; for heaven and hell bear testimony to

him for behoof of the earth—" the kingdom of

spirits knew him even under the form which
concealed him from the world." So far the

scene which the second Gospel discloses to us

is the same as that of t.he first. But the

whole is delineated, all a»- once, within very
brief compass, in great, simply and sublimely

powerful strokes ; so much so that the very

first chapter expresses cleartythe special char-

acter of Mark's Gospel as indicated by us in

the Introduction. We observed in our fiwst

Preface that any one Gospel, even that of

Mark, gives clearly, strongly, and incontrover-

tibly enough, the truth, ever verifying itself

afresh, on which, as on a sure historical basis,

the doctrine of the Church stands. If w; con-

template and examine thoroughly this single

first chapter of Mark, what a fulness of testi-

mony does it contain, encircling on every side

the one who stands in the midst; v-'jat ante-

cedents and consequents are there mnnerted
491

with him alone ; how great is the assurance of
this second writer,* who knows that he also
writes and testifies of Jesus through the Holy
Ghost ! How entirely unconcerned is he
about the doubts or oppositions of his contem-
poraries or of future generations ! And yet
every thing is written with a wise regard for

the future.

Mark has the special gift of sententious brev-
ity and of graphic painting in wonderful com-
bination. While on every occasion he com-
presses the discourses, works, and histories

into the simplest possible kernel, he, on the
other hand, unfolds the scene more clearly
than Matthew does, who excels in the dis-

courses ; not only do single incidents become
in his hands complete pictures, but even when
he is very brief, he often gives, with one pen-
cil stroke, something new and peculiarly his

own. It is very instructive and interesting to
consider these peculiar gifts of Mark ; this

however is foreign to the design of this work,
as these peculiar gifts have to do rather with
the narratives than with the sayings—as, for

example, in the expression, ver. 13, "He was
with the wild beasts." On the other hand we
have now to do with the narrative at vers.

23-25.

In the synagogue at Capernaumf there is a

* For we repeat that " the result of sound criti-

cism will always be to prove that the order in which
the Church has arranged the four Gospels is the
correct one, whether viewed externally or inter-

nally."

t Mark and Luke anticipate the later occurrence.
Mark, with his carefully used evOeGoS, has given,
vers. 21, 22, partly a general description, such as
that we have at Matt. iv. 23 (suOeooi is the word
he employs from the beginning to denote the rapid
course of the Lord's life, as he passes from one
groat and important event to another); here be
passes over, in the first place, the choice of the dis-

ciples, the Sermon on the Mount, the Leper, the
Centurion, and steps forward into the midst of the
first teaching and working of miracles, a scene of

paramount importance for the beginning of his Gos-
pel. After this he carries forward his historical

narrative till ver. 39. Then, however, he intro-

duces, at last, the healing of the leper; let it bo
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demoniac, who, of course, has crept in unob-

served. The proximity of the Lord compels

the unclean spirit to make himself known by
bearing testimony to Jesus through the utter-

ance of a loud cry. There is nothing peculiar

in the fact that the Lord expels the spirit:

there is something peculiar, however, in the

fact that the spirit knows and names the

Lord.* The injunction, "Hold thy peace," stand-

ing, as it does, by the side of "come out," is

new in Mark, and is of great significance.

Christ will not suffer himself to be named and
praised by the devils. To them, and to their

dark knaver}r
, he is sharp and severe. He has

none of his Saviour-tenderness for those who
are condemned and reserved for judgment.
He never permitted the devils^ after the first

attempt, to proclaim that they know him (ver.

34), although they often made the attempt,

chap. iii. 11, 12. The address of the spirit

here, ver. 24, is partly parallel with that other

address, chap. v. 7 (Matt. viii. 29). In three

respects, however, it is peculiar. First, in the
tj/uiv and ?;/'a?, us, the utterance of the single

spirit speaking in name of the whole body of

the powers of Satan. Secondly, in the Na^a-
prjve, "of Nazareth," by which he at once ad-

dresses the Lord; not merely making use of

the appellation common at the time (Luke
xviii. 37), but undoubtedly using the word be-

cause this name of contempt, given to Jesus
in his state of humiliation, was destined to be
brought into honor on earth, in hell, and in

heaven (Mark xvi. 6 ; Acts ii. 22, xxii. 8). Fi-

nally, in using the name, expressive of media-

tion and victory, borrowed from the prophecy
of the 16th Psalm, or at loast closely connect-
ed with it, and very specially denoting the
person of Jesus as the antagonist of hell, ''The

Holy One of God." (Erasmus correctly trans-

lates this phrase by Me sanctus Dei; compare
the other appellation which generally corres-

ponds to this one, Luke iv. 4l ; Mark iii. 11.

HMeS dito\E6ai ijudi is a question, as in

Matt. viii. 29.) He breaks forth with an en of

anguish (not " desist !" " let us alone !" as if it

were an imperative from la. go, but an interjec-

tion ah ! woe ! Heb. HilX in anticipation of the

judgment, of which the associates of the devils

also shall in time to come be made partakers,

Heb. x. 27. " Let us rather give testimony to

thee." But the Lord will by no means be

thus publicly proclaimed. The devils malig-

nantly and maliciously, with all fear, anticipate

the plan of his life with a view to perplex him
in regard to it, and to prepare for him (as

Mark iii. 22 follows after verse 11) scandal

and suspicion. Therefore, as the Master, he

does exactly what (Acts xvi. 16-18) his apos-

tle afterwards did; and what, unfortunately,

his disciples now-a-days often fail to do when
they do not reject, with sufficient decision,

any testimony given from hell in their favor.

" Hold thy peace," he says. The spirit, yield-

ing a reluctant obedience, cries out at least

once more before he departs ; but he dares not

utter one other word after his Judge has shut

his mouth.

TO PREACH IN OTHER PLACES ALSO.

(Mark i. 38; Luke iv. 43.)

The three Evangelists unite in relating that
the miraculous cure of the mother-in-law of

Peter brought many sick persons to Caperna-
um, on the evening of the day on which it was
wrougut. But Mark and Luke add that our
Lord, early on the morning after this day, a
day spent in labor and in preaching, retired
into the wilderness. In the narrative of Luke
especially, we may observe how the noise and
the concourse increased (iv. 14, 15, 32, 37,

40-42) ; and this suggests the cause of the

observed, however, without a EvQe'aoS and with the
indefinite exp ession xai epxerai. Thus the in-
cident in the synagoaue, as is obvious from ver. 29
(and with this Luke iv. 38 acrees), is to have its

j.tace asMsned to it between the 13th and 14th ver-
ges of Matt. viii.

* Acts xix 15: " With Jesus I am well acquaint-
ed, and Paul I know."

f Not " the sicknesses" or " the sick !" We may
see how impossible it is that such was the meaning
of "possessed" as understood by the Evangelists.

withdrawal of the Lord into the wilderness at

this time, in order to collect his thoughts in

solitude, and prepare himself afresh for dealing

with others. According to Mark, who un-
doubtedly knew most exactly the real state of

matters, it was "Simon and those with him,"

who hastened after Jesus, and said: All men
seek for thee ; it is not only we that wish to

have thee for ourselves, but all men are in this

same state of mind. The view of Luke, which
is indeed in substance the same as the above,

is that the multitudes, ox^-oi, go after him de-

sirous of bringing him back ; the oi jaer avrov
oi "those with him" of Mark may also have
been individuals whom the people had dis-

patched as their representatives. There is

thus a struggle for him, the result of the many
instances of healing and of the expulsion of dev-

ils which had taken place ; men are determin-

ed not to lose sight of one in whom such power
resides. In the midst of all this press, how-
ever, the Lord is altogether as calm, serene,

and collected on the subject of the work which
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had been given him to do, as he had been,

when, according to the preceding narrative of

Luke, he was expelled from Nazareth. He
needed, according to Matthew viii. 17, to col-

lect his thoughts and to strengthen his soul in

solitary prayer ; hut when found out and dis-

turbed, he immediately recognized the inter-

ruption as an admonition from his Father to

work : He feels no annoyance at the intrusion,

but is ready once more, in all kindness for men—"I am at your call, I have had enough of

rest." But he does not so give himself up to

them as to return back as they desired to a

place in which he had labored enough ;
the

way on which he was sent, to which his Father
calls him, leads him further on, that all men,

whether thejr seek him or not, may partake

his benefit. He who commanded the devils to

be silent, will by no means suffer himself to be
lauded with turbulence even by men, as a mere
worker of miracles ; when matters are taking

this turn he goes away, as he does every where
else in similar circumstances. The import of

his address given in reply to those who seek

him and hold him fast, which Mark and Luke
record in different words, but to the same
effect, lies thus in the double antithesis: Not
here only, but elseichere also; not merely to

work miracles, but to preach.

The reading in Mark aycajiiF.v dXAaxov,
Let us go elsewhere, which rests on good exter-

nal authority, is in this way recommended and
justified: it brings eii rdi sxojus'yai kooj.io-

TfoAfzS, "into the neighboring villages," into

more exact similarity to holL raTS kripaii
itoXsdiv, "and the other cities," of Luke, and
gives strong emphasis toxal Ihf.7, "and there."

The Saviour of the world, sent in the first in-

stance to Israel as Minister of the Circumcision,

could certainly not continue to reside in one

place, or even in several places in succession.

He must proclaim, testify, and work, every

where; at least he must travel carefully over

the populous public cities or large market
towns of Galilee—the great theatre which was
assigned him ; as, for many reasons, he had it

not in his power to confer fa vors either person-

ally or even by means of the apostles upon all

the cities of Israel before the judgment (Matt.

x. 23). There is thus given, at the beginning,

part of the explanation of the reason of his

travelling up and down the country. The other

reason is strictlv connected with this one:

That I may preach there also, namely the Gos-

pel of the Kingdom of God, as Luke explains

it; compare Mark i. 14; Luke iv. 18, 19. For

therefore, says he, and not only to heal the sick

and those possessed with devils, have I come,

and been sent. There we have, still further, in

the very first chapter, an explanation of the

design and value of his working of miracles
;

such as we find near the beginning also ol

John, chap. iv. 48. Miracles were wrought

only to introduce and confirm the word ; nevei

in such numbers as the people desired ; but

always to such an extent only as was good for

directing them tc that work, which he was
always commencing afresh as his proper work,

the preaching of the word.

The expression in Luke is, " therefore am /

sent:" that in Mark, however, is assuredly the

original, " therefore I have come forth "—for the

reading IB,e\i']\vBo. is to be preferred. We
must not, however, with Pfenninger, adopt

the superficial rendering, " I have come forth

from my domestic retirement and obscurity ;"

and certainly not, " I have come out at this

early hour from the city into the wilderness, in

order thus to escape being followed by the

crowds of the citizens of Capernaum." This

exposition* is very plainly refuted by the read-

ing in Luke, a7t£dr£\/.iai ; which shows us

that we have here in Mark a remarkable in-

stance of one of the expressions peculiar to

John's Gospel put into the mouth of the Lord,
" I have proceeded forth from the Father, and

come into the world"—although this design-

edly is not expressed so plainly at the begin-

ning. In fine, it is to be understood that the

Lord, by the expression before us, declares his

prophetical office to be merely the first and

immediate object of his life (as he does also in

John xviii. 37), without prejudice to other du-

ties, as we know, and as he himself elsewhere

declares. He knows, however, his way and

walks in it, rejecting every false claim, firmly

and securely ; to preach the Gospel from place

to place is quite as sacred a duty in its own
time (to speak with Luke, I must), as it is af-

terwards, when the hour has come, to suffer,

to be silent, and to die. Let a single word be

sufficient to point out the practical import of

this saying to those who are sent out by him
as heralds, according as their vocation is to

one city or to one nation.

THE SONS OF THUNDER.—(THE LITTLE SHIP READY.)

(Mark hi. 17 [9].)

To introduce into this exposition of the

Lord's discourses all his sayings which are in-

directly quoted or indicated, is a task beyond
our ability ; and one, moreover, which we have

not the least desire to attempt. We proceed-

ed on this plan throughout the Gospel accord-

ing to Matthew. Occasionally, however, then*

must be exceptions. Thus, for example, it

the very passage before us, Mark iii. 9, though
there is no more than a mere indirect indica-

tion of what our Lord on one occasion said ta

* Which, however, very unexpectedly, Lange
(with Slolz) is inclined to prefer.
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his disciples, we would by no means withhold
that saying from our consideration merely on
account of the form in which it appears, if

there were in it any thing of special import.

This, assuredly, there is not; it forms one of

those merely human utterances of human in-

tercourse, which the Evangelists, for this very
reason, rarely quote directly, occasionally in-

directly, but most commonly omit altogether.

The scene, which is parallel with that of Mat-
thew xii. 15—21, merely shows us the Lord
again withdrawing himself from men ; as much
from their pressing throng, as from their active
hostility. He is desirous of having provided for

him the means of proceeding by sea as often as
he finds it convenient to do so ; frequently re-
tiring from the place altogether, and frequent-
ly, at least, from the "press," to a quiet place
where he may preach the Gospel, as iu Luke v.

1-3. He wisely provides for this as a matter
of human arrangement ; and therefore, enjoins
his disciples to see to it that a small ship wait
on him (not at this particular time merely,
but generally) ; that it be ready, in order that
he may enter into it, as we find him frequent-
ly doing, as often as the multitude renders
this desirable. Thus we behold the Saviour not
merely manifesting " a regard to suitable ac-
commodation," as Bengel correctly remarks,
but also with all humility as a man planning
and arranging for what his divine wisdom finds
to be good ; taking due precaution against the
pressure of the multitude, as often as he trusts
his person in the midst of it. Here lies the
spirit and substance of this saying, which so
far, has not been recorded in vain, or without
a lesson for us.

The giving of the names by our Lord (ver. 17),
and the statements made by him on that oc-
casion, are certainly of much more weighty
import—certainly not merely a subject of
exegetical curiosity, as Gurlitt superciliously
affirms. By the insertion of his catalogue of
apostles at this place, we see that Mark refers
(ver. 13) to the choice of the apostles which
took place previous to the Sermon on the
Mount (Luke confirms this, vi. 13) ; but that,
at the same time, he appends to this a more
general view. Consequently we are by no
means to understand that all the names were
given precisely at this time ; but as Simon was
surnamed Peter at an earlier period, the sons
of Zebedee may have received their appella-
tion earlier or even later, as Boanerges. There
are two similar and common names : since
Mark evidently means to say that they were
to be so called not only when spoken of to-
gether as a pair of brothers

; but also that
each brother by himself was to be a Son of
Thunder. We have already expressed our
sentiments (pp. 16 and 307 on the giving of the
names considered in itself. Our view is that
on these two disciples was conferred the honor
of a new name as being men of a like spirit

;

for the same reason which led to their being
taken with Peter into a narrower circle with°
in the Twelve. If this be so, it is certain
that their name indicates tico things : first, a

description of their natural character (as broth-
ers, as sons of Zebedee), a character full of
meaning and power ; secondly and chiefly,

their apostolic character, for the new name
which the Lord gives them is assuredly a
name summoning them to their office, and
prophetic of things to come. Hence every
view which entirely disregards either of these
is false. Most assuredly is that view false,

which finds in it a mere expression of blame ;
for the Evangelist has, with perfect simplicity,

placed the appellation Peter by the side of
their honorary titles. The Lord by this title

designated them neither as " boisterous " nor
as u hot-headed men " (as Von Amnion has
expressed himself, and refers us to K'J")) ; but
most certainly, though not without a warning
running side by side, he indicates a good
natural ground in them, out of which his grace
will afterwards produce something of power-
ful efficacy. To connect the incident related
at Luke ix. 54, 55 with the giving of these
names, is so far correct that these brothers,

who generally spoke and acted very much
together, and were very closely bound up with
each other, were men of a strong ardent spirit,

and not in the least of the soft and effeminate
character which unfortunately and without
any reason has been supposed to have belong-
ed to John. The idea that at the time when
they would have called down fire from heaven
the Lord gave them this name, in the way of

a reprimand and "that they might always be
reminded of their enemy," as Tholuck says,

is simply to be rejected. For as Olshausen
convincingly remarks, there is not a single

instance in the whole New Testament, or
even within the entire compass of Bible his-

tory, of a reproof being given by affixing a
name. Moreover, this false combination, in

the case of the Evangelists Mark and Luke,
cannot be maintained with a due regard to

their inspiration. Mark would not, in his

catalogue of apostles, and by the side of the
name of Peter, have fastened firmly and sol-

emnly upon the brethren an epithet which,
on this supposition, the Lord assuredly did not
intend should remain with them. And Luke
(whose Gospel, besides, refers to that of Mark)
would not have recorded other matters and
omitted the most striking point, had these
words been uttered on that occasion.

That Mark's translation, vioi /3povrf/5,
" Sons of Thunder," must be correct, is self-

evident, and is confirmed by Christian anti-

quity. And though we cannot exactly restore

the root of the Aramaic word (for the roots

t^in> K^">> TJ1 run into one another, and wc
know little of the dialect then in common
use), this much is certain, that the thunder
is here used in the sense of power to shake.

The Hebrew word DJH is used in this' sense.

The point of comparison is not the secret nature,

nor the terrible effects (and so on in their fanci-

ful applications) of the thunder ; but the poioer

of the word, as in Psa. xxix. and Psa. lxviii. 34.

Even heathen antiquity speaks of powerful el-
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oquence as thunder.* Theophylact, in his

lieyaXoHTf fiVHEi, " great preachers," gives the

simplest expression of our view ; but on the

other band, by his addition of SeoAoyixaJra-
toi, " most theological," introduces an idea for

which there is no warrant. On whatever oc-

casion the Lord may have said " Ye are or shall

be called Sons of Thunder," he must have con-

veyed to their minds, " I know that out of the

depths of the strong feelings of a fervent heart

there shall break forth a powerful testimony

of the word. I will therefore make you as

my apostles, at a future time thunderers

with the thunder of the heavenly word."
It is not exactly (as Meyer, and Luther's mar-
ginal note have it), " I will make you fiery,

terrific, evangelists and preachers ;" for that

would be lightning instead of thunder. We
know nothing further of James, who met an
early martyrdom. But John's thunder-power
is sufficiently seen in the sharp edge, the fear-

less and unimpeded march of his majestic tes-

timony, by the side of that stream of abound-
ing love which prevades it and sheds its halo

around it.

PARABLE: THE SEED GROWING OF ITSELF.

(Mark iv. 26-29.)

We have already pointed out (p. 248) how
this beautiful parable, the peculiar import
of which has, in consequence of its simpli-

city and brevity, been commonly, but most
unjustly, overlooked, fits into the cycle of par-

ables in Matt, xiii., like an extra one omitted
there, or an intermediate clause thrown in as

a bond of connection. It is not merely an ap-

pendix to the preceding parable (as Braune
says), but an independent link in the chain.

To consider it as another version, the product
of inaccurate memory, of the parable of the

tares (to which it appears appended even in

Rieger's New Testament), is a piece of great

felty, originating either in irreverent treat-

ment of the sacred text, or in a superficial

reading of the text on the part of such believ-

ers. Neither can it have been given at one
time by the Lord as a simple basis which he
afterwards and on another occasion expanded
into the parable of the tares ; it is, generally,

no mere modification of another parable. For,

in the first place, Mark gives from vers. 1 and
2 to ver. 33 an exact account of the many para-

bles delivered at the same time ; and in the

next place this extra parable, not belonging to

the kernel of the seven, has a fundamental idea

altogether peculiar to itself, .and one which
has nothing to do with the tares among the

wheat.

Seedtime and harvest: this was the general

fundamental tone of the first four or exoteric

parables in Matthew. The seed grows on till

the harvest ; this was the chief note at the

end of the second, Matt. xiii. 30, which the

third, ver 32, again takes up. In all probabil-

ity, therefore, this parable given here by
Mark, the idea of which is remarkably and
completely contained in this growing, takes its

place as a transition from the tares to the

* Plato and Demosthenes are called tonantes by
Columella {Res rustic, praef. i. 30) ; Cicero, after Ar-
istophanes {Achant. 530), speaks of Pericles exact-

ly in the same way.

grain of mustard seed. The seed once sown
grows, according to its own nature, of itself

from its own impulse and power of life

,

with this we have manifestly the immediate
reference and limitation with which our Lord
here speaks of it. The self-inherent power
of growth of the kingdom of God (as a whole
and in individuals, great and small), in refer-

ence to what we know of it, and what we do
to it, in its independence of human care and
labor—this and nothing else is the theme, as

Lisco has well said, and as Brandt's Bible,

guided by its special object, has for once hap-

pily expressed the true meaning. The man
who overlooks this must find himself in the
predicament ofsaying of the main subjectof the

parable that the description is not to be press-

ed, that it is not the main thing ! Seedtime

and harvest .are mentioned only briefly at the

beginning and end: the idea lying between
these, viz., " the kingdom of God has been es-

tablished broadly and deeply in order that its

development may proceed from within," comes
forward strongly in the two intermediate ver-

ses. It is affirmed that the growth proceeds

at certain fixed times ; secretly, without the

knowledge of man ; of itself, without the co-

operation of man ; finally, also, in a natural

progress from one step of advancement to an-
other
The man who sows the seed, rov 6itop>ov

(not his own seed, avrov j as in Luke viii. 5),

is throughout this parable not the Son of Man,
the divine sower, properly so called. For, first,

the sleeping during the night is not applicable

to him. And although this maybe interpret-

ed as descriptive of appearances (it seems to us

as if the Keeper of Israel slept, not looking
after his seed), yet the <»S ovk oiSev avroS,
"he knoweth not now," is decisive—an ex-

pression which, especially when so strong as

it is here, can in no sense be applied to him.
For, the seed is neither more nor less than the
energy of the Lord ; his power, Spirit, life

;

even the the Lord himself. How should he
then not be cognizant of its most secret spring-
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ing and growth?* The person of the sower,

therefore, is varied according to different di-

dactic purposes, like the seed and the field;

and the man who sows the seed in this par-

able is a disciple and servant of the kingdom,
one who labors in and about the kingdom.
Particularly is it one who scatters the seed

abroad upon others ; though the analogy ad-

mits a certain application to the heart which

has received the seed, and its subsequent care

for itself. Further, as in nature the fruit

produces seed, or the self-propagation of the

plant is the seed (Gen. i. 12 ; Isa. lv. 10), so

here the 6rt6po<S or seed, ver. 26 (exactly

what in the two preceding parables is termed
the seed of the kingdom), and the napitoi or

fruit are to a certain extent identical and run
into one another. What is said in ver. 21 of

the lighted candle, may so far be applied here :

will any man have merely fruit without at

the same time casting abroad seed? (Addition-

al remarks on this subject will be found on

p. 255.)

Verses 26, 27- First, therefore: The king-

dom of God in regard to its growth, its great

development, from seedtime to harvest (a de-

velopment, however, which proceeds onward
through an oft-repeated seedtime and har-

vest), is of the following nature. A man scat-

ters, or men scatter seed abroad: it is, therefore,

always spread and propagated by human in-

strumentality ; subject to this condition, how-
ever, that the springing and the growing of

the seed are beyond the knowledge and con-

trol of the man who had scattered it. He
lets day and night succeed each other accord-

ing to the ordinary course of nature ; he leaves

the God of heaven to bring day and night
over the earth, an operation beyond the reach
of man ; and remains quietly within his own
sphere, the sphere allotted to man : he sleeps

during the night, and is awake during the
day. Assuredly the reverse, indolent sleep

during the day, is not permitted ; on the con-
trary, the £ysipe66ai, or the daily new awak-
ing, expressly includes all diligence, careful-

ness, and attention on the part of the laboring

husbandman (2 Tim. ii. 6), rendered necessary
by the place which he occupies. Not to con-
cern himself at all about the seed after he has
once cast it .abroad were certainly culpable
neglect ; for, the looking after it, that it be
not destroyed, or that the field be not turned

* In Von Gerlach we read: "After Christ has
scattered the seed he exerts no influence by his

personal presence or by outward means upon its

growth." But cjS ovk oidev avroi means a

great deal move than this. Even non curat cannot
be said of the Lord, who truly looks after his field.

With equal violence to the text, Afford understands
the expression as applicable, at least at the same
time, to Christ and his servants: to the former,
" He knows not how ; i. e., from bodily absence, he
watches not how, witnesses not how." But the words
will not admit of this—and the sense, moreover,
is not true. For Christ continues to influence by
his spiritual presence ; effectually watches and pro-
tects.

up, the watering it ar.d such like occupations,
form still so many parts of the prolonged duty
of the sower, just as the education of children
forms part of the TExvoyovia, 1 Tim. ii. 15.

But our Saviour means to say this (and in doing
so to glance at Matt. xiii. 25), that no one need
be in painful anxiety about it; he is not, after he
has sown his seed, forthwith to go to sleep alto-

gether; but he is permitted and enjoined to

take that sleep during the night which the ne-
cesities of human nature require. We may
from the figure make a still further application,

and limit Eccles. ix. 6 by Psa. cxvii. 1 ; thus
finding out the due medium between useless

tormenting anxiety and ruinous thoughtless
indolence. This much is certain ; all that
man can do in protecting and helping is a

mere trifle ; the great business of springing

and growing goes on without us, chiefly in

the secret fruitful womb of night, as is well
known to all who are acquainted with nature.
There is a truth corresponding to this in the
hidden progress of the growing kingdom of

God : the nights of men and of nations quietly
force the seed even more effectually than
do the days, although here again the sunshine
and the life-dew of the light are indispens-

ably necessary for conception in the womb of
darkness.

The expression " night and day " here sig-

nifies two things. First, the necessary amount
of the time intervening between seedtime
and harvest; so many daj's and nights must
elapse ere the blade, the ear, and the full corn

in the ear, appear in succession. Second-
ly, the quality of this time, or the favorablo

influences of weather and fructification which
the days and nights given by God contain

within them. This is the usual way with
the seed in the ground. Upon this we might
consider that in regard to spiritual seed,

the Lord God on his part gives only fa-

vorable weather, and nothing but his bless-

ing (1 Cor. iii. G, 7). Here then are entirely

excluded both the knowledge and the influence

of man. Especially the knowledge as to the
" how " of this secret and wonderful thing (osS

ovk oiSev) ; on the other hand, all the most
secret shooting, forcing, springing, in the king-

doms of grace and of nature, lie open before God,
because this is his very work. Mark this

well, ye preachers and educators, in opposition

to all anxious Methodism.* Apply this also to

your own heart, ye anxious spirits ; beware of

the petty measurement of the daily and hour-

ly barometrical state of your feelings and

* The good Wesley, in commenting on this par-

able, cannot away with this ; hence ho gives as the

meaning of '' sleeping and waking, night and day,"

exactly the reverse ; that is, he has it continually in

his thoughts. [This feature of the parable, however
is quite as much directed against inattention to the

spiritual progress as against solicitude respecting

it; for the sower wakes as well as sleeps. Indeed
it applies solely to a mistrustful inquisition as to the

divine growth in others, and cannot be meant to dis-

countenance self-examination, however earnest and
frequent.

—

Am. Ed.]
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spiritual life ; beware of watching, and brood-

ing, and refining; beware of keeping diaries

in such a sense as this. Ye must not child-

ishly uncover the seed, and look how the

growth goes on.

Verse 28. Still less can we draw up-

wards the seed and the stalk with the

hand, so as to produce a more rapid spring-

ing and growth. Every false help is ex-

cluded. Man (ver. 2G) has no need to know
any thing about the matter, or to render any
help at all ; for the earth brings forth its fruit

avrojiarT/,* " of herself." This means, nat-

urally ; because of the principle of vitality

made inherent in the seed. Assuredly to hope
for harvest without having sown is stupid-

ity. It means more: For the earth bringeth
forth—originally endued by God with the fer-

tility which meets the seed, and which he
continually renews and fertilizes by influences

from above : assuredly stones and rocks form
a surface on which nothing grows. The auro-
ucLttj excludes only the co-operation of man
(the avvoi immediately preceding); it in-

cludes the energy of God, which is at work in

all things. It has now been sown, it has its

own part to act
;
j-ou may now be quiet and

act yours ; see that you procure good seed, do
your day's work in sowing it, then wait ( James
v. 7). "Earthly seed is long in springing up;
imperishable seed is longer still." It is only
when the seed comes forward of itself—when
it groics up—that it is shown to be seed. When
coverd up, and apparently dead, it bursts

through the ground, rising from the dead,

having been brought to life and having grown
when below (in the night, in secret) ; next it

continues to grow, springing further up when
above ground (in the day time, in the light).

The sprouting below ground was a concealed

growth, the growth above ground is a contin-

ued shooting and sprouting ; we know, how-
ever, and understand, as little of what is above
as we do of what is below, as little of the day
as we do of the night.

Once more, we have the natural progress of

the plant from stage to stage—the most ob-

servable feature of the season between seed-

time and harvest, and of the vegetable world
during that period of the year. The three

stages mentioned in the parable correspond to

the children, young men, and fathers, 1 John
ii. 12, 13 ; only in general, however, and with-

out any sharp boundary lines. Hence, after

the npairor
f first, we do not find a Sevrepov

and a vpi'vov, or a secondly and a thirdly, but
merely an eira, then ; for there are no inter-

mediate stages and transitions: the meaning
is, one after the other, and not before ; as at

the end the harvest is after and not before the

ripening of the fruit. (A man does not sow
grass or ears of corn ; neither does he reap
and use them as such ) As the root spoken of

in the first parable (ver. 17) is pre-supposed in

the springing up, so must the ears stand upon

Even Philo applies avro^idroi to what the

nv'h brings ibith without the labor of man.
32

the blade, and the corn must find the ears In

which it is to grow. The blade is still like

tares, as the little children in Christ are still

" as carnal," 1 Cor. iii. 5 ; the ears, on the
other hand, seem even ready for harvest, bo-
fore they have received the corn and are filled

or ripe. Our Lord gives every thing here in

a figure drawn from nature, simple yet full of

meaning, that we may meditate upon the king-
dom of God. In this figure he brings promi-
nently forward the most important fundamen-
tal features of that kingdom ; he teaches us
not to despise quiet perennial growth, not to

lose heart because of small beginnings ; but
to wait without any precipitate misconcep-
tions, for the right termination.

Verse 29- To the eye of the true husbandman
the fruit prevents itself with sufficient distinct-

ness at the proper time, as ripe ; i. e., quite full,

as fiv.it. This idea, in contrast with the con-

cealed condition of the plant at its origin, and
with its uncertain appearance at the inter-

mediate stages, is expressed emphatically by
7tcxpaSa5, affords itself (" is brought forth"),
—a word which has been manifestly selected
for this very purpose

;
(on its middle signifi-

cation see Winer, § 29). The idea meant to

be conveyed is therefore not merely, t: of its

own accord also," but still further " as he him-
self also knows." The fruit visibly ripe invites

to harvest. It is only in its most general ap-
plication that this harvest, can be regarded as

denoting also the last great harvest of the whole
world before God; for, as has been already
said, the parable in the first instance speaks
of the manifold human sowings and reapings
which intervene between God's seedtime and
God's harvest. The harvest therefore, in the
first instance, is the human harvest, with a

view to a sowing to be again immediately
commenced. Do not come back with the har-

vest wagons immediately after thou hast sown
a little, but let the earth and the seed have
time; dost thou see, however, the fruit, then
immediately [evOecoi) put in the sickle, Joel
iii. 13. The Lord here again designedly
changes the expression : he does not speak of

reapers as in Matt. xiii. 30; for here it is the
people connected with the farm that are the
sickle-bearers ; there is no need of angels.

(Ano6reXXEi is not a Latinism of Mark's, im-

mittere falcem, but a Hebraism of our Lord's

discourse, as in Joel iii. 13, ;>•)£) 'Mj?'^}, i£>OLito-

drsiXars Speitava ; even on izocpeGttjkev

stands literally there.) The man must now
appropriate to himself the corn that has grown
up; he reaps it, and in doing so he gath-
ers it together, that he may again sow it out
to advantage, in order to be always acumu-
lating fruit to life eternal (John iv. 36). His
design is not to store up in granaries, that he
may rest and enjoy himself before the time.

The parable begins again at the beginning;
and thus the growth of the kingdom advances
before men upon the earth. We have here,

on the one hand, very peculiar thoughts, deep-
ly hidden in their simple expression

;
yet, on
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the other, the significant selection and ar-

rangement of these expressions, makes the

meaning clear in its simple unity. This par-

able given by Mark is not therefore an inac-

curate version of some other parable ; neither

is it a rough and unfinished draft, drawn up

hastily on the spur of the moment by the

Lord, and intended to be afterwards wrought

out into a larger form. No, it is a parable

which to a right exegesis becomes self-inter-

pret ating; yea, it is a most precious gift of
the Lord to his servants, preserved by the
Holy Spirit through the instrumentality of

Mark, containing a very essential supplement
to the other kindred parables, a very whole-
some warning on the subject of all human in-

terference with the sowing and the reaping
of God, a complete explanation of what the
growth of the seed properly is, and how that

growth goes on.

EPHPHATHA, AND THE PROHIBITION TO SPEAK OF IT.

(Mark vii. 34-3G.)

This one single little word, "Ephphatha,"

though soon translated into every language,

as here in the first instance it was translated

into Greek, is a word of mighty power and im-

port. It was so when first uttered by the

Lord to the man who at that time was healed

;

and to the people who praised this new mira-

cle in common with all the other miracles of

this miracle-working Physician. It is of still

greater import to us who know better, and

should praise better, him who makes all things

good which have been made evil by sin—who
by a pure work of opening and loosing the

bands, brings a restoration to the first creation

in which all things were very good. But, in

order to bring ourselves into contact with this

mighty word of the Lord's lips, we must con-

sider in connection with it the whole instruc-

tive histoiy, and especially those actions of the

Lord by which he accompanied the miracle,

and by which he also intended to speak to the

dumb.
He would not and he could not be conceal-

ed ; the Father sends to him every where,

even on the confines of the heathen world, the

poor and the miserable for his assistance. He
is returning to Galilee, through the midst of

the half-heathen Decapolis, still tarrying and

turning aside by the way. It is not an indi-

vidual case of the miracles mentioned in Matt.

xv. 30, as the harmonists have been accustom-

ed inaccurately to represent it (although after-

wards Matt. ver. 31 may fall in with Mark
ver. 37), but an earlier case which occurs by
the way, that Mark here details ; who has

preserved for us two cases of healing, here and

in chap. viii. 22, connected together by very

peculiar circumstances. (The Septuagint, and
in like manner Aquila, Symmachus, Theodo-

tion, use pioyiXoiXoi and dXaXoi indifferently

for D^X; seeExod. iv. 10, 11; Psa. xxxviii. 14;

Isa. xxxv. 6, lvi. 10: the enraptured song of

the people after the event had taken place

classes the /J-oyiXaXoS among the dXdXovZ.
Yet it is evident from the history generally,

and also from the bpQaoS of ver. 35, that the

man was only a /3paSvyXoo6<3 0i or dynvXo-
yXoodtioS—an old Lexicon has fioytXaXeiv ,

fiarrapiZaiv—a NpXD, a stammerer, as the
literal Peshito has it.) It was the case of a
man whose malady is clearly distinguished
both by the Lord and his Evangelist from pas-
session, such, for example, as we find at Matt.
xii. 22; Luke xi. 14. So much the more re-

markable is the ceremonious and protracted
operation of the Lord, instead of the custom-
ary laying on of hands, which is what he was
here asked to do: he does not work the mira-
cle for the sake of the people ; he does not
show his power in the manner prescribed by
them, and which was the usual manner of
healing. The miracle in this case is an act of
kindness to the poor man; and the Lord in

working it acts so as to awaken his faith, with
a view to this bodily cure as well as to salva-

tion of a better kind. Oh, with what kindness
does he still condescend to each one's peculiar
necessity, and give us exceeding abundantly
above all that we are able to ask or think

!

The faith which he Avould awaken with a view
to unloose the bands of the soul comes from
hearing. But, because the poor man, whom
our Lord designs not merely to restore thus
suddenly to the perfect use of his bodily pow-
ers, but whose desire for blessing, and whose
confidence in him, he would also first excite so

as to lead him to utter greater praise and
thanks, is shut out from the use of language,
our Lord therefore take him apart, and, having
thus secured his undivided attention, sj)eaka

to him by signs. This is manifestly the spe
cial reason why on this occasion he envelopes
the healing power in so many external actions,

touching especially the ears and the tongue.
Even the spittle—in this case as in that of the
blind men, in chap. viii. 23, and in John ix. 6
—is really no medicinal application ; but a sym-
bol employed, with his other actions, to denote
very significantly the energy proceeding from
his person. Grotius remarks that he emplojr8

nothing except what comes from himself; we
are reminded of more than this, namely, of the
streams of vital energy (so repeatedly referred

to by the physician Luke) proceeding from his

holy human body, as they operate at present
in his glorified state, and as they then operat-
ed in combination with the might of the Fa-
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ther which at all times was his. Further, we
are to regard the looking up to heaven as in-

tended to indicate this last idea to the deaf

man and to ourselves ; so that we have here a

parallel to John xi. 41. But the holy sigh (to

the understanding of which, as Kleuker says,

a verbal exegesis is as little sufficient as is any
6ystem of psychology with which we can be

acquainted) was an utterance, proceeding from

his divine and human natures, and character-

istic of his office as High Priest—an expression

of his sympathy with this and with every mal-

ady of sinful humanity, bodily and spiritual

all in one
;
yea, with all trouble and sickness

(which assuredly sin has brought in and still

continues to bring in) felt by him as near at

hand, and represented by this dire calamity.*

In contrast to those fools who fancy they have
discovered in the narratives of healings pecu-

liar to Mark something which will enable

them to account for miracles on rationalistic

principles,! the simple wisdom of Luther may
teach us what the exposition of a spirit of

faith brings up from the depth at the right

place. " It was not drawn from him on ac-

count of the single tongue and ears of this

poor man ; but it is a common sigh over all

tongues and ears, yea, over all hearts, bodies,

and souls, and over all men, from Adam to his

last descendant. This Gospel thus depicts

Christ, that he as man took such an interest

in thee and in me, and in all of us, as we ought
to take in ourselves, when he was involved in

the sins and sufferings in which we are involv-

ed ; and that he sighs over the very devil who
has been the cause of the sorrow." Luther
also, who on other occasions is hostile to all

playing with allegory, admirably indicates

that this sympathetic sigh breaks out especial-

ly over the deaf and dumb, at least that it is

on such an occasion that the Holy Ghost has

recorded it. We hold also that there is good
reason for supposing that it was exactly under
this bodily emblem that there came up before

the thoughts of the heart of the Saviour of

men, on the one hand, compassion for spiritual

blindness, from which proceeds also, as in the

case before us, the incapacity of the tongue to

speak and to praise God ; and, on the other

hand, the lamentable evils of tongue-sins all

over the world. Luther renders prominent

*Chrysostom to the like effect: "Pitying the

nature of man. and the degradation to which he was
brought by the hater of all good, the devil, and
through the failure of our great progenitors."

t As e. g. De Wette calls Mark ;
' the patron of

natural interpretation.''

this latter point :
" Our beloved Lord saw well

what an amount of sufferings and sorrows

would be occasioned by tongues and ears. For
the greatest mischief which has been inflicted

on Christianity has not arisen from tyrants

(with persecutions, murders, and pride, against

the word), but from that little piece of flesh,

which abides between the jaws; it is it that

inflicts the greatest injury upon the kingdom
of God. I speak of this, that after Christ has

loosed the tongue and given it the Gospel, it

should inflict such extraordinary and great in-

juries. It is a fearful thing to see a man's head
cut off; but a false sermon, yea, a false word
which has gone forth in the name of Christ,

takes off the heads of souls." Thus, according

to this, Christ must have been thinking upon
the injurious tongues, and also upon the shame-
ful ears which will not hear any thing else ex-

cept such false injurious tongues (2 Tim. iv. 3,

4). We add to this : perhaps also, and in the

first instance, he was thinking upon the sins

which this man, on whose body this miracle of

healing was wrought, would hereafter commit
with his tongue and ears ; and that it might
have been better for him not to have received

the help which this Ephphatha brought. We
believe that these and similar thoughts made
up the hidden substance of this Ephphatha, xU-

tcred in a sigh, and hence we have given them
as expository of it.* " Ah, that I, my Father
which art in heaven—Thou knowest how these

things are—Ah, that I could open and unloose

the ears and tongues of all men !"

The Ephphatha is the first word which the

ears no longer deaf must hear. And what is

the first word which the tongue loosed from its

bands (its strings and feebleness, as in Luke
xiii. 16) spoke ? It is not recorded. Instead

of it we have the prohibition to make known
the miracle. Among the " them" whom our

Saviour charged not to make it known, is un-
doubtedly comprehended the man who was
healed. Thus the gift of speech was scarcely

given him, when silence was enjoined ; in order

that he, or at least we, might learn that right

hearing consists in obeying, the right use of the

unbound tongue consists in its willing bondage
with a view to obedience.

* The tribute of praise in Mark. ver. 37, uttered

by the people, puts us in mind of Gen. i. 31, at the

first creation ; but if the people, when the Lord

said "be thou opened," really thought of "let

there be light" (as Yon Gerlach supposes, though

we are doubtful), they must have entirely misun-

derstood the meaning of the sighing cry.
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THE GRADUAL HEALING OF THE BLIND MAN.

(Mark viii. 23, 25, 26.)

We have here a second narrative of healing by
Mark, containing a description of a particular-

ly circumstantial procedure on the part of the

Lord ; and not certainly a mere specimen of

what had happened on other occasions, though

not recorded by the Evangelists, but with the

clear and express stamp of distinctive truth.

We still sec how each Evangelist brings for-

ward his peculiar gifts, supplementing and
completing the scenes described by the oth-

ers. This blind man was brought to the Lord at

Bethsaida, the eastern town of that name, and
which was also called Julias. Our Lord treats

him with a condescension similar to what he
had shown to the deaf man on a former occa-

sion ; entering into his necessities and circum-

stances, of which, however, we know nothing

more than what is here recorded. He also

acts in the exercise of his wisdom according

to his own discretion, differently from what
he had been asked to do and from what
would have been convenient for himself: he
not only touches his eyes as he had done on
another occasion, Matt. ix. 29,* but takes

pains to lead him away out from the crowd
;

which certainly is more than he did on the

former occasion (dnoAa/36/ievoi and tov
ox^ov k(xt iSiav). The immediate reason

why he did so was to Avithdraw the man from
the first effect of the gaze of the crowds ; and
to prepare for him a more blessed object for

his first glance, under the free open canopy of

heaven, as in John ix. 7. Then the slow grad-

ual process of healing is remarkable ; indica-

ted by the question put after the first touch-

ing of the eyes,| u
if he saw any thing ?" There

must have been in the condition of this man
6ome special reason why he was brought thus

step by step to the full light ; and though we
do not, in the case before us, see through this,

yet we have here represented to us the long-

suffering wisdom and gracious condescension
with which our Lord must deal with by far the

* From this we see what as far as he himself was
concerned he could have done in all cases. But in

every act of healing which he wrought he sought to

include and use man's advancing faith and to care
for the necessities of the sick ; and it is in this that

we arc to seek the true reason of the variety of
procedure in different cases.

f Mark gives in the first instance o/n/uara, sights
organs, which in this strict sense corresponds to

the ctHoai, chap. vii. 35 (comp. He') v. 11); after

wards he employs the usual word ocpQaAjuovi.

greater part of those who are spiritually blind

When he therefore puts to us the conliding

question, let us not, when we are only beginning
to see and are seeing things as yet indistinctly,

reply with a too proud, hasty, and full "yes ;" but
let us be as sincere as this man was. He saw
figures which he recognized by their walking
to be men : they appeared to him, moreover,

to be as yet quite as indistinct as trees.* But
now our Lord lays his hands upon him the

second time, and addresses to him a second

friendly word, " Look up again "—or, " See
now," in contrast to the former question, and
announcing a complete recovery. For this

probably is what Mark means to say by his

very curiously ambiguous phrase: tnoti'j6sr

ocvtov dvafSAsipai. This might mean, "be
gave him sight again," " he made him again

see completely ;" compare dvafiAEite.iv, chap,

x. 51 ; Matt. xx. 33, 34, xi. 5, where, however,
this sense is not probable. But, because this

result is for the first time strongly announced
in the following context, we should under-

stand the expression in accordance with the

whole history in the first mentioned sense:

"he bids him look up" (even although we
may not be able with Luther to see the

"again"); compare itoitlv almost equivalent
" to command," Luke v. 34. Finally, the gen-

eral sense of the injunction not to go into the

town, nor to spread abroad the report out-

side the house (see at chap. v. 19, p. 147), the

intimation neither now nor at any future

time to tell it to any one ev ry Koo>.iy, " in the

village," if he should have occasion to enter

it ; has already been ascertained when expound-
ing similar sayings of frequent occurrence.

It almost appears as if this Bethsaida, to

which our Lord gives prominence by the re-

peated hgjjutj, village, was for some special

reason not to be permitted to hear; perhaps

this might be one reason why our Lord led

the blind man out from the place. (Last of

all, that nothing whatever may be overlooked

in Mark, we may remark that the nySe is

not altogether grammatically wrong, as Winer
supposes, but stands instead of kcll /u?} on ac-

count of the implied antithesis to "sending him
to his own house.")

* " The masses of people which they had left

behind in the distance appeared to him like a dark

forest ; only the tiees walked" (Lange). He wai
bom blind; therefore, of course, he knew nothing

about trees.
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THE TRUE GREATNESS OF THE DISCIPLES OF CHRIST; THE NOT FOLLOWING
WITH US ; THE FIRE AND SALT PREPARED FOR SELF-DENIAL.

(Mark ix. 33-50; Luke ix. 48-50; [Matt, xviii. 3-20].)

We have already in our remarks on Mat-
thew considered all those parts of the pass-

age before us which have parallels in that

Gospel. A special consideration, however, of

Mark is necessary: partly because he gives

us, in common with Luke, the remarkable in-

terlude, ver. 38-41 ; and partly because he
gives us, what no other Evangelist gives, the

profound utterances about the worm and the

fire, the fire and the salt, and in general has

preserved a peculiar account of the sayings of

our Lord spoken at this time—concluding

sooner, yet at the beginning preserving more of

what was delivered. Referring to what has

already been said on Matthew, we must re-

quest the reader to take a fresh general survey;

this will satisfy him that the theme and lead-

ing thoughts are essentially the same in this

new account.

The true greatness of the disciples of the

Lord among themselves consists in humility and
love ; and is obtained by self-denial. Thus Mark
elevates to the rank of a main section what in

Matthew, vers. 8, 9, came in only as a second-

ary thought; and then he leaves it. Matthew,
on the other hand, goes on to narrate what
the Lord further said on the subject of

the foundation on which this greatness rests

through the grace of the Redeemer, and the

manifestation which it shall assume in the

community or Church. It consists in humility

and love ! This position, this great fundamen-
tal principle of the kingdom, addressed solemn-

ly to the twelve apostles from the seat of

teaching and of judgment, is uttered in the

first instance in opposition to the proud <pi\o-

KfioazEviiv or ambition of the disciples among
each other. It is exhibited, first by a most
peculiar and decisive expression, ver. 35 (which
we must regard as having been uttered before

the third and fourth verses of the eighteenth

chapter of Matthew, although the same in

eenseas these verses); and then by the figure of

the little child brought in. Upon this, however,
Mark, ver. 37, merely traces out the sentence

parallel to that in Matt. ver. 5, with an ad-

dition repeated at an earlier period ; for, from
his efforts at brevity, he merely takes up the

one saying, in which there are sufficiently in-

dicated both the greatness graciously at-

tributed by our Lord to the little ones, and
also the duty on our part thence resulting of

loving them. For this reason he gives the

extended account of the statement which Mat-
thew omits ; occasioned by the confession of

the disciples that, acting under the influence

of pride towards others, they had questioned a

certain man, and their " we " had risen up in

an arrogant and exclusive spirit against other
followers of the Lord. To this the Lord
replies

—

l Without arrogance (which manifests

itself in forbidding, in strong contrast to assist-

ing or acknowledging) think the best of others
;

without seeking the honor that may arise from
their externally following me in your company,
ver. 39, 40. Rather believe, and forget not,

that even the smallest thing done on behalf of

the kingdom of God is graciously recompensed
by God, ver. 41." (Just so ver. 37 is repeated

by our Lord from Matt., chap. x. ; but here he
will utter it in this connection, " Take care

onl}^ without boasting of it, that ye yourselves

belong to Christ.") Finally, " Offend not on«
of those little ones, who believes in me," ver.

42. In this again Mark concurs with Matthew
ver. 6 (p. 335).

The true greatness of the disciples is obtain-

ed, and also secured or rendered permanent,

by self-denial, by putting away or destroying

the real ground of the offence in one's self. Mark
(passing over the other opposite in Matthew,
ver. 7) gives this as fully and literally as our
Lord uttered it. Hand, foot, and eye, separated

by the thrice repeated rigorous declaration

—

" It is better for thee now to put to death the

offending sinful member than at a future time
to fall into eternal death !" (Vers. 43-48 is

parallel with Matt. vers. 8, 9.) It is only by a

wholesome mortifying fire and salt that man
escapes the unquenchable destroying fire ; but
the easiest and the best way is to use salt for

self-denial, ver. 49. " Therefore found upon
such willing self-denial your true dignity be-

fore others (as salt of the earth, always itself

first salted, in humility) ; and your place

among yourselves (as messengers of peace to

the world, united in love !)" ver. 50. This is a

natural conclusion at which the Evangelist

may well break off.

Verse. 35. This is one of our Lord's repeat-

ed sayings, which here agrees particularly well

with the intimation of his sufferings given in

ver. 31—" This is the very way in which I,

vour Master, go before j-ou." Comparing
Matt. xx. 26-28, xviii. 4; Luke ix. 48, xxii.

26, 27, we see that our Lord does not intend

to say any thing of a threatening nature

—

" Whoever will be the first shall be the last,

as a punishment of his pride!" This state-

ment—generally elsewhere true as given in

Matt. xix. 30—is in this passage blunted and

turned aside by the humility in the ex-

ercise of which a man willingly humbles him-
self as the etf^aroS or last in order to his

becoming really the 7Cpooroi or first, ; the ad-

dition of the word StaHovoS^ servant, in this

verse, as well as the whole connection in Mat-
thew, shows that this is the sense meant to

be conveyed. Whoever in humility looks upon
himself as the last, will be found ready to de-

vote himself in love to others, as their servant

in helping and in serving them. Let him who
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desires great things seek true greatness in de-

nying himself; in giving himself up entirely

to that love of the Master which will lead

him to serve him, to realize him, to work in

his strength. The edrai, " shall be," signifies,

first, Whosoever epiAoTtpaarevei, is ambitious,

in the trueand right sense, will forthwith show
it when put to the test: it goes, however, be-

yond this and becomes a hortatory imperative.

If we take the SieXeiv npaJroi eivai, wish to

be first, in the good, praiseworthy, and there-

fore commanded sense, there remains of course

the simple, strong key-note of the saying.

Still, we should not be averse to apply, even
in different ways, these antithetic sentences

of our Lord's, constructed, as they are, with
such admirable simplicity. Thus, for example,
we may understand the one before us, as the
words admit—" Whosoever cannot but observe
within himself the (natural and false) desire

of pre-eminence (cpiA.07tpcjrev£iv), let him
humble himself on this very account; let him
acknowledge that on account of the desire to

be the first which is deeply fixed in his heart,

he is really the last

—

therefore, for the very
purpose of impressing this on the contrary
upon himself, with a view to wholesome re-

signation and self-denial, let him become ex-
ternally, as is right he should, the servant of

all
!

"

Verse 37. This saying, with which Luke be-

gins, ver. 48, and whose abbreviated form is

found in Matt. ver. 5, is repeated here en-
tire from Matt. x. 40. It appears, therefore,

that the promise there applied to the twelve
with special honor, is now extended in similar

terms to the very smallest child ; this is pre-

cisely the meaning and the design of its re-

petition in this place. " Do not suppose it is

applicable to you alone, or even to you chieHy:

I declare it to be the Father's will that every
one of those little ones in whom not only I

begin with my whole grace to dwell .and to

work, but also the Father who is in me and
one with me, shall be received and acknow-
ledged ; not despised or offended, but humbly
honored and served, as much as the greatest."

It is very natural that John should have
felt himself impelled to make a confession,

somewhat as if he were putting a question,
in regard to an act of injury which had taken
place in violation of this statement. The
proud heart might have been too ready, as the
disciples hitherto had been, to appropriate ex-
clusively to itself such great promises, and to
conclude. " We aught therefore to be received
for his name r

s sake which we acknowledge
and bear upon us." But the word of the Lord,
"one such little child," gives rise to the
counter-question, " Shall we really thus esteem
and received every other man, on whom we find
thy name? has, then, every one who chooses
to own and to use thy name a right forthwith
to do so, without first becoming connected
with us ?"* The " I " which broke out in the

* This is quite a correct connection. There is,

therefor*, no vestige whatever of what Neander

contest of the disciples among themselves,
about pre-eminence, has no sooner been dis-

missed, than it immediately returns, at least
in the shape of a common " We " of the dis-

ciples set up against others. John does not
mean to take upon himself exclusively the
blame of the xa>Xv eiv or forbidding : hence we
cannot reasonably find here an expression in-

dicating any highly impulsive character pecu
liarly belonging to him, such as we have in

Luke ix. 54.* John, by this, rather shows that
he had felt our Lord's remark (rather than
Peter, who, not apprehending so promptly the
meaning of the sayings about humility, laid

them up in his heart). Under this feeling he
begins in the name of all to ask and to con-
fess, "Was then what we did not right?'''

1 It is

only in this way that we can understand the
interjected a.noxpiva6f)a.x or "answering;" it is

exactly because it is used of John that we
cannot suppose him to have said nor to have
asserted, " AVas not this certainly right ?"

Nor can we suppose, as some have done with
extreme perversit}^, that we have here an ex-
ample of arrogance of spirit aptly condemned.
In the honest narratives of the transactions of

this period, there is to be noticed the echo of

the tone and feeling which prevailed at the
time : ei'Sojusv z iv a, " we saw o»/C," looking
down upon him somewhat slightingly. This
" somebody " perhaps one of John's disciples

who had not yet begun externally to follow

Jesus; or perhaps even a believer who took
the liberty of pursuing his own separate path,

but had in reality cast out devils in the name
of Jesus (more than one devil, Luke expressly
to. dtujitovja); and had not merely "made
the attempt to do so," was not such a one as

the sons of Sceva (Acts xix. 13), but one who
could do more with his faith, which was by no
means feeble, than the disciples themselves
(Mark ix. 28) were able to accomplish. Per-
haps they felt annoyed at this, if the event
happened at a later period. Enough, they
forbade him; and why? He follows i<o'. us.

Oh, how often even till the present day have
Christians had nothing more to object to their

fellow-Christians than this ! In Luke the ex-

pression appears somewhat softened : ovh
cxhoXovOeI jueO' ?';vg5v, "he followeth not with,

us ;" that is, he followeth not thee with us,f

in our company. (Still, this may be the Greek

supposes; viz., that John, from misconception,

without understanding the proper sense of the ex-

pression, took a strange view of the words, "My
name." The want of understanding is in this ease

rather in the expositor.

* Niemeyer in his Charaterintil-, for example,
generally rather peculiar, saya, with half truth,

" A noble soul is commonly at first intolerant."

Braune has a more correct and finer observation,

"John was, pei haps, in the least degree too quick
in forbidding; but he soon repented of it in his

heart, and was not long in feeling the guilt of tho

deed."

t The Syriac Version supplies T!"Q 1Dy> and w«
also (p. 230), adopted for the time this view.
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construction of anoXovOety with perd (of

which Pricaeus on Luke has given examples),

as in Rev. xiv. 13. We prefer taking this

view, because in this case the reply of our Lord
ou KO.Q' vugjv comes in with effect.) Then,

also, in the exact version of Mark—"he fol-

loweth not us"—there is a sliarp, self-con-

demning, self-convicting expression of that

proud imagination in which the "we and us"
almost forgets the Lord himself; in which they

intrude into the place of him, to follow whom
is and must ever be the great concern.

Verses 39, 40. The humble and timid ques-

tion, which the disciples could scarcely venture

to utter, is abruptly and decisively responded
to by the instructive answer of our Lord,

which, taking the particular case by the roots,

gives forth a general and deeply impressive

utterance, and one which it becomes our own
age (as Braune well remarks) to lay particular-

ly to heart. The confessed prohibition he
prohibits in turn ; and then in a condescend-

ing manner assigns his reasons for doing so.

" Never forbid after this the casting out of dev-

ils in my name, either to one man or another

in a similar case:" the avtov, "him," thus

brings out the indefinite rtvd , "one"—so

that " any one who may do so " is meant—(the

future with ovdeiS ydp indicate the same
thing). In former times, Num. xi. 26-29,

Joshua would have forbidden the two men,
Eldad and Medad, when they prophesied in

the camp, the Spirit of God being upon them,
on the ground that in regard to external order

they were not connected with the others ; but
he did not know that they were accepted be-

fore God, and that they had only not gone out
with the others to the tabernacle. Moses
even in that age did not regard their formal

defect, proceeding apparently from an innocent
mistake, as a reason for depriving them of the

Spirit which had been bestowed upon them
(supposing this in his power), but, on the con-

trary, gave expression to the large-hearted

wish that the whole people of the Lord might
prophesy ; and most assuredly there can be
no such thing now, under the grace of the
New Testament, which works at large and
unconstrained, as a confining of the Spirit of

the Lord to this or to that place, to the com-
munion of this or of that party. The Spirit

bloweth where he listeth : where is the man
who will or can hinder him? Wherever dev-

ils are cast out, there is theSpiritof God, Matt,
xii. 27, 28 ; wherever the name of Jesus is con-

fessed, the confessor of that name is accepted
before God, whether he stands in our roll or not.

This, at least, is the view which our Lord, in

the first instance, teaches us to take of this

incident, in so far as our oxen knowledge and
conduct are concerned. He extends the special

case of casting out devils to the general idea of

rtoielv Svvajiiiv, working a miracle, i. e., effect-

ing or performing anything, in his name ; and
thus, in condemning the disciples, negatives the

manifest conclusion to which they had been
brought. Anticipating a case which might
occur, he says, graciously and convincingly

—

" Whosoever uses my name for a good work,
so that virtue and the Spirit are manifest,

will not be able forthwith, shortly thereafter, to

reproach or reviie me, as for example to at-

tribute my own casting out of devils to Beel-

zebub." For, as John Von Midler says, "he
will be convinced by it," viz., that there re-

sides in my name an effective power of truth.

Or he will not probably prove such an incon-

sistent and perverse man as raxv , " lightly,"

forthwith, almost in the same moment, to revile

him whose name he himself had used with
such effect. Compare the expression of the

apostle, 1 Cor. xii. 3, which may be under-

stood as meaning that to confess Jesus as

Lord, with the powerful conviction inwrought
by the Spirit, and at the same time to curse

him, cannot co-exi&t in the same individual.

But how now? Are there really none who
call Jesus Lord, and yet not in the power of

the Holy Ghost ? Were there really no hypo-
critical miscreants who yet cast out devils

and removed mountains ? (Matt. vii. 22, 23
;

1 Cor. xiii. 2.) Assuredly no where do we
find it asserted that the working of many
miracles (itoielv dwduetS noXXdi) is a sure

proof of real communion with Jesus. We re-

mark that in the raxu there lies concealed

something like this, " Ye should wait a little

before ye judge and forbid." Is there then
really no one who may unwarrantably per-

form deeds in the name of the Lord? Cer-

tainly ; but to know such is reserved for the

Searcher of hearts, or for us after successive

manifest evidences of hostility towards the

Lord. We observe, therefore, that the Lord
can mean by the general statement which he
appears to lay down without any exception

only this—" It becomes you thus to think ; ye
ought, in every case, in the first instance,

lovingly and humbly to assume it to be so, so

long as ye see nothing else than what ye tell

me, a good effect resulting from the use of my
name against the kingdoni of the wicked one,

in the confession and conduct of any one."

That this is the proper sense becomes still

more evident in the following verse, which
certainly rejects the ovn dxoXovOel rji&v , " he
followeth not us," as an insufficient reason.

This following statement can by no means
be regarded as unconditionally true in all cases,

anymore than the preceding one; for many
may take the name of Christ into their lips,

may preach his Gospel t£ IpiQeiaS and itpo-

q>d<5et, "of contention" and "in pretence,"

Phil. i. 16-18. But the great apostle, when
he leaves in the background the Eire npoq>d-
6ei Eire aXr/Osta, "whether in pretence or in

truth," and that in a case which left little room
for doubt—when he suffers not his joy at the

preaching of Christ to be disturbed by the
hostility manifested against himself—speaks
and acts in the spirit of the Lord's statement
now before us, which dictates to us nothing

but the modest presumption of good in others

with which it is proper for us to act.

Verse 40. We remark, by way of intro-

duction, that the reading v/uoor, you, instead
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ottjMGov, us, in Mark is undoubtedly the cor-

rect one, and this both on internal and exter-

nal grounds. This passage is one of those

which show clearly the necessity of a revision

of Luther's Bible ; for the " us," put here into

the mouth of our Lord, disturbs and almost

destroys the whole sense of his most important

naying. The fault of the disciples is exactly

this, that they presume to set up an externally

visible communion with themselves, instead of

communion with the Lord, as a mark by which

to judge a man ; and the exact way in which
our Lord expresses his disapprobation of this

is by employing a " You," sharply turning

away the case from himself, so as to form the

counterparc to their proud " We." Ye need

not at once conclude that whoever is not with

you is against you; ye should rather take it

for granted until something to the contrary

appears that he is for you. Moreover, there

would be room for many mistakes if the ex-

pressions " against j/o?t," or even " not with
you," were made a test—but " to be also not

with me," that is, " against me," is an uner-

ring test. We may look back upon the other

correlative saying, Matt. xii. 30 (Luke xi. 23)

:

" He cannot and he will not so bind himself up
with his people, not even on any one occasion

with his apostles, as to sanction the maxim of

man's judgment, no salvation without our Church,

or our communion ; he lays down the ' You ' in

strict opposition to this." (Let this be re-

peated from p. 230.) Our Lord, on one occasion,

Bays, ''Our friend Luzarus," John xi. 11 ;
" That

we may not give offence," Matt. xvii. 27; and
on one single occasion, with a far reaching
sense, " Thus it becometh us to fulfill all right-

eousnesss," Matt. iii. 15. But this is the whole

:

every where he discriminates exactly, and uses

the " roe " only in connection with outward cir-

cumstances. Here, at least, it was impossible

for him to say, " we ;" for it is exactly in oppo-

sition to the presumption and rash judgment
of the disciples that be is constrained to dis-

criminate between communion with him, which
in most cases can be known for certain only by
himself, and communion with them. Olshau-
sen fails to perceive the exact meaning of the

saying, inasmuch as he applies to different per-

sons the two sayings which are meant mutu-
ally to supplement and limit each other: " He
who has been called to spiritual service must
be against the Lord and his cause if he is not
engaged in positively promoting it ; but he who
has been called to less than this, yea, he who
stands dependent spiritually upon his superi-

ors, is reckoned as on the side of the cause of
God. if he only keeps himself free from the
wide-spread hostile influences that are around
him." For the "whosoever" in both sayings
lays down a rule which is entirely general ; to

discriminate the sphere of its operation on both
sides must be effected in another way. Every
one, as we have remarked on Matt. xii. 30, is

called to spiritual work of some kind or other;
but it is not always necessary for him to pro-
ceed according to the form and manner of this

or of that community of the called.

The well-known treatise of Elwert (Studien

d. Evang. Geist./.. Wurtembergs), has in like man-
ner entirely failed to bring out the sense ; the
author supposes the great difference between
the two sayings to lie in the /i£ra' tivoS and
the vitsp rivoZ eivai, or the being with one
and on one's part, the former according to him
denoting inward unity of heart, and the latter

outward community and operation. We might
as well on the contrary take fierce as denoting
mere companionship and expressed co-operation

(as this undeniably is its ordinary use), and
vnep, on the other hand, internal relationship.

For that vitep literally denotes by itself a re-

lation of working, of acting in favor or in behall

of another, is an entirely groundless asser-

tion, although Ullmann repeats it (in the trea-

tise hereafter to be named). At all events the
vnep rivoi eivoa does not point to work, but
to internal condition and feeling.

In the second saying, Mark ix. and Luke ix.,

so far as regards its commencing clause, or the
ovk sdri MO.Q' v^ioor, " is not against you," it

is certain that our Lord is not speaking imme-
diately of the state of mind or internal relation

to the followers of Christ, and consequently to

Christ himself; though we cannot, consistently

with truth, affirm with Elwert that the whole
statement has nothing whatever to do with
this internal relation. For how can the words
" is for you," merely mean " he is serving your
cause," " promoting your objects V It is cer-

tainly not to be supposed that the apostles had
a cause other than that of Christ, an object dif-

ferent from what he had ; Elwert himself ac-

knowledges that " the cause of the apostles is

here to be regarded as identical with that of

Christ." When our Lord, in the first saying,

proceeds to remark, " Whoever gathers not
with me scatters abroad " (this certainly re-

fers to work), he asserts the inseparable con-

nection between inward state and outward
work, as we have explained the passage.* Ac-
cording to this clear statement we must deny
that the " undecided " may in the very least
" be profitable to the cause of Christ."

The contrast of both sayings lies, therefore,

manifestly in something altogether different.

First and foremost in this, that in the one case,

the Lord says "against me," and in the other
case, " against you." How can any one over-

look this? Assuredly in relation to the per-

son of Christ, there can be no )u£t<x ,
" with," of

mere external communion, least of all in the
intention, since he is here speaking as the
Searcher of hearts and the Judge of hearts, not
only about temporal relations, but also in re-

gard to air future time, and in reference to

both kingdoms. In the second saying he adds

*Elwei t's evasion is very naive :
" The gathering

and the scattering is only a continuation, in the

form of a proverbial saying, of what had "been for-

merly affirmed, and ihe words are not to be taken

literally." The acknowledgment sadly beti ays his

own want of understanding ; in any other case

there would be no oossibility of comparing the two
sayings!
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this: "To be with me must not be supposed
necessarily the same as to be with yon, in a
manner that shall be visible and subject to

your judgment." For, in the second place,

there is the clear difference: Christ, the
Searcher of hearts, pronounces a decisive judg-
ment, makes it manifest to the heart of each

;

but in our case, where no such judgment can
exist, all that is required in the vitip vjugjv

Idriv, "is for you," is manifestly a kind as-

sumption, a taking for granted in the mean-
time. "Let such a one be to you as if he were
for you (and for me)—until something occurs

which proves him to be the reverse. Speak
thus of him."

Elwert, without any reason, introduces into

the case the very questionable position, that
u absolute decision for Christ may not strictly be

assumed of any one"—that to demand this "in
order to a, work rich in blessing," will in the

end "destroy the Church itself and all activity

in it on behalf of Christ." Such an assertion

is exactly the opposite of the first saying in

Matt. xii. 30. What in this is relatively true,

will always, at the same time, have an influ-

ence upon practice; thus the meaning to the
apostles might have been—" In so far as any
one is still undecided, in so far he acts against

j'our cause and mine." But to understand our
Lord as saying, " Whosoever is only not. abso-

lutely against me may, with some degree of

blessing, work on my behalf,"* is the very
thing which the former statement has sharply

and unquestionably denied.

Christ in the second statement refers not
merely to the toleration, so dear to some, of im-

perfection and half decision (this in us may be
appropriate)—not at all to the blessing in the

objective power of the means of salvation irre-

spective of the personal character of him who
administers them, etc. These are matters ir-

relevant to the subject on hand. But he tes-

tifies, in the verbally clear contrast of the two
sayings, that communion of being and of work-
ing with him (these two are inseparable, and
both are imperatively necessary) is not alto-

gether bound up with the communion of exter-

nal fellowship, association, participation with
his people. There is here a contrast, but there

is no contradiction. We see scarcely an ap-

pearance of contradiction in the two sayings as

soon as we take them in their proper literal

sense, without turning aside to general, irrele-

vant thoughts.

We do not therefore understand how Ullmann
can set out with the assumption of a contra-

ction to be solved—as he has done recently

in a treatise on the supposed problem (Deutsche

Zeitschr. far Christ/. Wissensch. etc. 1851. No.

3, 4).f Even he finds first and foremost in the

* As Elwert, p. 128, understands the second say-

ing, and pays no attention to the fact that the ex-

pression is not vitsp kp.ov in this case. This cer-

tainly is not to notice the chief poiDt.

f We still less understand the praise there (p. 22)
bestowed upon the totally useless treatise of Elwert.

But certainly exposition, proceeding strictly from

second saying the proposition " that everyone
who is only not against Christ is for him "

—

a proposition which neither was nor could be

uttered. Even he appears not to observe. that
Elwert's result is an entire misinterpretation,

and endeavors to find in the difference of the
prepositions /nerd and -vitsp (a difference of
little moment in this passage), a false key. In
the end, however, he comes to a right conclu-
sion, as we have already seen he did once be-

fore—that in the second saying our " Lord
does not so much speak about the relation to
himself as about the relation of fellowship with
his disciples." Our view, on the other hand,
is that the contrast and difference are clear
without any "not so much" of qualification.

What Ullmann regards merely as a secondary
difference we regard as the first, the very de-
cisive, and assuredly the only one—" that in

the more severe saying our Lord speaks in the
singular and in the first person, and, therefore,
only of himself, of his own person ; but in the
milder saying, on the other hand, in the plu-
ral and in the second person, and, therefore, of
the disciples and of fellowship with them."
This we thought we had set forth long since in
our exposition, and that we had deduced every
thing which rightly flows from it: that it is

not in the state of the soul and conscience
towards Christ that the fundamental differ-

ence is to be explained
; there, there is an ab-

solute " either—or " as to being on the side of
Christ, as to working with him, as to being
united with him ; this internal relation, how-
ever, always remains in some respects not per-
fectly cognizable to human eye and judgment.
No Christian community, therefore, no visible
Church, however constituted, may adopt the
fault of Roman Catholicism and say that there
is no communion with Christ and his people
except in it.

We earnestly beg the reader's pardon for
this digression on the exegetical literature of
the day ; we have been led into it by a desire
to indicate once for all, on some prominent
passage, the relation in which we stand to it.

We return from this digression to our usual
course, and observe in conclusion, that we
must mark, consider, examine the immediate
occasion and cause of the action and word of
the apostle John, in order rightly to under-
stand the reply and the rule here given by
Christ. The faithful and wise Teacher lays
hold of this individual case in its deep general
significance and symbolical import ; lie sees
here all Popery in the widest sense of the word
in its kernel, rising in the assuming We of his
beloved apostles ; and therefore he decidedly
rejects and condemns it for all time to come.
His word rebukes the smallest beginnings of

the word, is so little a matter of concern with those
systematic and historic theologians, that even Ull-

mann himself heqim with the commentators in ex-
pounding his views : some take this, and others
take that, as the object of the saying. Oh that our
interpreters would first of all read and reflect upon
the text and its connection! I first read it myself,
and then consult the commentaries.
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assumption, as well as its full development in

the "Church which alone confers salvation;"

it protests against all restraining and quench-

ing of the Spirit with rules, forms, and preten-

sions which have their origin in " Us," against

all binding of the gifts of grace to any com-
munion or succession, against all narrow-mind-

edness of confession, system, and method. Our
Lord is most assuredly a God of order in his

Church ; and inculcates upon his people, as the

rule, fellowship with each other, and, so far as

possible, exact uniformity. But inasmuch as

his people are very much inclined to misun-

derstand this order, and to substitute, first,

the best form, and also by degrees some other

form, instead of the internal reality— for this

very reason his Spirit makes exceptions, and he
himself gives us in this passage the rule for these

exceptions in the last extremity, as well as for

a whole wide field of human assumption which
will quickly see unjustifiable exceptions. Oh,
how far and deeply does his brief master-say-

ing penetrate, if only the hearts of his disci-

ples were willing to receive it !
" Bind no man

so to your doctrine as that ye shall say, he
speaks not as we speak, therefore we regard it

not though he also as well as we owns and
praises our Lord. Bind not the people to your
ways—Whosoever does not as we do, does not

right. Finally, never in this, or in any other
sense, bind anyone to jouv communion uncon-

ditionally—Whosoever does not adhere to us

does not follow us, but is regarded by us as

one who is not a follower of the Lord." Our
Lord speaks on this subject in the spirit of

kind concession, because he has the apostles

in his presence:* in our case there may be very
good reason for a man being against us and
yet no opponent of the Lord; it may rather be
in obedience to our Lord's will that he is op-

posing what is faulty in us. But, finally, even
where an organization among ourselves may be
compared to the circle of the apostles, the rule

of the Master remains in its integrity. Peter,

John, and James, durst not have said to Paul,
" Thou mayest not preach the name of Jesus,

we know he hath not called thee," even though
Paul had inquired after them still less than he
did, and had carefully avoided altogether their

communion.
Verses 41, 42- In these verses Mark again

turns into the train of thought in Matthew

:

first, a further retrospect towards those say-
ings, Matt. x. 40-42 ; and secondly, in opposi-
tion, the warning against giving offence, the
ground and meaning of which we have already
set forth in our exposition of Matthew. (The
correct reading is undoubtedly ev ovojiari
on Xpitirov £6ts—although this form, com-
mon at a later period in the writings of Paul,
occurs no where in the four Gospels except in
the passage before us.) The expressions of the
Lord alternate between kindness and severity,
between promise and warning. Scarcely has

* Because of course it was said of them in a cor-

rect sense, Whoever is really against you is also

against ms (Luke x. 16).

the Saviour expressed disapprobation of th*
assumption of the disciples, who would not ac-

knowledge as a follower the man who followed
not them, than he bogins again to assure them
of the dignity and honor which still remained
for them in tlie presence of the Lord (assuredly
here, according to ver. 37, common to them
with every little child), and scarcely is this

said to them than they are again impressively
exhorted to avoid on their part offending any
little one. For, that in the kingdom of heaven
we should be loving children, honoring one
another reciprocally and equally, is, as we
have already seen on Matthew, the fundamen-
tal thought of the whole of this saying of the
Lord.

Verses 4$—48. Mark does not give he»e,
" according to his usual way," a paraphrastic
version. What Matthew has drawn in brief

stands here in its original fulness. It is not
to be imagined that the strong, thrice-repeat-

ed, astounding expression concerning the worm
and the fire had its origin anywhere else than
in the lips of our Lord himself; and here tut

the natural sequence of this expression, we find

a corresponding threefold word concerning the
hand, and foot, and eye. The import of the
saying we have already expounded in the Ser •

mon on the Mount, and afterwards at Matt,
xviii.; we may here notice the very regular
distribution of the particular expressions so as

to produce a significant variety in the repeti-

tion. To go ''into life," " ^o enter into life,"

" to enter into the kingdom of God "—this is the
one series, over against which are the alter-

nates and counterpart " to go aicay into hell."
'• into lire unquenchable," " to be cast into hell

fire.'''' This is not a wide and empty fulness of
words, but a solemn and emphatic address
which presents to the mind at. each turn a new
view of the important matter. TJvp ad/ie-
tirov, unquenchable fire, does not refer to the
language of John the Baptist ; but is an origi-

nal application of the terrific threefold warn-
ing quoted in the following clause from Isaiah,

a quotation which Mark alone gives us. The
excellent J. F. Von Meyer—a man too little

known in the theological world, and whose
grateful scholar I shall ever with pleasure ac-

knowledge myself, without, however, adopting
from him what I regard as erroneous, and in

whose doctrine, particularly of the final quench-
ing of the fire, I can never sympathize—threw
out on one occasion, referring in a letter to

this passage, the brief expression, in opposition

to my views: " Thrice is less than once." This
expression, if I understand any thing at all by
it, can only mean that a proverbial saying is

not to be interpreted too strictly in a doctrinal

matter. There would be some truth in this,

were it the case that our Lord was uttering a

mere proverbial saying ; not, however, to the

extent of enfeebling the essential fundamental
thought. Our Lord, however, is quoting a pass-

age of Scripture (which had certainly become a
proverbial saying in Israel), as is manifest from
the avroQV, " their," quoted literally from Jsa.

lxvi. 24, and the use of which had not been oc-
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casioned by any thing hitherto said. (Nay
more, he strengthens the expression there to a

certain extent by the simple finally decisive

ad veXevto., ov 6/iEvvvrai instead of the fu-

ture in Isaiah, ov teXevvi)6ex, ov 6(Se60ij6e-

rai ; in like manner by leaving out the second
avrcov, whereby, as absolutely confirming the
ad/isdrov, there remains the pure, plain ex-

pression to nvp ov 6(ievvvroa !) We dare

set nothing over against this, we dare not con-

sider it as an indefinite Old Testament expres-

sion, such as we have in 2 Kings xxii. 17 ; Isa.

i. 31, xxxiv. 10, and in similar passages ; but
as a clause expressing the full truth corres-

ponding to such typical passages as those

which stand (Rev. xiv. 11, xx. 10) at the

end of the New Testament and of the whole
sacred volume. Least of all is it conceiva-

ble by us how "death itself can, shall, and
must die of its own sting, and hell of its own
pestilence."

We have already seen how thoroughly the

Lord, when quoting passages especially from
Isaiah, opens up their depth of meaning. We
have here a new proof of this. There (chap.

lxvi. 22) the eternal existence and endurance
of the seed and name of the righteous before

God in the new heaven and the new earth

had been dwelt on in the preceding clauses :

corresponding to this we have here (ver. 24)

the perpetuity of the dishonor and shame and
suffering and pain of the condemned. Over
this there may be thrown there a certain dra-

pery of figurative language ; here our Lord
brings forward the real truth in the most un-
figurative language—-the same Lord who, in

Matt. xiii. 30, 40-42, knew no other way of

explaining the figurative fire except by the
liberal fire. What Judith, with Jewish pride

(xvi. 20, 21), addresses merely to the heathen,
who torment the people of God, and Sirach

vii. 17 (19) to all the ungodly in general—our
Lord here, though he is in the very midst of

a most friendly address, in which he accom-
modates himself graciously to little ones and
children, threatens to these his own ransomed
beloved, blessed little children, if they will

not perfect holiness by self-denial and the
mortification of their own sin. The worm, (in

the first instance emphatic instead of " worms ")

denotes here the internal corruption proceed-

ing from death itself; see Job xvii. 14, xxi.

20; Isa. xiv. 11 ; Sir. x. 11 ; the fire, the de-

struction of a corpse, anticipating the worm,
and proceeding from without, such as took

place in the valley of Ilinnom, and not a mere
reference to the custom of burning instead of

burying—this is the idea which gave rise to

the expression in Isaiah, where mention is

made of the carcasses of the people who had
sinned against the Lord. Whatever is repre-

sented as pictorially horrible in bodily death is

wrought up into an inconceivable figure, and.
predicated of the peculiar horror of second and
eternal death. The word of prophecy here
announces that both the worm and the j?>e are

together; although in the imperfect figure it

is only the one or the other that can exist,

because the one excludes the other. And
what in the case of the undying death is the
import of the one and the other in their du-
ality? Even those come short of the right

sense who understand by the worm the gnaw-
ings of conscience in the soul, and by the fire

the burning pain of the body ; because both

are applied in Isaiah to the body, as they are

here in the mouth of the Lord to the body of

sin and death with its unmortified members.
In the resurrection, the whole is indissolubly

reunited: body and soul enjo}'' together the
bliss of life, or experience together the pain of

death. The worm, therefore, rather denotes
the self-corruption, the self-infliction of the

man who has been doomed to death ; and the

fire the effect, corresponding to this, of the

righteousness and holiness of the living God.
But the consuming fire cannot annihilate the

worm ; the worm cannot die by being consumed
so that the fire finding nothing more to prey
on should be quenched.* These are hard,

terrible secrets : may grace save us from
understanding them in the depths of Satan,

Rev. ii. 24 ! The expositor can only intimate

that they are set forth in plain and certain

words.

Verse 49. We have again an extremely
simple and plain statement, if we consider it

in regard to its literal import. To grasp its

meaning, however, in the connection in which
it occurs, is one of the most difficult efforts

that exegesis ever made—an effort which can
succeed only by a profound insight into those

fundamental ideas which are peculiarly biblical,

and by renouncing ever)' iSia titiXvtiiS or " pri-

vate interpretation " of the sacred word. We
begin to spell out the passage with 7rar S, " every

one," and inquire who is meant by it. It has

been correctl3r observed that the masculine
ndi is always connected with something un-
derstood which limits or defines its general

character. What is this here? Erasmus
translated " omul? homo sictit omuls victima"
\ecery man as ever// victim). It is soon seen,

however, that this is too wide a grasp. For,

in this case, to "be salted with fire," must
denote, or at least include, the pain of eternal

fire. We learn, however, from the second
clause as well as from the following verse, that
in reality the salting must denote the oppo-
site of the consuming, agonizing burning; if

indeed this is not apparent in these two words
themselves. We include here, as it is proper
we should, the yd ft, "for," which certainly

belongs not to the immediately preceding sen-

tence, but to the entire threefold exhortation

—

Cut it off and pluck it out, for it is better for
thee! This "/or" introduces the strong, clear,

and urgent consideration, " Let not this trouble

and terrify you, for there is no other way
;

we must be prepared by fire and salt for God

* Even the excellent Roos gives us this most ar-

bitrary interpretation :
" Where the worm of the

damned dielh not until it hath totally consumed
them ; and the fire is not quenched until it hath

totally destroyed them."
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a8 a sacrifice—that is, if we would escape eter-

nal fire." Therefore, Eoery man who would
not come into Gehenna, but would obtain the

better part. Not, as many think (that we may
guard against misunderstandings beforehand)

—

Every one who will not be salted by willing

resignation and self-denial, must sink into the

fire ! For, as was said, the salting fire, in

common with the salt, denotes the opposite

of the itvp atifistirov. " To salt." does not
signify "to destroy;" but "to preserve," " to

render durable and acceptable." Although
that fire assured!}' never completes its work of

destruction, yet this is alone what, as pure
fire, its object is; and that those who burn
in it are never consumed by it, but unceasing-

ly endure it, does not arise from the fire, but
from the undying worm. Our Lord does not
institute any comparison between those who
are condemned in fire and the burnt-offer-

ings—or between those who are sanctified and
the meat-offerings—as we shall see if we read
and spell on without bringing to the passage
any new idea of our own. Jidda Svdia,
"every sacrifice," is strictly parallel with ltd 5 ',

and the Svdia, according to the passage quot-
ed from the law, means not merely the nnJE

or offering: the "and" between the two
clauses is manifestly also, indeed properly
speaking exactly, equivalent to, " as ;"* for,

whatever is salted with the salt of the cov-
enant (and this might be done with fire or
merely with salt), is certainly an acceptable
offering.

The Lord has a little before quoted a pass-
age of Scripture which rests upon a similitude
taken from nature ; he now quotes, in the
literal dXi dXi6Qr)6ercxi, " shall be salted
with salt," the passage from the Mosaic law
of sacrifices, Lev. ii. 13, but gives to this ordi-

nance a sense, in the connection in which it

occurs in his discourse, which unfolds its t}rp-
ical import. The future intimates that the
ordinance is to be retained and perpetuated in

New Testament times. Dost thou ask, as a
theologian, where Christ has taught and es-

tablished a system of typology? Thou hast
here the indisputably clear axiomatic utter-
ance of his mouth, in which he deliberately
takes for granted an essentially valid sense, not
merely for this particular passage, but of
course for the whole ceremonial law in which
it occurs. We cannot certainly write a book
within a book upon the whole t}'pological sys-
tem of the Levitical sacrifices ; still the main
features of this system may be briefly indi-

cated. First, as to the burnt-nffering to which
the fire in this passage points us—What is

shown, what is meant by the fire in which the
sacrifice was consumed and ascended to God ?

Bahrf has recently repudiated very decidedly

* The so-called 1 excequationh ; thus both Fritzche
and DeWette regard it here.

t Whose well meant purpose to consider the
symbol as such, without regaid to type, is imprac-
ticable, and must, therefore, necessarily involve

the old view according to which there was
nothing in this fire except the hell fire of

eternal condemnation. Kurtz,* also, who gen-
erally opposes him, is not disposed to ac-

knowledge this fire as any thing but the em-
blem of purification and holiness ; agreeing
with Bahr, he finds an irrefragable proof of

this " in the similar and simultaneous burning
of the meat-offering with the sacred incense,

oil, and salt." We are not disposed alto-

gether to resist these consideration to the ex-

tent of renewing the old limited view ; as lit-

tle, however, can we altogether agree with
them. For, although it be admitted, on the
one side, that the fire as a sweet-smelling sa-

vor of the Lord must indicate a reconciliation

to his good pleasure

—

i. e., the offering was
accepted by God as an offering of propitiation

;

and grace and not wrath was manifested in

this, that " the Lord has his fire in Sion and
his furnace in Jerusalem" (Isa. xxxi. 9)—still,

on the other hand, it must be maintained, as

Kurtz at least knew well, that in this recon-
ciliation the punishment was inflicted upon
the victim offered in sacrifice—the avenging
sentence of the merited death and destruction.

And this, in our opinion, lies not merely in

the preceding slaughter and shedding of blood,

but quite as much in the consuming fire
;
just

as the putting to death contains in it a return-

ing to life in order to pleasing God, an offer-

ing presented as if it were something living

in death. The burnt-offering is in the first

instance Christ, and in the second place we in

him. Now, therefore, exactly in so far as the
wrath of God, and death as the wages of sin,

have to do with the death of Christ, who yet
is life, and gives us life, to the same extent,

and neither more nor less, does the eternal fire

belong to the fire of the altar of burnt offer-

ing. Of this fire, not without the most sig-

nificant connection with that of which our
Lord has spoken, it is written, "the fire on
the altar shall burn, and shall never be put
out ; eternally shall the fire burn upon the
altar, and shall never be put out" (Lev. vi.

12, 13). Compare for the individual offering,

ver. 9. Here both are embraced in one : the
warning allusion to the fire which consumes
in righteous wrath ; together with the recon-
ciling grace which converts this same fire of

holy love, into which we must all enter in

fellowship with the Saviour given for us, from
a destroying into a quickening fire, into a pro-
pitiation. The fire assuredly is, in reality,

only one, and of one kind. Kurtz speaks in

the first place of light and warmth ; in the
second place of a quickening, and therefore of

a purifying efficacy ; and in the third place of
death bringing destruction as what is yet to

come (p. 89, 90). This connection is .correct

;

but the order must be reversed. In the first

instance, as is clear in nature and Scripture,

him in many errors. We cannot thus separate
what God has joined together.

* In his important treatise on the Mosaic sac-

rifices (Mitau, 18-12).
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fire consumes ; and if there were no sin in us

the light of God would never be fire to us.

It purifies and quickens us only in so far as it

condemns and casts out sin, puts death itself

to death, Isa. iv. 4.* Wherefore, also, in the

unburnt meat-offering which denotes the new
life, praise, and obedience, there is at least an
intimation of the fire in the salt ; as the salt,

on the other hand, is seen in the sin-offering

and trespass-offering, as confirming the cov-

enant, and preserving before God.
We have now reached the very heart of the

matter ; and may understand the expression

before us, in which our Lord designs not mere-
ly to point us to a single isolated precept, but
to give us a key to the centre of the whole
sacrificial system. He speaks at once of the

fire and the salt of the sacrifices ; embraces
both in one by the one word dAitiOt'/tierai,

which he applies to both. " Fire is salt and
salt is fire "—says Stilling.f '* The salt is a

condensed embodiment of fire "—writes Von
Meyer.J We have here, however, a solution

not only of the apparent but of the real oppo-
sition; sacrificial symbolism supplies us with
the key. The same fire of the divine purity,

holiness, and love, which must, in the future

state, unquenchably burn the unclean, the im-

pure, and the dead in eternal destruction, must,
at least in this world, sa^ every one who would
come into contact with it, must sanctify him
by putting to death every thing within him
that is worthy of death, by a gracious, con-

demning, purifying destruction of the sin, ac-

companied by the deliverance of the sinner.

This, and nothing but this, 1s the thought of

the Lord: see 1 Pet. iv. 12, 17; Luke xxiii. 31.

But he expresses this in the typical language
of sacrifice; both because this language sup-

plied him with the briefest and most compre-
hensive expression, and because in Isaiah, whose
concluding words he had quoted, two of the
preceding verses had affirmed that the saints

should be brought to the Lord for a meat-of-

fering, Isa. Ixvi. 20, compare lx. 7; Mai. i. 11
;

Rom. xv. 16. Even the fire consumes only
that which is combustible: if the worm in Ge-
henna should die, the fire also would be extin-

guished, and there would remain in the ashes

the pure salt, the basis of things allied to fire,

and which resists all destruction as well as

corruption. Now the grace of God in the sac-

rifice converts for us the fire itself into salt;

yea, it covers and softens, to the greatest pos-

sible extent, its unavoidable effect, in the mere
salt. Salt, in the Old Testament, although it

is called, Lev. ii. 13, " the salt of the covenant

* It by no means follows, however, as Von Meyer
once wrote to me, that " the eternal fire consumes

only sin, this being what is represented by the an-

imal sacrifices ; " for the question is, Can sin in

any ease be separated from the sinner in the way
of judgment, destruction, without faith in grace 1

f Hence at the highest point the two appear once

in complete unity (Deut. xxix. 23).

$ " The nature of salt is of itself fiery," says Pliny

'Nat. Hist. 31).

of thy God," and mention is made, Num. xviii.

19, "of an eternal covenant of salt," does not
depend for its meaning on any allusion, such
as has been derived from profane writers, to a
common, friendly meal—like the eastern and
western proverb " to eat with another a bushel
of salt"—but on an allusion to its being akin
to fire, to which, at the same time, it is a
marked opposite.* Salt is imperishable, it re-

sists the action of fire, it has an indestructible
endurance ; salt also makes what it salts thus
durable ; still it does this exactly by its burn-
ing power and effect, bringing with it in an-
other form the salutary fire. This is the cov-
enant of God with man ; the covenant of deliv-

ering and preserving grace with the sinner in

the sacrifice of reconciliation. f It has been
falsely supposed that no salt was applied to
the burnt-offering; but the regulation for the
meat-offering, Lev. ii. 13, is extended in the

concluding sentence to every offering (p"lp"i?3;

and p~ip is the general name for all offerings,

Lev. i. 2). Our Lord accordingly says here
Ttd6a Svdia, and in Ezek. xliii. 24, the burnt-
offering is salted, to show that the fire has
been changed from a killing into a preserving
fire.J The salt of the offering is certainly not
(as Michaelis in his Typische Gotte*gelahrtlieit,

pp. 63, 64, and Oetinger in his Worterbuch, p.

426, singularly enough, considering the misera-
ble mistake, agree for once), the rendering of
it indestructible for the eternal fire of ven-
geance^ The mere salting, finally, is the mild-

* We cannot (like Biihr, Stud. u. Krit. 18-19, 3)
hold to the sense of the covenant from the passage
in the Pentateuch as the only one which the Lord
must have bad exclusively in view ; for, that pass-
age does not exclude, it rather suggests, a wider
sense (if we correctly understand the covenant ac-

cording to its radical idea) ; and the Lord manifest-
ly speaks of salt and fire in regard to the effects

which they produce. We leave our readers to

cm | >are our exegesis with the treatise of Biihr,

which, correct though it be in many respects,

does not apprehend the proper kernel and connec-
tion.

t " Salt is what preserves the earth, and fire and
wind (spirit) are concealed in salt. Take dust by
itself, its power arises from its combination with
salt" {Visions of a Prophetess, Hamburg: by Per-
thes, ii. 172). " The basis of all matter is salt, as
is seen when any substance is burned and the ashes
all washed " (Von Meyer, as above, i. 336, where
there is also given an explanation of Isa. Ii. 6,
different from the common one, and which makes
the word parallel to the rags ofJer.xxxviii.il
12).

% On the use of salt in heathen sacrifices, see Ro-
sentnulleri Scholia on the passage in Leviticus.

<) Compare Oetinger, as edited by Auberlen, p.

151, etc. " In order that the fire of hell may do
him no harm, he must be salted with fire; i. e., he
must be pervaded by the heavenly corporeity of the
flesh and blood of Jesus." Is this exegesis 1 The
modern resuscitation of Oetinger renders it neces-
sary to advert to his errors and confusions. Very
frequently only his fundamental ideas are correct •
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est form of exempting and preserving against

all other fire.

Of what, therefore, docs our Lord speak in

ver. 49, after he had previously spoken of hell-

fire ? He means and he very plainly mentions

three processes in relation to ourselves.
_

The

terrible portion, which is the final issue, is the

proper consuming fire. The better portion

which he advises us too choose, and which he

recommends to us as a voluntary self-offering,

is to allow ourselves to be sanctified by the

salting salt. In the middle between these

there stands an intermediate clause—the salt-

ing fire ; and of this also he says that every

one must experience it, that no one without a

burnt-offering can become a meat-offering be-

fore God.* He intends to teach that in order

to escape condemnation, there remain for us

ftoomeans ofbecoming holy and happy. Nitzsch,

in his sermon on the Saying before us, names
these with perfect accuracy: "The salt of

truth, and the fire of affliction.'
1 Braune calls

the salt, " Evangelical doctrine, the truth of

the Gospel." The mere being salted would
thence denote the voluntary purification of our

souls, in obeying the truth through the Spirit

(1 Pet. i. 22): thus the life which mortifies

the old man would enter in the gentlest man-

ner possible, although even thus the Gospel

must show its burning power against sin. For,

"the holiness of God, manifested with the

grace of God, in all its consequences, effects,

and demands, is the salt of truth of which we
speak "—grace chastises us so severely for the

denial of our ungodly nature, that " we must
read in the last sufferings of our dying Re-

deemer, that if we sin willingly there remains

no more sacrifice for sin." But who has be-

come an offering of God without the aid of

affliction which, through the accompanying
help of God, constrains us to obedience ? Con-
sequently, we must not sever the two united

means of grace ; they always go in every vari-

ety of way together, as the Lord here embraces

them in one view. In themselves they arc not

entirely separated ; because the salt burns as

well as salts, and the fire salts as well as burns.

Even the word is a fire ( Jer. xxiii. 9), in the

same way as the Holy Spirit is (Matt. iii. 11).

Besides in every case the rod of affliction is in-

dispensable (Heb. xii. 6-8) ; and, on the other

hand, no affliction is salutary unless the word
of God accompany it, or be recalled to our

he fails altogether in rearing his superstructures.

I regret that, I have not as yet seen his special trea-

tise Das Geheimniss worn Salz (Stuttgart, 1770).

Still I can refer to his Denkmal der Lehrtafel des

PrinzessinAntonia(T\ibh)°en, 1763), where, pp. 379,

388, there is a full discussion on the Sagings of Je-

sus by Mark ; for the critical consideration of which
this is not the place. Compare what Auberlen, pp.
445, 416, has contributed on this subject.

* Therefore not as Hamann (i. 112, 113) for once
superficially writes, " Instead of the fire we escape
with the salt." This latter is merely " the sense of

our sins, and faith in him who has extinguished the

fire of sin." There is no understanding of the text

here.

mind if we have forgotten it. Each of the two
former gives efficacy to the other ; but the salt

is, and continues to be, assuredly the main
thing even when fire accompanies it. The
conflict teaches us to attend to the word (lea.

xxviii. 19), and the word renders the conflict

salutary to us. Finally, if we have thus far

understood our Lord, we cannot submit at the

end to any limitation drawn from a theological

system, as to the fire of judgments destined

yet to heal and to deliver—as Bengel does,

who finds it necessary to add, " in this life,

however." For that a salting with fire may
still be possible and real, there as well as here,

in Sheol as well as on earth, as is frequently

intimated elsewhere in Scripture, our Lord
here is as far from denying as he is on the oth-

er hand from being able to say of his xyp a6p"e-

tiroY or " fire that is not quenched," that itvpi

dAi60?'/(>£rai, "it is salted by fire."

Verse 50. Our Lord passes from the fire

that shall never be quenched to the fire that

salts ; from that remote fire to the mildest salt

which contains fire. In so far as we are a

meat-offering, well pleasing to God, certainl3r

not without a burnt-offering to be prepared in

the first instance ; and also afterwards, in so

far as we would be, and would continue to be
such, among each other and before the world
—are we exhorted in the most gracious man-
ner never to suffer this salutary and necessary

salt to be wanting, never to suffer it to be
lost. The fire must, alas ! afflict us because of

sin, and itself cometh of evil ; Salt is and alone

remains relatively the best for us, the unmin-
gled good (holXov, which of itself can and will

help to the xaAov dot, vers. 43-48), which
works out our preparation even in the fire.

Hold this fast, have it, keep it, and use it well

—is our Lord's word to his disciples. " The
more salt there is in you, the less will you need
fire." This fire stands alone in the hands of

God : ignem habere non est facultatis humanae
(it is not in human power to have fire). But
to receive and to hold fast the power of sanc-

tifying truth for voluntary obedience in self-

denial, and to reject our own inward corrup-

tion (to forsake all that we have, as the pass-

age in Luke, xiv. 33, 34, is again explained in

harmony with the above)—this is good and
beautiful. Our Lord thus returns to the Ser-

mon on the Mount (Matt. v. 13). The light,

though contrasted with fire in its mild and
beautiful illuminating power, cannot neverthe-

less be without the pungency of salt, in order

really to do its work effectually: "would ye
be the light of the world, then show yourselves

also as the salt of the earth." The salt of God
is good, the power of his truth and the effect

of his Spirit; but ye children of men, as al-

ways previously salted yourselves with this

salt, must also become another salting salt.

This salt, in its secondary effect, condescend-

ingly so-called, which salt ye are, may alas ! be-

come saltless (avaXov) • its calling, its name,
and appearance giving the lie to its nature, its

vile end standing in marked contrast to its

good beginning : beware of this, for man can-
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not be renewed and born again the second
time. Has the strength of the first sacrifice

become annihilated by a complete apostacy,
there cannot be a second. How, in this case,

would ye again help yourselves 1 how many
great lights of the world and of the Church,
who allowed themselves to become deficient

in salt first in their own hearts and houses,

and by and by in all their light and teaching,

have finally fallen into this condemnation !

Therefore have, keep and use well, the salt of

truth in yourselves—that truth which works
holiness and self-denial within us, lives through
the energy of grace and of the Spirit, and mor-
tifies sin. " Then and then only shall ye have
and keep peace also among yourselves as disci-

ples." Again, " maintain peace and love, in

order that ye may not lose in contentions the

salt of humility :' ; the one acts and reacts re-

ciprocally upon the other. Hence after this

our Lord turns back to the fundamental theme
of his discourse, which he had prosecuted from
vers. 34, 35; and, hence, Mark may conclude
with this saying, leaving out the further state-

ments given by Matthew, xviii. 10-20. We
may notice the contrast kv koivvoli and kv
aXXr/Xoii, "in yourselves " and " among one
another," introduced into the unity of the

necessary connection :* the inward humility,

which alwa3-s judges itself, and which thus
rightly appreciates the real worth and great-

ness of the lowly and the poor, is the already

valid holiness of those who are still sinners,

secures the peace of love, and is secured in it.

In the first instance, certainly, and above all

other things, let each man judge himself only,

and exercise patience and forbearance towards
others. But then, in the next place, this is

not enough of itself. Olshausen remarks, "As
salt does not salt salt, but that which is un-
salted, so also ought the vital energy of the
children of God not to be dissipated in mutual
strife, but applied to the quickening of the
world." Very good, if all disciples and breth-
ren were one mass of pure salt! But when a
brother sins, I ought to punish him even as a

brother, according to the more full directions

given by our Lord in Matthew. I must show
my love, working peace and bringing the in-

fluence and might of brotherhood to bear upon

him in truth, not in a soft insipid style (like

the pietistic reciprocal fondling of each other

by the dear children of God), but according to

the necessities of the case, with all sharpness

of punishment. Consequently, also, " Salt

yourselves one with another, in order that all

together may be able to salt the world , but

do this in the exercise of that lowly love

which rightly exercises and rightly endures
punishment." The kv kavrolS and the kv
aAA?/Aoij run mutually into each other. Let
your speech (and your conduct), first, towards
each other, and secondly, towards every man,
be at all times not merely kv xapiri, lovely

and loving in forgiving grace, but, at the same
time (and the genuine xa Pli r°v Ssov is never
any tiling but this), seasoned with salt, and
made effective for improvement and edification

(Col. iv. 6 ; Eph. iv. 29). This is something
more, something better than the Greek charts

(grace) of amiable intercourse with one an-

other, on which many saltless persons are again
in their insipidity expending much false dili-

gence. The salt of the disciples of Christ

means something very different from the Attic
salt which Stilling (Heimweh, iv. 246) though
in a style not Attic, satirizes—"It is good for

nothing but confectionery !" The ancient
Catholic Church had in view the salt of Christ,

when they used that substance at the ceremo-
ny of baptism, and on other occasions. It is

only of it that the proverb in Horst's Damono-
magie holds true: "The devil cannot endure
salt, and all the dishes at the devil's meals are

without salt." Search many of our modern
festive entertainments, and you find it alas !

to be so: but be not present at such without
introducing the salutary offence of the cross

among the false charities, without introducing
in season and out of season (2 Tim. iv. 2) your
little grain of salt, provided you have anjr, to

the vexation of Satan and to the salvation of

his saltless companions in the name of the
Lord. Again, ye brethren, quarrel not among
yourselves, if one goes abroad and another
stays at home ; but punish only this in your-
selves and others, that ye who are the salt of

the world, instead of salting it, feed together
on what is unsalted.

THE WIDOW'S MITE.

(Mark xii. 43, 44 ; Luke xxi. 3, 4.)

Mark preserves, in a few words (and Luke
agrees with him, or copies from him, almost
word for word), an externally lovely incident

from the last days of our Lord—an incident

which, in its simplicity, is still as fresh and
expressive as ever it was. The saying of the
Lord which occurs in connection with this in-

* In yourselves salt, among each other peace—as

Hamann correctly points the antithesis.

cident is, we may observe first, the last which
we have to c msider of the new Sayings given
by Mark

;
as we have resolved to follow, in

the first instance, all the Evangelists only up
to the history of the last sufferings. There is

little of explanation needed, for the simple in-

cident and the saying express of themselves a
clear meaning: still it is right to call atten-
tion to the easily overlooked connection of the
whole. Immediately after the denunciation
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of woes upon tho Pharisees, consequently al-

so (as Matt, xxiii. informs us) after the an-

nouncement of the judgments upon Jerusalem,

and of the desolation of the temple, after the

terribly sharp word of farewell, " Ye shall

henceforth see me no more," he does not at

once go forth—no, be sits down quietly once

more to observe what is going on in this temple.

By his very silence he says, " Have ye, whom
I have now upbraided, any answer to return ?

I am ready to hear it." Before this he has

had many questions put to him, and he has

always been ready with his answer. In holy

wrath, and in the language of rebuke called

forth by the zeal of love, he has spoken his

last public temple-discourse, and no man has

dared to reply to him, but he lets it depend
on them whether it is to be his last. He does

not seek to escape from the wrath which he

had provoked by his powerful rebukes, for his

hour is not yet come—after such a discourse

he sits quietly down. This is one general

point. Still further—he sits down right op-

posite the treasury-chest, to observe how the

people put in their contributions.* During
the few preceding days he had taken a vieto of

every thing in the temple (Mark xi. 11) ; he
lingers here before he leaves it : for what other

purpose but to manifest his condescending
patient sympathy with the sanctuary, now
desecrated and given over to destruction

;

and then to intimate symbolically what in

future he would by no means fail to do in every
house and sanctuary of his people as the right-

ful Lord and supreme guardian ? It has been
supposed that our Lord takes notice of the

pious widow contributing out of her absolute

poverty in order to draw a contrast that might
put to shame the rapacity of the Pharisees,

who devour widows' houses, on which he had
previously been pronouncing condemnation in

the 40th verse of the preceding chapter. This
idea, however, appears to us to destroy the
tender beauty of his conduct and of his saying.

We suppose that after the lamentation of his

Saviour-heart, as recorded Matt, xxiii. 37, had
been uttered, he does not return to the same
strain ; he has entirely finished his rebukes,
and he has no intention to renew them. He
rather calms his agitated heart, by kindly con-
descending to any trace of godliness which is

still to be foundt in that den of thieves so soon

* The y aS,oq>v\ci.uiov is not a chamber, or the

ri3£>P of the treasury (it is not possible that John

could indicate this by tho sv, viii 20—access to it

would scarcely be open); nor is it one of thirteen

nV"lQ15J> or (so called after their form) chests for

free-will offerings which were to be found in the
woman's court, and of which Sepp (Hi. 309) aives
a very correct account; but, as the article shows,
a particular collection-box, to which also Josephus
alludes in his Antiq. xix. 6, 1, and in other pas-
sages, where he uses another word. Mark and
Luke have made no error or mistake ; we know
nothing exact about the matter.

f So far there is something true in the remark of

Braune, though expressed by him in too strong and

to be broken up ; and rejoices over two mites

brought to this temple with simple good in-

tent for the sake of God (Luke f/S r« SGO/ja

tov Bsov). This is a lofty contrast between
wrath and love ; like what we find in Matt.

xxi. 13-16; the healing of the sick and the

joy in thehosannahs of the children following

immediately the words of rebuke. What
manner of man is this ! He is never ex-

hausted in the immovable depths of the love

of his holy soul, never unduly excited and
moved by the most powerful outbursts of

judicial zealous testimony ; immediately after

a discourse like the preceding one, he has

again the calmness, the delight, the ready
mind to search out and observe the smallest

good.* Did he then feel and act thus in the

flesh 1 How does he now look down upon the
gifts and offerings in every little church and
community, upon what is given and done in

the whole world, that he may try it according

to its value, its want of value or relative

value, especially that he may not overlook the

smallest thing ; and that he may cry to the

churches for each individual, " I know thy
works," and at last proclaim to all from the

judgment-seat, " This ye have done, this ye
have not done !"

His disciples ought to learn, observe, and
lay up in their minds for all future time that

he thus sees and shall see. He calls them to

himself, a.3 to witness " an official act, " in

order that they may learn something great

from this little incident ; in order that he may
bequeath to them and to all his future disciples

a word of truth which has ever since been of

eminent use in guiding to right judgment
those who hold office in his Church ; and in

encouraging and gladdening many a poor man
who has given willingly out of his poverty.

But at this time it was not designed that the

widow who passed by should hear her own
praises ; the remark was made cofidentially to

the disciples alone. Although it might cer-

tainly be true that the greater part of the

money collected in this chest was applied to

evil purposes, and did not go to uphold the

true worship of God, yet the Lord pays no
regard to this, but looks at the heart, the good
intention of the giver. There is something
in his saying, though infinitely higher and
deeper, which bears a resemblance to the ex-

clamation uttered by the martyr Husp, when

general terms: "In order to recover himself after

his discourse against the Pharisees, to take refuge

in the piety of the people." The observation of

Lange is more correct, and conceived in a finer

spirit: "That he might leave the temple wiih a

warm look of blessing upon the true piety found

in the old temple service "—namely, upon as much
or as little of it as was to be found.

* " It was assuredly no littleness at such a time,

when every influence was united to destroy the Be-

rleemer, that he should with calmness of spi lit and a

heart full of sympathy observe what is related in

this short paragraph. Who could have thought that

at such a moment such a story could huve been

told of Jesus V (Stein on Luke', p. 227).
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a little peasant brought a small piece of wood
to increase the flame of his pile, " sancta

simplicitas ! " For there was indeed such sim-

plicity in this case ; when a poor widow denied
herself of her poverty-penn)', which she had
carefully saved up, in order to make a little

more full the temple treasury, which truly

stood in no need of it.* But how far is he
from the spirit of those who, to show their

wisdom, would blame a humble, well-meaniug
heart!

Our Lord gives emphasis to the expression

of his mind by a " Verily, verily, I say unto
you" (Luke, "truly"). There were many
rich people in Jerusalem, who assembled in

the temple before the feast, and whose wealth
was displayed by their gifts, though in most
cases with Pharisaical ostentation. Still our
Lord does not draw the contrast in such sharp
outline, because he has now no satisfaction in

uttering the language of reproof; he docs not
expressly, for this time, blame and contemn
the others ; he takes the mildest view of

every thing. He meroly places over against

all the gifts from the rest (what was certainly

a light and small remnant), 'the two farthings

of the poor widow, as being greater than all

in his view and in the view of God. He speaks
positively; gracious condescension and heart-

felt joy become apparent in the very fulness of

the language by which he confirms his assertion

of the mere relation between her possessions and
her gifts. At the same time, however, his in-

tention is not merely to estimate a relative

plus, but in doing so, to point out the zeal and
ardent impulse of her heart as it prompted her
to give and offer in simplicity to the house of

God. So far from having any thing superfluous,

she is in need, and might have asked alms
privately or publicly; but instead of doing so

* In so far we have here indirectly what Lange
would put too much in the foreground, a confirm-
ation of the objection of Jesus to the Pharisees,

who robbed widows' houses.

33

she gives away out of her need the last pittance

of her poverty, all that she has in her pos-

session.* Her means of subsistence, her daily

supply, consisted of two very small pieces of

money, which together make up a qnadrans,

or a fourth part of an as, to which Luke
correctly reduces the amount for the conve-
nience of his Roman readers. Was not this

imprudent and stiange? She might reason-

ably have retained one of the two small pieces,

if she was determined to give an offering at
this time—this would still have been the half of

all that she had.f But she gave the whole,
thinking now in faith of nothing beyond

;

only now moved, as we manifestly see, on close

observation, by something special in her spirit

to this frame of gratitude and offering ; so

that, completely forgetting herself and her
poverty, and the morrow, she rises up and
gives all that she has. The Lord knew this

—we ask not whence. When he looked upon
any one with the whole strength of appro-
priating love, he could read by a glance what
was in the heart; when the Father designed
to give him a word for the world, he gave him,
in the particular case, the wonderful know-
ledge of what otherwise would have been con-
cealed. Thus, in this homely utterance, the
majesty and condescension, the greatness and
the kindness of the Lord, are again united

;

thus it stands for us like a testimony taken
from the midst of a life and conduct through-
out of a similar character—telling us who he
was who died for us, what divinely-human clear-

ness of vision, and fulness of love, dwelt iu

him, even in these last days.

* Attested by Luke, simply and strongly, " all the
living she had ;" by Mark still more strongly, " all

whatsoever she had."

t The prescript of the Talmud, that one Xsitror
shall not be given to the treasury (Sepp, iii. 311)
must then have been in force ; and this was accord-

ingly the legist of the offerings.



THE GOSPEL OF LUKE.

THE FIRST PREACHING IN NAZARETH.

(Luke iv. 17-27 [Matt. xiii. 57 ; Mark vi. 4J.)

The first two chapters of the third Gospel,

as we observed at the very beginning of this

work (p. 1), reach to a point further back than

the commencement of either Matthew or of

Luke ; and manifest an aim the opposite of

that which characterizes the prefatory verses

of John, regarding the Word made flesh. It is

for this cause that Luke's Gospel leads us at

once to those introductory events, lying far

back, which preceded the birth of Jesus Christ,

through the power of the Holy Ghost ; lets us

hear the announcement of Gabriel, the songs

of praise of Zacharias and Mary, the glad tid-

ings of the angels to the shepherds, and the

praise of Simeon and Anna ; and next gives us

the only record which we have of the first Say-

ing (earnest of what was to come), uttered by
the Son as he grew in the Spirit, concerning

his heavenly Father. It is hence entirely in

accordance with this character of the Gospel

of Luke, that instead of the summaries of the

public Sermon on the Mount delivered in Gal-

ilee, Matt. iv. 17 ; Mark i. 15, we have an ex-

act (as it were esoteric) narrative of the first

appearance of our Lord in his own Nazareth.

For here Bruno Bauer is most assuredly right,

in opposition to Ebrard, in maintaining that a

first appearance is here related. This is so

patent on the face of the whole transaction,

and in all its details—from the quoting of the

text in Isaiah, down through the fastening of

all eyes upon him, and the " to-day " of his

own lips, to the wicked close—that it is im-

possible to have a clear view of anyone thing,

if we are to suppose that Jesus had on a pre-

ceding Sabbath spoken in the synagogue at

Nazareth. And then, what other than the first

appearance, or nearly so, could it have been 1

Why all the wondering and offence taken on
any occasion subsequent to the first ? There
is nothing against its being the first visit in

the expression xard to siooQo? dvra) (a pure
Attic Greek phrase), " as his custom was "

—

an expression which has been very generally
misunderstood. These words refer not, as

Schleicrmacher supposes, to our Lord's habit
of teaching in the 8}rnagogues : such a habit,
in so short a period, could not yet have been
formed. In this case they would form a con-
tinuation of the 15th verse, and would be suf-
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ficiently tautological. Moreover, we should
find the Redeemer here already in the middle
of his duties as teacher; and Luke would have
antedated this apparently late event to favor

his own plan. This eIgoQoS (which certainly
does not denote a habit beginning no longer
ago than yesterday or the day before, see Matt.
xxvii. 19, Acts xvii. 2) depends not upon the
rising to read and speak, but upon the going
into the synagogue at Nazareth, and is mani-
festly to be read in close connection with
" where he was brought up.n Luke, casting his

eye back from Nazareth, manifestly connects
his narrative with chap. ii. 51, 52, making it,

as it were, a continuation of the account thero
given. We consequently perceive in this a
notice extremely important, which brings be-

fore us, though in a single accidental trait, the
entire private life of our Lord, as subject to

all authority ; viz., that hitherto he had been
accustomed to attend this* synagogue at Na-
zareth as a silent hearer. He had not with-
stood all the folly and perversion which, in

the reading of the word, must have proceeded
from many lips, because the Spirit had not
yet anointed and sent him to speak.f It is

quite correct to take a deep view of the state-

ment, and reason out the conclusion, that
Jesus, from his twelfth till his thirtieth year,

had attended every Sabbath day as a devout
hearer : we cannot strike this great record out
of Scripture except by an exposition which is

not only false in itself, but which produces
confusion also in other directions.

Further, we have already explained, p. 278,
that we regard the visit to Nazareth, recorded
in Matt. xiii. 54-58 (Mark vi. 1-6), as a second
visit paid at a later period ; and the account
there given, notwithstanding all its apparent

* The only one in the little village ; for th? plu-

ral in Matt. xiii. 54, which is expressed by Lulher,

is a false reading.

t Therefore he had never up to this time read

aloud, as Benjjel supposes ; this would have been
inconsistent with his condition, though his keeping
silence would not. Sepp (ii. 122, comp. 62) thinkf

of him also as the Maphtir or reader, perhaps also

the interpreter in the synagogue at Nazareth : but
this is a very absurd idea, which must disappear
when narrowly examined.
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similarity, as by no means in all respects iden-

tical with the first appearance which Luke
records in the passage before us. From an in-

dependent and firm conviction we abide by
this view ; and shall neither appeal to the

learned in its favor, nor discuss at any length

the arguments of its opponents. Schleierma-
cher's critical research has very far from suc-

ceeded in establishing the identity of such dif-

ferent histories recorded in such different con-

nections : an identity which cannot be held

without a strange violation of Scripture.

Where the Evangelists give no positive chro-

nological data we hold that we are at liberty,

and that it is our duty, to assign any place we
please to their narratives—to such narratives,

we repeat, as are given in a general way, and
not in chronological sequence. But when we
find a clear and express connection of time, we
regard, in conformity with our principles of

criticism, these terms as at least so far inspir-

ed that they cannot record any thing which is

historically false. This is the case here. We
must not vaguely read Matt. xiii. 54 as mean-
ing, " He came (among other things) also on
one occasion at an early period to his native

city;" because to simple readers (and it is for

such that the Scriptures are written), the xai
eXQaiv, "and when he was come," according

to all rules of language, depends upon the
fxEziifjEv ineiQev, " he departed thence," of

the former verse 53, and this again upon the
iTE\e6ev roci Ttapa/JcxAacS rauraS, " he had
finished these parables." Similarly, in Mark
vi. 1 the kB,rjXBev txelQev, "he went out
from thence," depends upon the preceding
chapter, the fifth, by a self-evidencing chro-

nology; inasmuch as only the cures mention-
ed in Matt. ix. 27-34 come between. And
there are assuredly many histories anticipated

by Matthew which come between Matt. xiii.

52 and 53. But the fact that the Lord visited

Nazareth after and not before the discourse

which he delivered in parables, is firmly es-

tablished, and cannot be overturned. Where
then is there, in Luke iv. 28-31, room for the
performance of the several miracles which Mat-
thew and Mark relate as having been wrought
previous to the second visit ? There is an un-
doubted difference; and it is quite as "theo-
logically" arbitrary as is any thing to be found
in the exposed theological nakedness of

Strauss, Bauer, and Co., for Olshausen to say,
*' He probab^ healed a few sick before speak-
ing in the synagogue at Nazareth," and then
to remove the contradiction which thence
arises between this and Luke iv. 23 by adding,
" such cures may have been wrought in the
quiet family circles," so that the rest of Na-
zareth knew nothing about them. More or-

thodox theologians have ceased to treat the
written word as Schleiermacher of old did

;

and it is said that, in such instances as the
above, Olshausen, otherwise of precious mem-
ory, should have to be classed with that old
school. Finally, Alford holds it " utterly im-
possible" that Jesus should have been thus
treated at his first visit, and should then have

expressed wonder at their unbelief on his

second visit. But we simply reply that it is

precisely at their confirmed unbelief that he
expresses wonder ; at their continued unbe-
lief after their former outbreak of passion,

and the disgrace which followed it, after his

long continued teaching and working of mi-i

racles.

Thus, the first visit to Nazareth, an event
which comes in between the 13th and the 11th
and 12th verses of Matt. iv.—which is related

by Luke, and alluded to by Matt. iv. 13—fur-

nished the cause why our Lord selected Caper-
naum as his place of abode ; he visited Na-
zareth at a later period a second time. Fear-
lessly, though they would have put him to

death, did he afford them a second gracious

opportunity, kindly dealing with them and
not giving up his own native city. It can

scarcely be thought that he has at once alto-

gether given up his own unhappy Nazareth for

its first sin, though that sin was certainly a

grievous one. The denial of his retnm once

more strikes out of his life a trait as beautiful

as it is significant. On the other hand, it may
well be imagined that the inhabitants of Na-
zareth, though a little ashamed of their first

outbreak of passion, .and not disposed to act

in the same way against the Lord, after the

lengthened and strong demonstration which
they had received of his character, would still

continue to cherish the same sentiments and
adopt the same language, ndSev tovtgo
ravra, " Whence hath this man these

things ?" Then, in regard to the accounts
given by Matthew and Mark of the address
and the reply—accounts which by no means
give a conversation between Jesus and the
Nazarenes, held literally and exactly in this

very way, but only a general view of what
was stated and of what followed from it—we
are not indisposed to grant that there is an
echo of the former incident in their narrative

;

and, so thinking, we shall give in one exposi-

tion the kindred and blended results of the

two visists to Nazareth*

* John iv. 44 is a m°re note, which is quite un-
intelligible exempt on the supposition that John had
in bis view other well-known records. All intelli-

gent ciitics are prepared to admit that he generally

supplements and refers to the synoptical Evange-
lists ; consequently "it cannot be compatible with

sound principles of hermeneutics not to regard that

exposition of this passage in John's Gospel which
makes it agree with the other Gnsnels, as the most
obvious and most natural one " (Biiumlein, Stud. u.

Kntik. 18 tt>, 2). We accept this with the greater

confidence as ihe " Jesus himself testified" cannot
in the language of John be merely " a remark of

the Evangelist" (as Weiseler asserts), but must be
a reminiscence of a saying, and a well-known say-

ing, of the Lord. Jesus, however, did not give his

testimony as to a prophet's not being honored in bis

own country so frequently that " he was accustom-
ed to say so;" he merely said so once or twice in

Nazareth. It is not absolutely impossible that John
gave to the saying of the Lord a wider application

of fulfillment ; and that on this occasion he alluded
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The incidents related by John, from chap. i.

35 to chap. iv. 54, come in chronologically be-

tween the 13th and the 14th verses of the

chapter before us. The first appearance of our

Lord in Nazareth falls in with this commence-
ment of his work of preaching and working
miracles in Galilee—with his visit at the feast

in Jerusalem, and a short residence in Judea
—for naturally he left his own city for a little

while, but would not let it wait too long for

him. He had already been residing in Caper-

naum, John ii. 12. In that place, after the

second miracle, with which John ceases (John
iv. 54) generally to enumerate, or indeed ful-

ly to narrate, the miracles wrought in Galilee,

he still wrought a few others ; this, however,
is doubtful, see afterwards Luke iv. 23. From
that time, however, he took up his proper
abode at Capernaum, as Nazareth had cast him

to Judea, because of our Lord's birthplace at Beth-

lehem, in opposition to Galilee. Origen was the

first who adopted this view ; he did not however
suppose that there was any reference to Bethle-

hem, but regarded Judea as the native land of the

prophets generally, which assuredly it was not. So
Wieseler supposes that John alludes to Bethlehem.
But when we reflect that this ingeniously imagined
allusion to Bethlehem as the Lord's birthplace (it

is no where spoken of as such in John's Gospel, not

even in chap. vii. 41, 42), and the extension of the

idea of izcxrpiS from little Bethlehem to the whole
of Judea, are exceedingly strange—that Jesus (and
here, at least, Lucke is in the right), at the com-
mencement of his course, was well received in

Judea, as is relaled in chap. iv. 1, ii. 23, iii. 26

—

that (according to Biiumlein's correct remark)
nocrpis, where it occurs in connection with this

well known proverbial saying, uttered as a testi-

mony by Jesus, must decidedly have the sense of
" the place of his home "—that narpiS in the writ-

ings of the synoptical Evangelists themselves, to

which John alludes, is the usual designation of Na-
eareth—further, that the natural cause which gave
rise to the proverb " that a prophet is not esteemed
in his own country," does not exist in the birth-

place which the prophet had long ago left (most
certainly not to it as denoting the country in which
it lies), but to the place of abode where he had for

a length of time lived like other men—and finally,

that even John, as at chap. vii. 41, and at a later

period, chap, xviii. 5, 7, and also in a very appro-
priate passage, chap. i. 45, 46, was acquainted only
with the common opinion in regard to the origin of
the offence taken at the Lord, that he was of Naza-
reth—we shall be inclinpd to give due weight to the
view taken by Cyril, and which was long the pre-
vailing onp, in opposition to Bruno, Bauer, Baur,
Kbrard, Wieseler, and others, and by no means to
regard it as " deserving of notice only at the first

glnnce," as Lucke supposes. The view of this
lant mentioned writer, who finds Galilee in the
itarpii and considers yap as equivalent to "in
fact" (Jesus found here in Galilee not such faith,

without miracles, as in Samaria), is, we agree with
Wieseler, " very hard." Hauff does not mend the
matter (Stud. u. Krit. 1849, 1), who sees " a com-
prehensive view of the effects of the work of Jesus
in Galilee," and, contrary to the meaning of the
word, explains ip.aprvprj6Ev as meaning, "Jesus
himself, like all other prophets, must furnish a proof
of this adage!" Our judgment therefore is, that

out. His preaching in Nazareth certainly took
place before the Sermon on the Mount ; and
was no other than a preliminary and lowly
commencement of his evangelical work, exhibit-

ing its utmost fulness of grace—a private pre-

lude, as it were, to that magnificent beginning
which was immediately to follow.

Here spake he " the gracious words

"

(Aoyot zi)i x<xPirol=), which the Holy Spirit

has not seen fit to record for our use, but
whose substance we may gather partly from
the text drawn from Isaiah, and partly from
the opening word as given by Luke in the 21st

verse. So, too, we have here the first word of

his mouth to a private circle, uttered with all

the grace of a divine captatio benevolentice ; and,
though with a perfect knowledge of their un-
belief and envy, in the mildest possible form
—I have come to fulfill ; it is of me that the
Scripture prophesies. And this beginning of

the word—by the Spirit who anointed him
to preach the Gospel—is similar to that which
we afterwards hear on the day of Pentecost

;

viz., & passage from the prophecies, with an an-

nouncement that this prophecy has now come
to pass and is fulfilled.

But the hearers would not hear in faith, and
were offended at the son of Joseph. The sub-
sequent address, which followed this gracious

preaching, in 'which he still continues with the
same kindnes's to utter to them the words oj

truth (ver. 25), is peculiar to Luke. In this

address our Lord directs the attention of those
who despised him to the general unbelief of

Israel, as manifested against the prophets of

God from the beginning till now ; and in

doing so he ponders within himself, in the spirit

of prophecy, what at a future period he would
be compelled openly to express, Luke xiii. 33,

34. First of all, anticipating any further ex-
pression of what they might say, he exposes
to them their unbelieving, contracted, provin-

cial, sign-demanding, thoughts ; and yet he
pleads on their behalf that they were only
like the rest of Israel, yea, like all other men,
by quoting a second proverbial saying, ver. 24,

in reply to the former one which he had put

John indicates, very briefly, the cause of what he-

is afterwards to mention, that Jesus went to the

land of Galilee generally and not specially to Am
own Nazareth (as might have been expected ac-

cording to chap. i. 45). In chap. iii. 22 at least,

there is such a distinction, viz., between Judea and
Jerusalem—a distinction which it has been errone-

ously supposed as not to be thought of. Or rather

(and this we believe is the whole truth, if every

thing be considered), John has in his mind, ver. 44,

the whole preceding occurrence at Nazareth, gives a
general preface ill vers. 43. 44, and then goes back
and gives the full statement in vers. 46-54. Inthia

case we see the accuracy of ver. 54—we have the

nobleman's son referred to before Luke iv. 23.

Biiumlein gives in geneial a good defence of the

application of this passage to Nazareth ;
and Gem-

berg agrees with it (Stud. u. Krit. 1845. 1). Here
also for once wo agree with Sepp (ii. 236), accord-

ing to whom John mentally understood the clause:

ov 8s fiErefirj sis rtoAir Nagape'r, but he went
not to Nazareth.
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into their lips, regarding " the physician only

for others." This more immediate Israeli tish

proverb—summing up the well-known, melan-
choly result of all Israelitish history—con-

tains in itself a description of faith (the recep-

tion of a testimony), as a necessary condition

which he would require ; and also of uubel'uf

as the cause of his rejection—an event which
he was well aware was near at hand. Upon
this he gives two most striking examples of

this too true saying, drawn from the history of

the first two great prophets and workers of

miracles; but certainly he cannot say anything
to show that the truth, which his grace can-

not and will not keep back, is at the same time
leading him on to the very verge of prophesy-
ing that the word of God, which the Jews
were rejecting, would pass over to the Gen-
tiles.* He would apparently have said some-
thing more, had not their wrath, breaking out
into an open tumult, interrupted him by a de-

monstration that he had spoken the truth ; by
plain evidence that he was something more
than merely Jesus of Nazareth; and by such
a revelation of the souls of these sinners,

among whom he had grown up as the Holy
One of God, as revealed still further his long-

suffering patience and kindness in this same
Nazareth.

Verses 17—19- It must have been a matter
of great delicacy and difficult)' (humanly
6peaking, and humanly viewing it, as we are

entitled to do) for the Lord Jeusus to deliver

the first sermon and testimony on behalf of

himself in that very Nazareth, and in that

very synagogue where he had so long been a

humble, silent listener. He referred that tes-

timony, therefore, very specially to the hands
and counsel of his Father. He had begun to

manifest himself before the world, and had
been magnified in many other schools, when
an intimation of the Father's will, conveyed
through the Spirit, lead him back for the first

time to the place where he had so long re-

mained in concealment. That he will not keep
Bilence, is certainly the expectation which all

entertain concerning him ; still scarcely has

any one ventured to ask him to speak, as they
would have asked a Rabbi or a man of learn-

ing. Ht sto-jd up—which according to a cus-

tom existing from the days of Nehemiah (viii.

4, 5), was a special intimation that he wished
to read a passage of Scripture, including the

usual exposition.! Who cannot but feel the

importance of this moment for him and for

Nazareth ! What shall he read, as he certainly

does not mean to be satisfied with the mere
reading ? The Son, in his hum ility—with which,

on his coming forward after his long period of

* Another illustration of the reason why this se-

quel to the preaching is embraced in the plan of

Luke's Gos-pel— ihe Gospel specially sent to the

Gentiles.

f Alford aptly reminds us of the title given to

Ezra by Josepbus: avayvco6tTji rou Ssiov
vo/iov, " a reader of the diviue law" {Ant, xi.

1,1.

self-denial ho must have been specially filled

(to speak again in the language of men)—was
not under the necessity of being anxious about
this, or of inquiring after it. The rule and
wont to which he had hitherto been subject,

accompanies him with its blessings up to this

point of publicity and transition ; the Father
prepares every thing for his hand and for his

mouth, in this path of obedience. It is a mat-
ter of great importance that the practice of

the synagogue, of introducing the text of

Scripture previous to the oral address, is here,

at the turning point between the Old and New
Testaments, consecrated by him, who himself
is the substance of all Scripture, and is con-
firmed anew for all future time. There was
delivered to him (by the minister afterward
mentioned as the j-tn, E>t3K>) the roll of the

prophet Isaiah, undoubtedly because in the
ordinary course a lesson from that prophet fell

to be read on that Sabbath. But here is the
limit to which the Lord will and can go in

compliance with the ordinary course of pro-
cedure in the synagogue. He has to testify

and to proclaim something new and for the first

time. We cannot, certainly (with the worthy
country minister in the Evangelical KirchenzeU-
ung), find in the fact that our Lord '• left the
Parashioth and sections and asked a text
from his Father," an example to be imitated
by us, and to be regarded as sanctioning our
modern freedom from ecclesiastical control in

regard to the portions of Scripture to be read
and preached from. There is still a great dif-

ference between our sermons and this Sermon;
and, moreover, there are sufficient other rea-

sons against the slavishness of unqualified ad-
herence to prescribed portions, a practice

which quenches the Spirit, and forces into the
background the other parts of the sacred vol-

ume. But this much appears clear to our hum-
ble judgment, that Luke by the expression
"found the ]>lace" does not indicate that our
Lord opened the roll, searching for and care-

fully selecting a passage, but that passage was
the gift of his Father, provided for him by his

guidance ; that as soon as our Lord opened the
roll his eyes fell upon the right text for his

word, and that he forthwith began to read it.

It is, in truth, the most suitable passage of

Scripture that could possibly have been found;
and, if others admire the wisdom of the Lord
in its choice, it conies to the same thing if we
acknowledge that this wisdom was on this oc-
casion bestowed upon him at the moment by
the Father. We feel at once that no royal and
kingly text would here have been appropriate;
as the utmost possible degree of condescension
was necessary in order that Nazareth might
not take offence, except through its own sin,

at the first word of testimony spoken b)r its

"carpenter." Hence, in the first instance,
mention is made only of his having been sent
and anointed by the Holy Spirit to preach (a
fact which becomes immediately obvious); and
only of the Gospel for men's broken hearts—in ex-
pressions that spiritually interpret the miraclet
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of healing which the Lord had already begun
to work, like the words in which we after-

wards read of them in Matt. xi. 5, 6. There-

fore in the very first word there is an appeal

directly made to the baptism of Jesus in

Jordan, which was his anointing with the

Spirit ; and to that which occurred at the

same time, viz., the testimony, which could

not possibly be unknown to the Nazarenes,

given by the Baptist on behalf of their own
Jesus, and which had introduced him to

them in the way appointed by God. But still

there is not here, as had been the case every

where else at the commencement of his preach-

ing, any lofty utterance concerning the com-
ing kingdom of heaven, or any earnest word
about repentance. He takes for granted that

there are already present some penitent souls

who would welcome, as tidings of joy, a pro-

clamation which brought healing of broken
hearts, deliverance and redemption from mis-
ery; to them this would be, what it it was, the

most benignant and most attractive announce-
ment of grace and love—taken from the very
midst of all that had in former times been
written of Christ. Are we not right in saying

that it looks as if this passage had been writ-

ten for this very occasion an'd could not have
been written in any other way of its fulfill-

ment ?

In the book of Isaiah, from the 49th chap-

ter to the end, which may be regarded as the
third great section of the whole, the Messi-

anic prophecies become, more than before, }'ea,

as far as is possible under the Old Testament,
free from types, clear, and perspicuous. Every
tjiing looks and points straight forward into

the future, when Israel shall be delivered by
the Lord with an everlasting deliverance (chap.

xlv. 17), and brought into an eternal cove-

nant of the sure mercies of David (chap. lv.

3). The spiritual import of this future re-

demption, deliverance, and preparation for a

true Israel of God, is every where declared. The
wonderful counsel according to which this true

Israel should be prepared in the person of the

Servant of the Lord, who himself is in the first

place the true Israel, the fulfiller of all pro-

phecy and more than all this, is pre-eminently
set forth and unfolded, chap, xlix.-lv. The
engrafting of the people into this Servant Is-

rael, through his expiatory and regenerating
and quickening sufferings, is the thrice return-
ing subject for announcement ; is three times
expressly asserted in the conclusion, and de-

clared to belong to the gracious covenant about
to be thus ratified. (The three sections are,

first, chap. xlix. ; second, chap, l.-lii. 12; and
third, chap. lii. 13 to the end of chap, lv.)

Upon this, as a sequence, there is founded,
chap, lvi.-lx., an offer of these mercies of
David, that is of the Messianic mercies, in the
form of an address, which, containing; within
it an emphatic contrast, and ascending each
time from reproof to consolation, is directed
to rebellious, sinful Israel, such as it was at
the time the prophet wrote. But the text
for Nazareth is not taken from this section

;

it is taken from the very last one, whicb
speaks plainly upon every preceding subject,
and brings the whole to a close—from that first

affecting evangeligcal invitation in the lips of
the Sent and the Anointed One, through the
blindness of Israel, the calling of the Gentiles,

and subsequently the restoration of Israel, to
the most remote final view of the New Jerusa
lem created for joy, and of the new heavens
and the new earth. I beseech you, I beseech
you with my whole heart, my dear brother
theologians, read once more the so-called

Pseudo-Isaiah, and read with real simplicity,

that you may read and understand him as our
Lord who here testifies that the Scripture was
fulfilled in himself must have read and under-

stood him. Then, assuredly, will you see in

the clear light of his Spirit (if only you really

pra}' for it) that chap. lxi. 1, 2, 3, was spoken
not only by the prophet then speaking, but
also through the mouth of this prophet by the
other Prophet yet to come, of whom he pro-

phesies, and in whose mouth alone the words
reach the full sense for which the spirit of

prophecy gave them ; a delightful summary of

the whole consolation of redemption which he
alone is able to preach, and in preaching to

impart, because he himself is the Redeemer. •

The Spirit of the Lord is upon rue : this is he
of whom this had already been announced at

the beginning, Isa. xi. 2, and afterwards at

chap, xliii. 2. Because (ov sivskev,
JJ?> is.

manifestly to be thus understood) he hath an-
ointed me (therewith) : this means in truth
the Messiah or Christ ; and Jesus must as-

suredly announce himself as such, even in the
very first word at Nazareth. He hath sent me
to preach glad tidings to the poor: that is, this

is certainly he whom the Lord and his Spirit

sent, according to Isa. xlviii. 16 (on this we
request the reader to compare our exposition
in the preface to the first part). In and with
this "IL"3 or Gospel message, there begins, at

the same time, the n^nj^jS Ebn, the bind-

ing and healing of broken hearts with the con-
solations of grace, chap. lvii. 15, Psa. cxlvii.3.

In connection with such preaching there is

further announced and proclaimed a deliver-

ance (aq>f:6iS, TfTf. with reference to the

type of the year of Jubilee, Lev. xxv. 10, Ezek.
xlvi. 17) for all captives, for all who are in fet-

ters, condemned, held in bondajre ; consequent-
ly for all who are such in a spiritual sense, like

the n^"n3*LO, Isa. xlix. 24, 2o—yea, with abso-

lute assurance, a real nir|ni53 in the most com-

plete sense to all who are bound ; an opening

and loosening of all bonds.

*

So far, the progress of language and thought
in the original text of Isaiah is as clear as it

* There is nothinn arbitrary in being willing to
take this word, which is exactly parallel with

"irn, for what it is, an emphatic expression in the

redoubled form for the most complete disclosure.

See, on this point, my exposition of Isaiah, p. 71&
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is deep. Tn what language or translation the

Lord read at Nazareth, we do not exactly

know; the Evangelist, however, gives this

text to his original Greek readers in a form
which partly follows the Septuagint (accord-

ing to the well-known, well-grounded practice

of the New Testament), and partly supplies

the want of exactness in that version. On
our principles of criticism,* we do not believe

that he left out the healing of the broken-hearted

—a clause which is not wanting in the Sep-

tuagint, which expresses so correctly the

kernel of the saying, and which is pre-sup-

posed afterwards in verse 25, in order to ac-

count for the introduction by our Lord of the

proverb about the Physician. We maintain,

with Bengel, that the correct reading is that

which contains the clause in question. Fur-

ther, as the Septuagint (applying nipnpQ to

the eyes, as n[5Q and n^S are used in all other

passages, of the eyes ; and only once, Tsa. xlii.

20, of the ears) has translated by xai rv<pAo2S

dvci fi\Eipiv, Luke retains this expression.

For, corresponding really as it does, so far as

spiritual captivity and opening are concerned,

to the internal meaning of the word in the
original, with its double allusion, it also con-

nects the individual passage before us with
other kindred passages, such as Isa. xlii. 7,

xlix. 9. In order, however, to supply the
want thus created, and, further, to show that

the Lord meant and used the individual pas-

sage in its full sense, as interpreted by the
entire prophecies of Isaiah, he adds a passage
from chap, lviii. fi, blending the two together:
dno6rr.}Xcxi Te0pav6n£vuvi Iv citpstiei, "to
get nt liberty them that are bruised," which
again suits well with the 6vvTF.TpimiEvotS or

"broken hearted." (The doubled aq>£6iS is

tautological exactly in the same way as

-liTl tF\yzh and nipnp_£> bniDK^ are in the

original text.) It is by no means "a com-
plete interchange of passages, a confounding of

words, a failing of memory"—we would cer-

tainly not deny this to be the case, if our con-

science and Biblical science could find any
satisfactory traces of the existence of any
thing of the kind any where. We have
rather here an intelligent grasp of the pas-

sages quoted, so far as their spirit is concerned
(furnishing an instructive lesson to the stick-

lers for mere words), accompanied by a regard
to the version then in common use—a grasp

such as that which the Spirit of inspiration

taught the New Testament writers to take.

Is it not, however, a pity, we must here once
more ask with our own heart almost broken,
to be obliged to annoy ourselves with con-

tending against such attempts to bring down
holy writ to the level of a human composi-
tion, and to disturb in our own heart, and in

the hearts of others, the simple impression of

* Which, wiili the almost entirely unsatisfactory

and fragmentary character of the manuscript appa-
ratus, inclines us more and more to decide accord-
ing to internal reasons.

passages such as the one now before us, where
the believing reader should have no other
feeling but that arising from the power of the

great message, the blessedness of the glad

tidings for the poor? "When will it be noted
more than it has hitherto been to believing in-

terpreters in their treatment of the Old and
New Testament, that (as Harnack says) the

foundation of all true theology is neither more
nor less than a broken heart ? Truly a broken
heart is at no loss to apply to itself in its sim-

plicity the abundance of words, for example,
which are given by Luke for this text ; and
feels also in it the mind of the Spirit through
all the imaginary traces of humanity.

Finally, it is not merely Luke who breaks
off with the acceptable year of the Lord ; Jesus
himself, as simple feeling will tell us, read no
further than this jivrrtf^. (Compare Isa.

xlix. 8. This is generally the New Testament
season of grace, the allusion being to the great

jubilee year, Lev. xxv. 10, the year of grace,

year of favor ; not the '• welcome year," ac-

cording to the Septuagint ; Sextoi cannot be
limited to this.) For he will have, as it was
fit that he should have, a purely gracious evan-
gelical text for the beginning of his ministry
at Nazareth. The clause which follows in

Isaiah, " and a day of the vmgeance of our God,
to comfort all that mourn" (with deliverance

from their condemned enemies, see Isa. xxxiv.

8, lxiii. 4, "the great day of the wrath and
judgment at the close of the year of grace"),
occurs in the old versions and Fathers (Vulg.
et ditm retritmtionis, the day of retribution),

but it was obviousl}' introduced from the de-

sire of completing the unfinished text. The
Lord, however, had read enough, he closed the
book when he had reached this part, and fol-

lowed up what had been read with the remark,
" This day is this fulfilled" with which he be-

gan his gracious sermon. And Luke under-
stood this well enough to abstain, on his part,

from appending the clause.* There lies, how-
ever, in this hvtoevroi Sexto's, "acceptable
year," with which the Lord ceases to read and
begins to preach, a secondar}' allusion, exceed-
ingly obvious and beautiful, to what has been
called " the Galilean year "—a year peculiarly

rich in Christ's gracious preaching. But the
reference is not so exclusive as Bengel would
have us suppose.

Verses 20—22- Every thing is done accord-

ing to the rule and custom hitherto observed
;

this the exact narrative of the Evangelist is

designed to tell us. It was the practice in

this synagogue, after the passage of Scripture

had been read in a standing posture, for the
speaker to sit down to deliver his own address:

on the contrary, at Antioch in Pisidia, Paul
stood up to give the word of exhortation (Acts
xiii. lGJ.f The practice here was in harmony

Compare on this correct view the (Irvingite)

treatise, "on the Counsel of God," etc. Frankf.

(Zimmer), 1847, 1, p. 116.

f The later Jewish arrangements as to the pos-
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with the Lord's manner on other occasions; for

we know that he usually adopted the sitting

posture in teaching—an attitude expressive of

elevated repose, and which formed a striking

contrast to that in which the Baptist called

sinners to repentance. In this case, particu-

larly, had our Lord remained standing during

the delivery of the gracious discourse, address-

ed in such accents of tenderness to the heart,

his position would not have been, at least, to

our feelings, consonant with the occasion. He
returned the closed book of the prophet to the

officer; probably in conformity to usage, but
at the same time because he did not mean to

confine himself to the exposition of the text.

In our day, when preachers have no new word
of fulfillment to add to the text which con-

tains within itself the glad tidings (not even
to the text of the Old Testament, as brought
before Christian congregations in the light of

its fulfillment), it is a bad practice to shut the
Bible and lay it aside when the sermon begins.

This day is this Scripture fulfilled in your ears !

This was the sermon to Israel from the text of

the Old Testament
;
just as at a later period

the Epistle to the Hebrews sets before us the
utmost depths of Christian doctrine only as

the right interpretation of the word of the Old
Testament.* This Scripture, like every Scrip-

ture, and like the entire Scriptures—we are

not to construe, " this Scripture in your ears,"

as if the meaning were "this Scripture which
you have just now heard :" ev roTi cjdiv vpoov
belongs to TtenXy'ipcozai, is fulfilled in your ears.

For, I preach to you, the person tcho, the substance

which, and in the manner in which it is written.
" You now hear the very sermon which the
prophet here predicts shall be preached " (Von
Gerlach). This day—a great era this for Naz-
areth ; the first hearing of the tidings of joy
and grace (compare Acts xxvi. 29), the first

day of the great year of Jubilee which had now
dawned. The Lord himself does not begin
from a point far back, with a long argumenta-
tive exposition of the text, as was more suita-

ble in his servants (Acts xvii. 2, 3, xviii. 28) ;

but, in the immediate power of the Spirit which
was upon him to reveal him as the Anointed
and Sent One, he hastens to delivers his testi-

mony in the very first word which he utters.

The eyes ff all were fastened on him, with eager
curiosity to see what this son of Joseph, of
whom, for some time past, they had heard
such great things, has now, after such a long
silence, to say to his native city : the Lord
places in opposition to this their ears ; and in

doing so, solicits, in the most kindly way, a
right hearing undisturbed by their eyes (as at
Acts ii. 14) ; for faith cometh into the heart
only by hearing (ver. 18). And now he has
preached the most gracious Gospel for the
poor, as yet without any demand to practice

hire, whether sitting or standing, of the teacher
or reader, were at that time not established.

In New Testament times the Gospels would
very soon and naturally come to occupy the place
of the sections in the reading of the Scriptures.

righteousness in testimony of the grate which
brings it, as he did afterwards on the Mount
before all the people ; so far, therefore, his

Sermon is on this occasion a counterpart to

that discourse which, after the gracious com-
mencement, took a wider range. Still, we
should not have had this lovely, mild, most
proper introductory statement (of which Lange
very beautifully says " in opening this Scrip-

ture he opens his own heart "), wherewith in

some small measure to draw a veil over the
sin and the shame of the Nazarenes who re-

jected it.

The first impression produced by this ser-

mon, which is briefly and strikingly described

in ver. 22, is not to be conceived of as if the

people merely wondered that this carpenter's

son "could preach so beautifully"— which
would be too much like the modern "vicious

practice of perverting preaching from its pro-

per object, and making it the empty vehicle of

empty every-daj'- entertainment." No ; this

was not possible, where the Lord was the

preacher ; and if the conduct of the people

could not atfirstbe so bad as this, so much the

worse was their subsequent demeanor. All

bore witness to him at first, and in the end all

were full of wrath, ver. 28. The sweetness,

benevolence, and grace (for all this is compre-
hended in the X&P 1 ^ as in the }n) which, ac-

cording to Psa. xlv. 3, were poured out on the

lips of the Messiah, necessarily evoke a sense

of delight on the part of men (Luke ii. 52);
but, when sternness of truth follows the grace,

the wrath of opposition breaks forth. The
Evangelist does not intend to describe the first

testimony or praise as having been given in

express words : the xai eXeyov, " and they
said," properly follows after this. As the re-

sult of deep impressions, they involuntarily

give their assent in the first instance to the

gracious preaching; at the second step, how-
ever, thcjr turn aside ; they wondered at these

gracious words—out of this mouth. Instead of

hearing simply to receive (toondcring always
denotes the opposite of this, as at chap. ii. 18,

47), they close their cars, and use only their

eyes ; they look at the mouth, and judge, ac-

cording to appearance, a false judgment. They
are like the blind, ver. 18, who suppose thftt

they see ; for their rule runs in perversion of

the right one, Not what, but who. How must
the Lord have restrained and concealed himself

during these eighteen long years ? How must
all the rays of his glory have been drawn in,

as the carpenter's son, even the carpenter of

Nazareth (Matt. xiii. 55; Markvi. 3). Almost
perplexed for a moment, as to whether it could

be the same person and the same mouth, they
here put the question, as being the first which
after a variety of feelings and thoughts escapes

their lips: Is not this man the son of Joseph?

Compare, at a later period, John vi. 42. Thus
Luke compresses into a few words the entire

reference to his common descent and personal-

ity, suitably to the first impression which did

not then find utterance in more copious terms
;
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Matthew and Mark, on the other hand, on the
recurrence of the angry, malicious feeling, thus
consistently and firmly cherished, quite as tru-

ly and as naturally give us stronger and more
copious terms. On this later occasion a regu
lar proof had to be obtained that the 7t60ev,

"whence," of his wisdom and deeds could not
be IE, ovpavou, "from heaven:" his mother
(after the death of his father) is mentioned as

being poor and of no note ; his brothers and
sisters in this connection manifestly as the full

brothers and sisters, the members of one-and
the same well-known family. " Mere common
people, like ourselves, all with us—the brothers
(mentioned by name) bring him no particular

honor—as for the sisters we do not, at the
moment, remember their names." Certainly
by such wondering and questioning Nazareth
involuntarily and unconsciously gives further
testimony, though only for the good of others
who believe, while they are hardened in an-
ger and unbelief j their witness is against them-
selves.

The son of Joseph had walked till his thir-

tieth year blamelessly in friendship, humility,
and obedience, with the favor of all ; like the
Bon of no other Nazarene, of no other Israelite,

of no other man ; and so as to excite in those
who had right eyes and right hearts the pre-

sentiment that he was something higher than
he appeared to be—this was the case with
John the Baptist, after only slight intercourse

with him. But the beggarly village pride of

the Nazarenes cannot at all comprehend the
humility of the Great One ; they are ready to

say, with his brethren, " He who would be, or

who is, of any note, will show himself as soon
as possible to the world."* Thus the human-
ity of the divine Saviour is incredible at first

to all of us ; and thereby we, in our turn, bear
involuntary testimony to the condescending
grace of God and to our own wickedness. Like
one of us—this cannot be any thing particular.

Thus Nazareth frankly confirms what other
people say of it, John i. 46. Whence has this

man this wisdom and these deeds? From his

father and mother he has received no educa-
tion, as his brothers and his sisters show ; that

he has not studied any where else is well

Known, John vii. 15 ; consequently, as we do
not know xchtnee he has his learning, he has
nothing that we can acknowledge.

Verse 23. On this occasion, before the peo-

ple are able to add more words to their first

brief expression (which is rather wondering

than anger), and to confirm themselves in their

sin, the Lord, who has learned to know them
through and through, anticipates them by
a graciously forbearing expression of their

thoughts. He who has proclaimed himself to

be the Physician of the heart, shows himself, in

* Still more foolish would be the idea here that

the Lord should have referred to or proved his mi-

raculous conception. This, the greatest of all mira-

cles, and mysteries, is assuredly not a foundation

on which faith may build, but a fact to be appre-

hended by faith.

proof and token of this, to be the Searcher of the

heart. The natural train of thought in the

minds of these Nazarenes, according to ver.

22, was : Is he not like ourselves ? Yet is he
the Anointed of God, whom the Spirit sends

and in whom he dwells? Let him prove it to

us! Therefore the Lord says: na v rcai,

" surely " ye will say to me—I know it well

before you utter it, and I say it to you; and
assuredly, in a certain measure, you have a

ri»ht to say it. That he clothes it in a pro-

verbial saying, is partly with a view to its be-

ing popularly understood, and partly by way
of gracious excuse for them, in harmony with
the human disposition which made this pro-

verb.* As, in accordance with the prophetic

text, he had announced the healing of the sick,

he calls himself a Physician ; but they under-

stand this misapplied proverb only of bodily

healing and help. We do not believe that it

was intended to be taken in a strictly literal

sense: "Let him work a miracle on himself,]

make himself a rich instead of a poor man, a

mighty instead of a lowly man ;" in our opin-

ion the dsavrov, " thyself," is to be explained

by £v rfi itarpi8i 6ov, in thine own country,

the common way of applying proverbial say-

ings being to widen their range. The thoughts

of the Nazarenes in their petty pride ran as

follows :
" As the son of Joseph art thou not

ours ? We have, at all events, a right to thee,

if thou art any thing, and art able to do any
thing; why then hast thou not begun among
us with thy mighty works ? But thou hast

done this sis Kccittpvaovp, to ("in ") Caper-

naum, i. e., Capernaum has the honor. We
were thy neighbors, and thou hast passed us

by to make thyself of importance outside

—

thou art, like many a one, a phj'sician who
will help others, but who can do nothing for

himself or for his own house." The indefinite

o6a is very well expressed by " what great

things"—for these will man for ever seek, in-

stead of the humility of Christ, of which he
has no conception. Half in a tone of exagger-

ation, and half also, perhaps, in irony (for it is

as if the expression in the mouth of the Lord
was their own), their o6a hints at flying ru-

mors of what he had done in Capernaum, and
on which they look with jealous eye: we see

manifestly that it could represent only the

single miracle wrought on the Nobleman's son
;

they do not appear as yet to have heard any
thing about the many miracles wrought at Je-

rusalem,:}; in regard to which less offence would

* Only here in the New Testament is napa/ioXi)
used for a proverb, expressed in figurative lan-

guage.

f As the words are again heard under the cross.

\ The events at Cana, perhaps, they regarded as

quile uncertain, not deserving of notice; this, at

least, would sefm to be assumed by the Loid. At
all events the oda i}kov6cx/aev we cannot regard

(with Alford) as a sure mark of a later period.

For, though we were to admit the force of his state-

ment, in opposition to what we have said above,
" that u<Sa could not have been applied to one
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be taken, as a beginning made at the right

place. Inasmuch, however, as they acknow-
ledge i}xov6au£v—that the}- had heard—they

bear testimony against themselves, that they

might and should have believed even though
they had not seen signs and wonders wrought
before their own eyes (John iv. 48). Mark
how significantly the Lord here once more in-

directly rejects the demand for miracles before

it is made ; as for himself, he absolutely never

offers a miracle in demonstration of his mission

and preaching.

Verse 24. The eitie 8e, " but he said" (Luke
frequentl}' throws in such, formulae in a contin-

uous address) is meant to mark this prover-

bial saying as one of special note, one that had
become well known, and which was after-

wards repeated—a sa}ring used on the present

occasion in the same sense in which it after-

wards occurs at John iv. 44. In Matthew and
Mark this proverb (here used in reply to a

proverb) is prosecuted into a still narrower cir-

cle, " and in his own house;" Mark, in addi-

tion to this, and between the two expressions,

inserts the clause, "and among his own kin-

dred." The formula in Mark, ovx h'6ri

artjttoS eI //?/, "is not without honor except,"

gives the strongest expression: "Is a prophet
even in other places, and generally, despised?

I say unto yon it is not so every where, and in

comparison of the contempt with which he
meets at home, scarcely any where at all ; but
if it be so no where else, yet it is certainly so

here." The proverb about the physician who
should save himself, is generally a human one :

the proverb about the prophet, who is in no
estimation at home, has also a geneial analogy
for extraordinary men, and witnesses of the
truth ; but the Lord gives it rather an Israel-

itish range, pressing home the case. A pro-

phet is a physician for the heart by means of

the word. An ordinary prophet, such as those
whom Israel hitherto had known, has, as a man
gifted and sent by God, along with the offi-

cial character, which he is acknowledged as

bearing also, a human relationship also toward
the immediate neighborhood in which he has
grown up, and here there is no room for unbe-
lief to take offence. In addition to this extra-
ordinary capacity he bears also a common re-

lationship. Now, the Lord humbly places
himself in this class of prophets ; he desires
not to take any higher position than what
subjects him to the common lot of prophets
(as at Luke xiii. 33), when he rises to preach
as one sent of God. In the ovSsiS Sexto?,
no prophet is accepted (which is here quite as
suitable for this first utterance as the stronger
term aruioS, used subsequently, was for the
other), he already points, in passing, to the re-
ceiving and accepting faith which must' bring

miracle," it may have been the case that several
miracles had been wrought at Capernaum, though
only one ia recorded. The only thing certain is

that these could not have been wrought (as Lange
asserts) before the second miracle in Galilee so spe-
cially recorded by John.

the soid to the true Physician that he may
help it.

Verses 25—27. The Scripture and its testi-

mony to the tm'h, which, and here especially

its historical incidents, the Lord by his own ex-

ample teaches all preachers carefully to notice

and to use—the Scripture is more than proverb

,

it is itself the fountain of all those particular

Israelitish proverbs, the truth of which can

be proved from it. The Lord, by the 24th
verse, had advanced from the narrowest sense

and circle in which the Nazarenes understood
rearpi's, " country," into the large field

—

Israel^

the proper fatherland of the prophets. He
might have mentioned the fate of Jeremiah in

his own Anathoth (Jer. xi. 21, xii. 6), or some-
thing of the same kind, which, being on a small

scale, might have been more like his own re-

jection by the Nazarenes ; but, according to the

Spirit who is in him, he opposes to the Naza-
renes' limited circle of vision a wide and com-
prehensive view of the subject. In this we
see as before partly a mournful apology for

them, that they acted not worse or otherwise
than Israel at large had done ; but we alsose<$

the earnest rebuking truth, which, as they hav«
rejected his former kindness, he cannot now
withhold. Elijah and Elisha are the two great

prophets who stand at the proper commence-
ment of prophetic antiquity ; they are also

the two great workers of miracles, whose
miracles in many respects prefigured the
miracles of the Lord (compare Matt. xiv. 20
with 2 Kings iv. 43, 44, and Luke vii. 15 with
1 Kings xvii. 23). He also will in truth feed

the poor and cleanse the lepers. It is to these

miracles of mercy that he points; and not to

the fire from heaven, or to the bears which
destroyed the mockers. Not only through the
same traditions as James (v. 17) does he know
the exact time during which the heaven was
shut ;* he knows it also from the revelation of

the Spirit in whom he speaks ; and further

that Elias was not sent with similar aid to any
other of the many widows in Israel at that
time of oppression and distress. When he be-
gins to speak and testify of this matter, he
speaks as if all was luminous and sure before

his eyes, yea, more than stands recorded in the
narratives themselves. (Erti

,

JL\i66aiov is a
note of time, just as in a preceding passage iv
rati j'tjuspatS

,

HXi'ov ; compare Luke iii. 2 ;

Mark ii. 26 ; Acts xi. 28 ; for the prophets

were employed, like the kings and high priests,

to indicate era? of time.) That there were
also many lepers as well as widows, was due to

*This is not so exactly specified in 1 Kings xvii.

1, xviii. 1. A time of suffering, however, for Is-

rael, was frequently thus measured out (compare
Dan. vii. 25, xii. 7); and " the shutting up of the

heavens " had been a specially threatened punish-

ment from the time of 1 Kings viii. 35; Deut. xi.

17 ; hence Sir. xlviii. 3. Braune remarks very

correctly that if the shutting, 1 Kings xvii. 1, was
threatened at the beginning of the rain season, the

half year preceding would not be reckoned
; and 1

Kings xviii. 1, is not inconsistent with the four half-

years.
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the sins of the time ; and reference to this gen-

erally is made at 2 Kings vii. 3. The healing

of Naaman, who also at first took offence and
did not believe, leads back again to the Physi-

cian. By both these parallel histories, how-
ever (which very strikingly remind us of the

Canaanitish woman of Sidon, and of tlie ruler

of Capernaum), the design of the Lord is to

deliver a genuine prophecy derived from the
past and referring to the future. He announ-
ces beforehand that Israel would not receive

him, its great Prophet and Physician ; and,

consequently, that his preaching of grace (ver.

18, 19) would, because of their unbelief, pass

over to the heathen. All this is well known
to him before he preaches ; and yet from the
beginning he speaks as graciously as if he had
nothing before him but broken hearts. It is

the manifestation of the opposite of this that

first compels him, he' dAr/Qeiai, " in truth,"

to speak in any other strain.

This, however, was the truth which Nazareth
and Israel, with incurable Jewish pride, will

not hear ; and which, on every occasion down
to Acts xxii. 21. 22, xxviii. 25, calls forth their

wrath. What happens here at Nazareth is

again a symbolical prophecy for the country of
all prophets, and of this the last great Pro-
phet ; it intimates, what Luke throughout the

whole of his two books is ever showing us,

that the Gospel must pass over from the Jews
to the heathen. This is the first exception

to the general glorification of the Lord, as he
was teaching in the s}nagogues ; see above
ver. 15. They do not suffer him to speak fur-

ther, they interrupt the worship of God by a
general uproar. lie allows himself, as if he
were a false prophet, who, now that he is put
to the proof, cannot make good his pretensions,

to be cast or pushed by the first outbreak of

anger into the street; and even, still patiently,

to be led to the high brow of the hill by the
multitudes now prosecuting their object more
quietly—the result of his patience—with the
intent of casting him down headlong. What
fellow-townsmen are these of the Holy One ol

God ! As his hour is not yet come, passing

through the midst of them he goes his wray.

It is not meant that they were struck with
blindness, that he became invisible, or that
there was an external miracle. This is the
very thing which the Evangelist means
to deny by SisXOmy Sid fietfov, passing
through the midst. The Lord turns on them a

look of majesty hitherto restrained ; and they,
receiving from him at parting a sign of the
power of his spirit, are restrained from touch-
ing him, and compelled reverentially to make
way for him, right and left, as he moves
along !

" They stood—stopped—inquired

—

were ashamed—fled—separated," as Pfennin-
ger, with graphic pencil, paints the closing

scene.*

PETER'S DBAUGHT OF FISHES AND HIS CALL.

(Luke v. 4-10; [Matt. iv. 19; Mark i. 17].)

In addition to what we have already said,

p. 29, on the difference between the first ea.ll

of the fishers of men and the Lord's present

work and word in further confirming that call
;

and in addition, further, to what we have said

in anticipation of our exposition of the lat+er.

a few remarks must still be added, now that

we have come to the immediate consideration

of the narrative of Luke by itself.* The
whole history, from the first crowding of the

people to hear the word of the Lord up to the

time when those whom the Lord won over to

be servants of the word left all and followed

him, is throughout of a kind more eminently

fitted for typical instruction than most other

portions of the Gospel narratives. Few preach-

ers have ever been able to abstain altogether

from allegorizing here. But our business is

only with the words of the Lord. We have
toromark first on ver. 4: He commands them

* Wp may here correct the mistake of Neander,

who supposes tint a sense of sin so suddenly call-

ed forth in the case of Peter is conceivable only at

an early period, at the beginning of his connection

with Jesus. On the contrary, such a state of mind
is the result of deep experience, when a man is

brought into close communion with the Holy One.

to launch out into the deep, partly to exhibit the
miraculous draught of fishes as contrary to all

the rules of fishing; and partly also to with-
draw from the eyes of the people the mira-
cle, which was the sign given to apostles in

confirmation of the promise accompanying
their call. Further, we have to define in all

its fulness the meaning of the miracle which
accompanied the word. It was designed by
our Lord, first, to be a 6t//lie7ov, a sign, stand-
ing in most direct connection with the pre-

ceding preaching of the word of God ; a sym-
bol of the new call for Peter, in which the old
calling is consecrated and exalted by being
made a prophetic type of the new. It was,
secondly, a figurative prophecy of the blessing

attached to preaching, of the benediction
which should forever rest upon his servants'

labors, which shall never cease to operate. It

was, finally, and subordinately, a sedative to
the fear of earthly need in following Jesus.
These three points in the history appear to us
to be intimately united in one whole. In re-

* Robinson (Palestine, iii. 421) commits a sad mis-

take when he supposes that Jesus took advantage
of the narrow streets of the eity to escape from their

snares.
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gard to the first, it is figuratively taught us

that the casting out (the letting down) of our

nets, our laboring the whole night through, is

productive, as Peter's word shows, of no good

without the blessing of God; while, on the

other hand, it cannot be dispensed with, for

the Lord, in promising the draught, at the

same time commands to cast out the net, and
sends the fishes into the net, but not directly

into the boat. In regard to the second we see

that the word of promise, Bit aypocv, " for a

draught," appended to the command, is paral-

lel to the %6tj Zcoypoov, « thou shalt be a
fisher," which afterwards conve3's a similar as-

surance of the result. The third beautifully

follows as a consequence from the fact that
the Lord immediately and superabundantly
recompensed Simon's loan of his boat for

preaching ; consequently, as he is now sending
out Simon himself to preach, he will not suffer

him as an unrequited laborer to suffer want.
We may notice also as important, how promi-
nently the difference is brought forward be-

tween the vjuaS, you, of Matt. iv. 19, and of

the whole narrative before us, and the address
to Simon as the foremost and the representa-
tive of his disciples. It is for this reason that
the Lord selected out of the two ships the one
which belonged to Simon and entered into it

;

it is for this reason that the address in the
singular, launch (thou) into the deep precedes
the plural, cast (you) out your nets ; it is for

this reason, finally, that the other expression,
ver. 10, is addressed in the first instance to

Simon the sinful man,* although his equally
astonished associates have already received a

similar call.

The general expression, " fishers of men."
dAisiS avOpoJitGJv, of the earlier call, is mod-
ified by the ^Goypoov (a catcher), a word
chosen designedly by Luke as the correspond-

ing expression. For, men are to be captured
for the kingdom of God ; not for slaughter (2
Pet. ii. 12), but to be preserved alive (and this

is exactty the meaning of Zooypslv in Josh,

ii. 13), brought to a willing obedience, and
thus made serving captives. We may com-
pare 2 Tim. ii. 16, where, though in a bad
sense, as much of this application remains as

is sufficient to let us see that the expression

here denotes the wonderful capture of souls,

for a free and willing obedience, by means of

the miraculous Gospel-net. Henceforth: from
this time, when thou a sinful man, in full

knowledge of thy sinfulness, now becomest my
disciple; and comest to be prepared by me for

the higher work of fishing, which also, as a
work of faith, must be learned step by step !

We may thus in general draw the contrast be-

tween this call and their former calling now
abandoned, without descending (with Bengel)
to any thing so minute as the approaching mis-

sion of the Twelve.

THE RAISING OF THE YOUNG MAN AT NAIN.

(Luke vii. 13, 14.)

Ebrard, from a mere oversight, has errone-

ously assigned this history to the very day af-

ter the healing recorded in vers. 1-10. In
this he was influenced by the reading lv ry
f.£r}?, without paying any attention to the im-
portant variation rqj k£,ijS (see immediately
again chap. viii. 1, holL eyevero iv rqJ xaQs-
B,ijti and over against this, chap. ix. 37, the
next day 7?juepa.\, as we have already pointed
out, p. 197. External authorities do not, in-

deed, decide (the Syr. t?OV~> is rather opposed
to the Vulgate deinceps)

; still, there are other
considerations in abundance. Even Schleier-

macher, to whom, on this occasion, we may
appeal as an impartial critic, characteristically
decided that chap. vii. 10 is the conclusion of
a connected " collection," and gave the prefer-
ence in ver. 11 to the rcJ as being a wider mark
of time. Bengel has decided in the same way

;

and for the same harmonistic reasons which
we are constrained to own as important.* For,
if the resurrection at Nain, which at all events

* [None of the critical editions (Griesbach, Scholz,
Knapp, Laehmann, Tischcndoif. Alford), however,
adopt the too, nor is it read in the lately discovered
Codex Sinaitkus.—Am. Ed. J

is placed vers. 18, 19 in intimate connection
with the message from John the Baptist, is to

be understood as having happened on the very
day after the event recorded at vers. 1-10, the
narrative will contain many things irreconcil-

able and inconceivable. For instance, the

young man at Nain must have been raised be-

fore Jairus' daughter. But, first, when we
consider the answer of the Lord to John, " the

dead are raised," we can hardly think that he
would use this lofty language concerning one
single event; it gives us the impression that

such a thing must have happened at least more
than once.f Secondly, the whole history ot

the daughter of Jairus ; the fact that her fath-

er, after hearing that her death had actually

taken place, does not venture to entertain any

*It has been correctly observed that dvr/p
djiiaprooXoi is an acknowledgment of personal,

special sinfulness, and not merely of that ivbich is

common to man: avOpcwtoS would have been
used to denote this.

f-
We cannot deal with the word so wantonly as

Scblfipvmacher does, who supposes that the " Com-
piler" inserted the narrative here in order lo do
justice to (to find a suitable place for 1) vexpoi
kyeipovTca.
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further hope ; with all the details of our Lord's

conduct and words ; lose their luminous sim-

plicity of truth if we do not regard that as the

first instance of a resurrection—that is, if an)'

similar fact had already publicly taken place

at Nain. We refer, therefore, to our exposi-

tion on that passage.* Luke, we infer, who
has so many transpositions, hastens forward
here to (vers. 11-35) the events of a later pe-

riod, intending afterwards to bring up the
parables, the storm, the Gadarenes, Jairus,

etc. This is not applicable, however, as far

as ver. 50, fur the anointing (the incident of

that passage) stands again undefined for the
general HaOe^T/i, "afterward," chap. viii. 1.

We have no wish to enter deeply into the
harmony ; but feel compelled at times, in vin-

dication of important sayings, to point out the
place which they really occupy. The two
short sayings of the Lord which the history

before us contains are so incomparably sublime
in their simplicity, that we are almost afraid

of injuring them by any added remark; yet
the believing reader, coming to such wonder-
ful words, feels the need of a suggestive hint.

We see, in the first place, and very remarka-
bly, the deep humility and absence of all os-

tentation with which the Lord (ver. 13), an-

nouncing his miraculous aid wrought by the
power of God, clothes in the most general ex-
pression of human comfort, the consolatory ad-

dress in which his purpose is announced ; and
then, in language as simple as words can make
it, commands the dead man who was being
carried to his grave torise. Pitiable is the in-

fatuation which dreams that men could have
invented any thing like this if it had not really

so happened. We feel as wre read that the
simplicity and humility of the Son of Man, who
is always like himself, must turn to the exhi-
bition of his majesty and glory. The*coming
up to the gate of the city, the seeing the great

grief of the widow sympathized with by all the
people, the allowing the grief to sink into his

own heart, the comfort imparted, the aid grant-
ed—ail together is quite natural to him, be-

cause he is directed at the moment by the
Father. For certainly he did not on every oc-

casion perform a similar miracle when he saw
a funeral, or met one on the road ; as assuredly
people in affliction did not, on all occasions,

venture to cry out to him (it was natural that
they should not) to restore to them the dead.

They scarcely at any time venture to expect
from him this, the highest manifestation of his

power—a manifestation which even at the very
moment of the triumph over death fills our
minds with dread (ver. 16), for we are poor
slaves of death. Even the sisters of Lazarus
had no thought of this. But this poor widow
is counted worthy ; the hour has come for the

* We would almost venture to suppose, though
this is merely a matter of feeling, that Christ did
not proceed to his Jirst miracle of raising the dead
unsolicited by man. That he could do even this,

and that he should do it, was to him before this

time a mattor of trial ; and this trial he was now
about, for the first time, to make.

manifestation of the wrorks of God ; the Lord
instantly knows and feels this, and rejoices in

the opportunity of giving expression to his

sympathy in word and in deed.

We do not read that he bade the procession

halt. He has no desire by the exhibition of

his might either to terrify or to dazzle the
people ; but he stoops down soothingly to the
afflicted widow, whose heart-rending weeping
he heard at once from the midst of the throng.

It is not for the sake of bringing back the dead
to a vain earthly life, but for the sake of com-
forting the living, that he works this miracle.

The words here alone unfold the meaning of

the great deed. The Lord does not begin by
saying, u Stand up, thou dead man !" " Weep
not" is the first word which he utters ; this is

the only reason why he works the miracle, its

significance lies here. Immediately afier the
iSajv, " saw," before the 7tpods\0a) v, " came,"
follows (ver. 14), with soft approach, with ten-
der salutation, and with strong promise, he
meets the widow with one simple affecting

word, " Wtep not .'" This time, he uses only
the first half of that former expression of com-
fort, Luke viii. 52 ; for the second half, in its

reference to the dead, would have been here
in this public appearance too much. Could he
have begun with more of lowly sublimity, of
simple majesty, of tender power, more like one
whose nature was at once human and divine?
Assuredly, he does not blame or reprove the
weepmq of the deeply-afflicted woman, which
the Father had appointed to her for her good :

this weeping was quite different from the noisy
weeping of Mark v. 39 ; and his address here
has nothing of the tone of the rebuke which
he uttered then. His word is very different

from the miserable comfort of the men who
say what he said to the afflicted, but can do
nothing else. Weep no more, weep no longer!

His design is to say this as a kind promise

;

undoubtedly he says it in such a way that the
word carries with it its consolatory power, as

the word that follows addressed to the dead
carries with it its quickening power. Weep
not! Gladly would he bring this to the whole
human race in all its affliction and in all its

sorrows of mortality: he is proclaiming this

even now in the act of applying it to the wid-
ow ; as a testimony of his boundless love and
might to all mourners in fair Nain, which is

still bringing out its dead, to all afflicted ones
in Israel and on the earth. To how many
since that day has the Spirit made it the
source of consolation, and in doing so given
them to taste beforehand the full import of
that last great saying : Weep not. ! Rev. v. 3.

This one word is enough. Silently he ap-
proaches, silently he touches the bier, only
beckoning to the men and making preparation
for the great moment. There is a presenti-
ment of what he intends to do ; at least no one
dares to offer any resistance to the extraordi-
nary interruption ; the bearers (advancing ac-
cording to Jewish fashion with rapid steps)
stand still; soon the whole multitude from
Nain, and that which was accompanying him
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into Nain, stops in its progress. Not till all

have stood still and are waiting, does he speak

his second word. He utters it in a tone not

louder than is necessary to enable all to hear

;

but loud enough for this, because the glory of

the Father is now about to appear in the Son

before these men. The three resurrection-

words, which are recorded in the Gospels, are

very similar. In the first the damsel, here the

young man, finally Lazarus by name, in the

presence of the great crowd, are addressed,

that the dead may hear the voice of the Son of

God who calls them as if they were living

—

then the " arise " for the two who are laid out,

and at last the imperative " come forth," to

him who had been laid in the grave. Whether
the 6oi My go, "I say unto thee," was added

by Luke, as it is by Mark v. 41 (compare Luke
viii. 54), we do not certainly know ; the above

analogy might lead us to suspect that it was.

Assuredly its import, even though it had not

been expressly uttered, is found in the single

word Dip, arise ! There is no calling upon God,

as in 1 Kings xvii. 21 ; but the most simple

command in his own might. There is not even

the touching, or taking hold of the dead by

the hand (as in the case of the damsel) ; ho
touched only the bier. There is no " Live

again" or " Come back from the dead,'1 '' or any
thing like this ; no—only the simple " Arise"
as if the young man were asleep.

And he gave him to his mother. Luke thus

directs our attention to two Old Testament
histories, 1 Kings xvii. 23 ; 2 Kings iv. 36 ; and
perhaps also indicates that the Lord uttered a

third most gracious word to the mother (which
is omitted here as being addressed only to the

individual), as in the ancient history: Take

away thy son. This is more probable than the

other, " Behold thy son liveth," which the

Lord already appropriated, John iv. 50. He
who does this shall assuredly restore also to

all who are separated (whom the kingdom of

the Father shall unite), those whom they have
loved; that in the general restoration to life

there may be also a restoration to personal re-

cognition and special fellowship of love. As
certainly as there will be a resurrection will

there be a seeing again, and a having again

:

this also is promised and guaranteed in the

three resurrections, typical as these are of the

general resurrection.

THE WOMAN WHO WAS A SINNER, AND SIMON THE PHARISEE.

(Luke vii. 40-50.)

Luke, the experienced physician of souls and
accomplished painter of sacred scenes, gives us

here one of his most precious histories, the

sw«ot kernel of which poor sinners never will

be able to exhaust. The narrative, because of

its very glory and importance, stands without

any special chronological or topographical note

;

it is designed to bring generally before our very

eyes the Lord in the wisdom of his love, as he

receives sinners and puts Pharisees to shame.

We must at the outset designate as a piece of

very unhappy and shallow criticism, the view

of Ebrard, viz., that Luke intended to repre-

sent this weak woman as a contrast to John
the Baptist, who, though a mighty prophet,

yet did not completely understand Christ.

When will ye cease, beloved brethren, to cast

reproach upon the greatest man born of women,
who needed only to understand Isa. xl. and liii.

to keep him right in regard to the "Lamb of

GodV Assuredly the Baptist had had enough
of such sinners before him, in the light of God's
presence, to render it impossible that anjr one
of them should surpass him in knowledge
of the Saviour (and of his solvation in the, for-

giveness <f sins, Luke i. 77). It is not as a con-
trast to the question of John, but as an exam-
ple and as an illustration of ver. 34, in the
answer of the Lord (compare also ver. 30), that
Luke places this narrative where it is. No
simple and intelligent reader of the Gospels
can imagine that this anointing is identical

with that of Mary, which took place at Beth-

any—an idea which the acute Schleiermacher
undertook to defend. The reasons against this

are so powerful that one is ashamed to mention
the subject. Finally, this woman can by no
means be Mary Magdalene ; for in that case

the same Evangelist would not mention her,

immediately after (chap. viii. 2) without any
intimation, and as a new person.

Jesus called sinners to him; and allowed

himself to be called or invited even by Phari-

sees (chap. xi. 37, xiv. l),even by enemies who
lay in wait for him, or by cold-hearted inquisi-

tive persons. That this Simon (not the leper

who had been healed) had been laid under ob-

ligation by any act of kindness or miracle

wrought in his behalf, there is nothing record-

ed to lead us to imagine. His behavior (vers.

44-4G) is inconsistent with such a supposition
;

nor is it necessary to enable us to understand
the parallel drawn between him and the wo-
man. The sinner, however, may be called by
us the sinner, without a name, that every soul

who reads of her may think of himself as stand-

ing in her place. She was a 6inner ;* up to

this time (in Pharisaic language) she had been
so ; and she was still a sinner before the e}'es

of the world, although before God the sancti-

fying change had already begun to take place,

through repentance, forgiveness, and love in

* And not merely according to the false assump-

tion of a later reporter of the narrative, as Schleier-

macher conjectures

!
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return for forgiveness. Her great love, how-
ever, still remained humble, scarcely laying

hold of consolation, in penitence. She had be-

come in her own eyes a great sinner, and this

is the real difference between her and the

Pharisee : this was what brought her to Jesus.

At all events she had sought and inquired after

him, as Luke intimates in his iitiyvov6a,
" when she knew ;" it is his personal presence

alone that, is again desired, because (mediately

or immediately) she had been awakened, con-

verted, humbled, and certainly also comforted
by his word. Had the Lord's invitation, Matt,
xi. 28-30 (if Luke's narrative here is in chro-

nological order) at a former period completely
arrested her attention and drawn her to the

Saviour ? It may have been so
;
yet the xaOs-

&JS, "afterward," chap. viii. 1, does not deter-

mine any thing; and we are in general igno-

rance of the whole matter, as to what city it

was,* etc. The Evangelist finely avoids say
ing that the sinner came to Jesus ; this is self-

understood under the pressure of her first love,

seeking to be assured of the love of the Sav-
iour, and in the deep contrition of the repent-

ance which has already met with acceptance,

while struggling to obtain a sense of it. In

this marvellous intermediate and transition

state of a soul turning to God, and under the
influence of strong feeling, we see the woman,
if either our own experience, or the experience

of others, has given us eyes to see her. Re-
penting sinners have generally a twofold trial

to undergo; the mockery of their former asso-

ciates, and the proud contempt of the virtuous
and pious—as we see in the analogous case of

baptized Jews. The second of these trials is

the more painful of the two ; and in this latter

test the deep earnestness of the woman is seen.

She shuns not the Pharisee's house ; she heeds
not the eyes that will meet her there : for she
knows well that where Jesus is present, no one
will dare to thrust her out. She has brought
a vessel with ointment ; for the purpose of hon-
oring the Lord with what, during her sjnful

life, she had misapplied to the purposes of van-
ity and shame. f Not only is this ointment a

demonstration of her love and devotion ; she
intends that it should also be an acknowledg-
ment of her return to God, and of her renun-
ciation of her evil ways. In token of her deep
sorrow, her hair, which but for this would have
been well dressed, is dishevelled: all in sim-
plicity, and from the depth of her heart. She
stands behind at his feet—having pressed for-

ward thus far with animation and eagerness

—

suddenly she is cast down, hesitates, and weeps—" not the lips now, but, what is far better,

* The article ev rrj noXei refers only to the

preceding rrjv obiiav : in the same city where
was the house of this certain Pharisee, and, there-

fore, she was well known to him as a noloiious

character. Meyer, without any reason, supposes
the city to have been Capernaum ; Wieseler, Nain,

etc.

f We do not, however, see why (according to

Braune) the ointment should be the ' wages of

iniquity."

the eyes, give expression to that of which the

heart is full."* This is all that she can do, all

that she ventures to do, all that she says ; but

it is enough, and it leads on to every thing

else. The tears which fall upon the feet of the

Lord open to her the shortest road by which

she can come nearer to her purpose. For she

mustdry his feet; and she takes her hair for this

purpose, as slaves were wont to do when wash
ing their master's feet. Now she has touches

them, and this draws out her whole heart tc

Hsu these feet. Soon would she have forgotten

all about the ointment ; but at length she

brings it out, not venturing to approach his

head.] And last of all, while she pours herself

out in the tears of blessedness, which express

her sense of the guilt of all her sin, at the very

feet of the Saviour of sinners, she thinks of

nothing, and of nobody around her, except only

of him, who receives all in silence, without as

yet arresting her by even a single glance.

What more could she have? "What comfort

to her soul is this ! Therefore the Lord does

not suddenly cut short these happy moments.

A sight to give joy to the angels in heaven !

But the Pharisee sees with other eyes, and
has other thoughts within himself. He does

not express with his lips the import of these

thoughts : there is still something good in him.

But his doubt whether this Jesus be what he

professes, draws its inferences, and in doing so

assumes premises that are altogether false.

The position is not in the present case a false

one, that a prophet ought at once to know all

men who come near him, and to understand

every thing that happens to him. For al-

though Elisha, for example (2 Kings iv. 27),

might make the confession, " The Lord has

concealed the matter from me, has not reveal-

ed it to me," the application of this to Jesus

is a very different thing. Simon is quite cor-

rect in supposing that if Jesus be such a pro-

phet as the people take him to be, and as he

himself gives out that he is, something else

might be expected from him.J But the blunt-

ly assumed axiom of the Pharisee is fundamen-
tally false (an axiom which, if true, must keep

God and man eternally separated), " that a

holy man can have no contact with sinners."

Why then has the Saviour had so much inter-

course with the Pharisees ? It is also funda-

mentally false that this woman is " a sinner,"

* P. D. Burk, in his excellent and suggestive

treatise on this narrative ; the over drawn charac-

ter of many of its remarks we have no disposition

to find fault with.

f Which idea pleases us better than the usual

one, that she anointed the feet as a mark of her

depp reverence. With this woman there is no such

thing as ceremony ;
every thing comes naturally

from her heart as the events emerge.

£ It is not at all probable that Simon had previ-

ously believed in the prophetical character of Christ,

and that he was now perplexed about him. This

idea is quite inconsistent with his very uncourteous

conduct from the commencement, as afterwards de-

scribed.
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and, on the other hand, that he who has invit-

ed Jesus to his house is no sinner ! Finally,

how cold and unfeeling is his language, when
the word " touch " is all he has to say for the

weeping, kissing, anointing of the woman ; her
loving, as the Lord afterwards rightly calls it.*

Simon, wert thou not a poor sinner, Jesus

would not have come to thy table ; had not
this woman been a penitent sinner, she would
not have sought him in thy house. Oh tbat

thou knewest what a Saviour he is ; how he
knows thee and her—her repentance, thy pride !

But all this Simon shall soon learn. The Lord
suddenly arrests his attention, and gives him
an opportunity of having something said to him
by the "prophet." A very simple parable

leads him—with lightning conviction, but with
forbearing kindness—to the main point which
his thoughts had left out of view. He must
reply : he judges correctly ; but he does not
know that he has judged himself. Then comes
the interpretation of the parable, opening his

eyes, and setting him and the woman, in three

clear contrasts, before the company at table, as

before God. The parable certainly puts the

Pharisee to open shame
;
yet the lesson of in-

struction turning back again to the parable in

ver. 47 is expressed forbearingly and gracious-

ly ; instead of nothing, a " little " is left to the
Pharisee, while to the sinner her " much for-
giveness"" is indirectly expressed in her "much
love."

Verse 40. Even from the beginning the de-

sign of the Saviour in entering upon the con-
versation is not merely to bless the poor
Pharisee with the knowledge of salvation in

the forgiveness of sins, but to protect the wo-
man from the censure which was about to

break out against her. His first word closely

borders upon the humble modesty of the guest,

as if he intended to say—" May I, Simon my
host, speak a word to thee?" But his holy
dignity does not permit him to express him-
self literally in these terms ; for he is. and in

every company he must ever be, the Prophet
who has something to speak to the world, and
—more than a prophet—to speak it in his own
name. In the first place, to thee (not as yet
to the woman, she may go on quietly weeping,
and kissing, and anointing !)—in reply to thy
present thoughts, which I read in thy coun-
tenance ; to thee, thou Simon, thou man, whom
1 know and address by name, knowing well
what kind of man thou art generally and at
this present moment. I—to thee—something to
say ; this arrests his attention, prepares, and
impresses him : What thinkest thou I have to
say to thee ? Canst thou not observe what I

have for thee ?f The man thus impressed

* Alford says finely: " Touching—this is all that
th« Pharisee fixes on : his offence is merely techni-

cal and ceremonial."

fThis, rightly applied as coming from the month
of the Lord, would, at the present day, be a pow-
erful text, and enough for any man : I—to thee—
something—to say ! Shall I say it ? Or canst thou
not, wilt thou not, say tt to thyself ?

could not but yield assent to the Master, in a
brief enforced expression, which shall prevent
him from afterwards complaining of the severe
lesson.

Verses 41—43. And what a lesson of the
perfect Teacher, giving, without lengthened
preaching and discourse, in most pointed, brief,

impressive touches, all the instruction which
the case required. In the form of a convivial

parable, which a Rabbi invited to an enter-
tainment was always at liberty to give with-
out any breach of politeness, he represents
the sins of men before God by a common pop-
ular figure, that of a debt to be paid. " Two
debtors "—this is the first expression : that is,

thou and this woman ; that is, the man who
despises his fellow-sinner, and that fellow-sin-

ner himself. Thou sayest in thy heart, " She
is a sinner :" I have to say to thee, " Ye are
both sinners before God," in this respect essen-
tially alike

;
ye are both insolvent ; and bank-

ruptcy is the same, whether of much or little.

But, although in the deepest sense of the
truth every one without distinction is guilty
of much in the presence of the Supreme Judge,
and yec the proud man and the hypocrite even
more guilty than other sinners, still the Lord,
in the exercise of tender forbearance, conde-
scends, at the beginning, to the Pharisee's way
of viewing the subject ; which, when looked
at externally, and at first sight, has in it ap-
parent truth. Conceiving thyself in company
with this woman in the presence of God (a great
step this from one's own thoughts about him-
self), art thou not conscious that thou art not
perfectly holy ; knowest thou not some sins,

however little they may be, which the grace
of God has forgiven thee ? Then you are alike,

with every admitted difference. He forgave
them both (e^a/az'o'aro, comp. Col. ii. 13)—
this is the great point, the whole process be-
tween God and man ; in which every pair of

individuals stand by each other's side on a

footing of equality. Oh with what kindness
does he anticipate and allure the Pharisee,
whose sin is already really forgiven, according
to 2 Cor. v. 19 ! And what consolation does
he provide for the listening woman ! Say (an
sine for his elite) • I will not merely teach
thee, thine own knowledge shall decide tho
simple case : Which now will love him more?
That is, which will be bound to do so, by the
new obligation arising from the remission of

the debt ? wrhich will be so disposed and able

from natural gratitude, and so really love him
more ? finally (and this is the last point),

which will be allowed to love him more?*
Will not the creditor receive the larger grati-

tude from the man to whom he has remitted
the larger sum ? This would have been amply
enough if Simon had had open ears—" the

touching of this woman is an expression of her
most sincere gratitude ; it is her much love for

the forgiveness of her many sins : and should
it be repelled by God, or the prophet of his

* Bolten reads here with strange absurdity

:

Which would be moat full of adulation 1
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grace ?" Simon perhaps observed something,

but certainly nothing clearly ; otherwise be

would have been silent from shame, or would
have said, " Master, thou art in the right, I

have been wanting." On the other hand he

replies promptly, with stately confidence, as

if this parable had nothing to do with him,
u Ijudge"(t37roA«yW/!/av(», compare Acts ii. 15)

—it appears to me that the case is very simple

and the affair very natural ; the more of for-

giveness there is, so much the more is thereof

love and gratitude.* Upon this the Lord
speaks kindly, " Thou hast now judged cor-

rectly, more correctly than before ; but even
now, alas ! more correctly than thou yet know-
est ; thou hast judged thyself, fjr thou art the

man with the little sin and little love."

Verses 44—46- If it had not been neces-

sary, the Lord would certainly nit have pro-

ceeded fully to expose and put to shame the

Pharisee. But nothing else will suffice: and
Simon probably did not lay even this to heart.

He now turned to the woman, although speaking

to Simon ; he casts a look of benediction upon
the penitent and loving woman, still without
speaking a word, in order that she might slow-

ly arrive at the full enjoyment of his grace.

Now he praises and brings into notice the

despised creature in the house which only her

regard for Jesus made her dare to enter.

Seest thou this woman? now with right eyes,

as heretofore with false? Look upon her;

thou hast, properly speaking, not seen her yet

—look upon her in the light of the parable,

and of thine own correct reply : see, she is

truly no longer a great sinner, but one who
loveth much ; i. e., a great saint, in contrast

with thee, in thy coldness and pride. The
sight of a penitent sinner should bring the

proud saint to confession. Whether the

Saviour had become aquainted with the life

and character of the woman on a former oc-

casion, or whether he now saw all in the Spirit,

we know not certainly, there is at least no
reason for assuming this on every such occa-

sion as this. In the present instance, it ap-

pears that he drew the inference from the

great love of the woman, in the same way in

which he directed Simon to draw it. " I came
into thy house /" Possessing, as he did, thf

dignity of the Son of God, he reckons this

favor done to his host i*s a favor from God, for

which he ought to have manifested more gra-

titude, for which he should have bestowed a

little more honor upon his holy guest. But
what a poor counterpart does his conduct in

this respect form to the expressions of love

which had been witnessed on the part of the

woman ! Three contrasts in succession show
this in the clearest light of truth. " Thou

* Others (whom Binune follows) understand a

wavering, not, fully outspoken reply : I consider

—

i. *., probably, yes, it, misht be so. But vrtoXa/u-

fioLvEiv (like SiaXaufidvEtv), to assume, to hold,

never denotes uncertainty, but rather, and more
frequently, a fixed, firmly held judgment. Thus
Acts ii. 15, it is " As ye decide," or answer (vers.

12, 13); as ye explain the appearance.

S4

hast not remembered even that most common
time-honored usage of hospitality, the washing
of the feet of the man who hath travelled to
thy house* (an act of hospitality shown by
Laban even to the servants of xVbraham) ; this

woman hath performed this duty for me with
her tears, her tears of penitence, the noblest
of all kinds of water—a duty which thou neg-
lectedst, and for her performance of which
thou shouldst have given her thanks. Thou
hast cautiously abstained from giving me a

kiss,f that the world might not regard thee as

too intimate a friend, or as a disciple ; but this

woman from the beginning! till now hath not

ceased to kiss my feet." The very obtrusive-
ness of love is praised, not blamed. " Some
one has sarcastically said—If my servant were
to come and fall upon m}- neck and say, Oh,
how I have loved thee, Master ! I should teach
him a very different lesson. He thus threw
mockery upon the love of man to God, and
even upon God himself, who has commanded
such love from man. But praised be God, who
condescends to our lowliness from infinite

majesty" (Burk). The Lord Jesus receives
the expressions of love and honor with equa.
dignitjrand humility: he would have suffered

himself to be kissed even by the false Simon,
as he does not withdraw his feet from the
tears of a woman who was a sinner. He is so

humhle in his majesty, and so majestic in his

humility, that—shall we say like a child, or

like a sovereign—he complains before a whole
company of men, who were watching his

words, that certain marks of respect had been

* This is so very striking that many have en-
deavored, very erroneously, to read the words as a
question : Hast thou not given me water 1 hast
thou not given me a (ceremonial) kiss 1 Others
suppose that the custom could not have been a
general, constant one, as Simon would scarcely
have intended to be absolutely nncourteous. But,
on the other hand, it is manifest that it is only the
most common respect and not any thing special for

his own person that the Lord desired.

t Although we do not read of it any where ex-
cept in the case of Judas, it is improbable that no
one (as Bengel supposes) had ever given Jesus the
customary " kiss of reverence, of greeting, and of

farewell," according to the classification of Rab-
binical writers at a later peiiod. The Lord on this

occasion graciously invites men to do this
;
gives it

to be understood that he expected it. The kiss of
Judas was only in accordance with the general cus-
tom of the disciples. The Lord does not keep him-
self aloof from such expressions of affection, or from
such salutations on the part of any. He does not
even say to the hypocritical Pharisee, " Thou hast
no right to this."

JThe reading Et6?j\0£v is to be preferred to
etoyXOov. Still even this is not to be taken liter-

ally
; it merely means, " from the beginning."

She came hither—this was not to be forgotten in her
praise. Further we cannot altosether conclude,
with Alford, from the a<p i]i Ei6rjX0ov, that the
woman had entered along with Jesus, accompany-
ing him and under his protection ; for, ver. 37,
imyvov6a art civet kettcci points this way only
by a forced construction.
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culpably withheld from him : and every one

must be made to feel that he does this not for

his own sake, but for the sake of men. He is

not afraid to speak of these things explicitly

and strongly, when the conduct of the woman
furnishes him with the points of contrast

:

her tears remind him of the omission of the

washing of his feet ; her kisses of the kiss

withheld; finally, her ointment very natu-

rally of the oil with which the host ought to

have honored the head of his guest. But this

Simon probably meant no more in his invita-

tion than to gratify his curiosity in regard to

this alleged prophet, to examine him closely

with a view of ascertaining whether he were
really a prophet : it can scarcely be supposed

(for of this the history gives no hint) that he

intended to make a suitable acknowledgment
for some favor received. He keeps himself,

however, very discreetly on his guard; not

onl}r avoiding every extravagance of feeling

(for there is nothing in his heart to flow over),

but carrying his reserve rather too far. A
striking picture of these cold, stiff " worship-
pers of God "—who gave at the most a half

reverence* to their Creator and good Father,

or even it may be the " Redeemer"—he sup-

ports Jesus before the world, and yet will not

underlie the suspicion of any particular love

for him. This the Lord Jesus lays open to

him : for in his mind to love or to hate him-

self was to love or to hate the Father. The de-

sign of the Lord is not to recommend such

people to show at least a little more dissimu-

lation ; in this respect he has been frequently

misunderstood. He takes the man as he is

inside and out ; and rather turns his censure of

him into comparative praise, that he had acted
so as to show himself to be what he really was.

It was obvious that the Lord might have cen-
sured him in more severe terms, and might
have put him to yet deeper shame : let it be
observed, in particular, that not one word is

said of the sin of harsh judgment against the

woman. He confines himself as tenderly as

possible to the manifest relation between the

two sinners, the one of whom is inclined un-
righteously to condemn the great love of the
other.

Verse 47. This word is to be understood
only in strict connection with the parable, the
application of which it now conclusively intro-

duces. It is neither more nor less than a con-

vincing inference from the great love of the
woman, as seen before their eyes, to the already
past forgiveness of her many sins—an inference

quite legitimate according to the foregoing
premises. " Her sins, which are many (the five

hundred pence), are forgiven her ; so that thou
mayest no longer reproach her with them, or
desire that I should not permit myself to be
touched by her as a wicked sinner. Whence

* I once saw, in an advertisement of a watering-
place, that a church for the worship of God was to

be found in its neighborhood " for those who should
feel any necessity to show their reverence to the
Creator."

do we know this, good Simon? Canst thou
not know it as well as I, without any such
special knowledge of the heart as belongs to a
prophet? Thou hast already conceded to me
the main point; and, as thou seest, she loveth
much." Let us be on our guard, however,
against the Popish perversion of the way of
salvation, which has laid eager hold of this say-
ing ; let us take care not to approach that per-

version by any strange exposition of "recep-
tion love," or something of this kind, to be
pre-supposed in faith, in order to the forgive-

ness of sins. Here, alas ! many students of
Scripture have gone astray. Neander speaks
strangely of the faith of the woman being sound
because it proceeded from love, which is a per-

version of language; he speaks also of a con-

cealed fire of love present in her heart, even
in her state of depravity, and only choked and
depressed by the power of her sin. Olshausen
had led the way with the strange exegesis of

a receptive activity of mind, an analogous foun-

tain of receptive love in the root of the inner-

most life, in order to her being able to believe

in forgiveness: to this, however, the rto\v,

"much," does not very well correspond. Ac-
cording to Lange, the Lord was pleased to call

the ardent desire of the woman love, by means of

which the forgiveness had been imparted ; in

this way, moreover, satisfying the Pharisee's

sense of right (by a kind of meritum congrui et

condigni?). Steinmeyer preaches in the same
way about a love of ardent desire, longing for

forgiveness, as having been present in this spe-

cial case ; and to this he would limit the ap-

plication of the saying.* We must express our
astonishment that such men could be so far

prejudiced as to entertain such varied inter-

pretations of a text which is in itself an ex-

ceedingly clear one. For, nothing is more cer-

tain, according to the whole connection as it

lies before us, than the inferential force of the
on, "for," in the passage ;| nothing is more
simple than the " argnmentum non a causa sed

ah efectu,
,: which the Lord here makes use of,

as when one says (to speak with Braune),
" the sun is risen (it must have risen), for it is

broad day." How can the aonst Tjyci7rrj6E,

"loved," occasion any difficulty ? It merely
sums up into one the particulars which had
been described (vers. 44-46) in pure preterites.
" Her much love and thy coldness and heart-

lessness have both a good reason." The ex-

positor who would place the love before the
forgiveness contradicts the parable (in which
dyocTtrj6Ei is the consequence) ; and moreover
destroys the contrast, which kithis case would
run, But who loves little shall be forgiven lit

* See in opposition to this an admirable review

in Tholuck's Litt. Anzeiger, 1848, p. 196.

fGlassius, PM. Sacra, ed. Dathe, p. 535. does

not introduce this passage for ""S, yd p or on, but

among others, John viii. 44, x. 26 ; 1 Cor. x. 5; 1

John iii. 14. At least the last is a most perfect

parallel to the passage before us. Lucke's remark
on it is : Brotherly love is a $ign, a proof, of living

faith.
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tie. Von Gerlach's language, speaking of this

perverted exposition, is not less true than

strong :
" An unworthy disfiguring of the beau-

tiful story, in the very spirit of Simon." What
in our case, who have nothing to pay, may pre-

cede forgiveness, cannot at the most be more
than an understanding and a receiving of the

love of God. on the part of a heart susceptible

thereof; but this is by no means the full mean-
ing of the word dyandv, love. The Lord says

—what we have before our eyes in 1 Tim. i.

13-15—The more sin in past time, the more
rich is the grace in forgiveness, with faith and
love. The mocker}' of the world runs, Young
strumpets, old beadwomen ; but the truth of

God is, Great sinners, great saints. "This,"
as Roos says, " is the great paradox, the won-
derful secret of the abounding riches of grace,

which out of the greatest guilt can prepare for

itself the greatest glory." The major for the

Lord's syllogism had been already "ranted in

the parable by Simon—The more forgiveness,

the more love. The Lord has given an ocular

demonstration of the minor with his question,
•' Seest thou what this woman hath done? Is

there not there a itoXii ?}ydnr/6F. (she loved

much) ? Canst thou not see it as I show it to

thee?" The conclusion is expressed: " ov

xdpiv Xeym 6oi, wherefore I say unto thee, fvom

this I conclude that her hitherto many sins

have been forgiven—and this was what I had
specially to say to thee (ver. 40)."* We may
still further observe how the Lord now half

revokes and corrects the 6vyHa.zeifia.6iS or

condescension of the kindly begun parable, as

if Simon had sinned only a little. He does not

eay, " But to whom the little, hie own little, ai

HXiyai avrov, have been forgiven," but mere-

ly, "to whom oXiyov dcpi'srat, little has been

forgiven ;" i. e., the man who has received lit-

tle forgiveness of the many sins (which he as

well as the other, like every man, has), has

merely derived loss from this imaginary advan-

tage ; he remains, alas ! a man with little grat-

itude, and with little love, in contrast to those

great saints who were once great sinners. Still,

however, even this word is characterized by
great forbearance and patience, for Simon's con-

science might have answered : Lord, thou

sayest not enough, nothing has been forgiven

to me, therefore I love thee not at all.j Still

*Asyao 6oi is hence by no means to be separat-

ed, like a parenthesis, from ov xdpiv, and the

laiter phrase to be connected with d<p£covrai.

Hofmaun has briefly protested against this view
;

and we rejoice to And him holding fast the only cor-

rect interpretation. Quite as false is the subtile ex

pedient on which Grotius prides himself so much,
which connects the ov xdpiv with on as its ai-

r

/

oXoyixov, and brings out this sense: There-

fore, for this end, that she might thus love, has

she been pardoned by God ; shall I then reject this

lovel

t For we are not to suppose of this altogether

heartless man, as Von Gerlach does, that an inward

sense of guilt, and an impression of the wisdom of
" the prophet," brought him, even for a little, near

Jesus.

the Lord does not go so far as this ; he sup-

poses the poor man to have received an oXi'yov

or little of forgiveness, and therefore of lov,e

springing from it ; and his design is b}r this

word kindly to allure and touch such souls

even while rebuking them. And he designs

us to understand that there is a measure of

truth in this supposition. Whoever imagines

that he has been guilty of little sin, and cannot
from deficiency in self-knowledge place himself

on a level with vile sinne-s, jet may, through
that rich grace which takes hold of souls at

every point of access, receive the forgiveness

even of this little ; and thus there will come a
little love into his proud heart. Blessed will

he be if he then take a close survey of the

much love of others, and be thereby induced
with deep shame to sink deeper into self, and
receive for himself also forgiveness of many
sins. The remark of the Berlenburg Bible is

well meant: "Even he who needs little for-

giveness, should on that account love the more,

out of gratitude to God for having hindered

and protected him from sinning, just as a man
does a greater act of kindness who keeps an-

other free from hurt, than one who heals the

wounds which he has received." But this is

not to the point ; for Jesus is not speaking of

what ought to be, but what is : further, God
does not reckon the little or the much of sin

according to outward conduct; and whoever
thanks God for preservation must at the same
time acknowledge that all the many sins which
have not been committed in overt act were
really in him. We have to notice finally two
important points. The one relates to the per-

son of the Lord Jesus : mark how, in the case

before us, he takes, with majestic simplicity,

and as if it were self-understood, the place of

God forgiving sins and receiving love in return;

making the manifestations of love to his own
person the measure of men's spiritual posture

before God. The other relates to great sin-

ners ; who, after their conversion, feel inclined

to do penance, ami make confession, before the

whole world, and glory in the compassion

which they have experienced. To them it is

here said, Only love much, this is the best con-

fession and penance which you can offer. Only
anoint the Saviour's feet in those of his breth-

ren, that thus all who understand the matter
may observe how much has been forgiven you.

But as to others who do not understand it, and
who would turn like swine upon you and rend

you, spare them the special catalogue of your
sins: auricular confession is due exclusively to

the one High Priest.

Verses 48 -50. Now finally, after the poor

host had received the full honor (to him spe-

cially necessary) of the conversation held with

himself, we have the long reserved word for the

woman who was a sinner, who had already

overheard much of a consolatory and com-
mendatory character. Jesus had in the pre-

sence of all her despisers extolled and boasted

of the great love of this deeply contrite wo-
man, because she was able to bear this without

injury ; but he now goes, in his words to her-
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aelf, into the very foundation of the matter,

•nd that too, with equal publicity, in the pre-

sence of the whole party. He assures her for-

mally and solemnly of her forgiveness ;* and
adds in conclusion a decisive statement in re-

,|rard to its foundation and consequence. It is

no longer " thy many sins," hut 6ov <xi cijiiap-

riai, thy sins (the at reduces at the last both
to a complete level ; and the emphatically pre-

ceding Gov excludes by a gentle contrast Si-

mon, but at the same time allures him with
the promise, "J have the same full comfort of

forgiveness for all thy sins to address also to

thee"). Thus again he speaks boldly, more so

than a prophet, as he does at Matt. ix. 2, to

the man sick of the palsy ; and is not afraid of

the objection of ver. 49. (That, however, on
this occasion does not assume such a severe
form as it did then, viz., of a charge of blas-

phemy against God.) In order, however, that
all who hear the word may know the right

road and the right end, he gives, in conclusion,

the usual, simple, blessing upon faith unto
peace. This concluding word here receives an
expreseive, all-embracing significance. In the
first place, faith, the intermediate idea between
forgiveness and love, has not yet been intro-

duced ; and by it, therefore, an answer is given
to the question, " How is it that the one has
been forgiven, and the other has not?" At the
same time the misconception is removed, that
love could be the prevenient reason for which
forgiveness is received. f Faith in this case is

pointed out as the internal principle on account
of which God justifies, as the Lord here does
this woman ; love, on the other hand, as the
otitward expression and proof to others of the
grace that has been given, as the Lord has pre-
viously shown. Further, the Lord says, in the
mildest condescension of the simple Giver:
Thy hand has given it to thee, because it has
received it from me. Still further, there lies

here an allusion, which supplies the want of
any previous notice on this subject, to the faith

of the woman that was a sinner, before she saw
Jesus and heard the word of comfort from his

lips—the faith by which she heard his call

from afar and thus came seeking him. She
had already found favor with God in her re-

pentance ; her sins had been forgiven, and

therefore she loved much. And we here learn
that the sealing assurance of forgiveness is a
different thing from the first forgiveness which
had been enjoyed in penitent faith; although,
again, every penitent wishes and seeks a spe-

cial absolution, and shall assuredly receive it

in the word, as this woman received it directly

from the lips of Christ. Still more, by thus
giving prominence to faith, the Saviour directs

the comforted woman to the future of the new
life : Go on believing, and thus as all thy past
sin has been forgiven (the language hitherto
used had referred exclusively to this), so all

thine in-dwelling corruption shall be taken
away. Thou art delivered, thou hast been help-

ed: the Lord says this to her exactly as he
had said it to the sick whom he healed,

as, for example, chap. viii. 48. Thou art heal-

ed ; and thou shalt be healed, if thou continu-

est and makest progress in faith. In the eye
of justice, the sinner was at first a debtor;
now, before full grace, she is merely an inva-

lid. Therefore go in the use of thy new health

and strength ; continue not, in the enjoyment of
sweet consolation, thus remaining in my presence,

and hanging upon me. And this was needful,
" for she would have forgotten to go home."
Therefore, by this plain word, she who had just

been comforted is directed to leave that pre-

sence which she had felt to be so pleasant, and
to betake herself to her ordinary life, that sho
might by a new walk from henceforth continue

to confess and to love him. Thus she departs

not only in peace, but truly els etpyyrjv, to

peace, as to the happy termination of the

way, the beginning of which is peace—a ter-

mination, always near, yet for the first time
fully reached only at the end. Finally, the

Lord here attracts Simon and all who were
present (in opposition to doubting question*

and angry feelings, vers. 49 and 13), to believe

in himself, in order to their peace. But he
approached the believing sinner, and gave him-

self to her in these four S)rmbolical stages : he
first, silently received her approach ; then ho
turned upon her the light of his countenance
next he addressed specially to her the word ol

assurance ; and last of all he sent her again

into the world in the peace of faith

DISOWNING THE ZEAL OF ELTAS; OF WHAT SPIRIT YE SHOULD BE OF,

CHILDREN.

(Luke ix. 55, 50.)

The Lord enters upon his last journey to

* We cannot understand (the " many sins " previ-

ously mentioned, in particular, render it impossible
for us to do so) that this could have been said to

Mary of Bethany " in a reference entirely unknown
to us," as Schleiermacher supposes.

t Compare Sander, Dag Pabstthwn (Elberf. 1845),
p. 48, where, after affirming the correct view, in

Jerusalem, firmly resolved to meet the suffer

ings that await him there, through which he
has to pass on his road to glory ; and in the

consciousness that the time is now very near

entire harmony with the interpretation given above,

he quotes the words of Melanctlmn :
" Christ in-

terprets himself, when he adds, Thy faith hath sav-

ed thee."
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when be must die at Jerusalem, and thus re-

turn unto the Father.* He takes the road
through Samaria (chap. xvii. 11), a route gen-
erally avoided by travellers to the feasts

;

and in a spirit of kindness sends before him
open-hearted messengers to bespeak for him a
lodging, or to ask as a favor entertainment
from some well-disposed people,! avoiding, as

he was wont to do, places of public resort.

But the Samaritans (mentioned here by Luke
for the first time) are not on this occasion so

well-disposed as the inhabitant*! of Sychar
had been ; they refuse to receive him. They
feel agrieved that he should turn aside to them
on his very journey to Jerusalem. It was
natural that at the seasons of the feasts, and
in connection with the journeys to the feasts,

the rivalry between Jerusalem and Gerizim
tdiould assume its bitterest form. When
James and John, who perhaps were the mes-
sengers themselves or formed part of their

number, perceived or discovered the refusal of

the hated and despised Samaritans to give a

night's resting place to the Lord—whom they
had so recently seen glorified before their

eyes—they gave way to anger and zeal ; their

intentions were good, and their faith was
6trong, yet their conduct was in violation of

love, and they were actuated by the return-

ing, persistent pride, of the " We," which had
recently been convicted in them, vers. 49, 50.

They feel themselves insulted, with their

Master ; having come down from the Mount,
they have Elias still in their mind, who pun-
ished, and that too in Samaria, the contempt
6hown to God in his person, by fire from
heaven ; they suppose that, as the disciples of

Jesus, they are on a footing with Elias, that
they may imitate him in the vigor of his zeal

—a matter in which we are all most readily

inclined to imitate the saints. All this is a

very natural connection of thought. Further,

* Although this journey is a protracted one (see

Lukexiii. 22, 33, xvii. 11, xviii. 31, 35, xix. 11,

28), and the Evangelist interweaves much that does

not belong to it—because, in a certain sense, the

whole previous life of our Lord had been a journey
to meet death—the above is the correct sense of

chap. ix. 51; compare xiii. 33. Toe expression
tcydXt]t()ii (on which Wieseler in particular has
*xpended much subtility) can. in New Testament
usage (Mark xvi. 19 j Acts i. 2, ii. 22 ; 1 Tim. hi.

6, etc. : it is used of Elias, 2 Kings ii. 10 ; 1 Mace.
ii. o9, and the apocryphal dvdXtjipii Moo6£oai),
only mean his being taken up from earth to the

Father; but assuredly the passive through suf-

fering is included (hen^e ai i'i/.iepai), and the

whole refers back to ver. 31. The remark of Von
Qerlach is quite correct: "In this expression,

death, resurrection, and ascension, are included,

all in one." Christ goes forward to this egoSoS,
aot so much externally, by the shortest road, as

internally, firmly resolved to meet it : irpotiGonov
ldrtjpi$E, not merely as in 2 Kings xii. 17; Jer.

xxi. 10; Ezek. iv. 3, xxviii. 21, but in the sense of

Isa. 1. 6, 7.

t This is all that lies in the text. There is not

the least occasion to connect with these messengers

the sending out of the Seventy, as Neander does.

inasmuch as they feel that it would not be
secin. y for them to say, " Call thou down fire

from heaven," they do not know very well
what to do, but imagine it would better be-

come themselves to do it. Meanwhile they
naturally ask first, Lord, wilt thou that we
say so? Singular mixture of daring faith,

which does not doubt that the event will hap-
pen at their bidding ; of simple presumption,
which scarcely doubts for one moment that he
will say " Yes " to their question ; of a cer-

tain loving zeal for his insulted person, which
alone actuated them as they thought; and,
with all, in the concealed ground of a self-de-

ceiving heart, of an impure pride, in the sub-
tle working of which it was in reality more
their own rejection than the rejection of the
Lord that affected them. " They will not re-

ceive thee—most strange impiety !" they
might think that they meant; but their heart
meant, " The)' have rejected us : shall we then
not be angry, and punish them ? may we not
for once do more than thou hast commanded
us?" (ver. 5). Thus they forgot entirely the
meekness of their Master, and his love for the
poor souls of erring men.
The faithful and wise Master has immedi-

ately at hand a reply and a lesson prepared in

most striking words—a reply and a lesson
available in all similar cases, and for the sake
of which alone Luke has recorded the occur-
rence. It is inconceivable that even the first

word of the reply should be a spurious addi-
tion. Many old Cortices, however (and even
the fathers), actually leave out every thing
after nal eizev, " and he said ;" but it is hard
to say for what reason, since some reply of

Jesus must be conceived of at the time, and
is necessary also in the Evangelical record of
the occurrence. This mere brief abrupt
t7terijuT/6£v, " rebuked " (he threatened them
as he did the unclean spirit, ver. 42 !), Luke
could not possibly have written ; although
that word of itself says a great deal, and cer-

tainly contains this, that he was more angry
at their unseasonable application of Scripture,

covering much pride and selfishness, than he
was at the poor Sanyiritans. It partakes, ac-

cording to his kindly manner which considers

every thing and pays regard to every thing, of
the nature of a decided and zealous rejection of

their offensive zeal : Far be it from me and
from you to seek or to say any such thing !

The lesson which must reply to this example,
drawn in to justify them

—

as Elias did—must
take a wider range. " Elias then, and ye now
—what a difference ! Do ye not yet under-
stand this ? What was quite right in him, is a
sin in you. Do ye, as my disciples, still know
so little 1 Do ye not know from my whole
doctrine, actions, and life, that another spirit

altogether than that which inflamed any Old
Testament prophet is in me ; and consequently
of what kind of spirit (the disciples, children,
possessors of what kind of spirit) ye are, as
my servants and messengers, or ought to be?"
That nvevjta:, spirit, does not here signify a
certain state of mind and feeling, thus and
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thus constituted, is certain, because the word
no where properly means this. As little may
we understand the expression to mean (indeed,

the one sense flows out of the other) : Ye do
not know or reflect, ye are for the moment
wholly unconscious, whether it be your own
and an evil spirit, or the Holy Spirit, that im-
pels you ! For the <pp6rr//na or "mind" of

the flesh never means in the New Testament
" a spirit of one's own," though we now make

i
use of this inexact expression.* The o'/ov,

"what," before itvEvf.ia.roi, " spirit," refers

manifestly to the "spirit of Elias," Luke i. 17,

and expresses by one pregnant and instructive

word the great difference between the Old and
the New Testament economy, exactly in the
sense of Rom. viii. 15. What Elias did was
certainly not done in sinful wrath or in self-

will ; still with me there has come a new time,

and with it a new spirit. The spirit of ser-

vants was then altogether the right one, and
it justified a burning zeal for the glory of the
mighty Lord ; but the spirit of the children of

God introduces in gentleness the love of the
Father as it appeared in the humble, patient
Son of Man. A certain theology cannot, and
will not, apprehend this difference of the
economies of God ; but the difference is well-

grounded, and rests truly on most real unity.

For example, we are told by De Wette that
"the Old Testament stands on low ground;
it contains in it views, aims, and ideas, which
in part do not reach forward to those of the
New Testament, and in part run counter to

them." He is unquestionably right in what
he says about " not reaching forward." But
to what he says of " running counter " we have
to reply, it Is either not the Old Covenant as

such which contains within it such ideas (as,

for example, self-righteousness and the right-

eousness of works, views which ought not
really to be imputed to the law as their pro-
ducing cause), or we make false points of op-
position, where we have merely the unity of

development by different steps. Finally, how-
ever, this patient government of the world
exists only in the middle portion of this world's
history ; the same severity which was prefig-

ured in the judgments poured out on Canaan,
Sodom, and the world before the flood, must
again be revealed at the end of time in an in-

conceivably more terrible form. The burning
and punishing severity of God in the Old Tes-
tament is as really seated in his being as are
the long-suffering and patience which first be-
came conspicuous in Christ, and had never at
any former period been unrevealed. All the
temporal judgments of the first economy are
types of the last and eternal judgment—to
which the second economy points in language
of more terrible import than had hitherto been
used—and they are still continued even in
their typical character ; the vengeance, for ex-
ample, inflicted upon the Canaanites is re-

* The idea is quite a wrong one, that our Lord
directs attention away from the erroneously used
letter of the Old Testament to its right tpirU.

peated in the history of nations till the end
of time. Unless we expound the New Testa-
ment in an effeminate and one-sided manner,
and unless we discard altogether the Apoca-
lypse, the top-stone of both Testaments, in
which, in a manner sufficiently striking, when
it announces the wrath even of the Lamb, the
Old Testament judgments in all their severity
return (see, for example, chap. ii. 27 ; vi. 9
10; xi. 17, 18; xiv. 10; xvi. 5, 6; xviii. 6, 20:
xix. 1-4)—Ave cannot fail to discern the unit}
that pervades the whole Scriptures. Exactly
so is it with the legal zeal of the saints of God
under the old covenant ; then God demanded
and practiced righteousness in the punishment
and destruction of his enemies. Impurity
might, indeed, mingle with it ; as, in the pre-

sent day, carnal effeminacy and idleness may
be mixed up with Christian love and patience.

But in itself it was right and holy, like the
wrath and zeal of their God, who desired at

that time to reveal these his essential attri-

butes. When the spirit which they had, call-

ed upon them thus to act and judge, it would
only be a misapprehension of this spirit to find

in it any thing false or human. Therefore the
Lord in the passage before us by no means
blames the deed of Elias in blaming the in-

tended deed of his disciples. His saying, as-

serting the difference as well as the unity, is,

ye know not of what spirit ye now are. Di-
versified is the Spirit

;
yet it is the one spirit

received from God. Wrath is as truly in God
as love is; although in the grace of reconcili-

ation, love prevails over wrath, and during the
existing period of the Gospel stays its pro-
gress. The spirit of the fear of God is the
very beginning of the spirit of adoption ; the
severe zeal of the law is, according to rhe re-

lation of the man to God, and the stage of di-

vine revelation, quite as pure and holy as is

pitying and interceding love. Elias was on
the Mount with Christ, and John the Baptist
threatened men with unquenchable fire, be-
fore Christ brought down from heaven upon
the sinful people instead of this fire the fire of
the Holy Ghost.

The words following from 6 yap, " for he,"

which are still more frequently wanting, might
possibly be an explanatory gloss added to the
" few yet very significant words " of the

Saviour; but, if so, the plo-s is assuredly one
which flows very naturally from the Spirit of
Christ, and is as perfectly in its place as if tbo
Lord had really spoken it on this occasion.

We cannot, therefore, decide quite as confi-

dently as Olshausen does : " It is at all events

a spurious addition ;" for the addition, at all

events very old (Clem. Alex, has it), sounds

into our deepest soul like a word of the Lord,

like an expression beautifully corresponding

to the utterances which are recorded at John
iii. 17, xii. 47. Even Schleiennacher would
not agree with Griesbach in rejecting this

gracious saying; and we venture to receive it

as genuine. It corresponds entirely to the

preceding clause, or rather it complete!) sup*

plemente it ; it brings in what was realljr
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wanting, a decided allusion made for the first

time to the peison of the compassionate Son
of Man, from whom goes forth the new spirit

which does not act as Elias did ; it gives the
striking expression for the delivering, preserv-
ing, and redeeming love which was wanting to
the disciples of the Lord in the present zeal

of thoii faith. " Do ye not yet know for what
J have come ?" They had been driving too
rapidly onward . Let fire fall from heaven and
consume there How opposite to this the
tender compassion of the words which corres-
pond to this, The souls of men ! " Do ye not
know what these words mean ? "What is

each soul worth before God 1 Know ye that
I am not Elias? I have come to deliver, to pre-

serve, not to destroy, the souls of men." An
old reading (the Vulgate also) gives merely
tpvxai, "lives." We prefer the full expres-

sion ipvxcvS dvQpoonwv, "men's lives;" it is

the fit counterpart of vioS rov dvOpoJnov;
" Son of Man," and says more than either the
mere drOpaiitovS, " men," or the mere ipvxd ?,

" lives." It alludes to bodily life only in con-
nection with the proper salvation of the soul :

the Son of Man desires to let men live that he
may give them life. Thus was Samaria spared
for future salvation (of which the Lord gives
here an indirect prophecy); and this same
John must in due time pray down upon these
Samaritans, in apostolic might, the gracious
gift of the Holy Ghost.

A THIRD WORD TO A FOLLOWER; LOOKING BACK WHILE AT THE PLOUGH.

(Luke rx. 02.)

We refer our readers to p. 138 for our views
as to the relation of time between Matthew
and Luke. Both Evangelists relate harmoni-
ously the utterances addressed to the man
who volunteered, and to the man who was
called, to follow the Lord. Although the

"And he said unto another " of ver. 59, in

Luke, may be understood of the addition of a

parallel saying brought from an earlier period,

we cannot translate ver. 57 withEbrard: And
it happened among other things, when, on one

occasion, they were in the way. This could be
admitted only if ver. 52 and ver. 5G had not
preceded; for though an Evangelist, especially

Luke, may be supposed to collect and unite

different narratives, still he unites truly into

one whole for the reading Church, which, under
the name of Theophilus, the guiding Spirit

sets before his mind; and we cannot determine
to draw a thick line between particular por-

tions as if they were disjointed fragments.

Hence, therefore, itopEvouevoov, " as they
went," is truly connected with £7Copev0r/6av

eii krs'pav xaijuyv, "they went to another

village," and the definite article ev rij o<5cJ,

" in the way," denotes the way in which they
then were ; the Spirit of inspiration did not

allow Luke to write what would not have
been true. The xai Ttpo6£XOojv

i "and

—

came," Matt. viii. 18, 19, is equally definite in

the connection in which it there occurs (this is

not the case again with the erspoS 8e eitce of

ver. 21); and there is no other way of ex-

plaining the facts except by assuming that

according to the definite words of Matthew
and Luke, the first of these examples really

occurred a second time. Many suppose it suits

better a later period ; we dissent from this, as

the outward poverty of the Son of Man need-
ed to be pointed out rather at the beginning,

and must have been well known at the end of
his course. But, if the Lord in consequence
of having received a repetition of such an

offer (and it is probable such offers may have
been repeated more than twice), found it ne-
cessary to repeat his former reply (and that
he should do so is in perfect accordance with
his practice, frequently occurring in the Gos-
pels, of going back upon the past), the reply
would in this case cease to be unsuitable for
a later period. The second follower, and also
the first, probably belong to this period. By
this we mean not that they came forward in

such close succession as they appear in the re-

cord (for the sacred writers are not so strictly

exact in their histories as this), but that the
events occurred generally, about the same
time

; for, the command to preach the Gospel
appears to stand in connection with the mis-
sion of the Seventy, which took place imme-
diately after.

Enough that Luke and also Matthew (who
is still more complete), show us that the
Searcher of hearts employed different meth-
ods, according to the different tempers of tho
individuals with whom he had to do. The
first man desires to follow him, but there is

something wanting at heart ; he is therefore
discouraged from his purpose. The second >
called by him, and is ready, but in a critical

moment he is irresolute ; he is therefore drawn
and urged onward. The third stands undecid-
ed, occupying a middle place between the two;
he is neither discouraged nor held fast, but di-

rected by a testing word to decide for himself:
the Lord therefore addresses him not directly,
but in a general statement. He requests, be-
fore following the Lord, that he may obtain
permission ditora ZadQai ro?S si? toy otuoy
ccvrov, i. e., not " to bring into order what is

in his house" (understanding the reference tc
be to things), or any thing like "'to arrange
certain relations, some private matters, and
still to have the charge of the house which he
was about to leave." For, in Luke, d nora 6~

ditiOai signifies to take leave, or, what is con-
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nected with it, to give the last commission
;

see Acts xviii. 18, 21, and Luke xiv. 13, in a

figurative sense. There are thus jjersons in his

house ; not exactly a father to be buried, but

living relatives, inmates of the family, friends,

from whom he will not and cannot be separat-

ed without taking leave. We doubt whether
the man " desired to give a festive entertain-

ment to the inmates of his house on taking

leave, and to act like those senseless people

who would rejoice with the world before tak-

ing leave of it and becoming pious ; or like the

children of folly who must first indulge in ex-

cesses before they bend the knee to the cross

and turn their thoughts to the passion of the

Lord." We find nothing so bad in the aTtord-
£a6Qai, which rather implies a firm determi-

nation to forsake all. Still, this leave-taking

might easily give rise to a protracted stay at

home, which might end in not taking leave at

all. The Lord seriously warns him to consider

this, neither forbidding him nor permitting
him to do as he had desired. It has been said

that the Lord makes use of this proverbial say-

ing about the plough, because on the man's re-

quest there immediately occurred to his mind
the similar request of Elisha, 1 Kings xix. 19,

whom Elijah found and called when at the
plough. It may be so; although the circum-
stances alluded to are the reverse of those in

the present instance. Elisha was called away
from the plough, this man was called to another
plough. But though the Lord took occasion

from this history to use this proverb, yet he
must have had some reason to compare the
call to the kingdom of God with the call to

the plough : the figure must have a meaning
and truth in itself. We certainly are not
wrong if we view it generally in connection
with laboring in the great harvest (chap. x. 2)

;

and further suppose that the Lord here speaks
of ploughmen instead of sowers (whose depart-

ment certainly belongs to the great husbandry
of God as well as that of the other), because
he desires to direct attention to the earnest-

ness and anxiety which should characterize

the careful labor peculiar to the first period,

when the foundations are to be laid. It is the
intention of the Lord to say to this man: In
the kingdom of God there is not mere pleasure
and refreshment, not only easy and quiet work

;

but, above all things, and at every sowing-

time, a vigorous laboring at the plough—con-
fessedly a work of the severest kind. There is

labor within ourselves, labor on others ; ever
and anon the labor of repentance and self-de-

nial, something new to plough, that there may
be no sowing among thorns (Jer. iv. 3); it is

ever necessary to break up the fallow ground
of the world before we can plant any thing

that is good. For this work, there is needed
a strong arm and- foot, and also, immediately
and especially, undivided attention, and there
must be no such thing as looking back; for

whoever looks back from the plough will make
no straight furrows.* The 'Hooking back''
here alluded to, is not altogether such a look-

ing backwards as that of Lot's wife, who look-

ed back in absolute unbelief; and still less is

it the turning round and the going back of 2
Pet. ii. 22. Both of these, however, may, and
must proceed from it, unless we cease from the
habit of looking backwards, from that attach-

ment to what is behind us which throws all

our work into confusion, and arrests all our
progress. Besides—and this is the immediate

sense of these far-reaching words—whoever at

the beginning puts forth his hand, yet does not
bring the ./fed regard to the plough which he
has laid hold of (but looks round upon his vil-

lage and his flock), is not fit for the work.
Thus we have a repetition of the warning,
given at a later period—Now in the middle of

the great work, and after the full vigor of the

first zeal is over, although thou withdraw not

thy hand, yet if thou look back only some-
times, thou wilt soon make wretched, crooked
work ; thou wilt stand still altogether, yea,

thou wilt stand at the plough as if thou wert
working, while not working at all—not cut-

ting into thine own heart, and therefore not
into the heart of any other man. In the end
it will come to this, that thou wilt throw
away thy plough and return to thine own dear
house, and sit down at thy former table. All

this is not only designed for those special la-

borers in the harvest, whose office it is to make
known the kingdom of God ; the conclusion

evStroS eti ri)v fta6iXeuxv zov 2eov }
" fit

for the kingdom of God," is intended generally

to declare that with such looking back from

the labor assigned to each, whatever that may
be, no man can himself come into the kingdom
of God, or remain therein.

That the instructions given to the Seventy
were probably the same as those which the
Twelve received (at least in regard to their
first journey), and were also conveyed in the
same, or in similar words, is intimated by Luke
himself, inasmuch as for this very purpose he
brings into notice, on the former of these occa-
sions, only such instructions as were common
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(Luke x. 2-16.)

to it with the second (chap. ix. 2-5). If, how-

* Reference has been made to Hesiod, Works, ii.

60. where a similar expression is found : iQeirjy

avXan' tXavvoi, htjketi 7Canraivoov peS'
oMV^iuai, dXX' iiti l'py(*> Bvfiuv Ixoov. This

is more to the point than the Pythagorean saying :

sis zo iepor a7cepx6peyoi j.itj kiti6tpi<pov.
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ever, we compare Luke x. with the far-stretch-

ing prophetic instructions given to the apostles

in Matthew x., it becomes evident that the

language used there refers to a permanent office

for a future mission (the present being only a

Hmall typical one), yea, to a certain continua-

tion of the office through successors for all

time; but that here every thing is limited to

the present temporary mission of these Seven-

ty. Hence merely the first section of Matt. x.

1-15 is repeated, the exposition of which, as

already given by us, we do not intend here to

repeat. Still, a single observation may be

made. Between the two missions which Luke
has related in immediate succession, there lies

probably a J'ear, and that year the final one,

in which the opposition was gathering strength.

Consequently in these second instructions we
find, very naturally for the immediate present,

that our Lord has special regard to the rejec-

tion of his message. This is seen, at the be-

ginning, in the resumption of the " lambs
among the wolves," applicable also to the first

journey (see at Matthew x. 10) ; next in the

greater haste (see 4) ; in the stronger repre-

sentations of the threatened judgments (vers.

11-15); and, finally (ver. 1G which again is

parallel with the conclusion in Matthew x.

40-42), in the contempt spoken of at the close.

That the prohibition "not to go" into the

streets of the Gentiles, or the cities of the Sa-

maritans, is now wanting, admits of easy ex-

planation from the altered circumstances ; we
naturally look back upon chap. ix. 52, accord-

ing to which the Lord himself wished to go

among the Samaritans. Still further, it is ob-

vious from chap. x. 1 that the Seventy were
not to go to the heathen : as this mission was
a preliminary, temporary one, there was no
need for such an expressly given command-
ment. Compare what we have said on this

subject in p. 169.

In other respects the progress and substance

are very much the same as what we set forth

in p. 168, as characterizing the first section ex-

pounded there. In the foreground we have,

also on this occasion (ver. 2), the necessity

which exists in the great harvest (as in Matt,

ix. 37, 38) as the reason for this repeated mis-

sion (ver. 3)—a mission which, though it might
be attended with equal danger, yet could not

now be omitted; the "whence" and the

"whither" of which are self-evident (Matt,

vers. 5-8). Then the same negative prepara-

tion for the journey (ver. 4) : they were to have

no other protection against the danger to which,

in the simplicity of their faith and fidelity they
were to be exposed, than the taking nothing
with them, and making urgent haste. The in-

timation as to how they were to act runs the

same. At the beginning, when the determina-

tion of consequences is a matter with which
they have nothing to do, general courtesy and
kindness of manner, veis. 5, 6. In their pro-

gress, an unobtrusive discharge of duty (vers.

7-9), while they should receive the merited

and promised hire without choice and change,

and altto without care. Finally, for the termi-

nation of their labors (on this occasion general-

ly unfavorable) the same testimony of freedom

from guilt and particiption, after they should

have fulfilled their duty (vers. 10, 11); with

also (as at Matt. ver. 15) a glance at the judg-

ment upon unbelief, repeated (vers. 12-15) in

a stronger form from Matt. xi. 21-24. To
this there is appended very suitably the gene-

ral ratification of these and of all, even when
they are despised, whom the Lord sends forth

(ver. 1G).

In ver. 1 the /.ietx. ravra, " after these

things," (which according to Schleiermacher

should only mean besides, moreover), points

back to what immediately precedes, and the

kzepovi, "other," only to the twelve, chap,

ix. 1.* The mission of the Seventy falls quite

suitably into a late period, viz., the one point-

ed out in chap. ix. 51 as that when he resolved

to go up to Jerusalem for the last time ;
it is

a gracious effort made for the last time in op-

position to the hostility of his enemies ; a

most perfect prelude and preparation for the

last journey of our Lord himself; a conclud-

ing testimony that the preaching of the ap-

proach of the kingdom of God was assuredly

not a matter confined to a corner.| Even the

expression dv£$?.iZe, " appointed," selected

by Luke (compare Acts i. 24) points to this
;

for, with the idea of choice, it contains also

that of a public manifestation, in the present

instance before the whole world. The number

Seventy, standing in connection with the num-
ber twelve (compare Exod. xv. 27), corres-

ponds to the Seventy Elders (Exod. xxiv. 1,

4 ; Num. xi. lG),and'indicates as it were from

afar an anti-Sanhedrim of the new kingdom
;

in that case the round number 70 may stand

for 72. The idea which has been frequently

entertained that the Seventy refer to the sev-

enty nations of the world (Gen. x. ; Deut.

xxxii. 8 ; Gen xlvi. 27), according to the Kab-

binical reckoning, and the Twelve to the twelve

tribes of the circumcision, is false,} for the apos-

tles were rather destined for all nations, and the

Seventy were not certainly sent to the Gentiles.

Lange has recently affirmed, in favor of this

idea, that Luke " lays these Seventy disciples

for the nations in the scales over against the

twelve apostles of Israel." We find, however,

no trace in Scripture, or in history, of the

* Not. as Schleiermacher thought, to the " mes-

sengers" of ch. ix. 52; for the Sevent, were uot

sent merely to provide accommodation.

t So also it was to the Seventy themselves a pre-

liminary exercUe of their faith, and of the contes-

sion of it.

^Our recent expositors find it very hard to shake

off this supposition. Richter's Ilausbibel starts with

it as an uncontested axiom ; Antfeld announces it

without scruple in his sermon; even Neander did

not decide against it; Hilgenfeld in his Clementines,

however, protests, to our sui prise, against the
'• axiom of modern criticism, that the Seventy owed
their origin to Paul's universalism, and that the

number points to the number of the nations of tho

earth."
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Seventy being intended for the Gentiles, and
the Twelve for Israel ; we cannot bring the

former into accordance with Luke x. 1, nor the

latter into accordance with Rev. xxi. 14,* and
certainly not with Matt, xxviii. 19.

Verses 3, 4- We have already remarked
that the dangers incident to the second period,

accompanied also the first mission. The sub-

stitutionof the apveS, "lambs," for itpofiara,
" sheep" (compare Isa. lxv. 25, Sept.), appears

not to have been accidental, inasmuch as this

is the only passage of the whole New Testa-

ment in which the word occurs. It is intend-

ed to denote on this occasion the simplicity of

the disciples along with their defencelessness

(Matt, as doves), the simplicity of the faith in

the call (I, your shepherd, send you), and the

abiding faithfulness to the only work assigned

to them, that, viz., of proclaiming and bring-

ing peace. This proclamation of peace on the

part of the messengers and children of God is

something better than all human courtesy.

On this occasion the greeting in the streets is pro-

hibited on account of the great haste; for

these proverbial expressions, comp. 2 Kings iv.

29. If, however, we ask here what is the spir-

itual meaning of these words in a wider appli-

cation, the reply is, that purse, and scrip, and
shoes, denote all unnecessary helps which dis-

turb the simplicity of faith in the Sender;
and that the greetings, on the other hand, and
according to circumstances, denote all unne-
cessary explanations in word or deed, which
prevent dispatch in the discharge of duty.' It

may further be supposed, that allusion is made
to all false courting of the favor of men or
spending of their strength in mere words

;

but this is not exclusively referred to. The
expression Hard zi)v 6S6v, whether we trans-

late it " in the streets " or " in the way,"
forms in both references a contrast to the
houses and the hearts (children of peace in the
house), which the Gospel seeks. Every salu-
tation other than the message of peace is an

*Even in Matt. xix. 28 it is manifest, as we there
expounded, that it is only the people of God in

general, as seen in the type of the twelve tribes,

that is meant. Paul belongs to this number of
twelve

: the reasons for which we cave, though
there with too little positiveness, in onr Redan der
Apostel, i. 18-20. According to Munter (Sinnbildcr
der alien Christen), there are at most only twelve
apostles, inclusive of Paul ; Matthias not being in-

cluded as one. But if Paul belongs to the twelve,
there is no opposition between the Twelve and the
8eventy for the heathen.

unnecessary impediment, foreign to the objert
of the commission of the messengers of peace,
and interrupting their onward progress.

Verses 5—11. Every thing here is nearly,
yet not altogether, the same at in Matthew's
Gospel. It should be the duty of the Seventy
to pay less attention to selection and inquiry,

than the Twelve on a former occasion were in-

structed to do. Meeting a doubtful position

with overflowing kindness, they pray for peace
to every man—without inquiring, " Shall we
find here the children of peace?" No doubt,
this important difference was well grounded
in the circumstances of the case. Further, in

this instance they are expressly told merely
to heal the sick ; it is left to their own faith tto

determine whether they are to consider ths
demoniacs as comprehended among the sick

The peace of the kingdom of heaven thej
were not to proclaim in the streets, but preach
it in the houses, and to the hearts of the peo-

ple ; and they should solemnly denounce
judgments upon the city in which not one
house shall receive them—For this purpose
they should come out. (The second Iqi" vfidi
in ver. 11 is spurious.)

Verses 12—16. What the Lord had said on
a former occasion (Matt. xi. 21-24), is here re-

peated at a very appropriate place : I say to

you it will remain thus. The Lord remem-
bers, very naturally, on many a later occasion,

his own words, which he had uttered when
his Spirit was specially moved

;
yea, they are

not his own words (as he himself after the
manner of men distinguishes), but the testi-

mony of the Father, uttered by his lips, and
therefore of sufficient importance to be recall-

ed again and again. We may now look for-

ward and observe how, after the return of the
Seventy, he re-called the consolation from Matt,
xi. 25-27. Thus two repetitions from the
words spoken on the message of John, come
together here at the close: first, the woe then
denounced upon unbelief, and afterwards the
joy at that time experienced over the faith ot

the children of Wisdom, then present. The
concluding sentence, ver. 16, addressed to the
Seventy, is designed!}' framed in the very same
terms as that which had been addressed t(.

the Twelve, Matt. x. 40 ; for it balc^es to all

to whom the Lord has in any way said, " I

send j
rou," in so far as this sending extends.

And though they may be as weak as the Sev-
enty are here, no man may despise their mes-
sage ; for the Lord who has sent them will let

it be known that he judges the despisers of

his servants.
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RETURN OF THE SEVENTY
; FALSE AND TRUE JOY OF THE DISCIPLES OF

THE LORD.

Luke x. 18-24.

In order to draw a contrast full of meaning,
Luke, omitting the intervening narrative (com-
pare chap. is. 6-10), immediately anticipates

the return of the messengers of the kingdom,
who, though generally despised, are neverthe-
less full of joy. With what strict fidelity

do the purely historical Gospel narratives

every where reveal the weakness of all the
companions of him who alone is mighty ! the
imperfection of the human nature, not yet
sanctified by the Spirit, even of those believ-

ers whom he kindly acknowledges as his own
and presents to all Israel as messengers rep-

resenting himself! The preaching of the
Seventy had certainly to a great extent been
despised ; whether or not they had ventured
to shake off the dust of their feet as they had
been commanded, they had been in cities in

which they might have done this—in many a

Chorazin and Bethsaida which must have re-

minded them of the terrible woe of the Lord.
Still they returned with joy; but what was
the source of their joy 1 It was not because
people had everywhere listened with pleasure
to their preaching; because they had found so

many children of peace in the cities of Israel
;

because so many had repented and were re-

joicing in the near approach of the kingdom :

alas ! this was not the report they gave to

their Master ! But—Even the devils are sub-
ject to us in thy name ! "We have been proved,
we have shown our power, and have obtained
honor ! The Lord beholds the return of that
indestructible we of his disciples which he had
taken so much pains, alas ! in vain, to subdue.
The apostles, chap, ix 40, could not cast out
one devil, although the Lord had given them
power over all devils, chap. ix. 1 ; the Seventv,
moreover, had expressly received power only
over diseases, chap. x. 9. So much the great-
er is the almost childlike joy (Neander finds

only "childishness" here) of these lesser men
over the fact that they had succeeded even in

casting out devils. Although this had hap-
pened only to some of them here and there,

yet each one, as he makes his report, takes the
credit to himself; and the proud expression
runs. The devils are subject; while they almost
forget and do not bring sufficiently forward
the name of the Lord, placing it after their
own to us. "What a striking and faithful pic-

ture of a state of mind and feeling, alas ! not
rare even at the present day—of the improper
joy of the servants at manifestations of pow-
er which have been effected through the name
of the Lord, and which they have turned to
their own glory.

The Lord, as was to be expected, directs to
the true joy those who had returned to him
with this false joy. The discourse given by
Luke is strictly connected as far as the 24th

verse
; and the second part of it consists ot

instructive sayings looking back upon the past
and repeated from what had been said on for-
mer occasions. In the first part, vers. 18-20
(to the middle of the verse), the Lord discoun-
tenances the false joy over the subjection of
the spirits, the concluding sentences corres-
ponding to the saying of the disciples. In the
second, he points out the better, the only sure
joy, the joy because of their own blessedness
through and with Jesus their Master. In the
first part, and before any thing else is said,
the subjection of the devils is declared to be
not to them, but to the name of the Lord ; in
order, by the voice of warning, to discounten-
ance the false joy which would appropriate
this to itself, and which might by stealthy
pride again seize the power which "had been
only granted, and forfeit true blessedness.
" It is because Satan has himself already fallen,
and has met with a still deeper overthrow
since my coming into the world, that he and
all his host have obeyed my name in your lips.
But it is from me that you have received pow-
er over him."

V rse 18- The words of the Lord are full
of majesty, and at the same time full of con-
descension. They start from the expression,
used by the disciples but not sufficiently em-
phasized by them, "through tiiy name"
" Most assuredly for how were it possible
otherwise; why do you see in this so much
cause for amazement and rejoicing '?" " The
victory of good over evil was a certainty to
Christ as it were by intuition "—is the remark
of a well-meaning expositor

; but this is only
partially true, and weakens considerably the
real force of the passage. Not the evil ele-
ment (to novr/pov) is what the Lord here re-
fers to; for, in the esoteric teaching which he
gives .his disciples, he again expressly men-
tions Satan as a person,^ working in the pos-
sessed and vanquished in them. And, more-
over, not only " as it were by intuition " does
he know that Satan is fallen and is falling

;

but his expression lOeoopovv—I saw- is to be
taken in its full deep meaning. To interpret
the words " fall from heaven" as designating
Satan's coming down to earth in order to re-
sist and to destroy—his augmenting and pre-
paring his forces against the kingdom of God
—is not only contrary to the whole biblical
urns loquendi, but evidently incompatible with
the context, according to which the only
possible meaning is, It is natural and ne-
cessary, that he must fall before you and be-
low you (rtefio vto. occurring thus exactly as a
parallel to vitordc66Erai). "From heaven"
standing in the middle refers both to the
lightning and the falling ; but especially to the
latter (as is evident from its being netiovTa
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and not TtEtiovdav). The figure of lightning,

used as it is in connection with lOeaypovv,
" I saw," points to the sure certainty of the

beholding (comp. Matt. xxiv. 27), and also to

the quick decisive suddenness of what was be-

held ; but, inasmuch as it is immediately con-

nected by cjS, " as," with 2aravav, ;
< Satan,"

it contains at the same time a hidden refer-

ence to the bright character of an angel of

light possessed by the fallen spirit when he

was j-et in heaven. And herein we find also

the first answer to the question : When was it

that the Lord saw Satan fall from heaven ?

Of course, then, first, when Satan first fell

from heaven, before the creation of the earth

and world ; when the eternal Son in the bosom
of the Father (as important, in this connec-

tion, observe ver. 22) was witness of this great

and awful fall. The addition, From heaven to

earth is purposely not made ; for what we now
call earth became what it is through this

apostacy of Lucifer. This is the primary fun-

damental force of the expression tQeoopovv,
" I saw ;" as is evident from the simple word-
ing of the whole sentence, which cannot be in-

terpreted otherwise so as to retain its full lit-

eral truth ; evident, moreover, from the un-
mistakable allusion to Isaiah xiv. 12 (where
the king of Babylon is represented as a type

of the original proud one who fell before him,

compare ibid. 13-15, and Ezek. xxviii. 12-16,

a still more distinct passage), forming in this

connection a parallel to the words concerning

the downfall of Capernaum, spoken before the
sending of the disciples ; evident, finall}', from
the warning, which is doubtless in the back-
ground : He fell by pri-rte—be ye therefore

humble.* They who think that the Lord is

here speaking merely of a fall of Satan effected

6ince the commencement of Christ's prophet-

ic career, or of a new weakening and defeat

of the enemy resulting from the mission of

the Seventy—are greatly mistaken, and over-

look altogether the decisive words tn rou
ovpavov, "from heaven."f We do not, how-

* This thought so obviously suggests itself, that

Erasmus unhesitatingly inserts it into his para-

phrase: " Proposuilipsisexcmplum Lucifeii, qui ob
superbiam a tanta felicitate subito dejecturn esset

—insignis erat illius dignitas in ccelis, et tamen ob
animi tumoiern subito dejectr.s est a summis ad
ima."

f It is altogether against the simple natural mean-
ing of the words to refer them only to a " signifi-

oant vision," in which " the final violent downfall
of Satan was represented " (Von Gerlach). Even
Neander, though he rejects and quite correctly,

every kind of " beholding in the form of a vision
"

as applied to Christ, yet finds here only a behold-
ing in the Spirit, a seeing by a glance which anti-

cipates the development of the future ; nor does he
recognize that Satan appears here as one fallen

long ago and therefore also judged. We rejoice to

meet with the correct view in Hoffmann's Sckrift-

beweis, i. 391, who adds an earnest protest against
the supposed foreseeing of a future fall, urging em-
phatically the Imperfect used in the text (not

iQcoipTjda or Beapdo but iQsoapovv). [The

ever, limit the words of the Lord to the first

beginning of the fall in the strict sense of the
word ; but pre-suppose that the Lord con-
denses into this great prophetic word, which
looks both to the past and the future, the
progression and consummation of this fall.

For Satan's fall and loss of power is a

process of long duration, passing through
many gradations. His judgment recurs con-

tinually in an increasingly perfect demonstra-
tion, until the end comes ; as is manifest from
the remarkable passage, Rev. xii. 7-12 (which
we cannot interpret here, but which in like

manner speaks of what is still future by the

type of what belongs to the past). That the

old enemy suffered a new defeat by the few
feeble exorcisms of the Seventy disciples, and
that the Lord had beheld this victory, is the

least important element, and scarcely refer-

red to in the passage even implicitly. It is

more suitable, not leaving these individual

facts out of our consideration, to view the

words in connection with the then near cast-

ing out of the Prince of the World b)r the

death of Christ (John xii. 31)—this had al-

ready commenced even then, for the devils

left those who were possessed through the

power of his person and name. To sum up
all : In this short comprehensive word the Son
says—" The whole long course of the enemy's
fall, from beginning to end, is before me as one

downfall, decided and certain, even at this

present moment."
Verse 19- The second thought follows very

naturally. " And even as I am with clearand

full consciousness the Lord and Conquerer ok

Satan ; so likewise all who arc mine have pow
er over him, though this power proceeds alto

gether from me as my gift. I did not give yot

this power expressly when I gave you youi
commission ; but, since your faith, which as

such I do not despise, but on the contrary re-

ward, has gained this additional strength, be-

hold I give it, new unto you, and in future to

all who believe in my name." The Lord en-

larges the narrow conception of only one kind

of power, as exerted by the Sai/iovia,

tense employed should have been the Aorist

t^EoopT]6a, had the one great act of apostacy

been chiefly referred to ; on the other hand, the

Perfect reOecoprfHa would have been more proper,

had the reference been exclusively to the events

just past.

—

Am. Ed ] Yes, the Lord speaks here

as a "witness of what happened to Satan in the

primal beginning "—speaks in the " recollection of

a fact, of which he was witnesss, when he was God
with God." This fall was an event of a moment, and
different from the slowly progressing defeat of the

power retained by Satan. Some see in our pas-

sage, by a mystical interpretation, the casting' out

of Satan, up to that time tolerated in heaven, but,

since the coming of Christ in the flesh, cast out

thence (as most recently Voss in his Salanalogy, Lu-
therische Zntsch. 1851, which contains much that is

deep mixed with what is fantastic). We make no
remark upon this view ; it may reslperte on a good
foundation, but wc do not see it in this word of

Christ.
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" devils," upon the possessed ; he speaks of all

the power (at the same time all power of the

enemy's hosts, Svvapiv, yj\) of the enemy

—

a power which pervades, to a greater extent

than the Seventy could or we can conceive, all

nature and all creation upon earth, which is

at present our habitation under heaven. The
genus " all the power " is most significantly ex-

plained and exemplified by its two most strik-

ing species, s^pents and scorpions ; and this

again is an allusion to Psalm xci. 13 (as is

manifest from the expressions itazElv eitdvoo),

in which passage our commentary on the

Psalms also points out the concealed refer-

ence to the powers of the kingdom of dark-
ness. The passage in Deut. viii. 15 is likewise

remarkable, in connection with which the Jews
have a legend that all the creeping things of

the wilderness had to lie under the feet of

God's people that they might walk over them.
Compare the promise given by the Lord, be-

fore his ascension, to all believers, Mark xvi.

18; where the serpents are mentioned first in

the list of poisonous and hurtful elements.

If we were at home in the Scriptures, read-

ing them aright with understanding, and if

we were at home in nature, reading it aright

in the light of revelation, we should learn

from Moses what is the significant nature of

serpents, and whence their present character-

istics originate. And not only they, but every

thing which has affinity to them, and to that

death which by sin entered the world—all the

base vermin and creeping things of the insect

world which were not originally created—be-

long to this category ; hence the scorpions are

significantly added. "It seems as if Christ

classified all hurtful powers under the domain
of Satan"—is Pfenninger's diffident remark
on this passage ; we do not hesitate to leave

out the modest ' ;

it seems." Serpents and
scorpions are the striking representatives of

all that is 5 ava tfipov, deadly, \n the animal

world
;
parallel to the thorns and thistles of

the cursed ground, in the vegetable world
(comp. Ezek. ii. 6). Hence, the Lord refers

concisely to all the hostile elements of nature,

in which is the power of the enemy and the

murderer. But this again, though the prima-

ry meaning is not excluded, is only an out-

ward image of all evil power, specially spirit-

ual, of all cunning, of all malicious, spiteful

enmity : of all the perils which threaten us,

though to a great extent we are in the midst

of them without knowing it; and to which
those who are not armed by Christ, fall vic-

tims, whereas they who are furnished out of

his armory are inviolable, so long as they walk
in faith.* But the most fatal violence or cun-

ning is indeed that to which the Sevcnt}' were
at this time exposed, in the midst of theirjoy

of victory—the temptation of pride. Satan
would willingly see his Saiuovia driven out

and o(pst<; trampled under foot, if he thereby

*" This is not so much a symbolical representa-

tion, as a concrete specimen of all that is hurtful
"

(Hofmann, Schriftleiceis, i. 392).

could find an entrance, as in the case of Judas,
into the heart of the deceived victors. For
he who, in heaven, teas as lightning, became
darkness when he fell, and changed to a creep-

ing, malicious, spiteful serpent (which still re-

tains something of the rapid lightning, and
deceptive outward splendor). In the first say-

ing the Lord pointed out that pride of the
formerly glorious angel through which he fell

—in this he shows the wickedness of the ene-

my who, with cunning malice, is seeking to

regain by stealthy deceit his former power.

Verse 20. " That this enemy must be obe-

dient to you arises altogether and exclusively

from the power of my name ; for it must needs

be, that you bruise all his serpents by the

name of him who bruises the head of the old

first serpent. But do not rejoice overmuch
on account of this. Rather rejoice that your
souls are rescued out of his power, and have
obtained that salvation and heavenly blessed-

ness which he forfeited for himself, and which
he envies and hates in you. For it is not such

a matter of course that your names should be

accepted in heaven !" This, as was pointed

out above, forms the transition to the second

part, in which the order of ideas is the con-

verse of that in the first. Our Lord begins

b}r pointing out the only true object of great

joy (the names in heaven, the persons of re-

deemed sinners written in the book of life)
;

after this comes the encouraging confirmation

of this salvation, exhorting to perseverance.

This we heard in the thanksgiving to

the Father for vouchsafing his revelation to

babes, that is, to humble souls, as the contrast

teaches us ; in the testimony that this reve-

lation is only through the Son; and in the

pronouncing all blessed, who now hear and see

aright the Son of Man—a benediction which
implies that all are exhorted to continue to

see, and hear, and learn aright.

Satan is cast out of heaven, he exercises now
upon earth his pernicious power, destroying

both body and soul ; but they who by humble
faith in him who has come to overcome Satan

walk secure and unhurt, will be raised to heaven

from earth's distress and struggles. The names
of the apostates that depart from God are

written in the earth, for the bottomless pit,

Jer. xvii. 13 ; but the names of the redeemed
are written in the book of life, which contains

the names of the citizens of heaven. This ex-

pression, which occurs throughout the whole
Old and New Testaments, indicates the divine

foreseeing and merciful foreordaining of the
inheritance of the saints and blessed believers,

though not in the sense of an unchangeable
predestination. In the very first instance in

which the mention of a book written by God
occurs, we read of a blotting out of this book,

which is therefore viewed as a possibility:

Exod. xxxii. 32, 33. Consult also Psa. lxix.

29, compared with Isa. iv. 3, and Dan. xii. 1

;

and, in the New Testament, the passages Phil.

iv. 3 ; Rev. iii. 5, xiii. 8, xx. 12, and (quite in

accordance with this saying of the Lord) Heb.
xii. 23. Hence it is possible for the Christian
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to know in faith, and to rejoice in knowing,

that his name is written in heaven, even as it

is possible to have the assurance of adoption

and the inheritance promised. But we are at

the same time to regard the fact itself as the

chief, the most important thing ; and to walk
in humility, watching against Satan's wiles

and malice, that our names may be found in

heaven even unto the end—fearing lest we
ourselves fall from heaven, in the same way in

which Satan fell. We are to give always all

the honor to the name of the Lord, but seek

the honor of our own name only in heaven be-

fore him ; not rejoicing complacently in any
thing else. The Lord changes the expression

of the disciples, "the devils are subject unto
us," into " that the spirits are subject unto
you." Certainly he docs not intend to say the

same thing, though using a different term

;

but instructively enlarges the meaning, as we
see above in ver. 19. There he placed in the

foreground the hurtful and antagonistic ele-

ments in outward nature ; here he glances into

the whole depth of the spiritual world, where
the nvevpcxrixd riji novrjpiaZ, "spiritual

[beings of
|
wickedness " (Eph. vi. 12) are sub-

ject to the believer, thus furnishing the most
perfect exposition of his former meaning. No
possession of spiritual gifts, to the ascendancy
of which even the great and acute spirits of

the world submit—no victories and triumphs
over the strongest xo6juoKpdropeS, or world-
rulers, not even the fact that a Gothe or He-
gel, with all his genius and the whole host

who offer him their worship, cannot prevail

against the Christian, but must in some cases

admit his superiority in Christ—all this can
confer no real blessedness upon the Christian.

Tn order that his name be really and remain
written in heaven, something more is necessary
;han that it have authority on earth, be men-
tioned in books, be recorded in every short
compendium of Church history as the name of

a man who did great things and made a great
epoch. What is necessary, above all other
things, is the humility and simple-mindedness
of babes ; the simplicity which, notwithstand-
ing vhe performance of great things, remains
little, and, undisturbed by earthly activities,

consvantly looks to heaven.
Veises 21, 22. Now, ask yourself whether

these vvords do not stand here in a connection
as deey and internal as that in which we found
them t stand in Matt. xi. 25-27—in both in-

stances with the equally distinct assurance
that tl\« Lord spoke them at that time, in that

very how. It is not other than a licentious
liberty v> nich pseudo-criticism takes when it

expunges iither of the two reports. It would,
indeed, bi incomprehensible, on the supposition
of a real inspiration of the Evangelists, that
the Spirit of the Lord should have permitted
them to give duplicates of such sublime say-
ings, with formulas so distinct and deceptive.
Here again we notice in diversity, unity. It
is natural that the rejoicing of Jesus does not
occur in the account of Matthew, where dno-
Kpifici'S, "answered," points out a different

connection. In his account the words are
mere words of consolation ; words of submis-
sion to the decree of the Father; the comfort
with which the Son soothes and calms his soul
before the Father when the anger ofjudgment
was kindled in him. But in Luke there is ex
pressed in them, in recollection of the solemp
moment when that great saying was first given
to him, a real joy, increased by seeing that the
little band of his disciples and messengers,
whom he can endow with power against Sa-
tan, is increasing; and that thus the saying
was ever fulfilling itself more abundantly.*
The Lord himself rejoices over his babes, not-

withstanding all their weakness, against which
he has just furnished them with the proper
remed}- ; thus showing them by his own exam-
ple, how and on account of what they ought to

rejoice. The connection between these two
verses and the preceding section is indeed deep
and internal. We are not to look on the con-
quered devil, of whose lamentable fall the
Lord himself does not think triumphantly, nor
on other spirits subject to us, with a joy, the
character of which is doubtful and, strictly

speaking, not without an impure element.
But we are to look up to the eternal Father,

before whom the wise and the prudent are
confounded, with a joy which, forgetful of it-

self, loses itself in his praise: in vain triumph-
ing there lurks the truly pernicious self-praise.

But we cannot know and see the Father, ex-
cept in the revelation of the Son ; consequent-
ly, to see the Son with the open eyes of faith,

is alone and must ever be the true cause and
object ofjoy.

Verses 23, 24- The glory of the Lord re-

mains hidden from the wise and prudent; for

they have eyes and see not, because the god of
this world has blinded their minds through
proud unbelief, so that he cannot see the glory
of the true God in the person of the only be-
gotten of the Father (2 Cor. iv. 4). But bless-

ed are they who have C3
-
es to see. There is

here an almost verbal repetition of what is

found Matt. xiii. 16, 17, doubtless in its right

place.| It contains here a new truth peculiar-

ly appropriate for the seventy disciples—that
he is able to say it to them, as he said it be-
fore to the twelve, this is the progress in the
joy of the Lord. But his word of rejoicing is

likewise, finally, an exhortation to the disci-

ples. They are said to be blessed, not merely
on account of seeing what is to be seen in him,
but also because they should listen in future,

and learn without wearying from the only
Master what he reveals to us of the Father.

* It is a symptom of the healthy and well-order-

ed state of the soul' of Christ, that on the same oc-

casions he used the same words and had the same
feelings in his soul. Inasrc-jch as with him noth-

ing depended on high spirits and low spirits, but
he always thought, spoke, and acted according to

the truth.—Roos, Die Lehre Jesu CAn's^uewEdit.),

p. 337.

f Here it says prophets and kings, in order to

magnify the dignity of those, to whom the revela*

tion of the Son in the flesh is vouchsafed.
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Let us take this to our hearts ; and with all

Christ's babes, over whom be rejoices (is not
this more than royal honor?), constantly and
humbly look and listen to him the only Mas-

ter. This is better and more blessed than to

endeavor to penetrate like him into the depths
of falling Satan, sooner or in any other way
than he intends to reveal it to his babes.

WHAT SHALL I DO TO INHERIT ETERNAL LIFE?
SAMARITAN.

(Luke x. 20-37.)

THE COMPASSIONATE

How eagerly would the critics seize on this

passage, and pronounce the question of a cer-

tain lawyer to be identical with the narrative

contained in Matt. xix. 16, only differently re-

ported—if Luke had not himself subsequently
uarrated that second incident (xviii. 18) ! This
once more shows us that many things could
natural ly, and would necessarily, occur more
than once in the life of Jesus. It is clear, that
by the expression nai /<5ot»,"and behold,"

the Evangelist does not intend to introduce
the standing up (that is, rising with the hostile

intention of tempting, disguising pride under a

semblance of humility), and the question of

this vof-iiHoi or " lawyer" (comp. our remarks
on Matt. xxii. 37) as succeeding immediately
ver. 24.* Yet it is not without significance

and truth, that the Gospel for the 13th Sun-
day after Trinity does not commence with the

question of the lawyer, but includes the two
preceding verses; thus pointing from the very
outset to the grace which has appeared in

Christ, which enables us to keep the law; and
thereby leading us to the right understanding
of the passage. This of itself refutes the strange
paradox of Harms (Past. Theol. i. 09), which,
though doubtless written with a good inten-

tion, is very incautious—that " it is difficult

to find in the Gospel of the good Samaritan a
Christian theme for a sermon !" Is it not pos-

sible for the Christian preacher to obviate the

foolish misconception that the narrative refers

only to the general philanthropy of moralists ?

Does not the very introduction, which precedes

it. prescribe this to him, even though he should
not add a deeper exposition himself? But the

introduction is not necessary for this purpose.

Our believing preachers are almost as one-sided

as the mere moralist, when they rapidly pass

by the merciful Samaritan, who, it is true, has

often been brought forward ; and dwell on the
seeing eyes and hearing ears (vers. 23, 21).

Draseke is superior to both, and shows the
union and connection of the two parts :

" after

the blessimr is added the condition." It is le-

* According u Ebrara, the verses 21-24 o n-

clude, in the general plan of the Gospel, '• the sec

tion concerning the disciples ;" but this does not ac-

cord well with chap. xi. 1, xii. 1-12, 22, xvi. 1,

xvii. 1-22, etc.; and surely the Evangelist did not

write in accordance with such artificial outlines,

introducing such formulas as : At that hour—he
turned!

gitimate to connect in preaching things thus
placed side by side in Scripture, and to treat

the real, dogmatic connection independently
of the historical. And thus when preachers
represent the lawyer as if he had heard the
words of vers. 23, 24, and as thinking or say-
ing, "Now, let us see and hear, what new and
great things thou canst tell us about the way
to life eternal ! Mere hearing and seeing can-
not make us blessed, we must surely also pro-

ceed to doing, as we learn from God's word"*
—they pronounce correct pulpit thoughts,
which possess inward truth so far as typical

history is concerned, although not founded
specially on that particular history.

The truth in this remark is this, that the
lawyer who was tempting Christ {kHneipd^cov)
spoke in a half ironical manner, and wished in

his unbelief to try the Lord, what new answer
he would give to the grand fundamental and
central question. It is incorrect to say, or at

least very uncertain, that he refers immediate-
ly to the preceding saying of Christ ; nor must
we forget that, with all the irony, there is also

an element of earnestness, though unconscious,
in the question, which bears in this way some
resemblance to that of chap, xviii. 18. Indeed,
if these ro/axoi or " lawyers' " had not, over
and above all their questions about doing and
performing works, a question troubling them
in their inmost heart, " What lack I yet?"
then they would not have even taken the trou-

ble of asking. It is this element of earnest-
ness on which the Lord in his mercy seizes as

a point of connection ; he answers with earn-
estness the earnestness which, notwithstand-
ing all other elements mixed up with it, ap-
proaches him with the great and important
question. He tempts the tempter, but on his

part it is out of fervent love ; taking him at
his own word, and leading him to give himself
an answer, which surprises, and, at the same
time, judges him. Compare, on the meaning
of the question, which was probably common
in the catechetical teaching of that time, and
on the false interpretation of it, our remarks
on Matt. xix. The Old Testament, consisting
of the two grand divisions, law and promise

* Thus Luther, in the Ilauspostille : " Surely this

Jesus cannot preach any tiling better and higher,

than what Moses taught. Hence, not only they are
blessed, who see and hear thee, but also they who
hear and keep the Law of Moses," etc.
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answered the question to this effect: Thou
oughtest to do according to the command-
ments, but as thou, sinful man, art not able to

do this, therefore, beside and above the law,

eternal life is promised thee as an inheritance.

Though this was clearly revealed, yet the mas-

ters in Israel did not understand it; and this

master here establishes by his itoirjood, "do,"

the same false casual connection between do-

ing and inheriting, which the other expresses

more openly and fully by the word 'iva, " that."

Now let us see how the true Master gives

the true answer to the question ; which, though
starting with a misconception concerning the

doing, points to the truth concerning the in-

heriting, viz., What shall I do to inherit life?

In the first place, Christ refers (as in Matt,

xix.) in general to the revealed law; since he
also knows of no other "doing " but the ful-

filling of this law ; he puts the question in the

most general way (ver. 26), and, after receiving

a correct answer, confirms the sum of the law
or the fundamental commandment of love to

God, and to our neighbor (ver. 28). Upon
this, when the lawyer, who is somewhat dis-

appointed and struck in his conscience, begins

to add sophistical questions limiting the com-
mandment in order to escape the condemna-
tion, which, he vaguely sees, is a consequence
of not doing, of omission, Christ adds a special

explanation of the commandment of love to our
neighbor, by which our love to God is to be
tested and to become manifest, but which fall-

en man can attain only by regenerating grace

from on high, which begets in him new love to

God. Christ gives this exposition in a parable,

of convincing force, which strikes down every
self-justification of the disputer, who has not
experienced this love. The parable itself, to

which is added a practical application, describes

in a most graphic manner active love to our
neighbor ; in order to prove to the lawyer,
how destitute he was of such love, and to show
in the distant background the merciful love of
God, which must first help us.

A man in distress requiring help, whoever
and whatever he may be—two men devoid of

love, although priests and Levites, such as

were at that time—a man of active love, al-

though a Samaritan ! This paints distinctly

enough the chief point, which is of central im-
portance ; and hence the application may fol-

low immediately, exhorting to such love of our
neighbor, a love general and free from all so-

phistical limitations, and showing the ques-
tioner the necessity of a regeneration of his

heart and character. The simple concluding
question (ver. 36) forces him to acknowledge
the duty of universal love ; whereas the pow-
erful injunction added ver. 37, embracing both
beginning and end of the plan of salvation, de-
mands the fulfillment, which, however, is pos-
sible only through divine grace—attainable
even by a Samaritan, though he be without
dogmatics.

Verses 26—28. The law tells you what you
ought, to do ; why then dost thou, a vo/uixo?,

% f**w>vr, who art well acquainted with it, ask

me ? What is written ? it is open to all ; thou

readest it thyself, and ex officio readest it in

the hearing of others. The remarkably simple
ri, what 1 of the first question does not render
it necessary to enumerate in the answer the
613 commandments, given to Israel by Moses

;

nor even " the commandments " of the Deca-
logue (as in Matt, xix.) ; but indicates and
pre-supposes, that there is a sum of the law, a

fundamental commandment, containing a short

answer to the short question. Significant is

the difference between this ri and the subse-

quent rtcoS, how? which cannot be dismissed

with a remark in the style of Rosenmuller's
Scholia: " Graecis interrogantibus saepe pro
rz" (often used in questions for ri) ! What is

written requires to be read aright; hence the

question

—

How readest thou that which is

written for the use of all? How—with regard

to others, as it is your office and duty to be a

teacher, searching the truth ; how, moreover,

for your own heart ? This rabbinical formula

of quoting a text, " How readest thou ?" has a

deep and searching meaning when used by
Christ ! It is because what is written is not

read with simplicit)' and humble submission,

that the law, which is a schoolmaster to grace,

is misunderstood and abused. The lawyer
read correctly in this instance, so far as the
letter was concerned ; but he was unwilling to

accept simply, and without artificial limita-

tions, what is meant by " with all the heart"

and by " my neighbor." He does not repeat

merely the first sentence concerning the love

of God, the well-known ^VTW] J?DB>, " Hear.

Israel !" as it is written on the phylacteries,

and was read out in the synagogues morning
and evening—but he adds also correctly the

second chief commandment concerning love to

our neighbor (which was not written on the

phylacteries), and thus gives the same sum of

the law, which tlie Lord himself has declared

to be the substance of law ; comp. Matt. xxii.

37-40 (and our interpretation of that passage).

It is possible that he had learned this in the

school of Jesus ; perhaps he arrived at it along

with others by his own meditations. However
this may be, the Lord commends his reply and
says, " Thou hast answered right; thou well

knowest, as I see, the law." Then after this is

added, " But thou pronouncest thine own con-

demnation ; as alas! thou dost not know."
The man asked about doing, and yet he knew
very well about doing ; hence, he deserved, in

the first place, to receive back his own word
as an answer to his question— " Thou knowest
the rovro, this, which corresponds to your first

ri, what ; then cease to ask the question, and
begin the doing ! Thus thou shall live, even as

Moses and the prophets say (comp. our re-

marks on Matt. xix. 17, and add the passage

there quoted from the Pentateuch, Neh. ix.

29 ; Ezek. xx. 11). God first answers man ac-

cording to the question he puts ; thus tempting

him to good by the law (Exod. xx. 20). that

he may be prepared for the word of mercy by
repentance. He who does not begin with
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earnest and honest dealings with the law,

never can or will understand and enjoy the

Gospel. Is the physician to say to him, who
imagines himself to be in health, Come, friend,

let me heal thee ? If he says to the lame man,
Walk and run ! he is not deceiving or blinding

him, for his object and intention is to help him
to health. Do this and live, are inseparably

connected, it is true, and Moses is corroborated

and ratified by Christ ; the only question is

how it is possible for us poor sinners to attain

to that doing, which gives life and is life

—

whether by our own impotent endeavors, or

bv the Fulfiller who has come to us (Matt. v.

17, 18).

Does the lawyer feel it to be right that the

truth of the assertion, easy enough to pro-

nounce with the lips, " I love God with all my
heart," should be tested by his love to his

neighbor ; and that he himself is far from truly

loving every neighbor? He does not know it

clearly, he does not feel it with submissive
conviction ; but he must have felt something
of an accusation directed against him, because
he endeavors to justify himself. Yes, he must
have perceived something at least in the earnest

and doubtful tone in which Christ surely spoke
the words :

" Do this—if thou art able ! Thou
hast not met thy obligation, thou hast not dona

it!" But according to human depravity he
resists the confession of repentance, which be-

gins to move in his heart, by the cunning of

his lips and by the refractoriness of his reason;

seeking excuses and evasions in order that he
may remain a just man, by giving a different

exposition of the commandments. The lie,

which is brought forward as a cover and cloak,

and which lies at the root of his question, is

very well expressed by Meyer: " With regard

to love to God—I, strict observer of the cere-

monial law, am not defective ; and with regard

to love to my neighbor, neighbor means Jew
or good friend—hence, as we interpret the law,

have I not kept it ? Or dost thou wish to give

another, a new interpretation ? Canst thou
think of referring it to him who hates me,
whom I admit I hate in return—or to any
stranger, in whom I feel no interest?" In-

deed, the lawyer must have had a presenti-

ment of such an explanation of the command
;

else he would not have fortified ami defended
himself against it by the question, which has

the appearance of a wish for further informa-

tion, but in reality shows his wounded sensi-

bility and desire to resist. Kcti r/j, ecquis

vero, and indeed who then, is my neighbor ?

This is a new question ; dost thou know any
thing concerning this different from our teach-

ing?
how blind is the poor man, and how hid-

den from his eyes the true meaning of the
great words, uttered by his own lips, ver. 27!
How ignorant is he of the true " love, which
begins with God, passes over to the neighbor,

and ends in ourselves !" (Driiseke). God, as

all-sufficient to himself, does not stand in need
of thee ; but as the all-loving, who loves all his

creatures as himself, he gives thee fellow-men
35

instead of himself, that thou mayest show to

them thy love ! To love God entirely is to love

our neighbor; to love our neighbor with the

heart is to love God. Such is the key which
the introduction furnishes to the understand-
ing of the subsequent parable; in which the

Lord leads us into the heart of real life by a

sketch which we cannot too carefully examine.

Besides the chief object of his teaching, the

very smallest feature and detail is executed in

the most striking and suggestive manner. The
parable goes into real life—it is not abstract

moralizing, which leaves the heart cold; it is

not premature teaching of dogmatics, which
cannot open the eyes of the self-righteous blind.

What Christ teaches in this manner is (to re-

fute Harms again) as full of genuine Christian

character as is his new commandment of love
;

it accords manifestly with his first and last

sayings (Matt. v. 43-48, and xxv. 34-40). But
the Christian Pharisee cannot see his own
heart (or the face of his birth, James i. 23)
even in this clear mirror. They prove their

transcendently wilful blindness, when, joining

the general, fashionable, lamentable miscon-

ception, they take the gcod Samaritan as the

Shibboleth of their insipid hypocrisy-morality,

of their " doing" in which there is neither do-

ing nor life—and besides of their pseudo-tole-

ration, which puts aside faith.

The whole Gospel lesson which contains this

parable, may be thoroughly explained by the

three questions occurring in it. The second of

these questions, most characteristic of the nar-

rative, Who is my neighbor? does not require

an answer; for the word of the law, which
speaks about the neighbor, contains the answer
in the addition as thyself; according to Matt,
vii. 12. As no one is to do any evil to me, so I

am to do evil to none ; as every one is to love

me, so I ought to love every one. Consequent-
ly the question proceeds from an evil heart,

which is hnt willing to know ; and it is as fool-

ish and pei verse as it would be to ask, And.

what is meant by the word lore? What is

implied by the " whole heart?" What can be
meant by the expression " as myself;" of course
not as much as myself, but always after and
subordinate to my dear self? The preceding
counterquestion of the Lord, What is wriltenin

the law? is intended not merely to refer us to

the law, as if the Gospel was not necessary,

but to lead us to a knowledge of our sins by
the law. How readest thou the law ? As a

special pleader, looking for evasions and back-
doors ; or as a faithful subject in sincerity be-

fore God? If the latter, thou wilt likewise

hear the promise ; thou wilt read as a beggar
reads the letter, in which he is acquitted of
his debt ; as the appointed heir reads the will.

Finally, the first question at the head of the
whole, " What shall I do, to inherit eternal life ?"

contains the answer in the very expressions of
the question—" Receive the inheritance offer-

ed, take hold of eternal life by faith in God's
mercy; then shalt thou live and do!" But,
moreover, the second question, which follows

naturally after the first, receives hereby its an-
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swer; when the believer continues to ask

—

What am I to do now, while I am living upon
earth, in order to inherit certainly and fully

eternal life ? the answer is—Thou must ad-

vance in doing; and prove and manifest thy

life of faith by thy love. In this sense, doing

is indeed the only and final test. (The fourth

question: Who has done this ? is, through the

blindness of Christians of our days, in many
ways not willing to see it—its own answer:
This man hath done it, even should he be, or be

called, a Samaritan, or any thing else as re-

gards his religion and dogmatics ! Call not

such a one an unbeliever, though thou canst

not see his faith ! If his love is genuine love

—this remains always the necessary supposi-

tion—he must have also faith before God, even
true faith, which lives in works and brings

forth life.)

Verse 30. A certain man ; some one or oth-

er—the very first word gives the complete an-

swer, and shows who is our neighbor; while

it is intended to call forth our sympathy,
" alas ! poor man /" There is no mention made
of nation, tribe, rank, character, or the like

—

as men we are related and owe love to one an-

other. The Israelite smote his neighbor, Exod.
ji. 13 ; and afterwards every man borrowed of

his Egyptian neighbor, Exod. x\ 2. The stran-

ger, that dwelleth with you, shall be with you
as one born among you; and thou shalt love

him as thyself, for ye were strangers in the

land of Egypt, Lev. xviii. 34.* The parable

mag have been a true story, as the names Je-

rusalem and Jericho seem to suggest. (Simil-

arly Lazarus, chap. xvi. 20.) The road between
the two places was indeed infested by robbers,

and notoriously dangerous ; however, there is

no reason to suppose with Jerome that the

wilderness Adummim was so called from this

circumstance (or D'DTX il?yft> the bloody

road), because the height had this name even
in the time of Joshua (Josh. xv. 7, xviii. 17).

Samaritans did not travel here frequently
;

hence, as ver. 33 is meant as a contrast, the

certain man is probably a Jew ; this follows

as a matter of course, as he is said to come
down from Jerusalem. At least such must have
been the most natural supposition for the
priest and Levite who afterwards passed

;

though we cannot (as Lange does) assert this

positively. Others have said, though with
much less reason, that he was probably a hea-
then, for the priests would not have passed by
a Jew—thus mistaking the very pith of the
narrative ! But what he was is quite indiffer-

ent, and therefore remains unmentioned ; noth-
ing was to be seen in the man stripped of his

raiment but a mam lying in his blood. Thieves

* Hence do not oppress the Jews at present, ver.

33. But do not make theru, before they are truly

emancipated by Christ, judges in Christendom, any
more than the Israelites did the Ammonites and
Moabites. This against the " good Samaritan tole-

ration " of the Rhenish Landtag. (Some readers
will know what this note of the first edition refer-

red to.)

and murderers (comp. our remarks on Matt.
.\xi. 13)—alas ! such men, who do such things
to men, exist upon earth ; they were in the
neighborhood of Jerusalem, even as now in and
around Rome. Out of the heart proceed ha-
tred and murder, Mutt. xv. 19: another most
important hint at the very outset. The mur-
derers were also doers according to their craft:
xai enSvdavTES olvtov, they stripped him

;

and because he probably defended himself a

little, they struck him in anger, as if this in

him had been injustice, and wounded him in

sheer wanton cruelty. {'E7n0evreS not exact-
ly adding yet this, but simply as in Acts xvi.

23.) Thus they departed and left him. t/fit-

Oav?J, that is in the act of dying, who would
surely have died had no help come ; they do
not even show him the robber's mercy of short-

ening his anguish. If the pious hearer of this

narrative is disposed to bless himself inwardly
at this stage, and say in his heart, u 0, wicked
sinners ! neither such things, nor an}7 thing in

the least resembling them, have I ever commit-
ted; I have never transgressed the command-
ment in trespassing against the body and life

of a human being"— behold two other and
very different men appear on the stage, to

shake somewhat this high opinion of himself.

For, in Christ's catechism, to do no harm or

injury to our neighbor includes the offering of

help and assistance in all distress.*

Verse3 31, 32. It is probable that many
priests and Levites travelled between Jerusa-

lem and Jericho, the city of priests,! on ac-

count of the weekly service, which was taken
by them in turns ; but, that a priest passed
just in the moment, when it was still possible

to save the dying man, was xazd 6vyHVpicxv,
by a coincidence, as we commonly say. When
the Lord uses this expression (it is his plea-

sure to make use of all words of human lan-

guage, so far as they may be reduced to a pure
meaning)—he means vividly to represent that

this external event proceeded not from a di-

rectly expressed intention of God or of men.
The miserable man was not brought before the

door of the priest. Here, holy man, is a work
of compassion and mercy ; take him and nurse
him ! Not only he who is thus brought to me,
or who himself appeals and cries to me for

help (this poor man could not do so, but his

lying on the road cried the louder to every
human heart), has a claim on my active love:

the occasions and calls for active love appear
often to be accidental ; but God directs it so,

and will require it of me, if my heart did not

recognize in faith and love his leading and his

hand in the coincidence. If the miserable man
had been still able to see at that moment, he
would have entertained some hope. But the

priest, who had performed his temple servn -,,

* [Alluding to Luther's exposition of the com-
mandment, " Thou shalt not kill!" (Kleiner Kate-

chisMus.)—Tk.]

t Sepp, iii. 272, cites passages proving thaj. it

was the honor of that city to harbor many priest*

and Levites.
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and who was in no hurry (for it s.iys Karef5a-
tviv, "came down,") sees indeed the naked
wounded man, but does not do according to

Isaiah Iviii. 7. If thou meet even an ox or an
ass going astray, if thou see the ass of him
that hateth thee lying under his burden, thou
art not to forbear to help him—thus Moses
commanded, Exod. xxiii. 4; Deut. xxii. 1-4.

How much better is a man than ox or an ass ?

But the priest, who would perhaps have kept
those commandments literally, forbears to

help his own flesh ; because he does not re-

gard his neighbor, as the same Moses com-
manded him to regard him, as himself, but
thought only of his own flesh. He does not
care to know whether it is a stranger or ene-

my, or perhaps even a friend or brother ; he is

satisfied with the first glance. " This is a
dangerous place !" is his first thought ; the
second follows soon, " God be praised that it

did not happen to me I" Not so bad a thought,
indeed, if he had only continued, " And what
if it had happened to me and somebody was
to go past as I am doing ! Let me help him,
as I in such a case ought to be helped." But
he passed by. Did he "calculate in his love-

less mind, that the sufferer was possibly not
his neighbor ?" It is not likely that he fol-

lowed out such a long train of reasoning ; for

excuses always belong to to the latter date of
theorizing. Practice in the present has quite
other motives. " It is required, it is seen, by
nobody "—God is nobody in the eyes of this

priest—all their works they do for to be seen
af men (Matt, xxiii. 5). If it would have
made an eclat he would have done it ; not as a
work of mercy, but as an abomination of hy-
pocrisy. If a thought of compassion stirs in

his heart, he finds counter-considerations
enough to stifle it. "He is too far gone, help
is too late ! What can I, single-handed, do
with him'?" (Indeed the priestly robe might
have lost somewhat of its beauty and purity !)

" What I ought to do is to make haste, lest I

also fall a victim to these robbers"—and thus

he passes b}', and tells people afterwards, " I

saw on my way a poor man lying on the
ground ; alas I could not help him, I thanked
God for my escape, lifted up a fervent inter-

cession for his poor soul, prayed and hoped
that some one would come after me on the
frequented road and help him !" That other
one came, indeed, but he thought, "If the first

one did not help, he who is a priest, why
should I do it, who am only a Levite, of whom
it cannot be expected with even as much right

as of my superior '?" He was not only at the
place, but came near ;* possibly felt a little

more compassion than the former ; but he also

only looked on him and passed by on the other

side.f A human being on the brink of eter-

* ,

EA0ct6v seems to be the right reading, and
denotes progression

;
perhaps it contains also the

deiicate feature, that the Levite, more accustomed
to external service than the Priest, examines more
closely than the latter.

f'Av rMaps'pxo/iat means, like a.vrina.f)Ei-

nity—what a sight for these two, whose duty
it was to bring help even to the soul, and
hence also first to the body ! But Priest and
Levite had become like the robbers ; by their
omitting to offer help, the}- completed as much
as wras in them the work of murder ; if a third
one had not passed by chance they would
have sent the half-dead man into perfect death.
Such were the men in Israel, who passed over
the love of God and mercy to their neighboi
(Luke xi. 42; Matt, xxiii. 23); and thus for-

sook the fear of the Almighty (Job vi. 14).
Would you also be such a one in such a case ?

This is the question which Christ here pre-
sents to him, who questioned first. Thou hast
the words of the commandment in thy mouth,
and art seeking in thy sophistical thoughts to
find out who is thy neighbor; but when he
lies before thee on thy path, thou art neither
able nor willing to find him ! It is not know-
ledge, not dignity of any kind, not external
worship, but only love, which is doing; and
to omit the doing of good is doing evil—and
herein alas ! many become like evil doers.
'OmoigoS 6e Mai A&virqS, "In Ufa manner
also a Levite "—the one gives the example to
the other in doing, or rather not doing ! Such
are they who teach the law and minister in
the sanctuary

; and what if they,,who preach
the Gospel, and talk sentimentally about the
good Samaritan, act in the same manner % All
they whom j-ou passed by here upon earth
will lie in your way there, before the throne
of the Judge.

Verses 33—35. The active love of the Sa-
maritan forms a significant contrast in every
respect. The priest knows the sacred letter

;

he comes from the sanctuary and—has no
heart! The Samaritan travels in affairs of
business or something of that sort, but it does
not fill up his soul. His love, which he finds

at once time and inclination to follow out, is

described by few but most powerful strokes,
and forms a complete speaking picture.

Moved with pity as to the past, help for the
present, considerate care for the future. If
any one had witnessed it, he would have said,

They surely are brothers ! and, in truth, the
Samaritan saw in the man, without asking
who he was, his brother. How glad the half-
dead man must have been, that then—a Sa-
maritan, perhaps despised by him at other
times, recognized in him a neighbor and fel-

low-man ! It was good for James and John to
hear this narrative (comp. ix. 54). If the his-

tory had not actually taken place, it must yet
have been a possible event ; it was possible

that even a Samaritan, even a heathen, would
act thus, and put to shame thereby the Jews.
The Lord, however, purposely did not choose
a heathen; partly not to offend his hearers

la, in the first place, ex adverto prcetereo ; hence
Grotius understands it in contradistinction to na-
ra/SaivEiv contrario itinere to Jerusalem. Others
say : Turning away to the other tide, in order not to
see him any longer or better. But in both cases
wo have dvvinaprjXBEv ; hence the intensified

compound means passed by.
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too much, partly to castigate the national

hatred against the Samaritans, who were, after

all, partakers of the law of Moses and the

hope of the Messiah. The Samaritan journey-

ed, whether from or to Jerusalem, or only

across the road, is not told ; because the em-
phasis lies on the circumstance that he came
there in the course of a journey of urgent ne-

cessity.* He had compassion on him ; though
similar feelings may have stirred in the hearts

of the priest and Levite, yet it is only in his

case that this feeling is thought worthy of

mention ; natural spontaneous compassion is of

no avail, it increases the guilt if it prompts
us to go out of the sight of misery. True
sympathy ripens into act and help ; this man
forgets danger, business, every thing, and
thinks only of the wretched man before his

eyes. The robbers, he thinks, may not come
again ; the short delay—short, for he helps

without delay—can easily be made up after-

wards. " Where can I get in this wilderness

physician or medicine?" This question does
not trouble him much. According to the cus-

tom of the country (Gen. xxviii. 18), he car-

ries oil and wine with him. Oil especially is

good for healing wounds (comp. Isaiah i. 6).f
In general, we ought to think that the most
essential necessaries for works of love are

easily obtainable, wherever there is the ear-

nest will. Without hypersensitive disgust he
binds up the wounds and molities them. Soon
the poor fainting man is so far restored that
he could set him on his own beast (to i'diov

HTTfyoi, on which he rode, sacrificing his own
comfort to that of his neighbor) ; thus he
leads him into the next 7iavSoxetov (this is

the only sure instance of public inns occurring
in the New Testament, comp. the Talmudic
p*7Jn formed after this Greek work, and
'pl^D from itavdoxsv 5). The inference to be
drawn from this is not that the poor man was
a heathen, because these inns were chiefly in-

tended for such strangers, who did not meet
with hospitality in Jewish houses ; but, evi-

dently, that he did not expect or wish to de-

mand from any of his friends to receive his

charge. There was no other house, where he
would have been received, except the public
inn, where every one is admitted for money.
There he took care of him—out of love, not for

the sake of reward, only for the sweet reward
of love ; one cannot tell who of the two had
greater joy. Now, dear reader, be as sentimen-
tal as thou wilt ; but only in doing and not
without it. The next day he must continue
his journey ; so we must suppose, and thus
this feature of the picture shows the boundary
lines of different duties : it was not required

* Bratine thinks that he was coming from Jem
salem, where he had again experienced how the
Jews despised the Samaritans. This is, however,
only a secondary thought.

fOil relieves pain, wine stops bleeding. Wet-
stein cites a passage from Galen, in which oil and
wine are mentioned as remedies in the case of
wounds.

of him to delay his journey altogether ; for he
had done what he could. Where there is no
other friend or not even a host, we commit the
completion of the work to the Lord as the
Supreme Helper and Healer. But in this case
there was a host, and he said to him

—

Take
care of him ; even as it is said of himself be-
fore, he took care of him. Thus he gave him
first an example, before he asks it of him ; not
as people,'Wrho only throw open their purse,

saying, I will pay him who helps here. And
at the same time he does not demand of the
host to continue the work of love freely and
for nothing ; he lays no burden on the shoul-

der of another, because he had preceded with
a good example : but pays in advance two
denarii, ample wages for two days' labor

(Matt. xx. 2), though the host would proba-

bly not be occupied the whole day in tending
the sick man. And, moreover, love makes him
so prudent and wise, that, though possessed

of such strong love himself, he pre-supposea

nothing in the other but self-interest, specially

in a host, who only calculates, How much ? and
who is introduced here as a man receiving pay
for works of mercy, thus completing the pic-

ture of contrasting heartlessness. The Sa-

maritan anticipates every possible scruple and
objection that the expenses required by tend-

ing the sick might exceed the money given
;

and, lest any thing should be withheld from
the poor sick man, he promises—and after

what he had done the host could depend on
hi3 word—" and whatsoever thou spendest

more / will repay thee, as if it was for myself,

when I come again." Thus we ought, and thus

we may exercise love, if we have a willing

love; it is perfectly compatible to go on oni's

own journey and yet not pass by the needy.

Verse 36. These thret—viz., three men—
thus the Lord comprehends without differc.ico

under this name the holy magnates of Israel

and the Samaritan, as opposed to the fourth

man, fallen among thieves (whom he leaves to

themselves and the judgment awaiting them).

And now he puts a counter-question as an an-

swer to ver. 29; but very significantly the

converse of that " who ?" not, Who of them
thought the poor man his neighbor? but,

Who nas neighbor unto him? Thus we are to

put the question, in order to arrive always at

the answer: Am I this man's neighbor? that

is, ought he to help me, if I were in his place

and he in mine? "Neighbor" designates a

reciprocal relation ; for it is said " as thyself,"

Matt. vii. 12. The egotistic motto, " I am my
nearest neighbor," is to be interpreted in the

following manner :
" Put thyself in the place

of the other, and see whether thou wouldst

like to be thy own neighbor—exchange places

with him, in order to love him as thyself!"

Thus we may obtain in every case the rule of

love from our very self-love ; and thus the ques-

tion of ver. 26 may be put likewise. " What is

written in thy own heart and conscience? who
else is thy neighbor, but he, whose neighbor

thou art, that is, every one ?"

Verse 37- The lawyer, put to shame, findi
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it impossible in his annoyance to say express-
ly, The Samaritan. But this makes his answer
the more striking and to the point. He that

showed mercy on him. That is, he whose com-
passion ripened into deed and truth; who did
not merely feel a compassion which he got rid

of by an inward act of a positively evil charac-
ter; who did not merely talk of his feeling of

pity (ah! there lay a poor wretched man on
the road ; how it went to my heart that I had
to pass him and was not able to help him !)

—

no, but who showed mercy. \V ithout works
there is no truth of love (1 John iii. 18) ; but
without love of the heart no truth of works.
If the robbers had seized the Samaritan before

he was able to accomplish his design, his work
would have been accomplished in the sight of

God—and if the priest and Levite had given
help on account of approaching spectators, it

Would have had no value. Dives may pay for

the tending and nursing of fifty Lazaruses, or
himself lick his sores a la Xacier, and " have
his reward.'' Whereas if poor Lazarus sighed
in his heart—"If thou, proud Dives, wast ly-

ing before my door, I would surely not leave

thee lying there"—his will is accounted to

him as if he had performed it. But if thou art

willing in thy heart, then go and do nai 6v

,

also thou likewise, as now and then a Samari-
tan did ; not as the passers b}^, who had time
and opportunity (Gal. vi. 10), but no heart.

Thus the questioner, by his first question,

What shall I do ? himself prepared the last

answer now given him, Do J The Lord says
oholooZ, as he used the same word in ver. 32.

In the former case (ver. 32) there were two, in

,he present only one ; the first likewise, alas !

is of more frequent occurrence than the latter.

" Go .'" There lies in this word something re-

pelling ; as if he had said, " Go away from me

;

I have shown you now that you knew well
enough the answer to the question which you
put to tempt me ; learn a lesson from this, and
know yourself differently from what you do
now, and then come, to seek my mercy for

your sinful heart." This is implied in the

word for the lawyer, But for us, who know
the Lord's mercy, it implies more. "6?o/"
Whither? Every where on our path of life;

wherever our journey leads us, our neighbors
ttrong upon us to demand our love; so that
there is no need to go far to find them. Espe-
cially they who are wounded in their soul, who
are dying spiritually; for truly to help man
means more than to help and nurse the bodily
life. Whatever rescues in this way, deserves

to be called asylum ; whoever shows such com-
passion, shows that true and real and perfect

full mercy, of which many a "sister of char-

ity " knows only the proselytizing caricature.

But he alone knows this who has himself ex-
perienced the mercy of him who appears, as we
said in the beginning, though only in the back-
ground of the whole parable, as the true com-
passionate Helper. As certainly as Dives and
Lazarus are types of other persons (this will

be shown subsequently) the good Samaritan is

figurative of him who shows mercy to fainting

and dying man. Oil and wine and wounds
were intended to remind us of Isa. i. 5, 6, and
the whole description of Ezek. xvi. 6, and sim-
ilar passages. It is true that an attempt to

interpret allegorically the individual details

—

as, for example, tlie difference between oil and
wine, the beast, the inn. the host, the two
pence—may easily degenerate into trifling;

but spiritual Christians of all times have not
been able to resist seeing in the whole parable
a picture of man lying in sin and misery, whom
neither law nor Levitical institutions can help,

and to whom the mercy of Christ comes

—

whom the}1- angrily called a Samaritan. Lu-
ther and Melancthon cannot refrain from such
a view ; the former goes even into details, con-
trary to his usual principle. Only let us not
argue falsely against this mystical import of
the parable, which is dimly though really con-
tained in its depths. This has been done with
great warmth by Heinrich Muller (Etquick-
slunden, ed. Nusswurm, No. 214), who says that
from such a view it would follow, that Adam
was only weakened, but did not become alto-

gether dead, by the fall ;* that the law of Mo-
ses was to be blamed as not being willing to
help ; that Christ was justly called a Samari-
tan ; that the lawyer could, if he liked, have
done likewise, that is, could have been a Sav-
iour and Redeemer of the world ! Indeed,
such vitovoia (occultism) is never amenable
to so very rigid a criticism ; but when we say,

Active mercy to him, who would be lost without ill

we have stated the simple tertium comparation-
is. The Lord could scarcely do otherwise than
wrap up in the truth required for the occasion,

and which in its first aspect is repelling, also

the whole and full truth. Thou shall—love !

This perfect antithesis of the law, which as

law cannot help us from death, becomes in

Christ vitalizing truth, giving life to the faint

spark of life. For, the only way in which it

can be imagined that the word "thou shall

love " can produce an effect in him who is

without love, is when I love him first in such
a manner that he is ashamed, overpowered,
and awakened to return my love. Now this

is what the Lord does to us ; and, after having
done this, he gives his disciples the new com-
mandment, " Go and do to others as I have
done to thee !"f

* Luther also says, " Wir zappeln noch ein we-
nig," " we still trip a little ;" and Calvin (as Rich-
ter remarks on this passage) uses the expression
semiiHortuus. And this is just as true as (lie "alto-

gether veuftoi;" each in its own place. Calvin
speaks of a revival of the semimortui, not only in

connection with Isaiah lvii. 10, hut in his Institutes ;
referring to our parable he says of the natural man,
semivivut.

f Valerius Herberger treats the whole Gospel of

the thirteenth Sunday after Trinity, as follows:
" The outer court—Who are most blessed ? they
who see and hear Jesus. The sanctuary—Which are
the holiest works 1 to do God's commandments
without tQe\oQpi]6KEia. Finally, the Holy of ho-

lies, our Friend and merciful Redeemer, who helps
us to such works, and covers all our deficiencies."
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MARTHA AND MARY—ONE THING IS NEEDFUL.

(Luke x. 41, 42 )

The simple reader of the Gospel will natur-

ally suppose that the two sisters mentioned
here are the sisters of Bethany, and not, as

even Bengel was inclined to suppose in his

Harmony of the Gospels, another pair of sisters

who had accidentally the same names. Be-
sides this, a closer investigation of John xi.

and xii. discovers the same differences of char-

acter in the two sisters ; and this short ac-

count of Luke harmonizes exactly in all its

suppositions and deductions with the narrative

of John. That the certain village, where Mar-
tha received on that occasion the Lord in her
house, must have been Bethany, follows neces-

sarily from John xi. 1—thus excluding the
supposition (which occurs in a work as late as

that of Greswell), that the sisters had another
domicile in Galilee. But the opinion that the
short incident narrated by Luke belongs to

that stay of Christ at Bethany which is men-
tioned in John xi., seems to me perfectly un-
tenable

;
partly, because in that case Luke

would necessarily say something about Laza-
rus; partly, and this is of greater importance,
because the whole scene, described here as a

calm visit, does not correspond to the state of
things which afterwards arose in consequence
of the death and resurrection of Lazarus. But
how are we to account for our Lord's being iv
raa 7iop£ve60ai—that is, in the journey which
Luke is now speaking of—so suddenly in the
neighborhood of Jerusalem in Bethany, and
then far away again in Samaria and Galilee?
We know that Luke does not narrate details

in strict succession ; in his so-called journey-
narrative he inserts sometimes also other
events. He has thus inserted here this affect-

ing and important occurrence, which may have
happened, if not at the very close, yet at some
other time when the Lord at the end of a jour-
ney to a feast had entered the house at Beth-
any.* And why here? Certainly on account
of some real dogmatic connection ; with the
intention of giving a pendant and contrast to
the question, "What shall I do," which had
found its answer in the story of the Samaritan.
Thus much seems certain to exegesis ; but
what is the intended meaning of the parallel
must be decided by the individual perception
and taste. For our part, we see something sig-

nificant in the general contrast between the
self-exalting lawyer -and the reverent women

;

* Much may be said in favor of Lange's supposi-
tion, according to which this quiet visit of the Lord
to Bethany took place about the second Passover
Feast. [The author here is but pursuing his habit-
ual depreciation of Luke's historical accuracy,
which in point of fact exceeds that of Matthew.
There is no reason for disturbing the. order of the
Evangelist in the chronological position of this in-
cident.

—

Am. Ed.]

but do not regard the narrative, " as an actual

exemplification of heart-felt love to God and
hidden life in him," corresponding to the doc-
trine concerning this highest duty, as given in

ver. 27 (because the centre of the preceding
Gospel-lesson is not this word in the mouth of

the yo/lUhoS, but the "doing" in the parable

of Jesus). We would rather regard it as the
intention of the Evangelist to guard by this

deep contrast, in its juxtaposition with the
preceding parable, against the misconception

which even to this day clings to people's view of the

good Samaritan. Have not many believers,

who wish to follow Christ's admonition, and
offer to him the loving service of many works
of charity, lost themselves, on the other side,

in a Christian TtoAvnpay/to6u r?/ , in an un-
quiet, self-troubled spirit which prevents tin
calm reception of grace? And is not the in

most fundamental thought of the word direct-

ed to busy Martha—a warning against such a
tendency ? Do ! was the word of the Lord in

the parable ; but now he says, Rest ! Do not
forget the " Seeing and Hearing " in thy much
doing.

Martha, perhaps a widowed, at all events the
older sister, to whom the house belonged, re-

ceived him into her house, and felt great joy
in being the hostess of such a guest. But
her sister Mary did what was better ; she also

txai—in this word Luke at once sketches the
whole situation) sate at Jesus' feet, to listen

to his words, and to rejoice in her guest; thus
truly and wholly receiving him who had not

merely comeinto their house, but had also come
to bring the bread of life to their heart. Op-
posed to this quiet itapaxahi^eiv is the
itepit6-xa.ro of Martha ; the thought-scatter-

ing, busy going about to serve the highly hon-

ored guest with as many things as possible.

Tlepi noAXr)y Siaxoviav , "with much serv-

ing ;" the article rr?v is left out purposely, for

she did not wish to be busy about things that

were not necessary. But in the midst of her

work, which she began with good intention,

she feels an indistinct presentiment that her
sister was enjoying more than herself the

presence of Jesus (that she had the better

part). But instead of turning from this feel-

ing to a knowledge of her own fault, she en-

vies and unjustly blames her sister. Martha
also would prefer sitting at the feet of Jesus;

but she counteracts this deep impulse of the

Holy Spirit by her own spirit, which has

chosen meritorious works in preparing and of-

fering many things, and is unwilling to desist.

She has a vague feeling of what would be
right ; but. the opposition in her heart against

this feeling only heightens her zeal, which
breaks forth most artlessly in her words, ol

which every one lays bare the inward work-
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ings of her soul. Because she herself had no
quiet and repose, Mary likewise must have
none ; what she herself has chosen must be the

right, and Mary must be very wrong. So she
takes at least so much time as to leave her
work, and interrupt the Lord and her sister.

Lord—so she begins reverently, but soon be-

comes uncou.rteous, and afterwards actually

rude to her great guest. Dost thou not care ?

(ov {leXei 6ot , as Mark iv. 38, the strongest

emotion of distress)—thus she would ungra-

ciously draw Jesus himself into her trouble

and restlessness
;
pre-supposing in him an in-

terest in the many good things with which she

intends to show him hospitality. "That my
sister, whose duty it doubtless is to assist me,
hath left me alone to serve?—to serve thee?"

What proud boasting is there in this xareXins,
viz., that she had begun and had performed
the greater share of the work ; she confesses

that her sister assisted her in the beginning, but
blames her in the injurious assertion that she is

not doing any thing at present, and that her-

self alone fulfilled the incumbent duties. Was
then the Lord to be left sitting alone waiting
their preparations, as if he had come only for

the sake of their food 1 Martha cannot call

away her sister quietly, for Jesus was speak-

ing to her; therefore she must interrupt him
in order to set Mary at liberty. She does this

boldly; speaks, in his very presence, as if it

was then a culpable waste of time to listen to

him ; nay, she even corrects the Lord's want
of the proper us'Xei or " care," and dictates to

him what he ought to say. Bid her, then-fore

(instead of speaking to her these words of

edification, by which thou keepest her un-
seasonably from her work), speak to her that
she help me with my preparations ! Are we
doing injustice to Martha by this interpreta-

tion ? Her intention was good, but she wras

as confused and disturbed as we describe it

—

and all this is a consequence of the unquiet of

a soul which has much to do only about him
and his cause.

Martha, Martha ! By this reiterated call he
awakens and alarms her out of her busy con-
fusion; and then addresses her in words so in-

comparably deep and penetrating that they
have been inexhaustibly efficacious for all such
souls as hers in every age—containing that
truth which is able to save them from their

error. "Without -need thou causest thyself

trouble and care for many things ; on this oc-

casion for more than is required." The
ftepi/iivay or "carefulness" is the first and
inward fault ; it necessarily produces the ex-

ternal rvpfJcx'ZsfiQai or " being troubled," the
restless hurrying hither and thither. "I see

that thou art losing all collectedness and calm-
ness of thought in the zeal which scatters it-

self over itoXXd, "many things;" thou art

thus spoiling thy good work, and losing the
blessing of my visit." (Oomp. Jes. Sirach xi.

9-11 in the original.) The Lord then adds
kvoi Si £<3Ti xpeioc, "but one thing is need-
ful ;" and ex vi oppositi it cannot be denied
that, in the first place, the ev or "one thing"

forms a contrast to TtoWotS or " many things "

which are not necessary, and that it implies,

therefore, a kind declining of the noXXij
Sianovitx, " much serving ;" quite in the sense

of the old gloss, which, however, is wrong in

not ffoing beyond this first meaning: oXiyoov

or oXiycov rj svoS {few things, or few things ot

one thing). Good Michaelis (it is necessary
that there should be such exegetes, in ordet
to counteract the hastily spiritualizing: and
vague interpreters) is in the right, with his

"single simple dish which the Lord finds suf-

ficient ;" as he is in the case of the temple-
tribute and that of Caesar. Even Basil, in one
of his homilies, understands the word of the
Lord as parabolically taken from the emblem
of food. Bengel remarks correctly, " Unum
(£v f not ro 'iv) ad nccessitatem rictus, sine

apparatu distrahente. Si referas ad frugalita-

tem hospitii, uberior, non modo nontenuiorfit
doctrina totius periochae" (one thing for the
needful food, without a distracting apparatus.
By referring it to frugality of hospitality, the
doctrine of the whole passage becomes richer

rather than jejune). We also think that
the sublime saying is torn from the root—out
of which it grows, according to that conde-
scending wisdom of the Lord which transfig-

ures the external into a direct symbol of the
internal—that the whole is divested of the
familiar character and touching delicacy which,

contrasts so forcibly with Martha's impetu-
osity—if we do not see in the Lord's words
this primary meaning, " Why are so many
things necessary, srood Martha, to welcome me
into your house ?" Thus Martha most proba-
bly understood the words at first, till she
heard what followed. For the sentence,
" One thing is needful," stands between (wo sen-

tences, the first of which proceeds from the
many dishes, whereas the second evidently
passes over to the spiritual application, and the
middle sentence forms thus the medium of

comparison, being applicable in both senses.

That the Lord gave merely " a true, but at the
same time, courteous answer, according to most
delicate politeness," viz., that he was satisfied

with few things, and even with one thing;
and that. Luke wrote down under the influence

of the Holy Spirit such a saying—can only bo
imagined by Michaelis and such commentators

;

and a Paulus may picture it out complacently.*
Meyer'sf answer is not so much witty as na-
tural and sensible: "If this be the only and
true meaning, then to be consistent we must
understand in the subsequent sentence (alto-

gether overlooked by Michaelis) that Mary
had chosen the best, dish." 'H dyaOj) /tiptS,
" that eood part" (now the article is used and
is significant), does not mean the better occu-
pation, but indeed the true food which is need-

* Nar-htignll fin Henke's Magazine, v\. 2, 355)
supplied fvo? dv r)pc<onov : One person is suffi-

cient, you will be aHe to prepare the repast your-
self!

t Who has honored the interpretation of Michael-
is by a special refutation {Blatter, etc., iii. 383).
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ful; for this expression stands likewise in con-

nection with the image suggested by the

occasion. But the Lord appeals hereby para-

bolically and suddenly to the heart ; and be-

cause Mary is willing to receive of him, he

gays, " This is the food necessary for all human
beings, also for thee, Martha

—

which I give

(John vi. 27). Did I come into thy house to

be ministered unto or to minister?" (Matt.

xx. 28). At this stage the expression ito\Xd

and er are seen in their real meaning, contain-

ed implicitly in the parabolic use ; and Heb.
xiii. 9 may be compared as an illustration of

the wcole. Observe, moreover, that the Lord
does not reject the 7toXXd, for" he accepts

willingly that love which manifests itself in

many things. Often many things pertaining

to outward Siaxovia are required by the Lord,

and it is praiseworthy to be dilligcnt and care-

ful in such labors (Rom. xvi. 6, 12)—but, not-

withstanding, this thing, which is needful, al-

ways is and remains the one thing ; what is

superfluous belongs to the too "many things;"

and what is of chief importance, what is blam-
ed and reproved here is not the much labor

and service, but the ^i£pi/.ivdv uai rvpfid-
c!e6Qai* Finally, as the Berlenburg Bible

beautifully expresses it, " whenever spiritual

things and temporal things are compared, tem-
poral things cease altogether to be necessary."
" That the soul be quiet and calm before me,
and listen to me, and receive from me that

which gives and increases such quietness of

6pirit—this is the one thing, the good part

;

Mary, in sitting here at my feet, hath chosen
this ; thou hast not done so, at least not at

present, but hast neglected it and deprived
thyself of it !" Thus the Lord, sheltering

Mary, gives back the accusation to the accuser,

and deservedly ; and in conclusion, summing
up all, opposes the strange desire expressed by
Martha that her sister should be sent to join

her, by the comprehensive word, "and this

6hall not be taken away from her." " Neither
at present, as you would have it, nor at any
other future time ; neither from her, nor from
any other who has chosen it ; it shall not be
taken from any, so long as they keep it and
hold it fast." Whereas, the Martha-portion is

a part " that can be taken away from us in a
thousand waj's, by poverty, sickness, old age,

weakness, and who can enumerate them all ?"f
Nay more, in the end all who delight in work-
ing, and are happy in doing many things, must
enter into quietness, though it be not conge-
nial to them ! It is also a correct remark,
that nepiSa, "part," and tgeXegaro, "hath
chosen," are placed together, denoting the
communicated grace of God and the free ap-
propriating act of faith. Likewise notice the

*Lange says truly, If you find the thins needful,

and live for it, you have found thereby and live for

the one thing;. The converse holdsequally true, and
is the primary meaning, of the verse : The one cen-
tral point is the only thing needful.

f Tholuck, in one of the three sermons edited by
Brachmann, of Bielefeld.

great love and kindness of the Lord in offer-

ing himself, and being so willing to he chosen

(for spiritual communion with him, receiving
from him, who gives himself to us, is in reality

that One Thing, which the One and only Jesus
brings us) ; and observe that he blames only
from pure love those who to their own loss

move round about and near him, instead of

seeking, laying hold of, and enjoying himself.

This may suffice as direct exposition. But
in this case the reader may expect a fuller

consideration and practical application of a
word which in the course of centuries has
proved of such importance to so many souls

;

and which has been so much quoted, justly or

unjustly, for consolation and for blame. Who
is meant by Martha, and who by Mary ? The
warning which is addressed to Martha has

been sometimes also applied to the natural
man, who, in the restlessness of earthly pur-
suits and worldly-mindedness, in the multi-
plicity of creature concerns, has much trouble
and unnecessary turmoil, instead of seeking
and finding the one thing needful, the salva-

tion of his soul in believing and humbly fol-

lowing the Saviour Jesus Christ. This first

application (to which the beautiful hymn of
Schroder confines itself)* is by no means to be
altogether rejected; for this application is in-

deed implied in the "one thing." But this is

merely on the surface of the word, something
which is indeed presupposed in it; this appli-

cation, however, does not penetrate into the
peculiar and real meaning of the passage.

Martha and Mary are both disciples and follow-

ers of Jesus ; and although it is not in the
original of Luke's Gospel, yet the translation!

has rightly interpreted, "Martha was cum-
bered about much serving him." Jesus loved
also Martha, as one of his believers (John xi.

5) ; for to take trouble about and in connec-
tion with him is much better and more valu-

able than all the restless activity, or all the
apparently peaceful slothfulness, of the chil-

dren of this world. But it is not enough to
be cumbered about much serving him ; among
Christians themselves Mary is. distinguished

from Martha.
Here also let us begin with the external.

Like Martha are all those souls who, though
they have come to know and love Christ, and
even wish to have him, j'et do not take the right

way of obtaining the good part. Busy with a
zeal in which self-righteousness insinuates it-

self or is even predominant, they wish to re-

ceive Christ according to their own manner;
that is, to prepare themselves many things for

him, thus serving Christ chiefly according to

the manner of their former conversation—their

soul is wanting in that calmness without
which it is impossible to obtain the full en-

joyment and blessing which our Redeemei
brings us. They get books, learned or devo-
tional ; they seek out works and seivices of

* [Beginning: "Eins ist Noth, ach Heir dieb

Eine."—Tr.]

t [Luther's Tr.]
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many kinds ; they try to obtain it by spiritual

exercises, in communion and fellowships here
and there. This also is one of the ways, and,

alas ! a necessary beginning for many, who, as

we usually say, are sincere in their desire.

But it is to such that Tersteegen says, in the
spirit of these words of Christ :

" Do not
bind thyself so much to forms and outward
methods. We must not always be seeking God,
we must also find him. So long as we are still

seeking, there is much running and working:
he who has found him enjoys and works quiet-

ly !" So long as they do not give up the
fCoXXd of their running and working, their

own seeking will stand in the way of their

finding ; so long as they are busy round about

him, they cannot come to rest with and in him
—a rest which many a Mary enjoys, who, with
deeper wisdom, chose from the outset the
better part, and which is obtained by many a

weary Martha, who, meekly receiving the ex-
hortation of the Lord, joins Mary and sits at

his feet (as, perhaps, was the case of Martha
of Bethany). Thus, many a Separatist is still

seeking with trouble and labor what the hid-

den flock is enjoying in that " Babylon " which
he so much despises ; many a one, running im-
petuously, finds fault with the quiet people of

God, the meek ones of the earth ; and yet
they are in advance of himself, enjoying in

a childlike heart that "one thing," receiving

Jesus not only into the house of their outer
life, walk, and works, but also into the home
of their heart.

But we proceed to ask : Are we not all to

be active ; are we not to work both as regards
ourselves and others ; especially are we not to

abound in works of mercy ; that is, to serve
the Lord Jesus, feed the Lord Jesus in feeding

our neighbor who is his brother ? Or, are

some at liberty to sit down inactively with
Mary in order to enjoy, while others are ap-
pointed to be Marthas, offering that service in

many things which is likewise required?* It

has been the opinion of some that both sisters

had equal rights beside each other, as persons
who had received different callings. So preach-
ed Draseke, in the year 1824 (in after years
he would not have expressed himself thus)

:

" Each loves in a different way ; but each loves

aright, that is, according to her best under-
standing and capacity. The Saviour is pleased
with both. Both desire, both possess, the one
thing needful. Both desire, both possess, him.
He might have likewise added the converse,

and said to Mary, ' Honor the busy house-
mother. Martha also has her good part. She
serves me out of love ; even as thou, out of

love, sittest at my feet, listening to my words.'

* As the man who came to the abbot Sylvanus
on Mount Sinai, boastinsr that he differed from the
brethren who worked, ' ; Mary had chosen the good
part." He sat in his cell with his book, and was
not called to dinner. The answer of the abbot
puts, accordins to the then prevailing incorrect in-

terpretation, Martha as representing; work—" Every
Mary must have a Martha." (See in the Altvaier-

B-ich.)

Jesus recognizes among his disciples every
natural peculiarity and gift." Justly was this

sermon criticized at the time in Schwartz's
Jahrbucher. Yet there is some truth in the
preacher's remark, as will be shown subse-

quently ; although taken in this definite form
it is exegetically altogether false. The Sav-
iour does not approve both, does not attri-

bute to Martha likewise the good part. She
would have freed herself from the blame

—

which refers not merely to her calling Mary
away, but to her own conduct itself—only if.

understanding the reproof of the Lord ana
humbly accepting it, she had left that one
thing which she had prepared for her guest's

refreshment, and had sat down at that table

and feast which he had come to bring to her.

Who then is Martha whom the Lord blames 1

Such active, working, and laboring Christians

as form a species between the self-righteous

outside the pale of believers and the true dis-

ciples ; in their active interest for the kingdom
of God, using and urging all manner of organ-

izations, machinery, and agencies—that i« if

they engage in all this with unquiet care *nd
restlessness. Every Martha, whom God has
called to be busy about many things, should,

as Tersteegen says, do her work calmly and qui-

etly ; in order that the husbandman that la-

boreth be first partaker and enjoyer of the

fruits, 2 Tim. ii. G. Every Mary should have,

not only the good part, but also her portion of

active work ; for—" Quietism is not of itself

Mary's spirit" (Richter). Paul working more
than all the other apostles, sits also and at the

same time at Christ's feet; contemplative

John is not inactive, but an energetic apostle
;

" Christ, who constantly demands of us to be
active in the kingdom of God, would not have
approved an exclusively contemplative life"

(Neander). From which it is clear that Mar-
tha and Mary should go hand in hand as true

sisters ; but so that Mary's spirit is the foun-

dation common to both. " If understood

aright, Martha had cause indeed to ask Ma-
ry's assistance, in order, namely, that her

labor and works be sanctified" (Berl. Bib.).

Alas ! it is here that we are so deficient.

The new man is notable to continue always in

the spirit of Mary. In our active works, even
in our studying and learning, in our conflicts,

and in our very prayers, the temptation insin-

uates itself to fall into the restlessness of the

old man, and to substitute self-made things for

gifts bestowed from God. How are wo to put
an end to this constant conflict between Mary
and Martha ? Some propose as a remedy to

distribute the two elements into different sea-

sous. Thus, for example, it is said by them,
when Christ came to Bethany to bless them,
it was a Lord's-day for their house, and it was
wrong to deprive themselves of this privilege

by household cares and troubles. In like

manner, Sabbath-da}'S and work-daj's, Mary-
hours and Martha-hours, alternate in our lives.

" The Lord's words to Mary have this purport:
Know the right point of time ; and do not de-

vote that which is set apart for learning tho
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divine word to earthly pursuits. I have come
to teach you what is needful for you, and, in-

stead of listening, you are troubled about the

meal /" (Ohrysostom). This is not without its

truth on account of our infirmity; but it does

not detect tiie real sting of Christ's words,

whose blame of Martha does not refer merely

to the time chosen by her for her work. We
are not to remain in a state of soul, constantly

ebbing and flowing from Sabbath rest to the

unquiet of works. Is it right, then, to say

—

Martha without, Mary within? The beauti-

ful Moravian hymn on the subject is spoiled by
the introduction of the common-place phrase

that Martha is only the body, Mary the spirit.

No, this can never lead to any thing good : the

spirit must be in a living vigorous body ; the

outward hand and the inward heart must not

be separated in our doing. In short, strictly

speaking, all Christians should have not the

Martha-spirit (which is blamed, and must ever

be blamed), but the Mary-spirit, and it alone

in their heart of hearts ; and even, though this

be difficult, in the midst of Martha-work, and
under all our obligations to being cumbered
about " many things." Heinrich Midler (in

his Erquickstunden) is anxious to rescue Mar-
tha, and therefore says :

" Mary is faith cling

ing to Jesus, but active Martha is love." But
by the erroneous title given to his essay, " Al-

ways at rest, and never at rest," he has himself
shown that his exegesis is at fault, and has at-

tached an incorrect meaning to the word at

rest. Not her active work, but her restless un-
quiet mind, is what the Lord blames in Mar-
tha ; love also must always be calm and at

rest ; for only that love is genuine, through
which faith is active. And, therefore, always
and to the very end, it is Mary who surrenders
herself from her inmost heart to Christ, loses

herself, so to speak, in humble, undisturbed,
child-like simplicity in him, depends on him

for all and receives all from him. She alone
chooses, possesses, and retains that good part
which is lost by Martha as soon as she begins
her unquiet labor. But how difficult is it to
be Mary ! And into what depths of our spir-

itual life does this one word of our Lord
reach !

If the severity of the word fills us with fear,

let us descend from this culminating point of

the meaning of the passage to find consolation

in a secondary application, which has also its

truth for us poor men in our actual atate of

frailtj'. It is evident that there wa3 such a
difference in character and natural disposition

between the two sisters ; that Martha could
never become altogether like Mary. Conse-
quently our Lord did not demand this of her,

and would have accepted kindly the many of-

ferings of her hospitality. But what the Lord
reproves in the first instance, is her demand-
ing that Mary should become like her; and
her thinking that her way was the only right

and true way of serving him. Apart from
this the Lord loves her; and leads her, accom-
modating himself to her way, to choose at

length thoroughly and entirely the good part,

which, after all, she had not altogether lost,

since she loved Jesus. Love is speaking, rul-

ing, and deciding the conflict in Bethany ; but
it is the love and truth of the Lord, condemn-
ing the Martha-spirit, and yet not rejecting

Martha. Mary never thinks of reproaching
her sister, except it were absolutely necessary.

She leaves it to the Lord. Ye, who are broth
ers and sisters before him, prescribe not to the

Lord what he is to say to such as differ from
you ! He does not require our dictation, but
will say what is right in his own wisdom;
what he says to thee, hear and accept; and in

hearing and accepting it thou becomest a Mary
—even though he had before called thee, Mar-
ilia! Martha!

THE LORD TEACHES US TO PRAY, WHAT AND HOW—THE HEAVENLY FRIEND
AND FATHER.

(Luke xi. 2-13 [Matt. vi. 9-13, vn. 7-11].)

In a certain place—in a village—on his jour-

ney ; such expressions show that Luke pays
more regard in this whole section to a mate-
rial (real) connection than to that of chrono-
logy or of any other kind. It does not fall

properly within the task of the present, work
to investigate the plan and order of this Gos-
pel, of which we gave a specimen in the pre-
ceding narrative. Jesus himself had been
praying ; and, moreover, as is evident from the
whole connection of the terms (kyevero, kv
roitop, &5; aita.v6a.To), in the hearing of his

disciples—one of whom has the courage to give
utterance to a desire, which was doubtless
shared by others (comp. p. 86). " What words
of prayer flow from the lips of our divine Mas-

ter, when he begins—so that it is necessary to

wait till he ceases! We also ought, and we
indeed would pray much and often, as he fre-

quently exhorts us to do, but we are poor in

words. Oh that we, his disciples, also had
from our Master one or more forms of prayer,

put by him into our mouth, even as John
taught his disciples !" Such is manifestly the

meaning simply expressed by them : Lord teach

us to pray. And this request, as it really cor-

responds to a general want felt by all his dis-

ciples, is mercifully granted by him. The pre-

sent mouth-piece of the future Church does

indeed attach too much importance to the out-

ward word, as if in this way he could be taught
to pray (a most important part of teaching.
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which had been neither forgotten nor neglect-

ed by the Great Teacher)—but when the Spir-

it was given, then the Church felt what is

written in Rom. viii. 2G. We require not only

to be taught what to pray, or the subject-mat-

ter and contents of prayer, such as would be

acceptable to God, and in conformity to his

will, which want is supplied by the form of

prayer and promise given ; but much more the
HaOo Sal, "as we ought," in addition to the
ri, "what," the manner pleasing to God—the
true understanding, and right disposition of

prayer. For this reason, the Lord answers the
request of his disciples, as usual, above what
they could ask or think ; and gives them not
merely the former, but adds also the latter,

warning, as was absolutely necessary, against

abuse and misconception. We need not sup-

pose that the disciple who asks the Lord had
not heard the Sermon on the Mount ; to how
many things had the disciples listened, with-

out either understanding it according to their

Master's intention, or keeping it in their mind
and applying it. But the Lord, who, accord-

ing to Luke (and partly also as Ave saw accord-

ing to Matthew), repeated, specially in the lat-

ter days of his prophetic career, many things

taught by him on former occasions—and, as

was natural, particularly from the Sermon of

the Mount, that short compendium of his doc-

trine, delivered at the outset of his teaching

—

refers here with purpose and great significance

to his former words, and illustrates and devel-

opes them only by a newly added parable.*

He teaches his disciples to pray after this

manner. First, he tells them what they are to

say, because they are in want, and whenever
they are in want, of words ;f that is, he tells

them both what they may and ought to pray,

and what are the best and simplest expressions

for such petitions. Thus he repeats what he
had given before ; and appoints it on this occa-

sion as a standing form of prayer.% But what

* We cannot but regret that even orthodox
preachers repeat from their pulpits the opinion nd-

vanced in theological science, that the request, of

the disciple was the occasion of the words spoken,

Matt. vi. (for example, Steinmeyer, lieitrage zum
Schriftverstdndniss, i. 119). [What more natural

than such an opin'on, since Luke expressly sanc-

tions it?

—

Am. Ed.]

t But this is not to be stated, as Braune does.

"He made them pray this glorious pra\er after

him." (Comp. i. 170 )

£Von Gerlach thinks this repetition improbable,
" because in this case the prayer would have become
a standing form for the disciples." We argue ex-

actly In the converse way ; Christ repeats the

prayer, because he wishes to satisfy the right desire

for a standing form. For, considering this want as

felt by all saints, specially for their public services

and fellowship, we must think thai it was indeed

Christ's object to give " a literal repetition of the

prayer" for our sake. "If the apostolic Church
did not use the Lord's prayer literally," Alford re-

marks, " at what point of time did this custom com-
mence, which we find in every Liturgy known to

ns 1" [There is certainly no trace of the use of this

is even the Lord's Prayer as uttered by the
lips, if the heart does not pray it really, confi-

dently, and with all assurance, even as dear
children speak to their Father? Therefore

the Lord proceeds to teach us, as much as this

can be taught by words explaining words, the

chief condition to be observed in using the

formula: believing perseverance on the ground
of the divine promise, that he gives to him that

asks much more certainly and willingly than
any man, friend, or father. This is the second

repetition from the Sermon on the Mount,
vers. 9-13; which is preceded, however, by a
new parable, and is applied and used as an ex-

hortation to pray to the heavenly Father ; thus
giving new force and effect to the words of the
prayer itself.

Verses 2—4. With regard to the omissions

and abbreviations which we find in Luke as

compared with Matthew, it is impossible to

assume that every thing which is wanting in

the MSS. was left out by the Lord himself on
that occasion. In general we agree with Tho-
luck's remark: "As he had given the prayer
as a model of a short prayer in contradistinc-

tion to the 'much speaking' reprehended be-

fore, it is unnatural to think that he inserted

unnecessarily the three sentences, which are

wanting in Luke, and that he afterwards
thought a rectification necessary."*

However, we do not apply this to all the

three, or rather four omitted sentences ; but
draw an essential distinction between the in-

troduction and conclusion on the one side, and
the complete enumeration of the sacred seven

petitions on the other. A certain variation in

the expressions (which does not consist in ab-

breviation, but in change of words ; compare
the fourth and fifth petitions) corresponds to

the whole character of Christ's teaching; and
is intended to prevent any false cleaving to tho

letter of the form. We can understand why
he might have omitted in the beginning the

words 6 iv rolS ovpavoiS, "who art in

heaven," or even the ?}paiv, "our;" he wished
from the outset to lay all the emphasis on our
saying, with all our heart, " Father," as being
the essential and deepest truth of this prayer,

even as he concludes the whole section with
this word (ver. 13). The reason why, in ver.

4, TciS dftaprtaSf " our sins," is put instead of

r« 6q>etAr/para, " our debts," was mentioned
in our remarks on Matt. vi. (p. 91) ; here we
must observe that, with delicate accuracy,

the expression d/uapria or "sin" is not used

again in the second clause, treating of man
trespassing against man. With regard to the

doxology (concerning the genuineness of which
compare our remarks on Matt.), the reason

why it is omitted here is partly because, ac-

cording to the ideas of that time, it belonged,

as a matter of course, to a complete form of

form in the New Testament, or in any writings of

the apostolic age. The supposition of such a litur-

gical view of the prayer by the disciples is wholly

gratuitous.

—

Am. Ed.]

* Sermon on the Mount, p. 379.
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prayer ; and partly because the confidence ex-

pressed in it is taught in the succeeding para-

ble, which thus takes its place, and, as it were,

calls it forth afresh from their memory. So far

the whole is clear; but the Lord certainly did

not omit in the repetition of the seven peti-

tions any one ; he did not take out any link of

the perfect chain ; hence, he did not leave out

the third petition, which is a summary of all

obedience, to be attained on the path of prayer,

or the seventh, which is a summary of the re-

demption of the sanctified, and thus a condens-

ation of the whole prayer.* However, they

are omitted generally (and in the Vulgate)
;

but are we to infer from this that " the re-

porter, whom Luke consulted," did not com-
municate the words of Christ completely?

We do not think so. For in like manner as

Luke knew well that Martha and Mary lived

in Bethany, but did not wish purposely to men-
tion it, so it is much more probable that, as a

disciple of Christ, he knew the Lord's prayer

in its complete form, when he wrote the Gos-

pel ; and it is impossible that he should have
have had any reason or purpose for leaving out
what is so essential. Nor was he a dependent
copyistof what he found in any dno/uvijiiovEV-

ficc or memorandum, which he consulted ; but
the true and last authorit}r and reporter in all

these consultations was always the Holy Ghost.

Hence "we conclude that Luke wrote originally

the seven petitions completely ; and the rea-

sons why the two petitions mentioned were
onvtted so generally, and at so early a date,

may form a subject for the critics to exercise

their ingenuity to their hearts' content. Such
is our mature opinion. If any one knows bet-

ter, let him bring forward his arguments ; but
they must be more satisfactory than any which
have been adduced hitherto.

Verses 5, 6. A new commentary on the
subsequent, " If ye then being evil—how much
more God " See in the subsequent verses the

clearest comment, if such be still required, on
these parables which—in merciful condescen-

sion, and with a truthfulness which conceals

nothing—represent the highest love of the

heavenly Father even in that (evil) yielding of

man to importunity of requests. Comp. chap,

xviii. 2. " AVho among you has a friend (not
to speak of any nearer relationship) whom he
thinks and believes to be such, and will not
use him and request his aid in time of dis-

tress ?" This is the first question, to which is

added the second :
" And do you think that

this friend will keep his door shut in such a

case against his importunity and much ask-
ing?" The Lord himself gives the answer,
" Though he should not yield to the request
out of friendship, yet he will do so, overcome
by the urgent and importunate appeal to his

friendship. Hence, what, happiness—to have a
friend !" This thought by itself is calculated
to call forth in the disciples' heart the thought
of prayer. " We have a friend and Father, a

* Bengel, in his Gnomon, for once passes over the
question in a superficial manner.

Hearer of prayer, a Redeemer, and deliverer

from evil—in God in heaven ! Are not men
great unbelievers, who boast of this—and yet
make so little or no use of it? To be willing

to pray—this is of itself something ; to be able

to pray, to find true words of prayer, to find in

one's heart to pray (2 Sam. vii. 27)—how dif-

ficult and hard is this ! Are we so suspicions

even towards fellow-men (who are yet evil)?

The Lord in his wisdom describes a time < f

sudden and unexpected distress, which drives

the one to ask, to the great inconvenience of

him who is to give. About midnight, when
the Orientals like to travel in the coolness of

the night, a friend arrives late from his jour-

ney, and hungry ; his friend and host has noth-
ing in his house wherewith to refresh him, but
he has his friend and neighbor, who must have
something to help him, To him he goes; and,

without many apologies, knocks loudly at the

door, with the word (pi'A.s : " Thou art my friend,

and if thou dost not help me out of this present
difficulty, I cannot believe that thou ar.t my
friend." He speaks as if the other must help

him, without delay or hesitation; specially

because he requests a favor not so much for

himself as for one who is again his friend.

'EitEidi) q>i\o$ napEysvETo, " for a friend has

come," probably without fiov, " my " (or with
it, supposing it to be a genuine reading)—thus

appeals to the community of friendship: "It
is for a common friend, for my friends must
necessarily be also thine ! Therefore, como
now and give me, though it be midnight, three

loaves (the Jews baked flat loaves, probably
each was sufficient for one person). For, I

must offer him one ; I must, as is customary,

eat one with him, or, at least, break it ; and I

must also have a third, for propriety's sake,

and in case he should be very hungry."

Verse 7. He from within—that is, in the

warm comfortable repose of the first sound

sleep, in which doubtless one likes least to be

interrupted—refuses at first in an unfriendly

manner, as happens not rarely among men.

He gives him short reason for refusing the re-

quest so shortly worded ; does not prefix a

kind <pi\£, " friend !" but instead of it, a cross

and angry, " Trouble me not at midnight, thou

intruder! The door is already shut (to unbolt

the bars was not so easily or quickly done in

those days) ; my little children are with me
in bed ; I certainly ought not to neglect them,

or waken them, in order to help such imperti-

nent night-disturbing friends ; that, indeed,

would be too much to ask of any one !" Hoc-

idia, " children," cannot mean, as some under-

stand it, servants and domestics :" they also

are asleep, there is nobody in the house to get

up on your account !" Also xoltt] does not

mean chamber, but bed ; " I have brought them
to bed with all the necessary care and trouble,

I do not wish to have anymore HOTtovi, or

pains, I am glad they are all asleep." In pass-

ing, the Lord thus throws a kind glance into

the details of domestic life.* " In short, I can-

* Alford observes beautifully that the mother does
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not get up again to go to thee ; that is, of

course, I do not wish to do it ; here is the limit

'to our friendship." This, in general, and all

the circumstantial features form a contrast to

the Friend in heaven, who never gives such an
answer (though it jnay at first seem so to un-
belief). God does not sleep, he never shuts
his door .against us ; he has no favorite chil-

dren who divert his attention from us; he
does not think it a, trouble to hear and to

grant, and though man sometimes is really not

able to help, yet God is always both willing

and able.

Verse 8 But even evil men, thus the Lord
returns to the object of his teaching, are inclin-

ed and yield in the end (almost against their

will), when continued perseverance in asking

overcomes them. He pre-supposes that the
man without continues his request with im-
portunity, and does not allow himself to be re-

fused; herein consists the a vaidsia or bold-

ness which asks and urges, till the person ask-

ed is ashamed (2 Kings ii. 17, B>feny). Though

he was not willing to give—rising out of friend-

ship
;
yet he will now rise and give on account

of the importunity of the asker; and if he is

once up, will give all that is necessary for his

friend.

Thus it is between us and God, who is so

well pleased with importunity of prayer, that

he encourages us to it ; and that importunity
he evokes by at first refusing. But who is

meant by the third person in the parable, the

friend from the journey? Primarily, doubt-
less, my fellow-man ; for, the parable indicates

by this delicate feature that all our prayer is

to be and may be likewise intercession for oth-

ers, according to the desire of charity. It is

in this manner that Chrysostom applies the

parable: "If a weary friend, who is not able

to find truth, comes to thee and asks thee
questions, and thou hast no answer for his

hungering soul, then, even though thou shouldst

be satisfied witli thy simple faith, search the

Scriptures and pray to the Lord on his behalf."

But yet since immediately afterwards, in vers.

9-13, reference is made to the wants of the
person himself who is praying, it is clear that,

according to the real and deeper significance of

the friend, the friend for whom I am to pray is

myself. In the parable it renders the request,

so to say, more noble and worthy of being
granted, that it refers not to the petitioner

himself; that he gives trouble not on his own
account; thus suggesting to the friend he im-
portunes what, lie himself would do in a similar

case for his friend. But with God such dis-

tinction is not necessary ; he is pleased and
satisfied that we should consider ourselves as

tie first and nearest subject of our prayers.

Thus Meyer remarks very beautifully and cor-

rectly :
" When the heart, which has been

away on a journey, returns suddenly at mid-

riot appear, in order to preserve the dignity of the

parable ; and points out that, in the parables which
place the husband before us, the bride iu a similar

way does not appear.

night (in the time of greatest darkness and
distress) home to us, that is, comes to itself

and feels hunger, and we have nothing where-
with to satisfy it,* God requires of us bold im-
portunate faithP True, if we were not poor
sinners, who have forfeited all our rights, who
have no claims to bring forward, but justly de-
serve to be rejected by God—then indeed
there would be no mention of being ashamed
or not ashamed to ask ; and moreover let us
bear in mind that Christ tells us to pray, not
to put forward claims. Whenever we look
on ourselves and our merit, we must feel

ashamed, but whenever we look to God and
his mercy in Christ, then we need not fee]

ashamed.
Thus, we also belong to the children within ;

and, resting on the sure ground of the divine
promise we are not merely to ask, but to knock
without ceasing, till the door is opened and the
gift bestowed. The Son has thus commanded
us in the Father's name (ndyoo Xeyao vplv)

;

and he who remains behind and is ashamed,
after such a command

—

he is the bold and dar-
ing man with his unbelief and disobedience!
God would blame us for this in truth and
faithfulness

;
just as the friend might have

said with partial truth, if the other had not
come to him, " Why did you not apply to me
in your difficulty ? Did you doubt my friend-
ship, or think that it lasted only during the
day '?"

Verses 9, 10. Thus asking helps in the end
—frequently even in the case of men, who are
evil—but always and certainly with our
heavenly Father. This yielding of God to

our importunity is not an anthropomorphism,
as the learned people say ; for in that case our
praying also would be no reality. But it is a
reality in the relation subsisting between a
living God and his free creatures. " That a
stone is inexorable, and that a free being is

placable, are things which it is possible to
prove or to refute by experience, thus putting
an end to all philosophical counter-arguments

;

though, in spite, or rather to the rectification,

of our Sophia, it is certainly always in favor
of our PAZ/o-sophia" (Pfenninger). Therefore
our duty is to give no rest to the Lord, as all

Scripture exhorts us and encourges us by in-

numerable examples. In the ninth verse al-

ready is contained, though not explicitly,
" Thus ask God my Father and your Father!"
and in the thirteenth verse the application is

expressed distinctly. Hereby we are also
taught that the Lord designed this parable to
be applied in this manner ; not indeed that
we should go and without discrimination act
upon it in our intercourse with friends, quot-
ing this instance and saying that friends are
to importune their friends. This parable, a.-.

all others, only takes what happens in real life

and makes use of it, without praise or recom-
mendation. It is possible that the man, to

* Comp. Blatter fur hdhere Wahrheit, v. 45-53, and
the whole exposition of the passage, of which we
have made use in our remarks.
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whom the guest came at midnight, could have

baked himself a few cakes instead of disturb-

ing the other in his night's rest; at least tliis

would have been more considerate. But if

you go to the right door when jou are in dis-

tress, jou will learn not to annoy poor mor-

tals by your loud knocking. However, we
would not express it so strongly as Meyer does

:

" Christ rather wished to castigate a mode of

conduct which is allowable in our spiritual re-

lation to God, but not in our earthly relations

to our fellow-men," as if Christ intended here

to reprove the inconsiderate troubling and im-

portuning of our friends and brethren, rob-

bing thorn of their time and rest, not consid-

ering whether or not the friend has children

with him to take care of, etc. No ; importu-

nity is represented here, in the first instance,

as something praiseworthy ; thus furnishing

the point of comparison, viz., trust in our friend.

Rut, at the same time, and as a secondary

Eoint, it is represented that he who is within

as as much right to think his friend impor-

tunate and disturbing, as the other has to

knock at the door. And this is the result

:

the more we seek God and knock at his door

with earnest faith, the more we shall lose that

impetuosity, which seeks only the help of man
;

the mere apt shall we be to bear in mind con-

siderately and prudently, that a poor and sin-

ful man cannot give and help, except God gives

it to him for us.

Verses 11—13. Father is more than friend ;

and yet even an earthly father, among us who
ate evil, is infinitely less than than what the

great God is willing to be, and really is to his

children. This is the new connection in which
the word (which we explained in our remarks
on the Sermon on the Mount) appears in this

passage. The thought is expressed with great-

er force in the additional illustration of the

egg, which, compared with necessary food, is

something superfluous, and is asked, perhaps
playfully, in the full and hearty confidence of

the child ; and to which the scorpion (refer-

ring possibly to chap. x. 19), resembling the
fish outwardly (not hidden :n it), forms the
strongest contrast. In the one case dyafJd
(86/nacra), "good things (gifts)"—here the-

Holj' Spirit, as the gift of gifts, the best of all

gifts, with very clear allusion to the proper

object of our asking from God.* For God
gives, while in the parable the man is repre-

sented only as lending. This is the gift of the

true bread, on which man properly lives, most
truly interpreted in the " give " of the fourth

petition (ver. 3). If any feel inclined to play

with the words of wisdom, they may imagine

that here are the three breads of the three fol-

lowing petitions; although this is not to be call-

ed exegesis. '0 nazr/p d hB, ovpavov, " your
heavenly Father ;" this refers back to the pre-

ceding address, ver. 2, supplying what was
there omitted ;f and conveys to the hearts of

the disciples the assurance, " Ye are not like

the children ; can ye not pray V In the

transition to what alone remains, as spiritual

need, the limit is also pointed out where an
apparent denial is the best answer to our pray-

ers for earthly objects.

* We do not, however, by any means, understand

that the scope and connection positively demand
something definite, corresponding to the figure—the

Holy Spirit as the food of the soul ; and conse-

quently that the indefinite expression dyaOd at

Matt. vii. is a generalizing of the original expres-

sion, as Neander supposes. We rather find a pray-

er for the Holy Spirit to be in accordance with a

later period, and not in harmony with the Sermon
on the Mount.

f Here observe : When we address God be is 6

nazTjp 6 iv ro?5 ovpavotS, and, when be an-

swers us, be is 6 narijp 6 IB, ovpavov ( Alford).
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THE BENEDICTION PRONOUNCED UPON HIS MOTHER
TRANSFERRED TO ALL.

(Luke xi. 28.)

We have already given our opinion upon the

harmonistic relation of the entire section, ch. xi.

17-36, to Matt. xii. 25-45; expressing upon this

latter passage our conviction that they record

one and the same discourse, founded upon one

and the same incident—whether the point of

time, not definitely marked in either of the three

Evangelists, be determined by Matthew or by
Luke. Adhering, however, to our firm principle,

we give the preference to Matthew's arrange-

ment of our Lord's discourses; when, therefore,

Luke interrupts, in vers. 27, 28, by an interjected

word, the general discourse, the conclusion of

which he had already given us before, we must
necessarily assume that this apostrophe of the

woman, and our Lord's answer, had occurred in

the meantime. But, whether in the midst of

the discourse itself (Matthew's extract gives us

no appropriate point of connection for it) or at

its close, parallel with what is related in Matt,

xii. 4G-50, Mark iii. 31-35, and what Luke him-
self has already recorded in ch. viii. 19-21—who
shall determine? We manifestly see that the

otherwise so well-informed Luke is indistinct in

the chronology of these things generally. The
iv no Ih/etv ravra, "while he said these things,"

ver. 27, may refer to the immediately preceding

words, and to that supposition we prefer to ad-
here ; but they may also refer to the entire dis-

course, the order of which was different from
that given by him.

It is remarkable that in close succession, or in

direct connection, the Lord took a double occa-

sion to decline for his mother any distinctive

honor—once in respect to her own person, and
once in respect to the woman who blessed her

in the crowd. It is very natural that his an-

swer should be on both occasions alike. It has

been said that the well-meaning outcry of the

woman " stands here very affectionately be-

tween the malicious blasphemy and the less ma-
licious demand of a sign." It does, indeed, so

stand here, but Matthew shows that this was
not the historical sequence of the circumstance.

And was the outcry affectionate ? That would
be the case only if it sprang from an earnest

feeling and deep understanding ; but we doubt
this very much, and for our own part see in it,

not indeed a wickedly intended, but still a most
artlessly unintelligent, outcry of mere womanly
feeling* Thus it would be better to say—How
serenely the Lord here stands betwixt malicious

vituperation on the one hand, and unenlightened

empty praise on the other 1 The woman's " de-

* No " child-like devotion" of this " affectionate

woman"—no such 1: expression of a simple love" as

the Lord would approve (Braune).

vout attention" to the Lord's solemn discourse

had apprehended no more than that this man
can speak, and teach, and preach with most
wonderful force and interest; and she gives this

idle commendation, moreover, to his mere hu-

man personality, for she, like a true woman, pro-

nounces the mother blessed who had borne and
bred a son like this.* " how must thy mother
rejoice over thee—would that I were she

!"

What a mournful contrast to the entirely oppo-

site feeling which, according to Mark iii. 20, 21,

at this very time filled the mind of that mother
of Jesus!

The Lord's answer hardly refers to that, but

rather to the point, that his mother as such had
no preeminent sanctity or blessedness; and it

is the impulse of the Spirit which prompts him
to take every occasion to rebuke prospectively

that future Mariolatry, the innocent germ of

which was heard in such an apostrophe as this

woman's. By the fisvovvye, " yea, rather," stand-

ing first, he concedes all that is true and right

—that to have borne him was indeed her

honor; but at the same time he corrects the

false distinction. Only because Mary had re-

ceived the word of God with such entire and
unhesitating faith, had she received that lienor.

" Blessed are they who rightly hear the word of
God; and not as thou hearest it, woman,
who fallest so readily from the solemn matter

spoken to the mother of him who speaks it
!"

In repudiating the praise, and repelling all con-

sideration for his human person as such, he

does not say

—

My word ; but only testifies that

he speaks the word of God, in the comprehen-
siveness of meaning which includes all that had

ever been spoken in human ears, and all that

would yet be revealed for man's salvation.

"My mother," he will say, "is only on that

account blessed, because she has heard, and
treasured up in faith, the word spoken to her-

self;" see Luke i. 45 ; ii. 19, 51. The keeping

God s word is partly the test of true hearing

;

partly its fruit and consequence, which must
never be wanting; first, however, the "provi-

dent treasuring up of deep words" of God,
which, though not fully understood then, will

be better understood afterwards, as we see in

the case of Mary herself; but then, also, the

actual fruit-bearing after receiving the seed, the

doing which must follow the hearing of the

word, Luke viii. 15, 21. The entire saying is

itself in its universal comprehensiveness given

for the hearing, pondering, and keeping. What
the conception and bringing forth of Jesus was.

* Not the nurse in addition, as Thiess inferred

from the words.
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in the case of Mary, the Lord shows in its spi-

ritual and essential fulfilment in all who receive

his word for the new birth of their souls, and
in this sense become like his mother (Luke
viii. 21). This apparently slight circumstance

is a genuine type of what has, alas ! been real-

ised in after times ; bearing in itself the germ
of that which is typified. Instead of doing like

Mary, and becoming like Mary, the Church
turning away (in secret self-pleasing) from the

word of God to the human Child who was
brought forth, deifies the lowly one, and dis-
honors her lowliness by the unseemly and un-
befitting Ocotokoc, Mother of God. What is the
preaching of the Reformation, as opposed to
this, more than the word which the Lord here
speaks ? In their council of Trent they heard
not that voice, but repelled it with anathema

—

for a Maranatha to themselves 1

AN EARLIER WOE TO THE PHARISEES AND SCRIBES.

(Luke n, 39-52 [Matt, xxiii. 2-39.])

That which the Lord uttered against the

Scribes and Pharisees in hi3 solemn final con-

demnation, had been prepared long before ; for,

while many of his longer discourses originated

in the circumstances of the moment, many of

them, on the other hand, were from time to

time collected by himself, and by degrees pre-

pared and reserved for final and most weighty
utterance. We have here a remarkable testi-

mony and example of this latter; the Lord
speaks, in a narrower circle and in a more re-

stricted manner, a great part of what was after-

wards spoken in a more extended connection.

These judgment-formulas were formed and
shaped, as it were, within his soul ; and an oc-

casion from without calls them, in all their pre-

liminary and prospective solemnity, readily to

his lips. Thus it were better for us to say, that

he now anticipates this impending farewell of

these fools and blind, than that he repeats later

what had earlier been spoken.

A Pharisee invited him to a meal,* and, un-
doubtedly, with a false heart, as at ch. xiv. 1,

and vii. 36. They watch him invidiously, to

see how he will demean and express himself;

and with all the less restraint on that account,

yea, with a deportment which was immediately
offensive, like a challenge in their own house,

he elueWiJv dvErreoev, " went in and sat down
to meat," without further ado, designedly omit-
ting the Pharisaical washing (see on Matt. xv. 2).

While the Pharisee wondered at such boldness,

the Lord's searching answer would anticipate

his thoughts before they found utterance.! As
to the perfectly justified " divine dispensing

* And, indeed, h <5£ tu> ?.a/J/cai, which, without
Tavra, appears to have reference to what had im-
mediately preceded— " while He was engaged in

this conversation;" but, as this can hardly be recon-
ciled with harmonistic considerations, especially
when the mass of matter connected together in

Luke ia taken into account, wo may translate with
Ebrard—When on one occasion He was thus speak-
ing.

f Schleiermacher's useless refinement imagined
that our Lord would have washed at a 6t ittvuv, and
that the Phariseo took it ill that his upiarov was
not equally honored. These two words are not to

be so rigorously distinguished ; as wo have already
remarked.

with civilities," which the Lord exhibits, who
is Lord, even while he is guest, Ebrard has
well said, in reply to the unjustified censure of
the critic

—"I will warrant the worthy Strauss,

that if the Lord were at his table in the present

day, He would be just as uncivil!" Everything
has its time, the cutting severity and the patient

benignity ; and the Lord knew full well what
was on this occasion seasonable. There must,

indeed, have been assembled around this upmttov,

or "dinner," a company that held themselves

select and purified ; and the Lord only expressed

to them in his word and act, what their secret

guiltiness had already prepared for them in his

heart.

The discourse divides itself into two parts,

each of which embraces three woes, ordered
thus in precise and solemn number, though not

like the perfected seven of the later enumera-
tion. The first portion is directed against the

hypocrisy of the Pharisees; but as a lawyer

(vouikoc is, as ver. 53 shows, almost the same as

the former, but indicating more definitely the

office) expressly vindicates his own caste, the

second is directed against the conduct of the

lawyers particularly, in whom was especially

concentrated the guilt of the general unbelief

of the people, and its condemnation.* At the

outset, hypocrisy, which cleanses the outside in-

stead of the inward part, is, without a woe and
half in irony, rebuked—the immediate occasion

being found in the washing3 upon which the

Pharisees laid such stress, but at the same time,

making that the type of their own proper char-

acter and conduct, vers. 39-41. (Afterwards

in Matt, xxiii. this is the middle one of the three

subsequent and final woes.) The three woes,

which are the first here, follow for the more
definite description of the Pharisaic spirit—their

petty externality in the fulfilment of the law
instead of minding its essential substance ; the

* The man means to say—That touches us with

them (a soft way of saying—particularly), for we
furnish the Pharisees with their theory, which it is

our office to sustain. Is all our glorious learning

naught, or of evil ? The Lord answers at first by
merely placing them also on a level with the others

;

but then in ver. 52 follows the specific portion for

these theorists.
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proud last of honor and rank connected with

this; although under the covering of their hy-

pocrisy nothing existed but spiritual death I

(Afterwards in Matt, xxiii. 23, 27, this becomes

the fifth and seventh woe, but the intermediate

one here is there singled out in vers. 6, 7.) We see

that the whole has its own connection and or-

derly procedure here, though a different one

from that other; for, it is the wonderful nature

of these preguaut utterances of the Lord that

they may be strung on a variety of threads.

Now, when the bold lawyer appropriated to

himself what had been said, although the Lord
had only named the Pharisees—a marvellously

daring acknowledgment of a smitten conscience,

which straightway complains that this charge

inculpates us also—these lawyers receive their

portion over and above, still heavier than the

former, though not exempting them from the

application of that likewise. We see that the

wisdom of God in Jesus (ver. 49) finds it now
reasonable and right to cast down the presump-
tuous wickedness of sinners with especial sever-

ity ; in order to deprive them of every reason

for thinking that he did not penetrate their

hearts, or was afraid before, them. And our

critical prudence should also rest contented with

that. The Pharisees, as such, had been pre-

viously described in themselves, according to

their own spirit and character; the vo pinoi,
on the other hand, the teachers of others, receive

their three woes on account of their dealing

with the people. First we have, once more, the

universal and comparatively gentle description

—

Laying burdens upon others, which themselves

not even touched ! ver. 46 (Matt, xxiii. 4).

And, as this would instantly place them in

humiliating comparison with the ancient proph-

ets, therefore the holy and anointed messengers

of God, vers. 47, 48, quickly pursue the topic,

and with words which in Matt, xxiii. constitute

the summing up of the seven woes into an
eighth. Similarly, the charge against the gene-

ration, and its condemnation, follow in vers.

49-51, just as they follow there in vers. 34-36.

But then, as these words are not a concluding

ami farewell discourse, it is quite natural (we
might say, necessary) that the close here should

turn back as we find it does—the third woe,
ver. 52 (analogous to the first, ver. 46; there,

however, concerning the law, but now also con-

cerning the way of penitence and salvation in

order to the eioipxeoVai or " entrance" into the

kingdom of heaven), first describes in all its

enormity the character of these lawyers, as

being fatal to their own well-being, and ruinous

to others. This last woe of our present dis-

course becomes afterwards in Matt, xxiii. the

first: for the Lord seems to recall then his

former words, and, beginning again what is in

part the same discourse, commences at the point

where he had ended before.

Verses 39-41. The vvv
t

u noiu" at the begin-

ning Gan scarcely be made to indicate, as many
think, that this is a fragment of a longer dis-

course unskilfully extracted, the true commence-
mont of which is not given : it is much more in

keeping to regard it as a mn or "Behold"
36

which makes an ironical allusion to what was
then just occurring.* The Lord sets out from
that which met his eyes at the repast, begin-

ning at once—" I mark, indeed, that ye Phari-

sees are very zealous in washing the outside,

whether of the cups and platters or the hands

of your own persons; alas, that ye should forget

the inward part, which is the main concern, the

purification of the heart and life !" The connec-

tion of his words with the washing of hands,

which here gives rise to all, makes it evident

that to ioodev vfi&v, " your inward part," hasten-

ing as it does to its great object, refers to the

individual persons of the Pharisees themselves,

who deal with themselves as with their cups and
platters (and even the singular here derives

significance from this). (The tu hovra, after-

wards has a quite different meaning; and -ab

IouOf.v vfiuv instead of avrHv can neither be
explained by—"the contents of the vessels

belonging to you," nor "the manner and way
in which they are handled and used in the

house.") The following verse is very com-
monly regarded as a question, 6 tvoijjooc, " he
that made," being referred to God ; so Meyer
corrects the Luth. version—" Did not He that

made that which is without, make that which
is within also ?" The inference drawn from
this—Is not this also to be purified before Him
who is the Creator of the soul or the inner

man ? seems to us to be very inapplicable here.

We cannot see how the observation, which
holds good of every possible thing, and of much
that is different within and without, that the

inward and outward part originate from the

same Creator, should be supposed to lead to the

conclusion—that therefore they necessarily be-

long together ! Still less can we understand
why just here the reference to the ivoirjaac

should be introduced as a reason, since He most
certainly did not create the unclean inner man
as such ; and we think Luther's original text

more conformable to the sense, although he
uses a paraphrase which gives up the literal

words. The significant parallel, Matt, xxiii. 26,

which runs

—

Cleanse first that which is within,

that the outside may he clean also! shows us

that Tvoielv here signifies purgare, a meaning
which is very suitable and alone gives the sense

in its simplicity. The lexicographers vindicate

this use of the word, which is found also in

later languages; deducing it from the placing

any thing in a certain condition, making it what
it should be, thus, according to circumstances,

cleansing, putting right, etc. Wahl and Scbdtt-

gen cite, particularly, 2 Sam. xix. 24. Thus
the clause is a simple statement, telling these

fools the plain truth which they had altogether

forgotten—that He who has done all to, or

purified that which is without, has not thereby

put to rights or made clean that which is with-

in; but has that much harder work yet to

• This explanation pleases us, at least better than
Lange's subtle interpretation, which goes at once
too far

—

Even now, with all the wickedness of your
inward parts, ye care so much about external purifi-

cation I
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do.* As it respects ver. 41, we can, again, scarcely

understand why most expositors are so earnest

in protesting against the supposition of an iron-

ical meaning (Erasmus so understood it, and
many afterwards, among whom we may men-
tion Lightfoot and Kuinoel)

;
for we find it im-

possible, as Schleiermacher also does, to under-

stand it otherwise.! Is not the severity of scorn

perfectly in harmony with the tone of the whole

discourse, and does not this re-appear most de-

cidedly in vers. 47, 48? Can we suppose that

here, confronting these Pharisees, the Lord

would positively lay down this clause concern-

ing the meritoriousness of almsgiving, which,

however correctly to be understood in itself,

ever presupposes a right spirit of apprehension,

or else is fatally abused? This would be the

only explicit doctrine and exhortation in the

whole discourse, which else contains nothing

but condemnation—and this is reason enough,

in fact, for understanding it otherwise. The
Pharisees assuredly gave away alms enough, as

we know, and might, consequently, have been

altogether unable to understand the Lord. But,

in fact, they understood him much better than

his modern expositors ; for, the giving alms of

the contents of their platters,{ and then saying

"All is now pure, all is right!" was just their

way. This the Lord can only be regarded as

now reproving ; it is impossible that he could

be recommending it in earnest to them, for they

would have mocked him with the answer

—

Master, we give, indeed, diligently and plenti-

fully enough! It would be like saying to the

feasters at our modern free-mason and other

feasts—Let the poor have a collection, and the

matter is pure and sanctified! No, the Lord
would here say to the Pharisees—Your custom
to purify robbery by almsgiving, touches only

that which is outward, as ye hypocrites well

know ! He expresses this scornfully in the

Imperative (which should not be advanced as an
argument against the ironical sense), and his

* Alford wonders that I adopt this view, which
gives "the most frigid sense imaginable;" but our
taste here differs—the reference to the Creator

seems to me indefinitely general and almost mean-
ingless.

\ Even Neander inclines to the ironical mean-
ing :

" But, on the other hand, where Christ em-
ploys this mode of teaching (giving a specific instead

of a general precept), the peculiar kind of special

injunction that he gives is always determined by
the character of his hearers ; and almsgiving would
have been an inapt injunction to Pharisees, who, as

we learn from the Sermon on the Mount, made great
show and display thereof." "If the words were not
spoken ironically, it must seem strange that Christ,

whose desigu was to aim at the disposition of the

heart, should have laid down anything so easily per-
verted into opus operatum." And in this we quite
concur.

\ T« ivovra (Vulg. quod superest) is obviously
no more than e/c ruv ivovnov ; it requires no ex-
planation, that all was not to be given. Morus
adds—quantum fieri potest. "We cannot under-
stand how this ivovra (as Neander thinks) should
be applied, like eouflev previously (as contrasted
with eijaidev, ver. 39), to the inner being of the man.

well known application is—Do this as much as

ye may, ye will not thereby avoid the woe !

The Kal idov, "and behold" (corresponding with
the vvv at the beginning), speaks also for this

view; as well as the KadapH ifj.lv ion, "are
clean unto you ;" which indicates the con-
demned, facile mode of their cleansing every-

thing in their conduct

—

before your eyes; with

which, finally, as a final evidence, the following

'AAA' oval iftlv, "But woe unto you," comes
into sharp contrast. This uXku would have,

indeed, no meaning, if the previous clause did not

refer to a false justification on the part of the

Pharisees. Neander says correctly— " You can-

not with this mock piety satisfy the law of God,
and escape His judgments ; but woe unto you!"
Therefore we have not here, as in Matt, xxiii.

23, express mention of their passing over the

exhibition o'f the i?i.eoc, or mercy, towards their

neighbors.

Verse 49. The remainder of the discourse has

been already explained upon Matt, xxiii., save

that " the words of the wisdom of God" in this

verse demand some comment. Hereafter the

Lord places himself, at his public and solemn
concluding discourse in the temple, openly be-

fore them thus

—

Behold I send ! placing himself

in the stead of the God who gave them prophets

and preachers; but now, at the table of a Phar-
isee, such dignified majesty in his words would
have been unsuitable : he therefore veils it, as

it were, in the spirit which we have before ex-

hibited as the significant distinction between the

earlier and the later discourse. It scarcely

needs proof that this entire sentence, which
continues through vers. 50, 51, and closes with
Aeyu iftlv, " I say unto you," can be no quota-

tion of any passage in Scripture—though this

strange opinion had been advanced, and Morus
speculates on a lost book with this title. The
Lord refers, immediately and first, to the wisdom
of God, who sends that wisdom which mani-
fested itself in its messengers, and which was
justified in its believing children against all un-
believers ; and probably not without allusion to

ch. vii. 35.* He then places this wisdom, which
sendeth the genuine prophets and messengers
from age to age with the simple truth, in marked
contrast with the blind scribes who boast them-
selves in their useless and unused key of knowU
edge.j But, finally, it is very plain (as the

parallel in Matt, xxiii., which must be retrospec-

tively brought to explain this, shows) that he

signifies himself in the undertone of this name;
for not merely in him is the wisdom of God to

be heard in a higher sense than in Solomon
(ver. 31, in this chapter) ; but he is himself, as

all true Scribes in Israel might understand,

the only-begotten Son of God, the persona!,

hypostatical Wisdom, which speaketh in all the

* This view, even if we look no further, suffi-

ciently explains the expression on our Lord's lips.

With any transformation of the "citation" accord-

ing to subsequent Christian phraseology (Twesten

and Neander) we can have nothing to do.

\ We have already shown, on Matt, xxiii. 13,

that the knowledge is itself the key.
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prophets and in all the bearers of Divine revela-

tion

—

See Prov. i. 20 ;
viii. 1, 12, 22-31. Thus

does the Lord " utter his eternal dicta in the

style of an ancient prophecy," as Von Gerlach

says, holding fast the truth.* One might almost

say that the Lord in his passing use of this ex-

pression would give the true key for under-

standing the Book of Wisdom, developed as it

is from canonical elements, containing the purest

gnosis of Israelitish faith, and stretching forth,

as it does, in its principles, towards the New
Testament revelation. But this we would only

throw out in passing, and not for captious ap-

plication.

THE DISCIPLES WARNED AGAINST HYPOCRISY, FEAR OF MAN, AND
LITTLENESS OF FAITH.

(Luke xii. 1-12 [Matt. xvi. G; x. 26-33; xn. 31, 32; x. 19, 20].)

All of these are sayings which were uttered,

according to Matthew, on an earlier occasion,

and in another connection, some of which also

appear again in Luke's Gospel, as ch. viii. 17
;

xxi. 14, 15. The Evangelist here binds them
together as a connected discourse spoken in im-

mediate connection with the preceding. The
people had in the meantime crowded together

in unwonted numbers ;t whether surrounding
the Lord for his protection, as it were, against

the excited and wrathful Scribes and Pharisees,

ch. xi. 53, 54—or waiting without in eager
anxiety for the breaking up of the repast—or,

if that be preferred, accidentally gathered to-

gether. In the heaiing of these the Lord now
utters a discourse, strictly related to that im-
mediately preceding, the condemnatory spirit of

which it still retains. It is directed to his

disciples, indeed, yet evidently with a view to

its being heard and pondered by the people at

large and the Pharisees. He goes on to teach

these latter that he feared not to rebuke publicly

before the people without, as he had rebuked
secretly at their table, the hypocrisy which the

light of his truth detected (and in which they
had invited him and listened to his words)

;

the poor deceived people, so far as they were
disposed to come over to his discipleship, he
warns against false masters ; and, finally, he
solaces his disciples' minds in the prospect of

the enmity which might be excited against

them, reminding them of most appropriate say-

ings which they had already heard, though they
had not yet learned them fully—to wit, that

they themselves were called to sustain the same
testimony to the truth which he sustained, and
with equal warfare and opposition of man. Only
guard yourselves against hypocrisy, by contem-
plating the judgment which will finally make all

things manifest, as also by keeping in mind the

ever-increasing publicity which will speedily be
given to the preaching of all truth I vers. 1-3.
" As my followers, friends, and companions in

* The allusion to 2 Chron. xxiv. 19, which Al-
ford lays so much stress upon, seems to us forced
and inapplicable, since the- question is still about
the ivisdom.

f Tho KaraTvarelv, ver. 1, is hyperbolical ; not
intimating that they actually trodc one upon an-
other.

the office of this testimony, fear not men, but

fear that true enemy and murderer of souls

(see on Matt. x. 28) ; trusting in your God and
Father, who numbereth the hairs ofyour head!"
vers. 4-7. " In order to the compensation in

the judgment, the confessing me before men,
and not denying, is the great essential ; he who
commits an offence against me may find for-

giveness, but he who withstands and contradicts

the Holy Ghost in His full testimony—ye know
what I said once before to these Pharisees con-
cerning that!" vers. 8-10. (See on Matt. xii. 31.)
" Therefore do ye, in the time to come, in direct

opposition to the sin against the Holy Ghost,

place your absolute reliance upon the promised
aid which ye shall receive from Him," vers.

11, 12.

Thus far the connection is clear. But when
many, after the interruption, vers. 13-21, find

in the paragraph of vers. 22-59 a continuation

of the same connection—that is, of this present
warning and instruction to the disciples, we
must demur. For, the whole has in itself too

general a meaning; nor will the recurrence of
such correlative thoughts as we find in ver. 32,

Fear not! ver. 56, ye hypocrites I ver. 51, divi-

sions, dispose us to determine that the whole
was but one discourse. Thus much, however,
remains certain, that our Lord turns once more
to his disciples again, while, in ver. 54, he ap-
peals to the people at large, reproving their

Pharisaic thoughts. For the rest, the section

vers. 1—12 has for its leading theme hypocrisy
and the fear of man. But ver. 15 begins a dis-

tinctive warning of another kind, making pro-

minent the difference between earthly and
heavenly thought ; care for the body and this

life, and seeking treasure in heaven ; Christian

prudence in regard to the future recompense.
The details have already been expounded.

It appears to us certain that irpurov, "first," in

ver. 1, belongs to Kpovixcre, Beware, and not to
/.tyeiv, to say ; for this was not the first warn-
ing against the Pharisees and their leaven, and
any distinction here between a first time now,
and a second time to the disciples in ver. 22,

seems quite inappropriate. But that sincerity

might be called the first thing of all, and, con-
sequently, that the warning against hypocrisy
might be introduced with a npurov Trpocixere,

fj-st beware, is abundantly clear. On vers. 2, 3,
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consult page 182 on the parallel passage, where
there are some specific remarks on this of Luke

;

and on the speaking in closets compare 2 Kings

vi. 12. Further, it is to be observed on ver. 4,

that the Lord designedly says, in special con-

fidence and with universal invitation

—

you, my
friends ! Ver. 10 is so strictly connected with

vers. 8, 9, that it tends to mitigate the threaten-

ing against denial of himself, and limits the ut-

VARIOUS WARNINGS.

most severity of retribution to the final persis-
tency in sell-willed and inveterate sin. In vers.

11, 12, there is opposed to this the simple, un-
fearing, confident obedience under the inspira-

tion of the Holy Ghost ; intermediate thoughts
may have been omitted, since the record only
makes prominent the significant sayings as they
recurred here on a specific occasion.

THE PEOPLE AND THE DISCIPLES WARNED AGAINST VARIOUS FOLLY:
COVETOUSNESS, AND EARTHLINESS OF MIND ; LACK OF "WATCH-

FULNESS AND FIDELITY IN THE DISCIPLES ; FOLLY OF THE
PEOPLE IN NOT OBSERVING THE PRESENT DAY OF

GRACE, AND THINKING OF THE COMING
JUDGMENT.

(Luke xii. 14-59 [Matt. vi. 25-33, vi. 19-21, xxiv. 42-51, x. 34-36,

xvi. 2, 3, v. 25, 26].)

After a specific parable, occasioned by an in-

opportune and foolish appeal, we have here va-

rious sayings which, with some few additions,

had been either spoken earlier, or were subse-

quently repeated. Not that Luke or his " re-

porter" has inserted a portion of the Sermon on
the Mount ; nor that Matthew, in ch. xxiv. and
in his Sermon, borrowed various sayings from
this place. These parallels between the two
Evangelists should simply impress upon our
minds the conviction that our Lord ofttimes did

what every diligent teacher of unapt scholars

must constantly do—repeat in his condescend-
ing patience the words which only by incessant

repetition could be eternally imprinted on the

minds of those who heard them. We cannot

see, for our own part, why this could not have
been the case in " longer discourses, which cor-

respond word for word"—for those longer dis-

courses would, of course, be less likely to be
understood, at one hearing, than the shorter

proverbial sayings; and precisely such, there-

fore, we should expect to find repeated. The
idea which lies at the root of all such critical

suspicion is this, that the Lord must necessarily

have been more solicitous about the originality

of his own teaching than the benefit of those

whom he taught.* This may be the case with
us presumptuous mortals, but with respect to

him let it be for ever rejected as utterly un-
worthy

; and let every man reflect how, in his

own experience, the most profoundly pondered
thoughts adhere longest to the memory in the

very words which expressed them first. All
these difficulties will then vanish.

The man in the company, ver. 13, had been

* [The reasons assigned by those who maintain
tho nou repetition of our Lord's discourses are,

rather: first, tho improbability on tho part of One
who was so terso, varied, and fertile in his teach-
ings ; and secondly, the fact that impromptu speak-
ers rarely repeat their remarks in the same form,

much less in the same words.

—

Am. Ed.]

a foolish listener ; and while our Lord had been
speaking of matters infinitely momentous, and
finally, concerning the Holy Spirit, he had been
thinking of his own, and not the heavenly, in-

heritance. He now breaks out into an inter-

ruption concerning a strife between himself and
another, touching matters of personal property.

The man of God had shown himself so fearless

and impartial in his contest with the Pharisees,

tfiat this injured person feels disposed to select

him for an arbitrator between himself and his

elder brother, who, being in possession and in

administration, refused to give his younger
brother his rightful portion.* Now this singu-

lar and inopportune appeal itself betrayed the

improper zeal of his TrPieoveijia, or " covetous-

ness," in a matter which might indeed be just;

the Lord therefore condemns—and this was his

own only function—both the man in particular

and the people in general, for the folly of such
entire devotion to worldly good. When he
turns in ver. 22 to the disciples again, he docs

not take up the interrupted thread of his

former discourse where ver. 12 left it ; but ad-

heres to the subject which this interruption had
introduced, though not without retaining some
echoes of what he had before been saying.

The fundamental idea, which bincfe all together

down to ver. 59, lie3 in the "\<j>pov, thou fool!
of ver. 20. The Lord rebukes the folly of the

mind which fixes its thoughts upon the earthly

instead of the heavenly, upon the present life

instead of the future and its concomitant reck-

oning before God ; warning the people as well

as the disciples against it with profound earnest-

ness. First comes the people's warning against

covetousness, with a reference to being rich to-

wards God, vers. 15-21. Then follows a warn-
ing to the disciples, arising out of the former,

against heathenish worldly thought and care ; a

* Braune thinks it probable that ho wanted to

sharo equally with his elder brother ; but we seo

no reason for this.
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warning which in their case would naturally

iead to more specific inculcation of the heavenly

fptrituality of mind which became their charac-

ter, and of that watchfulness and fidelity which

was demanded of them in the dispensation and

use of the gifts of grace intrusted to them, vers.

22-53. (How the concluding words from ver.

49 are connected with this, we shall see in the

sequel.) Finally, our Lord returns to the people,

and addresses to them a warning which adheres

to the fundamental idea, cautioning them against

the folly (learned of their misleaders, ver. 1) of

abusing and neglecting the day of grace ; of for-

getting and putting from them the consideration

of the judgment; and of failing to avert that

condemnation which it was still in their power
to avert, vers. 54-59. Thus, the whole dis-

course sets out from the wretched folly of men
in thinking to fill the soul with great store of

abundance; proceeding to the corresponding

folly among his poor disciples, in neglecting the

kingdom of God in their care for food and cloth-

ing; penetrating still deeper in the exhibition

of that last folly of the servants in not preparing

for their Lord's judgment; and turning back

again to the most universal ground-folly under-

lying all, viz. : the refusing to mark, in spite of

reason and conscience, what God is now offer-

ing to man's soul for its satisfaction, and what
He will one day require of that soul. Disciples

and people are thus interchangeably addressed

;

they are distinguished one from the other, and

yet so fundamentally blended that each party

shall hear only the same things said, according

to its own specific point of view.

Verse 14. Assuredly it is not without re-

proving indignation that the uvdpune, Man ! sud-

denly begins
;
yet not repelling him as a stranger

who concerned him not, for he gives him much
better than he asks. Its meaning is

—
" This ap-

peal of thine is altogether human in its earthli-

ness of spirit 1 Art thou bent upon going to

law with thy brother about mammon

—

in rela-

tion to that I can help neither thee nor any
other man, for to this end I did not come into

the world, and have not been commissioned of

my Father. Dost thou not yet know him bet-

ter, whom thou namest 6ia'uoKa7.oc, Master? I

am not appointed by God or man to be a dmaa-

tijc in general {judge or arbiter, Acts vii. 27, 35),

or a uepiarr/c, divider, in particular ; my kingdom
is not of this world, and I meddle not with any

earthly judgment or temporal business, so that

the enemies of the truth to which I bear wit-

ness can never say of me what was there said

of Moses." (The form of the expression evi-

dently points to that passage, [Exod. ii. 14,]

which Stephen aiterwards referred to.) While

the Lord thus declines what did not befit his

mission, he acknowledges, at the same time, by
his liuTtoTTjae, " made," the just prerogative of

those who were appointed to that end. The
word and the example of the Master is of per-

petual obligation upon his servants too, warn-

ing them ever against injuring the efficiency of

their spiritual function by mixing up with it

things quite foreign to its character; for the

rest, however. 1 Cor; vi. 1-6, is by no means

here contradicted, for that which did not become
our Lord in relation to "men" without, for

whom he had matter of quite different judg-

ment, does strictly and absolutely become
brethren in relation one to another. If Peter

and Andrew had not yet left all, but had been

at contention about some portion of their pos-

sessions (which he might have permitted them
still to retain), he would in such a case— un-

imaginable, however, in itself—have rebuked

the contention, and have interposed between
" his friends," instead of referring them to any
court of human judicature. The i<t>' v/*uc, over

you, must be strongly emphasized in strict con-

nection with the uvdpuTre, man.

Verse 15. And he said unto them; that is,

not simply to the two brethren (for who can

tell if the other was present ?), but to all the

people. He includes all who were held by the

same carnal mind as this one ; and administer-

ing his office, involving a much more weighty
condemnation, he warns them against covetous-

ness ; employing a popular parable, which, pre-

ceded by the most definite expression of his

teaching (ver. 15), is followed by the most defi-

nite expression of his learning (ver. 21). But
the instruction at the first stands only as the

ground of a warning ; while the concluding

warning points also to a correlative promise.

Take heed and beware (parallel with Kpivere uf
kavruv afterwards, ver. 57) of that nheovet-ia, or

covetousness, which, alas! adheres to and en-

dangers all ; that foolish lust of having much,
and of having more—that evil spirit and disposi-

tion which reduces all your otherwise lawful

vindication of your right and of your property,

to mere unrighteousness ! This is the begin-

ning; and at the end we have reference to the

being rich in God, without which no earthly

possessions can save the soul from destruction.

The doctrine, which gives the reason for the

opuTs, " take heed," in the on, "for," is by no
means the utterance of an entirely new truth

;

it is no more than the simplest expression of a

conviction entertained by all men everywhere,

established both by external and internal ex-

perience; the misapprehension and perversion

of which, therefore, can only be condemned as

wilful blindness, and sinful folly. The concise

expression of the German Bible

—

Niemand lebt

davon, dass er viele Giiter hat ! (Nobody lives

from having many good things), perfectly exhib-

its the obvious meaning, but does not corres-

pond with the more profound order of the

original wo|jds. That order has been found a

difficulty (literally, for not in the abounding to

any one his life is from his possessions)
; and

some have adopted another reading,* while

others have darkened the thought by a per-

verted construction. It appears to us incon-

ceivable that in tuu virapxovruv, from the things

which he possesseth ; should belong to nepiaasveiv,

abundance, from which it is so far separated

—

partly on account of the strangeness of the con-

* That is, adopting avrti instead of avrov ; but
this is not sufficiently established, so that wo adhere

to the usual reading as the more simple.
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struction, and partly because of the Infinitive fol-

lowed by in with its object; and therefore it is

wrong to translate—His life doth not consist in

this, that a man hath a superabundance of or in

his goods. Schleiermacher's view (following: the

interpolation of Michaelis, dlV in tuv birapxov

tcjv, " but of the possessions") :
" Assuredly, a

man must live of the goods or of the bread

which he now hath, but the nepiooevetv, the hav-

ing more than is absolutely necessary, is of no

avail to him"—is equally incorrect as it regards

the text, and very much more so as it regards

the matter ; indeed, it altogether distorts and

ruins the profound doctrine taught. Most cer-

tainly our Lord, who uttered the great truth of

Matt. iv. 4, could not have designed to teach

anything so doubtful as that anything creaturely

is necessary to a man, whereof his life must con-

sist : what he here teaches is essentially the

same as his word in the wilderness. But he

proceeds from what is altogether evident, that

man does not live of superfluity, and strengthens

that assertion by further denying that a man's

life consists in anything that he may have al-

ready ; so that instead of the dXXil, but, which

they would interpolate, " not even," would be

more appropriately supplied. This alone seems

to bring out the fulness of meaning : The life of

a man does not depend upon his having abund-

ance, upon (so that it might be said to come
from) the good things which he already pos-

sesseth. Compare the warning of Ecclus. v. 1

(followed as it is by a saying which our Lord

here refers to)—Set not thine heart upon thy

xprjuara, or property, and say not, avrupKij
uot fort, " it is sufficient for me." The thorough

understanding of the sentiment is developed in

a triple progression. Let the abundance be first

emphasized ; and we are constrained to confess

that the having superfluity is not the life, since

the man cannot consume all that is in his bains.

Then it must be noted, that we do not, properly

speaking, live of that which we have, be it little

or much ;* thou dost not live one day longer,

because thou hast bread for another day (vers.

19, 20), but rather thou must continue in life if

thy bread is to be eaten by thee. Finally, let

us seize the full truth which is intimated in

it far)—God alone gives and sustains man's life

in every sense ; as his lower, bodily life, so also

the true life of his soul, its rest, its confidence,

the satisfaction of its every need, now and for

ever. That this is the essential undertone of our

Lord's instruction, its exposition in the parable

will most clearly show.

Verses 16, 17. A man, a rich man, to whom
the Trepioocveiv or abundance is not wanting,
must miserably die and perish in the sudden
horror of night ; his foolish security fails to as-

* That vKapxov-a is always superfluous posses-
sion, as Richter's Hausbibtl says, we cannot admit

;

but in most passages plain evidence is found that it

is the general idea for the property which a man has.

But comp. ver. 33, and then, e.g., Matt. xix. 21
;

Acts iv. 32 ; Luke xiv. 33, xix. 8; Heb. x. 34. The
expression which most fully corresponds to it is pro-
vision, without direct reference to little or much :

comp. to. ttcijovtci, Heb. xiii. 5.

sure his life; he has more than he can well take

care of, but will hold fast all, and solace his soul

in the thought of ample provision for the future.

But how awfully is the case reversed ! He is

rich already, and is ever becoming richer; his

great field (x^>Pa instead of xu?l0vi a strictly

classical distinction) has yielded largely in a year
of blessing and fruitfulness. The Lord selects

the most innocent method of acquiring riches,

that which most obviously tended to lead the

mind constantly to thankful acknowledgment oi

God ; and thus makes this wretched harvest-joy

all the more frightful, and all the more impres-

sive a warning to every man. He thus de-

signedly varies the expression of Ecclus. xi. 18,

where an example is given of one who was
kXovtuv dnb irpoaoxijc *»' o&tyylac avTov, rich

by strenuous pains and parsimony. The fruits

of the earth furnish also the most striking and
apposite illustration of the truth which our

Saviour enforces, since it is most obvious that

the man cannot eat the whole himself. But
this the fool in his infatuation does not mark

;

his tI TToiTJau, "what shall I do?" with its

unhappy answer, is much worse than that of

the worldling who was at least wise in his gene-

ration, Luke xvi. 3, 4. He does not say with

an earnest meaning—What shoidd I do? but

—

What shall I do? At best it was—What
should, what can I do with it—to store it up in

the most effectual manner for myself? Possibly

his neighbor's land had not borne with equal

plenteousness; certainly there were landless

people enough around him who in their poverty

would have eased him of his care for the super-

abundance, and would have well known where
to bestow it. The law of Moses, too, reminded

him of these by all its provisions for the poor in

connection with the gleaning, the sabbath-year,

and so forth. But it does not occur to this man
that his own belly was too small for all his abund-

ance ; instead of that he only thinks of his in-

sufficient barns ; and the only aim of all his

prudent craft is—to collect together, and bestow
safely, my fruits, all which has been produced

for me in my land! This is a man like a

hamster.

Verses 18, 19, His riches now cause him
much care and disquietude, before his soul can

peacefully eat and drink and take content (Psa.

xxxix. 6). As he knows only the pains of

gathering, nothing of the joy of giving; as he
is only troubled about the irov, " where," and
fuel, " there," of a stately and secure place of

heaping up; his abundant harvest only brings

him much vain expense of time and money.
Kade/iQ, J will pull down I This is the schemo
of his prudence ; and the great work begins

with the destruction and pulling down of all his

unoB-Tjitai, or barns (not merely caves, therefore).

If any one spoke to him about it, he would pro-

bably in hypocrisy and thanklessness say some-
thing about the " blessing of God ;" but what
he said to himself runs quite differently. He
calls it ru, yevTJpard uov, my fruits, thinks only

of the field and its produce instead of thinking

on God; rests in the uov (the Ger. trans, is quite

correct

—

mir gewachsen, grown unto me) with-
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out any thought of his neighbor. As Gothe

says: "Im Fruhling denkt gleich der steife

Philister: Das ist i'iir mich und meine Ge-

schwister; Unser Herrgott is so gniidig heuer,

Hatt' ich's doch schon in Fach uud Scheuerl

'

(In the spring thinks too the sturdy Philistine :

That is fur me and my brethren ; our Lord i3 so

gracious this year, I have it well nigh in shock

an 1 barn.) Then will he say—These are my
goods! Twice, in designed irony, dyaOj, goods :

not merely as a general term like dxoOf/K.u,

barns ; but this deeper word is used instead of

Xp'i/tara, vKupxovra, property, possessions, and

the like, in order to intimate more expressly the

unspeakable folly which takes no account of the

true dyaOjv, or good. And then, when the

building is done ? Now shall his soul find rest

:

dvarrctvov, take thine ease, points to leisure and
repose

—

$dye, nie, eat, drink, to ample enjoy-

ment, not without luxury—evfypaivov, be merry,

finally, not simply to content and merriment

again, but to abiding repose in false confidence,

as Luther has it—Be of good cheer, there is no
more need! The ease he might have much
more easily obtained before; and, whether rich

or not rich, might have eaten and drunken. If

we go on to ask him, once and again

—

and
then? When the years have all revolved, and
time with thee i3 ended?

—

what follows? So
far onwards he will not carry his thought^ and
the foolish colloquy with his own soul dispels

and banishes all such reflections. " Soul, thou

hast''—is it really and truly having? Much
goods—true goods indeed?

—

Laid up—actually

insured against robbery, fire, and what else?

For many years—but hast thou a store of years,

too, laid up in thy barns ? His folly was four-

fold : he forgot the Giver ; appropriated all to

himself; counted these things the food of his

soul; and thought not of the daily possibility of

death. Thus did his soul repose in mammon,
as if that was the security of his life ! But his

poor soul is not at rest, and is not full of con-

fluence; hence he must exhort and encourage

it. The Lord make3 evident reference in these

piercing sayings to Ecclus. xi. l7-19 a (see in

the Greek), which entire passage lays the foun-

dation of this parable. Such people think of

their souls in the spirit of Wisd. ii. 1-9, indeed

scarcely going so far ; but they shall to their ter-

ror find out what the soul of a man really is and

must ever be.

Versa 20. God said—how impressively is this

contrasted Avit.li his words just before spoken to

himself! And unto him! which was either a

forewarning presentiment of coming death, or

may only mean—God said unto him by the

fact, Gods decree was—Thou must die ! Both

harmoiise together ; for the reference to this

nijht (instead of the many yecrs) intimates the

former, while the d^airuvaiv, "shall be re-

quired" (literally, they demand), brings death

into the immediate present. That which God
says, is done! "0 tnou fool, who didst forget

both Me and thyself, with all the wisdom of thy

* So that this passage is convincing proof that

he sometimes alluded to tho Apocrypha.

thrifty plans I" Comp. Psa. xlix. 11 and Jer.

xvii. 11. Thy soul is required—-not by a gra-

cious summons ; but God, the Lord and Judge

of thy life, plucks it from thee, and hurries it

away. (Job xxvii. 8, Van which does not stand

there for 5>N»i ) But God sendeth to that end

His messengers, dnairovoiv being, in a passage

so significant, scarcely to be taken impersonally

(comp. ver. 48)

—

they, whom thou, fool, also

wert ignorant of, My ministers appointed to that

end; see Job xxxiii. 22. We are taught again

in Luke xvi. 22 that angels have to do with the

dying of mortals. They require thy soul of thee,

that soul which thou didst shut up in thy barns,

which thou didst think happy, and which, be-

longing to Me and not to thee, thou hast cor-

rupted and ruined ! Thou art responsible to Mo
for it; comp. once more, the expression of

Wisd. xv. 8, rb t?/c tyvxiic drtaiTTjOcic XP^°C,
" when his life which was lent him shall be de-

manded." The curtain falls upon that other

" life" which awaits such a soul ; and the dis-

course returns to the goods and possessions, in

all their insufficiency to help—" which thou hast

provided; provided, indeed, and collected to-

gether, but not for thyself, even as thy fruits did

not grow for thee. Whose shall they be, in op-

position to all the I, and the my, and the hav-

ing, of thy vain words ?"

Verse 21. Most highly emphatic is the fearful

reference to eternity in

—

So is it I expressed by

a simple ovtuc. The following words resolve

themselves into a twofold contrast. The mere
Ojivavpi^civ or treasuring implies a labor and a

care which after all leaves the gathered goods

in the barn out of myself; Tr^ovrelv, being rich,

on the contrary, is an actual condition and pos-

session of good; and the ordinary phrase

TTAovaioc, rich, used to designate this man in the

beginning is now corrected—he was not in a

true sense nXovTuv, or wealthy. He who is

truly rich, has his life from and in that which

he possesses—and what kind of possession is

that? The Sogic Kvpiov or gift of God which

rcmaineth with the godly, according to the pro-

found parallel which Ecclus. xi. 17 once more
affords. A man, however, can possess his God,

strictly speaking, only when God possesses the

soul which belongs to Himself, surrounds it, per-

vades it, and takes it into His own fulness
;

hence it i3 very significantly said tXovtljv tie

Osor. " rich toward God ;" not to be merely

translated by erga, or as if the gathering fof

God were spoken of. The true tt^ovtuv or rich

man, believes, lives, loves, loses, and prays him-

self into his God, and thus he most super-

aboundingly finds himself again ; but he who
heaps up treasures lavrCi, " for himself," obtains

nothing whatever for himself ; and more than

that, loses himself and his soul to his rigid cred-

itor. Thus die and perish many in the midst

of their great possessions, instead of deriving

from them life ! Observe how profoundly the

second contrast, between iavru and r'c Oa'jv,

brings out the difference between the real and

the specious riches. * And, finally, we should

carry our thoughts beyond the external applica-

tion of the parable, which remains in itself a
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similitude, and understand it of the self-seeking

appropriation and heaping up of wise spiritual

goods, stores of knowledge, virtue, and godli-

ness (in which even the experiences of regene-
ration may again wither away). This truth,

however, only hovers over our Lord's words, to

be discerned by our thoughtful pondering; it

was scarcely intended to be taught in the present

connection, and will be further enforced at

chap. xvi. 19.

Verses 22-30. How appositely does the Lord
now repeat to his disciples this section of the

Sermon on the Mount ! He perfectly well knew
what he had then said, but the uadiirai or
disciples who now surrounded him (never the
Twelve merely, or any fixed and permanent
circle), had probably not heard it from his lips

—and wherefore should we hesitate to think
that he would trouble himself to repeat it in

their hearing ? The great contrast—the heaping
up treasures, and not being rich in God—leads
by immediate transition to the exhortation,
" Take heed, ye my disciples

;
ye should be rich

in God, and not heap up treasures ; that i3, ye
cannot serve God and Mammon /" Thus was
Matt. vi. 24, brought to remembrance ; but as
most of our Lord's disciples were poor and not
rich, here follows, as there, the warning against

anxious care about the sustentation of life, and
the clothing of the body. For it is the self-same

heathenish worldly spirit which is both in cov-
etousness and in care ; it presents in both cases
the same contrast with a believing contentment
in what the Lord gives now, and will continue
to give. M.) fiepipvure Ty ^wx'ij vy-Civ, " Take no
thought for your life"—here at first the lower
meaning of tyvxn and £uv'

t
soul and life, is taken

up ; but it does not therefore follow that in the
previous parable only this meaning was in-

tended. This time the ravens are mentioned,
ver. 24 ; not so much as being birds of prey,

useless and despised of men, but because of the
proverbial use to which they had been put—God
caring for their forsaken young (Job xxxviii. 41

;

Psa. cxlvii. 9). We have already noted that yXinia,

vers. 25, 2G, can refer only to the length of life ;

and this is confirmed here by the reference to

the fool who was compelled to depart the self-

same night. Ta Xoi-d, "the rest," indicates

everything besides this ihixiaTov, "least;" if it

is not in our power to retain the spirit when
God taketh it away (Eccles. viii. 8), even for a
a span of time, assuredly it is not in our power
to provide for the entire necessity of life, in its

clothing and nourishment ("a -dvra, Acts xvii.

25), which is to be understood as necessarily to

be provided by Him who gave the life itself.

(See on p. 103, our comment on the usTeupi-

tcaOe, which here responds to the dva-avov of
ver. 19.) Even the heathen can recognize it as
a naturally evident truth, that man doth not live

of that which is in his hand, and that the life is

more than meat; but the believing appeal to the
Father who knoweth and who supplieth their

need, and their seeking His kingdom, gives a
new and higher assurance and ground of argu-
ment to the children of God.

Verses £\, 32. These consequently receive,

from this point onwards, directions as to the dis-
position of mind which becomes them ; in con-
tradistinction to the covetousness and care
against which the Lord had warned them. That
disposition is heavenly -mindedness, which fixes
the eye and the heart only upon the kingdom
of God, the gift of the Father (vers. 31-34)

—

watchfulness as the true prudence and care, to

preserve this inheritance and gift (vers. 35-40)
—consequently fidelity in the dispensation of

the intrusted possessions of grace (increasing by
being dispersed), which forms the final and per-

fect contrast with the cvvdyeiv tu uyatiu etc

dno0i]Kac, bestowing goods in barns (vers. 42-48),

persisting in unwearied warfare with the world
(vers. 49-53). Down to ver. 34 we have still

repetitions of the Sermon; although altering the

connection of the words as they are found there,

and adding a sentence, ver. 32, which so aptly

completes the meaning of ver. 31, that we could

not avoid observing, in p. 105, that probably
Matthew had omitted it there. It is, at any
rate, a retrospective allusion to ver. 4. Will
He whose merciful good pleasure intends to give

the kingdom—deny to its heirs their daily

bread, and leave His little floclc to hunger ?

This expression obviously points to nourishment
and sustentation ; but the ft) po,iov, fear not,

extends further, and reminds them of the ene-
mies who threatened their life, the wolves of

ver. 4. The Lord in his majesty assumes the
same tone to his people as Jehovah in the Old
Testament, see e.g., Isa. xli. 10-14

; but in that

he calls it a little flock we have the New Testa-

ment assurance added—I am thy true, thy good
Shepherd I Iioiu.vi.ov or -rvoiytviov, "flock," is

not in itself a diminutive (as many incorrectly

say); but the uucpov, "little," is added, for it

remains a truth, the remembrance of which
should be mingled with all our assurance, that

the number of those who aspire to the kingdom
of heaven is few in comparison of the many
(Matt. vii. 13, 14). Not the entire people,

called by the name of Israel, receiveth the king-

dom, but the little company, now oppressed in

its midst ! These few are, further, Aveak and
defenceless in themselves, conquering by pa-

tience, exalted before God through their humil-

ity alone, and reckoned among His people

—

hence in Jer. 1. 45 (where also n'n"1 nay pre-

viously) they are called -,x*n i-^ys
,

li the least

of the flock," and in Zech. xiii. 7, C-->, an, " the

little ones." It may indeed be assumed that our

Lord, alluding to these passages, intended further

to intimate by the fiinpov, "little," that they are

simply uiKpoi or little ones, to whom the great

Sevvai iy.lv, "give you" remains an eternal

promise. The C^retf, " seek," ver. 31, is no
fearful, and restlessly careful pursuit of the king-

dom (like the tTu&Telv of the Gentiles, ver. 30),

but the childlike acceptance of the kingdom al-

ready given of the Father : not forgetting with
this, however, that it must be our entire and
absolute good pleasure to give Him our whole
heart; and, for the sake of the treasure in

heaven, to renounce and forsake everything

earthly, on which tho heart's affections might
bans:.
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Vers. 33, 34. That which, iu Matt. vi. 19,

was merely the prohibition of Onoavpifrtv, laying

up treasure, appears here more emphatically as

a commandment to sell tu imupxovra, " what ye
have," (ver. 15). As to the meaning of this

requirement, see on Matt. xix. 21. We have
often seen that selling, and giving alms of the

produce, is, under certain circumstances, and
always according to the measure of superfluity,

a duty which must be literally fulfilled
; having

its deepest meaning, however, in the release of

the heart from the devotion to worldly good,

and in the subordination of all our substance

to the purposes and services of love. The trea-

sure in the heavens is the better capital which
accumulates through good works wrought in

faith and love, as is fundamentally explained in

1 Tim. vi. 17-19 ; the title of citizenship, and its

actual possession in the heavenly kingdom. This
is our sure and certain personal treasure, (ver.

34), in contradistinction to all earthly goods,

lent for a season, and in due time to be taken
away.

Verses 35-38. Further and further does the

Lord proceed beyond the occasion which gave

rise to his discourse ; in «order to show to his

disciples what habit of mind must ever be culti-

vated by them, if they would attain unto life

—

anticipating parables, which, as Matthew gives

them to us, have their most appropriate place

at the conclusion of all his discourses. The pre-

liminary general exhortation, vers. 35, 3G, he

here grounds upon a promise to the faithful,

vers. 37, 38, and warning to those who forget

the end and aim of all, vers. 39, 40. The essen-

tial requisites arc watching and working, both in

their union and mutual influence. The burning

lights (a slight prelude of Matt. xxv. 1) are the

hearts or eyes fixed in the simplicity of love

and faith upon the Lord ; the clear and unquali-

fied aim of the whole soul, in the light of life,

which thinks of nothing but eternal life: see

further on Matt. vi. 22, 23.* The girded loins

correspond here to the whole body or conver-

sation there; pointing to zeal and diligence in

good works, in connection with simplicity of the

inward spirit—a figure very natural and fre-

quent where flowing garments were worn, as

e. g., Jer. i. 17 ; and referred also to the inner

man, 1 Pet. i. 13, Eph. vi. 14.f But here the

burning of the lights, and the girding of the

loins for action, are already presupposed ; and

the exhortation runs—Relax not the girdle of

your diligence, suffer not your lights to be ex-

tinguished, until your Lord cometh ! And now
there is a transition from the Father in heaven
to Christ, who is the Shepherd of his flock, the

Lord of his servants, the Bridegroom of his

faithful ones—preparing for them a marriage-

* The plural lights, which simply belongs to the

plural address, has been made by Brauno to indicate

" the several energies of body and soul ;
" but this is

a very inapposite idea, for each individual has but

one light—one aim, one eye, one heart.

f Lisco's negative idea, that of removing all ob-

stacles, is very impoverished. There is in the ex-

pression the strong positive notion of readiuess for

all earnest work.

feast in the bliss of eternal fellowship with him-
self. All these several presentations and aspects

of the same truth are concisely blended together,

one running into the other in a manner which
presupposed among his immediate disciples a

prepared intelligence ; and that the Lord him-

self is speaking out of the amplitude and depth

of his stores of instruction for his chosen peo-

ple. Therefore the dva?ivecv ek tQv yu/iuv, "re-

turn from the wedding," must be understood of

a feast generally, after which the Lord requires

the attendance and service of his servants
;
yet

not without an intimation in the background to

the effect that it is no less than a marriage-feast.

The Ik, "from," which is here in apparent con-

trast with Matt, xxv., maintains its specific sig-

nificance, when we remember that this mar-

riage-feast begins in its glorious preparation long

before the consummation of its perfect joy; that

it is, in a certain sense, celebrated already in

heaven, from which the Lord comes back to his

waiting servants. He would only find them
waiting and watching; having sustained the

test, they shall be servants no longer, but shall

all together be translated into the wedding-

guests of the superabundantly merciful Lord;

and then, more than that, become the Bride of

his love and his joy! Yet does the majesty

and the holy righteousness of their Lord require

that they approve their worthiness, by faithfully

watching awhile for him, that when he com-
eth and knocketh, they may evOeuc, "imme-
diately," open ;

for when the hour of decision

has come, be it in the second or the third watch
(he seems as if waiting himself!), he waits

not a moment longer, not even while the gar-

ments are being set in order, or the lights

trimmed. Thus those servants only are blessed,

whom their Lord shall find watching in longing

and patience ;* but they shall be transcendently

and inconceivably honored by their Lord ! With
a solemn 'Ap)v Xeyu vulv, " Verily, I say unto

you," he gives them a promise which we may
compare with that glorious one in Rev. iii. 21,

scarcely knowing which of them is the greater

;

and concerning which some one has said—Let

no man contemplate it but when clothed in the

profoundest humility. As among men a bride-

groom might, among his assembled guests, in

the fulness of his joy, do them more than the

honor absolutely required ; and as in the heathen

Saturnalia the masters were wont to minister

to their servants, so will Christ in his own per-

son wait upon us at his heavenly table ! If our

waiting for his coming has required us in any
degree to fast, what abundant compensation for

every abstinence is this eating and drinking in

the kingdom of God ! The Lord will, as a ser-

vant, gird himself (ver. 35, chap. xvii. 8), will

come forth to them in the zeal of his all-devot-

* Brauno beautifully says: Patience makes long-

ing mighty, gives it strength, and saves it from

being overstrained ; longing makes patience watch-

ful, and saves it from growing torpid. Without this

longing, patience would enervate the servant; with-

out the patience, bis longing would fret and corrodo

him.
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ing love
;
just as Stephen saw him standing up

from his throne to welcome his first beloved

martyr. He hath already served us, ever since

he took upon him the form of a servant; he

is continually serving us in long-lbrbearance,

putting on our garments and washing our feet

—else should we find it hard to believe what
he here saith. But then at length be will most

perfectly serve us, pouring out all the long-re-

strained fulness of his heart's affection, and giv-

ing us the final and most unreserved proofs of

his love to his own, as our Shepherd and our

Host ; 7Tapc?.0u)v, " come forth," too, that is,

turning to each in the great company, devoting

himself entirely to every individual one. The
washing of the feet in John xiii. was a type and
earnest of this ; even as every renewal of his

holy supper is a prelude and prophecy of that

heavenly feast (Rev. iii. 20; xix. 9) whereof it

is said—Eat, friends, drink, yea, drink abund-
antly, beloved ! Cant. v. 1.

Verses 39, 40. See Matt. xxiv. 43, 44. Ols-

hausen very needlessly and incorrectly refers

the oLKodco-oTr/c, u good man of the house," to

the representative of all unbelievers, the upx^v
ruv Kodjiov tovtov, " ruler of this world j" for this

warning, too, is addressed to the called and be-

lieving servants of Christ. The servant, as being

installed under-lord or oinovo/ioc, " steward," ver.

42, is at the same time master of the house in his

own appointed domain: this is the obvious rea-

son for the change in the expression. The gra-

cious Lord and Bridegroom represents himself

as coming like a thief upon the possessor of all

false and unwarranted goods, upon him who
holds his natural or spiritual possessions in un-

righteousness : taking away from the unfaithful

and corrupt servants that which he had given

them.* This it imports you to know—such is

the fundamental idea of the whole saying as it

warns his servants against all ufypoavvq, or

thoughtlessness.^

And now Peter interrupts the Lord by asking

him, whether he spoke these things to them
as disciples, or to the whole of the people, as

being the covetous sinners upon whom the

Judge would come as a thief. Many think that

he intended to make a distinction between the

Twelve and the rest of the disciples, announcing
that the honor promised in ver. 37 could only

be the prerogative of the Apostles. However,
even if r/)v napajioli/v Tairnv, " this parable," re-

fers to the entire discourse, and Peter is think-

ing of a distinction and preference, yet the

essential difficulty which occasioned his question

could only apply to the last-mentioned and
doubtful threatening of vers. 39, 40 (involving a
new similitude of the thief)

;
and the distinction

between fpof rjfiuc, " to us," and wpbc nuvrac,

"to all," may most simply be referred to the

* Thus ver. 39 belongs appropriately here ; and
is Dot, as Sehleiermaeher thinks, an incorrect inter-

polation.

f Not as Von Gerlach would correct the German
Trans.

—

Das ab»r wisset ihrja—ye know it, but look
well to it. Wo must admit that the Lord may come
to his servants even as a thief.

several applications of the Lord's words to the
disciples or to the people, as obviously exhibited
in vers. 1, 15, 22, 24. Peter deems the threat-
ening of instant judgment too strong for disci-

ples who had once been made true believers, at

least as they seem to be addressed to them pre-

eminently or even exclusively as servants;

hence he only ventures to ask—Or even, or also,

to all ?

Verses 42-48. The Lord answers only indi-

rectly, giving back the question, and leaving

the reply to the consciousness which every one
of them had of his own position and state

—

"Who then is such?" On the repetition of the

whole discourse in Matt. xxiv. 45—51, this same
formula is retained in their remembrance, and
that deep meaning in it brought out which in-

deed is not undiscernible here—" TVTio then is

such?" This is the true and supremely im-
portant question ; and not every one even of
you, my disciples, can give the joyful response—"I am he, the faithful and prudent steward/"
The Lord grants to his Apostles that there is a
distinction among his servants, that there are

many who are set over others; but in the case

of all such he only makes their responsibility

the more rigorous. We cannot admit, with
Braune, that, on account of the people, and to

obviate misunderstanding, our Lord only inde-
finitely explained himself upon this premature
question: to us the indirect answer seems de-

finite enough. On the double notion of faithful

and wise, see in Matthew, where the olnovofioc,

"steward," is called only a dovloc, "servant;"
but here we must regard the oikov6/ioc as the
true intermediate idea between the Lord, ver.

39, and the servant, ver. 37. He who is faith-

ful knows and keeps it well in mind, that he
is, as a steward, only a more responsible servant,

that he must diligently execute all his Lord's
commission with respect to his house ; the un-
faithful steward, on the contrary, plays the mas-
ter himself. Further, in Matt. xxiv. 48, that

wicked servant is another than the faithful and
wise one; but here, in order to answer the
somewhat over-confident question of Peter by a
more severe warning, he is the same who has
apostatised into a wicked character ; for tKelvoc,
u
thal," ver. 45, cannot possibly refer back to

the olKodeaTTornr, " good-man of the house," of

ver. 39, but indicates him who had been set

over the men-servants and maidens, over the
Oepairtia. Upon the dixorouea; " cutting in

sunder," as upon all the rest, see our remarks
upon Matthew—it is obvious that the amorai,
" unbelievers," here are those who have been
unfaithful, but with an intimation that they are

to be similarly punished, at least, as those who
have been from the beginning unbelievers. This

is the first answer to the question; then im-

mediately follows a second, more severe—If ye,

my servants and stewards, should prove unfaith-

ful, ye shall be punished not merely like all

those who have been called but have refused to

obey the call
;
your punishment shall be all the

more severe on account of the graces and gifts

which ye have received ! This additional clause

is peculiar here, and demands a few words of
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explanation. It is the reverse side of the bene-

diction pronounced in John xiii. 17. The dis-

tinction between knowing and not knowing
refers, primarily, like the question, ver. 41, to

that between the disciples and the people

;

then, prophetically, to that between Christians

and Heathen; further, to Christian teachers

more highly instructed and so-called common
and ignorant people

;
and finally, with more and

more restriction, to all relations to which it may
be applied.* 'Eroi/idaac, "prepared," without
iavruv, "himself," appears to point back to the

parable, whore those who waited for their Lord
were required to have all things ready for him

;

but in its strict meaning it indicates the prepara-

tion of the heart, the readiness of the individual

himself (comp. ver. 40, yiveade eroijioi). Aapi'f

aerat izoWdc or bl.iyac (suppl. nl-qydc, accord-

ing to classical usage as pointed out by Grotius),

"shall be beaten with many, few stripes," refers

to the law of Moses, Deut. xxv. 2, where it was
appointed, with typical allusion to a deeper

meaning, that the offender should be beaten

according to his fault

—

-i2C£S Tiyin ">~3. The

offender also who, w yvovc, " knew not," is yet

not dismissed without punishment, but receives

the oliyac, " few stripes ;" his ignorance being

not without its own lesser guilt, is also pre-

typified in the law of Moses, Lev. v. 17. Just

as every natural man should know, even of

himself, the righteous requirements of God (see

afterwards ver. 57, and comp. Rom. i. 19, 20,

32, ii. 14, 15, as also Prov. xxiv. 12); so espe-

cially must there be presumed in the case of

every servant called, a certain knowledge of the

will of his Lord. If any one has received this

in a higher measure than another, and yet has

lost it again through the folly of unfaithfulness,

or the idleness of neglect, it will not avail him
to plead u?) yvovc, "knew not," before the judg-
ment ; that which was given will be rigidly re-

quire;!, of that which was intrusted to him a

st' iet account will be demanded. The position

of not knowing, may be attributed to one who
has failed through lack of investigation and
prayer

;
though he also is relatively guilty, since

the perfect knowledge of his Master's will was
within his reach. But it most literally applies

in the case of him who knew not, and not

through any fault of his own, the specially re-

vealed will of the Lord ; who, however, knew
enough of it to bring him within the range of

responsibility. Hencp, to embrace this case

with the rest, it is not assumed simply in his

guilt that he did not according to his Lord's

will, but—that he did commit things worthy of

stripes. The concluding sentence assures us

generally, that in the preliminary times of doom
and severance which will precede the final

* It seems more natural thus to regard the pro-

position as proceeding from the universal, and
applying itself in a more and more restricted sense,

than conversely, as Alford says; who regards the

saying as in its highest sense applicable to his

Apostles and ministers, and having its application

gradationally downwards. But the essential truth

remains in both cases the same.

judgment, the Divine righteo-vmess will ad-

measure condemnation as well as blessedness,

in degrees strictly corresponding to desert.

And now, after having warningly exhorted

his own to heavenly-minded ness, watchfulness,

and fidelity, the Lord proceeds to establish the

grounds of this last, in words which he places

in close connection with the earlier discourse,

vers. 1-4. He refers to the impending conflict

between his disciples, followers, and confessors,

and the opposing world ; in order definitely to

point out to them how absolutely needful their

fidelity would be. He first exhibits his own
example; his own course through a baptism

of sufferings in order to the kindling of the liv-

ing and life-giving fire ; that thus his followers

may encourage and strengthen themselves in

him, upon whom so heavy a burden had been
laid. He then repeats some part of the instruc-

tions given to the Apostles, Matt. x. 34-36

;

thus taking up the thread of discourse where it

had been broken off at ver. 9.

Verses 49, 50. The meaning of this profound
utterance of our Saviour's heart has been almost

universally missed, and its force destroyed, by
the unwarranted connection which has been
established between the fire and the contention

and division mentioned afterwards. That which
our Lord declares to be the most essential, un-
conditional design of his coming, before he
makes reference to the restraint yet imposed
upon him until it was accomplished ; that end
which he elsewhere always declares to be to

save the world, and which he here so intensely

desires to hasten, must necessarily be something
essentially good and unmixed with evil, which
was to be brought down from heaven to the

earth—an intimation this last which must have
its force. He places this heavenly fire in full

contrast with, and opposition to, the waters of

his overpowering sufferings which would en-

gulf him in anguish and death
;
that fire, con-

sequently, is in itself—just as the Lord longs to

see it kindled—by no means " a fire of dis-

quietude, alarm, contention, and great change,"

not a " distinction of the old, that the new might
be established on its ashes"—indeed the sep~

arating and 'purifying influence of fire (Isa.

iv. t) is certainly not here the first and funda-

mental idea. The el, " if," must certainly be
understood as utinam, as a particle of desire, like

theHeb. bn ; comp. eh. xix. 42, xxii.42, and often

in the Old Test, e.g. Josh. vii. 7, Sept. for >\*
Consequently, this fire, which G-r Lord wou'd
so gladly see burning over all the earth, was

* Not with Schleiermaeher (and the Eng. and
Dutch Bibles)—"And what will I rather, if it be

already kindled? Can I change or hinder the ne-

cessary course of things?" Neander similarly

—

" What more do I desire, if it burns ? The aim of

my operation upon earth is so far attained!" Eu-
thymius : "rt n?i.£tov tft'Aoj kav dvrjQUT} ; rl tt?>eiov

dvu/xevu iv rcj Koo/iif). But all this is inapplicable;

for the Lord, in ver. 50, tells us that this fire does

not yet burn, he has yet to endure much in order to

it. Anxiety before it, and desire for it, are the com-
plement of each other.
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not yet burning ; his baptism must first be con-

summated. Contention and persecution of the

truth, however, already amply abounded ; and

that belonged, both in the case of the Fore-

runner and of his followers, rather to the bap-

tism. What remained, then, to be waited for ?

What was this fire? The "all-quickening

fire," as Novalis correctly says, which is op-

posed to the waters of death; the fire of the

Spirit with which, according to the Baptist's

early word, he was to baptize unto a new life

;

the Pentecostal fire in the pure sense of that

word. That is the "fire of divine love which

the Holy Ghost kindles in the hearts of all be-

lievers," the first traces of which are seen in

Luke xxiv. 32, but the flame of which bursts

forth in Acts ii. ; according to the sentiment of

Fricker's precious hymn, which sets the ex-

positors right
—

" dass doch bald dein Feuer

brennte, du unaussprechlich Liebender!" (0
that already thy fire burned, thou inexpressible

Lover !) Most assuredly, when the light of

truth becomes the quickening fire of love, it

must approve itself to be a purifying, separating

element, condemning and putting an end to all

false life. But this condition of its operation

is brought forward first in ver. 51 ; the discord-

ant separation is by no means itself the fire, it

is only the inevitable method and concomitant

of its kindling and spreading; until "his

sacred flame enlightens the whole of his father's

house ; the whole wide world being quickened,

illumined, warmed, and set on fire of love; all

souls universally glowing with the holy in-

fluence." The fire of life and love bursts forth

out of the deep waters of the Redeemer's bitter

crucifixion-baptism! (see on Matt. xx. 22).

Here, as there, the Lord speaks of it as a sacred,

mysterious counsel of the Father, to which he

himself, for the sake of the world's salvation,

must be subjected ; but now there is mingled

with it the utterance of a presentient foretaste

of the final suffering, of that anxiety, now already

begun, which was to be consummated in such

profound anguish. This is a most impressive

testimony, not only to a passio inchoata before

the passio extrema, but also to the actual har-

mony and concurrence of both in the great,

essentially one, redeeming passion. We must
not allow this undeniable cry of lamentation,

extorted from the human weakness of the God-
man,* to be taken away by an incorrect trans-

lation, such as would make nCic uvvex^fici mean
—How am I pressed towards it, how greatly I

long for it! For, the ordinary signification of
avvExeoSai is altogether against this, indicating

a pressure and disturbance of spirit,! an intense

suffering on some account (from fear, hunger,
sickness ; see in the New Testament, Matt. iv.

24 : Luke iv. 38, viii. 37 ; Acts xxviii. 8 ; and,
indeed, Phil. i. 23) ;

moreover, the whole sen-
tence would then be a mere repetition of the

* This Neander acknowledges as " the first trace

of Christ's soul-conflict in the near approach to his

death."

\ It is even the technical word for constriction in

breathing. Schleiermacher has " oppression."

former wish ; and, finally and conclusively, the
owtxioOai or straitening by means of the re'AenPfi,
u be accomplished," is in itself indicated as a
beginning of the punna/ia or baptism. Most
appropriately does the Lord here utter an inti-

mation, which, spoken aloud before all the peo-
ple, would be in any degree intelligible to his

nearest disciples only as concerning his own
already inwardly beginning sufferings—just at

this point, when he is inculcating the persistent

stedfastness of all his followers against the en-

mity of the entire world.

Verses 51-53. The full explanation of this

has been given in Matt. x. Where the fire of

Divine love is kindled, and peace seeks to come
down from above to the earth, this can only

take effect, first of all, in connection with divi-

sions, caused by the opposition of unbelieving

men ;* the Lord foresaw all this, and it was in-

deed his own will, since his peace could be at-

tained only by means of this warfare. Let them
cry out against the fire of the Holy Ghost, and
bring the same water to quench it which they

poured upon his own head—they will not suc-

ceed in extinguishing the work of God generally

upon earth, nor will they do any other harm
to the faithful, who abide in the fellowship of

Christ, than to bring them through their cross,

Matt. x. 38, to a resurrection unto victory.

Verses 54-57. The Lord had now been
speaking many things to his disciples, hi3

words stretching far onwards to the final day
of account when he should come back for his

servants (after the departure therein presup-

posed) ; and he had further indicated the pres-

ent time, since he had come now first, and in

which the dLafiepiopoc, or division, between his

disciples and his enemies was beginning to take

effect (not without appeal to the people's deci-

sion)—as the beginning of the dnb tov vvv,

from henceforth, of a continuous conflict. All

this the fivpiddec (myriads), ver. 1, might have
heard, and something of it understood ; but at

the conclusion he naturally returns to this peo-

ple again, and gives them, on their part, the re-

sult of the whole warning and exhortation, as

it affected themselves. Concerning the wisdom
of remaining stedfastly faithful to the end, and
thus avoiding condemnation, he could speak

only to his disciples and servants ; but concern-

ing the same wisdom, in thinking of that future

condemnation, and thus, by pondering, avoiding

it, the wisdom which would at least effect the

beginning of a separation for the kingdom of

God, he can speak to all the people. Whoso-
ever only will, may and should come over from

the multitude into the little flock ; may discern

the signs of that time in which the kingdom had

made its first entrance; and in his own con-

* The number five in ver. 52, or rather the divi-

sion into two against three (with majority on the

one side), has a proverbial character. But we cau-

not hold, with Sepp, that the five is alluded to as

the number of imprecation in the East (for the}' are

not all five placed under a malediction) ; nor find a

prophetic reference, with Lange, to the five confes-

sions in the household of the church.
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science so voluntarily judge himself as to see

the necessity of seeking grace while it was

offered. Thus we clearly perceive the internal

connection of this concluding word with all that

had been spoken before. Taere are repetitions

which the Lord utters according to his own

deep-laid plan, for purposes of specific convic-

tion. First, we have a reference to the signs

of the time ; taken, with variation in the ex-

pression, from M itt. xvi. 2, 3, where ver. 6, the

Lord warned rue disciples, as here ver. 1, against

the leaven of the Pharisees: we thu3 see that

he, at the sme time, carries back his discourse

to its original strain, before the appeal about

the inh jritance had interrupted it. " In earthly

things ye are wise an 1 prudent enough; where-

fore do ye not also of yourselves juige (withou 1

;

arbiters, taking good note whence the life of

man truly comes) what it would be ri<;ht for

you to do in this great timi of grace?" That is,

in order to obtain their rights in another process,

and one infinitely more momentous than any
concerning earthly inheritance—against the ad-

versary; and thus to escape the impending ar-

rest of the divine justice f

When the people in Judaea saw the cloud,

according to its usual course, coming up from
the west or from the sea (1 Kings xviii. 44),

they might safely* predict that a shower was
coming: when the first traces of the south wind
were felt, they could prognosticate heat (Job

xxxvii. 17), and so it came to pass. The Lord
now, as in Matt. xvi. 3, grounds an appeal to

the hypocrites upon this : they could seize and
rightly interpret the external appearances of

earth and heaven, but their profound insincerity

of heart, and wilful misapprehension of divine

things, permitted them not to mark the signs

of the time which his coming had introduced !

The parallel with Matthew, the reference to ver.

1 of this chapter, and the uniformly consistent

meaning of ixoKpir/'jc, "hypocrite," throughout

the New Testament (see again chap. xiii. 15),

alike forbid us to accept the refinement which
would on this special occasion adopt the funda-

mental meaning of the word, as it occurs in

Lieian's vTroKpirijc oveipuv—as if our Lord would
ha!f-ironically say, "Ye critical judges and dis-

criminators of signs!" Hypocrisy i3 ever, in-

deed, the first leaven, the tipd-ov ^cvihc, or in-

itial falsehood, which stands in the way of

man's perception and acknowledgment of the

truth. The Lord had only taken his illustra-

tion from the clouds and winds of heaven (al-

ready as similitudes of the tempest ofjudgment

and heat of tribulation) ; but now he makes

hi3 words more general, and adds the (yet

more obvious, and therefore first mentioned)

face or appearance of the earth—in connection

with which we may refer to the reckoning of

the harvest weeks, John iv. 35, and the like.

"Ye know how to test these things; how or

wherefore are ye so foolish as not to discrimi-

nate and test this time ? Why but because ye

are hypocrites, and will not!" This time, the

time of God's gracious visitation (ch. xix. 44) ;

the manifest tokens of which have constrained

the people's voices to join with the voice of

God, in crying—God hath visited Hi3 people 1

chap, viv 16, i. 68. The Lord points further, to

all those signs of the time, concerning which

see on Matt. xvi. ; but especially here to the

t
hu&oOat, or forcing, of the kingdom of God,

which wa3 made manifest in the warfare that

had broken out, and mentioned just before,

vers. 51-53. Can, then, the natural understuud-

ino- for the sufficiency of which tins text has

been strangely enough cited, test these things,

and discern what is right ? Assuredly—but,

first of all, only when a revelation of God in it3

si<ms lies obviously before it (for that is the

question here) ; and, secondly ? Alas ! it might

and it should, indeed; but it cannot and it will

not, for the most part, because of other reasons

which the Lord here bewails, discloses, and re-

bukes; it does not draw the simple and neces-

sary deduction from the plainest and most in-

dubitable premises, because—the sinner does not

conscientiously U3e bis reason, and will not of

and in himself judge that which is right ! This

is the profound, and appropriate meaning of the

following verse as it is uttered in this connec-

tion. 'Ap' iavruv (by no means merely, as Lange

thinks—from your own private relations) ob-

viously means, first of all, of yourselves, as in

chap. xxi. 30, so that not even signs and won-
ders should have been needful ; but the reason-

why I of myself should discern and jud^e my-
self aright, lies only in this, that I have in my-
self in the protest of my conscience against my
sin, the standard of divine truth ; the herald of

repentance when repentance is required of me,

the announcer of grace when grace is preached

to me. Thus the deep truth is just as Luther's

glos3 gives it
—" Can you see how it goe3 with

the creatures, and why do you not see what is

wanting in yourselves?" Alas! indeed, he who
sees that, and desires to see it without hypo-

crisy, is (as Oetinger says) "the true philos-

opher, who learns that which is right in his own
person." Only talce note (ver. 15) ; admit the

great need of your own poor souls, which can

derive life from no other possession than the

proffered grace, which, when laid hold of in

faith, makes it rich towards God ! Take note,

before all things, that ye have actually no right

before God ; so that ye may, while in the way
with him, and before hell closes your course,

obtain justification and peace.

Verses 58, 59. Here we find the confir-

mation of what we have before remarked unon

this saying as it is reproduced here from the

Sermon on the Mount— that it is here general-

ised beyond its specific meaning there, and, as

it were, spiritually explained. The mere refer-

ence to placability as towards a brother with

whom I may have matter of litigation, would

not be a distinctive conclusion of this discourse

—albeit it was occasioned by the contention of

the brothers about their inheritance—and would

be an inexplicable subsidence of the strain of it

into a matter quite foreign to vers. 55-57. Eut

the here intensified judicial expressions (the

Latinism doc ipyaatav, da operam, probably a

Roman legal formula; as also Karaovpeiv and

Trpckrcj,'-, the officer, executor), induce us to
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suppose that the Lord designs to exemplify, by
the complainant against Ins lellow-qreature in

the court of law, the guilt of want of love gen-
erally which cries out against the sinner before

the presence of God. Thus is exhibited in this

uvridtnoc, "adversary," the accusing Moses or

the law, which "often personally, as it were,

comes forward in the heart of man" (Braune)

;

and the Lord stringently urges upon all the

necessity of seeking the mediation of grace to

interpose and prevent the impending condem-
nation, before the time runs out, and nothing
remains but that eternal prison-house in which
all the loveless, covetous, contentious parties
alike come to everlasting harm.* With respect
to this comparison and relation between God
and men, the Father hath appointed his Son to
be arbiter and mediator : happy they who make
their appeal to him, knowing in themselves
what they themselves come short inl

THREATENING APPEAL TO THE IMPENITENT, OCCASIONED BY THE
REPORT OF PILATE'S INJUSTICE.

(Luke xiii. 2-9.)

There were present* at that time some who
had failed to mark what in themselves demanded
their own judgment and condemnation; and

thus came into collision with our Lord, like that

covetous man, eh. xii. 13, or that woman, ch.

xi. 27. Such were the hearers who listened to

his words! These had in their thoughts an

occurrence which had recently taken place, and
had been much talked of, in Jerusalem (as the

article ^Efh t£>» shows); and when the Lord
ends his discourse by the threatening of the

eternal prison of condemnation, they begin their

hasty account of a fearful crime which the

abominable Pilate had once more committed. It

is probable that they did not relate this as a
mere novelty (to come to something new) ; but
they told him, presuming that he knew it not,

and as in some sort connected with his word
just spoken as they had interpreted it, how the

governor of Judcea (ch. iii. 1) had caused the

blood of certain Galilceans to be miserably and
shamefully shed in the midst of their sacrifices

;

they not being under his jurisdiction (see ch.

xxiii. 7-12), and the act being in express con-

travention of the stipulations which forbade him
to bring soldiers into the temple. By this they
would say— "Dost thou call that a d'acaiov, or

"right" act, or should we not condemn such an
atrocity? Is not that a sign of this time, in

which the oppressed people of God suffer so

many things from the Gentiles? And what
sayest thou to this, thou who assertest thyself

to be the Messiah and the Redeemer of God's
people from the hand of their enemies?" What
he has to say, is very different from what
they supposed or desired. He avoids all inter-

ference with political matters, now as he had

* For that is tho meaning of Trapr/aav here, and
not "came thither," liko npooij?iOov, vcr. 31.

Further, tho tv avrij tu naipu (which is different

from liceivc), Matt. xii. 1, xiv. 1) in connection with
this expression, is not to be taken in so "indefinite"

a sense as such formulae generally are. Alford
thinks my connection too fine-drawn, but I can re-

tract nothing here. He has no proper ground for

his own remark, that there- is no such connection
at all. /

ever done, with as much strictness as he had
declined all intermeddling with matters of in-

heritance; for he is set, not to be the Judge of

the Romans, but the Judge of the sins of Israel

He does not even take the sacrifices into con-

sideration, so as to enter into the question of

Pilate's terrific desecration of holy things, and
of his guilt in mingling the blood of the victims

of his own tyranny with the blood of the vic-

tims offered to God. He immediately seizes

this account of the lamentable murder, or rather

execution, in the temple, as occasion for that

which concerned his office ; he turns it to a

threatening summons to all the impenitent, to

whom such events as this should be no more
than appeals for penitence, and types of coming
judgment, nis answer has two complementary
parts. First, a plain and literal threatening of

general destruction to all who do not repent;

connecting this for Galilee with the report they

had brought (vers. 2, 3)—and reminding them
himself of another similar for Jerusalem (vers.

4, 5). But then graciously follows in his con-

descension a new challenge to the repentance

which alone can save—in an affecting parable,

which exhibits long-suffering as an argument to

humiliation, and which makes the transition

from the people as a whole to every individual

(vers. 6-9).

Verses 2, 3. Suppose ye! Thus does he

assail in his first word the foolish hearts of the

narrators, specifically humbling and casting them
down ; sudenly passing from all that they calcu-

lated on hearing, to the piercing application to

themselves. It was their will that Pilate alone

should have received our Lord's condemnation
;

they had not considered whether, and how far,

these Galilajans themselves had sinned against

others ; and whether they, on the other hand,

had not offered themselves as victims of tyranny

and made themselves martyrs of God's servicer

* Neander's interpretation, "the Messiah would

appear against them as a complainant," forgets the

declaration of John v. 45.

f Brauno misses tho meaning when ho assumes

that these narrators of tho outrage themselves con-

cluded the specific guilt of theso Galilseans, and
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But the Lord's severe and convincing language

presupposes against their will what they, accord-

ing to their own style of arguing, should have
thought of—that these Galilceans (in the gene-

ral turbulent spirit of their whole community)
must necessarily have committed some outrage

themselves, or involved themselves in some out-

break, which gave occasion to Pilate's wrathful

command that they should be slain wherever
they might be found, even though in the act of
sacrificing in the temple. Thus, looked at ex-
ternally, they might appear to have been sinners

beyond others whom these things befell not;

but even this supposition of their puilt instead

of Pilate's, though more correct in itself, he
does not admit as light; but tells them instead

—Such are ye all, fundamentally ! This is a

holy example of the manner in which the

blinded world should ever be answered, and its

condemnatory rates of others' judgments be ap-

plied to itself. Being sinners and suffering ac-

cording to desert—this is the great point which
all alike must attend to, which must be eter-

nally and unweariedly held up to their averted

eyes. Although the Lord desires that at every
time, and in every particular case, proportionate

punishment should be inflicted on specific guilt;

yet he maintains in all cases the connection of

suffering with sin. Consequently—" If ye re-

pent not, ye will all suffer what your sins de-

serve, that is, in like manner, proportionately,

perish ! This is what I, your righteous Judge
and compassionate Saviour, have to say to you
impenitent sinners, on your way to judgment,
if ye must have my sentence upon these things

—nothing more than that ancient word /iEra-

voelv, repent, which you are so unwilling to

hear." They knew very well what this meant
—these hypocrites, who would not, in this time
of mingled ruin and salvation, judge <!<>' Iuvtuv,

of themselves, this iVlkciipv, or "right" thing; just

as afterwards in Hades it is enforced from the

conscience of the rich, luxurious son of Abra-
ham. " If ye be not converted, the sword of

God and not merely Pilate's is at hand"— see

Psa. vii. 13, and the like preaching in all the

prophets. The Lord also speaks as a Prophet,

when he says dtaavTur, likewise—this not being,

as many think, stronger than 6/noiuc, in like

manner, in ver. 5, but the reverse ; by this lat-

ter expression he afterwards makes prominent
the similarity of the judgment impending over

all in its external manifestation, while uaairoc

belongs more generally to the strongly empha-
sized uno/idade (ye shall suffer your punishment

like these), not however without pointing pro-

spectively to what subsequently happened.

The Galilaean people were also destroyed by the

Roman sword, and, in consequence of their per-

sistent obstinate spirit of insubordination, for

the most part during the passover sacrifices at

Jerusalem.

were disposed to condemn them rigorously; for

Hueh an assumption is highly improbable, when we
take into account the tendency at that time to re-

gard with favor every insurrection against the Ro-
wans.

Verses 4, 5. " Not Pilate, whose tyranny
ye protest against, did those things which ye
suffer, but God, who in manifold ways warns
sinners by types and earnests of coming judg-
ment." This is the meaning of what our Lord
now himself relates, or brings to their remem-
brance—the well-known falling of that tower

upon the wretched eighteen, whom it slew. This

means to say—The one is just like the other,

whether Pilate or a falling edifice, the hand of

man or so-called accident, all is by the hand of
God (Amos iii. 6). However various in the

kind and degree of their guilt these eighteen

might be, yet are they hurried away with an
equal doom of the Divine judgment, the depths
of which, as dealing with individual men, man
cannot penetrate. Thus much is certain—they
were guilty before God ; but now beware of

thinking that the special doom or suffering of

these eighteen indicates a specific and greater

guilt! (Comp. now, what, is incorrectly quoted
upon the former instance, John ix. 2, 3.) It

has already been remarked that the Lord now
turns from the Galikean people to the dwellers

in Jerusalem. We know no more what kind of

building this nvpync or " tower" was,* than we
know of the particulars of this downfall : if we
bring the wall of the pool nVtti, Neh. iii. 15

(which is the same, indeed, with fkv) into

comparison (both rendered " Siloah") we might
regard it as a proper tower, and admit the pro-
bability of the assumption that those imprisoned
by the Sanhedrim were confined there. This,

at least, furnishes an apt parallel with the case
of the Galilasans : in both instances they were
liable to punishment; in the former they had
fallen under the sword of the government, in

this they were overtaken by the anticipating

judgment of God, reinforcing the judgments of

men. '0^>ftAerat (debtors), too, instead of u/iap-

Tulol (sinners), seems to point the same way,
if it does not merely contain an allusion to ch.

xii. 58, 59. The 6/ioiuc, likeivise, in this latter

case, was yet more strikingly fulfilled in history:

the inhabitants of Jerusalem perished under the

downfall of the temple and the city together
upon the whole mass of the guilty (see Amos
ix. 1) : their Babel-tower slew those who were
lusting after a false freedom, as the guilty prison-

ers of God's justice ; even as finally the fabric

of the universe will fall around mankind, and in

his death the tabernacle of his body falls upon
every individual man.

Verses 6-9. " But ye have not all thus per-

ished yet
;
ye live by the longsuffering of God,

which leadeth you to conversion
;
your Lord

yet leaves you a term of grace wherein He

* The word itself indicates any high building, like

^ta», see Matt. xxi. 33, and especially Luke xiv.

28 • it mi<jht, therefore, bo a "garden-house ofsome
great man," in which a merry compauy were as-

sembled—or anything else, for the expression in

itself is quite indefinite. The description kv t£)

2,i'Auu/li is highly obscure in consequence of the tv,

but probably refers to a district or field, so called

from the brook [like the modern village Selw&n—
Am. Ed.].
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waiteth for the fruits of repentance." The fig-

tree has been generally, and without sufficient

examination, made to correspond with the

nuvrec, "all," the entire people of Israel; and
to this view Matt. xxi. 19, and xxiv. 32 have
seemed to conspire. But it is not difficult to

reconcile all these passages, by supposing Mat-
thew's predominant reference to have been to

the people generally, and litre to the individual

as involved in that. We are disposed to admit
that the Lord takes his allusion from the figure

employed for Israel in Joel i. 7 ; that this orig-

inated the specific fig-tree, and that in a certain

sense he does include the whole nation, as the

three years' coming and seeking (about which
more hereafter) indicates. But withal we must
maintain that the whole is only represented by
the individual, and that the Lord thus makes a
transition to every ujiapruloc, sinner, and oyei-

AerT/f. debtor, among the people, thus more
severely singling them out. This alone seems
adequately to respond to the awakening and
heart-searching tendency and scope of the

whole discourse, from the very beginning of

which these yet living are opposed, as indivi-

dually impenitent to those already condemned
and cut down; the specialising eighteen, too,

tending in the same direction. Moreover, it

might fairly be asked what the vineyard would
be, if the one fig-tree were in itself the whole
of the nation. It cannot be alleged that the
entire earth is represented here as the Lord's
vineyard (although in. Matt. xiii. 38, it is the
field which is to be sown) ; and to regard this

feature of the parable as only intimating that

the fig-tree, the nation, was not standing in an
open unsheltered waste, but abundantly cared

for and protected, is too violent an outrage upon
the uniform prophetical phraseology to be ad-

mitted. Then the vineyard is Israel, but the

fig-tree (uniting the two prophetical symbols)
is every individual example and illustration of
the character of the whole ; for as in another
parable the one man not having on a wedding
garment does not imply that all the rest had it,

so does the singling out this unfruitful tree by
no means intimate that all the other trees or
vines were fruitful. The Lord so orders his

words, that every man may immediately think

of himself; and passes in his discourse from
the cutting down of the unfruitful tree to the
Sermon on the Mount and the Baptist's preach-
ing.

The other very usual error in the exposition
of this parable, especially in the practical expo-
sition of it, is that of regarding the dresser of the

vineyard as being necessarily Christ, the inter-

ceding Mediator at the right hand of the right-

eous Father.* But in most of the parables
which precede and which follow this, having
the same character, Christ is the Lord; and is

it nor,, similarly, He who is the certain man that
had a fig-tree, in His vineyard ? He is, indeed,

* Many refer it even to the Holy Ghost (Iiange iu

this agrees with Alford, who regards it as quite
clear)—but this appears to us, iu a parable so sim-
ple, addressed to the people, too hidden an allusion,

j

the Lord whose coming is spoken of, who
seeheth fruit, and whom the dresser appeals to
with Kipu, "Lord," as deeming the cutting
down and condemning things altogether beyond
his own province. Even if the three years are
only regarded as a proverbial notation of any
definite time (or, possibly, with some latent

reference to the fact that after three years a tree
would give certain indication whether or not it

would ever bear fruit), yet even then the coming
must refer to Christ alone; but, for our own
part, we see no reason to deny the reference
discerned by Bengel and others to the three
years' teaching of Christ, the third year of which
was now elapsing—and hence we find it said

ipxoftai, " come," and not rjldov, came. That the

intercession only required this one year to be
waited for, while Israel had forty years of sus-

pended judgment, does not affect the matter in

the least, for the longsuffering here exhibited in

its threatening limitation can now, as ever, sur-

pass its own limits. Who then is the dresser of

the vineyard ? The definite article attached to

this should not be taken as denoting any one
single laborer in the whole vineyard, but simply
associates with one tree one who cares espe-
cially for it : and we are firmly convinced that

the Lord here, as in Matt. xxi. 33, means the
guides and leaders set over the people ; a view
which brings out a very much overlooked pre-

cision and fulness in" the parable. Thus it em-
braces the two ideas

;
that of the responsibility

of every man for his own individual soul, and
that of the responsibility of those appointed to

watch over the souls of others. Their office is

thus exhibited as in a glass to the pastors of the

people ; and in a manner all the more humbling
to them, inasmuch as it exhibits, in the assump
tion of what this dresser had done, what it was
their duty to have done to the souls committed
to their care. Sore judgments falling upon sin-

ners, such as those before alluded to, and hurry-

ing them away without repentance, most signi-

ficantly preach to the preachers, and say—Did
they perish through your neglect ? Have you
done all that it was your duty to do to them 1

Thus the parable cries now as then—Seek, with

all the earnestness of your souls, to save your-

selves, and to save others, from coming judg-

ment! He who would have less cause to be
anxious about his own salvation, let him suppli-

cate and labor for the souls entrusted to big

care I* Finally, in the deepest undertone of

this most pregnant figure, the meaning is

evolved—Let every man be the keeper of hia

own soul, let every man pray for the extension

of his own term of grace, that in it he may more
diligently labor! If any man complains—"No
man careth for my soul, to convert and do me
good," it says to him—On that very account

* I must hold to this interpretation, in spite of all

protest. It is not irreconcilable with this, that the

Lord elsewhere announces to the husbandmen their

own coining condemnation ; he here only humbles

them by the exhibition of what should be the duty

and diligence of a husbandman or dresser of his

vineyard.
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convert and mend thyself, labor as the dresser

of thine own tree, which should be so precious

in thy charge ! This last lies deep in the ur-

gency of the intercession, this unprofitable tree

pressing heavily upon the heart, as well as in

the application of the subsequent words—How
can I myself cut it down, that is not for me
to do.

This idea, however, is only in the back-

ground ; the final kuKo-^eic, " thou shalt cut

down," (mark, not IxKoipu, I ivill cut down) is

obviously the admission, enforced from the im-

penitent soul, of the Divine righteousness. The
tree stands, like every one which is planted in

God's vineyard, in its own good place, and has

been abundantly cared for hitherto (at least by
God himself through the abundant means of

grace in his very fruitful hill, Isa. v. 1); on that

account fruit is sought on it, the Lord asks con-

cerning this tree which he has in his vineyard.

If he says—I find none! it will avail nothing
that we ourselves, or others, have held the

leaves for fruit. But we must not prematurely
refer this to the fruits of good works, before that

first fruit of repentance is yielded, without which
all other fruit is worthless. We see plainly that

this first command to cut it down, against which
intercession avails, is designed only to convince

of guilt and to threaten deserved punishment

—

it is that laying of the axe to the root of the

tree. Although unfruitfulness in itself is suffi-

cient cause for cutting it down, the guilt of this

unfruitfulness is increased by the significant

remark that the barren tree absorbs uselessly

the good of the land, is in the way of others'

good—a theme ample in profit for the preacher.

The digging about and dunging embrace all that

may be done externally in God's appointed way
by patient fidelity ; the issue depends upon the

internal good or evil nature of the tree itself;

hence Luther's translation excellently advances
to the interpretation—" Ob er wolle Prucht
bringen," whether it will bear fruit—though
this is not in the text. But if not— then even
the voice of love can object nothing more to its

being cut down.* It must not be overlooked,

in our interpretation of this, that it is, indeed,

only the voice of divine love and patience

which is placed in the heart and upon the lips

of the intercessor; just as it is only the grace of

God which digs and dungs in the labor of his

servants. It is a testimony of the Lord's pa-

* We must not add hoc once more to the tig to

ue?.2.ov ; the meaning is simply in gosterum, like

1 Tim. vi. 19.

tience, that the laborers thus intercede, that

that they can thus in faithful anxiety interfere.

But this very same love and fidelity deems at

the end the cutting down righteous and neces-

sary. Thus the loving-kindness which was
exhibited after the severity of vers. 2-5, returns

into severity again
; indeed it is very significant

that the parable ends with this warning tone,

the Lord making no answer of assurance. That
loving-kindness was plainly exhibited in vers.

3 and 5, and is not revoked ; but as it regards

the individual, whether or not a long year of

grace might be supposed for the people, the

thought must have arisen—Dost thou know
how long thy day of grace will last ? Hast
thou received an answer, if thou shalt not this

day be cut down ?

The writer has been accustomed from the be-

ginning of his ministry to adopt this section,

Luke xiii. 1-9, as the Gospel for the annual fast-

day (Rom. ii. 1-11 being the Epistle). In fact,

the whole of the Gospels could not furnish one
more appropriate for such a day ; and we shall

review it in this light, that we may mark the

inexhaustible fulness of its contents, each par-

ticular of which, as it rises prominently before

the mind, might be a yearly penitential subject.

Everything is involved in it which a mission of

repentance to a people demands : the turning

away from political relations to the real amend-
ment of the inner man in the sight of God ; the

rejection of all false lust of freedom which seeks

man's good in external things, or would rest-

lessly seek to help itself that way ; the judgment
pronounced upon all improper condemnation of

others, and comparison between sinners, while
all are guilty alike and will without repentance
perish, though with repentance all may with
equal certainty be saved ; the subordination of

all judicial inflictions of God and all calamities

by him permitted, to the preaching of repent-

ance to all who behold them ; the reference to

the people of the land as a whole, as also to

every individual sinner counting as one in it;

the solemn prospective glance at the doom of

Israel as foreshadowing and typifying the judg-
ments of Christendom ; the plain and the para-

bolical words, the gentleness and the severity

of God, the long-suffering tolerance (how many
times already had it been said—Cut it down

!),

and the limits of the prescribed period of grace
;

the duty and the blessing of the cure of souls

;

the care for others imposed upon every one
both as laborer and intercessor ; and all the
other gracious truths which will be found by
every man's thoughts who shall diligently seek
them.

37
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HEALING ON THE SABBATH; THE DAUGHTER OF ABRAHAM LOOSED
FROM THE BONDS OF SATAN.

(Luke xiii. 12, 15, 16.)

There were, in the midst of the mass of the

impenitent Jews, pious souls. This poor woman
is probably one of them : for the Lord can

hardly be regarded as calling her a daughter of
Abraham simply in the carnal sense, or as one

of the chosen people : and he says nothing to

her about the forgiveness of her sins, or of her

sinning no more. Further, the zeal of her de-

votion led her to the synagogue on the sabbath

day ; and, when her health was restored to her,

she immediately before all the assembly glorified

God with a full heart. Yet was she plagued of

Satan, like Job, not for her punishment but for

gracious test and discipline ; there is not in the

entire New Testament a single syllable which
sanctions the idea that possession of the devil,

or a delivery to a harmful power of Satan, must
necessarily have been the result of specific guilt

on the part of the sufferer.* On the contrary,

many of those who are healed are at once right

in their hearts with God ; while those who are

in a state of frenzy so-called, are often found on
the retirement of the malady to have been by
it and in it inwardly advanced. Her affliction

was great, for the ric rb navre^ec, " in no wise"
(comp. Heb. vii. 25), notwithstanding its anom-
alous position, scarcely means to say that she

could only not entirely lift herself and look up,

but that she was so entirely bent down as not
to be able to look up at all

; and consequently,

that in all probability she did not perceive the

presence of Jesus. Therefore does he at once
regard her with compassion, calls her to him-
self and heals her on the sabbath, doing the

works of God from the unrestrained impulse of
the love of God. With most majestic simplicity

he only announces at first the fact
—

" Poor
woman thou art loosed from thine infirmity,

thine eighteen years are now ended—lift up
thyself, for thou canst !" But, because her faith

still required some instrumentality in the mirac-
ulous work, he lays his hands upon her—for

that reason, and not for the sake of the act

itself.

And now the upxtowdyuyoc, " ruler of the
synagogue," is indignant, for he is under the
necessity of beholding once more that stereo-

typed matter of offence perpetrated before his

eyes—the healing on the sabbath ! Yet what
can he do to show his vexation, full as he is of
the spirit of caste and official dignity, though
devoid of all sympathy with a good deed ? He

* As we may constantly read now-a-days. Even
Neander assumes that such conditions always pro-

ceeded from some moral disorder. But at the foun-
dation of all this there lies a denial of the objective
power of Satan, and a disposition to carry these
cases as much as possible into the region of human
physical nature.

does not venture to address Jesus ;* nor indeed
the woman, for her glorious sabbath-thanks-

giving to God repressed his direct indignation

against her, by appealing to the latent good
feeling of his nature. He therefore does as all

men do who make indirect and covert attacks,

avoiding the right object, and never venturing

on the right word ; he turns, in a manner al-

most ridiculous, to the whole innocent multi-

tude, and preaches to them, though they had
nothing at all to do with the matter, a strange,

inconclusive, and most self-stultifying sermon.

He begins, indeed, in a very stately manner,
with an almost literal quotation from Exod. xx.

9, 10 ; but loses all sense of propriety at once,

and knows not what he is saying afterwards.
" In the six working-days come"-—hither then,

if they Avere sick ? Thus the sick must rather

on the sabbath day remain at home, and not

come to the synagogue whore the power of Gad
might perchance give them healing ? What
then had the poor woman done, that he forbids

all others to do the like in future? She did

nothing on her own part, uttered no one word
of supplication ; she did no more than come for-

ward at the Lord's bidding, and lift herself up,

when she felt that she could. One hardly knows
how to understand that wonderful imperative—

On the sabbath day fi?j BepcnrevcridE I whether

—

Be not made whole, or what ? Thus the woman
would be in duty bound to reply—No, Lord,

this is the sabbath day, I am not yet loosed, to-

morrow I shall be able to lift myself up, and
praise the Lord 1 We see that the man has be-

come, in his blind zeal, a very fool ; he is con-

strained in his bitterness to allow the depcureveiv

or " healing" of the wonderful power of Jesus,

as ready to be exerted all other days of the

week for all kinds of afflicted ; but yet. forbids

to the people their Bepaneveadai, or being healed,

that is, their reception of God's grace, on the

ground of its being an ipyd^eadai or work !

It is on this account that the Lord spares him
in the answer which he, though unaddressed, is

constrained to give. He applies to him person-

ally the epithet which befitted his whole class,

vTtonptTu, " hypocrite"!—but immediately ex-

tends his words (as in the former case) to all

* Schleiermacher—" He would seem as if he

took no account of Jesus in what he says." This

is not enough, or rather is saying too much.

f We do not prefer, with Bengel and others,

vnoKpiTai, as if the ruler bad not deserved the ex-

press designation. This plural might very easily

have been a correction added to the ifiuv : the

Peshito gives it in the singular—KSN? 3C'S; and

we must suppose that the speaker, on the present

occasion, would have one word, at least, immediately

addressed to him.
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people generally in the synagogue, who shared

the ruler's feeling. Consult what has been al-

ready said on Matt. xii. 11, 12 (Luke vi. 9), and

compare Luke xiv. 5 ensuing ; from which it

will appear that in Luke alone we have three

similar incidents, and analogous answers. But

each of the three is characteristic and individ-

ual ;
the Lord in the present case naturally

says nothing about the falling into a ditch, but

merely refers to the hosing and leading away
their cattle to watering; showing them that, not

one of those rigorous censors would deny to

his own property, the cattle, the care which was
daily necessary, because it was the sabbath

;

though even these two simple operations were
much more like working than his laying a hand

upon the sick, or than the depanevsadai, being

healed, on the part of the people. Closely and
specifically laying hold of their common life and
its customs, he casts down the folly of the

ruler's reply by the reasonableness of Ids own
;

he justifies them in what they do to their cattle,

not indeed on account of the self-interest which
impelled these hypocrites so to act towards

them, but because the law of God did not

actually design that an ox or an ass should

suffer thirst on the sabbath, after having been
fed in its stall. These hypocrites might indeed,

if they had been so rigorously in earnest about

preserving the rest of the sabbath, have allowed

their beast to wait, without endangering its life,

till the first of the six days ; or with a little

trouble might have previously provided in an-

other way for its watering. But such earnest-

ness was not in their spirit. He therefore puts

them to shame for their want of love towards
man, and that their hearts were sealed against

his Divine dyaOoizoiyoai, or doing good. And in

speaking of a daughter of Abraham (for he sees

before his eyes an Israelitess indeed), he sets

before them the strongest contrast with a mere
animal ; for such a prerogative, when a reality

in the sight of God, was a very high dignity,

comp. chap. xix. 9 and John i. 47. He knows
at ouce, not without a divine intuition into all

the circumstances, all that was here to be
known, and all that it was right for him to say

:

the piety of the woman was obviously to be

seen and heard of all ; by a profounder knowl-
edge he attributes the dadeveia or " infirmity,"

by which the woman had become contracted or

grown together, to a irvevua or spirit, conse-

quently to Satan in its ultimate cause ;* and,

finally, of the eighteen years he had been in-

formed by no man. (The Idov contemplating

the whole, comp. previously ver. 7, idov, rpia Irq,

corresponds in the Sept. with the Heb. m,
e.g., Deut. viii. 4 ;

and brings out the years pro-

* The Evangelist's narrative derived the -" spirit

of infirmity'' from the Lord's own words. Brauno
thinks it a "strange expression;" but it is perfectly

iu accordance with a condition, which was neither

natural sickness nor the customary possession. The
Lord never laid his hands upon the actually pos-

sebsed, as here, ver. 13.

minently, as well known to him, or as if they

were written on the woman's person.) " Could

it be forbidden to loose, if one could, a woman
so frightfully bound, on the sabbath day ? Do
ye then acknowledge no necessities of charity

besides the necessities of interest ? Here is in

very deed a work of necessity and a work of

love 1" He designedly and calmly concedes to

their folly that his dnoX£?Moai, loosing, and the

laying on of his hands, was a work ; in orcler

that he may thereby make his own acts of heal-

ing, thus placed in common with human actions

generally under the law, types of all works of

love which his followers may ever perform.

The cold over-saintly ones might say, If she

has been bound these eighteen years, surely she

might wait yet one day longer ! But that very

circumstance he makes an argument of the con-

trary, for he who loves his neighbor as himself

would rather say—Not one moment longer

must she suffer, if help can be afforded her

!

Could it be forbidden thus to help ? Oi'/c tdei,

ought not, catechetically answers, in infinite con-

descension, the inconsiderate, proud, and un-

intelligent del, " ought," of ver. 14. Men ought

was the theme there; so now the ought is abun-

dantly returned

—

Ought not, must not she, ac-

cording to the law of love, which specially

ordains God's works for the sabbath as man's

labor for the remaining days, be loosed from

this misery ? But when our Lord so specifically

mentions the bond with which Satan had bound
this woman, we think that the reason must not

be merely sought in the comparison with the

unbound cattle ; but (as the Lord embraced all

things in his penetrating glance, and ever con-

templated mau's spiritual relations to God) we
apprehend that he secretly beheld in this

ovyKVTTTeiv, bent, and dvauvK-ecv, made straight,

a type of spiritual conditions. Satan, verily,

has bound wretched man like an animal to his

stall, so that he looks down to the earth ; but

Christ looses the bond, and lifts up man's face

to praise his God ouce more. Happy is he

who, after being loosed, needs no further lead-

ing ; but spontaneously goes to the water of life

for the abiding refreshment of his soul 1*

* Wo pass over altogether what follows, Luke
xiii. 18-21 ; since we cannot find any connection

here for the repetition of these two parables, comp.

p. 269. Schleiermacher agrees with Storr in refer-

ring this "EAeye Si to the preceding, as if the Lord

thus continued to speak to the synagogue
;
but we

confess that we perceive no connection. And it is

hard to understand how this is an interpolation

"giving the Evangelist's view;" that he is com-

menting upon the narrative of the healing, in tiiese

parables, and by way of appendix (as Lange thinks),

appears to us a very artificial supposition. We
would rather say—if the non liquet is thought in-

admissible—that vers. 18-21 are an introduction to

the following ver. 22 : Thus did the Lord continue

(after these his earlier parables) to sow the seed,

and to hide his leaven. But even this doe3 not

satisfy us.
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ANSWER TO THE QUESTION WHETHER THERE ARE FEW THAT
SAVED : THE STRAIT GATE AND SHUTTING OUT OF MANY.

(Luke xiii. 24-30 [Matt. vii. 13, 14, 21-23, vm. 11, 12, xx. 16].)

BE

This solemn question, addressed to our Lord
while on his way to suffer for the salvation of

man, may be proposed to him by men, with
three various designs, and in a threefold spirit.

It may be objected haughtily or wantonly, with
different degrees of pride, down to the scornful

contradiction of the word which had already
declared that there were few ; it may be uttered
good-naturedly, the hard saying being rendered
light by defect of apprehension, and with vague
good wishes and hopes on behalf of self and
others ; or proposed despondingly, in a more or
less disheartened spirit ; almost despairing, if

the Lord meant strictly " few," but a little in

doubt upon that point. In all these three in-

spiring motives, the question is really asked, Is

it assuredly so ? but it is only the desponding
spirit which asks in true earnest, longing for an
answer, while doubting in the very slightest

degree whether any other will be given than
that which already was latent in the question.

The haughty questioner knows himself better,

and contradicts in the form of a question. The
easy-tempered spirit hopes confidently enough
for an answer which will set him at rest. We
gather, however, from the manner in which he
here publicly accosts the Lord in the way, and
still more, from the answer, inspiring fear rather
than consolation, which he receives, that this

questioner, so indefinitely introduced by Luke,*
is not a man who has been sorely tested and
disheartened ; but neither is he an altogether
frivolous mocker, for the Lord enforces upon
him immediately the duty of earnest striving

;

consequently we must regard his tone of mind
as the result of the mixture of good-natured
doubt Avith something of Jewish bigotry and
loftiness.f Luther's translation of the concise

expression in which Luke gives the question,

hits its meaning precisely—Lord, dost thou
actually intend to say, is it thy literal and ear-

nest meaning, that few are saved ? The man
had either heard with his own ears, or been
told by others, what the Lord had uttered in

the Sermon on the Mount, and probably, also,

* For all persons besides Christ retire into the

back-ground ; their history being recorded not for

the sake of its reference to them, but for its applica-

tion to us, and as introducing the Lord's words ad-
dressed to us all.

f Schleiermacher is certaiuly wrong in thinking
that ,; Jesus had been accustomed to send forward
messengers who should announce his coming, and
overy one might observe their little success ; con-
sequently the question was assenting—Is it not
true, that there are only few ?" This is quite in-

consistent with the answer. If we must thus seek
motives, it would be more obvious to say that the
man would think—So many follow thee in thy jour-
neyings ; in what sense wouldst thou speak of few ?

the often recurring declaration of Matt. xx. 16,
there is so much earnestness in his disposition,

that he can not altogether shake off the impres-
sion ; it followed him and allowed him no rest.

The objection, however, which his question im-
plies, rests upon his Jewish supposition that of
course all the Jews will be safe, and conse-

quently that there must be essentially many to

be saved. This we are given to understand by
the answer, which with its " Ye" down to verse

28, embraces the Jews who stood around at the

time.

Instead of an open and explicit answer, the

Lord at first evades the question in ver. 24

;

while, at the same time, he reasserts his former
word concerning the strait gate, demanding
of every one earnest and strenuous diligence

for himself. On this follows immediately the

reason of it, giving the real answer in a two-
fold way : Every man may be saved, but many
will not through their own fault. He speaks
further with For : many will not enter in,

though they desired it after a certain manner,
and thought themselves secure (vers. 24-28)

—

others (in themselves many) will enter in,

though ye suppose otherwise, ver. 29. Final-

ly, in ver. 30, the warning conclusion is de-

duced—Thus will the first and the last change
places ; returning back to the first note—There-
fore strive I

Verse 24. " Question not much— strive

rather !" This is the first key-note of the

reply ; and it is applicable to all such and simi-

lar questions which man's curiosity may pre-

sume to throw out for the gratification of his

curiosity, while his own soul's interests are not
fundamentally cared for. The question in itself

involved a double error : first, the supposition

that it cannot possibly be so hard a case, since

all Israel must necessarily sit down with Abra-
ham, Isaac, and Jacob in the kingdom ; and
then, that the au&odai, or being saved, was a

thing altogether taken for granted in his own
case, the question being asked only for the sake

of others. Both these delusions are answered
by the Lord's single first word

—

dyuvi&ode : for

its full and pregnant meaning is, Strive—ye!
First of all, and preeminently, this referred, as

we have said, to the Jews (verses 28, 29 show
this), but then more extensively to all men, as

sinners and needing a au&oQai., or salvation—in

opposition to whom, as eternally contradistin-

guished from them, stands this one sinless Son
of Man, whose sublime discourse never adopts

the word we when the sinful condition of man
is the theme 1 To enter through the strait

gate—that is now and ever the great concern-

ment! Without sufficient grounds, Griesbach

reads dvpac, door, here also at the beginning in-

stead of nvknc, gate : but the variation of tha
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phrase in the next verse is founded upon as

good reason as the literal reference to the ear-

lier utterance in this. Both words are perti-

nently chosen as related to each other:, not,

however, that nv7*.Ti is an external pate and
Ovpa an inner door behind it; but niTin gives

the comprehensive idea of an entering generally

(an open way for passage, a door or pass un-
locked, hence here quite parallel with the whole
of the narrow way), while Ovpa gives more defi-

nitely the distinctive idea of admission or exclu-

sion, when the discourse reaches the shutting

of the door. Thus, in as far as ttu/It? here of

itaelf may be regarded as designating a free and
broad gate, the ctevtj nvXrj, strait gate, of Matt.

vii. 13, contained in it an d^ufiupou, (oxymoron).

Yet was it there as here—a gate, nevertheless,

which stands open for elaeWdv, or entrance,

and that to every man, who seeks it in the

right way and truly finds it. Strive, struggle

with all earnestness, and with self-denying de-

termination, throughout all the impediments of

the whole course*— then shall ye he able I

Thus, this word most decisively repudiates the

idea of any hidden divine decree which from
the beginning excluded any man, and by which
actual 6?dyoi, or few, are determined

; and refers

the whole matter to ourselves, of whom the
elaepxecOai, entering, and laxveiv, being able, are

predicated—a word before which the whole
brood of human and conventional methods of

evading and denying its force should retire into

annihilation.

But though most assuredly all might, and all

could, if they would, enter in, yet this true and
perfect willing, even to the final end and
entrance, is a great and glorious and therefore

rare thing. The Lord does not merely confirm,

he strengthens also his former utterance, and
makes the gate more strait than it first appeared
in the former declaration. Then the contrast

was with the many who naturally walk in the

broad way ; but now, even among those few
who care for the kingdom of God, and actually

strive after salvation— there are many who
strive in vain ! This is indeed a hard saying,

and there is much that is highly critical involved

in it.+ And first, it may be said with strict

propriety that &tuv, seeking, is not dyuvi&odai,

striving ; and that the Lord here, according to

ver. 28, refers to that perverted endeavor of Is-

rael described in Rom. ix. 31-33, which passes

by the strait gate, knocks in vain at a false

door, and by no means can establish a righ-

teousness of its own, or discover a broader way
than that of regeneration through faith in Christ.

For in connection with the second eioeXduv,

* la this expression of our Lord, we have the

germ of Paul's subsequent phraseology, in which
the idea of the athlete and the contest, with and
without figure, so habitually occurs.

\ " A more direct contradiction to the destructive

error of the final restoration of all the fallen than
these words contain, can scarcely be imagined."

So says Yon Gerlach, and we unite with him in

protesting against the error ; but this discourse of

our Lord, properly understood, is not one of the

strongest protestations against it.

" enter," we do not find Sii ttjc arevijc ttvXtjc,

"through the strait gate," and hence we may
understand it as meaning that many will seek

to enter, by other ways broader than this, into

the kingdom of God and its salvation. But the

meaning penetrates deeper, and, according to

the strict and emphatic connection of the entire

discourse, includes the idea that there are many
who even run for a time in the right course of

the narrow way (1 Cor. ix. 24), eager to con-

tend for the crown through the " strait gate"

—

but they neither run nor strive lawfully (2 Tim.

ii. 5). What then is that foreZv, or seeking,

which is false, or which avails not to the final

entering in; which, however it may resemble

the lawful striving, only engenders a false con-

fidence, which will be undeceived at last ? It

may be replied that the many do not, properly

speaking, strive, their earnestness and zeal are

not sufficiently intense,* and that may well be:

but we must add—what is, alas! too commonly

j

forgotten—that many there are who strive only

too much, that is, who secretly introduce into

the good fight of faith self-righteousness in its

deepest disguise, would enforce their salvation

by the ^nrelv, or seeking, of their own personal

energy, working and will, forgetting all the

time that it is not of him that willeth, nor of

him that runneth, but of God that showeth
mercy (Rom. ix. 16). This declaration is the

necessary complement for the right apprehen-

sion of the meaning of our Lord's words—or we
may take for that purpose words of his own on
another occasion, Matt, xviii. 3, xix. 14, Mark
x. 15, spoken for our encouragement under the

form of stern requirement. The final ova lax*-
a ova i, " shall not be able," makes it manifest

that he is pointing, not merely to a lack of

energy applied, but also to an excess of the

wrong kind of energy—They shall not accom-
plish their purpose by all their own might, to

renounce which, indeed, is the true warfare of

self-denial, and the only method of attaining to

that simplicity and poverty of spirit which can

alone enter through the strait gate of grace.f

Verses 25-27. Hitherto the gate has been

only strait, now at length the door is shut. The
Lord dilates his warning declaration, predicting

—first, the impending rejection of the many; as

exhibited in a similitude wherein a renewed re-

jection of those who revolt against the first is

solemnly asserted—and then, in ver. 28, the

misery of those who are thus irreversibly thrust

out. The rore, " then," of ver. 26 answers to

the up ov, " when once," of ver. 25, and in it lies

the emphasis of the whole. This has immediate
reference to their exclusion at the first period of

judgment in the kingdom established
1

upon

* According to Roos—Would enter with " sloth-

ful wishes;" or Von Gerlach—Seek it "in a certain

external sense."

\ The unqualified translation of this passage

which the generally penetrating " Kalender fur Zdt
und EwigkeiV (Villingen in Sehwarzwald, 1843.

Romanist alas !) gives us—"They shall not be able,

because they do not apply force enough"—is cer-

tainly biassed, one-sided, and false.
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earth (ver. 28), and not to the day of final con-

demnation. Compare on this what was said on

Matt. xxiv. 48-51. Ver. 27 does, indeed, extend

forward its threatening, for the several judg-

ments stand in close connection ;
but the being

excluded is not yet, as such, eternal torment.*

The Master of the house is risen up, after long

and patient waiting, to bring in the first con-

cluding period of his kingdom's revelation for

all who have been made worthy; they who re-

garded themselves as having the prerogative to

enter, and who unexpectedly find themselves

without when the door is suddenly shut, begin

to utter most earnestly their "Lord, Lord," and

will not submit to his first rejection, for they

flatter themselves they have been in fellowship

with him, and that he must, in spite of every

appearance, know and acknowledge them. We
shall find it hard here to include in this pro-

scription all Israel, seeking the kingdom inde-

pendently of Christ, unless we firmly hold fast

the principle that in such widely-comprehensive

representations as this, we are not to expect

that every circumstance will precisely harmo-

nise. In the present case the accompanying
ox^oi, multitudes, are most obviously in our Sa-

viour's view, and the discourse connects itself

with, and springs from, them—then figuratively

extending its range further. The eating and
drinking in the Lord's presence (note—only

huTziov without any internal communion) sug-

gests to us immediately the miraculous feedings
;

but the koI niveiv, '" and drank," includes a ref-

erence to the fulfilment of that wilderness type,

1 Cor. x. 3, 4, in the Christian sacrament ; the

general fundamental idea remains—"Yet were
we admitted guests at the some-time table of

thy kingdom and grace, where thou wast so

compassionate and patient! Thou hast taught

in our streets, among our houses and towns,

giving thy public instruction to us as most fre-

quent and attentive hearers"—as was abun-
dantly the case at this very time,t and will ever

be the case with many who place their sole

confidence in this, down to the final shutting of

the door. But although these objectors mean to

say—Who, if not ourselves, shall enter in to

thee? yet have they never purely and essen-

tially done his will ; and they receive as a whole
and in common (though not without degrees of

difference) that fearful word spoken before in

* And so far this is not literally one of the strong-

est texts to establish the definite loss of salvation

in the case of the many—though the final judgment
lies threateningly in the back-ground of the former.

f Which adjunct idea Schleiermacher makes pro-

minent: "This word was spoken in Galilee, where
many thus heard, and ate and drank with him."
This is correct enough as the point of connection
for the whole figurative discourse, but we cannot
admit what follows—" aud stood in the relation of
guests to Jesus 1" For this is inappropriate and
uutrue : who was a guest of Jesus ? This word is

therefore figurative, and reaches much further.

Matt. vii. 23 ; they remain without as evil-doers,

and through their own personal fault.*

Verses 28-30. Without disparagement to

the much wider and deeper significance of the
first warning, the Lord now turns the imme-
diate application of his word to Israel not seek-
ing the kingdom of God, or if seeking it, seek-

ing it otherwise than in the true way. That
which he thus predicts is a repetition from
Matt. viii. 11, 12. Thus, moreover, they are not

few who shall sit down at the table (see the

popular notion, Luke xiv. 15, as it is rightly to

be interpreted)—this, though intimated (and
asserted in Matt. viii. in connection with these

words), is by design not expressly uttered here.f

The excluded now first see (" to their intoler-

able vexation"—Roos thinks) the blessedness of

those who are admitted—compare afterwards

chap. xvi. 23. The coming, entering in, and sit-

ting down in enjoyment, is the antithesis of the

mere ^nrelv, " seek," previously used. Whether,
as Bengel suggests, the successive order of the

four quarters prospectively hints at the process

of the Gospel's missionary history, which began
with the East and now rests in the South, we
would leave undecided : however it may offend

some, the thing itself is certain. The Lord
probably takes his last saying, ver. 30 (here

uttered with a strictly corresponding eioiv, are,

and laovrai, shall be), from an earlier declaration

which had been spoken in full as we find it in

Matt. xx. 16 ; thereby referring the answer here
given to both those places in which he had
spoken of the " few." It is still remarkable, in

regard to the prophetical allusion just mentioned,

that in fact, and on the whole, the Oriental first

Christians have become the last, and that the

late comers from the South to all appearance

may become the first. Thus much is certain,

amid these doubtful appplications, that the word
of the Spirit often embraces, as we see in this

discourse of our Lord, and generally elsewhere,

the most specific fulfilments of its meaning in

individual cases and in internal things, in imme-
diate connection with its typical exhibition in

the general progress of hie kingdom : for the

history of that kingdom is so ordered by his

hand as to be the counterpart of all his other

wonderful works (Psa. lxxviii. 2).

* It is most striking that epyurai stands here

solitarily in Luke, which always designates laborers

in the hire and service of another. We never find

7« ">Vyfe so translated in the Old Testament: but

iu 1 Mace. iii. 6 the expression is thus found. We
have already referred to this in our Andeutungen fur
gl. Schriftv. ii. Sammlung, among the allusions to

passages in the Apocrypha. Compare, moreover,

Xenoph. Memor. ii. 1. 27.

—

t£>v iiaXtiv nui oe/ivuv

epydrnv.

f Miserably deficient is the narrow interpretation

of Schleiermacher, that " only to the Palestine Jew?
was it so preeminently hard, to find this first

entrance; the others, not a few, but very many,
might enter in, from all places and ends of the

earth 1"
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REPLY TO THE HYPOCRITICAL WARNING AGAINST HEROD
AND THE PROPHET-MURDERESS ; PROPHETIC

DEPARTURE FROM JERUSALEM.

(Luke xiii. 32-35 [Matt, xxiii. 37-39]).

THE FOX

Our Lord's long last journey to Jerusalem, as

recorded by Luke, will always retain some
measure of obscurity for the harmonists. Two
things, however, are sufficiently plain : first,

that lie mentions individual occurrences with-

out strict regard to chronology, even repeating

and intercalating some things elsewhere re-

corded ; and, secondly, that in his account of

the entire journey, the emphasis is laid upon
the Lord's going to encounter his closely im-

pending sufferings and death. We cannot con-

cur with Wieseler's recent scheme ;* and think

it very doubtful whether Luke xiii. 22 indicates

the setting out towards Bethany of John xi. 1

;

to us it seems more like an intimation of a con-

tinuous onward course after chap. ix. 51. And
here in chap. xiii. 31 the same day cannot sig-

nify a definite day of departure, for that would
not consist with verse 22. We mention this

now preparatorily, as it will be found of mo-
ment for the interpretation of the three days.

Another preliminary question before we en-

ter on the subject is this, What was the mean-
ing of the warning against the snares of Herod,
on the part of the Pharisees ? or, Did the in-

formation that Herod sought to kill Jesus rest

upon any foundation of truth ? It is scarcely

imaginable in itself that the Pharisees would
warn the Lord with a sincere and honest inten-

tion, and the idea is contradicted by the severe

reply which they received ; but it is almost
equally obvious that the entire story was no
more than a false report. That Herod, after

the beheading of John the Baptist, should have
ventured to conceive an attack upon Jesus, ac-

cords neither with his character nor with the

simple account of Luke ix. 7-9, which repre-

sents him as greatly desirous to see the Sa-
viour, a desire, too, which chap, xxiii. 8 once
more exhibits as having been permanent.
Thus these two passages of the same evangelist

forbid us to assume that Herod wished to

frighten Jesus away from his territory, and em-
ployed these Pharisees to that end. It were
better to say, that, if they did not actually in-

vent the dfAei ae uironTelvai, "will kill thee"

(which, again, seems unconformable with their

craftiness of character), yet they had taken up
some groundless report and brought it to the

Lord—in order that they might put an end to

his too Ions wandering: about and evasion, and

* And particularly iu his assumption that Luke
ix. 51 corresponds with the coming to the feast of

Tabernacles, John vii. 10; for this would be too

early, being half a year before, for the ilvu^rjibtr

now approaching (a word which we must not ex-

plain awa}') ; besides which, such a public journey-

ing towards Jerusalem very ill harmonizes with the

<if er Kpvnry of John.

thus hypocritically hasten him to Jerusalem
,

with the design, further, of testing whether he

would be accessible to fear.* This very proba-

ble supposition best harmonizes with the other-

wise very obscure answer of Jesus ; which cer-

tainly does not, as has been said, " make it

very plain that the words of the Pharisees

were no falsehood."

Verse 32. We can now altogether agree

with Ebrard, that the Lord, penetrating their

cunning device, replied to them ironically—
" Tell this Herod, who, according to your repre-

sentation, is so crafty." " That he terms Herod
crafty, as if he believed them ; and that he fur-

ther commissions them to go to this Herod,
whom they thus complain of to him—both
these things, taken together, intimate plainly

that he perceives their craftiness."! Herod and
yourselves are altogether in concert and alike—
this is the fundamental idea for our understand-

ing of the word. They had begun

—

1%e16e nal

nopevovj "get thee out and depart"; and he
now, in his first TvopevdsvTec, " go," immediately
gives them back their dismissal. Now, although

the designation " that fox" very aptly describes

one who had acquired and maintained domin-
ion, less by energetic vigor than by subtle in-

trigues, and might very probably have been an
expression in common use which the Lord thus

gave them to understand that he knew ; and
although such a comparison " in its ancient

sense and use" might, as has been said, contain

a less offensive allusion than in our times
;
yet

we cannot believe that our Lord would directly

and in earnest have spoken in such a manner
of the ruler of his country, and with the possi-

bility of their going and saying—He called thee

a fox ! This would have been unexampled in

the whole tenor of our Lord's deportment, who
so scrupulously maintained decorum towards
the existing powers of the land ; always divert-

ing the question both from Herod and Pilate

* " They make Herod's murderous character

their pretenco ; he had already caused the Baptist

to be put to death. That was a crafty scheme, if it

had succeeded. Jesus, in exhibiting fear, would
elevate the courage of his enemies, and, more than

that, would have destroyed his own reputation

among the people, thus making himself an easy

prey" (Braune).

j- Neander thinks it would have been unworthy
of our Lord, to rebuke the Pharisees through Herod,

and that ho would have told them plainly that ho
penetrated their craftiness. But it appears to us

that he does let them know it, though in their own
tone, and in a manner which they would well un-

derstand. Yet Neander himself says, just as we
have said, that these Pharisees probably acted from
motives of their own, using for their own purposes
a report probably untrue.
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when occasion arose for speaking against them,

and for deep reasons not even using in all its

rigor his own prophetic prerogative of inveigh-

ing against rulers. That he does call Herod a

fox, however, remains certain after all ; but the

case is very much altered, and does not trans-

gress the limits of propriety to be preserved, if,

as Olshausen says, " this word is in reality

aimed only at themselves, under the name of

Herod—that that fox, of whom they idly re-

ported, existed nowhere else than in their own
hearts." In fact this seems to express itself in

the ironical tone of the ravrn, that, itself. How
closely compacted are you and your Herod in

cunning against me ! The merely bestial, that

is, equally stupid and weak, the despicable fox-

cunning seems to form a contrast with the more
intensely evil enmity of Jerusalem, the public

murderess of the prophets, springing as it did

from human malignity, or indeed from the roar-

ing lion of hell : but both are quite in concert if

we understand it thus—" Now will ye as foxes
concert with the fox to affright me away, and
Bpeed me to the place where more violent

attacks and indignities await me." Suffice it

that the Lord gives them to see that he pene-
trates their hearts' design : tells them himself
what they might go and repeat, " I regard not
your wiles or your power; I go my way, with-
out any respect to your Depart hence/ Behold,
what evil am I doing, that I should fear death
from the ruler of the land ? My works, as you
see them, are altogether unpolitical and without
harm

—

I cast out devils (which is your stum-
bling-block, but which Herod the Sadducee
will not believe), and do cures as my useful

occupation 1" He designedly omits to say any-
thing here of his doctrine, which indeed did not
concern or trouble Herod, in order to adapt his

words still to the ironical fiction
; he does not

allude to his preaching the kingdom of heaven
—but the Pharisees well know what lus works
signify and what they attest. These works I

do to-day and to-morrow—we can find in these
words only a proverbial expression : As long as
it pleases me, as long as it is appointed to me

;

and also to-morrow, instead of departing hence
to-day according to your will. For it is just as
plain that the ar/ficpov, to-day, in verses 32 and
33 are the same, as that the expression for the
third day is varied in order to show that the
proverbial, and not the literal sense, is intended.
Thus we are not to think of three literal days
of journeying from here to Bethany or Jerusa-
lem,* nor can we admit the explanation that
on the third day the Lord would leave Galilee,

wouid end his work there ; but the expression
is perfectly parallel with John xi. 9, 10, and
says— I have my appointed time, in which I
can continue to walk and to act, fearless and
undisturbed. Here, however, we must add—

A

time which is fast running out, only three days,
that is, a few days left to run.t Some have

* We cannot certainly, with Sepp, who is ever
ready to find similitudes and mystic allusions, dis-

cern in these three days' journeying a figure of the
three years' ministry.

f Alford does not concede this, because of the

been disposed to interpret the Teluovfzai, u I
shall be perfected." in strict harmony with the
iniTElu, Ifinish (" I do") ; although the very form
of the word shows that it was intended to indi-

cate something different and contrasted. It

has even been taken transitively, and therefore
tautologically—I finish all these works ; or in

an indefinite middle sense (De Wette's transla-

tion

—

vollende ich—I perfect), applying it to the
journeying as not to-day, but on the day after

the morrow, or when it pleases me.* But how
superficial is this meaning, how contradictory

to the following verse, where the Lord assumes
for the following day merely the same iropeveodai,

" walk," as to-day and to-morrow, and by no
means a reA«ow, reXcwvodai, finishing, or any-
thing like a ceasing, and removal elsewhere.

We see that the days are not to be taken lite-

rally; but the Teleiov/iai, U I shall be per-

fected," on an already appointed third day,

that is, a day no longer in the distance, must
mean something distinctive. Had not his being
killed been spoken of, and must not the Lord
be supposed to have given a reply to that?

Does he not in the parallel clause (verse 33),

speak forthwith of unoAeodai, perishing, the place

and time of which were well known to him ?

But if the releiovodai refers to this, we must
give up every idea of a literal reckoning of the

days, which would at best only reach as far as

the entrance into Jerusalem. We have, then,

good grounds for understanding the Lord to

say—I die indeed, but not through the artifice

of the fox Herod, ye more than foxes ; and not

yet to-day or to-morrow 1 This is the only

reply of the Lord to these cunning ones, which
corresponds with the situation of the case, and
harmonizes with every other consideration :

" I

do my duty, and undergo my destiny ; I dis-

tribute life—and go to my death." But the

Lord designedly employs a word which cer-

tainly does not in itself signify dying ; the ex-

pression is a pregnant one, which embraces at

once life or death. We understand it less as

saying

—

Then come I to the end, than as rather

saying—i" am perfected, that is, I finish my
course, attain my goal, accomplishing perfectly

by my death the great task of my redeeming
life. Thus Phil. iii. 12 is to be understood,

according to the phraseology of the race-

course ; comp. Acts xx. 24. (On the other

hand, we venture not to penetrate so far as to

the meaning of Heb. v. 9, ii. 10.)

Verse 33. The connection is now very clear

and precise : "On a third day (which will not

come before it should come and must) I shall

positive use of the three days in an affirmative sen-

tence—of which no instance can be brought where
the proverbial meaning is implied ; but we think

that it is in itself highly natural, and is attested ir

this case decidedly by the whole context.

* Schleiermacher, in an oral delivery which 1

penned down—"On the day after the morrow ?

will go quietly on my way, without either haste oi

fear, without any constraint of Herod." Almost
like Dr. Paulus—" I have yet some days in which
to effect certain cures, but will bring them to a

close on the third day, and then voluntarily go ob

my way."
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arrive at the end of my life and its work ; but

till then (that is, yet a few days, for I mean not

literally the third day) / must walk, or even
journey* Thus it is not according to your
direction, but as the Father hath appointed

unto me." Further—" I shall not indeed re-

main here, whence ye would have me depart

(tropeveadai, as in verse 31), but assuredly go
unto Jerusalem, not however to escape danger

from Herod, but—to fall into your and your
fellows' murderous hands. Do ye suppose that

I know not this ? Or that the thought of this

would affright me ?" For one moment the

tone of irony, keenly touching their secret, is

heard, before the sad lamentation of slighted

love bursts forth and absorbs all else. "Jerusa-

lem the holy city, in which Satan also has his

course, may not lose that honor which has

been her appropriate prerogative from the

beginning ; to her belongs the preeminence,
and she shall keep it ; there have the enemies
of God's kingdom their seat, and all those who
plot against my doctrine, consentient with that

of all the prophets, concerning that kingdom
;

it would to others be unsuitable, it cannot be

(ovk Ivdixerai, comp. ch. xvii. 1) otherwise, than

that a prophet (even every one) must perish

there, and not elsewhere I" It is to be ob-

served that as the Lord had in Nazareth in-

volved his own lot with that of all the rejected

prophets, so now he assumes the same position

at the close—partly in humility, partly in love,

which would thus, as it were, conceal the

heavier guilt of their putting himself to death,

as the Messiah and the Son ;
but it also infolds

that truth to which, as the ground of his future

teaching, his own lips must bear witness, that

before his death he occupied preeminently the

prophetic office to testify concerning himself,

in order to consummate and close the pro-

phetic position and function. If it be asked
why the Lord did not think of John, the pro-

phet whom Herod had put to death out of

Jerusalem, the answer is at hand, that he does
thus remind them of this recent exception, as

if he should say :
" Herod has indeed put the

Baptist to death, anticipating and preventing
your appropriate act, but that was a specific

case, against the will and course of things, an
exception which will not affect my fate

; the

rule will be exemplified in my person at Jeru-
salem."

Verses 34, 35. We have already given our
opinion upon the light and venial doubt which
has been raised, as to whether or not the Evan-
gelist Luke merely incorporated these words

—

which in Matthew form the final and solemn
farewell of our Lord—because of the connec-
tion of their subject with the present.! But
now more directly considering the words, we

* That is, "on the way of my work." Thus 'it

is not necessary to insert, with the Pcshito, an
epyufroOat after avpiov—as Neander thinks the
complete sense requires.

•j- Hence many decide, without further ado, that

the words belong not here, as, e.g., Grotius, Meyer,
Do Wette, Schleiermacner, Neander.

are led to decide, more explicitly than before
that the Lord did at this earlier time actually

utter these words. Can we suppose that Luke
did not indeed know to what place they be-
longed, or that the guidance of the Holy Spirit

would not have shown him the impropriety of
placing them here, if the Lord only spake them
once, and at the solemn close ? We can, in

deed, perfectly well understand how Jesus
contemplating in his prophetic glance all tha
impended over him in Jerusalem, should have
broken out in such a cry as this, a cry which
afterwards, when its sad presentiment was ful-

filled, was once more uttered and recorded.*
The sense remains on the whole the same as

we have expounded it in Matthew; and the
comprehensive glance over all the prophetic
missions and invitations down to this last and
greatest, makes its connection with the preced-
ing verse very plain.t But the latter clause,

concerning the house left, and the seeing him
again, must naturally have a modified sense
here, receiving afterwards its new meaning

;

and there are many examples of such wider
application of earlier sayings. It is admitted by
most that epr/fioc, " desolate," which would in-

deed only suit that future farewell and depar-
ture, is not here the true reading ; the omission
of this here is as significant as the absence like-

wise of ut' upn, "henceforth." The Lord now
only says— Your house, around which the chil-

dren of Jerusalem were gathering for the feast,

but not gathering around me, who have so
often there taught and solicited themj—behold,

/ leave it to you, that is, soon to receive its full

doom, but now for the present I come not to-

day or to-morrow into the temple. Conse-
quently, further—Ye shall, for this time, see

me and hear me first in your midst at the feast.

It is wrong, however, to forget that the whole
of verses 34, 35 is an address to the inhabitants

of Jerusalem in common ; and thence to refer

the last ye again to these Pharisees—" Ye shall

first see me, when we meet once more at the
feast." That is a very inadequate explanation
of the great Hosanna-cry, which neither these

nor any other Pharisees uplifted to greet him
;

it is rather the Lord's purpose to predict here
his final entrance, which he had in Zechariah
before his eyes :

" Jerusalem, thou wilt re-

ceive me once more, for it is so decreed, as him
that comeih (of whom all the prophets have
spoken) ; thou must festally and solemnly re-

ceive, as sent unto thee in the highest sense

—

and then crucify, me I" The prospective allu-

sion to this joyful greeting in the far distant

futurity, in the same expression as Matthew's

* This meets Schleiermacher's objection, that

such an address to Jerusalem would bo unlikehy

in Galilee.

f But we must be on our guard against the tri-

fling which sometimes connects the fox and the

hen.

\ For olnor is obviously hero the temple—and
does not, as Stein most whimsically interprets,

signify "all which pertains to the happiness of
family and public life."
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repetition uses, is assuredly based upon its type

in this first Hosanna.
And now let the whole reply be glanced over

again, in all its richness of meaning: how the

Lord exhibits in few words his own perfect

knowledge of man, instantly detecting the true

fox—the precision and boldness of his instanta-

neous rejoinder—the scorn which meets the

cunning, the brief severity with which he

treats the hypocrites—the holy serenity which

pervades the whole, undisturbed in his firm
prosecution of his conscious way—the piercing
energy of this denunciation, in connection with
the tenderness of his lamenting love, preserved
down to the very end of his toiling, long-suffer-

ing life—finally, the sublimity of that prophetic
glance, with which he surveys as well the his-

tory of the past, as the process of his own life

and death, and in verse 35 anticipates the last

and most glorious scenes of all.

A SECOND SABBATH-HEALING.

(Luke xiv. 3, 5 [Matt. xii. 10, 11]).

Whether this second conflict of our Lord
with the Pharisees on occasion of his healing

on the Sabbath, a conflict which exhibits a
deportment on his part very similar to that

maintained on other occasions, but which bears

essential marks of being a distinct occurrence,

is to be placed in chronological sequence after

the denunciatory discourses of chaps, xi. and
xii., is a question still open to discussion. The
mere position of the account does not enable

us to determine positively in the affirmative;

though the section cannot be assigned to a later

period of the last journey (similarly with the

whole of chaps, xiv.-xvi.), for the Lord appears

now to have leisure for visiting houses and im-
parting instruction. Grotius assumes, entirely

without foundation, that the host was a mem-
ber of the Sanhedrim at Jerusalem ; Luke sim-

ply describes him as an "•up,y(Jl
'i
a ruler (of some

sort), who, like most such, was of the sect of

the Pharisees.* Even after such rigorous de-

nunciations, so rigorous that they might have
seemed to be an anticipation of his final renun-
ciation of them all, the Lord is seen to be still

ready to accept the invitations of these worse
than Publicans to their tables ; and when they
exhibit their malignity he can all the more un-
restrainedly confront and correct them with the

simplicity of truth and love. If we bind closely

together vers. 1 and 2, it might be thought
probable that the sick man was brought by the

Pharisees for the express purpose that they
might test the Lord—see Avhat he would do on
the Sabbath day, or possibly whether his power
was equal to the curing of this dropsical man.
In such a case, the kindness of the Physician
towards a man who suffered himself to be thus
misused, comes out into still greater prominence.
But the 7/v ifiirpoadev avrov, '.' there was before
him," does not indicate of itself anything more
than a coincidence

; and thus the Lord, not-
withstanding the napaTr/pelv, u watching," of

* Or as a Pharisee who at the same time was an
apxw. Thus only can we translate it, and in no
case regard ruv <papioaiuv as rigidly dependent
upon upxw • for the Pharisees, as such, had no
official leaders, or heads, none at least who are
called dpxovrcg in the New Testament.

which he was well aware, at once heals the

sick man who appeared in his presence. The
Kal t/v, "and there was," disproves Pfenninger's

notion that the man had been brought in con-

sequence of a sympathising inquiry ; it is much
more natural to suppose that before the sitting

down (ver. 7), at the approach and in the act

of coming into the house (ver. 1), the sick man
had presented himself as a petitioner in the fore-

court. We must then regard the Traparripovuevoi

or watchers as surrounding and observing him
from the very beginning. Suffice ; t that Luke
designs to tell us that even here, as soon as a

sick man comes before him, the Lord is ready to

help. On this occasion he anticipates the

polemical question which had so often been put,

just in the way in which, e.g., Matt. xii. 10, his

enemies had put it to him ; and in the manner
in which he simply proposes the question it is

already answered. There are many such ques-

tions, the mere proposal of which puts all gain-

sayers to silence, which wc ourselves need only

to propose, if we have also the simplicity of vic-

torious truth on our side.

The illustration of an ox fallen into a pit or

well might be thought to have some correspon-

dence with the malady by which this man was
perishing, just as before the binding and loosing

the animal might have been chosen with refer-

ence to the woman's being bound ; but the cir-

cumstance in itself was of general proverbial

significance. The reading vluc, son, which
Rettig defends in Stud. u. Krit. (1838-4), and
which, if genuine, would require n (love, " or

ox," to be regarded as a spurious and unapt

addition, is, in itself, despite all critical author-

ity, so inappropriate that we cannot admit it;

we cannot suppose that Jesus would require it

of these heartless Pharisees, without any qualifi-

cation, that they should treat every stranger to

them with the same love which they would feel

towards their own children ! That would be

quite discordant with his constant custom, which
was to enter into the position and adapt, him-

self to the character of those with whom he

contended, for their keen conviction
;
and Ols-

hausen is right in saying that we must, assume
here the same conclusion a minori ad majus
from an animal to a man, which holds good in
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analogous sayings. The strange juxtaposition

of " sou and ox" Rettig himself cannot admit;*
on the other hand that of " ox or ass" is war-
ranted by Exod. xxi. 33, which appears to be

the essential foundation of such a proverbi il

expression as found also in the Talmud, eomp.
Deut. xxii. 4. Should it not be as lawful to do

that in love to a poor man which selfishness

would do for these two most useful beasts—as

lawful as to provide entertainment and receive

guests on the Sabbath day? Is not this rather

commanded by the very nature of the Sabbath,

instituted as it was by God's love, for the cure

of man's whole nature? Before, they kept

silence, because they would not give any an-

swer; but now it is yet more emphatic—They
could not I No man among them was shame-
less or irrational enough to reply—I would not

do even that, but rather let my ox or my ass

remain ! or—That would be a very much more
important matter, the case of a most useful

beast ! or even—That would be less an act of

labor than this of thy healing !

THE UNGROUNDED PRETENSIONS OF PROUD PHARISEES AND UNRE-
FLECTING FOLLOWERS REPELLED. THREE PARABLES TWICE OVER:
THE BEING INVITED, OUR OWN INVITING, AND THE REFUSING
GUESTS; THE REQUIREMENTS OF DISCIPLESIIIP; THE TRUE

ABILITY BOTH FOR BUILDING AND WARFARE.

(Luke xiv. 8-35 [Matt, xxiii. 12, xxn. 2-9, x. 37, 38]).

Here, too, we have not merely a real, but also

a chronological connection : chap. xv. 1 first

introduces a new scene, without stricter defini-

tion of time. The formula ovveTzopcvovTo 6e ovtCj

vx^-oi rroAAo/, " and there went great multitudes

with him," might indeed be taken as beginning

anew with the same indefiniteness as f/oav 6t

lyyi£ovTec Bt'rjj,t "then drew near unto him,"

chap. xv. 1, but the matter of his sayings, when
viewed by a correct spirit of exposition, forbids

us to assume any such loose connection. The
Lord evidently continues to speak to the people

in the same strain which he had begun at the

meal just left; he repels, in ver. 26, those who
thoughtlessly followed him, just as he had be-

fore repelled the unwarranted claim to "eat

bread in the kingdom of God." We, therefore,

do well to embrace the whole section, as includ-

ing all that was said both within and with >ut

the house, under the one concise theme

—

Rejec-

tion of unfounded pretensions, see ver. 15, in the

middle of the whole. The Lord abates proud
Pharisees, who were unjustifiably confident of

the kingdom of God; and also t/ioughtless

adherents from among the people, who regarded

his discipleship as an unwarrantably light mat-

ter. This gives us two co-ordinate portions of

the discourse, which correspond in their plan

and treatment. We have three parables for the

* Sepp, indeed, quotes (ii. 337) in favor of this

reading, a similar saying from the Baba Kama, 5, G.

(If an ox or ass, son or daughter, man-servant or

maid, fall into a well)—but even thero the pair is

not so coupled precisely, and if it were, wo have no
right to insert into the New Testament a later

Jewish tradition.

f As Seheibel argues, who denies any connection

throughout chaps, xiv.-xvi. {Das Abendinahl des

Mam, p. 113).

abasement of the Pharisees in connection with
the feast, and then again three parables for the
warning repulsion of the unthinking crowds,

spoken on leaving the feast. And we can
hardly think that it was Luke only who thus

blended them in such symmetry.
Still more precisely, in each case we perceive

two conjunct similitudes in connection with a

third. In the former part there are two prepa-
ratory lessons (so to speak) given in similitudes

which spring directly from the feast, and after-

wards the consummating third similitude, which
is evoked by the direct expression given to the

unfounded pretensions in ver. 15. The first

parable of all, springing directly from an obvious

occasion given, and already seizing the ultimate

principle which gave it here its force, is directed

against the pride of the invited, and therefore

spoken to the guests. The counsels here given,

seeming as they do to exhibit common pruden-

tial maxims of life—Be not proud, lest thou be
put to shame ! Be rather lowly, so shalt thou

be honored ! are suddenly, in the more wide-
extended concluding lesson of ver. 11, so deepened
and spiritualised, that they in themselves ap-

pear obviously to condemn the Pharisaical pride

of the Jews in relation to the kingdom of God,
just as in Matt, xxiii. 12. The second parable,

vers. 12-14, is then added, without any exter-

nal challenge, and as a counterpart of the

former ; directed against selfishness in the party
inviting, and, therefore, addressed to him who
bade him and the other guests—Bid not with
selfish aims, but in the spirit of active bene-

volence, and with reference to the future recom-
pense 1 In this is condemned by a figure the

selfishness of the Jews with regard to love of

their neighbor, springing from their practical

ignorance of the mercy of God ; and its con-

clusion, ver. 14, gives it plainly to be understood
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that only the righteous, and not all the Jews as

such, will attain a happy resurrection. When,

at this point, the idly-devout cry of ver. 15,

interrupts his words, softening down if not

directly opposing their intensely earnest appli-

cation, with a tacit assumption that the eating

bread in the kingdom of God would be the pre-

rogative of all Israelites, and preeminently of

alfthe Pharisees—the Lord proceeds, accord-

ing to his wont, to make this stone of stumbling

thrown in his way a foundation for a further,

and still more explicit, declaration. Hence the

third parable, vers. 16-24. " Verily, ye are all

bidden to the supper of God ; but because those

who were bidden cling to self and the world,

instead of truly coming in the prescribed way
of repentance and faith, therefore they will not

taste the bread of the kingdom of God, but

others in their place I" The concluding lesson,

ver. 24, passes directly to the undisguised inter-

pretation of the whole.

The Lord has gone out, and the crowding

multitudes, the ox^ot. ttoaIoi, seem to say that

they were disposed to receive the invitation

aright, and come to the supper as required. But

he sees through them; and, continuing the

same train of thought, once more begins to

utter the language of repulsion, humbling and

teaching those who throng to him from the

people. We have, again, two yet more general

preparatory similitudes teaching the great re-

quirements of his discipleship ; the third then

supplements them, as a warning against that

apostasy which is the certain issue of such

spurious or half discipleship. In this case the

instruction, as we might have expected, comes

first in unfigurative words—In order to be my
disciples, it is requisite that the dearest objects

should be renounced, ver. 26, and the Divine

discipline voluntarily submitted to, ver. 27.

Both these lessons are illustrated in two co-

ordinate parables concerning building and war-

fare, which do not by any means (as our

exposition will show) mean one and the same
thing, but have a progressive idea in the"ir

signification. In the building of conversion, the

only true counting of the cost is—that a man
should see his own absolute incompetence and
emptiness (or renounce everything) ; the retain-

ing of any by-love, such as would hinder its

completion, being a humiliating and disgraceful

half-work, vers. 28-30. In the conflict, insepa-

rable from a continuance in discipleship—with

God Avho laycth his " cross" upon us, in order

to our furtherance and preservation, the only

wise condition of peace with the Almighty One
is—that a man should see his own feebleness,

and voluntarily submit, vers. 31, 32. That all

this may be perfectly understood, ver. 33 fol-

lows, with a plain lesson at the close like that

at the beginning—To renounce all that a man
hath is the material for building, to pray for

peace is the real might in warfare ! Finally, in

vers. 34, 35 we have the third, conclusive simili-

tude of the worthless salt, which cannot be
made good again, and is fit for nothing but—to

be cast out (and trodden under foot) ; and this

concludes by the strongest utterance of that

fundamental idea of humiliation, and disgrace

which has pervaded our Lord's warnings from
ver. 8 downwards.

Verses 8, 10. With the malignant Kaoarn-

pelv, watching, of the Pharisees, corresponds

the gracious Ittzxciv, marking, of the Redeemer
and Physician of souls to all that comes before

his attention : he pays special attention to the

deportment of the guests in taking their places,

wherein was most plainly brought to fight the

deplorable baseness of their spirit. After, as

we may suppose, a long and beautiful grace, a
most petty contention arises abouti their several

seats and dignity ; for the excellent custom of

assigning beforehand to guests their respective

places had not yet been established. Thus un-

worthily to be seeking their own honor on the

Sabbath day, and that, too, in the presence of

the Holy One of God, whom it had been their

design to entrap and abase, at once lays these

crafty assailants open to his censure, exhibits

their character precisely as he denounced it in

chap. xx. 46, and gives him a vantage-ground

for beginning the attack in a manner which
would be likely to disconcert their plans. The
Lord avoids the appearance of assuming an un-

seasonable tone, and uttering lessons designedly

prepared for the assembly : he simply lays hold

of the circumstances of the moment, according

to his custom ever to seize humanity in its ex-

ternal exhibition of itself, and to illustrate and
pass sentence upon the internal dispositions

which the external act betrays.* Luke intro-

duces the Lord's word at the outset as a napa-

polj'i, or "parable," the form which would best

correspond with the decorous instruction of a.

guest at a feast, and this at the same time hints

at the profound spiritual application which

comes out so impressively at the conclusion,

ver. 11; one might almost say that the Saviour

now essays to heal that far worse than bodily

dropsy, the inflation of pride, the dropsy of the

heart, in these miserable men.t
When thou art bidden—simply the ordinary

form of speech, which does not involve the ne-

cessity of embarrassing the subject by insignifi-

cant inquiries as to the individual person ad-

dressed. Did he speak to him who stood

nearest, or to the chief person present, in direct

* Schleiermacher :
" The dignity of these words

appears in this, that without any appearance of pro-

foundness or severity, they lay bare the secret dis-

position lying at the foundation cf tho external

behavior which they condemn."

f Kleuker :
'• The morbid and restless desire of

the creature in his vanity for the better place." To

what lengths this drove the later Jewish scribes,

many evidences show. Simeon Ben Slietaoh, in-

vited by King Jannasus, placed himself between the

king and the queen. Being asked why he did so,

his reply was that it was written—Wisdom maketh

him to sit among great men (Ecclus. xi. 1, comp.

Prov. iv. 8). Tliis circumstance is found in Hieros

Berachoth, fbl. ii. 2.
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condemnation ; or conversely to one who mo-
destly remained below for his encouragement ?

Nothing of the kind, but as Luke correctly and
plainly writes

—

npbc toi>c KeKkrifitvovc, irphc avrovc,
" to those that were bidden," " to them." The
scriptural foundation of this V»», or "parable,"

which is not limited to the Jews or to the East
(it even appears In Baron Von Knigge, and in

Alberti's Komplimentirbuch), but which our
Lord has illustrated in its profoundest meaning,
is Prov. xxv. (J, 7; cornp. in Ecclus. i. 29,
though the son of Sirach elsewhere omitted this

among the rules of his guests. The warning,
however, places the evil in the strongest light

by addressing the least modest, who at once
took possession of ryv irpuTOK?uoiav, the one pre-
eminent seat, with which afterwards top eer,ra-

tov tvkov, " the lowest place," is strictly parallel.

When, therefore, some more honorable personage
comes in at a later hour —for here also the most
eminent ones seem to regard it as dignified to

come in last—he who bade not only thee with
thy pride, but him also, will naturally say, and
without much circumlocution (without even the
prefatory ty'Cke, " friend," which greets the hum-
ble man)—Make place for this man, as it is fit

!

and as of course it is not to be supposed that

the whole company would rise and make a
general movement downward, nothing remains
but that thou take the lowest place as the re-

sult of thy impropriety, and that, too, very
properly, with shame and disgrace. The shame
which does not attach to the mere sitting below,
fails upon him who is sent down from a higher
place ; and that is finely intimated in the up$y,

"begin." If it is thy aim to have honor in the
the presence of the company, it should be thy
prudence so to act as to be sent upwards rather

—thus would thy aim be better secured. This
might seem at first to be a mere common rule

of discretion, which approves and confirms the
desire for honorable place ; but it appears so

only until we mark the application of the para-

ble to the final and essential allotment of our
place in the supper of the kingdom of Grod—for

the third parable, ver. 10, is thus really prepared
for in this first. And it is also quite right when
rightly understood—though the Iva, " that," in

the application must not be overmuch pressed

—

to abase tho Kevuih^ia (vain glory) by seeking
the true 66^a (glory)—If thou wilt be the first,

then be the last I The Lord's gracious wisdom
reminds us poor mortals of those frequent humi-
liations which arise in the external relations of

our early life, as if for types and warnings.

How often is something similar to this occur-

ring; one who thinks himself great meeting
with one still greater of whom he thought not,

and before whom he must recede : but how in-

effectual generally are these humiliations in

abasing pride, which still seeks other methods of

exaltation, masked with yet finer subtility I Our
polished guests, under similar circumstances, act

very differently from those grovelling Pharisees,

ver. 7; they adopt, in their sense, the Lord's

counsel, and seek for honor with hypocritical

humility. How often is this seen even in the

ordinances of religion, even at the holy supper

of the Lord; the same spirit being exhibited
under a disguised expression, which, in a thou-
sand forms shows, in daily life, its undissembled
eagerness to obtain the TrpuTOK.lt.oio. or.chief seat.

And the sentence with which our Lord closes
is ever receiving a manifold fulfilment.

Verse 11. The exaltation of self was at that

time the essential spirit of the Pharisees, and of

the whole people with them ; as it is of all men
generally under the influence of their inborn
pride. This foolish, unprofitable, and disap-

pointed striving is exhibited everywhere in

human affairs before the presence of men : every
one desires naturally the uppermost place, at

least relatively to others seeking tuc irporoKli-

oiar "the chief seats," and forgetting in that

passion the rights of this or that h-i/iuTupoc,
" more honorable person" than himself. Al-
though the Lord, speaking directly of these ex-
ternal things, does not intend to be understood
as levelling all distinction, but rather confirms
the outward proprieties of higher and lower in

human life
;
yet does he take occasion to de-

nounce the blinded folly which seeks in such
externalities a vain honor instead of the true,

and in such a frivolous and contemptible way
as to need no deprivation of its object to put it

to shame. But fundamentally all place, and
position, and title are alike petty and external.
As, however, man's internal pride is manifested
in these things before man, so is it more em-
phatically before God; he knows the abject
ones who cringe before their fellows, and tho
indolent who care nothing about higher or
lower, provided only, they have their share,

both alike utterly regardless of their abasement
before the Supreme. He knows every publican
and sinner who exalts himself above other
publicans ami sinners worse than himself, and
it is to this that the closing saying of the para-
ble points ; that profound declaration which we
have already contemplated on Matt, xxiii. 12,
and which we shall soon hear again in a most
impressive connection (chap, xviii. 14). That
he who presses forward is repelled, he who
humbly retires is advanced

;
that pride is abased,

and humility exalted ; is one great antithetical

fact, which is pretypified in ten thousand ways
in human life, and will have its eternal consum-
mation in every soul at the last day. On the
one side stands the Lord Jesus Christ, 55 accord-
ing to Phil. ii. 8, 9 ;

and on the other that first

of all sons of pride, in whom, according to Isa.

xiv. 13-15, this parable had its first and most
awful fulfilment. Choose then, O man, between
the way of Christ and the way of Satan !

Verses 12-14. The excellent John Newtonf
condemned most vehemently the vain parties

and feasts of Christian people; appealing to

Luke xiv. 12-14 as a passage of Scripture which

* To whom no man assigned in this feast the seat

of honor. Ho waits calmly to occupy the place
which will be his, and meanwhile speaks in tho
midst of their tumultuous striving a few words of
penetrating truth.

f In his very edifying letters, several times issued
in German.
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few seemed to regard as a portion of holy writ,

and which was more neglected than any other :

but such sentiments rest upon a very superficial

exposition of the letter. More perverted, how-

ever were the theory and practice of the en-

thusiastic Midler of Bristol,* who for more than

thirteen years acted literally on the injunction

of Rom. xiii. 8, and thought that every man who
willed to perform the commandments of God,

according to John vii. 17, would be inwardly

convinced that every injunction in the Sermon

on the Mount must be understood literally, in

the strictest sense. But, after all, this is in any

case the least which our Lord designed to say

here—that we should rather invite the poor and

the maimed than our own friends, neighbors,

and relatives to our feasts; indeed, the rigid

literal fulfilment of this parabolical command-

ment, given to be understood by us in its spirit,

would involve an unjust contravention of the

instincts of love and propriety—just as we have

had occasion to see on several earlier occasions.

Schleiermacher, therefore, has something like

rio-ht when he says—" this would be to subvert

the natural procedure of all social life 1" Ben-

gel's remark is simple and excellent—" Jesus

mvitationes ex necessitudine naturali et civili

quasi suo loco relinouit, ipse meliores praecipit.

Humanitatis officia non plane tollit," (Jesus

leaves to their own place, as it were, invitations

of natural or civil necessity, his own precepts

relate to those of a better kind. He evidently

does not destroy the offices of humanity). The
" not" of the text may here, as often, be taken

as signifying not so much, not only ; and, gen-

erally speaking, the whole form of expression

has a proverbial character, pointing to the inter-

nal disposition with the illustration of a striking

example (see the right interpretation on Matt.

v. 46, 47 ; Luke vi. 32-34). Nor can we agree

with Ebrard, that there is no blame here in-

tended to the host, but only to the guests as

intending to return the entertainment; and that

the entertainer had bidden Jesus with a good

intention, and without any relative or neighbor.

Ver. 1 makes this very questionable ; the Lord

graciously leaves uninvestigated the design in

which he himself was bidden, but we must

assuredly assume from the whole character of

the feast that the host required such an exhor-

tation as he received, to expend in a better

manner his hospitality and generosity. There

must have been friends and kinsfolk in abun-

dance, or otherwise the Lord's address would
have been altogether unseasonable and mis-

applied; and indeed the general claim laid to

the best seats proves of itself that rich and dis-

tinguished neighbors were not wanting there.

The Lord designedly sets out with the double

designation upioTov y deinvov, " a dinner or a

supper," including them both afterwards under

the general doxy, "feast," of any kind; and the

0t/loi'f, "friends," connects itself strikingly with

the <t>LAe,
" friend," of the previous parable.

\ See JDes Herrn Fahruagen im Lebensgange des

Gtorg. F. Miiller, von ihm selbat geschritben (Stutt-

gart, by Liesching, 1844).

There it was assumed as the common rule, that

the giver of a feast should have his friends for

guests; but now the discourse reaches suddenly
beyond—"But properly these should not, so

much as the poor and needy, be bidden." The
gradation of the guests, as, alas ! they are gen-
erally invited and present, proceeds from the
nearest outwards. The <t>'uoi, "friends," are

partly to be taken as a general comprehensive
designation, and partly as rightly taking pre-

cedence of relatives; udelfyol, " brethren," indi-

cates a nearer relationship than cvyyeveic, " kins-

men ;" but finally come the neighbors, yet (nota

bene) only if they are rich. It has been thought
desirable—though with some violence to the

diction, since the rovg and the aov, " they," are

wanting in connection with yeirovac, " neigh-

bors"—to refer lilovalovc, "rich," to the whole
series together, since to bid the poor relations,

and thus acknowledge the rights of their kin-

ship, could not but be an excellent thing. But
the general tone of the whole discourse forbids

us thus to press its individual words. It was
no harm in Tobit that he said to his son—" Go
and bring what poor man soever thou shalt find

out of our brethren, who is mindful of the Lord"
(or in the Greek bv uv evpyc tup udeAcpuv y/uuv

evSey). The Lord condemns here only the

selfish disposition, which has the expected re-

turn in view ; and estimating the (p'dovc or

friends by that standard, counts many to be
such who are altogether without love. He
therefore refers to the laws of Moses, with all

their inculcation of charity in festal feasts and
rejoicings; such as Deut. xiv. 28, 29, xvi. 11,

xxvi. 11-13, comp. Heb. viii. 10, and the say-

ing constructed from them, in Ecclus. xiv. 14.

The motive of our Lord's counsel explains at

once its true meaning

—

Lest they also bid thee

again, and thou shouldst thus seek to possess

thy wrong recompense 1 This /ut/ttote, " lest,"

is precisely the same as in ver. 8. For the tem-

poral recompense is to be feared and avoided

similarly with the humiliation in the former

case. " Metus mundo iimotus" (a fear unknown
to the world), as Bengel ironically adds. 'AvTiica-

1eIv
7
" bid thee again," appears to be the term

which corresponds to our reciprocation of favor;

but he who has the ability and the disposition

to spread a table for others should not remain

within the circle which selfish calculation pre-

scribes, Matt. v. 46, but remember that infinitely

better recompense, which is held forth not in-

deed as a mere avranudojia, " recompense," but

in the high declaration

—

fxaicdpiog lay, " thou

shalt be blessed."* The reference to eternal re-

compense is lawful and right ; we may not say

(with Schleiermacher) that there is a gleam of

irony passing from ver. 12 into the uvTcn<o5ody-

aerai, "thou shalt be recompensed," of ver. 11

,

for the Lord's words are here sublimely real and

earnest, when he finally points forwards to the

resurrection, he declares what is the goal of

* Brauno overlooks this lay in the original, when
he applies the German translation—so bid du selig!

to the present blesseduess of giving and showing

charity.
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honor and reward to which he had referred

from the beginning, using the orthodox and
current language of the people, and of the Phar-

isees. But when the " resurrection of the just"

is appealed to as evidence of his confirmation of

the doctrine of a first resurrection,* we must
demur; that is not the immediate meaning of

his words, they contain merely an intimation

that only the righteous will rise to a blessed re-

surrection of recompense; as we understand

also in John v. 29 the resurrection of life. Comp.
on Luke xx. 35.

And now interposes a guest with his inter-

esting saying, ver. 15. We hesitate to admit
that he was actually much impressed (as Ben-
gel understands the uKovaac—audiens, eoque
tactus) ; or (as Braune thinks) that his "ele-

vated feeling, sensible of the incongruities and
follies of the prevalent customs, is susceptible

only to the blessedness and freedom of the

children of God ;" or that he uttered (as

Olshausen has it) his "joyful enthusiasm;"
f'nr the Lord would not then have replied so

severely to the well-intended utterance of his

earnest emotion as we find he did : we must
gather the internal meaning of such a word
spoken to Jesus from the answer which he
immediately made to this man himself, as ap-

propriate to his own case. The man was dis-

posed rather, as we prefer to think, to purify

the atmosphere, overcharged by the two former
parables

;
and to say something edifying which

would not give offence to any party. His aim
was partly to redeem the rest of the company
from their utter silence ; and partly to put an.

end to the too intense spirit of moralizing, by
something benignant of his own. His words,

however piously they sound, contain a three-

fold latent impropriety: first, his sensual con-

ception of the resurrection of the just, the

<j>aytiv uprov, " eating bread," in the kingdom of

God being used without any qualification, just

as the Evangelist in ver. 1 had used it to de-

scribe the present meal ;f then the confident

assurance of his pretensions to eat it as a

Pharisee and an Israelite, knowing nothing of

ch. xiii. 28, 29, overlooking or pretermitting the

little word Sinaiuv, "just," in ver. 14; finally,

his indolent, contented remission of the matter

into distant futurity, thus bringing the too rigor-

ous and critical exhortation to a close. He sits

complacently at his kinsman's feast, and prattles

about the heavenly table. The Lord says

—

Blessed wilt thou be,
%
rathcr, if thou doest good

to the poor ; and the man immediately appro-

priates the words, and gives them another turn

in his pious way of talking—Yea, verily, we

Rev. xix. 9. Hence Joh. Von Midler, himself
genuinely m ovd by it, remarks—" What bless-

edness, even to feel this!" It is a foretaste of
that future blessedness, to be able thus to an-
ticipate it.

Ver e 16, 17. But since this pious spokes-
man of the whole company is, alas I far from
uttering a well-grounded claim to the participn-

tion of the supper of God, the Lord makes his

words the foundation of a yet more severe con-
tinuation of his own discourse, instead of being
silenced by them. As to the relation of this

parable to its later variation, Matt. xxii. 2-14,
we have said what was necessary there. The
Lord speaks here, throughout the parable as a
whole, more gently and in a more concealed
tone, than in Matthew; but the conclusion in

ver. 24 is all the more plain, emphatic, and
piercing. The one servant, who here carries

the invitation, represents in a certain sense all

the invitations of God in general and as one
whole, and is, so to speak, the calling voice of
God in itself, as uttered through all his messen-
gers;* but yet it is conclusively the Son, the
Messiah himself, calling men to the kingdom of
heaven

;
it is he himself who now speaks, as is

plainly shown in the expression

—

at the hour
of supper. The great essential is coming in
penitence, faith, and good -works, when the in-

vitation is given
;
the being invited is nothing in

itself. The point is to come now, ami not with
spurious devotion to talk about a future blessed-
ness

;
for the hour, the time of coming, and en-

tering, and eating, is already now. He who
will not come now, will then be left without

;

the keen point of the word of invitation lies

in the hasty summons—All things are now
ready 1 The gracious host tarries not, admits
no question Avhether he will be pleased to wait
till to-morrow or the next day. Finally, what
boundless matter of exposition and preaching
in the all things which the Lord had made
ready for those whom he calls.

Verse 18-20. All began with one consent
to excuse themselves from obeying the gracious
and earnest—Come ! None of those who were
bidden came ; hence again at the close

—

None
of them shall taste of rny supper. Conse-
quently it is manifest that the noTJkoi, " many,"
who were called according to ver. 16, are only
those of whom this can be said ; not, therefore,
as elsewhere, all Israel, or the collective num-
ber of all who were to be called throughout the
world : this more restricted view which per-
vades the parable is to be carefully observed.
Its uvtipec LkeIvol ol Kealnficvoi, " those men which
were bidden," are such as were specifically and

shall all be happy indeed, when we have once preeminently, prirno loco and in preference to
others, the called of the kingdom of heaven

;

such as, in virtue of their position, endowments,
understanding, and responsibilities, occupied
the same relation to the people of Israel which
these occupied to the heathen—die Scribes,
Pharisees, and Rulers, as the leaders and repre-
sentatives of the people at large. We might

* Roos, " The company of all the preachers of
the Gospel."

entered there ! (Meanwhile let us enjoy our

selves here without too much of such dis-

course.) The cry, indeed, uttered with a bet-

ter meaning and higher intelligence is perfectly

correct, ard fundamentally in harmony with

* The Irviugite exegesis naturally enough lays

hold of this—see Ucbtr den Ratlischluss, etc. II. 60.

f Too boldly expressed by Bahrdt—Happy for

him who lives to feast in the kingdom of God.
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Bay without much danger of error
—

" the repre-

sentatives of the theocracy," of whom not one

believed on Jesus, according to John vii. 48.

We must not, however, overlook the other

side of the question, which, in reference to the

relation between ver. 14 and ver. 15, should be

made very prominent—that these rep esenta-

tives and leaders regard themselves as the

"just" and as righteous, the rich and the whole
in contrast with the poor and the maimed, as

we shall see on ver. 21. These have gladly

accepted the invitation which is presupposed,

ver. 16, as having preceded ; they have prided

themselves on being the certain and honored
guests, and have acted as if they expected

nothing better than the final happy summons
to the enjoyment of the feast: and yet they

come not ! It now happens just as they them-
selves avow in John vii. 48, and as the Lord
here announces as well-known—they began

(and continued steadfast to the end, from the

first to the last) to excuse themselves dirb puic

(understand yvufxric or Qcjvt/c), with one mind
and one voice. Not merely unb fiiuc napatTTJ-

aeuc, pariter et simul ; but it is intimated also,

that with all the variety of their apologies as

they now follow, their refusal is one and the

same, as if they had all concerted it. And
wherefore so ? The true meaning, the inner-

most principle of the preaching which invited

them to come, and which is here only repre-

sented in its gracious aspect as the gospel of

good tidings, is implied and understood, though
unexpressed, to be—Repentance and Conver-
sion

; and this is wh;it they unanimously de-

cline. They know this well, they understand

the prophets' n'-.n*— 5m* 'Smb, " Return unto

Jehovah," and the Baptist's and Christ's fiera-

voelre, " Repent," well enough to turn from
them : therefore nothing more explicit needed
to be said to these wise ones.

We must now further inquire into the speci-

fic meaning and specific distinction intended to

be expressed by the threefold refusal ; and it is

melancholy to observe how seldom in sermons
or in expositions the distinctive significance of

the three answers is retained', well-known and
almost proverbial as the section is in Christen-

dom. This much in general is clear at the out-

set, that the ground of the first is opposed to

the heavenly inheritance, as a whole, while the

oxen of the second are contrasted with the

attainment and possession of better substance
in detail ; and that the marriage joy of the third

is intended to be set in opposition to the true

eternal happiness of God's kingdom and G-od's

supper. Thus Ave have most obviously a dichot-

omy presented to us—the good things and the

enjoyments of the world, its riches and its pleas-

ure, are the things which withhold those from
coming who are dependent upon them. The
earthly mind will not part with the morsel in

the mouth out of regard to that which is prom-
ised of God

;
prefers the flesh-pots of Egypt to

the manna pledged in abundance ; the husks
which now fill the belly to the ample provision

of bread which abounds even for the servants
in the Father's house ; counts the pottage of

lentils of more worth, as pacifying the present

appetite, than the first-born prerogative which
must wait for an inheritance in the future.

Now-a-days men speak loftily of " material in-

terests ;" and the endless schemes of invention

and industry, by which arts are improved or

wealth is gained, allow but little time or inclina-

tion for seeking reconciliation with God, or the

way to heaven. Similarly, in this parable the

two former recusants have the appearance of
something like laudable occupation to plead

—

such respectable men of business must forsooth

be excused when God summons, for this world
demands their most sedulous attention and
most thrifty devotion of time, in its manifold

exactions.* So also the learned, and even the

learned in divinity, have their profoundly im-
portant investigations in hand, their intricate

questions which they must go to prove. Alas,

poor sinner! investigate, prove, and test thy

own heart, rather than thy fields, thy oxen, thy

documents ancient or new ! Ponder in thy soul

the fact that thou art thyself, with all thy effort

and toil, only as an ox bearing the hard yoke,

so long as the answer given to the great invita-

tion is—I must do this or that, I must and can
do no other ! But to both these, who thus

have the excuse of something to do, is opposed

now the other who has something to enjoy as

his apology— he has married a wife, and in her

he finds his field and oxen, and everything

;

independently of her he knows, thinks of, and
cares for, nothing just now. Probably it was
but for one object that he married at all ; with-

out having any piece of land of his own, with-

out knowing or caring how any family might

be provided for after his marriage ;t but that

troubles him not now, he is without disquiet

and perfectly content. Such are the thorough

men of the world, from the highest in rank

down to the most squalid, who are bending all

their energies to attain the pleasure (or the

pain!) of the moment; and are ready with

their irritable I cannot ! whenever the servant

of God brings home to them the instant appeal.

To the one the wide world is his bride, in

whose broad arms he thinks himself happy

;

while the other weds his little fragment. Why
dost thou not come with thy wife, if susceptible

of heavenly things ; or, if she is not, without

her?
This give3 us the twofold refusal, as it ob-

viously lies before us ; but three are specifically

mentioned—how, then, are the two former dis-

tinguished? First of all, we find on a calm and
simple inspection of the whole, that there is a

* Are we to regard the ground bought without

being seen as an indication of covetousness, Isa. v.

8? "We doubt it, and would rather regard the pur-

chase as a conditional one—the Idelv being equiva-

lent to fioiiifiilacu. But we would not positively

decide.

\ The question here is not of hindrance through

marringe trenerally (I am married!), but of the first

tumult of wedded passion as the type of all carnal

enjoyment. This man did not lose his freedom

through his wife, save as it was his strong will to

lose it.
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progression of contradiction and refusal to ac-

cept the invitation—each being more decisive

and infatuated than the former. The first speaks

in the most courteous manner, and, so far as the

gentle request to be excused goes, is mechanic-
ally followed by the second in a tone far too

common and too dangerous; his lxu uvujktjv,

" I must need?," is set against the careful dvay-

Kufciv, " compel," of the servant (ver. 23, which
is not the case with regard to the first rejecters),

and thus his kpuru ae, " I pray thee," has at least

some specious foundation, although with great

impropriety and with resolute selfwill he prefers

to follow his own uvdyicn, or " need," never in-

tending any other. The second dispatches the

invitation somewhat more curtly

—

lam going

now on my urgent way, and may not permit

myself to be hindered; there rest my security

and my pleasure ; let that suffice. But the

third, whose ov duvauat, " I cannot," has only

the specious sound of courtesy, says this essen-

tially in a half mocking tone—I have a wedding
and festal merriment of my own ; no other is

of any import to me; thou seest how it is, and
mayest leave me content ! For the Jews this

would point back to the law of Moses, Deut.

xxiv. 5 ; and the 6iu tuvto, " therefore," suggests

an apparent reason which rendered the request

to be excused unnecessary. And with this

general view accords on the whole what an
anonymous writer in the Kirchenfreund fur das

riurdliche Deutschland (1839, No. 71) has sug-

gested upon this exegetical problem ; viz., that

the distinguishing element of the three answers
lies in the words which express the inward dis-

position of those who excuse themselves. So
regarded, it is an external circumstance which
imposes a necessity upon the first to decline

;

he allows himself to be ruled by this necessity,

and it may be expected of him that, when the

pressure of circumstances is withdrawn, he will

yet come : the second yields with more readi-

ness and complacency to the restraining diffi-

culty, and does not feel disposed to surmount
it: while the third, and most wilful, utters his

scornful and harsh—I cannot do otherwise I

There is a certain truth in this, but not the

whole truth, nor does it do full justice to the

text: for the last oh dvva/iai, "I cannot," is not

so fundamentally to be distinguished from the

first fy<j uvdyKTjv, " I must needs," as the ex-

pression of inner disposition, both resolving

themselves into the middle term Tel est rnon

plaisir (Such is my pleasure) ; and further, this

essay is wrong and one-sided in finding the dif-

ference only in this, and in declaring that it is

not to be sought, where it is commonly sought,

in the distinctive circumstances which restrained

the three parties. We have plainly seen that

the possessions and the pleasures of the world
are here distinguished ; but there must also be

a certain distinction between the two things

which unite in expressing the former, for the

Lord did not make this difference without a

purpose.

Finally, then, how are the piece of ground,

and the oxen, as they together significantly

exemplify the former, to be regarded in their

dichotomy? This has long been, and still is,

the question ; and most marvellous have been
the perversions of preachers and expositors in

their dealing with it. Luther himself strangely

erred when he regarded the former as the

priests and spiritual guides, who say—We must
cultivate the land, that is, govern the people

;

while the latter cling to worldly honor and con-

sideration, bulls or oxen being in Psa. xxii. the

earthly rulers among men ! Others have re-

versed the order, and referring the three sub-

jects to the three relations, civil, spiritual, and

household, have made the oxen (though their

yokes belong certainly to husbandry) animals

destined to sacrificial purposes! The ingenious

Herberger involves himself in the snare of his

own ingenuity, when he is deluded into saying
—"The Lord Jesus, without doubt, referred to

three most eminent sects—the Essenes, who
cultivated the land; the Pharisees, who were
proud, despotic, violent oxen ; and the Saddu-

cees, who were altogether and obscenely car-

nal." These are specimens of error in the

exposition which will dispose the reader to

forego any further enumeration of them. And
yet the true exposition lies palpably at hand.

We have already shown that the piece of

ground indicates possessions in this world gen-

erally and in mass, while the oxen correspond

with individual property in detail—and this of

itself might well satisfy the requirements of the

subject. But this is not the only point in these

full and pregnant similitudes—what then is the

most essential and fundamental distinction ?

The Lord himself, as his own expositor, men-
tions it when he repeats the parable, Matt. xxii.

5, and places dypuc, "field," and tu-nopia, "mer-
chandise," in connection with one another

—

why then has not this been used as the key to

the obscurity of our present passage? The
second of the two has also his own piece of

ground, and indeed that not a small one, for he
can employ upon it no less than five yoke of

oxen ; the distinction, therefore, in the process

of development in human life lies in thia, that

the former settles down contentedly in his

estate, while the latter uses his heritage like a

thrifty economist. Hence the full and signi-

ficant classification which the Lord makes of

the people of the world, refusing to come to the

feast, by dividing them into— first, those who
rest in property, or rather, in this case, acquired

possessions in the secure and joyful first feeling

of possession ;* then, such as are absorbed in

commerce or business, for the increase of their

property and its revenne ; and, finally, those

who, possibly without any possessions or anxiety

about them, are enjoying themselves in inactive

pleasure, simply as such. And with this well

agrees the circumstance not remarked at first,

* "Which would decide wliat we left undecided

before, that the ideiv is not equivalent to doKt/idfytv,

but is the joyous beholding- of his own landed pro-

perty now obtained, the first joy ofpossession. Sepp,

however, goes astray when he speaks of the three

impediments as

—

pleasure (in the country-seat

bought for that purpose !), industry, and sensuality.
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that eager activity is first made prominent in

the case of the second, in the nopevo/Liai, "I go,"

which does not brook being hindered, and in

the laudable prudence of the SoKifiuaai, " to

prove."

Finally, that we may not omit any trait in

the parables, the requests to be excused depict

in a very striking manner the half hypocritical,

half wilful spirit of the two recusants of the

former class, who use the same conventional

form of speech in their refusal. On the one

hand they admit, from their own internal feel-

ing (and therein differing from the third), that

their grounds of excuse are not in themselves

essentially valid ; therefore each says ex? ue tto-

prjTTjfiivov, treat me obligingly this time, let me
pass as excused. On the other hand, such a

style of speaking B8 the response to so glorious

a summons to the feast of the King of heaven,

betrays a certain tincture of scornful n ess, almost

as if it ran—I thank thee most obediently for

thy offer of blessedness ! Now, however affec-

tionately the servants of God may execute their

commission, and yield to the honest utterance

of every sincere heart, it is beyond their in-

structions and their prerogative to grant such a

prayer ; the servant cannot have any one ex-

cused—all that he can do is, as we shall see, to

tell his Lord what has been said to him.

Verses 21-23. The fundamental ideas which
are exhibited in the sudden turn which the

words now take, and according to which the

anger- of the great Host against the despisers,

passes over into boundless benevolence towards
others in their stead, have been observed upon
already at Matt. xxii. ; but the distinctive char-

acteristic element in the present parable consists

in this, that substitutes are twice introduced here

instead of those who were first called. Those
who enter in, ver. 21, are not the heathens

among the Jews, for the city is still, according

to Matt. xxii. 7, Jerusalem and Israel,* but

those among the people of Israel who were
outside the circle of those self-complacent, satis-

fied, vainly-invited men ; that is, the publicans

and sinners of chap. xv. 1, see Matt. xxi. 31.

Their figurative description points back with

verbal precision to ver. 13, in order thus to bind

together the two similitudes, and in the third to

give a retrospective hint for the interpretation

of the second—Exercise benevolence towards
the desolate and needy, even as God himself

does in the administration of his kingdom

!

Previously, the poor, generally, had been op-
posed to the rich neighbors; and then (in the

place of the dear friends and kinsmen) in specie

the halt, and lame, and blind, the wretched and
the despised, whom a dignified great man would
hardly like to place at his table ; but the repeti-

* Still less may we understand vers. 21 and 23
of a twofold calling of the Gentiles, as if first those
who were nearer, and already shone upon by the

light of revelation, were called ; and then afterwards
those who were further removed, locally and mor-
ally ! (Von Gerlach). So Roos : First the Romans
and Greeks, then the Barbarians. But the text
does not harmonise with this view.

tion of these expressions now, as borrowed from
the former similitude, requires the explanation
of a spiritual meaning—the spiritually poor and
spiritually rich, who gladly and at once obey
the call of God. Nor is the specific contrast

with those other despisers, which is involved in

the words, to be altogether rejected as trifling

—

The poor have not bought land or oxen to de-
mand their care, the blind cannot go to see and
prove anything, the lame cannot go so eagerly

and intently here or there ; finally, the maimed
have no inducement and no ability to assist at

the merriment of weddings. Such poor and
wretched ones, or rather all such people who
are to be found (rove tctuxovc k.t.X.), the servant

brings in according to the commandment of his

lord, finding them in all parts of the city where
they are to be found (fivfiai are the smaller, nar-

rower passages and alleys, where such people

most abound: comp. Isa. xv. 3, where we have
the same word in connection with Tr'Aare'aic).

They come without any refusal, and the servant

reports joyfully of his message accomplished ;

but he observes, and confidentially reports to

his master, that yet there is room.. The feast

and the house are both on a great scale—and
here we may think of the many empty places

of the absent many, for whom all things had
been ready; and still more of the large and
liberal benevolence of the great Host. A pre-

cious expression is this tri ronoc eon for the

riches of the compassion of God—especially

Avhen we note the point too often overlooked,

that it is not the Lord himself who utters it, but

the servant, who knows his master's mind and
his master's house full well, gives the assurance

first, and his lord approving his words confirms

them by repeating—that my house may be

filled/ "Nee natura nee gratia, patitur vacuum"
(neither nature nor grace suffers a vacuum)

—

remarks most beautifully the good Bengel once

more. Oh that the proud Jews could have con-

ceived of this amplitude of provision in the

kingdom of God for all people ! Those who
are now called, ver. 23, are actually the heathen

;

and this only does Matthew adduce. These are

yet more wretched in their need, who lie home-
less (in the sense of Eph. ii. 12) in the highways
around the city, having their miserable lodgment

under the shadow of the hedges (Bengel

—

" sepes mendicorum parietes"). The poverty

and abasement of these may forbid them to be-

lieve, and their ruined abandonment might dis-

incline them to accept the good tiding3, that

such as they are invited to the high feast

—

therefore they must be compelled to come in.

Observe the significant progression in the charac-

ter of the three invitations : to the first cailed it

is only simply said that the time was come, for

more than that would be inappropriate after

their long earlier calling ;
the poor and the infirm

are graciously taken by the hand and brought

in, this being absolutely needful in the case of

the maimed, and halt, and blind, who would
come, but hardly could ; finally, there is the

dvayKufriv, " compel," for all who were found

without, in which the invitation now supple-

mentary triumphs over every false £xu uvdyariv,
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"I must needs" (ver. 18) that might arise

among those without. The perversion of this

saying both in the theory and the practice of

the church since Augustine explained and justi-

fied the compelle intrare by the incorrect and
subtile thought—"Foris inveniatur necessitas,

ut intus nascatur voluntas" (without let there be
found a necessity, that within be born the will).

This willingness to come is not to be effected

bj' any external and actual com.puhion • nor

does the Lord's saying speak of any such, for,

according to ver. 17, he would receive only

those who come and come voluntarily (Matt,

xxii. 3). As those who were brought in came
in at the same time of themselves, so now, also,

the invariable and indispensable elaeWelv, " to

come in," is connected with the dvdyica&v, " com-
pel," in order to obviate any perversion. We
must understand the word in the same sense as

the xapaftiuZeoQaL, "constrain," of Lukexxiv. 29,

Acts xvi. 15, that is, of the urgent appeal and
supplication which will not take refusal.* Where
there is no proud and refractory refusal, but
only, on the contrary, an excess of self-abase-

ment, and the unbelief which that engenders,

saying, "I am not worthy, nor can it be truth

that I am invited, I cannot go in my beggar-
garments to that high table—and even though
this fundamental thought should be overlaid by
the abject feeling which prefers the free living

of the mendicant to the table of a king, the ser-

vant's reply is
—

" I cannot admit thy excuse, I

cannot carry back such a message to my Lord,

thou shouldst and thou must come! Thy misery
must be no hindrance, such as thou art was I

to bring ! That thou abidest so complacently
in thy misery, makes the matter much worse

;

but to such as thou art must I tell the whole
unqualified truth!" This is the true dvayicd&iv

or " compelling" of evangelical preaching, as it

admits not of being applied in the case of those

depicted in vers. 18-20. For the rest, that on
the whole and in mass there is assumed here in

the case of the Gentiles such a compelling of

the predisposed mind, followed by such a believ-

ing and acceptance of the call, is in strict har-

mony (exceptions on both sides being allowed
for) with the record of the first transitional his-

tory of the Gospel : hence the language of

Acts xxviii. 28; Rom. ix. 30, and other pas-

sages. It is of the call which went forth at the

hour of the supper that the parable primarily

speaks—and from that time it goes forth more
and more mightily (vi semper majore pensans
moram), with progressively greater vehemence

;

for the t/6t/ trot/xa, " now ready," gives a fervent

impulse to the bounty of the Lord, and makes
him long that his house may be filled. Hence,
in ver. 21, i^e/ide ra^t'uf, "go out quickly"

which in the similitude would simply mean—
before the least, has grown cold, so that this

richly spread table of grace may not be prepared
in vain !

Verse 24. It has been strangely insisted

* Hence the current "nothigen" (press), in the
eense of einhdm (invite), which remarkably eluci-

dates the idea.

upon that this concluding word must belong to

the parable; but it obviously does not harmonise
with it, and is added to it by our Lord in his

own name, as he often closes his similitudes by
passing over into their open interpretation.

How could such a sentence be appropriately

uttered by the master of the house, and recon-
ciled with all that had preceded? It is said

that in the vy.lv, " to you," the one servant is

addressed as the representative of many; but
the connection between vers. 23 and 24 renders
such a change in the form of address intolerable,

not to say that the simple cast of the whole is

grievously hurt by this sudden substitution of
many before unmentioned servants. To avoid
this harshness, some (as Bengel) have supposed
that the master is addressing the already intro-

duced poor of ver. 21. But we cannot discern

what point or force such a saying of the enter-

tainer would have just at this moment, whether
spoken to the servant or to the guests; it would
introduce at the close of all something which, to

our feeling, would be slightly discordant. What
does it concern the servant just now. when he
is sent forth to herald a new and more urgent
invitation, that those first invited will not taste

of the feast ? Such an assurance is not only at

this point discordant, but it is altogether unne-
ceasary, for the servant know that doubtless

already, since he had come back after an un-
accomplished errand, and was commanded to go
and invite others in the stead of those who re-

fused—he certainly needed not any solemn Tieyu

yup ifj.iv, " for I say unto you." And as it

respects the poor who have come in, are they
to be lifted up, as it were, and have their joy
increased by a side-glance at those who had lost

what they were to enjoy ? How inharmonious
a close would this be, of a parable constructed

with such tender graciousness throughout ! On
the other hand, when it is placed in the lips of

the true Lord, and regarded as his intimation

of the significance of his parable, it assumes all

its appropriate imprcssiveness and power. First

comes his ordinary leyu yup, "for I say," with
its well-known emphasis, and then by the vy.lv,

" to you," the application of the lesson, hitherto

addressed to one, is extended to all the guests

at that feast of the Pharisees.* Further, the

majestic turn given to the words at once re-

veals his meaning

—

i[y supper, to which I not
only invite you, but which I as the Son, with
the Father, have myself prepared for you!
Similarly, the recurrence in the yevaerai, "shall

taste," to the confident expression of ver. 15,

has its significance, as giving a decisive answer
to the false confidence of that apostrophe

:

"Assuredly ye are all called; if not the only
such, yet the first and most preeminent; ye are

* The yup by no means requires us. to assume
this to be a continuation of the words of the Kvpwc;
it rather joins on to the former kuI ei-xev, and
means to say—So will God hereafter rather call in

the Gentiles to fill his house, than pursue you who
scorn it, with useless grace. The parable is ended,
and it all comes to this

—

For ye are, by your own
full determination, those who remain without 1
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as truly called to eat bread in the kingdom of

Qod as to eat bread to-day at this table—but

ye are only invited, and ye are invited in vain,

for ye come not ! Verily I say unto you in this

parable, and if ye will not understand that, I

say unto you over and above this parable, that

others, hitherto not called, shall enter instead of

you and taste of God's supper and mine." The
transition from the vp.lv, " to you," to the third

person, the skecvuv, "those," of the parable,

is thought to be inconsistent with this view
(Olshausen regards it as decisive against it), but
we cannot help thiukmg that this gives a still

keener edge and delicacy of precision to the

Lord's words, which thus with a kind of irony
half openly and halfcovertly address the present
company. I say unto you (who were intended
in them) that none of those who were bidden
in this narrative (ye know now full well that

they are yourselves) shall sit at my table in

heaven. Thus the ineivuv is, first, a conclusive

reference to the main figure of the parable as

exhibiting themselves ; with an additional un-
dertone (not unfrequent in his word) of depre-
ciation and turning away on his part ; and thus
forming a somewhat ironical contrast with the
dignified uvdptiv, "men." For these scorn-
ers, however much they may assume to be
genuine men in rank, consideration, understand-
ing and consistent behavior, are alas ! men also

in excusing themselves and turning away ; al-

though they pride themselves, in their con-
tempt of the poor within and without, in that

first invitation which they nevertheless reject.

Verses 26, 27. Although the avvenopevovTo,
" there went with him," of the Evangelist points

to the circumstance that he is relating occur-

rences which took place in the great final jour-
ney of our Lord, and, consequently, ver. 25
may be regarded as the formula of a new com-
mencement

;
yet the subject of the following

discourse shows, as we have already said, that

there is an immediate connection between it

and the preceding, and therefore this nopeueodai

or journey of Jesus must at least be assumed to

have followed immediately on the breaking up
of the feast.* I say unto you—the great requi-
site is, to come, and eat of my supper ! This
we have just heard, and now the Lord proceeds
almost as if continuing the same discourse—If

any man cometh to me, and will be my disci-

ple ! The true acceptance of the invitation at
the time of supper, is to come to Mm, to receive
what he saith, to yield to his requirements, and
follow his teaching. Is this a mere "loose co-
incidence ;" the unity of the whole being for-

* Schleiermacher thinks it necessary to the style
of the Evangelist, that in that case the end of the
meal should be expressly mentioned. In any case
tho real connection of the subject would fall into
the scheme of Luke's plan ; we cannot but think it

more probable, however, that the Lord himself con-
tinued the ideas on which he had been dwelling.

tuitous, or the mere result of the Evangelist's

art ? We think that these discourses were
thus uttered by our Lord in immediate se-

quence
;
just as we often find, and shall espe-

cially in chs. xv. and xvi., that the Lord con-
tinues for a considerable space to dilate up^n
the same train of thoughts, until they aie
brought to their full conclusion : and may not
this be regarded as no slight argument of the
historical certainty and authenticity of the

evangelical records?* The essential meaning
of these two utterances, so often repeated in

various forms, we have developed upon Matt.
x. 37, 38. This was his hard saying, concern-

ing which it might have been said by many

—

" He capriciously repels, instead of attracting,

the people !" But in what sense the keen and
rigorous expression of " hating,"f here only (be-

sides John xii. 25) used, is to be understood,

and how it is not to be understood, every
unbiassed reader may apprehend at once—for

to hate parents, wife, and children is in itself

(as Grotius says) an impium, an ungodly thing
;

and to hate one's self an ddvvarov, impossibility,

Eph. v. 29. In this place let the significant

'in 61 nai, " yea and also," have its significant

prominence, the meaning of which Rieger so
excellently brings out :

" Every thing without

us derives its power of harm from the love of
our own life ; for all external objects blow upon
this latent spark, and derive their agreeableness

and fascination from their pretensions to sus-

tain our own life and happiness." Conse-

quently, he who hates and forsakes all thing3

else, without hating and renouncing his own
life in them, hates and renounces them all in

vain. Thus much at the outset, at least as the

ground and foundation of a sincere intention,

belongs to the first coming, and to the first con-

ditions of discipleship : in the subsequent fol-

lowing of the Lord, the cross laid upon him by
God, becomes more and more understood by
the disciple.

Verses 28-30. This figure will naturally

carry us back to Matt. vii. 24-27, J but we must
not confound the distinctive reference of the

two. There, the laying of a firm foundation is

made prominent as the great essential, here the

* To what was prefatorily said upon this entire

section, vers. 8-35, we may add the remarks of

Braune, which almost exactly hit the point,: "The
Lord saw now in the people a vague and indistinct

inclination towards himself; as in the Pharisee he

had seen a vague and indistinct aversion,'" only that

these words scarcely describe the inclination and

aversion in both cases so rash and unthinking, and

in which all humbleness was wanting.

f Lange thinks it " well worthy of observaticn

that these rigorous words in their most rigoroua

expression occur just in the gospel of the Christian

humanity"—and asks, " was il the Evangelist Luke
who was bound to the Hebraism hate ?"

X This parallel is simple and obvious enough
;

and there is no necessity for Sepp's subtle reference

to the unfortunate building of Pilate (or the towor

of Siloam !) any more than for the allusion found in

the next parable to the unfortunate campaign of

Herod against Aretas. Most inappropriate is all

such learned trifling.
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prosecution of the building is spoken of, which

lias its own peculiar difficulties. It might ap-

pear there, that the sure foundation would
secure everything, an.d that all the rest de-

pended upon that ; but now the Lord con-

tinues the figure and adds its complement to

what was before a general and introductory

saying : He tells us that any man, even after

having laid the foundation, may nevertheless be
put to confusion. Let no one fail to note this,

who would rightly understand the whole.

What, then, is in this case the building ? Not
so much the first coming to the Lord as such
(which is rather presupposed in the 8i"keiv o'lko6o-

firjoai, " intending to build"), but the folhwiny
of Christ in his full discipleship, the fiaflnri/c elvat,

" being a disciple," with all that pertains to that

expression. Nitzsch, in a sermon on this text,*

says, "It is easier to throw life away, than to

lead it in a Christian manner." The great end
is not to be gained with swift dispatch, but we
must build, and continue to build, till the Ikte-

2.£oai, " finishing," is attained ; the perfection

of discipleship is, again to quote Nitzsch, " the

great design, and the great prospect, which we
all have ever before us." The expression nvpyoc,
" tower," signifies any high building, but it

seems to be selected with some slight allusion

to that old, but ever renewed, history of Babel •

for the children of God must not build as those

children of men did ; their building is not to

remain unachieved, it must finally in a rijrht

sense reach unto and reach into heaven. But
all half-Christianity becomes a Babel in the

end.t The sitting down first, and considering

well from the very beginning all that is in-

volved in the continuing and finishing, is to

commence with deep thoughtfulness, not rashly

and superficially, in contrast with that uncon-
sidering and thoughtless running after him,

which was witnessed at this time, and which
the Lord intends to humble and repel. The
bare, precipitate resolution is very far from ac-

complishing all that is necessary at the outset

;

we cannot thus build from above downwards,
as if we were already in heaven, as children

begin to paint their houses from the roof. Nor
do the walls, staircases, and doors complete the

perfect dwelling-house
; the lurche'iv or finishing

embraces much, even down to the last and
smallest nail and bolt which pertains Tzphg

unapnafiuv, that is, to the garnishing and fur-

nishing (not to say the decoration) of the

house. How many builders of houses deceive

themselves still in this counting of the cost, as

well in the actual fact as in that which it here

* Whose sermons have so much profound exe-

getieal value, that we cannot but lament his not

writing direct exposition.

f The disciple, however, must build, fundament-
ally and loftily build. Alford's view, that the man's
wishing to build the tower is itself a vain idea, is

assuredly incorrect : not a syllable in the parable

warrants that thought ; it is opposed to the essen-

tial meaning of the two similitudes in their connec-
tion (building and warfare), and is not in harmony
with the phraseology of our Lord and Scripture

generally.

illustrates ! A building left unfinished provokes

men to mockery, as does every abortive effort

of will without power, betraying a lack of pru-

dence in planning for the accomplishment of its

plans ; and it is on this, alas ! universal, fact

that the Lord bases his parable, but only that

he may extend and vary its application. In

some human undertakings, indeed, intelligent

men would regard it as honorable in a man to

desist from a project rather than to persist in

its accomplishment through all kinds of unjusti-

fiable means ; there are great ruins in our land

which need not fear mockery. But in the

building of God's discipleship, the completion

may be righteously demanded and expected of

all who have begun ; in this case the not con-
tinuing brings its own fitting disgrace in the

sight of God and man. It is only the complete

and decided Christian who enforces the respect

of the world
; but the world is quick to indem-

nify itself upon those who are only half-Chris-

tians, and who visibly give up the object which
they profess to aim at : the savorless salt is

trodden under their feet. Indeed, it is a differ-

ent case if they only see and are constrained to

admit, that a man, though he has not finished

his building, is industrious and unwearied in his

efforts, and that however slowly he proceeds,

he is likely with such zeal and earnestness to

accomplish his enterprise at last. But when
they actually see the building at a. stand, or

falling down, after it had been begun (indeed,

if they sometimes only think they see it), the

man's name, oiroc 6 uvdpunoc, " this man," be-

comes a reproach and a proverb. Thus the

world readily anticipates and takes upon itself

the judgment upon a disgraceful incompleteness

in religion ; that condemnation of a beginning

without finishing, which belongs only to God,
but which is foreshadowed and pre-announced
in the true though maliciously meant condem-
nation passed by sinful men. Or if it should

come to pass (though the rule here takes no
account of such an unusual exception) that

under some circumstances the children of the

world should praise me for having become
rational again, and having given up the foolish

rigor of piety—then will the devil in his time
take their place, and finish the mockery in his

own way.
When it thus happens to one who has actually

laid the foundation, we may strictly speaking say
(and this reconciles our parable with Matt. vii. 24,

comp. Matt. xiii. 20, 21) that the foundation itself

was wanting, that is, that a well-considered de-
cided beginning was not made in order to a thor-

ough completion ; for the hasty laying of a foun-

dation without due counting of the cost is itself,

as it were, a foundation without foundation.

This is in the meaning of our Lord, since the

subsequent incompetence springs from an
original lack, from a love of the world and of
his own life, which the builder has not thor-

oughly renounced but retained. Therefore sit

down before and reckon aright, whether thou hast

sufficient! But how then? Are we to finish

this building from the resources of our own pro-
viding? Far be that from us, we cannot even
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begin it from them. We have not wherewith,

we are not to build with our own : to know
this, to cast away all our own materials as use-

less, and to venture in perfect self-consecration

upon the ground of grace, is the essential re-

quirement, as ver. 26 has told us.* There is

consequently a concealed irony in the el Ixei,

"whether he have," which points forcibly to

our ownpovertv; and the true counting of the

cost which the Lord requires, is to set out with

the determination to renounce ourselves and

build upon the fast foundation of grace. Lest

the first parable should be misunderstood, and

this great truth not be perceived in it, a second

now follows, which more plainly brings out this

essential relation of the case.

Verses 31, 32. Dost thou, that is, think thou

hadst and still hast sufficient, then does the

Lord, in the process of discipleship, apply to

thee his rigid tests, and proves to thee that he

is too mighty for thee ; he will fight against

thee with his sanctifying power and discipline,

so that thine impotence as opposed to him, shall

become manifest to thyself-—well for thee if,

after that, thou seekest peace with him, in order

to a new and genuine beginning The building,

before, looked rather back to the commencement
(f/p^aro olicodo/iieiv, "he began to build") ; but now
the vjarfare exhibits, properly speaking, the

finishing unto victory, the winning and main-
taining our great object. This similitude is

often entirely misunderstood by those who,
despite the connection directly established be-

tween ver. 33 and ver. 32 by the ovtuc, " so,"

interpret the desiring conditions of peace of a

disgraceful discontinuance of the war and relapse

into the world, as if it meant— If he has not

power, he should not have' undertaken the war
any more than the building, or should now
make peace again. Whatever analogy may
seem to lead to this mischievous exposition, it

is altogether opposed to the true analogy of

both these parables ; for the Lord, who had just

before given up the leaving off midway to its

appropriate scorn, could not with such a tone as

this in any sense counsel such discontinuance of

the war; and tu npbc elpijvnv, " conditions of

peace," clearly corresponds to tu npbc uirap-

TLGfiov,
"
sufficient to finish," as does el dvvarbc

ioriv, " whether he be able," to el exei. "whether
he have," this being the object which it should

be in both cases a man's wisdom to secure.t

We would rather say that the second parable

continues and expounds the former in another

aspect of the matter; bringing out, to speak
more correctly, the inner, meaning of the pre-

vious exeiv, " have," inasmuch as it can only come
from the sense of want, and consequent seeking
of grace, from the sense of powerlessness and
consequent seeking for peace. War, as the

* Olshausen refers to Augustin, Conf. viii. 6,

speaking of two disciples—Et ambo jam tui, aedifica-

bant turrim sumtu idoneo, relinquendi omnia sua et

sequendi te.

f Alford here agrees with me, and speaks of the
ordinary misinterpretation—which destroys all the
sense.

Lord here intends it, can only be where there
is already a beginning of discipleship: man
naturally is at peace with the world and its

prince, and does not seek conditions of peace
with God. Consequently, that other king, with
whom this conflict has to do, can by no means
be the prince of this world or the devil ;* but
no other than God, the disciple's Lord, oppos-
ing himself as an apparent enemy to his chil-

dren, because his sacred and sanctifying power
and discipline must ever be in conflict with all

their independent life and will, until it be ex-

tinguished. We must understand it in the

sense of such passages as Job ix. 19, 32, 33,

xv. 24; comp. Judith xvi. 16. God comes
with twenty thousand against our ten thousand,

that is, with always twice our power, be we
strong and well armed as we may.f Our ten

thousand have been already received and ac-

quired in our previous discipleship ; it is the

strength which we have, and which seems so

adequate, and which we are tempted to count

our own, and use against the further disciplinary

power of God. This is a foolish and melancholy

declension into the old, not yet wholly uprooted

error, which assumes that we are, or have, or

can do, anything of ourselves in the presence of

Him to whom all power belongs—and it is

ironically exhibited in the relation between man
and God being set forth as the going out of one
Icing against another king ! We must begin

and achieve the building, but never as in conflict

with him, who alone has, and imparts the power
and resources requisite. In this matter all pro-

ceeds from beginning to end only in peace, in

peace sued for. Not that men deliberately and
consciously purpose to fight against God, any
more than they duly considered, in the former

case, that they could not finish the building;

they simply value themselves upon the power
they have as their own, even while piously at-

tributing it to the "rich grace of God." It is

not merely before the commencement of con-

version and the first suing for peace, that proud

man thus exalts himself, rashly declaring, when
God opposes him with his law—that he will

keep it with all his heart, practise all virtues

and avoid all vices; when God threatens him
with temptation—that he will soon pass through

it, resolu te not to fall ; when God speaks of

solemn tests and Christ speaks of his cross

—

that he is ready, with fixed decision, to bear

and encounter ail! But here the Lord refers to

that worse folly—against which the first sup-

plication for peace should insure the disciple for

* Braune, alas! still holds to this; and Lan^o,

too, who interprets it of the "prince of darkness."

f There is probably a subtle significance in the

change of fa and peru. Man is, even in authority,

as it were only one person among (tpna) his fel-

lows, but God comes in kindly majesty with his

ministering hosts. Or better, with Alford : "Can I,

with (fa, with all that I have, all my instruments of

war) my ten thousand, stand the charge of him who
cometh against me with (perd, being only as many
as he pleases to bring with him for the purpose—see

Psa. lxviii, 11, E. V.) twenty thousand?"
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ever—viz., that those who, when converted,

afterwards turn the grace which they have re-

ceived and their little kingly power against the

King of kings, instead of continuing for ever

to seek, in yet more perfect self-renunciation

and holiness, fresh accessions of grace. Be thou

ever so well equipped with excellencies—he
will make them sins to thee ; be thou ever so

full of good resolves—his tests will break them;
regard thyself as ever so well furnished and
armed to appear and stand before him at his

coming—he will at last, in death and judgment,
remain mightier than thou.

To the previous disgrace of the building un-

accomplished should now, properly speaking,

correspond the disgrace of going forth to the

battle in impotence and being overcome ; this

aspect of the case is, however, pretermitted

now as being sufficiently understood from the

preceding. On the other hand, nothing is said

in ver. 32 (let it be well noted !) of scorn or

shame, since to pray for peace in the presence

of the more mighty one involves no disgrace,

is rather the most praiseworthy prudence that

man can exhibit. To send an ambassage, is

voluntarily and humbly to take up the cross

with which the Lord opposes us, and to bear it

in self-sacrificing devotion before our essential

and true crucifixion. He who is refractory

against the cross, as well as he who recoils

before it (for the fleeing before the other king

is also in vain), appears here a Oeouuxoc, a fight-

er against God ; he who takes up the cross

submits. Thus the two similitudes are, when
accurately regarded, parallel with the two ut-

terances of vers. 26, 27 ; to hate the world and

our own life, is essential to the first coming,

else the cost has not been justly counted ; the

cross of discipline, test and trial in order to con-

firmation of faith, comes against those who are

following Christ, and to sue for peace is ever

the only strength in this warfare. The latter

applies the test to ascertain whether the former

has been genuinely and fundamentally done.

Thus from beginning to end the cost of being a

Christian is great ; and yet it is not too great

for such as are poor and humble in spirit.

Peace with God ever renewed, graciously as-

sured a«.id confirmed by the seeming opposition

of his grace, confirmed in obedient submission

to his guidance, reception of his sanctifying in-

fluence, enjoyment of all his infused gifts and
energizing power—this is finally, and in the

highest sense, the consummation of discipleship

under the cross.

Verse 33. By this emphatic reiteration the

Lord would ask—Have ye truly understood all

these things? The oiruc, "so," which must
not be superficially passed over, gives the ex-

press and formal interpretation, not only of the

sueing for peace in the second similitude, but

also of the counting of the cost in the first ; for

the renunciation of all this is ours, is the com-

mon foundation and central idea of both ; the

iirupxovTa, " what one hath," are not only the

cost of the building, but the strength also for

the war.* Thus it is a self-renunciation, the

sincere and humble acknowledgment of our

abiding poverty and helplessness ; such as in

relation to God truth and right alike demand
from us all through. He who submits to be

brought to this condition by the salt of truth,

and the discipline of God in the teaching and
guidance of Christ, has thereby himself become
salt, for the riches of God's grace and the power
of his spirit then enter into the needy and empty
soul.

Verses 34, 35. This saying concerning salt

the Lord here utters for the third time
;

let the

exposition, therefore, be consulted upon Matt,

v. 13 and Mark ix. 50, where it will be seen

how pointedly the latter passage especially co-

incides with the connection of our present

place. There it was made prominent at the

close, how the salt of humility and self-denial is

bound up with the true peace one with another ;

here it is similarly represented, after ver. 32, as

bound up with the prayed for and experienced

peace with God. There are those who would
here interpret the iv rive uprvdijoeTai—where-
with, then, will the food be seasoned ? or

again—in quo cibo eo (scil. sale) utetur, in

what shall it be used as seasoning ? But both
these interpretations are incorrect, and the say-

ing is assuredly the same in all three passages

(as the iv rivi u?uodJ)oETai of Matt. v. is deci-

sively expounded by the iv tlvi avrb uprvaere

of Mark ix.). It is the savorless salt itself

which is spoken of here down to the final avro,

" it ;" eic yijv, " for the land," also is not the

same with tic noTrpiav, " for the dunghill," for

the ovte, " nor," forbids that : it is good neither

as laid upon ground (or arable land), nor as

mixed with manure\—in brief elc ovdev ioxvei

in, el ui) j3Xv8f/vai ttju, it has no longer any vir-

tue or goodness for anything. Thus, finally,

the disciple who has utterly apostatized from
his calling and the beginning of his discipleship

is not to be restored ; he is abandoned already

to the scorn and contempt of men.

* There are passages which we cannot hear and
read with too keen inquisition into their words.

Tu npbc unapnopov, " sufficient to fiuish," we have

not, but the great builder, who himself edifies us,

affords them to us ; ru npoc eipr/vriv, " conditions

of peace," he does indeed assure to us who ask

them, but in this case our ipurtiv, "desiring," is

made more prominent as the condition, and he-nce

tu Ttpbc upyvnv itself designates our prayer.

j- Men do not sow on salt (Psa. cvii. 34), nor is

salt used a3 manure, though many strangely so in-

terpret here. (See Deut. xxix. 23
;
Judg. ix. 45

;

Psa. cvii. 34 ; Jer. xvii. 6 ; Zeph. ii. 9.) If tho

noble and excellent substance is useless for its own
proper function, it is uot to be used tic LXko yevoc.
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HIS RECEIVING SINNERS VINDICATED FROM THE CENSURE OF THE
SELF-RIGHTEOUS. THE SINNER'S REPENTANCE OR PUN-

ISHMENT, IN A SERIES OF PARABLES.

(Luke xv. 4-xvi. 31.)

We would scarcely affirm, with Ebrard, that

the parables of chap. xv. are closely connected

with the subject of the previous chapter, as ex-

hibiting in its utmost clearness and force that

spiritual poverty and sense of helplessness

which Christ requires in those who come to

him, and to which alone he assures acceptance

;

though we are free to admit that in Luke's ar-

rangement the doctrine of Jesus in chap. xiv. is

a certain preparation for that of chap. xv.

(Ebrard, after joining these two chapters some-

what too closely, makes the connection be-

tween chaps, xv. and xvi. much less strict than

it really is.) Nor can we accept Olshausen's

view of the contrast between the exhibition of

compassionate love as now depicted, and the

strict severity of what had preceded ; thus

making the point of junction between these

discourses the contrast between our Lord's re-

jection of some and acceptance of others. For
although the Evangelist seems in chap. xv. to

make a certain reference to chap. xiv. 25, giv-

ing prominence in his present description of the

crowd around our Lord's person to the better,

humbler element in it, yet the words of ch. xv.

1 themselves have all the appearance of a new
commencement generally. In particular, the

irdvTec, "all" (omitted by the. Vulg.) which
Luther has groundlessly translated by allerlei

(comp. Matt. ix. 10, noAAoi), must not be under-

stood of all the publicans and sinners of this

immediate place ; it manifestly enlarges the

scene to embrace the whole sphere of our

Saviour's general teaching. Where and when
this now specifically took place, does not affect

the question at all ; it is the constant and ever-

recurring scene, the drawing near of sinners,

and the murmuring of the " righteous"—as it is

exhibited in Matt. ix. 10, 11, Luke vii. 39, and
once mora, in this place. Grotius rightly dis-

cerns this tone of generality in the form of ex-

pression fjaav lyyi&vTec, were murmuring
(" murmured"), and compares chap. iv. 31.

And as the concise elite 6i, " and he said," of

ver. 11 can only indicate an immediate se-

quence of discourse (according to Luke's habit

of interpolating such remarks to quicken atten-

tion)
;
so must the keen discernment of a pro-

found exposition come to the conclusion that

the whole of the sixteenth chapter (which
closely binds together its own two halves in

vers. 14, 15, and hangs ver. 19 on the sen-

tences, vers. 15-18, spoken in connection with
ver. 14) belongs to the series of connected dis-

courses begun with chap. xv. 1.* Consequent-

* Not, indeed, all spoken in one breath, as we
may naturally suppose

;
yet, in close sequence, as a

series of connected thoughts for the same hearers.

ly, chap. xvi. 1 does not introduce a general

formula (though the expression might seem to

imply as much), but the Lord's address to the

disciples corresponds to that addressed to the

Pharisees, chap. xv. 3
;
just as we have once

and again seen in chap. xii. 1, 15, 22, 54.

Even Schleiermacher found chap. xvi. intelligi-

ble only in connection with chap. xv. ; and it is

very generally allowed, because so obvious,

that the disciples referred to in chap. xvi. 1 are

those who had just come to Jesus, the publicans

who stood at the threshold of discipleship. But
it is equally plain that the Pharisees in chap,

xvi. 14 are continuing the mockery of chap,

xv. 2.

This is the profoundly significant manner of

the Evangelists generally, and of Luke in par-

ticular, by formulae apparently indefinite to

carry on the most precise and definite narra-

tive, thus leaving something for our intelligent

investigation to find out, and accustoming us to

understand the same words in different senses

in different connections. When we read with

the necessary discrimination, keeping this fact

in mind, we shall be able to lay a sure founda-

tion for the right understanding of the two
parables concerning the unjust judge and the

rich man, in their harmony and connection
;

and to disentangle the former especially from

the confusion in which expositors have in-

volved it.

And what a mighty and gracious testimony

is that which, in ver. 2, is extorted from the

lips of his enemies 1 Yea, these stony-hearted

men are constrained involuntarily to greet the

Saviour of sinners with such a Hosanna, and

thus unconsciously to fulfil their duty in direct-

ing poor sinners, by themselves rejected, to the

true source of their salvation.

This is not, indeed, their conscious purpose

;

their own perversion of mind and wickedness

of will in this remarkable utterance is great and

manifold. " Hie sinners!" (or, as without the

article, Such sinners as these !) They altogether

forget the repentance of these sinners, as coming

between their hearing and his receiving ; hence

it is forcibly set before them in vers. 7 and 10,

and affectingly depicted in vers. 17-20. Their

infatuated charge—" He receiveth them J"—con-

demns in him the first intercourse with such

sinners, his having anything to do with them at

all ; leaving out of sight the fact that such sin-

ners might, and would, be brought to repentance

Luke records only, ver. 1, that they drew near

unto him. that they might hear him
;
why, then,

did not these malignants confine their rebukes

to that alone, even as in chap, xiii., 14 the ruler

of the synagogue had_condemned„the depairevta-

dai, "being healed," of the people? Should he
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not, then, heal them and teach them : should

he not let them draw near and hear? Hearing

is, as teachers to the people should have known,
the only true way to the beginning of repent-

ance and faith, and the ceasing to be a sinner.

These people came not, as the Evangelist

testifies, to see signs, to eat bread, to be deliver-

ed from their sicknesses, but only to hear, comp.
chap. v. 1 . It was the Lord's deep earnestness,

that truth of his (as chap, xiv.) so rigorously

decided and requiring such rigorous decision,

which ever drew to him the souls deeply

conscious of need, while it repelled only the

idle concourse of the crowd. " If hearts are to

be attracted, they must mark something genuine

to suit their case. No man tempted and tried

would go to a free liver, but to those whose
reputation is that of being strict. For from
such they hope honorable and just dealing, and
more likely cure (Berl. Bib.). The humble
hear and learn, they find the seeking and accept-

ing grace of God in the pure truth of his

word as issuing from the lips of Jesus; the

proud and perverted murmur and condemn,

their dark understandings darken the love of

God where it would shine most brightly. These
did not, indeed, dare to direct their words im-

mediately against the Holy one of God ; but

they dieyoyyvfrv, that is, they murmured among
themselves, here and there, yet so that their

murmuring should reach his ears—though he
would otherwise have known and marked it

well.

In this saying of the Pharisees, which we
must closely analyse, in order to seize the

proper point from which our Lord's long answer
proceeds, there are several distinct grounds
of error, which we may thus exhibit. First

:

We are not sinners ourselves! Then—as Luke
himself writes in ver. 1, adopting the cur-

rent phraseology : Only by gross and scandal-

ous sins, e.g., by such unrighteousness as the

publican's, does a man become a ufiapruloc, or

"sinner." Thirdly: With this they conjoin the

uncharitable and irrational condemnation of

whole classes of men as such—All publicans

are such sinners—while the Evangelist, on the

other hand, designedly places between them a
note of distiction in his icai, " and." Finally :

By such premises—adding to this false major

an equally false minor—they arrive at the un-

scrupulous and malignant conclusion that even

he, the Holy Prophet himself, must be a sin-

ner too 1
" Tell me with whom thou consort-

est, and I will tell thee what thou art." This

ambiguous commonplace thoy apply to him as

they would to any other common man—who
might have no special vocation to trouble himself

about those who need instruction and amend-
ment. And even in such a case their meaning
is perverse, for every pious man has in reality

and in the end both the obligation entailed upon
him, and the ability to discharge it in some
sense ; the rule of Psa. i. 1, as applicable to

ourselves, only requires us to avoid the fellow-

ship of sinners so far as it might be a temptation

and a snare ; else must we in love and in pity

strive to exert a wholesome influence upon

them. And is the Lord Jesus alone to be ex-

cluded from this? They mark him out by
their emphatic ovtoc, " this man," and incautious-

ly betray in this little word the true grounds ot

their malignant conclusion, which they would
not have arrived at in the case of any other man,
and which wilfully forgets all that their own
eyes must have seen in his conduct and char

acter. " Tliis man, who is contrary to us now
and is everywhere in our way (oh. xiii. 18)
who receiveth not, and doth not acknowledge
us, who doth alienate the people's hearts from
our chairs of instruction, and so forth. This

man, whose claims we also will not admit, and
whom we will not hear, turns on that account
to the rabble ; it is plain, therefore, that we are

quite justified in our action concerning him,

for he eateih wherever he can eat, without
making anjr inquiry about the company " (Matt,

xi. 19; Luke vii. 34). They omit now any
reference to the drinking, because fellowship

with the table of the unclean was sufficiently

defined and characterised without it, in their

accustomed way of speaking—see Acts xi. 3.

And all this comes to their minds and their lips,

because they know nothing by their own ex-
perience of the work of God in calling sinners,

and have no illustration in their own hearts of

the coming to repentance of those who are

called. If they had they would have recognised

the great foundation of all Divine revelation

from the forfeiture of paradise downwards

—

that " God receiveth sinners 1" and their allega-

tion against the hated ovtoc (like Matt. ix. 3,

somewhat more intelligently than here) would
have condemned only His presumption in doing
what was solely the work of God ? But then
arose the question, Is it solely and immediately

the work of God ? Were they not expressly

appointed to seek and invite sinners to

come to God for acceptance ? Ah ! if they
had known themselves and the heart of

God, the grace which preceded and pervaded
even the law in the Old Testament, they would
have known that the holier a man was, and
the more like God, the more gracious and con-
descending must he be towards sinners. If

they had understood the prophecies concerning
the Messiah, they would have recognised Jesus

by this distinctive token of his Messiahship,

and would have hailed him with another ovtoc—
Yea, this man is He ! See Isa. xlii. 3, 1. 4, etc.

Tims the fundamental idea from which our
Lord's entire and ample answer—seizing and
uprooting their wilful error in its essential prin-

ciple—proceeds, is no other than this :
" What

is a sinner f How stands it, how does it go,

with him in his sin, and in his repentance in

order to God's acceptance of him ? Are ye
then altogether ignorant as to this ? Ye are

yourselves truly sinners like these—now these

suffer themselves to be sought and found—but
is it otherwise with you? Then woo unto you
in your impenitence 1" Thus the reply given

to them is, in its full completeness, to be exhibi-

ted under two aspects. On the one hand, pen-
itent sinners are justified in their approach ; they

are shown to be literally received, even as their
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objection ran
;
they are then further instructed

for their after discipline. But, on the other

hand, it wants sinners who are impenitent in

their murmuring pride ;
but in such a manner as

to show them that the love, which arrays before

them the punishment threatened, does yet seek

them still, if peradventure they may accept in-

struction and escape from condemnation. This

gives us the substance of the whole, down to

ttv? final parable concerning the rich man in tor-

ment, and further Abraham's lesson of believing I

The central theme is this

—

The sinners repentance

or doom, by which he is either gained and

saved, or left and lost; so depicted as to show
that the seeking love of God persists despite the

stiff-necked opposition of the sinner, and still

invites even after the first outbreak of punish-

ment. First, the sinner's repentance. And here

it is exhibited to the self-righteous Pharisees,

blindly rushing to their own doom—in order to

the justification of his own conduct, and if

possible to awaken shame in their own hearts

—

that the grace of the Three-One God seeks to

retrieve lost sinners, receives back again the

penitent, bears with the perverse, and thereby

still seeks them likewise. These are the three

parables of ch. xv. Then, as the transitional

middle-term between the great alternative be-

fore presented—the sinner's prudent wisdom in

avoiding puniihment. There we find it de-

clared—in the hearing of the Pharisees—to the

new disciples, and especially to those who had
been publicans, for their encouragement as well

as for their necessary warning, that the super-

abundant grace of God not only permits to the
sinner, absolved in the reckoning with Him,
the use of the worldly goods which had been
the mammon of unrighteousness for all pur-
poses of brotherly kindness, but absolutely re-

quires it; and that fidelity in the dispensation
of this love'will be rewarded, while the opposite

unfaithfulness will only involve and draw" after

it a new punishment. This we have in ch. xvi.

1-13, a parable of contrast, derived from the

prudence of the children of this world, and
Avhich therefore the Lord, to obviate all possible

misunderstanding, has himself expressly in-

terpreted.* Finally, the sinner's punishment,
which falls upon him in the kingdom of the

dead when he has persisted in scorning the love

of God, which down to the last sought his soul
;

after he has thereby hardened his heart into un-
belief of the extant word of God, and into all

unmercifulness against his neighbor. Thus it is

once more exhibited to the Pharisees, for their

conviction and warning, that presumptuous
practical unbelief in God's revelation brings

upon self-righteous and hypocritical sinners

these torments, which may be the only remain-

ing way—though a severe one—still, if it were
possible, to win them. Thus is the last of these

parables, placed, as we may hope, in its own
clear light ; and the express and instructive pre-

paratory address (vers. 15-18), to those who
are aimed at, is a kind of index to the truo

interpretation, just as the previous parable re-

ceived its explanation at its conclusion, vers.

10-13.

THE SEEKING OF THE LOST, THE JOY OVER THE FOUND : THE LOST
SHEEP, AND THE WOMAN'S PIECE OF SILVER.

(Luke xv. 4-10 [Matt, xviii. 12, 13].)

Before we enter more minutely into the ex-

position of the first two parallel parables, in

their significant juxtaposition, we must appre-

hend the full meaning of the trilogy of the lost

and the found again. But first of all we must
notice the dichotomy which pervades the whole
(and which Luke makes evident in ver. 11) :

the seeking of the lost comes forward in the two
former parables which have a more directly

figurative character, though expressly inter-

preted for us; the acceptance of the penitent,

whose coming has been prompted indeed by
the seeking, and in conjunction with this the

long-suffering forbearance towards the stiff-

necked (who is still sought by that forbearance)
appear together in the third parable, which is

followed by no interpretation, since parable and
interpretation almost entirely coincide.* To

* In the two former parables the prominent per-

sonality is the seeking lovo of him who had lost, in

the third the sinner himself as submitting to be
found and repenting. Thus it is speaking too in-

the penitent " publican and sinner" is opposed

the self-righteous Pharisee as a worse sinner

than he—making it in the end very plain who
the " ninety and nine just persons" are.

But now for the threefold series, and the dis-

tinction, also, between the first and the second.

Bengel's words, which so profoundly penetrate

definitely, to dispatch the two former parables as

the mere " introduction to the affecting history of

the prodigal son."
* And yet how many have failed to perceive

even this, and still more its true connection with

what precedes, and with what follows, as the middle

point between them. It is by no means the mere
" transition from the dogmatic to the moral " (as

Ebrard says, and Olshausen too, describing them as

"parables concerning the benevolent love of

man"), as if the point of connection was the con-

demnation in a final parable of " a hard-hearted

indifference to our neighbor." The deeper fund*-

mental idea is repentance unto new life and new
lovo in faith, in order to escaping from eternal

misery and need.
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the meaning of the whole, say all that is neces-

sary; we have only to develop and exhibit on
all sides his concise hints. " Ovis, drachma,

films perditus: peccator stnpidus, sui plane

nescius, sciens et voluntarius" (the sheep, the

piece of money, the lost son : the stupid sinner,

clearly ignorant of himself, knowing and will-

ing). We might take it for granted, in our

Lord's discourses, that the two former parables,

with all their analogy, are not intended to teach

simply the same thing ; but that they bear

somewhat the same relation to each other as

the grain of mustard seed and the leaven, the

hid treasure and the pearls, in Matt. xiii.

Olshausen, as if he had not on this occasion

consulted Bengel, sees the truth afar off, but

speaks doubtfully—" The second parable is ob-

scure. For I cannot persuade myself that it

contributes no new feature to the general pic-

ture presented by the three parables ; and that

consequently the contrast between yuv/j and
uvOpunoc, between 6ina and ^aarCv is merely
accidental. Yet I have nothing positive to say

as to the true explanation, and therefore leave

it to those who are more keen-sighted." He
then makes a timid reference to the comparison
of the kneading woman, Matt. xiii. 33 (the vir-

gins, chap. xxv. 1, are not in point), on which
we also took occasion to refer to the present

passage. We shall see how well grounded is

the analogy of interpretation between the

woman there and the woman here ; and how
securely we may rely upon Bengel's explana-

tion of the entire trilogy, as we shall develop

it, with the consequent distinctive significance

of its middle member. Can we suppose that

the first and the third would have so distinc-

tive a reference, but the second be without it ?

Can we regard the Lord as almost repeating,

unnecessarily, the very same thing ? Be it far

from us to think so !

The distinction in that which is lost is so far

indicated by Bengel, as to show that such a dis-

tinction exists. Consequently we may be as-

sured that there is also a corresponding distinc-

tion in the seeker of the several instances. But
the person seeking must be God in Christ, that

which is lost must be man in his condition as a

sinner. In seeking ourselves the contrasts be-

tween the lost and the seeker we must first

mark the threefold personality of the latter, the

reference of which to the Trinity Bengel has
also perceived. The woman cannot be pri-

marily and absolutely the church, as in Matt,

xiii. For this is itself only a recovered sheep,

a piece of silver found. The Lord apprehends
the sinner (this was our starting-point) under
the threefold aspect of his sin. He first regards

him as in the midst of his actual and present

course of sin, from that benignant point of view
under which he is viewed by the grace which
is resolute not to give him up, and in which he
is regarded, in that inexhaustible normal pas-

sage, Isa. liii. 6 ; then he appears as a foolish

and wandering sheep, straying shepherdless in

the ways of perdition, peccator stupidus. The
Lord afterwards descends and ascends to the

result and the first principle of such a condition.

The sheep continuing to stray is regarded in

the one case as a treasure perfectly iost ; and,

in the other, the beginning of his error is ex-

hibited, as that of a child consciously and de-

liberately revolting against his father. The
foolish, wandering sheep (as opposed to whom
those who knouj the way might be termed just,

if they knew it aright, and walked in it accord-

ingly), are sought again and found by the Son,

who is himself the calling word, the wisdom,
and the way : hence we see the sheep and its

shepherd, whose voice the publicans and sinners

even now hear ! The sinner lying in the dust,

who has, alas ! reached the first goal of his evil

way (having, however, still the stamp of God
upon him, as he once belonged to God's trea-

sured possession— glancing forward to the

third)

—

sui plane nescius, in the its of fyOopu

and of Ouvaroc, the dust of corruption and
death (while, on the other hand, a sheep has at

least some instinct of pasture, and a kind of re-

membrance of the shepherd's voice)—is sought
again and found by the Spirit, who is the en-

ergy of the life and light of God, the breath of
life which first removes the dust, the light

which dispels the darkness (John i. 4). The
Spirit is indeed presented in Scripture, from
Gen. i. 1, 2, downwards, as feminine and
motherly ; but it is as he works, enlightens,

and sweeps, by the instrumentality of the
church of God upon earth. Thus there is some
truth in the observation of Luther, who under-
stands here " the Christian church ;" but this

woman is not the church in herself, but the
Holy Spirit in the church, or the church as the
organ of the Spirit. She is, as the bride in

humanity, so the mother in God. The Spirit

and the Bride say Come!—to the Lord. But
the Spirit and the mother speak in invitation to

every hearer of their voice—Come and join

with us I Rev. xxii. 17. Finally, whence
originated this wandering of the sinner, and
this lying in the dust? He is, indeed, no
sheep, nor is he a piece of money, but he is of
divine original. In the beginning of his sin, he
can be regarded only as a peccator sciens et vol-

untarius, a conscious and voluntary sinner.

The apostate sinner—such in the origin and in

the permanent internal princip'e of his sin—is

first left in his liberty by the Father, the true

Creator, the eternal will of love (the ultimate

principle in God's relation to us) ; then borne
with by the long suffering which foresees the

misery that will drive him back ; and, if he,

sciens et volunturius, consciously and volun-
tarily, returns, graciously received again.

Thus in the first parable are properly opposed
the ninety and nine so-called just persons, who
ask not for the way, who hearken not to the

word, who do not draw near to the Saviour or

the Shepherd to hear him—it might be sup-

posed because they are in the right way, but

that a doubt arises on account of their very
ungodly murmuring against God and the joy
of all the angels. In the second parable they

are preliminarily left out of the question,* but

* " The two former parables ended in such a
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in the third the abhorred picture of these sup-

posed just ones is exhibited in full by the char-

acter of the elder son.

Verses 4-7. Thus Christ presents himself as

the good shepherd, who seeks the lost sheep

—

according to his humanity assumed to that end

;

and brings it home when found, with the uni-

versal sympathy of the joy of heaven—accord-

ing to his divinity glorified in the ascension.

The subjoined interpretation of ver. 7 with its

ovtuq, " so," concurs with the h tu> ovpavu, " in

heaven," and the distinctive future of la-ai,

" shall be," to lead us at once to such an expla-

nation of the whole ; nor could the Pharisees

and Scribes fail to discern, as the Lord pro-

ceeded and ended his words, this ulterior mean-
ing in parables which had their starting-point

in simple human relations. The figure of the

good Shepherd, faithfully seeking his lost sheep,

which our Lord was well-pleased to recur to

again and again, is taken from the centre of the

Old Testament, where not only is Jehovah so

exhibited in his relations to the people and to

individuals, but the future manifestation of his

fullness of grace in the Messiah is especially

presented in imagery of this kind. We know
how he appears there as the one shepherd who
is to be raised up, the true David, and so forth

;

we have already had occasion, upon Matt,
xviii.,* to point out the allusions in Ezek.
xxxiv.—see vers. 6, 11, 12, 16, and, at the

same time, vers. 7-10. Thus does the Lord
say plainly to these murmurers :

u This, for

which you blame me, is my great work, the

work of the Messiah ; it should also be yours,

but ye have shamefully neglected it, and I must
supply among the multitudes of the lost in

Israel your lack of service, restoring what ye
have ruined ! Let it be observed, further, how
the Lord God who himself was to come in the

person of the Messiah, speaks in Ezekiel con-
tinually of u my sheep;" and this will help us
to feel the profound emphasis of the " having"
and " if he lose" as they fall now from our
Lord's lips. First of all, it seems to say—What
man among you would not do the same ? This
is not so much—Ye are men yourselves, and
will ye in your uncharitableness refuse to trou-

ble yourselves about the lost and the wretched ?

But we must regard it as the common argu-
ment from a poor needy animal to a man (as

in the Sabbath-healings)
; and, more than that,

as pointing to natural self-interestedness, influ-

enced by which the covetous man would not
lose even one of his hundred sheep.f Thus

manner, that they could not allege that they were
designed to taunt themselves : meanwhile their in-

dignation might somewhat abate" (Berlenb. Bibel).

* Olshausen, however, speaks of this parable
having its original place, not in Matt, xviii., but
here in Luke xv.—as if it could only have been
spoken once. When will the hypothesis, which so
much abhors repetitions in the Gospels, disappear
from evangelical criticism ?

f Lange pursues this thought, and emphasizes it

too much ; for the idea of the shepherd's solicitude

for the completeness of the round number of a hun-
dred is only a subordinate feature in the parable

does the Lord place his own divine, incarnate,

and unparalleled action in the most condescend-
ing comparison with the most ordinary conduct
of men

;
and there is in that comparison a cer-

tain profound truth which must be understood,

and before which human folly is repelled. But
the words most assuredly penetrate much deeper
than that ; for, the affectionate shepherd-feeling

of ver. 5 indicates much more than the mere
care of its own property. In the centre of all

lies the profound thought, that in God and
Christ love is one with self-interest, and self-

interest is one with love ; no such contrariety

existing between them as is found in the case

of man. God loveth men, and all his creatures,

for the sake of his own glory which should be
reflected in them ; but this, again, is no other

than pure self-renouncing love, for he who hath

not merely a hundred, but ten thousand times

ten thousand sheep, and can always create

others unlimitedly, nevertheless is unwilling to

find one wanting, and counts that as lost, in

itself, which he cannot feed, and bless, and save

for ever. And so, in a lower degree, but with

the mind of God, should the shepherds of

Israel, as the servants of God, count the sheep

as their own : see John x. 12.

The Lord does not expressly say—"That
which I now do, should ye have already done ;"

nor, on the other hand—" What else doth God
with regard to his people, and all mankind ?" But
he rather says, and more expressively—" I thus

indeed act as man, as the Son ofMan ; and what
man in like case (although in another sense than

that in which I act) ivould not do the same ?"

For the rest, it is plain that the sheep of the

Lord Jesus do not here designate, in the sense

of the discourses in John, those who are fore-

seen as believers and elect; although many
thus perversely interpret his meaning, and hence

find themselves altogether at a loss to account

for the ninety and nine. It may be said (with

Richter) that all Israel is primarily to be under-

stood; we think, however, that the hundred
sheep extend much further than that, and inti-

mate—"All men are my sheep, and therefore

even ye unfaithful shepherds are such." Christ

is " the Man, whose all men are." Still occu-

pied by his gracious intercourse with the publi-

cans and sinners who had drawn near to hear

him, he takes the gentlest view of the apostasy

of all mankind from God and from himself; con-

templating them under that gracious aspect

which has also its truth. "They are indeed

wretched and wandering sheep—but ye are (as

ye think) in the right way ; may I not, then,

leave you ? This ye willingly consent to ; then

let me seek the lost, receive those who draw
near to me, save those who hear me and repent,

though you need it not." It could not be but

that this most gracious beginning should imme-
diately assume a tone of gentle or severe irony

as it regards these perverse hearers. Me does

not actually leave any flock without a shepherd

in the wilderness, while he goes to seek the one

itself; and so of the woman's scanty ten pieces

Or must we refer to Anselm's full number ?
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stray sheep (as Eliab blamed David, 1 Sam.

xvii. 28) ; though the parable in its limitation

does not extend to that, nor does the Lord's im-

mediate answer involve that necessity.

But now let us observe in ver. 5 the gracious-

ness of the Shepherd, who is not indeed in-

fluenced by the common selfishness of man,

but by tender love to the sheep themselves.

We would not press the allusion, with Me-
lancthon, who says—" Est suavis significatio

inserts, passion is Christi; ovem inventam ponit

in humeros suos, i.e., ipse onus nostrum transfert

in seipsum, fit victima pro nobis," (a gentle allu-

sion to the passion of Christ is introduced ; he

places the found sheep on his own shoulders,

i.e., he transfers our burden to himself, becomes

a victim for us) : for, the passion of our Lord is

rather involved already in the going after, till

he find the objects of his love ; the retrieved

ones are already atoned for. But this figure of

the Shepherd with his sheep upon his shoulder,

which the early Christians so much delighted in

portraying, does most expressively paint the

tender and assiduous love which the sinner ex-

periences on his first return by repentance. Oh
that poor penitent converts found always such

gentle treatment from the proud world, or even

from some proud saints ! The great and good

Shepherd, in the fulness of his love and joy,

does not hand over the poor sheep to a servant,

who would hurry it home in his hireling way:
no, he beareth it himself (see Isa. xl. 11), re-

minding us of the leading or bringing in of

chap. xiv. 21, which falls immeasurably short,

and is assigued to the servant. No chastise-

ment for the running away, no driving or whip-

ping back—the poor sheep is weary and lan-

guishing enough by reason of its wanderings

(Matt. ix. 36) ; the great object is solicitously

to warn and to shelter it against new dangers

—

" that I may not again lose thee, my beloved

and peculiar treasure, which it rejoices me to

have found again
!"

The coming home of the shepherd precisely

corresponds to his going forth, iropevioBat, It

was not, indeed, literally said in the parable that

there was such a going forth from home (the

parallel is Ka.Ta~A.uKuv, "leaveth"); but it was
actually intended, nevertheless, to indicate the

whole human life of our Lord with its great aim,

and is therefore to be interpreted by Matt, xviii.

11, comp. Luke xix. 10, where the Son of Man
is said to have come to seek and to save that

which was lost. Thus he goeth after it, until he

fiud it; that is, not merely (according to Ben-
gel) seeking the sinner even at the table where
he sits in his sins, but in the essential truth of

his words, seeking till the death of the cross
;

seeking us by penetrating the depths of our

misery and our curse, since only there and only

thus we might be found. Consequently, the

coming home of the Son of Man, who had gone

forth to seek and save the lost children of men,

must indicate his return to his own proper

house as the Son of God ; to the heaven

whither he carries back his saved ones. All

this is most plainly declared, as we have already

said, in the literal words of ver. 7, Likewise—

in heaven, and most significantly the iarai,'' shall

be," pointing to futurity. This man, this shep-

herd, is thus at the same time the Lord from

heaven, so transcendently high in himself, yet

so condescending towards the objects of his

gracious seeking. It is a still further condescen-

sion of the great proprietor that he summons
others to share his joy ; for he who thus speaks

to others, places them, as it were, on a level

with himself. The joy is in itself so great, that

it is as if he is not sufficient for it himself, but

increases his gladness and the complacency of

his love by the sympathy of others. What
depth of divine ovynaTujiaoLc (condescension) in

the real truth which is undeniably involved in

such figures as these ! The man in the parable

has friends and neighbors around him, who are

his fellows—thus deals the Lord with those

who are with him in heaven! Looking at the

profound difference between the two parables,

we very much doubt whether here also, as in

ver. 10, the angels of God only are to be under-

stood. Meyer observes—Among the angels

and the blessed ; Bengel understands here in

the first instance only the spirits of the just

made perfect (comparing Rev. xviii. 20), but

this is opposed by the circumstance that the

(pilot kuI yeiTovec, " friends and neighbors," are

obviously not themselves -Kpopara, sheep. 2vy-

naluv, " to call together," is the specific expres-

sion for an invitation to a feast, and hence the

" friends and neighbors " are only parabolically

so designated—see eh. xiv. 12. (For the poor

and the maimed cannot be invited in heaven.)

Moreover, we should not seek a profounder dis-

tinction (with Bengel) between the friends in

sentiment and will, and the neighbors in dwell-

ing and locality. Such thoughts may very

easily be pushed too far, as, for example, the

edifying observation—What joy will then arise,

when the sinner is brought safely home at last

!

(Is there joy in heaven at thy conversion, and
will there be none at thy glorification? Baxter.)

For the Lord regards the converted man here

as already fully saved and brought home ; em-
bracing all in one comprehensive figure. Oh
how graciously does his saying proceed—" My
sheep—which was lest—that which was so

known to you, the inhabitants of heaven, as

well as to me, in whose fate ye share my in-

terest, so that I may call upon you for your

sympathy and joy!" The fulness of the mean-

ing of each word has an inexhaustible influence

for the heart, even after we have clearly ex-

pounded it to our minds. Just as according to

that low analogy, which the Lord does not dis-

dain to use, the tenderness of the shepherd-

feeling may be exhibited in man as a shepherd

towards the animal creation—so does the Lord

of heaven look down upon the wretched objects

of his compassion upon earth. Just as we our-

selves rejoice over the fortunate finding of what
it has cost us pains to seek, however trivial a

thing it may be in itself—even so is there joy in

heaven in the presence of God and his angels,

even such is the rejoicing of the Son of God
who returneth home with the precious thing

that he hath retrieved.
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We must not pass over, in our familiarity

with the formula, the majestic / say unto you !

which forms the sublime transition to the inter-

pretation of this most condescending parable.
" I am that Shepherd, and this I say unto you,

shepherds of Israel ; to you who murmur and
blame me I speak, the Son of Man who am
come from heaven, and will soon return to

heaven again as my home ; I, who know full

well what passes there (as afterwards, chapL

xvi. 23, what passes in hell)—I say unto you
that joy shall be in heaven over that which
causeth you offence upon earth. Joy, not over

the sinner in his sin, but over his repentance

;

though ye, in your heartless presumption, allow

no validity to that repentance, and would not
that I should receive such a sinner. I say unto
you, that he will be more than received above,

whatever ye may vainly say against it. Over
one shall there be the joy of all heaven ; and
even if all who hear me did not repent, if only

one of them repented, the joy of finding him
would repay all the toil of seeking him. Ye
reject all sinners alike in mass; to me every
one, for his own sake and for the sake of my
love, is inestimably precious and dear." We
have already shown on Matt, xviii. that the

Saviour's joy in recovering the sinner refutes

the notion of any irresistible grace. Not that

the sheep seeks the shepherd ; unless he wero
sought and called he would continue lost. But,

on the other hand, he may oppose instead of

following the recognised voice of the shepherd

;

not, therefore, all who are lost are found again, or

yield themselves to be saved, and this is the rea-

son of the joy which is felt over that one which is

recovered. The uetcivofIv, repentance, is effected

by the seeking love of God ; but it does not con-
sist entirely and alone in the energy of that love.

This is perfectly exemplified in those others who
are now brought into contrast ; the designation
of whom in the parable as "not lost" is now
qualified by a tone of lamentation and com-
plaint in the interpretation of the parable. A
sinner who repenteth is a sinner no longer, he
becometh truly righteous—but what of the
ninety and nine just persons ? Their true

characterisation has been given upon Matt. ix.

12, 13. The gracious severity of the words set

out with the assumption that their righteous-
ness was valid

;
but when they murmur where

the inhabitants of heaven rejoice, the question
naturally arises whether their righteousness can
be genuine.* This is the second condemnation

* The Lord recognizes no just persons who uever
needed, or even who no longer need, repentance

—

and every application which involves this is a per-
version. Braune, e.g., speaks of the " innocent,
who have not yet experienced or become conscious
of evil, and who in the simplicity of their hearts
are just in the sight of God," as contrasted with
" sinners who have passed beyond the line of inno-
cence ;" but the former could only be the angels, who
however occupy their own quits different place in
vers. 7, 10, and are never called just in Scripture,
but always holy ones. This would issue in making
our Lord preach the doubtful doctrine that " virtue
transcends innocence," against which we cannot be

of the Pharisees which is hinted at ; the first

having been already directed against their

neglect of their pastoral duty. Th's closing

sentence, further (which coincides with ch. v.

32), proves assuredly that the one sheep cannot
be, in the sense of this parable, the human race
as requiring redemption; for the ninety and
nine kv rrj Ipijuif), "in the wilderness," are neither
the angels nor the just made perfect in heaven.
He who lists may, however, go beyond the
limits of the parable, and regard the Lord as

having one great flock throughout the universe,

to which the human race, lost till he goes after

it, is related as the one saved sinner is related

to all the others, as the one to the ninety and
nine.*

Verses 8-10. We have already exhibited

the essential point of this second parable, which
alas I is in most sermons and expositions lightly

despatched as dependent upon the former, or

left altogether unnoticed. It is not the Holy
Ghost, as he is a hypostasis in the depths of
the Godhead, but as he has built for himself

a house upon earth, and obtained for himself a
possession. The church as a whole and in-

dividual churches—both are, in a certain sense,

the same. The Spirit in the church, as the true

mother of that house which the great Pro-
prietor possesses not only in heaven but also

upon earth, seeks, in like manner, the lost piece

of silver, and similarly rejoices over it amid the

sympathies of all angels and good spirits. Thus
the meaning of our Lord's words, spoken for

futurity (Matt. xxiv. 35), goes here, as it often,

or, we may say, always does, far beyond the

sense which those who heard them first were
then capable of putting upon them. Neverthe-
less, even then an attentive and thoughtful

scribe might have been led by the symbolical

seeking woman to think of the congregation of

the people of God, of the Vhj? (congregation) or

ft'V (assembly) of the Lord ; in the name and
as the servant and representative of which, he

himself should also have sought the lost. But
let it be observed now that the house built upon
earth is not introduced till after he who came
is gone home again to his house in heaven (ver.

7.) The substitution of the piece of silver as

too much on our guard, as grazing the confines of

the view that man's fall into sin is his line of pro-

gress towards maturity. Righteousness in scrip-

tural phraseology is never mere innocence, nor un-

tried and unconfirmed virtue ; and as the "just

persons " in ver. 7 are upon earth (for should not

the angels in heaven rejoice over themselves as

righteous ?) it follows that it is here only a prelim-

inary hypothesis which is assumed, with an under-

lying tone of irony.

* "Should not that great and glorious shepherd

whose millions of bright sheep fill the universe,

leave these millions in order to seek the slightest,

poorest, most infirm of those who need his care,

and without that care would utterly perish ; does

not his boundless love require him to go after it ?"

(Kurz, Bibel u. Aslronomie, p. 220). This is a

thought quite permissible in itself, but as au expo-

sition of what eternal wisdom has spoken it is not

valid.
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designating the sinner, gives us, in addition to

the important meaning which we indicated

above, the idea of a progression in his value : a

lost animal, a lost piece of money, and finally, a

lost .son.* For, the more closely we regard and

realise the sinner's final misery and his first

apostasy as leading to it, the more impressively

does his value in himself assert itself. The
number hence becomes smaller : at first a hun-

dred, now ten, afterwards reduced to two. This

is not designed simply to teach that the enumer-
ation in itself is not to be interpreted; but the

ten pieces of silver indicate in passing that the

woman is not so rich as to be indifferent to the

loss of even one piece ; that is, one soul is esti-

mated by the Spirit in the church, not in the

proportion which one piece would bear to the

hoard of a man with millions, but in its pro-

portion to a scanty store of such a woman as

this. The church counts her possessions care-

fully, is unwilling to give up anything as lost,

and speaks of it when lost with all the more
emphasis as

—

my piece! As the Lord also on
Matt. xxii. 20, 21 compares man with a piece of

money, referring by the image and superscrip-

tion to the impress of God primarily on Israel,

and then generally on humanity in general, so

must we not altogether exclude an analogous

side-glance in our present passage. The piece

of silver lying under the dust in its corner re-

tains its own essential value, but it would re-

main dead and lost as to purposes of possession

(as we speak of dead and useless capital), if it

should remain unsought and unfound.f In a

more restricted reference the Lord especially

intends those who have already belonged to the

church and fallen in it; because in them the loss

and the ruin is exibited in its most impressive

point of view : the discourse afterwards takes a

deeper and more retrospective view, and regards
every sinner as having been once in the house
of God, in the heaven or paradise of innocence
—of which more anon.

Lighting j sweeping, seeking : three critical

points which are not without significance, and
which point to the true signification of the yuvrj

or woman. We cannot seek in the dark, be-
cause we cannot tee. Then the lamp of preach-
ing must first be kindled in the Gospel ; and the

voice of preaching is the voice, continued upon
earth, of him who is gone into heaven : it is

the Spirit who testifies in that preaching ; but
yet the church lights these lamps, by selecting

and appointing her own true witnesses, chosen
from her midst, and exercising their functions

* Not therefore conversely in anti-climax, as wc
find in Stein—Not only a sheep, which has a sensi-

tive enjoyment of its life, but even an insignificant

piece of money. The tenth part of her littlo store

is not insignificant to the woman.

f This view, which is quite in harmony with our
present passage, and witli the comparison between
man and the tribute money, has no affinity with the
strange and inappropriate question of Back

—

" What makes the money false or genuine ? Not
the external brilliance, or the stamp upon it, but the
false or genuine metal of its substance."

in her name. As to individual churches, this

light may in some cases altogether disappear,

but in the church never ; she, that is, the Holy
Spirit in her, continues ever to kindle them
anew. However much the disguising dust, in

its various kinds, may itself glisten or shine— it

is, and can be no other than darkness and
death ; the true light must shine upon, and dis-

perse it utterly. For with thin light is associa-

ted, and in absolutely necessary union, the

sweeping of the house in all the further ordi-

nances and regulations of the ecclesiastical econ-

omy, administration of discipline, and exercise

of supervision; the removal out of I he way of

all hindrances and offences, of all hypocritical

pretexts and concealments, so as to leave no
corner unvisited by the light, and nothing
hidden in the dust : and all this is done by the

true energy of life accompanying the true light.

This sweeping does indeed at first seem to

create dust where dust was not before, exciting

it throughout the house for the sake of the

object lost; and even so this work of the Spirit

in the church is complained against as unpleas-

antly disturbing the deceitful course of death,

and interfering with the false peace and amenity
of the house. Finally, the end and aim of all

this lighting and sweeping is the real and thor-

ough seeling for souls. We may further say
that the first is preeminently assigned to the

minister of the word as such, the second to his

helpers and elders, and the cooperation in the

great Avork of seeking to the whole church gen-
erally. When this proceeds in all its vigor, the

church is filled with life; and, thus living, will

not indolently suffer her treasures to be lost,

but seeking and finding them will edify herself

in the Holy Ghost.

Nothing is said here in ver. 9 of coming
home, for the woman who seeks is already in

her own house : the Spirit abides in the church.
Hence also in ver. 10 (though this is generally

overlooked) not the " angels in heaven " are

mentioned; any more than the Future torai,

" shall be," which now becomes the Present
yivETai, "is." The angels of God, although
they always behold the face of the Father in

heaven, are at the same time cooperant upon
earth in the seeking and preservation of those
who are to be, and are, the heirs of salvation

;

they arc present in the church (1 Cor. xi. 10)

;

everywhere, and here especially, there is a close

connection and fellowship between heaven and
earth. The friends aud the neighbors who run
together after the manner of women (very
much as if to rejoice over the birth of a child,

see Ruth iv. 14, 17; Luke i. 58), must not be
regarded simply as a necessary appendage of the

figure ; for, in tins wondrous series of parables,

there is not the slightest touch which does not
yield its meaning. Bengel's remark upon the

distinction between tiie angels as "foris, habitu

virili, bellis apto," (abroad—in male attire, adapt-

ed to warfare) ; and " domi, habitu pacifico et

feminino," (at home—in pacific and feminine
attire), may be justly deemed far-fetched

; but
it will much better correspond with the truth if

we refer to the hosts, or, as it were the congrega-
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tion of spirits.* Suffice it, that in each case there

is joy in the presence of the angels of God
when a sinner begins his conversion, and opens

Ins heart for the birth of his Saviour, even as

there was angel's joy in Bethlehem
;
yea, there

is joy over the beginning of every new creation,

like that first joy over creation when the light

sprung forth from the darkness (Job xxxviii. 7.

See Eph. iii. 10; 1 Pet. i. 12). This world ia

the nursery of that world ; and every little plant
is greeted as a new accession to the glory of
God, to the joy of all who are saved in him,
and to his joy, as the Saviour, in them.

THE SEEKING, RECEIVING, FORBEARING LOVE OF THE FATHER
WARDS THE PENITENT AND THE SELF-WILLED, THE OPEN

AND THE CONCEALED SINNER : THE TWO SONS.

(Luke xv. 11-32.)

TO-

If it were allowable to introduce here the

distinctions applicable to human things, we
might term this parable the crown and the

pearl of all our Lord's parables. How many
words would it require to express all the feel-

ings of reverent astonishment with which we
ever contemplate and study it 1 How simple,

yet how profound ; how transparently artless

as a chapter of human life, and yet how full of

mystery as a revelation of the mysteries of the

kingdom of heaven ; how perfectly natural is

the picture as a whole, and yet how full of sig-

nificance down to the slightest and minutest

features and touches ; how eternally riveted on
the memory are the words, how inexhaustibly

to be explored their ever new evolutions of

meaning ; with what dramatic life is all related,

so that every fresh clause suggests in itself a

whole history, which each one is involuntarily

constrained to pursue for himself; and, again,

with what force does every word arrest the

conscience, and point to the parabolical applica-

tion of the whole ; in short, to sum all in one
word, how divinely human is this parable of the

God-man 1 So individually characteristic is it,

that no other is its fellow ; while so universally

comprehensive, that " we all must find ourselves

reproduced in this parable in some sense, either

as we have become, or as we have ever been,

or as we are hoping and endeavoring to be !"t

And we cannot but remark how the blessed

Lord, almost in opposition to his usual manner,
speaks and points so movingly to the sentiment
and feelings ; as if his affectionate love aims to

affect and to break, if that might be, even the
hardest hearts. That this parable, which Lange
beautifully terms " a gospel within the Gospel,"
this universal text for preaching about the lost

and recovered sons of our heavenly Father (and
the first-born hopelessly lost in the midst of the
rich possessions of the house), should be want-
ing in the pericopse of the Sunday calendar, is

* Let it be remembered that the collective idea iu

Hebrew is expressed by the feminine.

f Nitzsch, in his sermons (first selection. Bonn
1833), constructed for academical and educated
hearers, but full of the very marrow of exegesis

—

from which we shall take leave to extract much
more.

an omission which is utterly unjustifiable on any
ground whatever; it is not compensated by
the insertion of the previous similitudes, and
it is of itself ample reason for that reforma-

tion of the calendar which Palmer desires.

We shall not repeat what has been already

said as to the position and significance of this

parable in connection with the whole, but pro-

ceed to develop its individual meaning. We
are called to regard the Lord's complete answer
to the Pharisees, in the double picture so im-
pressively contrasted, and which yet preaches
the one love of God—how the manifestly apos-

tate sinner (with honesty, at least, in his sin),

coming in penitence, is received again
; how the

secretly apostate sinner (to which is added hy-
pocrisy), even while he is wilfully revolting

against his father and his brother, is borne with

in mercy, is graciously intreated, and even still

sought 1

Verse 11. A hundred sheep—ten pieces of

silver—and now two sons : this last introduces

a having of a very different kind, and conse-

quently, a very different, and now first perfect

joy, in the recovery after losing I The limita-

tion in number to two concentrates the atten-

tion upon the contrast, exhibited in vers. 7 and
10, between the lost and what was prelimina-

rily assumed to be not lost ; bringing out that

contrast now into sharp prominence, as a main
element in all these parables. A certain man
had two sons, that is, he was the father of both

!

To understand Christ himself as this father, is

contrary to the sacred propriety of all his

habitual speech, whether parabolical or other-

wise, in which he never forgets that he himself

is the true Son ; and, as we have said, is deci-

sively confuted by a profounder investigation

of the whole. God, as the Father or great Cre-

ator, has sons, self-conscious, endowed with

will, begotten in his likeness—and these are

not so much all intelligent creatures, though

this is sometimes assumed, as men created in

Adam after the image of God ; for, " Adam
was the son of God," ch. iii. 38. To say that

S

God is originally the " Father of all his intelli-

gent creatures," presents us only with a half-

truth
;
but to say that he is and remains the

i Father of men, even in their apostasy, is o

i whole truth, James ii. 9 ; Acts xvii. 28, 29
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Eph. iii. 15.* Every " sinner" was once, in his

first beginning and going forth from God (even

if only in Adam), a child in the house (created

in the Son) ; every " righteous person," who
comes forward into contrast as thinking him-
self such, will also in that house declare and
prove himself to be a yet greater sinner him-
self. The universal paternal grace extends to

the vilest as consequent upon that first essen-

tial birth, while the universal ruin of sin extends
to the most honorable as consequent upon ac-

tual birth in time ; thus the two parties are ex-
hibited in these two sons, whose history is now
depicted, and to whom the Lord now speaks,

as being originally and fundamentally alike be-

fore God.
Now first is the so-called sinner placed in the

true light which divine love sheds upon him

;

and we have here depicted to us : his sin, vers.

12 to 16 ; his repentance, vers. 17-20 ; his re-

ception back again, vers. 20-24. We have now,
more definitely than in the two former para-

bles, " the grades of development in the depar-
ture from God, and the return to him by re-

pentance and faith ;" the profoundest and in-

most beginning and end both of sin and of

return, with all that in both cases lies interme-
diate. First of all, and this is the distinctive

starting point of the parable, we have sin as

such and in its essential self—its origin (ver.

12), development or process (ver. 13, in the way
indicated by the lost sheep), and consummation
(also ver. 13, having reached the goal indicated

by the lost money). But then is immediately
adjoined the misery which follows on sin, and
is inseparably one with it ; this also is viewed
in its threelbld critical aspect: the beginning
of want, ver. 14, which is the first conscious-

ness and realization of distance and estrange-

ment ; the recourse to false help, ver. 15, which
is only the continuation and confirmation of

apostasy ; and finally the aggravated and in-

tenser want, ver. 16, which lays bare the

whole depth of the misery which it has drawn
after it.

Verses 12, 13. It is because the Lord will

preserve to this " righteous" one in the figure

the preeminence of the prerogative of the first-

born, that the younger is introduced as the un-

filial and lost son
; nor need we look for any

other reason—such as a relative apology for his

folly in his youth, which was also in its time

true of the other also. By this figure of a

grown-up son, who will be a " young man be-

fore his time, and will not endure and wait for

his inheritance till his lather .dies," who is furi-

ously urged by the lust for freedom, the Lord's

wisdom, which always contemplates the funda-

mental principles below the surface, would ex-

hibit to us the innermost essence of all sin in its

original source. The son breaks loose from his

fattier ; is no longer satisfied with the common
enjoyment of all his goods, because he cannot

longer tolerate the fellowship of his righteous

lather, whose authority had so long constrained

* On this last passage, comp. my Epheserbrief,

especially vol. i. p. 497.

him to obedience ; his will is to live independ-
ently and for himself, to carry away his ovm
goods as a spoil, to seek his miserable happiness
by infatuated wisdom of his own in the enjoy-
ments of a free life : and in this we see the
punctum saliens in all our apostasy from the
living God, our Creator, and our Father. His
own good things in unholy appropriation pre-
ponderate, in the mind of this son, over the
favor of his father enjoyed in filial love ; he
confronts that father with a selfish demand,
which seems to possess reason, yet is in reality

utterly without it : and in this we see the
speedily resulting, and apparently entire death
and extinction of all filial sentiment, the root of
all and every sin, more exceeding sinful in this

its albeit secret and deeply latent principle than
in all the subsequent wanderings and riot-

ous abandonment to evil which necessarily
springs from it. And even if we go no further
than the external possessions of which chap.
xvi. 1-13 will speak (though the words go
much deeper), yet we must regard the Lord as

explaining and condemning prospectively the
root of udiKta, or unrighteousness, which clings

to all mammon—the improper appropriation of
that which should be alien to us, in contempt
of our true possessions in the fellowship of God.
A6f jioi, " give me"—seems, indeed, to be the
supplication of the son as following the Tlurep,

"Father," of invocation; but the uoi, "me,"
itself presents him as making a demand, and it

is followed by a juristical formula which seems
to regard himself and his father as equal per-
sons, with equal rights. To tmPu'klov uipoc,
" the portion that falleth to me," is genuine
Greek (as Grotius shows), and is used also with
reference to inheritance in Tob. vi. 12, as also

to the taxes imposed on a dependent people.

1 Mace. x. 30. The son stands upon his right,

therefore, just as men think that they have a
right as creatures to expect from the Creator
an upToc kmovcioc, " daily bread" (and forsooth,

the whole befitting fiepog, or " portion," which
their ordinary fife requires)

;
yet is he con-

strained, at the outset of his wandering, to pay
an involuntary tribute to the truth, for his

prayer is

—

Give me now that which will one
day be my just portion (as if the father had not
the right, as long as he lived, to disinherit dis-

obedient children !).
" I ask that my portion

be given me"—in which the demand at the

close preponderates over the petition at the

beginning.* But this is not the sudden im-

* The Lord exhibits here in its ground and be-

ginning that which, however, is immeasurably sur-

passed in its subsequent developments in the world
at large, when the proud sinners of the last times

demand from their so-called God. now and in this

life, all that they care nothing about in another.

Yet the Lord speaks prophetically for this last secu-

lar manifestation of the evil principles of that apos-

tate, selfish sin which would wrest ail that the

future has for the present time. Communism ly-

ingly speaks about equal distribution among many
brethren : we know full well that such liberalism

means all for self in reality, and in any case goea

far beyond the tmjiaXTiov uepoc in its demands.
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pulse of desire in an evil hour, -which might be

reasoned with ; it is the resolved and steadfast

disposition which the father had seen growing

till the period of this outbreak, and which itself

silently proclaimed the sad severance of the in-

ternal bond. Therefore the father does not

place himself in opposition, resting upon his

rightful prerogative; he does not become to

this unfilial child a despotic and restraining

master, but remains his father still : for a father

even among men is unwilling to find a servant

in a son (comp. ver. 19 afterwards), and would

rather let that son take his freedom, when he

knows that all his representations and prayers

would be fruitless in keeping his child, that

our heavenly Father dismisses us with our free-

dom, when we would depart from him, is the

result at once of his holy righteousness (averse

from all merely external compulsion), and of

that mercy also which does not leave us, but

ever seeks our return. For while, on the one

hand, he bestows upon the son who forsakes

his house an actual inheritance, it is foreseen,

on the other, that in his estrangement it will

be consumed, and thart distress must in due

time recall the wanderer. He who suffers us

to go our way has already taken care that it

shall be hedged in with thorns (Hos. ii. 6).

Thus, if this third parable .makes it appear at

first (as Poos says), " that the father took no
more thought about his lost son," that sem-
blance is soon all the more impressively re-

moved.
And he divided unto them the inheritance.

In the parable, primarily, the elder (as first-

born) obtained, or was secured in the preroga-

tive of the landed possession, the proper pater-

nal inheritance ; while the younger had in com-
pensation his /iepoc, or "portion," dealt out to

him. Thus, all else that belonged to the father

remained to the elder
;

yet as a son in the

house with his father, so that he could yet dis-

pose of it at his pleasure, ver. 31. It might
have appeared, indeed, that he who was eman-
cipated according to his own desire had more
enjoyment of freedom; but that was only a

delusion of the unfilial mind. And let the dis-

tinction—never sufficiently noted—between the

ovaia, substance, and ftioc, living, be carefully ob-

served ; for the Evangelist, under the direction

of the Holy Ghost, gives every little word its

distinct and accurate place. The idea of the for-

mer goes deeper than that of the latter. The son

will have the very substantia of his estate, that

which properly belonged to his essential per-

sonality and existence ; without knowing that

his words involve (according to the moral rela-

tion between personality and possession) some-
thing very different from that which a man
may eat and drink, spend and consume : of the
father it is only said that he gave up tov filov

(as far, consequently, as the son wished) to his

discretion to be wasted. That was to this fool-

ish spendthrift his ovaia (ver. 13) ; and it was
this which he squandered utterly, after having
converted it all into money, and gathered all

together into a compact transportable form (as

Prov. xxiii. 21 xxi. 17, pave the way for our

parable) : but we shall see that something very
different remained for him in the depths of his

father's heart. Indeed, no sooner lias this fool

obtained his own, than he makes haste to show
why he had demanded it : fie-' ov fl-oW-ac iifiipaq,

" not many daj's after," he appropriates all, and
goes to another land (properly, into a certain

other country), into his own freedom and the

freedom of his own, to become a young master

on his own account, anything so as to be out

of his father's house and beyond his discipline

And if the fianpuv, " far," here belongs to the

X^pav, " country" (comp. chap. xix. 12, Prov.

vii. 19), and does not as in ver. 20 stand ad-

verbially, then it adds an emphasis of its own

—

as far as possible away! In this emphatic and
most pregnant fiaxpuv, which significantly com-
bines Avith the last hypocritical -trump, " father"

(used by the younger as by the elder son), the

spirit of apostasy and departure from God i3

exhibited as the full consummation of sin. The
neighborhood of the father is irksome to the

fallen child and urges him to widen his dis-

tance, until Augustin's word seems to be ful-

filled :
" regio longinqua est oblbno Dei" (the

far country is forgetfulness of God). Now lives

the sinner in that land a life which he thinks

worthy of the name ; but then begins and is

consummated his death, for his father must be-

wail him as dead ; he lives dauiruc, that is, a

self-destroying life, without salvation or help

—

and hence this intense word became the chosen

expression to indicate all kinds of external de-

bauchery and recklessness of riot.* The x&pa
Ikuvti, " that land," is wherever such erring

children have wandered from their Father,

wherever they are dwelling afar from him,

wherever they vainly attempt to build a city,

like Cain in Nod, the land of unsteady wander-

ing from the face of God, apart from which
there is neither life nor salvation. All creature-

possession consumes itself in the using (Col. ii.

22) ; and all wealth must ever turn to poverty,

either by its actual dissipation, or in conse-

quence of the folly of covetousness which, the

more mammon increases, is the less satisfied by
it. Thus man in his sin consumes first of all

his earthly goods, so that he can no more find

his satisfaction and comfort in them ; but then,

alas ! the true and real possessions which his

heavenly Father communicated to him are also

consumed, the life derived from God dies out in

alienation (Eph. iv. 18)—unless a seasonable

repentance saves its last spark. So in the

primitive world the first race of men squan-

dered away in mass the original prerogatives

of natural possession, as well as the conscious-

ness and heritage of fellowship with God

;

such, when viewed in its profoundest princi-

ple, is the way of every individual soul ; thus

* "Acurof, 6 61 airbv diro'A.2.v/xevo<; (Aristot. Eth.

iv. 1). This history is everywhere and perpetually

finding its external realization in the lives of the

slaves of lust (Eph. iv. 22). When people are

"lords of their means, but not lords of their de-

sires"— waste, poverty, and ruin must follow

(Zeller).
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was it, more particularly (and this lying mid-

way between the two may be regarded as the

most immediate application of the parable),

with the chosen people of God in their apos-

tasy. Out of an innocent child (whose first

creation by God is reflected, at least, in a cer-

tain relative guiltlessness), out of a baptized

and confirmed Christian, there comes forth one
who draws near to say farewell to his Father

as in ver. 12; an independent, that is, an apos-

tate, self-destroying, and lost son—such is the

whole history of sin ! But when the Father

first of all punishes this unholy desire by grant-

ing it, as at the graves of lust in the wilderness,

he nevertheless deals with our inborn freedom
in long-suffering as wise as it is merciful ; that

increate principle of freedom he regards in his

children even in its wanderings with a divine

paternity which infinitely transcends any figure

by which it may be illustrated.

Verses 14-16. As lightly and swiftly as all

had been gathered together is all scattered, again,

wasted, spent*—such is the general picture here
given of the folly which thinks life long, and
never regards its end. The misery of want now
begins, treading closely on the heels of lawless

riot. This keen and pressing want of hunger
marks a critical point of the similitude, wherein
it must fail adequately to illustrate the truths

which were intended ; but the Lord so incor-

porates the expression in the parable that it

preserves its appropriate relation to the narra-

tive, while suggesting to the thoughtful mind
the deeper truth which it fails entirely to set

forth. For, most assuredly, that hunger which
is the destitution of the true and only satisfying

bread, must be regarded as always existing in

that land (as it is twice defined most signifi-

cantly, after its first mention in ver. 13, and
then in the Hide of ver. 17 exhibited in its most
impressive contrast—as alienated and far from
the father's house); but that destitution be-

comes a necessity or a longing, a manifest "kipbc

or famine, only when it is keenly felt in the soul.

The Lord here goes beyond the parable as re-

volving round this one son, and obliquely inti-

mates how the ruling grace of God sends visi-

tations of general calamity into the domain of

this sinful world, which make the misery felt

and salvation an object of desire (comp. Amos
viii. 11). This great truth, however is only

grazed upon in the broad Kard t//v x&pw ineiwjv,

" in that land ;" and the Lord, for his immediate
object's sake, places the famine of the land gen-
erally in striking connection by its eyivero, " there

arose," with the consummated squandering

of the substance of him who had wandered
into it, as if it had been the simple consequence
of his reckless waste. And so it seems as if

we are no further to think of this Xiubc
, famine,

than as it respects tin; spendthrift's participation

in it, and impending starvation. How much is

shadowed forth, again, in this iarepeladat, " to be

* A(f<7/cop7r«Tc is obviously in ironical contrast

with cvvayayuv ; and then Kama poiuts again to

the previous unavra, while danavtiv yet more iron-

ically reprobates the spending aU—for nothing 1

in want," as to the deep internal progress of

the history of the sinner I To every one this

time must come, especially to every one—as in

the point of view (of this parable)—who has

fallen into the gross wilfulness of outward sin.

The time passes merrily for a while, but the

pleasure of life soon dies out, the possessions

and the strength are lavished away, the relishes

of mad jny which once befooled the heart are

now untasted—suffice it that that heart, the still

existent tau uvdpunoc or " inner man," begins

now to be in want, to feel the fearful horror of

its most bitter emptiness and distress. No
matter whether viewed as external or internal—

-

for it must always come at last to the sense of

inward want. Thus we can understand the

further description of the ensuing misery.

Slavery, instead of the independence so madly
chosen ; detestable humiliation even among the

associates of apostasy in this wicked world ; and

finally, the last vain endeavor to find the suste-

nance of life in resources which degrade to the

level or below the level of the brutes. The colors

are strong:, laid on unsparingly, but in perfect

truth. The heathen land indicated by the swine,

signified to the Jews the region of sin and impuri-

ty, in the foul shame of which this son of a very

different household must sink into a swineherd.

The land, indeed, is full of such as he (sinners are

many upon earth)—that is the first intimation.

But the strong expression which speaks of the

citizens of that land means still more, and in-

volves an evident contrast with the immigrant

who had not yet become a citizen therein.

Those in whom the last filial feeling (ver. 17) is

extinct, and who think no longer of any former

better home, are the true citizens of this evil

world
;
such as would still return like this son

in the parable, are the scattered children of

God in their midst (John xi. 52).

First of all, the wretched one beginning to be

in want, seeks to help himself, in perverse and

blindly persistent apostasy ;
turning to resources

which can only issue in his own worse misery,

and thus drive him against his own purposes to

that conversion which is the design of God's

grace. His heart does not yet and at once

say—I will up and go to my father 1 but before

that there is to be another -Kopevdric, " he went."

Many interpret the hKo)2it0n, "joined himself,"

of humble and urgent begging, which fastens

itself upon another and will not be gainsayed

—

Give me something, make me something, even

though it be a keeper of swine, only let me not

starve and perish I But this seems an incorrect

anticipation of the stages of humiliation, as they

are stated with precision ; this noHaaBai gives

us rather the twolbld commencement of misery,

as resulting from foolish recourse to self for help.

He enters into stricter fellowship with the

heathen and sinners of the place (which he had

in a sense avoided before, from the remains of

shame in him)
; but this fellowship of attach-

ment of itself can only result in dependence, he

gives himself up to bondage, pledges himself

wholly to the world. This, then, is the abase-

ment, in which the wretched wages of sin must

become loathsome to him as swine's food, while
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he remembers the bread of heaven. The world,
and every one of its citizens, is a hard master,
in whose services the most pitiable wages are
given, yea, not oven food to eat ; well for every
prodigal who is constrained to realise this, and
does realise it I The Kepuna, which Luther has
quite correctly popularised into husks* indicate,

according to the predominant reference which
the parable involves to sinners of the grossest
degree, the last defilement, the bestial turpitude
of the foulest fleshy lust—although even this

may assume various forms, admits of many de-
grees, aud may be disguised under specious
aspects. What the beast is to man, that the
carnal man, the natural man generally with his

pleasures and needs, is to the nobler part of
himself, the spirit to be awakened in conver-
sion

;
it is not, therefore, an external change,

the alteration in objects and manner of life

simply, which is needed to turn into husks what
before was so sweet and pleasant (Prov. ix. 17,
xx. 17). For if the sinner has once reached the
point at which the parable here exhibits him,
he is constrained by experience to confess the
worthlessness and the utter disgracefulness of
his sinful life

;
yet this is so far from being the

voluntary conversion of his will, that he might
even in this depth despise the call of the living

Grod, and exhort his soul to eat and drink as if

at the most excellent table ;t and thus, if his

most outrageous desires were gratified, arrive at

a point in which he should take his place among
the other thriving citizens. We see, in this

normal type of a penitent sinner, that even he at

lea3t for a while desires only to be fed with
these husks ! The common translation, how-
ever, and that which Luther has retained, is in-

correct; our feeling would never allow us to

admit—And no man crave them unto him I As
if, had only the swine's food been supplied to

him, he would not have gone back to his father

!

a feature this which would derange and distort

the harmony of the whole picture. It is indeed
said in regard to this prevalent interpretation,

that in the time of dearth his swine were more
important to the citizen than their keeper (but

we may ask whether the herdsmen was not
necessary for them /), but such a notion introdu-

ces an incongruous extravagance quite foreign

to the measured character of the whole parable.

And further—who could have prevented the

swineherd from taking some portion for himself
in connection with the animals, on which suppo-
sition alone the giving to him would have been
needful.:}:

* St. John's bread, or goat's horn, the hulls of a
leguminous plant which in the East is the food of
cattle and swine, and often the nourishment of the
poorest in times of distress. The Syr. has sninrt
which corresponds with the Talmudical anh SSa "in

for the same fruit.

f We cannot but think of that verse of the great

poet—" TJns ist ganz kannibalisch wohl, als wie
funfhundert Sauen I"

% Though the answer has been devised—that he
would have to prepare them by cooking for himself!

The general otitic, " no man," does not suit

this view ; nor his experience, already alluded
to, that these Kepuna, which the swine might
eat as their natural and fitting nourishment,
could only fill without nourishing and satisfying

his hungering belly.* This is, once more, a
piercing truth—the pleasures of sin, as those
who delight in them must find, fill, but nover
satisfy; comp. Lukevi. 25; John iv. 13; Ejcles.

i. 8, and, in the same words as here, Psa. xvii.

14. And here what sin would do, becomes its

punishment—the debauched and riotous liver

had before filled his belly, while no animal, no
swine, eats more than enough, overstepping the
limits of nature. In the similar application in

Luke xvi. 21, it is supposed that many crumbs
fell to Lazarus from the rich man's table, the

km.dvfj.uv, "desiring," indicating his pious con-
tentment—and here also we must understand
that the poor swineherd ate readily of the

husks, seized them with avidity, for (as xai

often signifies), no man troubled himself about
his case, or gave him a just sufficiency for his

maintenance ; and this absolute use of didu/xi Af-
ford lays stress upon, concurrently with myself.

Thus it is—No man gave him anything else, any
human nourishment, any bread. This immed-
iately leads to the nsptaaeveiv uprov, " bread to

spare," in the father's house, of which he at

last thinks with a true knidv/nelv or desire ; and
this is said also, in passing, to the hard "just

ones," who would with like scorn leave the " pub-
licans and sinners " to their trough, instead of

feeling compassion for their trouble.

Verses 17-20. The penitent sinner now
stands revealed before our eyes ! Penitence, in

its fullest meaning, or the voluntary following

out of the purpose into the great act, is the

actual arising and coming to the father ; but

before this comes the resolution of repentance,

which is developed here with almost systematic

completeness as proceeding from the inmost

soul. For Jesus explains in this parable how
far penitence must, like sin, proceed voluntarily

:

and in this there is a contrast with the sheep,

wandering in stupidity, and in stupidity not

coming back of itself ; and still more with the

lost piece of money. Yet both sides of the

question are equally true. Repentance, as a re-

solution, thus develops itself: in its origin as a

return into self and remembrance of the father

—in its most essential process as a conscious-

ness of misery, and that as the judicial conse-

quence of sin—and finally in its consummation

as a turning round, a confession, and a vow.

Or, transferred into systematic phraseology, Re-

pentance is first knowledge and conviction of

sin, and then resolution (although in that first

knowledge the latent will must cooperate; for it

is the inmost principle and root, as of the act so

also of the self-knowledge in repentance) ; but

* The contrast expressly established in the text

between yefiiaai rfjv icoiXiav and f/otitov, confutes the

application which Braune makes—He might not

even like the swine satisfy himself. There i3 no not

even in the description.
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knowledge of misery, as also of the guilt and
sin which has produced it—resolution not only

to return but to confess. As it respects the

third critical point, the promise of work
and new obedience, we shall afterwards find

something which requires cautious handling in

that.

It is well expressed in the translation

—

When he came to himself—thus not before, but
now at last ! Thus far was it necessary that it

should go with him. This is the rule which has
its external exemplification in multitudes of

cases. How many must first go on to the most
shameful excesses of sin before they come to

know that sin I How many find not out their

misery until after they have sought their conso-
lation and help in the world by the profoundest
humiliation of devotion to it ! After they have
been sent, as it were, to the swine, the long un-
heard and overpowered voice within them
breaks out—Thou seekest it in the world to no
purpose, it is in thyself thou art a lost son, but
still the son of a fatJier 1 He came to himself

—

this is more accurate than Luther's popular " in

sieh schlagen," which incorrectly connects the

subsequent act (ch. xviii. 13) with this simple

beginning, thereby deranging the delicate con-
nection of the text, as well as losing sight of a
reference which it contains to Old Testa-

ment phraseology. When he begins to be in

want, he goes and joins himself to a citizen
;

when his want reaches the point of extremest
outward need, he goes that better way into him-
self, there finds he the right Tropevaofiai, " I will

go." See in Deut. xxx. 1 the same intimation

—When thou shalt call to mind or go into thy

heart (^22>— Vn nbcni, comp. 1 Kings viii. 47,

Isa. xlvi. 8). YVhen the sinner truly goes into

himself, he discerns himself by a yet remaining

remembrance to be in the deepest reality an
apostate son before God. Thus previously aud
in his sin, he was out of himself, had never con-

templated and known himself in the simple

truth of his condition and relations. And let

the intimation in this similitude for the other

and equally true aspect of the matter, be also

observed. The voluntary sinner was not alto-

gether and absolutely a voluntary agent (there

was in his case a blinding deceitfulness of sin

and Satan, by which he had lost the power of

entering into self) ; and further, his repentance

was not altogether voluntary, but induced by
the grace which sought him through the pres-

sure of need. The first utterance ot his heart is

an awakening right remembrance of the for-

saken father's house. We may for a moment
hesitate how to interpret the mention of the

hired servants, which the Lord, primarily in con-

formity with the literal similitude, connects with
this remembrance ;

for we cannot suppose that

any feature in the parable is indifferent and
without its own proper allusion. We might
rest in the general interpretation—How many
people still faithfully serving him, industrious

laborers, has my lather ! These would then be
*' the multitudes of saints whom the Lord of

blessedness had received to blessedness, poor
sinners whom he had already graciously and

hospitably admitted."* But there must still be
a difference between such and the fuodioic,

" hired servants," here. For while this lost son

is occupied in thinking—" There no man suffers

want; even the hired servants, such as I am
here, are better cared for than I, most miserable

fiioOioc without uiodoc, yea, even without food,

which the meanest hireling is worthy of:" while
he is thus meekly instituting comparison with
his own present condition, he cannot but bring

also into contrast (for he remembers his father
as such !) his iyu 6i, " and /," as the son having
an original prerogative ! To understand the
matter aright, we must remember too that no
one parable can express everything which is in-

volved in its meaning; and that remembrance
which here seems to well up naturally in the

penitent's soul, is in the corresponding reality

awakened by the call of God, which goes out
through all that land not only in the voice of

scarcity, but in open and direct preaching—Re-
turn again, ye who have revolted I But that

preaching exerts its influence only where it

excites and kindles the still existing spark—and
this is the point of view which we must take in

order to understand what is here said—this ex-
plains the sinner's understanding that appeal.

Thus it is not as if this sinner had now other
converted sinners before his eyes ; but his re-

flection signifies—How many orderly men (in

comparison of me a reprobate) receive temporal
happiness from God !t And here it is undeni-
able (as in the xupa and the Aiuog), that the
parable extends beyond its own limits, that is,

arises itself to press towards its interpretation.

The hired servants are now before the eyes of
the son, even as the father's house is not re-

moved from him by any distance of space.

And I, his son, perish with hunger, am dying
the most frightful death ! If this unoXXvfiai,

perish, becomes a consciousness to the soul,

then is there life enough in it to seek a,nd to

find the bread of life. Now first is the exter-
nal turned to an internal wretchedness, and is

in contrast felt as misery by the soul. The wde,

* Paul us, Kind- Wbrte, tvodurch man sclig werden
kann, in fiinf Predigkn uber den verlornen Sohn
(Cannstadt, by Richter, 1839). Impressive and
awakening sermons, which, however, labor under
the defect of neglecting the individualising exposi-

tion of the text, and caring only about the eccle-

siastical and systematic theology to be evolved
from it.

f It were going too far to make the premature
distinction—How many merely legally faithful right-

eous servants, not yet children of God, are fed by
his bounty, are more contented and happy than 1

1

Such thoughts have no placo here. But the inter-

pretation of Von Gerlach is essentially incorrect,

who speaks of " the lower creation of God " con-

trasted with which "only sinful man feels himself

in his restless sin empty and miserable "—thus
making " the contemplation of God's creation

awaken to repentance!" This is a notion quite alien

to the parable, and untrue in itself; for the father's

house does not include the animal world and the

lower creation, and man does not come to repent
ance in any other way than by coming to himself.
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here, -which is unfortunately omitted by Luther

(as by the Vulg.), and to the emphasis of which

we have already referred, is certainly genuine,

and has a distinctive significance in the spirit

of the penitent's words—And I, the apostate

son, perish here, because I by my own fault am
here and not with my father, because I have

chosen to leave him ! litis is my sin and my
misery ! The experience of misery led first

from without inwardly to the knowledge of

sin ;
but now conversely this knowledge speaks

first and last of sin as the only cause of misery.

Wherefore am I, wherefore remain I here?

Thus from this uSe springs immediately that

transcendently important and impressive 'Avaa-

ruc nopevcouai, " I will arise and go." The
ground-tone is—I will arise ! for here we have

the English distinction—the future / will and

not I shall. But there is mingled with this an

immediate resolution of instant, decision which

admits not of being translated—I will do it! for

there is no mere delu, I will (wish), expressed.

In the uvaaTclg (which primarily signifies the

rallying from a state of impotent wretched

despondency, though not without a gracious

though slight pre-intimation of the resurrection

of the dead one, ver. 24) Bengel sees the pri-

mordia pcenitentice, accurate indicata ; but we
should more accurately look for the true pri-

mordia in the earlier iXOuv elc tavrbv, " when he

came to himself." The arising and the going

are again two stages, hence repeated signifi-

cantly in ver. 20. There is no despair, which

would rest in the dnollvucu—" All is lost with

me, my salvation is impossible, I can no more
return to my father !" When now the sinner

—

in a better sense than before in ver. 13—gathers

all together that he has in himself, all that re-

mains in him of the grace of creation, as well I

as all the influence of awakening, preventing

grace already received—then can he do what
,

he will. But he must also in act go, and actu-
j

ally go to the father. How many find this
j

grievous ; how many prefer to go to some other
j

citizen of the country who may promise fairer

and give more than the former ! But in this

going to the father there follows of itself the

true saying unto him—even if that is only the

language of coming itself, which often speaks

most loudly.

Even in this " Pater, peccavi"—as popular

use has translated our Lord's expression of the

sinner's heart's cry to the heart of the all-merci-

ful Father—His shepherd-voice goes out after

the wandering sheep, putting that language

into the lips of sinful man. And what a word
is this single f/fiaprov, " I have sinned," in this

place, the heart-breaking fullness of which the

Holy Spirit teaches every penitent sinner from

age to age to pour forth in many words 1 Im-
possible is it at first to set before God all the

details of our life of sinfulness
; but this one

word is enough for him, if it springs from the

depths of earnestness, without any abatement

of reservation or apology. The son in the para-

ble alleges nothing in his own justification

(youthful inconsideration, false counsellors, or

the like), and is far from Adam's ancient de-

fence, Gen. iii. 12, comp. Job xxxi. 33. How-
fundamental and thorough the meaning of his

i'/fiaprov, is shown in the addition, without any
unfolding, as it were, of his sin—" I know
what that is, I have sinned against heaven and
before thee l" Is this to be put to the account
of the parable simply, so that the son here may
be said to distinguish between heaven and his

human father ? Primarily it may be so—and,

for the purpose of the figure, it may run

—

" Against God, crying to heaven, has my sin

been committed, while I have been offending
before thee, and against thee my father ; not
merely the offence against thee do I feel and
confess, but above and before all the sin before

God" (comp. Matt. xxi. 25 ; Ezra ix. 6 ; 2
Chron. xxviii. 9). But this twofold expression
has its distinctive meaning in the interpretation

of the parable, inverting the sense just given

—

" I have sinned against the right and order of
heaven, against the obedience of the kingdom
of spirits subjected in obedience to law (a sup«

plementary note for ver. 7), in that I havo
sinned against thee, my Father, and the Father
of all spirits 1" And so, further—" Not merely
before all the angels and holy inhabitants of
thy house, preeminently, and first of all in thy
sight. I stand here a confessed, and convicted
sinner ! But I dare to come, and stand before

thy holy face." The two sentences—I wili

arise ! I have sinned ! were unconditional and
decided ; but the third follows as hypothetical,

and carrying with it the latent spark of some-
thing not yet lost. Judas and Cain at once are

ready to have nothing more to do with God;
but this poor prodigal son has twice in his peni-

tence spoken of his father, ver. 18 (and a third

time, if we include ver. 17) ; and even the being

called son, which he could not hope in reply*

from him whom he yet ventures to address as
" father," has in its undertone the timid and
poignant suggestion—Although I am thy son,

was once rightly so called. This evidently lies

in the backward glance of ovketi, " no more."
The prayer descends from the tone of its first

confession of absolute guilt, in a way which is

as artless as it is justifiable, and uses a fxsluaic

(meiosis) which expresses the outgoing of the

heart of a child towards the heart of a father.

Instead of continuing, and prosecuting into all

its detail, the jj/uaprov which he had confessed

—

" I deserve to be banished from heaven and
from thee, to be punished with the severest

condemnation 1" he takes courage to say no
more than—" I am no move worthy to be called

thy son •" although tins indeed silently says

—

"Anything rather than this has been my de-

sert I" Had his words ended there they would
have been a perfect model for all such sons so

coming as he ; his appeal would have been

such as the "father /" which he had first spoken

might have said in its own solitary and pro-

found significance ; the conclusion correspond-

* It is only this first unrejecting acceptance that

he ventures to think upon, or that be is capable of

thinking upon. His thoughts do not go ou to that

consummation of which Matt. v. 9 speaks.
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fng to that would have been the fitting and

permitted supplication of a returning child,

more self-abased than words would express

—

" But father I I pray thee, receive thy penitent

son again, call me son once more !"

This repentance dares to hope for, but not to

expect, forgiveness; hence scarcely has the son

drawn involuntarily so near, than he falls back
again in anxiety, ventures not to complete his

petition, nor to close it in the way which we
have indicated. Nitzsch therefore says too

much, if we take him literally, when he
preaches on this text of <: an arising and com-
ing with the whole trust of repentance, and
with the entire repentance of trust." Profound
and beautiful, but true only in a further stage,

beyond this first return. " My whole spirit

cries out—Father, make me anew, I am no
more thy son !" But thus does not the son

speak as yet ; it is another no'inoov fie,
" make

me," which he brings, of which anon. He feels

after acceptance, forgiveness, renewal, but at

the same time with a contradiction : this and
no more can the natural reason and power
attain to

—

entire confidence is as much an effect

of grace received as entire repentance.* The
conclusion of reason from natural postulates

and premises, the heart's wish and the heart's

hope of the contrite sinner returning to a better

life, approves the possibility of forgiveness of

sins with God, but only the possibility—" not

the fact and the actuality, since even the most
correct perception of the paternal gracious char-

acter does not warrant the lost son to expect

forgiveness with perfect assurance, before the

wiser father declares himself. If, then, he thus

goes, repents and confesses, yet must he ever

stand in doubt whether forgiveness will actu-

ally be the result. Yea, the same reason (which
deemed it possible on many grounds) may
deem it now on other grounds altogether un-
certain whether it may or can be so—a para-

dox this ! No sooner does God forgive sin

than the converted man comes into a new con-
dition of blessedness, rest and peace, as if he
had never sinned ; the remembrance of the sin-

ful condition is effaced, and it appears as if he
had been placed on a level with the holy, sin-

less creature which had never transgressed

God's commandment. Now if the condition

of these two is the same, notwithstanding that

the reformed sinner must ever be one who has

been an actual sinner—then our natural facul-

ties cannot reconcile the forgiveness of sins

with justice, that is, with the strictly propor-

tionate goodness of God. Even the Christian

who knows and believes in his heart that there

will be more joy in heaven over the repenting

sinner (Luke xv. 7)—stumbles at this saying

if he applies to it his mere reason, arid is

tempted to attribute to God some sort of injus-

tice against more pious spirits and races of un-

sinning intelligences. He thinks (viewing the

matter merely with his reason), that these may,

* The repetition of the confession, ver. 20, after

the father's embrace, is somewhat thus to be
viewed.

like the elder son, have some cause to complain

against God. And so—it remains to reason at

the least an insoluble problem, how God can
pardon sinners on repentance simply and yet

remain righteous towards the unsinning, placing

those on a level with these."* We may here

see, by way of anticipation, how the error with

its subjective truth of the penitent son's humil-

ity has already done justice to the proud pre-

eminence of the righteous one, even before he
had begun his murmuring.

But what is this error of humility with its

subjective truth, the exhibition of which was so

needful to the objective truth of this anthropo-
logical delineation ? No other than the in-

tended petition with which the son would close

his appeal to his father, and which is seldom
understood in all its depth of meaning. We
have good grounds for admitting that " in this

awakening return there is a spark of confidence

towards the injured father; and thus penitence

and faith together concur in that first faint feel-

ing which now respects the formerly despised

paternal character" (Berlenb. Bib.). But if in

this son awakening to a return, there had been
more than this slight spark of confidence in

grace ; if he had at once thought of being
accepted as a son who had never sinned, or had
asked for and expected this at the first, then
would his penitential humility have been in-

wardly untrue ; and the Saviour would not
have been able to describe penitence (as he
here however does), in that aspect which pre-

sents it as springing from man's capability and
determination

;
it would be in that case a peni-

tence which prematurely anticipates the influ-

ence of the positive assurance of grace. The
returning son almost dares to put his request,

but at the same time retracts it : it is impossi-

ble for him to anticipate the reception of ver.

20, still less that which follows in ver. 22

;

this, however, although right when looked at

humanly, is wrong before God. Make me as

one of thy hired servants I This is by no means,
as well-meaning expositors have unthinkingly

said, the appropriate promise or pledge of a new
obedience—as if, in omitting it, ver. 21, " his

shame had led him astray, and made him for-

get, like petitioners too often, the best part of

his resolution !" It is an error which accompa-
nies his truth, but such an error as seems justi-

fied in the reality of man's circumstances and
relations, until the Father's superabounding
grace removes its grounds. It is of no avail to

urge the observation that noitiv £>c, " to make
as," is used as tracfare tanquam ; the son's'

TToirjanv means more than this, the uc used with
it has almost (if not, in this conflicting sentence,

vibrating between hope and fear, between the

trust in mercy and the abasement before jus-

tice, altogether) the force of

—

Make me a hired

* Thus spoke some time ago an upright Christian

Kantiau, whose practical reason approached much
nearer to revelation than that of the notorious

Hegelians of our time, who will have nothing to do
with repentance and with

—

sin. See Immanud, ein

Buchfiir Christen und Judtn (Berlin, 1805), p. 183
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servant ! (which would be the perfect antithe-

sis to the above quoted precipitate—Make me
anew thy son !) On the one hand this might

be regarded as the expression of his humility,

of the utmost he can think of; for he means to

say that even that is grace, to be regarded as

one of the least of thy hired servants—" for I

am not a reputable stranger who offers himself

to thy service, but a vagabond who deserves

not the beggar's penny, a worthless son whom
the father's rod should meet at the door." But

on the other hand he exhibits here in the back-

ground the residual ineradicable self-righteous-

ness, the existence of which no reasoning can

deny in the vilest sinner, and which cannot be

persuaded that its own efforts must not retrieve

the past. "And I will show thee, father,

how I thy sometime son will work as a ser-

vant ;
will merit my morsel of bread (without

nepiooov), and it may be in coming years win
back my right to the name of son !" It is the

same thing which we have found on another

occasion in Matt, xviii. 26. So that here lies

the concealed transition (in their likeness before

God) from the younger to the elder son : in this

his most praiseworthy appeal the younger be-

comes too much like the elder (who had never

served but as a servant) ; and if the fullness of

grace, which alone suffices, had not taken away
this feeling, he might have developed with time

into a proud elder son himself. All this is de-

scribed by our Lord according to the simple

truth of that which is in human nature : it is

painted, however, by his sacred gentleness in

such a manner as to abate without extenuating

the great guilt of self-righteous pride, as it is

only the lull consummation of that delusion

which exists in both and in all sons of the

Father ; to wit, that between father and son a

mutual obligation exists—the same delusion

with which the demand of ver. 12 commenced.
And he arose and came to his father : this is

the best and most blessed " Said and done
!"

that can be in heaven and upon earth. For,

alas ! between this saying, " I should—I might

—I will—and again I will," and the actual

doing of it, there is in the case of many a long

standing still, great thoughts of heart (Judg. v.

15, Heb.) ; and, in the case of too many, room
for irresolution and turning back again.* Take
no counsel with thyself, poor sinner, vacillate

not 1 Come, only come, then wilt thou find in

thy Father the thoughts of thy heart, concern-

ing thy being son and being made servant, sur-

passed beyond all thine imaginings and prayers.

He came, like the lyyi&vrec (those that " drew
near") of ver. 1, and this is the pendant and
complement of the being sought and found sim-

ply, in ver. 4. He came to his father I Most
gracious prolepsis of the reception which en-

sued : he had rightly said (and more rightly

than his final words show him to have under-

stood himself), I will arise and go to my father t

Oh that every one, in whom there is the germ

* " For it is one thing to come to one's self, and
another to come to the Father" (Zeller, in the Mo-
natsblatt).

of this resolution, would put it into instant exe-
cution, and become, instead of a stranger in the

world, a. pilgrim unto God ! (1 Pet. ii. 11).

Verses 20-24. He who comes is not cast

out, but received with the full joy of his father's

heart. And here we have, first, the taking back

again of the penitent sinner in itself, as the re-

sult of that love in the omniscient and all-mer-

ciful God which comes forth to meet his ap-

proach, ver. 20. Then this is more specifically

detailed : in the son's confession (without any
pledge), ver. 21 ; in the Father's gracious gifts

;

in the son's justification, full acceptance, and
sanctification, being his answer in act to the

penitent's appeal, ver. 22 ; finally, in the joy of

the Father's whole household, or heaven, vers.

23, 24. If any one should say : Such a gra-

cious and loving reception, so instant and so

full, I never experienced, with all my repent-

ance ; we have only to reply—Then must the

fault have been with thyself, thou hast not with

entire determination of purpose arisen
;
thy re-

pentance must have been lacking in something,

else would the same grace have met thee in the

way. Compare such sayings of the Old and

New Testament as Jer. iii. 12 ; James iv. 8.

The expression of the grace of God appears here

twofold : coming to meet, and consolation

;

but the ground on which this rests, or the prin-

ciple from which it springs, is exhibited as com-
bined omniscience and mercy. The Itl uanpuv*
" yet a great way off," reaches very far back,

though this could not be clearly introduced in

the case of the figurative human father—not

only to the first good resolution of the Son, but

actually to that first jiaupdv, ver. 13, which this

latter seems to echo. We must push our inter-

pretation beyond the parable, and regard it as

being said that the Father had seen the son in

all his wanderings and at his utmost distance,

having accompanied him everywhere by his

unwearied grace. The seeing expresses also the

knowing all about his misery and the full earn-

estness of his return, so far as that feeling was
possible in a miserable sinner—what is lacking

in it the Father reckons in that wretchedness

over which his compassion yearns. It is not

impossible that the son might even now, when
near his father's house, have remained afar off,

without any courage to approach it, if his lather

had not come forth to meet him. The marvel-

lous seeing of the Father is a drawing too : it

excited in this poor son's mind the thought

—

He sees me, and regards me, as a father 1 It

was as if the atmosphere of paternal love

already began to compass him about. Had his

father kept stern silence when the son drew
near to him—what would then have been the

consequence ? Might he not have been terri-

fied, have gone away again, or been thrown

* Instead of which Bahrdt surreptiiiously read an

ovketi ov uciKpuv :
" when he was no longer far from

the place, his father saw him coming—and when
he saw him now near, and marked in his pale face,"

etc. That would have been the record, merely as

a human narrative, but the exact opposite is the

far-reaching scope of the parable.
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into despair, or what else we may imagine ?

But he is a merciful, and fatherly father 1 Al-

though it was only need that drove back the

runaway, although he is far from coming back
with a perfect filial trust—with neither of these

things does grace upbraid him. The father's heart

in the anldyxvoic oUnp/xov, " bowels of compas-
sion" (Col. iii. 12 ; Luke i. 78) cries over this

son—" He is punished enough, he has punished

himself sufficiently, let me run to him and hear-

tily console him I" But this first consolation

does net say, or does not yet say, My son I (as

afterwards, ver. 24) ; but first there is the em-
brace between father and child (as in Gen. xlvi.

29, and 2 Sam. xiv. 33), afterwards the words
of explanation. This true and loving father

—

for we may thus extract the pathetic pith of the

parable—does not recoil from the swiny reek,

does not draw back with dignity from the tat-

tered or naked beggar, and is not restrained by
anything from embracing him in the public

way. It is altogether as if he had ever been
the most loving child, and had never sinned

;

and therein without any words all is given in

this first outpouring of grace ; there have we
the full and ineffable answer to the approach-

ing penitent—I regard thee as my dearest and
most faithful son ! And thus, what the son

would say, is anticipated and prevented. The
well-meaning efforts which are made to explain

the absence of reference to the mediating pro-
pitiation of the Son of God, in this instant exhi-

bition of the Father's mercy, are altogether

needless ; they rest fundamentally upon false

dogmatic views of this propitiation, as if there

were not existing in the Father's being the

same love which is expressed in the Son, as if

the Father needed abstractly to be propitiated

in order to entertain this love. We are not to

seek Christ himself as mediator in the person

of this father ; nor (though Melancthon has

strangely ventured to affirm it), afterwards in

the fatted calf, as sacrificially slaiu. His place

here is rather to be sought in his thus authori-

tatively testifying of the Father's mercy. As
Nitzsch excellently says :

" If he seems to con-

ceal himself here, he is all the more manifest

there, where the Shepherd seeks the lost sheep.

For the Son, who is neither an elder nor a
younger, the eternal Son of the Father, one
with him, his eye and his heart towards the

lost, is come into this world, although invisible

and unnamed in the parable, to reveal the

Father where he had been ever invisible and
where no man knew him ; and he is, to the

children of the law and the curse, not only a
living herald of the propitiable—we would
rather say, of the already propitiated—Father,

but the (that is, our) propitiation itself, and the

way whereby every one of us may come back

to God." The mediation of Christ is no more
denied by this silence, than the seduction by
Satan was denied in the sinner's apostasy at

the beginning of the parable. We may also

say with Von Gerlach, that " the coming out

of the father to meet his son here figuratively

exhibits the sending of the Son"—and in this

coming out to meet him, when fully under

stood, nothing is said of a " necessary propitia-

tion of his wrath. For God was in Christ

reconciling—2 Cor. v. 19."

The son, received with grace transcending all

his thought, fetched home, like an invited guest,

through that final portion of the way which
would have been so grievous, receives the em-
brace and the kiss with the profoundest aston-

ishment, his deep reverence forbidding him to

refuse them. Now he knows, as he never knew
before, what a father is, and what such a father

!

So much the more piercing becomes the sincere

earnestness of his repentance. He does not
now begin to think :

" Ah, since the good old

man takes it so kindly, I might well have spared
myself all my anguish and anxiety ! Let us
avoid for the time to come the folly of plaguing
ourselves," etc. Earthly fathers have often,

alas! sons who come back to begin again with
more cunning their course of extravagance

;

man in his sinful estate is indeed capable of
apostasy, but to turn at once to licentiousness

the first full outpouring of grace, would be a
Satanic element, in the midst of the human re-

pentance, which involves a direct contradiction.

That which the penitent designed, in the trem-
bling resolution of feebly hopeful anxiety, to say
to his father, the graciously received son now
says in its fullest truth; now first has he expe-
rienced a pure repentance and the entire aban-
donment of himself to naujjht but grace, and
hence his unwise offer of himself to hired ser-

vice is withheld. This omission of the conclud-
ing words of his intended confession, is a feature

of the highest significance. Meyer's note

—

" The father prevented his continuing," is correct

only when it is rightly understood. We are not
to suppose that between vers. 21 and 22 there

intervened an interruption on the part of the

father ; and that the son in that father's pres-

ence still retained the servant in his heart, and
still contemplated " some atonement and rein-

statement of his own righteousnes-s ;"* the

father had already, ver. 20, set his heart right

upon this matter, and so stopped his mouth that

he himself omits the words, as contradictory to

his father's kiss of forgiveness.

Thus much for the first scene between father

and son ; the narrative now concisely hastens

with both to the house, where the personages
increase around them. The servants of this

house, the dovlot., are more than [tlo6iot, or hired

servants, as the words of one of them, ver. 27,

participating in the Master's sentiments, make
plain ; we may and we should assuredly think

of the angels once more of ver. 10, for they are

summoned to sympathetic rejoicing here as well

as in vers. 6 and 9. They approve themselves
consistently in this interpretation as the doers

and ministers of the divine will. This heavenly
Father has in the present case (without dis-

paragement to the independent meaning of that

type) not merely one blessing, like Isaac, Gen.
xxvii. 38, for the faithful son ; but the riches of

his mercy and of his wisdom providently laid

* As Stein now rightly interprets.
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up the second and the best blessing for the son

recovered after being lost. " In vers. 22 and

23 every word defines a portion of the plan of

salvation and the order of grace" (Richter).

The three gifts which the father causes to be

brought to the recovered and accepted son, have

received almost universally the same interpre-

tation, which is therefore assuredly the right

one ; they give collectively the second, and

perfect answer indeed to the prayer of the son.

I still call thee son, thou art and remainest such,

thou becornest my son again, thou receivest

here all that is wanting to that position : behold,

thus make I thee no hired servant, but invest

thee before all my servants with thy full honor

as my son, and they shall serve thee at my com-
mand. In detail, the robe brought for the poor

naked one corresponds to the primary justifica-

tion (Isa. lxi. 10; Rev. hi. 18); the ring (as

token of the eminent man, James ii. 2 ; G-en.

xli. 42 ;
that is of one free in contradistinction to

slaves) indicates with yet fuller acknowledg-

ment, the Spirit of adoption, sonship and free-

dom ;* the shoes, so strikingly introduced at the

close (wanting as a rule to slaves), point most

significantly to their spiritual interpretation, as

meaning the grace and power of a new life and

obedience so absolutely needful in order to an

entire restoration. " I will provide for it that

thou shalt not walk in the new-found paths of

my household with the steps of a slave—thou

needest not trouble thyself for that !" Yea, the

converted son receives all at once ; under the

condition, unexpressed in the first superabound-

ing assurance that he will now from henceforth

sustain these honors aright and fully meet their

obligations. As it had been specifically said

—

rf/v oto^tiv rrjv KpuTrjv, that is, the well-known,

the best robe of honor ;t so similarly rbv poaxov

rbv aiTEvrov, " the fatted calf," (comp. Judg. vi.

25, Sept.), expressly repeated in vers. 27 and

30, that which had been prepared and reserved

for a special festivity.^ By the calf (the signifi-

cance of which is more than the mere first re-

freshment of the hunger-suffering son, as Roos
thinks) we are to understand no other than the

heavenly-material substratum, the expression of

household joy corresponding to such an earth-

ly danuvrj, a feast. With this is connected

the most condescendingly communicative in-

vitation to all the servants and dwellers

* Does it signify at the same time as a seal-ring

(Gen. xxxviii. 18 ; Esth. iii. 12) the Spirit as the

confirming pledge and seal of grace? Scarcely, for

the possession of the Spirit already contains this

assurance.

f Not literally (as the Berlen. Bib. fables ; to say

nothing of its taking the calf to the old man, the

animal, which must die) the first or former robe of

righteousness which he had thrown away through

his sinl If wo need go any further, we should

think of the robe of honor hitherto reserved for the

first-born—and this would then be an impressive

prolepsis exhibiting the father as already penetra-

ting the heart of the elder son.

f "It is as if the calf had been fattened for his

coming ; he has the best kept for him " (Lange).

in the house, in strict "parallel with vers. 6 and
9

—

ev^pavdijfiev, "let us rejoice." The Vulg.
translates this by epulari, to feast, and is not far

wrong, since evfypaivEodai had become the usual
expression for this, with which not only does
ch. xvi. 19 well agree, but parallels also in this

chapter, evtypavdcj in ver. 29, with the express
addition of xa?nvai- in ver. 32. But the great

festal hymn the father himself intones in the
sublime psalm strain of ver. 24. This is the joy

of God over one of his sinful creatures—the full

declaration of that supreme love in the Son's
loftiest announcement, following and transcend-
ing the indefinite expressions—in heaven, and
in the presence of the angles of God ! Here
are the two former parables condensed into one

;

for the piece of silver in the dust was as dead
(as we there rightly interpreted), and the wan-
dering sheep was as lost. But this beggar (so

scornfully regarded by many a lately hired ser-

vant) was no other than a son to his father's

eye ; and to the ovtoc, " this," which points him
out there is immediately appended the renewed
diploma of his prerogative

—

6 vif>r /iov, " my son,"

—which, spoken at the very outset, would
secure the prodigal from any future scorn. But
because his supreme grace does not act arbitra-

rily, and because this Father of the household
condescends to make known to his servants as

his friends (ver. 6) the sacred well-grounded
right (the on) of his act, that they may know
and sympathise with the joy of their Lord (John

xv. 15)—therefore follows the great word,

which, in the record here given by the highest

authority of the history of a penitent sinner,

loses the remembrance of his former sin in hi3

present repentance and its reinstating conse-

quences, and makes the grand result to the

father of such a son a greater and altogether

unmingled joy.* " Dead" signifies primarily in

the similitude—As my son no better than dead

to me his father, being no more with me ; and

the " lost" which follows is then an epexegetical

parallel. But any pious father would in such a

case carry his thoughts further ; and we must
also understand the interpretation of this veKpoc,

dead, in the full and profound sense which it

bears elsewhere in Scripture (Eph. ii. 1, 5). It

then places the strongest expression first in this

anticlimax—He had ruined and lost himself

thrown away his true ovoia, or living, in that he

had sinned t But I forgive, and reckon that as

only having been a sad loss of my son. And
the latter expression presupposes a truth which

modifies the concentrated scriptural truth of the

former; viz., that the dead son was, notwith-

standing, not utterly dead, for he might yet live

again. And they began to be merry—what an

TjpljavTois this, after the former jjpiaTo voTepelodai,

including this lost son in the joy ! With a heart

how full of the highest joy springing out of his

deepest abasement does the son now sit in his

* But not to the son that too bold sentiment—

beata culpa (quae talem meruisti redemtorem), "0
happy fault (tha t hast deserved such a redeemer 1)*^

to which there is nothing analogous in all Scripture.
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place of honor as king of the feast in his father's

presence

!

Verses 25-28. The third narrative might
here have ended with the same conclusion as

the two former: but it had promised in the

commencing words, ver. 11, something more;
and the other of the two sons must now come
forward. The Pharisees had said at ver. 7, at

least in their hearts, " These ninety and nine
just persons are ourselves, however!" And
again, while hearing of the lost son, " This does
not assuredly point to us!" Another mirror is

now held up before them—" But here see your-
selves !" Apart indeed from any such design,

the continuation of the second part is the fit

supplement to the narrative of the converted
sinner ; showing the " reception which the re-

trieved soul meets with from his fellow-men"

in contrast with his reception by the Father

;

and further, how that gracious Father vindicates

his son from their scorn. So far this second
part tells tho?e publicans and sinners—Expect
nothing else as the result of your conversion

;

out let your consolation be the love of God,
which will be confirmed to you despite all their

murmurings ! But we still think that, in the

scope and cast of the entire parable, our Lord's
main design is to make prominent the entreaty

as addressed to those proud righteous ones, who
as worse sinners are also sought if possible with
still greater love. This second word of grace
to the secretly and perversely apostate sinners

who enviously clamor against his righteousness,

is addressed to them as an invitation to repent-

ance, or, since as a rule this result is not to be
expected, as a most earnest warning to such as

despise it. We behold once more in the clearest

light of the truth which the Pharisees perverted,

the sin of man (now theirs) and the grace of

God as rigidly contrasted. The sin of the elder

son before the father (as ver. 18), although
hypocritically concealed, suddenly betrays itself,

and more than that, assumes its highest mani-
festation in his anger at his brother's reception.

His first inquiry, vers. 25, 26, is most unseason-
ably unfilial, and the simple correct reply in a

clear statement of the circumstances of the
case, ver. 27, only provokes his haughty wrath !

Then does the father's grace bear long-suffer-

ingly with the outbreaking -pride of this sinner too
(such as made him, in the worst sense, like the
foolish sheep), and seeks to overcome him by
love. Mark the anticipating and condescending
love which in this case is once more shown
(ver. 28) ; and the pride of the son, which is

now by this provoked to the uttermost, putting
into his mouth complaints of the neglect shown
to himself (ver. 29), and of the favor which his

brother had received (ver. 30). Mark, finally,

the father's answer, which places all in its last

and clearest light, and gives the final lesson, by
which the father seeks to convince and win even
him (and Jesi:s the Pharisees)—however certain
that he will fail I

The elder son was in the field—does this

mean that he was among the servants diligently

at work, as his dovXevu, *' I serve," ver. 29, pro-
claims? It was possibly so intended, but, possi-

bly, it signifies only (or rather probably) as
Nitzsch interprets—Those supercilious righteous
ones " are not themselves personally at hand
when the lost sinner is recovered." Assuredly
there is lightly hinted a distance from the
father's house and the father's face; in which
the laborer (or stroller ?), in this dypug, or " field,"

of his father, is in danger of furnishing a parallel

with that other h role aypolc, " in the fields," of
the far country. " Now his elder son :" this

new starting-point of the narrative connects
itself immediately with ver. 22, " the father "

—

just as this 6 narf/p again referred back to the
beginning, ver. 11. The father of these two
sons, the father of the one as well as of the
other—this is an immovable principle lying at

the base of the whole history. Yet must we
observe, again, the commencing contrast of the
elder son with the ovtoc 6 vl6c /uov, " this my
son," ver. 24, in which lies concealed the father's

grievous trouble about that son, over whom he
could not so rejoice. It is only because such is

the state of his mind, and the father well knows
it, that the elder son is not asked, not simply to
his father's councils—that might have been too
much—but not even to an expression of sym-
pathy before the ev(j>paiveadai or merry-making
proceeds. There would have been no inter-

change of sympathy, but a wicked reception of
the prodigal which his father would spare him.
If that elder son had been differently minded,
the idea of sympathy would have been more
appropriate in connection with him than with
the servants in a less near relation ; but—he is

away in the field, and there the father leaves
him in his isolation and selfishness. At the
punctual meal time he comes back to the house,

but hears on this occasion something unusual

—

music and dancing (or dance-music), for thus
without the article as appended by Luther must
we interpret it.* He curiously inquires what it

is. " This is a very strange incident with us,

and something special must be going on ! How
is it that I know nothing about it ? Ah ! had
this feast been given to me—but to whom else,

then, can it have been given ?" His vexation
because such things go on in the house without
him, is the reason why he does not go in and
naturally gather the reason for himself; remain-
ing without as an uninvited guest, aud summon-
ing imperiously a servant to explain it to him,
instead of going at once to his father, the only
head of the house. There is no ground what-
ever for detecting in the servant's reply an evil

* A note for the Pietists ! The Lord speaks just

as he had often seen and heard in the dwellings of
Galilee; and in adopting this image of joy he does
not absolutely condemn festal music as the expres-
sion of man's pleasure. He does not make it sin in

itself, though its concomitants and ends too often
make it such (Exod. xxxii. 18). That gladness
which God gives the Geutiles (Actsxiv. 17), and to
the natural man who knows of no belter, is a pur©
type of a higher joy. The landlord who utterly

abolished ('• relata refero ") all light music from hi's

village, would prevent the young people from under-
standing this parable.
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design ;* it is rather in perfect accordance with

the father's words, standing between his former

and latter declaration, vers. 24 and 32. Nor
can we imagine how Lange could discern an

invidious spirit in this simple narration of fact,

which twice gives the reason with on (as ver.

24 commenced) for the festal merriment; or

describe it as a " faulty and superficial report

which would foster the elder brother's unhappy
humor." Thy brother cannot mean—The run-

away and reprobate, thou knowest who, is come
back again in full state, and so forth. No, the

solemn reinstatement into his filial place and
prerogative from the father's own lips has taught

this servant how he should speak ; and hence
to the elder son he says—Thy brother. " He
is come—how he came is not the question now,
that is over, it is joy enough that he is here at

all. Thus thinks thy father and his, thus does

he greet this thy brother, joyful that he is yet
alive! (which vytaivuv here indicates—happily

and nothing amiss, being alive after all ; the ser-

vant has no reference to soundness of soul, and
his expressions are more common and less

comprehensively profound than the father's).

Therefore thy father hath caused the fatted calf

to be killed (this, again, to the servant's mind
is a sufficient notification for the whole feast)

—

is not that as it should be, for is not the matter

one of great joy to all of us in common with
our good old master? Or is thy mind as the

elder not at one with thy brother and thy father

in this matter?" Thus does the servant him-
self seem to propitiate the bad feeling which the

harsh question of his young master had mani-
fested—whose temper and spirit he may have
had many opportunities of witnessing in his

dealing with the servants in his father's

absence. Out of a servant's mouth this

blinded son must first hear his reproof, be-

fore his gracious father administers it; to

his servant, as to any stranger who might
ask what was going on, the simple truth

that here was indeed an 16 e i xaPVvcu >
" it

was meet that he should make merry,"
needed no confirmation or proof. But the

brother and son, made blind and unfeeling by
pride, is only made wrathful by it, and refuses

to go in and occupy his own reserved seat:

and this remaining without exhibits yet more
strongly the likeness between him and his once
wandering brother.

Verses 28-30. The essential and wicked
anger of selfishness and hatred exists only
among us ; in God our heavenly Father there

is only the principle of sunlike love, which (as

Zinzendorff says) shines all the more brightly

and cheeiingly upon the most miserable and

* Berblerib. Bib. : " This is the devil's craft to send
in a man's way such as will pour out the right oil

upon the fire, and stir up envy and all passions.

This is the effect of all such oblique relations, and
hence the servant shares in the guilt of the elder

son." Most assuredly incorrect, and not so striking

in its error as the plain remark made before—" He
may have often heard music before, but this heaven-
ly music makes the bear growl 1"

unworthy of its creatures and children—until
this very love must become to the wilfully ob-
durate the fire of divine wrath. The father
comes out, interrupting his great joy over the
one son for the sake of the other, and just as he
had before gone forth to meet the lost one : he
does not neglect the misapprehension of the one
son while holding fast the other—both deeplv
concern his soul

—

both are his sons ! (Hence
here, as in ver. 20

—

his father.) The benignant
father goes out, because the proud son will not
go in; the father entreats the murmuring son,

by exhortation and gracious persuasion (see ver.

31, tekvov) : by divine grace there may be
human examples of this, though rare ; ordinarily

no man as a father would do this. But thus

does the heavenly Father act, he thus acted at

this very time through the gracious preaching
of the Son,* through this parable which fell

from his lips. And when thou standest in the

place of God as his preacher and ambassador,
thou must " know how to apply thyself strenu-

ously to entreaty with men of all kinds, until

they come to feel the things of grace"t—and
more than that, with men who never come to

that feeling

!

But what of the son who was so overpower-
ingly solicited of his father ? His anger is the

more incensed, and breaks through all the

bounds of past restraint in his father's presence.

Or was this not the first time that he thus wick-
edly presumed, must other similar scenes be pre-

supposed as having been wont to occur ? We
think that, conformably with the spirit of the

parable, this was a sudden throwing off" of the

hypocritical mask, occasioned by this circum-
stance, and his own anger thereon. Suffice

that this son (emboldened by his father's en-

treaty—what hardness of heart !) expostulates

with his father as a servant with a master, to

say the least ; indeed, he reckons like a hired

servant, and yet rebukes like that servant's

master. We see plainly at once that in his

father's house he has utterly lost the filial feel-

ing, even as his brother far away had retained

some measure of it : he therefore is, so to speak,

the real and more entirely lost son. His father

had doubtless called him tekvov, " son," at the

beginning as he now does at the close ; but he
does not answer with irarEp, "father;" that

word is not uttered before his wrathful and
complaining

—

l6ov —see what great injustice

thou hast inflicted on me ! Nitzsch refers to

the apparently reasonable complaint which the

mere reason of the elder son would urge (let us

recall the words of the Kantian in a former

page) ; and he does this in harmony with the

Spirit of Christ, through whose voice the heav-

enly Father would graciously persuade the

erring sinner ; but the severe truth is soou re-

vealed by the proud son's own words, who re-

veals and condemns himself, without needing

any further testimony. / serve thee I There

stands disclosed the perfect Pharisee, the slave

concealed in the son betrays himself in this un-

* See on Matt. xxi. 37 seq.

j- Richter's Hausbibel on this passage.
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filial, because upbraiding SovXevu ; the slave who
through Toaavra Itt), " these many years," has

plagued himself, with what wearisome and
harsh service ! Not—As I, alas I have been
obliged

; but as if it had been an opus superero-

gationis which merited a special reward. " I

have remained, although the first-born, and of

adult age, under thy paternal control ; and have
served thee diligently and usefully as thy over-

servant in thy house (ordered and driven thy
idle servants, and so forth). Could I not have
demanded my emancipation like this pure bro-

ther ; and wouldst thou not have been obliged

to give me mine inheritance ? Even now thus

late am I still diligently employed without in

thy service—see that I am so !" A son, who
can speak in this slavish style, instead of enter-

ing into his commandment of love—Give me,
my son, thy heart ! is on that very account

worse than any uiadtoc or hireling serving for

bread : but we are all the two sons of God, the

one kind as well as the other. " Neither trans-

gressed I at any time (in so many years !) any
one commandment of thine :" here does the

Pharisee still more strikingly appear in the

mirror which he himself unconsciously holds

up.° Not, as Luther gives it

—

Thy command-
ment generally ; this is very different : this

righteous one only knows the multitude of

individual hroXai or commands which he here
upbraid ingly refers to ; and before performing

any of them it was first necessary that it should

be expressly imposed upon him as a duty. In
any case in which his father did not positively

give his command, there was nothing in the

son's heart Avhich would prompt him to go be-

yond the dovXexieiv or service. " I have not by
one false step transgressed, or pretermitted :"

thus does his blind and rash self-condemnation

run on at the very moment when he is giving

proof that the one hvTo'fa) or command for sons

is utterly disregarded by him, when he is at

once transgressing the two laws—Thou shalt

honor thy father, Thou shalt love thy brother !

" I have not at any time transgressed one of

thy commandments : thou hast never at any
time given me a little joy :" was not this a fear-

ful sound, as if the father was a sinner and a

debtor standing before his son and lord with a

long and evil reckoning against him ? Now
are we pushing the interpretation too far ; all is

thus literally as we read it. If the Lord were
disposed for a good reason, and in the most
patient benignity, to admit a good sense in this

boasting (God's service without transgression

from youth up), it would be of no avail ; for

these holy ones themselves poison all by their

murmuring against poor sinners, who receive

mercy, and the God who shows it, by their

envy and their pride, which convert all their

oretensions into crimes, and betray the evil

heart that pervades all their apparent good
works. But he must describe and paint them

* We are very doubtful whether " a Pharisee of

a better sort," as Neander say9. The common evil

belonging to the character of all, even the best, is

disclosed, and exhibited in its internal principle.

as they are. And he does no more than this
;

the blindest of these blind could not complain
and say—This picture does us no justice

!

What then was wrong in it to them ? That
the others are received ? Where/we then not ?

Because their own glory, prerogative and pre-

eminence are detracted from thereby? And
what does this show ? That their whole excel-

lence and righteousness rests upon no actual

foundation of truth (else would the increase of

the number of the saints be joy to them as it is

to God) ; that their sole glorying over others,

is their condemnation. " They would have a
Heathenism side by side with their holy Juda-
ism, that so their innate hereditary sanctity

might shine all the more brightly by contrast"

—or there must be reprobate and rejected sin-

ners, that so the righteous ones might appear
all the more conspicuously righteous. " Thus
are they essentially untrue

; thus they lie in the
very face of the law, the fulfilment of which is

love ; they deny the God of grace, both by
their own self-justification, and by the condem-
nation of their brethren; and unconsciously
enter into a league with unconverted sinners

against him who repents." And why is all

this, and whither does it lead? They believe

in no conversion, because they themselves have
never experienced it ; they mock and traduce
the gracious joy of the pardoned sinner, because
they, by their own fault and incapacity, have
never tasted and felt it themselves.

" Thou never gavest anything to me," misdit

seem to mean but yet cannot—"And I was
contented to have it so, willingly continued my
unpaid service." For this present upbraiding
reproach throws a dark shade over all his lus-

trous virtue. This word, spoken by the elder,

entirely corresponds to the "give me 1" of the
younger son : in both cases the regard is fixed

upon the bestowment of good things alone, in-

stead of upon the father's favor, love, and fel-

lowship. This brother, then, is first of all like

the former prodigal ; but inasmuch as he has
restrained himself, concealed his secret spirit,

and played the hypocrite for the sake of the

whole inheritance, he is much worse than he

;

this systematic hypocrisy has so hardened and
blinded him that he now retrospectively com-
plains of his father as it regards the distribu-

tion, which the other had only made matter of
request. " Thou never gavest"—ah, had he but
come as a son and in a becoming manner to ask
anything his father had ! What gave he not ?

" Not a single kid, that I might make merry
with my friends :" does not this make the case

worse and worse ? Thus the serving his father

and being with his father had been no joy to

him ;
all that he had done was a harsh con-

strained villenage, and the reward which he
had lusted for was to enjoy himself in some
permitted by-pleasures (inexpressible perverse-
ness!) without his father. Of the joy of for-

giveness, such as converted sinners know, he
knows nothing ; nor any more of the pleasure

of keeping the commandments from the spon-
taneous impulse of love (Psa. xix. 12). And
who are the friends, whose society he relishes
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apart from his father ? The same love of sinful

pleasure which drove his brother into outward
excesses, gave him this suspicious love of inde-

pendent merriment, and made him feel the want
of his forbidden commerce with his proper com-
rades. These " friends" are opposed to the
" harlots" whom he afterwards assigns to his

brother ; but, under a more decorous name, are

no better than they.

And now comes the positive injustice of the

father in receiving his brother in addition to the

negative injustice towards himself—expressed

in bitter contrasts. " So many years do I serve

in vain "—but now great gifts are ready for him
who has come. " And who is this"—the proud-
est scorn betrays itself in this finger-pointing,

in such unconscious contrast with the sublime
word of the father, in ver. 24—" and what is

he in comparison with myself? Thou mayest
acknowledge him as thy son ; but I will take
cure never to say of such an unclean one

—

my
brother. He is come, indeed—but hoiv ? Con-
strained by distress, because he has transformed
himself into a miserable beggar." (It is not

—

is come back, returned again
;
he has no idea or

feeling of that.) He will not even recognise

the legitimate distribution of ver. 12 (which had
then greatly vexed him), but now retrospective-

ly protests against it lov rbv 3iov, " thy living,"

(the right reading), is an ironical continuation

of 6 vUig aov,
u thy son"—though the narrative

admitted that he wasted his own substance.
This is the same harsh, and still more harshly

pressed, position of right which had been as-

sumed in the younger brother's demand ; not
now, however, laid claim to for himself, but
turned against his brother and his father

—

" Thou, foolish father, didst then give up thy

goods to be wasted ! He hath devoured it with
harlots" (Prov. xxix. 3 ; Ecclus. ix. 6)—inten-

sifying the C,f]v uaoiTuc in his own affectionate and
brotherly gratuitous assumption. How came
he to know that so well? The servant had not
told him so, but his own heart tells him what
he would have done in his brother's place.
" And for him thou hast at once killed the fatted

calf, while I never had a little kid which I

might slay : thus thou hast not merely made
him equal with me (Matt. xx. ] 2), though that

would of itself be against all justice, but thou
hast preferred him before me ! He is the dear
child, and I the neglected and forgotten
one ; even as now all things are going on with-
out me." Indeed, the wretched returning one
should not have turned to his father without his

earnest brother's intercession ; and the father
should not have admitted him without permis-
sion of the son and younger master in the
house ! What would, what will, indeed, this

noble brother say, when he sees the robe of
honor and all its other appurtenances ? He
seemed to be for so many years a true and dili-

gent son—but what a brother is he now ; conse-
quently what a son before the Father of that

brother ! In this it is made manifest, (1 John
hi. 10), that is, by the lack of brotherly love,

that in him there is also no love of God. His
conduct ought to have been very ditfereut, if

not for his brother's yet for his father's sake,

whose kindness due respect should have taught
him not to malign, and whose joy it should
have been his joy as a son not to disturb but
to increase by sympathy. Could we suppose
him capable of pushing his hypocrisy yet fur-

ther, and of embracing his brother with a sim-
ulated pleasure for the sake of appearances
before the father of both ? T/ius far we are
not to suppose human nature even in the Phari-

saic character to go ; any more than we could
suppose, a few verses back, the once profligate

sinner able at once to turn to licentiousness the

grace which had just redeemed him from the

profoundest misery.

Verses 31, 32. The Pharisee, in disclosing,

has condemned himself; nevertheless the father,

in the similitude, whose closing words coincide

with the reality of the true Father's words in

Christ, does not yet judge his petulant son, but
goes on in gracious exhortation to teach and
humble him, if peradventure he might yet be
accessible to instruction. Thus does the Father,

and he alone, interpose in the great and perma-
nent quarrel between his two sons throughout
all the world

;
yet we also, as his servants and

ambassadors, should learn of him those words
of patient love, should know from his example
how in meekness to instruct those that oppose
themselves (2 Tim. ii. 24, 25). The words of

the father are uttered in the gentleness of per-

fect truth: " As it regards thee, my son, all that

I have is, as it ever has been, in my fatherly

kindness made common to thee, despite that

most unchildlike selfish habitual disguisement of
feeling which I have long known, and thou
hast now avowed. But as it regards this thy

brother (such he is and must be, for he is my
son, the justifying ovroc, 'this,' of my love pre-

vails against the contemptuous ovroc which thou
hast let fall), it was meet on most incontroverti-

ble grounds of holy right that all in my house
should rejoice over him ; it shall be so therefore,

and if it please thee not, go without once more
and remain without, for only as his brother canst

thou continue my son." (And thus the parable

as a great whole returns conclusively into its

commencement with the two sons.) The affec-

tionate tekvov, " son," at the outset is not mere-
ly the expression of a yet remaining paternal

love, moved by his son's foolish words to com-
plaint and supplication, even as an earthly

father, half angry and half grieved, might cry

—

Child, what have I to endure from thee, how
canst thou dare to speak to thy father thus ?

But with our Father, all anthropopathical ten-

derness of love must be regarded as one witli

the supreme dignity of righteous truth ; hence

the final and conclusive reply here given com-
bines strict instruction with all its moving,

awakening and humble appeal. Let this be

carefully noted, then, in this first mild tckvov,

" son," which responds to the haughty l6ov,

"lol" of the son. He did not say father, and

yet is called in tender rebuke son: that is,

speaking to the depths of his heart—" Speakest

thou now as son ? Think, O my son, come to

thyself 1 Hast thou served me as a son through
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all these years?" Then follow piercing and

convincing contrasts with the spirit and words

of his unfilial allegation of such service. " Thou,

set aside as thou thinkest, sittest nevertheless in

thy prerogative of birthright ; and hast enjoyed

through my long-suffering the constant recog-

nition of thy supposed fidelity. Uuvtote, " ever "

—in opposition to thy ovSettote, " never "—art

thou with me ! and I am thy father ; hast thou

ever been other than a son, was not and is not

that mare than any of the gifts which thou hast

found wanting? Am I not better to thee than

ten friends, and a hundred kids? Wherefore
hast thou coveted merriment apart from me ?

Are thy friends nearer to thy heart than thy

father ? Or seekest thou my goods instead of

my grace, mine and not me—now all that is

mine is thine I What have thy services had to

do with this? Why shouldst thou speak of a

kid, if this be so ? (Is that instead of the husks

to thee ?)"

But here arises the much contested question

of the expositors: how could this most incom-
prehensible nuvra tu t/zu ad Lotiv, "all that I

have is thine," be applied in good earnest to

this hypocrite? However much contested,

nothing is more true, in every respect, than this

word. The first full meaning which presents

itself is this: all is thy ettl^uIIov, is due to thee

as an inheritance. In this word, as in the

riiivov, " son," before, the pure truth would
assume to his evil conscience a tone of keen and
reproachful irony. This son was still his father's

child through his father's long-suffering, and
yet was no longer such in his own heart; his

being called so, though unworthy, is a token of

all the richer grace. Just so all the paternal

goods were his, and yet were not his. " Thou
servest me in thy sordidness of spirit for the

sake of all that is mine—and I have not hither-

to disinherited thee!" Thus, secondly, and in

direct earnestness: "Even now all is and shall

be actually thine, if thou amendest thy thought
and becomest my child in the best sense, re-

sponding to my waiting patience. Have not
all things always been open and free to thy
desire; couldst tho-i not, wert thou not permit-
ted to ask me for any good gift?" This exhibits

the fatherly long-suffering as not yet exhaust-
ed ; this dissembler is still tolerated in the

house, and his right to everything not yet final-

ly withdrawn. But at the same time the t&

ifiu, " that is mine," which precedes this, and
which, as long as the father lives, holds good,
impresses the great truth—there is nothing for

thee but the gift of my paternal hand and favor,

nothing to be yielded at thy demand.* Finally

—though this is unspoken, left to the inference

of his own conscience, as it is the evil which he
himself challenges—finally, there impends over
the wilful sinner the danger of being disinher-

* Thus containing an oblique denunciation of

envy at a brothers good, as Calvin expresses it

:

Nulla est irascendi causa primogenito, dum absque
suo danvio fratrem humauiter accipi videt. Noth-
ing is taken away from thee, nothing given to hiui

but the calf of the feast, and the joy.

ited and cast out, in contrast with the voluntary

departure of the other who was at least honest

in his sin. For this Father dies not. The rebel,

secret or open, against the supreme will of

God's love waits in vain till the x\ncient of

days (whose existence he must feel while essay-

ing to deny it), till the great Creator of all

spirits, but especially of the spirits of Adam's
race, shall decease, and give license to the mad
heirs of all his universal possessions. At the

utmost distance from him, as in his immediate
presence; in the depths of the abyss, where
devils murmur, as in the heavenly home where
all rejoice with God and his angels over grace

—

everywhere and for ever all creature existence

abideth in his hand and powrer; nor can any
with impunity invade his supreme prerogative.

But thou shouldst be kindly and merry—such
is Luther's inadequate version of the text ; lor

the father does not expressly utter any com-
plaint or command, he does not retort the up
braiding which he had a thousandfold reason

for; all this is latently addressed to his son's

conscience. He does not say anything further

to qualify the unretracted acknowledgment of
ver. 31. Only in the 6 udetyfic gov, li thy bro-

ther," there is a slight tone of reproachful ap-

peal—" Thou shouldst have been glad concern-

ing him in common with myself."* But, pro-

perly speaking, the simple and elevated £<hi,,

it was meet, thus was it right in this house

—

while it overturns all opposition, contains, as it

were, a justification (from the father before his

son I)—an apology for what had transpired, as

the EV(f>pavdi/vai or merry-making placed first

seems to indicated Ver. 32 replies to the com-
plaint of ver. 30, as ver. 31 to that of ver. 29.

The great festal hymn of rejoicing

—

on ovtoc

venpbg ?/v, k.t.X.,
u
for this—was dead," etc.,

sounds out once more undisturbed ; the brother

ought to and must hear it at least from his

father's own mouth, in a richer and purer strain

than from that of the servant. The glorious

e6ei, " it was meet," of his incontrovertible ort,

" for," reaches to the depths of the rectitude of

divine mercy and love, having just based itself

upon the convincing illustration of the human
parable. It is, as it were, that first question

repeated—What man is there among you, who
as a father would not do the same over a lost

and recovered son? This, therefore, is the con-
clusive word to the Pharisees :

" That which ye
blame in me, is the love, the paternal love of

God ; that which the Father doeth, that doeth
also the Son, as the good Shepherd before your
eyes; that will the Spirit do in his church when
he is gone home—even as ye should have done
it among the people and in the house of God."
A sound exposition thus sets at rest the con-

cluding question, with which only a perverted

expositor would set out— Who is this elder son?

* To this points the striking observation of

Nitzseh to these murmurers :
" What dost thou

lose, if there be more joy communicated than that

which is in thee ? Might it not tend to the further-

ance of thine own ?"

f The Peshito expresses it: -yV Kin kVi, for us.
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Every man who is what he was. First of all,

the Pharisees of that time in contradistinction

from the penitent and converted publicans and
sinners of Israel. Then, according to the never-
failing wider outlook, the self-righteous and
proud Jews in contrast with the Gentiles re-

ceived into the kingdom of God—Rom. ix.

4, 5, being the explanation of the father's word
in ver. 31. And is there any application be-
yond ? If we only hold fast the fundamental
ideas, we can make applications enough for our-
selves of a more restricted historical bearing (as

Keil does, contrasting the Jews with the Sa-
maritans)—or taking into account the circum-
stances of our own time (as Petersen, e.g., sees

Roman Catholicism and Protestantism in the
two sons, Lehre von der Kirche, ii. 244). There
is a most marvellous conceit which founds upon
the mystery of this parable, the notion of an
elder son in heaven, who thus Satanically mur-
murs at the restoration of the human race as

exhibited in the younger son's history! But
should it not be

—

once murmured, since Satan
fell before Adam, and cannot murmur there
again?* That the sons of God, apart from
Adam's race, might seize upon a certain princi-

ple of right in their complaint, if their reason
were as ours, we have admitted above ; but
they are more rational than we. The holy
angels (whose holiness is not " righteousness"
essentially before God, and they are not the
just persons who need no repentance), the ser-

vants of the great Lord in his many mansions,
who reckon as his friends and neighbors, mur-
mur not, but rejoice over his grace to sinners

;

and the Lord himself thus obviated by his own
introductory words every such idle supposition.

But instead of these we may, if still seeking
further the elder son, think of Christians who
pride themselves on a Judaic right ; and, in-

deed, we must so apply the record, for it is not
a history adapted to that time only, but spoken
to us all.f When we preach to the called but
not chosen, who still retain their pride and self-

righteousness, we may hold up to them the
mirror of vers. 29-31, to give them the knowl-
edge of these three fearful truths : that we may
think ourselves to be keeping all the command-
ments of God, while keeping in our hearts the
principle of all transgression ; that we may
boast of our own righteousness, while commit-
ting in the very boast the heaviest sins ; that
we may live among all the gilts of grace in their

* Or will there be a general restoration of the
human race, and then a new fall of Satan, stum-
bling over that stumbling-block ? Those who advo-
cate the simple and pure recovery of men and devils
are wiser than that. We marvel that Theremin, in

a sermon otherwise so beautiful, should graze on the
borders of a doctrine which involves such conse-
quences (Predigten, vol. iii., 1823, No. 9).

f It will be perfectly reversed in the last days,
when corrupt Christendom will bo the elder son,
and converted Israel tho younger.

actual offer and seeming possession—and yet
not possess or receive them at all.

Finally—we have not yet reached the end

—

let no man forget himself and the probable
Pharisee still extant in his own heart, while
preaching thus to others ; nor forget the labor-

ers in the vineyard. Here we may mention
the touching incident (now first printed) con-
nected with the eccentric but most devout and
genuine Daniel Krummacher of Elberfield.

Being once asked in an assembly of his breth-

ren, discussing this question, who was, in his

view, the elder son, he solemnly said—I well
know now, for I learned it yesterday. Being
asked further, he laconically said

—

Myself/ and
then confessed that yesterday it had fretted his

heart to find that a very ill-conditioned person
had suddenly been enriched with a remarkable
visitation of grace. So deep is our corruption

;

so long, even in the younger son after all his

experience of grace, does that evil principle

which prompted him to offer himself to hired

service, adhere to his soul and reappear in the

similitude at least of the elder brother. M is

easily stated and laid down in the theory, but
hardly reduced to actual practice and estab-

lished in full experience :
" The childlike, believ-

ing men may apply their tests to the reprobate

returned ; may, especially if they have never
sinned in like manner and to such a degree,

stand mute in thankful astonishment that God
has done so great a thing to him

; but they

cannot count it strange that such should desire

to go on with them to the same higher, blessed,

and acceptable life ; offended they cannot be"

(Nitzsch). Take heed, therefore, ye servants

in God's house ; let the figure of the elder son

administer to you often a wholesome fear I

Such people must, however, remain without

;

for even if the all-merciful God would construct

a special heaven for them and " their friends"

(when satiated with the longed-for kid, the

swine with which no stern Moses should any
longer forbid, instead of their husks, that they

might enjoy themselves)—whence could their

blessedness, which makes it heaven, come,

without the filial and pure adoration of eternal

love and grace ? Their ev<j>palveadai, " making
merry," must instantly, at the very threshold

of eternity, be exchanged for a miserable

varepEladai, " being in want."

The parable breaks off, the admonished son

replies no further to his father, and his conver-

sion is not announced. So in the great fulfil-

ment of the parable it is also wanting in actual

life ; if thou wouldst be an exception, and re-

main always with thy Father, enjoying and
retaining all that is his—then come first to him
in the deepest penitence, and pray, " Father, I

was called but was not thy son, I have been
much less deserving of the name than my
brother

—

make thou me from a shameful hired

servant an honorable child—make me in thy

highest grace what my brother is /"
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THE CONVERTED SINNER'S PRUDENCE IN ESCAPING FROM PUNISH-

MENT, WHICH YET THREATENS EVEN HIM : THE UNJUST STEW-
ARD; TRUE FIDELITY IN THE USE OF WORLDLY GOODS.

(Luke xvi. 1-13.)

It cannot be expected of us to unravel the

fearfully tangled perplexities of the comments
which, from the most ancient times down to

our own day—with theological or un theological

craftiness, with more or less of arrogance, on
the one hand, pretending to extract its only

true meaning, or, on the other, with the limita-

tion of ability giving it up altogether—have
darkened and perplexed and confused this par-

able of our Lord, so plain in itself and in its

fundamental theme. We shall not be expected

to do any more than give positive reasons for

our own understanding of the subject, with

merely an explanatory reference to such misun-
derstandings as have a foundation of truth in

them, and therefore cannot be classed among
the ridiculous theories of crack-brained men.*
We can regard only those systems of exposi-

tion as having any claim to our attention, which
are really in earnest in endeavoring to discover

the true meaning of our Lord ; and we must
particularly bear with those which are not led

astray by mere superficiality and incapacity to

understand exegesis at all, but by an excusable

lack of right perception where a false applica-

tion on the one side or the other is so easily

made.
Our exposition can do no more than confirm

the traditional predominant interpretation of the

church, the rejection of which by so many ex-

positors may be somewhat excused, partly from
the fact that the ecclesiastical tradition does not

always stand its ground before maturer knowl-
edge even in the domain of exegetics, and
partly, by the lack of any exhibition of the

fundamental connection of thought, which for

the most part pervades the interpretation hand-
ed down by antiquity. The grand and pro-

found, though subtle, connection which subsists

between chaps, xv. and xvi. has either been
altogether denied (thus closing the door before-

hand against a right apprehension), or the right

connection has not been discerned—we cannot
avoid saying, because it has not been sought
with sufficient simplicity of mind. The sinner's

repentance or punisliment. Such is our simple
acceptation of the theme of the two chapters,

as they set before us the prodigal son and the

rich man in opposition at the beginning and
end. And the meaning of that which lies be-

tween must naturally be sought between those

* In which last class we must reckon that of a
certain expositor (whose name we would rather not
mention, after the description in the text) who
refers the parable to Judas Iscariot—while another
is not wanting, who discovers in it Pontius Pilate!

two points, and will be—The prudence (ver. 8)

of the sinner, absolved from the first great pun-
ishment, converted and received into favor, in

avoiding the ruin which may yet impend ; his

wisdom, as being not dismissed and rejected,

but reinstated, in dealing as a faithful steward
in the affairs of his own salvation. That the

discourse treats specifically of the administra-

tion of worldly goods, the possessions already

acquired even as a mammon of unrighteous-

ness, is simply to be explained by the condition

and circumstances of the Publicans, with whom
the Lord has especially to do, in contradistinc-

tion to the Pharisees. But the connection of

the previous chapter with the present does not
consist in this, that in the former faith in the

mercy of God, but in the latter the love of our
neighbor* is treated of; the former teaching

what the Father doeth for us, and the latter

what we should do to our neighbor ; but that

prudence which, by the gracious permission of

God, uses even the IXuxiotov, uKkbrpiov, Mikov,

least, another's, unrighteous, as the materials for

the exhibition of fidelity, in order to lay up in

eternity the reward of grace—that and nothing
else, according to the plain words of vers. 8-12,

is the fundamental precept of the parable. How
Neander can make the theme the " blending of

simplicity and prudence" we cannot discover.

But the unjust steward ! Can his unjust and
overreaching craft be a pattern for us t Here
rises the second reason which has prompted
men to adopt other methods of explaining the

parable—the excusable, and in itself laudable

objection to the assumption that the children of

the world are represented as putting to shame
the children of light, which, however, stands

disertis verbis in ver. 8. A parable can surely

never design to inculcate its opposite—it was
scarcely necessary for D. Schulz to demonstrate
this so argumentatively and to assert it so earn-

estly. But as certainly as the Lord does not

(according to Julian's presumptuous mockery)
place the unrighteousness of this steward before

us as a pattern, so certainly does he exhibit for

our example his prudence as such, apart from
his injustice—and this is not the opposite of the

parable. It seems so obvious to every unpreju-

diced mind that (as Heubner says), " much

* According to Von Gerlach, we have in chap,

xvi. compassion towards men, active charity, that

love of our neighbor which necessarily results from
the love of God. According to Lange—Imparting

love, as the first fundamental characteristic of a de-

veloping salvation. But the giving or not giving

is certainly not the leading idea in either parable.
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profit may be derived from the most wicked ex-

amples, they may often be directly translated

from evil to good ;" and Luther's good sense

has enriched this parable with so many perti-

nent examples of this, that all these useless ob-

jections should have long ago been laid aside.*

Moreover, it is admitted that the Lord Jesus

has elsewhere given us parables analogous,

which no exegesis can explain away. He
compares the freely-giving Father in heaven,

ever ready to hear, with the friend who, not

for friendship's sake, but only because of shame-
less importunity, gave his friend what he asked

;

and even with the unjust judge, who at last

concedes the poor widow's claim only for his

own comfort's sake, and simply to get rid of

her: now those instances are much stronger

than this, which merely teaches us poor sinners

to learn of a thrifty and prudent worldling, and
exhorts us as children of light to practise pru-

dence in a good cause, and to be at least as

sagacious in prosecuting our religious advantage

as the children of the world are in seeking their

earthly good. To the noau udXXov, "how much
more," of the former instance the icdyu vulv Xtyu,
" and I say unto you," of this parable per-

fectly corresponds
;
and not only so, this express

explanation of the Lord gives a further ground
for the adjusting of all difficulties, inasmuch as

in the application of the parable he takes that

very thing which constituted the iniquity of

the steward's prudence, and makes it an essen-

tial duty of all God's stewards; that which
was infamous fraud in him becomes to Christ's

siewards the distribution of God's possessions

in the name of the All-Holy Proprietor of them
all. Thus both the unity and the contrast be-

tween the parable and its interpretation are

precisely preserved. It is sufficiently plain, as

C. H. Rieger observes, that this doctrine of our
Lord "was not addressed to people of the

world, who are always inclined to put a base

and shameless construction upon his require-

ments; but for disciples who had already at-

tained to the gracious beginning of good de-

sires, who had received the assurance of joy in

heaven over their penitence upon earth, and
having opened their hearts to this gracious

truth, were now disposed to disburden them-
selves of earthly joys and cares, and to lay up
their treasures in heavenly habitations."

Consequently that "certain uneasy feeling,"

of which Pastor Brauns (Stud. u. Krit. 1842,

4) admits that his mind was conscious, prevent-
ing his yielding to the common and correct in-

terpretation, and which he too boldly attributes

to the church generally, has no foundation, and
is such a fastidious nicety as the accommoda-
tion to heavenly kings in those other parables

of the Friend and the Judge should have alto-

gether dispelled. The same Brauns makes the

Pharisees come forward and object
—"Thou

* It is uot, as Weisse thinks, an " oblique parable
which does no honor to Christ's wisdom as a Teacher
—a style of instruction which would not be tolera-

ted in a village schoolmaster." Alas 1 these low-
minded, little masters ; would they but read and
£arn themselves 1

preachest a strange morality; such arch-
knavery to be viewed as thoughtful provision

for the future, is too crude, and will tend rather

to help out the Publicans' case, than to edify

their souls"—and we think that their tK/WKTtipi-

£etv or murmuring may very well suggest that

such thoughts were in their evil hearts, but that

they never had the courage to utter such base

thoughts aloud. It will be the endeavor of our

exposition to show the baselessness of all such

imaginations.

The critical Schleiermacher is not disturbed

by any such fine moral perception, but under-

stands here an actual counsel given to the Pub-
licans to appropriate the mammon of the Roman
power to the utmost possible advantage of the

Jewish people ; led to this opposite extreme by
the dogmatic blun'tness of feeling which—in

accordance with the fundamental deficiency of

all his theology and exegesis—induced him to

look for the everlasting habitations in the tem-

poral kingdom of the Messiah. " Ye good Pub-
licans, favor as much as ye can the people as

against their capricious and despotic masters, in

those matters which ye have in your own
province; that so they also may favor you
when a new state of things arises." The rela-

tion of the Publicans being somewhat unlimited

and undefined, as is generally the case with in-

direct imposts which are farmed, Christ did

not charge them to do anything actually unjust,

but only to exercise their discretionary latitude

of power to the best advantage for the Jewish

people. "If ye thus wisely and prudently

manage your matters, ye will not be cast out

of Israel, when the kingdom of Messiah is in-

troduced." Alas, how political is this—and

therefore how far from the meaning of our

Lord, who is speaking here to these sinners of

a very diS'erent continuance, and of a very

different reception into abiding habitations!

Nevertheless, we cannot deny that this carnal

misapprehension connects itself with a funda-

mental principle of truth ; many at that time

might so have understood him, discerning some-

thing of the meaning of his words, but unable

to free themselves from the carnal notions of the

Old Testament typical system. But the funda-

mental deficiency in this view is twofold : in not

marking, first, that the aluvioi, okjivcu, " everlast-

ing habitations," point to the same future after

death (the most essential enlitineiv) which the

following parable discloses ; and then in not dis-

cerning that the parabolical lord of the steward

can only be, in the contrasting application, the

great God whose is all our substance, since in

yuKu, " and I," ver. 9, Christ requires that to be

done righteously, which the nvpioc or Lord of

the steward was constrained to commend as

wisdom.
Olshausen is open to the same charge, for his

interpretation (after his fundamental character

as a spiritualist), properly speaking, only spirit-

ualises that of Schleiermacher, placing in the

stead of the Roman Csesar the noc/ioc or upxuv

tov Koofiov tovtov,* the " world" or its " prince."

* Lange adopts the above view, ond finds iu the
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"Such an overreaching of the noafioc or the

devil, as Jesus here teaches, is the way to ren-

der back to God what rightly belong to him !"

Here there must be two Lords in contrast with

one another, and the expositor speciously (and

it is the only plausible point in this exposition)

refers to ver. 13—"he who thus wisely was
tiiacKopTtifav Til vnupxovra tov dvdpunov 7T?iOVaiOV,

toasting the goods of the rich man, truly served

the true Lord ; he despises the one to belong

Wholly to the other, and with the possessions

of the one labors for the objects of the other."

Pity, however, for this exposition that there is

nowhere a trace in the parable of that other

true Lord, in whose service and for whose ends

the steward favored the debtors; pity that when
this other Lord does actually enter in and speak,

he does not say—Serve me ! but—" Make your-

selves friends, who will receive you ! Be ye
equally wise as that steward in his care for him-
self, but let your wise care be for eternity. Then
will I also commend you for doing wisely, even
as that lord did." Where is there in all this a

single trace of two opposite and contrasted

lords ? Finally, does the kuo/ioc or upxuv tov

koo/uov commend the craft which takes away his

possessions for the service of God ? Is it then

the spirit and temper of this world thus to de-

ceive the Prince of this world ? Nothing but
confusion arises from this, if the word is read

just as it stands. The lord in the parable is

indeed himself a child of this world, but not on
that account in the application the Prince of
this world ; but in the contrasting application

Christ himself incontrovertibly takes his place

with his
—"/say also unto you."

And who are the stewards over the mammon,
that which is least and another man's, which the

glorious Lord over all leaves in their hands, over-

looking the unrighteousness which still cleaves

to it, that they ma}'' use it aright in love, that

being alone the true use of it for him and for

ourselves, that being alone its profitable em-
ployment? These we are all; but now first

the Lord spoke to the publicans who turned to

him, as Luke intimates in the first verse—over-
looking this we must go astray throughout.
Zyro revives the old interpretation of Vitringa,

which regards the Pharisees here described as

being appropriators to themselves of the saving
elements of the Jewish faith entrusted to them
by God, and as being exhorted rather to deal

kindly and dutifully with the poor debtors of
the Lord, in specie the Publicans ; but. this, in

rich man " Mammon himself, the allegorical Plutus,
the Spirit of gold, the genius of money, the demon
of avarice." Most ludicrous, then, is the interpre-

tation of the calling to account and the dismissal

—

that is, the disagreement arising between the new
principles and the old covetous nature, etc. Most
strange, however, is the explanation that " Jesus i

terms (his Unfaithfulness of the pious as it regards
mammon fidelity in that which is least, that is, that
this is the least thing which should be expected
from a Christian !" The thoughts of Jesus are here
utterly perverted ; on this view, vers. 9-12 cannot
possibly have any fair interpretation.

common with every direct application of the

parable to the administration of spiritual gifts

and possessions, is excluded by the simple con-

sideration that in his own solution of it, vers'.

9-13, the Lord adheres simply and expressly to

the mammon proper, and its wise, discreet, and
faithful dispensation. There is thus much truth

underlying all this, however, that oiir Lord does
actually include the covetous Pharisees as the

objects of his address (ver. 14); and knew well

from the beginning that they, if they came with
the Publicans to him as his disciples, might thus

use and apply his instructions.

But let this suffice for the prelusory polemics:
let us now approach the text ourselves, first

giving our own general view of its simple con-
tents.

I. The parable itself exhibits to us an unjust

steward, and in a threefold point of view: first,

the account which is demanded of him
;
then his

prudence in extricating himself out of this em-
barrassment (of such a kind, however, that he
is still the unjust steward) ; and finally the com-
mendation of this prudence, as it is enforced from
his similarly unrighteous and selfish lord. But
it is here taken for granted, as the teaching of

the former parable, that in this threatened reck-

oning the grace of God absolves the penitents

who confess their sins, that they are by no
means dismissed and cast away, but rather, as

impoverished, are endowed with a new dispen-
sation of goods; and here we may note the

transition to that style of contrast in which the
parable enforces its teaching. Similarly it is

presumed, that the prudence of this steward,
thus directed towards God and divine things,

is the precise counterpart of chap. xv. 18, 19.

Finally, while the commendation of his pru-
dence, bestowed reluctantly by his lord, forms
the distinctive close of the whole parable, and
without any reference to the involved injustice,

our Lord immediately adjoins (as a transition to

its interpretation) a corrective estimate of the
meaning and value of that praise—" For the

children of this world," etc. This he brings
into distinct prominence, by his tertium com>-
parationis, the contrast which enters into the
application of the parable.

II. The express explanation, which he him-
self goes on to give, contains, first, the proper
interpretation in ver. 9, followed by a further
explanatory continuation, to obviate all misun-
derstanding, of all the fundamental ideas of the
parable. This latter goes over naturally and
necessarily into a solemn warning against an
impending second condemnation, if they who
were absolved in the first reckoning should not
use the gracious permission and obey the rigor-

ous command, to use the mammon left in their

keeping for the good of their souls, faithfully

and charitably and prudently employing it as

good stewards. First: this fidelity in giving
away (the honest prudence of the children of
light), such an administration of the lesser

earthly goods as is well-pleasing to the true
Lord is now a discipline, preparation, and ap-
proval for the dispensation and enjoyment of
the higher possessions. For fidelity or unfiiith-
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fulness (mark now the plain and undisguised

contrast !) in little things and in great, coincide

and are one in their internal principle (ver. 10)

;

the use of earthly property is thus the standard

—regulating the entrusting of the greater, essen-

tial good, that which is the true riches, even in

the present life (ver. 11), and the final bestow-

nient of the same as the original inheritance

and actual possession in the next world (ver.

12). In this it is at the same time hinted, that

the true riches as merely entrusted may be

taken away again, as another man's, from those

who are untrue, and unfaithful. Thus the dis-

course speaks plainly of two kinds of goods

/

and now, secondly, ver. 13, two masters are also

introduced for the first time—for this fidelity

requires an undivided heart for God alone,

which serves God in the use of his gifts, and
turns those earthly goods to his service in the

salvation of the soul which idolatry turns into

a God instead of using aright.

Verses 1, 2. The faeye 6k Kai, "and he said

also," is elsewhere a general connecting formula,

but in this place it is manifest from the process

of thought, and especially from the continuation

in ch. xvi. 14, 15, of the scene opened up in ch.

xv., that a direct sequel to the preceding is here

intended. This is so manifest that Zyro, to

whom this connection does not approve itself,

m obliged critically to set aside both the remark
of the Evangelist in ver. 1, and the (piMpyvpoi

bnapxovrec, " who were covetous," in ver. 14.

Our internal criticism, on the contrary, shows
us that the Kai, " and," in ver. 1 and ver. 14
clearly correspond, and that irphc tovc uadrjTuc,

" unto his disciples," stands related to npbc

avrovc, " unto them," ch. xv. 3, consequently

the uaOrjxai, " disciples," are not this time the

Apostles and all the disciples in common, but

those newly received, the Publicans who were
drawing near and hearing his words, who
indeed form the opposite party, in the present

concourse of hearers, to the Pharisees. It is a

further argument for this, that in ver. 9 these
" disciples" are supposed to have worldly goods,

and indeed such as were in some way connected
with previous unrighteousness : but this is alto-

gether inapplicable to the Apostles who had
left all and followed the Lord. It is obvious,

however, that the teaching of the parable ap-

plied to all his other disciples, so far as they
were the possessors of property ; as well a3 that

it was designed to pierce the consciences of the

covetous Pharisees who heard it (as we remarked
before and as ver. 14 shows) ; the Publicans,

however, who must, like Zaccheus, after their

conversion have felt the question stirring in

their souls as to what they must do with their

acquired possessions, were especially referred to

in this discourse. Thus, as he had already been
graciously justifying the Publicans, speaking in

their favor; so now, as Bengel remarks, he
solemnly teaches them their new duties as his

disciples, after they had through repentance

been admitted to mercy. The table at which
the Saviour of sinners eateth with them, is not
always spread ; the feast of rejoicing which
celebrated the Prodigal's return must end, and
give place to the new duties of a noble fidelity.

The imupxovra, or " goods," however, which the
steward possesses are by no means the same as

the goods which the prodigal son had wasted
;

that parable referred to the resources of life,

bodily and spiritual in common ; but this, ac-
cording to our Lord's express explanation, vers.

9-13, gives prominence to Mammon (which in-

volves more than mere money). And with re-

gard to that every man is God's steward, and
these Publicans are regarded as under obliga-

tion of fidelity in its use, not only to the Roman
Caesar, but to the Great Proprietor of all. What
in ch. xv. 31 was said under another point of
view, holds good of every man in the great

house of the Father, in the inverted sense—All

that thou hast, is mine I

But the contrasting parable brings before us,

first of all, a narrative of this world, just as

things are accustomed to go in it : an unfaith-

ful steward, a lord who as a rich man appears

to be very zealous for the conservation and in-

crease of what he has, finally a discovery of the

fraud by information. There are never want-
ing in the world unjust stewards, nor spies and
informants, as they are well designated by the

indefinite dupfajdr), " was accused"—for diafiuX-

Isiv does not signify the falsely accusing or

slandering, but simply is distinguished, as a se-

cret, envious information, from the open and
honorable Karr/yopelv. " Men always complain
against the unjust steward ; but just because he
is of such notorious ill fame, no one is willing

to be the man" (G. R. Rieger). The accusation

of others against this one, which in the narra-

tive may be supposed to have originated, after

the fashion of the world, in the desire to get

his place and do just as he had done, is an inti-

mation and remembrancer to us that in like

manner all unfaithfulness is surely known and
condemned before God. 'Q,c diaonopnifav,

i: that

he had wasted," is not as the Vulg. has it,

"quasi dissipasset," but more correctly with

Erasmus—" ut qui dissiparet," he was informed

against as now wasting*—which in the German
(als hatte er durchgebracht—that he had wasted)

does not come into sufficient prominence. The
complaint is true ; all the expositors who will

redeem the steward's honorable character,

strangely forget that the man himself on the

first notice, ver. 2, of a reckoning being exacted,

admits the guilt in his conscience, and resigns

himself hopelessly—My lord taketh from me the

stewardship ! The complaint is literally true as

to his diacKopnc&v, for this hitherto reckless and

foolish spender,! because necessity made him

* Comp. Xenoph. Htllen. ii. 3, 23, dufiaXXov «c

Ivuaivo/uevov rt/v noAiTeiav.

\ The diaoKopirtfriv is indeed an echo of ch. xv.

13, but the wasting of the goods here is viewed in

a different and more restricted aspect. As the deep

undertone of its meaning rises the thought, that we
scatter our goods, so far as they are Grod'w, when
we do not husband them for his purposes.
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thrifty and cunning, had actually laid by no-

thing for himself, but had lived from day to day

in unthinking extravagance of good living—he

thinks of himself as a beggar, if he must give

up his office. He has not been totally imme-
thodical and lawless, for there are at least

ypu/iuara, acknowledgments of debt, afterwards

forthcoming, though not registered according

to strict rules of bookkeeping, and certainly not

with their amounts recorded ;
thus he is a dis-

honorable man of the middle class—there is a

little method and sense of responsibility pre-

served ; for the rest he is thoughtless, and im-

prudent in his present selfishness, without care

for the future. And now his lord, having his

attention aroused by many reports, suddenly

says to the steward, summoned into his pres-

ence

—

t'l tovto ukovu nepl aov ; that is, probably,

not—Wherefore do I hear ? (ri for Start), but—
a construction wbich seems much more perti-

nent—" What kind of thing {ri and tovto em-
phatically together) is this which I am obliged

to hear of thee, my steward ? Is it true, or

canst thou clear thyself from this imputation ?

I did not, when I made thee ohovofioc, and have
not had reason while I have continued thee in

office, to think that thou wert a StaoKopiri&v
;

but I hear it now from all sides, answer me,
whether I have heard aright or not." It is not

his lord's purpose in any case to dismiss him,

thus making the account demanded merely a

surrender : this has been gratuitously inferred,

and an impropriety argued from it, in his lord's

removing the steward on the evidence of a

secret information and without any examina-
tion, thus justifying him in the conduct which
he afterwards pursued. It is this very investi-

gation which is intended by the uttoSoc tov Ibyov :

Lay before rpe thy accounts ! We will see

—

then with a tone of warning on account of the

accusation, and with an eager, selfish fear for

his endangered property

—

if they do not agree,

if I find that I have heard aright, thou wilt be
no longer my steward. (The reading Svvrj in-

stead of Swf/GT} has also this meaning).

Verses 3, 4. Now the inconsiderate fool be-

comes suddenly cunning and wise—this is a sig-

nificant crisis in the parable which many misap-

prehend : The children of the world are unright-

eous and unfaithful from the beginning, they
beeome crafty when need urges them ; cer-

tainly, however, then ! This sudden, and after

its kind, laudable prudence of the steward in

forming his decision, is described to us in the

three stages of his soliloquy. First, the clear

perception of the necessity of his case, the ex-

pulsion being inevitable, in which the question
becomes— What shall I do ? Then the ponder-
ing of the various methods of extrication, which
only made the case worse—The one I cannot,
the other I will not ! Finally, the crafty expe-
dient

—

Now I know (Syvuv) what I will do, to

help myself! Then follows, as an essential part
of this shrewd wisdom, the execution of his pro-
ject, raxiuc, without much delay, vers. 5-7.
The nature of their relations itself requires us

to understand, without any express mention in

the narrative, that time was allowed the poor

man to arrange his account, and that time of

course includes the whole account from the

third to the seventh verse. When God an-

nounces to us our dismissal, whether the final

or one preliminary ; when the decree goes forth

upon us—Thou mayest be no longer steward !

Thou must die I there is yet given us ordinarily

a time of grace, with the stern though gracious

exhortation—Set thine house in order ! If the

merciflil God says—Come and let us reckon

with one another, let us settle our account!

he yet hears the supplication, and lets mercy
triumph over judgment. His hearers must have
thought of that, with the history of the prodigal

son still echoing in their ears if not moving their

hearts, when a similar predicament thus opens

before them. But here there is no father and
son, here is nothing which could immediately

portray the true relation between God and
man : this narrative teaches and intimates its

warnings by sheer contrasts. Instead of coming
truly to himself (as ch. xv. 17, etc kavrbv) the

steward speaks tv iavrC), in himself, remains

with all his thinking and deliberation the same
idle, presumptuous, dishonest man as he was:
his straits only teach him to add cunning to his

unfaithfulness, or awaken the cunning which
was latent in his nature. He declares it twice,

at the beginning and at the close, that the loru

taketh away from him his office, and with it

his livelihood, and that his dismissal is an inex-

orable resolution. He knows " his lord," and
his lord's care of self well enough, to prevent

the entertainment of any vain hope
;
he knew

that there would be no room for confession and
pleading, and he has no satisfactory accounts to

bring. Thus it is scarcely right to interpose

here a preaching of condemnation against this

man because he does not contemplate a third

method in addition to, the two which he re-

jects, that the true tertium datur of acknowl-
edgment and supplication does not occur to his

mind amid his evil imaginations. Such thoughts

are right in the further application to ourselves

—Thou, poor sinner, hast indeed to do with
God, with whom there is plentiful forgiveness

!

Scarcely, however, has he fairly looked steadily

at his hard fate, than he sees (with that full and
unvarying hardness which we already see to be
the wicked ground of his natural cunning), that

everything after all is not irretrievably lost. He
has heard from his Lord's lips nothing worse
than oil Swrjoi) In oIkovo/ueIv, " thou mayest be
no longer steward," nothing about punishment
or imprisonment. I am yet then left with a

ri notTjau ;
" What shall I do ?" and it is for me

to devise the answer.* Two prospects rise be-

fore him

—

digging or begging ; that is, either to

begin now honorably to earn his bread by hard
labor, or with a sudden self-abasement to ask it

* This is the reason of the milder expression
afterwards, with which ho comforts himself

—

orav
fieTaaradti, comp. Acts xiii. 22. As it were only

—

trans/erred to another situation or oiKOvopia. The
aorist for the presentiated future.
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at people's doors. The one he cannot, the other

he will not:* the idleness of the effeminate good
liver forbade the one ; the pride of the great

man, who had been hitherto a considerable

householder and played the rich lord himself,

forbade the other. He might have done the

one with honor and decency, but the idleness

of the sound man says instantly—I cannot do
that, I have never learned to work heartily

!

As Grotius quotes from Aristophanes, Av. 1432—oKuTTTetv y&p ovk emarafiai (for I know nof how
to dig)—in which the digging is used proverbi-

ally for the most common and menial daily

labor: and we may cite as more obviously to

the purpose Faust's words—" Ich kann mich
nicht bequemen, Den Spaten in die Hand zu
nehmen" (I cannot condescend, To take the
spade in hand). Then as to the legging? Of
this the sometime administrator is altogether
ashamed—not with " nimid modestia" [excessive
modesty] (as Bengel says), and not as we have
seen in Ecclus. xl. 29-31, from a right princi-

ple and honorable feeling—but the whole gives
us a finished picture of a child of this world, as

he is to be seen everywhere in his thrifty cun-
ning. " Nothing corresponding to the particu-

lars of this pondering consideration can be
pointed out in the application, but it is simply
part of the parable," says the Schullehrerbibel

of Brandt ; this time correctly. If, going be-
yond the parable, we anticipate the application,

and spiritualise or generalise this particular fea-

ture, then may we say with Jensen (Stud. u.

Krit. 1829, 4) that the impossible labor is the
helping of self, which, in the case of a man from
whom is taken that which he had, appears to

be out of the question ; and the abhorred beg-
ging is the passive dejection in such most mis-
erable circumstances, like the sinner's self-aban-

donment to ruin and reprobation. Thus may
we, in harmony with th§ Lord's design, further
interpret the parabolical words of "this man,
which, however, in itself is generally an apt
proverb, suiting his present condition.

On the other hand, we must regard as imper-
tinent, and as a mipepyov, (incidental thing) be-
yond the requirement of strict exegesis, all the
endless homilies about working and praying
which have been founded upon these words

;

and all the protests, however good and inge-
nious in themselves, against the idle and proud
refusal of the natural man to put forth his en-
ergies for himself, or to abase himself unto
prayer. They are impertinent, inasmuch as the
application to prayer would require that the dis-

missed man should have pleaded with his lord,

and not have thought of begging at his neigh-
bors' doors; and, further, because in the para-
ble tins ovk laxvu, " I cannot," and alaxvvofxai,
t' I am ashamed," are admitted to be valid, and
placed to the account of the man's crafty pru-
dence which is commended : consequently, upon
this application, there would be recommended
the laying aside of all labor and prayer, and in-

* Luther's mag in the old form, that is, vermag,
is misleading as our usage now goes.

stead of them the dubious performance of good
works towards our neighbors, so far as that
might be possible. Again, however striking in
itself, it is exegetically inadmissible to place this

steward in parallel with the prodigal son, such
a parallel, to wit, as G. R. Rieger draws, ex-
hibiting the fundamental contrast between pen-,

itence and impenitence: "Both came in trouble

and need, both seek to help themselves. The
one uses right means, humbles himself, applies

himself to prayer, and offers himself to the

work of a servant. The other hangs upon his

former repute, is ashamed to beg, and thinks

himself too weak to labor." This and all sim-

ilar well-meant preaching is part of that system
of inexact and confused realisation of its main
points Avhich has more or les3 perverted even
the traditional and correct interpretation

;
for

he who forgets the tendency of the whole in

the exposition of the details, must bear the

blame if the commendation of shrewdness and
wisdom which comes afterwards is found to be
obscure and inharmonious.* It is an ingenious

use of this isolated expression, though no ex-
position of it, to make it describe the unwilling-

ness and impotence of the natural man to labor

(in a spiritual sense) and to pray : as for ex-
ample, the Princess Galitzin speaks of the

"speculative understanding," as saying—I can-
not explore it, and I am ashamed to pray (in

the right place !) for what I cannot attain. This,

however, has a real point of connection, and
falls in at least with the interpretation given to

the parable by our Lord, which finds in this

helplessness of the steward the UXeiTreiv, "fail-

ing," ver. 9, of death, no time being then left

for good works in order to the attainment of

everlasting habitations—" where he who could

not dig falls himself into the grave
v
and in the

general need all prayer (as Matt. xxv. 8) avails

no more.f

No sooner has the man in his straits realised

his entire situation, than his suddenly wakening
craft discovers a plan

—

iyvuv ri noirjau, "I am
resolved (lit. / knoiv.) what to do." In his

joyful haste, and with the speed which he
knew to be necessary, he does not wait to

propose to himself, or state to us, the resulting

decision of his cogitation, but we discover it.

afterwards in the actual fypovifiuc noulv or " doing
wisely."| Craft is essentially practical as we

* Similarly we read in H. Mii'.ler's Erquickstun-

den, to give one more example out of many: "If
thou wilt choose, then choose the first two means!
(not the third, which the Lord also recommends?)
Beg and dig, pray and work, open mouth, hand
ready. Prayer is thy heaven-carriage, labor thy
earth-carriage, both bring much blessing to thy
house, if they are driven well."

•j- Thus the artless Hiller, whose life of our Lord
Jesus in verse carries out Bengel's exegesis, and
will always be well worthy of being read on ac-

count of its many ingenious thoughts and turns of

expression.

I Clearly and accurately (according to Alford)

iyvuv is distinguished from iyvuica. The latter

would be—I know, am well aware; but the iyvuv'
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here see—it asks simply what is to be done,

does not disguise its emergency from itself,

ponders all possible means of extrication, selects

the best, and sets to work at once upon that.

All this is formally and relatively laudable;

else, and in its true character, the craft of this

worldling is as unspeakably infatuated in its

forgetfulness of eternity, as that tovto nou/au,
" this will I do," of the tiQpuv or fool (chap. xii.

18). The Iva, " that," and orav, " when," of his

self-eomplacent eyvuv goes not beyond this life,

thinks nothing about that other daily impend-
ing and quite different ^eTaaradr/vai Ttjc o'ikovo-

tfac, " being put out of the stewardship." He
thinks that he has hit it well

—

Iva Si^ovrac fie, ut

sint qui me recipiant— or, looking back upon his

own thoughts—"that the people, at whose
doors I must otherwise have begged, may be

glad to receive me into their houses, which is far

better 1" Or, as he is now speaking with full

consciousness of his plan, he keeps the debtors

in view—"that they, whom I will craftily make
my friends, may take care of me—I will pro-

vide for myself hospitable homes !" To defraud

his lord, even now at the last, and to prosecute

his injustice even now that it is condemned,
does not cause him shame: this, at least, he can

do. It is altogether in vain to attempt with all

kinds of subtlety to justify this wise oIkovo/ioc

ttjc aduilac (" unjust steward") in himself; all

whose cunning tig ttjv jeveuv iavrov, "in his gen-

eration," goes only to this, how he may in some
way or other carry on his habituated easy life

;

whose blind infatuation only thinks of man and
of this world, yea, whose baseness finds its

consummation in this, that he in his sly selfish-

ness reckons upon the return of gratitude, not

altogether failing, on the part of others.

Verses 5-7. It is not improbable that he had
shown the same kind of good-nature towards
poor wretches before, in the squandering of his

master's goods; so that it was a very natural

expedient—the children of the world at least

do thus act towards one another with all their

ddiKta, or injustice. Nothing can be more forced

than the misinterpretation which Brauns put so

confidently forward, according to which all that

is related from ver. 2 to ver. 8 took place on
the spur of the moment, rather like an enchant-
ed dream than actual life, and in flat opposition

to the scope of all our Lord's parables. " In-
stantly, and before he left his lord's eye, he con-
ceived his design, had the debtors summoned into

his master's presence, paid the accounts thus re-

written out of his own funds, thus with most
excellent <f>p6vTjoic (wisdom) uniting both restitu-

tion and benevolence by one stroke—restitution,

inasmuch as the debtors never could have been
able to pay anything themselves: and benevo-
lence, inasmuch as these poor people were ex-
tricated from great embarrassment. Thus both
creditor and debtor were touched to the heart,

and their sympathies enlisted in his favor!"

This is, in very deed, a master-stroke in the art

of reading the direct opposite of what is writ-

implies,—I have just arrived at the knowledge, an
idea has just struck me, as it were, evpqica—as we
had also remarked above.

ten. If the steward were then so rich, what
made him think of being reduced to beg?
where then is the eicleiireiv or " failing " which
the Lord indicates in ver. 9 ? and let every un-
prejudiced person think of all the other rank
inconsistencies in this view. This would have
been no compensation to his lord, but a mysti-

fication in his very presence, which must have
excited his anger all the more. We must
admit what Niemeyer, Schleiermacher, D.
Schulz, Von Gerlach, and others have maintain-
ed, that such a reduction of the debts was
within the prerogative of an ohovofioc or " stew-
ard," such as he was at that time—else would
the reconstructed bills not have been valid. But
this does not assuredly extend to the justifica-

tion of the steward's conduct. It was in his

power and option to do so, as we see, but not
in his righteous power ; what he here does to

his lord's prejudice must always be counted un-
just, and is only a continuation in his old prac-
tices of this sensualised ohovofioc tF/c d6miac.

The xpecHpeiXiTai are not simply contractors

(as B. Stein and Grossmann think) whose con-
tracts the lord had already looked into, but
debtors for produce furnished and unpaid for.

He asks them craftily about the' amount of their

obligation, though he may be supposed in most
cases to have known it already; his object

being to stimulate their gratitude for the remis-
sion of so much of their debt—Ts it not true

that thou are rightly indebted for so much ?

He says boldly, condemning thereby himself

—

" Owest thou my lord," not me ; so that he
might not on his own responsibility remit any
part of the debt. " Take thy bill, which I now
restore to thee—see how merciful I am, much
more than my lord, about whom, between our-

selves, we need ask no questions

—

quickly

(raxsuc, raptim, furtim, which intimates, too, the

lord's absence—before he comes and sees it !)

subscribe with thine own hand a lesser

amount ?" These debtors, like all others, are

nothing loth to write a less amount, but, like

children of this world, very soon take the share

of this advantageous piece of villany. Two
examples are recorded, which include, under oil

and wheat, all kinds of liquid and dry produc-
tions of the soil ; and at the end, ver. 7, we
may suppose

—

and thus onwards through all

the debtors ; for ver. 5 mentions Iva tuaorov,

every one. Nor does he v speak to every one
apart, but has them altogether at the same desk,

as it is critically noted in the oi>de, "and thou,"

of the second instance. And why so? Be-
cause these poor people, in one another's pres-

ence, were abashed, and would be terrified into

complaisance by the idea of a general settle-

ment of accounts. Why does he not remit to

any one the whole debt ? Partly, because the

lord, when he came to know that this man or

that was one of his debtors, might find an ac-

count apparently right at hand ; and partly, be-

cause he would keep the people in a humble
frame of mind still, since, if all their debt had
been discharged, they would have become
puffed up, and forgotten to be thankful.* Final-

* The crafty man expects gratitude of itself,* it is
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ly, on the same principle he remits to the one

fifty out of the hundred, and to the other

twenty—not (as Olshausen infelicitously here

incorporates) for the sake of the application " to

a discreet distribution of our benefits according

to the present need of their objects;" nor (as

Lange says, imputing too much good to the

steward) " that he first achieved the most des-

perate stroke, and then gave way to something
like moral prudence." But the man is alto-

gether and throughout wise, he acts with a

crafty discretion and arbitrariness, which some-
what propitiates his own pride on being dismis-

sed ; thus keeping their obligations in the minds
of the debtors

—
" The great man could do with

us as he listed, but he gave everybody some-
thing, at least." We should note that he selects

cunningly the good-natured, not so cunning as

himself, whom he may " despatch, one after the

other, with the utmost possible haste."* And
it is just from these that he reckons upon an
unstipulated gratitude.

Verse 8. It ought never to have been mat-
ter of misapprehension, that the narrative of

the parable is still going on, and that the com-
mending Kvpioc, ''lord" is not Jesus himself,t

but he who had been thus described by the

steward in vers. 3 and 5 as his lord. Our lord

continues to speak in all that follows down to

7/kovov ravra nuvra, " heard all these things," ver.

14. If the Evangelist were now suddenly in-

terrupting the narrative, how comes it that

nuyu "kfyu " and I say unto you," so directly

follows ; and whence the on, " that," similarly

in strict connection—for the only other sup-

position, that it is an intermediate reflection of

Luke, is surely out of the question. It is the

I say unto you also—which distinguishes our
Lord from the lord of the parable, in whose
place Jesus himself now enters. Without such

a conclusion one main characteristic in the par-

able would be wanting, the answer, namely,
to the question—What said his lord to such a

stroke of artifice? Was it divulged, or not?
This last knavery also became known and
notorious—the supposition of that was neces-

sary to the tendency and scope of the whole,
and to the winding up of the entire parable,

and it is merely hinted at as being understood
of itself. While the Lord reports the corn-

needless to interpose (as Bahrdt does) any stipula-

tion—"For this, as long as I live, let me have the

halt"
* But not " deceive " as Stein expresses it. He

inserts also the stipulation that they should receive

him into their dwellings, and explains that now
these easy-minded people find themselves out of

their reckoning. " It should have heen a question

to them whether the entertainment of this steward,

who had been used to high living, would not

cost them more in the long run than the amount he
had remitted!" But we should not push our calcu-

lating exposition so far!

f It has been said that Luke always uses this

word in relation to Jesus. A very strange remark,
and worth nothing in this case; against which
Stein, however, has very needlessly and unskilfully

referred to chap. xii. 46, xiv. 23.

mendation which was bestowed upon the stew-
ard, he at the same time, to obviate all mis-

conception, condemns utterly the spirit and
fundamental character of this steward, for he
calls him again and in a marked way the un-
just steward. (To construe Im'iveoev with rijc

udiKiar* as other knavish people have done, is

most assuredly incorrect, for the most external

glance at the mere phraseology must show that

o'lKovbfioc tt/q adixiac is one phrase, just as in ver.

9 fiauuvd rye udiiciac, and in chap, xviii. G, /cptri)f

rr/g udiKiac.) It is altogether monstrous, and op-

posed to the whole current even of this world's

life, which the parable is portraying, that his

lord should commend the knavery which had
been practised upon himself, the injustice as in-

justice
; enough that he now leaves the dduda

out of the question, since he finds, even in this

knavery, one object of commendation, which is

clearly defined

—

on <j>povi/uuc enoinoev, "becausehe

had done wisely." We have pointed out the

total consistency of the ddiKta of this man, in

opposition to all the forced endeavors to justify

or apologise for him which directly contradict

the express declaration of our Lord—what then

was there to commend in him ? Was it that he

did not add murder to his knavery, and kill his

lord instead of allowing himself to be dismissed ?

Then would it be matter of commendation in

every sinner, that he is not yet a devil, and has

not courage and power to sin worse than he

does! Was it that he had some slight method
in his business, so that at least ypafiuara, " bills,"

were forthcoming in the case of the debtors ?

That would be in direct contradiction to the

admitted dtaonopTr iCeiv, or, "wasting." Or was
it that he had not in past times thought of and
provided for himself? So much the worse was
the recklessness of his mad administration!

Was it that he did not go and act with the

debtors as that other wicked servant did in Matt.

xviii. 28, in order to scrape together as much
as he could? But that would have helped

him but little, since the deficit was too great

to be made up, and his dismissal was already

certain ; this knave knows that very well, is far

from desirous to show any mercy towards them,

and thinks only, as his soliloquy showed us, of

helping himself. Thus it is this, and the cun-

ning necessary to it, which, apart from all else,

is the subject of commendation. Jesus now
relates that his outwitted lord (when he, sooner

or later, found it out too late) praised him for

that—this appears strange enough in itself, but

is quite consistent with the world's ways. For

to the children of the world the coming of sel-

fishness triumphs over right; the main thing,

and the chief glory of a man is to extricate

himself from embarrassment, no matter how;
so that in the contemplation of successful and

preeminent villany, its injury to their own per-

sonal interests may well be for a moment for-

gotten. Hence the Lord in this case cannot

refrain from saying (in his heart or to others,

* Even Schleiermacher thinks that we must
necessarily accept this, andloave the honest olnovopof

without an epithet 1
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not necessarily as beholding the knave)—" The
deceiver has at last gone off craftily enough;

that was not a bad stroke ; I should probably

have done the same myself, if I could have had
the wit to think upon it so suddenly."

In all this it is taken for granted as evident,

that the commended tnoirioev, " he had done,"

is the last stroke of policy with the debtors

—

apart from the proper historical matter of the

parable, and what the steward had done in the

situation in which vers. 1 and 2 find him.

Every child would so read and understand the

text, and yet the craft of exposition has not

seldom taken a view exactly opposite. In par-

ticular, we would refer to a certain recent work
of an anonymous author* devoted especially to

the subject, which has made the parable of the

steward the subject of a long examination, in

connection with other high and deep matters

that pertain to the doubtful questions of exe-
gesis. This writer cannot, at the outset, regard

:t as otherwise than impossible, that a master in

this world would praise as prudent an act of

treachery practiced upon himself, and proceeds

to give his own judgment and view. He then

felicitously makes it appear that the steward
gained his end, that is, perfectly satisfied his

lord by his accounts, and earned the commen-
dation—*" Thou art a wise and honorable man,
these slanderers have done thee grievous in-

justice!" and that this is the meaning of typoviuuq

enoinoev, "done wisely." Our Lord praised

also, over and above, the unjust man, the

knave ! Then ver. 9 is perverted, in order to

make it accordant, in tov uapcovd being made to

mean

—

independently of mammon, in another

way and not by its aid ; another interpretation

is put upon the documents, and everything done
to torment away the old exposition, and to es-

tablish one utterly contradictory : how all this

was done may be matter of marvel, but it is

actually to be read
;
giving us one more ex-

ample of the facility with which ingenious men
go astray upon this parable, over which a

special fatality seems to preside ! It is scarce-

ly necessary for us to say that in vers. 3, 4,

not one word is said about correct accounts.

The soliloquy of the steward not only shows,
as Jansen admits, that his evil conscience is

troubled ; but that he had resigned himself to

his dismissal as an inevitable calamity, having
no thought of re-establishing himself in his

master's confidence, and that his sole care now
is to provide for himself after the loss of his

office. This was his aim, and in prosecuting

it he acted (ppovi/xuc, for typbvqaic (prudence) has

to do with the means to an end generally, while
aocpia (wisdom) has reference to a good end, as

Zyro correctly adduces what i3 known to every
one. On the other hand, Brauns brings for-

ward his confident assertion that <j>poviuoc, pru-
dent ("wise") never occurs in the New Testa-

ment in a bad sense, and consequently that the

ohovouoc had not been guilty of any udmia or

* Beitriige zur Beleuchtung schwebender Fragen
uber Geist und Well, Glauben und Schrift, Religion

Utid Slaal (Erfurt, 1839).

injustice as such. But Matt. x. 16 gives us the

word at least as a vocabulum utaov (word of

intermediate import), and it undoubtedly has a

somewhat ironical meaning as applied to the

Corinthians—1 Cor. iv. 10, x. 15 ; 2 Cor. xi. 19.

But we first have the vox media afterwards

when the children of the world are termed

<ppovifiuTepoi, "wiser;" there is no allusion to

bad sense at all, for the Kvpioc or " lord" praise

the prudence as something in itself good. An
good it is, and must undeniably ever be, as the

Lord here testifies, exhibiting the greater pru-

dence of the wicked in compassing their ends

as an example which shames the good : if any
one has too fine a sense of morality, or too

keen a critical acumen, to tolerate this, let him
contradict the Lord Jesus if he pleases, but not

misconstrue and pervert his plain words

!

In <j>povifj.(oc and <j>povt/j.d)Tepoi we have the ob-

vious key of the whole parable ; he must be
blinded who does not see this. The earnest

diligence with which the children of the world
pursue their end, to wit, to deliver themselves

from temporal calamity, may, and indeed should

put us to shame, even while we have ourselves

a much nobler aim ; we should copy their ex-
ample, not indeed in their unrighteousness, but
in the diligent wisdom of the just (Luke i. 17) ;

we should make to ourselves friends, or provide

for our own reception in eternity, even as they
make careful provision for their earthly life, be-

yond which they have no care. And is not
this application perfectly just—may we not
preach it in every congregation, without being
troubled by any such scruples of feeling as we
have referred to ?

The children of this world, to which class all

the personages of the parable belong in com-
mon, pay much regard, as a rule and in the

mass, to prudence and crafty thrift—hence the

commendation of this lord. Jesus, in adding
this explanation, describes and at the same time

qualifies the ambiguous character of this praise,

in order to found upon it the general applica-

tion—Suffer not yourselves to be surpassed and
put to shame by such cunning ! It is incorrect

to assume, as Olshausen does, that the viol tov

aluvoc tovtov, " children of this world," are not

quite identical with the novijpoi or wicked, and
not absolutely hostile to the (j>u; or " light,"

only, as it were, oscillating between the two

;

for we should thereby lose the sharp point of

the rigorous contrast, which goes to the same
issue as the exhortation to the Apostles to be
wise as serpents. It is equally wrong to take

viol tov (puTor, " children of light," ironically (as

Braune does, understanding by them the Phari-

sees) ;
the contrast has the same fulness, real-

ity, and earnestness as in John xii. 36 ; 1 Thess.

v. 5 (Eph. v. 8). The Que or light indicates

here, first of all, truth and sincerity as opposed
to the falseness and overreaching of this world

;

but much more than this is contained in it.

The children of the world are children of dark-

ness in their self-deception, which makes their

narrow and limited prudence unutterable folly;

and in this view the dullest child of light is

wiser than the wisest of the children of thi*
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world—who only thinks of and provides for

this present life. Now, this wise steward has

forgotten from the very beginning that he is

only a steward, and may expect a day of reck-

oning in the lower as well as in the higher

sense ; it has never occurred to him to ask

—

What will become of me in my injustice if I

should die to-day or to-morrow? Rather is it

his sole care to provide for himself a lodgment

in the kiterim, till he can procure another

oiKovofiia or office, and play the old game more
wisely. Hence the Lord's saying is only true

with the addition

—

ric ttjv yeveav rf/v iavruv, "in

their generation." Here lies the irony directed

against the wisdom of the children of the world,

here is the full solution of the question how they

can be a pattern to us.* Not, as has been most
superficially said—they are wise and cunning

erga cocetaneos, i.e., invicem, inter se, unus erga

alterum (mutually) ; but assuredly its first mean-
ing, and that applying to both parties, is—in and
after their kind. (For this meaning of the word,

see what is said upon Matt. xxiv. 34. Erasmus:
" In natione sua," (in their nation)—for the two
kinds of children are actually of a different ori-

gin, race, people, and kind. But again the etc,

to (" in"), is to be regarded as essentially te'aikuc

(telic), as the deep meaning of yeveu, " genera-

tion," actually involves—for their life, their space

of time, the children of which they know them-
selves to be, and act as such. Thus they care

for things which pertain to time, and their

share of it—but let your higher prudence pro-

vide for everlasting habitations I They give

their best attention as a whole (not reckoning

individual examples of indiscretion) to the great'

question how, especially in time of urgent pres-

sure, they shall get on for this life, and their

zeal is in itself commendable ; while ye, alas

!

are far from being so prudent in your prepara-

tion for death, and that eternal and real life

which follows it Pastor Flattich of Wurtem-
berg explained this phenomenon (the simple

ground of which is that the light of true wis-

dom unto salvation slowly and hardly enters

into our earth-bound nature, cleaving to this

world) more quaintly than correctly, when he

said—" to be sure, the dog is more knowing
than the sheep 1" This is something like the

interpretation of Ebrard, who says—" since the

children of light are often too much inclined,

in thinking upon heavenly things, to pretermit

and neglect their earthly duties, and to forget

their worldly prudence." But this scarcely

touches the meaning of our Lord, who does not

commend to his sheep the dog's wisdom as

such, and is not speaking of attention to earthly

duties as such ; but is exhorting us to give as

much earnest diligence to the pursuit of eternal

salvation as the worldling does to his temporal

well-being. " Fidelity in earthly relations, and

* For, as Beyschlag (Rheinische Monatscrift,
Miirz, 1850) rightly remarks, it is not a picture

of life in its innocent realities, but a procedure of its

thoroughly unrighteous worldliness, which the Lord
here selects as the foundation of a parable for in-

Btruction in the things of his kingdom.

in the administration of earthly good," is indeed
required from us, vera. 10-12, as merely our
wisdom, but yet it is as wisdom towards the

attainment of our eternal and abiding good
;

apart from that the children of light may forget

all earthly things in their contemplation of the

heavenly—which has its place, when the ques-
tion is the highest wisdom of simplicity.

Verse 9. The originator of that conjectural

reading

—

Kuyi> vfiiv Xiyw oi Koiycare, k.t.X. (But
do not ye so !)—had not the slightest notion of

the true meaning of the whole discourse. Are
we then, according to his view, to retain the

unrighteous mammon, spending it upon our-

selves or heaping it up, supposing we have it ?

That is not what he means, but—we should

use it for the good of our neighbor. He takes

offence at this, that as the words run, the Lord
seems to counsel stealing and overreaching in

order to make friends for ourselves—but he

simply does not read the words aright. The
mammon is assumed to be uauuvu ryr udiKcac,
" mammon of unrighteousness," just as the o'lkovo-

uoc rye udiniac, " unjust steward," before. It is

evident of itself that we are not to imitate the

unjust steward (that title surely was enough),

and not to acquire the mammon in his method

;

and when the Lord goes on to say to us, Avhat

now nevertheless follows, he places himself on
a parallel with the lord in the parable, and tells

the Publicans who already had such mammon
in their possession, and could not possibly now
adjust all the individual claims of others in

making specific restitution, how they shall

henceforward act. with regard to it. The clear

and unbiassed view which we take of his lofty

but condescending words is this : As that lord

discovering too late the fraud, pretermitted,

and, as it were, forgot it, in his consideration

of the craft displa3red, so I, the true Lord, in

the name of my Father say unto you prelimi-

narily—that not only does the righteousness of

God permit, but the grace of God requires from

you absolved sinners, the prudent use, in all

good works, of that earthly property which has

been in times past gathered together by un-

righteousness such as cannot now be otherwise

repaired ; and that ye use the utmost wisdom
in administering it for others, with a full faith

in an eternal recompense of mercy to ensue.

This gracious permission Flattich has this time

somewhat better illustrated by the master who
tells his maid-servant that he has fruit in his

garden which she may take for herself and dis-

tribute among other people, that his fruit may
raise up friends for the poor orphan.* Hiller

:

" God somewhat recedes from his right
;
press

into it thyself: he gives up his goods that you

may turn them to good account ; make thyself

by another's goods rich in good works ; it is no

loss to him, he notes it not." If a pious king

places men in the situation of stewards over a

charitable foundation, they should not accumu-

late either for him or themselves, but keep it

before them as their one object to give out as

much as possible in beneficence, and bring as

* Suddeutsche Originalien von Barth, pt. 1.
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much satisfaction as possible to the charitable

wishes of the founder : and so with God the

true " rich man" whose stewards we all are in

the occupation of earthly property. And indeed

we have all been, and not only the Publicans,

more or less unrighteous in the past; though in

reckoning with us our repentance and conver-

sion are accepted, and it is said to us—Ye may
be henceforward, and ye must be, stewards,

but better, more faithful and more wise, for

your own salvation and my good pleasure.

The Lord, at the same time, takes the most
favorable possible view of the unjust steward's

selfish and earthly-prudent conduct, when he
takes as the tertium comparationis, the expres-

sion : Make to yourselves friends ! More pru-

dently, indeed, and more safely, than he in the

parable, who, with all his self-seeking, only

reckoned upon the gratitude of men equally

sinful and selfish with himself—so that indeed
all his calculations might, after all, have been
miscalculated. When the Lord in this conde-

scending comparison* sets the enjoyment and
advantage of this friendship before his disciples

as the aim of their well-doing, it is presumed
and taken for granted, even because Jesus says

it, that his disciples are only to make to them-
selves true friends by the exercise of true

friendship, and only to ensure to themselves a

compensating gratitude by acts of genuine love.

The <f>iXot, " friends," are assuredly not (for then

it would be an expression wonderfully out of

harmony with the parable) " those in heaven,

God and the angels" (as Ebrard says) ; but

they are to be sought among our fellow-men
and brethren. The covetous and hard-hearted

man prepares for himself in the poor whom he
does not help, no other than accusers at the

eternal bar; while the benevolent man who
ministers to their wants makes them, on the

contrary, his friends. " Many understand well

(says Zeller in the Monatsblali) how with their

mammon to make servants, tools, and compan-
ions, but these are not

—

-friends. A man can-

not buy or hire these with gold
;
he only makes

himself friends by what he gives, and by the

manner of his giving it; that is, by the love

with which he imparts his goods. He who
wins hearts, makes himself friends." This is

not inappropriately enforced upon the Lord's

words ; for when Jesus begins to speak, he uses

every word in its only befitting and right mean-
ing, elevating and illustrating everything subor-

dinate and common in the parable ; and this is

the right transition from the parable to its in-

terpretation. Further, the receiving into ever-

lasting habitations intimates to us ivhat kind of
people we before all things should make our

iriends, the poor children of God, the brethren

of the Saviour, the heirs of the inheritance ; as

Zeller goes on excellently to observe, " not the

* Which, indeed, stands upon the same ground
as the exhibition of fidelity towards God as being

prudence for ourselves (see Matt. xxiv. and xxv.),

and the general phraseology of Scripture which
speaks of our oufcotiai or salvation as the good
pleasure of God. Is this essentially different?

people who are cast out in eternity, since they
will not be able to receive guests into heaven."
But, again, since we are not the searchers of

hearts, and judges before the time, and cannot
beforehand knoAV who will be one day the in-

heritors of the kingdom, our love and benevo-
lence must be universal ; regarding every man
as one called to salvation, turning away from
no object of distress who may one day, as the

brother of the Judge of all, witness and plead

for us, or who, by our good deeds in the name
of Christ, might be aided in coming to Christ

and to salvation. Thus Neander is not quite

right in drawing the conclusion that good deeds
shown only to the pious are here intended ; for

is it not our bounden duty to distribute our
benefactions with the view and in the hope of

making the objects of our benevolence grateful,

and thus pointing to them the way of piety ?

OF forgiveness and remission of debts the dis-

course does not directly speak (though many,
Jensen for instance, digress in that direction,

supposing thus that they interpret the paraboli-

cal element) ; for it is said expressly, with the

mammon—consequently the distribution and
giving away of substance is enforced upon those

who possess it, as such. 'E/c tov /xauuvu, "of the

mammon," may be either understood as refer-

ring to the means by which, the source whence,
we may accomplish the making of friends ; or
(as Braune says, and, it may be, correctly) we
may regard the in as a proper material out of.

"Let mammon go, and make for yourselves out
of it—that is, kv tu utyuvai ko.1 xapaiud'jvai (by
forgiving and bestowing)—friends."* The ail-

visableness and wisdom of thus freely dispensing

our mammon for our true advantage in the in-

terest which eternity yields, is further grounded
upon the fact that it is, and must ever be, a
mammon of unrighteousness—which pregnant
expression,! so much twisted about by exposi-
tors, is very probably connected with a prover-
bial description of it among the Jews—-irjj -

(
"fc»

according to Lightfoot. The most obvious
meaning involved in this, that of an unright-

eously obtained substance, has given much need-
less offence to interpreters: this certainly is the

point of Connection between the interpretation

and the parable, where we find the steward
giving away that of which he robs his master

;

and it precisely suits the Publicans as it answers
the question which they must ask, as to what
they must do, as the children of light, with that

unrighteous mammon which they had acquired
before their conversion. They must do no
other than seek, in the manner most pleasing

to God, and at the same time most truly and

* It is incorrect and artificial with Hartmann to

regard nafiwvue as abstractum pro concrete

—

the

rich—and connecting this with utiiKiac, to make
it—the transitory, worldly rich. Make to your-
selves friends of, or among the rich of this world,

that they, in your iitiemeiv into poverty, or when
old age requires it, may take care of you 1

f Very unnecessarily and impertinently by Stein
compared with /xiodoc r//c udLniac, Acts i. IS, which
refers to something very different.
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eternally profitable to themselves "to disen-

cumber themselves of the last farthing" (as Los-

kiel says in his "Etwas furs Herz auf dem Wege
zur Ewi"keit"). Of course it is supposed that

they acquire no more unrighteously; and

equally obvious is it—for the Lord would never

teach a violation of the law of Moses (Exod. xxii.

]-4)—that unjustly gained property must be

restored, when and where it is possible
;
but

that, for the most part, is regarded as possible

no longer, and then conscience itself recom-

mends the hearty distribution to the poor

—

Zacchasus does both at once and together (ch.

xix. 8).

But this first and more obvious meaning is

very far from exhausting the depths of this

word, spoken not to the Publicans only, but to

us all, so far as we are in any wise similarly

situated. Worldly substance is termed mam-
mon by our Lord (as we saw on Matt. vi. 24),

not as it is a creature of God, but as it is a pos-

session in our hand, and more directly as it is

the false good and the eagerly-coveted desire of
our hearts, that is, as it is made an idol: there

lies already, without its having been obtained

by any unjust dealing with our neighbor, the

fundamental unrighteousness which ever ad-

heres to it. Mammon, as such, is never, in the

first place, righteous ; but all earthly posses-

sions, in the second place, in their course and

process through the hands of men must more
or less certainly and manifestly become a mam-
mon.* Thus most of these Publicans had
already, for the sake of mammon, in the un-

righteousness and idolatry of their hearts, be-

come the slaves of a foreign dominion against

their own people, who therefore scorned and

cast them out ; and so now every man whose
heart is set upon retaining and accumulating

the substance which, as he may suppose, has

been acquired in legal and honorable ways, is

only carrying on the same udiKta or unrighteous-

ness of the heart. In sum, sin is, as matters

actually are in the world, the origin and prin-

ciple of all property and personal substance

;

selfishness and self-appropriation, indirect acqui-

sition in the sight of God or man, idolatry and

uncharitableness, adhere to it necessarily as it

has come from its former possessors, as well as

in the hands of those who now hold it. Is not

this so ? The consciences of all who are truly

converted to righteousness, in the possession of

much substance, must everywhere confirm this

declaration. It is " either the fruit or the seed

of unrighteousness and sin"—as Gossner says.

Jurists seek for the security of title-deeds from
something external to the possessor, and aiming
to go back to the origin of all dominium, imag-

ine its first beginnings either in an ideal con-

dition of nature, or repose upon a necessitated

possessio and its bona fides : but God allows no
such rights to human hearts, he neither utters

any beati possidentes of ^iXapyvpia (covetous-

* "The children of light should always be con-

scious with regard to mammon that something un-

easy adheres to its possession," as Lange has well

apprehended it

ness), nor admits any bona fides for the retain-

ing of what a man has; his bona fides is

grounded upon his dispensing and ministering,

as a steward, the manifold grace of God. " The
superabundance should be common ; if it is not
so, but is perverted to self and becomes mine,
then it becomes unrighteous mammon" {Berlenb.

Bibel). As the parable, in its application to us,

makes us all no other than the stewards of

God, it actually abolishes the idea of property
in its strictest sense as being ours ; and all re-

tention and accumulation of mammon for its

sake it makes uducla. Similarly the simple-

minded Loskiel, from whom the ingenious

critics might often take a hint—" The unrighteous

mammon is money or money's worth, which
does not appertain to us of God or of right,

but has been appropriated to ourselves, never-

theless, in this or the other way." Either there

adheres to it through the acquisition and pos-

session of former owners, from whom it has

been transmitted or has come into our hands,

an injustice which must be rectified by our-

selves; or that unrighteousness is imparted to

it by our own covetous and selfish clinging

to it.

Therefore is all mammon taken again from
the temporary possessor; it is no abiding and
real good, but deceives and betrays its lord,

who becomes its slave (Prov. i. 19). This is

not, indeed, expressed in the word itself (as

Von Gerlach : Which is unrighteous to you, de-

ceives and disappoints you)—for u6iKta must
have a like meaning in vers. 8 and 9. But we
may and we should deduce this as a conse-

quence, since that which is unrighteous can only

inflict a rightful retaliation of unrighteousness;

and, as such, this thought is the profound

under-tone of the whole discourse. Money and
earthly property has in itself no value ; as soon

as any such is attached to it, it becomes an

uSikov or unrighteous thing. This is the d(5r/-

Tiottiq nXovrov, "uncertain riches," of which
Paul speaks, 1 Tim. vi. 17, whose whole dis-

course in that place down to ver. 19, corres-

ponds generally with the fundamental thoughts

of our Lord's sayings in this place, and gives us

its best scriptural exposition. Schleiermacher's

remark—" Money has no obligation to remain

with us, it is its well-known nature to circu-

late," is more sprightly than devout; and for-

gets that everything, as a creature and gift of

God, should be continuing and not deceive and

disappoint any one, an ulridivov or true thing (as

it indeed fundamentally always is) : but that the

unrighteousness which converts gold into mam-
mon is avenged by the very circumstance that

its expectation from it is deceived. Thus Ben-

gel is right, as things are among men, "injustus

mammonas, quia non jure fert appellationem

bonorum" (unjust mammon, because it does not

justly bear the appellation of goods). Similarly

Augustin before—"de mammona iniquitatis,

i.e., de pecunia vel divitiis, quae mate fuerant

acquisitte ; aut etiamsi bene, non tamen veris,

sed quas iniquitas putat esse divjtias, quoniam

nescit quae sint verse divitte" (of the mammon
of iniquity, i.e., of money or riches ill gotten

;
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or though well, yet not true, but what iniquity

thinks true, because it knows not what true

riches are) (Civ. Dei, 21, 27). It is the best,

therefore, and the wisest plan, to let this " un-

sanctified gold" simply pass through our hands,

that the heart may not come to depend upon it.

It must be diligently given back again! The
children of the world in gathering and heaping

it are practising a self-deception which will issue

in eternal want : they are unjust to that God
who requires of his stewards that their gather-

ing should be a scattering abroad. He is not

an accumulating uvdpu-rroc kIovoioc, "rich man,"
increasing his capital, like that man in the par-

able. He desires no other putting of his money
out to usury (Luke xix. 23), than the restora-

tion to it of its true and only value, and its dili-

gent use for the kingdom of heaven in all the

ministrations of self-denying charity.

The prudent man in the parable provided for

houses, into which he might be received ; and
that is the reason why our Lord here names the

aluvcovc aKi] vug, "everlasting habitations (lit.

tents). The Israelites journeyed into the land

of their inheritance in their tents (Jos. xxii. 4)

:

and in this expression there was both a back-

ward and a forward reference—even the houses

of stone and the walls encompassing their cities

were still but as the pilgrim tabernacles of the

wilderness, an interim provision only, before

those peaceable habitations and sure dwellings

which God's people expected at the end. (Isa.

xxxii. 18). These are the everlasting habita-

tions, with typical allusion for the Israel of

God ;* yet not now precisely corresponding

with the parable, not received into their habita-

tions, as before into their houses ; but those

who are received themselves may through the

grace of God receive others, just in the same
sense as we may dispense to others of his gifts.

The difavTai, " receive," must clearly corres-

pond with that in ver. 4; the recompense at

the resurrection of the just (ch. xiv. 14) comes
from God, but in connection with the testi-

mony, desire, and supplication of the friends

who had been acquired in life ; and this is the

real truth and ground of reality in the dtxeadai

or reception. " Heaven is, as it were, the

estate of the poor, out of which they can be-

queath legacies to their benefactors."! What
a most gracious representation this is, far from
being merely an unreal accommodation of the

idea I We will not disturb its simplicity of pre-

sentation by any eschatological investigations as

to how, and how far, its truth will be made
manifest in a progression of accomplishment

;

* Of this "Winterberg made a perpetuum hospitlum,

a life-long abode,—which alone the wisdom of the

children of light should care lor.

f St. Augustino in the chapter before cited re-

marks: " Mirari auteni soleo etiam apud Virgilium

istam Domini reperiri sententiam. Nam cum Ely-

sios campos poeta ill© describeret, ubi putant habi-

tare animas beatorum, non solum ibi posuit eos,

qui propriis mentis ad illas sedes pervenire potue-

runt sed adjecit alque ait : quique sui memores alios

facere merendo."

for these last things are not clearly revealed.

Thus much remains certain, that both the Old
and the New Testament, rightly understood,

exhibit alms-deeds to us as laying the founda-

tion of a treasure in heaven, that charity bears

its interest in eternity even to the unforgotten

cup of cold water (Matt. x. 42). We may con-

fidently rest in this middle interpretation, with-

out " going astray, either into what would be a

decided, though disguised Crispinism, or into

the undoubted papistical perversion of the doc-

trine of merit in good works" (Zyro).

There is yet one expression which we have
not closely examined

—

brav enli-KnTe, " when ye
fail." The reading preferred by Schulz and
Schleiermacher

—

brav inl'my (eKleimj) scil. 6

fxafiuvuc (when the deceitful mammon fails you,

departs, and leaves you deceived ; and the

Peshito confirms this—-iK3T nwt, si defecerit

;

comp. moreover ch. xii. 33, dvoavpbv uvekXel-jtov),

seems at first sight to be recommended as in-

troducing the fundamental idea which we have
just been dwelling on ; but when we look

more closely into it, we must perceive that it is

opposed to the internal connection of the whole
discourse, and can only have crept in as an ex-

planatory gloss. First of all, the making of

friends with our mammon which is here en-

joined, presupposes a distribution of our sub-

stance and a severance from it ; and we cannot

suppose at the same time any such cleaving to

it as would be disappointed by an Ik7mtteiv or

"failing." And then this reading is in general

not sufficiently comprehensive, and harmonious
with the context ; for, in this injunction of ver.

9 every expression used in reference to the

course of conduct recommended must embrace

in itself both a strict applicability to what is

laid down in the parable and a reference to

its more extended interpretation. The brav,

"when," of this verse must correspond with

the brav fieraoTaOu, "when I am put out,"

ver. 4 (from which similarly the Iva Si^uvrat, in

connection with the onnvalc is derived), and

consequently the persons addressed must be the

subject of the change of circumstances here

represented as contingent; similarly to preserve

the conformity with the aluviovc,
" everlasting"

this contingency must be generally the dismissal

from life upon earth. And so we find it in fact

in the ambiguous expression which is pertinent-

ly chosen

—

brav ekaitttite (or, with very respect-

able MSS. iKleinriTe) ; that is, first, when ye

fall into the vonepeiodai or want, of ch. xv. 14,

become involved in utter failure like the man
in the parable ;

but also as the interpretation of

this—when ye incur that certainly impending
bankruptcy of life which abolishes all personal

possession, and the goods and powers of life

fail and give place to the reckoning of death 1

This is the foundation of the well-known
phraseology of the Sept.

—

ek?.eItt£iv, decease

(giving up the ghost, Gen. xxv. 18)—but here

the general expression falls back upon the

specific defectum pati suggested by the parable.

" Since ye cannot by any worldly craft or pru-

dence evade that, make it the care of your

nobler prudence to provide in time for an im-
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perishable possession and an abiding lodgment
in the future yevea. Especially ye Publicans,

whom the Pharisees not untruly reprobate as

sinners, for ye are all of you unjust stewards of

the goods both of body and soul, in the sight

of your true Lord I And all, whoever and
wherever ye are, who cling to your mammon,
with aH the unrighteousness that adheres to it

—think of the end !" Finally, let us steadily

regard in its true light this most gracious ac-

commodation of our Lord to man's innate self-

regard and earthliness of thought (found con-
stantly occurring throughout his teaching) ; for

he here condescends to point out to us the way
of true thrift and prudence, by which we may
most surely secure our possessions against the
fires of judgment, and, as it were, preserve the
heritage which we leave here or the super-
abundant restitution of another life (Eccles. xi.

1). " As in earthly things ye are prudent
enough not to let all your goods lie at the
mercy of any one calamity. If ye really loved
your money, ye would desire to enjoy it more
than merely these few years. That farmer
would not really love his corn who should not
be glad to throw a few grains of it into the
earth in order to reap it again with ten or
twenty fold increase. I would counsel you
prudently to ensure your worldly goods against
the spoil of time, and constantly lay up your
produce beyond the walls of this transitory

field
;

for you will carry nothing hence away.
See how both faithful and prudent the Lord is

in his way of teaching, how he strives to win
you in all kinds of ways, even adapting him-
self to this passion of men, and showing you
how you may eternally enjoy your posses-
sions !" (This is the pithy homiletic-exegesis
of G. R. Rieger, and is not to be contemned.)
Verses 10-12. The progression and connec-

tion of thought in this epilogue were exhibited
in our general review of the whole at the be-
ginning, which now may be referred to again
with advantage. It is not the " true charity,

assuming, when embodied in outward acts, the
form of a dissipation of our goods," which is

pointed out as true wisdom, but a real fidelity

(the word four times occurs) as it respects God's
commandment, which would have his earthly
goods thus applied. This is the process of the
advancing interpretation ; for the fundamental
idea of our Lord's instruction here appears to
be not the love which we owe to our neighbor,
so much as the accomplishment, on our own
part, in the obedience of faith, of the divine will
of the Great Proprietor, in order to our own
standing before him in final acceptance ; in

order, as it were, to our own desert of eternal
possessions, tfhis true fidelity is the prudence
of righteousness, for the final account, as in

Matt. xxiv. 45. Fidelity in the steward of
earthly substance is the dispensing and scatter-
ing of seed for the better harvest which is abid-
ing in eternitv. Let it be observed, once more,
how in the inverted relation between the para-
ble and its interpretation, this unrighteousness,
ver. 10 (in which the unjust steward does not
6tand as a type), is placed as the opposite of

fidelity. First of all, ver. 10 presents a genera]
introductory and convincing truth admitted by
universal experience and consciousness ; which
has its application to the province of the admin-
istration of earthly property, and then, as a
proverb and similitude, bears a further and
higher application. Count nothing slight, be it

great or small—was the sentiment of the son
of Sirach, Ecclus. v. 18. The essential fidelity

of the heart keeps this precept ; it is the same
for all objects alike. Fidelity in little things is

itself something great, it is indeed the greatest

and only true fidelity. If a man begins aright

with little things, his conscientiousness is as-

sured and disciplined for the greater things

which may bring greater temptation
; he who

is not unfaithful with regard to the smallest

farthing, will not be so afterwards with thou-
sands of pounds—hence the first clause stands

in the first place. But he who is unjust in little

things is unfaithful also in much
; that is, if not

at once in open apparent reality, he will soon
be such ; and still more clearly, the many klu-

Xt-ora already make up the great koIv. All

fidelity in great things without similar fidelity

in the little, is but outward seeming ; and simi-

larly all petty, micrological straining out the

gnat while the camel is swallowed, is no true

fidelity of the heart. Consequently also the

converse holds good : He who would be, and
continue to be, faithful in that which is great,

let him be so preeminently and perseveringly

in the petty details continually occurring in

life—for there is an inseparable connectiou be-

tween the two. But it is not the Lord's design
only to say—" Whether ye possess much or

little of mammon, deal with it as I now counsel

you, for two mites well laid out will gain you
friends in eternity, will bring you interest and
recompense for the kingdom of heaven." But
vers. 11, 12 immediately carry the idea further,

and show that all earthly possessions generally,

be they Rothschild's millions, are only s'/mxlotov—" the least thing which God can and will be-

stow upon man"—comp. 1 Cor. vi. 2, 3, which
almost sounds like a citation of our Lord's

words. Yea more, the whole of ver. 10 is re-

produced with it3 application to the domain of

spiritual possessions and the gifts of grace—as

we find it in Luke xix. 17.

All these antitheses, with their various ex-

pression, are obviously resolved into one great

antithesis between the earthly and the heaven-

ly, the temporal and the eternal. All earthly

substance, which the children of this world

turn to mammon, is in itself LIuxiotov, a " least"

thing; also, through the deceitfulness of sin

which clings to it, an udinov, or " unrighteous"

thing ; and must ever be to the inner, immortal

nature of man, by reason of its adventitious

value, and transitional possession, an uXkoTpiov,

" another's." As opposed to this, every the

faintest spark of spiritual grace from the gift of

God is n»Av, " much" ;
such possessions alone

are the u'XnOivov, " true," which never deceives

(mark now udiKoc uauuvd in opposition, mani-

festly equivalent to u6j]7mc ipevoTijc), and by right

divine this only is essentially and eternally our
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own. The alien earthly good, not a real per-

sonal property, which cannot become essen-

tially our own,* changes its owners with every

generation, when the inevitable enXetTreiv, " fail-

ing," asserts its rights : we dwell " in our

houses" all of us only as tenants, and like those

whom we receive (just as the D">r»'P before

God, Psa. xxxix. 12) are only usufructuaries

;

and not indeed that with free discretion of our

own, for we are stewards, and that which is

another's is God's, who hath entrusted it to our

fidelity, to be so faithfully employed as to win
the nobler and only real good !t This indefi-

nite neuter in to akrjQivdv, -b v/isrepov, " the

true," '' you own," stands emphatically signifi-

cant, intimating that it is left to our own intelli-

gence to observe ivhat that means—for it is the

discretion of wisdom which is here enjoined.

But as soon as our right apprehension has

reached this first stage, there is opened to it a

new view. In the words of our Lord, which
retain the wise indefiniteness of their hinting

and warning character, the two contrasts of

vers. 11, 12 do not remain strictly parallel, but

the reference before intimated to a progressive

confirmation of fidelity passes over to spiritual

things also. It is most assuredly obvious that

it is the gift of God's grace, the pound given

wherewith to gain other, which the Lord terms

to vfitTtpov ; that is, according to Meyer's note

—

" that which is appropriate to your true nature,

that which was originally (in the Creator's coun-

sel), and shall be again (in redemption), your
own, the true dominium restituendum of the

lords of the earth created in the image of God,
which was promised to the heirs of heaven by
a 6ebg 6uaei v/nlv' [God will give you]. More-
over, this critical question rig iifilv duaei, " who
will give you ?" concerns not merely unfaithful-

ness in the use of earthly good, but unfaithful-

ness in regard to the earnest of that inheritance

already received in the time of probation. Wilt
thou certainly retain what thou hast, given to

thee only preparatorily as a trust, and will God
then one day give thee the full inheritance of

eternal life ?\ Thus we see that even the true

* As Beyschlag comments upon this saying, in

the above-mentioned beautiful treatise— '"Die

Giitergemeinschaft im Lichte des Evangeliums"
(Community of goods in the light of the Gospel),

Rhein. Monatschr. 1850, 3: "Thou art Spirit and
life, and therefore only by spirit and life to be en-

riched : earthly property is dead matter, which
leaves thee in death, and then proves thee to have
been a fool for having thought to make it thy own.
Luke xii. 20."

f When Grotius translates ver. 11—the true

mammon, or genuine possessions, he overlooks

three things—that mammon in itself has been nsed
already to describe the ikukov of earthly property,

and cannot bear a good application ; that /la/tuvu

as the name of an idol and master (in ver. 13 op-

posed to God) cannot bear a neuter adjective
; and

that to dXtittivov is parallel with to d.'k/XoTplov,

v/ierepov, ver. 10 having begun these neuters.

Erasmus has it correctly—quod verum est.

\ To this essentially belongs, in the consumma-

riches cannot become ours with perfect rijht

and full possession, before Ave ourselves have
become true or faithful ; in the other case even
the (lAndtvuv, " true," is taken from the unfaith-

ful as being alloTpiov ,
" another' s," instead

of yielding up to them all its fulness. This is

the progression of the double meaning in ver.

12 as following ver. 11 ; as this again finds its

fundamental reason in ver. 10.

Verse 13. This saying, as reproduced here

with great significance from the Sermon on the

Mount, needs no further interpretation than we
gave it there ;

as here uttered it forms a transi-

tion to those further repetitions of what had
been earlier said, which the Lord, vers. 16-18,

designedly here introduces. In this connection*

it has two aspects; according to the one, it

says (in Jensen's words)—"The servant of

mammon makes (most unwisely !) that his mas-
ter, which he, according to his true Master's

design, should dispose of with absolute author-

ity :" do ye make mammon subserve your eternal

salvation ! According to the other, it declares

that fidelity consists in serving one Lord alone,

and unfaithfulness in attempting to unite with
it the service of another lord. Your true Lord
is God, as your true good is the heavenly in-

heritance ! By this, in conclusion, the discourse

gives it to be understood that the entire parable

and its doctrine were to apply to the Pharisees

also ; and hence ver. 14 springs up in immediate
connection with these words, their t-K/ivKTnpi&iv,

" murmuring," bursts forth, for their consciences

convict them of being tyiXupyvpoi, " covetous."

As it regards the contrasted and different yet

essentially similar, position of the Publicans and
Pharisees, between God and the world, 0!s-

hausen well says that " the former (that is,

those who now turned to Christ) were outward-
ly most deeply involved in the world, but in-

ternally they were under the powerful influence

of a longing for the divine ; whereas the Phar-

isees, on the other hand, were outwardly linked

with things divine, as the born representatives

of the Theocracy, but their inward life was at-

tached to the world, so that they turned their

theocratical steward-relation to earthly ends."

Thus the Lord's exhortation cries aloud to the

hearts of both, to make their decision.

tion and fulfilment of the TzpoaTedrjae-ai, Matt. vi.

33, the possession of all the riches of the world
in the restored powers of the spirit to which matter

should ever be subservient; the dominion over the

earth, and the heirship of all things glorified. "We
cannot attain upon this earth to a perfect possession

of our lost divine attributes and powers, because the

Divinity may not commit them to our trust on account

of our external nature" (Christiana? Kiipplingcr,

Beschreibungen iiber das Wesen der Gottheit, etc., p.

63, comp. p. 91).

* For the sake of which the olnirnc is here ap-

pended, first of all (for it was lo be supplied in

Matt. vi. 24), equivalent to 6ovkoc, in contrast with

the Kvpioic; but then also at the same time as par-

allel with o'tKovofiog, who is no other than an oIkcttjc

after all. This allusion to the steward is well pre-

served in Luther's " Hausknechi."
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THE UNCONVERTED SINNER'S FIRST PUNISHMENT AMONG THE DEAD,
AFTER REJECTING THE WORD OF REPENTANCE AND FAITH

:

THE RICH MAN IN TORMENTS, AND FATHER ABRAHAM.

(Luke xvi. 15-31.)

Every unprejudiced reader who is not under
the mischievous influence of the fragment-

hunting-, disintegrating critics,* will observe

that this parable stands in close connection with
the former ; and that their fundamental ideas

lie so deep as to be perfectly one. The Phar-
isees also have discerned something, in what
had been said, appropriate to themselves; for,

they scornfully set their faces as if they would
justify and exalt themselves : but it is shown
only in their features and gesture, not as

in chap. xv. 2 with a murmuring Aeyttv,

"saying;" it is as if they thought ravra nuvra,

"all these things," scarcely worth a word of

reply, though in reality their courage was
abashed. They would have said, if they could

have uttered it :
" Why all this trouble to teach

such unjust Publicans as these a righteousness

which we, the pious dispensers of alms, and we
alone, have long exhibited ?" while at the same
time they were thinking in their hearts—" and
we are shrewd enough, withal, shrewder than

thou counsellest, for we can dexterously con-

trive to serve God and Mammon too !"t Such
thoughts, however, must have been transmuted
in their secret conscience into self-accusations,

while the Lord, whom they had better under-
stood than they professed, throws his clear,

calm, and piercing words into the tumult and
hypocrisy of their secret imaginations, direct-

ing to them immediately the discourse which
had scarcely been suspended. Yea, verily, ye
too may hear tins; would that ye might! But
ye will not receive counsel, ye will not be con-

verted; though ye are iyyi&vTee (drawing
near) where I teach, it is not for the sake of

truly uKoveiv or "hearing" but in order to

yoyyv&iv and tKfivKT7]pi&iv (murmur). Ye are

rich both in mammon and in righteousness

;

over whom, however, there is impending a mis-

erable penury and failure of both ! Thus does
our Lord's discourse oscillate between the two
parties around him : it passes from the penitent

Publicans who condemn themselves, but whom
God receives and justifies, once more to the

impenitent self-righteous, who justify them-
selves while God knoweth their hearts, who
will condemn and cast them down. On the

* The singular Sepp seems to have become one
of these; for we find him saying: " The parable of

the beggar Lazarus seems as if it had dropped
down unintroduced from heaven among the other
disjecta membra of the discourse!"

f This seems more probable than the intimation

in Braune : "He makes light of riches, for he is

poor: let him talk ever so long, he will accomplish
nothing !" The reply to their secret thought, ver. 1 5,

tvill not suit the supposition that such was its tenor.

one side are the Publicans, excluded from the

rights of Israel, and contemptuously brought
down to a level with the heathen ; on the

other the proud and secure children of Abra-
ham, who have the word, but use it not for

their salvation, who hear indeed, but hear not,

who believe not, because they will not repent.

Let it be observed, moreover, how, in this dis-

closed foundation of the whole discourse, the

conclusion of chap. xvi. returns again into the

beginning of chap, xv.; and let us note prelimi-

narily what the wealth and sumptuous living of
this man, with the frightful huleirteiv or "fail-

ing" predicted against it, was designed to signify

for the Pharisees and the viprjlov of their Kapdlat

(lofty thing of their hearts) ! While it may
here be presumed, from the analogy of the

elder son in the former parable, that in the pro-

foundest background a warning, threatening

Love is still seeking their souls
;
yea, that the

tormenting flame in Sheol, of which we shall

afterwards hear, with the Tekvov, fivr/adjjn, " Son,

remember," of Father Abraham, may actually

summon even these to a late tpxeoOai elc tavrov

or coming to oneself, which the Publicans, enter-

ing into the kingdom of heaven before them,

had already experienced for their good.

It will be seen that all the individual sayings,

vers. 15-18 (which precede the last parable as

an explanatory address, just as vers. 10-13 fol-

lowed the middle one), are most accurately

adapted to the innermost position of all. Possi-

bly we have here an epitome of the chief

points of the Lord's description, which had

other links of connection ;* though it is more
probable that the whole was spoken by our

Lord to these hearers in this unconnected and
designedly enigmatical way, for the awakening
of their attention and the rousing of their con-

sciences.f " Yea, ye are they whom I mean,

the so-called righteous (ch. xv. 7); who, how-
ever, before God are only on that account

greater sinners in the pride of your hearts, an

abomination instead of cause of rejoicing in

heaven ! ver. 15. For ye scorn and reject with

hateful violence, and pervert in sinful transgres-

sion, that revelation of the truth and love of

God which is brought plainly before your eyes.

Law, Prophecy, and Gospel in their full insep-

arable harmony are exhibited to you in this day

of grace, offer themselves to your acceptance

—

and ye despise the grace of the Gospel, ye

* Not. indeed, as Von Gerlach too strongly says

—a brief hint of a much longer reproof.

f Schleiermacher on this occasion says correctly

—" Christ had only to hint what to his immediate

hearers would be, if only half-spoken, much more
intelligible than to us."
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break the truth of the law 1"* The former is

the fJiu&oBai elg avri/v, pressing into it, of ver.

16. The latter follows in vers. 17, 18. " For
zohy is it that ye revolt against the preached
kingdom of God ? Because ye perceive and
have heard from my lips, that in that preaching

the law is not and cannot be abolished, but ful-

filled, ver. 17. But ye have never humbled
yourselves under the law, your hearts being

filled with pride, unfaithfulness, hypocrisy, and
adultery; ye have perverted and broken it

(like false stewards of the "koyia rov Oeov or

oracles of God), for the gratification of your lust

and avarice, and for your own base political

ends!" This will approve itself finally as the

true meaning of ver. 18.

Verse 15. The 6iko.iouv iavrovc, "justifying

themselves" (comp. ch. x. 29), is the trusting in

themselves that they are righteous (ch. xviii. 9)

which, however, does not fully sustain itself in

their consciences before God ; hence they all

the more anxiously seek to justify themselves,

exhibit themselves as righteous, and acquire the

reputation of being such before men. Funda-
mentally no man can justify himself before God
(however daringly he may use the language of

ch. xv. 29, and xviii. 11)—for God knoweth the

hearts of all (Psa. vii. 10; 1 Kings viii. 39) : he
who will absolve himself is, nevertheless and
on that very account, not absolved of God.
This inpTjlov, " that which is highly esteemed,"

a3 being the most essential, inmost idolatry, is

the essential jifieXvyua " abomination," in his

sight (Rom. ii. 22). Tc» ev dvO puiz o ic

vipriXov, " that which is highly esteemed among
men," is by no means altogether parallel with,

and the same as, e v w n i o v tuv uvdpunuv, " before

men," before, although the opposite is set down
again as faumov rov deov, " in the sight of God;"
but as the Lord had just been speaking of their

hearts, it means that pride of spirit which was
actually present in these perverted and corrupted

uvQpairo i,
" men" ; and it is this alone which

is the abominable thing in the sight of that God
who looketh at the heart and not at the out-

ward appearancet (Prov. vi. 16, 17, xxix. 23).

But this pride of heart exhibits itself in a two-
fold manner, inasmuch as they who are inward-
ly lifted up make themselves great before other

men, and further celebrate and magnify (en-

viously, yet admitting it) the external, or self-

arrogated loftiness in others : so far tv uvOpuiToic,

* Roos: Ye are a people prepared neither for the

old time nor for the new !

f Thus it is far from intimating what has been
superficially extracted from it—that the high, emi-

nent, and rich as such, kings, and masters on their

seats, are despicable before God 1 Schleiermacher
would find here an oblique glance at Herod, such
as might with somo rcasou be applicable to ver. 18.

A large portion of the Fharisees were his sycophan-
tic adherents ; and it is supposed that the Lord
would bring it to t^eir minds, that while they were
despising the Publicans on account of their serving

Rome, they themselves occupied a similar relation

to the untheocratic dominion of the Idumaian
family.

" among men," includes (with a natural double-
meaning which occurs elsewhere) the viprjlov

" highly esteemed" among and before men, both
at the same time ; as the Vulgate endeavors to

express it by hominibus. Much that is extolled

by men, yea, all that regards this outward com-
mendation alone, is most highly offensive to the
God who searcheth the heart (1 Sam. xvi. 7).

Thus it is here—" that which men regard as

highly estimable in you," just as foolishly as ye
seek their high estimation. The reason of this,

however, remains : That which is high, iron-

ically spoken, that is, what would be high and
exalt itself (without being raised up on high by
God, 2 Sam. xxiii. 1), and thus rob the only
lofty One of his honor ; that it is which is abom-
ination and idolatry in his sight. This is the
vipuua, " high thing," of 2 Cor. x. 5, and thus
appears the loftiest human virtue and " right-

eousness" to be no more than a wicked pride
of heart! Before grace has humbled and justi-

fied and exalted the abased sinner, all the
highest excellencies to which any man may
have attained, however they may have exalted
him in his own estimation, or given him value
in the estimation of his fellow-worms, are but
to vtyrjlov (the lofty thing), abomination in the
sight of God. (So does John Newton, in hh
letters, pertinently expound our text.) Thus
profoundly does our Lord's first word penetrate

the hearts of these unhappy sinners, to whom
he speaks " as unto wise men," with his pierc-

ing—" God knoweth your hearts !"

Verse 16. Let the reader consult our expo-
sition of Matt. xi. 12, 13. The &jc 'luuvvov,
" until John" (which in its conciseness emphati-
cally refers to something well-known, and al-

ready before urged against them), must not be
supplemented by merely supplying— "were
valid till John" (then being abolished, against

which ver. 17 protests) ; nor will it help the

meaning to insert nvpuvovoi, deonoTi&voi, rule,

as if the contrast were simply between the
rigor of the law and the mildness of the Gospel
(for the Prophets are not without gentle conso-

lation) ; but the right complement, the true an-
titheton to zvayyeki^erai, " is preached," is al-

ready in Matthew npoeQfJTevaav, "prophe-
sied," which has been consequently inserted in

some codd. as a gloss.* But this npofriTivuv,
" prophesying" (of which Rom. iii. 21 also

speaks), is assuredly a preparation, since the
law and the prophets together do what John
does at the end—prepare the way for the grace

of Christ, and that preeminently by humbling
to repentance. The inpt]?.6v or self-esteem of the

Pharisees had never submitted to that; they
cannot, therefore, and they will not comprehend
or tolerate the kingdom of God which, with its

preaching to the poor, plainly declares itself to

be the fulfilment and realization of all that had
gone before ; but it may be said of them in a
bad sense

—

nag eic avrjjv ftwfcrai, " every one

° Schleiermacher supplies insufficiently

—

6 vofioc

. . . . eKvpievae, loxvae, for this is not the true

"antithesis of evayyeXi&rai."
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presseth into it." We shall not now repeat

what was said on page 203 to justify this inter-

pretation as necessary for the passage here : it

is obviously required by the d£, " and," of ver.

17, and the entire connection as it appears

when closely examined. Thus the ndc, " every

man," in a certain sense corresponds with the

iruvref, "all," of chap. xv. 1, but by way of con-

trast
—" Among you there is not one that re-

pen teth to the joy of angels
;
every one of you,

rather, that is, the first, the best, acts in refrac-

tory opposition. Ye rebel and strive mightily

against the kingdom of God—instead of using a

nobler violence in prayer, and striving to enter

into it—in spite of its being the fulfilment of all

preparation and prophecy, the end of all your

service of God (Acts xxvi. 6, 7), and of its gra-

cious evangelical announcement of itself.* Ye
think, in your scorn, that such a Gospel and

such a kingdom is only fit for publicans and
harlots. But ye are no sinners I Is it so?

How stands it between you and the law, which
ye set against my Gospel, and which ye con-

demn me for breaking ?"

Verses 17, 18. Ye know by the exhibition

of my leading principles given on the Mount,

or if ye have forgotten I repeat it to you, that

—I am not come to abolish but to fulfil the

law ! We do not make void the law through

faith—this must be ever an impossibility before

God. Here we have the strongest formula with

an evKoirArepov, " easier," which exalts most
emphatically the minimum of " moral order"

(to speak in modern terms) above the maxi-
mum or totality of the physical system of na-

ture : rather would God destroy his entire uni-

verse than suffer one tittle of his law to fall

away.f Observe the great contrast between
rcapeWelv (vanish away, pass, go out of exist-

ence) with the simple izeaelv or bnreoeiv, be-

come invalidated, or remain unfulfilled (Rom.
ix. 6 ; 1 Cor. xiii. 8 ; 2 Kings x. 10 ;

Josh. xxi.

45, xxiii. 14). " And as it does not enter my
mind to desire that which is impossible before

God, to relax any of those essential, permanent
obligations and requirements of the law, in the

case of those sinners whom I so graciously re-

ceive as my disciples, and continue so conde-

scendingly to teach (so, e.g., counselling them
no unrighteousness)—so no more shall ye be

able, with your jliu&oOai or pressing, either to

endanger the kingdom of God, or to do away
with one tittle of the law which in that king-

dom is to be established and confirmed.

Though ye are actually striving, as much as in

you lies, in your cunning to do both : ye revolt

not less against the law than against my Gospel,

ye keep not but violate the commandments of

God. This very law which ye hold up to con-

* Roos would very artificially defend the inter-

pretation of Luther, which is not in harmony with

the connection— " Every man—save you, presseth

in." This needs no refutation ; let who may sup-

ply it 1

\ See, moreover, the exposition of this saying in

all its breadth and depth on the parallel passages of

Matthew.

front me, will nevertheless remain in force an
will condemn you with its eternal, inevitable,

righteous requital, ye adulterers /" This gives

us the transition to ver. 18, which seems so sin-

gularly unconnected, and in which Olshauser.,

despairing to tr*ce any connection in its literal

sense, would find a figure analogous to Rom.
vii. 1—4 : Ye have become divorced from the

law as from a wife. (On which view the mar-
rying of this divorced wife in the second clause

would not simply be superfluous, but meaning-
less : for his interpretation of this—that while

they divorced themselves frcm the law in it3

spiritual and eternal significance, they never-

theless married it again in its transitory aspect,

holding the Old Testament economy in that ex-

ternality to which they had first reduced it—is

most strangely forced and artificial.) We have
only simply to bear in mind that the oriental

and scriptural style of teaching, especially when
dealing in gnomes and words of cutting reproof,

does not expressly interject the connecting

words, which, however, we must supply.

Here it should be :
" As for an example your

disorderly divorces, which I have only to men-
tion as exhibiting your laxity of practice (as

was said before, Matt. v. 31), which the inviola-

ble law, confirmed with new force by me, con-

demns."* This demonstration was all the more
intelligible to them, because, only a short time

before, their national judicature, receding from

the high standard of the law of God, had tole-

rated the public scandal which Herod's mar-
riage with his brothei's wife bad occasioned.

(Tertullian found an allusion here to this occur-

rence.) Thus the reference which Schleier-

macher would assign to the whole discourse,

will hold good so far at least as this outrage of

Herod gave a pertinent exemplification. This

circumstance stood in close connection with the

death of John just-mentioned, and the end of

his ministry (by which the way was prepared

for the kingdom of God and the preaching of

the Gospel) ; they had not, like John, done their

duty and boldly said to the adulterer upon the

throne—It is not lawful ! The ndc, " every

man," thus obtains the force of—" even if

it were the king ;" similarly the striking diro-

?.e?ivuevr)v unb uvdpoc, " divorced from her hus-

band," instead of ino, " by," does not merely

strongly emphasize the invalidity of the divorce,

but includes the circumstance in connection

with Herod's crime, that a woman herself had

abandoned her husband.

We are by no means to suppose that the rich

man of the parable was a Sadducee, as many
have thoughtlessly assumed ; for vers. 29 and

31 would then be quite inapplicable. Rut the

Lord seems to say : " Ye Pharisees lite a Sad-

ducean life like Herod and his adherents, with

whom ye quarrel about the law and the pro-

phets, and the life which is after death
;
ye live

* Roos thinks that it was not^necessary here for

our Lord to insert any condition or exception (as in

Matt. xix. 9, v. 32), because their divorces were al-

together, and as a whole, adulterous. We have cor

rected this on page 66.
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as if there were none, ye do not hear the word
which ye possess and which ye deal in—ye
clothe yourselves and cat and drink very differ-

ently from the preacher of repentance." Then
follows the last parable of this trilogy, which
with its avdpunoc <5e ng r/v, "[now] there was a

certain man" (only observed, so far as we have

seen, by J. Von Miller), follows in immediate
connection :* " But how is it with you and
how will it be ? Hear yet one thing more, in

addition to all this, your own history—and even
down to Hades—if ye will continue to be rich

and highly esteemed upon earth !"t This para-

ble, with its progressive application to the

Pharisees instead of the Publicans, joins on to

the beginning and end of the preceding one,

inasmuch as it shows a n?.ovawg or u
rich man"

in his kKk&Kziv or " failing"
; but it descends

therewith into the kingdom of the dead, just as

the first had gone up into heaven : Joy in

heaven

—

Torment in hell! It depicts the tor-

ments endured there by one who had been a

luxurious sinner upon earth, who had refused

to abase himself, but had remained impenitent

and unbelieving to the end; and depicts it most
awfully, if, peradventure, the word may yet

pierce their hearts, by the double contrast with
the comfort there of the pious man who had
been so miserable here. And although there

might be involved an intimation that love, even
in those depths, had not utterly given up the

sinner, but was still seeking to bring him to

reflection ; j
ret here, in these words of father

Abraham to the vvv 6i (" but now") rejected

son, as before in the great Father's words to

the elder son who had remained in the house,

the warning against unbelief sounds out much
more distinctively in the ears of these Jews,
against that unbelief which, in its process of

hardening, had deserved such doom, and
brought the impenitent man to the flame which
held out small prospect of any further salutary

fiifivfjaKeoflai and fieTavoeiv (" remembering" and
" repenting")4

* For this <!e in the middle of the discourse is

something quite different from that in elite tie, ileye

61 Kcii—see e.g. similarly at chap, xvii. 1.

f Though this parable may possibly bo fashioned

upon other similar narratives used in the teaching

of that age, yet we find in it abundance of what is

proper to itself, and profoundly new, down to the

Ktpaia. It is the blending of given elements, the

arrangement and harmonising of the simple ground-
Dotes everywhere heard, that exhibits the master of

composition.

% A friend made me acquainted, during the pub-
lication of the first edition, with a sermou of the

excellent Harms on the first Sunday after Trinity,

which represents this Gospel as being inopportune
and alien to such a season. But this alien out of

Hades vindicates his own significance. As the por-

tion s 'lected for Trinity Sunday itself, refers to the

ins •

i
• idahlnness of the ways aud of the nature of God,

and to the new birth, in which alone we can practi-

cally know the Three-One
; so the institution of the

Church begins with that high teaching which places

this world in its true relation to the next, warning
ns that the exhortation of the Holy Ghost to repent-

In theirs* and briefer portion of the parable,

the scene of which is still upon earth, there is

exhibited before our eyes a rich man living in

carnality and all the enjoyment of life, as an
unfaithful steward of the law and the prophets,
an unbelieving servant of Mammon—in the
sharpest contrast with a poor, despised, right-

eous man ; towards whom he does not act as
the preceding parable required, and therefore

constantly accumulates guilt. The inward
character of both is only hinted at; just as
their private thoughts and dispositions were
concealed from the sight of men till the time
came when the vail of perverting appearances
falls off, and each takes his true place and con-
dition. First we have this unnamed and yet
well-known rich man's condition and manner
of life, indicating the end for which he lived, ver.

19. Over against him is the helpless God-help,
as his name written in heaven declares him to

be, ver. 20. Then in ver. 21 we have the rela-

tion of one to the other; wherein, again, the
piety of the poor man, and the neglect of* the
rich man, are preliminarily hinted at. But now
comes the suddenly disclosed second part, the
essential heart of the parable—" a narrative,

with its scene laid in that other world ; and
which, if Christ were speaking in our day,
would be called by our polyhistors a romance
of heaven" (as Kleuker says)—we would say
rather, a romance of hell! For although it is

certainly true—" so much that is deep, true,

and transcendently suggestive is said of the
two great regions of the other world, that

every stroke of the delineation becomes the
basis of a widely extended system"—yet the

man in his torment must ever be the prominent
central figure : the dead and buried unbeliever
(whom the generation of the children of this

world, and all his brothers above esteem mean-
while, according to Psa. xlix. 13, 14, to be
happy and approve his sayings) in the torments
of the kingdom of death. What a picture, and
with what sublime assurance and repose pre-
sented !*

Again there are two parts : the former brief

and transitional, the other being the proper and
most important scene, most dramatically devel-

oped. First is the change of circumstances gen-

ance towards God and that faith in Christ which
exercises itself in love to the brethren (comp. the

Epistle, 1 John iv. 16—21), is contained in that word
which we already have. This is a better vindica-

tion of the Gospel and Epistle than that which
Strauss in his " Kirehenjahr" gives; comp. Nitzsch

(Prakt. T/ieol. ii. 2, 391) who refers to ''circum-

stances uuknown to us" as the ground of the
selection.

* To quote Kleuker (Mcnscld. Vers, ilber d. Sohn
Goilts. p. 19-1) once more: "It was not possible

that Jesus should assume, for its own sake, a mien
of mystery, or aim to create a mere vacant aston-

ishment, or use the tone of affected lamentation

:

for he spoke out of his own nature, even as ^Esop
did when he made his lions, asses, nightingales, and
trees speak ; and it was not his aim to make prose-

lytes to faith by prodigies exhibited to the eye, any
more than by those uttered to the ear."
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erally, with the ever impending iyivero 61 dno-

Oavelv, " and it came to pass that he died," of

eve'ry-day life ; the one in Abraham's bosom,

the other shut out from the place of happiness

which he beholds, and in torment, vers. 22, 23.

Then follows the more detailed elucidation of

the hind, the design, and the reason of this tor-

ment, given in a parabolical colloquy between
the tormented one and father Abraham, to

whom he appeals in vain. Two supplications

awe rejected. The former, for ever so slight a

mitigation of the righteously ordained punish-

ment, contains in itself an intimation of the

kind, and receives for answer a hinted explana-

tion of the end, of this torment. In the prayer,

ver. 24, it exhibited itself as the pain of de-

privation, connected with a consciousness of

guilt (clinging, however, to the slender service

once rendered in the crumbs which had been
thrown out), but without any application to the

alone-helping mercy of God* The repelling

answer, vers. 25, 26, hints at the justice and
well-adjusted design of love, in the torments

which for the present are rigidly fixed. In the

second colloquy the ground of guiltiness is re-

ferred to : the request for extraordinary revela-

tion to his brethren (which hardly conceals his

own stiff-necked apology for himself as having

lacked it) is rejected with a reference to the word
which was in their hands. The request of vers.

27, 28 exhibits as well the blindness and ob-

duracy of the offender, as his distinct consid-

eration and reflection upon all things, and even
his knowledge of the nature of repentance.

The refusing father Abraham must now give

two answers, for the colloquy deepens into an
objection and contradiction on the part of him
who is made wiser in his flames. The first

reply points generally to the hearing and accep-

tance of that which before Christ had been
given to Israel, as sufficing to lead to Abraham's
bosom, ver. 29. But when the objection, ver.

30, carries self-justification even to this point,

even while its contradiction condemns itself

(for in his blindness concerning the saving ordi-

nance of faith there is yet a knowledge of the

way of repentance, in which man learns to

understand faith), there follows finally the con-
clusive answer to the whole

—

-faith in order to

repentance, that alone can preserve the soul

from future torment.f But these two things are

intimated: that God's love furnishes the most
Bupcrabounding means of grace, and that these

are in vain to the unbelief which has been be-

fore hardened into reprobation. "Hence then,

ye Pharisees, be taught by your Abraham, and
use that which ye already have, from his time
down to John, in order that ye may believe the

* It is only the addition of this third which
makes the pains of hell : the two former had been
experienced both by Lazarus and the prodigal.

f How can any one help seeing this, clearly as it

stands before us I We protest again and again
against the ever-recurring interpretation, that the
unjust steward exhibits the " blessedness of chari-

ty"—and the rich man " the curse of selfishness."

gospel of the kingdom (ver. 16), and in him
who will rise from the dead.

Verse 19. A rich man: "such as we beati

possidentes (blessed with possessions), whom
thou, poor Messiah, rebukest, because thou hast

nothing thyself'—might these bold mockers
have thought within themselves, unless our
Lord's previous words had humbled them too
much. A rich man : " as that word is used in

the Scriptures from Job's time, with the bad
and almost godless meaning attached to it in

the Psalms and the Proverbs by the rich David
and Solomon"—would attentive and observant
hearers begin to suspect. A rich man : " such
as the great Sermon, Luke vi. 24, had denounc-
ed a woe upon"—would the Apostles probably

and other disciples interpret the words, at once
discerning the aim of their Master's discourse.

(Matt. xix. 23 had not yet been uttered.)

"Avdpunoc rig j/v nXovatoc, " There was a certain

rich man"—altogether like ver. 1 before ; for all

uvOpunot or men are only stewards of One
above themselves, the only God, but this one
acts the God himself, and as man thinks him-
self in the place of God. Nullum adest vestigium

vel mentio transitus ullius a Pharisasis ad Sad-
ducseos (there is no mark or mention here of

any transition from the Pharisees to the Sad-
ducees)—remarks Bengel quite . correctly ; but
it is equally clear that this Pharisee lives as a
Sadducee, and consequently the thoughts of his

heart are such as will hereafter be discovered to

be pure scepticism or not believing. He is

simply a man of this world, a sensual lover of

the good things of life (hpvfr'iaaTE inl rye yi/c

Kal ianarahjcaTc, James v. 5), knowing nothing

about administering God's goods as a steward;

he makes good living the end of life, his heart

is altogether immersed in its pomp and luxu-

riance, and hence there is nothing more just at

this point to be said concerning him. The vain

preeminence of apparel is first mentioned, lor this

with eating and drinking is the heathenish ambi-

tion of his mammon ; and his one great care is

to carry both to the loftiest pitch in the sight of
men, as if for his own precious soul. He feeds

with the swine of the earth and is perfectly

content ; therefore has he every day his merry
companions around him (eixppalveadai, as ch. xv.

23, 29) : and it is all launpug, " sumptuously,"

too, so that he does not merely riot, but osten-

tatiously exhibits his riches and his costly ap-

parel, like King Ahasuerus of old : if his seats

are not of gold, his vessels are ; if his curtains

and fringes are not of fine linen, these adorn liia

own great person. These are all fine strokes in

the delineation, each having its significance.

The purple was the coloring of a woolen fabric,

the byssus or fine linen was weighed against

gold by reason of its resplendent whitenesa
The combination not only was beautiful (hence

they are always united, from Esth. i. 6, viii. 15,

with blue and white, down to Ptev. xviii. 12)

J
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bat it was the emblem of high dignity, so that

kings and priests could not outvie this fortunate

one, who though neither of these himself, was
a rich man to whom everything was accessible

and conceded. It never occurs to his mind to

think how many Lazaruses he might have

clothed with the price of his sumptuous array.

Moreover, he is not a mean and parsimonious

man, for he enjoys his substance, parts with it

freely, and has open house with grateful guests

always round his table; neither is anything

said of uduiia or " unrighteousness" in the ac-

quisition of his wealth, or of any obvious want
of charity or mercilessness ; nothing of noto-

rious sins or blasphemy, although he is depicted

with accuracy down to his clothing : so that

we may not unnecessarily imagine anything of

this kind. Thus he lives and gliters ?.afiKp£)c,

"sumptuously," in his royal magnificance icad'

r/fiipav, " every day," as if his days would never
come to an end, a blind (ppovifiuraToc etc rqv

ycvedv t?/v iavrov (most wise one in his genera-

tion). The people deem him fortunate and
happy : and many look enviously at his palace.*

Verses 20, 21. And now in strongest con-
trast, in a certain sense (to quote Neander)
" serving as a foil to a worldly rich man," we
have a pious man "stripped of all temporal

good" in the profoundest and most abject

misery ; on both sides there is a description, as

the tcad' 7/fispav " every day," previously taught,

of a permanent condition and state of mind.
But the muxos «? , or " certain beggar" has a

name, for his name alone is written before God
and mentioned with honor by Christ—such is

the first and most obvious meaning of this most
striking designation by name in the middle of

a parable. Or might it be implied thereby that

in this case the parable actually presents a his-

torical fact ? Is the name mentioned by Jesus
"as the authentication of an actual incident?"

(Boos). The fathers many of them were of

that opinion, and Theophylact found evidence
that there was at that time in Jerusalem such a
well-known Lazarus. Calvin is very decided
on the same side, on the ground that through-
out the entire Scriptures we never find a man
mentioned by name in a parable ; but this is

not sufficient reason to reject what may be a
solitary exception. It is possible that Christ

may have seen such an occurrence, not merely
including the death of both, and the funeral

pomp of the one, but even the recorded con-
tinuation in the other world which was not
hidden from his eye ; but it is highly improb-

f Professor Weisse doubts not—if we may quote
such words—that " this perverse description must be
put to the Evangelist's account, who would not lose

such an opportunity of venting his spleen against

the rich and distinguished in this world." But
where do we find a word about " the rich man
being punished only for his riches, the poor man
rewarded only on account of his poverty?" What
doctrine can be fouud here which is " more poor
and barren than the coarsest heathen notions of
moral retribution after death I" Would that these

worthies would only read in the New Testament
what they find written there 1

able and out of keeping, to suppose that he
would single out and make prominent by name
one case out of many similar constantly occur-

ing, as if it had been a rare and special event
Further, if the poor Lazarus had been a noto-

rious person, he would scarcely have been found

remaining to the end at the gate with the dogs;

and the publicity of his name would be opposed
to that obscurity and forgotten condition among
men which the Lord evidently intends to mark
as the principal feature of his case in this world.

Finally, if Lazarus must be regarded as a his-

torical personage, much more must the rich

with his five brethren: this appearance of reali-

ty in the narrative has been seized upon by
many, but the truth will be seen when we
come to consider ver. 28. Though the Lord
might assuredly have sometimes incorporated

true histories in his parables (in the higher sense

they are all such)
;
yet must we maintain, on

the other hand, that in no parable did he ever

specify any one single circumstance of actuality

alone.

This poor man lay before the rich, man's
door, or properly nvluv, that is, the chief en-

trance and colonnade of his palace ; e(3efS'Ai]To

means more exactly that he was cast down
there (as ^i^Xr^iai is used of the sick, whom
their sickness casts down, Matt. viii. 6, 14

;

Mark vii. 30). Here there is possibly an addi-

tional emphasis—He was laid there by the peo-
ple, who thus discharged themselves of their

obligation
;
pacifying their consciences by plac-

ing him at the rich man's gate :
" Let him be-

hold the poor man as he goes in and out; let

him see before his very eyes what kind of

people there are in the neighborhood of his

rich house, and take him in /" But the rich

man did not take the advice of Ecclus. xiv. 13-

17, although the misery and end of man was
thus daily obtruded before his eyes : it is a plain

indication of his guilt that there Lazarus naff

iljiipuv, " every day," lay and continued to lie.

For it is the permanent condition of the poor
man which is depicted in the parable ; not that

he was often laid before the gate of the rich man
(as Von Gerlach says)—but he was thrown
there once for all. To lie excluded in the dust

before the door of the festal conviviality—that

was his dwelling : ulcers which he cannot hide,

and which invite the dogs—these were his cov-

ering {fall of sores for i/TiKufievoc), this his costly

attire : a craving for crumbs, Which at least

was never fully satisfied—this was his banquet

!

Naked, outcast, forsaken and hungry, withal in

the skin of Job ! All this obviously paints only
his outward condition, but it intimates at the

same time his frame of mind ; and both are

exhibited to us in the symbolical, therefore not
historical but parabolical, name. That name
is probably a Gra3cised "rtj&st * {God helped),

* Which is nearer to the form AuCapof than

"ity^Vx ,
Eliezer, Abraham's servant, to whom many

reler the allusion (as the hero of many Jewish tales)

—on the other hand many of the fathers correctly

speak, iu connection with this parable, of the poor
Eleazar.
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Eleazar, but it also hag the sound of "ity «ft

(Chald. kV) no-help, and thus describes, by its

double-meaning, both the external appearance

and the inner state of the man so named : be-

fore men he is helpless, and he is at the same
time thrown before the gate of his mercy for

God to help. He now sees afar off the table at

which he could not sit, and from which he
could not eat ; the converse of what afterwards

took place. The learned are still contending
whether any crumbs fell from that table for

him ; but they should reflect that according to

the whole cast of the parable the man does not
linger a few days and then die of hunger
(which would have been recorded as the climax
of his misery) ; consequently his imdv/uelv, " de-
siring," must have received something to ap-

pease it, by which it was only not satisfied even
to xapTaoQ~ivai, " being filled." Neander is

wrong when he says that in his pining hunger
he longed in vain for a crumb. Many Codices
would repeat here the ical oidelc Mldov uvt£>,

"and no man gave unto him," from ch. xv. 16
(Yulg. " et nemo illi dabat ") ; but that is

evidently an uncorrected gloss. It is to be
taken for granted that he enjoyed something,
though only and hardly the crumb3 which
sympathising servants might gather from the

leavings of the rich man's table : for it his

habitual condition which is here depicted.

He is at least tolerated before the gate, is

not cast aside as being in the way ; but
neither is he lifted up into a better place,

where he might receive better attendance:
the rich man must have seen him just as in hell

it was brought to his remembrance, but only
with absolute indifference; full of himself he
troubled himself about no one else. He cer-

tainly did not himself send him the crumbs.
He did not command the offensive exhibition

to be removed out of hi3 way: for nothing
availed to carry trouble to the hard heart which
was covered with purple and fine linen ; wann-
ed indeed with wine, but cold to all sympathy.
He did not say, in passing, to any of the peo-
ple who with alacrity did his bidding—Take
this hideous object away

;
the servants without

any merit of his, threw to him the scanty
tpixiov or " crumb" occasionally ; but the mean-
est kennel of their master was too good for him
to be brought under its roof. Then come out to

him the dogs, which had more than crumbs for

their fare (as many a rich lord now-a-days
fattens his horses and dogs instead of feeding
the poor),* supplying the lack of men : this is

the obvious meaning of this trait of contrast in

the picture, and settles the question raised by
the critics whether their licking was sympathy
or greed, mitigation or exasperation of his

pains. The dogs (with the article) are not
merely animals as opposed to men, the unown-

* My practical theological readers may be sup-
posed to know Pestalozzi's Leinhard und Gertrud.
This will remind them of it. That little book does
not teach sound dogmatics, but there is much good
in it, which they may comprehend and. apply better
than Pestalozzi himself.

|
ed and hungry street-dogs of the East (Psa. lix.

i 15, 16), who might not only have licked his

\

sores, but done far worse to him
; but they

' belong to the house and establishment of the

I

rich man, as Matt. xv. 27 teaches us that even
\

in the East other dogs had "their masters."

|
These know him, according to the wont of dogs,

i

and their half-friendly, half-instinctive, dog-
nature proves itself (unconsciously, of course,

!
in this rebuking figure) more full of sympathy

j

than the swine-nature of their lord, thinking

I of nothing but the trough. Olshausen thinks that

their licking the wounds denoted their eager-

ness and greediness rather than their sympathy,
because dogs bear in the Old and New Testa-

ment a character exclusively evil, and certainly

are never used as the symbol of fidelity or even
kindness ; but to this we reply that they are

not said as dogs to be thus sympathetic, but
(and let this exquisite touch in the signification

not escape us) their true Master sends them to

his poor Lazarus, because there is no one to

bind up and mollify his wounds
;
just as afore-

time he sent the ravens to feed the Prophet.*
" To make his sufferings endurable to Lazarus,

it pleased Providence to make the dogs propi-

tious to him : and thus to put men to shame
who abandoned him in hi3 misery" (Muralt in

a passage to be quoted again). So that Bengel
is not correct here

—

ipxofievoi, venientes, non
Lazari sed sua causa,, quasi cadaver esset (came

not for the sake of Lazarus, but their own ; as

if he had been a dead body); and afterward*—"dolorem exasperant" (they exasperate his

pain).f For, as dogs solace their own sores, so

their licking would mitigate the smart of the

wounds of Lazarus. Finally, that our Lord did

mean to express alleviation we are convinced

by the uiriXeixov, " licked,"- itself; and still more
clearly by the decisive uXXa icai, "moreover,"
which would be meaningless if an exacerbation

of his pain was intended.}: The poor abject

man cannot drive the dogs away, nor would he,

for they do him good; if he could only get

food enough—that remains his only desire and
lack, more humanly expressed than a similar

one of the lost son, ch. xv. 16, who even amid
his husks thinks still of his former good fare,

while he is compelled to discover what does

really satisfy and what does not.

Might not this Lazarus, then, be a sinner in

this state ? Oh yes, for he might have raged

and blasphemed in his heart, as it is in Rev.
xvi. 9-11 ; he might have given way to mur-
muring and envy ; he might have cried aloud

for the help which was due to him while there

remained any breath in his body. But all this

is denied of him in the narrative ; his calm

* Melancthou adduced this parallel.

\ Gersdorf and many others: They increased the

misery of his situation I Stein thinks that this

would give the best point of connection for tho

cessation of his troubles and miseries in ver. 22:

but there was misery enough before, and without
this, as we know full well.

X How this dlfal nni designates the dogs "as
wretched competitors of the helpless man," I can-

not understand, though Lango says it.
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patience, which -we all the more are conscious

of because it takes no pains to exhibit itself,

and into which his wounds and sores have pu-
rified the soul which had been rebellious and
sinful before, is intimated in that single word
inidvpuv, " desiring," which is far from being
"almost without specific meaning," and indi-

cates far more than the circumstance (as Ebrard
thinks) that he failed to get any supply. He
did not, indeed, get enough to supply and
assuage his need : but that he only desired

that partial supply, that he was content to eat it

with the dog as with a companion, that he did

not envy or condemn the rich man within the

house before him, that he did not murmur and
send forth his cries, but only sighed out his

unsatisfied hunger—all this is the essential

grandeur and glory of this wretched man's
character, who lies there with his sores (men-
tioned, at the end, as his only heritage) a mass
of misery, in that profoundest distress which
makes death welcome (Ecclus. xli. 1, 2), and of

whom it is not once said that he had desired

deliverance or death. For in his self-abasement,

Abraham's bosom was not counted upon so as-

suredly as it was by the rich man in his blinded

pride.

Verse 22. So much the nearer to him was
the redemption and consolation which awaited
him, and for which he in patience waited : but

to the other the torment of want ! But it

came to pass : by this trivial formula of narra-

tion (corresponding to the former

—

There was a
certain) is designedly introduced their dying ;

that great transition, and reversal of positions lor

eternity which in this great world of confusion

is daily taking place ; of as universal occurrence

as the contrast everywhere seen between rich

and poor, and which the commerce of the

world is constantly rendering more wide, can

make it. He who upon earth was number two,

nay, the lowest of all in the roll, has now the

precedence, for his comfort makes haste. The
beggar died—how do we rejoice in this as the

end of all his trial and need 1 But his sorrow,

tribulation, and misery are to come to a blessed

and joyful end. There follows immediately
something transcendently beyond that. What
became of his body, from which the scent of

corruption already issues ; whether there is any
one to say— L»t us bury the body, or whether the

corpse is again contumeliously thrown anywhere,
is not now recorded, for it is no more matter of

concernment to him. The essential Lazarus,

who was in that body

—

nal avrbv, "and [he],"

sublimely recognises a personal immortal con-

tinuance of being, according to the simple con-

sensus gentium in human language—is suddenly

given to the charge of other hands, and trans-

ferred to other regions. He had no brothers

upon earth like the rich man, nor had he any
friends, nor any mammon with which to make
himself friends; but the dogs give place to the

angels, who had long ago rejoiced over the re-

pentance, and afterwards over the patience of

this sinner, waiting upon it with longing, those

ministering spirits of the most miserable man
who should ever inherit blessedness, and ex-

pecting their permission to carry him there.

They appear, as it were, attendants and helpers

in his real birth into life. He who had lain

there forsaken, is now carried, carefully, ten-

derly, and with high honor, so that no finger

may come too near to the wounds of the soul

(corresponding in susceptibility with those of

the body), in the moment of their eternal heal-

ing. One angel, as Chrysostom preaches, would
have been strong enough for this service, but it

is the joy and emulation of the angels in com-
mon to bring one sinner out of his last prison-

house into the wealthy place. They carry him
into Abraham's bosom, which was most proba-

bly already in Christ's time the Jewish designa-

tion of the place of the blessed fathers in

Hades,* since we can hardly suppose that our
Lord is here introducing a new designation.

As John lay at the table b> tu ko^ttu tov 'Itjoov,

" on the breast of Jesus," and the eternal Son
himself, before time began, was e/c rbv kuXttov tov

Karpoc, " in the bosom of the Father," so shall

they that are of faith be blessed with faithful

Abraham (Gal. iii. 9), who is called the father

of them all, and can receive them into ever-

lasting habitations. (Hence ver. 23, iv rote

kUK-koic which at the same time includes the

idea of fellowship.) The outcast has the most
exalted ministry and fellowship : the abandoned
one enjoys the most intimate communion with
all the princes of God, in whom Israel boasted.

This is very different from lying at the gate

upon earth, and is even more than only sitting

at the table with Abraham, Matt. viii. 11
(which meal, moreover, has another reference,

and belongs to the f3 aoiXe ia or " kingdom"
upon earth, not to the other world ; hence Ben-
gel is inexact when he says—" sinus prsesup-

ponit convivium; convivium, regnum ccclorum"

[the bosom presupposes the feast ; the feast the

kingdom of heaven]—for here the discourse is

of Hades).

But the rich man also died, not merely when
his time came as it cometh to all (Job xxi. 23-
26), but, as the condensed narrative signifies,

only a little afterwards
;

his death speedily en-

sued. This Lazarus before his gate was proba-
bly the final probation of his life, to try whether
such a sight would move him to reflection ; or

was he the last and only intercessor who length-

ened his day of grace, for the crumbs' sake,

which were imparted to him ? Suffice it that

he died : the bitterness of his death is veiled

—

how under his silken covering he found that medi-
caments could not save him, how he thought
one moment with the heathen king Agag that

the bitterness of deatli was past, and in the

next was ruthlessly seized by the unflattering

devil and hurried away.f And was buried—

* According to Light.foot, crt-2N Vr vp*f;3

(in the bosom of Abraham) was equivalent, to l'ar-

adise.

f A question which may be passed over by him
whom it offends ! In the case of Lazarus the carry-

ing away of the soul by the angels takes place im-

mediately after his dying ; in the case of the rich

rnau, the burying cornea between the death and the
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doubtless with great pomp and splendor, which

however in vain would conceal his equality

with the poor beggar in death ; if funeral ora-

tions and monumental inscriptions had been in

vogue then, in both it would have been said

—

Here rests one, who is now eating and drinking

at a higher table in Abraham's bosom ! Such

was the last of him ; hurried away with such

ratal falsehoods in his ears, there soon remains

of him upon earth only—There was a certain

rich man ; till that itself, with his name, is for-

gotten. And is the history ended when we
hear that he also died t Oh no ! as in relation

to the dying and the being buried, so now
there follows yet one more fearful and dire-

ful and.

Verse 23. And in hell—that is, in the realm

of the dead, in the other world—it was other-

wise with both respectively ; the happy man is

now in torments, the miserable man in Abra-

ham's bosom. And both immediately, without

any sleep of the soul or any pause of interval

—

their dying is the turning-point of their destiny.

A common realm of the dead, in which here

first both are found, is intended in this expres-

sion ; and they who regard h r£> d6y, "in hell,"

as already equivalent to h (iaadvocc, " in tor-

ment," and as the antithesis of nohnoc 'Aflpadu,

" Abraham's bosom," do so simply because they

do not understand what adng or V-.ltttJ,
" hell," is.

The same Lord Jesus Christ who speaks in Matt.

xvi. 18 of the gates, and in Rev. i. 18 of the

keys of hell, uses the word in both passages

according to its well known signification for all

the world ; only that he, the conqueror and

living one, contemplates dying, death, and the

realm of the dead in itself as being part of the

dominion of the devil, and as exhibiting the

subjection of man to his authority in a prison-

house on account of sin. The necessity of dying,

the being held captive in the realm of death, is

the mournful fundamental idea of the expres-

sion; and it is very consistent that the Lord

should speak concerning Lazarus, already in a

place of peace and joy, without mentioning

that dreary word ; but now, when it is to be

taken in its evil side, it comes forth into its own
prominence. (Let Bengel's note be understood

and carefully noted.) Assuredly we must admit

here a transition into the narrower and evil

signification of the word (such as necessarily

afterwards became universal in the phrase-

ology of Christians) ; but we cannot admit

that it was according to a phraseology then

torment. Does this intend at the same time to give

us a profound intimation that, instead of the being

hurried away by the devil of which we spoke, the

spirit, in the case of the latter still hovers about the

corpse and the sepulture, scarcely able to get en-

tirely free, and long shivers before the commencing
contrast between the glory and the torment? "It
might seem by certain experiences to be established

that this is one of the most dreadful sufferings of

the sundered spirit of the sinner, to remain by its

corpse, and to be constrained to be, as it were, par-

taker of its dissolution" (Kerner's Blatter aus Pre-

vent, ii. 186).

already in use (of which this would be the
only instance) which made adrjc, Hades, by
metonymy of the whole for a part, simply
equivalent to no less than yeevva, Gehenna, or
ruprapoc, Tartarus. A heathen, speaking of
the final consolation of a blessed man in the
Elysian fields (which also belong to Hades)
would have similarly expressed himself; for, as

the dnodavelv, dying, of the poor man has in

itself a different and more gracious tone than
the dnedave /cat, " also died," of the rich man,
so is his place in the region of the dead no
longer, as it were, the kingdom and domain of

death. Although, for the rest, Grotius is per-

fectly correct in saying—" fuit tv a(hj etiam
Lazarus, disterminatis &6ov regionibus" (Lazarus
also was in Hades, its several regions being
distinguished).

The New Testament, like the Septuagint,

derives from heathenism the word, and also its

fundamental idea as grounded upon internal

consciousness and even external perception

(appearances of the dead and insights of the

living, which are never wanting in its litera-

ture); and thus confirms its identity with the

Old Testament Vtae, Sheol. The etymology

of the two words remarkably corresponds, not-

withstanding apparent difference, and is less

uncertain than manifold in its meaning; for

they are actually two pregnantly mysterious

words adapted to the views of the ancient

world with respect to these deep things. Apart
from other baseless subtilties,* y.Ntti is first of

all, the unknown place, the undefined whither

after which man asks ; but at the same time, in

an undertone of meaning, the condition and
place of asking and longing to those who are

found there. Again, as ^vtj shaal, signifies to
* ~ t

.

demand, it is the realm which inexorably re-

quires the living and is insatiable in its exaction

(as Luther says upon Psa. xvi.) ; but at the

same time a reckoning is demanded of those

who dwell there (jnerd 6e tovto npioic, Heb. ix.

27), and it is the prison of the true Inquisition,

of profound and most righteous investigation.

Similarly, adnc bears the well-known general

signification of the unseen land—" the no place.

the land of forgetfulness, the region of shadows
and unrealities—and at the same time (which is

less generally recognised) the land where no
man can see anything (the lifting up of the eyes

and seeing, in our parable, in one sense is con-

sistent with this, in another forms a contrast), a

land of obscurity in opposition to the light of

the living, the life of shadows, the " twilight of

severed existence"—and thus, finally, it is the

place whence there is no prospect or hope of

* Of which we only mention Kanne's derivation

from a root cognate with nV», the place of rest

and stillness, Psa. xciv. 17, cxv. 17 (which says too

little and is too gentle) ; and then Gesenius—tan-

dem indagasse sibi videtur bSxti, cavitas"—which is

too external and local, and, properly speaking with-

out any contents. Or it must be regarded as re-

maining ever hollow, never full, as an iusatiablo

abyss, Prov. xxvii. 20, xxx. 16.
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teturn.* The old theologians had a much
better acquaintance with the nature of Sheol

than the more modern
;
though sounder views

are beginning now to be admitted in the place

of the rash and hasty negative dogmatics of

the Reformers.!

Abraham himself, in this general sense, is in

Sheol, like Jacob and Joseph, Gen. xxxvii. 35;

and Samuel also is there where Saul comes to

him, 1 Sam. xxviii. 19. Kal iv t<j a6v, and in

Hades, is the general antithesis to their earthly

life, the lifting up of the curtain upon the scene

beyond ; if this had itself signified—" in the

place of torments," there would have been
evident an abrupt and violent change in the

language ; and the solemn iv (3aauvoig, " in tor-

ments," which with its vnapx^v, " being" first

introduces the absolute issue of all, would in-

troduce a weakening tautology. But the dis-

course goes on most simply and lucidly thus :

" And when he, the rich man, had all the

honors done to his buried body, how was it

widi his sold which not the less on that account

was there below ; how did he take his place

there ? In torments /"J With almost ridiculous

force of language and dogmatism De Valenti

explains this hell of the rich man to be " a

New-Testament description of the place and
condition of the eternally damned, such as can-

not be interchangeable with the Old-Testament
Sheol," and so he regards Lazarus as a " New-
Testament saint made perfect," and the rich

man as an absolute contemner of the Gospel

!

He wilfully overlooks the fact that the entire

parable as a narrative belongs to a period belbre

the death and resurrection of Christ (by which
the Old-Testament Sheol first lost its sole pre-

rogative) ; and that, in ver. 29, the revelation

given before Christ is appealed to, most decisive-

ly and designedly, as already sufficient. In like

manner this period must be regarded as before

the resurrection of all the dead to their defini-

tive judgment; the discourse consequently
refers only to an interval and middle state, just

as before the habitations or tabernacles, albeit

eternal, yet as tabernacles, referred to an interim.

The detailed exposition of all that follows will

variously and decisively confirm this view.
Nor can we derive from it the notion that there

is a torment of the wicked which falls short of

eternal condemnation ; according to the opinion

* See Von Meyer's Blatter, vi. 239. Other echoes
and allusions in the word we now pass over: see
Kerner's Blatter aus Prevorst, iii. 93-95.

f We may refer especially to three books—Von
Meyer, Hades (Frankf. 1810 ; Salzmann, Was ist der
Tod, Todteribehultniss, etc., (Strasburg, 1810);
Konig, Die Lehre von Christi Himmelfahrt (Frankf.

1842). Against this Do Valenti's Eschatology urges
an unfounded and perverted protest.

\ Thus there is no ground for Hengstenberg's
assertion (Ev. Kirchenz. 1849, p. 5) that the word
Hades is used in the New Testament only with
referenca to departed sinners. In Acts ii. 27-31
the Old Testament phrase is recognized and affirm-

ed ; and, further, B,ev. xx. 13 means the realm of
the dead simply, as is plain from ver. 1 2.

of one who has been " taught by a continual

study of the Scriptures, and reflection upon the
Divine nature, to think, or at least to hope (!)

that the Divine righteousness would never affix

to the transitory errors and failings of this short

life, the doom of eternal woe."* There is, in-

deed, nblaoic aiuvwc, " everlasting punishment,"
which no investigation of Scripture, and no re-

flection upon the righteousness of God, can ex
plain away ; but that is not the subject of th

discourse which we now expound.
The sometime rich man is regarded as being,

in the first transition and on his first entrance
into this place, dark and involved in self; but
there immediately ensues a lifting up of his

eyes, a contemplation and pondering of the con-
dition in which he now is,t and that not in-

duced by desire or curiosity, but enforced by
torment : it is this which drives him to the first

involuntary perception of the horror of his con-
dition. Every lexicon will tell us that puoavog,
" torment," in its original and fundamental
signification indicates a testing and investiga-

tion;}: and then subordinately the pains which
ensue as the tortures which extract confession.

If the application of this sense to our passage
is declined, on the ground of New-Testament
usage, we are constrained to admit that there is

strong apparent ground for doing so ; since

pdoavoc, Matt. iv. 24, is used for the sufferings

of sickness, /3a<ravtfu for the being tormented
and suffering without any adjunct idea, in Matt,
yiii. 6, 29

; Luke viii. 28 ; Matt. xiv. 24
;
Rev.

ix. 5, and j3aaavLauoc for eternal woe, not only
in Rev. xviii. 7, 10, 15, but also actually in

Rev. xiv. 10, 11. But, on the 6ther hand, it is

overlooked that even in the New Testament
the fundamental idea of the word is not unrecog-
nized, as the title given to the tormenters,

{JaaavioTTJc, Matt, xviii. 34, shows; whence
Wahl says quite correctly, with reference to

this wider application of the term : tortor quaes-

tionarius, qui interest tortuns, ne adversarius

servum ultra modum praescriptum vexet, quique
testatur de enunciatis a servo, pretiumque hujus

aestimat, si per tormenta ita laesus est ut domino
fieret inutilis" (the examining torturer, who is

concerned in the torture that the opponent do
not torment the slave beyond the prescribed

measure, and who testifies concerning the utter-

ances of the slave, and also estimates his value '

in case he be so wounded by the torture as to

become useless to his master.) We think, how-
ever, that the aim of this torment to work re-

pentance is not so much indicated by this plain,

though uncertain and ambiguous term [3doavoi,§

* As Rossler of Merseberg publicly expounded
this parable, and, at the wish of very respectable

people, printed his sermon.

f This only is meant, and not—as Lange inter-

prets it, one cannot tell why—an outward looking,

high and beyond himself.

\ Hence it is found simply (idoavov didovai ttic

TTiaTF.ug or tov nioTov elvai, to give proof of

fidelity.

§ As Moyer's note :
" refining, testing" (and

elsewhere "in tho furnace of purification"), since
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as by the process of the whole subsequent col-

loquy; we must aver that at least there is a

slight preliminary allusion in the word which
gives an intimation of a torture which may ex-

tract an acknowledgment before God, who
searcheth the hearts. In this " certum nov"

ffixed point) of Hades (ver. 28, rbv ronov tovtov,

" this place,"—as Lazarus also experiences

uTvevexfti/vat. or " being carried"), which implies

in itself the soul separated from the body, each

man comes to his own place (Acts i. 25) ac-

cording to the law of affinity—as he has fitted

himself; and according to the law of retribution

—as he lias deserved : consequently in the case

of the unbelievers and earthly-minded the tor-

ment which commences is self-understood.*

Now all is over with mockery, a fearful reality

and earnest begins! He who probably had
scarcely known what want, sorrow, and woe
meant, now suffers them all in immeasurable
extent in consequence of this sudden iKteineiv

or " failing," this bereavement of every object

which could satisfy the desire which still re-

mains
; through the removal of everything in

which the wretched soul had found its life.

" Suppose the case of a child, who, as a punish-
ment, must give up his plaything, with the ap-

prehension of never having it restored, and
observe how he cries and laments, how he
shrieks and rages as if impaled, while there is

no positive woe in the case at all, only a mere
deprivation and sacrifice of self-contentment
and personal feeling" ( Von Meyer). For the

desire remains, the thirst without water, the

craving and nothing to supply it. In addition

to this, the envious soul beholds others enjoying
happiness which it cannot have, and this in-

creases the torment (in various degrees, the

lowest of which would be the knowledge of

that happiness in others; here, however, it is

in higher degree, a kind of beholding it afar

off)
;
and there is the misery of being constrain-

ed to say—I might have been there too ! For,

finally, this consciousness gives birth to the

direst torment—It is my own fault

!

Against that easily-contented and impoverish-
ed, not to say wilfully-restricted exposition

which allows Neander to say that it is foreign

to the scope of this parable to give us any clue

to the nature of the future life, we have only
to quote the honest Val. Herberger—" We have
in tins parable a veritable window opened into

hell, through which we can see what passes

there." The Saviour, indeed, does more than
merely paint pictures upon the vail ; he removes
it entirely, so far as we with our present eyes
are capable of beholding. With all the in-

definiteness, figurative character, and enigmas

the predominant tone of the word is only parallel

with Mvvufiai, ver. 24, and odvvuoai, ver 25.

* Though the text has not the article with
(iaaavot as with Ko'Anoc 'K&jmau. Luther's "in
der qual," in the torment, we may interpret as above,
but must be on our guard against pressing it to the
extreme of Theremin's—" the torment, that is, the
only torment which deserves the name, absolute and
otcinal torment."

of the delineation, we have declarations and
solutions enough in its few words. They teach
us of a passing over of the dying, just as they
are, with their consciousness, sensibility, and
memory; an existence independent of the
body, yet with thought and sensibility anal-
ogous to that pertaining to our incorporation in

the body ; they reveal to us a place of consola-

tion and a place of torment (not merely hell in

their own breasts, and the torment of remorse,

but a flame)—both conditions and both abodes
are rigidly defined and sundered, and yet not
utterly without communion; finally, that the

lot of the miserable is most decisively appor-
tioned, yet not at once and as yet unalterable.

In the broad, common region colloquies are

possible to both ; this is here only intimated to

us in Scripture, but, notwithstanding the para-

bolical nature of the whole, we cannot but
think that the conversation held must corres-

pond to something possible, actual and real.

We must attribute it to the eschatological dim-
ness of the evangelical fathers of our church,

who had too much to do with the npuroic or

first things, to see far into the distance of truth,

that Luther and others following him, could so

rationalistically say— '' This whole conversation

passed in the conscience, even Abraham's re-

joinder was only the voice of an accusing con-

science—Oh that I had believed!"* Strange

indeed would it be, if this instruction could

come to the ignorant man in such a fashion from
his own self, as if his condition and what is

wrought upon him were identical ! Thus the

Lord assuredly goes on to speak of an actual

Lazarus, whom the rich man now sees and re-

cognizes because he had seen him on earth (by

no means merely thought that he would cer-

tainly be in Abraham's bosom) ; and with equal

certainty the person and voice of Abraham is

not merely an imagination of the tormented

man. How this speaking could take place in

that state, how far its figurativeness is to ex-

tend, we know as little and suspect as much as

will appear hereafter in the elucidation of the

finger and the tongue.

Verse 24. Instead of truly returning into

himself, like the prodigal son, and thus finding

his own heart so as to call upon his God,\ he

turns, with a persistence in his ancient ten-

dency, to that which his eyes behold though

only from afar. His punishment is his woe, and

not his sin: he prays not for mercy, but for

water. The " have mercy on me" was well in

itself, but not addressed to the right father.

That which had been in life the ground of his

presumptuous confidence (see Luke iii. 8), is the

starting point of his cry now: thrice does he

cry and appeal with a vain

—

Father Abraham /

* To which Von Gerlach gives his adhesion.

f For that he absolutely could no more do this, be-

cause God was to him already in his final torment

a consuming fire, is fundamentally nntruo; apply-

ing the orthodox standard improperly. He cannot

do so yet—that is certainly true ; nevertheless, ho

is supposed to be capable of calling upon God, and

probably did in the end.
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against which, if he had hearkened to the

prophets, Isa. lxiii. 16 would have been an
effectual protest. Thus he furnishes the one
solitary scriptural example of the invocation of

a saint, and that a very discouraging one (Job

v. 1). Although he sees only from afar, unb

fiaicpodtv 6pd,he discerns and knows Abraham in

the midst of his company, and among them
even Lazarus himself. The truth which is thus

clothed in a parabolical vesture gives us sufficing

assurance that in the next world there will be a

knowledge, that is a recognition, of other's per-

sons. Whether he had asked and heard and
thus known how the beggar was named upon
earth, is a point not decided by this: the

naming is more probably the parabolical method
of conveying the recognition of his person.

Why then should father Abraham send this

Lazarus and no other? Bengel thinks—" adhuc
vilipendit Lazarum herus" (the master still dis-

estesms Lazarus), deeming him good enough to

be sent on such a mission ; and Lange even
discerns in this " the most refined and subtile

master- trait of the whole parable, that the rich

man should treat Lazarus in the spirit of an un-
conscious continuation of his old earthly assump-
tion and prerogative." He thinks that " he
regards him still as a born servant of the rich

—

and grudges him his rest even in Abraham's
bosom 1" For our part we regard all this as

not merely too finely drawn and far-fetched,

but as utterly false. Has not the rich man
been by this time constrained to acknowledge
that high honor and dignity in which he now
beholds Lazarus ? Can we call it scornful

treatment to desire from his finger one drop of

mercy ? We take the answer to be two-fold :

it is because he knows this man and can point

him out ; and then also, it may be, because he
had lain before his door, and had received an
occasional crumb from his table. This latter

supposition would, indeed, indicate the obstinate

pertinacity of human nature in clinging to the

slightest straw of merit: be that as it may, it

shows supplementarily that Lazarus had not
been altogether unobserved by the rich m,m.
Suffice it that the rich man is now in his turn

a beggar at the gate of him who once begged :

and his soul does not loathe to lick the finger

which had once been i^Kujiivoc or licked by
dogs. As Lazarus formerly in the deep feeling

of his abasement only desired the crumbs, so

does the rich man now not cry for deliverance,

but only for the slightest mitigation of his

agony with the tip of his finger; for the con-

viction of guilt in his conscience (by which he
anticipates the judicial sentence of ver. 25),

forbids him to ask more.* And is there a

tongue and a finger in Hades, as there were^

eyes before? This is not, indeed, used in the

sense of perfect corporeity, for that has been

put off; it is not on that account, however,

a mere figure, but indicates a certain cor-

* it is impertinent to say that he still feared any
farther touchiug on the part of the one formerly un-

clean. Fur now everything is fundamentally

changed : Lazarus is now tho rich and pure, and
the man iu torment knows this full welk

responding corporeity of the soul, with which
it is already and essentially invested as in

its ethereal garment, and in the analogous
after -feeling of which the disembodied (though
not altogether unembodied) soul can alone go
forth, and be susceptible of its new existence.
" The various energies and faculties, which find

their outward expression in the hands and feet,

and so on, are essentially in the inner cor-

poreity; and the external bodily organs are

but the patterns and expressions of that." So
says the speculative seeress in Von Meyer ; and
the excellent father Zeller, otherwise no friend

of such speculatists, seems to agree in the sen-

timent :
" In our coporeal life- it is not the eye

of the body, properly speaking, which sees

;

but the soul sees through the eye. It is not the

bodily tongue which speaks, and so forth. Thus
there exists a spiritual capacity of seeing, hear-

ing, speaking, which may find its operation and
act without the organs of the earthly-corporeal

body." We would add to this that it must as-

suredly have its operation thus when the soul

lives in a disembodied state ; and further that

it can only be conscious of itself in the analogy
of corporeity, since the laid-aside body again

to be put on constitutes the formal life of the

soul, which can only by this consciousness

maintain in continuance during the state of in-

terval its individual personality.* As in the

heat of fever the mouth and palate are scorched

and dried up, so the tormented one feels the

raging of the fire on the tongue; but this is dis-

tinctively mentioned as the unpov, " tip," of the

languishing, thirsting mouth for the touch of

the tip of the finger, nut without a concomitant,

profound allusion to the awful retributive

change which has passed upon that organ, once

so dainty and luxurious. It may be regarded

as the tongue of that soul, which had once de-

rived so much enjoyment from it, and now
suffers so much misery" (Kleuker). After the

withdrawal of that mortal draught which had
been used, as a wretched succedaneum, to satisfy

the desires of the soul, there remains the inter-

nal fire of the full, unsatisfied and raging thirst

of the spirit: and, besides this, and correspond-

ing to it, there is an external flame—let the em-
phasis of the singular in this expression be

carefully noted. It is not that he is " alone

with his naked, empty, and miserable /; and
suifers torment in the flames of lusts and pas-

sions which he has carried with him ;" as he

was never left alone upon earth, but always

accompanied by the condemning and persuading

inliuence of God, so the same influence now
returns upon him in righteousness. In that

state all disparities are reconciled, in strong con-

° The condition of thoso in the realm of the

dead "is. indeed, independent of the body; but all

the organs of the body, eyes, ears, tongue, have left

behind their traces and operation in the soul"—tho

dead " carry with them tho fashioning of their

former condition" (Oelinger). Dreams furnish us a

mysterious analogy. [The scenic representations of

the parable furnish too slight ground for the above

theory of semi or quasi corporeity in the case of

disembodied spirits.

—

Am. Ed.]
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trast with the inequalities of this present con-
dition of things : the outer and inner world
perfectly correspond to one another. Nor must
it ever be forgotten that in the personal life of

the creature the inner world is never to be re-

garded as if independent of God and his uni-

verse as the other factor.* The pious Lazarus
would have remained undamned in patient en-
durance even in these fiaa&voic but even at

Abraham's table the rich man would have been
ill at ease, so that its provisions would have
only added to his raging fire. What he suffers

is, indeed, a worse outbreak of an inward
poison than all bodily sores upon earth ; and
because in spite of all his sense of guilt he can-
not truly confess and pray, his frightful confes-
sion at first is merely—I am tormented in this

flame/ In which is painted the same horror of
his inexorable present condition which is after-

wards uttered again—In this place of torment.

Verse 25. Brouwer well says :
" Abest a

responsu divitis omni crudelitas aut injuria

;

blande miserum hominem alloquitur patriarcha"
(there is an entire absence of cruelty or injury
in the response to the rich man : the patriarch
blandly addresses the wretched man). Not like

the ant in the fable, who tells the cricket that
he may now dance after having sung so long

;

not like the blessed mocking the damned in the
Koran ; nor even with that " sorrow of the
blessed over the lost" which Klopstock sings
of; but Abraham speaks to his wretched, tor-

mented, and imprisoned son in calm and meas-
ured words, dignified and well-supported, full

of tenderness and fatherly condescension. He
does not harshly and concisely reject his peti-

tion—This should not and cannot be! but
graciously speaks of the ground of rigid justice,

of the design of sharp pain ; and himself begins
to point out and facilitate the topics of his re-

membrance, making this, as it were, his own
counter-request. The tekvov, /ivr/a67]Ti, " Son,
remember," which comes first is, indeed, much
more gracious than that of Josh. vii. 19—" My
son, give, I pray thee, glory to the Lord God
of Israel, and make confession unto him : and
tell me now what thou hast done!" For inas-

much as Abraham still continues the father of
this unworthy son (John viii. 39), not simply
according to the flesh, for that relationship

holds good no longer now,t but in that fulness
of love and graciousness which his faith had

* Not as if the immenso Not-1 had been spun
out of the petty /, but the i" sprung out of the
Not-1 existing before it, and ever maintains its rela-

tion to it. Allbrd asks here very excellently:
" Where lies the limit between inner and outer to
the disembodied ?" This remark holds good espe-
cially in the case of these, while it has its meaning
now and universally.

f This concedes no such recognition of sonship
after the flesh, as the supplication appealed to ; so
that no carnal Jewish hearer might say, as the Tal-
mud afterwards—At least the preputium is not re-

stored, he is called son still ! Against this supposi-
tion the continuation of Abraham's words gives
ample testimony—Son or not, this avails not here,
where thou receivest thy due 1

wrought in him, and which had gone with him
into another world—this tekvov, " Son," is a
manifest parallel with the long-suffering loving-
kindness of the true Father in ch. xv. 31.
What thou askest should not be granted, in es-
sential justice, ver. 25, nor can it be, from ex-
ternal circumstances, ver. 26. But this there-

fore is not rigorously asserted: in its stead
there is besides all this (Inl nuat tovtoic), with an
almost apologetical tone of grace—And even if

we, Lazarus and I, were ever so willing to help
you, we cannot go over to you ! Remember,
that is, ponder, think within thyself, go on to

think as thou hast begun : for he can do this,

since nothing is wanting either to the remem-
brance of the past, or to the seeing and feeling

of the present. This is the more definite end
of torment as intimated in the first word—In
Hades there is time for this ! This fivrjodnTt,
recordare, "remember," of course refers pre-

eminently to the past of his vain carnal life,

and the guilt contracted there. As we find

preparatorily in this world that in old age the

memory is very remarkably quickened with re-

spect to the remembrances of youth ; so we
may suppose that when the roaring cataract of
earthly things is still, and the ever new and
ever-shifting scenes of this sensible world dis-

appear for ever, that the internal voice of the

soul will be distinctly heard ; the voice of that

soul which forgets nothiug, but preserves

all things in the treasury of its essential mem-
ory • and that then all will find the truth of the

opium-eater's representation, that the whole of

the past life may be lived over again, and that

all the most petty circumstantialities and the

most insignificant occurrences may rise in the

most lucid distinctness before the eye of the

soul.* But on this account we may regard the

fivi'/cdnn as demanding not merely such a glance

backward at the past ; but reflection upon this

is supposed to go further, and the remembrance
becomes pondering and consideration, in the full

sense of the word ; and the vvv 6s, " but
now," presents forthwith the proper object of
that thoughtful and anxious reflection.

" Thou .in thy life-time (before this state of
death), even down to the burying of thy body,

receivedst thy good things, that is, all which
thou countedst good, and desiredst, and didst

adhere to as such—thou didst grow old in the

enjoyment of thy days, and never for a moment
wert afraid of hell and the grave" (Job xxi.

13). It is not said—-from God ; for the offend-

er must think of that himself, and bring it to

mind that his possession in this life was the

substance and treasure of God (Psa. xvii. 14)

:

hence it was enough to say—Thou receivedst,

reflect from whom! This, alas! he had for-

gotten while in life, albeit he may have often

* This book, " Confessions of an Opium-eater,"

has appeared in a German translation (by Amalie

Winter, Weimar, 1840). The author, resting upon
his own experience, expresses his convictiou that to

the human spirit forgetting is a thing impossible,

and that the dreaded book of accounts is a man's

own souL
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uttered the hypocritical ascription of all to the
" blessing of the good God." And at the same
time uneXafi ec rd uyadu aov, " receivedst [in

full] thy good things," here is quite equivalent

to <in£xet C fbv fiiadov aov, " hast [in full] thy re-

ward," in Matt. vi. 16. " Likewise Lazarus evil

things"—thus concisely by design : for it was
not properly his evil, and it was in an altogeth-

er different sense that he received it—he patient-

ly accepted ami endured it all. These opposites

(rd uyadu, tu ko.hu) in all their complex contrast

embrace the abundant matter of consideration

which remembrance and reflection could

awaken : while to us who hear the parable,

these extreme opposites in the allotment of

wealth and poverty indicate the diversified dis-

tribution of earthly good in all its intermediate

degrees within the widest extremes. The ex-

pression of this first response sets out with an
enigma, which it is for our reflection to solve.

It is well with the wicked, and evil with the

good—this is a pure contradiction, in which our

thought finds it impossible to repose. The
solution is at once facilitated by what is im-

mediately added

—

in their life-time, that is, in

this world, and not for ever. (Let it be noted,

by the way, that this parable protests against

the delusion that great distress must necessarily

presuppose great guilt ; as if a Job is to be

compassionated or condemned on account of

his boils.) But we ask further : Wlierefore is it

evil with the pious man even for a moment be-

fore eternity ? and then we learn, secondly,

that it is only of the seeming appearance of

things that the word speaks, and we reflect

that external evil is as the appointment of God
essential good ; while good is not in itself evil,

except when we take it to ourselves as our

good, the evil being the result of our method
of receiving it. Abraham himself was rich in

his life-time, the blessed of the Lord; but on
receiving God's gifts, he knew better what was
tru.e blessedness than Laban did. Hence he
can now say to this his son—Curse not now
thy former wealth and prosperity : that was in

itself good, equally with the evil things of

Lazarus which have opened his way to conso-

lation in my bosom. The speculatist before re-

ferred to, says: " Every evil, regarded from the

right point of view, ceases to be evil. The fool

and the wise man, both are a contribution to

the great whole. God is just, he is love, order

reigns in all his works. Disorder is in us, and
has its origin in our lack of true knowledge."
On which Meyer remarks :

" And since this

great disorder so arose at first, God must restore

all things to their first eternal order again, by
seeming disorder, which, however, is the purest

consistency." Thus God appoints nothing but

good, and hence the dfioiog, " likcvnse," in this

most glaring contrast assumes its true import-

ance, the deep meaning of which we must not

be hindered from perceiving by the popu'ar

German translation dagegen, on the other hand.

Thus, humanly speaking, it is better to suffer for

a while in order to eternal consolation. If

once more it is asked—and this introduces the

last solution of the mystery—Wherefore did

not the Lord afflict the rich man with sores in his

palace, or cause his riches to melt away, in order

that he might earlier have learned to reflect ?

The answer is plain : he might not have reflect-

ed even then, for God hnoweth the heart, ver. 15.

He distributes his good in the form of good
things or evil things, with the highest wisdom
and righteousness, according to the need and
corresponding disposition of every man, and
with the most profound adjustment to every

case. The rich man's character of soul required

from God that the harder problem of life should

be set before him— to receive riches and fortune

without damage to his soul. If he has solved

it wrongly, did not God know that he would
have still worse endured the probation and test

of Lazarus ; and is it not possible that by the

bitter contrast of ensuing torment alone he was
yet to be won ?

" But now he is comforted and thou art tor-

mented, as thou seest and feelest ; thus it is, for

thus it is meet at the hands of that God from
whom each of you receives the righteous recom-
pense of his justice" (2 Thess. i. 5-7). Even the

Old Testament saints in Sheol (of whom only we
can think in connection with Lazarus in Abra-
ham's bosom) do not by any means possess

mei-ely a "painless, pleasureless, and dreary rest

in the realms of the dead" (as De Valenti says

in direct opposition to the Old Testament), but

are graciously comforted and quickened and
solaced. Abraham rejoiced beforehand in the

day of Christ (John viii. 56). But in the tor-

mented begins even there already the eternal

justice of retribution and compensation : how
much she hath glorified herself, and lived de-

liriously, so much torment and sorrow give her !

(Rev. xviii. 7). Why is this? Remember, my
son, saith Abraham, think upon it, and thou

wilt discern that thy present torment is just,

and therefore the best thing that God can and

will send thee : thus may thy pondering find

the right way out of this present into another

future. For the vvv di, "but noiv," does not

constitute an irrevocable and final end, if there

is yet left him a (iv?}o0yTi, "remember." If a

father graciously says to his son under chastise-

ment, " Reflect, my son !" there glimmers

through all the punishment the distant design

of love, and in the very words there is an ex-

hortation to a right return into self, and to an

earnest [leravoelv or repentance. • The torment-

ed and so far disinherited man is here dismissed

with a warning similarly indefinite with that

which the son who was in the midst of his

father's possessions heard in the former parable

:

in both cases a long-suffering and enduring love

cries

—

Son ! Though repelled and outcast he

is not yet entirely abandoned to despair. But
will he who heard not in time past, hear now;
will he come to reflection who, during a whole

life-time, when it was easier to him, reflected

not? The relation between There and Here is

in this case similar to that between repenting in

the propitious days of health and amid the

pains of sickness : the exceptions of a late re-

pentance are possible, but yet improbable and

rare. On the one hand it might be asked

:
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Would not this man—when he is brought by
his own torment, and by the distant sight of

another's consolation, to the neWeodai or " being

persuaded" of ver. 31 ; when it is brought

visibly, palpably, and experimentally home to

his conviction, that there is a living God, as

gracious as he is just, as just as he is gracious

—

become a penitent sinner, in his repentance

giving joy to the angels in heaven? On the

other hand, this true narrative shows us at the

outset, that a fool like this man in his torment,

though he may hear Abraham at least, and
Moses and the prophets too, whom he may
and should remember, yet hardly bears to

receive instruction, contradicts instead of hum-
bly learning, is only at first provoked to pride

by " this place of torment," and finds it hard to

reflect or moralise in the fire. Suffice that the

matter remains undecided, and it is the design

of Divine wisdom in this record to leave it so :

let us not go beyond that word, and enforce

upon it the certainty either of his eternal dam-
nation, or of his final restoration.*

Verse 26. Between us and you—a sudden
multiplication of persons on both sides: "Look
around thee once more, after having looked

afar off; thou hast also a fellowship of thine

own, even as we are in fellowship here. And
if I myself would come to thee or to you, we
cannot 1" A x^aua u^7a

i

" great gulf," between
the blessed and the miserable, even in the in-

terim condition of Hades is fixed, which cannot

be overleaped, either by presumption on the

one hand or S3^mpathy on the other; that is,

obviously a yawning, profound, bridgeless in-

terval of separation. To see and to speak to

one another over this profound, remains possi-

ble ; but while there is this wide latitude among
the disembodied hosts, all diapaivetv and diane-

pdv or passage is forbidden

—

bnug (if) dvvuvrai,

"so that they cannot." Thus the interval be-

tween Gehenna and Paradise is not, as in the

later Jewish fable, merely a hand-breadth

(Eisenmenger, ii. 315) ; but there is a x^aua i

chasm, which is generally the signature of the

tottoc or locality for the disembodied souls, in

its vast extent and limitless desolation
;
just as

the heathen speak, using the same expression,

of their Hades (see, in Grotius, Hesiod, Theogon.

v. 740) naming the xaaua ueya. Not as if the

power of God was unable to fill up even this

xda/xa ; but it is not in the power of the deXovrec,

or those wishing, to pass from the one side to

the other ; the mere willing of " we" or of
"* you" cannot avail against the fixed necessity

of the vi)v 6i, " but now," which makes the

gulllt One, indeed, as we now know, having
risen from the dead, passed over this gulf when

* [Rather the whole tenor of the parable, and
especially the impassable gulf, ver. 26, renders it

clear that the rich man's present torments are but
the prelude to eternal pains.

—

Am. Ed.]

\ Neither wandeln in a visit, nor hinuberfahren in

perpetuity—as the German text would intimate

:

but the original merely strengthens the fiiafiaiveiv

by introducing the nipav into the second verb.

Moreover (as Kbuig critically remarks) the notions

he descended into hell, and preached to the
dead : his mercy opened a new way. And
while the gulf between the believing and the
unbelieving upon earth is just as great the re-

pentance of the heretofore unbeliever makes a
bridge over it; and to this Abraham at the same
time directs his remembrance—There was once
no impassable x^aua between Lazarus and thee.

Hadst thou then gone over to him, in lifting up
him out of his misery to thyself!*

That he himself is now tormented he has well
known by sad experience from the beginning:
nor is he ignorant of the interposed gulf of
which he is reminded, since he could not
emerge from the flame ; and he therefore asked
that one should come to him for the mitigation

of his woe. His conscience did not permit him
even to think of asking for an entire deliver-

ance from it: with all his sense of guilt, he

could not pray in penitence ; and in this we may
discern the inward ground of the real per-

manence of that external gulf. He now resigns

himself (half-proudly) to the declaration

—

u Thou
art tormented," and this is all at present! But
a glance upon his fellowship around awakens a

new thought within him ; one which is good in

itself, but which, however, he turns to evil by
appending it to something which is not good.

Verses 27, 28. The undertone of this second,

and apparently unselfish request, is in reality a
murmuring objection tending to self-justifica-

tion, which emboldened by Abraham's words,
he now ventures indirectly to urge, preparatorily

to the bold nay Avhich is confidently thrown
out in ver. 30. " Had I but rightly known

;

had I had sufficient testimony that such a place

of torment as this, in all its frightful actuality,

existed for all who repent not!" "If it is

hopeless for me, yet would I pray thee, father,

for my brethren, also thy sons—this will be a

more acceptable request to thy graciousness."

He has the clearest consciousness of all that he

has left behind in the upper world; he has a

perfect remembrance of his growing up, and
his brothers in his father's house (he names
Abraham father only, without this personal ap-

propriation)
;
but he neither knows nor names

that third and only true " Father" (chap. xv.

18-20). Muralt, with an otherwise admirably

profound penetration into the spirit of the

entire parable, has very incorrectly understood

this individual point ; for he supposes that the

rich man is here speaking of God, as their

common Father, and of his people or family

upon the earth : this is so unnatural and alien to

the narrative as to need no refutation. The
father whom he mentions is his natural father,

of above and below are not made prominent, Kara

is not substituted for did ; for both places are in the

lower world.
* The iGTTjpiKTai holds good for the vvv, now

commencing, and not soon to end, but eic del is not

added. This expression alone, consequently, dues

not, (as Alford says), preclude the supposition that

the supplication which followed was the commence-
ment of a better mind; though there are other

reasons which oppose it.
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in the same sense as the brethren : and it is all

but plainly stated that he no longer lived, when
he goes on to say—I have five brethren ; for

this means—I have yet (in life, as the soul can-

not cease to think according to its habituated

manner)—consequently, a father no longer

living. Alas, for this father I Where is he
now, on this side or on that? Possibly he was
happy, and his degenerate son must now re-

member him with new anguish ; he has for-

gotten to seek for him in Sheol till this moment.
Why does he not forthwith ask—Send me/
that I may most fervently and earnestly warn
them, as a brother his brethren ? In part, be-

cause he dare not think of this on account of

the conclusion, av tie ddvvdaai, " and thou art

tormented" ; in part, because he has no desire

for the yet greater torment of recognition, nor
for that short respite, after which the return

into his woful confinement would be all the

more horrible. But it was with Lazarus that

he began his former request, and he adheres to

Lazarus still : a preacher to his distinguished

brethren who would not have been in old time

honorable enough ; but coming from the dead
would invest him with ample dignity, and in-

sure him profound respect. Our feeling revolts

against the latent vilipendere (disesteem) which
has been discerned here, as if he should say

—

" He who is least among you may surely for-

sake his high consolation for a while in order to

prevent others from falling into torment." We
suppose that as Abraham had said nothing

about a gulf between the under and upper
worlds, the petitioner thought nothing would
stand in the way of his being sent thither.

" And although that might not depend upon the

will of those who wished it, and not all who
would go can, yet thou, the Prince of the house,

and the receiver of the guests at thy table, hast

surely the prerogative to send him. That he
may testify to them ; that is, not simply that he
may give them intelligence of that which they

have heard of already, even as I did ; but that

he may enforce it, and urgently warn them

—

Believe my testimony, there is awful justice in

Hades, the ' legends about hell' have their

tremendous truth I" ye soft and sentimental

preachers, discharge as sent of God the mission

upon which Lazarus was not sent; keep not

silence concerning hell and destruction, but tes-

tify with becoming earnestness to the earnest

realities of that other Avorld !

As it regards the five brethren, it is well-

known that many are disposed to find an allu-

sion here to the five sons of Annas whom
Josephus mentions (Antia. xx. 9, 1) ;

in which
case the man in hell might be Caiaphas, the son-

in-law of Annas, and therefore the brother of

the five. Thus they regard the historical char-

acter of the parable as ascertained, and account

for the mention of the name of Lazarus—

a

most perverse idea! How utterly unlike the

constant dignity of our Lord's teaching, would
be all such offensive personality as this ! and
even apart from that, how marvellous would it

be that the Lord should record the doom of

Caiaphas in hell during his life-time, and include

his whole story in the vague introductory

phrase (uvdpunoc; 6e tic »/" nhovatoc) ! Finally,

the death of Caiaphas did not take place before

the death, descent into Hades, and resurrection

of the Redeemer, and ver. 31 therefore refutes

the idea: besides which, it was impossible that

our Lord should describe the guilt of Caiaphas

as consisting in this, that he had been a sensual

man, and that—he had not heard Moses and
the Prophets. Consequently the number here

is only symbolically significant as in chap. xv.

4, 8, 11. The five with the one are together

six, over against whom as the seventh Lazarus

stands in many respects. This Lazarus, con-

sequently, is not a historical person : at most
his name is chosen with some such additional

allusion as ver. 31 may disclose. The brethren

of the rich man are at the same time his true

brethren in affinity of disposition and manner
of life; so that the preacher may point his ap-

plication and say—He has yet many brethren

more ; Oh hear, hear, all ye whose consciences

tell you that you are they

!

As it regards the good will of the dead man,
that his brothers might not through a sinful im-

penitent death come into the place where he

now is, appearances are deceitful now as

they were upon earth. At furthest, we could

only detect in it some natural feeling, a certain

carnal family-love to the brothers of his own
dear self; such, moreover, as would have no
value before God, and avail not for himself.

They who are disposed to go further, would say

with Miiralt :
" Love belongs to his natural

character; and this circumstance makes it plain

to us, that the whole is a representation of a

meritorious, and not thoroughly wicked, kind of

man." But we think that this goes much too far

:

it is too much to attribute even that softness of

good-nature, which would not have others

suffer, to a man who could let Lazarus lie

suffering before his eyes; and assuredly he

knows nothing now of God and God's mercy,

of genuine Divine love. Or might this egoist,

in the process of his discipline of torment, have

learned some little sympathy with others (al-

though, in the first beginning of it, he might

not even have looked round to see if others

were there with himself)? Thus Olshausen

thinks that " in this prayer there is clearly ex-

pressed a loving remembrance of his brethren,

as well as the germ of faith in the compassion-

ate love of God," and not merely as now aris-

ing, but as " still remaining in his soul." We
doubt whether this is the obvious meaning of

the parabolical exhibition in our Lord's inten-

tion ; and agree with the Berlenb. Bibel (which

indeed restores him in the end), that his coo •

tinued petitioning, instead of reflecting upon
the "but thou!" which had sounded in his ears,

indicate only "the perfect unrest and confusion

of the condemned man, wherein he is ever seek-

ing something which he never finds, revolving

like a wheel in the torment of his self-will, tor-

turing and consuming himself." If it was with

a view to apologise for himself that he offered

the second request, its meaning cannot be press-

ed beyond a desire to lighten his own misery

;
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for if selfishness had brought him into this tor-

ment, we can hardly suppose that the begin-

ning of this fire would melt it away. The
brethren (whom his influence or example had
helped to lead astray) will only increase his

torments by their reproaches; or, by their

fellowship, aggravate the frightful contrast with
their former reckless fellowship in the merri-
ment of life: for here that saying does not
hold good—" Solamen miseris socios habuisse
malorum" (It is a consolation to the wretched
to have companions in their ills

—" Misery
loves company"). This his selfish and prudent
prevision is well aware of; and in thus in-

terpreting his thought, we do him only justice,

giving him neither too much nor too little.

Verse 29. Abraham in his discreet dignity,

does not repeat his gracious rinvov, " son" ; as
the bold and urgent petitioner had repeated his

71-arep, "father." He points the too forward or
rather too backward applicant to the already
sufficient revelations and means of grace : that
is, of course, to those pre-revelations and pre-
parations for the gospel which were mentioned
in ver. 16; for this history must be placed in a
time previous to its full establishment. Thus
does the parable significantly revolve round
again intc the former condemnation of the im-
penitent and unbelieving Pharisees: but as
their (Ha&odcu, " pressing" against the kingdom
remains unmentioned, it is perfectly free from
any tone which might hinder its influence upon
its first hearers, the enemies of the Lord Jesus

;

and it fastens conviction all the more firmly
and deeply in their consciences, inasmuch as the
cause and the guilt of their last unbelief in his
gospel is traced up to an unbelief of earlier
origin, and in an earlier object. Abraham
speaks as Jesus speaks elsewhere, John v. 39,
45-47, comp. Isa. xxxiv. 16. He places by his
instant Zxovoi, " they have," persons whom the
petitioner very well knows, in opposition to the
person whom he asks for :

" They have (in a much
stronger sense than that in which thou sayest

—

I have five brethren)—they have had hitherto,
and still have, without the additional testimony
of one returning from the dead, valid witnesses
enough. Not only have they the law and the
prophets in the Scriptures so denominated, but
with them they have Moses and all the Prophets
themselves (who are now here with me), as
much as if they were personally living in their
midst. For, in their spiritual heritage and use,
a witness to the truth continues ever to live,

although he be dead : thus Moses no less than
all the Prophets is a forerunner in the faith
(Heb. xi. 24-27), a preacher of life after death
(Luke xx. 37). Let them hear these ; for faith
cometh of the voluntary hearing and acceptance
of testimony, and is not the result of seeing
manifestations, visions, signs, and wonders.
But no man is constrained to believe ; for, en-
forced repentance is no repentance, faith such
as that of the trembling devils is not the faith
which renews the fallen nature of man."
Should not a people seek unto their God ?

Should they ask for the living of the dead ?

(Moses and the Prophets are the living unto

God.) Wherefore, to the law and to the tes-
timony! According to this word, in which
there is no wizard deception and no delusion
of spirits (as in questioning the dead there may
be), Isa. viii. 19, 20.* This testimony is suf-

ficient, the wisdom of God is equally displayed
in refusing and concealing as in the more
abounding revelations. In regard to his

Israel, the children of Abraham, the extant
revelations of that time was sufficient for

the degree of blessedness to be obtained at

that time (Abraham's bosom); certainly suf-

ficient for the avoidance of torment. Thus the
dogma of the practical sufficiency of the word
of G-od is taught by him who himself before

Moses and the Prophets received the simple
word of the Almighty in order to his walking
before him in perfectness. As it respects the
poor heathen, it remains certain that they have
no such word, no preachers and witnesses : and
for them the request has its force : send unto
them—not messengers from Hades, but am-
bassadors of the kingdom of heaven (Rom. x. 14,

15). Yea, even with regard to the blinded Jews,
we can scarcely say now what held good then
— that they have Moses and the Prophets; so
far as the being able to hear them goes. Where
we can suppose them now to hear Moses and
the Prophets, they would be sufficient in this

day as of old to lead them to repentance and
faith, yea, to lead them now to Christ,f
Verse 30. Excited rather than humbled by

the protest and reproof which he received

(uKovauTu>aav, "let them hear," that is, at the

same time—Thou also mightest and shouldst

have heard !) he becomes more bold and con-
fident, and his parching tongue throws the

oixi, " nay," of his contradiction over the gulf,

into father Abraham's face. Very likely he
had many times in his life upon earth proudly
and contemptuously arrogated to himself
" Moses and the Prophets whom we Pharisees

hear 1" though without ever actually hearing

them. Hence he has become so infatuated

that he will not rightly receive instruction even
now. As the works of the blessed dead follow

them, so follow this man his ignorance of the

way of salvation, his neglect and practical con-

tempt of the extant word, his self-will and self-

vindication, his pertinacious demand of signs

and wonders from the mighty hand of God. In
his folly he thinks, like many others, that God
might regard it as necessary to preach with

other lips, and to use other extraordinary and
fearful means independent of his own wise

* See the true interpretation of the original text

in my l
'Jesaias, nicht Pseudu-Ksaias, p. 239.

\ Alfbrd's well-meant observation seems to us

unfounded: "This verse furnishes a weighty tes-

timony from the Lord himself of the sufficiency

then of the Old-Testament Scriptures for the salva-

tion of the Jews. It is not so now." The difference

does not lie in a less sufficiency of the Revelation,

but in its more clouded and darkened possession.

Even now every genuine Israelite becomes a
Christian, when Christ presents himself—or without
that attains to salvation in Israel's faith. Christ

sees him under his fig-tree, Lefore Philip calls hini.
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ordinance, as if man were not free in order to

a free faith ; and without understanding that a

mightier power than that which the grace of

God applies, might be much more likely to

quench the smoking flax altogether. " If one

went unto them from the dead—even though it

were not Lazarus: this is the last and lowered

petition which scarcely seems to ask at all, but

rather goes on with the self-indicating general

assertion—" then would they (properly—will

thej7
) repent! without it assuredly not any

more than myself, who had not that extraord-

inary call." Here mark how he takes it for

granted, though on grounds only within him-
self, that for him it is altogether too late; and
how he utters his own condemnation with his

own lips—even when in the very act of justify-

ing himself and charging God with neglect

—

making mention of that little word which but

seldom in earlier times, and when it would have
availed, had passed his lips. He has not been
altogether ignorant; thus much at least he has

heard, though not with obedience, that all de-

pended upon repentance ; and he is constrained

to utter this now from the depths of his heart.

If thou didst know that, why didst thou not

repent? No one comes into torment without

having more than once or twice received, both

from without and within, the exhortation to

repentance (Job xxxiii. 14-18). Repentance—
that is quite correctly the sum of the law and
the prophets, but only the first part or the half

of it ; hence Abraham, not as the " representa-

tive of the law" (according to Olshausen), but,

as the father of believers, and representative of

the Promise, which was before the law, supple-

ments and completes it by pointing to faith.

Verse 31. He does not indeed say, in the

transcendency meek answer which he gives

the bold man, the great word •moTeimovm, they

will believe, itself, but neiad/'/aovrat., " they will be
persuaded," which, however, is essentially the

same. This latter does not designate, as it

might seem, any persuasion to be effected by
the appearance of the dead (which would, of

itself, do no good), but it means an actual in-

ternal principle and living commencement of all

true faith in the whole united testimony of

Moses and the Prophets—the yielding to and
accepting their testimony as a truth which is to

be obeyed. The five brethren glory in being be-

lievers, but their so-called nioreveiv or believing

is by no means a neiadr/Pat or persuasion, it has

never sprung from or deepened into a ireiGeadat.

or being persuaded
;
just as their already con-

demned brother had been an " orthodox" Jew,
and yet had never believed. Conscience cries

loudly in us all, as even in all the heathen—

.

Repent! But when the word of revelation

solicits and corroborates this cry of the con-

science, it adds the great and preeminent ex-

hortation of its preaching—Believe in him who,
nevertheless, as thy God, is merciful, and gra-

ciously speaks with thee, O sinner! The will-

ingness to repent becomes then the ear for the

right and perfect hearing of this word. Thus,

father Abraham himself, whose teaching the

rich man possessed through the history of

Moses, had borne witness against his folly upon
earth by that "faith which was reckoned unto

him for righteousness ;" and all these things,

never altogether unknown to him, would he

wakened into vivid remembrance by the fiv//-

adrjTL, "remember," which the tormenting flame

suggested. This conversation with Abraham,
however, is not to be regarded as bearing only

this signification : it is also a parabolical vehicle

for the representation of an influence of the

divine word which continues even in that

world, of the preaching of the blessed to the

miserable over the gulf, about the procedure of

which we have no adequate conception. Hence
we must simply regard the colloquy as being,

what it essentially is, the communication and
explanation of solemn truth.

The most weighty final declaration, beyond
which the conversation could go no further, is

to the effect—that even repentance in itself is

not sufficient. As at first repentance itself only

proceeds from a faith in the severity and truth

of the law, so again does it lead to a faith in

the promise of grace to which the Prophets

especially bear witness, and becomes in the

time of fulfilment a repentance for the king-

dom of heaven's sake (Mark i. 15), according

to the word of John and of Christ. But both

hang inseparably together ; there is the strictest,

connection between the preparatory word and

that which brings its consummation, between
the previous and the subsequent faith, between
the ancient testimony and the new super-

abounding wonders. If they hear not the first,

neither will they be convinced of the last, and

be brought to true faith. " The true suscepti-

bility for the acceptance of the witnesses of

the resurrection must be mediated and pro-

duced by a true fidelity in the school of Moses
and the Prophets" (Lange). The warning pre-

diction of a refusal to believe is true in far the

greater number of cases: properly speaking, it

is always true, for the apparent exceptions, as

in the case of those who were murderers at,

the Crucifixion and believers at the Pentecost,

are to be explained by the assumption that in

them there was, nevertheless, a preparatory

hearing which was not found in the case of

others. To those who have not believed the

ancient wonders and the ancient words, the

new, greatest, and most impressive miracles

and words are vain ; they who have neglected

the right Beginning in Cod's alphabet will

never come to understand the End, unless they

are taught by that end to recommence with its

first letter.
*"

If thy five brethren are stronger

spirits than Moses and the Prophets, they will

most assuredly not believe one of the dead ; a

phantom from the realm of shadows would

assuredly bear but shadowy authority for peo-

ple, whose souls have more tongue than reflect-

ing reason" (Kleuker). We would rather say

—more tongue than ear! Tyre and Sidon

might believe if they received signs and won-
ders ; for they have not yet disordered and be-

clouded their spiritual apprehension by unbelief

in a preparatory word : they have not, through

persistent opposition to the truth, through ever
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learning but never coming to the knowledge of

it, rendered themselves unapt to faith, like

Jannes and Jambres in Egypt, where Moses

himself was in person (2 Tim. iii. 7, 8). The
word itself comes out of the other world speak-

ing of the state beyond ; and God's living ones

in the scriptures live it and speak it, and speak

with far more emphasis and force than if a

spirit visited us from Hades. This parable

which we here have, is a most impressive reve-

lation of a spirit: Lazarus is continuously sent

in it to us, serving with his sores to point the

world through successive ages to the way of

eternal consolation ; and has been the means of

founding many a Lazaretto, monuments of

honor to his own name.
For the rest, Luther's marginal gloss is quite

unsound :
" Here we are forbidden to believe

hobgoblins and appearances of the dead"—for

the text does no more than prophecy ov6l

neiadr/aovrai, "neither will they be persuaded,"

assuming this neiodF/vai, or persuasion, to be

something good in itself, but by no means de-

claring the appearance of a departed spirit to

be impossible, or an occurrence th;tt never took

place. There is, as we have said, no gulf be-

tween the earth and Hades, only the conceal-

ment of a veil.* But inasmuch as we all have
assurance enough in the Word concerning the

condition of the dead (though not specific

charts of their domains, or answers which may
gratify curiosity as to how they may employ
their tongues and fingers there), nothing more
copious or precise would avail to supply the

deficiency of man's repentance. It may, in-

deed, appear to be otherwise in the case of

some of our own times, for whom magnetism

and spiritual noises may appear to have paved

the way to faith ; but that could have been only

a corroboration of the word in which they were
not altogether disbelievers, and Abraham's pre-

cise and solemn utterance remains unaffected

in its simple truth. Did Saul repent, when
Samuel, coming from the dead preached to him
the same truth which he had preached to him
when living? Have all, or indeed many, of

those believed, who have verily persuaded

themselves that they have seen such appari-

tions? What avails, then, "second sight" to

those dissolute men of shattered nerves, to

whom ordinarily such things occur?

Finally, let it be observed that Abraham in

the Lav riq Ik vexpuv, " if one from the dead,"

actually admits the kbv rig or possibility of the

request;! but even goes beyond inasmuch

* Of which even the poet can say, " Leicht

aufzuritzen ist das Reich der Geister, Sie liegen

wartend unter diinner Decke," etc. (Easily entered

is the realm of Shades, and thin the veil which
hides them from our view.)

f And not as Schiller's bold saying represents,
" Sechstausend Jahre hat der Tod geschwiegen

:

Kam je eiu Leichnam aus der Gruft gestiegen, Der
Meldung that von der Vergelterin ?" (Six thou-

sand years hath death deep silence kept: Came
e'er one back from out the deep abyss, To tell of

doom?)

as eK venpCiv avaorfj, " rose from the dead," 13

something very different from, and greater than,

an apparitional manifestation <1ko veKpuv or from
the grave. God wiU even do that, the required

sign of Jonah will be given—and to those who
have been hitherto unbelieving, it will be given

in vain. In this last r/f, " one," there lies an
intimation which to many of his hearers was
even then intelligible, carrying back this entire

connected discourse to its beginning again, and
revealing that it was the oiroc, "this," of chap.

xv. 2, by them rejected and scorned, who
should rise from the dead. Even before this an
actual Lazarus rose out of his four days' grave

before their very eyes; the name might have

been selected, doubtless, with reference to that

event,* but the main and most important refer-

ence is to Christ himself. Not as if Lazarus

here, poor and afflicted, was intended to be a

type of Christ, who had not where to lay his

head (according to Vitringa, to whose fancy the

sores of Lazarus are the blasphemies and sins

of men which he bore ; the death of the rich

man, the downfall of the Jewish polity; the

request for the sending, the vain desire of a

Messiah ; the five brethren, the Babylonish

Jews; the licking of the dogs, the conversion

of the Gentiles) ; but we shall see presently at

the close whom he exhibits as the contrast of

the rich man, and may observe now thus much,
that Abraham's rfc or one does omit the person

of Lazarus, as he had already fulfilled the re-

quest. Suffice it that a resurrection from the dead

did take place and Avas amply attested, but yet

they believed not (see John xi. 53, xii. 9, 10

;

Matt, xxviii. 11-14); nor was Herod the Sad-

ducee transformed by it into an orthodox Phar-

isee. Therefore the Lord did not appear, when
he had risen, to all this people : that would

have been still less helpful to their faith than

the testimony of his resurrection preached to

them.t

This Resurrection of Jesus is not a naked

argument of immortality in the sense of the

Rationalists: that truth needed not such a de-

monstration, and the rising again of this sol-

itary virtuous Jewish Jesus, seen only by few,

would have been but a slender proof; but the

manifestation of this Only one before and after

his death has its deep root, both as a power

* This would, however, require a better foun-

dation than Wicseler's, who {Ckrunohg. Synops. p.

322) derives it from the circumstance thai just at

that time the death of him of Bethany had excited

these feelings. We confess, for our own part, that

we cannot sympathise with such an illusion.

f The unbelief of some people is incurable.

"It might have occurred to them, even after death, to

endeavor to persuade themselves that there was no

continuance of life, no Hades, no resurrect ion
;
as

in dreams men hold long conversations, which have

no meaning, and exhaust themselves iu disputa-

tions to which a turn in the bed puts a happy end.

"We read in Swedenborg. that many of the sep-

arate spirits imagine that they are still in life; and

refuse to believe that there are spirits and another

world around them" (Blatter aus Prevorst, iii. 117).
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and a doctrine in the word of prophecy, torn

asunder from which and regarded alone, it

loses its significance to the unbeliever in that

word. (Comp. Von Meyer's Jiibeldeutungen, p.

149.) This is once more plainly attested in our

parable, as it is attested by the fulfilment in

fact of its ovfi'e ireiodf/oovrai, "neither will they

be persuaded," down to our own day.

The superabounding grace of Q-od even to-

wards the dead, corresponding to the raising

up of Jesus for the living; the highest and
deepest love of the Son which led him to de-

scend into Hades to the tormented, to make
himself known even to them

; the descent of

Christ into hell; constitute a subject of en-

grossing interest, kept here entirely in the back-

ground, but which forces itself nevertheless

upon our thoughts. The Living came there to

the dead, as here in the upper world the Dead
came to the living. But will they who sometime
believed not, when the long-suffering of God
waited (1 Pet. iii. 20), believe when the Living

preaches to them in the realm of the dead '!

This is the great question. The preaching is re-

corded, but not their believing in it; thus in this

parable, as throughout the entire Scripture, the

voice of warning closes all and leaves its echo

in our ears.

Have we now fully expounded and sufficient-

ly explained this parable ? As a history which
goes into Hades, using a figurative vehicle for

the representation of man's condition there,

assuredly we have ; but the parable is not yet

fully exhausted, for the first act of it upon earth

requires its interpretation. In Luke we find

these three parables united, which seem to be
histories and yet are not such. If the good
Samaritan has a further and higher allusion,

and the figures of the Pharisee and Publican in

the temple signify more than the mere delinea-

tion of two then existing types and historical

examples; most certainly in this parable we
should not hunt ourselves to the mere integu-

ment, and, following the common current of ex-
position, regard it as preaching only about the

externally rich and poor in this world. It is

altogether inadmissible to make the rich man
(as Schleiermacher does) " a representative of

the house of Herod ;" we have discerned in him
from the very beginning a Pharisee, whose as-

sumed prerogative over the Publicans it was
preeminently to hear Moses and the Prophets.

Put we fall very far short of its meaning if we
restrict the parable to that allusion; and forget

that it lias a deeper application to us Christians,

especially in its internal significance. Von
Crcrlaeh reminds us that these parables were
pointed at the Pharisees, as it were throwjh the

p°rsons of the disciples; but we are reminded
again most emphatically that they were direct-

ed also through the Pharisees to all his dis-

ciples. For eh, xvi. 1 holds good of all our

Lord's discourses. We have intimated our

view from the outset, as Bengel aptly and con-

cisely expresses it on ver. 19 :
" Dives, exem-

plar Pharisaeorum ;
Lazarus exemplar pauperum

spiritu' (the rich man is a sample of the Phar-

isees, Lazarus of the poor in spirit). But the

Pharisees are of various kinds and aspects

;

and are themselves again to be regarded as a

symbolical type, going beyond and yet resting

upon, the specialties of their relation at that

time to the word at that time spoken : just as

we learn on another occasion, ch. xviii. 10. We
have nowhere found so profound and clear an
application of this parable as that given by the

repeatedly quoted Miiralt, whose work, Uin-
stinct divin recommende aux hommes, (Divine

instinct recommended to men), Von Meyer lias

translated (in the Bl. f. hoh. Wahrh. vi.).* We
may therefore do well to hear him. " This

enigma of the buried rich man, unrightly

termed wicked, and of Lazarus covered with

sores and with contempt, is well worth the at-

tentive notice of all whom we too readily term
worthy and estimable people ; it is especially in-

j

tended for them. The external riches are a

figure of the internal ; and the sores, by which
the body is purified, signify something analo-

gous in regard to the soul. The most sensible men
mistake their friends in this condition, and con-
demn them instead of comforting them." It is

so, alas! and the sad and "specious bye-path

of merit," the subtle trust in the excellence and
holiness of these their spiritual treasures, is so

deceitful, that many in this condition go astray,

and mistake even themselves. For it is not the

common Pharisee alone who is pointed out and
warned in this parable, but those who are most
eminent also; not only those who luxuriate in

art, science, and learning, but also even the

proud sitters in our most holy Christian sanc-

tuary. How many a follower of Menken or in

its worse form Col'lenbuschian (this will be un-

derstood in Wupperthal, and, it may be, else-

where), clothes himself seli'-sufficiently in such

priestly and royal attire, looking down upon the

poor around who can go no higher than pray

for—the forgiveness of sins ! In how many a

priest, with or without office, breaks out the

Pope which, as Luther says, is latent in every

man ! How many a man has so far declined in

his "consecration," that he can only now enjoy

himself at his own rich table, and laud his own
good^ things to his wondering guests with the

most abundant variations of the cherished

prayer—"God I thank thee," etc.; forgetting

the miserable at his gate, as well as his own
wretchedness ! Such people have repented

once, and therefore they are Abraham's chil-

dren. But they have gradually come to neglect

"daily repentance and contrition," till the com-
plete old man emerges out of their regenerate

s:ate oncj more, and now—acts his pride in the

garment of a Christian ! They have indeed

whatever may be had, Moses and the Prophets

* The author possesses, as a rarity, the profound

psychological treatise of that writer, quoted by

Meyer

—

Ltttres sur les Anglois et les Francois.
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together with Christ and his Apostles, and the

Apocalypse which reveals all that may be re-

vealed ; but they hear no longer what these say,

because they deem themselves already so well

furnished with everything good. Happy that

sinner whose sores break out for his spiritual

healing: thrice happy would that proud and

rich sinner be if he could become in time a

poor Lazarus in God's sight, before his rich gar-

ments are torn off and his full table disfnrnished

for ever! Woe to the converted publican and
sinner, if the poison still remaining should

break out in the disease of spiritual pride, and
he, too, should become a rich man, himself such

a Pharisee as those who once despised him !*

These are the voices with which this inexhaust-

ible parable cries out from both its opposite sides,

for the warning of Christendom : may its ex-

positors and. preachers find a better hearing for

them than they have done hitherto! It cries

on both sides : for, as the unjust steward is first

of all exhibited to the Publican-disciples, and
yet may be regarded as full of keen application

to the Pharisees ; so this figurative rich man,
though most immediately a mirror for the Phar-
isees, is full of warning also for the Publicans.

If Peter, as the prince of the Apostles, accord-

ing to the meaning of his successors, had re-

garded the " hundred-fold houses and lands"

responding to his " what shall I have there-

fore ?" as a spoil which he might prematurely
acquire in this world and not in the world to
come, thus perverting the servus servorum into a
title of lordship—he might indeed have been the
incarnate Pope of this parable ; for the papacy is

the colossal historical collective-exhibition of
the transformation of the poor Christian into
the rich Pharisee. As the parable of the stew-
ard had obviously for its first intention to warn
the converted Publicans against a second pun-
ishment ensuing upon unfaithful administration
of worldly good ; so this last parable subordi-

nate^ shows them, at the same time, this second
punishment as the result of a greater unright-

eousness, of unfaithfulness in much: if the true

riches entrusted to them must be taken away
again as another man's—all, that is, which they
havehut do not rightly use. This is the consum-
mation of that which is hinted at in the prodigal

son's well-meant offering of himself to hired

service ; he exhibited in that a germ of danger
which grace must take away, or he would be-
come again a proud fulfiller of the law in his

father's house. Wherefore, ye disciples, when
the Lord speaks to the Pharisees, take good
heed yourselves lest ye also condemn them
without thinking of the application of his words
to yourselves—for so doing ye would become
such as those Pharisees yourselves

!

THE TRUE FAITH WHICH OVERCOMES OFFENCES.

(Luke xvii. 1-10 [Matt, xviii. 0, 7, 15, 21, 22, xvn. 20].)

Whether the connection of this with what
precedes rests upon historical sequence, or is the

result of the Evangelist's selection and arrange-

ment, cannot by us be satisfactorily determined

;

yet Trpbc tovc /uaOrjTuc, " to his disciples," appears

to intimate that it is to be read and understood

in direct union with what has just occurred,

while the brief sine d£, "and he said," without

nai, " also," or any other definite note, simply

says—On another occasion, a little later. The
article in ru anuvdala, ''[the] offences," seems
to presuppose something out of which the ques-

tion of offence suddenly springs into our Lord's

discourse ; but this may itself be explained

variously : either as referring to some offence

which had arisen from previous discourses, of

which those which we have heard were made
prominent; or as having been occasioned by

* Compare also Matthes "Weyer's ingenious and
pregnant oral sayings, which touch the heart of

true Christianity (published by Kanne, Nurab.
1817). There we find

—

"In the spiritual carnal

life a man lives in honor and joy, and is clothed in

purple, like the rich man. Dying to this higher

life of carnality, he becomes poor, hungry, full of

sores, sorrow, and tribulation, like the wretched
Lazarus."

some specific occurrence which, in a time of

such general stumbling, and surrounded by
such men as our Lord then saw around him-

self, was constantly liable to take place; or, as

the simple emphasis of the expression renders

most probable, the reference is to those well-

known anuvdala which, alas ! were certain to

come, which would everywhere be found in the

path of his servants, and of which, therefore,

he must speak in such absolute terms. It was
doubtless in the design of the Evangelist, as

being his own first view, that we should regard

the offences here alluded to as exemplified in

the murmuring and mocking Pharisees, who
would keep back others from that way of pen-

itence and faith which they would not enter

themselves; just as the rich man in the parable

had been a misleader of his brethren (comp.

Matt, xxiii. 13 with Luke xvi. 16). Here we
may apply the principle which J. Von Miilier

lays down for all similar cases
—"Even if the

Lord had uttered these words in another con-

nection, it was doubtless his intention thai

they should descend to us in this connection

too."* But we cannot agree with him in d«*-

* Indeed, it is further his will that we should

not merely thus take them, but that we should pre-
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clining to apply this to ver. 1, while he asserts

it of ver. 5; nor can we think for a moment
that the Apostles' prayer for the strengthening

of faith was an unconnected fragment inserted

here without any specific relation to the con-

text. The Km, " and," of itself, ver. 5, most
manifestly indicates such a connection with

the preceding subject. Did the Lord de-

sign by his words, vers. 1-4. to bring to

their consciousness the necessity of a strong,

patient, benevolent faith, in order to the over-

coming of the evil world, and the amend-
ment of erring brethren? If this discourse

followed close upon the former parable, the close

of which had pointed so strongly to faith, as-

suredly he did ; and in any case we are always
justified in regarding our Lord as constantly

aiming, in all that he said, at the increase of his

disciples' faith. We may easily apprehend that

the Apostles would so interpret his lesson, and
be led by their Master's high requirements to

that internal principle without which they could

not be met ; even though they did not revert

to father Abraham's injunction—whose tteWe-

o6ai, or " being persuaded," indeed, had an en-

tirely different reference, that is, to the saving

of their own souls.

Enough : we embrace the contents of the

entire colloquy, ver. 1-10, under the one gen-

eral superscription

—

Of the true faith which

overcomes offences. The Lord proceeds first to

speak of the offences ; asserting both that they

are in themselves inevitable in this evil world

;

and further, that the solemn, judicial Woe does

not the less on that account rest upon that man,
by whom they come, ver. 1, 2. He then goes

on to speak of truth and love as the only means
of overcoming these offences, by and among
his own disciples, vers. 3, 4. The general warn-
ing, Take heed to yourselves ! which is uttered

to all who were his disciples, is followed by
the specific injunction of truth in the rebuking of

sin, and of love in its forgiveness: and this lat-

ter being the more difficult, is again and more
definitely enforced as an indispensable duty in

ver. 4. When the Apostles answer him by
that appropriate petition, which touched the

very vitals of the question, he further speaks, as

the connection will make evident, of that true

faith, in the third place, which can alone give

birth to such truth and love, in the endurance

and forgiveness of evil. Faith in itself lays

hold, generally, of the omnipotence of God in

order to the victory over offences, makes that

possible in God's power, which is humanly im-

possible
;
and even a little true faith, if it be

consciously ami courageously exerted in the

matter, is sufficient to that end, ver. G. But—
and this is the subtle, much misapprehended

turn given to the whole discourse*—inasmuch

as it does not avail only to pluck up external

trees, which ofttimes simply adds to the offence,

but to obviate and prevent sin in its root, there-

fore the true faith which in this overcomes is as

diffident as it is confident, as humble as it is

bold, perceiving and realising both the real need
of the world and its own undeservingness, yea,

its own absolute worthlessness independent of

the grace of God, by which everything good is

effected.* This is the profound meaning and
connection of the parahle concerning the labor-

ing servant, to whom in strict justice neither

thanks nor reward is due for the performance
of his bounden duty. In the application, ver.

10, the uxpeloi, "unprofitable," carries the argu-

ment further than the limits of the parable

itself; for we in the sight of God are without
power and worth of our own, in a much more
unconditional and absolute sense than can be
predicated of any servant in relation to his

master.

ceed from the exemplification then given, to the

general truth and its application to ourselves.

* Julius Midler, with many others, denies any
connection whatever. On the other hand, C. 11.

Rieger traces it incorrectly: The Lord gives it to be

understood that many seek a gift which they have

not yet humility enough to receive and worthily to

Verses 1, 2. (See on Matt, xviii. 6, 7.)

'AvevdenTov, " impossible," is like ovk evde.xerai,

ch. xiii. 33. " It is not otherwise to be ex-

pected ;" not merely (as Richter and Lange say),

it is to be asumed, presupposed ; but the kv of

the expression points to the thing itself and its

persistency ; ivaexeTai has an impersonal signi-

fication

—

res ita admittit, it may be ; hence
ivSexufievoc is just equivalent to being possible,

admissible, feasible. In harmony with this, let

not that deeper signification be overlooked:

The destruction of the world—its offences being

at once, by power, and without endeavor for

its amendment, punished— is incompatible with

the wisdom and love of God. (On the prob-

ably spurious rov, see Winer, Gramm. § 45, 4.)

Happy is he, therefore, who does not take

offence at the long-suffering and patience of

the Saviour of the world, and who does not
himself increase the sum of the offences which
are, alasl inevitable. Woe also, at the same
time, to every individual offender in his own
guilt ! And 6C ov,

u by whom," obviously Big-

use. That would be such an absolute and per-

emptory refusal of the well-intended and laudable

petition of the Apostles as we cannot admit. Lisco,

similarly (who mixes up the lunatic of Matt. xvii.

with this discourse, moreover ^suming it to be
identical with that of Matt, xvin.j, thinks that tho

Lord's reply was a rebuke to their unwarranted de-

mand, which referred only to faith in tho perform-

ance of miracles ! Ko, their request finds a better

solution in its connection with vers. l^t. The same
expositor (in his parables) finds in tho npoatitc a

self-complacent reference to the degree of tviotk;

which they already possessed, and a demand of

its increase by way of merit, such as the Lord was
constrained to repel : but all this is unjust to the

Apostles, and involves an entire misapprehension

of tiie parable of the servant.

* In the other part of his answer the Lord
enforces the purity of taith (Roos).
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nifies the world in all its individuals who are

individually to be judged ; as also the indefi-

nite expression (and yet more plainly tg>

uvdpunu ene'ivy, Matt, xviii. 7) itself forms

a transition to the little ones of ver. 2, the

disciples and brethren, who, as they are not

to be offended because weak beginners, so

they are themselves to take heed (ver. 3) lest

they keep alive the offence by lack of truth

or love, and to be careful that they do not them-

selves make a new offence. We were taught

in Matt, xviii. that in the uinpulc, " little ones,"

we are not simply to understand actual children,

but slight and feeble believers, who yet in their

childlike humility, are to be esteemed as great

;

so that this emphatic tovtuv, " these," by no

means indicates (as Grotius thinks)—" in medio
fuisse parvulos" (that children were in their

midst). We might almost regard this tovtuv
as immediately following upon ch. xv. 16 ;

and

assume that Publicans and sinners, as contrasted

with the offence-occasioning Pharisees, and in

their commencing weakness of faith were in-

dicated, as being then present ; though without

any such allusion it may be explained as a general

reference, uixpoi, " little ones," who (like tu anav-

6ala) were ever present to the Lord, and not

without a designed reminiscence of his earlier

words in Matt, xviii. 6. Finally, and concurrently

with this, it signifies

—

These despised of the

world, and lightly treated, so-called little ones I

For, the impetuous and superficial spirit of cen-

sure cries— Wherefore are they so little and so

weak, as to take offence at everything ? Who
can be always taking such thought how he acts

towards them ? But the Lord, on the contrary,

exercises himself and requires from others, the

most solicitious condescension to those who are

thus little and weak ; he declares every one of

them to be as precious and inviolable, as every

one who causes their offence is guilty.

Verses 3, 4. See, once more, Matt, xviii.

15, 21, 22; the seven times" of which, by

Peter deemed sufficient, our Lord now echoes.

But the addition ri)c y/irpac, "a day" (certainly

genuine in the former clause, if not so certainly

in the repetition), most solemnly strengthens

and intensifies the number used, just as in the

former instance the " seventy times seven" did.

In ver. 3 he turns his discourse to the uLapolc

so much offended in this evil world, and gives

them the warning Ttpoaex^Te iavrolc; and this

means more than merely—Take heed of these

Pharisees and of the wicked world !—or even—Separate yourselves from them 1 (as if to fly

from the stumbling-blocks and offences; but is

not that impossible I) This is only the trans-

ition from the previous words, and the words
which fullow adjoin something much broader

and deeper. Take heed to yourselves: first,

guarding against the causes of offence in the

world; and then being cautious not to take

offence, and that at brethren, from whom its

iWelv or " coming" is equally uvivdenTov or inevi-

table; and, finally, in order that ye maynotgiVe
offence yourselves, take heel of the koo/xoc, world,

and dvdfiurzoc, man, among you! All this we
have explained already on Matthew. We can-

not concur with Olshausen, in making our Lord's

keen and searching words distinguish between
the malicious OKavda?uCttv, offence, of the Phari-

sees, and the uuapruvuv, sin, of the brethren

springing f. om infirmity ; lie rather regards every
uuapria as a onuvdaAov, which must fur the sake

of truth be resisted, but also in love, in order

that new sin may not rise out of it. We find

nothing here of a "gentle reprehension and per-

sistent forgiving" (as contrasted with rigorous

severity and abandonment of a sinful brother to

his sin, which alone must be guarded against)
;

for emTt/urjoov, " rebuke," is sharply enough ex-

pressed, even in the case of brethren. (We
have not here the z~Aey$ov of Matt, xviii. J 5,

taken from Lev. xix. 17, for this is a different

point of view.) If even thy brother aggrieves

thee with his sin, that is a sad case, but then

the principle applies—Suffer not thyself to be

offended, offend not thyself I It is not for thee,

indeed, to judge him (Rom. xiv. 13) ; but to

set him right and amend him in the patient

long-suffering of love (1 Thess. v. 14). But
merely to be patient and keep silence, submit-

ting to it resignedly because he is a brother

—

that would itself be an offence. The uyunTj or

love begins with akr]8evELv or truth, and this

speaking the truth must be at the outset suffi-

ciently earnest, without any weakness or false

kindness of toleration, with rebuke and threat-

ening of the sin, which otherwise may proceed

to a worse extreme. Leave nothiug on thy

part undone, that may excite him to a true

/xeravoelv or repentance. Thou art supposed,

indeed, to have already forgiven him in thy

heart; but thou must enter into the assured

peace of forgiveness with him ; no more re-

membering his sin for reproof, ouly when he

gives assurance of repentance. (Luther mis-

apprehends this in his translation—If he

amends himself!) Should we ask furiher

—

How am I to know this, not being able to read

the heart? then comes in the reason why in the

following verse luv ueravoi'iai), " if he repent, ' is

substituted by its explicit explanation in the

simple keyetv perc/vou, " say, 1 repent." Seven

times in a day to sin against his brother, and

again the seventh time after being six. times for-

given, bespeaks not mere infirmity. Neverthe-

less, thou shalt not refuse thy forgiveness, if ho

only conquers himself so much as to say for the

seventh time his fieravou. This does not mean
—If after so many sins he gives thee ample

proof that he actually repents. The church

may demand this in the name of the Lord,

having a higher prerogative and deeper in-ight;

but thou, an individual brother, must be con-

tented with the apparent and visible bctorpe-

<puv* or " turning." But this permits no license

or lightness; for if the six times before the

seventh should excite suspicion against the

* The tni ae or npoc at in the Received Text

which the Vulg., Luther and Meyer retain, is a

gloss, which is so fur correct as it teaches that the

eiuGTpibEiv here is not of itself the uudisceruible

return to God, the true repentance of the sin.
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fieravou, " I repent," the seventh return and de-

claration of repentance is, on the other hand,

such a token of self-humiliation as must remove
that suspicion. This is not a Xiyeiv, " say-

ing," mockingly and carelessly thrown out ; nor

must we forget that the l-TriTiurjoov, "rebuke," on

ever}' repetition of offence, and before every re-

peated u<prc, " forgive" will necessarily be more
severe. Let it be observed, finally, that the

Lord indirectly exhorts also the sinning brother

to an humble conversion and confession ; he
will have his disciples, as brethren, never weary
of avowing their limits and praying forgiveness,

even as they are never weary of exercising for-

giveness. Beautiful picture of a church and its

fellowship, as it ever ought to subsist ! The
lack of truth in rebuking and confessing, and
still more the lack of rebuking and yet forgiving

love, is the secret reason of all offences in the

church, as in the world itself!

The Apostles, the Twelve as a body, make an-

swer to this,* and we must consider them as re-

membering their calling to stand before a world
full of offences, illustrious examples of such fidel-

ity and of such love ; and probably as bearing in

mind also what was said to themselves in Matt,

xviii. concerning the future church. We may
suppose that they were in common deeply pene-

trated by this hard and severe saying, that they

spoke to one another about it, and then that

they brought their concerted supplication to the

Lord by the mouth of one of their number; and
thus the connection becomes so much the plainer.

The translation " Increase" presupposes too clear

a knowledge on their part, that it was their own
existing, albeit weak faith which was to be in-

tensively increased from within ; on the other

Tr/iuobec is spoken of an increase to be added
rather from without, though the prayer is not
offered with a thorough understanding how
that may be. But not the less on that account
is this word analagous to that normal saying,

Mark ix. 24 ; since it is only an existing faith

which can thus pray for an increase of faith.t

This believing desire for a greater and stronger

faith is the grain of mustard seed, which pre-

sently plucks up other trees by the roots ; and
itself grows, if we continue in such desire and
prayer, into a strong tree. What a strength of

faith is already presupposed in their confiding

in the Lord that he could add to them more
faith ! Indeed, if any man, being an entire un-
believer, should say

—

Give me faith as a free

* Actually tlio only example of such a common
appeal so described, on the part of the Apostles;

hence Sehleiermacher thought it a suspicious circum-

stance foreign to the primitive records.

\ The anonymous writer of Die Evangelien, ihr

Geist, Hire Vtrfasser, und ihr Verhaltniss zu einan-

tier (Leipz. 1845), regards the Jewish Apostles as

Baying—Give us faith in addition to our legal holi-

ness! And the reply denies to them any faith at

all—If ye had it ! Woe to the writers of such books
full of olfence I

gift and from its very beginning ! that would be
no more than mockery, responded to throughout

the Scriptures by repulsion, as by father Abra-
ham in the other world.

Verse 6. But the Lord does not repel the re-

quest of the Apostles ; he actually grants it, he
does increase or strengthen their faith ; al-

though he can do this only by first encouraging

their confidence in the already existing grain of

mustard seed (see upon this at Matt, x vii. 20), and
then by abasing in order afterwards to lift them
up. When he assures them that even a slight

and weak faith is, through its internal principle

and energy of life (a grain of mustard seed, not
a grain of sand), strong enough to do great

things, if a man only possesses it, holds it fast,

and uses it, he thereby contradicts, at the same
time, the external npoothlvat, " increase," of their

request, and tells them that they had already

not received too little. Ivku/uivoc is scarcely the

mulberry-tree which was very rare in that

country (though this has been a meaning strenu-

ously attached to this terminus without affix)
;

but it is the expression derived from the Sept
and vulgarly used, though without precision, in-

stead of avKouopaia or avKouopia "sycamore,' ch.

xix. 4. For the Lord is here speaking proverbi-

ally of plucking up trees, as in Matt. xvii. of

plucking up mountains; the figure is varied

here, because this tree stood before his eyes.

The thick-stemmed sycamore is, like our oak,

wide-branched ; and has in consequence strong

and deep roots : so that it is significant of some-
thing very great, to say to this tree as to that

mountain

—

tKpi&driTt, "Be thou plucked up by
the roots!" Still more—Again take root, be

planted, there to remain and grow ! And where ?
,Ev~y0a?.uaan; that is, not on its banks, but actu-

ally in the sea, the tree is to take root and
stand! In the same sea, into which the man
with the millstone about his neck, is cast. This

is more than sinking mountains in the sea (Matt
xxi. 21), or as when men, having gold as grains

of sand, abolish whole hills : it is a perfect

udwarov or impossibility in the course of nature,

and (as Bengel observes) becomes thereby a

type and symbol of the spiritual, supernatural

abiding of believers, firm in the tumultuous shift-

ing sea of this world, full as it is of offence and
sin. Thus the bidding the trees without to be

removed and to be planted elsewhere, has more
immediately to do with external oKav6a?.a or
" offences," which would be compelled to retire

before the might of all-powerful faith, if, and in

such cases as, it might be advisable to command
them thus : the love of enduring faith, which in

long-suffering strives to amend the sinner,

works still deeper ; and it is of this our Lord
proceeds to speak further.

Verses 7-9. The true and perfect faith which
overcometh the world, is a firm reliance upon
the power of love, received from God and by
Him implanted in the soul; consequently it is

confidence in the power, and yet higher confi-

dence in the humble power of love.* This lies

* The power and energy of Christian souls infl-
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in the expression But, with which our Lord

continues his discourse : loving from the love

of God, is more than the laying hold of His AI-

mightiness ; it is faith which overcometh, but

in the humility of enduring love, not as an im-

perative master, but as a ministering servant.

It is the taking away of all self-confidence and

of all pride which increases the faith, thus be-

coming so much the more pure in its energy.

" The lack of faith has its ground preeminently

in self-righteousness, in the reliance upon our

own merit" (Von Gerlach). Ye are in all your

influence and acting no more than servants of

God—now how stands among yourselves the

relation between servant and Lord ? The ser-

vant is not at once treated as a master, but

must perfectly serve till his time of rest comes

;

and that is his duty as a servant, for which he

is entitled to no praise. So likewise ye: All

those things which are commanded you, ye

must do—that is your obligation—and in doing

all ye are, over and above, no more than un-

profitable servants ; that is, ye cannot place

God under any obligation, or do Him any ser-

vice of yourselves ; worthless in yourselves, God
must first give you, and then preserve in you,

whatever capability ye possess.

It seems to us a perfectly useless question, to

ask whether there was any among the Apostles

who had a servant ; l£ vfiuv addresses them sim-

ply as men generally. (Between ric and uc there is

to be supplied, of course, an lori). The dis-

course does not refer to hired servants (jjuoOiotc

or fiiadurolc), to whom Rom. iv. 4 applies, but to

servants who, either by birth or purchase, are

the personal property of their master, whom he

hath, or possesses, who could only demand for

all their labor their meat and drink, in order

that they might be able to perform that la-

bor. In that case, each man must unhesitat-

ingly perform the duty devolved on himself

(tu diaTaxdivra, ver. 10) ; the ploughman not

desiring the herdsman's duty, nor the reverse.

This is the obvious reason why two are men-
tioned, the one having a harder, and the other

a comparatively easier duty ; for the herdsman,

especially the careless and idle one, might seem
to the ploughman to have an enviable place.

Moreover, both these duties taken together

symbolise the apostolical office, in which, how-
ever, the imaKonelv, or "pastoral care," would

seem the more difficult task in comparison with

the preparatory toil of the husbandman. It is

for you only to perform faithfully and patiently

the duty incumbent upon each. Count it not

your chief concern to accomplish great things

by strong faith, to celebrate glorious victories

during a short warfare to be suddenly followed

by triumph
; but the great point is an unwearied

continuance through the whole day's labour,

fully and righteously measured out. Count not

the time long before the rest cometh, or the

nitely transcends what the proud song says—" Wo
Kraft and Muth in deutsehon Seelen flammen!"
(Where strength and courage flame in German
.soula.)

great reward. Let your faith patiently hold fa&t

the word of promise, which the Lord has given
to you his servants

—

afterwards ye also shall

eat and drink ! This is and must ever be fierd

ravra "afterwards," not an eiidiuc, straightway.

(by-and-by) ; for this antithesis of itself shows
that cvOeuc is to be construed with the following

words, and that to read kpel evdeuc together is

incorrect (as in our version). (Nam sive hoc sive

illud herus servo dicit, dicit ei statim, ut ingres-

sus est ex agro. Cito cupiunt accumbere, qui

missis ceteris officiis fidern sibi summam con-

ferri oportere putant. Placent autem Deo, qui

modeste incedunt, nil postulant arroganter.)

[For whichever expression of the two the mas-
ter addresses to the slave, he uses it as soon as

the latter comes in from the field. Those desire

to take their place immediately at table, who, lay-

ing aside other duties, think that the highest

confidence is due to them. But those please

God who walk humbly and ask nothing arro-

gantly.] The servant's rest and refreshment

come afterwards, that is, when he hath done
all • and more than that, what he has is only his

food, not obligatory thanks. First all must be
unweariedly clone which the Lord requires.

Hast thou all the day long ploughed or fed cattle

in the field, and then comest home, there yet
remains an evening work, within the house,

which must also be done. Zeller makes an in-

teresting application of this to the "inner world
of the heart," in which there is no going straight-

way to sit clown at the table when we c:me
from our external calling and sphere of labor,

but we must gird ourselves, serve the Lord, and
prepare ourselves for the time when he will re-

ceive us to his supper. We doubt whether just

this was intended by the parable. Either we
are to limit its interpretation to the idea of obe-

dient service rendered to the very last, as the

one point of comparison ; or we must regard

the day as the whole period of life, the diaaovtiv

or " serving" then being its concluding work,

that of sanctifying and finally preparing the soul

for the Lord and his table—such a final prepara-

tion as follows the external labor of a life, and
is the finishing task which consummates obe-

dience and patience. Suffice it that while this

feature of the parable seems to have an indis-

tinct allusion to a deeper meaning, the main
point in it comes out in all its distinctness—that

when the day's work is already done, rest does

not immediately follow, but there is anew gird-

ing and serving unto the end. For even in the

eating and drinking, the Lord comes first, then

the servant ; first the master's deixveiv waited

on, then may the servant also—eat and drink.

Finally : Doth the master thank that servant ?*

Is he indebted to him for this, as the one is mas-

ter and the other servant ? With great conde-

cension, but at the same time with convincing,

though gracious abatement of all his servants'

* The question with fir] does not require an affirm

ative answer here ; as this rule must not be rigorously

applied to the inexact phraseology of the Mew Tea

tamest.
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pride, this Lord himself answers by his oh <W£,
"I trow not," as if—This is at least my frank

thought, can ye assert it to be otherwise ? The
Lord does not design, in these words, to com-
mend the common practice of men, who main-

taining only strict right in their commerce with

one another, as a rule thank not their faithful

servants ; he takes the case as it is, and uses it

as a similitude for the illustration of a higher

truth which is shadowed forth in it. For the

rest, and independently of the parable, it is a

matter in itself sufficiently plain, that no man
ought to regard himself as so absolutely the mas-
ter of any other man ; that no man should count

his ploughmen and herdsmen as being no more
than the field they labor in, and as only to be

fed like cattle for his own profit. That the su-

preme, all-holy Lord, whose absolute property

we are, in body and soul, by creation and re-

demption, does not thus regard his servants, but

rather that he does superabundantly both thank

and reward them, has been earlier shown in

another parable, chap. xii. 37, which must be
taken as the complement of this. But this is

here concealed in the background;* for the pre-

sent parable is obviously dealing with the prero-

gative and obligations of servants as such.

Verse 10. So long as we regard our per-

formance, past or present, of that which is com-
manded us, under any delusion of its meritori-

ousness, such a peremptory declaration as this

*of our Lord befits our slavish thought : such

only, no more and no less, is the meaning of this

rigid and severe sentence, in which we have
indeed much to abase us, and the humiliation of

which is long necessary. Luther has this mar-
ginal gloss : "Here Christ speaks most simply

concerning external works, and in the manner
of men"—that is, according to our slavish

thought. Elsewhere he graciously calls us not

servants but friends (John xv. 14, 15) ; but this

holds good of affectionate and humble children,

who know well that he hath chosen them, and
ordained them, that they should go and bring

forth fruit. And with this the other point of

view, concerning the obligatory obedience of

Christians as servants, Rom. vi. 16-22. is per-

fectly consistent. Of this we need constantly

to be reminded, on account of our tendency to

abuse our freedom in the grace of God (1 Pet.

ii. 16) ; this we ourselves gladly acknowledge as

obedient children (1 Pet. i. 13, 14) ; and far on
into the Apocalypse u servants of God" remains

the title of honor given to the sanctified holy

ones before the presence of the supreme Majesty,

Rev. i. 1, vii. 3, xix. 5, xxii. 2. Not to serve

him, not to perform as our absolute and bounden
duty all that which he has commanded us, would

* Uape?.0uv dvuxeaai (with which the irapeX-

Bu>v of ch. xii. 37 is parallel) might here be said

to mean—Come hither, and eat with me at your

lord's table 1 This is the prerogative of the children,

not of the servants while they remain such. " Men-

sas servos adhibero manuruissionis crat species

"

(To admit slaves to the table was a kiud of manu-
mission), as here the jurist Grotius remarks from

Ulpiau.

entail a Woe (1 Cor. ix. 16), would make us

ourselves a shameful onuvda'kov ; but the oppo-

site never constitutes a ground of merit before

the Lord. To esteem the words of his mouth,

beyond what we are bound to do, mehr denn

voir schuldig sind (as Luther's incorrect transla-

tion of Job xxiii. 12 runs), or even in love to per-

form more than is expressly commanded (as

Neander intimates, perverting the whole)—is

matter of absolute impossibility. There are n

works of supererogation in the sight of God.

The fulfilment of the law in love remains ever a

debt never to be fully discharged, urging upon
us incessant obligations to yet "other command-
ments" (Rom. xiii. 8, 9).

Thus, the application goes beyond the analogy

and similitude of human things. For a faithful

servant is among men profitable to his master

(Philem. 2, evxpvgtoc), and may, by the service

of his loving zeal going beyond his absolute

duty, deserve his master's thanks; j
rea, even

the slave, however rigorously regarded as a

mere personal property, is yet a benefit to his

owner, so that if his hand should smite him to

death he would lose his worth in money, and

do himself harm (Exod. xxi. 21). Further, we
are of service both to our neighbors and to the

world, as the salt of the earth, and the light of

the world ; and so far are serviceable to the

great and good Master of the house, as being

vessels of honor for the purposes of his love

(2 Tim. ii. 21). But, as soon as the question

arises, whether God is indebted to ns in any

degree, the answer is eternally

—

<hi<?,oi uxpetol
iausv, "We are unprofitable servants." Nothing

is to be qualified in this strong expression ; it

does not signify here idle, indolent servant (Syr.

quite incorrect'y, kVcs N"^?.,) ; for, they are

regarded as doing all; nor is it merely abject,

lowly, or insignificant (as the Sept. translation

dxpeloc for Vct:

, 2 Sam. vi. 22, has been strange-

ly adduced, where David -will be had in honor

of the meaner maid-servants through his own
humility). So also " unworthy" is not enough

—as Neander e.g. translates. But even as the

Lord will in the great judgment cast out the

servant who is worthless and unprofitable for

the service of his kingdom, so must we all on

our part be fully conscious and acknowledge

that we never could have been in any sense

profitable to God—that he never needed us, his

worthless creatures, but that all which Ave have

was received from him. The Eiymologicum

Magnum explains uxpe'ioc simply and well

—

oi

fiij t"x« tic xPL
'
iav > °f what one has no need, and

so it is betwixt us and God. (See the true in-

terpretation in Job xxii. 2, 3 ;
xxxv. 6-8 ; xii.- 11

;

comp. Ecclus. xviii. 6. For Acts xvii. 25 holds

good respecting all that man may present to the

great Supreme.) Is he, then, to thank us be-

cause we did not rise up in rebellion against

himself? Is he under obligation to give us re-

compense because we yielded up ourselves to be
dealt with iu mercy, to be saved, to be prepared

for all good works, and to be made capable of

them ? The Lord does not introduce the ser-

vants as saying, under the baseless delusion of

presumption—We have been of great service to
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thee ! nor as saying, in the well-grounded truth

of an humble avowal—We are far from having

done all, much has been lacking! (Ecclus. xviii.

5). He actually allows it to be taken for granted

in the orav, " when," that they might have done

all; but only to place in their mouths all the

more earnest confession of their obligation, to

convince them that the u^eD,o/iev nou,oai, "doing

what was duty," takes all glorying away from

the TrenoiTJKafiev, " we have done." For although

this mnou'tKafiev nuvra becomes at length a

glorious truth in the saints made perfect, whose
sins are all expiated and covered by the

diKaiu/Ltara, or righteousness, of faith (Rev. xix.

8), yet is this only by grace conferred on such

as were before worthless and unprofitable. This

is the last and deepest meaning of the words,

and in it the truth of the saying, 2 Cor. iii. 5,

finds its superabundant justification. Thus was
it that the greatest of the Apostles avowed
himself ever the chief of sinners ; and he that

is righteous remembers abidingly his shame
(Job x. 15). How man}' times since the first

forgiveness have we all had to cry before God
and man

—

fieravou), " I repent !" How often

have we had to urge our npoadec iifj.lv iriariv,

" Increase our faith 1" in his presence, whose
persevering intercession alone has preserved

our faith from becoming extinct ! chap. xxii. 32.

We are only, and never can be more than ves-

sels ; whatever good is in us for his service, he

must first pour into them : as he gives us life

freely, so must he give us power to labor.

Therefore all the thanking must be on our side,

and our only giving is—to give God the honor;
as the following narrative in the same chapter,

vers. 16, 18, shows. And not merely as the

eyes of the servants look unto the hand of their

masters; but we poor sinners must also, and
more than that, wait upon the Lord our God,
until that he have mercy upon us (Psa. cxxiii.

2). But finally, these Apostles themselves, in the

complete performance of their apostolical func-

tions, are no other than—the useless and
unprofitable servants, sinful men, whom he had
made into such successful fishers of men. As
every irenotrJKafiev, " we have done," in external

ivories is altogether nothing but sin and shame
against the true uQeilouev, or " duty," so this

expression of our Lord's, wrhich Stein calls a
" genuine Pauline saying," applies—and not

merely by an impressive ovynaTufiaaic (conde-

scension) to this standing-point (as Lutlier'3

gloss explains it), but essentially and pre-

eminently, though alas ! in experience too often

overlooked—to all our acting and obedience

from faith itself. Faith is in itself no merit be-

fore God, but it is the work of our receiving,

laying hold of, and retaining the Divine gift and
grace—that by which we become profitable to

ourselves, by which we only meet our most true

and profoundest obligation, since to reject the

grace of God is the most daring rebellion of hi3

miserable creatures.

TIIE THANKFUL ONE: THE UNTHANKFUL NINE.

(Luke xvii. 14, 17-19.)

We must leave it to the harmonists to settle

the chronology of this journey of Jesus, as well

as to determine how it stands related, as com-
pared with John xi. 54, Matt. xix. 1, to the end

indicated in Luke xix. 11 : suffice it that this

also came to pass in his last journey to Jerusalem.

Passing through the midst, between Samaria and

Galilee, that is upon the border ; as he was in

the way towards entering a certain village (for

lepers were not permitted to be very near the

gates), there met him ten unhappy men, whom
misery had united as misery often does those

otherwise sundered
; even the unclean Samari-

tan is admitted on the border into their company,
and they are all unclean together. They stood

afar off as they were bound to do, lifting up
with as much vehemence as possible their eager

voices (in the case of him 'who was healed, ver.

15, it became a loud voice) ; they pay Jesus,

whom they seem not to have inquired alter

before, and but little to know now, the honor
to term him tnicTura, "Master," as if they

would be his disciples—and ask him to have
mercy upon them. Certainly there is faith

enough here for the beginning, if we think upon
the saying of that king of Israel, 2 Kings v. 7,

although it be but the faith which need con-

strains. The Lord saw this less than the misery

itself which troubled him ;
and, as the healing

of a leper was one of his first miracles after the

Sermon on the Mount, so here, at the end of his

career, he heals ten with a single word, without

a touch ; and, speaking as it were in passing on,

does not even say KadapiaOr/Ti, " be thou

cleansed!" just as if the matter was self-under-

stood. But all the more on that account he

veils the great work of his own honor, and

orders all things wisely for all sides: he pre-

vents all ostentation, exercises their faith through

the promise scarcely expressed on the condition

of their going (in Matt, viii., on the contrary,

the leper was first healed), and gives to the

priests now at the last the same testimony of

their rights which he had given from the begin-

ning. And it should be observed here as well as

there, with what persistency he deferred to the

existing ordinances of God even in their deep

degradation and perversion, as witnessing against

the spirit of separation which would falsely

vindicate itself by his example.* The plural

* Schlatter pointed a good application (see his

sermon in Brandt's Magazin, i. 2): "From the law

upon this subject we must perceive that this requi-
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-oic lepevai, " to the priests," is very appropriate,

since while the ten were to go at first in a body,
afterwards every one was to go to his individual

priest, not all together in a too imposing body.
And was the Samaritan to go to his Samaritan
priest? That is a hard question, inasmuch as

we need not assume in an unqualified manner
that Jesus was supposed to see that one was a

Samaritan.* In the first edition I gave my de-

cision (with Tertullian) that Jesus would direct

the Samaritan also to the only recognised true

priests, toIc Upevoi, then in Israel ; but I am
now doubtful on this point, and can scarcely be
content with that view. It might be said

—

why should lie not in such a difficult case (and
it may be presumed that the Lord penetrated
the subject as such), without further entering

into the matter, allow the Samaritan ordinance
to pass as valid for this occasion ? Why take

snch an occasion to institute an objection against

the theocratical constitution which the Samari-
tans in some sense thought they retained ?

(Comp. Sepp, ii. 454.) To direct the poor man
to the Jewish priests would not only have been
highly paradoxical, but severe to the man him-
self, since he would be sure to meet with only
an unfriendly reception ;t and that would have
been contrary to order, implying a reforming
tendency in such matters as our Lord never
elsewhere interfered with. Let the reader con-
sider both, and decide for himself.

As they went they were cleansed, even as it

is with us when we walk in the path of

obedience, if our faith lays hold upon the not
instantly fulfilled promise. Thus all these ten

have believingly laid hold on this gracious word
;

they entertain no Naaman-objection fatal to

their own hopes; and therefore it is done to

them presently according to their faith. The
thankful one had not yet gone far, as the his-

tory evidently shows, connecting with the

vTTuyetv or li going," of the beginning the im-
mediate IdiJv 6tl iudri, " when he saw that he
was healed," by an instant vneoTpefe, " re-

s'ttion to show themselves to the priests would
ledound to the honor of Jesus; not only must his

enemies be constrained to admit that the law was
not dishonored or abrogated, but rather vindicated

by him, while its impotence to do anything for the

healing of man was established." It is somewhat
trilling with the text and weakening its force, to

make the expression an assertion which recommends
nnjr special direction of souls, as if the Lord could

be supposed to point these whom ho himself had

healed tiir further counsel and consolation to the

clergy (in this case not likely to afford it).

* Neauder thinks, that Jesus " took this occasion"

to counteract the Jewish prejudice against the

Samaritans.

f For to say with the good Roos—" the care of

God over him would provide that he should be ad-

mitted into the temple," where no Samaritan

might ever go—is altogether to forget our Lord's

systematic principles of propriety. [We suggest that

his cure by our Lord was surely sufficient to cure his

heresy also, and so with a good conscience he may
have presented himself (as the others ought) to the

Jewish priest, and would thus doubtless have boeu

accepted as a genuine couvert.

—

Am. Ed.]

turned." The whole narrative is set before U3
with the consecutive clearness of the report of

an eye-witness. Thus the man was yet so near
that as soon as the inadapioBiiaav or cleansing

became visible and felt in his whole being, a

matter of indubitable certainty, he could at once
turn back to Jesus. Those who suppose that

he had been by this time to the priest,* forget

that the brief narrative with its double koX

iyeveTo, " and it came to pass," would be mar-
vellously protracted, and that they must keep
the Lord standing before the entrance of the

village during the whole time. And the entire

tone of the record precludes the supposition of
Von Gerlach that the Samaritan had gone on
with the rest to Jerusalem, and, afterwards re-

turning, had met Jesus in the neighborhood of
the city. Yet how often is this notion enforced
in our sermons on the subject! We are con-
vinced that the twning back was the instant

result of the thankfulness which carried away
his feelings, and that the others with colder

hearts went on as they were bidden.t We
might, indeed, find some sort of apology for

them in this commandment of the Lord which
they so punctually obeyed ; but the Lord looks

deeper, and values this obedience but lightly.

He also regards the occurrence as having a
typical significance. He beholds in these nine,

contrasted with the one, the thanklessness of

men as a whole. He sees in them the ingrati-

tude of heart which many whom he had before

healed had manifested, never having yet learned

to glorify God ;.and regards this incident but as

a prophetic type of what will also ever take
place. Gratitude is the " beginning, middle, and
end of all true human morals," or rather devo-
tion (see Heb. xii. 28 rightly translated) ; in-

gratitude is the origin of all heathenism according
to Rom. i. 21, and the root of all apostacy in

Israel according to Deut. xxxii. 6. All true

thankfulness goes straight up to God, even
while, as this honest Samaritan shows, it does
not forget the person of its helper and benefactor;

hence also the Lord, himself, as the Son meekly
giving the honor to his Father, makes prominent
this very dovvai 66$av t$ 8e$, "giving glory to

God." This is what he everywhere seeks, de-
sirous everywhere to find it ; hence the evpiOi/aav,

" there were found." Not as if he was eager to

receive thanks for himself! As everything may
be perverted, so this has been perverted by mis-

understanding it to imply that the Lord exhorts
to the diligent exaction of all thankful obliga-

tion, and to the reproof of all ingratitude;

whereas the whole history teaches us in brief

* Especially Schleiermacher, and on the strange

ground, that '"a leper, in exceedingly lew instances,

was in a situatiou to judge himself whether he was
clean." Then hero might be one of those few in-

stances.

f The Berlenb. Bibel even supposes that the

priests might have restrained them from returning,

but that the one leper overcame the impediment.

This might do lor the nine, but better still to impute

to them the cold calculation that there was time

enough for thanks, when they might moot Jesus at

the feast.
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those two things—to avoid, and to be patient

with, ingratitude.

The Lord had counted the ten, and knows
very well that all had been healed. But he

reckons still the unthankful nine, as it were,

with some further design: they are still held

bound. " How will they appear, when they

must stand before their benefactor ?" His love

asks after them now, in disquiet because of

their sin
;
just as he will one day as Judge put

the fearful question which has not forgotten

their ingratitude. He knew beforehand that

the ungrateful always abound, and there- was
•nothing unexpected in this; but for the honor
of God and the good of men, he seeks and de-

sires man's thankfulness.* He thinks, while

his glance goes beyond and deeper than this

present incident, of the many who have received

bodily benefits without acknowledging the gift

of God—and further, of those who have enjoyed

the baptism of regeneration, have gone away
in the peace and consolation of the atonement,

but have afterwards forgotten their past sins,

and so lived that even the Pharisee's prayer,

ch. xviii. 11, would not be true upon their lips.

Have they not refused to be found as turning

back f For here the Lord points impressively

to the evil which is prominent in the case of

these healed ones ; their thought instantly was
how most quickly to go forward, first to the

priests, and then to their homes, and to the oc-

cupation which had been suspended by their

leprosy : thus does man's foolish mind ever

falsely look forwards, instead of first returning

backwards into a profound and thankful contem-

plation of the grace and gift of God. Gratitude
is the true turning back of the heart. And is

it only this stranger* who received his benefit

from his chance fellowship with Israelites, and
who might easily have thought that he got his

healing merely as included with the rest—and
whose ignorance as to true worship (John iv.

22) might have excused him if he had been
wanting in the ih$d£eiv rbv 6e6v, or glorification

of God—is it only this poor Samaritan, who,
albeit Samaritan, is found to be so powerfully

moved by gratitude ? Here, also, again, our

Lord points out the true ground of this gratitude

and his own saying—thankfulness is infrequent

because humility is so rare. The faith of the

nine looked more at the poioer, and their theo-

cratic prerogative in it; the Samaritan, on the

other hand, apprehended and embraced the

compassionate. love—and his thankfulness over-

came all the " restraint of being the only one,"

and acted quite differently from the rest. We
see that there must after all have been some-
thing good in Samaria : here and in John iv. our
Saviour's parable of the good Samaritan has its

justification.

Arise—remain not lying at my feet ! Go thy

ivay now to the priest, thou wilt carry thy offer-

ing with a full heart ! Finally, the customary,

oft-repeated word

—

Thyfaith hath made thee whole

—has here a specific emphasis. Has not their

faith also made the nine whole; how else were
they cleansed ? But thy faith, thou Samaritan

unsound in the faith, is that true and genuine
faith which I seek for, and therefore thee alone

hath it truly saved !

WHEN COMETH THE KINGDOM OF GOD ?

(Luke xvii. 20-27. [Matt. xxiv. 23-28, 37-41. 17, 18].)

That these sayings were not merely collected

together by Luke, we shall be surely con-

vinced by a right apprehension of the con-

nection of the whole discourse as delivered by
our Lord. But does the sequel down to ch.

xviii. 14 continue the connection as others think ?

It seems exceedingly probable, inasmuch as ch.

xviii. 8 still speaks of the coming of the Son
of Man ; and then the parable, verse 10-14 turns

back to the first secret commencement of the

coming of the kingdom of God into the in-

dividual heart, in the already existing separa-

tion between the two who come to worship in

the temple. But these relations may have been
devised by the controlling Spirit with or with-

out the consciousness of the collating Evangelist,

the formulas of connection, ch. xvii. 20 and xviii.

1, 9, not of themselves indicating any strict his-

torical sequence.

* Steinmeyer's sermon (Beitr. z. Schriftverst. i.

218) is too refined in making the requirement of

gratitude en the part of Josus an act of humility

and self-denial, as it might be among us.

With the mocking impatience of unbelief in

him, whom they have in their midst, but will not

hear ; of unbelief in the miracles, concerning

which the people could testify that when Christ

cometh he could do no greater (John vii. 31)
;

and with injurious malice in the guise of docile

inquiry, these Pharisees demand in bitter irony,

and after having already received their answer
in a thousand facts : When cometh this so-

called kingdom of God, so long announced
as at hand and already come ? (The where is

self-understood— among ourselves !) Because

they would have another salvation than that

which saved from sin through faith, they re-

garded the testimonies and appeals which mira-

culous benefits to the sick so loudly uttered

in its behalf, as nothing worth ;
almost at the

end of their time of visitation their eyes yet

behold nothing, and they ask in their mur-
muring—Will it then be soon? When shall

* '

A/\.Xoyevnc—which expression seems to militate

against the usual derivation from an admixture of

Israelites and heathens.
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we see only its beginning? Certainly we must
regard this as the predominant spirit of their

question (as before in Isa. v. 19), for Luke con-

cisely mentions the Pharisees ;
although in the

case of many it might have more innocently

proceeded from that Jewish ignorance generally,

which ch. xix. 11, and even Acts i. 3, 6, testify

to have been shared, in some degree, by the

disciples and apostles themselves. The Lord's

love cannot b«* embittered, his patience cannot

be exhausted : he answered them, concisely in-

deed, as became his dignity, in despatching their

bold and abrupt words, but most profoundly

and pertinently giving them the fullest satisfac-

tion of their inquiry. The answer speaks of

that which the question referred to, the begin-

nings of its first coming, but correctingly refers

the '" kingdom of God" to something very dif-

ferent from that which the question intended.

He might elsewhere, and on another occasion,

have said— Your kingdom of God, that which
ye expect, cometh never ! But the coming
true kingdom (his own, which their taunting un-
belief inquired after) is still the same with that

which was falsely expected, since the divine

promise at least lay at the foundation of their

hopes, and thence only could they have its

terminal designation : his grace brings and
offers the true gift for the satisfaction of their

erring desire. Let us then be thankful to the

wicked Pharisees for so full and good an an-

swer which they procured for us, and which
may we be able to put to good account for our-

selves !

In order to indicate this, the Lord, after his

first reply, turns again to the disciples ; and in

a sense blending all together, since in ver. 22
we find they are dealt with as still, like the

Pharisees, overlooking and neglecting the pres-

ent clay of grace, lie gives, consequently, on
occasion of the Pharisaical question (for the

slightest touch causes his doctrine to pour gra-

ciously forth in all its fullness, always giving the

remedy for that sore need in man which utters

the challenge), a preliminary instruction to his

disciples concerning the entering in of the king-

dom of God. But by this he does not intend

merely its first introduction at the beginning, its

essential coming, but also that future full Reve-

lation (chap. xix. 11), for which he well knows
the disciples' question waits. Hence his dis-

course falls into two parts, the second of which
gives in preparatory detail, though only by
way of intimation, what was afterwards to be

brought into full light as the answer to another

question of the disciples, in Matt. xxiv. Such
is the true relation between this and the later

discourse.

Thus we have first the rejection of the falsely

conceived question concerning the kingdom of

God then actually present, and allusion to

the misunderstood, unobserved beginning with

which it comes. Hie kingdom of God cometh

(now and always regarded in its first coming),

not with observation and external show— it

cometh not thus (in rmr own person and mani-

festation), ver. 20 ; and not as thus come shall

it be announced (its true messengers and wit-

nesses after me shall not thus announce it), ver.

21. But it is, even with reference to these

foolish questioners, already present— I v t b c

v uuv ,
" within you."

Then comes the preparatory instruction to

his listening disciples (which the docile Phari-

sees, if such there were, might also hear for

their continuous answer) concerning the future
manifestation of this now hidden kingdom.
Here, first, is the general contrast: The days
will come which, after these present " days ot

the Son of Man" are over, will bring to mani-
festation his day ; but this is first future, and
then suddenly manifested, vers. 22-25. Such a

day will, in their necessity, be desired in vain
(first of all as one of the former days) ; and will

be falsely offered to a premature satisfaction

;

nevertheless it will break in—as the lightning at

last, but only after a first coming, manifestation,

and period of the suffering Messiah. This is, at

the same time, a perfect elucidation of what had
been spoken to the Pharisees ; and there now
follows, especially for the disciples, a closer detail

in the style of prophetic intimation. At the

day of the revelation of the Son of Man—which
is preceded by similar days of preparation

—

unexpected judgment will break in upon the

secure world instead of the expected sal-

vation, as all previous typical epochs teach,

vers. 26-30. Even the saved will be able to

save themselves only by a perfect devotion and
abandonment of all earthly and personal things,

vers. 31-33. Finally, the separation between
the condemned and the saved will become
manifest even to the severance between the

nearest intimates ; for that was already existing,

though unobserved, at the beginning of his

kingdom and reign, vers. 34-36. Does not thus

the close go back to the beginning again ? And
is there not a distinct connection of thought in

this perfect solution of their question ?

But the blessed disciples are not yet content,

and their curiosity asks further concerning the

7roii, " where," of these things ; they then receive

preliminarily, as the third ana briefest portion

of the whole discourse, a yet more curt and
repelling despatch of their question than even
the Pharisees had received : they are pointed

hack to the whole previous development in

order to the judgment, ver. 37. This utterance,

now first given, is brought out into its full promi-
nence afterwards in Matt. xxiv.

Verses 20, 21. Although what the Phari-

sees term " the kingdom of God," and what the

Lord so terms, are very distinct, and even
placed in opposition, yet the Lord graciously

uses the expression common to them both;

not as admitting the validity of their meaning,

but because they rightly hold that which,

though as a promise misunderstood, waits for a

corresponding fulfilment. The kingdom of God
cometh ! This assurance given in Israel, and
indeed to the orthodox in the community, is
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obviously a confirmation of the great expecta-

tion of a kingdom, in its foundation and in all

its uucorrupted meaning
;
comp. chap. iv. 22,

where the oUafXEv, " we know," embraces all

that was yet pure in the doctrine and know-
ledge of Israel. The expectation is justified

(Acts xxiv. 15), the hope of Israel (Acts xxviii.

20) is no delusion ; and we ourselves as Chris-

tians are referred to a further waiting for the

manifestation of Christ and his kingdom. But
this npoaStxeadai, or "expectation," has become
altogether false when it degenerates into a

naparvpslv, or "watching " the noting and
observing of the eye of sense, the looking out for

externally great things and for the setting up
of a kingdom like the other kingdoms of the
world, such as forgets the essential nature of the

kingdom of God, and what is the true aunipia,

or "salvation," of men through his redeeming
mercy. Tfiis napa-?'/pTja(c, " observation," the

universal expectation and inquiry of the Jews,
had frequently come into conflict with our Lord,
as we find in the often-mentioned irapaTrjpslv,

" laying wait," of the Pharisees ; and it now
finds its full expression in the blind ttOte,

" when," which overloolcs that which was now
present and obvious among them. Thus the
answer runs first :

" The kingdom cometh not
lor such observation and espial as yours, not as

corresponding to such a lust after externally

glorious things, generally not as ye Jews sup-

pose, and quite differently from your expecta-
tion." But this meaning passes over into one
more general, which the uetu., " with," as well as

the omission of any v/iCtv, "you," indicates: not
with any such observable pageantry or even ex-
ternal evidence (TrapaT/jprjaic, may also signify

—id quod observari potest), that men must ob-
serve it whether they will or not, as if it must
make itself noticeable and known like any
other (SaaOAa, " or kingdom." Luther's other-

wise excellent rendering, " with external fea-

tures " (mit ausserlichen Geberden), does not
precisely hit the point, in so far as it expresses
the second sense without including the transi-

tion from the former out of Which it springs,

omitting that rejection of all false naparrjpdi',

or "observing," which we think essentially in-

cluded. Pity that we dare not change such
expressions as these in our people's Bible, else

would the double meaning of " mit Aufseheu"
(Engl. vers. " with observation"), perfectly cor-
respond to the sense. Even the second mean-
ing would be better secured by " augenschien-
lich"; for "Geberden" are always external, and
with it creeps in the notion of man's appearance,
including the preacher of rumors, the devotee,
etc.—whereas Luther's meaning is that the
kingdom itself cometh not, doth not increase
with external manifestation. The (3ia&o0ai,

''pressing," Matt. xi. 12 (see our exposition),
with all its self-demonstration and even violence
of entering in, imports less an external exhibi-
tion than a loud call, has less to do with see-
ing than hearing, and has its power in penetrat-
ing the inner heart and conscience. For this

kingdom—thus further does the far-reaching
meaning of the great word develop itself—is

now at the first, and will be for long ages
through, so far as it is coming, only a concealed
preparation for a kingdom which is to be exter-
nally manifest ; consequently it is not in and
for itself, any external constitution, any visible

church, although it is ever calling out and rais-

ing many such ; it is no ready when and no geo-
graphical where, it is therefore no state, either

State-church or church-State, it is not limited

to place or land. " It can not be marked out
on the map," says Roos. The making a demon-
stration and exciting rumor is not its usual rule

or essential method, for it cometh not with legal

works, nor with externally striking " awaken-
ings," conversions, separations,* societies, although
all these are connected with it, and, indeed, are

testimonies of its inner existence.

When it is come, and wherever it is come
(this is involved in the continuous ovde), those

who shall rightly speak of the kingdom of God
in its reality, that is, all who better understand
this word, and use it more properly than ye, its

witnesses and heralds, shall say concerning it no
I 6 oi> o>6e or id oil ekei, " Lo here I or, Lo there!"

even as I Myself, its first Promulgator, say not
of that kingdom which is come in Me—See
here, it is Myself; but only intimate to faith

—

The kingdom of God is already come, it is

already among you, and in your midst! As-
suredly, on the other hand, Preaching has at all

times cried Behold! Lo there! (Isa. xl. 9, 10,

xli. 27), and the church bears her witness .to all

ears and to all eyes, witli her cjSe or ekeI, here

or there
;
but the sure and certain substance of

this testimony remains ever the preaching of

the word. Where the Gospel of the kingdom
is preached in the church, and through her mis-

sions works its way into all the world, there

finally comes the kingdom raising up many an
overlooked iicei to confront the presumptive u6e.

If its true messengers sent forth should not or

miy not say—It is here or there ! so conse-

quently other men also, though they might de-

sire to do so in their misunderstanding, cannot

say so with essential truth. All this lies in the

simple and'pregnant hpovai, " shall say," which
excludes every human judgment, according to

appearance, concerning the When and the

Where of the kingdom of God. Let it be ob-

served here preparatorily : first the kingdom
cometh, then it is, as come, actually present

;

where then is the application of the true idov,

" lo !" connected with the ioriv, " is," which may
not be lost sight of? Assuredly in the hearts

of believers
;
yet it is not in us from the begin-

ning, before its coming to us and in us, for this

would contradict this coming ; least of all could

it be already in these Pharisees, who bring their

unbelieving ttote, " when ?" to the Lord, and ask

the King who has appeared when his kingdom
should come ! Consequently the ivruc vu£>y,

" within you," cannot have this unqualified

meaning, but only leads the way to it, as we shall

go on to prove at large.

Three statements are consequently to be ac-

curately distinguished in this compressed saying:

the first speaks distinctively of the proper com-
mencement of the coming ; the second of wiiat
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may be said when it comes, or rather is come

;

and the third gives, after a twofold repudiation

of error, the true information in answer to the

question which still remains—Where then
Cometh it ? The first clause refers pre-eminently

to the time of Christ himself, which already

typifies and enfolds every future coming of the

kingdom in any particular place during tliis first

period " on earth." The " Son of Man," or the

expected Messiah, the incarnate Son of God,
came just as a son of man, that is, not as Israel

expected him, not as the thoughts of all the

world would have supposed that he must come.
First the still Christmas-eve ; then the humble
appearing unto Israel after long concealment

;

then, accompanying all his continuous signs and
wonders, and which even these did never re-

move, the veil and obscuration of his abasement
to the lowliness of common humanity, so that,

notwithstanding all, he might ever say—Blessed

is he whosoever shall not be offended in Me !

Then the Good-Friday with its Ecce Homo I

(Lo here!) with the question of the earthly

vicegerent to the King of truth, turning away
from such a kingdom as his with the offence of

the cross ; then, indeed, the resurrection, but
still no manifestation before all the people; and
the equally noiseless ascension to heaven ; and
finally, the Pentecost, visibly, indeed, and loudly

enough, saying—Behold here lives in us the

crucified and exalted One ! Yet even now,
witli no "See here! or see there!" in the sense

of the Pharisees, but only a Word, and in and
through that an inward influence of the Spirit !

As long and as often as the world asks, in the

sense of the Pharisees, the answer is ever

—

Not
thus 1 The second clause, again, indicates im-
mediately the apostolical period, which is con-
tinued onwards through all times to the final

revelation. Assuredly the Apostles, and all

their successors, were confirmed by the power
of the Spirit, were approved as the witnesses
and ambassadors of the kingdom of God, by
signs and wonders, which attested their pre-

eminence over the powers both of nature and
of the world, and which becoming ever more
spiritual became ever more real, convincing, and
historical

;
yet there was in them no form nor

comeliness, no marks of greatness or glory for

the world's eye, any more than in their Master.
Even they, scorned and cast out, were nuvruv
Kepiij>7ipa 6og upn., " the offscouring of all things

unto this day." Paul before king Agrippa and
his 7t<ma// (fxwTaoia, or "great pomp," bound like

his own King ; a man who had done nothing
worthy of death, and yet is not set free ; a

preacher of the Truth who, royally in his bonds,

wishes for all who hear him, to be what he him-
self was ! The same Paul again in the metropolis

of the whole world, a preacher of the kingdom
of God in bonds ! Peter in Babylon instead of

Jerusalem, the writer of epistles to the elect

pilgrims of the diaaxopd, or Dispersion, who are

partakers of the sufferings of Christ in hope
of the glory that should be revealed, who are

vilified by the heathen, persecuted by the raging
lion, but yet are submissive to all the powers
that be—and can he be the prince of the church

and the Pope ? John also, in the solitary island

of Patmos, a companion in tribulation, and in

the kingdom and patience of Jesus Christ, re-

ceiving the Apocalypse in the Spirit, and by the

same Spirit testifying to the church from the

Lord—Behold he cometh, and every eye shall

see him! himself beholding it already—Behold
the tabernacle of God ! And this uKOKilXvifjic,

or Revelation, again, what a CKuvdalov, or
" offence," for the world and for Christendom,
apparently bordering on the limits of the

apocryphal ! Such was the aspect and form of

his kingdom at first, and such must it be till the

Lord comes again, no longer to rule merely in

the midst of his foes, but to make them all his

footstool. Till then the Jewish and the heathen
world may put their question and demand as

here, and all the misunderstanding and impa-
tience of Christendom may join them, and the

answer here given retains its permanent and
deep significance.

Alas, how often has the warning of this

silencing answer been misunderstood or forgot-

ten; how often have even Christian men (as

presently ver. 23 prophesies) held out to the

TrapaTfiprjcsic, or "observation," a false gratifica-

tion
;
but as soon as, as often as, and wherever

it has been said, " Lo here, or Lo there it is/"

there, on that very account,, has been the king-
dom of God no more. (For this reason the
Lord carefully avoids appending the koriv to

this w(5e •// ii<ei in both verses ; for it is nothing
but a mere ipovaiv idot, which was in the former
case at once rejected as worthless by the oi<5t'.)

The King seemed to have come at the destruc-
tion of Jerusalem, but it was not yet the true

coming of his kingdom; Rome succumbed with
her majesty before the Cross, persecution ceased,

and Constantine gave to the church visibility,

peace, and dominion, but all this proved soon to

be a false ldov i)6e, "Lo here!" Men thought
they had the kingdom, and found it a popedom,
to which Jer. vii. 4 finds sad application. The
reformation erected anew the banner of the

Word of God, and sang for a while

—

He is with
us now in his own way, with his spirit and
with his gifts ! The kingdom must now abide
with us I But has it therefore remained with
either Lutheran or Reformed church as such;
has it remained in the English mixed church,
whose proud " with us !" is contested by a
thousand varieties of dissenters, and disproved
by a thousand infirmities? Let all this show
with what absolute propriety and right the
Lord's ov6i tpovai, " neither shall they say," was
spoken, applicable as it is down to our own day.
The kingdom of God, we say it once more, for

now there is need, can absolutely not be any
constitution or organisation of external con-
tinuance, in. the fashion of earthly kingdoms
and states ; it cannot be any ecclesiastical state,

or state-church, or Christian empire—generally
speaking it can be no church as such, although
all these in their shifting forms may serve as in-

struments and materials for its consummation.
When, where, and how cometh then the

kingdom of God ? It is, indeed, truly in the
world, and has been since Christ hath come.
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He does not go on to say

—

For it doth not come
at all, •will never come as a present reality ; but

a distinctive and conclusive "for" brings with

it its own Idov. " Lo /" the absolute and only

truth of which turns all the others to a he.

What then is this true saying in the mouth of

Truth, which is to be further affirmed and in-

cessantly testified ? He spoke then to the

Pharisees—The kingdom of God is kvrbc vuuv,

" within you." To understand this let us begin

with the Lctiv, "is," which as the evident

answer to the ttote Ipxetal, "when cometh,"

must mean—It is already come, already present.

Where then, and how, for these Pharisees ?

Just as it is elsewhere testified to them—Be-
cause Christ is come, because he liveth and
worketh in their presence and in their midst

!

Thus the expected time is already come (John
iv. 23 ; v. 25). So had the Baptist at the begin-

ning announced to them

—

u iaoc i ftuv 'iarnicsv,

" standeth in the midst of you" and the Lord
himself said at the end

—

hi uucpbv xpovov rb <ptic

h vp.lv tan, " yet a little while is the Light ivith

you," (John i. 26; xii. 35). There we have

most assuredly the first signification of this

evtoc, "within;" here, as alone, rigidly under-

stood, it can suit the ifiuv, to the plainest appre-

hension. (Compare, moreover, Luke vii. 16, tv

i/ilv.)* That is, as Schleiermacher at first rightly

expresses it
—"The kingdom of God is being

built up in the same sphere as that in which ye
also live"—although he then very superficially

goes on—"in that of instruction and communica-
tion." The miserable perversion of Ilegelianism,

which hangs upon this tvrbc ifiuv, " within you,"

the assumption that the kingdom of God is no
more no less than something in the interior of

every human spirit,t is contradicted by all Christ-

endom, by all scripture, by every testimony of

the Divine Spirit. This ifiuv, " you," rather

embraces for the first the Pharisees generally as

a basis, then in them the people whose repre-

sentatives they were ; and in these contemplates

for its wider meaning the entire of humanity,

which might hear the answer when it should

put the question : Within, that is, in the midst
of, within the circle and among, the Pharisees,

the people of Israel, humanity at large, the

kingdom of God is set up
;
just as Christ then

stood in the midst of the questioners lurking

around him. Thus the kingdom is everywhere
near at hand, where men can ask concerning it

because it has been preached; it comes down

* As also the pertinent parallel expression, which
Alford quotes a:s decisive, in Xenoph. Anab. i. 10, o,

a/.'Xd nai TavTTjv lauaav (pi "Ea'Ai/vei ) kcu tua'Aci

OKuaa evtos a v t u v ical xprijiara teal dvOpuTroi

hyevovro Kavra lauaav.

\ On which seems to border the generally doubt-
ful, often unscriptural Rud. Matthiii, when he main-
tains :

" The kingdom has been long grounded in tiic

deepest interior of all men's spirits in all times,

although only through Christ it may rise into their

higher consciousness." Never is it to be testified as

an evtoc vj-lCjv till Christ has come to a people,

till the preaching and embassage have brought und
ofl'ered him.

really to us without, any looking for its coming
from afar or from heaven, in order that it may
be in us ; this its coming and presence is only
to be sought within the domain of ordinary life.

But Avhen it thus proffers itself and is among us,

it will actually come into us and there establish

itself, and build itself up, internally approving
and manifesting itself. And this " inwendig"
(internal) (by which Luther once more seizes the

second meaning without the point of connection

with the first from which it springs) can never
be regarded as an erroneous translation; all the

less as kvroc (which in the only other passage of

the New Testament in which it is found, Matt,

xxiii. 26, is essentially equivalent to laudev) is

here evidently opposed to every "^udev, or out-

ivard, of an observable, visible Here or There.

All the saying and pointing, from the idov,

"Behold," of the Baptist pointing to the Naza-
rene (in which the finger of God's Spirit,

referring in all the prophets to the great Fulfiller,

was, as it were, embodied) down to the witness

of heaven and earth around the cross and the

sepulchre ; and all the tvrbc vftuv of the doctrine

which filled Jerusalem, of the church which
consisted of multitudes saved by the only name
of Jesus in their midst, all had been in vain to

the unbelieving Jews—and why ? Because in

them there was no faith which came in seeking

and receiving to meet the testimony. Thus
have we a transition to this other meaning or

the expression : The kingdom., as coming, as

come, that is, acknowledged (for the question is

about that), consists absolutely in nothing external

as such ; even my person in the midst of you
is nevertheless no better than not there for you,

because and in so far as I cannot in you bear

witness to myself. If it comes not to that

point with you, if ye seek not and find not the

kingdom there—then is all your questioning, ex-

pectancy, and observation vain
;

ye lose the

answer, and that which is actually in your
very midst! It might, and it ought, and it

would become to you, as generally to all, an
irTor. Thus (as chap. xvi. 15, tv uvOpumoic)

there is a pregnant double-meaning in the con-

cise expression, which our innerhalb (yet better

the Swiss innert), within, might reproduce ; he

who would wiffully reject this, must consider

how his exposition, only seizing the one sense,

can obtain its foundation for the other. Lange
(ii. 2, 1080), for the rest agreeing with what is

here advanced, prefers to find the one, proper,

simple ground-thought which he supposes the

word must have expressed, in the proposition

that the kingdom of God generally and every-

where is a matter of the internal man, and we
cannot contend against him on that point

;
yet

it does not appear to us how the Lord could say

this to the Pharisees with an unqualified keriv,

" is," without the former meaning as a point of

junction for this latter—It is already seerelly

present withm the circle of your position and

circumstances, even bearing its own witness to

the inner spirit of each. Olshausen sees, and

states tli is clearly, when he sums up the pro-

gressive declaration which is involved in the

three clauses: "The Lord, in the first place.
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annihilates their expectations of its glorious

manifestation (which were comprehensively ex-

pressed by the term Trapar/jpricyig) • in the second

place, the Saviour withdraws the kingdom of

God from the visible world, as it exists in

space ; and in the last place, he transfers it en-

tirely to the inner world of spirit." Thus the

emphasis falls upon the kvrog, "within" in

connection with which the vuuv, "you," must
not be especially urged (as Schaubach, Stud. u.

Krit. 1845, rightly says)—yet the ifiuv is how-
ever said, as paving the way for the other deeper

meaning. But he who insists upon explaining

ifiuv by the assumption that bn(% is merely iv

fiiau, in the midst, must reflect that even then

the answer might be taken as a concise irony

:

It is in your midst, and yet for you it is not

come, for it must first be in you before you can

find it needless to come to Me with your ques-

tion about the nore I* He should consider also,

what Olshausen expressly declares,! " that the

Redeemer by no means intends to represent the

Pharisees as absolutely excluded from the king-

dom of God, but would rather indicate to them
the possibility of their entering into the true

and spiritual kingdom ; that is, if they would
stoop to seek it where, by its very nature, it

must first manifest itself, in the depths of the

inner life." Yes, verily, this is the secret, most
heart-piercing, and gracious point of the answer,

which otherwise (let the expression be par-

doned) would seem to despatch their mocking
question in the same style, J if it did not just by
this enigmatical evTOQ direct them to look for its

hidden meaning. Now if one of these ques-
tioners turned to his own inner being to seek the

kingdom there,. he would find indeed no Christ

in his spirit, but the Christ before him would
then become a Christ for him, and that because

in him. Thus Braune says correctly :
" There

might coexist with the most unlikely beginnings
and most suppressed thoughts and feelings, the

possibility of its appearance and entrance,"

manifesting itself even where it excites opposi-

tion, and Christ is yet ruling in the midst of his

enemies. We would add that even the carry-

ing away, and the involuntary pondering, of the

instruction which the Lord gave in his reply,

was for all these questioners the slight, rudi-

mentary, first IpxeoQai, or " coming," of the

fiaoilua, or " kingdom," iii their inner spirit.^

The question which the Jews still urge, and
which, founded upon the good warranty of the

promises of the old Testament, has been deve-
loped into an unbelieving delusion as to their

* ;i For the kingdom of God is internal among
you—but because it is not, Pharisee, in tine, thou
wilt never see it," (Driiseke).

f Only that we take it cum grano salis, without
heresy

!

\ Where is it then ? they ask. Ye have had it

long enough he replies.

§ But when Shuubaeh discerns in the first mean-
ing of these words "among you" a contradiction to

the declaration that it was not local, not uth 1/ inel,

he falls into a misapprehension, which we obviated
above by the admitted "lo here!" of the preaching
and oilers of the kingdom, testifying of its coming.

accomplishment, runs thus : When will the king-

dom at length come ? The Christian question

which has similarly degenerated, though based
upon a similarly good foundation, runs on
the other hand : Where then is it come ? (To
this the Lord, ver. 21, at the same time al-

ready began to reply.) It is far easier at first to

answer the question, tohere it is not. We must
pretermit, lest our comment should become
preaching, the manifold, almost inexhaustible

exposition of this

—

not here or there I We tes-

tify merely once more as the last thing which
the Lord declares that it is nevertheless here and
there, more arid more everywhere upon earth !

Where then ? Where the Gospel is preached !

ch. xvi. 16. Thus cometh the kingdom, thus it

is come and is ever coming; it is proclaimed
and offered at once as already having entered
in, and as ever in the act of coming. But only
where the word is preached with the outpour-
ing and influences of the Holy Spirit, with
those operations and energies which have never
been suspended since the day of Pentecost,

yea, since the beginning of our Lord's own
preaching (Heb. ii. 3, 4) ; for here holds good
1 Cor. iv. 20. " If our Father in heaven giveth us
(in our human spirit) his Holy Spirit, so that we
believe in his word and in it live a divine life"

—

then cometh the kingdom of God in us. If his

ambassadors first receive the Holy Ghost, and
then become witnesses for the Lord even to the

ends of the earth—then will it come to

all who hearken to the Holy Ghost (Acts i.

6, 8, v. 32). .Where the Spirit is, there is the

kingdom; this is its true characteristic in oppo-
sition to all externality without the Spirit (Rom.
xiv. 17). "Its glory is in the hidden life of

Christians"—and in their word, their confession,

their works, and their life. The preaching ap-

proves itself to be God's word concerning
God's kingdom, in the consciences of all,

even of the unbelievers (2 Cor. iv. 2, v. 11).

It is in strong demonstration of the Spirit and
of power, but then it may be said again—See
and observe, how inwardly in the heart this

power of the Spirit lives and works ! The
kingdom of God externally exhibits itself in

truth only as an internal principle ; and all its

outward expression and externality is, alas I still

mingled with infirmity and baseness, and some-
times concealed amid the specious lies which
confess not the truth, but hold it nevertheless

in unrighteousness—so that it has never yet
been a kingdom in the external full reality of
this word. And if thou askest after that, thou
must ever be directed from all that is external

to that which is within.

Is this, then, always to be the case, and is the

kingdom ever coming never to be entirely come,
that which is internally prepared never to be
externally consummated ? Assuredly it will be,

fof the preaching of the Gospel and the Spirit wit-

nessing in those who believe it, testifies it from
the beginning to be a future kingdom, one which
will truly correspond to all ivapaTi'ipriotc, or " obser-

vation," in even its external characteristics—The
great and notable day of the Lord must come
(Acts il 20). Of this the Lord goes on to speak.
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Verses 22, 25. To the disciples he dis-

courses of that future, as to the Pharisees of

that which was already present for them. 'E 7. e v-

oovt'ii yutpat, "the days will come," a new
antithesis to the heretofore kwiv, " is." Never-

theless as that which was spoken to the Phari-

sees contained what was appropriate to the dis-

ciples also, so now in the transition to the dis-

ciples the words are so ordered that the Phari-

sees may receive them too, and ponder what is

brought out into sharpest prominence in the

first of these verses. For what are the days of
the Son of man ? Most obviously this is first of

all a continuous explanation of the indefinite ex-

pression which the first answer shaped by the

question had made use of

—

kingdom, of God ; con-

sequently it is an avowal and testimony that

Jesus Christ would have his days (eta's life-

time or age, vers. 26, 28, Matt. xi. 12) regarded

as the time of the Messiah, that is as the intro-

duction of the kingdom of God. I am here,

Daniel's Son of man ; consequently the king-

dom is come. He does not, however, enforce

this clearer utterance directly upon the atten-

tion of the Pharisees, but meekly turns his

words to the disciples, in whom he might pre-

sume such faith in his person. Those who
would understand by fiiav t£>v r/uepuv, " one of

the days," the beginning already of the day of

final manifestation, ver. 26 (as if—only a dawn
at least of that great day), disturb the whole
chain of thought, according to which the now
present days of his bodily presence, in the future

vainly wished back, are closely connected with
the evtuc v/j.(Jv ion, " is within you" ; and be-

sides so modest a desire of the future of the

Lord can scarcely be thought of in any certain

sense. The matter so far as we may under-

stand it has this bearing: the disciples and
Pharisees will (in a different degree on either

side) wish back these lesser and slighted days

of the Son of man—slighted, though in a dif-

ferent way, by both.* For those days of dis-

tress and perplexity (of that rejection, ver. 25,

and of that judgment which will thence fol-

low) which can alone satisfy the signification

of iXevaovrai $u£pai, " the days will come,"
(comp. ch. xxi. 6, 22, 23), the disciples will de-

sire through their infirmity that the Bridegroom
taken from them were with them again as be-

fore
;

but the Spirit will comfort them and
point them forwards instead of backwards, will

reveal to them the returning " Son of man," as

Stephen and John beheld him, and teach them
to wait for that one great and all-important

Day, vers. 24 and 30. But the Pharisees, and
the unbelieving Jews generally (with whom
the disciples in their weakness of faith are

classed), will then discern too late that they
have neglected the day of Christ (John viii. 56)

;

they will seek in vain their rejected " Son of
man" or Messiah, and find him not. Thus this

saying has a force for them like John vii. 33. 34
;

and seems still to cry out—While ye are spend-

* Neander : Desire to have him only for one day
in their midst again.

ing your time in questionings, I am passing
away and the day of grace is going!
Now first ver. 23 turns directly to the disci-

ples : the general interpretation of what is here
said may be seen upon Matt. xxvi. 23-27. Let
not your longing for me be seduced by any
delusive gratification ! Such w<5e and i-nti, " here
and there," is not the right,* therefore let it not
interrupt or divert you in the slightest degree
from your way of patient faith (ju?/ uneWi]Te), nor
let it hurry you with impetuous earnestness to

follow after a great delusion {jii]6s dtui^re). For
my coming will, like the lightning, be sudden
and indubitable. The expression hi rT^ M
ovpavbv elc ri/v vx1

ovpavm>, " out of one part of
heaven into the other part of heaven," is to be
understood (by supplementing x^Pa) of the op-
posite ends of the earth, as the parallel passage
in Matthew shows ; ri vk' ovpavov is neither

the whole earth, as Bengel supposes, nor is it a

single land, as if the revelation of Christ ex-
tended from one land to another, as Gro-
tius interprets, misunderstanding the lightning.

The Lord speaks here of the day of his coining

and manifestation in a prophetically indefinite

manner ; and in these preparatory words blends

into one the distinctive epochs, the discrimination

of which his subsequent prediction in some de-

gree enters upon. But in ver. 25 he gives the

great decisive explanation which would annihi-

late all false napaTi'ipjjoic, " observation," that

the Messiah must previously, in his first

manifestation, suffer and be rejected ; see al-

ready upon Matt. xvi. 21, xvii. 12. And inas-

much as he sets this over against his last

parousia (coming), this nadelv, "suffering," and
dnodoKi/iaadi/vai, " being rejected," at the same
time embraces the whole period of his Cross-

kinf/dom (r& etc Xptarbv TraO///j.ara, 1 Pet. i. 11).

Verses 28-30. There immediately follows a

second great explanatory declaration, that his

"days" in the second sense will only bring

judgment to the unbelieving world instead of

the rejected, and hitherto vainly expected re-

demption. Once more we have, what in Matt.

xxiv. and Luke xxi. is more distinctively de-

veloped, the destruction of Jerusalem and the

final judgment typically blended together in one.

Only thus much does the once more repeated

fi/xepat, of the plural intimate, that before the

i)fiipa of ver. 30, there will be interposed periods

of preparatory warning, preludes, times of ap-

proaching and ever-increasing judgment and
manifestation, which will, however, down to

the last be slighted and misunderstood. As to

the particular details, see on Matt. xxiv. 37-39.

Eating and drinking, marrying and giving in

marriage, first; for sensuality was the funda-

mental sin of the antediluvians, which will

assuredly be reproduced in the last days. Only

here are adjoined the clays of Lot with their

higher culture in buying and selling, planting

* Alford finds here a " warning to all so-called

expositors, and followers of expositors of prophecy,

who cry loov djoe and Idov inel, every time that war
breaks out or revolutions occur." Well said, for

English Christians especially 1
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and building, which again will be reproduced ia

the wide-extended institutions of universal in-

dustry filling the earth which is no longer to

exist: thus all sensuality and all worldly culture

are together included. Kara rai/ru, t<1 auru,

"even thus," that is, after this model and type
will be the -last judgment : generally upon the

secure world turned into a Sodom like the Flood,

but with fire like that which consumed Sodom
before established as a vKoder/ua, or example (2

Pet. ii. 6 ; Jude 7).

Verses 31-33. Moreover that in this pre-

liminary, indefinite view, there may not be alto-

gether wanting a hint at the destruction of

Jerusalem, the holy city, the Lord here already

utters what is more plainly stated concerning

that in Matt. xxiv. 17, 18—although even their

first hearers might have connected tliis with the

parallel of Sodom if they had thought of such

threatenings against Jerusalem as Isa. i. 9, 10,

iii. 9 ; Jer. xxiii. 14 ; Ezek. xvi. 48. For the

rest, the utterance proceeds in three clauses

:

first, the typical warning—Let not him who
fleeth turn back ! which looks forward to the

typical coming of Christ in judgment upon
Jerusalem, but indeed does not mean that alone ;

then a corroboration of this by a plain typical

backward glance at Lot's wife
;
and, finally, the

undisguised expression of the lundamental prin-

ciple—more than once repeated already, Luke
ix. 24 ; Matt. x. 39, etc., etc.—which will then

xiold good in its strongest sense.* There is,

however, in this an advancement upon the

former warning; the subject previously was the

judgment upon an unbelieving world, but now
the danger is alluded to which threatens the

fleeing righteous, if they tarry ; as afterwards,

vers. 34-3G, a final and rigorous separation even
between the closely linked laborers in the king-

dom is threatened. As they were not to come
down from the house-top to fetch their stuff

from the house, so they were not in fear dis-

obediently to turn back upon the judgment at

their heels—us Lot's wife had done, whose his-

tory Wisd. x. 7 had early thus symbolically ex-
plained.

Verses 34-36. So in Matt. xxiv. 40, 41, to

wdiich let the reader turn back. Here as there,

we find a two-fold reference ; first, an assurance

that the redeemed of the Lord will live and
move down to the last in the midst of the world,

will have the society of life ivrbc tov kuc/xov,

wWiin the world (but as the children of the

kingdom, so that the inward separation already
exists); then, parabolically, the intimation that

even the laboring servants and handmaids of
the Lord will not all be found prepared. The
order of Matt. xxiv. is reversed, and there is

a third member added here, and placed in its

strength of meaning, first: the bed indicates the

closest fellowship of life (as in marriage), then
the mill a fellowship of labor which is in some
sense intimate; and finally the being together
in the field (without any mention of labor) in-

dicates any kind of fellowship generally.* Oh
ye impatient questioners as to the when and
the where, separate yourselves not externally

before the time ! It is further observable, that
the Lord once at the beginning speaks of a night

instead of his " day," ver. 30. This is not
casually introduced from the allusion to the bed,
but the ravry rrj vvkt'l, " in that night," em-
phatically taking the lead, is descriptive of the
world's condition when the lightning of the day
of Christ shall burst upon it; thus it is not pro-
perly (as Grotius supposes) the nox atra
calamitatum (dark night of calamities), for the
judgments are rather already i^ipai, " days," of
the Son of man, but the darkness of sin and
unbelief, comp. presently ch. xviii. 8, and 1

Thess. v. 2-8.

Verse 37. This™?;, "where?" of the dis-

ciples, to which a ottov, " wheresoever," plainly

replies, has been erroneously regarded as the un-
defined outcry of apprehension—How is this?

when can this be ? They ask strictly concerning
the where, because their Master's words have
been hitherto so local, and the undertone of
their question is—Can it be that this shall hap-
pen in the holy land, in Jerusalem itself? In
this appears a delusion in them similar to that

which caused the Pharisees not to ask about
the where of the kingdom, taking that for

granted. The Lord here preliminarily answers
by a concise, prophetical-typical, enigmatical
word, the true meaning of which we have un-
folded upon Matt. xxiv. 28; it remains otdy to

remark how that meaning here applies in its

simple ground-thought—Everything in its time
and order, everything as it is meet! Ask not
curiously after the Where, the How, or the
When, but see, where the corruption of death is,

there will the eagles come If Where it is night,

the lightning gives its frightful glare. Let it be
your only care to be found as the living, and as
the children of the light I

THE IMPORTUNATE WIDOW BEFORE THE UNJUST JUDGE.

(Lukk xviir. 2-8.)

Hear now, what the true and faithful Witness,

the only begotten Son, saith to us concerning

the Father I This goes far beyond the analogy

* It would be instructive to collate ( >s Braune
do'js iu a tabular form) the Jive, properly six, v.ir.a-

Uons of the expression, each oue with a distinctive

emphasis. Matt. x. 39; xvi. 25 (Luke ix. 24);
Mark viii. 35 ; Luke xvii. 33 ; John xii. 25.

between our paternal love and the divine, be-
tween our friendship, loth to rise at midnight,
yet overcome by supplication, and the divine

:

* Ver. 36 must not thus be given up; it has not
simply passed over from Matthew, but has been
omitted because of its similarity with the first.

•f-

" Now should the Apostles discern how the
Jewish people appeared in the sight of God" (Roos).
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we have now the boldest word used in this kind

of analogical argument, which no man would

have dared to use concerning the holy God and

righteous Father, had not the Son of God him-

self given it to us. But with all its condescen-

sion, the highest majesty is yet vindicated,

which can never deny itself or derogate from

its own dignity. It is this which is gloriously

illustrated in the inexpressible and adorable

benignity with which the righteous Judge of all

the earth appeals to us short-sighted mortals

—

If I were such an unjust judge as those which
ye have upon earth ! But am I such ?

Verses 2, 3. A history this, too common in

the affairs of this evil world, and even in those

of God's people Israel, as the prophetic denun-
ciations against the corrupt judges, and promises

to the oppressed widows, abundantly show

;

two well-known personages, therefore, appear
upon the scene, with a third—the enemy—in

the background, as we may now observe pre-

liminarily. Judges and officers were to be ap-

pointed in Israel in all the gates of all their

cities, who should judge the people with just

judgment (Deut. xvi. 18), and in the time of

Jesus we find still existing the judicatures men-
tioned in Matt. v. 21, 22. But this npirrjc -rife

dduciac, " unjust judge," despises all those injunc-

tions which were given to the judges in the law
(Exod. xxiii. 6-9 ; Lev. xix. 15 : Deut. i. 16,

17; comp. 2 Chron. xix. 6, 7); and that not
from any forgetfulness of duty, but with a bold

and proud confidence rebelliously spurns it all

—

I know it all, but I fear not (the possible some-
time punishment) ! If there were only the fear

of God, the beginning of wisdom and the foun-

dation of the supplicating trust of faith, that of

itself would teach him to have regard to the

urgent supplications of a poor mortal, the cry

for right and the complaint against injustice.

But this is meant in the delineation of this bad
character, in its wider sense, as it expresses the

thoughts of his own heart in ver. 6 ; and not in

the other sense which hrpsTzeadai, " regard,"

might bear as a stronger word for reverence or

awe, see Matt. xxi. 37 ; Luke xx. 1 3 ; Heb. xii.

9. The presumptuous man thus inverts the

true relations of the two sentiments : the higher

dignity, which demands consideration and re-

gard, he only thinks of in connection with man;
and, as it regards God, thinks only of the power
to be feared, which he first scorns as the less

thing, and then afterwards declares to himself

that not even has he respect for anything human
—as more immediately concerning him. Ah,
thou proud worm, who settest thyself up for a

god, because thou art a judge in a city ! Hess
is far from extracting the meaning when he
superficially says :

*' He had neither religion nor
honorable feeling." For (pofhioOai tov 6e6v, " to

fear God," after all only suggests the slightest

beginning of all religion
;

while uvdpunovc
kvTpenEodai, " to regard men," on the other

hand, expresses not merely the fear of people's

judgment, the restraint of regard for others' es-

timate, but the respect for anything apart from
self, and then the consideration to regard and
alleviate the misery of others, the hearing of

their supplication, and fear of their righteous
complaint. What worse could be recorded of a
man than this ? And yet there follows the
much worse thing, that he himself in the daring

of his heart thus speaks of himself! Over
against this man there is the widow, as such
troubled and bowed down, and besides that, as

is too commonly the case, oppressed by an
enemy—not a hard-hearted believer, or any thing

of that sort, which might allow it to be supposed
that the right was not on her side, and that the

judge could not be induced to bend to her re-

quest by sympathy; but he is a persecutor,

against whom she has cause ofjust complaint

—

tKdiKjjauv ue, "Avenge me." Schleiermacher
would understand this—Give the verdict at any
rate, be it for or against me, that I may know
the end of this wearisome litigation ; but he
forgets in this unhappy violation of the spirit of
the parable, that in the parallel, ver. 7, noielv

t//v indiicTjoiv, " avenge," both the certain right

and the great distress of the petitioner are taken
for granted. It is better to translate generally

—Do me justice ! in which the consequence of

the judgment, her being saved from oppression,

is of course included. Tims she came to him,

that is, repeatedly, for she is to be an example
of the utj EKnaKElv, " not fainting" :* and that is

here assumed as afterwards in vers. 4, 5. Con-
sequently 7/pxsto, " came [often]," is equivalent

to ventitabat (by which she complied with her

own obligation in the city where a judge dwelt)
j

and the ovk qBifyoev, " he would not," is a con-

tinual refusal of her request and repulsion of

the applicant. The enemy was not necessarily

mighty or influential (considerations which the

proud judge did not take into account, and
which would. rather have moved him to main-
tain his official authority by a rigorous sentence),

but might have been the judge's friend or

favorite ; or the poor widow had no largess to

bring, without which it was not his fashion to

undertake a cause, or she could not pay the

costs ; or it may be that when she came first he
had no inclination to pursue his function, and
afterwards persisted in refusing for the sake of

proud consistency. What else could a poor

widow expect from an unjust judge ? Never-
theless she does not desist from urging the

judge even as the enemy did not desist from
urging her; she does not abandon the hope of

pressing through every obstacle by the tenacity

of her cry ; she adheres simply (possibly with

something of hope in God at the bottom, or if

the parable must abide in the mere human do-

main, with eager expectation of man's help in

her need) to this one note—Art thou not placed

here as a judge to do right and execute justice,

especially to the oppressed widow (as many
times in Moses, from Exod. xxii. 22 to Dent,

xxvii. 19; then also inculcated often in the

* On this word, which occurs also as kyKaxeZv,

from the uncertain and various derivation, see my
exposition of the Epistle to the Ephesians, eh. iii.

13. It signifies

—

to desist, give up, especially

through lack of strength, to yield in tight ; also, to

be overcome of evil, to succumb.
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prophets), and therefore to me ? just as in chap.

xi., the one makes his appeal to the other—Art
thou not my friend ?

For the rest, it must be observed in reference

to the interpretation which follows, that the

widow represents, not so much an individual

soul oppressed and bereft of help, as the peo-

ple, the congregation of the elect, the church

apparently forsaken of God, especially in the

last lime, as predicted in ch. xvii. ; so that in

this point we see the connection of the discourse

which is either continued in itself, or attached

designedly by Luke. Although the church is

ever the bride waiting for the marriage and en-

trance into her home, yet is she, as otherwise

described in scripture, the widow, forsaken and
solitary (nttt'ttj, Isa. liv. 1), a prey to her perse-

cuting enemy. We note well, too, who he is

—

the same, of whom Richter's Hausbibel sa3rs

that he is a yet greater jurist than all the Popes
and all the Napoleons—the antichrist with
Satan behind him.

Verses 4, 5. 'Enl XP°V0V, though elsewhere

xpovoc signifies a long time, does not mean in

in Luke's phraseology the " per multum tempus"
of the Vulg., but rather the "aliquamdiu" of

Erasmus, or what the English Bible translates
" for a while." Metu 6h ravra, " afterward,"

only indicates generally a certain space; but
this formula, as well as the sense of the whole
parable, rather requires us to suppose a propor-

tionably hasty overcoming of his inflexibility

through her incessant coming, and ever-urgent

supplication—for the shameless man could not
long endure this, as the words spoken in his heart

betray. These words, however, must be care-

fully observed, and an undertone will be per-

ceived in them which most expositors overlook.

First of all, assuredly, the Cyclopajan arro-

gance* of this language spoken b> &ii>r<p,

" within himself," exhibits his shamelessness in

full perfection ; for he is thinking of God's un-
dinied existence and presence even while he
contemns him, and puffs from him all mankind
(ctts ryD^ Fsa. x. 5, xii. 5) when an unfor-

tunate child of man thwarts his purpose. And
thus he will as godless and as shameless apolo-

gize to himself, as it were, for acting inconsis-

ently in once doing right, overcoming the el,

" though," by a inLye, " yet." Did he refuse be-

fore, and that absolutely—wherefore will he now
do the right? Because this widow troubleth

me (this exacting /is more than God or man !)

—

compare ch. xi. 7, 8, and note the slight oblique

reproof which these words might suggest to the

Apostles, who once, Matt. xv. 23, presumed to

impute to Jesus the being accessible to such a

motive for helping a poor woman. This becomes

* Ov yap KvKkwnec Aioc alyioxov ukeyovoiv, oiii

OtCjv fiaKuiiuv, l~eif/ 7ro?iii tytprepoi elpev OvtS, ai<

ty£> Aide (x^oc dXevuftevoc nectudoiurjv ovre <xot>, ov6'

irupuv, el p.y dipos ue Ke'hevei (Odyss. ix. 275-278).

Now latterly our philosophers and critics have be-

come such Cyclopes wiili the one eye of their Ovfioc,

just as according to Seneca, Epist. 29 (cited by
ifiyth), philosophy influenced one—ut sine metu
deorum iwminwnque vivas!

intolerable to the judge, he must make an end of

it, that she may not by incessantly coming with

ever-waxing boldness utterly destroy his peace.

We understand vnumafciv (literally to smite so

as to discolor, and especially the face, then

used proverbially, as in 1 Cor. ix. 27.) as a

strong expression of vexatious harassing; as we
should now say—" The woman torments me to

death!" Not that he actually feared violence;

etc t£1oc does not mean that in the end she

might even proceed to blows, but as belonging

to ipxo/iivn it implies ceaselessly coming, in which
sense it is a translation of ns:V> ,

(The Syr. is

here quite correct—-ps £ss). It is this inces-

sant coming which he terms vkuiuu&iv or ob-

tundere, and he will endure it no longer. Quite
correctly has Luther for t/cfo/a/CTu—Ich toill sie

retten, it is my rvill to right her, I will /nerd

ravra, " afterward," do what iirl xpovov, " for a
while," I would not—Tel est mon plaisir, (such
is my pleasure), or with the Cyclops

—

(fapoc pe

neleCei, (my spirit bids me). That is, so thinks the
daring man that he means, but it is nevertheless
not so

; rather is his 6vp6c, '* or spirit," overcome,
as himself confesses, he can endure it no longer
and must make an end of it. And why is this ?

Might he not have thrown off the burden by
preventing her coming at all, inflicting upon
herself the blows. Wherefore then did he con-
tinue so long to hold on to the mere " I will

not!" ? What makes him feel her coming and
beseeching to be as blows in his face ? We see,

in short, that the man is not so utterly without
feeling, not so hopelessly wicked as he had pre-
dicated of himself, and as the Lord on that ac-

count had spoken of him as being; it is not
quite true that he feared not God nor regarded
man. For he actually regards rljv x>'iPav ~uvrnv,

a poor, helpless woman, who besides that ran
to him with her trouble

; he has within him a

respect, not confessed tc himself for the suppli-

cation of a wretched woman for her rights—for

he is a judge, and it cannot but remind him of

God, whose prerogative it is to hear the cry of
the afflicted widow and the fatherless child

(Exod. xxii. 22, 23). Here we find, then, in

the midst of the apparently awful contrast, a
secret transition to the application, and a ground
whereon to rest it. And shall God, who has
placed this almost inextinguishable feeling in the
heart of man, which prevents him from finally

rejecting persistent supplication, not himself
hear our prayer? He who planted such an
car shall he not hear? (Psa. xciv. 9).*

Verses 6-8.—It might seem that the appli-

cation should obviously be—Behold here what
the poor widow did ! But more to the point,

more striking, more convincing, and more in

harmony with the distinctive tendency of the

parable, is the impressive inference from the
indiai/ov, " I will avenge," of the judge, whose

* This, at least, corresponds better to our feeling

of the subject than to regard the judge as Kpni/c tt]c

udiniac absolutely, and to the end utterly without

feeling ; or as Alford says, His very iKiVucvaic was
lUVxia, because he did it from self-regard and not
from a sense of duly.
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afiinia, "injustice," even in spite of himself is

obliged to give way to the willingness of God
to rescue man, and especially to help his crying
elect. Shall he not avenge ? * and, moreover,

whom ? Even the poor woman goes to him
also as a Judge ; but he is much more than that

upon the throne of his kingdom: for here are

his own elect, loved from eternity and called

according to the purpose of his grace, to whose
good all things must minister, and for whose
salvation's sake the times of judgment and
calamity are to be "shortened (Matt. xxiv. 22).

They must indeed for a while suffer from the

enemy, but they cease not to cry for help be-

fore the throne of the Highest

—

day and night

being a proverbial expression most significantly

used for the nuvrore of vers. 1 (Luke ii. 37). He
who prays by night can be no hypocrite before

man in his prayer; his soul is possessed by such
fervor towards God as permits him not to rest.

Further, the fin e/c/ca/c«w,t " hot to faint," which
was not tautological at the commencement, ap-
pears now, in the light of the parable, to de-
note the ever-increasing vehemence and zeal of
a fervent and impetuous fioav, or " crying."

Let there be no darkening question here inter-

posed—Art thou who criest certainly one of
the elect? It is enough just to convert the
proposition—Those who cry day and night unto
God are by that token the elect! They im-
plore not the wdiKnaic, or " avenging," of God,
simply inasmuch as they suffer oppression and
wrong from the evil world and its prince (Psa.
ciii. 6, cxlvi. 7); for they know well that this

injustice is, on account of their sins, no injustice

as before the highest tribunal of Goil. But
their faith in the promise, through which they
have received the election of grace (see pres-
ently ver. 8), pleads with a sacred importunity,
such as the Lord in ver. 1 impresses with in-

tensity in the expression ihlv, " ought," for the

merciful deliverance which is their appropriate
right now as being the elect, as much as the
indiKvoLc was the due of the poor and oppressed
widow. That liidiKy/oov /ie

}

" avenge me," corre-
sponds with the frequent prayer in the Psalms
Uplvov fie Kvpie, Psa. xxvi. 1, liv. 3 ; sic ttjv dinnv

fiov, Psa. xxxv. 23 ;
oti i-oir/ijac t//v npioiv fiov uai

T/jv 6'lktjv fiov, Psa. ix. 5), comp. furthermore
1 Mace. ii. 67.

How does the Lord then point the applica-
tion ? Assuredly what is involved here is the
crying day and night, the waiting in faith for the
certain answer to the question— Will he not grant
the request, and avenge ? For there is in the
e-l xpovov, "' for a while," the appearance as if

he would not come. But now when the Lord
indicates this point of incidence between the

* This is of itself much stronger than the Ger-
man—Sollie Gott nichtaueh?—(Should not God?)
The reading nou'/aei is acknowledged by Winer,
among others, to be more admissible, though Lach-
n'Ktun prefers Trot/joy : but both readings would in

truth concur in the same sense.

f Strangely by Sehleiennacher made to refer, in

spite of the aim of the whole parable, to the blend-

ing of working with prayer 1

parable and its interpretation, ne designs to
make prominent in it the contrast for stronger
assurance, and as preparing the way for his

own Myu vfilv, "I tell you." Luther's transla-

tion of that most important and most pro-
found additional clause :

" und sollte (er

nicht) Geduld dariiber haben ?"—and have pa-
tience with them?" is most assuredly incorrect,

and contains no clear sense at all ; apart from
the fact that fiaKpodv/uelv, " bearing long," does
not signify the merciful hearing of the request,

but obviously a tarrying and putting olf to

grant it. Others read it as a question—" And
doth he linger and hesitate about it? No, he
certainly doth not, but is willing at once!" But
this would be contrary to that doctrine of the

divine delay and lingering which we find re-

cognised in other parts of Scripture, and even
in some of our Lord's other parables : the ap-
pearance, yea, the reality of such delay is es-

sential here to the entire matter in hand. To
change the reading fianpodvfiuv for fianpodufiel*,

would not essentially affect the sense ; and we
cannot but think that it corresponds with the

fundamental idea of the parable, which is con-

centrated upon this point, to regard the nai as

here standing for Kairrep ; and hence Meyer cor-

rects it—Although He forbears towards them
;

and the English translation has very properly

—

Though He bear long. But it is not just as

Hassler seizes it—For he is forbearing towards
them, not troubled and harassed by their un-
just importunity. The most obvious and plain

sense of this well-known fianpodvtielv f must
ever be the letting them pray on without grant-

ing their prayer, the lingering with the help, the

keeping silence, (Psa. lxxxiii. 2), which causes

the impatient petitioners to cry out—Alas 1 O
Lord, how long ? How long, O Lord, holy and
true, dost thou not judge and avenge our blood ?

(Rev. vi. 10). Why withdrawest Thou Thy
hand, even Thy right hand ? pluck it out of Thy
bosom—and make an end I (Psa. lxxiv. 11).

But we see (as Roos hits the point most perti-

nently) that what in the unjust judge is hard-

ness of heart is in God forbearance''—since wis-

dom and love move him for good reasons to de-

lay his relief, and protract their prayers. This

forbearance is not to be regarded here, first of

all, as forbearance towards a wicked world,

lengthening the limits of probation (2 Pet. iii.

9), though that also is combined with it; for the

tV avToie, " with them," shows the elect to be

its object. There is a mystery here, the solu-

tion of which is left to the enforcement of a

faith that will not be baffled by it; an indication

of important reasons, which God must have for

such delay in the case of his own elect. If we
seize this aright, then may we go on to observe,

penetrating still deeper, that there is now a col-

* Which Bengel prefers as insignis lectio, and

says :
" Prions membri verbum in textu transit in

participium fiouvruv, alterius membri verbum stat

immotum, ficiKpodv/iei, longanimis est?"

f Lango says

—

hochherzig, large-minded, with a

heavenly greatness of mind and requirement; but

this is ungrounded.
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lateral idea which wag prematurely urged be-

fore : Although he indeed does not help on ac-

count of his being fatigued with their prayer"

—

for he significantly abides the crying much
longer than the unjust judge, yet it is to him the

pleasure of his love to be urgently and fervently

and perseveringly prayed unto; he would be

overcome by the true Israelites as he was by
their forefather Israel !* Thus we see that he

does not once drive away his petitioners as the

judge had done many times ; he merely keeps

silence, and does not grant the request, though

he patiently listens to the pleading continually.

Here find we the " exceedingly refined meaning
offictKpodvfielv" which Olshausen refers to, which,

though as a fact seemingly discouraging, itself

becomes an argument of confidence—" Thou
hearest my request, however ; therefore thou

wilt assuredly grant it!" For faith thus tested

and disciplined can cry, " It was only to purity

me wholly, that thou couldst delay so long!"

The patience of the Lord towards the world is

at the same time a patience with us in order to

•our salvation: see 2 Pet. iii. 15 as following

ver. 9.

Oh how will he then avenge and vindicate

his own elect, and how speedily ! Oh how will

he reveal himself in superabundant kindness to

the desolate one, when the reproach of her

widowhood is remembered no more, declaring

himself to be her Bridegroom and Husband !

(Isa. liv. 1-5). Every act of salvation, and

every urgent request granted, is indeed in a cer-

tain sense a coming of the Lord, oftentimes

taking place when " least hoped for, and when
the energy o!' faith and prayer was almost ex-

tinguished"—and this preliminary application

may therefore be justified.! But the M ri]r j ;/f,

"on the earth," is not only a coming from

heaven, a descending with his saving power
generally ; it signifies the coming of the Son of
man, that is, in his personal, visible presence

(chap, xvii. 22)—as everywhere so here it is to

be eschatologically understood. We have al-

ready referred to the question whether a con-

nection with chap. xvii. may be here established
;

the uvTolg, unto them, chap, xviii. 1, cannot be

said, " without doubt," to continue the former

discourse, still less must the nai, and, be pressed

to mean item de prazparaiione ad futura ilia

(also concerning preparation for that future). It

may be so, it may not : for l?.eye 6e nai is after

all the general formula for something new, as

avrolc is a general definition of the disciples.

We can very well understand, without any

other aid, why in this last period of his teach-

ing (since Luke ix. 51) the Lord often came
back to his Parousia (coming).

* Lange, according to his view as given above

—

"Though he deals with them in his great and in-

comprehensible way."

\ As Baxter (Saints'
1

Rest) begins his book:
" When the Son of God comes with recovering

grace, and discoveries of a spiritual and eternal hap-

piness and glory, he finds not faith in man to believe

it"—with a sp'uitual application to the Lord's coming

into the heart.

The tv Tuxei, " speedily," may be regarded aa

the Divine measurement for the whole period

of forbearing delay. He cannot hasten to de-

liver his people, and reveal himself sooner than

this wise uanpoOvuelv, or long-suffering, pre-

scribes (hence, e.g., Rom. xvi. 20). His opera-

tions are ruled by his prudence, one thing after

the other, everything must be done that is

preparatorily required ; and in the end this tv

T&xn will have its proper and essential truth, in

the sudden conclusion of all : this fulness of

meaning the same expression is found to bear in

all its comprehensiveness in Rev. i. 1. " But
will the Son of man, when he cometh, find

faith?" Thus generally taken the word would
be too rigorous, especially after the crying saints

have been referred to ; and it seems to verge

upon an entire failure in the work of redemp-
tion. This is not, however, the language here

used ; the article in ttjv nioriv, " [the] faith,"

points especially to that faith of unwearied and
unweariable prayer, as it were, that absolute,

perfected, consummate, faith which the parable

has set before us. It is true, viewed under two
aspects, first, that the slightest, weakest faith

(often being encouraged as such) has, as being

faith, much power ; and then, on the other

hand, that " a slender, tottering faith is some-
thing infinitely little, yea, as nothing, when we
compare it with the great substance of the

Gospel, with the immeasurable love of God:
the father tells his child that he has learned

nothing when he ha3 only learned a little, and
that he shows no obedience, when his obedience

is but slight" (Roos). We think, moreover,

that the. Lord in his gracious strictness thus puts

the faith of his elect in question, only that he

may found upon it a great assurance, and say :

The Son of man, on that account, will not push

his delay to the uttermost, for then even his

elect might not be saved, they themselves might

fall altogether into the iKnanriv, or " fainting,"

of despair, as if there were no Judge in heaven,

and as if there did not sit upon the throne of

grace a Redeemer who long ago judged and
triumphed over the enemy. Let us ever humbly
mourn over our want of faith, and acknowledge
that the India-note tuv iK^eKTuv, "avenging of the

elect," will finally spring from that unmerited

grace which will put an end to their trials, and
that it will not be the result of the efforts of our

wrestling prayer alone.* For the uvridiKoc,

" adversary," as he has the power upon earth,

so has he to the last a minimum of right against

the elect, which, however, the consummating
mercy, that always and conclusively perfects our

faith in answering it, will utterly annihilate and

extinguish; so that we shall obtain justice

against Satan, and rejoice in it for ever. Thus
will the Lord judge the cause of his people, and

make them to rejoice in his mercy (Euclus.

xxxv. 21 J.

* For it would be blasphemous to say, " Faith

doeth it all !" If Jehovah had not mercifully said,

" It is enough," Israel would never have over-

come.
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THE PHARISEE AND THE PUBLICAN.

(Luke xviii. 10-14.)

The ncnei66Tec eft iavrolc, who trust in them-

selves, in the fixed and presumptuous imagination

that they are righteous, have not the marie, or

"faith," which the Son of man seeks upon

earth ; their unqualified assumption 6tl koulv

diaaioi, " that we are righteous," is contradicted

by the counter-testimony of their undeniable

l^ovdevelv rove Xoiwbvc, " despising others"

—

words which, in this superscription of the para-

ble, sound almost like that previous haughty

uvdpunov ovk hrpiivofiai, " I regard not man."

These self-righteous ones to whom the Lord
spoke were not Pharisees ; for in that case (as

Schleiermacher scarcely needed to insist) the

figure of a Pharisee would not have been held

up to them as a similitude* The npoc rivag,

" unto certain," indeed continues within the

circle of the avrolc, " unto them," ver. I, and

refers to certain disciples, whose spirit is thus in-

dicated as being peculiar, improper, and pervert-

ed. We can scarcely assume that these tlveq

had given occasion for our Lord's words by any

outward expression whether of trust in their

own righteousness or of contempt toward others.

The Trpoc, " unto," is, as in ver. 1 (" to the end

that"), the Evangelist's intimation of the ten-

dency and aim of the parable, the superscrip-

tion of which is thus given ; and he bids us

understand that it was not intended merely for

those who were then addressed, but that we
must find the tlvec of the Lord's application

among his disciples of all time, and possibly in

ourselves: and it is to this that the significant

article in tovc nenoidurac, the ones trusting

(" which trusted"), and the present elai, are

(" were"), belonging to it, seem to point. It is

often said, one expositor echoing another, that

these proud fiadrjrat, or disciples, might, after

hearing the preceding parables, have declared

their spirit in some such way as this
—

" If

prayer be the question, we can pray well enough,

better than others; and as to faith, that is not

lacking in us," and so forth : but we regard such

a connection with what precedes as neither in-

dicated in Luke's words, nor probable or indeed

conceivable in itself. Assuredly the brief, con-

* Lange, indeed, opposes this obvious and often-

repeated remark, by putting the converse—in that

case, he says, no Publican can be supposed to be

present, and no Priest or Levite when the parable

of the good Samaritan was delivered. But, apart

from the incongruence of the last example (for the

Priest and Levite there are not the central figures),

this argument overlooks tho distinction between tho

mere listening of the Pharisees and Publicans, and

their being expressly the persons addressed in the

parable. Assuredly we think that the Lord would
not have addressed to Publicans, as Publicans, a

parable concerning a justified Publican. [The force

of this argument is not evident to us at least. To a

mixed audience of Pharisees and Publicans the

contrast in this parable would rather seem to be

highly pertinent.

—

Am. Ed.]

densed, and diffident prayer of this first publican-

repentance, does form an excellent pendant to

the persistent crying of God's elect ; and, taking

the two parables together, we have in conjunc-

tion the boldness of faith and the depth of

humility which co-exist in all true prayer; but

all these allusions and coincidences, like those

before mentioned, must be referred to the tenor

of Luke's purpose, according to which he, from
ch. xvii. 1 onwards,, binds together, in a pro-

foundly pregnant design, individual subjects of

various kinds, and not in immediate historical

sequence. (See further ch. xvii. 11, 20, xviii.

1, 10, 15, 18, 31, 35, where are merely parallel

formulas, quite distinct from those which we
find in ch. xix. 1, 11, 28.) If on the assump-
tion of a historical connection after ch. xvii.,

the Pharisees would have to be regarded as

among his hearers, this of itself would not, as

we have already said, prove anything to the

contrary ; for Olshausen's assertion cues too far

when it declares the exhibition of a Pharisee in

a napallohrj, or parable, before Pharisees them-
selves to be an altogether, inadmissible theory.

Our Lord, moreover, persisted in his unvaried,

unbroken, uniform controversy with the Phari-

sees, from the Sermon on the Mount down to

the final Woes. But this parable has too often

lost to our ears its simple power and grandeur,

in consequence of our neglecting, through our
very familiarity with it, to transpose ourselves

into its scenes and realise its living impression

upon those who heard it first. The simple nar-

rative begins with the every day occurrence of

two men going up to the temple; though the

sharp contrast which is suddenly called up to the

mind (a Pharisee and a Publican, sounding very

much like in India—a Brahmim and a Pariah,)

would excite the attention to a high pitch, and
lead the people to expect something anti-phar-

isaical in what was to follow : although the

righteous man comes off very well at first, his

thankfulness before God seems well-grounded,

and all that he says in his prayer is literally

true. The hearers around must have said

—

" Verily they are just such, these holy men,
even so do they in their very hearts regard their

righteousness ! And does not all this avail be-

fore God ?" Then comes, forward in contrast

with him the penitent, broken-spirited Publican,

so graphically drawn in his reality, that one
cannot but say—Such a Publican must often

have exhibited just that same penitence, since

the kingdom of heaven commenced among
men. Many among the listening people (fur

this parable we feel was spoken openly before

all) might say, yielding to their first impulse

—

" Now this poor sinner will be also justified and
accepted with the other;" and with what a

flash of sudden amazement would they hear

the supreme utterance of God's own decision

on the prayers

—

This man justified and not that

!

This unveiling of their hearts before God is
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almost like the sudden withdrawal of the veil

of Hades in oh. xvi.; but that the prayers them-
selves, the contrast of which must have seized

all consciences, had prepared the way for it.

Verse 10. Two men go up to pray : in this

simple introduction the right hearer will discern

the aim and spirit of the whole ; for whatever
one man may be in the estimation of oth-

ers, " his name hath been named already, and
it is known that it is man,'

1

' that is, a sinner be-

fore God, who " cannot contend with him," but
must sue for mercy, (Eccles. vi. 10). The Pub-
lican's prayer is the only true prayer, not simply

as the genuine expression of a first repentance,

but also as the continuous ground of all prayer.

But the name of God is not at once uttered, it

is left to the petitioners themselves : they go
into the temple, that is, their contemplated
"praying" appears at first as a similar external

work in both cases ; the process of the parable

will show, whether they both did actually go
to God and truly pray to him. And it was
altogether right in both cases, for the house of

God is especially a house ofprayer, and remains

so even in the New Testament, where, how-
ever, Solomon's word concerning coming to

hear (Eocles. iv. 17), has much more weight
than in God's ancient typical service it could

have, before the Word of reconciliation was set

up. A Pharisee and a Publican— this sounded,

to the people long bound and habituated to the

teaching of their judges (their Gooroos, to refer

once more to India,) very much like—A pious

man, a saint ; and a right proper sinner ! We
can scarcely realize vividly enough how astound-

ing was our Saviour's declaration of war against

the- Pharisees ; not less directly in the teeth of

all prejudice and habitual custom than when
afterwards his servants went forth announcing

among the heathen—that their gods were no
godsl For the specious sanctity of such devo-

tees is more dazzling, and les3 revolted against

by the instinct of the conscience, than all the

names and glories of false gods. These two
men presenting their prayers will probably sug-

gest Cain and Abel (just as at Matt. v. 23)

—

but which in that case is Cain? The Publican,

who yet strangely dares to tread the sanctuary ?

Let us hear what and how they pray, and mark
how great a difference there may be iu the pray-

ing of two different men.

Verses 11, 12. The great man lias appropri-

ately the precedence, and he was first named.
But before we hear him, we must look at him,

and so livingly reproduce the scene before our

eyes. Then follows immediately, and very sig-

nificantly for the ears of those who hear aright,

irpbc iavruv," with himself," whereas we should

have expected npoaevxeadui irpbg rbv 6 eov,
" praying to God." The prodigal son came elc

iavruv, " to himself," the unjust steward pondered
prudently h iavru, " within himself," this man
turns back again still, even when designing to

pray to God only, npbc iavruv, " with himself,"

these are three not capricious gradations of the

expression. But we must not, if we rightly
;

understand this, construe the icpbg iavruv, " with

himself)" with TrpooijvxEro, "prayed," lor that
\

would not harmonize with the ravra, " thus,"
additionally following:* but it belongs to the
araffdc, " stood," as the corresponding uanpudsv
iaruc, " standing afar off," shows; and both de-
sign to set before us the two men in the most
expressive manner, as the Lord proceeds to set
forth their several prayers as heard by God.
What then may be the precise meaning of
o-adric, " stood," thus absolutely used, with re-

gard to the former ? Alford thinks that, as con
trasted with the iaruc, " standing," afterwards
of the Publican (who stood merely, and remained
as he came in), it is equivalent to placing him-
self in position (answering to being seated of
the other usual posture)—in a studied place or
attitude. This is involved in the expression, as
we shall presently admit, but scarcely in the
expression as it stands alone and without the
additional clause, which, apart from that, will

not harmonize with Trpoor]vx£TO >
" prayed." Ex-

ternally the position of both seems just similar,

for each stands apart by himself—but what a
difference under this seeming similarity ! We
must somewhat anticipate in order to catch this

striking trait in the delineation of their charac-
ter. 'Eff-uf in itself indicates the prodigal's un-
studied standing immediately after his entrance
into the sanctuary

; indeed it is almost left un-
certain whether the fear-stricken man entered
at all «V to lepov, into, the temple

; the udipodev,
" afar off," might be taken in a more emphatic
sense—he dared not enter in, deeming himself
unworthy; for his earnestness in prayer looked
towards the sanctuary of God, from which his

humility felt itself justly excluded. On the
other hand, the aradelc signifies something inten-
tional, he placed himself, (ch. xix. 8,)—and we
naturally ask, where and for what purpose?
The answer is—in a separate place, alone by
himself, which npbc iavruv, as the external ex-
pression of an internal involution in self, must
imply ; even if, as Rosenmutler observes, npbc
iavruv should never mean solus or seorsim, like

nad' iavruv, yet this lies in the symbolical signifi-

cance of the word. Thus it is not as Von Ger-
lach says (though otherwise rightly interpreting)—" He placed himself apart boldly, in his usual
place;" but he turned only to himself (not to

God), withdrawing himself into himself (from
others), consequently carefully retreating from

* Thus neither with Bengel—" Penes so ipsum
oiuns, sibi auscultans, quasi neminem ferens sibi

proximum (ho supposes— ne Deuni quidem in

urandol)—nor invalidating tho real emphasis which
is in the expression, as Olshauaen does : -Kpnnjjvxero

7r/>V iavruv simply as equivalent to "sa^S -rp^

Allbrd leans this way, giving dyavaaruvvre'e npug
lavrovc, Mark xiv. 4, as a parallel : but the plural

there makes the case very different

—

among them-
selves. Wo may obviously suppose that he did not

utter his prayer aloud in the temple, without resort-

ing to this; and it is very wide of tho truth to in-

terpret it, that he did not daro to let such a proud
prayer bo heard! [Tho English version, "stood
and prayed thus with himself," is incorrect and am-
biguous. It should rather have been, " standing by
himself prayed thus," arabcic irpjc iavruv ravra
irpoonvxero.—Ail. Ed.]
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the impure neighborhood of the other despised

offerer of prayer whom he met there, exhibit-

ing himself apart, as much as possible, from all

others as the worshipper, the righteous man (as

the Publican terms himself the sinner:) thus he

stands not, properly speaking, before God at

all, but only before men* and does not even

confound himself with other Pharisees, who are

included among the " other men " of his prayer.

It was an offence to him, at first, that he was

obliged to go up with the Publican at all, and

with all the more solicitude, on that account, he

takes his own proper placet Thus both stand

apart, each for himself; but the one is design-

edly in the spirit of pride turned to the contem-

plation of himself, the other involuntarily in the

spirit of humility remains far off from that God
in heaven whom he truly supplicates.

And now for the so-called prayer of that one.

Tavra Trpoojivxero, " prayed thus,"—profuse and

stately enough, at least in comparison with the

Publican's liyeiv, " saying," bursting from the

depths of his heart in one deep sigh, concern-

ing which we might suppose the Publican him-

self saying—" Alas ! I a sinner also went up

(but once, or this time in full earnest,) to pray

;

but as I stood there, I could not pray, I could

only utter one word—God be merciful to me a

sinner !" The Pharisee is not thus embarrassed :

let us hear him ! First comes the unrestrained

and bold invocation of the name of God—so far

well, happy they who lay hold of their privilege

of entrance into his presence I " I thank thee
"

—that comes next, and, as it might seem, still

better ; for is not thankfulness to God proper,

and seasonable, and blessed in all places and at

all times ? The angels only praise God, they

have at least in their happy sufficiency nothing

to pray for; we men have to thank God for the

double benefit of creation and redemption ; and

that may be a high and heavenly prayer which,

forgetting petition, lifts up before the presence

of God thanksgiving alone. Still more: this

holy man does not praise God for any earthly

blessing which might have been vouchsafed, nor

for any common benefit or aid such as less

pious men than he might be ready enough to

acknowledge to God's glory ; but he thanlcs God
for this, that he commits not sin, that he is

not a sinner like other men. And is it for God's

grace that he is thankful, that grace which had

brought him to this, which had saved, and puri-

fied, and preserved his soul from sin? Ah no,

* So that the same sense comes out which has

been sought in npoacv^eabai ivpbc kavrov, only more

conformably with the occasion and the phraseology.

\ Does the Lord mean to say—Separated from

the unclean Publican according to the usual cus-

tom ? Grotius denies this, and says—Nam mos id

ferebat, ut publicani in atrio Genlilium, Phariscei in

atrio Israelitarum starent (for custom required that

Publicans should stand in the Gentile's court, Phar-

isees in that of the Israelites). But it is this very

custom which our Lord paints, only he exhibits

this Pharisee, who would have a distinct atrium

iustorum for himself apart from other people, as

carrying the matter beyond mere custom.

far enough is he from that ; for what read we
next ? That I am not as other men are—in

this treacherous, this presumptuous am, the

wretch within suddenly shows himself as he is;

and all that good beginning is resolved into

mere hypocrisy and factitious conventionality

of words I Only a deceitful compliment to

God, assumed to give his words the form of

prayer. We mark at once, as the degenerate

prayer goes on from worse to worse, why he
has not anything to supplicate like other men
have, and why his " I thank thee /" is a mere
empty form of words, in which God only is

the receiving party. Genuine thanksgiving, even

if it begins, must proceed onward to confession

—for I am worthy of nothing, less than the

least of thy mercie3. Turn to 1 Cor. xv. 9, 10,

and see how another, once likewise a Pharisee,

thanks in genuine gratitude the grace of God
that he is what he is, a laborer above all the

rest of the Apostles. But our Pharisee knows
nothing whatever of sin or of grace in relation

to himself. "I am a righteous man fundament-

ally, and since I am such, I was never anything

else." The wretched man intends to pray, and
has made his beginning with " God ;" but

since he finds himself wanting in nothing (nay,

out of his external iruvTa oaa ktuuhi, " all that I

possess," he can give his tribute), he passes by
praying altogether, and proceeds forthwith to

thanksgiving. But even in this there is nothing

but himself for him to think of, himself, the

complete and consummate Pharisee is all—that

he is not like other men 1 Yes, it is even liter-

ally—he is not uarrep ol \onroi tuv uvdpuxuv, like

the rest of mankind ;
for he despises rove howovc,

the rest, (" others,") totally and in mass. There

are only two classes of mankind in the presence

of God, and himself alone constitutes one ! If

we do him injustice, his own foolish lips are to

blame : indeed he seems to have lost all propri-

ety and rational understanding in what he tells

his God. Alas, thou prodigy of mankind, thou

single and preeminent man! didst thou not go

up as man to the temple to pray, and art thou

no longer a man like other men ?

Let us hear further : who are then the other

men, like whom he is not? Naught but sin-

ners; and he can most magisterially describe

and condemn them in all their forms. And
does he then so accurately know all other men,

far and wide, their life and their hearts ? As
to their hearts, he thinks as little as he does of

his own ; but he has seen sins enough externally

committed among them (that is assuredly true)
;

in himself, however, he has seen none (and

that, alas, God pity him ! is true also). Extor-

tioners they are—selfishness places that first,

mammon being its supreme good, and the ag-

gression of others upon that being the most

grievous offence ; we will leave it undetermined

whether there is here a secret side-glance at

this Publican, whom as his abhorred fellow-wor-

shipper he has in view from the beginning.

Then come the unjust of manifold sorts in com-

mon; and then again immediately (for he must

sum up hastily in order to arrive at himself),

that one more great scandalous sin may bo
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named—very familiar to his thoughts, though
he repels it from his own soul—the adulterers.

But the enumeration is very far from running
through all the commandments and prohibitions :

idolatry at the beginning, and evil desire in the

heart at the close of the decalogue, never occur

to his thoughts. If we could suppose God to

answer him by setting before liim the true cat-

alogue, with the question appended in each
case

—

Art thou not such thyself, at least in my
sight ? then might a revealing light have pene-
trated to his soul, and he might have recognised

in himself the extortioner, and even the adul-

terer (according to John viii. 9, and especially

in the spiritual meaning). But lie has never
allowed the word or prohibition of God to speak
to his conscience, and therefore he can speak

to God with yet greater confidence ; reaching

the climax of his presumption when he scorn-

fully points with his finger, and utters those

fearful words of vanity (Isa. lviii. 9; Prov. vi.

13)—Or even as this Publican I In all this he
condemns himself; for it is his misery, not to

be like other men who are conscious of their

sin, and that he does not pray like thi3 peti-

tioner standing before him. Invading God's
prerogative, he gives judgment before either he
or the other had been answered ; he has no
eyes and no feeling for the humility which
loudly speaks in the external appearance of him
who was truly praying ; for what is prayer to

him, what can he know thereof even while he
is appearing to pray ? Thus his inmost thoughts

come frankly and plainly out into expression in

this first portion of his prayer

—

in that he is no
hypocrite, but " sincerely trusted in himself that

he was righteous, and therefore he tells that to

his God in the prayer which God alone heard"
(Wesley). The Saviour shows in this parable,

how " the internal character of the soul reveals

itself in prayer, that is, when it is uttered not
according to prescribed forms, but in its own
words and ivithout dissimulation" (Roos). There
is a profound gentleness in the circumstance

that this parable, which would graciously create

shame in the sinner by the promise of mercy,
does not exhibit one of those hypocrites who
could never have undertaken to say before God
that they were not as other men, but one of
the better sort, one who in his profound self-de-

ception may be regarded as sincere* The Lord
makes the experiment with such a one, whether
he would learn wisdom by seeing himself thus

exhibited in a glass (for the parable is doubtless

intended for Pharisees generally) ; and to his

* "And in that fashion there are enough found to

imitate this Publican, as they pray Our Father;
they have heard the word that God is ready always
to forgive poor sinners, and they have learned to

smite upon their breasts, and in word and gesture

closely to copy the Publie.in, so that one might swear,

even they themselves might almost swear, that they

are precisely in the state of this poor peuitent. But
all, meanwhile, is mere deception ; they are Phari-

sees like the oilier, no better." So Luther in his

sermon, fundamentally expounding the narrative as

a parable.

disciples he exhibits such a character ir. parable,

confronted with which the sincere "God be
merciful to me a sinner !" might lead some of
them to smite upon their breasts, and be a
dednctio ad absurdum. In the hearing of men,
many Pharisees among his own disciples might
be very ready with their " merciful to me a sin-

ner!" at the same time that they think in their

hearts, " I thank thee that I am not like the
children of the world and other natural men :"

both a mere form of speech, the first in that case
the worst of all.* This man here under the
law has not gone so far; he would, indeed, jus-

tify himself before God (ch. xvi. 15), since he
altogether forgets that God knoweth "his heart
—and how ill he succeeded in that ! He places

the abused name of God first, which taken in

vain at once condemns him
; the lying thanks-

giving follows; and, finally, his contempt of
others, and uncharitable condemnation of his

neighbor whom he sees before him in God's
presence, makes evident the groundlessness of
his ireTToidnatc, or self-confidence ; as the viola-

tion of the second table ever presupposes a tres-

pass against the first.

But the Pharisee-prayer has also a second
part, a second table, in Avhich the beloved I,

not like other men, must come forward with its

evidence, and impute to self all its authentic
righteousness; so that instead of receiving hi3

thanks God himself must conversely be made
its debtor (Isa. lviii. 2). After he has repelled

every imputation of violating the prohibitions,

he does not pass to the positive ordinances of
rectitude and mercy (not knowing anything of

these, as it seems); but, making a great leap

over this chasm, mentions at once the works of
supererogation 1 His prayer, as a whole, may
be variously arranged, h'irst of all, he shows
what he is, then what he does, and yet again
what he gives. Or it may run thus : My con-
duct to my neighbor—all this I am not/ My
service to God—I diligently fast, and beyond
the commandment! My fulfilment of the law
—I go beyond its requirements, tithing even in

things doubtful! (ch. xi. 42). He now reaches

the end, and knows no more; even the alms
(which, indeed, might be part of the fasting)

are remarkably enough pretermined while he
thinks of his mint and cummin ; as to his official

duty to help other people, so that they may be-

come such as he is (Acts xxvi. 29), of that he
has not the most distant thought. Even the
fasting, which should have led to his internal

mortification in order to true prayer, he des-

patches or achieves t twice in the week as a
work of supererogation (Mondays and Thursdays

* For "this self-deception, such a self-justifying

estimate of self is possible, without any rank hypoc-
risy; it is to be found, alas! only too of: en among
so-called excellent and sincere men" (Z.-Uer, Mo-
natsbl. 1S44, No. 10).

f And, indeed, without much difficulty, like tho

Romanists now. il What was easier Li the warm
east, and where the day ended at six, than to fast

a wholo day? The great meal of tho day would
be in tho evening" (Braune).
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beyond the commandment, according to the

then custom). On the Sabbath itself he enjoys

all the more complacently his meal ; and the

question may arise, whether or not with dpnayq

Kal dupaaia, " extortion and excess," Matt, xxiii.

25. (Thou Sunday-Christian, dost thou pray
only once in the week, when thou goest into

the temple ?) Finally, in his beautiful conclu-

sion, TTuvra baa KTufiai, " all that I possess," he
reposes serenely, over against the God whom
lie invokes, on his mammon (jactat possessiones);

as we popularly lay the emphasis upon the last

word—of all that I possess/ When we look

narrowly it is not ici/crri/iai, hold as property, but

K-Qfiai, that is, " of all which I acquire, obtain

by my efforts, produce ;" thus making the words
still worse in their significance, for he procures

for himself all that he possesses. Even this

KTHfiai, which might at last have driven him to

a repetition of his thankfulness for what God
had given him, stands in blunt contrast with
his eixapcaru aoi, " I thank thee "

—

thank thou
me for what I give out of my acquired posses-

sions ! He can connect God and his own poor,

wealthy /with its appendage, much more com-
fortably to his own mind than can the Publican,

whose own probably not inconsiderable Travra

baa KTufiac, " all that I possess," begins to weigh
down his heart

Verse 13. That the proud worshipper had
most formally and ceremonially prayed, with
uplifted eyes and hands, we may gather from
the contrast which is now given: the humble
man, remembering in the temple God and his

throne in heaven (Matt, xxiii. 21, 22), and the

invocation of that God being a great reality in

his mouth, regards himself as unworthy even to

lift up his eyes (Ezra ix. 6. Prayer of Manas-
ses ver. 9, comp. with Prov. xxx. 12, 13)

—

ovd'e

tovc 6<p0alfiovc, not even his eyes, not to say his

hands, which the Pharisee stretches forth as a
model statue of devotion. We strongly doubt
whether it may be said that " the Publicans in

Jerusalem were not so utterly godless, but that

they remembered to go up to the temple at the
time of prayer;" for these "sinners" had the

reputation of not being hypocrites in their sin-

ful life, and the appearance of a Publican in the

temple might have been a very infrequent thing.

The Pharisees were at home there, and their

piercing glances would repel all whose thorough
earnestness did not drive them to the house of
prayer ; and, as a rule, he also whose profound
sense of need did not urge him would the
rather absent himself, as his coming would never
be imputed to him as an act of righteousness
while he continued a '' Publican." But this

one has come under the mighty impulse of a

first repentance, and as the whole makes evi-
dent, has gone up his sorrowful and burdened
way ; so much the more does the nearness of
God in his sanctuary seize upon his spirit, so
that it seems to him as if every man who be-
holds him sees into his sinful heart with the
eyes of God himself.* The concentrated pang

* Remark, that the Lord still vindicates the sanc-
tity of the temple as the house of prayer, and does

of deepest shame so keenly afflicts him, that he,

without well knowing what he does, adopts and
uses the ceremony of repentance in profound
sincerity—he smite.? upon his breast, as the peo-
ple did afterwards under the cross (ch. xxiii.

48)—with the ancient expression of sorrow and
bitterest complaint, see Nah. ii. 8, comp. with
Luke viii. 52; xxiii. 27; Matt. xi. 17. Ubi
dolor, ibi manus (where the pain lies, there the
hand presses). He has looked inwardly, and
feels that God looks inwardly to his sinful

heart ; and therefore, as he will not lift up his

eyes, so he will not open his mouth to recount
and confess his individual deeds, the countless

sins of his life : it does not enter his mind to

come before God with an enumeration—This,

and this, and this, have I done ! For that might
be, as, alas! it is with many—But other things

I have not done, sometimes I have done good
things, I am not altogether sin and evil ; believe

that, O God! Ah no! he does not even dare to

say, in all the full bitterness of the word, what he
most unconditionally avows and gives to be un-
derstood—I am a sinner. Tip a/zaprwAw, (lit., to

me, the sinner,)—in this t£> * there is not the

comparison which cold observation has detected
in it

—

tu) KaO' virepjio'kTjv ufiapruTiC) (the sinner

by preeminence). Oh no, he makes no compar-
ison here ! The Pharisee, although aradelc npbc

iavrov, "standing by himself," casts his eyes
around, to mark who was present to behold
him

; but the Publican has no glance to throw
anywhere, he thinks of no other person under
heaven. He is thus saved from the error of

beginning to think—" Would that I were like

other holy and righteous people, like this Phar-
isee 1" " To the Pharisee all are sinners and he
only is righteous ; to the Publican all are right-

eous and he only the sinner."j There stands

the great word in the parable, in all its lumi-

nous force, for ever uttering its mighty testimony
from that broken and smitten heart; a word
which the Pharisees pass by and never find, and
which the disciples of Christ are tempted too

often to forget to hold fast, as the Apostle Paul
did, to the end of life—/ the sinner 1 J

not make the Publican pray there in secret. (Bahrdt

was very infelicitous in his observation upon this

;

commending the Publican because, rejecting all

positive religion, lie is exhibited as uplifting his

heart to the great All-father, with an humble sense

of human infirmity!),

* Which Thomas Seott, on his death-bed, most
impressively remarked upon. Alford (against Gres-

well, and without noticing Scott's life, which men-
tions the circumstance) denies any emphasis in this

tu, with that philological tenacity which he some-

times manifests. The parallels to which he refers,

ch. vi. 24 and xi. 4G, are not decisive in his favor.

At least ch. vi. 24 retains a similar emphasis ; and
the singular here is something quite different from

the general distinction of a class by the article.

j- Westermeier, in his Fortsetzung der evangclischen

Hauspostilla von Uhle. Roos, too, says with great

simplicity, and for our time almost prophetically

—

" The Publican docs not say, I am a creature de-

pendent upon God," etc., etc.

% We do not agree with Lange in his contradic-

tion of this general view of the parable : " The
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But before this word of penitence has escaped

from his overcharged breast and comes to his

lips, his faith has already discovered how it may
be uttered before God without despair. His
shame is not fear or horror; for he, ignorant

Publican as he was, has apprehended and un-
derstood better than the scripture-learned Phari-

see, the gracious promises of the earlier cove-
nant; and he lias embraced them with his

heart. Be merciful to me ! Thus does he urge

iu his prayer, most probably without knowing
it, the beginning of Psa. li., and in the selfsame

spirit of penitence and faith. He places this

between God and himself the sinner; and thus,

with infinitely more boldness than he was con-

scious of, he perfectly fills up the wide gulf be-

tween. Whether in the expression used to that

end, iAuaOr]Ti (IMaiceadai, e.g., 133, Heb. ii. 17),

we have here intimated a knowledge on the part

of the Publican of a "necessary propitiation" in

order to the forgiveness of sins,* so that we may
ground upon his words, as a locus classicus, our
dogmatic theories, is exceedingly questionable.

It is assuredly at first no more than the unbi-

assed apprehension in his correct feeling of the

term of the Israelite phraseology for the forgive-

ness of sins, which afterwards his better knowl-
edge might explain. As elsewhere the Sept.

has dipuvcu, and very commonly Vkeuv elvai (see

e. g. Heb. viii. 12,) for n?D (condonare, properly

disburthen, remove the load, cognate with k?0

and Vio), so also we find it translating some-

times V/MaKtaOai, as in Psa. xxv. 11 ; Dan. ix 19.

Let us not disturb, by our premature and inap-

propriate dogmatizing, the incomparably pro-

found and affecting unity of this most simple of

all penitential prayers, which condenses into its

heartfelt brevity the quintessence and sum of

Psa. li., and which is either the easiest or the

hardest prayer, as it is apprehended by the

heart. For the heart of such as this Publican

it is for ever easy and obvious enough; almost

the only perfectly sincere outpouring of the

most internal sorrow and supplication of the

wounded heart. One glance upwards, which
the heart sends without the eyes—one glance

inwardly, where the sinner has sinned against

heaven and before God—one groan breathed
upwards again

—

nothing more—brings down
the reconciling grace for his justification: then
can he joyfully lift up his eyes, and utter now
his own genuine—God, I thank Thee !

first repentance and conversion are not depicted here,

this Publican is already a man of prayer ; all through
his pious pilgrimage his petition would bo ever for

mercy, and even as a ripe believer would thus enter

hito the houso of mercy, profoundly humble."
Quito true, and beauiiful as an application for us

—

but as the first meaning of the parable ? The Lord
makes use of well-known characters, when he

speaks of a Pharisee, and a Publican; and no man
would have thought of such a rare thing as a pious
Publican, ripe in faith ! The whole representation

assumes that ho comes for the first time, and stands

before G?od as a type, the sinner.

* Comp. c. g.. Sanders, Papslthum, p. 35, according

to which the Publican thinks of tho typical mercy-
seat in the Holiest : hardly 1

Verse 14. And now let us feel the sublime
majesty of this Aeyu vulv, " I tell you," in the

mouth of the Son of man, as it indicates God's
answer to the respective prayers of these men.
" I tell you, for I know; I have seen, I have
heard, all this, in many such a case, and in many
such prayers." The Lord not only knoweth
what is in man, but what also is in the heart

and counsel of God concerning man ; here he
shows himself to know what God worketh in

men, and what he giveth to them. The Publi-

can is justified, the sinner is acquitted and par-

doned, as soon as and because he has sighed for

it. The simple, and indeed singular, -fj £keivoc,

" rather than the other," is probably the true
reading (quite corresponding to ch. xv. 7); but
the MSS. have variously changed it for f/irep, ?'/

yap, etc.; and many are even of opinion that

nap' inelvov, or vnep ineivov was originally found
in the text. The yap which Griesbach admit-
ted, would simply, according to Winer, indicate

the question

—

Or the other? But this so en-
tirely disturbs the emphatically decisive distinc-

tion between the two, that even Winer prefers

the emendation fjizep. Suffice it that its most
obvious meaning is assuredly just the simple
Hebrew -pa, and means to say—this man was
justified before the other; that is, the other ivas

not! For this Luther aptly compares Matt. xxi.

31. How could such a Pharisaical prayer as

the one here described, attain to any kind of

dwatovodat, or justification ? The man literally

supplicated nothing, least of all justification

!

We cannot, therefore, imagine how Yon G-er-

lach can say that " all justification before God
is not denied to the Pharisee, he is only placed
below the Publican !" Was it then that he had
only " little forgiven" in his thoughts, like that

debtor in the other parable, which is incorrectly

paralleled with this? When the application of
the parable can be safely detached from its orig-

inal historico-typical figure, as it is described in

the strongest lines by our Lord, and we can
clearly discern how far the "Pharisee " may reap-

pear among our Lord's own disciples, then shall

Ave be able to see the milder force of the not
undesigned comparative expression.* If a
dediKaiu/iivoc, or "justified " person, again begins

to trust in his righteousness (Ezek. xxxiii. 13,

ntnoiOev), the consciousness and the possession

of justification begin to depart from him; and
he recedes in comparison with the Publican who
comes first before God. Therefore despise not
such, and never forget that the same grace
which ye have received is ready to be offered

to the very first and faintest 'Madyn, " be mer-
ciful," of the most abandoned reprobate, with
the same fulness of love which ye yourselves
have experienced.

The contrast and conflict of the two great,

parties which our Lord so truly describes, goes
on through all ages of the church and people of

God : the trusting in works and personal merit

down to its most subtle forms, and the appeal

to free, unconditional grace. Most assuredly

* Which Tertullian reproduces— "justificatioi

Pharisseo." Cyprian—"magis quam ille."
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our Lord takes one side in his decisive word :

and as it respects the great demarcation of char-

acter before God, this alternative holds good in

all its rigor. But we must be on our guard

against the parable, and ourselves distributing

all men dogmatically, as they are actually found

in various degrees of progress towards that

great final demarcation, into the two classes,

whose extremes stand here before us in their

two exemplars. The young man, for example,

who comes forward a few verses further on in

the same chapter, who had kept the command-
ments, and to whom, nevertheless, something is

lacking, is in truth neither like this Pharisee nor

like this Publican, but his character is conceived

as in the intermediate transition. Finally, in its

despest principle we think that they are not

always " two different men " who thus " move
onwards to the courts of the common temple ;*

but they oftentimes come together in one and

the same man, so that the Pharisee and the

Publican put up together one marvellous prayer.

Not merely as Westermeier has it, " The mouth
often says—God I thank Thee I but the self-

seeking heart turns round and gives itself the

glory. The confession is—We are all sinners 1

at bottom, however, all are indeed sinners, but

ourselves not" But in the poor heart itself the

two voices conflict with one another long after

regeneration, like the accusing and excusing in

the natural conscience. And it is the master-

piece of the divine grace to consummate at

length the great distinction between the two:
His fiaKpodufita, or long-suffering, bears, forgives,

and heals, even when as yet it does not find

tijv ni.onv, the pure trust and reliance upon the

foundation of grace without any Pharisaical cor-

ruption. It is this which the great utterance at

the close is designed to teach us, concerning the

being exalted and the being abased, as we have
already expounded upon Matt, xxiii. 12, and
Luke xiv. 11. In Luke xiv. it proceeded from
the expression of pride or humility, but here

their internal principle and root is disclosed

;

Matt, xxiii., however, shows, for the warning
of the disciples themselves, that the exaltation

and abasement embrace a long process, and
many various degrees, before the end of either

is attained.

There is another feature which must not be

overlooked. The Publican went down to his

house : this is not intended simply to round off

the narrative which commenced with their going

up to the temple ;
but has a significance of its

own. And, first of all, the Lord thereby com-
mends, by a silent antithesis, the Publican's

having sought God's consecrated place of prayer,

and not having hastily sent up his prayer at his

receipt of custom, or in his chamber. Or if the

reader thinks commendation here too much, he

does'not blame him foi it. Further, this KarepTj,

" went down," in its close connection with

dediKaicj/itvog, "justified," indicates that the Lord
refers to the consciousness of both, in ivhich the

one experiences and is sure of his justification,

the other not. Thus the Pharisee goes down
as he came, without having silenced that evil

conscience which, in spite of all his candid

pride, secretly troubled his peace ; indeed there

impends over his head, while he thus continues

to exalt himself, a fearful humiliating blow
which will finally alight upon his head, and
crush him into the dust. But the Publican,

although he returns to his old dwelling (that is,

as a bye-thought, although he remains a Publi-

can), goes on ins way as a new man, no more a

sinner 1 Justified at first, he is therein, and it

will be soon manifestly seen, sanctified also

;

furnished and ready now to say—God, I thank

Thee, that Thou art merciful to me I In this

gratitude he performs all good works, of which

he had promised nothing, for grace now begins

and goes oil to exalt him. He gives to his God
not a tenth merely, but all that he has, all the

pleasant fruits which now grow in his new para-

dise (Cant. i\ ,17).

THE TARRYING WITH ZACC«,«US.

(Luke xix. 5, 9, 10.)

According to his design, the Lord had only

passed through Jericho, as the dif/pxero of

Luke intimates at the beginning, thus harmou-
ising the accounts of the two blind men whom
he met on entering and on departing from the

city—see our remarks on p. 384. But, always
seeking souls, a sinner suddenly arrests him in

his way
;
and in order to ensure the finding of

this soul he very gladly interrupts Ins diipxsodai,
" passing through," to interpose his del fie jieivai,

* To use the language of a miserable hymn,
which has been fabricated upon the words of our
text.

" I must abide." And behold there was a man,

dvf/p and not uv^^toc, that is, a man of conse-

quence, for he was a chief among the Publicans*

* "We may without damage leave it uncertain,

whether it was an actual farmer of the revenue, a

publicanus^ or only a chief receiver of the revenue (a

comptroller who received the dues from the porti-

ioribus and rendered them to the general-fanner).

Although, according to the rule of the Romans, only

a Roman eques (Knight) was generally a fanner of

the revenue, yet we find i". To^ph-'." that Jews
sometimes attained to thai "Verity —b^ice it was
quite possible in the cas^ of SyvvL^'is. ('''h« Jew-
ish name is found 2 Ma-v. t. 19, ^n ii. 9-
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And the same man (Erasmus : et idem, in addi-

tion) was, as it appeared, rich—yet did lie de-

sire to see Jesus ; and that not with Herod's

curiosity, but with a longing alter salvation

which places him by the side of the Greeks in

John xii. 21. He was nearer to Jesus than

those poor strangers at the feast, but had been
long in beginning to concern himself about

Jesus; his time, however, was now fully come.

It is strange that he had never yet become
acquainted with the person of this friend of

publicans, whose passage through that country

so near to Jerusalem, must have been frequent

;

but we find that he would see tic ear i, "who he

was," though the sequel shows that he was in-

fluenced by a deeper feeling than merely that.

He is not poor, and not needing the Lord's help

like the blind and the lame who fly to the Son
of David for compassion ; but his soul is the

seat of that penitence of the publican which im-

pels him to seek for grace. He must have heard

much of the kindness and the earnestness of

this Jesus, who had not long before called Laz-

arus out of his grave
;
but now he will and he

must see Him for himself. And what then ?

The excellent Schubert (in the history of Jacob

Haufer) does him injustice when he says that

the desire of Zacchaeus was to have a good view
of Jesus. Probably it was his design afterwards

to venture on such an approach as that of Nico-

demus, or in some other such way as might suit

him; what might follow was indistinct to his

mind, for the present he would not intermingle

with the company of His followers, certainly not

press forward into the immediate presence of

Jesus, for he does not presume to think of de-

taining the Lord who is passing through, by
publicly and pressingly obtruding his own heart's

need. Thus there is a befitting humility in this

eminent man, who deems that an invitation to

his house would not be honor enough lor the

Lord ; a kind of diffidence of the right sort, the

first commencement of a coming like Nicodemus
from afar. At the beginning of His official

career ^Nicodemus conies to the Lord from the

high council, at the end of it Zacchaeus comes
from among the publicans. Zacchaeus has less

in him than Nicoiemus, for he will merely at

the first see, and not approach—so it would

seem ; nevertheless he has at the same time

more than Nicodemus, and is entirely won
more easily. The Publicans enter before the

Pharisees, sinners before the righteous, and this

is once more seen here. As a token of his in-

ward earnestness, better than Nicodemus, Zac-

chasus comes in open day, in the middle of the

town; although not in the presence of all the

people (for he runs before), yet not without

spectators, for the high official is not above

climbing into a tree as one of the curious, sight-

seeing multitude. As he was little of stature,

he thought that among the people (uno like ")«

Nehem. vii. 14.) For the rest, Jericho, as a great

mart and place of transport, and then on account of

its dates and balsam (on which there was a special

impost), might well be the seat of a general office

of the Publicans.

instead of gve/ce) he could not attain his end ;*

there was no stone, no block, to help (as Pfen-
ninger expresses himself), nor was it necessary,

for there grew the sycamore tree just at hand.f

He hastens to climb up, that he may have a

secure place before the crowd comes, and thus

behold Je3us, unmarked either by him or by
the multitude.

But he is seen by him who also beheld a Na-
thanael under the fig-tree. When Jesus came
to the place, he looked up—why did he this,

for there was no imaginable occasion to do so ?

He was sensible of his presence there—as Luther's

translation has it, but the eldev (like the I66v,

ver. 41) includes a looking before the descrying.

The Lord perceives the man who was as much
as possible concealed, penetrates the secret of

his heart, calls him by name, invites himself to his

house : now the Lord was not accustomed in

such journeyings to look up into all the trees, or

to oiler his visits to those who were wont to

gaze at him from their branches. Thus it is not

petty and foolish, to seek anything wonderful
in all this " (as Schleiermacher scrupled not be-

fore his auditory to say) ; but there is in it a

real Avonder of grace, the guiding providence of
the Father guiding a soul to his seeking Son.

The Lord might indeed in the ordinary way
have known the name of this chief among the

Publicans, and might indeed have seen and
remarked the man who nevertheless knew him
not;]: but that he should now look up, and find

him in the tree, still more that he should pene-

trate his heart in order in so extraordinary a

manner to offer him salvation, surpasses most

assuredly what is purely natural. Zacchams!
Thus he calleth one of his sheep by name, cry-

ing into his inmost heart—I know thee, I know
what thou desirest 1 Thus does he summon
the diffident man with wholesome promptitude

to announce his decision before all the people

;

and overpowering his fear, invites himself to

the house to which he had not been invited,

thus anticipating in his grace the desire of the

* IIow often docs the multitude hide from us the

person of Christ! The multitude of the indifferent,

the followers without earnestness, the watching ene-

mies t These are the true Utile of stature, however
lofty and great, who are so " petty of spirit, that

they cannot even leave the crowd, in order to see

and to seek the Lord" (Gossner).

f The sycamores are not very high (that would
have been unsuitable in this case), and therefore the

easier to ascend ; hence travellers report that they

are often resorted to for pleasure, and that beds aro

hung among their leaves. Gossner says further

—

" Little soul, is there then no tree grown for thee,

which thou mayest ascend, and thine eyes behold

him who bringelh salvation to thy heart?"

\ That he acquired the man's name (as Neander
thinks possible) from tho people standing round,

having observed him casually, is not to be supposed :

any such interposed question cannot be conceived

of in the account, which gives the looking, the see-

ing, and the address, simply. Any such. " What is

that man's name ?" would be altogether inconsistent

with the dignity of the everywhere typical conduct

of our Lord,
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man who had not dared even to draw near.*

Make haste, and come down ! Not altogether

without a gracious though slight blame of the

strange method which he had taken ; we may
indeed symbolically generalise the words :

" Leave all thy own inventions and devices in

thy fearful coming— / come myself to thee!"

Climbing up and coming down, everything has

its time. Zacchseus had gone before in haste,

but the Lord is more in haste than he ; for there

would be no time for any later visit, this was
the last passing through Jericho, and now was
the time for one last testimony before his en-

trance into Jerusalem, one final public testimony

to all the people before his passion, in the con-

version of a Publican. I will come to thee at

thy house, where thou wilt better see me and

hear me ; I will tarry, and interrupt my jour-

ney by resorting to thy dwelling ! (Melvai,

equivalent to naTalvaat, ver. 7.) Not merely I

will, but / must. What dignity in answer to

every objection of precipitation and surprise in

this anevaac, "make haste," and (hi, "must;"
and at the same time what an impulse of love,

which testifies that it must be so, that it is bound
thus to tarry in the way 1 For it is in the Lord's

commission to act thus, as is stated afterwards

in ver. 10.

Zacchseus is not terrified, protests nothing

good or evil, is no longer ashamed ; but he is

instantly won, and with joy receives his high

guest, whom he may lead to his home. Each
had found what each sought—the Saviour and
the sinner. But that the Good Shepherd has

found a stray lamb, that the Merciful One should

now begin again to exhibit his mercy, excites

new murmuring among all the beholders of this

remarkable scene
;
that is, of course, only among

that all which was composed of mere beholders,

those who were accompanying him, ch. xviii.

39, and the inhabitants of Jericho. " He is

gone to be guest with a man that is a sinner !"

Oh wretched and blind people, to murmur at

that 1 An uvf/p, " man," but yet a u/xapTulor,

" sinner," because a Publican, and even a chief

among the Publicans—there is the deep-seated

delusion of the people, condemning the whole
class without any respect to the character of the

person. On another occasion they might have
spoken more respectfully of an dpxiTiA6v?ic,

" chief-Publican," but now, as it has to do with
Jesus, he is no more to them than a teT^uvtjq ical

u/iapruXoc, " Publican and sinner."

The narrative, which is itself hastening to-

wards Jerusalem, leaves it to be undei stood

that between vers. 7 and 8, we are to interpose

the whole time of the icaTa'Aioai, " or sojourn ;"

for Zacchseus cannot have advanced so far as to

speak as he (lid, before the Lord's visit, and as it

were precipitately at the very door. There is

more than this presupposed, also, in the eiar/We,

" entered," and in ver. 11, just as in ver. 28, the

journey is regarded as continuing. Schleier-

macher thought, like many before him and after,

that the naraXvaai must be taken as a tarrying

* The only case in which we read this, but not,

probably, the only instance in which it occurred.

over night (which the people hastily presumed
when they spoke) ; and consequently that it

was on the next morning that the proceeding of
ver. 8 took place.* But the afjfiep o v, " to-day,"

ver. 5, did not stand in such close connection

with the fielvac, " abide," as this assumes
; rather

must we regard the m'mepov, both of ver. 5 and
ver. 9, as indicating that one and the same day
of grace which had come to Zacchseus and his

house, and which was so prominently intimated

already in ver. 5.t A sojourn through the

night wTould scarcely have been so hastily dis-

missed in the aradelc de, " and he stood ;" and
ver. 28 continues the record of the dujpxero,
" passed through," after the interruption with a
definite t/ipnpoadev, " before."

But what must the Lord have spoken in the

house of Zacchaeus, whether his visit were for

one hour or many ! This host certainly acted

more like Mary than Martha ; for with what
confidence of new life does he stand forth, after

salvation has come to him !
" With one that is

a sinner—do the people say ? Yea, verily I

have been a sinner, but he, whom ye blame for

not having despised me, hath taught me righte-

ousness." Thus as a new-born child he justifies

the wisdom of God, thus does he bring the

quickly matured fruit of a still repentance which
had received the blessing of grace, in a public

avowal of penitence, of faith, of new-found
righteousness. He does not address the mock-
ers—for whose sake, however, now at the close,

he speaks these words, not within the house,

but outside (ukovovtuv avruv, ver. 11)—but his

new Lord, from whom he cannot separate him-
self, whom he joyfully calls his Lord, and in

whose honor, and to whose praise he now
makes his vow before the people. In his wealth

there is much unrighteous mammon, and much
of other men's goods, the restitution of which
in the proper place must be ever impossible

;

his conscience teaches him what the parable

which he had not heard had counselled to con-

verted Publicans. Not indeed all that he had,

but yet the half he gives to the poor : didu/ii,

" I give," is distinctive ; it is as good as if done,

for he now assumes an obligation before the

whole town, the poor of which will soon claim

its fulfilment. And if I have taken anything by

false accusation.l I restore fourfold! and for

meeting his official responsibilities, as the Lord

had not called him from his office, he retains the

other half. It is quite clear that the el tlvoq tl,

"if anything from any man," does not involve

anything like a bold challenge (as 1 Sain. xii. 3),

or even express a doubt whether any such could

come forward : but, on the other hand, it is

equally clear that he is not conscious of over-

reaching having been his common practice, and

it is his intention conscientiously to watch

* Many even add that it was the Sabbath, and a

day of rest.

f This Neander urges against Schleiormacher.

\ ~Lvno<pavTElv, usual in the Sept. for pay, retains

here as in chap. iii. 14 the subordinate idea of appar-

ent right, connected with self interested informa-

tion or denouncing.
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against it in such matters as had afforded occa-

sion for it in his earlier thoughtlessness. In
every case in which I have overreached, I will

make compensation; if I have done it (alas!

indeed, sometimes), here let a new righteous-

ness begin I Now, then, he is a righteous man
according to Ezek. xxxiii. 15. Now does he
voluntarily and joyfully determine to do more
than what the law, which grace does not su-

persede, requires of him.*

The Lord answers, as he was addressed

—

npbc avrov, " nnto him," actually speaking to

Zacchaeus ; but with an indirectly expressed
testimony to those who are around, he confirms

in his good pleasure the confession and vow

;

rather he crowns it by the fullest assurance

which he now gives, putting it upon its right

foundation, and at the same time appends a tes-

timony to his own person. The new righteous-

ness of the sinner has a good foundation—thus

must we understand the not unmeaning oti,\
u forasmuch." Salvation is come, for the Sa-
viour has entered ; hence there is joy in the

tabernacles of the righteous (Psa. cxviii. 15).

Again there is almost an open

—

lam he I almost
a gracious illustration now in the last days of

his hie of his name of Jesus. Tfiis day, forsooth,

for other days will now soon come ; at the

same time, now first to-day the day of grace

hath dawned upon this man and his house 1 It

was before—To-day I must abide in thy house ;
this is not all that the expression now involves,

but it gives an intimation to Zacchaeus, that he

must henceforth guide his whole house to salva-

tion and peace ; comp. ch. x. 5, 6, and what
was said upon Matt. x. 13, 14, on p. 173. The
reference to the house as the foundation, as of

human, so of political life generally, and of the

church to be raised up, begins thus early to

occur in the Lord's discourses, and then runs
through the entire New Testament. Do ye de-

spise him as a Publican ? But I say unto you—he was yet a lost sheep of the house of Israel,

though given up by you in your loveless bigotry,

having his own claim to the Messiah, the Shep-
herd :J and now he is in truth through faith a
recovered, renewed, and genuine son of Abraham
(Comp. ch. xiii. 1G.§ The Son of man is come
for Israel, and indeed for the world at large, not
only to save the lost sinners generally as ye all

are, and those given up as lost by yourselves

(as this Publican was), but also to seek them, to

enter in unto them before they can invite him
or receive him. Thus we may dogmatically say,

in a sense not to be unconditionally exaggerated,

that " compassionate love effects as well the be-

ginning of the higher life as its full consumma-
tion, so that all is its work." But we have
already declared in relation to this utterance,

and now freely repeat it, that God seeks in man
something which comes to meet his eternal love

with the susceptibility of receiving it, and with
all his seeking is far from always finding it, and
consequently that it is not always produced by
hirn.T

PARABLE OF THE SERVANTS OF THE NOBLEMAN WHO GOES AWAY
TO RECEIVE A KINGDOM.

(Luke xix. 12-27 [Matt. xxv. 14-30].)

The disciples themselves were involved in

the erroneous ideas of ver. 11 ; and this not-

withstanding all the Lord's declarations con-

cerning his impending passion : see ch. xviii. 34.

The Lord therefore adds a public and plain

parable in connection with his public departure

from Zacchaeus ; not the only instance of es-

chatological discourses, first pronounced in a
wider circle, and then reiterated to the disciples

:

see Luke xii. 36-46. Jesus has just testified

(not in the house of Zacchaeus, but at his door,

* The reference to a Roman lex de furto which
prescribed fourfold restitution disturbs the signifi-

cance of this beautiful saving, and is not strictly

pertinent, since there was a lex de publicanis which
was content with the restitution of the simplum,

after the expiration of a year. The law of Moses
(Exod. xxii.) requires only in a special case, ver. 1,

fivefold and fourfold restitution (hence 2 Sam. xii. 6)

;

else, as in vers. 4, 9, only a doubling was required

in compensation, just as was customary in Athens.

This Zacchaeus goes beyond, and doubles again.

f
" Just because this day salvation has come to

this house" (Lange).

where the people, not having dispersed when
he entered in, were awaiting his egress, comp.
ver. 28) for what purpose he had come, and
what was the true aurripia, " salvation," for the

children of Abraham. And as they heard such

things, so contradictory to all their expectations

of the Messiah, he appends to this utterance be-

fore the people a parable, which should also be an
appendix to all the previous announcements ofhis

passion and departure which the disciples had
heard. This is the meaning of npoad elc eint,

J I have not gone in to a Gentile!

§ This view of the losing and finding again justi-

fies the second sense, without any necessity for a

yeyove having been used. Most strangely did Eras-

mus refer the avroc (in which the uuapru'Abc ilvr/p

of ver. 7 is evidently made prominent) to ot/cy,

translating— " eo quod et ipsa (domus) filia sit

Abralnel"

T[ We may be permitted in a note to remark upon
the wise and comprehensive discrimination which
selected the history of Zacchaeus for the Gospel of

Consecration-day, in connection with the Epistle,

Rev. xxi. 1-5. In the latter we have the consumma-
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•'he added and spake," and ravra, "those

things;" the latter is not intended to indicate

that he had previously continued to speak on

the subject. The excitement of expectation is

strained to the utmost by his public approach to

Jerusalem, where his avowed enemies were

gathered to wait for him ;
and he speaks of his

coming death but as a setting out on a journey

from which he will return. Thus he shows how
this first coming of the Son of man lo seek the

lost, this coming of salvation into the hearts and

houses of penitent sinners, is related to the ex-

pected kingdom of him who was to come. He
gives, further, to the converted Zacchasus, an

admonition similar to that which he had given

to the converted Publicans in the parable of the

steward ; only that as his conversion had been

a deeper fact, and he had already, by anticipa-

tion, dealt rightly before all men with his un-

righteous mammon, the Lord at once passes

over to the administration of spiritual goods,

which in that parable (ch. xvi. 10-12) had only

been hinted at. The h iAaxioru kiotoc, "faith-

ful in a very little," here, ver. 17, is intended to

recall that discourse; just as we have the cities

here instead of the habitations or tents there.

When in Matt, xxv., after a short interval

only, the Lord repeats what is here said to his

apostles, we must understand him as impres-

sively intimating : It still holds good, and ye
must not forget what I said before in Jericho

to all the people and yourselves 1 And in Mat-
thew the delivery to the servants on occasion

of the setting out becomes an actual fact, while

here it is a prophecy. This relation of the two
discourses, as well as all the fundamental ideas

of the essentially similar parables, we have al-

ready discussed upon Matthew. The side-

glance at the punishment of the citizens who
protested against his dominion, as well as his

entrance upon his kingdom, is there omitted;

and these, with the other variations of the

parable, have their profound significance, as we
have already shown.

Verse 12, Is evyevijc, "nobleman," private

man of eminent lineage, not a [iaaCkevc , or " king,"

tion of salvation in the new world, the tabernacle of

God, of which all houses of God typically prophesy
;

in the former, the gentle commencement of salva-

tion in the individual, in the midst of the confusion

of the old world, in the hastening of the Redeemer
to his cross. There all is new and openly revealed,

here we have the new heart with its hrst confession

wrought by secret grace. There is the tabernacle

of God, here our own house, whose best guest is

the Son of man abiding in it. There we have the

word of preparation for the bride's throne, here the

first call of the Saviour for the seeking of the lost.

What would this salvation be, if it did not come to

me and my house ? This is the beginning to that

end—behold the tabernacle of God among men

!

Hence also the intimation to press through the iuter-

posing tumult of the people, to press forward to

Jesus himself; the exhortation to charity to the

poor; the mention of external souship, the priority

of the seed of Abraham ; and finally, in the back-

ground, the warning of judgment against the old

Jerusalem. Two exhaustive ecclesiastical pericopce

u

by birth, and his fiaaiXeia, " kingdom," therefore
a subordinate jurisdiction ? Assuredly not, but
the word contains a concealed ueiuoic (meiosis)
with reference to his heavenly origin. The
kingdom here spoken of belongs to the Son of
God, a born King, as an allodium ; it is, on the
other hand, zfeudum which the Son of man is to

receive : there remains the testimony, too, that

in the person of this Son of man these donovvrec,

or " thinkers" (ver. 11), have actually before

them their future King. Nothing is said here
of a going away to receive a kingdom in another

place, in heaven (as Roos mistakes) ; but it is a
departure in order to receive the crown and re-

turn. The ground-work of this part of the

parable is derived from the political relations

between the power of the house of Herod and
the superior authority of Rome. Herod, under
the government of Antigonus, journeyed to

Rome, primarily and ostensibly seeking the

(3aai?uia for Aristobulus, but was himself conse-

crated king in the Capitol (amid idolatrous

rites), and after three years of troubled war, ob-

tained possession of the kingly authority with
which he had been invested—an exceptional

instance—as no more than a private evyevijc.

And, more to the point, his son Archelaus,

mentioned in his will, went first to Rome, where
the emperor adjudicated between his claims and
the claims of Antipas, mentioned in a previous

will. But the Lord's kingdom is confirmed before

the highest throne on manifold grounds of right

:

as the Son of man he is invested or rewarded
with the crown, for his worthiness' sake ; as the

Son of David he receives the patrimonial heri-

tage, which belonged to him from eternity as

the Son of God by right of eternal birth. The
going away to heaven, to the Father, is a

nopeveadai etc x^Pav uanpdv, or " going into a

far country ;" for that world is an actual region

opposed to this, and we cannot but think of ch.

xv. 13, where the departure of the son from his

father's house into the world is similarly de-

scribed. Not merely is " heaven, to many con-

fessors of Christ, a far, unknown, indifferent

land " (as Lisco here preaches) ; but Christ

himself anticipated the hard journey of death

through the rent veil of his flesh.*

Verse 13. It has already been remarked that

the ten of His (collective) servants is equiva-

lent to the article in Matt. xxv. 14, and has the

same meaning, as also in the case of the ten

virgins; Schleiermacher incorrectly supposes

that these servants might not be the highest,

and not the only ones. Every one who ad-

heres, in fidelity and obedience, to the future

* Sincerus Bibliophius (Die Leipziger Rdigions-

frage ; Wie dunhel euch urn die Hollensfahrt Christi ?

Magdeburg, 1844) finds here the descensus ad inferos

intimated, and understands by the iar country the

region of the head—but this is a well meaning

error. The above is the only view which suits the

receiving of the jiaacleia, or " kingdom," the estab-

lishment of which is regarded as upon earth.

Elsewhere the Lord has hinted at the descent into

hell, as in Matt. xii. 40, and most plainly iu yer

29.
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King, and thus is distinguished from the oppos-

ing citizens, is in the widest sense his servant

and true minister, and is entrusted with office

and work in the preparation of his kingdom.

Hence it is not the twelve whom the Lord
mentions ; for then the people would have

thought of the Apostles, and Zaccha3us would
have deemed himself excluded. In the mean-
time the departing Lord puts into the hands of

his adherents a little authority and a slight gift,

as the test offidelity ; and this appears under the

figure (almost like a parable within a parable)

of a sum of money to be traded with.* The
question may arise whether the [tvd, " pound,"
is the Hebrew mina of a hundred shekels, or

the Attic of a hundred drachms (about $15 of

our money) ; but the parallel of the talents, and
the general selection in the parables of money
then current, are in favor of the latter. In re-

lation to the Lord and nard ttjv idiav 6ivafj.iv,

" acording to his several ability," every one re-

ceived alike ; in relation to others there is a
difference in each case : and this is indicated by
the variation in the parable as repeated. " Oc-
cupji-, trade till I come—in power, judgment,
and recompense ;" emphatically said in contra-

distinction from

—

till I return. So at least in

the common reading ; more properly it is, per-

haps, iv 4> ipx^fiai— While I am departing and
returning, while I am on my journey.

Verse 14. These lesser gifts, to be used in

calm diligence, the King has apportioned to his

faithful ones; instead of weapons, against the re-

bellious people, who will not bear his dominion,

and whom he bears with for a long time, till his

return. The confused state of the Jewish land,

split up into factions, and vexed with partizan-

ship, had led to a deputation of fifty persons
being sent to Augustus to complain, though
vainly, against Archelaus (who had restored

the country wasted in war, especially round
Jericho, where he had built himself a stately

palace) : and thus does the Lord illustrate the

enmity of his people, of the noMrai, " citizens,"

of his 0aai7<.eia, " kingdom," as being a solemn
and formal protest sent against himself to the

throne of God. There was in ver. 7 an out-

break of this enmity, which would not have the

Saviour of sinners (o v t o f, ch. xv. 2) for the

Messiah ; but here the Lord signifies the utmost
daring of their contradiction after his own death
(o7u<xu. avTov), the opposition of Jerusalem espe-

cially to the apostolical witness : this reaches
the presence of God,t and is regarded by him as

a npeoflda, or " message ;" it is received at once
and rejected. We must note the scornful tovtov,

* Upayfzareveadai is found as the peculiar ex-

pression lor commerce in the Rabbiuical N -:;s:r3,

-juiyiiaTda (even Eccles. v. 9, etc., in the Targum),

O'UIA"?, rpnyinirei'c, O'u'-USA-B, npayuarevTr/^,

etc. The conjecture of Michaeiis, who detects an error

in the translation of mines for rhatt, portions, is re-

futed by vers. 16 and 18

f This feature in the parable refutes the exegesis

of the little book before mentioned—which in itself

may be highly recommended. What would be a
protest sent to Hades?

" this man," and the ov 6 Hoftev, " wp, will not

have," which gives no reason for their com-
plaint—" He is contrary to us, he is not a per-

sona grata (agreeable person), we hate him, for

all his love 1"

Verses 15-19. See upon Matthew the notes

upon what recurs there. The &Tvave?Meiv nai,

"when he was returned, then," involves in it-

self an obvious hyevero, "it came to pass," for

the supreme liege Lord, the Father of the Son,

receives not, like Pilate, the protest of those

who hate his Son. But he having received the

kingdom, does not at once return in all his

authority to take vengeance upon his enemies

;

but graciously judges and rewards first his own
special servants, dependents, and confessors.

Oh that he had only to praise and reward ! The
dunvpaynaTeveoOat,, " gain by trading," which
only occurs here in the New Testament,

means elsewhere— to propose, undertake, ar-

range, and execute a plan, but passed naturally

like negotiari into the meaning of negotiando

lucrari ; just as we might say—What business

each had carried on. And, with reference to

the verbum simplex in ver. 13, we might attri-

bute to the did, in composition, the additional

idea—What each had carried on in the mean-
while, through the whole intervening time. The
faithful servants humbly and rightly ascribe the

increase, not to themselves, but to the Lord's

pound

—

TrpooeipydaaTo, " See what Thy seed has

grown to!" But the Lord did not seek the

tokoc (interest) for himself, as he might seem to

do by his accommodating himself to the delu-

sion of the slothful one (ver. 23) ; but the dili-

gent retain their acquisition, and receive a

great reward besides. (Let the designedly
striking rb dpyvpiov of ver. 15 be rightly under-
stood, and further the Iva yvCi—that he might
know how each had acted therewith.) In Mat-
thew the first dispensation of gifts is various,

and the reward of increase is the same in all

;

here, on the contrary, the pounds are the same
in the case of all the ten, but the reward is dif-

ferent. And this is a significant variation for

the two sides of the question, according as the

difference of the result depends upon more or

less diligence, or otherwise springs from equal

diligence in the use of differing gifts. The for-
mer is made prominent here, and therefore the

second does not receive, as in Matt. xxv. 21, 23,

similar commendation with the first, but merely
a brief nal ov yivov, " Be thou also." What is else-

where promised generally to the vnoiiEvovTec, or
" enduring," as a oviiPaot'Xevetv, or "joint reign

"

(2 Tim. ii. 12), appears here as a manifold gra-

dation of dignity, for the more mediate future

of the kingdom is here spoken of.* The cities,

the government, the administration of which
the King now distributes to his tested and ap-

proved servants (much more than the receiving

into habitations), are indeed in the territory of

the rebels which has nevertheless become his

kingdom ; and consequently indicate a further

* "Ten minae would scarcely purchase a house:
and the superabundant recompense of grace is ten

cities" (Von Gerlacu).
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continuance of their active service, in the ana-

logy of their former service, in the established

and manifested kingdom. On the one hand,

this distinguishes it from the final consummation
of all in equal glory ;

but, on the other, it may
not be said that even now " the servants are

appointed to rule over the hosts of the enemies
of Christ." For the enemies are already de-

stroyed, rooted out of the land; there remains

between them and the servants only the great

middle-class of the undecided, hitherto not led

to salvation ; among whom the true " vicege-

rents of Christ " will have enough to do, while

they are spreading the holy land over all the

earth. See Rev. ii. 26, xx. 4 (Psa. cxlix. 6-9,

in a good sense). It will be easy, peaceful, and
blessed work with them, to rule, and feed, and
guide home the remaining sheep, when the

wolf is gone, and Satan is bound 1

Verses 20-26. References to wrapping up
and depositing money or other precious things

in handkerchiefs are frequent enough; what
might be subordinately hinted at, over and
above this use, in the oovduptov, we have men-
tioned already in commenting upon Matt, xxv
18 ; though the word, its etymology being for-

gotten, designates a handkerchief of any kind.

J. Von Midler's note, " This is the body "—may
be regarded as trifling, just as is Chrysostom's
interpretation of the earth in Matt, xxv., as the

earthly sensual heart. The indolent leaving un-
used, the foolish hiding up, is the gist of the
figure. The judging of the wicked servant out
of his own mouth and confession, generally a
common principle of justice (Job xv. 6 ; 2 Sam.
i. 16), has an application here different from that

of Matt. xii. 37 ; for here it is the mildest judg-

ment, which, accommodating itself to the posi-

tion of the defence, finds the crimination even
in that. The napearurec, " they that stood by,"
are essentially ministers of the King distinct

from these servants, who execute his command-
ments, and who are brought with him ; that

these venture the objection—" Lord, he hath
already ten pounds (and ten cities besides !)," is

not to be attributed to oblique envy, but to

mere astonishment at the strangeness of the

judgment. Thereby the great distinguishing

principle which follows in ver. 26 is only pre-

pared for and made prominent ; and in such a

manner that the Lord Jesus makes a sudden
transition, in the interpretation of all, to him-
self as the l3a.oi2.evg, or " King."

Verse 27. Thus, in his own person, majestically

making the prediction present, he pronounces
now this judicial sentence upon his enemies

;

instead of which we significantly find, on the

repetition of the parable in the circle of the dis-

ciples, the (here presupposed) casting out of the

unprofitable servant. " My enemies, citizens

who should be my subjects, who consequently
are rebels against my fiaoileia—my hand now
findeth them out! (Psa. xxi. 9). They would
not my dominion unto their salvation—I judge

them out of their own mouth " (chap. xiii. 34).

But this involves a most fearful irony, for there

is another j3aai?,evaac which they must endure I

" Since they would not have the Lamb, the

Lion will tear them."

And when he had thus spoken, had thus judi-

cially in his own revealed royal person decreed

the destruction of his foes—he went onward
to Jerusalem, there to deliver himself up as the

paschal Lamb into their hands

!

THE ENTRANCE INTO JERUSALEM: THE STONES CRYING OUT.
THE GREAT DESTRUCTION.

(Luke xix. 40, 42-44.)

We have already explained upon Matt. xxi.

2, 3, and must here assume as known, the de-
sign and significance of the Lord's kingly en-
trance into Jerusalem, this first and last public

and festal proclamation of his coming and
honor ; as partly intentional on his own part,

and partly permitted with regard to others.

Some, the .most audacious, of the Pharisees,
although they do not venture themselves to

suppress the voices of the multitude of his disci-

ples, reinforced by the multitudes of the people,
yet appeal to himself and require him—not to
permit such impropriety! Not so much that
" they were filled with anxiety, lest the great
outbreak should take place at once," but with
infatuated, scornful bitterness :

" Suffer not thy-
nelf to be called that which thou art not ! Take
heed to thyself, we warn thee of the shame and
the punishment which the beginning will in-

volve 1" For all this he has the right answer at

hand. " Should these whom ye call my disci-

ples, but all of whom I do not reckon as such,

as they now encompass me with shouts—keep
silence ? I say unto you—you who not only

hold your peace, but even protest—It is never-

theless the voice of truth in their mouth, this

loud testimony, so hateful to you, is decreed for

this time, it must be so and for your sakes

!

This blind people—Oh ! that they were all my
true disciples and subjects!—know not what
they cry,* but are constrained to bear their

witness this day. ' Therefore, I tell you—Lack
ing them, the stones must cry out, would pro

claim in your stead and in theirs, what the great

question is between me and Jerusalem !"1 This

* Not " seized by a sacred inspiration," else we
should have to understand this word as a prophecy
from divine impulse.

f The 3 Fut. Pass. Kenpul-ovrat is in this verb the
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is, primarily, a common proverbial expression,

similarly humiliating as in Matt. iii. 9 ; comp.
2 Pet. ii. 1G. " Are ye then of stone, that ye
feel not the truth, and harmonise not with it ?"

Yet we are not to understand in the TiWoic,

" even the most obtuse " (according to Neander),

stony hearts to be aroused ; still less (according

to Von Gerlach) that God, if humanity remained
insensible, would give to inanimate nature hearts

and voices for his praise ; or, as Hess puts it in

the strongest way, " These stones around,

which have witnessed so many of my deeds,

echo of themselves my honor and my praise!"

But the indication, immediately following, of

the stones of the temple and of Jerusalem to be
destroyed, ver. 44, gives us the right clue to our
Lord's meaning when he uses the prophetic

future :
" These will soon cease with their Hosan-

na, without any injunction of mine, they will

soon exchange it for Crucify him! fulfilling

your desire, and obviating the danger you fear

—but then will there arise a very different wit-

ness to my kingly power, which will cry out

very differently against your unbelief !" For in

the back-ground of this proverb there lies a hint

of a saying in the Scripture, which we must
consult in connection with this passage.

The prophet Habakkuk, after he has an-

nounced, in oh. ii. 4, life to the just by faith,

and the opposite to all proud opposers, when he

that cometh will come without delay,* turns in

ver. 5 to the prediction of judgment upon Baby-
lon, yet in such a manner as to include in his far-

reaching threatenings a denunciation of similar

doom upon unbelieving and unjust Israel. What
woe should then break in upon the empire of

robbery, upon the magnificence founded upon
spoil ; how should then the fearful account be
demanded I For fcitray, ver.6, is not thick clay

or mud, according to the Syr. and Vulg. .(as also

it is rendered t^u ^y ay in the Rabbin. Commen-
taries), but as the Targumist rightly expresses it—"ps'fl Spjsr, pigneratio, copia ccris alicni quod

quia contraxit (pawning the amount of others'

money which one has accumulated). Now
must the spoil be rendered back ; suddenly rise

up ""Cr:, that is, with prophetical double-mean-

ing— those who bite thee, and thy creditors I

Thou shalt be robbed of that which thou hast

robbed—in righteous recompense. The nest on
high is not secure enough. Ver. 10 says—Thou
hast consulted shame to thine house, brought
disgrace wilfully upon thyself, by cutting off

many people ; thou hast thereby sinned against

thy soul (comp. Prov. viii. 36), or, thine own
soul, thou thyself hast sinned, and incurred this

penalty—which better suits vers. 4 and 5. And
now for the words of ver. 11 : For the stone

nsual form instead of the unused regular form ; as

iu othor cases, when the Perf. acquires the signifi-

cation of the Present, it is alsp used—formed from

the Dor. verb Kenpdyu. Hence it is not necessary

or proper to refer to the Attic signification of this

puullo-post future — it should and it must so be.

(Erasmus: mox clamabunt.)
* See my exposition of this passage, as cited in

Heb. x. 37, 38, in the Hcbraerbrief, ii. 74.

(each one) shall cry out of the wall and the
cross-beams of the wood-work shall answer it,

agreeing to testify against thee ! These are not
the stones and the beams of the cities laid waste
by Babylon, which complain against the de-
stroyer (as in Sallust the devastated walls, and
burnt beams of Saguntum manus Punicas osten-

tabant [showed the Carthaginian hands]), but
the firm and well-built stones and beams of the

house, vers. 9, 10, built in wickedness, of the

city, ver. 13, established in vanity and blood-

guiltiness—" proclaim the guilt and shame of

their original." They should cry out and wit-

ness (comp. ch. i. 2) ; and that not merely as

poscentes justitiam a Deo ut suo loco restituantur

(demanding of God justice that they may be
restored to their place) (as Burk quotes), but in

the laying waste of their bootless labor (ver. 13),

when the individual stone comes out "V5»,
" out of the wall," and every beam yyx " out

of the timber," they will cry out ; and the doom
will bear witness of the guilt ! But the Lord
will then appear in his holy temple, that all the
earth may keep silence before him ! ver. 20.

Let it be observed, then, with what profound
significance the Lord uses this expression to in-

dicate the destruction of this Jerusalem, trans-

formed as it were into Babylon; how in this

preliminary word he already announces the
judgment which presently comes distinctly be-
fore his contemplation.

The jubilant cry had begun when the proces-
sion reached the Kardfiaaic, " descent," of the
Mount of Olives

;
the Lord comes now nearer

and nearer to the city, as it is here termed not
without emphasis, the holy city, the city of God
in its external glory. He beholds it from that

very position where afterwards it was beleaguer-
ed by its enemies, at a similar paschal feast.

His eyes, which everywhere look for faith,

which had looked through its streets and into
its sanctuary for faith in vain, now behold the
city near, and in its naked reality. No external

appearances of glory, where the way ofpeace is

not known, can deceive him; no Hosanna of
his disciples can give him joy, for thus cometh
he not nor the kingdom of God. In the midst
of the acclamations, which he does not repress,

his heart breaks out in lamentation over the peo-
ple of this city and the city of this people—Have
I been so long with you and ye have not known
me ! Do ye thus surround me with Hosannas,
who will so soon crucify me ? Not that a
" silent flow of sorrowful tears mingles with the
general festivity;" not merely that he hhUpvaev,
" wept," as in John xi. 35 ; but much more than
that, he t;K?,avaev, wept with the lamentation

o.f consummate sorrow, and ex' avr/jv, " over it."

It is said in the letter of Lentulus that Christ

never laughed, and we could believe that ; weep
indeed he did, much oftener than we know of.

At the grave of Lazarus the Lord saw Mary
weeping, and the Jewrs who were with her
weeping too ; but here he alone is the weeper
amid the universal joy. But now, as then, he
thinks not of his own honor or of his own sor-

row ; the tears of the sympathising High Priest

even now, before Gethsemane, concern our sins,
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which are his sorrow and his heart's deepest

woe. " The man of God wept "—that was a

great thing as said of Elisha, when he beheld

in spirit the evil which Hazael would inflict

upon Israel (2 Kings viii. 11). The Son of God
wept over the guilt and doom of Jerusalem and
her children—and that is infinitely greater, a

uvari/piov 7rpo<popiK<Jv, (divulged mystery), to

which corresponds an MuiOetov, (conception), in

the depths of the oKXuyxva oinnp/LiCiv tov 6eov,

" bowels of the mercies of God." Love, after

doing all in vain, can only weep ; were God to

become man, he could but do this ; rather God is

man here and therefore weeps.* In what mul-
titudes of his members upon earth have these

tears since continued to flow ! And " how
many have been converted by these tears of our
Lord, in the place of those who would not then
be converted

!"

Verse 42. Passion permits no parable, as

Hess remarks, and mighty indeed is the passion

which seizes the Lord's heart, when he first

looks upon the scene of the events that were
then to transpire. But the first, and the predom-
inant question, is lamentation ; just as in Matt,

xxiii. the undertone of lamenting love is heard
even amidst the predominant anger against

those who would not be saved. The construc-

tion of the former clause with otl and el,
" that

"

and "if" (both omitted in our version), to-

gether is to be narrowly observed. The on,

coming first, gives, as it were, an answer to the

astonishment of those who saw and heard him
weep : Tlierefore I weep, that is the cause of my
tears ! The el is evidently equivalent to utinam,
as in the Sept. for **>, and as in Luke xii. 49,

xxii. 42. Luther's translation by wenn (if) in-

volves the easily perverted, and often abused
idea, that apology, and not accusation, is to be
sought here. In truth, this is a lamentation,

the bitterness of which is its accusation. Nor
is it right to say that our Lord here regards their

guilt " in its mildest form as ignorance," for he
has already spoken in ver. 27 of their not iviUing

and their refusal; consequently he here means
no other than wilful, self-condemned ignorance

—else wherefore the terrific judgment ? Ah if

thou hadst known— only then wouldst thou
have escaped the judgment—then could I have
saved thee from it 1 Even thou entire Jerusa-
lem—is this in contrast with the multitudes of

disciples who were greeting him as their King ?f

Scarcely ; for even these Hosannas were not
the result of a real knowledge, and it is this word
which h;is here the emphasis. Or does the Lord
oppose the pre-eminently corrupt inhabitants of
the metropolis (as Hess thought), to the Israel-

* Compare the beautiful observation of Von Ger-
lach, against the error of universal restoration, as
against the other error of predestination. Jesus did
not weep through " short-sighted grief," instead of
contemplating the ultimate disappearance of all sin

and all misery. Rather does he give expression to

God's sorrow over the lost!

\ Or— Thou also, as thy King. (So Lange,
though far fetched and confused on the whole pas-
sage.)

ites who followed him from Galilee and the land
generally ? We think not, for to us this nai,

"even," involves no such comparison. The
Lord is thinking altogether and only of the city

over which he weeps, as the elect metropolis
and nevertheless the murderess of the prophets,
about to reject and slay the Messiah himself.

The first nai consequently signifies—Oh that thou
especially, whom it concerns and who needed it

so much! (for even thou, or it is no other than
thou who art blind !) The following naiye then
adds—And truly, or even now at least in this

day of final invitation ! In this thy day. To
interpret fyxepa as merely time, is also inexact;
for although all the r)/iipai tov v'lov tov uvdpomov,
" days of the Son of Man," constituted one
great time of grace " for which two thousand
years had been preparing " (Tholuck), a naipbc

ttjc eiiiaK07Tf/g, " time of visitation," as afterwards
more generally embraced in ver. 44, yet the

Lord had now in his soul this one last day of
gracious offer, the day of his entrance into Jeru-
SiArm as a king into his own city—not without
allusion to Psa. cxviii. 24. This was thy day

;

then came thy King to thee yet once more in

meekness, as the Prince of peace, offering peace
to thee : and yet thou remainedst in thy enmity,

discernedst not t<2 Trpbc elpf/VT/v gov, u the things

which belong unto thy peace," and knewest not
how to be the true Salem of thy Melchize.dek !*

Oh what could not the Lord have done, what
achievements wrought, with this excited peo-

ple, had he only become, but not in righteous-

ness, their King and their Messiah ! But it was
not this which would subserve their peace

—

this he knows, but not tbey. Therefore they
plunge themselves into ruin through their foes,

instead of receiving his peace. This last and
vainly obtesting lamentation repeats now at the

end what Moses in the beginning (Deut. xxxii.

28, 29) had proclaimed and denounced against

this people. But now it is hidden from thine

eyes—although thou seest with thine eyes " thy

King riding upon an ass "—although thine eyes
have seen the wonderful works which are

praised (ver. 37), and among them the resurrec-

tion of Lazarus (John xi. 18, 19). It is hid

through thine own fault, according to the righ-

teous judgment of the Father, who can make his

revelations only to babes (Matt. xi. 25). Hidden
from thee is thy sin, my salvation and my peace,

hidden from thee the word of prophecy in thine

hands ;
hidden therefore is the swiftly coming

judgment. For this latter is not to be exclu-

ded, as the continuous otl, " for," of the follow-

ing verse shows. The Lord takes this last ex-

pression from Isa. xxix. 9-12 ; a chapter to

which his ensuing announcements point our

attention.

Verses 43, 44. " Because thou hast neglect-

ed thy day, the day of peace, therefore days of

conflict, tumult, and abasement will come (as

* Not only Sepp, but Wetstein also, recognises

the profound allusion to the name of the primitive,

holy city ofpeace: Utinam quaa diceris Jerusalem re

ipsa esses Jerusalem, ac videres ea, quae pacem tibi

prasstare poseent

!
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xxiii. 29)—they will break in with frightful hor-

ror upon thy blind security," as is expressed in

the additional kiii oe, * upon thee." Now comes
the plaiu and undisguised description of those

days, as they are even now before his eyes

;

the ires gracilis angiistiarum (three steps of dis-

tress) in living presentation, as they lead to

that final consummation—not one stone upon
another I Thine enemies—thus does he plainly

designate the Romans, whose Ctesar they vainly

prefer to their own King (John xix. 15) ; for

they must be understood in these words by
every reader. Yet should it not be alleged

against him that he does not at once name them,

since it is very far from his design to summon
the people to a conflict with that power to

which he assigns the final victory. They will

cast a xiLPa $>
" trench," about thee, an encamp-

ment, a line of circumvallation, most firmly for-

tified; not always the case in sieges, but pre-

dicted here in expressions which have a typical

meaning, even as they were literally fulfilled in

due time. Let Isa. xxix. be consulted (on the

prophetic reference of which see on Matt. xxiv.

15), where Ariel is threatened, the city where
David dwelt, in which year is added to year of
vain revolutions of feasts. Note there the
" multitude of thy strangers" (ver. 5) ; and (ver.

3) aa» "r^hs F">:n, "and I will lay siege

against thee with a mount" (Sept. nal j3alC) Trspi

oe xupax- a)—which in its first fulfilment, is again
expressly remarked in Ezek. xxi. 22. And
from this verse is taken the nepiKVK?.6oovoi,
" compass thee round," which is carried on in

the avve^ovoi oe ttuvtoOev, " keep thee in on
every side," see there T«g, "round about" (lit.

like the circle). But it gives also an echo of the
old denunciation of Moses, ;p-S5j—?5a*js n$ni
" and he shall besiege thee in all thy gates,"

Deut. xxviii. 52. The ovvexetv implies an entire

inclosure and shutting in, thus anguish being
added to anguish and without hope of salvation

;

and Titus, as we know, caused the entire city

to be surrounded by a wall of thirty-nine stadia

when the materials of the ramparts failed him.
Kal loa<ptovot oe. " and shall lay thee even with
the ground "—such is the end of all thy proud
magnificence ! 'Eoatj>l&iv is generally to cast

down to the ground, and is then used of demo-
lished cities— to make them even with the

ground, uvu kutu orpeipeiv, " to turn upside

down." (See Isa. xxix. 4, npbc rb Ida^oc, and
Deut. xxviii. 52, rp"} f'J.) The same word
applies, in another sense, to the inhabitants put
to the sword, and in its most fearful meaning,
to the little ones of Jerusalem dashed on the

ground—see Psa. exxxvi. 9 ; Isa. iii. 25 ;
Ezek.

xxxi. 12; Hos. x. 14, xiii. 16, Sept. A spuri-

ous reading referred the tekvo. oov iv ooi, " thy
children within thee," back to ver. 43, not be-

ing able to connect with them the kdatyi&iv, or
" razing." The Lord, who here, as everywhere,
utters the language of earlier prophetic contem-

plation, concentrating all aspects in one human
view, embraces in tekvoic a comprehensive
meaning; first, by a usual expression, the in-

habitants of the city ; then the other children

of the land gathered together in one at the feast

(at the fulfilment nearly two millions in all) in

the metropolis, as the ho ooi, " within thee," in-

dicates ; and finally, the actual children of this

present generation, as appears in ch. xxiii. 28,

29, and as was frightfully realised in their idcupi-

&iv after the typical judgment denounced upon
Babylon (Psa. exxxvii). Last of all, not one
stone remains upon another—and of this we
have already spoken on Matt. xxiv. 2. Tlien

indeed will the stones cry out ; then will each
one of them bear witness— I also am from the

walls of desolated glory, am a witness that he
whom this city rejected was and still is her
King.*

The close of the prophecy turns back to the

commencement of the lamentation ; but now
with the wrathful judicial word instead of the

fruitless wish of love. " Ah, hadst thou known !

Therefore, because thou hast not known I Be-
cause of that, and not because of all thy sin

and transgression I If this day thou wouldst
receive me, all would be atoned and forgiven."

But the Lord knows that this will not be, and
therefore speaks of the future as if it were the

past : he embraces the whole time preceding
the judgment as the time of gracious visitation,

although he especially means the days of his

manifestation. There are for every land and
every people, and even for every soul, definite

times of visitation, of which one must be the

last : hence it concerns all to Jcnoiv, as well the

grace of the visitation, as also that that grace

has only its appointed time. Jerusalem knew
neither, and was hurled to the dust— but her
King and Saviour wept over her I With what,

joy will he, whose love wept over the impend-
ing downfall of the old Jerusalem, glory in the

new Jerusalem perfected at last (Isa. lxv. 19)

!

Thus speaks Baxter ; but better still will Ben-
gel's exclamation, on ver. 27 of the same chap-
ter, harmonise with our thoughts— " meek
and gracious King ! But who will be able to

endure the sword of his mouth, when he shall

be seen upon the white horse (Rev. xix. 11)
!"

We conclude with the admonition which the
mercy of these tears of the Lord Jesus, sealing

the grace and the truth of all his sayings, urges

upon many who will read this book. Know
thou the day of thy visitation, that so thine ene-

mies, to whom thou mayest now be betraying
thy King, may not, in the judicial anguish of
death, encompass and hem thee in on every
side, tormenting thee till thou art cast down
into the abyss

!

* When Frederic the Great asked Professor Gel-
lert— What ho thought of Christ ? he replied—
What thinks your majesty of the destruction of the

city of Jerusalem ?
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